
COMBS BUILT BY SWARM WHEN CLUSTERED
(Photo by C S. Department of Agriculture.;
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= < GRIGGS SAVES YOU g

I FREIGHT" i

I
TOLEDO

i How about supplies for next i

i season's use! Why not take 1

I advantage of the early order |

= discounts. 1
i i

=

I SECOND HAND 60 |
I POUND CANS I

i We have a car load or more |

i in cases of two cans, good con- §

I dition at prices worth your |
= attention. 1
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a

j Winter Problem Solved
3

I BY THE

Hive with an Inner!iOvercoat

HONEV
HONEY

HONEY

We are in the market for

large quantities of all kinds

of white honey. Mail sam-

ples and state price asked

in first letter.

THE GRIGGS BROS.
COMPANY

^ Dept.24 TOLEDO, O.

g "GRIGGS SAVES YOU |

I FREIGHT" I
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Success with Rabbits

There is Big Money and genuine pleasure for you
in the fascinating Rabbit Industry. But you must
know how. Use the knowledge of the best brains

io the business and Start Right. Send for free in-

formation about Rabbit Keeping and full particulars

today. GIBSON'S CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL OF
RABBIT HUSBANDRY. W. Madison St., Chicago. Ill

(Super\'ised by Judge Chas. S. Gibson) 5152-S

BEE SUPPLIES
We carry a complete stock of sup-

plies at all times, and can make
prompt shipments. Our prices will

interest you.

g,^^ Send Us Your Inquiries

)^ A. H. RUSCH & SON CO.^ ReedsTille, Wis.

NOW FURNISHED WITH
JUMBO DEPTH OR SfANDARD HOFFMAN FRAMES

In January of this year, Mr. Pellett, the associate editor of the

American Bee Journal, wrote us suggesting that we place on the

market. Protection Hives with Jumbo depth frames. He stated that

if -we could furnish them with 1 1-2 inch spacing, that in his opinion

we would have very nearly an ideal hive, and if he was again to engage

in commercial honey production, this would be the hive that he would

want. Numerous like requests from other bee keepers for this same

equipment have been received.

We are now prepared to furnish Protection Hives with standard

Hoffman frames the same as in the past, or standard Jumbo depth

frames ten to the hive body, or those with 1 1-2 inch spacing nine

frames to the hive body. The same size covers, bottoms and rims

as used in the past will be supplied, the only difference will be in the

depth of the hive body when Jumbo frame is wanted.

Standard single, hive, comb or extracted honey supers or bodies in the

10 frame size, are regular equipment for Protection Hives.

Send for a new special circular of the Protection Hive which has

just been issued.

TIN HONEY PACKAGES
2 lb. Friction Top Cans in cases of 24. 5iu. Friction Top Pails in cases of IS.

2 lb. Friction Top Cans in crates of 612 6-lb. Friction Top Pails in crates of 100.

lyilb. Friction Top Cans in cases of 81. 5 lb. Friction Top Pails in crates of lOS.

2yi-ib. Friction Top Cans in crates of 460. 101b. Friction Top Pails in cases of 6.

10-lb. Friction Top Pails in crates of 118,

SPECIAL PRICES
Crates of 100 five-pound pails, $8; crates of 200 for $16.

Crates of 100 ten-pound pails at $12.60. Sixty-pound cans, two in a case, at $1.15

per case. Shipments made from Michigan, Ohio, Illinois and Maryland factories.

A. G. WOODMAN CO.
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH., U. S. A.
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Happy New Year to you all and many thanks for the splendid support we have

received from you during the season just closed

Now let's look over 1920. Indicatio<is are that sugar will be higher in price, honey's most extensive com-

netit'or So we are safe in working for a big crop of honey for 1920, and with this end in view we are or-

ganizing an Advertising Campaign to create 'a larger demand for honey, and m this way we have been able

to handle all the honey offered us, at the highest market prices.
_

We will continue to carry a complete line of Standard Lewis Beeware, with its proven merits, and Da-

dant's Foundation, which has stood the test of two generations and no radical change needed, and we can

render your old Combs and Capping at Newark and exchange your wax for Foundation or Supplies.

And if you have honey to offer we will be glad to quote you. Our 1920 Bee Supply Catalog free. Yours

for successful beekeeping.
Liberty Bonds accepted as cash.

THE DEROY TAYLOR CO., Newark
(Wayne Co.) New York.
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ATTENTION COLORADO BEEKEEPERS
We are now booking orders at special prices for SUPERIOR FOUNDATION to cover the 1920 requirements

of dealers and beekeepers throughout the United States. WrUe us the name of the dealer from whom you

purchase, your general line of bee supplies, stating your approximate foundation requirements. We will

quote you special prices for delivery through your bee supply dealer. If he cannot furnish you SUPERIOR

FOUNDATION we will supply you direct at wholesale prices.

WANTED—SO tons of beeswax at highest prices. We have recently doubled our factory in size, to take

care of the heavy demand for SUPERIOR FOUNDATION.

SUPERIOR HONEY CO., Ogden, Utah (Manufacturer, of Weed Process Foundation)
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I
QUEENS BEES BY THE POUND queens

|

1 Booking orders now with one-fourth down, balance just before shipping. Two per cent discount on Janu- |
i ary orders with full remittance. We have for several seasons shipped thousands of pounds of bees all over |
1 the United States and Canada. From Wisconsin last year, when my old-time beekeeping friends heard

|
1 that I had bought bees from a man in Texas, they called me a fool; but now I have more bees and more g
i honey than any man in Green County; it is the talk in this part of the woods. (Same party has in his or-

|
1 der again for over a thousand dollars worth for spring shipping.) From West Virginia the State Api- s
= arist pronounced my queen one of the finest queens he ever saw. "To say that I am well pleased would put |
I it mildly; will want more bees and queens in the spring." Guarantee shipment to be made on time. Free

|
I circular explains, also gives prices on bees by parcel post, nuclei, etc. =
= Prices F. O. B. Here by Express Queens =
°

1-lb pkg bees $2.40, 25 or more $2.16 Untested $1.50 each, 25 or more $1.35 |
I 2-lb pkg bees $4.25, 25 or more $3.83 Tested $2.50 each, 25 or more $2.25 |
I 3-lb. pkg. bees $6.25, 25 or more $5.62 Select tested $3.00 each

|
E Add price of queen when ordering bees. =

I NUECES COUNTY APIARIES, ^ |,«^^^ CALALLEN, TEXAS I
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Read "THE BEEKEEPER >t

The only Canadian bee publication. Keeps beekeepers closely in touch with Api-

cuUural conditioni in Canada. It is the official organ of the Beekeepers' Aibo-

ciations for the three provinces—Ontario, Manitoba and New Brunswick.

Beekeeping and horticulture are effectively combined to make a live, attractive

and practical publication.

Price, postpaid, $1 per year

United SUtes, $1.25 Foreign, $1.50

Send for a free sample copy

The Horticultural Publishing Co., Ltd., Peterboro, Ontario

« iB

TELL WHAT YOU KNOW
The Western Honey Bee oflfers

cash and other prizes in a competi-

tion (ending March 1) for articles

pertaining to the work of beekeep-

ing. Try your hand; anyone can

compete, whether a subscriber to the

Honey Bee or not. Send for a sam-

ple copy (free) containing particu-

lars. Address

WESTERN HONEY BEE
121 Temple St., Los Angeles, Calif.
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THE LARGE HIVE
was championed and used extensively by Cliarles Dadant as early as

1868, and he had recognized its advantages even earlier than that.

3

i
3

Not satisfied with
either the ten-frame
of Langstroth or the

eight-frame hive of the

size advocated by
Quinby, he experi-

mented with diflferent

sizes and styles before

adopting a hive of ten

frames, Quinby size.

Some of the hives

used in his experi-

ments in large num-
bers were

:

8 to 14 frame Lang-
stroth,

8 to 16 frame Quin-
by.

10 to 20 frame De-
beauvois with frames
12x12.

Coffin shaped hive
with a circular frame.

Hives with frames
18x18 inches.

CHARLES DADANT

His ideal hive em-
bodied the following
points

:

1. A deep frame
to conform to the egg-
laying circle of the
queen.

2. A large, com-
pact brood chamber
in one story capable
of accommodating the

most prolific queen.

3. Ample venti-

lation by means of V/z
inch spacing of frames.

4. Excellent for

wintering on account
of the V/z inch spac-
ing and large amount
of honey over the clus-

ter in the deep frame.

5. Swarm control
through the wide spac-
ing and large brood
chamber.

6. Shallow 6'/4

inch super frames for

storage.

The Original Dadant Hive he advocated and used did not adapt itself to the great amount of

Langstroth equipment already in use. Moreover, it was very expensive. To
remedy these two drawbacks, we have evolved and now offer

THE MODIFIED DADANT HIVE

1. Eleven Frames, Langstroth Length, Quinby
Depth.

2. I '/i inch spacing of frames for swarm control.

3. 6'^ Extracting frames.

4. Dovetailed body, regular reversible cypress
bottom and metal roof cover with inner cover.

5. Langstroth equipment easily used in con-
nection.

Our more than fifty years experience with bees in large hives convinces us

that this is the hive for extracted honey.

If you want strong colonies, large honey crops, little swarming and good wintering, we believe
this is the hive for you.

WRITE TODAY FOR DESCRIPTIVE BOOKLET AND PRICES

DADANT & SONS, Hamilton, Illinois
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THINK OF ANY TEN
PEOPLE

Of course they are all different.

That's "Individuality".

Think of any ten makes of bee hives.

If they are different, what does it mean?
"Individuality".

Good beehives are much like good people.

You know they are good for thesame reasons.

Quality, appearance, stability and the cer-

tainty to "pay out" on your investment—the

features of good people— are found only in

Lewis "Beeware".
That's why better beekeepers everywhere

have learned to look for this trade mark on

their supplies.

LOOK
FOR

BEWARE
WHERE YOU BUY YOUR

BEEWARE
WIS?,fL {^

MAKES THE FINEST

THIS
USUAL
MARK

The 1920 "Beeware" catalog goes out this month. It's jammed

full of good things for beekeepers. Be sure and get one.

Write us if you do not.

WE WISH YOU ALL A HAPPY NEW YEAR

G. B. LEWIS COMPANY, ^Vsl'SK'sr
MAKERS OF BEEWARE

BRANCHES AND DISTRIBUTORS EVERYWHERE
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PHYSIOLOGY OF NECTAR SECRETION
By Dr. Wm. Trelease, Botanist, University of Illinois.

WHAT we call individual plants

are complex communities of

real but microscopic individ-

uals, which biologists call cells.

These are associated in numerous
sub-communities, differing from one
another in structure and function.

Their specialization results in a di-

vision of labor and a corresponding-
ly large total efficiency, much as spe-
cialization and division of labor lead

to efficiency and productive possibili-

ties in a nation consisting of States
and these of smaller communities
made up of trades, guilds and profes-
sions, which in co-operation follow the
manifold activities that characterize
a nation and collectively constitute
the national life of its individuals,

which is far more effective and
greater than the individual life of

any one person or class.

The active, living part of a cell is

its protoplasm—the physical basis of

life, as Huxley calls it—in animals
and plants alike. Commonly this

protoplasm encloses itself by a wall
of cellulose, an organic substance
manufactured by the protoplasm.
Where two cells are in contact, they
are usually flattened against one-an-
other. When men first began to use
the microscope, only a little over two
centuries ago, it was the walls and
shapes of cells that attracted atten-
tion, and the resemblance to honey-
comb on a small scale was so strik-
ing that the cavities were naturally
called cells.

Protoplasm itself is a very com-
plex substance chemically, and even
the much simpler cell-wall is far

from being always of really one
identical substance. A considerable
part of the thickening of matured
cell-walls has been laid down on the
original partition between two cells,

and not only differs from this but is

not alike in different kinds of cells,

and in structures like wood and cork
it is impregnated with other materi-
als that affect the cell wall very

greatly in such respects as hardness
and permeability to water.
The shells of nuts, for instance,

are so impervious that they are com-
monly "stratified" by planters, so

that their hard shells may disinte-

grate more or less as a preliminary
to germination; a process that not
infrequently requires more than a
year unless hastened by some expedi-
ent like that of passing haw fruits

through the digestive mill of poultry
as a means of softening their bony
cores, or filing the hard envelope,

Part of flower of Geranium pyrenaicum. N.
nectaries; et. stamens. Greatly magnified.

Copied from Bonnier's "Les Nectaires.

which is a favorite trick of garden-
ers with the nut-like fruits of the

lotus or with canna seeds. (This

is similar to the scarifying of sweet
clover seed.—lEditor). This is the

reason that several times as much
clover seed—even good seed—must
be used on an acre as seems neces-
sary for securing the desired number
of plants. One of these modifications
is usual in the outer layers of cell

walls on the surface, and it is called

cuticularization. Cuticularized walls

are more or less completely water-
proofed. When the cells that pro-
duce nectar are at the surface, their

outer walls are cuticulariztd in this

way: when they are within the nec-
tary and the nectar passes out
through stomata, this is scarcely, if at

all the case.

The greater part of nectar is water
which reaches the surface from
within the plant cells. To do this it

must pass through walls that are lit-

tle if at all cuticularized, or it must
break through the cuticle. This does
not mean that it must break through
the entire cell wall; a small part of

this is modified by the protoplasm
into a gum or mucilage or some sim-
ilar substance, and the water accum-
ulates in this layer and swells it un-
til the overlaying cuticle is burst.

Some form of sugar is a frequent re-

sult of this disintegration of cellu-

lose. Dissolved sugars pass through
the ordinary celulose wall, but they
do not pass through the ordinary
surface layer of protoplasm in the

outer cells.

When water is separated from a

solution like that of sugar by a fil-

ter of this sort, which allows wajer
to pass, but is not permeable to the
dissolved substance, the action is set

up that physicists call osmosis, and
water accumulates on the sides of the
dissolved substance until it exercises
a very considerable pressure. This
osmotic action not only bursts the

cuticle, when it starts beneath it,
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but results in a flow of water from

within the plant, at that point.

The absorbing roots of plants show
another result of this physical prop-

erty, osmosis. They are not water-

proofed; water is continuous through

them, from the thin layer in which

it occurs about particles of the soil,

to the water, which composes a

great part of the weight of the proto-

plasm within the cells. This sap of

the root cells contains dissolved

sugar and other osmotic substances.

Osmotic absorption by the roots re-

sults in a pressure of several atmos-

pheres. Thi| pressure, passed from
cell to cell, gives the crispness to fresh

celery. Its loss, through evaporation

from the leaves, results in the loss

of this crispness, or wilting.

When evaporation is slight, as in

a saturated atmosphere, water ex-

udes at the surface through pores

such as occur at the tip of a young
grass or clover leaf. Water pores of

this sort are common. They are re-

garded as pressure-valves by many
botanists. The water that they elim-

inate is usually filtered by the proto-

plasm that it passes through, which
does not allow the passage of sub-

stances dissolved in the cell sap; but

some plants which grow where they

absorb very "hard" water pass lime

salts out through their water pores to

such an extent that they are encrust-

ed with lime as the water evaporates.

The safety-valve elimination of wa-
ter under strong internal pressure

and lessened normal evaporation is

hardly to be called excretion or se-

cretion; the extruded water is neither

by-product nor manufactured output.

The elimination of lime appears to

be on the border line of excretion.

Nectar is not merely water; if it

were its production would be more
easily understood. To the taste it is

sweet, to the sense of smell is is

often fragrant; occasionally it is

poisonous; often it is somewhat col-

ored. Commonly it is very fluid, but

in the nectar-cups of poinsettia it

becomes very gummy. These proper-

ties come from substances—sugars,

volatile oils, poisonous organic com-
pounds—that were made by and in

the plant, and they differ in different

kinds of plants. Whatever bees or

ants may do in changing nectar into

honey, they do not entirely change or

remove these substances, and the

rank brown honey of the drug store

is as easily run to its source as the

popular white clover honey, the dain-

tily flavored product of western al-

falfa, the aromatic acid honey of the

red raspberry, or the greenish prod-
uct of the sweet clover, with its deli-

cate vanilla-like aroma, the cumarin
source of which shows itself in an
occasional headache, much as the

minor organic constituents of some
honeys derived from the heath family

now and then prove seriously poison-

ous.

A fluid that contains these organic
substances necesarily falls into the

catagory of excretions or secretions,

according as it represents waste or

usable material. As either excretion
or secretion, it is the product of spe-

cialized organs, glands, and its ap-

pearance marks these glands as in

action or performing their function.

Whatever else may be involved, this

depends upon the activity of their

protoplasm, or is controlled by it.

When this is killed, secretion or ex-

cretion stops.

One result of the protean charac-
ter of protoplasm is its different be-
havior in different plants, different

organs of the same plant or different

phases of the activity of an individ-

ual cell. In either case it can per-

form its functions only between cer-

tain limits of environment, and it

performs them best somewhere be-
tween these limits. For each func-
tion and each condition there is

what physiologists call a minimum

—

below which it is not carried on, a

ma.ximum—above which it has
stopped, and an optimum—or most
favorable. Just as in the efficient

working of a human factory, power
and raw materials are necessary, and
workmen must be onto the job, how-
ever favorable the other conditions of
manufacture may be.

The secretion of nectar and the
storing of honey are consequently
not quite comparable; for the activi-

ties of the honey plant are concerned
with the first, and the activities of

the bee are concerned in the second,
though these are largely influenced

by what the plant is or is not doing.

This must be remembered always
when comparing such records of

honey storing as Mr. .Strong's careful

hive-weighings through a generation.

All parte of plants are composed of individual cells flattened against one another. Tl

copied from Bonnicr's "Les Nectaires," exhibits a longitudinal section of a stamen

iimia bicolor. Magnified.

At left (84) cross section of filament.

This figure

in Col-

Stomata on nectariferous tissue of Xanthoce-
ras sorbifolia. Greatly magnified. Copied
from Bonnier's "Les Nectaires."

with Mr. Kenoyer's quantitative

measurements of nectar secretion.

Nevertheless, the most favoring
conditions of nectar secretion and
honey storing agree in a number of

respects. Vigorous early develop-

ment of the plant puts it in condi-

tion to do its share of the work best;

whatever conditions may prevail dur-

ing what for most plants is a very
short part of the growing season, when
it is in bloom. Vigorous early develop-

ment of the hive bears the same kind

of relation to the final result. Early

honey must be stored before the bees

have reached the full strength of the

season, which may have something to

do with the fact that the bulk of the

harvest is gleaned from plants that

flower later or continue to flower for

a relatively long time.

Mr. Strong's observations in Iowa
show that over half of the net in-

crease in honey storage, in southern

Iowa, is made in June, and over four-

fifths in June and July. These are

the months when the most produc-
tive nectar plants flower, and the

hives have reached the crest of their

speculative activity and are undergo-
ing division by that time.

Physiological studies show that the

afternoon temperature for nectar se-

cretion is high—between 90 and 100

degrees Fahrenheit. Observation on
the hive shows that its workers are

at their active best in moderately hot

weather. Mr. Strong's 29-year aver-

age shows that over half of the av-

erage honey for the year is stored

when the daily maximum is between
80 and 90 degrees, and nine-tenths of

it is stored when the hig,< tempera-
ture of the day is between 80 and 100

degrees. Nectar is most abundantly
secreted, other conditions being

equal, in warm days following cool

nights; bees do not seem usually to

work more actively on such days,

though a record day for heather

honey in England began with a frost.

Damp air increases the quantity of

nectar, as of the expulsion of water
through water pores; but dull rainy

weather lessens or stops the activity

of the bees.

Nuptial nectar is secreted chiefly

before or during the period of sexual
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maturity of the flowers. Many, like

cotton, golden currant and horse-

chestnut, change color as this period

of sexual functioning and maximum
nectar secretion passes, and bees

often are quick to catch the signal.

Extra nuptial nectar is secreted in

greatest quantity while near-by flow-

ers and foliage of the plant are

young.
Nectar differs from time to time

in quality as well as in quantity. In

damp weather the increased quantity

commonly causes a greater dilution

of its contents of sugar, and the

bees have been shown to store a

greater weight of honey several days

after a rainy day than immediately
following it. Though the greater part

of nectar is water, its essential part,

for the bee-man, is sugar, chiefly a

mixture of two kinds of sugar that

possess a different molecular ar-

rangement though containing the

same number of carbon, hydrogen
and starch atoms, which causes them
to behave differently when examined
by polarized light and materially af-

fects other of their physical proper-

ties.

The flow of the water of nectar

seems to be like that of water
through water pores, an infiltration

under pressure when root-absorption
is active and leaf evaporation
checked; but thoroughly and repeat-

edly washing the glands sometimes
puts a stop to it. Beating rain does
this as effectively as experimental
washing. Change of position and
closing in dark rainy weather char-
acterize some flowers, and keep the

rain from washing away their ac-

cumulated nectar and checking its

replenishment. This was Sprengel's
explanation of the fringe of hair on
the petals of the wild geranium. In

proportion as such nectar guards are

effective, they preserve the supply
and contribute to its continuance; in

proportion as rain has opportunity
to beat upon the nectar glands it

wastes, and may even check, the pro-
duction of nectar.

This stopping of nectar flow by
washing away the secretion of the
glands, is connected with the affinity

for water of sugars. The flow of
water appears to be started by the
osmotic force of the disintegrated
part of the walls of the secreting
cells; it is stopped when the result-

ing substance has been removed from
the outer surface of the secreting
cells.

If this were all, unless the degen-
erating cellulose were replenished in

sufficient quantity, there would hard-
ly be such a thing as honey produc-
tion. Indeed, some e.xtranuptial
glands secrete a nectar containing so
little sugar that even ants may not be
attracted by it, as is said to be the
case with climbing smartweeds cul-

tivated in England, though it is noi
usually true of such plants growing
wild here where they are at home.
Commonly, however, the sugar in

nectar is replenished while the se-
cretion of fluid continues.
The passage out of sugar from a liv-

ing cell is very different from the es-

cape of water; the latter may result

from pressure on the one hand or

osmotic draft on the other, because
the outer protoplasm is permeable to

water but not to sugar. When sugar
is secreted, this protoplasmic layer

becomes to a greater or less degree
permeable to the escaping sugar.

This is one phase of the activity of

the living protoplasm, for secretion

is a vital phenomenon. What greater

or less permeability of protoplasm
actually consists in is a matter of

theory rather than of observation,

but the phenomenon is a subject of

observation and experiment. Alter-

nating warmth and cold, within lim-

its, affect it; it has its optimum at

a rather high temperature, as well

as its minimum and maximum.
Through an adequately permeable
membrane, the flow of either water
or sugar may be outwards—as it is

in normal secretion, or inwards —
when the secretion is absorbed—as

e.xperiments show to be true under
some conditions.

Water for nectar secretion is ob-

tained in the first place through the

roots of the plant and travels from
the point of absorption to the point

of secretion. Sugar for nectar se-

cretion is manufactured within the

plant, very close to the point where
it is secreted. It is primarily a prod-

uct of the carbon-fixing or photo-
synthetic activity (or in other words,

assimilative activity.—Editor.) that

marks green plants as the food mak-
ers of the world. Sugars appear to

be among the earliest formed of such
carbon-containing or organic sub-

stances in the plant; but usually they
are changed into starch for storage,

and this is subsequently digested or

transformed into a sugar when the

time of its use comes. The cells

about some nectar glands are stor-

age repositories of sugar; in other

cases they accumulate a reserve of

starch, as raw material, before their

activities begin in supplying sugar.

Evidently, back of the nectar-pro-

duction of a given day or season,

very closely related to its own opti-

mum conditions of temperature and
humidity, lies the earlier vegetation

of the nectar-producing plants.

Strength and vigor of growth, a good
reserve of stored food from the year
before, or favorable sprmg season,

these would seem logically to affect

the activity of the plant in perform-
ing this as well as others of its func-

tions.

Kenoyer's conclusions, from
Strong's honey-gathering statistics,

give support to this expectation

:

"There is an evident alteration be
tween good and poor years," as in

ample production; "a good year has
a rainfall slightly above the average,
preceded by an autumn, winter and
spring iwith more than the average
precipitation," affording adequate and
lasting soil moisture; "a rainy May
scarcely fails to precede a good
honey season," for the same reason;
"a cold winter has no detrimental ef-

fect on the yield of the succeeding
season, but a cold March reduces it,"

through preventing a fair early

growth of the honey plants; "a win-
ter of heavy snowfall, in the great
majority of cases, is followed by a

larger honey yield," because of its

contribution to the soil moisture and
the protection afforded the plants

during their hibernation.
Of these conclusions, most bear di-

rectly on the conditions favorable for

nectar secretion by the plants; some
bear as directly on those favorable
for the wintering in prime condition
of the bees. Honey production rests

upon both, not only in June and July
and on individual days in those
months of greatest honey storage,

but on preceding days and rnonths of

preparation. Perhaps the suggestion
may be made, even, that it goes much
further back, through long centuries
of selective evolution, side by side,

of nectar-yielding plants and honey-
storing insects, gradually coming into

mutually helpful harmony.

M. D. Johnson of Webster, Iowa, uses cement walks for hive stands. Last year 108 colonies

were increased to 150 and 6,600 pounds of comb honey secured.
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THE EDITOR'S VIEWPOINT
Nectar Secretion

The feature article in this num-

ber, by the eminent botanist. Dr.

Trelease, we believe to be worthy of

thorough study by every one of our

readers. In order to make his de-

scription of the anatomical structure

of plants more intelligible to those

of our readers who have not had a

college education—and they are

numerous—we have borrowed three

figures from a noted European work

published 40 years ago, "Les Nec-

taires," by Bonnier, which contains

130 such cuts. It gives a definite idea

of what "cells" and "nectaries" are.

Are We Good Samaritans?

The following was received from

Mr. Crepieux-Jamin, of Rouen, the

former associate editor of the "Re-

vue Internationale d' Apiculture":

"I am greatly moved by your appeal

to the American beekeepers in your
October number. Never has help

been more greatly needed than it is at

present in our northern districts. The
disaster defies description; one must
see to believe. For hundreds and
hundreds of kilometers everything is

destroyed to such an e.xtent that in

some cases it is impossible to find the

exact location of a former village

without a survey. It is frightful.

Wherever things had been left stand-

ing after the bombardment, the Ger-

mans burned them or l)lcw them up,

cutting down the fruit trees and the

shrubbery. It is a desert. The people

come there with some money, l)ut

they go away discouraged. Some,
however, begin to rebuild among the

ruins. Some beekeepers whom I know
would be glad to begin over with a

colony or two. The busy hum of the

bees would undoubtedly encourage
them. What they hope for, is to be

helped with a fresh start, the first few
colonies.

"A school teacher whose apiary was
destroyed was trying to rebuild it. I

sent him 20 francs. He returned the

money, saying that all he wished for

was a few hives of bees. But where
could he secure them?
"However, the only way to rescue

them is with financial help, and se-

cure bees from away, for a start. Your
generous initiative is greatly appre-
ciated here.

J. CREPIEUX-JAMIN."
October 26.

Bees may be secured, not far away,

in the Netherlands, Central and South-

ern France can furnish some; but

there, also, the number of colonies

is reduced, owing to bad seasons and

the shortage of sugar. Were it not

for the distance and the ocean tran-

sit, it would be advisable to send

colonies from here. But there would
be too much risk. Cash, queens and

supplies, cash especially, is needed.

Let us add to the subscription to

make a gift worth while.

A commission is organized com-

posed of the following persons:

Dr. E. F. Phillips, Washington,

D. C.

Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo. 111.

C. P. Dadant, Hamilton, 111.

Mr. Leon Tombu, Huy, Belgium.

Mr. Outhelin, Professor at the Col-

lege of Nancy, France.

Mr. E. Perroncito, Turin, Italy.

The last named gentleman is put

upon the commission membership be

cause some help is being secured

from Italy, also. It will be the duty

of these parties to make proper dis-

tribution of the funds and the sup-

plies, queens, etc., in France and

Belgium.

As we cannot go there ourselves to

see about the distribution, I propose

that we put the American interests

in charge of the Society of Friends,

whose representative is on the spot.

Dr. Miller agrees to this.

The list of subscriptions is as fol-

lows, up to December 8:

Previous subscriptions $331.35

F. L. Goss, Harwood, Mo 1.00

Edgar L. Hermance, New
Haven, Conn. 2.00

James Maxwell, Marshfield,

Wis. 1.00

Dr. Bonney, Buck Grove, la. 5.00

Jas. A. Neilson, O. A. C. Guelph

Ontario 1.00

F. C. Pellett, Hamilton, 111 5.00

Mildred P. Sturdevant, Boul-

der, Colo. 2.00

Morley Pettit, Georgetown,

Ontario 5.00

Nels Lauritsen, Clinton, la. 1.00

H. Lathrop, Bridgeport, Wis 5.00

Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo, 111.. 5.00

C. E. Miller, Clarks, Penn 2.50

Thos. Clark, Hamilton City,

Calif. 1.00

ORANDPR^ (ArttcimeO. - Vnc gcnirjilc, |>ris? Ju Cbji

Village of Grandprc in 1913, as shown in January. 1914. American Dec Journal, when the

Dadants visited there.
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D. Barone, New York City 3.00

M. D. Johnson, Webster, la.— 5.00

J. W. Stine, Burlington, R. F. D.,

Iowa. 2.00

E. J. Baxter, Nauvoo, 111. 5.00

H. M. Elder, Hamilton, 111. 5.00

W. P. Southworth, Sioux City

la; 10.00

T. G. Lytle, Baltimore, Md. 2.00

Howard G. Pfaltzgraff, Dumont,

la. S.OO

W. C. Kelsey, Orland, 111. 2.00

Edw. M. Cooke, St., Terryville,

Conn. 1.00

Total $408.85

Additions to subscriptions in sup-

plies :

A. E. Crandall, Berlin, Conn., 12

Queens; Texas HoneyProducers' As-

sociation, San Antonia, 200 pounds

foundation; Noah Bordner, Holgate,

Ohio, 1 year A. B. J. and 5 pounds

foundation; Chas. Boone Saunders,

Meron, Ind., 10 queens; J. W. Stine,

Burlington, la., 6 queens.

Total approximate subscribed, $1,000.

Here is a man who is "all wool and

a yard wide," or, as a Frenchman
would say, "bon teint.":

"Enclosed find $1.25, for which
please send American Bee Journal
for one year to some beekeeper in

France or Belgium, with instructions
to pass it on from one beekeeper to
another, as I think they need good
bee literature as much as supplies. I

am also sending you 5 pounds of
foundation, which please forward to
the needy beekeepers of Europe.
"NOAH. BORDNER, Holgate, O."

Indeed we will do as requested, and
if we should be unable to find Bel-

gian or French beekeepers who can

read English, we will send the French
edition of Langstroth in place of the

Journal.

Perhaps we can give a good idea

of present conditions over there by

quoting a letter received from the

village of Grandpre, already men-

tioned by us, which we visited in

1913, as described in American Bee

Journal of September, 1913, and Janu-

ary, 1914. This village, in the Ar-

gonne, was often mentioned during

the war, and was re-conquered by

the Americans:

''At this time, November 8, there are

workmen of many nationalities, in

Grandpre, for they are building tem-
porary shelters for the inhabitants.

The work of rebuilding homes cannot
be begun till spring.

"Our sons are still in the army. My
sister lives in the Cote D'Or with her
husband. As to our old cousin, he
died right here under Prussian rule.

"I send you pictures of our old vil-

lage. At the end of Montfiie street,

on the right, the American Society of

Friends have fi.xed up a big house
where they give work to the young
girls. That is where our little Geor-
gette goes to work every day. It

helps a great deal, for winter is at

hand. It has been snowing, and there
is no other work yet. The winter
bids fair to be hard; but if we keep
our health, we will get along.

"MRS. CHORIN."
Come on, Boys ! Let us have more.

Doctor Miller Improved

I am in receipt of a letter from

Doctor Miller, as follows:

"I am happy to report that "Rich-

ard is himself again"—or at least in

that neighborhood. I now sit up a

third of the day, and yesterday went

outdoors as far as the big basswood
in front of the house. I am told that,

with care, several years are before

me, but over-exertion at any time

might be fatal. I'll try to keep shy of

over-e.xertion. But I have no feeling

that anything is wrong with me ex-

cept the feeling of weakness.

"So send on your questions and I'll

scratch around to find the answers.

"C. C. MILLER."

No, Doctor, we are not going to

send you any Questions to answer
for a while yet. We ask the readers

who have questions to ask, to con-

tinue sending them to the American
Bee Journal office. We are going to

do our share to keep you from over-

exertion.

L'Apicoltore Changes
Its Home

Count Visconti Di Saliceto and Dr.

Emilio Triaca, President and Vice
President of the Italian Society or

B'eekeepers, make announcement, in

the October number of L'Apicoltore,

that after January 1, this periodical,

which will enter its 53rd year of life,

will be published at Reggio, Calabria,

by its present editor, Dr. Vincenzo
Asprea. Dr. Asprea is an experi-

enced and a capable linguist. He is

therefore amply fitted to continue

the progressive course of this pro-

gressive periodical. We wish him and
the old reliable magazine great suc-

cess. L'Apicoltore has been pub-
lished in Milan since its establish-

ment in 1868. It gives more quota-

tions from American bee magazines
than any other publication in the

world.

Montfiie Street, in Grandpre, in the Argonne. The building on the right, with a roof on, was
restored by the Americans and is now used as a work room for girls. The fourth or filth
house on the left, was the home of a beekeeper, Mr. Urique, in 1913, when we visited there.
Mention was made of him in A. B. J. for September, 1913. He was also a candle-maker.

Tariff

"The writer firmly believes that

this country should have a tariff ot

from 3 to 5 cents a pound on honey.

American honey is at present con-

fronted with foreign competition and
in most cases this competing honey
is of an inferior grade, produced in

foreign countries where labor is

cheap, and such competition is quite

unfair to the beekeeping interests

of America, where the best honey of

the world is produced. ..."
—The California Honey Bowl.

Almost exactly the same argu-

ments may be read in foreign bee

magazines against American honey,

which they also say is of low grade
and cannot be compared with their

own product. Tariff is a two-edged
sword. You may become convinced
of the necessity of a tariff when you
take only the selfish view. But when
you read it in the other country's

magazine, you realize how unfair

such arguments are.
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Small Vs. Large Hives

By E. F. Atwater.

THE testimony of reliable and ex-

tensive producers, in some lo-

calities, indicates that commer-
cial extracted honey production may
be carried on successfully without

special manipulation for swarm con-

trol.

Some say that if the flow is very

heavy there is so little swarming as

to make an effort at its control by

special manipulation unprofitable,

while others with light flows, long

continued or even intermittent, have

but little swarming. Fortunate pro-

ducers they.

But in most localities, given strong

colonies, ready for the flow, and the

flow materializing, slow or rapid,

then the man who relies on the large

hive with abundant supers of empty
comb to prevent swarming, is likely

to lose heavily.

In most localities it is unfortunate-

ly not true that bees with an abund-

ance of empty comb will not swarm,
in spite of Quinhy, Doolittle and Oa-
dant to the contrary.

The writer was once talking with

a practical producer, than whom few
have traveled more widely among
the beekeepers oi many States, and
put the question, "Where have you
found commercial producers who
succeed in swarm prevention by the

use of large hives and abundant
empty combs, without special manip-
ulation or control?"
The answer was, "Nowhere."
Now, let us consider the spacing

of brood combs, and its influence on
swarm control or prevention.

A hobby-riding craft, first we
swing one way, then the other, to the

great profit of the supply makers,

to the doubtful benefit of the bees,

and the usual detriment to our

pocketbooks.
The writer has used 8-frame hives

by the hundreds, with no division

board, and for some years, 200 that

were 12^ inches wide inside, giving

real IJ/^-inch spacing, and so used,

excluder or no excluder, up to six

stories high, they tried to swarm, as

a rule.

Then we have used many 10-frame

hives, as do many in central Califor-

nia, with only nine frames, again

giving full IJ/^-inch spacing, and note

no difference in the tendency to

swarm.
We have seen both spacings used,

in many yards, in several States, and
cannot remember one producer who
was sure that the wider spacing had
any appreciable influence in swarm
prevention.

If there were no standard spacing,

the writer might prefer the wider
spacing, but as there is a standard
where self-spaced frames are used
(and their use is becoming almost
universal) it seems that a change is

inadvisable, without proof based on
evidence that would be acceptable to

trained scientists, that the change is

really desirable.

The Dadant hive, made for 11

frames, if the writer remembers cor-

rectly, has not room for the 11

frames, spaced lyi inches from cen-

ter to center, and the extra space re-

quired on each side of the hive,

which cannot well be less than one-
quarter or one-half inch added to the

16J4 inches required by the 11 frames,

so the actual spacing is less than 1^
inches from center to center, unless

a division board is used in place of

one comb somewhat thinner than a

comb, which would allow the frames
to be spaced a little wider apart.

Now, in regard to hive size. Un-
questionably, in most localities, bees,

for best results, require large hives,

very large hives.

Since the conclusive work done by
Dr. Phillips and Mr. Demuth, we
know that it is profitable and possi-

ble in many localities, to have 12

Langstroth frames full of brood be-
fore our flow. As space must always
be allowed during spring breeding
for extra stores, and ?s the 12

frames of brood cannot usually be
had without such stores, it is appar-
ent that a 9-frame Jumbo, as used by
A. C. Miller, is quite too small, in

many localities.

The 11-frame Dadant hive is none
too large, so far as comb capacity is

concerned, and will produce, on the
average, more bees than can be had
with a large brood-nest in 2 stories.

It is quite possible that the 11-

frame Dadant hive is too small, dur-
ing the spring breeding period.

Where it is desirable to use a large
hive, with little or no spring "fuss-

ing," but abundant stores and large
breeding space, the 2-story, 10-frame
Langstroth is not easily excelled.

Especially would this be the case
if really sufficient packing be used,
and left on as late as possible, so that

brood may be readily reared in both
stories, in spite of the waste space
oi bottom-bars, beespace and top-
bars, between the two stories.

Again, not only is the 10-frame hive
becoming a real standard, but in the
hands of the average man its combs
are more likely to be free from sag,

and so suitable for worker brood,
than any deeper frames.

The deeper frame must have more
wires, or one vertical wire, or sag
renders many cells unsuitable for
worker brood. Where queen exclud-
ers are used it is the writer's obser-
vation that they are no material hin-

drance, if very near the brood; in

other words, if the capacity of the
brood nest, during the flow, is such
that the queen keeps it well filled

with brood, but if the capacity of the
brood nest is such as to leave room
for much honey, after the queen has
reached her peak of laying, then the
excluder is a more marked hindrance.
Where Jumbo or Dadant brood nests
are adopted by users of the Lang-
stroth frames, these frames will in

most cases be used as supers, and the
queen will too often go above, unless
kept below by an excluder.

With the 6-inch combs, used by the
Dadants, we know that the excluder
may be quite well dispensed with.

The writer had hoped for much
from the large, single-story brood-
nests, but when men like J. L. Byer
and F. Greiner state that they get
identical, or nearly identical, results

in honey from other hives, a change
may be inadvisable.

Unquestionably, if a large, single-

story brood nest can be used, up to
the flow, without too much sacrifice

of valuable points, a great saving of
labor will result.

The writer is not opposed to the
use of large hives, and for years past
has wintered on IS to 20 frames of
standard size, but only wishes to

point out some of the points to be
considered, and warn against exten-
sive, too extensive, changes until

H. C. Cook's fireproof storage house for combs in the City of Omaha.
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such changes are warranted by defi-

nite, established facts.

Idaho.

We consider the above article of

sufticient importance to give it a

prominent place in this number. Mr.
Atwater is one of the leading bee-

keepers of the West. His statement
that, for years past, he has wintered
bees on 15 to 20 frames of standard
size is in the line of views expressed
by the editor on "large hives."

He is also correct, we believe, in

saying that swarm prevention cannot
be secured by the use of large hives

and abundant empty combs, ONLY.
To fairly prevent swarming, "without
special manipulations," we have sev-

eral conditions. Young queens, few
drones, large brood chambers in sin-

gle stories, plenty of empty combs,
spacing I'/i inches of frames from
center to center, sufficient ventila-

tion, shade. With all these require-
ments fulfilled we still have about 5

per cent of swarming. But if a bee-
keeper tries only a part of these re-

quirements, or fulfils them when it is

too late and the swarming fever has
begun, he cannot claim to have given
the method a fair chance.

There is no doubt that methods
will succeed more or less according
to the circumstances of the honey
crop and the locality. But the fol-

lowing cannot be disputed:
1. Bees do not usually try to su-

persede young queens of 2 years or
less, during the honey crop. They
do often try to supersede old queens
at that time, and swarming results.

2. Drones are bulky, noisy, and in

the way of the bees. A large num-
ber of them makes the bees uncom-
fortable, and swarming may result.

3. When the queen has to pass
from one story to another to seek
room for egg-laying, and also if she
is hindered by queen-excluders, she

is more or less annoyed, therefore

more willing to swarm.
4. If the bees have to build

combs to store honey in large

amount, they are kept idle, hanging
in the hive, and the consequence is

an increased desire to swarm. They
are often thought to sulk, when the

truth may be that they are nearly

full of honey from the previous day's

harvest and must wait for wax to be
produced, if the crop has opened sud-

denly. Then swarming is sure to

come.
5. The spacing of the combs V/2

inches from center to center gives

some 180 cubic inches, more or less,

of additional room in the brood
chamber, over the spacing of 1^, at

the time when the hive is full of

brood and swarming most imminent.
No one can reasonably deny that the

narrower spacing will induce more
swarming.

6. The increase of space at the

entrance to the point where all the

bees can pass in and out readily is

sure to make the bees more at ease

and prevent swarming to some ex-

tent. It also gives chance for better

ventilation and less swarming.
7. Shade, in hot localities, is im-

portant in the prevention of discom-
fort and therefore in helping to pre-
vent swarming.

8. The above requirements should
be fulfilled in ample time, before the
swarming fever, else they are of no
avail.

Mr. Atwater's statement that the

11-frame Dadant hive is none too
large for brood is gratifying, for he

1.
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this trouble the emerging brood un-
cap the cells, and if they have
strength enough to come out th»y
seem to be deformed and die befoie
they have spread their wings.
A few have reported that the queen

is among the first to die. Many now
connect this disease with the fact

that this year it has been almost im-
posible to keep queens in the hives.

Some of the older beekeepers state

that so far as they :an remember,
there never before has been so high
a death rate among the queens.
The bees which died from this dis-

ease have a slightly swollen appear-
ance, somewhat similar to paralysis

victims. The bees are found covered
with a gray fungus, or mould, in

about forty hours after death. This
fungus comes from all of the exposed
soft parts of the bee's body, and es-

pecially from the segments of the ab-

domen and around the mouth parts.

Whether or not this fungus has any-
thing to do with the disease, is not

known. As is customary, whenever a

bee trouble appears, many are ready

to suspect that the bees are suffering

from poisoning. A large number of

plants are suggested as being respon-

sible for the trouble. As usual, dod-
der, being a plant already suspected

of being poisonous, heads the list. A
significant fact is that of all the

plants suspected, a large percentage
are heavy pollen producers. Dodder,
Cuscuta campacta Juss. (and other

varieties), and Partridge pea Cassia

Chameecrista L., are the only honey
plants that arc reported as being m
bloom in the affected region. It

seems very peculiar that such a thing

as a plant producing nectar poison-

ous to bees would exist, as nature

would be defeating her own purpose
in having nectar secreted to attract

insects, which are to act as carriers

of pollen and then to have the insects

killed by the nectar before they can

deliver the pollen. One can hardly

believe that poisonous nectar is the

cause of the present trouble.

In the Journal of Economic Ento-
mology for August, 1918, Elmer G.

Carr describes u summer disease that

occurred during the summer of 1917

in New Jersey, New York, Ohio and
Ontario. Later the disease was re-

ported as occurring in Mississippi and
Alabama. C. P. Dadant, of the Amer-
ican Bee Journal, in an editorial in

the December, 1918, Journal men-
tioned a similar occurrence in one of

his own bee-yards in Illinois. Mr.
Carr suggested that this malady Is

caused by an excess consumption of

pollen, and, in his article, shows that

the trouble occurred during or just

after a period of stormy weather,
when but a few honey plants were in

bloom, and a large number of pollen
plants were blooming plentifully. He
further reports that the hives affect-

ed had a superabundance of pollen
and an unusually small amount of un-
sealed honey. The theory he ad-
vances is that the bees, during the
period when there is no honey-flow
and an immense supply of pollen,
feed too largely upon the pollen, as
bees are very reluctant to consume
sealed honey during this period.

The close relationship which exists
between pollen and tliis disease be-
comes very apparent after one has
read the article in the June, 1919,

Journal of Economic Entomology by
Arnold P. Sturtevant, in which he de-
scribes this disease and states that
while searching for Nosema apis he
discovered only pollen granules in

the digestive organs of the dead bees.
This leads him to make a number of
statements, among which two are sig-
nificant: "Such materials as starch
and dextrin are indigestible to bees,
causing what might be called acute
indigestion or auto-into-vication.
Therefore, the presence of so much
indigestible starch in the pollen
food of the bees was probably a con-
tributory factor, if not the actual
cause, of the dysentery and death of
so many of the adult bees, in the par-
ticular instance cited."

Under the title "The Disappearing
Disease," an -editorial in September
Gleanings, gives an account of the
outbreak of this disease in California,
Washington and Oregon, in the
spring of 1917, in the Eastern States.
The conditions described by Carr,

and again by Sturtevant, seem to be
identical with those now existing in

Texas. In sections where during av-
erage seasons there is a lack of pol-
len for fall brood-rearing, this year
some combs are solid bee-bread.
From the statements of Dadant and
Carr, this disease disappears with the
same rapidity with which it came,
whence its name, the "Disappearing
Disease," but necessarily the colonies
which are dead cannot be replaced
easily, and those which have been se-
verely weakened by the death of
their members will have to be han-
dled with a great deal of care to
have them retain their strength. As
the best evidence indicates that this
disease is caused by the overeating
of pollen, it has been suggested that
the feeding of sugar syrup or the
breaking of the caps on the sealed
honey should help materially, as
either treatment will cause the ma-
jority of the bees to gorge them-
selves with syrup or honey.
In all of the instances cited above,

this disease occurred during the
spring and summer, and between
honey-flows. As the Texas outbreak
has occurred during the latter half of
August, some may think that these
maladies are not identical. One must
remember that, throughout the
southern half of Texas the summer
is divided into two seasons; spring
and early summer compose one of
these seasons. The honey plants
reach the height of their blooming
by the first of June; by the middle
of July there are but very few flow-
ers in bloom, and brood-rearing
reaches a very low ebb. By the mid-
dle of August a change comes, by
which the fall-blooming plants, which
produce pollen in abundance, and
strong-flavored honeys begin to
bloom. With the coming of a few
rains, the fall flowers bloom in
abundance, and the bees again store
considerable nectar. It was just, at

the opening of this season that the
outbreak of "The Disappearing Dis-
ease" occurred; thus we have a coin-
cidence in seasonal relationship, in

the behavior of the bees, and in the
condition of the hives, and every
beeman in Texas hopes that it will
also disappear quickly here.

College Station, Texas.
(We suggest that the mould or

fungus mentioned in the above con-
tribution be investigated. See trans-
lation upon this subject in the Sep-
tember number, page 305.—Editor.)

How Many Trips to Fill a Cell?

By C. E. Fowler

I
HIVED a swarm of bees Monday
morning, 11 pounds, or about
40,000 bees (full of honey). I

used three 10-frame supers of foun-
dation, 27 cells to inch, 45^xl6j4 in.,

or about 4,000 cells to each frame

—

120,000 cells in all. In four days they
drew all the foundation out and
filled one-third full of honey (33 lbs.),

allowing 10 pounds of honey for 1

pound of wax, and estimating the
wax made at 1 pound, which is very
low for the supers, and supposing
one-half the bees remained in the

Dr. C. E, Sheldon's exhibit at the Kootenai. I.Jabo, tan. Dr. Sheldon at nght nnd Miss Si.

at Icf;, Geo. W. \ork center.
!d.a
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hive. This is n guess from observa-
tion. Then 20,000 bees gathered 20

pounds of honey in two days, or 2,000

bees gathered one pound of honey in

one day. If they made ten trips each
day it would take 20,000 trips for 1

pound of honey. Then two bees filled

one cell each day. The answer is,

guess at the number of trips per day,

then multiply by two, and you have
the number of trips required to fill

each cell.

If each two bees made 5 trips each
day, each cell would hold 10 trips.

The honey in each cell weighs as
much as 5 beer.

If each bee brings one-fourth her
weight in honey, then it would re-

quire 20 trips, each bee making 10

trips each day to fill one cell.

If my swarni had 20,000 field bees
and each one made 10 trips, that

would be 200,000 trips each day, 20,000

each hour, 333 each minute, or 5 each
second.

I think this is as near as you can
come to it without actually counting
the bees for a whole day.
New Jersey.

Wiring Frames
By J. E. Crane

SDMETIME last winter or early
spring I wrote for the American
Bee Journal in regard to wiring

frames to prevent sagging.
From the number of letters re-

ceived from different persons, I have
come to think the subject is one of
more than ordinary interest. In the
brief article referred to I did not go
very much into particulars, but stated
in a general way that the wiring
should be where the most danger of
sagging came. Since that was writ-
ten I have had opportunity to exam-
ine many hundreds of wired combs, I

think I might truthfully say thou-
sands, and observe the results of the
many different methods of wiring. In
inspection work we meet with ail

kinds of wiring; besides, we buy a

good many bees in the spring. And
then we have our own, where we
changed the method of wiring as wi^

gained experience.
We have found frames strung

loosely with two wires placed near
the middle of the frame. Some with
three wires, the upper one perhaps
2 inches below the top bar, and so on
down, about 2 inches apart. Others
with 4 wires, starting I'/i inches be-
low the top bar, while still others
with 3 and 4 wires, starting from
three-fourths to an inch below the
top bar, those below being placed
about \'/i inches apart. I have just

measured a factory-made frame and
find the upper hole for wiring three-
fourths of an inch below the top bar,

while the next is 2 inches below the
first; the third one three-fourths be-
low the second; the fourth the same
distance below the third. There
seems to be no fast rule for wiring,
and everyone does it as seems good
in his own eyes. I believe, however,
most factories bore the holes so the

wires will come about an equal dis-

tance apart.

We make our own frames and place

the wires where we like them, and
by so doing have learned where
they are most likely to prevent the

sagging of the combs and the build-

ing of drone-cells.

There are conditions where ordinary
wiring will not prevent sagging and
an overheated hive is one of them.
I had. years ago, a comb built from
Van Deusen's flat bottom foundation,

the wires about 1 inch apart and run-

ning up and down instead of the

modern horizontal way, that became
so soft from heat that it slipped

through the wires and all went to the

bottom of the hive; yet I was e.xam-

ining a comb a year ago built on this

kind of foundation and wired in this

way that had been in use 40 years

and without a particle of sag in it;

the cells near the top bar as sound
and perfect as those near the bottom.
Mr. Poppleton, who kept bees so suc-

cessfully for many years in Florida,

used a comb about one foot square,

and coated the upper part of the

frame of foundation with melted wax
to prevent sagging instead of wiring;

yet I noticed that many of those
combs had settled down badly. Years
ago I had a foundation mill made by
Mrs. Dunham, and I made my own
foundation. Four sheets for Lang-
stroth frames would weigh a pound.
I thought combs built on this founda-
tion surely would not sag, it was so

heavy; but It did, and badly, without
wiring. Most extensive beekeepers
have adopted the horizontal wiring
of frames as the simplest way to

prevent the sagging of combs and the

consequent building of drone-comb,
and how far from the top bar and how
far apart these wires shall be is a

question of much importance. I find

where but two wires are used near
the middle of the frame, sagging is

as bad as where no wire is used.

Where three, or even four, wires are
used and the upper one two inches
below the top bar, we are almost
sure to find a streak of drone-comb
an inch or an inch and a half wide
above it. If the upper wire is placed
one and one-half inches below the

top bar I still find some sagging of

the comb above it and more or less

drone-comb. If the upper wire is

three-fourths to one inch below the

top bar and the next one below not
more than one and a half inches be-
low the first, it is rare, indeed, that

we find any sagging or drone-comb
built below the top bar.

We now use but three wires, and
by placing them well up to the top

bar we have practically no trouble.

If I were using four wires I would
place the upper one three-fourth of

an inch below the top bar, the next

one inch below the first; the third

one and one-fourth inches below
the second, and the fourth one and
one-half inches below the third. This

would leave the lower three inches

of foundation without wire support,

but I have never known this lower

part to stretch, whether wired or

without wire. We have our founda-

tion built out quite largely in supers;

that may make some difference, but

a new comb weighing six or seven

pounds is a pretty severe test.

Workers or Loafers

A Bee's Daily Trips

By Arthur C. Miller

THE editorial in the September
American Bee Journal on the
"Daily Field Trips of a Worker"

was of particular interest to me, as
the results secured by the Holstein
beekeeper so closely corroborated ob-
servations on the same subject made
by me about 1905 and reported in the
American Beekeeper. Shortly after.

Dr. Burton N. Gates, then a student
at Clark University, Worcester, Mass.,
to prove or disprove my findings, un-
dertook similar observations there.
The work was directly in charge of
Dr. Kuhlmann. His observations
showed from 4 to 8 trips a day, an av-
erage of 6. Mine had been the same.
In both cases the bees were working
on natural sources in the fields. When
working on artificial food, either syr-
up or diluted honey, the results are
abnormal, the bees showing a feverish
haste and activity.

As to the time the bees remain in

the hive between trips I found quite a
variation, sometimes but a short time
elapsing between trips, but usually
quite a long time. The field bee often

went into a cell, sometimes one con-
taining an egg and sometimes empty,
and would lie there inert for often a

half hour or more. While thus "rest-

ing' the bee was very quite, the pulsa-

tions of the abdomen often ceasing
for a long time and then resumed very
slowly, when such a bee "awoke"
she would back hastily out of the

cell, rub her forelegs over her head
for all the world like a sleepy small

boy rubbing his eyes, and then she
would wander on, sometimes hasten
over the combs and sometimes out

to the fields, or else go aimlessly

about the hive.

While the bee was in a cell with
an egg she never touched the latter

in any way. And by the way, it is

not generally known that bees often,

if not usually, in a heavy flow, put

freshly gathered nectar m cells con-

taining eggs, later removing it, and
it in nowise interferes with the

hatching of the eggs.

These observations were made in

my glass hives where the cells are

parallel to the plane of the glass, so

that cells next to the glass have one

side of glass, and all that goes on

within them is readily seen.

Providence, R. I.

New Man at Minnesota University

Mr. G. C. Matthews, of Filer, Idaho,

on September 1, commenced his new
duties as Assistant Professor of Bee

Culture at the University Farm, tak-

ing the place vacated by L. V. France,

who on July 1 began his new duties

as Research Assistant in Entomology
at the University Farm, his problems

being to work out the responses of

bees at different periods.

Mr. Matthews has been in the bee

business for fifteen years on an ex-

tensive scale. Aside from being a

beekeeper he is a public school

teacher. He was educated in the

Western Illinois Normal and the Uni-
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versity of Illinois. Last year he was
superintendent of schools at Camp
Point, 111.

During the winter of 1917 and 1918

he was Special Agent, U. S. Depart-
ment of Bee Culture, Washington,
traveling over Wisconsin and Minne-
sota. Mr. Matthews started beekeep-
ing with M. A. Gill, of Colorado, with
1,CK30 colonies. Later he went to

Utah and managed 700 colonies; he

was also manager of the Superior
Honey and Supply Co.

In 1912-13-14 he was in business at

Idaho Falls, Idaho, from where he
shipped seven carloads of bees to

California, Utah and Idaho, rearing

the major portion of the queens for

the entire outfit. Later he estab-

lished a business at Filer, Idaho, with
800 colonies that were shipped from
Colorado, and has since been there
and teaching school during the win-
ter months.

Beekeeping in Japan

By Kennith Hawkins
Add to your problems that of such

heavy rains as to prevent good honey
flows in many localities and to ne-

cessitate the construction of special

waterproof hive covers, and you will

get a glimpse of Japanese beekeep-
ing. These problems are explained in

a most interesting letter just re-

ceived from Yasuo Hiratsuka, of

Tara, Gifu-Ken, Japan.
The apiary owned by Mr. Hira-

suka is located in the central part of

Japan, where the bees begin breed-
ing up by the latter part of February,
in a normal season. The principal

honey flow comes from "Genge," or

Japanese clover, which begins bloom-
ing about April 20, and lasts until

well into June. The swarming season
is also coincident with this flow, as

in the white clover regions of Ameri-
ca.

In many localities there are earlier

flows from rape, about April 15.

which change to some extent the
swarming season of the Japanese

beekeeper. According to Mr. Hirat-
suka, in the mountainous portions of

Japan, chestnut and persimmon are
important sources of nectar, as in

Virginia of our own country. He
adds, however, "under normal condi-
tions these will not do so well, be-
cause of a long rainy season at the

same time." After the Japanese clo-

ver flow in his own locality, there is

no other surplus flow that season, he
says.

A number of labels for his honey
containers, printed in English and
Japanese are included with his letter.

American style hives and supplies are

used in Japan, says Mr. Hiratsuka,
except for the covers. As shown in

one of his photographs, the hive

covers appear to be augmented for

shedding water by roofs of matting,
flat covers are never used. He likens

his season and conditions to Alabama
of our own States, except for shorter
flows. Much interest is expressed in

beekeeping in America and in litera-

ture on American beekeeping, which
lias been sent to Japan.
Watertown, Wis.

New Course at Iowa College of

Agriculture

The beekeeping work at the Iowa
Agricultural College is being expand-
ed as rapidly as circumstances will

permit. A new special course has re-

cently been announced, which pro-
vides for combination work in practi-

cal beekeeping, poultry husbandry
and fruit growing. Each department
offers choice of a general course or a

special course for a period of three
months. Each course is divided into

two parts of six weeks, so that the

student who is unable to spend the
entire three months at the college at

one time, may take the first half one
winter and finish the next year. The
general course is repeated at the end
of six weeks, while the special course
continues for twelve weeks.
A correspondence course in bee-

keeping will be offered again this

Honey label printed in Japanese and English.

year, as usual, and arrangements are
about completed for an advanced
correspondence course, for those who
have completed the first one.
Boys and Girls Bee Clubs will be

formed in several counties in Iowa
this year. It is the intention to make
the club work very practical and to

supervise it closely to make sure that
every member understands fully the
fundamental principles of practical

beekeeping. Professor Paddock has
not been long in his new position, but
he is very active in carrying out the
liberal program which the college has
under way. With three men on full

time in the beekeeping work at the
Iowa institution, we expect to see

beekeeping rapidly taking rank with
other specialties there.

Mrs. Hirota's apiary in northern district of Japan. Mr. Hirota is in European dress, Mrs. Hirota
and others in native costumes. Note the roofs of the, hives, so constructed because of rainy
weather in Japan.

Beekeeping in Costa Rica

W. B. Gehrels.

AFTER having made an extended
visit to Cuba, Panama and
Costa Rica the previous De-

cember and January, visiting and in-

specting some important apiaries and
taking general notes on bees and bee-
keeping, I decided to move to Costa
Rica, -which country I thought of-

fered the best possibilities for the

production of honey of those I had
seen.

I sold all my bees in Texas except-
ing 8 colonies, which I reserved to

bring with me, intending to buy com-
mon stock after my arrival here, ns-

ing the 8 colonies as stock to breed
from. Freight rates to these coun-
tries are high, and shipping space
could only be had at times, and then
only as a favor.

The colonics were reduced to three
good frames of brood with bees, and
just enough honey for the trip, fill-

ing the balance of space in each hive

with empty combs. I reduced the

colonics in bees and stores as a pre-

caution against losing them by smoth-
ering, as the weather was very hot.

We left Texas June 10. Two of the

colonies were dead when I examined
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them on arrival in New Orleans, evi-

dently caused by stacking other ex-
press matter over them, or leaving
them in the sun.

I had each colony plainly marked in

large letters, "keep out of the sun"
and "do not cover the screen."
The steamship company would not

accept any freight or express matter
for this trip to Costa Rica, only for

Panama, which made it necessary for

me to store 20 cases of household
goods in New Orleans, to be shipped
on a later boat. But the company
finally consented to take the 6 colo-
nies of bees along for me as bag-
gage, and I to look after them per-
sonally, which was very kind of
them. I had paid them $600 for pas-
sage money for my family and myself.
The bees were placed on the deck of
the steamer under a canvass that was
put up to protect deck freight from
the sun and rain. I watered them
every day, and they fared well until

we arrived at Cristobal, Canal Zone.
Here the steamer tied up at the north
side of a pier for 3 days to discharge
3,000 tons of cargo. The canvass that
shaded the bees was cleared away.
The mate gave me a small piece of
canvass, and by propping this up with
a few pieces of old lumber, I put up a
temporary shade and moved the bees
to the bow of the boat, but it was
almost unbearably hot, and how any
of the bees survived the three days'
stay in Cristobal is a mystery to
me.

Finally the ship's hold was emptied
of cargo, which was a relief for sev-
eral reasons; we would soon be out
on the high seas again, where it was
cooler, and as we passed an occa-
sional thunder storm we did not rel-
ish living over a cargo that contained
coal oil, gasoline and ammunition.
Most of the passengers were also
discharged at Cristobal. Mr. Pullen,
United States Consular Agent to
Costa Rica, also a native of our State,
was the only passenger besides us that
came all the way. On the following
day we arived at Limon, Costa Rica.
The fringe of cocoanut palms along
the beach, the white houses, the tall

wireless tower of the Fruit Company,
with the dark green mountains for a
background, made a beautiful picture.
Our steamer anchored out in the
Road, and did not go up to the pier,
as they had no freight for Costa Rica.
The bees, mail and other baggage
were lowered from the deck of the
steamer to a barge by means of a
large net made out of ropes.

Before leaving Cristobal I had pur-
chased 10 pounds of cut loaf or
domino sugar to feed to the bees in
case they would need feeding before
I could open them up at destination.
This food was useful, as three of the
colonies ran short of stores. I fed
this sugar by dipping each cube in
water and placing on the screen.
We got everything ashore and

through the custom house, and took
the train next morning for San Jose,
shipping the bees by express. This
government did not charge us any
duty on the bees. The weather was
not as hot here as in New Orleans,

or in Texas when we left, nor was it

as hot as in Cristobal. This may have
been caused by the abundant rains
that were daily falling in Costa Rica.
In a few hours we were in a delight-
fully cool climate as the train climbed
up to higher altitudes through the
mountains, following the winding
course of the beautiful Raventazon
River.
Before taking up the bees again I

wish to say a few more words about
the beauty of Port Limon, and the
trip to San Jose, up the Raventazon
valley. A person never grows tired
of this trip, no matter how many
times he makes it. On the night of
our stay in Limon we went to the
park and heard the military band
play. The park is laid out with walks
over-arched with many tropical
vines and plants of rare beauty;
flower-covered bowers shade seats
where you can be comfortably seated
and enjoy the music or listen to the
murmuring waves of the sea, between
the pieces of play. The air is laden
with the fragrance of orange blos-
soms and other flowers near by. The
royal palms of this park are the most
perfect and beautiful that I have ever
seen, and the plants with foliage
variegated and spotted, in all the col-
ors of the rainbow, are an admiration
to all travelers.

When the train leaves i^imon, it fol-
lows the sea in a northerly direction,
through an avenue of cocoanut palms,
as it were, for IS miles or more, now
and then stopping in a picturesque
village, inhabited mostly by Jamaica
negroes, who seem to be the main
laborers on the banana farms. The
Jamaica negro, like his cousin in the
States and elsewhere, loves color,
which is evident by the bright dresses
the women wear. These women meet
the trains with all kinds of fruits,
cakes and strong-flavored peppermint
candy, which they sell to passengers.
After leaving the sea coast the

train plunges straight into the jungle,
but not for very long; soon you pass
one of the largest banana farms in
the world, also some large plantings

of cacao, the tree that produces the
chocolate beans. At Siquirres the
train stops 30 minutes for lunch. This
is a banana junction, the railroad
branching into several directions to
large banana districts. The extent
of the banana business may be judged
by the fact that they handle as many
as 20 trainloads of bananas, through
this junction in 24 hours, at times.
After leaving this place w. begin to
ascend the mountains in dead earnest,
and the grandest scenery greets the
traveler at every turn.
We could now feel the air getting

cooler all the time as the train puffed
and pulled up the steep grades. I saw
the bees in the express car; they
were not suflfering from the heat now,
and seemed to enjoy the change as
we did.

About 3 p. m. we reached Cartage,
the old capital, which was destroyed
by an earthquake six years ago. The
active volcanoes, Irazu and Poaz, can
be seen from the car window. This is

quite an important place and pro-
duces fine fruits and vegetables, and
coffee. At 3:40 p. m. we were at San
Jose, the present capital of Costa
Rica, which was our home for a
while. San Jose is a very old town.
It has good hotels, fine shops and
stores, and many places of interest.
Both this place and Cartago have the
most delightful climate and spring
weather all the year round. A
woolen blanket for covering at night,
and an overcoat after dark are com-
fortable during the rainy season.
We were met at the station by a

friend whose acquaintance I had
made on my former visit to this coun-
try. He acted as a guide, which was
wot amiss to us in a strange land,
among strange people, whose lan-
guage we did not understand yet. Our
good friend could speak English. He
had a flower and vegetable farm at
the outskirts of the city, where he
requested us to take our bees until
we could find a suitable place to get
settled. We gladly accepted his offer
and took the bees to his flower gar-
den and opened them up. They had

The largest apiary in Costa Rica is under these cocoanut palms. The trees arc over 75 feet
high and one has more than 100 cocoanuts on it.
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now been closed up for 14 days, and
the way they came out was funny to

watch. Some acted very stiff and
were unable to fly at first. Two of

the colonies proved almost dead and
one was queenless; but with the help

of a little feeding they all built up
into strong colonies in a short time,

and the queenless one reared a

queen. After being opened, some
brought in pollen in less than 10 min-

utes There was an irrigation ditch

with clear, cool mountain water a few
feet from the bees. They were now
in a veritable bed of flowers, but we
fed them several times during the

first month, as they started rearing
brood heavily, and there was very
little nectar. It rained most of the

time, and every day.
(To be continued).

Hunting an Apiary Location

By J. F. Diemer

SEPTEMBER 8th my wife and I

left Liberty, Mo., in our Henry
Ford for a trip through north-

west Missouri, to visit beekeepers,
see the country, look up some loca-

tions, and feast our eyes on the wild

flowers that grow in profusion along
the highway.
The first town, the first beekeeper,

and the first good location, we found
at Smithville. Very few bees and
plenty of wild flowers and pasture

land, with an abundance of native

forest trees for early pollen; also

considerable bottom land for fall

flowers. The only beekeeper, with a

dozen colonies, and his poor system,
doesn't furnish enough honey for

three families.

From this place we followed the

Jefferson highway north and east,

and along the road there seemed to

be no end to Spanish needle, heart-

ease and other wild flowers. Bees
would do well anywhere along this

trail. There is no telling the num-
ber of tons of the delicious sweets
that waste for the want of beekeep-
ers and bees to gather it.

This season was an extra good one
for fall flowers. White clover does
well when they have it, which is only
aliout two years in five.

This part of Missouri is nearly all

upland and excellent soil for a hun-
dred miles; but don't compare with
the splendid locations along the

Grand River bottoms.

Buckwheat flour is the principal in-

gredient of the pancakes my wife

makes for breakfast, that look so

tempting and comfortable under a

thin coat of 7S-cent butter, and a thick

coat of Spanish needle or yellow
flower honey.

This yellow flower, as it is called

in Daviess and other counties, is a

wonder when it Comes to producing
not only a high grade of honey, but

the main fall honey in this part of

the State. There is one very serious

fault with it, and that is that it does
grow in Clay County, where my bees
are. But, as M. G. Dadant well says,

if the flowers won't come to my bees,

I can load them on a truck and take
them to the flowers. Some folks up
here call it the little sunflower. The
leaves are a little like the sunflower,

but the bloom is more like the Span-
ish needle. It has four points or

stickers on one end of the seed, and
the Spanish needle has only two.
(Bidens bipinnata L., probably.—Ed-
itor.)

Buck-brush, one of our best honey
plants, blooming about July 20, is

especially welcome when the white
clover fails, as it did this season.

Irving E. Long, at Marcelline, told

me that his scale colony gained 270

pounds between Judy 29 and Septem-
ber 20. Mr. Long is a farmer, but
does not neglect his bees, and usually

gets a crop if anyone does.

We stopped two days at J. F. Bar-
ton's, Coffey, Mo., while resting and
eating old country ham, fried chicken,

etc. I helped extract one day and we
introduced 13 queens. We put in one
day visiting farmers that had all the

way from one to 25 colonies, all of

them run for section honey, which
sold for 35 cents per pound. Mr.
Barton runs for e.xtracted honey, and
sold it readily for 30 cents. He can
sell more honey in a short time than
any beginner I ever knew. He doesn't

peddle it, either; people just come in

and get it. The reason was plain

The unile that won't come off. Mr. and Mrs. Conaway entertain Mr. and Mrs. Uiciiicr.

enough—everybody in that whole
country is Barton's friend.

From here we headed toward Bige-
low. Mo. The distance, as a crow
would fly, is about 100 miles, but be-
cause our Henry Ford couldn't fly, we
had to go 150 miles, and because we
went cross lots instead of following
a well-marked trail, of course we got
lost ; and believe me, we had some
hills to climb, half pitch and a mile
long.

Once in a while we would run into

a bee patch on a farm, just a few
colonies with a thirty-pound rock on
top of each. It is a good plan, for

there would not be much weight
without the rock. One little lone su-

per for each hive; the sections looked
like they had been used for nine years
without starters.

Some of these beekeepers will have
to unlearn a whole lot of things they
know, before they can begin to learn

the things they don't know, and I

would like to meet the man that

could get them to attend a beekeep-
ers' meeting, clean up foulbrood, or
modernize their outfit.

G. A. Conaway lives in Bigelow,
and he is the principal honey pro-
ducer in this part of Missouri; every-
thing up to date, including a four-
frame extractor run by electric mo-
tor. The electricity is furnished
from Mound City and is used for

electric lights in the homes at Bige-
low. But it seemed to me that Mr.
Conway used the most of them, as

he had lights all over the place where
he could think a light was needed.
He has an outyard at the big lake five

miles from home. This lake is cres-

cent-shaped, full of fish, and a road-
way runs clear around the lake a

distance of ten miles. We got so in-

terested in the lake that we almost
forgot to look at the beeyard. But
some of his hives were as tall as a

man, and full of honey.

Mr. Conway has 55 colonies at the
home place, tends to both yards him-
self and does most of the extracting
after dark. He is agent for the Bur-
lington Railroad at Bigelow, writes a

full page each week for the county
paper at Mound City, looks after

other people's bees that don't know
how, keeps a complete record ot eacn
colony, keeps two typewriters, one at

the office and one at his residence,
has a large correspondence, seldom
fails to get a big crop of Conaway
honey, and sells it all to the consumer
direct. He has plenty of time to take
in all the good shows and other social

affairs, including fish fries at the big

lake. While we were there I couldn't

decide which he liked best—to work
with his bees, or eat the good things

Mrs. Conaway prepared for him. He
certainly is a good feeder, and a good
worker, and has more time to play

than most folks.

We ate breakfast at S o'clock. Mrs.
Conaway gave us a lunch that nearly

filled a half bushel basket, and we
started for Liberty. Arrived home
the same day, feeling that our six

days off were a good investment.

Missouri.
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The Washington Short Course

In all, 118 registered for the course,

many of them were from quite a dis-

tance. Fifteen counties in \yashing-

ton were represented, three in north

Idaho and two in Oregon. Many were
there from the Cascades, and three

from Vancouver, B. C.

Between 9,000 and 10,000 colonies

were reported by those present, with

a production of close to half a mil-

lion pounds of honey for the past

season.
Dr. E. F. Phillips took up the be-

havior of bees, beginning with the

fall, and carrying them through the

year to the end of the honey flow the

following summer, and explained in

detail the behavior of bees under fa-

vorable and unfavorable environ-

ment, and the management worked
out and proven best by their experi-

ments at Washington.
Mft George S. Demuth followed Dr.

Phillips, each session, on beekeeping
practices, and in his clear, logical

way gave the cream of all that their

investigations have proven to be the

best practices.

Mr. Sturtevant gave a perfectly

wonderful course, beginning Wednes-
day with the Bacteriology of Bee
Diseases, following up with the diag-

nosis and treatment. His descrip-

tions of the brood diseases and mi-
nute detailed comparisons were so

clear that it would seem almost im-
possible to make a mistake in the

gross diagnosis at home.
Mr. Scullen, Field Agent in Wash-

ington, talked mostly on general con-
ditions and practices in Washington
and, on Friday, gave a talk on the

distribution of disease, illustrated by
chart. Washington beekeepers are

fortunate in having such a live wire
as their Field Agent.
On Wednesday evening we enjoyed

a bountiful dinner at the M. E.

Church, followed by a very fine lec-

ture by Demuth on the Evolution of

Beekeeping Practices.
Thursday evening we were given

a rare treat by Dr. Phillips in the
shape of a stereopticon lecture, "Vis-
iting With Beekeepers." He took us
all over the country, even to Porto
Rico and Honolulu, and introduced
us to some of the big beekeepers of

the past and present, not forgetting
Dr. Miller, whom we all love so
dearly, though few of us ever had the
pleasure of meeting him. The ap-
plause was instantaneous when he
appeared upon the screen.
Beekeepers can't afford to miss this

course. It is worth many times its

cost to beginner or big producer,
and it is worth going a long way to
hear.
This is not the opinion of the

writer alone, but the voice of prac-
tically every man and woman pres-
ent. Such expressions as, "I wouldn't
have missed it for many times the
cost," and "Any single lecture is

worth the trip," etc., were common.
At the close of the course a resolu-

tion was read by Dr. Harmeling, of
Vashon, thanking the "Three Wise
Men from the East," and also the
Commercial Club for the use of the

club rooms. Then each of the in-

structors was presented with a little

token of remembrance from the en-

thusiastic audience.
DR. CHARLES E. SHELDON.

Coeur D'Alene, Idaho.

Winter Feedbg
By A. C. Miller

THIS is a problem now confront-
ing many beekeepers, if one
may judge by the numerous in-

quiries as to where to get sugar, and
the best way to supply the food.

Don't give them syrup, now nor any
other time after they have settled into

their winter cluster. First, it is diffi-

cult to get the colony warmed up
enough for rapid work; second, it is

difficult and expensive in labor to get

the whole interior of the hive suffi-^

ciently warm so the bees can store it;

third, the moisture given off con-
denses on all cool surfaces and makes
the interior of the hive damp; and
fourth, and most important, it puts an
extra strain on the vitally of the bees
when they can least spare it.

Even if by means of hot bricks, jars

of hot water, etc., the hive is so

warmed that the bees break cluster

and spread out as in summer, it is dif-

ficult to maintain the heat long
enough to enable the bees to get all

the syrup properly stored, and still

more difficult to let the temperature
down so slowly—a matter of days

—

that all the bees can get back into a

cluster. Even if all this is accom-
plished, brood rearing is also started

and will keep up indefinitely, and this

in itself is most harmful to the colony.

If your bees, are packed as thor-

oughly as advised by Dr. Phillips, you
may be able to feed syrup, but at the

expense of much labor to yourself

and also start brood rearing.

Candy is the safest and most eco-

nomical way to feed bees in cold

weather. Also it is much less labori-

ous than any system of syrup feeding.

Forget all about the elaborate receipts

for soft candies and make the sim-
plest sort of hard candy, using pure
granulated sugar.
Like the famous receipt for rabbit

pie, "first catch your rabbit," so first

get your sugar. In most of the New
England States the State Agricultural

Departments are securing sugar for

beekeepers, the latter writing in their

requests to the Secretary of the

Board of Agriculture, stating how
many colonies they have, how many
need food and how much sugar is

needed. Unfortunately, in most
cases the authorities have been so

late in getting it that it is too late

to feed it in the syrup form.
To make the candy, melt up the

sugar with as little water as possi-

ble, just enough to keep the sugar
from scorching, boil it until a little

dropped into cold water chills into a

hard lump, and it is done. If you
are not skillful at it, get your best

girl to do it for you, be she wife,

sister or sweetheart. If you have
neither of these, poor chap, borrow
one for the occasion.
Pour the finished candy into shal-

low cake or bread pans, filling them
to within one quarter inch of the top.

Do not grease the pans, because it is

desirable to have the candy stick to

them. Cheap pans one-and-one-half
inches deep, are excellent.

As soon as the candy is hard it is

ready for use. For best results in

getting the bees started on it, pour
onto the surface of each cake of

candy a few drops of warm honey
and with the fingers, or any con-
venient thing, spread it over the sur-

face of the candy. Invert one or

more of the pans of candy on top of

the brood frames and cover up with
plenty of packing. The bees will

soon cluster against the under sur-

face of the candy ana slowly lick it

away. It does not create undue ex-

citement in the bees nor start brood
rearing.

The reason for leaving the canc'y

in the pans is to prevent the acces.s

of moisture to the tops and sides of

the cakes, where it would be ab-
sorbed, softening the candy and per-

haps making it run down among the

bees, often with fatal results. Such
moisture as collects on the under
surface is licked away by the bess
and is an advantage.
The foregoing described candy and

The Dicmers visit Conaway's apiary.
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its manner jf use has been tried

many seasons and by many beekeep-

ers, and has proved good. It is par-

ticularly good for use in helping out

colonies which are short of stores

through heavy breeding or on ac-

count of a prolonged storm in the

midst of the early nectar flow.

Try it. But be careful never to

scorch the candy, such can sometimes
be used in late spring, but always at

a risk, while in winter scorched

candy or syrup is fatal.

Rhode Island.

A Letter From Algeria

(Translated from the French)

Algiers, June, 1919.

Dear Mr. Dadant:
Our honey season is now at end,

for we are in the hot days, and the

bees will get nothing except in the

Eucalyptus region, but this is excep-

tional.

The Punic bees, which I see dis-

cussed in American Bee Journal, are

the bees of North Africa, very prob-

ably brought from Europe at the

time when Gibraltar did not have a

sea passage ; or perhaps imported

across the Mediterranean. They arc

just as described by Baldenspergcr
in the American Bee Journal of No-
vember, 1918, page 375. Those bees

are very similar to the common bees

of Europe, very prolific, but very

cross, and one cannot handle them
without smoke. They are very vig-

ilant and the least noise stirs them to

action. The proof that they can hear

is in the fact that we have been un-

able to pull weeds in front of the

hives without causing a revolution.

It would have been worse had we
tried to use a hoe. They make e.K-

cessive use of propolis to guard

against their numerous enemies, and

with the hives used here commonly
they need to accumulate a great deal

of it. Anything is acceptable to

them, from grafting wax to half dried

paint.
Your magazine is exceedingly in-

teresting and I see translations from

it in but their transla-

tor is like the interpreters we used to

have in Algiers who belonged to one

of 3 kinds: 1, the ones who kneA^

French but not Arabian; 2, the ones

who knew Arabian, but not French;

3, the ones who knew neither Ara-

bian nor French, and yet tried to ex-

plain both. It is to be hoped they

will do better. (We have men-
tioned this in our September edi-

torials.—C. P. D.)

We have sent you our last Annual
Report for 1919, "Nahhla". I call

your attention to the deliberations

of a city council which holds that

bees deteriorate fruits by removing

their flavor from the blossoni. i h.id

not yet seen such an argument

against beekeeping.
The Lord made man in his own

image and Voltaire said that

man returned the compliment by

making a God according to his own
fancy. So Europe colonized America

and it is now time for America to re-

turn the favor, by colonizing Europe

and Algeria that are badly in need

of suggestions and example.

My attempts at rearing the Magri-

bine bees (see American Bee Journal,

October, 1917, page 341") has not been

successful. Magrib-el-aksa mea-is

"far west," so they are the bees of

far west Africa.

I depended upon a friend to secure

them, but through his neglect, the 4

or S fine queens that he secured were

killed by ants. I will try it again and

will send you some if I succeed, as

soon as the postal facilities are again

normal.
I am more and more convinced

that bees do hear. But I am also

satisfied that they do not readily dis-

tinguish white from the sky. I have

seen bees fly - gainst a white wall -n

the sunshine. (A similar experience,

with photo, was given in American

Bee Journal, February, 1919.)

I believe that is one reason why
they are less aggressive to people

dressed in light-colored clothes than

to people dressed in dark or black
clothes.

The high price of honey is helping
beekeeping very much. Our people
have been slow to take to the use of

full sheets of foundation, but one of

our leading apiarists stated to me
that he harvests much larger crops

since he is using full sheets of it, on
account of the lessening of the num-
ber of drones produced. The drones,

he says, consumed a very perceptible

amount of stores and our bees, in a

state of nature, rear a large number
of them.

Is there much larceny of bees and
honey in the United States? It is a

plague here. Two hives were robbed
clandestinely at the Experimental
Apiary here, not long ago. We were
able, however, to save the bees of

one colony.
Yours,

A. BERNARD,
Treasurer Algerian Beekeepers' So-

ciety.

(We have very little larceny of

bees or honey in the United States.

This petty thieving is almost all con-

fined to the South and West. Our
good friend, J. J. Wilder, who has

thousands of colonies of bees scat-

tered in the wilderness of Georgia,

says that he loses thousands of

pounds of honey every year through

larceny, as the Georgia "Cracker"

seems to consider everything in the

woods as public property. In the

North, the thieves do a better busi-

ness in robbing the banks or the big

safes of wealthy.companies, and usu-

ally leave the bees alone. Is it any

better for the public?—Editor.)

Back view of Barber's portable packing case and summer shade.

Who Owns the Swarm?

AN interesting lawsuit concerning

bees is reported by the Brit-

ish Bee Journal of October

28. Briefly, it is as follows:

A swarm of bees was found in a

hedge on the land of James Batstone,

by Herbert Rumming, and was car-

ried away by him. Batstone, who has

bees, claimed that the bees were his,

but could not prove ownership except

that he missed a swarm which left

one of his hives. He claimed dam-

ages, or the estimated value of the

bees.' The swarm had been taken by

Rumming by crossing a ditch, also

on Batstone's land. The swarm was

hanging about a hundred yards from

Batstone's apiary.

The judge gave judgment for the

defendant. He quoted the original

law laid down by Emperor Justinian

that : "A swarm of bees that has

flown from your hive is still consid-

ered yours as long as it is in your

sight, and may be easily pursued.

Otherwise it becomes the property of

the first one who takes it."

In this case the swarm had never

been in the owner's sight; it was a

hundred yards from his home; it was

never seen by the plaintiff on leaving

the hive, on its way, or when it was

taken. If it left the owner's sight,

his property right in it was gone, al-

though he might recover it, but if

anybody else found and took it, it

belonged to him. It appeared to him
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that the law was as it was hundreds
of years ago, that one lost the prop-

erty in a swarm if he did not imme-
diately go after it and catch it while

it was in his sight.

As to whether trespass was com-
mitted, that was an entirely differ-

ent question, and did not arise except

in an action for trespass.

The editor suggested that the law
should be altered so that a swarm
of bees on the premises, near to the

apiary of a beekeeper, should be his

property, unless, of course, another
beekeeper had seen the bees issue

from his own hives and followed

them. Under the interpretation as

given in this instance, it would be

open to any passer-by, seeing a

swarm of bees, in a garden or or-

chard, which had swarmed from hives

situated therein, to step in and "col-

lar" them, the owner having no
remedy except in action for trespass,

if he had not actually seen the bees
leave the hive and cluster.

A Portable Wmter Case

Edward C. Barber, of Massachu-
setts, sends us the accompanying
photographs of his portable winter
case, which he describes as follows

:

Each case holds six colonies and can
be used as a summer shade ana a

winter packing box. There is six

inches of packing space around the

hives, which can be tiered up. The
case is 45 inches high in front and 55

inches high at the back. The front

doors are used for alighting boards
in summer, as shown in the picture.

On each side is a 2x4, which is 16 feet

long and which extends past the ends
of the case. Four men can easily

load the whole outfit onto a truck
and move it anywhere. They are
great for packing the bees for win-
ter, snug and tight and with the
packing removed provide a cool
shelter for summer.

Robbing

I am a novice and your article on
robbing, page 158, caught my eye. I

have been having quite a bit of rob-
bing. I have often read that if a

colony was not able to defend its

home against robbers they were not
worth fooling with. I have had sev-
eral cases of robbing and in each
case I have got them stopped, and my
plan is to get all the robbers in the
hive being robbed, close the entrance
with a block so no bee can pass. To
prevent smothering I drive an 8-

penny common nail under the cover
on one side, then I leave them im-
prisoned thus for 48 hours; then, af-

ter dark, I remove the block from en-
trance and draw the nail from under
the cover, and when I go next morn-
ing to see how things are, I usually
find them quiet. I presume if the
queen has not been harmed, in 48
hours' time, enough of those robbers
will become loyal and stay to defend
the hive. At least they have done so
for me. I hope someone else will

try the plan, and if not successful
close them up again for 48 hours.

Another plan I tried was when I

discovered robbing late one evening
in October, last year. I closed the

entrance with the robbers in, and af-

ter dark I opened it up. The robbers
crawled out and covered the front of

the hive. The next morning when I

went out the robbers were going full

tilt. I looked around to find all my
bees quiet except at one hive, and of

course that was where the robbers
were coming from. I picked it up and
moved it back about one rod, and put
an empty in place of it. When the

robbers returned and found no place

to store their stolen sweets, they
were so demoralized that robbing
was not only stopped at once, but
some of the robbers seemed to return
with their loads to the pilfered hive
and proceed to defend it. In no case
have I ever moved the colonybeing
robbed.

H. P. GANNAWAY.

Queen Supersedure

By Henry Brenner

THE realization by the bees of a

condition in the hive necessitat-
.ng a change, and their subse-

quent activities to bring about the
change has been styled by Maeter-
linck as the operation of an intuitive

law which he designates under the
phrase "The Spirit of the Hive."
Whatever be the force of intelligence

that acquaints a colony of bees with
the necessity for a change they ruth-
lessly carry out the mandate.
When a colony of bees realize that

the mother queen is failing, either

because of age or other, infirmitv,

queen-cells are started. The build-

ing of such cells is commonly called

supersedure.
My observation is that in building

swarm-cells, under the normal repro-
ductive impulse, the bees and queen
work in unison. Supersedure, on the

contrary, seems to be only the work
of the bees. They work on their own
initiative. The queen takes no hand
in the work of superseding.
My observations lead me to believe

that the bees build these cells with-

out the knowledge of the queen. In

superseding, the bees often, I may
say generally, transfer larvae or egs;s

to queen-cells in remote parts of the

hive, which are seldom or never vis-

ited by the mother, or build new cells

over the larvae.

Supersedure cells usually occur in

the outside combs of the brood-nest.
That the bees do transfer larvae to re-

mote portions of the hive for super-
seding is proved by my having found
in Porto Rico two colonies, one with
one cell, and one with two, above an
excluder. In both cases I examined
the brood-nest and found two or
three more cells, but these were on
the outside combs.
Years ago, in Texas, I found very

little requeening necessary in my
outyards, while at my residence, in

my experimental apiary, I found
more than twice as many failing

queens. This troubled me for some
time. I could see no adequate reason
for it. At last an accident suggested
a solution. The bees of one of my
best breeders were found to be in

the act of superseding. I went, the

next day, to cut out the cells. I in-

tended to preserve the queen as long
as possible because of her former
good record and her type qualifica-

tions. I intended to use her to re.ir

drones for my mating yards. Judge
my surprise to find the cells gone.

The mark of the queen was upon
them, i. e., the opening at the side )i

the cell as made by an enraged queen
when finding a possible rival. This
gave me a clue which I followed.

Investigation brought me to the

conclusion that the bees do the su-

perseding and that they watch or

guard the queen continually to pre-

vent her from tearing down the cells.

In my home apiary, where I open the

hives often, the bees become dis-

turbed by the smoker and are for a

time disorganized. In consequence,

the queen is given a chance to find

and destroy th j cells. In one-half of

the cases where I saw evidence of

supersedure I found that the cells

were destroyed the next day by the

queen when I opened the hives again.

If supersedure cells are put above
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an excluder they are safe. The bc^s
will not destroy them. If the cells

are cut from the comb and put in a

protector the; may be left in the

brood-nest and never come to harm.
In due time a young queen will be
found laying in the hive.

I realize that in making this asser-

tion I am stating an opinion in con-

flict with that of the best-known
writers on this subject. For instance,

in the March number of Gleanings,

Mr. Doolittle wrote: "In a case of

supersedure the bees pay very little

attention to the cells except to sut5-

ply them with royal jelly, allowing

the mother queen to go about them
as she pleases."

Here in the tropics, queens lay

during the whole year, except for

short periods of rest at intervals.

They wear out very quickly and con-

sequently we have cases of super-

sedure in our apiaries at all times.

Our queens here seldom do efficient

work for more than one year to 18

months. This gave me excellent op-
portunities to continue the experi-

ments begun in Texas, and I was de-

lighted to find that my conclusions
were abundantly verified.

In cases of supersedure, the young
queen and the hive mother work to-

gether, but not for long. In looking
into the hive a few days after one
finds it to contain two queens, the
older one will be found to be missing.

Some writers state that it is only a

mother and daughter that will thus
labor together. I have found evi-

dence to cause me to doubt this. It

cannot be always the case. I winter
young queens by the Alexander
method, above the brood-nest. In
uniting these super colonies with the
main colony for the honey-flow, I

found in at least three cases that the
old and new queen were working to-

gether. I marked these hives and ex-
amined them again at my next visit.

In every case the old queen was
missing.

Supersedure cells from good stock,

when reared under favorable condi-
tions, are as good as the best swarm
cells.

In a great many cases the bees
were evidently trying to supersede
their queen when a careful examina-
tion failed to reveal any cause for

such action. The causes of supersed-
ure are, therefore, at certain times,

in doubt, but usually can be ar-

tributed to age or decrepitude of the
mother.

Bluevine or Climbing Milkweed

In the April, 1919, issue of this

Journal we had some short articles

about this plant. Much interest has
been aroused and numerous requests
for seeds have been received. While
under favorable conditions it is a

good honey plant, we would call at-

tention to the fact that is is a serious
pest in the corn fields and would
warn readers against planting ft in

localities where it is not already es-

tablished. Even where it grows
freely it is not always valuable for
honey, apparently.
The photograph herewith shows the

leaves and the seedpods. This pho-
tograph was taken by the associate
editor for his book on honey plants
which will shortly be published.

Sugar Feeding

"Special orders for sugar have been
placed with Sugar Equalization
Boards in Massachusetts to feed the
bees. A ton and a half has been al-

lowed for 2.000 swarms."
The above is a clipping that I took

out of the Dearborn Independent. It

shows about how much sense some of
the public ofiicials have. If this is

true, a ton and a half of sugar would
be a pound and a half for each col-
ony; that would help the bees a lot I

I fed my bees this fall 20 pounds
for each colony, and I am not sure

now whether or not they have
enough to last them over winter.
In your editorial you ought to com-

ment upon this "liberal allowance"
for the bees of Massachusetts.

C. O. SMEDLEY.
(The clipping is interesting. If the

authorities figure 1J4 pounds per col-
ony, it is just in the line of the aver-
age man's knowledge of bees and
beekeeping. But they may figure that
only one hive in 10 will need feeding,
in which case the amount would be
about correct.
More than once we have seen peo-

ple who imagined that we were
making ready to manufacture honey,
when, in a short time, we were buy-
ing 1,000 pounds of sugar for 500 colo-
nies. But every man is ready to ac-
knowledge that the amount is small
when he learns that it figures only
2 pounds per colony. It is well to
bring such facts before the public
once in a while.—Editor.)

Seed pods 8nd leaves of the c'uiiliiiig milkweed or bluevine.

Bee Incubation

By Will H. Gray.

IN reading over the lectures of Dr.
Phillips and Mr. Demuth there
appears to have been a lot of dis-

cussion on the subject of keeping
back brood rearing in the early part of
the year, and then quickly building up
for the honey flow, thus avoiding the
wastage of stores and bees without
any adequate return. This was in

California, where the bees can fly

about the year around. It was sug-
gested then that a cold storage plant
might answer the purpose and keep
the bees quiet until eight weeks or so
before the honey flow opened.
Years ago, when I had my first hive

(and it was a weak one), I was greatly
afraid they would die out, so, being of
a mechanical turn of mind, I fitted a
tin can in the back of the hive behind
the dummy board (My frames ran
with the entrance then, and they do
still). I had a drain cock out of this
can so that I could run the water oflf

without disturbing anything. Then,
night and morning. I filled the can
with water at 80 degrees F., and lo
and behold the queen came and filled

the back frames solid with brood
and then worked forward from that.
I don't remember how long I kept it

up, probably two or thiee weeks, and
I fed all the time. I remember ex-
plaining it all to the Rev. J. G. Dig-
ges, editor of the Irish Bee Journal,
and he threw cold water on my
schemes by suggesting that I make
a separate foot warmer for each bee!
A few years ago I tried out a simi-

lar plan, only using instead of the hot
water, a six-candle-power carbon
electric lamp, auv! the results were
again very good, the queen taking up
her quarters next the dummy board.
Of course these experiments are

not conclusive enough except for fur-
ther and more accurate tests. But my
idea is that instead of the bees just
dragging along trying to pull through
until the honey flow, one might have
l>y artificial heat a large colony that
could do something with the flowers
then in bloom, or else go in for the
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package trade, that must have early

bees to succeed.
What I am doubtful about is

whether the bees would be worth the

sugar they cost. The heat cost would
not amount to very much when the

beekeeper is near a power line. At a

pro rate of So per k. w., a si.x-candle-

power carbon lamp burning steadily

for three weeks would cost SOc. The
wiring would be extremely simple,

consisting of a pair of wires running
along the back of the row of hives,

and weatherproof sockets inside the

hives, with their two wires coming
out through a hole and attached one
to each of the mains. If there were
some good early honey flow, such as

fruit bloom, etc., the results might be

all right, as we all know the differ-

ence between strong and weak colo-

nies at such times. This system
would have to be carried out in a

country where the bees could fly now
and then during the time the heat

was applied. At any rate, it would be

worth while trying it out accurately,

on enough colonies to be sure of the

results.

Of course, the better protected the

bees were, the less heat would be re-

quired inside, and the distribution

would be more uniform.
One would also have to make sure

there were enough bees to protect the

brood before switching ofif the heat.

British Columbia.

(Of course, this thing would have

to be tried comparatively before one
could make sure whether there was
anything in it. But we can testify

that the most successful colonies that

we ever had were located in a hot-

house. They came through the win-
ter so strong that they were powerful
enough to make surplus honey from
fruit bloom. But as we had them
only one year, we were unable to find

out whether such a scheme woutd
succeed every season. Try your
scheme on half of your colonies and
report results in bees or honey. We
will be glad to publish the report.

—

Editor.)

Marketing

By C C. Baker

I am very much pleased to note
that in your last issue you took the

liberty to give the producers who re-

tail honey a little lecture on the folly

of their ways. Heretofore I had been
reading "cultivate your home mar-
ket" so much in the different journals

that 1 had about given up all hopes
of ever seeing these retail producers
"get theirs."

It is my opinion that if we can get

the big jobbers to handling honey
e.xclusively, that there will be a much
better market created for it, for this

reason : these big fellows, like the

packers, have thousands of live sales-

men on the road all the time. These
salesmen call on all the grocers daily,

as well as on hotels, restaurants, and
every business house in existence
that could use the honey. They are

taking orders for all kinds of food-
stuffs, and while the retail buyers are
giving orders to these salesmen they

are certainly in the right mood to
order honey. Honey producers
haven't the time to cover the retail

trade like these salesmen do, and if

they did have the time, they are not
salesmen—not one in a thousand.
How much did the farmer get for

his pork before the packers took hold
of it? And how much for his eggs,
and his beef, and his fruit, and his

everything he raises—but honey. And
honey is the only thing not handled
by big packers of some kind.

Let these big buyers do the dis-

tributing for us, that is their busi-

ness; producing honey is our busi-

ness. We get paid for our business,

let the other fellow get paid for his

business. Why should we worry

what the other fellow lakes on our
honey, as long as he does not invade
our territory with bee yards.
When one of your neighbors comes

to you for some honey, send him to

your local grocer; if your grocer does
not handle it, let the neighbor do
without. There will soon be such a

fuss kicked up that it won't be long
until your local grocer will ask you
to sell him some honey—then stick

by him.
I worked this very scheme to per-

fection,, and less than two weeks ago,
following the purchase of several
small lots of honey from me; this

very local grocer of ours purchased
a ton, in bulk.

Washington.

(T

DR. MILLER'S ANSWERS
=^
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Miscellaneous
I am a farmer with a part interest in a 600-

acre farm on which I have lived for 12 ye.s.
I have been running an apiary as a side line,

but am about to dissolve my partnership on
the farm, and as I think of taking up beekeep-
ing as a business, thought I would tell you
my experience and ask some advice. I had 10

colonies until the year 1917, when I bought
15 more colonies from some neighbor boys. I

tried to buy some of another man; he had 30
stands, but they were in old dry goods boxes,

and he wanted $150 for them, and i consid-

ered that was too much for them so I didn't

take them and he sold them to a neighbor for

$50. The neighbor's sons then bought them
and billed them to sell at public sale.

In the meantime my honey trade had grown
so that I couldn't supply the demand, so 1

saw the boys and bought the 15 colonies of

them at private sale for $3.50 per stand. Of
course I had to change all of them, so I put
them in 10-frame standard hives and I found
it quite a task, as they were so heavy for one
man to lift,

1. Do you think I gave too much for them,
considering the shape they were in? 1 had
always sold the section honey, but fou J that

it took too much of my time just when I was
busiest with the farm work, so I changed to

produce extracted honey. The year of 1918 1

had 25 stands of bees and I sold $300 worth
of honey. 1 put it in half-gallon Mason fruit

jars and sold it at $3 per gallon. About the

time to harvest my crop I was called to go to

Camp Grant, so had to leave my honey for ray

family to harvest and sell for me, and I may
have lost some that way, for the extracting

wasn't linished until after I was discharged
and got home.

Early this year I bought 30 more colonies of

a man who said that the old ones didn't do
anything but swarm, and that all the honey he
got was from the new swarms. Some of them
were in S-frame hives and some in 10-frame,

but they were all old hives, so I bought them
at $3 per hive. I only had four swarms issue

from ray 53 stands of bees last summer. I

consider that pretty good.
I have not finished extracting this year's

honey crop yet, but will have about 3,000

pounds of extracted honey, and about 300

pounds, of section honey, which sells at 25

and 30 cents per section in this locality.

2. Is that a good crop for that many colo-

nies, or should they do better?

The majority of my honey is white clover,

though 1 have some darker fall honey. My
bees are mostly black, but the last two springs

I have secured golden Italian queens

for some of them. Une queen 1 have is very

prolific, so I gave her two stories for brood;

then after she had filled the upper story with

brood 1 caught her and put her back in the

lower story and put on an excluder.

3. Would it have been better to have di-

vided this hive?
4. To divide the hive should I take the up-

per story with brood and eggs and set it about

two feet away? If 1 did that would they hatch

them a queen from the brood? Or would it

be better to put the upper story on the old

hive sUnd and move thft old hive away?

5. Do you think one could make a good
living on 20 or 40 acres in this section, with
some fruit and about 500 stands of bees?
Could one man take care of that many bees?

6. About how many colonies of bees would
two acres of sweet clover and two acres of
buckwheat make pasturage for?

7. Would it be better to run a home apiary
for section honey and the outapiaries for ex-
tracted honey?

8. In producing section honey is it better to

clip the queen's wings?
ILLINOIS.

Answers.—1. No; at the present time this is

a reasonable price.

2. An average of 50 pounds per colony,

year in and year out, is generally considered

a good average. Yours was 6C pounds. So
that its a very fair crop.

3. If you wish increase it is better to make

it from colonies that are not likely to give you

much honey, raising your queens from your

very best colonies.

4. The first method you mention is good,

but not so good as the second. Taking away

a hive of brood and bees, leaving the queen

and all the old field workers on the old stand

is likely to give you a colony too weak in bees

to take care of the brood.

5. There is a very good living in 500 colo-

nies of bees aside from the yield of 20 to iO

acres of land. One can care for 500 colonies,

but they ought not to be all in one apiary, and

one could not do much with the land without

hifiitg help.

6. That is a bard question to answer, and 1

doubt whether anyone can answer it correctly.

It is a guess at best.

7. Yes.

8. Yes, certainly.

Bees Leaving Hive

—

Disease—Rear-
ing Queens

l.What is the matter when the bees go out of

their hive and go in another hive with bees in

it?

2. What is best to do if the bees have dis-

eases?
3. When is the best time to rear queens?
4. What kind of a bee is brown and has 3

snow-white bands?
5. Do you think there is any chance to get

pure Cyprian queens or bees?
TEXAS.

Answers.—1. Bees may "drift," that is, go

into the wrong hive, when they are out for

the first time and are attracted by the greater

noise of the bees of another hive; also when

their hive has been moved from its position.

Bees may also leave their hive entirely and

join another hive when they arc starving, or
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they may swarm when they are crowded for

room.

2. It is out of the question to treat of dis-

eases in the replies to questions. Send for

the book "First Lessons in Beekeeping." or

"The Hive and Honey Bee Revised." You
will find a whole chapter in each of these

books on diseases of bees.

3. Queens may be reared all summer long.

But the best time is during the honey crop.

4. We don't know of any such bees.

5. Cyprian bees have not been imported,

that we know of, for years. They are so cross

that it is not likely anyone has ever tried to

keep them pure.

3. It would be a mistake to lay down a flat

rule. But on the average Italians are much
better producers than blacks.

4. Give them all facilities to breed by giv-

ing the queens ample room and seeing that

they have plenty of food.

Requeening
1. I have a few colonies of hybrid bees

which I wish to requeen next spring, and wish
to keep them queenless the shortest time possi-

ble. Would the bees accept a ripe queen-cell
immediately after the old queen was killed, or
would I have to use a queen-cell protector?

2. Would the bees build queen-cells if I

should put all but one frame of brood in a
new hive, leaving the queen and one frame of
brood in the old hive, and set the new hive
on top of the old hive with a queen-excluder
between? TEXAS.
Answers.—1. No, they would not accept an

unprotected cell till fully conscious of their

queenlessness. That might be less than an

hour or more than a day.

2. Maybe, and maybe not. The more the

brood is cut off from the queen^ the more

likely cells will be started. A zinc excluder

is better to get them started than a wire one.

A cloth nearly covering the excluder will help.

The higher up the brood is, the better.

Prevent Swarming
I intend to move my bees in the country

and will be with them about one day each
week. I would like to adopt some plan to keep
them from swarming, or swarra them at my
convenience.
When a colony shows signs of swarming, if

I should put brood-chamber above a hive filled

with foundation and queen-excluder on it,

pptting the queen with one frame below, cut-

ting out all the queen-cells in the above hive,

will that prevent swarming? If not, kindly
give the best method generally used in out-

apiaries. NEW YORK.
Answer.—Yes. the method you indicate will

help to prevent swarming, though we cannot,

with any method, make sure of having no

swarms at all. Cut the queen's wings, then

the swarm can't get away so easily.

Size of Hive—FuH Sheets—Italian vs.

Blacks
1. Bees swarm here in April, out we get no

surplus till the latter part of July and August.
Betwen these dates there is a continuous,
though light, flow of nectar, just enough for
brood-rearing. Under these conditions would
you advise me to use 8 or 10 Langstroth
frames in the brood-chamber?

2. From a purely financial viewpoint, do you
consider it economy to use full sheets of foun-
dation?

3. Will a colony of Italian hees gather more
honey in a season than a colony of blacks or
hybrids?

4. Under conditions in No. 1, what can I

do to have ray colonics reach maximum
strength by July 15? TEXAS.
Answers.— 1. Eight-frame hives are too

small unless you use two stories for brood.

Two stories are really needed if you wish the

full production of bees from prolific queens.

Have them as strong with bees as you can get

them at the opening of the flow.

2. Yes. Try it comparatively for yourself.

That is the best way to be convinced. Don*l
try it on only a hive or two, but on a fair

proportion of colonics. Full sheets will give

you nearly all worker combs. Starters will

give you any kind of combs the bees take a

notion to build.

Horse Stung—Freak Queen
In your November issue a New Jersey man

wishes to know what to do for stings on a
horse; my experience was successful. The
Iiorse laid down and acted as though he had
the colic. I took a corn knife and scraped
the stings off and then took a large pail, filled

it half full of salt, then water, and stirred it

up; soaked burlap sacks and covered her up,

then kept them wet. In three hours I drove
home none the worse .off. I bought a queen
this summer which arrived too weak to live.

I ordered another, which was a fine looker.

When she began to lay there were from two
to six eggs in each cell; they never hatched
a bee. What is the cause? I finally killed her
and doubled the bees that were left (which
were few) with another colony. I have only
four, but they are good and strong.

IOWA.
Answer.—Your advice as to treatment of a

horse that has been badly stung is very good.

Ammonia diluted with water would probably

be good, too. But it is easier to find salt and

water than ammonia, on a farm or about an

apiary.

Your queen was a freak. Once in a great

while we come across a defective queen and

we are unable to tell what is wrong. You
might buy 500 queens before you would again

have such an occurrence. It was an accident,

evidently, and nobody to blame.

Increase
Would it not be easier and cheaper for any-

one desiring increase to make ready for same
in the fall rather than wait till spring, as fol-

lows:
Place a regular hive-body (filled with frames

and foundation) underneath the regular hive,

letting them have the use of both bodies; then,

in the spring, place the lower one on top, let-

ting bees fill both hives with brood and bees;
then introduce a queen into the one that

would be queenless after disuniting.
NEW YORK.

Answer.—It is all right to get your hive

ready in the fall or winter, but I cannot see

much to gain in giving the bees a hive full of

foundation until they can use it. You would

have to give it to them before the crop ended.

Otherwise it is probably better to keep it away

from them till spring.

Getting Good Stock
1. Is there the same danger of getting in-

ferior offspring in breeding from an extremely
old queen as there is in breeding from live-

stock that is feeble with age? Would it be
advisable to breed from a queen that has been
the best in the yard when she was young, but
has materially deteriorated with extreme age ?

2. How near the beginning of the only
profitable honeyflow that we have, which only
lasts four weeks, can one retiueen colonies that

are as weak as to cover only six frames, if

he has to buy early queens, and wants them to

pay for .themselves in that flow alone?
NORTH CAROLINA.

Answers.—1. Perhaps there would be dan-

ger of inferior offspring with a very old and

decrepit queen. This is difficult to decide.

Better not wait till your queen is too old, es-

pecially as you might not get anything but

drone eggs.

3. You can requeen at any time, if you buy

your queens. But if you rear them, better

wait till the honey crop is fairly advanced.

Bought queens, introduced at the beginning

of a flow, will not produce workers in time

for that flow, unless it is an extremely pro-

longed flow. It takes 35 days before the egg

laid gives an active field worker. Reared

queens will produce them only for the next

flow.

Golden vs. Three-Banded
How do the golden Italian bees compare

with the three-banded Italians in honey gath-
ering, in disposition and in fighting foulbrood?

MICHIGAN.
Answer.—The goldens are sometimes very

good, sometimes rather inferior. Much de-

pends upon whether they were bred only for

color or whether other qualities were consid-

ered also in raising them. Personally, I pre-

fer the pure, three-banded Italians, bred with

a view of securing the main characteristics of

tlie race, without consideration of extra yellow

color.

Skunks
I have a number of weak colonies of bees

this fall. They have done nothing all summer.
I have noticed skunks aroUnd my stand; do
you suppose that they have made them weak?
Please let me know what you think about it in
your next Journal. WISCONSIN.
Answer.—Skunks are fond of bees, but it

is hardly probable that they could weaken
colonies of bees in an apiary. If your bees

have done nothing all summer, it is more prob-

able that the honey crop was short and that

they did not breed as they should. However,

if you have any skunks in the vicinity it may
be worth while to trap them.

Foulbrood—Robbing
1. I have a few hives of European foulbrood

in my apiary. Should I requeen the whole
apiary or just the hives that have it? Of the
two, which is the hardest to control, Ameri-
can or European foulbrood?

2. Are Italian bees more resistant to Euro-
pean foulbrood than the blacks ?

3. Does nosema-disease affect the flying bees
or the brood; is it a new disease, and do you
think it is as bad as foulbrood?

4. While I was extracting honey this year
the honey-house door blew open while I was
eating my lunch. When I returned I found
the bees doing a land office business. It struck
me that the bees robbing the house were from
about 5 or 6 hives, for the reason there was
an unusual amount of bees at their entrances.
Do you think it was the whole yard, or just
these few hives? •

5. What is the proper thing to do with a
bad case of pickle-brood in a hive of black
bees?

6. I introduced a young Italian queen about
a month ago. When I opened the hive the
other day I found some drone-brood in the
worker-cells, also 2 and 3 eggs in one cell,

some on their side and some on end. I also

found some good worker brood. This is a
small swarm, covering about 4 frames. What
is your opinion of this queen?

CALIFORNIA.
Answers.—1. Requeen only the hives that

have it. The two diseases differ, but both are

difficult to cure. American foulbrood, if thor-

oughly treated is likely to disappear. Euro-

pean foulbrood often shows itself when we
think we have stamped it out.

2. Yes, without doubt.

3. It affects the full grown bee. It is not as

bad as the foulbroods.

4. Undoubtedly only those colonies that

were excited.

5. Be sure that it is only pickle-brood (sac-

brood). Then feed them on sugar syrup, pro-

vided they are still strong enough to be worth

saving.

6. Either that queen is deficient or there is

also in that hive an old queen laying drone-

eggs. Usually, when we see eggs laid several

in a cell, it is a sign that there are some
drone-laying workers in the hive.

Number of Bees in Pound—Shipping
Bees

1. Tell me the number of bees to the pound,
generally speaking?

2. Will it do to ship bees at this season of
the year? NEBRASKA.
Answers.— 1. For all general purposes we

figyre on 5,000 worker-bees to the pound.
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There are less of them when they are full of

honey. There are more of them when they

are starving.

2. It will do to ship bees now better than

in the summer. But the best time to ship bees

is when they have the least honey, in the

spring, before they breed very heavily.

Using Old Supers
1. White clover honey failed this year, as

there was so much rain until clover matured
too much to contain honey, and I now have
a large number of sections that are not filled;

some have only a small piece of comb built

in them from the starter. I ask your advice
as to what I shall do with them.

2. Will supers just as they were taken off

be good for another year without taking them
apart?

3. Some sections have a little unsealed honey
in them ; will the bees use them, or must 1

take them out? INDIANA.
Answers.—1 and 2. Those supers will be

very good for another season, just as they are,

provided you keep them in a dry, clean place,

away from dust or mice. They will need more

scraping when full than if they had been filled

the first time. But the comb in them will at-

tract the bees to the super,

3. It is not necessary to remove the honey,

unless it is amber honey and you expect to get

white honey in the spring. Since the combs

are not sealed, you might place all the partly

filled sections in one super, and use it to feed

the bees in early spring.

Amount of Bees for 20 Acres of

Clover
Near where I live there is a considerable

quantity of white sweet clover that grows
along the sidewalks, in vacant lots and alleys.

My estimate is that there would be about £0
acres of it available for bees if it was all to-

gether. Would 100 colonies be too many for
this location? CHICAGO.
Answer.—Unless there are other plants, I

would be inclined to think it would be hardly

sufficient for a good honey crop for 100 colo-

nies. Better keep a less number. However,

that is only a guess.

Requeening
This past season I have had a number of

colonies go wrong by allowing them to requeen
themselves in cases of supersedure. Have had
virgins go nearly a month before laying, and
then disappear in a few days. In the future
I propose to keep laying queens in nuclei for

immediate use. In case of a natural swarm
with clipped queen, would it work with quite

a certainty of success to run in with the re-

turning swarm a new queen taken from a
nucleus? LONG ISLAND.
Answer.—I have seen queens balled which

happened to join a swarm. So there would

perhaps be danger of the new queen being

balled, which is always objectionable. But if

you can make sure of the clipped queen, so

that she will not return to the hive, you can

probably have your new queen accepted by

caging her a few hours. Yet, if the colony

has queen-cells, there is still danger of non-

acceptance. Hive your swarm on the stand of

the old hive, giving them the new queen, and
remove the old colony to a new spot. Then
all will be harmonious.

Supers On in Winter
I have 10 colonies of bees in ten-frame Dan-

zenbaker hives. I used the shook-swarm sys-
tem last summer and my colonies are larger
than usual. I thought they would not have
room for themselves and their - provisions in
the shallow ten-frame Danzenbaker brood-
chamber (7>4 in. deep), so I left a super
partly filled with honey on the brood-chamber
for over winter. The hives are covered with
tar paper and kept in a woodshed, where the
temperature varies around zero in cold weather.
But they are in no draft. They made about 80

pounds of honey per colony in the supers this
summer and the combs seem to be filled with
honey. Would you leave the supers on?

IOWA.
Answer.—It may not be necessary, but it

will certainly do no harm in those very shal-

low hives. When you speak of having them

in a woodshed you surely do not mean that

you will keep them closed up in there. If you

have them so they can fly in warm days, they

are just that much better off than in the

open.

Feeding Outapiaries—Granulated
Honey in Combs

1. My feeding of winter stores has hitherto
been contined to a small home apiary. Last
summer I branched out and placed 56 colonies
14 miles from home. Fortunately a heavy
buckwheat flow obviated the necessity of feed-
ing this year, but I wish to know the quickest
and most satisfactory method of feeding out-

apiaries. I take it for granted that it is cus-
tomary to feed syrup warm. Do large com-
mercial beekeepers manage this by making the
syrup at home where they have some con-
veniences, or take the heater and sugar to their
outapiary ? What is the best contrivance for
making sy^rup in large quantities without dan-
ger of scorching the syrup?

2. I was unable to extract my buckwheat
honey until the 10th of November, too late to

place the extracted frames back on the hives
for bees to clean up. The buckwheat honey
had granulated somewhat, but not badly. Will
this granulation affect the condition of the
combs next spring, and will I be liable to

have trouble with them on this account? I

have been told that on account of granula-
tion in these combs all my honey next sea-

son is quite likely to granulate quickly and
may give me a good deal of trouble—is this

correct? ONTARIO.
Answers.—1. The manner of making syrup

depends upon the conveniences in reach. Cold

water will do to make syrup, but it is both bet-

ter for the bees and a little more speedy to

use hot water. The proper quantity of sugar

poured into boiling water will speedily make
all the syrup you want. Then pour it into

5-gallon cans, with screw-cap spouts similar to

gasoline or coal oil cans, for convenience in

pouring it into the feeders. Keeping the cans

well covered during the trip, you will have no

trouble in reaching your outapiary with warm
syrup. But variations from this method are

often resorted to. They also percolate the

water through the sugar, letting it come
through a sheet of muslin.

2. It is not likely that you will have any

trouble from that granulated honey, if you

return the supers to the bees a few days be-

fore the opening of the crop. They will clean

them and burnish them at that time. The
worst trouble I can see is their keeping some

of that dark honey in the supers and mixing

fine white honey with it, next June.

Wintering—Bees on Leeward Side of
Tree

My beekeeping for the last 25 years has
been in California, where the wintering prob-
lem was not seriously considered, which is

my reason for asking a question or two.
1. Will one frame taken from a lO-frame

hive give sufficient space for wintering in a
cold climate?

2. You say in Gleanings, page .587: *'They
know that their hive is the right-hand one of
a pair." I infer from this that the hives face
in opposite directions; is it not so?

3. I think, Doctor, on further investigation
you will find that the reason for the bees be-

ing on the leeward side of a tree in bloom.
Gleanings, jjage 587, is because a bee cannot
alight flying with the wind, and if she should
undertake to do so she would be carried
through to the other side. In California I in-

variably faced my hives toward the east, as

only on very rare occasions did the wind blow
from any other direction than from the

coast (west). Occasionally we had a desert

(east) wind, and it was always very strong.

The bees on these occasions bad a very hard

time entering their hives. They would be
blown to the back of the hives in clouds await
ing an opportunity for a lull to skip around
the corner of the hive to enter; but when the
wind blew ever so hard from the west they
seemed to have no trouble in making a land-
ing. When the wind blew squarely into a hive
and when a bee more veiiturebume than the
others undertook to land she would invariably
"tumble" in. UTAH.
Answers.—1. Abundant, 1 think.

2. No, the two hives of a pair face in the

same direction.

3. If you will observe closely next time

qou see bees working on a honey tree, I

think you will change your mind. Not only

in a strong wind, but in a gentle breeze, when
scarcely a leaf is stirred, there will be a

cloud of bees on the leeward side and none on
the windward side, although the leeward side

may be the farther side from the apiary.

(The answers to the above are in Dr. Mil-

ler's own handwriting and we are glad that

he is getting well enough to do that much.

Uuection No. 3 is whether the bees come
from the leeward side to a tree because of get-

ling the odor wafted by the breeze of because

they must fly against the wind to get any-

where. It seems to us that both of these

causes serve. Bees cannot very well get the

odor except from the 'leeward side, and in a

strong wind they might be carried beyond it

if they did not come steadily against the wind.

—Editor.)

Wintering—Cutting Out Queen-Cells
1. What would be the longest tmie that

bees can stand being housed up?
2. Would you advise putting bees in winter

quarters at this date? 1 have a good base-
ment, high and dry.

3. I am using the 10-frame hive and all

frames are full. Would it be safe to take out
one outside frame for honey ? Would there
be stores enough for the bees?

i. At what time do you advise cutting out
queen-cells? MiNNESUlA.
Answers.— 1. The longest time I have

known bees to be kept in a cellar was 180

days. This was achieved at Charlesbourg,

yucbec, by Mr. Verret, and the bees came out

in good shape. But they must have good
healthy food and must be kept at the right

temperature, between 45 and 5U degrees, or at

whatever degree keeps them quietest.

2. They may be put in the cellar earlier in

Minnesota than in countries farther south.

The proper time is shortly after they have had

a good flight, before cold weather.

3. If your combs are all heavy with honey,

they will winter on 9 combs full, but it is

quite likely that they may need some feeding

in spring.

4. We never cut out queen-cells. Those who
practice that method do it whenever they find

queen-cells with eggs or larvx in them, at

swarming time. But unless you take steps to

prevent swarming, it does not do any good to

cut out the queen-cells.

Transferring—Stimulating Brood-
Rearing

1. I have 12 colonies of bees in box hives
and would like for you to advise me a little on
this question : I want to transper them to

movable frame hives next spring, as soon as
it gets warm. I want to put them on founda-
tion. Could they get pollen soon enough to
raise their brood ,or could 1 feed them some-
thing that would take the place of pollen?

2. What would be the best to feed them for
pollen. WEST VIRGINIA.
Answers.—1. The proper time to transfer

from box ^ hives or gums is during fruit

bloom, because they have less honey and less

brood and more chance to repair their losses

than they would at any other time of the year.

But if you want to transfer only the bees and

do not wish to save the combs, you may do it
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at swarming time, by driving most of the bees

and the queen out of the box hive and hiving

them just like a new swarm. The old hive is

th*,'n jut a short distance back of the new one

and in 21 days the hatched bees are united to

the *ransfcrrfd hive. The better way, how-

ever is to tranj-fer all the brood combs during

fruit bloom. You will find directions given at

length for this in the "Langstroth Revised."

paragraphs 574 to 581, or in "First Lessons,"

paragraphs 94 and 95.

2. It would be a mistake to transfer your

bees so early that you would be compelled to

feed them either pollen or honey in quantity.

But to answer your question as to what would

take the place of pollen; I have supplied flour

to bees, in open boxes, at times when they

could fly, before there was any pollen. The

bees are attracted there by placing some old

combs on the flour. Some of our modern

scientists assert that flour is useless as pollen.

But I am sure they took it in large amounts

and used it.

1
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Co-operation
In the May numl)er of the Ameri-

can Bee Journal. 1918, appeared an
article on co-operative selling, page
158. It contains much of good com-
mon sense. But for those who are in-

terested in co-operation I would refer

them to Monthly Bulletin, Vol. viii,

No. 7, of California Commission of

Horticulture, Sacramento, Calif., G.

A. Hecke, Commissioner. This gives

a report of the work of many of the

C9-operative organizations in Califor-

nia, and they have been a success.

ROY K. BISHOP.

New York State Meeting
The State meeting of New York

beekeepers will be held at Syracuse,
February 4 and S, this promising *^o

be the most interesting and extensive
meeting ever held by this organiza-
tion and you cannot afford to let this

meeting pass without attending same.
For program address C. M. Cunning-
ham, 303 University Place, Syracuse,
N. Y.

The National Convention
As we go to press word comes

from Secretary Justice to the effect

that the National Convention will be
held at Buffalo, N. Y., in Hotel Stat-

ler, on March 1, 2 and 3. This should
not be confused with the conference
of delegates to be held at Meulbach
Hotel in Kansas City on January 6,

7, 8 and 9, at which it is proposed to

work out a plan of reorganization of

the National. Delegates representing
all beekeeping organizations of the

United States, teachers of beekeep-
ing and members of allied trades will

attend the Kansas City conference in

an effort to devise a plan for a na-
tional organization which will meet
the needs of the times. A report of

this conference will be ready for the
general convention at Buffalo, and it

is hoped that the attendance will be a
large and representative one. The
program will be announced later.

Missouri Meeting
The annual meeting of Missouri

beekeepers will be held at Columbia
on January 19 to 23. "Those interest-

ed can secure programs and other in-

formation from Dr. L. Haseman, at

Columbia.

Dr. C. C. Miller and His People
Dr. C. C. Miller is an international

figure. Every beekeeper who be-
longs to the progressive caste knows
him through his writings. So a few
words from his pen, after a siege of
sickness, at the age of 88, will be of
interest. Not only he has been laid

up, but Miss Wilson, his sister-in-
law, who has for years managed the
"Beekeeping for Women" column in

this magazine, has been suffering of
her eyes. Dr. Miller writes:
"A few years ago Miss Wilson's

right eye began to be obscured by a
cataract, and in time became en-
tirely blind. Oculists, however, ad-
vised that nothing should be done
about it so long as she had one good
eye. Then the left eye became trou-
bled in the same way. When it be-

came so bad that she could no longer
see to read, an operation upon the
right eye took place with entire suc-
cess, and after nineteen days' so-

journ in the hospital she is expected
to return home, seeing.

"With regard to myself, while I am
thankful to be gaining, yet in some
respects the gain is not so rapid as

I should like. I find myself quite
disinclined to make any mental exer-
tion and quite inclined to put off

till afternoon what I should like to

do in the forenoon, and when after-

noon comes to put it off till ne.xt day.
Maybe it's pure laziness. I feel keenly
your kindness and forbearance, and
I'm hoping that as I am increasing
in physical strength I may overcome
this feeling of la—well, you can finish

out the word with "ssitude" or "zi-

ness," just as you like.

"Mrs. Miller seems to have become
tired of being the only one in the
family in vulgar good health, so on
Wednesday of last week she fell and
sprained both wrists, and has suf-

fered severelj' with them.
"Since the above was written a

telephone message from Elgin in-

forms is that Miss Wilson's return
home will be later than was expected,
at least by a day or two.

"C. C. MILLER."

Pennsylvania Farm Products Show
The fourth annual Farm Products

Show of Pennsylvania will be held
at Harrisburg January 20 to 23. A
special provision is made for a series
of twelve premiums on honey and
hive products with first and second
offerings for each class. Exhibits
should be sent to Chas. N. Greene,
Department of Agriculture, Harris-
burg, to reach him not later than Jan.
20, 1920. Exhibitor's name and ad-
dress should be plainly marked on
each package. Exhibitor's name will

be placed upon exhibits after judging
has been done.
The beekeepers' convention will be

held at Harrisburg on January 21.

CLASSIHED DEPARTMENT.
Advertisements in this department will be

inserted for three cents per word, with no dis-
counts. No classified advertisement accepted
for less than 85 cents. Count each initial or
number as one word.
Copy for this department must reach us not

later than the 20th of the month preceding
date of issue. If intended for classified de-
partment it should be so stated when adver-
tisement is sent.

BEES AND QUEENS
FOR SALE—Leather colored Italian queens,

tested, June 1, $1.50; untested, $1.25; $13
a dozen. Root's goods at Root's prices.

A. W. Yates. 15 Chapman St., Hartford. Conn.

ITS MARCHANT'S STRAIN that does the
work, that's all. See ad elsewhere.

A. B. Marchant, Jesup, Ga.

PURE ITALIAN QUEENS— Dependable
breeding stock my specialty. Bees in 1 and

2-pound packages. Circular free.

J. E. Wing, 155 Schiele Ave., San jose, Cal.

FOR SALE—Three-band Italian queens from
best honey-gathering strain obtainable (no

disease). Untested queens, $1.25 each; 6,

$6.50; 12, $12; select untested, $1.50 each;

6, $9; 12. $18; tested, $2.50 each. Safe ar-

rival and satisfaction guaranteed.
W. T. Perdue. R. 1, Fort Deposit, Ala.

ITALIAN QUEENS OF WINDMERE will

be ready in May. Untested, $1.25 each;
six for $7. Tested, $2 each; select tested,

$2.50. Write for quotation on nuclei. Now
booking orders. Prof. W. A. Matheny.

Ohio University. Athens, Ohio.

ITALIAN BEES (the kind that fill from 2
to 6 supers), for sale, in new 8 and 10-

frame Root hives, at $12 and $15 per colony,
if ordered soon. Bees to be shipped by ex-

press in April. Miss Lulu Goodwin,
Mankato, Minn.

FOR SALE—After April 15, our golden Ital-

ian queens, untested, one $1.50 or $15 per
rloz.; select untested, one, $1.75 or $18 per
doz. ; tested, $3 each. Safe arrival guaran-
teed. Tillery Bros..

R. 5, Georgiana, Ala.

FOR SALE—Goldens that are true to name.
Select untested. one,$1.50; six, $7.50; 12.

$13.60; 50, $55; 100, $100.
Garden City Apiaries, San Jose, Calif.

FOR SALE—Golden and three-band queens.
Untested, April, May and June delivery,

$1.25 each; $12.50 per doz. Satisfaction.
R. O. Cox. Rt. 4. Greenville, Ala.

25 CENTS buys a folder, telling the whys
and wherefores and the principle of intro-

ducing queens. Just the thing for' the begin-
ner; and maybe something new for the expert.
Nature's way on the inside of the beehive.
The cream of thirty years* experience as a
queen breeder in introducing queens.

J. F. Diemer, Liberty, Mo.

FOR SALE—Famous strain of Italian bees
and queens. We are booking orders for May

and June delivery, 1920, for two and three-

pound packages of our famous strain of 3-

band and golden bees and queens. First come
first served. Our bees are free from all foul-

brood disease. These bees are record break-
ers for honey gatherers, and they are beau-
tiful queens, and give a gentle worker bee.

All told they will please, and do please, our
customers. Write vour needs and get price

list. H. B.Murray, Liberty, N. C.

FOR SALE—Pure 3-band Italian queens, as
good, as you can buy with money. Write for

prices. J. F. Diemer, Liberty, Mo.

FOR SALE—Italian queens, from best dis-

ease resistant stock, mailed as soon as
hatched. Improved method for introducing
with every order. Prices, April to October,

1, 75c; 10, $6; 50, $25. Order now for spring
delivery.

James McKee, Riverside, Calif.

BEES BY THE POUND. ALSO QUEENS—
Booking orders now. Free circular gives

prices, etc. See larger ad elsewhere.

Nueces County Apiaries, Calallen, Texas,
E. B. Ault. Prop.

BEES AND QUEENS from my New Jersey
apiary. J- H. M. Cook,
lAtf 84 Cortland St., New York City.

FOR SALE—100 colonies of bees, most all in

new hives with Hoffman frames. Plenty of

stores. Address James Johnson,
Box 265, Pocahontas, Ark.

HONEY AND BEESWAX
FOR SALE—New crop clover honey in new

60-lb. cans, two to the case; sample 20c.

W. B. Crane, McComb, Ohio.

FOR SALE—Choice "Kentucky" clover ex-

tracted honey. Wei! ripened, thick and rich.

Perfectly clean and suitable for table use.

Packed in 60-lb. tins, two in a case, at 25c

f. o. b. H. C. Lee, Brooksville, Ky.

FOR SALE—10,000 lbs. clover and 5,000 lbs.

clover and heartsease honey, $24 per case

of two 60-lb. cans. Sample 16 cents; also

200 cases No. 1 comb honey.

J. D. Beals, Oto, Iowa.

WANTED—To buy—Extracted honey. State

price, how packed. Send sample.

Harmony Bee and Honey Co.,

White Bear Lake, Minn.

WANTED—Light extracted honey, any
amount. Send sample and best cash price f.

o. b. Ft. Collins, Colo.

A. A, Lyons. Ft- CqlUns, Colo.
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WANTED—Honey in 101b cans.

Lang, 1609 Dayton St., Chicago.

FOR SALE—30,000 car wliite extracted sweet

clover honey, 18c a pound f. o. b. Basin,

Wyo. J. N. Minkes, Box 625.

OUR CROP OF HONEY is now ready for

shipment. It is a good grade white clover

with a very small trace of basswood, almost

water white. It is put up in new 60-lb. tin

cans, two to the case. This honey was ?11

produced by ourselves above queen-excluders,

in nice white combs. Then combs were pro-

vided so that no honey was taken off until

after the season, when it was thoroughly cured

by the bees. It costs more to raise a crop of

honey this way, as we do not get as much per

colony, so we have to have a little more
money for this fancy article than the ordinary

honey on the market. Try a small order and

we feel sure you will buy no other.. We can

furnish at the following prices, f. o. b. North-

stor: one 60-lb. can $16.60; in cases of two

cans, |J0 a case, in any sized orders. The
crop is short this year and will not last long

at these prices. We feel quite sure that the

price will not be any lower, so do not be dis-

appointed by not ordering early if you are

looking for honey as good as money can buy.

D. R. Townsend, NorthsUr, Mich.

FOR SALE—New crop clover extracted honey,

two 60-pound cans to case, 26c per pound.

Buckwheat and clover mixed, about half and

half, SOc per pound.
H. G. Quinn, Bellevue, Ohio.

WANTED—White clover or light extracted

honey. Send sample; state how honey is

put up and lowest cash price delivered at

Monroe; also buy beeswax.
E. B. Rosa, Monroe, Wis.

WE BUY HONEY AND BEESWAX—Give

us your best price d»livered New York. On
comb honey state quantity, quality, size,

weight per section and sections to a case, tx-

tracted honey, quantity, quality, how packed,

and send samples. Chas. Israel Bros. Co.,

486 Canal St., New York, N. Y.

FOR SALE—16.000 pounds of fine clover and

basswood honey. The best offer takes it if

satisfactory. Chester E. Keister, Clarno, Wis.

WANTED—Comb, extracted honey and bees-

wax. R. A. Burnett & Co..

•Allt ITS S. Water St. Chicago, III.

WANTED—Shipmento of old comb and cap-

pings for rendering. We pay the highest

cash and trade prices, charging but 6c a pound

for wax rendering. Fred W. Muth Co.,

30* Walnut St., Cincinnati, Ohio.

FOR SALE

FOR SALE OR TO LET—Eastern New
York farm, suitable for bees, poultry, fruit.

G. H. Hawley, Castleton, N. Y.

FOR SALE—One Novice honey extractor;

used but little, takes Langstroth frames; 1

Bingham uncapping knife; both for $10. One
Doolittle solar wax extractor, needs new glass,

$1. Will be shipped from Leon, Iowa.

Edwin Bevins, Alamogordo, New Mexico.

TO BEEKEEPERS that ship pound packages:

I am acquainted with your troubles. It's

early queens you need. I can fill your or-

ders. A. B. Marchant, Jesup, Ga.

FOR SALE—Camera, 6x7 Graphic and outfit

in Al condition. If interested in a bargain.

write for detailed description and price.

Walter Timmerman,
2107 North Tremont St., Kansas City, Kans.

FOR SALE—Cedar or pine dovetailed hives;

alio full line of supplies, including Dadant's

foundation. Write for catalog.

A. E. Burdick, Sunnyside, Wash

FOR SALE—38-36 Marlin repealing rifle, $25;

excellent condition. Will trade for honey

extractor; must be in good shape, not smaller

than size 15-

L. C. JohniPn, Rio, Wis.. R. 3.

WANTED—An experienced man for 1920 to

work outyards for bulk comb honey Refer-
ences required.

John W. Cash, Bogart, Ga.

FOR SALE—"Superior" Foundation (Weed
process). Quality and service unexcelled.

Superior Honey Co.. Ogden. Utah.

WANTED
WANTED—Young farmer, 20, strong, ener-

getic, educated, with some beekeeping ex-

perience, wishes to work for successful bee-

keeper. Southern or Western States pre-

ferred. Arthur Wilson, Hammond, N. Y.

WANTED—A Cowan reversible extractor.

Harold Hicks, Long Lake, Mich.

WANTED—Small second-hand extractor in

good condition and reasonable.
W. H. Hiller, Alluwa, Okla.

WANTED—Comb honey supers, complete;
will take any style at the right price.

O. E. Timm, Bennington, Neb.

WANTED—Extractor, circular saw table,

shotgun, rifle, camera.
Lorenzo Clark, Winona, Minn.

WANTED—10 hives of bees

J. H. T. Meurer, Hest, Mo.

WANTED—Partner with cash, part or whole
time, beekeeping, poultry keeping.

Embleton, 6163 Somerville St.,,

Vancouver, B. C.

WANTED—100 or more colonies; also supers
and equipment.

S. S. Thorpe, Braggville, Mass.

WANTED—Combs that are free from disease,

drawn from full sheets of foundation, on
the self-spacing Jumbo frames.

Ernest Peterson, R No. 2, Sandwich, 111.

WANTED—Some bees in lO-frame hives from
Oklahoma, Kansas or bordering States, to be

shipped to me. C. M. Kell,

1128 Idaho Ave., Chickasha, Okla.

WANTED—For exhibition purposes, naturally
built combs, partly or fully drawn out. Such

combs should not have over 25 per cent drone-
comb and should be the product of the bees
themselves, without use of foundation. Write
us describing what you have and we will name
our price on same.

American Bee Journal, Hamilton, 111.

WANTED—Your old combs, cappings or slum-
gum to render into beeswax bv our high

steam pressure wax presses.
Dadant & Sons, Hamilton. 111.

WANTED—Your order for "Superior" Foun-
dation. Prompt shipments at right prices.

Superior Honey Co.. Ogden. Utah.

SUPPLIES
FOR SALE—Comb honey supers. Don't miss
your chance to buy your supers when you

can get them nearly as good as new for half
price of 1919 catalog.

Mrs. Anna Josephson, Box 121, Granville, 111.

FOR SALE—Brood frames, hive bodies, cov-

ers and bottoms. Write for prices and par-

ticulars. I can save you money, as we make
them here, where lumber is reasonable in

price. F. D. Bowers. Sugar Grove, la.

WANTED—Second-hand 2 or 4-frame honey
extractor; 12-inch baskets, steam uncapping

knife with tubing, steam generator safety

valve. F. S. Embleton.
5163 Somerville St., Vancouver, B. C.

FOR SALE—Good secondhand CO-lb cans, two
to the case; used only once, 60c per c.isc.

cash with order. E. B. Rosa, Monroe. Wis.

FOR SALE—60 lbs cans, 2 in case, used liiit

once. 40c a case.

Mason, Mechanic Falls, Me.

FOR SALE—Selling out bee supplies at 50
jier cent less than present prices. Write

for list. Hunkel Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

WANTED—About 20 10-frame hives, 60 ex-

tracting supers, hand extractor and general

supplies. Stanthrop Farm, Holliston, Mass.

SEND us a list of goods wanted and vrill

quote yo- lowest prices. We are the money-
saving house. Price list free. Try us.

H. S. Duby & Son, St. Anne, 111.

SITUATIONS

WANTED—One experienced man and stu-

dents, as helpers with our 1,000 colonies.
Best opportunity to learn the business from
A to Z, in the actual production of carloads
of honey; theory also. Write immediately,
giving age, height, weight, habits, former em-
ployment, experience, references, wages, pho-
to, all in first letter.

E. F. Atwater, Meridian, Idaho.
Former Special Field Agent in Beekeeping,

U. S. Dept. Agr., for California, Arizona and
New Mexico,

WANTED—Young married man, ex-soldier,

experienced honey producer, wants to take
up work with some up-to-date and growing bee
business. Best of qualifications and references.
Would expect to buy an interest in business
if satisfactory. Closson Scott,

900 Parkman St., Warren, Ohio.

AN OPPORTUNITY is offered for young
man or woman wishing to learn queen rear-

ing, to work in Wisconsin, beginning April,
with beekeeper whose experience throughout
United States would be valuable asset to your
future. X Y Z, American Bee Journal.

WANTED—Situation in extensive apiaries in
Western States, Colorado or California pre-

ferred, by active man of 35; married, well-
read; experience with small apiary only. Ad-
dress H. A., Care American Bee Journal.

WANTED—Bee-man for Cuba. I have one
of the finest bee locations in the island;

neighbor recently sold his bees, as he hated
the sting. He made money enough in four
years with 200 hives to go into the business
he loved, pure bred Jerseys and hogs. The
place is open, and as well room enough for
three or four more bee locations adjoining,
where live parties can extend to 1.000 colonies.
I want a sober, industrious young to middle-
aged man to take full charge and run things,
to share profits and be full partner. Prefer
married man, wife to grow chickens—pure
bred; will buy all she grows at good prices.
No triflers, nervous wrecks or rumdums,

but honest-to-goodness people who want to
make money and are willing to work. Will
furnish living houses and other necessary
buildings needed. Write, giving full particu-
lars, Thomas R. Towns,

Holguin Oriente. Cuba.

WANTED—One or two good queen-rearing
men to begin work February 15, 1920.
Nueces County Apiaries. Calallen, Texas.

WANTED—Experienced beeman by year, to
begin in January; straight salary, or salary

and percentage. Give age and experience.
Students' Bee & Honey Co.,

1716 Rose St., Berkeley, Calif.

WANTED—To correspond with beemen who
can use black bees in gums with queens, or

in packages without queens.
H. E. Sanders. Kentwood, La.

MISCELLANEOUS
WANTED—Beeswax, old combs and cappin^'S

to render on shares. Will pay highest mar-
ket price and buy your share of the beeswax.

F. J. Rettig & Sons. Wabash, Ind.

IF you want early queens, send in your or-

der now; don't wait till it's too late.

A. B. Marchant, Jesup. Ga.

K.XPERIENCED middle-aged beekeeper with
means would like to go together with widow

woman beekeeper or widow woman that has
tices. I solicit correspondence. Address

L., Box 68G, Park Falls, Wis.

THE AIM of the Domrslic Bcckeet'rr is to

help you to "keep more bees." operate them
to the best advantage, and sell your honey at

the l)est price. The Beekeeper is published
monthly at $1 per year. Can you afford to

do without it when the price of only 3 or 4

pounds of honey will get it for a year? If

unacquainted with the magazine, send for a
sample copy.

The Domestic Beekeeper, Almont, Mich.
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Get This

Seed Book

i%?s-
^ ^5^^oc

fSM- J

POR 33 years Olds'
*- Catalogr has been
the farm and garden
guide of thousands

|

of people. It has
been responsible for
the success of gardens, larfie and
small, as well as field crops evory-
where. It lists only carefully '

testedandselectedseeds, Itleaves '

no roum for guesswork, for

Olds' Catalog T«xVut*h
^

It makes no extravagant claims. Every state-
ment is based on fact. You positively cannnt
make a mistake when you order garden, flower
and field seeds, plants or bulbs from this book.
Every packet of Olds' seeds is backed by 33 years
of seed experience. All seeds conform to the strict
Wisconsin seed laws. When you buy Olds' seeds
you buy with certainty and assurance of Rood
crops from the seed standpoint. Why take chances?

SEND FOR THIS BOOK- ITS FREE
A postal card brings it by return mail. Start
right with right seeds. Send for this book mw.
L L Olds Seed Company, Drawer CI Madison, Wis.

PAINT WITHOUT OIL
Remarkable Discovery That Cuts
Down the Cost of Paint Seventy-

Five Per Cent.

A Free Trial Package is Mailed to

Everyone Who Writes.

A. L. Rice, a prominent manufacturer of
Adams, N. Y., has discovered a process of
making a new kind of paint without the use of
oil. He calls it Powdrpaint. It comes in the
form of a dry powder, and all that is required
is cold water to make a paint weather proof,

fire proof, sanitary and durable for outside or
inside painting. It is the cement pri.iciple ap-

plied to paint. It adheres to any surface,
wood, stone, or brick ; spreads and looks like

oil paint, and costs about one-fourth as much.
Write to Mr. A. L. Rice, Manufacturer, 23

North Street, Adams. N. Y., and he will send
you a free trial package, also color card and
full information showing you how you can save
a good many dollars. Write today.

PORTER ESCAPE
SAVES
HONEY
TIME

MONEY
For Mri* hy all dealers.

if no daalar. wrKa factory

R. Jk E. C. PORTER. MFRS.
Lawlstown. Illinois. U. S. A.

(Please me*~tioi] Am. Bee Tournal wheo writinff)

We furnish full colonies of Italian

bees in double-walled hives, single-

walled hives, shipping boxes and 3-

frame nucleus colonies.

I. J. STRINGHAM, Glen Cove, N. Y.

NASSAU, CO.

Tennessee-Bred Queens
Forty-Seven Years' Experience In Queen -Rearing

Breed Three- Band Italians Only
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Crop and Market Report .

Compiled by M. G. Dadant

The shortage of sugar still continues, and its price has lack of demand on the part of European countries. The

risen in the larger cities as high as 20 cents retail, though demand from there has greatly fallen off. England is

,, . , , -I- r .> 11... 1-j „„k„ now able to import from its colonies, and large amounts
there is a stabihzmg of the market at or near 13 cents.

^^^ ^^.^^ received from Australia and New Zealand. In
Yet, with the shortage of sugar, there is not an exces- t^esg countries the price of honey has ruled relatively

sive demand for honey. In fact the price has dropped off low throughout the war, owing to lack of shipping
about one cent per pound on the California market. Or- space. Just now, we are feeling the effects of such honey
ange honey is being quoted at 19 cents, sage at 18 cents competing with our higher priced products,

and sweet clover white honey at 17 to 171/2 cents per No doubt the prices will in time stabilize, though it is

pound f. o. b. California common points. doubtful if we will, at least for some time, see honey
The rate of freight is lower from California east than approach the prices which have been realized by pro-

from interior points, as Salt Lake City, Phoenix, Ariz., ducers during the last two or three years,

etc., so that the price at these points would have to be Honey dealers and retailers report excellent demand
shaded a little. for honey from the consumer, but the tendency is to-

There seems to be quantities of honey in the hands of wards a cleaning up of all old stocks on hand before
the producers yet waiting disposition. Beekeepers who buying more. It may be possible that the price will

were holding, expecting to realize 20 cents for their stiffen when old stocks are exhausted and more honey is

honey, net, would be glad to realize 17 to 18 cents. needed for filling current orders.
Probably the greatest contributing cause of this is the The larger bottlers seem to be fairly well supplied.
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I
TWO NEW BEE BOOKS j

I We have now in press and hope to be ready within two weeks of the time this journal |

I reaches you two important bee books |

AMERICAN HONEY PLANTS
Including those important to the beekeeper as |

sources of pollen |

By FRANK C. PELLETT
|
g

This book is the result of many years of personal investigation and travel from New England to Cali- g

fornia and from Canada to Florida and Texas to secure first-hand information on the sources of nectar g

and pollen. It is splendidly illustrated with 156 photographs, and describes the honey plants of all parts E

of America. A list of the honey plants of each State is given separately and the plants described in alpha- =
g

betical order. s

A knowledge of the flora is important to every beekeeper, as it is often possible to double the crop =

S by moving an apiary but a few miles. This book is written by an expert beekeeper and a competent ob- =

= server, only after having visited apiaries in most of the important honey-producing districts. =

g 300 large 8vo pages. Enameled paper. Price $2.50. S

I OUTAPIARIES I

I
By M. G. DADANT |

1 The development of beekeeping has been in direct relation to the e.xtension of outyards in most lo- =

s calities. The Dadant family has kept bees extensively in the same locality for three generations and the s
D —
= author of this book has spent his life in commercial honey production. ^

1 The book deals with the business of beekeeping on a large scale, and describes the methods and practice 3
= of the most successful beemen. Special chapters on honey houses and equipment, autos and trucks and sim- g

= ilar apparatus required by the extensive honey producer. g

B 125 pages, 50 illustrations. Price $1. 1

§ Add 75 cents to the price of either of the above books and get the book and the American Bee Journal g

i for a full year. 1

j AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL, Hamirton, Illinois
f
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'falcon^

We have on hand a quantity of sections slightly shopworn, but otherwise good for all practical purposes,
which we olTcr at the following low prices:

50,000 No. 2 4y2\\'/2 plain at $7.oO

50,000 No. 2 3Hx\y2 plain at 7.50

50,000 No. 2 4.xSxlj4 plain at 7.50

25,000 No. 2 4}4xl^ plain at 8.00

25,000 No. 2 4!4xlJ4 plain at 7.50

20,000 No. 1 4 l-3xlJ4, 4 befeway, at 8.00

10,000 No. 1 4j4xl 15-16, 4 beeway, at 8.00

Sold in lots of not less than 5,000. Subject to prior sale. Take advantage of these extremely low prices

and send us your order today. Write for catalog and price list of Falcon bee supplies.

W. T. FALCONER MANUFACTURING CO., Falconer, New York
Whar* tha Best Baahivas Cama Fram

'falcon"
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Just

A NEW BEE BOOK
by the Associate Editor of American Bee Journal

Beginner's Bee Book by Frank C. Pellett

issued from the press of the Lippincott Co^ Philadelphia.

3 Attractive cloth binding, nearly 200 pages, illust'-ated. Price, postpaid, $125. a
= With a years subscription to American Bee Journal, both $2.00. |

I Other books by the same author:

—

I
i Productive Beekeeping, 320 pages, a complete manual of commercial honey production. Price $2.50. g
i With Beginner's Bee Book, both $3.50. |
i Practical Queen Rearing. 105 pages of boiled down information about all practical methods of rearing |
I queens. Price $1.00. With Beginner's Bee Book, both $2.00. =

a Our Back Door Neighbors. A book of nature tales splendidly illustrated with photographs. Price $1.50. |
I With Beginner's Bee Book, both $2.50. g
1 Special price for all four books, $5.50. All four books and American Bee Journal one year, $6.25. i

I AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL, Hamilton, Illinois |
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BEE SUPPLIES
FALCON LINE

Best goods made. Get our big dis-

count sheet before buying.

G. G. GLEMONS BEE SUPPLY GOMPANY

128 Grand Ave.

Kansas City Mo.

THAGARD'S ITALIAN QUEENS
I am booking orders for April to

October deliveries; my queens are
bred from imported stock, they are
hardy, prolific, gentle, disease-resist-

ing and honey producers. Untested
queens $1.50 each, $7.50 for six. I

guarantee pure mating, safe arrival

and perfect satisfaction. Catalog
free.

V. R. THAGARD,
Greenville, Ala.

CO.BRUNO NAILING DEVICE
Madcforthe Hujff'man Brood Prames. A combined
Nailing:.Wiring and Wedpe Clamping Device. Has
been tried and is guaranteed to do accurate work.

PRICE $7.50
Complete directions foroperating are fumisbed

with each device.

Manufactnred by C. O. BRUNO
1413 Somth Wast Straet, Rockford, llliaoU

BEE SONGS, 2c EACH

I will mail copy of "Songs of Bee-

dom," having 10 bee songs, for only

20c; 7 Teddy Bear souvenir postal

cards for 10c; J. J. Wilder's book,

"Southern Bee Culture," 30c; Danzen-

baker S'/i in. Bee Smoker, 90c. All

postpaid at prices given. Address

GEORGE W. YORK,, 1128 W. Glass

Ave., Spokane, Wash.

CIGARS

I
I

BY MAIL

SAVE MONEY
CIGARS GUARANTEED
50 Utopia Tripletts $3.25 A
50 Utopia Smokers $2.50 ' '

I QC
brings SAMPLE e°*h

M.FLOERSH
Mail Order Representative

UTOPIA CIGAR CO.
208 Rus«ellSt.

NASHVILLE, TENN.

WESTERN BEEREEPEIS!
We bmndle the finest line of bee supplies.

Send for our M-pagc catalog. Our pricM vill

interett yotl.

n* M»n4» •Mf-Prtrfittn' AMMiatiM

1424 Marttl Ik—U Uaim, M*.
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ROOT GOODS
SERVICE

The thoughtful Bee-Keeper wants to know that his

supplies are going to be guaranteed Class A No. I

goods, which will bear up under the hardest uses,

and under all conditions satisfy him. He wants to

know that these goods will be shipped to him over

the shortest possible route, saving him time and
money. He wants that sort of service rendered to

him in all departments of his Bee-Keeping, that will

help produce a larger and better honey crop.

The A. I. Root Co. of Iowa, located in one of the best shipping

centers in the west, with eight trunk lines running from Council

Bluffs to all parts of the country, is in a position to ship you, over

the shortest haul, the Root guaranteed goods. In accepting your

order we obligate ourselves to co-operate with you in your Bee-

Keeping. We welcome inquiries, and make a specialty of work-

ing with, and for you, for bigger and better business.

Let us send you a catalog and quote on your order. Our one

trade is manufacturing of guaranteed supplies, and our one pro-

fession is that of serving you.

THE A. I. ROOT CO. OF IOWA, Council Bluffs, la.
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j MONEY FROM HONEY S^J^^'^I^.SIS.^^
I ONLY WHEN PROPER EQUIPMENT IS CORRECTLY USED I

I I

i '< LEWIS" BEE SUPPLIES I

I are accurately constructed and right in quality and price. A post card will bring |

I our catalog. |

I WRITE DEPT. B g

I WESTERN HONEY PRODUCERS I
I SIOUX CITY, IOWA I
«iiiDuiiiiuiiiaiMiiiuiiiianiiiiiiiniuiniiiiinnEiiiiiiiniuiiEiinniiiiinaiiHiuiiuiui::iii:iiiiit]UiHiiiuiiE]iniiMiiniuiiinHiiiiiuiniiiiiniiE]iiiiii^
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I Iy're^o'r^n^ail if you want the cheapest, buy the best I
i ^
1 Weather permitting, I will begin mailing my bright Italian Queens =
S April 1, at the following prices: =

1 Untested, single, $1.50, six for $7.50, twelve for $14. Select tested =

g for breeding, $4 each. §
S I will also take orders for 200 two and three-frame nuclei, ship- g
S ments to begin about April 15 to June 1, at the following prices: i
a Two-frame, $4, twenty-five or more, $3.75 each. 1
= Three-frame, $5, twenty-five or more, $4.75 each. i
1 If queens are wanted add kind and price. I guarantee every queen I =

§ send out, and your money refunded if not satisfied. I also guarantee |
s safe delivery, free from disease; and quick service. All orders will re- =

g ceive prompt attention and will be filled by return mail, or as soon as 1

g possible after receiving your order. Now is the time to send in your 5

I orders if you want early queens. A. B. MARCHANT, Jesup, Ga. |
R =
^uuuaiiiuuiiii:auiiUiinuciumuuiuE]iiuuuiiuuiiuiniiiiiuiniiniiniuniiiiinuiE]Miuni::uE]iiiniiiiiiit]iiiiiiniiii(]nunHunaiiiHiiiiiii[^

a complete
new book onATLAST

Rhode Island Reds
A book that no breeder,

huther amateur or ex-
pert, can afford to be

witliout. Written by
leading breeders.
FREE with two
years' subscription—

SOc, includint; beautiful
color picture. |^

Rhode Island Red Journal
ii04i Bremer Ave., Waverly, Iowa

Wliat
then O'"'^

' hoto
to produce
them

AMERICA'S D 1 i. D
LEADiNGFOultry raper

_
IllustDitfil with p'hutos of Show Cham-

pions Id all hrccil.s.

O MONTHS' TRIAL 1 C-
*> SUBSCRIPTION ^^'C

"Make Ilona hay Winter Ekkb" and
othtT prai-tini 1 artiplo."* liy loromost poul-
trynicn: SOPiiko.h; (I nioiitliH. -'Ft conts; 1
year. 50c ; I'ycara, 7i>v.3 years. 8l. 00.

Poultry Tribune, Depl. 6 Ml. Morrii.lll.
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MONEYCOMB
THEALUMINUM HONEYCOMB

THE WAY TO GREATER PRODUCTION

We are shipping "MONEYCOMBS" all over the civilized world, their success is

tremendous.

The question is not, can you afford them, but how can you do without them? Make
your bees be efficient.

Beeswcix is the most costly product of the honeybee and since wax for comb build-

ing can only be produced at the expense of many times its weight in honey it is

well that the ingenuity of man has invented one of the greatest aids to profitable

beekeeping—the Aluminum Honeycomb.

With MONEYCOMB you can:

1. Produce more honey
2. Extract cleaner, no breeikage

3. Control all disease

4. Raise more brood
5. Save loss from melting and des-

truction by animzJs and insects

"The Aluminum Comb 'MONEYCOMB' is here to stay; its as-

sistance to beekeepers is invaluable.

"H. B. PARKS, State Apiary Inspector of Texas."

"My honeyflow was so light the bees would not draw out the

foundation. I was compelled to use aluminum combs, 'MONEY-
COMBS,' for brood rearing, and they proved an unqualified success.

"GEORGE D. SHAFER, Palo Alto, Calif."

"My experience with 'MONEYCOMBS,' the aluminum honey-
comb, caused me to rank it with the centrifugal extractor.
"A. Z. ABUSHADY, editor of 'Bee World' and Secretary of Apis

Club, Benson, Oxen, England."

"I have conducted exhaustive experiments with 'MONEYCOMB,'
the alun.inum honeycomb, and can heartily recommend it as the

most satisfactory honeycomb I ever used in my long experience of

bee raising. PROF. WILL C. STEINBRUNN,
"Principal of Los Gatos School of Apiculture, San Jose Street, Ala-

meda, Calif."

Our Factory is now fully equipped and your order \vill be shipped immediately on receipt

Made in Langstroth or Hoflman sizes at 60c per frame, f. o. b., Pasadena. Write for prices

on both shallow and Jumbo sizes. Discounts given on large orders.

Booklet "B 1" describing "MONEYCOMBS" mailed on request.

ALUMINUM HONEYCOMB COMPANY
FACTORY AND OFFICE

Chester and Colorado Streets, Pasadena, California

TriitTTtiff^iff^iiff-^ffi^^ffif^m^fflff^i^
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INSURANCE AGAINST LOSS NOT A TWENTY YEAR, BUT A ONE YEAR
POLICY

If, on a cold, blustery winter day, an insuranc

would like to insure your bees against loss in the s

for about 80c he would insure each colony for 25

about Syic per year on $20, or a little over V/z mill

The Forehand Feeder is the insurance we are o

ment. One that will pay big interest in the feed

avoids. It will last you at least twenty-five years,

but all the year round.

Let us tell you about the Forehand Feeder as i

The Forehand Feeder is not a tw^enty-year pol

in on it the first day. Write us at once for the "Fo

e agent should walk into your office and say tliat he
pring, wouldn't you be interested? But .if he should say

years, you would be greatly interested. That would be

s per dollar. This is what the Forehand Feeder does.

ffering you. It is not only an insurance but a wise invest-

that it saves, the time it saves, the trouble and labor it

It will not only help you with your spring problems,

nsurance and profitable investment.
icy. It pays big. It is a one-year policy. You can cash
rehand Feeder Insurance Policy."

BEE SUPPLIES

We shall be very glad to send you our catalog listing a complete line of supplies. Our line of bee sup-

plies are of the best material, workmanship and quality. We ofTer you good service, prompt and fair deal-

ings. We can save you money. Get in your order now before the rush. Write at once for our supply

catalog.
BEES AND QUEENS

You will want your bees and queens early in the spring. Will you be too late to get your order in?

We are booking orders fast for spring delivery. It doesn't pay to wait. Get in your order now.

Forehand's Three Bands need no recommendation. For over a quarter of a century they have been

pleasing the best beekeepers throughout the world. They are the kind surpassed by none, but superior to

many. They are thrifty, hardy, gentle and beautiful. Write at once-for our special Queen and Bee Circu-

lar, giving full description and prices on our bees and queens.

Twenty-seven years of beekeeping enables us to give you goods of the finest quality—the kind that have

proven this. Our long experience has taught us to ofifer only the best goods and the best service to our

customers.

W. J. FOREHAND & SONS, The Bee Men
Fort Deposit, Alabama
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TIME TO STUDY WOODS
For the Bee Man
This is the Period

'^Between Hay and Grass''
Whilt waiting for the honey-season to begin, suppose you investigate the relative values of different commercial woods. Few business

undertakings call for more exacting care on the part of the buyer than getting the best lumber for the bee-man's use. In many respects

bee-hive ctnstruction is like Greenhouse construction—both are most trying on the material used.

Cypress ii the only wood that "stands up" in Greenhouse work. It resists the rot influences that infest the Greenhouse. No other

wood is so thoroughly certified for this use as is Cypress.

If Cypress will "stand the racket" in Greenhouse construction it certainly will do the right thing by you in beekeeping.

READ CYPRESS BOOKS

Those who would get accurate information regarding Cypress wood and its extraordinary power to resist

rot infltiences should provide themselves with copies of the Cypress Pocket Library. There are 43 volumes,

each authentic and authoritative. Write u« and tell us what subject you are interested in and will send you

the appropriate booklet. We especially suggest you write for Vol. 1, with the unabridged U. S. Govt. Rept. on

Cypress, "The Wood Eternal," that is a buy because it lasts so like—well, it lasts and lasts and lasts and lasts

and lasts.

SOUTHERN CYPRESS
1251 HEARD NATIONAL BANK BUILDING, JACKSONVILLE, FLA. =

MFRS/ ASSOCIATION== 1251 HIBERNIA BANK BUILDING, NEW ORLEANS, LA.

FOR QUICK SERVICE, ADDRESS NEAREST OFFICE
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BEE
SUPPLIES SERVICE AND QUALITY BEE

SUPPLIES

Order your supplies early, so as to have everything ready for the honey flow, and

save money by taking advantage of the early order cash discount. Send for our

catalog—better still, send us a list of your supplies and we will be pleased to quote you.

2146 Central Ave. C. H. W.WEBER & CO. CIKCINNATI, O. I
§
3
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Tlie Diamond Match Go.
( APIARY DIPT. )

MANUFACTURERS OF

Beekeepers' Supplies

CHICO.CAL, U.S.A.

'.' D«d»iit'i incomparable Foundation i>
»lway, kept in itock. Weatern Bee-
K«eper> can be supplied advantag-
•ouily.

BEEIKEEPERS, wherever they may be located, before deciding where
to obtain supplies, should write to The Diamond Match Co. for

prices, and for their Beekeepers' Supply Catalogue.

This Company are the largest manufacturers in the world who make
Bee Supplies. They own their own timber lands, mills and factories,

and supply goods direct from the tree to the beekeeper.

Full advantage of this low cost of production is given to the purchaser.

The Apiary Department (which is in charge of experienced supply men,
who are also practical beekeepers) maintains a constant excellence of

product and offers unsurpassed service.

The Diamond Match Co.
Apiary Department CHICO, CAL., U.S.A.

• 9 »||»'|»||>||< I
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Every Beekeeper Needs It

Success in beekeeping is in direct proportion to the beekeeper's know-

ledge and information regarding bees and their care. There is no real

success without such knowledge. Knowledge is power, because know-

ledge brings success.

There is a book published for beekeepers that has no parallel in any

other industry as the one recognized guide and teacher in such industry.

This book is

ABC
XYZ

of BEE
CULTURE

The guidebook for beekeepers, ama
teur and professional alike thru-

out thf world.

ABC&XYZOF BEE CULTURE

It is the largest and most complete work on bees in

the world, making an illustrated cyclopedia of more than

800 pages, arranged alphabetically, and treating every

beekeeping subject exhaustively but simply. Each subject

is treated as an entirety in itself, but cross references

enable the reader to get every related fact and discus-

sion.

While the book was written primarily by A. I. Root
for. the benefit of beginners, and while it is still a work for

those who are beginning in bees, it is so comprehensive
that veterans find it useful and almost indispensable in

their business. Many of the best beekeepers in the coun-

try own a copy of every edition. Not only is every sub-

ject thoroly treated, but practically all the best-known
methods are given.

A SECOND NEW EDITION

Only last July (1919) a new edition of the A B C &
X Y Z of Bee Culture to the number of 15,000 was
brought out, the next previous edition appearing only

two years before, in 1917. Yet, so valuable and popular is

this book, that a second printing of the 1919 edition is now under way, the 1919 output

having already been practically sold out. This 1919 edition contains one very im-

portant revision—that on the subject of foulbrood. The results of the latest investi-

gations and the latest conclusions of experts studying brood diseases will be found
in this edition.

The price of this valuable volume is $2.50. Clubbed with "Gleanings in Bee Cul-

ture," the monthly magazine edited by A. I. Root, E. R. Root and H. H. Root, the price

is $3.25.

ABC&XYZof Bee Culture is for sale by all dealers in beekeepers' supplies

everywhere.

THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY
MEDINA, OHIO
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The Fred W. Muth Company

The Golden Months of Opportunity

for the successful beekeeper are

February, March and April

This is the time of the year to nail and paint the supplies

needed for your 1 920 crop of honey

We Render
Your Old
Combs

and pay the
market price
for the wax
rendered, less

5 cents per
pound render-

ing charges.

Write us today

In spite of transportation difficulties and de-

lays we are in position to promise prompt

deliveries from our complete stock of famous

Lewis Beeware

Besides, your order now will save you

money, as there is a tendency for prices to

advance still higher.

WE ARE DEALERS IN

Root's Extractors and Smokers— Dadant's

Foundation and the Famous Lewis Beeware

Write for

Our
Catalog

If you do not

receive our

catalog each
year, write at

once.

1920 issue is

now ready.

HONEY

WHEN YOU HAVE HONEY
FOR SALE

Send us sample and give best price delivered

here. We buy every time you name an interest-

ing price and remit the day shipment is received.

Send us your old combs for rendering.

BEESWAX

// you want prompt shipment give us your order today

THE FRED W. MUTH CO.
"The Busy Bee Men"

CINCINNATI, OHIO
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I
'GRIGGS SAVES YOU I

I FREIGHT" I

TOLEDO
How about supplies for next 1

season's use! Why not take 1

advantage of the early order 1

discounts. =

SECOND HAND 60 |
POUND CANS i

We have a car load or more g

in cases of tv^fo cans, good con- =

dition at prices v»rorth your g
attention. =

HONEY
HONEY

HONEY
We are in the market for

large quantities of all kinds

of w^hite honey. Mail sam-

ples and state price asked

in first letter.

THE GRIGGS BROS.
COMPANY

Dept. 24 TOLEDO, O.

I

"GRIGGS SAVES YOU |
FREIGHT"

I
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Success with Rabbits

There is Biv Money and eenuine pleasure for you
in the fascinating Rabbit Industry. But you must
know bow. L'se the knowledge of the best brains
in the business and Start Right. Send for free in-

formation about Rabbit Keeping and full particulars
today. GIBSON'S CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL OF
RABBIT HUSBANDRY. 6152 S. W. Madison St.
Chicago. Ill

(Supervised by Judge Chas. S. Gibson)

BEE SUPPLIES
We carry a complete stock of sup-

plies at all times, and can make
prompt shipments. Our prices will

interest you.
Send Us Your Inquiries

A. H. RUSCH & SON CO.
Reedtville, Wis.
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Winter Problem Solved
BY THE

Hive with an Inner Overcoat

NOW FURNISHED WITH
JUMBO DEPTH OR STANDARD HOFFMAN FRAMES

Do you know that E. D. Townsend & Son, one of Michigan's most
extensive beekeepers, with their 1,100 colonies of bees, have three

yards of Government tenement winter cases that they have dis-

carded? One beekeeper speaks of these tenement winter cases

recommended by the Government, as ice boxes. With their thick

walls they are slow to warm up during an occasional warm day
throughout the winter. There are occasions when one cleansing

flight will result in successful wintering. Protection Hives with the

Inner Overcoats will have bees bright and lively at the entrances

during sunshiny but cool days, when not a bee will be in sight at

the entrances of other hives and styles of winter packing. Think
of the saving in expense for cases, time and labor in packing and
unpacking and the simplicity of putting your bees safely into win-
ter quarters with the Protection Hive as compared to the tenement
winter case. With this hive you have an efficient, compact, sub-

stantial equipment without the litter of packing materials and the

inconvenience of having them around. Send for special circular

and 1920 catalog.

TIN HONEY PACKAGES
8 lb. Friction Top Cans in cases of 24. 6-iD. Friction Top Fails in cases of It.
1 lb. Friction Top Cans in crates of 6U 6-lb. Friction Top Pails in crates of 100.
aj4-lb. Friction Top Cans in cases of 24. 6-lb. Friction Top Pails in crates of 101.
*H-lb. Friction Top Cans in crates of 460. 10-lb. Friction Top Pails in cases of 6.

10-lb. Friction Top Pails in crates of 118.

SPECIAL PRICES '

Crates of 100 five-pound pails, |8; crates of 200 for $16.

Crates of 100 ten-pound pails at $12.60. Sixty-pound cans, two in a case, at $1.16

per case. Shipments made from Michigan, Ohio, Illinois and Maryland factories.

A. G. WOODMAN CO.
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH., U. S. A.
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I HERE THEY ARE MR. BEEKEEPER
at Newark, Wayne Co., N. Y., ready to answer your call. The best of everything. Just read this list:

Lewis Beeware, Sections, Shipping Cases, Frames, Hives, Hershiser Wax Presses and other sup-
plies, Dadant's Unexcelled Foundation, all standard weights and sizes; also the Electric Wire Im-
bedder, Bingham Uncapping Knives, including steam heated, with oil stoves and generators. Bing-
ham Smokers, all sizes, with geunine leather bellows; Root's Extractors, all sizes of hand and power I
machines; Bee Books, written by all leading authors in beedom. =

All sizes of Friction Top Pails, and also 60-lb. Cans, new and second hand. Also Cement- g
coated Nails for nailing beehives and supplies; and all sized spools of Tinned Wire, Bee Brushes, I
Feeders, Queen-Rearing Cages, Bee Gloves and Capping Melter, and all practical supplies you will 1
need. |A market for your honey or wax and a plant to render your old combs and cappings. 1

Over 1,000 beekeepers took advantage of this service station at Newark in 1919 for the first time. i
Now all together for a greater 1920. gNew catalog free. Our discounts will save you money. s

THE DEROY TAYLOR CO., Newark I

(Wayne Co.) New York. |
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SUPERIOR FOUNDATION "Best by Test"
The following is one of hundreds of similar testimonials that we have recently received:

Superior Honey Co.,

Ogden, Utah. Newark, Ohio, 81 Fairview Ave., Nov 3, 1919.
Dear Sirs

:

Your Superior Foundation gave splendid results. We tested it side by side with other makes and
found it more than the equal of any of them. I take pleasure in recommending it to my beekeeping
friends.

(Respectfully,
Order through your dealer. S. S. JORDAN.
If he cannot supply you, write us direct for special prices.

SUPERIOR HONEY CO., Ogden, Utah (Manufacturers of Weed Process Foundation)
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I
QUEENS BEES BY THE POUND Queens

|

I
Booking orders now with one-fourth down, balance just before shipping. Two per cent discount on Janu- g

s ary orders with full remittance. We have for several seasons shipped thousands of pounds of bees all over |
s the United States and Canada. From Wisconsin last year, when my old-time beekeeping friends heard =
= that I had bought bees from a man in Texas, they called me a fool; but now I have more bees and more 3
j honey than any man in Green County; it is the talk in this part of the woods. (Same party has in his or- i
= der again for over a thousand dollars worth for spring shipping.) From West Virginia the State Api- i
g arist pronounced my queen one of the finest queens he ever saw. "To say that I am well pleased would put |
I it mildly; will want more bees and queens in the spring." Guarantee shipment to be made on time. Free 1
g circular explains, also gives prices on bees by parcel post, nuclei, etc. =

Prices F. O. B. Here by Express Queens g
1-lb. pkg. bees $2.40, 25 or more $2.16 Untested $1.50 each, 25 or more $1.35 i
2-lb. pkg. bees $4.25, 25 or more $3.83 Tested $2.50 each, 25 or more $2.25 =
3-lb. pkg. bees $6.25, 25 or more $5.62 Select tested $3.00 each i

Add price of queen when ordering bees. r* g

NUECES COUNTY APIARIES, = I *^y CALALLEN, TEXAS I
«iiiE]inniiiMiiainiiiiiiiriE]iiiiniiiiiiE]iiiiiiniMiE]iiiiiiiiiiitiEiiiiNiniiiiE]uiiiiiiiiiiE]iiiinHiiiiE]iiiiiiiiiiiiE]MiiiiiiiiiiE]iiiiiiiiiiiiE]iiiiiiiii^
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Read "THE BEEKEEPER**
The only Canadian bee publicatioa. Keeps beekeepers closely in touch with Api-
cultural conditions in Canada. It is (he official organ of the Beekeepers' Asso-
ciations for the three provinces—Ontario, Manitoba and New Brunswick.
Beekeeping and horticulture are effectively combined to make a live, attractive
and practical publication.

Price, postpaid, $1 per yesu'

United Sutes, $1.25 Foreign, $1.50

Send for a free sample copy

The Horticultural Publishing Co., Ltd., Peterbore, Ontario

-B

EARLY NUCLEI FOR SALE
I will have 200 two and three frame
nuclei for shipment in March and
April and desire to ship to parties

I
wanting 25 or more nuclei. Two
frame nuclei, $4.00 each, three frame
nuclei, $5.00 each withoiit queens.
When queens are wanted, add $1.50
for untested and $2.50 for tested
queens. Orders must be booked
early and a deposit made of 25 per
cent of each order. No personal
cliecks accepted.

C. S. ENGLE, Beevllle, Texas
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WE WANT
i
i
I
I

BEES WA X ^

The tremendous demand for Dadant's Foundation

requires that we have a lar^e stock of beeswax on

hand and in transit at all times.

We are therefore situated so that we can pay highest

prices, both in cash and in exchange for bee supplies.

Write us stating quantity and quality of beeswax

you have and we will give you our very best prices

either f. o. b. Hamilton or your shipping station,

together with shipping tags and instructions.

When ordering your stock of bee supplies for your

season's use, be sure to stipulate

DADANT'S FOUNDATION
Every inch, every pound, every ton equal to any sample

we have ever sent out

YOU CANNOT AFFORD NOT TO USE DADANT'S FOUNDATION

We render combs into beeswax.

We work beeswax into Dadant's Foundation.

We buy beeswax for highest cash and trade prices.

We sell a full line of the best bee supplies.

PRICES AND CATALOG FOR THE ASKING

DADANT & SONS, Hamilton, Illinois

g
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CLIP YOUR COUPONS
The Liberty Loans taught Americans to save money.
You must clip the coupons and get your reward.
Choose "Beeware" investments from the 1920 catalog.

You will be sure to clip "coupons" early next fall.

"Beeware" keeps pace with apiarian progress for you.

THE SIGNS OF PROGRESS
1. A change in frame piercing to prevent sagging. (Dr.

C. C. Miller writes: "Ought to be worth many dollars

to the business of honey production.")

2. New frame wiring device—-no more loose wires.

3. Zinc queen excluders brushed to remove rough edges;

no "steel strike" delay on these boards.

4. Three new feeders : A metal Alexander—no more

leaks; an improved Doolittle—no more drowned bees;

Lewis-Bonney—best gravity feeder made. (Designed

by Dr. A. F. Bonney, la. Assn. Pres.)

5. Pound package cage designed by T. W. Burleson, of

Texas; nucleus shipping box, proved by five years'

trial—complete bee breeders' supplies.

6. Modified Dadant hive—the Dadant idea proved in 50

years of extracted honey production.

7. Augmented Service Department announces three new,

"How" Booklets at 5c each : "How to Care for Pack-

age Bees," "How to Extract Wax From Combs," "How
to Use an Observation Hive."

Remember: You can get these new and better appliances only

from distributors of Lewis "Beeware"

All described in the Lewis Beeware Catalog now out—If not on our mailing list

a penny postal brings it.

LOOK
FOR

BEWARE
wMcne YOU buy your

BEEWARE
MAKES THE FINEST

THIS
USUAL
MARK

BRANCHES AND DISTRIBUTORS EVERYWHERE

G. B. LEWIS COMPANY, *"ertown.
WISCONSIN

MAKERS OF BEEWARE
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SECURING COMBS OF WORKER CELLS
An Explanation of the Failure of Getting Well-Drawn Combs With Requisites

for a Maximum of Worker Cells from Foundation
By M. G. Dadant

ONE question much agitated at

present is that of large vs.

small hives, and one of the de-
mands for the large hive comes from
the fact that it will ensure, for the
most prolific queen, ample breeding
room.
But are we even using the hives we

have at present, as the regular Lang-
stroth ten-frame hive, to the advan-
tage we might? We are not. At
least there are many beekeepers
whose colonies are restricted to pos-
sibly three-fourths their size by the
large amount of drone comb in the
hives.

In the early days, when foundation
was first introduced, its appeal lay
in the fact that it would insure
straight combs; a secondary consid-
eration was that it would eliminate
drone comb by the use of full sheets,

and a third, that it would save much
work to the bees in the production of

wax if used in full sheets.

The first of these considerations
was promptly adopted, the third is

fast replacing the starter with the
full sheet of foundation. But the sec-

ond consideration, that of minimum

The Gates imbedder should replace the usual
spur.

drone comb, has not received the at-

tention it should have.
A questionnaire to several promi-

nent beekeepers brings the reply that
they secure perfect, or nearly perfect,

combs from full sheets of foundation,
and one, Mr. N. E. France, states that
if this is not secured the fault lies

with the beekeeper, and not with his

materials, even as in the earlier days,
before comb-foundation was used,
the successful apiarist got maximum
worker comb by going over all his

combs, cutting out the drone cells

and replacing the same with worker
cells, whereas the less careful left

the combs as built by the bees.
The object of this article is to give

> ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^HBOP wflwflwyyw BOOOpOOjBBBBBB^^^^^^^B

The usual method of wiring is to have four wires spaced equally distant on the frame.

some reasons for failure to secure
perfect combs and some points on
proper procedure in effecting the de-
sired end.

The Foundation

The foundation, in the first place,
should be as perfectly made as is

possible. There should be no
stretched cells through improper
manufacture. Fortunately, this has
been practically eliminated by mod-
ern methods of manufacture. Virtu-
ally all foundation on the market is

free from this defect.
But there is too much tendency to-

day to replace the heavier founda-
tion weighing one pound for six or
seven sheets, with that running nine
or ten sheets to the pound. Messrs.
Jacquays and Bartlett, of Michigan,
have in the past few years drawn out
many thousands of combs on differ-
ent weight foundation. They have
had very little trouble with that run-
ning seven sheets to the pound and
very much with the lighter grades.
Six sheets to the pound would be
even better. E. L. Hoffman, of Min-
nesota, is of the same opinion.
N. E. France, among others, has

had success by painting the upper
half of each sheet of foundation with
hot wax after the plan of H. Vogeler.
Nearly all stretching comes in the
upper half of the sheet, and this
stiff congealed wax helps prevent it.

Wiring the Frames
Without exception, wiring of

frames is considered necessary. At
different times, both vertical and
horizontal wiring have been recom-
mended. The vertical wiring is much
more difficult, on account of the
heavy top-bar and narrow, thin bot-
tom-bar. Moreover, the foundation
has a tendency to "buckle" between
such vertical wires in the hands of
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The electric imbedder cements the wire into the foundation so that it is removed with difficulty

any not expert with this mode of

wiring.
Edward G. Brown, of Iowa, uses

vertical wires with diagonal wires
in addition, and has no trouble. How-
ever, no more than four horizontal
wires are needed, if properly placed
and properly put in.

The first wire should be very close

to the top-bar, probably half an inch
from it, the second probably one inch
below this, the third an inch or so
farther down, with the fourth wire
wherever the beekeeper desires, so
that it may prevent side shake of the

sheet and otherwise do the most
good.

In times past, slack or loose wires
have been advocated by some. They
are, at the best, bad practice. Have
your wires taut, and imbed your
foundation soon after wiring. Other-
wise they may cut into the side bars
and loosen, necessitating re-tighten-
ing before using.

Wiring devices on the market to-

day make for ease in such wiring.

There is no excuse for the many
slipshod manners of introducing
foundation without wires or with one
or two wires improperly fastened,

run in loose or so fastened as to

make the foundation buckle.

Doctor Miller, many years ago, be-

came dissatisfied with ordinary frame
wiring, and has used with success the
"foundation splints." They are of

sufficient importance to warrant a
short description and method of use
as given by him in the American Bee
Journal.
"The splints, or little sticks, are

one-sixteenth in. square, and one-
eighth in. shorter than the depth of

the frame, inside measure. The para-
phernalia needed to do the work
are : A pair of pliers to lift the
sticks out of the melted wax, a board
to use as a presser, one-(iuarter in.

shorter than the inside depth of the

frame, or 3 or 4 inches wide and one-
quarter or three-eighths inch thick,

with one edge kept well soaked in

water, so the wax will not stick to

it, and a board seven-eighths inch
thick, just large enough to slip loose-

ly inside the frame, having strips

nailed on the sides as stops so that

the foundation will rest on the board
while the frame rests on the stops.

Put a bunch of the sticks in the
heated wax. They will froth up at
first because of the air and moisture
in the wood. In a little while that
will be cooked out and the wax will

settle down clear. Then, with the
pliers lift a stick out of the wax
and lay it on the foundation, and
with the wet edge of the presser

press it into the foundation. Being
hot it will melt its way into the foun-
dation, and if pressed too hard or
too long, may cut the foundation in

two. A little experience will enable
you to do it right. It is perhaps well
to heat the wax but little more than
enough to keep it melted, for if too
hot there will not be so good a coat-
ing of wax on it, and if you use a
stick not coated with wax at all the
bees will dig out the stick. The
sticks are put perpendicularly, one
about an inch from each end, one in

the middle and one on each side of

the middle one, half way between it

and the end one."
But the beekeeper is apt to con-

sider this method too long, and the
added objection has been raised that

where not done perfectly such meth-
od may produce "wavy" combs.

Fastening the Foundation
Some few urge that foundation

should not be fastened to the top-
bar. We do not agree. If properly
supported by the wires, fastening to

the top-bar will be an added support.
But it is imperative that wires be

properly fastened to give best re-

sults. The spur wire imbedder is a
very poor makeshift. It presses the
wires into the foundation but does
not perfectly imbed them. The wire
cuts through the cell walls of the
foundation in one line; the spur
points damage the walls in two other
lines, making for a greater weaken-
ing of the foundation.

Electrically imbedded wires are
best. The wires should be heated
just to the point where they will sink
in to the midrib of the foundation
and not cut through, while the melted
wax will congeal over the wires in

the cell walls and "cement" them per-
fectly.

For the smaller beekeeper the in-

strument brought forward by Burton
N. Gates and A. C. Miller is desirable.
It is a small too! with a metal point
made with a groove to fit over the
wire. This tool is heated and melts
and presses the wire into the founda-
tion. Unfortunately, this tool is not
on the general market.

Drawing Out the Combs
Granted that we have the proper

foundation well fastened in good
frames wired in an approved manner,
we still have a slight chance for sag-
ging if such frames are not intro-
duced in a desirable place in the hive.
Never give full frames of founda-

tion to a new swarm. The heat of
the mass of the bees, together with
their weight is too great a strain to
put unnecessarily on the new comb.
The very best place to have these

combs drawn out is over the brood
chamber, without excluder between.
This not only does away with sag-
ging but insures comb being built to

the bottom-bar perfectly.

They may be placed- below in the

brood chamber if the Demaree plan

is used, putting all but one frame of

brood in the super above. This re-

lieves the foundation of the bulk of

the weight of the bees and of much
of their heat.

Such combs are also best built out
in a light flow rather than in a heavy
one.

Conclusions

Get well-made frames, put your
wires in tightly with most of them
close to the top-bar, use heavy foun-
dation, not more than seven sheets
to the pound. Imbed the wires by a

hot 'tool or by electricity, with the
foundation well fastened to the top-

bar. Introduce the frames in the

super of your colonies, preferably in

the center of the super, during a light

honey flow, and you will have a
maximum of worker comb.

Producing Perfect Combs From

Foundation

By G. C. Greiner

DURING the last 12 or 15 years,

since beekeepers have found
out that the use of foundation

is one of the best paying outlays in

the production of surplus honey, I

have not used a frame in my hives

without a full sheet of worker-foun-
dation. Consequently I have practi-

cally not a comb in use that is not in

every way perfect. Of course, it re-

quires a little experience to become
familiar with the peculiar points of its

nature. When I first began to use it

I made some blunders, that resulted

in more or less undesirable combs but
with a little experimenting and ob-
servation I soon found ways to avoid
them, and today I would have to look
some time to find a really bad comb
among my outfit. And it is not only
in the brood-chamber where perfect
worker-combs are desirable, but they
are of as much importance in the ex-

tracting super as anywhere else.

The main point in producing perfect

combs (stretching next to the top-bar
is one of the most annoying faults to

be avoided) is the use of the right

material and the proper wiring of the

frames. At the beginning of my foun-

dation experience I used, for econo-
my's sake (?) light brood foundation

only, which gave me many buckled,
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undesirable combs. The next season

I tried the heavier kind, the medium,
and to compare the results under like

conditions, I used both kinds side by
side. The advantages of the heavier

grade were so strikingly plain that

I have used no other since.

At about the same time, when my
experience with foundation was still

in its infancy, I committed another

great blunder. Trying to do some-
thing extra nice, to have combs sol-

idly attached to sides and bottom-
bars, I fitted the sheets into the

frames without allowing sufficient

space for stretching. I hardly need
to tell that I practically spoiled a

season's supply of foundation ; almost
every comb was a disgrace to any
well-kept apiary. T allow for

stretching, the inserted sheet of foun-

dation should have one-quarter inch

space at the sides and from one-half

to three-quarters at the bottom.

Another mistake I made in wiring
the frames. Years ago, when I was
looking for instructions along this

line, I found among our bee literature

the advice to string the wires quite

loosely; if strung too tightly it would
cause buckling. Although I could
see no reason why this should be so,

I tried to reap some benefit from the

e.xperience of others and wired my
frames accordinglj', including the

fourth wire near the top-bar.

For a number of years I was an-
noyed, the same as we hear others
complain, with one or two inches of

stretched, oblong cells, unsuitable for

brood, next to the top-bar. To over-
come this trouble I changed my meth-
od of wiring; instead of using No. 30

wire, I used No. 28, and then gave
them all the tension the wire would
bear, even at the risk of breaking one
now and then. This settled the wire
into the end-bars all it ever would or
could, and sprung them perceptibly
towards the inside of the frame. The
reaction of their spring; acted as an
automatic wire-stretcher, keeping
them tight under common climatic
changes and supporting the founda-
tion while being drawn out. I am not
positively sure that tightening the
wires was the only means of prevent-
ing the stretching of the cells next to
the top-bars, but as I have very little

trouble with oblong cells of late
years it may have something to do
with it.

Another change I made in wiring
was leaving ofT the top wire. Outside
of being less work to string three in-
stead of four wires, I could see no ne-
cessity for having a wire so near to
the top-bar. What makes foundation
stretch above is the weight below.
I do not remember ever having seen
oblong cells when using narrow start-
ers. If that top wire was added at
proper distances to the lower ones,
to help support the weight of founda-
tion with its adhering bees I believe
it would do more good towards pre-
venting oblong cells than when placed
near the top-bar. The main object of
the wires is to keep the foundation in
the center of the frames; being se-
curely attached to the top-bar in that

position, a wire so near to it seems to

be of little consequence.
The time of filling the frames with

foundation may also have some bear-
ing on keeping the foundation from
excessive stretching. I always defer
this part of my bee work as long as I

can, or until warm weather sets in;

it is then in better condition to be
handled than during the winter. On
really hot days, which are my advice
for this job, in a sweltering honey-
house with the thermometer at 90 or
100 degrees F., foundation will stretch

as much as it ever will by the heat of

the hive (unless it is an overpopulous
colony, and to such foundation should
not be given), and if fastened into the
frame in that condition it may have a

tendency to retain the normal shape
of the cells with little or no stretch-

ing. Incidentally imbedding the wires
is greatly facilitated under these con-
ditions, especially if the spur-imbed-
der has to be used. Although I now
use electricity for this purpose the
spur-imbedder, when properly used,
will give good satisfaction. I had no
other for many years.

It is not a bad idea to always keep
a few drawn combs as a reserve; they
come very handy when needed. I

have them drawn out whenever a

good opportunity ofifers itself, either

between evenly drawn and capped
combs of honey in the supers, or in

colonies that refuse to do their share
in super work; it compels them to do
a little something for their owner.

In summing up the foregoing I

would caution every reader not to
take too much stock in any of my
assertions. I merely give my experi-
ence of past years with its results ob-
tained. Conditions vary so much with
different individuals that I cannot
guarantee success to others; each one
must work out his or her own salva-
tion.

La Salle, N. Y.

Another Short Course

Doctor Phillips and his staff will

conduct a short course in beekeep-
ing at the University Farm, St.

Paul, Minn., during the week of
February 16 to 21.

Combs Spoiled by Streching—How
to Avoid It

By Morley Pettit.

A CORRESPONDENT writes

:

"As you know, frames wired
horizontally have one to two

inches of comb at the top unsuitable

for brood, and a remedy for this

serious defect is one of the crying
needs at present."
There is no doubt that this is a

common fault of combs built on full

sheets of foundation, and it is a seri-

ous one. It reduces by that much a

breeding space which many consider
already too small in the 10-frame
Langstroth hive. It also makes a
constant barrier of honey between
the brood and supers, forming one
of the chief talking points of the ad-
vocates of divisible brood-chambers.
Furthermore, it is a needless handi-
cap on the business, for by a better
understanding and a closer applica-

tion of the principles of comb-build-
ing the condition may be entirely

avoided. It all depends on the sup-
port given to the foundation both
during and after building. This, in

common practice, may be wires in

the foundation, and the shells left

by a few generations of brood in the

comb. Once the latter stage is

safely reached there is not much dan-
ger of further stretching.

To begin with, the stock Lang-
stroth frame is without wire where
wire is most needed—near the top.

Then, if a sufficient number of wires
in the right place and well stretched
are properly embedded, the founda-
tion is better not to be fastened to

the top-bar at all. A few years ago
the most authoritative teaching in

America was that wires should be
slack to allow for the stretching of
the foundation. This at one stroke
did away with any benefit the wires
might be. The poor foundation was
like the elephant's nose in one of

Rudyard Kipling's animal stories. He
was relating how the elephant orig-

inally got its trunk. Some other ani-

mal grabbed it by the nose and pulled

it until it stretched out long. It

finally exclaimed, "That's too buch
for be."

It has been generally taught that

The best wiring is to have the two top wires close to the tDp of the frame
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wires are used mainly to prevent the

breaking of combs in extracting and

in moving bees. Experience has

shown me that they are of minor im-

portance in the extractor, for if the

comb-baskets are not well braced,

wires will not save the combs, and if

they are, wires are not necessary. It

is entirely up to the manufacturer of

the extractor. Wires will help pre-

vent breakage of combs in moving,

but the shells left by two or three

generations of brood are worth more.

I have used thousands of combs with-

out wire in all parts of the hive, and

for most kinds of migrating, and can

say from wide experience that the

main and perhaps only advantage of

wires is to hold the comb in shape

until it can be used at least once for

brood.
It may be that the metal comb is

the answer to this hard and very im-

portant question. Aside from that

some system of wiring seems the

most practical way of bringing the

young comb through formative

stages to a safe maturity, after which

it may hope for a long and useful

life, barring accidents and disease.

Vertical wiring looks good from

the one standpoint, and has some
strong advocates who are able to show
beautiful combs. It has the objection

of being different from what we are

accustomed to and of requiring a

heavier bottom-bar, or some system

of reinforcement. Other devices, like

Dr. Miller's splints, probably require

more skill than the commercial bee-

keeper can expect from his helpers.

In the Pettit apiaries a special

frame has long been used with the

greatest of satisfaction. The top-bar

is plain on all sides and only five-

eighths inch deep. As no groove is

used and the light top-bar has suf-

ficient strength, the extra space is

saved for comb. On the under side

a small staple is driven in the middle

before the frames are nailed up.

The horizontal wires are placed

closer together near the top than in

the stock frame, and an extra wire

comes just one-quarter inch below
the top-bar being threaded through
said staple for middle support. All

wires are carefully strung as taut as

can be without cutting into the wood.
When foundation is put into the

frame every wire is carefully em-
bedded from end to end. If any
wire happens to be slack in the frame
it is sprung down in the middle.

hammock-shaped, and carefully to

avoid stretching of the foundation
from slackness on the one hand, and
buckling from too much tension on
the other. The foundation is not
fastened to the top-bar in any way.
The bees make that their first duty.

Now what happens when the heat

and weight of bees come on the foun-

dation in the hive? As there is clear-

ance between each sheet and its bot-

tom-bar, the whole sheet may spring

down slightly under the added
weight of clustering bees. This does
not cause stretching tension in any
part as all wires can give slightly

and to about the same extent. No
rigid top-bar fastening has it by the

nose. One, or possibly two rows
of distorted cells may be built next to

the top-bar, but that is all. The
sheet of foundation is drawn out with
cells quite as perfect as the manu-
facturer made them.
We believe that this system of

wiring without fastening foundation
to the top-bar gives a much higher
standard of combs than the stock
frame. But to our way of thinking
the advantage does not stop there.

In fact in designing the frame it was
of secondary consideration. Having
no groove and wedge to fuss with we
can put in foundation twice as fast,

and that is a job for the busy season.

When foundation in frames has to be
carried over winter, frost usually

breaks it loose from the top-bars, or

when supers of wired foundation have
to be carried to outyards vibration

often breaks it. This never happens
in our case as it is loose from the

top-bar already and the spring of

the wires takes up the vibration.

Even if we did not get better combs
we would much prefer our system of

putting foundation into frames. While
acting as Provincial Apiarist I sent

sets of these frames out to a number
of Ontario beekeepers as one of a

series of co-operative experiments
and they were very favorably rec-

eived.

But do not let the beekeeper fondly
think his new combs are out of danger
when all cells are safely built to nor-

mal length. The common practice of

spreading combs in the extracting su-

per, leaving it eight or nine instead
of ten, is a fruitful source of stretched
comb. Especially when they are new,
the undue weight of honey this treat-

ment requires them to carry, while
also subjected to the weakening ef-

fect of extreme heat which usually

prevails during a good flow, often
causes the best wired combs to sag
out of shape and be completely spoiled

for brood chamber use.

From the stand point of getting
good combs, another important point
is to never place or leave foundation
in a hive e.xcept during a good honey
flow, and never place foundation in

a broodchamber. The former state-

ment will be generally accepted, the

latter may cause exclamation. I re-

fer to the space which is so common-
ly found vacant or filled with drone
comb next the bottombar. Combs
built on foundation cut the right

size and placed in supers under right

conditions do not have this objection-
able feature. It is probably caused
by light or cool air or both coming
in at the entrance. These improper-
ly admitted will cause combs to be
cut away; but that is another story.

In conclusion then, the remedy
for stretched combs is a proper
system of wiring whereby all parts
of the sheet are adequately supported.
We think best not to fasten it to the
top-bar. Then avoid overloading
new combs and if at all convenient
have a few generations of brood
reared in them under conditions
whereby the cells would be used right

to the top-bar. Finally use a rule

graduated to show the size worker
cells ought to be on the surface of

every comb and reject from brood-
chamber use all which have more than
two or three rows of spoiled cells, ex-
cept that a total of drone comb equal
to about one-half a Langstroth comb
might be allowed in a broodchamber.
Ontario.

The Brown system of wiring has proven successful, though it means much more work.

New National Organization
As a result of the resolution

passed at the Chicago convention of

the National Beekeepers' Association
at the 1919 session, calling for a con-
ference of delegates for the purpose
rvi fo. mulating a plan of operation
and adopting a constitution for a na-
tional organization of honey produc-
ers, a group of representative men
met at Kansas City on January 6.

•

The following States and organiza-
tions were represented:

Prof. George H. Rhea, of Ithaca,

N. Y., representing New York and
Rhode Island. B. F. Kindig, of East
Lansing, Mich, State Apiarist of

,

Michigan, and President of the Na-
tional Beekeepers' Association. Co-
lin P. Campbell, Grand Rapids, Mich,
representing the Michigan Beekeep-
ers' Association. Clifford Muth, of

Cincinnati, Ohio, representing Fred
W. Muth & Co. Jesse D. Warren,
Medina, Ohia, representing A. I.

Root Co. E. S. Miller, of Valparaiso,

Ind., President of the Chicago North-
western Beekeepers' Association. F.

J. Rettig, of Wabash, Ind., repre-

senting the Indiana Beekeepers' As-
sociation. Dr. A. C. Baxter, of

Siiringfield, 111., President of Illinois

State Beekeepers' Association. L. C.

Dadant, of Hamilton, 111., represent-

ing Dadant & Sons, Hamilton, 111. H.
L. McMurry, Chief Apiary Inspector

of Wisconsin, representing the State
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Departnunt of Agriculture, Marion,
Wis. Prof. F. B. Paddock, of Ames,
Iowa, State Apiarist of Iowa, repre-
senting the Iowa Beekeepei " Asso-
ciation. E. E. Tyler, Columbia, Mo.,
President, and J. F. Diemer, Liberty,

Mo., Secretary, and W. L. Wiley,
Brunswick, Mo., of Missouri Bee-
keepers' Association. W. C. Collier,

of Goliad, Texas, President, and E.

G. LeStourgeon, of San Antonio,
Texas, Manager of the Texas Honey
Producers' Association. t)r. J. H.
Merrill, Manhattan, Kans., State Api-
arist, and Joseph A. Reinecke,
Seneca, Kans., representing the Kan-
sas Beekeepers' Association. Frank
G. O'Dell, Omaha, Xebr., Director
of Research, Capper's Weekly. C. B.

Baxter, Leavenworth, Kans. R. W.
Hardy, Nebraska, President Honey
Producers' Association. A. E. Shell-

horn, Billings, Mont., Vice President
Montana Beekeepers' Association.
Frank B. Terriberry, State Inspector
of Apiaries, Salt Lake City, Utah.
Frank Rauchfuss, Denver, Colo., Sec-
retary Colorado Honey Producers'
Association. Wesley Foster, Boulder,
Colo., and Mrs. Cora D. Polhemus,
Lamar, Colo., Director National Bee-
keepers' Association, of the Colorado
State Beekeepers' Association. J. B.

Ramage, Yakima, Wash., President
Washington State Beekeepers' Asso-
ciation. C. B. Justice, Los Angeles,
Calif., Manager California Honey
Producers' Exchange. Chas. D. Mize,
Mt. Hope, Kans., President Kansas
Beekeepers' Association.

It was decided to organize an en-
tirely new association, since there
has been much dissatisfaction with
the present National and its policies.

The name of the new organization
will be American Honey Producers'
League. The plan of operation as
agreed upon is entirelj dififerent

from any similar organization. A
point of particular interest lies in

the fact that while teachers of bee-
keeping. State officials and dealers in

bee supplies are admitted as mem-
bers of the association, they are not
permitted to vote. Control of the
policies of the association are thus
retained in the hands of the produc-
ers.

The policy of the organization will

be to foster the development of the
industry in every possible way, in-

cluding the securing of uniform in-

spection laws, better marketing fa-

cilities, more liberal appropriations
for educational work, legal protec-
tion for the beekeeper, standardiza-
tion of supplies and a liberal amount
of research work on the problems
of the beekeeper in the various State
institutions.

Since so many important beekeep-
ing organizations were represented
and the new plan avoids most of the
things which aroused so much an-
tagonism to former associations, it is

confidently expected that the founda-
tion has been laid for a new and
powerful organization which will be
able to do much for the industry.
The organization was completed af-
ter a free and full discussion on the
part of the delegates and the fullest

agreement as to details. The follow-
ing officers were elected

:

President, E. G. LeStourgeon, San
Antonio, Texas.
Vice President, George H. Rea,

Ithaca, N. Y.
Secretary-Treasurer, Chas. B. Jus-

tice, Los Angeles, Cal.

Executive Committee — Frank
Rauchfuss, Denver, Colo.; F. B. Pad-
dock, Ames, Iowa; E. S. Miller, Val-
paraiso, Ind.

The constitution in full will appear
in a later issue.

Tulip-Tree or "Tulip-Poplar," as a

Vernacular Name
By John H. Lovell

AN important honey plant
throughout the Appalachian
hardwood forest region is the

tulip-tree (Liriodendron tulipifera).

A very common vernacular name in

use for this species is "tulip-poplar,"
which is most objectionable from
every point of view. The tulip-tree
is not a poplar (Populus). It not only
belongs to a dififerent genus, family
and order, but not improbably is de-
rived from an entirely different

stock. The name "tulip-poplar" is a
misnomer, and it is often misleading
in the extreme. Beekeepers not in-

frequently omit the word tulip and
refer to the tulip-tree as poplar,
sometimes corrupted into "popular."
There is then no way of distinguish-
ing, except from the context, this

species from the true poplar, the spe-
cies of which are numerous, common,
and extend over a large area, inclu-
sive of the tulip-tree. The name
"tulip-poplar" should, therefore, be
dropped both by our bee journals and
beekeepers, and tulip-tree used in its

stead. The name tulip-tree is prefer-
able in every way, and there is no
possible objection to its use. It is

the name given in all the leading
manuals of botany; the reader will

look in vain fpr "tulip-poplar," either
in the 7th edition of Gray's Manual
or the Illustrated Flora of Britton
and Brown.
The ecology'' of the tulip-tree and

the poplars is entirely different. The
poplars are wind-pollinated and the
flowers are wholly nectarless, while
the tulip-tree is insect-pollinated and
a valuable honey plant. Hence it is

very undesirable that the two genera
should be confounded. The advan-
tage of using the name tulip-tree is

so clear that it ought to be sufficient

to call attention to the above facts.

Let "tulip-poplar" drop into deserved
oblivion.

Maine.

A Novel Swarm Catcher

The Hayek Brothers at Quincy, 111.,

have their apiaries in a hollow be-
tween two hills. It is a protected
situation surrounded by tall trees.

Except for the tendency of swarms
to cluster high in the tree tops it is

an ideal location.

To overcome the difficulty of hiving
swarms which take to the high ele-

vations they have invented a novel
swarm catcher, which is shown in

the accompanying picture. At the
lower end are steel spikes to stick
into the ground when in use. A dou-
ble pole about 25 feet in length can
be extended to forty feet by means
of a small rope and pulley. A swing-
ing basket at the end holds the
swarm. A similar pole with a hook
on the end is used to jar the swarm
into the basket when it is in place
below the cluster of bees. It saves
much climbing about to get down
swarms and is indispensable to the
beekeeper in such a situation who
does not practice clipping his queens.

ilyack brothers' adjustable swarm catcher.
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THE EDITOR'S VIEWPOINT
Apiary Insurance

in Switzerland

The Bulletin of the Romande So-

ciety of Beekeepers in Switzerland

gives, in its November number, an

account of the operation of the

German-Swiss insurance against

foulbrood. A detailed translation

would be too lengthy, but a few

facts will be of interest and may
suggest something to our beekeepers.

The mutual insurance against foul-

brood in German Switzerland was

organized in September, 1907. In

1909, 7,000 members, owners of about

90,000 colonies, paid in indemnities

5,346 francs, or a trifle over $1,000.

In 1918, 13,660 beekeepers, owners of

146,000 colonies, paid 4,104 francs. In

ten years the insurance association

paid 32,000 francs. The cases of

foulbrood treated during that time

were about 1,000. The mode of treat-

ment consisted in what we call the

starvation method, putting the

swarm in an empty box for three

days, then hiving it on foundation.

The cost of insurance was 5 centimes

(one cent) per colony, per year.

The Association received help

from the Federal Council through a

foulbrood law passed in 1909. It also

received scientific help from the Bac-

teriological Station of Liebefeld,

near Berne.

The result was the entire abolition

of foulbrood in several of the Can-

tons. The Association has now a re-

serve fund of 20,940 francs. It pro-

poses to continue the work.

Of course, Switzerland is a small

country, where the apiaries are small

and located at short distances from

one another. Control of diseases is

more feasible than in our country

of immense distances. But there is

something enticing in the results ob-

tained. It is worth while for us to

ponder over this.

Switzerland is the smallest and

the oldest republic. It remained at

peace, while surrounded on all sides

by warring nations. It can teach

them some good lessons.

Good Samaritan Franco-Belgian

Fund—Fourth List

Total of former lists $407.85

M. H. Pierson, Dale, N. Y 1.00

W. C. Furnas, Box 4, New Al-

bany, Ind. 2.00

Edwin H. Grafton, 464 Hamil-

ton Ave., Trenton, N. J. 5.00

Geo. E. Moss, Box 308, Souris,

Manitoba 1.00

J. Roscoe Miller, 1129 S. First

Montrose, Colo. 10.00

J. R. Case, Chico, Calif 5.00

C. H. Stordock, Davis, 111. ... 5.00

G. E. Lemon, Nash, Okla. 1.00

Orange County Beekeepers'

Club, Orange Calif. 25.00

G. A. Barbish, La Crescent,

Minn: ^ 2.00

C. E. Foss, Alpine, Calif. 5.00

Sergeant W. R. Blackett,

Army Building, Omaha. 1.00

C. W. Price, Spirit Lake, Iowa 5.00

Philadelphia Beekeepers' Asso-
ciation, J. R. Rambo, Secy.— 10.00

Marcus D. May, Hincsville, Ga. 5.00

F. E. Schriver, R. 3, Grafton,

Ohio. 5.00

VV. D. Wright, Altamont, N. Y. 10.00

Clyde Mawhinney, Ravena,

Neb. 5.00

\V. H. Baynes, Salem, Ind. 4.00

Roderick Cameron, Decker
Mich. 2.00

Leo HofTstetter, Prairie City,

Ore 1.00

E. J. Bryant, 710 Walnut Ave.,

Elgin, 111. 2.00

J. Mansfield, Elgin, 111. 1.00

M. Moles, Elgin, 111. 1.00

M. Salmond, Elgin, 111 .50

A. Bloomfield, Marathon, la. .. 2.50

Miss Annette Ozanneau, Keo-
kuk, Iowa 1.00

Robert Elwell, Rohoboth,

Mass. 2.00

W. Muth-Rasmusscn, Indepen-

dence, Calif. 5.00

H. D. Baker, Knappa, Ore. 2.00

Jas. T. Fennell, 3rd and Arch

Sts., Philadelphia 5.00

Name not to be published 3.00

Warren M. Fountain, Redding,

Calif. 2.50

Fred Hutching, 473 6th Ave.,

Milwaukee, Wis. 1.00

J. W. Peterson, Box 139, R. 1,

Puyallup, Wash. 1.00

E. S. Smith, Westville, Ind 1.00

W. P. Hainsworth, North An-
dover, Mass. 1.00

F. X. Arnold, Deer Plain, 111... 5.00

Total to January 8, 1920 $554.35

Added to queen subscription

:

Jay Smith, Vincennes, Ind 12 queens

Much more cash should be sub-

scribed to help buy bees in Nether-

lands.

The following letter was received:

I
HEARTILY thank the eminent
chief editor for his philanthropic
ideas and warm zeal to carry

on the Franco-American union by a
call for subscriptions in favor of our
poor destroyed regions, to rebuild in

part the apiaries of northern France
and Belgium.

Many years ago, in 1883, when I

was just back to the Orient, from
service in France, where I had hoped
to help recover the lost provinces of

Alsace-Lorraine, a beekeeping party
assembled at Beyrouth, at the foot

of the Lebanon. Most of the mem-
bers present have been long dead
and buried, but Frank Benton was
there and brought to our attention

American hives and instruments.

"Great streams from little fountains
flow

;

Great oaks from little acorns grow."

In that assembly of Druses, French,
Syrians, Greeks, Germans, Britons
and Americans, Americanism was
widely sown and American ideas

were introduced.
You -Americans are great for pre-

paring machinery and supplying it to

us Old World people. Everyone re-

members that the Italo-Hungarian
Hruschka invented the honey ex-

tractor. But the Americans are the

great makers of extractors. Comb
foundation originated in Germany,
yet the Dadants, in .'\nicrica, are the

leaders in that jiroduction. It is the

same for all niachiiicry.

The donations wliich you are now
making, of queens, money, hives, etc.,

ill devastated Europe, will propa-
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gate American ideas still more, even

more than books would do, and will

return benefits to you sooner or

later.

Tie the French and American
stripes still closer together. We
gave to you when you were young
and we were strong. Now that we
are old and worn, the American
stars are hovering over the broken-
down regions renewing friendship

and commercial ties.

Ph. J. BALDENSPERGER,
Nice, France.

Fruit Trees by the Roadside

At the meeting of beekeepers in

Nashville, in December last, a very

interesting address was given by Ma-

jor Lloyd C. Stark, of the Stark Bros.

Nursery, concerning orchard grow-

ing in F'rance. He was in the A. E. F.

a long time and took note of differ-

ent particular methods.

A custom that drew his attention

was the immense number of fruit

trees lining the highway. He said:

"In many sections of France, fruit

trees are used to line all the high-

ways. This is a practice that should

be, and some day will be, carried on

in our country. Think of the millions

of acres now entirely idle that could

be producing fruit here in America, if

we planted hardy varieties of fruit

trees along the state and county

roads, to say nothing of the national

highways. Many claim that it can't

be done satisfactorily in this country,

but there is absolutely no argument

there. The French do it, and we are

just as smart as the French. We have

better varieties and as good soil and

climatic conditions. Some day we will

do it."

Planting of fruit trees along the

highways would greatly increase the

opportunities for bees to secure both

pollen and honey in early spring.

The beekeepers should urge it.

Sixty Years in the Field

At the end of the present year, the

American Bee Journal will have end-

ed its si.xtieth year. Its first issue

was in 1861. The Civil War caused it

to suspend publication until July,

1866. Six editors have managed it

successively: Samuel Wagner, George

S. Wagner, W. F. Clarke, Thomas G.

Newman, George W. York and the

writer of this. From a very obscure

pursuit, beekeeping has changed in

those sixty years to an occupation

recognized as worthy of attention by

colleges and other institutions of

learning. Previous to the World War,
scores of magazines were devoted to

beekeeping, which suspended publi-

cation. Slowly but surely they are

coming to life again, and we feel safe

in predicting that honey production

is to become an important branch of

agriculture. Why should it not?

Food conservation is urgent. Sweets

are at a premium and likely to re-

main valuable, since the extension of

prohibition. Honey, being the best

and healthiest sweet, is sure of rec-

ognition everywhere. It is the only

sweet which may be had readily, in

large quantities, without cultivation,

and while helping seed production

and fructification. The future is

bright for practical and intelligent

beekeepers.

F. B. Paddock, of Iowa, was elect-

ed Chairman and G. W. Bentley, of

Tennessee, was re-elected Secretary.

Nosema Disease

We are in receipt of a bulletin of

22 pages on Nosema Apis, from John

Rennie D. Sc, and Elsie J. Harvey,

of the University of Aberdeen.

The experiences of these scientists

practically confirm the views ex-

pressed by Dr. G. F. White that this

disease does not produce heavy losses

in apiaries, though it may occasion-

ally cause the loss of colonies. It has

probably no connection with Isle of

Wight disease, or the so-called par-

alysis, though it may exist jointly

with either of these diseases in the

same colony.

The Economic Entomologists

The apiary section of the American

Association of Economic Entomolo-

gists met at St. Louis on Wednesday,

December 31. It was a notable meet-
ing, in that the officials in charge of

beekeeping work in many States

were present. Men from New York

to Florida and Texas met together

with the one purpose of discussing

ways and means of elevating the in-

dustry of honey production.

Special plans were laid to make

next year's meeting one of unusual

interest and to eliminate from the

program such matters as are dis-

cussed at the usual beekeepers' con-

ventions. It is the plan to give

place to accounts of research work

in beekeeping and matters of special

importance in educational and exten-

sion work. This organization gives

promise of doing much for the bee-

keeping industry. One thing of im-

mediate interest is the attempt to

work out some general plan of in-

spection work which can be adapted

to all States, thus leading to uniform

laws. The great drawback to suc-

cessful work in disease eradication,

is that there is no co-operation be-

tween the States.

National Affairs

The reader will notice the report

of the National meeting held at

Kansas City January 6 to 8. The
importance of it is easily compre-

hended when one notices how many
associations this meeting repre-

sented.

Attempts have been made before

to organize a national producers'

association. In 1903, at the Los An-
geles Convention a very positive at-

tempt was made to organize such a

body. Two associations only were
ready for this move, the Colorado

Honey Producers' and the California

National Honey Producers. The rest

of the country did not yet feel the

need of this.

At Minneapolis, in 1911, a very

earnest attempt was made to reor-

ganize the National Association on

co-operative lines. However, some
of the leading men of the association

were antagonized, so that there was
no united eflort. The mass of the

beekeepers were also indisposed to

spend money on co-operation. Money
is the backbone of co-operation.

Without it no progress can be made.

The present action, we believe,

is a move in the right direction.

Several honey producers' associa-

tions are thriving in different States

and each of them recognizes the ne-

cessity of union. Provision has been

made for funds sufficient to carry on

the work; if the different organiza-

tions in the United States support it.

If too small a number back it, this

time, it will be sure to succeed a lit-

tle later. It is in the line of prog-

ress. Beekeepers cannot afford to

neglect that which has proven of

J)enefit to many other lines. A Na-
tionay Association has existed for 50

years. It is time that something be

done by it more than discussing nat-

ural history or honey production.

Plagiarism

The British Bee Journal, in its De-

cember 4 number, copies verbatim

our translation of L'Apicoltore Mo-
derno's article on "Cryptograms"
published in our September number,
page 305. This translation cost us

some effort. Since it was easier to

borrow it from us than to translate

it from the Italian, we believe the

British Bee Journal should have

given us credit for the translation.
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SOME TEXAS HONEY PLANTS

February

Notes on the Sources of Nectar in the Southwest, W!.cre Every Bush
Thorns and Where Little Honey Comes From Cuhivated

Crops, Excepting Cotton

Has

COTTON is an important honey
plant in a large area of Texas,
but since we have already de-

voted a considerable space to the

consideration of the cotton plant as a

source of nectar (March, 1919 issue), it

will be passed over here. To the bee-
keeper from the North, where the
chief sources of surplus are from
cultivated crops, such as alfalfa, clo-

ver and buckwheat, things seem a
little topsy-turvy in Texas, where but
little dependence is placed on culti-

vated crops for honey. Even cotton
fails to yield to any marked extent
on the light soils south and west of

San Antonio. The writer greatly en-

joyed several weeks of travel among
the beekepers of the Southwest in

1918 and found it difficult to under-
stand how the beekeeper could make
sure of getting his colonies ready
for a honey flow that was very un-
certain as to its time of arrival. Many
of the desert plants bloom at irregu-
lar times, depending upon the rainfall,

rather than upon the season of the
year. In wet seasons they may bloom
two or three different times, and
short honey flows may be expected at

almost any time following a good

By Frank C. Pellett

rain. One beekeeper in Uvalde Coun-
ty stated that he seldom had a good
crop at all his different yards in the

same season, as local showers would
bring on a good flow at one yard
when no honey would be available at

a yard a few miles away.
Mesquite

The mesquite is the largest and
most important tree on the uplands
over hundreds of square miles of

country. It ranges from Oklahoma
and Texas westward through New
Mexico and Arizona to California.

The trees have much the appearance
of neglected fruit trees, and one may
ride for many miles through what
would seem at first sight to be a big

peach orchard. The trees do not
grow close together tall and straight

like our forest trees, but scattered
about and branching like trees in an
orchard.
To the natives of the old Southwest

mesquite was extremely important.
Cattle and sheep fed freely upon the

pods and leaves, while the Indians
often ate the pods themselves. The
seeds were often ground into a sort

of meal, while the trees and stumps
furnished fuel and the blossoms

Mesquite is the most important honey plant of the arid Southwest.

Acacia amentacea.

served the bees as an important
source of nectar.

Mesquite is very probably the most
important honey plant in all the

Southwest. The honey is of a light

amber color and good quality. Bee-
keepers living in Te.xas reported to

the writer that the honey is lighter

in some seasons than in others, and
that this is the case when no other
plant blooms at the same period, so
that the difference cannot be laid to
the mi.xture with honey from other
sources. They reported also that it

yields more regularly on light sandy
soils than on heavy land. The first

blooming period usually comes in

April, followed by a later one in July.
If there is plenty of moisture it

blooms profusely. Mesquite is the
source of immense quantities of
honey and except in cases of exces-
sive drought seldom fails to yield
something, although in portions of its

range it does not yield regularly.

Huajillo (\Va-h.;-ya)
The beekeepers of the Southwest

boast of the quality of the huajillo
honey. Huajillo is one of the acacias
(Acacia Berlandiera), but apparently
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Acacia Greggii.

not of wide distribution. Coulter
gives the range as "from the Nueces
to the Rio Grande." The honey is

white and of mild flavor and in favor-
able seasons is stored in great quan-
tity. Many carloads of this honey
have been shipped from Uvalde,
Texas, and nearby points. In the

Uvalde region, every beekeeper vis-

ited spoke of huajillo as of first im-
portance, although many spoke of it

in connection with catclaw, and did

not seem to know which was the

more important. A rain while in

bloom stops the flow and the bee-
keepers report that the flow is more
often cut short because of rain than
for the lack of it. With a little mois-
ture present in the soil the desert
plants bloom freely, and in this re-

gion it does not require much water
to bring out the bloom.

Catclaw
The catclaw (Acacia greggii) has

sharp curved thorns shaped like cat

claws, hence the name. It. is common
all over southwest Texas, southern
Xew Mexico, Arizona and south into

Me.xico. It is one of the main sources
of surplus honey in this region. The
catclaw is a small tree which is some-
times called Paradise flower, or
devil's claws, names of rather opposite
significance. At Brownsville local

beekeepers state that catclaw begins
to bloom in February and is the

source of some early honey. At Mer-
cedes beekeepers report that it fails

in extremely hot weather. The first

flow comes in April, with a second in

July. At Mathis the first flow from
catclaw sometimes comes as early as

March. Beekeepers at this point re-

port that in a normal season they ex-

pect 100 pounds of surplus per colony
from catclaw, mesquite and huajillo.

There are few places which the writer
visited between Brownsville and San
Antonio where the beekeepers did not
mention the three plants together.

Apparently the flows interlap and the

honey is so mixed that they are un-
able to determine, in most cases, just

what proportion should be credited

to each of the three sources. One did

not get far west, however, until mes-
quite was reported as uncertain, and
the honey was mostly credited to cat-

claw and huajillo.

The round-flowered catclaw (Aca-
cia Roemeriana) is also common
throughout south and west Texas. It

is said to be an important .source of

honey, also, but the tree is not as

common as the first named species.

Another species, Acacia amentacea,
grows in the same region, but Scholl
reports that it is not of importance
as a source of honey, though the tree

is plentiful in southwest Texas. He
reports it as the source of pollen
principally.

Como and Gum-Elastic
There are three species of Bumelia

common in south Texas. Coma is the
Me.xican name for the southern buck-
thorn (Bumelia lycioides), which is

to be found from Virginia south to

Florida and west to Arkansas and
Texas. In south Texas it is consid-
ered very valuable as a source of nec-
tar. There is another species Bumelia
angustifolia, which is common from
Pearsall to the Rio Grande, and which
blooms from October to February. H.
B. Parks, considers this the most
valuable species. Probably few bee-
keepers make any distinction between
the two, since both are called "Coma,"
or "Como." In the region south of
San Antonio one hears como men-
tioned as one of the principal sources
of honey. In the Rio Grande Valley
it is reported as yielding for as long
as six weeks in late autumn and win-
ter. Grant Anderson states that he

has known swarms to issue as late

as December and yet get sufficient

honey from this source to carry them
through the winter. The honey is

light amber and of good quality. The
flow is reported as uncertain, depend-
ing upon the rains.

The gum-elastic or shittim wood
(Bumelia lanuginosa), also sometimes
called .'\rizona buckthorn, is also com-
mon in that region and yields honey
freely. There are reports to the ef-

fect that surplus honey gathered
from this source along the Trinity
River sometimes sours in the combs
after being sealed.

The bumelias are small trees with
very hard wood and with small white
flowers scattered along the stem as
shown in the picture. Some species
have spiny branches. The fruit is

small and black and somewhat resem-
bles a cherry with a large ovoid seed.

Instinct and Reason

By J. E. Crane

IN my youth I remember reading
about "Reason and Instinct." Rea-
son, it was said, was the attribute

of man, while tiie lower orders of
life are governed by instinct. This is

doubtless true in a general way, and
yet. if we study the subject carefully
we may find that neither man nor
what we are pleased to call the lower
orders of life have an entire monop-
oly of either instinct or reason. The
infant of a few days knows how to
draw nourishment from its mother's
breast without thought or reason,
and if in pain or discomfort, from
any cause, it makes it known by cry-
ing. Both these attributes appear to

be purely instinctive, and are neces-
sary for the preservation of the life

of the child. It has had no time to
learn. The life of. a bee is very brief

during the active season, and as a

consequence it must know instinc-

tively what to do and how to do, if

the colony is to survive. But in the
brief time in the life of a bee it has
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an opportunity to learn many things
and to think or reason, or do sonie-

tliing akin to reason. When old
enough it leaves the hive, by instinct

no doubt, in search of honey and pol-

len. By instinct, when loaded, it re-

turns to the hive in the most direct

way which we call a "bee line." But
should a hill intervene or a heavy
•wind bother, the bee often appears
to reason that it is easier to leave
the bee line and return in a some-
what round-about way around the

hill, or in the lee of forest.

The preparation for swarming by
starting queen-cells is doubtless the
result of instinct. But when a queen
is superseded, is it by instinct, or rea-
son? If by instinct there would be
few exceptions, it would seem; but
there are so many times during sum-
mer when an old or worthless queen
is allowed to remain at the head of

the colony that we are inclined to

believe that where supersedure oc-
curs it is the result of reason rather
than instinct.

A most striking and interesting il-

lustration of the power of thought
and reason over instinct in bees is

found in the rearing of brood. With
the return of warm weather, after
the long months of cold, the opening
of flowers, the constant loss of bees
from old age, the instinct for rearing
brood is stimulated to the utmost.
Yet, should the honey stored in the

hive the previous year be getting low,
with little or no honey coniingin, the

instinct for rearing brood is curbed,
and reason seems to be the controll-
ing factor.

I remember the first colony of this

kind that I discovered, some fifty

years ago. 1 had been watching it

with a great deal of interest through
the early spring, opening it at fre-

quent intervals, and noting how fast

the combs were being filled with
brood, when brood-rearing suddenly
was halted, and my visions of a pow-
erful colony early in June began to

vanish. What could be the cause?
Noting the short supply of honey in

the hive, although they may have
been a few pounds left, the cause of

the decreased brood-rearing was ac-

counted for, and I was filled with
surprise and emotion that the bees
had been so much more thoughtful
than I had been. If honey is com-
ing in in small quantities every day
they will consume it in the hive in

hrood-rearirig almost to the last

ounce.
We may well believe that by in-

stinct the young larva: know how to

take their food, and when grown spin

their silken cocoon with their heads
to the mouth of the cell. Perhaps
one in a million will allow itself to be
sealed up with its head to the base of

the cell. This shows that there are
exceptions or mistakes even with
instinct as the guiding force.

By instinct the mature bees know
how to prepare food and feed the
young larva;, when to withhold food
and seal the cells that they may take
their long nap undisturbed. Instinc-
tively they know how to rear a good
queen, a little trick that has taken

many beekeepers a long time to

learn, with all their reasoning pow-
ers. By instinct they know how to

gather the tiny bits of nectar, reduce
it to the proper consistency and seal

it ; also secure a supply of pollen for

a season of scarcity.

Instinct teaches the queen to lay
but one egg in a cell and the work-
ers to rear but one larva in a cell;

but it sometimes happens that the
queen will lay more and the workers
try to raise more than one in a cell,

which again shows that instinct is

not infallible.

Instinct teaches the workers how
to prepare their wax and build their
beautiful combs so perfect that no
mathematician can hope to improve
upon their design. So wonderful a
thing is this attribute of bees that we
call instinct, we cannot help inquir-
ing what it really is. Is it anything
but the knowledge and skill given
them by their Creator untold genera-
tions ago, perhaps when "the morn-

ing stars sang together," and this

knowledge and skill has been handed
down unimpaired from generation to
generation through the tiny egg that
the queen lays with one end attached
to the base of a cell?.

Is there anything in the material
world about' us more wonderful
than this?

When a young bee first leaves the
hive it has to learn its location and
way back to it as truly as a child has
to learn its A-B-C's or to talk; so it

would seem that bees learn and think
where they have time to do so, but
of a large share of their activities
they have no time to learn, and in-

stead have been so richly endowed
with instinct that they are able to
fulfill the great work for which they
were created.

Mary had a swarm of bees,
Who ju.st to save their lives.

Went everywhere that Mary went,
Because she had the hives.
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Blossoms of huajillo (pronounced wa-he-ya).
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TOULOUSAN BEEKEEPING

Old Methods and Prejudices in

Southern France

By Victor Dumas

TOULOUSE is a city of a quarter
million inhabitants. As she
spreads gracefully in a narrow-

ing valley and upon the western slope

of the steep hills, on both shores of

the river Garonne, her houses might
be reflected in the stream, were it

not that the stream is too rapid, too

rapid even to reflect in its waters
the blue sky above, which is not al-

ways as blue as it is reported to I)e.

Toulouse is known especially for

her "Academy of Floral Games." This
name is due only to the fact that

flowers of gold or silver, or gilt, are

awarded to the most harmonious re-

citals of the poets, who compete for

these prizes. It has nothing to do
with the verdure of its landscapes.
This preamble is meant to impress

upon the reader the fact that, in de-
scribing beekeeping in this region we
may not give him the idea that this

fine cit}' is but an obscure county
seat. The vicinity is quite favorable
to apiculture. The soil is fertile ; the

rainy season more satisfactory than
in the Mediterranean region ; the
crops of alfalfa and esparcet are well
distributed through the country;
basswood trees are numerous in the

public avenues and in the parks;
finally, the black locust is found
plentifully on hillsides and in groves.
The winters are mild, the ther-

mometer often up to 60 degrees F.

towards the end of December and av-
eraging from 18 to 30 degrees in

January. If the months of July and
August did not sometimes give us as

high as 100 degrees, and if they sup-
plied less wind and more rain than
we get usually at that time, all

would be for the best.

We have a "Societe Meridionale
D'Apiculturc," which, I acknowledge,
I never joined. It is composed mainly
of priests, physicians, dwellers of

chateaux and other amateurs, with
but few lawyers. Evidently the lat-

ter realize that bees are beings of ac-
tion and not of speech. The presi-

dent is past 80. Very few educated
men of that age, in France, are with-
out an honorary position of this kind.

We evidently attach to them a repu-
tation of experience and show our
respect through a tribute of honor
which old people readily accept.

We are certainly, in France, like a
colony of bees which does not grasp
the necessity of superseding its

queen. I do not mean to apply this

to the present case, for this presi-

dent, through his love of the bee, his

devotion to the cause of beekeeping,
deserves his honorary position.

Not one of the members, that 1

know of, is a professional apiarist.

The priests, village curates, are among
the best members. Some of them

Como (fiu»u'/ia angustijolia) is abundant in southwest Texas and blooms from October to

February.

own as many as 30 colonies, and one
of them even owns an outapiary. A
couple of doctors and a few agricul-

turists, with perhaps a dozen hives
each, make up the remainder.
The association owns an experi-

mental apiary in the outskirts of the
city. At last accounts it was com-
posed of 3 colonies in movable-frame
hives.

The principal results of the society
influence in apicultural expansion, ap-
pears to be found in a series of trials

in beekeeping, vestiges of which are
seen in the chateaux of the vicinity,

often in the shape of a few empty
hives in an attic; or under the trees
of a grove; perhaps a hive partly
hidden in the grass, with its cover
upside down, indicates that the fear
of stings prevented the returning of
it in its place.

It is thus evident that, as to the
quantity of beekeeping and honey
production, the peasant holds the
record. Yet in many cases, the num-
ber of empty skeps is in proportion
of ten to one to the live colonies.
But nevertheless, each of these men,
being a "fatalist," readily decides
that it is all a matter of luck and
does not hesitate to give a lecture in

beekeeping which I must hear.
One must not storm or swear about

the apiary, nor annoy them by pok-
ing in the hives with a stick, for they
would inflict upon you many bad
stings, the worst of which are in-

flicted by the "abeillauds" (males).
To cure stings you should rub the
wound with four dififerent leaves.
Beemoths kill them. They die also
if you sell them. But you may ex-
change them for wheat or thanks.
You must not harvest the honey at

any time except at Candlemas, or
they will die. They will die as read-
ily if toads come near thenl; but they
will die most assuredly if you have
not the "gift" to handle them, of if

you do not put them in mourning in

case of a death. In short, it makes
one wonder why, when a man knows
all these conditional requirements,
there is any excuse for any of them
to die at all.

It is well, however, to state that,

at least, they have ceased to brim-
stone the bees for their honey, as
they used to do. Occasionally they
come to ask me to help remove a
colony from a tree trunk. I might
point to them the possibility of using
a wick of brimstone, but it would not
be safe. I prefer to introduce the
bees into one of my movable-frame
hives, which they commonly call

"drawer-hives." The most interest-
ing thing they can sec in a "drawer-
hive" is the possibility of having a

pane of glass on one side of it, so
that they may be able to look inside.
Any respectable modern hive should
possess such a pane of glass. But as
for the frames, they consider them
only as impediments, obstacles to the
free work of the bees. When a
countryman happens to find one of
these hives in the rubbish of a cha-
teau, as he does not attempt to use
comb foundation, the bees follow
their own devices and the entangle-
ment of combs and frames makes
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Baptist Beck, three score and ten years of

age, with his bees.

a damnable arrangement from which,

although the honey will leak at the

least attempt at removal, it beconies

posible to secure almost anything

but honey.
So they come back to the old skep

or "buc," as it is called here, a hive

made of 4 boards 10 or 12 inches in

width and iVz to 4 feet in height,

with two sticks crossed, near the cen-

ter, which are supposed to separate

the brood chamber from the super,

for it is there that the avidity of the

honey gatherer is understood to stop,

when the time comes to remove the

honey. A board at the top and a tile

under the bottom, with a few holes

bored on one side nea"- the bottom,
for entrance, finish up the "buc."

Do not imagine, however, that the

building of such a hive is a simple
matter. You must use boards of

poplar, cut during the dark of the

moon, else the moths will destroy
your bees. On the principle that

"good soups are made in old pots,"

an old "buc" is better than a new one,

for a new one may not please the

bees, while an old one has been
tested. Bees are queer beings, that

is why each colony makes different

honey.
If you figure out the differences in

the bees, in the age of the "buc," the

influence of the moon, the quality of

the wood, you will acknowledge that

beekeeping under these methods is

an art. A man is courageous, indeed,

who manages to keep bees under
such Chinese-puzzle conditions.

As for the movable-frame hive

keepers, the greater number use the

Layens horizontal (long-idea) hive,

or the Dadant-Blatt. Others, still,

use hives of their Qwn devising, high,

or long, or wide, or with frames
crosswise, a mixture of models which
would be impossible to manage if

they tried to do anything with them
outside of harvesting the honey. No
wonder that, often, the peasant gets
more results from his "buc" than
from the modern hives.

Letting a Pocket in the Hills Fulfill

Its Destiny

Florence L. Clark.

OH, the most wonderful thing I

ever saw over on the island

yesterday! I took a boat and
went over, and everywhere, all

aroimd, wild cucumbers; oh, so pret-
ty, and my bees all over them."
Old Baptist's eyes shone and he

gesticulated with the energy of youth
despite his seventy years, as he
talked in his broken English. Then
he pointed to a hive that had more
supers on it than any other of the
three hundred in the bee garden.
Scrawled across the top was a sen-
tence in German.
"Klnow what that say?" asked Bap-

tist. "It say there, 'Goot work. I

dank you.' When my bees they do
goot, I tell them."

Baptist Beck's apiary promises to
produce 6,000 pounds of honey this

year, and has yielded its owner good
money for twenty years, largely, as
he believes, because nature fashioned
a little paradise for bees where his

apiary now is, and when he drove his

homestake on the spot he saw na-
ture's plan and fell in with it. The
only "improving" Baptist has done
is to make the place a little more
wild by adding to the natural pro-
fusion of plant life as much more of
a tangle of flowers and vines as he
could make the soil produce.

It is in the Mississippi hills, up
Miner's Creek, just south of Gutten-
berg, Iowa, that Baptist lives and
grows honey. There is no main road
leading that way, no other house on
that side of the valley. The rambler
over the hills finds a foot path in the
woods and following it comes upon
the gate to the bee paradise. Just
inside, a great spring pours from a
dark hillside into a big wooden vat
arbored over with a venerable grape-
vine. A step or two from the spring
is the home, an old stone house built

way back in the days when they dug
for lead in the hills round about and
dreamed of rich mineral treasure that
never came true. More grapevines
climb over the house and make a

wide natural back and side porch. At
the front of the house is a sight to
charm nature-lover, artist, poet, bee-
keeper or what not. Hills two hun-
dred and three hundred feet high
tower in a horseshoe about a wonder-
ful little pocket of a garden. Through
the opening in the hills to the east is

a vista of bottomland, Mississippi and
island. The hills are covered with
the wild beauty of tree, brush and
vine characteristic of the Iowa bluffs.

The bottom land is a lush mass of
lowland plants. The island is out
just a bit in the channel and there is

white clover, locust, wild grapevine
and the wild cucumber. Basswood is

abundant on the hills and white clo-

ver on the bottom lands.

The late August morning I saw
Baptist's garden ; it was ablaze with
the yellow of sunflowers and golden-
rod, splashed with great red splotches
of princess feather. In the center a
fountain of water from the spring ran
into a cement pool. The beehives
stretched in a semi-circle around the
edge of the garden, back up against
a high bordering of wild grapevines.
In among the flowers were corn, to-
matoes, cucumbers and canteloupes
for Baptist's wife grows garden stuff

for market, while he raises honey.
The hills, bottoms and island are as

much Baptist's property as though
he owned them, for nobody ever dis-

turbs their natural growth of trees
and plants. So, in the spring, "Mon-
arch of all he surveys, his right none
to dispute," he goes out with a sack
of white clover seed and scatters it

over the bottoms and out on the
island, making a great bee pasture all

around his little garden. The hills,

island and lowlands give the greatest
imaginable profusion of honey
plants throughout the spring, sum-
mer and fall, though Baptist regards
the island as his particular treasure
trove, next, of course, to the bass-
woods on the hills.

The nearness of the island to the
mainland makes it a safe pasture.
This is in contrast to the experience
of other beekeepers in the valley
somewhat north of the one in which
the Beck apiary is located. Here the
islands are quite n distance from the

Baptist Beck's apiary, with grape vines over tlic house.
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shore. The bees seek th«ra for the

cucumber and locust just as they do
for Baptist, but the distances are so

great that the bees returning with
their loads often do not reach the

shore in safety. Mrs. J. Clark, a

beekeeper in a valley twenty miles

north of Guttenberg, has removed
her apiary sever&l miles back from
the river to prevent her bees from
going to the islands. It is her theory
that as they return homeward, the

bees, because of the load they carry,

fly close to the river's surface. Be-
coming weary in the long flight they
see their reflection in the water and,
thinking it is land, drop down.
Baptist tells this about his foun-

tain : Soon after he had built it he
began to notice dead bees in the
water. He was puzzled to determine
what attracted the bees until he made
the discovery that they came seeking
the moss that had formed in the
fountain. "I think they liked a kind
of salty taste it had," he says. The
moss was removed and has been kept
out since, and no more loss of bees
has occurred in this way.
Iowa.

A New Way to Hive a Swarm

By F. Dundas Todd.

ANEW fact in bee behavior, or
a supposed new fact, is always
interesting to me, so I store it

away in my memory, convinced that
some day another new one will come
my way, one that will combine with
the older one, and the consequential
result will be another new idea ap-
plicable to practical beekeeping.
Here is my latest experience

:

In 1911 I had the pleasure of spend-
ing a couple of days with that vet-
eran beekeeper, Jacob Alpaugh, now
playing with bees in Florida, and he

1 , drew my attention to the fact that
seemed to him to prove that bees
could hear. We were watching a
swarm entering its new home, which
was situated alongside of a very
dense mass of tall trees, the front of
the hive being at angles to the line

of the clump of vegetation. Hun-
dreds of bees were soon flying along

the face of the mass of grass as if

looking for something, and Mr. Al-
paugh asked my judgment as to
their purpose. I had no opinion to
offer, so he told me that from his

point of view they were attracted by
the echo of the noise made by the
fanning bees at the entrance of the
hive, and that therefore bees must
be able to hear.

This past season I was lucky
enough to have a visit at my own
apiary from his brother, Ephraim Al-
paugh, and naturally I told him of

my experience with Jacob. On re-

counting the swarming incident and
mentioning Jacob's deductions as to

hearing ability of bees, he assured
me he had better proof, which he
utilized for many years in a very
practical way in swarming time.

When a swarm clusters he never
troubles to gather it in, but he puts
the new hive as near to the swarm
as possible, picks a handful of bees
from the bottom of the cluster,

throws it on the alighting board close
to the entrance, then proceeds about
his regular work. As soon as the
bees start fanning at the doorway,
the cluster begins to break up and in

less than a quarter of an hour all

the bees in the swarm will have
joined those at the hive. In his

judgment the bees of the cluster hear
the cheerful call "Home is found,"
and at once join their sisters. I

must confess I was rather incredu-
lous, but a friend who was with Mr.
Alpaugh assured me he had seen the
act done a score of times without a
single failure. Naturally I wanted
to know just how far bees travel in

such circumstances, and Mr. Alpaugh
said that on one occasion the swarm
had clustered on a fence rail and
post, so out of curiosity he placed
the hive on the ground 12 feet from
the swarm. On this occasion the
bees did not fly but crawled down the
post and marched like an army along
the ground to the hive. It was about
the most interesting sight he had
seen in his beekeeping c:;reer.

His news was too good to be kept,
for, if true, it solved very simply
many awkward swarming problems.

Baptist Beck's bee garden. Old stone bouse in background

I have vivid recollections of a lady
dramatically reciting her troubles
with a swarm that landed on a stump
which was covered with a big growth
of wild blackberries whose prickly
stems forbade all attempts to handle
the bees. Seven different swarms
had landed in the same place, and
she lost them all. She denounced her
book of instructions (L was the un-
fortunate author), which told her
how to handle a swarm that clus-
tered on the branch of a tree, but her
swarms never went on trees, they
always preferred inaccessible stumps.
I grinned for a quarte/ of an hour,
and the more I chuckled, the warmer
she got. It was one of the most de-
lightful episodes of my life, so pic-

turesque and so free was her flow
of rhetoric. Well, I passed the good
news along, and then one of my
young beekeepers said, "I want to
make a confession to you, I have
been practicing this system for three
years, but with a rather silly addi-
tion, so I have alwaj's been afraid to
tell you about it." It seems he was
one day about to gather in a swarm
that had clustered on a bunch of
grass when an elderly woman who
was passing said, "Let me show you
how we handled that kind of swarm
back in Ontario." She set the front
of the hive on the edge of the clus-
ter, laid a few grasses with adhering
bees at the entrance, then proceeded
to bang the rear of the hive with a

stick. To my friend's surprise the
bees left the grass and entered the
hive. The lady claimed the noise at-

tracted the bees of the cluster to
those on the alighting board. He had
practiced the method many times
without a failure, but hated to own
up that he had in any way made a
noise, feeling I would ridicule the
idea.

Next in order was a day spent with
Mr. F. W. L. Sladen, Dominion api-
arist. Such a day is always a red
letter one, for I advance all my latest

notions and chuckle with glee as he
runs his little scalping knife through
them, sweeps aside all the non-
essentials, and gets at the meat in

the kernel. I set forth all I have
said above, then awaited the out-
come. "No proof that bees can hear,
just confirmation that they can
smell. Over twenty years ago I

pointed out that there are many
scent glands in a bee's abdomen, and
that when bees fan their wings they
scatter the scent for many yards
around them to attract others. The
scent will easily travel a dozen feet.

Furthermore, I believe that when
bees are clustered in an inaccessible
position, such as the limb of a tree,

the beekeeper need not get bees
from the cluster; those from any
hive will do just as well. Just take a
frame of bees and shake them in

front of the new hive; the old ones
will fly home, the young ones will

take possession and fan for help.

The scent will reach the cluster, and
its members will join those on the
entrance board. Some day when you
see bees fanning, just put your nose
close and you will smell the scent,

which has an odor like iodine."
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All of the above came to me after

the swarming season was over, so I

have had no chance to try the idea,

but the practical application to hiv-

ing a swarm is vouched for by four

gentlemen in whom I have every
confidence, so I hasten to pass along
the good news. If the method works
as efficiently as it is said to do, the

beekeeping world has learned some-
thing worth while.

Victoria, B. C.

Beekeeping in Costa Rica

By \V. B. Gehrels

(Continued from January)

AFTER fitting out a temporary

home in San Jose, I began to

look around for 'bees and the

best location for an apiary.. After a

futile hunt for bees for over a month
that took me over the largest part of

the country, I finally gave it up and

moved my family to Puntarenas on

the west coast, as I had decided that

this part offered the best prospects

for beekeeping, shipping my bees

hfere, also.

Then I was called to Panama on

other business, returning to Punta-

renas in October. The bees were then

ready to swarm, with the hives full

of the best-flavored white honey. The
next thing necessary was some
empty hives and new supplies. There

was very little in this line in Costa

Rica, and to order supplies from the

States for immediate use was out of

the question, as freight rates, duty,

etc., were almost prohibitive, and
shipping was in such a condition that

you were considered lucky to get

your goods within six months after

placing the order. And then, what
amount of supplies would I need for

the increase from six colonies?

Everything looked promising to us,

but everything was new, and you
cannot judge correctly without some
previous experience.

I went into the country and bought
15 fine logs of suitable timber for

lumber, took them to the nearest

sawmill, and had them sawed and
planed in boards seven-eighths inch

thick and from 10 to 16 inches wide.

Then I put up a saw table and gaso-

line engine at home and made by
own bee hives. The natives called it

a "honey factory." We used pochote
timber for lumber, which is a va-

riety of Costa Rica cedar. This is a

red, fine-grained, soft wood, very
easy to work, which shrinks and
warps very little, is proof against the

attack of wood ants, and very dura-
ble. It can be bought in the log up to

48 inches in diameter.
By the last of March we had in-

creased the six colonies to 7S, and
also secured over 3,000 pounds of

honey, notwithstanding we had a

great deal of trouble in getting the

queens mated and laying. From 60

to 75 per cent of the young queens
would disappear about the time of

their wedding flight. This trouble

we attributed to our location. Pun-
tarenas is on a narrow peninsula
about 5 miles long and from 150 to

300 yards wide, and water on both
sides. Under this condition the
queens had a good chance of drop-
ping into salt water in taking flight.

We ordered a honey extractor from
the States in November, which ar-

rived at the end of March following,
almost in time to take off our crop
of honey. I had just finished ex-
tracting with a small extractor that

I had borrowed in San Jose. The
manufacturer of whom I had ordered
my machine stated that the delay
was not his fault, and that we were
lucky in being able to get shipping
space at all.

At any rate, we had increased from
6 to 75 colonies, and secured 3,400

pounds of honey in about 5 months'
time, over half of the honey being
as good in quality and flavor as
white clover or Texas catsclaw, al-

most water white, and very thick.

Honey does not candy at Puntarenas.
About this time the rainy season

set in and the honey flow decreased.
The rainy season lasts from April to

November, and is called winter here.
During this time it rains almost
every day. The dry season lasts

from November till April; this is

called summer. During this entire
period there often is not a single
shower. This dry period is the time
of heavy honey flov/, everything
blooms abundantly and this gives an
ideal extracting and working season.
This condition prevails on the west
coast, or the western slope of the
mountain only.

Nothing seems to disturb the flow
of neotar, except possibly an 'occa-

sional day when we have north wind.
This produces a very dry, hot atmos-
phere, which reduces the honey flow
some. The tides also seem to affect
the secretion of nectar, possibly not
the tides themselves, but the same
force that produces the tides. The
strongest honey flow lasts about 3
hours during each day, and this time
seems to vary with the time of the
high tides. This may seem supersti-
tious to some.
There are no end of flowers in

bloom the year around, but the
heaviest bloom period is during the
dry season. .1 will take up the honey-

producing plants of Costa Rica in a
future article.

In view of the large number of
young queens that we were losing,
our next step was to move our bees
a few miles inland, where the queens
would have enough land space to
take their flight. Consequently we
purchased two lots in a small village
about 3 miles inland, across «.he bay,
at the edge of the mangro\e. Here
the bees had access to many vari ties
of honey-producing flowers.
Our local honey market is fairly

good, but we shipped our honey in
bulk to Liverpool, England, from
which source we had the best prices
offered.

The new site that we bought for an
apiary is about 2 miles from Punta-
renas, across the bay, on the main
land, and can be easily reached by
boat. The place had cocoanut palms,
mango, guava and some kojol palm
trees, and was covered with weeds,
vines and brush and infested with
ants, rodents, toads, crabs and igu-
anas. We cleaned, burned, poisoned
and used the shotgun until, at this
writing, 12 months later, the place
is

_
transformed into a presentable

apiary and orchard.
We moved our bees by loading them

on a dugout or bongo, which is a boat
cut out of a tree by the natives. For
power we used the current of the ris-
ing tide. Returning with the empty
boat on the falling tide, the current
is very strong here owing to the great
rise and fall of tides.

At this location the bees have man-
grove on one side, and forests fields
and pastures on the other side.

We placed the bees on benches two
feet from the ground, facing each
colony in alternate directions, this 'to

save room on the benches, as we can
thus place them very close together,
and still minimize the danger of los-
ing young queens, which often hap-
pens when the colonies all face the
same direction, and are close togeth-
er. We also made our hive bottoms
very short, projecting an inch and
less for alighting space, in order to
have less room for toads and iguanas
to hold on while they eat bees.
For shade during the summer or dry

A Costa Rica apiary under papaya trees one year old from seed.
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season we planted rows of papayas
between the rows of bee hives, and
they now more than serve their pur-

pose, as most of the trees are loaded
down with fruit, and the fruit is de-

licious and can be eaten straight, or
with cream, made into candy, or pre-

served. The blossom also yields

honey, but the bees only seem to work
on the trees that produce the male
flowers, these trees have smaller flow-

ers and produce no fruit. Early in

the morning and late in the after-

noon the bees fairly swarm over these
fiowers, humming birds, millers, but-

terflies and native bees also visit

them.
Large trees and too many plants

are undesirable in an apiary here be-
cause too much shade attracts ants,

cockroaches and other insects, as well

as it gives a harboring place for birds

and iguanas. I b'elieve the best thing
for shade is a single shade boarl, or

a mat made out of stitched palm leaf

and one placed on each colony during
the summer season. During the wet
season no extra shade is needed.

(To be continued.)

Texas

By E. G. Le Stourgeon

THOSE beekeeping communities
that have not had the advan-
tages of one of the Short

Course Schools under the direction

of Dr. E. F. Phillips and his corps of

assistants can have little conception
of their great value. I will admit
now that the Texas beekeepers ac-

cepted the idea of having one held at

San Antonio more in the spirit that

"it was the thing to do," like a wo-
man wearing a hobble skirt, rather
than from a realization of its need
and its great value.

We gathered from far and near in

great numbers (over 128 out-of-town
bee-men registered for the school),

and waited rather curiously for the

show to begin. One Xueces Valley
beekeeper said: "I am going to at-

tend the opening session. If it is not
worth w'hile I can quietly drop out
and go home." He staid until the last

word was spoken. .\ Laredo bee-
keeper said : "I have to go home
Thursday night. I will only attend
the first four days." He remained
over Saturday. He could rather lose

his business engagement at home
than miss a single lecture. A Jour-
danton beekeeper intended to at-

tend only one-half the sessions, be-

Texas beekeepers go to school

cause of other business, but could not

do so. He said: "The program fits

together like the corners of a dove-
tailed hive. I simply had to attend

every session or lose my object in

coming at all."

These are only typical instances.

They could be multiplied many fold.

The programs for the school are

carefully worked out and are care-

fully carried forward as a constantly

developing theme. Mr. Demuth, in

his expositions of beekeeping prac-

tice during the succeeding seasons,

follows very closely the lines laid

down by Dr. Phillips in his discus-

sions of bee behavior.
Mr. Sturtevant gives a careful sur-

vey of every phase of bee disease

and makes plain to the lay mind the

symptoms and effects of known bac-
teria. A Waxahachie man who had
long served as Inspector in his coun-
ty, arose in open meeting and said

that the one lecture on differential

diagnosis was alone worth more than
the cost of the trip to San Antonio
and the week lost from his business

He merely expressed the thought
that formed in the mind of every
beekeeper present.

The school afforded the honey pro-

ducers of Texas an opportunity to

become acquainted with our new
State Entomologist, Dr. M. C. Tan-
quary. His lecture on the life history

of the bee proved to be one of the

best numbers on the program. One
evening he also gave an illustrated

lecture depicting his life in the Arctic

while zoologist with the Crockerland
expedition.

Mr. H. B. Parks, our State Apicul-

turisf, who has in his charge the

newly-established Texas experimen-
tal apiaries, was "Principal" of the

school and presided during its ses-

sions. One of the most enjoyable
entertainment features of the week
was his illustrated lecture on the

Aleutian Indians. While in the In-

dian school service of the Depart-
ment of the Interior. Mr. Parks
heard much of the folk lore of these

interesting people, which he gave us

in a connected and interesting man-
ner.

Our responsibility, as commercial
honey producers to the beginner in

beekeeping, was discussed by Mr.
Kennith Hawkins, specialist in bee-

keeping for the G. B. Lewis Com-
pany. Mr. Hawkins pointed out 'the

need for intelligent propaganda and
the responsibilities that rest on us

toward those who are still in ignor-

ance of modern methods of apicul-

ture. His close acquaintance with
southern beekeeping gave his re-

marks peculiar emphasis and in-

creased their practical application
and value.

The climax of the session came Fri-

day night, December 19, when the en-
tire school of beekeepers "clustered"
for a typical Mexican dinner. Dr.
Phillips had told us to expect clus-

tering at about 57 degrees F., and
that the temperature of these clus-

ters would then rise. Thanks to the

pungency of some of the viands
served for dinner, the prediction was
certainly verified. Many pleasant

memories were carried away by all

who participated in the unique and
inimitable event.
San Antonio, Texas.

Fertilizing Drone Eggs

I find the article by Gilbert Barratt

on fertilizing drone eggs particularly

interesting, because it appears to dis-

prove that which Dr. Phillips has so

consistently maintained both in his

book, "Beekeeping," and also in his

California lectures, namely, that the

sex is determined before fertilization.

I quote from his book, page 188: "It

seems clear, however, that the state-

ment of Dzierzon that all the eggs in

the ovary are male eggs cannot be ac-

cepted, and it is, in fact, not improba-
ble that the eggs destined to be fe-

males die for want of fertilization,

while the eggs destined to be males,

not requiring fertilization, are capa-
ble of development."

Now, if that were so, fertilizing a

drone egg artificially would not make
a female of it. So if Gilbert Barratt's

experiments are correct, as I have no
doubt they arc. then Dr. Phillips will

liave to modify his theorj'.

Dr. Phillips attached a good deal of

importance to the fact that bees did

away with the eggs of a drone layer.

To me this does not seem so very im-
portant, as I know bees will remove
eggs of a normal fertile queen if they
cannot look after them.
The bees can probably tell whether

an egg is fertile or not. And in the

case of a drone larva they probably
get disgusted at seeing nothing but
drone eggs, especially if they are in

worker cells, and consequently eat

them up sooner than raise useless

stunted drones.
WILL H. GRAY.

British Columbia.
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Attendant Bees for Shipping Queens

Some time ago a question was
raised as to the age of bees which is

best for caging for shipment with
queens. The question was presented
to several queen breeders and some
of the answers are as follows:

I believe it advisable to mix the

bees in shipping queens. That is, put
in about half young bees just emerged
from the cells and half older bees

having their honey-sacks well filled

with honey. I adopted this plan early

in my career as a shipper of queens,
and have found it very successful.

To go into details as to the way I

pack queens for shipment, in using
the ordinary 6-hole cage I first run in

the queen, then run in nine young
bees—those whitish looking bees that

have only been out of the cells a few
hours—then run in ten of the older

bees that have their honey-sacks well

filled. I used to have quite a trade in

queens to Europe before the great
war came along and broke it up, and
before the great drought in south-
west Texas broke me up, and I used
the large export cage for that trade.

In preparing that for mailing I put
in 19 young bees and 20 large bees. I

was almost universally successful in

shipping queens, the few losses I had
probably being caused by fumigation
of the mails at some place en route.

I have had them on the road for as

much as 18 days and arrive in good
condition, only a few of the bees be-
ing dead. I consider it very import-
ant that the older bees selected as
escort for the queen should have
their honey sacks well filled This
makes them peaceable, so that they
are not inclined to ball the queen in

the cage.
Texas. H. D. MURRY.
Replying to yours of late date re-

garding attendant bees selected to ac-
company queens in transit, I beg to

say that for short distances I take
the first I can get, usually those with
heads in cells, as this makes it short
work to pick them up by the wings.
I avoid all bees with abdomen padded
out as though full of food.

For long distances I am more care-
ful. Pass your hand a few inches
above the surface of the comb and
the bees that look up at the hand
and hold their wings up make the
best shippers, according to my experi-
ence. These you will find have empty
stomachs. In shipping to Cuba many
years ago (in my infancy) I decided
that the bees should start well fed.

I placed the cages on a paper well
smeared with honey and let them
take their fill. Every queen and
bees arrived dead.

JOHN M. DAVIS.
Tennessee.

L. E. Miles, Balboa, Canal Zone,
writes to J. M. Davis:

"I received the six queens b^' yes-
terday's boat, 5 living, one dead. The
five were in the best condition and
one cage had a comb started in it

and the queen had filled the six cells
full of eggs. It may be common, but
it was a surprise to me."

Bumblebees and Smoke

With reference to the article on
the bumblebee by H. B. Parks which
appeared in our December issue, F.

W. L. Sladen writes to confirm Mr.
Parks' experience that these insects
cannot be readily subdued by smoke.
Mr. Sladen says that in his experi-
ence they cannot be subdued by
smoke and that either cyanide or
ether is necessary. Mr. Pellett, in

a foot note to the Parks article stat-

ed that he had been able to subdue
them readily with smoke. In this

case the weather was warm and con-
ditions were quite normal with the
colony. It is possible that some
other factor entered into the case
which was not noted, and the smoke
credited for a condition for which it

was not responsible. Further experi-
ment on this point is worth while in

order to definitely settle the ques-

tion, and it is hoped that all three of
the above named men will try again
next summer. We will welcome the
experience of others who have given
the matter a trial.

A Beekeeping Survey

In order to secure information on
which to base plans for future work
in beekeeping at the Iowa State Col-
lege of Agriculture, Professor Pad-
dock is undertaking a survey of the

beekeeping of the State. Letters have
been sent out to a large number of

representative beekeepers asking in-

formation regarding the extent of

their operations and the general na-
ture of their methods. It is to be
hoped that all beekeepers receiving
this letter will reply promptly and
fully so that the college may have
full information regarding Iowa bee-
keeping.

BEEKEEPERS BY THE WAY
A Beeman From Nebraska

H. C. Cook, of Omaha, is a retired
policeman, but retirement from the
police force with him did not mean
inactivity. Cook is a beekeeper, and
since his bees provide for him more
generously than the city did during
his long service as a policeman, it is

evident that he keeps busy most of
the time with the bees. His apiary is

one of the show places of Omaha and
hundreds of visitors call to see some-
thing of the honey-gathering indus-
try. With about a hundred colonies
on a city lot he furnishes a splendid
example of intensive beekeeping. His
annual returns from the bees run

H. C. Cook, of Omaha.

from $1,200 to $2,400 per year. When
the writer first heard about Cook
through a writer for the agricultural

press, he was greatly disposed to

doubt the stories as told. A later

visit was sufficient to bring convic-
tion that Cook is getting the honey
and turning it into cash equal to the

sum claimed by the enthusiastic re-

porter. His lowest per colony aver-

age has been 78 poimds, while he has
harvested as much as 147 pounds per
colony.
An important secret of his success

lies in the fact that he sells his

honey at the top price. He sold

granulated extracted honey at 60

cents when liquid honey sold at SO

cents per package. When consum-
ers complain that they can buy
cheaper honey, Cook always admits
the fact, but says that he is not com-
peting with that kind of honey. He
sells all he can produce readily at 40

cents per pound for extracted honey
and $8 per case for comb.

Cook is inclined to try experiments
.ind to get all the fun possible out of

the job while making a living from
tlie bees. One sees a lot of things in

his apiary that he never saw any-
where else. One of these ideas is a

plate glass inner cover for every bee-
iiive. This is worth while, too, in a

city like Omaha, for every visitor can
be given a glimpse of bee activity

without opening the hives. His
"silo" for storing combs was de-
scribed in a recent issue.

In a big city the directory usually

contains rather a long line of

"Cooks," and Omaha is no exception.
When he discovered that his cus-

tomers had difficulty in remembering
his particular initials, he asked the
telephone company to change his

name, but not his initials. It now ap-
pears as "Honey C. Cook," and there

is no further trouble because of his,

customers getting the wron^ Cook.
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DR. MILLER'S ANSWERS
=^

^
Prevent Swarming

I was just reading an article by E. R. Root.

"Swarming via Clipped Queens." He states

that when the swarra is put in a new hive on

the old location (or stand), to move the

old hive to a new location, cutting out all

queen cells but one. But what I want to

know is, could I not set the old hive close up
beside the swarm, both facing the same way,

and on the seventh or eighth day move it to

a new location ten feet or more away? (The
same as l>octor Miller advocates so much).

Would that not work better than bothering

with the queen cells. In cutting out the queen
cells, one would always be in danger of miss-

ing one or more, besides the extra manipula-

tion. MICHIGAN.
Answer.—Either way will work. Much of

the success depends upon the taste, the man-

agement of the beekeeper, the strength of the

colony, the warmth of the season, etc. You

need to use discretion to decide which is

best under the circumstances.

Bees on Shares
If one started in the bee business without

any capital, what share is customary for him,

if he does all the work and everything fur-

nished? OREGON.
Answer.—Once only, I undertook to man-

age bees that belonged to another party, fur-

nishing labor only. The agreement was that

the proceeds would be divided half and half,

each party furnishing hives for his share of

the swarms. It does not seem to me that this

can be improved upon.

Shipping Bees
Can bees be sent safely from Texas to the

State of Washington? I am thinking of buy-

ing packages of bees in the Southern States.

WASHINGTON.
Answer.—We have often received queens

from Europe in good shape. As to bees by

the pound, many lots have been shipped from

the South to Canada safely. There is no

doubt that they may be transported, if prop-

erly packed and sufficiently fed, from Texas

to Washington.

Gathering Pollen
What time of the season do queenless colo-

nies gather an over supply of pollen, as stated

in the December Journal? In my experience,
when a colony becomes queenless during the

winter or early spring, they are inactive and
gather very little pollen.

.'iNSWER.—During the winter and early spring

ihcre is little or no pollen to gather. But when
there are plenty of blossoms, if the colony is

-nil strong in bees, it gathers a great deal of

I

ollen, though much less than a queenright

colony. As this pollen cannot be consumed,

its quantity is in excess of that of a queenright

colony.

Size of Frame in Modified Dadant
Hive—Wintering—Vetch

1. Is the frame used in the moditied Dadant
hive of the same dimensions as the Jumbo, ex-
cept being spaced differently?

2. In wintering bees m the Demuth cases, is

it necessary to keep the entrance clear, or will

it be all right to let snow drift over them?
3. Do any of the vetches which are grown
r hay produe honey? MINNESOTA.
Answers.— 1. Yes.

2. Snow is not injurious unless it thaws and

freezes so as to make a coat impervious to

air, stopping ventilation. It should be re-

moved when there is chance for f.ight.

3. According to Bonnier, who shows cuts of

27 different kinds of vetch iyicia), in his *'Com

plete Flora of France, Belgium and Switzer-

land," 1S3 different kinds of vetch have been

described in different countries. He writes;

"Many of them are visited by bees, which

often gather in them an abundant nectar."

It is unimportant, as far as we know. The

Vicia sat Ufa is cultivated, according to both

Gray and Bonnier.

Increase—Wintering
1. I have two swarms of bees purchased last

fall. I introduced an Italian queen to one
swarm in September, and the other, which was
purchased later, has a black queen. I would
like to get as large a crop of honey as possible,

and at the same time increase to six or eight

swarms. Will you please tell me the plan you
consider best to do this? 1 plan on requeening
my black bees early in the spring and keeping
a drone trap on the hive to keep my bees pure
Italian. I have the only bees for 4 miles

around, and think conditions favorable for me
to do this, if I use the proper care myself.

2. I have my bees in the cellar, where the
temperature stays between 38 and 42, but is at

40 most of the time. One swarm is a little

weak. Would you recommend putting in a

division-board at this time, or would they -e
better left alone?

3. To keep my wife from being nervous
about going into the cellar, I built a shelf out 8

inches on the front of each hive and screwed
the whole front in and covered the whole thing

with a burlap sack, as my cellar is too light.

Will this do any damage if I clean this shelf off

once or twice during the winter?
4. One colony is a little short of stores, al-

though it has a plenty for the winter. I planned
on making a plate of hard candy and putting

over the frames just before taking out of the

cellar in the spring. Do you think it would
be better to take a frame of honey from the

other hive, which has a large supply of stores,

and giving to the weaker? I am forced to do
my bee work before 9 a. m. or after 5 p. m.,

so it is necessary that 1 do ray swarming arti-

ficially, and do not allow any natural swarms
to come out. MINNESOTA.
Answer.—1. Don't keep a drone trap on

your hive, even if you run the risk of mismat-

ings. A drone trap is a hindrance to success.

When you Italianize your colony, remove all

the drone brood. That is much better than

keeping a drone trap.

2. Don't disturb the bees that are in the cel-

lar, unless they are in danger of starvation.

In that case just put a cake of feeding candy

right over the brood combs.

3. The burlap sack is all right if the temper-

ature is not so low or so high as to make your

bees restless. About 45 degrees is right. Do not

disturb them by cleaning a shelf so as to jar

them.

4. Hard candy or honey will do for feed.

But in spring honey is a little better, if the

other colony has it to spare. Do not attend

to this till they are on the summer stani, un-

less they are entirely short.

Keeping a Record of Queens
We are taught by the colleges and through

apicultural books that we should keep a careful
record of each colony of bees in the apiary as
to fecundity o( the queen and honey production
by the daughters of each queen.

In attempting to do this I find considerable
difficulty and have frequently wondered if the
large commercial beekeepers in my country
and yours do really keep sue' records.
To better illustrate what I mean, take the

following actual example: X have a record
book with ruled columns as follows:

Date, Spring, Clipped, Brood Queen. Honey,
Fall, Meanings, Spring condition, Frames Brood
at opening of season, Origin of queen (from
whom bought). Honey Production, etc.

Now take colony No. 45, appearing in above
record; originally a package from the South in

early May of 1919. Record shows that on
June 6 building up nicely, gave frame of brood

from No. 6; June 26 brood mostly hatched,
queen O. K., but few recent eggs and three
queen-cells, queen evidently failing. Cut out
two cells and left colony to take care of itself;

later found colony queenless and gave queen-
cell from No. 24, which queen came through
queen cell from No. 3, which came from queen
cell No 5. Now how is it possible to follow
the record of this queen family as to previous
honey production and purity of origin ? Or
what advanntage is there in doing so? I see
clearly enough that one doesn't want to breed
from poor stock, and that the motto "the best
is none too good" applies with much force to
beekeeping, and with particular force to com-
mercial honey production, where quantity of
crop made in a few short weeks of summer
makes (or mars) the whole season's business,
and it is equally clear that the crop is de-
pendent upon the productiveness of the queen
(again provided the weather is favorable for se-
cretion of nectar).

I confess that I get puzzled in that theory of
"breed only from your best queen"—not theo-
retically, but practically, as I find it is so hard
to follow up, one season not giving the neces-
sary record of what a queen will do and the
following season may be like the year just
closed, a general failure in my district, and
after two seasons, the queen has passed her
age of usefulness.

I have been turning over in my head a
remark made to me in Eaton's store in

Toronto a few weeks ago, when I happened
to run into one of our best-known and most
successful beekeepers, a man who has been
in the business for many years. In discuss-
ing some of the problems I had been trying
to solve, this man said to me: "Did yon ever
notice that the most (and I was going to say
the only) successful men in commercial honey
production, the men who are making their
living by beekeeping, have been at the busi-
ness around a period of twenty years?. Take
any of our best men, say Byers, Pettit, Hol-
terman, they have all been at it for a long
time—they are able to size up the probabilities
of the season at an early date and make their
shifts accordingly, where a man new to bee-
keeping hasn't learned what his trouble is

until it's too late to rectify it that season;
consequently the season has passed before he
really wakes up. That's the trouble with all

beginners. I tell you, it take about twenty
years to make a successful beekeeper."

ONTARIO.
Answer.—There is no doubt that, ii. bee-

keeping as in every pursuit, long experience

makes for success. So the remarks of your

friend in Toronto are very appropriate and

show that he has experience.

As to keeping record of good queens, I do

not find it difficult. In any one season, se-

lect the colonies that have given you the best

crop, and breed from those. Then keep a

record of queens bred from these and select

among those queens the one or two that have

given pure, gentle bees and excellent honey

producers. Do the same for drones.

There are bad seasons, it is true. But when
you have made a selection you should have

no trouble in following your good queens

from year to year. A good queen, with a

record, should not be discarded because of a

bad season.

The best and most satisfactory queen breed-

ers are those who select 3 or 4 excellent

queens and breed from them almost exclu-

sively. But it takes persistence, attention and

carefulness of all the details.

Winlerinr
1. I have some bees; they were doing fine

until winter. I don't understand how to keep
them. I put them in the cellar; they won't
stay in the hive. I put screens on the
doors, and still they fly against the screen
and try to get out. The cellar is dark and
still. i took them outside and put about 4

inches of rye straw around them. On soft
days they come out and fall in the snow and
freeze. I put screens on the entrance of the
hives. If 1 keep them in the cellar or up-
stairs what temperature should the rooms be?

2. Next year I intend to build a bee house
Do you think a building with about 8 inches
of sawdust between the walls would be warm
enough for winter without any other protec-
tion?
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3. Please tell me where is the best place to

winter bees. If outside, what is the best

cover an^ how much shotiUl be around the

hive? NORTH MICHIGAN.
Answers.— 1. Jt is probable that your cel-

lar was too warm at the lime when you placed

the bees in it. It is out of the question to

expect to keep bees in a cellar by putting

screens on the doors. If the cellar's tempera-

ture is between 45 and 50 degrees, the bees

will be quiet without any screens, either on

the doors or on the hive entrances. Outside,

it is impossible to keep the temperature

where the bees never want to fly. But in

warm days it will do no damage if a few of

them get lost.

2. The building that you propose to make
would be all right for your bees if they can

fly out whenever it is warm. Otherwise a

cellar is better, in your latitude.

3. Winter in a good cellar, in your latitude.

If you winter out of doort, better make outer

cases with about G inches of shavings or sim-

ilar protection around, under and above your

brood nests.

Moth—Bees by the Pound

—

Transfer

1. I have Dr. C. C. Miller's two books
("Fifty Years Among the Bees" and "Thou-
sand Answers) and like them both real well.

1 had considerab.e trouble with the bee
motlis this year. They killed out three old

colonies for me and a new swarm that 1

caught. 1 have read that zero weather kills

the moth, so 1 have left my bees out of doors
so far this winter and the temperature has
been down to l(i degrees or more below
zero. I will put them in now. Lr. Miller's

book says the Italian bees keep the moths
down, even though the colony be quite small.

So that seems to be another thing for me
to take advantage of. Do you .think I have
done the right thing by leaving my bees out
to get that zero temperature to kill the
moths? I suppose 1 will get some goo from
it, but suffer the loss of a few bees to pay
for it. Am I right?

2. I have a hive that I bought from a

neighbor last spring that didn't have good at-

tention, consequently the lid was practically

no account and the bees froze out. There is

quite a lot of honey in the bottom, so I was
thinking, it being dark and in good combs, it

would be line for bees to use anyway, either

to feed the bees in other hives, if they need
some, or to start new colonies in the spring.

1 shouldn't think new colonies would need
very much honey at that time of year. So how
would it be for me to buy some pound pack-

ages of bees and give each nucleus a frame or

two of this honey?
3. When 1 buy bees by the pound will

there be a queen come with each package, or

do they only sell worikers without queen?
Please advise me as best you can about it.

There are lots of bees in the timber here and
also there are several colonies kept around
over the country. So possibly I can't keep
the Italians pure even if I should get a start

of them. I am quite new at the bee business

and don't know whether I can make a good
job of finding old queens and replacing them
with Italians or not.

4. I would like to get a good start of Ital-

ians and try raising some queens for my
other hives. Possibly that would be better

than to try to stock all the hives in the spring.

, 6. Another thing I would like to do is get

some of my swarms into new hives.

NEBRASKA.
Answers.—1. No, you did not do the right

thing to leave your bees out to kill the moths-

If there are any moths m them, they stay in

the warm part of the hive and do not die

till the bees do. Putting your hives in the

cellar late in the winter is not good, because

the bees arc already loaded with feces in their

bowels and may suffer from diarrhea.

2. Yes, if you have honey from a dead

colony and preserve it you may use both the

honey and combs for bees by the pound,

bought in the spring.

8. When you buy bees by the pound you

had best buy a queen with each lot. They ar-

rive in better condition and really need a

queen. But you can buy bees without queens.

4. Yes. Try your hand at it next summer.

Why should you not succeed as well as oth-

erte have done?

5. To transfer your bees into new hives,

wait tilt the bees swarm, then hive the swarm
in an up-to-date hive; set it on the old

stand, then set the old hive close beside or

behind it. In 3 weeks the brood will all be

hatched out of it and you can shake all the

bees in front of the swarm. Then tiie combs

may be used as you see fit. If they do not

swarm, take off the cover, place the new
hive on top of the old one and drive the

bees into it, making sure that the queen is

up with them. Then place a queen excluder

between the two until all the brood is hatched,

when you can remove the old hive.

Swarming—Extracted vs. Comb
There are so many ways and so much talk

about keeping uees from swarming that a
beginner is confused and don't know what,
how or when. Some claim one thin and some
another.

1. I want to know how it will work to use
thje full-size brood frames to extract from,
and then I could use all bodies the same
size.

2. It is all right to extract the outside
frames of the brood nest and put those empty
ones above and foundation below. Would
they go above more readily to work and check
swarming?

3. They say that the prime swarm rarely
sends forth another swarm; but it is almost a
sure thing with mine ; as soon as they get
good and strong they will swarm. I put out
23 swarms and got aliout 1,800 pounds of
comb honey. I am thinking of changing to ex-
tracted and see if I cannot get along better.

WISCONSIN.
Answers.—1. Yes, it will do to use the

brood size frames in the super.

2. Unless you have hives containing more
than 10 Langstroth frames in a story, you

will have but little to extract from the sides

of the brood nest. Give plenty of room,

plenty of ventilation and plenty of shade and

you will diminish the swarming tendency.

3. You will have less swarming with the

production of extracted honey, all other things

being equal. You must have a very good lo-

cation for bees.

Queen-Cells
1. Please tell nie how you can tell the dif-

ference between a rijie queen cell and a fresh
one.

2. Can a queen cell be cut out of a brood
frame and put in some other comb?

3. Will tlie bees accept such cells by shak-
ing some bees on said comb by imprisoning
the bees for 24 hours or so?

WISCONSIN.
Answers.— 1. A freshly sealed queen cell

looks smooth. A ripe queen cell looks a lit-

tle rough on the end, as the bees were

anxious to see what is in it and meant to

open it.

2. Yes, certainly. You must use a great

deal of caution and cut around it far enough

not to damage it. Use the same caution in

inserting it. Nowadays queen cells arie pre-

pared artificially, so that they rarely need to

be cut out of the comb.

3. Yes; but it would be better to put the

cell on a comb of brood, in the most central

part of it. Then put in bees enough to take

good care of it. Be sure and have honey
there, also.

Wintering
1. Will a strong, populous colony winter

successfully in a lO-frame Danzcnbakcr brood
chamber? The frames arc 7J^ inches deep. I

have tar paper around the outside of the hive
and they arc kept in a fairly comfortable
building.

2. I left a super of section honey over the

brood chamber. Do you think this is neces-
sary, and will it cause a loss of too much
heat?

3. Should the super be taken off before the
bees are set out in the spring? IOWA.
Answers.—1. Bees can be wintered success-

fully in almost any style of hive if they have
enough stores. The Danzenbaker hive is very

shallow, and that is against it, but with an

upper story full of honey it is quite probable

that they will have honey enough.

2. The super may cause loss of heat, but it

is probably necessary for a honey supply.

3. Do not remove it unless the colony is

weak and does not need the honey stored in

it.

Beginning in City
1. How many hives should an inexperienced

hand start with?
2. What time of the year should you start?
3. Can bees be raised in the city?

OHIO.
Answers.—1. If you have no knowledge of

bees whatever, say 2 to 6 colonies, till you'

learn whether you can handle them.

2. The best time to get bees is in spring,

during fruit bloom. Be sure the colonies have

good queens and sufficient stores to carry them
to the honey crop.

3. Yes. Chas. F. Muth kept an apiary in

the heart of the city of Cincinnati and made
some honey. Thos. G. Newman kept a num-
ber of colonies in Chicago. However, it is

better to live in the outskirts of the city, if

you wish to keep bees successfully.

Raising Queens—Foulbrood
1. Can bees be kept near chickens?
2. Explain how to go about raising queens.
3. What is meant by foulbrood?

PENNSYLVANIA.
Answers.— 1. Bees may be kept in the same

yard with chickens. But if the yard is very

small it might be best to place the hives on a

stand so that chickens will not annoy the:n or

be annoyed by them.

2. It would take an entire number of the

Journal to explain about queen-rearing, Send
for "Practical Queen Rearing," or for "First

Lessons in Beekeeping," and you will read the

explanation of it.

3. Foulbrood is a contagious disease of the

brood of bees. There are 2 varieties of it,

called "European" and "American" foulbrood.

You will also read about this in books on bee-

keeping.

Clover—Shipping Bees
1. How is the best way to get a start of

white clover? The place where I intend to

sow the clover is a large garden that was full

of weeds. Is this a good place for the seed ?

I am a boy IG years of age, and intend to start

into the bee business tlie fo. lowing year.

2. How many hives of bees would do for a
beginner?

3. I have a neighbor that lives a quarter of a
mile from me who has a few hives of bees.

Do you tliink ray bees would gather honey at

that distance from home?
4. Do you think Indiana is too far to have

bees shipped from Central Illinois?

ILLINOIS.
Answers.— 1. White clover will grow nicely

in a garden, as anyone who has used horse

manure in a garden can testify. Get seed and

sow it. But usually there is enough clover in

all the pastures in your vicinity.

2. From 2 to C colonics are best for a be-

ginner. Have at least 2, for with only one

you might have a little bad luck and get dis-

couraged.

3. Bees go readily 2 miles from home to

gather honey, but your neighbor's few hives

will not interfere with yours.

4. Bees are shipped clear across the United

States, but it would be best to buy your bees

i
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as close to your home as possible, as shipping

bees is expensive.

Increasing
I am thiiik:ing of making increase, and think

I will use live hives in making them. I in-

tend to make 20 new ones, and having five old

ones the same strength as the others after di-

viding them, leaving the old queen on the old

stand. The plan I intend to go by you will

find enclosed.
On April 10 put old queen above with two

frames of brood, with a zinc excluder bt-tween

them, putting brood below and filling out with

frames. On April 20 cut out all but one queen
cell. That will give me laying queen May 5,

leaving them together until the 25th, then di-

vide.

I am going to use five hives for making
twenty-five, using four to start them and using

the last one for making queen cells for the

others, giving queen cells and stuffing them in

with grass, starting the last hive on May 15.

MISSOURI.
Akswer.—I'm afraid your plan will not

come up to your expectations, although I'm

none too sure about the plan, as you first

speak as though intending to have each colony

start its own queen-cells, and later as though

having one start cells for all. Perhaps the

idea is to have four of them start each a cell

for itself and the fifth rear one for itself and

twenty extra that will be needed. As I under-

stand it. you will put the queen above an ex-

cluder and expect cells to be started on the

brood below the excluder. But you cannot

rely upon it. Some of them will be pretty

sure not to start a cell, and those that do

start cells will start too few to make out the

total number needed. Again, you will find

that, as a rule, queens reared before about tlie

usual time of swarming are not very valuable

queens. If you have confidence in the plan,

better try it upon one colonv, and if it's suc-

cessful you can call me down for giving poor

advice.

Transferring
1. Some three years ago a swarm of bees

settled in an inverted soap box and have staid

there since. How can X now get them into an
ordinary hive?

2. Will the bees settle down if placed over
a hive fixed with frames and foundation
combs? OREGON.
Answers.— 1. If you place a hive with

frames and foundation right over the box

containing the colony, after having inverted

the latter so that the two openings will come
together, leaving off the bottom-board of the

movable-frame hive, the bees will ascend into

the upper hive as soon as the other box is

full. This should not be done before spring,

when there are flowers in the field. During

the winter it would be worse than useless. If

the queen does not move up into the upper

combs, you may drive her up by smoking and

drumming the lower hive. Better still wou.a

be to transfer the brood and bees by the

methods recommended in "First Lessons,"

"Thousand Answers," or at still greater

length in "Langstroth Revised."

2. The bees will go up into a hive much
more readily than they will go do-wn into it,

everything else being equal. The heat ascends

from a hive of bees, but does not go down,
and in the spring they need heat for the

brood.

Moths
I have no bees here, but I own several hun-

dred colonies of bees in Greece and am much
interested to learn the business properly. I
had a letter from my father saying that my
bees suffer from the moths. Those are the
worst enemies we have. Our hives are all

skeps, but as soon as I learn the business over
here I propose to go back and put them in
modern hives. 1 enclose money order for the
Bee Journal and "Answers to Thousand Ques-

tions. What can I do to prevent the moths?
ILLINOIS.

Answer.—The book which you have just or-

dered answers your question pretty thorough-
ly in pages 13-16, on "Beemoths." In a very
few words we can say that moths are injuri-

ous only to weak and often to queenless colo-

nies—never to strong hives of bees. Of
course, in order to control your bees properly,

you will need to transfer them from the

"skeps" to regular movable-frame hives, for the

advantages of the latter are that they enable

you to take your hives apart just like a lot of

toy building blocks, permitting you to perform
any necessary operations. '

Increasing
Would it be a good idea to make an increase

in bees in spring, about the time they are
ready to swarm? I haven't a good place for
my bees to alight if they should swarm, and
would not like to lose them. I intend to order
my queens and divide my colonies which are
about to swarm. TEXAS.
Answer.—Yes, if you don't want natural

swarms and want increase, a good plan is to

divide them. j:-erhaps the best way is to put
the old hive in a new spot, leaving the queen
with one brood and frames of foundation on
the old spot. She will thus have all the

field bees, and if you give the old colony a
new queen it will be but a short time till

both are in good shape for harvesting honey.

Extracted or Comb Honey
I am in a good location to sell honey to

consumers, or retail it. Which do you think
would be the most profitable for me to pro-
duce, extracted or comb honey?

WASHINGTON.
....j4nswer.—If you can sell extracted honey
for two-thirds of the price of comb honey, it

will pay better to produce that kind, for you
can produce it for less than two-thirds the

cost.

Creosote on Queens
Will bees occupy hives which have been

dipped in creosote to preserve them, in place
of painting? WYOMING.
Answer.—You can transfer a colony of bees,

comb, brood, queen and bees into such a hive

and have them stay, but it is very doubtful

whether you can hive a swarm into it and have
them stay. Try it. I never did.

Hiving Two-Pound Packages
Last June I got 2 pounds bees and untested

queen from Alabama. Never having had any
experience myself with bees. I got a neighbor
boy to put them in the hives. He took off the
top and put them in on top of brood frames.
They stuck around for three or four days and
then flew away. Now what I wish to know is,

exactly how to put bees purchased by the
pound) into a hive, and just how to release
the queen. I wish someone would answer this
in your Journal before next May.

PENNSYLANIA.
Answer.—Bees want a cavity, in the dark,

for their home. So opening a hive and ex-

posing its entire inside to the light of day

is perhaps the least satisfactory way of get-

ting them to go in and stay.

If the queen is caged separately from the

bees, as is often the case, place her cage at

the entrance of the hive, or, if the bottom-

board is not fastened, place the cage on the

bottom-board a short distance back of the en-

trance, so the bees may smell her odor from

the entrance. Then place the cage containing

the bees, open, with its opening in front of the

hive entrance. If they hesitate to go in, you

may shake a few of them so as to get them

started. The whole swarm might be shaken

in front after giving them a little syrup, so

they will not be inclined to take wing.

A comb of brood, or even a dry comb, inside

of the hive is a great inducement for them
to go in. Of course, after the bees have gone
in, the queen should be released among them.

The hiving of bees by the pound is really

the hiving of a swarm. What is suita le in

the one case is usually suitable in the other.

Getting a Start
1. How bad I best work, with one big colony,

for next spring's run, beginning all over again?
My idea was to buy an old colony for win-
tering, give careful early feeding in spring
and introduce an Italian queen as early as
temperature will permit.

2. Could I transfer them in spring to a mod-
ern Jumbo hive and at the same time supple-
ment them with a pound of bees'

WISCONSIN.
Answers.—1. This should have been an-

swered sooner. If you have bought a big col-

ony for winter, it should have enough honey
to winter, especially if wou place the hive in
the cellar. If they do not have enough food,
when spring comes, you may give them some
warm syrup, from time to time. As to intro-

ducing an Italian queen as soon as temperature
will permit, it is all right. But be sure you
have the Italian queen, alive, on hand, before
destroying the old queen.

2. If you desire it, the colony may be
transferred to a Jumbo hive during fruit bloom.
But unless they are very weak it will hardly
do to buy a pound of bees to give them. There
is always more or less danger of fighting, when
uniting bees, and a pound of strange bees, fa-

tigued from a long trip, would not do much
good. It might pay better to buy that pound
of bees and that queen in spring and start a
new colony with them.

Qpeen Find Hive—Clean up Frames-
Drones

1. If a queen bee drops on the ground from
a comb, will she find her own hive?

2. Will it incite the bees to robbery if we
raise the hive one inch in hot weather?

3. Is it proper, after extracting, to put the
comb out to the bees to clean up?

4. I had two colonies go wrong last summer.
They all turned to small drones. Do you think
they had a laying worker-bee? I couU not
find any queen. What should I do in such a
case?

5. When bees are put in hives that have
dead sealed brood, will they clean out dead
brood? BEGINNER.

/Answers.—1. The queen is rather helpless in

finding her home, when she happens to drop
on the ground, for the only time she has
taken flight was when she went out to mate, or

perhaps when she went out with the swarm. Be-
"sides, she is usually heavy with eggs and flies

with difliculty. Usually when she drops to the

ground some of her bees find her and care
for her. But I should be very careful to see

that she was home safe.

2. If we raise the hive In hot weather when
it is overflowing with bees (and there is no
need to do it at other times) there will be no
danger of robbing.

3. Practical men are not all agreed upon the

course to pursue. If the combs are put out,

when all is quiet, far enough from any hive

to avoid inducing robbing of a nearby colony

afterwards, there will be no trouble, though
it certainly induces bees to seek easy spoils.

But the worst part of it is that you may feed

youi- neighbors' bees as well as yours. The
other way is to put the supers on strong colo-

nies, a little after sunset.
1. These colonies cither became queenless and

had drone-laying workers, or their queens were
drone-layers. Such colonies bad best be united
with stronger ones, for they are of no value.

0. Belter cut out the dead brood, although
they usually clean it out. There is always a
doubt lurking about dead brood. It is carrion,
at best.
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Saltpeter—Carniolans—Finding Queen
1. What do you know of the use of salt-

peter in bee culture?
2. I have had pure Carniolan bees for 80

years and found them better than Italians and
blacks. What is the reason they are not more
advertised in the American Bee Journal?

3. I wonder that Doctor Miller does not know
of a trick to find the queen in a colony, but

have you ever heard of knocking on one side

or the other of the beehive to oblige the queen
to come onto that side, so as not to have to

look on all frames to find the queen?
MONTANA.

Answers.—1. Nothing, except that it is often

used for soaking rags to light easily for use

in the smoker.

2. Probably for the reason that we have not

retained them ourselves, that it is difficult to

ascertain when there is hybridization of those

bees with the common black, as they are very

similar in color. With the Italians, the least

admixture of other blood shows readily.

The Carniolans are also faulty in being too

prone to swarm excessively.

3. Knocking on a honey-board at the top of

the brood chamber often attracts the queen

and a number of bees there Hut when it fails,

it usually disturbs the bees so as to make the

queen more difficult to find afterwards. The
same might be said of knocking on one side

or the other of the hive body.

M
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West Virginia Meeting in March
The Panhandle Beekeepers' Asso-

ciation will hold its 28th annual
spring meeting at the Market Audi-
torium, in Wheeling, on Wednesday,
March 10, 1920.

CLASSinED DEPARTMENT.
Advertisements in tins department will be

inserted for three cents per word, with no dis-

counts. No classified advertisements accepted

for less than 'Afi cents. Count each initial or

number as one word.
Copy for this department must reach us not

later than the 20th of the month preceding

date of issue. If intended for classified de-

partment it should be so stated when adver-

tisement is sent.

BEES AND QUEENS
FOR SALE—200 three-frame nuclei with

Italian queens. These nuclei contain three .

solid frames of capped prood; delivered 1st of
|

May ; one-half down, balance just before de-

livery. Irish Bros., Doctortown, Ga.

"QUALITY" THREE-BANDED ITALIANS
from excellent stock; untested queens, 1,

$1.50: 6 for $7.50; 12 for $13.50: 50 for $55;
100 for $100. N. J. James,

1185 Bird Ave.. San Jose, Calif.

FOR SALE—140 color.ies of Italian bees in

10-frame Root hives, well made, painted and
in first-class shape. No disease. Ill health

reason for selling. Dexter & Knapp,
Mound. Minn.

ITALIAN BEES (the kind that fill from 2

to 6 supers), for sale, in new 8 and 10-

frame Root hives, at $12 and $15 per colony,

if ordered soon. Bees to be shipped by ex-

express in April. Queers after May 1.

Miss Lulu Goodwin, Mankato, Minn.

FOR SALE—Italian queens from some of the

best stock in the United States, mailed as

soon as hatched. Safe arrival guaranteed to

any part of the United States and Canada. All

queens mailed in improved safety introducing
cages. Order early. Send for circular.

Prices, April to October 1, 75c; 10, $6; 50,

$27.50. James. McKee, Riverside, Calif

1920 PRICES on nuclei and queens, Miller
strain. Queens, untested, $1.50 each, $15 per

doz. : tested, $2.00 each. $22 per doz. One-
frame nuclei, $3; two-frame, $5; three-frame
$6.60, without queens, f. o. b. Mason, Miss.
Five per cent discount in lots of 25 or more.
We have never had any bee or brood disease

here. Will have no queens except with nu-

clei, until June 1. Safe arrival and satisfac-

tion guaranteed.
Geo. A. Hummer & Sons Prairie Point, Miss.

FOR SALE—210 colonies Italian bees in 8-

frame hives, with 100 supers and 100 ship-

ping cages, at a bargain,
C. H. Cobb, Belleville, Ark.

THAGARD*S STRAIN Italian queens, catalog

I
free. See larger ad elsewhere.

' V. R. Thagard, Greenville. Ala.

HARDY Italian queens No bees
W. G. Lauver. Middletown, Pa.

FOR SALE—350 colonies Italian bees in

Monroe and Baldwin Counties, Alabama,
in 10-frame Langstroth hives, Hoffman
frames. Plenty supers and supplies for this

year. No disease. One 6-frame Root auto-

matic extractor and other fixtures; extra good
range. Reason for selling, am crippled and
not able to attend to them. Come look it

over. A bargain for cash. W. H. Owens,
58 S. Conception St., Mobile, Ala.

1920 PRICES for "She Suits Me" queens.

Untested Italian queen, from May 15 to

June 15, $1.50 each. After June 15, $1-30

each; $12.50 for ten; $1.10 each for 25 or

more.
Allen Latham, Norwichtown, Conn.

ITALIAN QUEENS OF WINDMERE will

be ready in May. Untested, $1.25 each;

six for $7. Tested, $2 each; select tested,

$2.50. Write for quotation on nuclei. Now
booking orders. Prof. W. A. Mathcny.

Ohio University, Athens. Ohio.

FOR SALE—I will book orders for a limited
amount for 3-bandcd Iralian bees in 8-framc
hives. All queens sent out in May are 1919
tested. Safe delivery guaranteed on journey
within 48 hours. Begin shipping May 20

Full colony with testeu breeding queen, $18.
Full colony with tested utility stock. $16.
;i-frame nucleus tested breeding queen. $8.76.
3-frame nucleus tested utility stock, $6.75.
2-frame nucleus tested breeding queen, $7.50.
2-frame nucleus, tested utility stock, iJiS.SO.

June and July Delivery;

—

1-lb. package bees with untested queen,
June, $4; July, $3.50.

2-li). package bees with untested queen,
June, $0.50; July. $5.50.

2-frame nucleus with untested aueen, June,
$6; July, $5.

3-frame nucleus with untested queen, June,
$7.50; July, $6.50.

Tested breeding queens, $5 each. Tested
queens, $3 each. Untested oueens, $1.50 each,
or 6 for $8.

Terms, 10 per cent with order, balance first

of month shipped in; oi 5 per cent discount
for cash with order. Citalog ready about Feb.
15, free.

J. W. Bittenbender, Knoxville, Iowa.

FOR SALE—Leather colored Italian queens,
tested, June 1, $1.50; untested. $1.25; $13

a dozen. Root's goods at Root's prices.

A. W. Yates, 15 Chapman St., Hartford. Conn.

IT'S MARCHANT'S STRAIN that does the
work, that's all. See ad elsewhere.

A. B. Marchant, Jesup, Ga.

FOR SALE—After April 15, our golden Ital-

ian queens, untested, one $1.60 or $15 per
doz.; select untested, one, $1.7* or $18 per
doz. ; tested, $3 each. Safe arrival guaran-
teed. Tillery Bros..

R. 5, Georgiana, Ala.

FOR SALE—Goldens that are true to name.
Select untested, one,$1.50; six, $7.50; 12,

$13.50; 50, $55; 100, $100.
Garden City Apiaries, San Jose, Calif.

FOR SALE—Golden and three-band queens.
Untested, April, May and June delivery.

$1.25 each; $12.50 per doz. Satisfaction.
R. O. Cox, Rt. 4, Greenville, Ala.

FOR SALE—Pure 3-band Italian queens, as
good as you can buy with money. Write for

prices. J. F. Diemer, Liberty, Mo.

BEES BY THE POUND, ALSO QUEENS—
Booking orders now. Free circular gives

prices, etc. See larger ad elsewhere.
Nueces County Apiaries, Calallen, Texas,

E. B. Ault, Prop.

BEES AND QUEENS from ray New Jersey
apiary. J. H. M. Cook.
lAtf 84 Cortland St., New York City.

HONEY AND BEESWAX
FOR SALE—Buckwheat honey, 15c; amber

honey, 18 to 22c; clover, 22 to 25c; bulk
comb, 23 to 25c, owing to amount wanted.

W. H. Hyde, New Canton, 111.

FOR SALE—1,000 lbs ol honey.
E. Keisler, Orangeville, 111.

FOR SALE—Clover and buckwheat honey in
any style container (glass or tin). Let us
quote you. The Deroy Taylor Co.,

Newark, N. Y.

FOR SALE—Choice "Kentucky" clover ex-
tracted honey. Well ripened, thick and rich.

Perfectly clean and suitable for table use.
Packed in 60-lb. tins, two in a case, at 24J^c
f. o. b. H. C. Lee, Brooksville, Ky.

WANTED—Comb, extractrd honey and becs-^

wax R A Burnett & Co..
6Al«t 178 S. Witer St. Chicago. III.

FOR SALE—New crop clover extracted honey,
two 60-pound cans to case, 25c per pound.

Buckwheat and clover mixed, about half and
Vialf, 80c per pound.

H. G. Quirin, Bcllcvuc, Ohio.

WE BUY HONEY AND BEESWAX—Give
us your best price d-^livered New York. On

comb honey state quantity, quality, size,

weight per section and sections to a case. Ex-
tracted honey, quantity, quality, how packed,

and send samples. Chas. Israel Bros. Co.,

486 Canal St. New York, N. Y.

WANTED—Honey in 10-lb cans,
Lang, 1609 Dayton St., Chicago.

WANTED—White clover or light extracted
honey. Send sample ; state how honey ii

put up and lowest cash price delivered at
Monroe; also buy beeswax.

E. B. Rosa, Monroe, Wis.

OUR CROP OF HONEY is now ready for
shipment. It is a good grade white clover

with a very small trace of basswood, almost
water white. It is put up in new 60-lb. tin
cans, two to the case. This honey was ?U
produced by ourselves above queen-excluders,
in nice white combs. Then combs were pro-
vided so that no honey was taken off until
after the season, when it was thoroughly cured
by the bees. It costs more to raise a crop of
honey this way, as we do not get as much per
colony, so we have to have a little more
money for this fancy article than the ordinary
honey on the market. Try a small order and
we feel sure you will buy no other.. We ran
furnish at the following prices, f. o. b. North-
star: one 60-lb. can $16.50; in cases of two
cans, $«0 a case, in any sized orders. The
crop is short this year and will not last long
at these prices. We feel quite sure that the
price will not be any lower, so do not be dis-
appointed by not ordering early if you arc
looking for honey as good as money can buy.

D. R. Townsend, Northstar. Mich.

WANTED—Shipments of old comb and cap-
pings for rendering. We pay the highest

cash and trade prices, charging but 5c a pound
for wax rendering. Fred W. Muth Co.,

204 Walnut St., Cincinnati. Ohio.

FOR SALE
FOR SALE—Two No. 17 extractors, $25 each;

100 zinc excluders, 10-frame, 25c, 8-frame
20c each; one 60-gallon honey tank, galvanized,
$70; one Dadant style uncapping can, $6; one
10-in. foundation mill, $30; 265 10-frame Ideal
supers, rabited corners, 30c each, with frames
40c. Want a Hershiser wax press. Also have
200 nuclei for sale. See large add.

C. S. Engle, BeeviUe, Texas.

GIANT SPIDER FLOWER—Great honey
plant. Seed 10 cents per sample pkt.

S. W. Terhune, Wortendyke, N. J.

FOR SALE—5-gal. cans ; used, but scarcely
look it. New corks. Buy now while of-

fered. Cases of two, $1.
Bruner, 3836 N. Kostner Ave., Chicago, 111.

FOR SALE—200 supers for 8-frame hives,
about 50 for IJ^, 150 for plain sections, with

fence Al for 4J4x4J4 sections. All factory
made, some mitered at corners; all about as
good as new. All new sections and started
with 2 in. foundation, $1 each in lots of -10
or more.

J. W. Bittenbender, Knoxville, la.

NO 7 Remington Typewriter, perfect condi-
tion, to exchange for honey extractor or buz

saw. E. W. Brown, Willow Springs, 111.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE—Have some
splendid bred-to-lay White Leghorn hens

that I will sell at $2 each, or exchange for
bees

Mrs. Etta E. Deabler, Kountze, Texas.

FOR SALE—21 hives bees in 10-frame hives,
1 No. 5 extractor, 30J extracting frames and

combs, with supers.

C. G. Strieder. Brimfield, 111.

OLD-TIME BEE BOOKS—50 to 260 years
old. Every beekeeper should own at least

one. Send for price list. John E. Miller,
114 East 27th St., New York City.

FOR SALEI—Cameras and Telephoto lenses.
If interested in bargains, write me.

H. E. Roth, Denver, Iowa.

FOR SALE—Cedar or pine dovetailed hives;
also full line of supplies, including Dadant's

foundation. Write for catalog.
A. E. Burdick, Sunnyside, Wash.

FOR SALE—"Superior" Foundation (Weed
process). Quality and service unexcelled.

Superior Honey Co., Ogden, Utah.

800 LANGSTROTH FRAMES, flat, 5c each.
Extractor wanted.

Lorenzo Clark, Winona, Minn.
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TO BEEKEEPERS that ship pound packages:

I am acquainted with your troubles. It's

early queens you need. I can fill your or-

ders. A. B. Marchant, Jesup, Ga.

WANTED
WANTEI>—Italian bees in lO-frame hives.

Thos. Cordner, Rt. 7, Sparta, Wis.

WANT to buy some Italian bees, full colo-

nies in 10-frame Hofiman; also pump shot-

gun. James Wheeler, Maroa, 111.

WOULD LIKE to hear from owner of small

farm which is for sale. Wisconsin, Minne-
sota, Iowa or Illinois preferred. Do not want
sand or swamp land.

A. Runge, Elizabeth, 111.

WANTED—Your old combs, cappings and
slumgum to render into beeswax. We get

enough more wax with our well equipped

presses to pay for our work.
Dadant & Sons, Hamilton, 111.

WANTED—Circular saw table, combination

preferred. What have you?
Ed. Swenson, Spring Valley, Minn.

WANTED—To buy two or more colonies near

Chicago. John Stettka,

1001 W. 16th St., Chicago, 111.

WANTED—200 or less colonies of bees (any

style hive) for spring delivery. Address.

A. W. Smith, Birmingham, Mich.

WANTED—About 100 colonies to work on

shares in Wisconsin, with or without option

to purchase location, by apiarist with 100 colo-

nies of his own Winter address:

E. W. Brown, Willow Springs, 111.

WANTED—To buy bees free from disease,

for April delivery, in southeastern Minne-
sota or western Wisconsin. State how many,
kind of hives and price.

P. B. Ramer, Harmony. Minn.

WANTED—For exhibition purposes, naturally

built combs, partly or fully drawn out. Such
combs should not have over 25 per cent drone,

comb and should be the product of the bees

themselves, without use of foundation. Write
us describing what you have and we will name
our price on same.

American Bee Journal, Hamilton, 111.

WANTED—Your order for "Superior" Foun-
dation. Prompt shipments at right prices.

Superior Honey Co., Ogden, Utah.

SUPPLIES

FOR SALE—New cypress hives, reversible

bottom-boards, telescope metal covers, self-

spacing frames, of quality and price that will

please you. Manufactuied by myself. Write
for particulars. O. L. Rothwell, Gillett, Pa.

FOR SALE—Buckwheat extracted honey in

60-lh. cans, 2 cans per case.

Bert Smith, Romulus, N. Y.

FOR SALE—Brood frames, hive bodies, cov-

ers and bottoms. Write for prices and par-

ticulars. I can save you money, as we make
them here, where lumber is reasonable in

price. F. D. Bowers, Sugar Grove, I'a.

SEND us a list of goods wanted and will

quote yo.. lowest prices. We are the money-
saving house. i*rice list free. Try us.

H. S. Duby & Son, St. Anne. 111.

FOR SALE—New and second-hand equipment.

400 comb honey supers 4^^x414x1^—10-

frame; 2-frame extractor; 100 shallow extract-

ing supers, 10-frame; Bartlett-Miller capping
melter; 6 Dadant hives with 1 extracting su-

per; Root capping melter; 100 8-frame hives,

complete; 1 steam knife with generator; 100

8-frame hive covers. Excelsior; 150 fences,

i'A sections; 100 8-frame hive bottoms; 2

Standard smokers; 3 Junior smokers; 400

Hoffman frames, new; 500 metal spaced
frames, new; 1,000 pounds Superior medium
brood foundation; 67 pounds Dadant's medium
brood foundation i'/inW/i; 16 10-frame hive

bodies, new. All good, used but one season,

and some never unpacked. Write for prices

on what you want.

Sunnyside Apiaries, Fromberg, Mont.

FOR SALE—Good second-hand 60-lb cans, two
to the case; used only once, 60c per case,

cash with order. E. B. Rosa, Monroe, Wis.

FOR SALE—1,000 Standard bee hives in flat

8 and 10-frame sizes; supers with sections;

full depth and shallow extracting frames. En-
tire lot new and strictly first-class. We will

sell in large or small quantities at low prices.

The Stover Apiaries, Helena, Ga.

FOR SALE CHEAP—Ninety 8-frame dove-
tailed hives, mostly Root make, used one

year. Absolutely free from disease. Expect
to change, my bees from 8 to 10-frame hives in

March. Write,
H. L. Edmonds, Bessemer, Ala.

I MANUFACTURE cypress bee hives, and
sell Lewis' beeware. Write for booklet.

J. Tom White, Dublin, Ga.

SITUATIONS

WANTED—One experienced bee-man. Must
understand outapiary work for comb and

extracted honey and the handling of motor
trucks. Write full particulars, experience,
reference, age and salary wanted, in first let-

ter. I can also use one helper. Can give per-

manent employment to the right men.
W. J. Stahmann, CHnt, Texas.

WANTED—Queen breeder for 1920 season.
State experience and salary expected. Also

need helper.
M. C. Berry & Co., Hayneville, Ala.

WANTED—Man for season of 1920 to work
with bees. State age, experience and wages.

We furnish board. Opportunity for perraa*
nent situation to right man. Also want man
to work in shop, put up honey and do gen-
eral shop work and make deliveries.

The Rocky Mountain Bee Co.,

Box 1319. Billings, Mont.

WANTED—The Boulder Apiaries, one of the
largest and most modern and up-to-date ex-

tracted honey producers in the West wants 2
experienced bee-men for the season of 1920.

State all particulars in first letter.

E. A. Knemeyer,
2328 South St., Boulder Colo.

WANTED—Will give experience and fair

wage to active young man not afraid of

work, for help in large, well-equipped set of

apiaries for season starting in April. State
present occupation, weight, height, age and
beekeeping experience, if any.

Morley Pettit, The Pettit Apiaries,
Georgetown, Ont.

BEE STUDENT wants position in apiary one
year, beginning February, in Idaho, Wash-

ington or Oregon. State wage. Address
J. W. Hacker. College Station, Pullman, Wash.

WANTED—One experienced man and stu-

dents, as helpers with our 1,000 colonies.
Best opportunity to learn the business from
A to Z, in the actual production of carloads
of honey; theory also. Write immediately,
giving age, height, weight, habits, former em-
ployment, experience, references, wages, pho-
to, all in first letter.

E. F. Atwater, Meridian, Idaho.
Former Special Field Agent in Beekeeping,

U. S. Dept. Agr., for California, Arizona and
New Mexico.

WANTED—Good bee-man to run 500 colonies
bees for extracted honey during coming

season. Give references, salary expected and
experience in first letter.

Dr. D. W. Gibson, Beaver, Utah.

WANTED—Young married man, ex-soldier,

experienced honey producer, wants to take

up work with some up-to-date and growing bee
business. Best of qualifications and references.

Would expect to buy an interest in business
if satisfactory. Closson Scott.

900 Parkman St., Warren, Ohio.

WANTED—One or two good queen-rearing
men to begin work February 15, 1920.

Nueces County Apiaries, Calallen, Texas.

MISCELLANEOUS
WANTED—Beeswax, old combs and cappin^'S

to render on shares. Will pay highest mar-
ket price and buy your share of the beeswax.

F. J. Rettig & Sons, Wabash, Ind.

IF you want early queens, send in your or-

der now; don't wait till it's too late.

A. B. Marchant, Jesup, Ga.

WRITE for shipping tags and our prices for

rendering your old combs, cappings. etc. We
guarantee a first-class job.

The Deroy Taylor Co., Newark, N. Y.

ITALIAN
QUEENS

The Old Reliable Three-Banded Ital-

ians. The best allround be^ to be had.
Queens ready to mail April 1. Will
book orders now. Will guarantee safe

arrival in United States and Canada.
Prices for April and May:
Untested,, $1.50, 6, $8; 12, $15
Tested, $2.25; 6, $12; 12, $22.

Select tested. $3 each.

Descriptive circular and price list free.

JOHN G. MILLER,
723 C Street, Corpus Christi, Texas.

AM BOOKING ORDERS
now for 1920 queens. Untested, $1.50

each; 25 or more, $1.35. Tested, $2.50

each; 25 or more, $2.25. Select test-

ed, each, $3.

Limited amount of bees for early

shipment. My descriptive circular

tells about it. Write me your needs.

R. V. STEARNS
BRADY. TEXAS
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I
BEEKEEPERS' SUPPLIES-QUALITY AND SERVICE j

= Now is the time to order your season's supply of Bee Material so i
= as to have them ready for the honey flow. For lack ri hives and g
i other goods, you cannot afford to let your bees fly away, bees are |

I valuable. We have everything required for practical beekeeping. Our =

I goods for ideal of quality, quality of workmanship. Our 1920 catalog |
1 is now ready to send out, send for one, it is full of good stuff. §

I AUGUST LOTZ CO., Boyd, Wis. |
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Tennessee-Bred Queens
Forty-Eight Years' Experience In Queen-Rearing

Breed Three- Band Italians Only
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Crop and Market Report
Compiled by M. G. Dadant

The local demand from the consumer, for honey, con- association. The California Association still has some
tinues strong. Most small beekeepers have cleaned up on hand, and there is also some honey in the southeast

their supply of honey and are buying outside to supply awaiting a market,

their customers for the balance of the season. There should be no difficulty, however, in placing the

One of the largest honey bottlers has withdrawn from balance of the 1919 crop before the new honey begins

the market, having enough honey to supply his trade for coming in.

the balance of the season. Another is still buying to PRICES
some extent. California honey brokers quote an advance of from

The foreign demand has not been as active as early one to two cents a pound on honey, showing a stiffening

in the fall. The rate of exchange to most foreign coun- of the market. Best white honey is now bringing 19 to

tries is so great as to make the cost very high. It is also 20 cents f. o. b. California common points,

evident that considerable honey was shipped abroad The price of sugar in the east brings it almost on a

earlier without a definite market, so that in some in- level with h -ney. In fact one New York paper is dispos-

stances honey is quoted lower in Liverpool than it could ing of a car of honey to its subscribers, in original pack-

be bought for in California. ages at 23 cents, which was the same price as sugar.

THE VISIBLE SUPPLY CONCLUSION
Considerable honey still remains in the hands of pro- It appears as if the crop would all move at present

ducers awaiting a market. Most of the Colorado crop prices, with a possibility of a slightly rising market till

is sold and Texas has cleaned up all stocks through its the new crop is available.
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j TWO NEW BEE BOOKS
\

I We have just completed publication of two new bee books, special in their field, and for which |

there has been insistent demand |
5

AMERICAN HONEY PLANTS
Including those important to the beekeeper as |

sources of pollen |

I S

I

By FRANK C. PELLETT
|
g

This book is the result of many years of personal investigation and travel from New England to Cali- g
1 fornia and from Canada to Florida and Texas to secure first-hand information on the sources of nectar g
1 and pollen. It is splendidly illustrated with 156 photographs, and describes the honey plants of all parts |
E of America. A list of the honey plants of each State is given separately and the plants described in alpha- 1

i betical order. i

i A knowledge of the flora is important to every beekeeper, as it is often possible to double the crop i

i by moving an apiary but a few miles. This book is written by an expert beekeeper and a competent ob- |
1 server, only after having visited apiaries in most of the important honey-producing districts. g

300 large 8vo pages. Enameled paper. Price $2.50. |

OUTAPIARIES
I

By M. G. DADANT
|

The development of beekeeping has been in direct relation to the extension of outyards in most lo- 1
calities. The Dadant family has kept bees extensively in the same locality for three generations and the g
author of this book has spent his life in commercial honey production. 1

1 The book deals with the business of beekeeping on a large scale, and describes the methods and practice g

of the most successful beemen. Special chapters on honey houses and equipment, autos and trucks and sim- g

ilar apparatus required by the extensive honey producer. g

125 pages, SO illustrations. Price $1. 1

Add 75 cents to the price of either of the above books and get the book and the American Bee Journal ^

for a full year. |

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL, Hamilton, Illinois i

i
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'falcon"

THAT RESOLUTION OF YOURS-ls It Still Good?
Don't you remember the year you got caught without having enough hives, sections and foundation

when you thought you did? Surely you aren't going to get caught this year. Make the most of your
time before the rush begins by ordering those "Falcon" supplies. This gives you a fine opportunity to get
them nailed and painted so that they can be put to immediate use in the spring.

Time and again it is proven that a SATISFIED CUSTOMER IS OUR BEST ADVERTISEMENT.
A postal will bring our catalog, order blank and return envelope to your address.

RED CATALOG, postpaid. "Simplified Beekeeping" postpaid.

Dealers everywhere.

W. T. FALCONER MANUFACTURING CO., Falconer, New York

"falcon"
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I
QUEENS, SELECT THREE-BANDED ITALIANS

a Reared from the best mothers and mated to select drones.

Prices for May and June:

One. Six. Twelve.
Untested $2.00 $ 9.00 $16.80

Select untested 2.2S 10.50 18.80

Select tested 3.50 19.50 35.00

5 Orders booked now for May delivery, one-fourth down, balance to be paid before queens are I
= shipped. Pure mating, safe arrival and entire satisfaction guaranteed. Wings clipped free. i

I HARDIN S. FOSTER, Columbia, Tenn. f
I I
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I

BEE SUPPLIES
FALCON LINE

Best goods made. Get our big dis-

count sheet before buying.

C. C. CLEMONS BEE SUPPLY COMPANY

128 Grand Ave.

Kama* City Mo.

THAGARD'S ITALIAN QUEENS
I am booking orders for April to

October deliveries; my queens are
bred from imported stock, they are
hardy, prolific, gentle, disease-resist-
ing and honey producers. Untested
queens $1.50 each, $7.50 for six. I

guarantee pure mating, safe arrival
and perfect satisfaction. Catalog
free.

V. R. THAGARD,
Greenville, Ala.

CO.BRUNO NAILING DEVICE
Madeforthe HuffmanBrood Prames, A combined
Nailing.Wiring and Wedpe Clamping Device. Has
been tried and is g:uaranteed to do accurate work.

PRICE $7.50
Complete directions foroperating are furnished

with each device.

Manufactured by C. O. BRUNO
1413 Somth Wast Straat, Rockford, llUaoi*

BEE SONGS, 2c EACH

I will mail copy of "Songs of Bee-

dom," having 10 bee songs, for only

20c; 7 Teddy Bear souvenir postal

cards for 10c; J. J. Wilder's book,

"Southern Bee Culture," 30c; Danzen-

baker V/z in. Bee Smoker, 90c. All

postpaid at prices given. Address

GEORGE W. YORK,, 1128 W. Glass

Ave., Spokane, Wash.

CIGARS
BY MAIL

SAVE MONEY

I
CIGARS GUARANTEED
50 Utopia Deka.,. $4.50
50 Utopia Tripletis $3.25
50 Utopia Smokers $2.50

lOc-'r^SAMPLEea-^h

M. FLOERSH
208 Rustell St.

NASHVILLE. TEN N.

1

WESTERN BEEKEEPERS!
We handle the finest line of bee

supplies. Send for our 68-page cata-
log. Our prices will interest you.

The Colorado Honey Producer*' As-
sociation, 1424 Market St.,

Denver, Colo.
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ANNOUNCEMENT
QUALITY QUEENS FOR SPRING DELIVERY

Book your orders now. Head your colonies with the best mothers to be had, and take advantage of

high honey prices. Beekeepers who insist on the best queens, reared by the best methods known, will be

convinced after a trial order that mine have no superiors. Several years' experience on a large scale.

Have perhaps reared more queens in each of the past_two years than any other queen-breeder up to the

present time. . '^'^i' -n-- ijAL'

,

^—

Buy queens from the man who specializes in queens: First—that you may expect prompt service.

Next that you can depend on getting full value for the price you pay. Because queen work neglected to

do something else is sure to show up somewhere, sometime. Last, but not least, know that you get what

you order; buy from the man who advertises one strain only from the same yard.

Doolittle's strain of Three-Band Pure Italians have long been recognized as America's standard. Get

them here and stock your apiaries with disease resisters, from a location free of disease. They are gentle

and do justice in the supers.

Satisfaction and safe arrival guaranteed, or your money back. Prices cash with order are as follows:

Untested
Select Untested —
Tested
Select Tested

Before July 1.
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MONEYCOMB
THEALUMINUM HONEYCOMB

THE WAY TO GREATER PRODUCTION

We are shipping "MONEYCOMBS" all over the civilized world, their success is

tremendous.

The question is not, can you afford them, but how^ can you do without them? Make
your bees be efficient.

Beeswax is the most costly product of the honeybee and since wax for comb build-

ing can only be produced at the expense of many times its weight in honey it is

well that the ingenuity of man has invented one of the greatest aids to profitable

beekeeping—the Aluminum Honeycomb.

With MONEYCOMB you can:

1. Produce more honey
2. Extract cleaner, no bresJcage

3. Control all disease

4. Raise more brood
5. Save loss from melting and des-

truction by euiimsds and insects

"The Aluminum Comb 'MONEYCOMB' is here to stay; its as-

sistance to beekeepers is invaluable.

"H. B. PARKS, State Apiary Inspector of Texas."

"My honeyflow was so light the bees would not draw out the

foundation. I was compelled to use aluminum combs, 'MONEY-
COMBS,' for brood rearing, and they proved an unqualified success.

"GEORGE D. SHAFER, Palo Alto, Calif."

"My experience with 'MONEYCOMBS,' the aluminum honey-

comb, caused me to rank it with the centrifugal extractor.

"A. Z. ABUSHADY, editor of 'Bee World' and Secretary of Apis

Club, Benson, Oxon, England."

"I have conducted exhaustive experiments with 'MONEYCOMB,'
the aluE.inum lioneycoi.-.b, and can heartily recommend it as the

most satisfactory honeycomb I ever used in my long experience of

bee raising. PROF. WILL C. STEINBRUNN,
"Principal of Los Gatos School of Apiculture, San Jose Street, Ala-

meda, Calif."

Our Factory is now fully equipped and your order will be shipped immediately on receipt

Made in Langstroth or Hoffman sizes at 60c per frame, f. o. b., Pasadena. Write for prices

on both shallow and Jumbo sizes. Discounts given on large orders.

Booklet "B 1" describing "MONEYCOMBS" mailed on request.

ALUMINUM HONEYCOMB COMPANY
FACTORY AND OFFICE

Chester and Colorado Streets, Pasadena, California

rJltT'^Jiy??!^?;!^;}]^^
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WOULD YOU BE PREPARED
What if the spring should be a bad one and your spring flow failed? What if at the same time your

bees came through the winter in bad condition— short of stores? What if you had to do slow feeding for

a week or more? Would you be prepared to meet these conditions, or would you lose several hundreds or
thousands of dollars?

Make a wise investment—prepare ahead. Do not wait until experience teaches you. Now is the time
to lay in a good supply of FOREHAND FEEDERS. The feeder that will meet these conditions and save
you money, time, trouble and bees. Write for full information now.

BEE SUPPLIES

We shall be very glad to send you our catalog listing a complete line of supplies. Our line of bee sup-

plies are of the best material, workmanship and quality. We offer you good service, prompt and fair deal-

ings. We can save you money. Get in your order now before the rush. Write at once for our supply
catalog.

BEES AND QUEENS

You will want your bees and queens early in the spring. Will you be too late to get your order in?

We are booking orders fast for spring delivery. It doesn't pay to wait. Get in your order now.

Forehand's Three Bands need no recommendation. For over a quarter of a century they have been
pleasing the best beekeepers throughout the world. They are the kind surpassed by none, but superior to
many. They are thrifty, hardy, gentle and beautiful. Write at once for our special Queen and Bee Circu-
lar, giving full description and prices on our bees and queens.

Twenty-seven years of beekeeping enables us to give you goods of the finest quality—the kind that have
proven this. Our long experience has taught us to oflfer only the best goods and the best service to our
customers.

W. J. FOREHAND & SONS, The Bee Men
Fort Deposit, Alabama
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CYPRESS by TEST
Substitutes by TALK

The PROOF?=Two Letters FROM BEEMEN:

"Our correspondent makes serious complaints against and MAKES A PLEA FOR CYPRESS as

a BEEHIVE MATERIAL. We hope you will look into this matter," (Etc.)—and here's another:

- of -, just came into the office. He informs us that they tried a car of CYPRESS"Mr.

LUMBER last year for the first time, and are so well pleased with it that they are ORDERING ANOTHER
CAR for use in making HIVE BOTTOMS."

Is there value to you in an endurance test of 51 years in greenhouse sash? It is reported to us that sach

made of heart Cypress by a prominent greenhouse contractor in Chicago, and placed in position in a green-

house at Des Plaines, 111., in 1868, are Still Doing Service.

It will serve you as well and save you the nuisance and expense of repairs and replacements.

The argument backed by such facts cannot be answered by mere talk. Ask the manufacturer or contrac-

tor who wants to give you a "substitute" for Cypress to cite you an endurance test of 30 to 45 years to

the credit of the so-called "substitute."

That is no more than a fair precaution on your part—good, ordinary business sense.

Write us for Vol. 1 of the Famous Cypress Pocket Library with Full U. S. Government

Report on "The Wrod Eternal"

SOUTHERN CYPRESS MFRS.' ASSOCIATION
1251 HEARD NATIONAL BANK BUILDING, JACKSONVILLE, FLA. 1251 HIBERNIA BANK BUILDING, NEW ORLEANS, LA.

FOR QUICK SERVICE, ADDRESS NEAREST OFFICE

«Miiininiaiiiiiniiiiic]iiiiiiiiiiii»iiiiiiiniiiQninniiiiiuiiiuiiiiinE3iiiiiiiiiiii[]iiiiiiiiiiiit]iuiinniiiniiiiiiiiiiiiuuiiiiiuiiiuiiiiiMiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiainii^ niiiii iinMiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiuoi^

BEE
SUPPLIES SERVICE AND QUALITY BEE

SUPPLIES

2146 Central Ave. C. H. W.WEBER & CO. CINCINNATI, O.

I Order your supplies early, so as to have everything ready for the honey flow, and

I save money by taking advantage of the early order cash discount. Send for our |

I catalog—better still, send us a list of your supplies and we will be pleased to quote you. i

OuiiiiiiiiiauiiiiiiiiiiDniiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiii a [iiuiniiiiiMiiNiQiiMnriiinuiiiinniiiiDiiiniiniiiEiniiiMiininiiiiiiiiiMiHiiiMiiiiMiDiiiiiMiiiiKirtiiniriiiiaiiiiMiiiiiiEiiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiriiuiiiiiiniiUDii

The Diamond Match Go.
( APIARY DEPT.

)

MANUFACTURERS OF

Beekeepers' Supplies

CHICO.CAL, U.S.A.

Dadant'* incomparable Foundation i(

always kept in stock. Western Bee-
keepers can be supplied advantag-
eously.

BEEKEEPERS, wherever they may be located, before deciding where
to obtain supplies, should write to The Diamond Match Co. for

prices, and for their Beekeepers' Supply Catalogue.

This Company are the largest manufacturers in the world who make
Bee Supplies. They own their own timber lands, mills and factories,

and supply goods direct from the tree to the beekeeper.

Full advantage of this low cost of production is given to the purchaser.

The Apiary Department (which is in charge of experienced supply men,
who are also practical beekeepers) maintains a constant excellence of

product and offers unsurpassed service.

The Diamond Match Co.
Apiary Department>•>»• CHICO, CAL., U. S. A.
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MOVING BEES IN MOUNTAINS OF FORECAUCASUS. NOTE TWO-WHEELED CARTS AND OXEN.
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The Fred W. Muth Company

The Golden Months of Opportunity

for the successful beekeeper are

February, March and April

This is the time of the year to nail and paint the suppUes

needed for your 1 920 crop of honey

We Render
Your Old
Combs

and pay the
market price

for the wax
rendered, less

5 cents per
pound render-

ing charges.

Write us today

In spite of transportation difficulties and de-

lays we are in position to promise prompt

deliveries from our complete stock of famous

Lewis Beeware

Besides, your order now will save you

money, as there is a tendency for prices to

advance still higher.

WE ARE DEALERS IN

Root's Extractors and Smokers— Dadant's
Foundation and the Famous Lewis Beeware

Write for

Our
Catalog

If you do not

receive our

catalog each
year, write at

once.

1920 issue is

now ready.

HONEY

WHEN YOU HAVE HONEY
FOR SALE

Send us sample and give best price delivered

here. We buy every time you name an interest-

ing price and remit the day shipment is received.

Send us your old combs for rendering.

BEESWAX

If you zvant prompt shipment give us your order today

THE FRED W. MUTH CO.
"The Busy Bee Men"

CINCINNATI, OHIO
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I 'GRIGGS SAVES YOU |
3 FREIGHT" I

g

I TOLEDO I

1 We know you are not the fel-

i low who waits until the last

I minute before ordering his sup-

1 plies.

I WE HAVE a LARGE stock of

1 new goods to rush to you the

n minute your order arrives.

I Send us list of goods wanted at

i once and receive prices, with

1 early order discounts.

I These 60-lb. cans will soon be

I gone; better hurry your order

1 in at once. Two men took a

= car load.

I WHITE CLOVER

I
HONEY

1 Can use limited amount of

§ white clover honey, if price is

i in line.

I FREE Catalog of Bee SUP-

i PLIES for the asking.

I BEESWAX^WANTED

y Cash or exchange for supplies.

5 We pay highest market price.

I THE GRIGGS BROS. |

I
COMPANY

I
i Dept. 24 TOLEDO, O. =

"GRIGGS SAVES YOU
|

FREIGHT"
I

<^uiiiiiuiaitmtiiuuQiiuijinniaiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiininuiitiuiniinint$

BEE SUPPLIES
We carry a complete stock of sup-

plies at all times, and can make
prompt shipments. Our prices will

interest you.
Send Us Your Inquiries

A. H. RUSCH & SON CO.
ReedsviUe, Wis.

WESTERN BEEKEEPERS!
We handle the finest line of bee

supplies. Send for our 68-page cata-

log. Our prices will interest you.

The Colorado Honey Producers' As-
sociation, 1424 Market St.,

Denver, Colo.

*"""""'"nMnriimnntiimiiniint""i"|iiifiimniii"ipiiM" nlrlllrlllrrnllllnllllll^^ iiiiiiiniiiiiiniiiiniiiii aiiiuinmmniiiig

I Winter Problem Solved
9

I BY THE

I Hive with an Inner Overcoat

NOW FURNISHED WITH
JUMBO DEPTH OR STANDARD HOFFMAN FRAMES

Do you know that E. D. Townsend & Son, one of Michigan's most

extensive beekeepers, with their 1,100 colonies of bees, have three

yards of Government tenement winter cases that they have dis-

carded? One beekeeper speaks of these tenement winter cases

recommended by the Government, as ice boxes. With their thick

walls they are slow to warm up during an occasional warm day

throughout the winter. There are occasions when one cleansing

flight will result in successful ^rintering. Protection Hives with the

Inner Overcoats will have bees bright and lively at the entrances

during clear, but cool days, wh^n not a bee will be in sight at

the entrances of other hives and styles of winter packing. Think

of the saving in expense for cases, time and labor in packing and

unpacking and the simplicity of putting your bees safely into win-

ter quarters with the Protection Hive as compared to the tenement

winter case. With this hive you have an efficient, compact, sub-

stantial equipment without the litter of packing materials and the

inconvenience of having them around. Send for special circular

and 1920 catalog.

TIN HONEY PACKAGES
2 lb. Friction Top Cans in cases of 24. 5-iu. Friction Top Pails in cases of 11.

a lb. Friction Top Cans in crates of 611 6-lb. Friction Top Pails in crates of 100.

3V^-lb. Friction Top Cans in cases of 24. Sib. Friction Top Fails in crates of tOt.

2^-lb. Friction Top Cans in crates of 460. lOlb. Friction Top Pails in cases of 6.

101b. Friction Top Pails in crates of 11«.

SPECIAL PRICES
Crates of 100 five-pound pails, $8; crates of 200 for $16.

Crates of 100 tcn-jjound pails at $12.50. Si.xty-pound cans, two in a case, at $1.30

per case. Shipments made from Michigan, Ohio, Illinois and Maryland factories.

A. G. WOODMAN CO.
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH., U. S. A.

^ -)|Y.-mii.uilliroilHlllllMnilliaillHinil»lllllllininilHi|iiir.iiiiiiiMiiir^liliMilllllMllMlllllllir<illi||||||||r||H|||||H^^ B«
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HERE THEY ARE MR. BEEKEEPER
at Newark, Wayne Co., N. Y., ready to answer your call. The best of everything. Just read this list:

Lewis Beeware, Sections, Shipping Cases, Frames, Hives, Hershiser Wax Presses and other sup-

plies, Dadant's Unexcelled Foundation, all standard weights and sizes; also the Electric Wire Im-
bedder, Bingham Uncapping Knives, including steam heated, with oil stoves and generators. Bing-

ham Smokers, all sizes, with geunine leather bellows; Root's Extractors, all sizes of hand and power
machines; Bee Books, written by all leading authors in beedom.

All sizes of Friction Top Pails, and also 60-lb. Cans, new and second hand. Also Cement-
coated Nails for nailing beehives and supplies; and all sized spools of Tinned Wire, Bee Brushes,

Feeders, Queen-Rearing Cages, Bee Gloves and Capping Melter, and all practical supplies you will

need.
A market for your honey or wax and a plant to render your old combs and cappings.

Over 1,000 beekeepers took advantage of this service station at Newark in 1919 for the first time.

Now all together for a greater 1920.

New catalog free. Our discounts will save you money.

THE DEROY TAYLOR CO., Newark
(Wayne Co. ) New York.

4^iii(iiiuinriiiiDinniiijiHaniuiiinii[]iiiiiiiiini[]iiiiiiiiiuiii(]iiiiniiMiiDiiiiiiuiiiiE]iiniiiiiin:]iiiiiiiiiiiit]iiiiiiiiiiiic]niMiiiiiiiE]iiiiiiiiiiiin^ iieji i E]iiiiiiiiiiii[]iiiiiiiiiiiiniii[iiiiitnEiiiiiHriiii[uiiiniiinnc4>

TWO CARLOADS SUPERIOR FOUNDATION
We had orders on hand February 1 for over two carloads of SUPERIOR FOUNDATION, approximate-

ly 60,000 pounds. Our present manufactured stock assures prompt deliveries throughout the season. Our
machines have been in constant operation all winter anticipating the heavy demand, and will be running
overtime during the spring and summer months. We have doubled our Ogden factory in size and are ad-

ding additional machinery.

We also carry large stocks of SUPERIOR FOUNDATION at our Idaho Falls, Idaho, and Riverside, Cali-

fornia warehouses. For the convenience of our California beekeeping friends we have opened up a branch
house at Riverside, Calif., where our Mr. Fred W. Redfield is in charge at present.

BEESWAX WANTED. We require over 30 additional tons of beeswax at highest market prices during
the next four months. There's a reason. Acquaint yourself with the advantages of SUPERIOR FOUNDA-
TION if you have not yet used it. Special prices on request. State quantity desired.

SUPERIOR HONEY CO., Ogden, Utah (Manufacturers of Weed Process Foundation)
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R QUEENS BEES BY THE POUND QUEENS
= Booking orders now with one-fourth down, balance just before shipping. Two per cent discount on Janu- 9
i ary orders with full remittance. We have for several seasons shipped thousands of pounds of bees all over g
I the United States and Canada. From Wisconsin last year, when my old-time beekeeping friends heard s
s that I had bought bees from a man in Texas, they called me a fool; but now I have more bees and more g
= honey than any man in Green County; it is the talk in this part of the woods. (Same party has in his or- 1
i der again for over a thousand dollars worth for spring shipping.) From West Virginia the State Api- 1
= arist pronounced my queen one of the finest queens he ever saw. "To say that I am well pleased would put i
= it mildly; will want more bees and queens in the spring." Guarantee shipment to be made on time. Free E
1 circular explains, also gives prices on bees by parcel post, nuclei, etc. =

g Prices F. O. B. Here by Express Queens 3
i 1-lb. pkg. bees $2.40, 25 or more $2.16 Untested $1.50 each, 25 or more $1.35 S

I 2-lb. pkg. bees $4.25, 25 or more $3.83 Tested $2.50 each, 25 or more $2.25 1

I
3-lb. pkg. bees $6.25, 25 or more $5.62 Select tested $3.00 each

|
g Add price of queen when ordering bees. §

I NUECES COUNTY APIARIES, ^^.Z*^^- CALALLEN, TEXAS I
OiioiuiinmiDuiiiiiiiiiic3nmiiiiiMC]i[iiiiiiiiiic3iitiniiiinic]iiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiic^^
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Read "THE BEEKEEPER**
The only Canadian bee publication. Keeps beekeepers closely in touch with Api-
cultural conditions in Canada. It is (he official organ of the Beekeepers' Asso-
ciations for the three provinces—Onlario, Manitoba and New Brunswick.
Beekeeping and horticulture are etTectively combined to make a live, attractive

and practical publication.

Price, postpaid, $1 per year

United States, $1.25 Foreign, $1.50

Send for a free sample copy

Thi Horticultural Publishing Co., Ltd., Peterbore, Ontario

EARLY NUCLEI FOR SALE
I will have 200 two and three frame
nuclei for shipment in March and
April and desire to ship to parties

wanting 25 or more nuclei. Two
frame nuclei, $4.00 each, three frame
nuclei, $5.00 each without queens.
When queens are wanted, add $1.50

for untested and $2.50 for tested

queens. Orders must be booked
early and a deposit made of 25 per

cent of each order. No personal
checks accepted.

C. S. ENGLE, Beeville, Texas
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WE WANT

BEESWAX
The tremendous demand for Dadant's Foundation

requires that we have a large stock of beeswax on

hand and in transit at all times.

We are therefore situated so that we can pay highest

prices, both in cash and in exchange for bee supplies.

Write us stating quantity and quality of beeswax

you have and we will give you our very best prices

either f. o. b. Hamilton or your shipping station,

together with shipping tags and instructions.

When ordering your stock of bee supplies for your

season's use, be sure to stipulate

DADANT'S FOUNDATION
Every inch, every pound, every ton equal to any sample

we have ever sent out

YOU CANNOT AFFORD NOT TO USE DADANT'S FOUNDATION

We render combs into beeswax.

We work beeswax into Dadant's Foundation.

We buy beeswax for highest cash and trade prices.

We sell a full line of the best bee supplies.

PRICES AND CATALOG FOR THE ASKING

DADANT & SONS, Hamilton, Illinois
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A WORD TO THE WISE
Be on your guard for freight delays early this season.

Uncle Sam is trying to move the 1919 grain crop.

Only closed cars are taken for this project.

Beekeepers' supplies are shipped in closed cars.

This portends delays in securing your "Beeware."

Early orders are likely to get through promptly.

Better write your " Beeware " distributor today.

Don't lose a honey crop because of freight delays.

'< BEEWARE" INSURANCE

Did you read in the January Bee Journals about the

seven "Signs of Progress" embodied in Lewis "Bee-
ware " this year?

"Beeware" users w^ill have assurance of all the honey
in their locality this year. The " Beeware " sign stands

for quality, workmanship and Lewis service.

The " Beeware " distributor whose name is on the front

page of your catalog can give you all that " Beeware "

stands for. Write him.

IF YOU HAVE NO "BEEWARE'' CATALOG, A PENNY POSTAL
BRINGS ONE

LOOK
FOR

BEWARE
W/MCRE VOU BUY VOU R

BEEWARE
MAKES THE FINEST

BRANCHES AND DISTRIBUTORS EVERYWHERE

G. B. LEWIS COMPANY, '^i'sI^Jn^Z
MAKERS OF BEEWARE

ff^ffl?^??!^.7^?lf^?lS^i7Ttlffiflg^
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BEES BY PARCEL POST

Description of a New Gage for Sending Bees by Mail

By Allen Latham

IN the number of American Bee
Journal for May, 1919, was pub-
lished an article under this title,

and in that I promised to describe
my device for shiping bees by parcel

post. Since the first article was writ-
ten I have had much more experience
with the shipping case which I have
invented and used, and shall 'tell

-frankly of its deficiencies as well as

it excellences.
In the May article I mentioned

the splendid success I had had with
this case. This success 'continued^

during the season of 1919 in every
case where the trip did not consume
over four or five days. But this past
summer I essayed to send bees to

England, also to a distant point in

California. Whatever the cause, I

have to admit failure in all of these
long distant shipments. Short dis-

ance shipments ar« one thing, while
those that consume ten days or two
weeks are another. A trip across
this continent, thru the desert west
with its arid atmosphere, and a trip

across the Atlantic with it,': humid
atmosphere, are again very different.

The editors of this magazine have
prepared cuts of my shipping case.

These with my description should
make very clear the principles of

this case and method of carrying out

these principles.

As said before, every effort has
been made to devise a container in

which the bees would normally keep
quiet and thus not use up their ener-

gy in wasteful excitement. As will

be seen, this is accomplished by mak-
ing the case dark and furnishing the

confined bees with air thru indirect

passages.
This case is a six-walled box, made

either of thin board or some strong
material like the various wall-boards

now sold very commoniy. The bot-

tom is double. The two bottoms are
spaced apart about three-fourths of

an inch. The inner bottom has a

round hole some three inches in di-

ameter. This hole is surmounted by
either a cone or a cylinder of wire
cloth. In the illustration the case
has a cone or thimble of wire cloth

rising some three inches, but some-
times I substitute a cylinder of cloth

rising five inches. The side walls
vary in depth. Two of them, not
adjacent ones, extend to cover both
bottoms, while the other two cover
only the inner bottom. Thus a space
is left on two sides at the bottom for

ventilation. These open spaces are
shielded from rays of light by strips

or blinds fastened on raised blocks.

These blinds and the bottoms are
painted a dull black on the inside

surfaces so that any rays of light

getting past the lilinds are largely

Package of Bees as it reached Hamilton

absorbed and thus very little light

indeed gets into the interior of the
case.

The cover or top of the case is

removable and to this is fastened
nearly a pound of soft candy. No
arrangement is made for water on
the theory that the bees keep the
air within so humid that they feel

no need of water. In fact, experience
with the case lends credence to the

idea that often the bees suffer thru
an excess of moisture rather than
from a lack. This was unquestiona-
bly the case with the shipments that
went to England. The surviving bees
in those shipments were daubed and
the food dribbling. On the other
hand, the last shipment to California
arrived in a condition suggesting that

the bees starved from lack of mois-
ture, which they needed to liquefy
their candy.
Right at this point I would suggest

that experiments should be carried
out to determine the moisture con-
tent of food given bees in transit.

This content should vary with the
conditions of the journey they are to

traverse. We ought to have available

some data that will inform us as to

the needs of the different routes over
which bees may be sent. Some routes
need very dry feed, while others need
very moist feed.

I am well aware that most persons
upon first seeing this case will not be
disposed in its favor. It is so con-
trary to their accepted ideas of the
needs of bees that they will naturally
condemn it. Few there are but will

say at once that there is insufficient

ventilation, but asecond look will

convince any keen observer that this

case, though it may not force air

upon the bees, does, nevertheless,
furnish them an opportunity for get-
ting air.
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After bees have been imprisoned

in one of these cases an hour or

more, one can, by placing an ear

next to the case, hear a few bees

lazily humming. These bees are keep-

ing a slow current of air going into

and out of the box. Some 99 plus

per cent of the bees are clustered m
absolute quiet. This condition pre-

vails for many hours, even for a day

or two. After a confinement of two

days or so, once in a while the bees

will set up an uproar. They have

beeK shut in as long as their pa-

tience permits. They wish to get out

and fly. During the third, fourth

and fifth days of confinement these

periods of uproar will occasionally

take place, the interval of time be-

tween the uproars varying with out-

side conditions. If the air is cool

the uproar will almost cease, but if it

.be a hot and muggy day the interval

will be small. The bees are now
reaching a danger point. Unless the

journey soon ends and the bees set

free they will waste their vitality

just as they do in ordinary shipping

cases.
. ,

It is still a question in the writer s

mind whether any case can be de-

vised that will admit of the safe

transportation of bees in hot weather

if the trip is to consume over four or

five days. The instinct of the bee is

against long-continued confinement

in hot weather. The bees chafe to be

liberated ,and though darkness will

keep them quiet for a long time, it

will not fool them beyond a certain

limit.

The writer is not a large shipper of

bees by the pound. His total ship-

ments in the last three years are

probably under two hundred. Setting

the number at 200, allow me to state

the percentage of failure. The first

loss was a 2-pound package sent only

100 miles. The express company let

this package be held up enroute until

the bees starved. The next loss was
a shipment into Canada. This ship-

ment was delayed in the customs

house and the bees reached and

passed the danger point. They got

into a frenzy and ran amuck. They
arrived a sticky dead mass of bees in

the bottom of the case. The next loss

was a shipment to a point not very

distant. These bees were put up at

the close of a day of heavy honey

flow. The bees were bursting with

new nectar. Evidently after they

were confined they raised the tern-

Few bees had died after three weeks confine

ment.

perature of the box through their

conversion of the nectar and brought

on a speedy death. Two have been

made to England and two to Califor-

nia. All four of these have been

either total failures or practically so.

So far as I know, every other ship-

tiient has gone through in excellent

shape, and in most cases the recipi-

ents have written me expressing their

pleasure over the fine condition of

the bees upon arrival.

My experience tells me that this

case can be relied upon to produce

uniformly excellent results just so

long as no effort is made to get it to

do the impossible and so long as one

uses care to see that the case is

properly prepared. The things to

avoid are shipments that iwill con-

sume over five days, food that is

very moist or very dry, and bees that

are overloaded with thin nectar.

My method of stocking these cases

is as follows : The cover is removed
and the case inverted. Blocks are in-

serted between the blinds and the

case to prevent bees from gettingin

between the two bottoms, from which

they might issue on the trip and thus

queer the business of shipping bees

by post. The case is now weighed

and its weight marked on the bottom.

Next the case is set on a wide, thin

board or even on the ground. The
bees are next shaken down beside the

case, care being used to see that the

queen is started into the case, which

is raised at one side on a small block

of wood or a small stone. After a lit-

tle experience one knows how many
frames to shake. While the bees are

going in, another case is started,

and then the first case is again

weighed and a few more bees allowed

to enter, a few brushed out. I gen-

erally allow 18 ounces weight, for the

package will shrink about two ounces

within twenty-four hours. This meth-

od is much better than dumping bees

into the case through a tunnel, for

most of the old bees fly back to the

hive and only young bees, for the

most part, remain to crawl into the

case.

An even better way to stock these

cases is to use temporary boxes into

which bees are driven and confined

over night. The next morning these

bees are dumped on the ground next

to the cases and after they have

quieted and all taken a flight which
desire it, the cases are closed and the

bees started on their journey. It is

hardly necessary to state that if

this last method is used the bees

must not be taken and released in

the same apiary.

The failure of my case to carry bees

successfully to England and also

across this continent from Connecti-

cut to California was a great disap-

pointment. But it has not shaken my
belief in tlie case for domestic use.

It will carry bees successfully from
the South to the North, and will carry

them half way the length of the Unit-

ed States. As the pound package in-

dustry rarely demands a journey ex-

ceeding three days, this case will

meet the needs admirably.

If we are to ship bees to England
or other distant points we must, I feel

Bottom of cage with cover board removed.

sure, seek the solution of the problem
not in the case in iwhich the bees are

shipped, but in the atmosphere in

which the case is kept during the

journey. If we could persuade the

postal authorities to provide special

cars, or if shipments could be made
on a sufficient scale to pay for a re-

frigerator car we could solve the

problem. I feel fairly certain that if

the atmosphere of the car could be

kept at about 70 per cent humidity

and about 45 degrees for tempera-

ture, bees would be quiet for a long

period, possibly even a month or

more.
I wish to reiterate that which I

have stated with emphasis before. If

we are to make the shipment of bees

in pound packages successful we
must conserve the vitality of the bees.

A customer who receives a lot of bees

for which he has paid good money,
which peter out before they can rear

brood to take their places will be a

dissatisfied customer. We must see

to it that there is no cause for such

dissatisfaction.

Connecticut.

(Mr. Latham's package of bees sent

to us was received in the fall and was
kept in the office as long as the food

lasted, which was in the neighbor-

hood of two weeks. We then united

the bees with a weak colony. Hardly
a dozen bees were dead, and all ap-

peared in fine shape, which speaks

well for the cage. Of course, it being

fall, the bees were not subjected to

excessive heat, but the fact that they

came out after nearly three weeks
from the time of shipment in such ex-

cellent shape goes to show that Mr.
Latham's cage has merit.—Editor.)

Package Bees

By Jay Smith

IT
is now generally agreed that the

combless method of shipping pack-

age bees is no longer an experi-

ment, but an established, successful

industry. Nevertheless there are two
features of this method of shipping

bees that for a long time threatened

to make this method a failure,namely,

loss of bees during transportation and

loss of queens in those packages.

When one reviews the past suc-

cesses, or rather failures, in this line

he is sometimes led to wonder how
the industry survived at all. I do not
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mean to cast reflections on the other
fellow, for we have had our troubles
along with the rest. Bees would die

enroute, sometimes when on the road
but 24 hours. The reason for this was
because the bees had worried them-
selves to death trying to get out
through the wire screen. The rem-
edy for this I shall explain later.

Many queens were killed or balled

and injured, and the customer would
write that the packages were queen-
less.

The opinion has become prevalent
that queens do not stand shipment
well in combless packages. State-
ments of this kind have been made in

this Journal. In the March number,
1917, in an excellent article, Mr. A. G.
Woodman gives his experience in

buying bees from the South. He
writes : "One of the greatest troubles
was poor queens. The packages, af-

ter being in the hive a week or two,
would be found queenless, or the
queen would not be laying as she
should." In the Michigan State Con-
vention held December 8 and 9, it was
the opinion of all who had bought
package bees that the greatest obsta-
cle in these purchases was the fact
that packages arrived with dead
queens or that queens were injured
and soon superseded. It is my
belief that there is no better or safer
way to ship queens than in combless
packages. The trouble is not in the
shipping of the queen, but in the in-

troduction of the queen to the pack-
age. Many do not stop to consider
that the queens are mated in nuclei
and must be introduced to the pack-
age. It has been my experience that
it is fully as difficult to introduce a
queen to a package of bees as it is to
a regular colony in a hive. One prac-
tice is to send the queen in a mailing
cage fastened to the outside of the
cage containing the bees, on the the-
ory that they will be;ome acquainted
during the shipment. In this way the
burden of introduction is thrown on
the purchaser and the loss borne by
him. We have found that where
bees do not have their own queen
loose with them in the shipping cage,
they fret and do not stand shipment
as well.

One party in Michigan reported
having purchased 100 packages from
the South and, out of the 100, 60 were
queenless and at once developed lay-
ing workers, which rendered them al-

most worthless.
That it may be of some service to

others in remedying these defects, is

the purpose of this article. The ques-
tion has frequently arisen in my
mind that as we can send queens and
a few bees all over the world with
success, why can we not do the saine
with a larger number of bees if the
conditions are right? In the ordi-
nary mailing cage the bees are kept
mostly in the dark, while in the com-
mon wire cloth pound package cage
the bees see light, but do not seem to
see the wires, and they try to get out,
and thus worry themselves to death.
Some time ago Gleanings showed a
w^ooden cage with saw kerfs in the
sides, which they report as giving per-
fect satisfaction.

Last season we used the cage as
shown in the cut, and it gave perfect
results either by parcels post or ex-
press. This cage is not difficult to
make and is not expensive. The ven-
tilation, being in the bottom and top,
cannot be shut off if the cages are
placed close together in shipping. Two
short wire-cloth cylinders, one in the
top and one in the bottom, prevent
the bees from crowding toward the
openings and shutting off ventilation.

The cylinders are not difficult to

make. Wire screen is wrapped
around a cylindrical piece of wood
and forced through the meshes of a

square piece of wire screen and the
ends bent over. This makes a solid

cylinder that will stand shipment
well. Short legs on the bottom in-

sure ventilation there and the wooden
handle prevents stoppage of ventila-

tion there should the cage be cov-
ered up. A thin piece of wood sup-
ported by cleats on top of the cage
keeps out the light and little light can
enter from the bottom. Another fea-

ture of this cage is the removable
bottom. To get the bees out it is

only necessary to remove the screws
that hold on the bottom and shake the
bees in front of the hive, or they may
be shaken into the top of the hive and
the cover put on.

The question of water or no water
has been discussed at length, but our
decision, after trying both side by
side, is that the bees without water
go as well, if not better, than those
supplied with water.
The bees in this light-proof cage

hang in a cluster and seem to be as
contented as bees in the regular
mailing cage. Upon one occasion,
while experimenting, I took several
packages in the wooden cage and
several in the wire cage to the post-
office for shipment. While waiting
there, men came at different intervals
smoking cigars. The bees in the wire
cages would at once begin to roar and
would continue to roar and fret for
some time after the smoke had
cleared away. The bees in the wood-
en cages never seemed to be dis-

turbed by the slight odor of smoke
and remained quietly hanging in a
cluster.

Now let us go back to the subject
of introducing the qujen to the pack-

age. As above stated, for best re-
sults, the queen should be at liberty
in the package with the bees. By any
known method of introducing the
queen to the package, there will be a
percentage, and usually a large per-
centage, of loss. Many queens are
killed outright. Some are crippled
and prove inferior and are soon su-
perseded or may remain at the head
of a colony and lose for the bee-
keeper a crop of honey. Sometimes
the bees apparently accept a queen,
but as soon as they are placed in a
hive and given a frame of brood,
they will pounce upon the queen and
kill her. In shipping package bees
with queen, it is my opinion there is

only one safe and fair course to pur-
sue, and that is to introduce the
queen to the colony from which the
bees are to be taken and then, after
the queen is laying and safely ac-
cepted, she is shaken into the package
with the bees she has come t recog-
nize as her own. In such cases the
queen is never killed or injured and
the risk of introduction is borne by
the one who sells the package, as it

should be.

It seems to me, in all fairness to the
one who buys package bees, that the
queen should be safely introduced tie-

fore being shipped and the shipper
should not only make good all losses
of queens but should also make good
any loss to the package which re-
sulted from the loss of the queen. If,

for instance, the package arrived
queenless and developed laying work-
ers, so as to be worthless, the one
who sold the bees should furnish both
package of bees and queen. If re-
quired to do this, it would insure more
careful introduction by those doing
pound package business.
Indiana.

Montana Beekeepers Meet
The beekeepers of Montana held a

lively convention al Billings on Feb-
ruary 2 and 3. Nearly all present were
engaged in honey production on a
commercial scale. Montana is one
of the best States for honey produc-
tion. Much of the time was given up
to the discussion of the control of
foulbrood and the necessity of se-
curing legislation for the protection
of the bees.

Smith's wood cage
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THE EDITOR'S VIEWPOINT
The Bee World
The October number of the Bee

World, published at Benson, Oxon,

England reached us in December.

Its publishers complain of want of

support. This should not be. The

Bee World is trying to become an

international magazine on bees, and

we need such a magazine. It is an

excellent publication and should not

go a-begging. The fault with it, as

with many other European periodi-

cals, is the lack of advertising pages.

No magazine can live and thrive if

it is not supported by advertisers.

That is probably why our American

magazines succeed. Our cousins in

Europe are short on this point.

Good Samaritan

Franco-Belgian Fund
Fifth List.

Total of four former lists $554.35

Harry Lathrop, Bridgeport,

Wis. 1.00

S. D. McAuley, Waterloo, la

—

.25

D. E. Robbins, Payson, III 5.00

Chas. F. Baile, Sj-'kesville, Md,. 2.00

Irving E. Long, Marceline, Mo. 2.00

Chas. E. Hooper, Rome, N. Y.— 1.00

J. D. Yancey, Bay City, Texas— 1.00

W. S. Pangburn, Center Junction,

Iowa 5.00

A. Mottaz, Utica, 111. 5.00

L. P. Zimmerman, Louisville,

Ky. 2.00

New Jersey Beekeepers' Ass'n,

by E. G. Carr 25.00

E. G. Brown, Sergeant Bluff, la. 5.00

A. M. Nelson, Inwood, la. 10.00

Total to Feb. 8, 1920 $618.60

Other subscriptions arc:

The A. I. Root Co., $300 of supplies

at wholesale.

B. J. Cole, Santa Monica, Calif., 12

to 20 queens.

The Apis Club, Benson, Oxon, Eng-

land, 5 guineas.

The last named subscription was
accompanied with a very kind and

complimentary letter from our Eng-

lish beekeeping brothers.

The perplexing question is whether

to exchange the cash now for Euro-

pean exchange, or hold it till it is

needed for use. We thought we were

doing a wise thing by placing our

first subscription of 500 francs in

French funds at once. This was worth

at the time $55.85. At present the

same sum in francs could be pur-

purchased for $35. The total cash

subscription would now bring 8,539

francs. As francs are depreciating,

it may be best to hold the funds in

American dollars till the purchase of

bees is made.

Our subscribers to this fund must

bear in mind that their money is more

and more welcome to the French and

Belgians, since their funds are de-

preciating. A one dollar subscription

now represents between 14 and 15

francs.

We are in receipt of a letter from

the beekeeper who was in charge of

the rehabilitation of apiaries in the

devastated countries and we give a

^pmr
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Foulbrood Cure by Antiseptics

Since we gave place to a recom-

mendation for antiseptics, in the

cure of foulbrood, by a bacteriologist

of Nice, on page 233 of our July

number, it is but right that we

should enter the complaint of two

parties who found the cure unsafe,

for it killed the bees as well as the

disease. The great stumbling block

in the way of antiseptics is to find

something that will kill bacilli and

spare the bees. We have much to

learn.

A Letter From Mexico

Urnapan, December 19, 1919.

We wish you a happy new year.

I sent you a nest of small wasps, but

could not send the live wasps. I

hope you received the nest in good

shape. (Yes, it was very interest-

ing.—Editor.)

You will be glad to hear that Me.x-

ico is slowly but steadily becoming

pacified. Villa is on his last re-

sources and many bandit chiefs have

been killed or have surrendered. In

this state—Michoacan—they have

killed two bandits who were commit-

ting depredations in the "hot-lands."

If things keep on improving you

might be able to pay us a visit safely

in a year or so.

While you are suffering under 18

inches of ice, the orange trees are be-

ginning to bloom here and the bees

work from daylight till dark. Their

supers are beginning to fill. I send

you a few violets picked in the court-

yard of our factory.

The bee disease of which I have

spoken in a previous letter to you is

the "disappearing disease." The
bees become shiny, beat their wings

feebly and drop in the grass. When-
ever they are able to discharge the

fetid matter which is contained in

their abdomens, they get well. The
trouble lasts but a few days. I

propose to study it next year it it

comes again.

Our local factory of cotton tissues,

in which I am bookkeeper and assist-

ant manager, employs 200 hands. We
manufacture goods only for local

consumption.

Accept our best wishes.

P. PROVENSAL.

Spacing Wires
We call the attention of our read-

ers again to the articles in the Febru-
ary number dealing with the subject

of comb foundation and its wiring

to secure perfect combs. These arti-

cles have called forth considerable

criticism and we have had some in-

quiry as to how the new method of

wiring succeeds. The placing of the

first two wires very near the top-bar

was first suggested by Mr. J. E.

Crane, who is known by all as a large

and thoroughly reliable beekeeper.

Mr. Crane stated that he had had no

trouble whatever with sagging since

using this method. This method has

also been tried in the Dadant apiaries,

and with success. Through our sug-

gestion, the Lewis Company, at con-

siderable expense, have readjusted

their machinery so that all of their

frames will be sent out henceforth

under this new plan. We have no

doubt but that it will mean many per-

fect combs if the wires are put in

carefully and cemented into the foun-

dation by a good imbedder.

We believe that after sufficient

trial by the beekeepers they will de-

mand that their frames come wired

in this manner and that within a

short time all manufacturers will

have changed their methods of wir-

ing to conform to this.

Death of a Lady Beekeeper

of International Fame
We are in receipt of a letter from

our old friend, the well-known writer

and editor, Thos. Wm. Cowan, of

England, informing us of the death,

on January 1, of Mrs. Therese Ber-

trand, widow of the once editor of

the Revue Internationale d'Apicul-

ture," of Geneva, Switzerland. Prob-

ably few of our readers know of this

estimable and talented lady, who for

years worked with her husband, both

in keeping bees and in editing valu-

able works on bees.

The daughter of parents who were

both famous in literary circles, Mrs.

Bertrand labored with zeal for the

promotion of progressive beekeeping

on the Continent. She was a linguist

and often translated articles for pub-

lication. The January number of the

Bulletin de la Suisse Romande pub-

lishes the translation of an article

from the American Bee Journal, upon
which she must have worked only a

few weeks before her death.

Mrs. Bertrand was also known for

her great heart and her devotedness

to the cause of humanity. In 1914,

when 72 years old, she volunteered,

with 1,200 other Swiss women, to or-

ganize the International Red Cross

Prisoners' Agency, which located the

fate of 83,000 men in the early part

of the war, when other services were
not yet fully organized.

Those who have the files of

American Bee Journal since 1913 can

find mention of the Bertrands in Oc-

tober, 1913; May and October, 1914;

April, 1915 and March and June, 1917,

when Mr. Bertrand died. The leading

book of the Bertrands, "Conduite du

Rucher" (Management of the Api-

ary), was translated into seven differ-

ent languages. It expounds the

American systems for European use.

Mrs. E. Bertrand.

Harmony
There was a time when bitter

words passed between American writ-

ers on bees, because they could not

agree. There has been a little of this

in the British Bee Journal, and a

writer in that magazine for January
8 writes

:

"What is wrong with beekeeping,

or rather with beekeepers? We have

had teacup storms about rival anti-

septics, skeps, the price of bees, the

standard frame, and now legislation,

the last of which can only be settled,

if we are to take some writers seri-

ously, by burning the editors on a

pyre of the Journal.

"What is the matter? Has a long

course of acid injections from our lit-

tle six-legged friends worked in some
of our bee masters a change for the

worse? Or is it that they have for-

gotten that conditions vary in nearly

every apiary, and that no two bee-

keepers' requirements can ever be

exactly alike?"

These are wise words. Many times

people disagree because their experi-

ences are different and they cannot

understand that the other fellow sim-

ply sees things from another angle.

Let us be patient and cheerful with

each other. W^e have seen enough

of war. Life is too short to wrangle.
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The Sladen Two-Queen System

By F. W. L. Sladen, Apiarist, Cana-
dian Department of Agriculture

THIS system of management,
which was planned to meet the
conditions found in the vicinity

of Ottawa, Canada, and other nor-
thern localities where the swarming
season begins about four weeks be-
fore the principal honey flow and
lasts with great intensity for about
ten weeks, described in two of the
bee journals last year (Canadian
Horticulturist and Beekeeper, Octo-
ber, 1918; American Bee Journal,
April, 1919), has been further tested
and developed this year.
The principal objects of this sys-

tem are to reduce the work of pre-
venting swarming and to increase the
number of bees raised for working
on the clover.

The 1919 experiments show that
both these objects have been at-

tained, and that, although the season
was less favorable for spring breed-
ing in spring than usual, a somewhat
larger crop of honey was secured by
the regular colonies, the greatly in-

creased populations having over-
balanced a flagging in the work of

the bees during the requeening peri-

od. Means for reducing this idleness
are being studied.

This system is part of a scheme to
render practicable and profitable the
management of outapiaries, requir-
ing only occasional visits in summer
and none in winter, in certain parts
of Canada where at present vast
quantities of nectar are going to

waste for" want of bees to gather it.

The queen is caged or removed at

the beginning of the honey flow from
clover, and eight or nine days later

all queen-cells are destroyed except
two, one on each side of a division

then inserted, or two ripe queen-cells
are given. A special portico is fitted

over the front of the hive to enable
the two queens to mate without
meeting. Bees meet in supers above
the excluder. From the date the
bees are taken from the cellar at Ot-
tawa, about April 12, until the clover

20
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Twelve hives of bees, each con-
taining two queens, w^ere wintered
in the cellar in 1918. Eight of these
were in 10-frame hives, and four in

12-fraine hives. All wintered v/ell.

Two of the 10-frame hives were
taken to a farmer's garden three

miles south of the city on May 8,

1919. The bees and queen on the

right side of the 'hive were trans-

ferred to separate hives on May 27.

(This transference would have been
better done ten or fifteen days ear-

lier). The. four colonie: built up rap-
idly. On June 24, when all the colo-

nies had eggs or larvse in queen-
cells, showing that they were pre-

paring to swartn, all the queens were
removed. On July 3, the queen-cells
were destroyed, two being left or
given, one on either side of a double
wire-cloth division then inserted. No
swarming took place and on July 29,

when the white honey crop was re-

moved, the brood chambers were ex-
amined. One had brood in all stages
on both sides of the division; the
other three had brood on one side

only. The loss of one or two of

these queens was probably due to

the hives being less than a foot

apart. One super was put on each
hive for the dark honey crop, which,
owing to drought, proved a partial

failure, and all the supers were re-

moved, partly filled, on September
23. The yield of one of the original

hives was 230 pounds of white honey
and 30 pounds of dark honey, total

260 pounds, which was sold at 27

cents for $70.27. The other hive
gave 351 pounds of white honey and
52 pounds of dark, total 403 pounds,
which was sold for $108.81. In addi-
tion to the honey produced, there
was an increase of three hives of

bees, or 150 per cent. One of these
had been built up from nuclei with
two of the old queens. Allowing $7
each for the value of the three new
hives, and deducting $12.46 for 111

pounds of sugar fed for winter, and
$6 for three combs of honey that
were given to the nuclei, the average
return per hive, spring count, was
$90.81. This figure takes no account
of the fact that the bees built the
combs to hold one-third of the
honey produced.

The season for breeding up before
the honey flow was not as favorable
as usual, being three degrees colder
than the average up till May 11, and
nine degrees warmer than the aver-
age after May 25 (see Chart 1), so
that the clover flow started on June
15, a week earlier than usual. At
this date, at the home apiary, the
half colonies, which had been placed
in separate hives on May 22, were
beginning to work in the supers.

On June 23 the 'capped brood
count of the two colonies which had
developed from a 10-frame hive that
had been successfully requeened in

July by the system method showed
1544 square inches, against an aver-
age of 845 square inches each in the
one-queen hives that had wintered
with it in the cellar, and 955 in the
one-queen hives wintered outside.
On June 18 the queen with a frame

of brood and adhering bees was re-

moved from two half colonies that
had wintered together in a 10-frame
hive The two half colonies were
then united together and placed on a
weighing machine. An ordinary col-

ony of average strength was placed
on another machine, and the daily
gain or loss of weight of each was
taken at 7 a. m. The result of the
comparison is shown in Chart 3. It

will be noticed that the system col-

ony made higher daily gains than
the regular colony up to the time
that the queen-cells were destroyed,
and again after one of its young
queens began to lay, but that during
the intervening period, its work
slackened. Several ways of reduc-
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ing this loss of morale or of short-
ening its duration were planned for
next year. One of the most hope-
ful is to cage a newly emerged vir-

gin on each side when, or soon after,

the old queen is caged ur removed,
and to liberate the virgins when the
cells are destroyed. Another is to
keep the old queen in a super next
the brood chamber or in the upper
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at least eight days.
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may be lowered and queen-cells
looked for by hand mirror between
the bottom-bars of the frames. 2. In
a double brood chamber, lifting the
back part of the upper half and
looking for the queen-cells between
the bottom bars. 3. having a slot

between two horizontal bars in one
of the combs on which cells will be
built. By treating only those colo-
nies that are preparing to swarm,
the loss of morale will be further re-

duced and the work of treatment re-

duced, and spread over a longer time.

Out of eighteen colonies that were
requeened at the central apiary by
the system method described above,
four swarmed or attempted to

swarm. It was found, however, that

in three of these cases there was a

third queen-cell that had been
missed when the cells were de-

stroyed, and in the other (attempt-
ed only) a drone pupa was found in

a third queen-cell. When the white
honey crop was removed in early

August ten colonies out of the

eighteen had young queens and
brood on both sides, four on one side

only, and four on neither side. In

some cases virgins were run in in-

stead of cells left or given, and in

four cases the old queen was placed
in the top super, with a separate en-

trance. Out of these four colonies

two failed to requeen on either side.

It is a question whether the old

queen is worth keeping unless she is

a particularly good one, except for

maintaining morale.

Honey Produced at the Central
Apiary, 1919, Spring Count

Six 10-frame hives, 2 queens, win-
tered in cellar, requeened by system,
average yield each, 189 pounds.
Eleven 10-frame hives, 1 queen,

wintered in cellar, queen-cells de-

stroyed weekly, average yield each,

178 pounds.
Eight 10-frame hives, 1 queen, win-

tered outside, queen-cells destroyed
weekly, average yield each, 167

pounds.
Four 12-frame hives, 2 queens, win-

tered in cellar, requeened by sys-

tem, average yield each, 228 pounds.
It is hardly expected that outside

wintering will be so satisfactory for

hives containing two queens as cel-

lar wintering, but it is being tried in

some specially designed 4-colony
cases. Another method of wintering
that is being tried and seems more
hopeful for outapiaries in the north,

is to place the colonies in a building

(it can be a portable honey-extract-
ing house about 10 feet by 12 feet),

surrounded with a thick layer of

straw, the windows to be left open
to prevent the sun from heating the

building in early spring, and
screened with cotton to keep out

snow and rain. The use of the ex-

tracting house as a house-apiary in

winter has been found a good plan
for a small apiary of regular colonies.

The contention that this two-
queen system may not build up the
colonics strong enough for the
honey flow is met by the following
considerations: 1. A hive that has
been requeened with two queens in

July goes into winter considerably
stronger in young bees than one
containing only one queen. 2. The
colonies in which the queen fails on
one side reach full strength for win-
ter and can spare bees or brood in
spring to strengthen the weakest of
the half colonies. 3. The half colo-
nies can be united at the be-
ginning of the honey flow if neces-
sary. This was done in four out of
the six 10-frame hives at the cen-
tral apiary in 1919. 4. The evidence
has shown that when the principal
honey flow does not begin until
about four weeks after the com-
mencement of the swarming season,
as at Ottawa in 1918, the half colo-
nies will build up plenty strong
enough for it.

At present the two-queen system
is recommended only for localities
like Ottawa, that have the last-
named condition in average years
but some of its developments and
modifications are expected to have a
wider application. It is expected to
produce particularly good results in
places where the principal honey
flow comes from fireweed or other
July sources, and with the larger
hives that are now receiving in-

creased attention, the 10-frame Jum-
bo and the 12-frame Langstroth. It

also includes the essential features
of the modern treatment of Euro-
pean foulbrood.

(In the April, 1919, American Bee
Journal, Mr. Siaden describes this
system. The bees on the two sides
of the division board meet in the su-
pers through queen excluders until
the last super is removed in the fall.

From this time on the two divisions
are entirely separated.—Ed.)

Bees in China
Mr. Frank C. Pellett

:

Dear Sir : I am an amateur apiarist
with a colony of 20 hives of Chinese
bees. The native queen is, however,
not as good as the Italian, and I have
ordered six Italian queens from Cali-
fornia, but they have not been deliv-
ered yet. I intend to replace all my
Chinese queens with Italians next
year.

I enclose two snapshots which may
interest you. One shows 4 of my
colonies housed in the English ("W.
B. C") hive. The climate here is sub-
tropical in summer and the ther-
mometer ranges from 80 to 106 de-
grees in the shade; so a shed is abso-
lutely necessary. Our winters are bit-

terly cold, but I do not move my
hives into a cellar—they remain in

the open the year around.
All my colonies were purchased

from Chinese farmers and I had con-
siderable trouble in obtaining them,
as the natives regard bees as "joss
pidgin," i. e., symbols of good fortune.
They think whenever they sell bees
they are selling away their "good
luck." They keep bees in baskets
generally, suspended against a wall,
and one of my pictures shows a cou-
ple of these basket hives after I had
transferred the colonies. Occasionally
bees are housed in wooden tubs or
boxes. They know nothing about
modern beekeeping methods.
The Chinese bee is the gentlest of

its species, rarely using its sting. I

never use a smoker, wear a veil or
gloves when handling my colonies.
The first book I ever read on bee-

keeping was the one you wrote, "Pro-
ductive Beekeeping," one of the Lip-
pincott series. I purchased this in

China.

C. G. GOLDING.

Chinese basket hives.

Wiring Frames
In the June issue of the American

Bee Journal E. S. Miller gives a
method of wiring frames that ap-
pealed to me very much, and I found
on trial, that he was on the track of
a good thing. Ai'tcr a little experi-
menting, I believe I have evolved an
improvement of !iis method.

I wire the frames in the usual man-
ner, leaving slack in the third wire
from the top, so that the wire can be
carried up to the center of the top-
liar and wound around the head of a
five-eighth inch cigar box nail that is

driven in at the edge of the large saw
kerf or wedge pocket, as the case
may be, as Mr. Miller does, and then
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fasten the end as usual, and then
drive in the nail in the top-bar to

tighten the wire. Before wrapping
the third wire around the nail I take
out as much slack as possible in

wires No. 1 and 2.

This gives a wire at the bottom to

prevent buckling of the foundation.
At the same time I obtain the advan-
tage of the points of contact of the

crossed wires. This method is nearly
as rapid as the usual one. and the im-
bedding of the foundation can be
done with bell transformer on the

lighting circuit or with an electric

iron circuit.

A. MESERVE.

Honeydew

By Ale.x. D. MacGillivray

THE thin, clear, sweetish, glutin-

ous substance extracted in dew-
like drops by certain insects is

known as honeydew. It is extruded
from the rectum of the insect through
the anus and is considered as the ex-
cretion of the insect. That this ex-
cretion is entirely excreta is open to

question.
The early students of plants and

animals diflfered decidedly as to the
origin of honeydew. The botanists
put forth arguments that seemed to

show absolutely that this watery sub-
stance found upon the upper surface
of leaves during the summer was
excreted by the plant. The argument
was supported by such eminent sci-

entists as Liebig and Hooker. Even
some entomologists thought it was
excreted by the plant. The argu-
ments of these workers were based
upon theoretical considerations and
it was impossible for such arguments
to overcome conclusions based upon
actual observation. For many stu-

dents of insects, even as early as the
time of De Geer (1778), had observed
the actual passage of the bubble-like
drops from the anal opening of dif-

ferent species of plant lice. The in-

sect origin of honeydew has been
confirmed so many times that it

is now an accepted fact. The ordi-
nary observer, if he so desires, can
readily demonstrate its origin during

the summer months by observing
some plant lice under a lens giving a
slight magnification. The fact must
not be overlooked that certain plants
do exude substances, but they are al-

ways of a very different character,
usually thicker and more opaque than
honeydew.
The insects that produce honeydew

belong to the order Hemiptera. To
this order belong the insects which
the entomologist designates as bugs,
or true bugs. Some of the more com-
mon are the bedbug, the stinkbugs,
which give the acrid taste to berries,

the seventeen-year locust, aphids or
plant lice, and scale injects. All the
insects included in this order are
sucking insects. Their food is either
the blood of animals, as with the bed-
bugs, or the sap of plants, as with
the plant lice. Their mouth parts,
because of their sucking habits, are
greatly changed from those of a cat-
erpillar or a grasshopper, which are
for biting. The lower lip is modified
into a comparatively long cylindrical
projection, the rostrum, which con-
sists of three or four segments. It

also has a deep furrow on the upper
side. The sides of this furrow are us-
ually adjacent, forming a tube which
can be opened on one side or held se-

curely closed at the will of the insect.

The two pairs of jaws are modified
into four long bristle-like structures.
These are extruded through the
mouth and through the furrow in the
rostrum. The bristle-like mouth
parts are longitudinally furrowed and
firmly folded together so as to form
a slender tube with an extremely fine

lumen, much smaller than the lumen
in the needle of an ordinary hypoder-
mic syringe. These closely folded
bristles, which are about as long as
the body, or four or five times its

length, are known as the rostralis.

When the insect gets ready to draw
up sap, the rostrum is held at right
angles to the body and the bark of
the plant, and serves as a support for
the rostralis, which extends through
its central furrow. The free end of
the rostralis is sharp and with the
support given by the rostrum, the in-

sect is able to puncture the bark of
the plant and force the rostralis into

Bees in English hives in China.

the tissues of the plant where there is

an abundant supply of sap. Located
in the head and associated with the
rostralis, there is an efficient pump.
This makes it possible, once the in-

sect has its rostralis fixed in the tis-

sues of the plant, to pump the sap
into its pharynx, where it is mixed
with the excretions from the salivary
glands and digestion is begun. The
great length of the rostralis in many
insects of this group is probably to
permit slight movements of the in-

sect without disconnecting it from
the plant or breaking off the end of
the rostralis in the tissues of the
plant.

The number of families of Hemip-
tera, of which the species produce
honeydew, is not large, only six.

1. The family Membracidae, the
Tree hoppers or Brownie bugs, in-
clude only a few species which pro-
duce honeydew, and these produce
only a small amount. The abdomen is

elongated, the posterior portion is

tubular and the anus is located at the
free end of the tube.

2. The family Cercopidae, the Frog-
hoppers or Spittle insects, includes
species all of which produce honey-
dew. It is said of some of the exotic
species that five or six dozen individ-
uals, will produce a quart in an hour
and a half. They are the insects that
produce the small, frothy or spittle-

like masses in the angles of plants. If

this mass, which is honeydew mixed
with air, is pushed aside, an insect
will be found. The froth is produced
by the insect keeping its abdomen in

motion and mixing small air bubbles
with its honeydew as it is excreted.

3. The family Psyllidae, the Jump-
ing plant lice, often produces great
quantities of honeydew. Slingerland,
in writing of the pear tree Psylla,

says: "It literally rained from the
trees upon the vegetation beneath;
in cultivating the orchard the backs
of the horses and the harness often
became covered with the sticky sub-
stance dropping from the trees. It

attracts thousands of ants, bees and
wasps, which feed upon it."

4. The family Alcyrodidae, the
White flies, are mainly tropical or
sub-tropical species, and in these re-

gions produce great quantities of
honeydew. The species found in tem-
perate regions, while numerous in

species, are rarelj' numerous in num-
ber of individuals, and do not produce
a large quantity of honeydew.

5. The family Coccidae, the Scale
insects, Mealy bugs, or Coccids, are
likewise more abundant in tropical

and sub-tropical regions, where the
species of certain groups produce
enormous quantities of honeydew. It

is from this that much of the inferior

grades of imported honey are pro-
duced. Some of the species of Coc-
cids found in temperate regions pro-
duce large quantities of honeydew
just prior to or at the time they are
producing eggs or giving birth to
young. In the Coccidae all the honey-
dew is produced by the females,
young and adults. Such species as
the San Jose scale or the oyster shell

scale do not produce honeydew. It
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is of interest that the manna men-
tioned in the book of Exodus is the
honeydew of a coccid, Gossyparia
mannifera, which occurs in many
parts of Asia Minor. This substance
is called "man" by the Arabs. In its

natural state it is like honey and is

still used for food.
6. The family Aphidae, the Plant

lice or Aphids, occur abundantly in

tropical and temperate regions and
many of its species produce large
quantities of honeydew. A very large
portion of honeydew produced in

temperate climates is the product of
Plant lice.

The amount of honeydew produced
by different species varies greatly.
Some of the subterranean species
produce only small quantities, while
many of the arboreal species produce
a considerable volume. The females
of the latter bear on the upper side,

near the caudal end of the abdomen,
a pair of tubes, the nectaries, from
which the early entomologists be-
lieved the honeydew was produced. It

is only the fem.ales in the Coccids and
plant lice that produce honeydew

—

females as adults and as young, but in

the other families named, its produc-
tion is limited to the young.
The insect, after it has attached

itself to the host plant, is probably
busy a great part of its time in suck-
ing the sap of the plant. This sap
passes into the insect's alimentary
canal, where it is modified by the se-
cretions with which it is mixed from
the salivary glands and the digestive
glands of the alimentary canal. In
those plant lice excreting a consid-
erable abundance of honeydew, the
posterior portion of the rectum is

greatly enlarged and swollen. This
swollen portion is lined with large
active cells. It is quite likely that
the honeydew is an excretion elab-
orated and poured out by these en-
larged cells, and not simply the ex-
creta of the insect, as it is generally
stated.

(To be continued).

The Large Hive Idea

By A. F. Bonney

BEEKEEPING is in a state of
transition. It has not been
many years since every effort

was being bent to the production of
comb honey, in sections, and, in some
States, chunk. Owing to the difficulty

of getting bees to go into sections in

seasons of light honey flow, and the
vast amount of swarming incident to

the eight-frame hive, beekeepers be-
gan producing more extracted honey,
and the war coming on and the de-
mand for honey increasing tremen-
dously, the ten-frame hive, and in

many cases two of them, were substi-
tuted for the eight-frame, until now
the big hive idea is gaining ground
very rapidly, the Jumbo and, with
others, the long hive.

Owing to the fact that thousands
of beekeepers are fully provided with
the ten-frame Langstroth hives, they
are going to be slow about buying
others, either the Jumbo or the Long,
and, as I am in that position, I began

studying how to bridge the gap, with
the following result:

I am now preparing some ten-frame
hives by adding a couple of inches to
the depth of them. This is a very
simple matter, as all one has to do is

make a frame of stuff the thickness of
the walls of the hive, bore holes about
one-eighth of an inch through them
edgewise, and fasten them onto the
bottom of the hive with long wire
nails. The bees will do the rest. If,

now. Jumbo frames are put into them
I shall gain more than 300 square
inches of frame room, 36 inches to
each frame, and nine frames, as I

long since abandoned the narrow (1^
inch) spacing. This is the equivalent
of two full Langstroth frames. How-
ever, there is more advantage than
the mere gain in space, for while I

have made an eleven-frame hive of a
ten-frame, I have not spread side-
ways, but down, which is what the
bees want, for they will work up and
downvifard indefinitely, while loth to

go sideways.
This, however, is but a step towards

the large hive which, I firmly believe,
is destined to predominate in a very
few years, and a great incentive to
the change is that we do not have to
discard our ten-frame hives, or, for
that matter, the eight-frame equip-
ment, for they may all be used as
extracting supers.

I have tried thoroughly the use of
two ten-frame hives for a brood-
chamber. In some cases it worked
out all right, but in others the bees
would get into the upper hive and re-

fuse to go down. This called for a
change, which I generally made by
Demareeing, putting one frame of
brood below with the queen, which
called for work which, in many cases,
I hope to avoid by the change in the
ten-frame hive.

In this connection, the metal hcney
comb is, I believe, going to solve the
problem of distorted foundation. This,
the metal comb, is to be another fac-
tor in our transition, even if it reduces
the demand for wax and sets the
makers of foundation to scratching
their heads.
The object of all laws is the great-

est good to the greatest number, and
all our efforts in beekeeping should
have the same idea.

Buck Grove, Iowa.

Full Sheets of Foundation to

Swarms

On page 344, at the bottom of the
center column, I wrote: "Never give
full sheets of foundation to a swarm."
This brings a lot of enquiries. The
statement is too sweeping. What I

meant to say was: "Never give a
swarm all full sheets of foundation."
If you do, the bees are likely to break
it down with their weight before they
work upon it, even if wired. It is ad-
visable to give the swarm a comb or
two already built, upon which most
of the bees will hang, while the foun-
dation sheets are being worked out.
If you have no empty combs, just ex-
change two sheets of foundation for

full combs from the hive that has
swarmed, or from some other hive.

In writing this, I am speaking for
warm_ summer climates like that of
Illinois. In cool climates it may be
all right to hive a swarm on all full

sheets. M. G. DADANT.

Protecting Bees in Winter
A good way to protect bees in win-

ter is to cover the hives with large
pasteboard boxes. Fill an empty
super about half full of chaff, and
place on top of the hive, then put on
the regular metal hive cover. Get
the boxes about 3 inches larger than
the hive. (Those in which bakeries
ship bread are just right). Cut out a
place in the bo.x to correspond with
the entrance to the hive, then fill in

all around the hive with straw, not
pressed in but loose, letting it settle
of itself, and filling again when neces-
sary. No matter how cold it gets, this

will protect the hives well, and is

very little trouble. The boxes can
usually be found at any bakery to
which bread is shipped, and cost little

if any money. Of course, the bottom
must be cut from the box, and just
the sides used.

LILLIAN DAVIDSON,
Blue Springs, Neb.

Beestings and Horses

In the November number of your
Journal, on page 384, "New Jersey"
enquires what to do if a horse gets
badly stung.

Fill up the copper, or whatever ves-
sel the wife uses for boiling the
clothes in, and get the water hot as
quickly as possible. Then get some
blankets, rugs, or anything of a like

nature and soak in the water, wring-
ing out the water, and cover the
horse with them as hot as the animal
can bear them. As fast as they cool
keep renewing them with hot ones,
and the animal will get instant relief

and probably recover.
B. BLACKBOURN,

Sub-Editor Australasian Beekeeper.

The Bee as a Reformer

By K. G. Devine

M^^
AC" was a Boston boj', a neg-

:cted orphan, who from lack
of decent environment and

proper training became shiftless and
incorrigible. The Children's Court,
where he finally landed, decided that
he should go to the "Farm," a State
institution.

For three years he was the despair
of the farm authorities, who labeled
him "hopeless." One day he was sent
to the State line to bring home some
colonics of bees for the new apiary.
He brought them home and was badly
stung in so doing. The sting of the
bees wounded his pride more than it

did his flesh, and he determined to
subdue the insects.

From that time on he had sole
charge of the hives and became so
infatuated with his work that he be-
grudged the time spent in eating and
sleeping. "Mac" had never heard of
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the persistency of the spider which
taught Robert Bruce a lesson that

saved Scotland, but the persistency,

patience and industry i 1 the bee was
the regeneration of the boy. He cul-

tivated himself in cultivating the bees
and so improved his record that his

former detractors praised his indus-

try. He made the farm apiary the

best in the Berkshires and when he
left was sought after by every bee-

keeper in the community.
Massachusetts.

A Soldier's Bees

I am sending you a picture of what
is left of my apiary of 50 stands of

bees to this date. We are having dry
weather, but I think we will have a

light honey flow this fall of hearts-

case. I lost quite a number of my
bees in 1917 and 1918 for the reason
that I could not take care of them. I

was in the U. S. Army from Septem-
ber 19, 1917, till March 11, 1919. I

was lucky to be discharged in the

spring, so I could put my yard and
bees in shape. I have reareJ quite a

number of fine queens this summer
for my own use. I have been in the
beekeeping business for 9 years and
started at the bottom of the ladder.

My first investment was $1.50, with
which I bought one s'and of bees
which a farmer could not take care
of, and the first crop made 75 pounds,
which put me where I am today. I

would not take $700 for my yard to-

day, and the bees paid for it.

H. F. CARRILTON.
Illinois.

Some Statistics Relative to Beekeep-

ing in Michigan

By B. F. Kindig

IN
connection with the work pre-

liminary to the organization of a

co-operative Honey Producers'
Exchange, it seems desirable to get
as comprehensive an idea of the

status of beekeeping in the State as

possible. With that end in view, 1,600

letters were sent out to good, bad
and indifferent beekeepers in nearly
every county in the State. The tabu-
lation of the replies received fol-

lows:

All, ji il. F. CarriUon on his rt

One of the striking parts of the

above table is that it shows that less

than 11 per cent of the beekeepers
are producing 63 per cent of the

honey. Some may feel that this list

contains only the more up-to-date
beekeepers. It is only fair to say that

the list circularized was made up
largely from a list of persons who
have attended one or more beekeep-
ers' meetings of one form or another.

So, the standard of interest is likely

somewhat higher than the average
for the State. However, there is rep-

resented in the above list only one
beekeeper having more than 400

colonies, and he has but 500. So,

while the proportion of small and in-

difTerent beekeepers may be too small,

it must also be remembered that

many of the larger ones, for one rea-

son or another, apparently do not

care to give data on their business.

It should also be noted that the

beekeepers having less than ten colo-

nies and receiving the smallest re-

turn per colony are the ones produc-
ing the highest per cent of comb
honey. The percentage of comb
honey gradually falls as the average
number of pounds per colony rises

and as the total returns per colony
increase. Doubtless this should not

all be charged to the production of

•z.
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good beekeeping. There are many
individuals in this class that are just

as good beekeepers as the profes-
sionals, but the average of knowledge
is not so good as the average among
the professional beekeepers. Bee-
keeping has charms, financial, social
and intellectual—sufllcient to chal-
lenge the attention and admiration of
our best men. A strong arm and a
weak mind are the poorest possible
combination in the bee-yard.
The last two columns are of partic-

ular interest. As one looks down the
column headed "Returns per colony,"
one can picture in the mind's eye the
gradual development of a beekeeper
from the nervous, fearful, self-con-
scious amateur, making but a meager
return per colony, to the extensive,
successful and too often self-confi-
dent professional.
The only moral in this table is by

comparison. Size up your business
and see whether you are an average
beekeeper. But don't be satisfied
with being an average. If your terri-
tory is at fault, move. If your meth-
ods are at fault, change them. If you
are not informed, get informed. The
most successful men give their busi-
ness their constant thought and at-
tention.

Michigan.

To the Rescue of Dr. Miller

By W. S. Pangburn

ON page 417 of the American Bee
Journal for December, under
"Criticisms," by C. E. Fowler,

Dr. Miller calls for help on the ques-
tion as to whether carbon disulphide
will kill the egg of the moth. Mr.
Fowler claims that it would not.

I am writing this article in behalf
of Dr. Miller, for whom I have pro-
found respect, and hope it may be of

some interest to other beekeepers as
well; but if I might say some little

thing that would be of any help to
Dr. Miller, I would only be too glad

to do it for what I have gleaned from
the many helpful articles from his

pen.

From my own experience with car-
bon disulphide, which has been the
past 10 years, and in that time fumi-
gating thousands of combs, I do not
think Dr. Miller made any mistake
when he said that only one treatment
was necessary to kill both moth and
egg. . I add. if done thoroughly.
In all the time we have used it, and

never having had to give any set of

combs the second treatment, seems
to me at least to prove Dr. Miller
was not wrong.

In the past year or two a number
of articles have appeared in the bee
journals on the subject of treating
combs with carbon disulphide. and
without exception the claim has been
made that two treatments were
necessary to do the business, and get
both moth and egg, and nearly all the
instructions were to pile the bodies
to be treated on top of one another
several stories high, and place the
carbon in a dish on top of the pile,

and cover tight. A mighty indefinite

set of instructions I would say, espe-
cially for a beekeeper who had not
used the drug before, and knew little

of its action. I do not know that I

have seen in any of these articles a

definite amount of the drug to be
used given, for a certain number of

supers or bodies.

In reading the different articles I

have often wondered why so many
found the second treatment neces-
sary, and we never treated but once,
and never a failure in 10 years.
There is only one good reason that

we can think of as to why this sec-
ond treatment has been found neces-
sary, and that is, the job has not been
done thoroughly enough, and the dose
in most cases has been guessed at.

We will °'ive the method we use in

treating out combs; it is different

from any I have ever seen given.
First scrape all propolis from top

and bottom edges of supers or bodies

in order to get a good fit between
bodies and retain the deadly gases.
Do not be satisfied with this, but

put two thicknesses of newspaper be-
tween each set of combs to be treat-
ed, which will insure a good tight

joint, if your hives are made a.i they
should be.

On top of each set of combs place a
cloth about 10 inches square
(doubled), and pour a tablespoonful
of carbon disulphide on the cloth
and cover with newspapers. Then
place another body on top, and so on
as high as you wish to go.

We believe the success of the treat-
ment lies in confining the gases as
long as possible, and giving each set

of combs the same strength dose,
which cannot be done in piling up
bodies 6, 8, or 10 high, with perhaps
open joints at each body, as is the
case if the edges are not scraped of
propolis and made to fit and the car-
bon disulphide on top of these piles.

The fumes of the drug are very,
heavy, and will settle to the bottom
of the pile quickly, which gives the
upper stories a poor chance of being
treated as thoroughly as they should,
while the bottom ones may, or may
not, be treated sufficiently.

In treating combs by this method
for 10 years, combs that developed
millers could be seen, along with
worms from the size that could
scarcely be seen with the naked eye,
to those almost ready to spin cocoons,
also combs wet from the extractor
that had as yet shown no signs of
moths, that it would hardly be possi-
ble that "all eggs were hatched be-
fore treatment."
We never think of looking at a set

of combs after treating until we wish
to use them, if it is not in a year or
two, and we have never seen the
works of moths in any combs treated.

Of course we keep them covered tight

after treatment, which is necessary
that more millers do not get in and
start up another crop.

We took down a pile of combs this

season that were drawn in 1913,

which were never used or treated
since they were piled up, and they
were in perfect condition.
Sometimes, some little thing is the

turning point to success, or failure.

Iowa.

(Our columns are open for more in-

formation on this matter.—Editor.)

(Before.)
Apiary in box hives in British Columbia.—Photo by F. Dundas Todd.

Excerpt From the Review of Ap-

plied Entomology, Nov., 1919,

Agric.—Paratyphus in Honey-

Bees.

Skandinavisk Veterinar-Tidsskraft,
ix, 1919, pp. 25-40-45-60.

"An acute enteritis of bees in the

vicinity of Copenhagen has been
found to be due to Bacillus paraty-

phi-alvei, the bees showing symptoms
of debility, inability to fly and some-
times diarrhoea, and dying in from
24 hours to a few days. The disease

was introduced with purchased in-

fected bees, and in eight beehives, 50

per cent of the bees succumbed in a

fortnight. Bacillus, paratyphi-alvei
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was found in great numbers in the

gut of all the infected bees, often
almost as a pure culture, and was
also found in the blood. It is not
identical with the form of B. para-
typhi found in man and domestic ani-

mals. The feeding of healthy bees
and of vespa with pure cultures dis-

solved in S per cent sugar solution

showed positive results, but mice,
guinea pigs and rats were not sus-

ceptible. While the organism is not
normally found in healthy bees, it

has occurred exceptionally. In these
cases the infection has possibly been
present in such hives, and it is cer-

tain that many cases of paralysis and
dysentery recorded in bees have been
due to paratyphus.

"This somewhat infectious and ma-
lignant disease can be spread (1) by
purchase of infected bees and of
apparently healthy bees that orig-

inate from a hive that sometime pre-
viously has been attacked by the dis-

ease; (2) through foreign infected
males

; (3) through beekeepers car-
rying the infection from attacked
apiaries to healthy ones; (4) through
infected frames, tools or hives. The
author therefore proposes measures
controlling the purchase of bees and
the prohibition of the importation of
foreign bees and queens."—(Supplied
by William Hugh, President of the
Beekeepers' Association of British
Columbia.)

(This is another name for the cause
of May disease or paralysis. We are
not wanting for names. "Bacillus de-
pilis, bacillus Gaytoni, bacillus para-
typhi-alvei"! But what we need worse
than names is to know how the trou-
ble originates and how to cure it. It

will come by and by.—Editor.)

Beekeeping in Costa Rica

By W. B. Gehrels

(Continued from February.)

Our second year here proved to be
abnormal. It did not rain more than
one-third the usual amount. About
the first of October the honey flow
started, but was followed quickly by
a three weeks' rain, and before the
honey flow started up again, after the
rains ceased, the bees had used up
their stores o converted them into
brood, so that we had to do some
feeding. For feed we bought brown
sugar; this is sold in cakes, as it is

molded into clay molds at the cane
mills. This sugar we boiled, adding
some water. When the syrup thick-
ens, cool off and stir; it will grain
very fine and when cold, if it is just

right, it can be very quickly rubbed
into empty conbs. This feed excited
very little robbing and gave good sat-
isfaction for us. Bees do not seem to

be inclined to rob as badly here as in

the States.

Towards the middle of November
the honey flow opened up better
again, but not so good «. - the previous
year. The lack of rain during the
winter cut down the flowering of the
trees considerably, but by the end of

the second year we had increased to
550 colonies and produced n,000 lbs.

of honey. The largest part of this

honey was not inferior to the best
honeys produced in the States, such
as clover, orange or catsclaw. A
small part of the honey, that pro-
duced from one variety of mangrove,
had a slightly salty taste, but was
white in color. The bees did not
gather any honeydew, or any honey
that was dark in color or of a strong
flavor, but the largest part of the
honey was of a distinctive, different

flavor from the honey produced last

year. As the largest part of our
honey comes in the dry season, the
honey is very thick and heavy, so
that it will hardly run out of a bot-
tle, but on the other hand, it very
seldom candies here on the coast. In
the higher altitudes in Costa Rica
honey candies, however, much the
same as it does in the States.

We have heard of the cheap honeys
from the West Indies and Central
and South America, which, of course,
discount the prices of the article

produced down here. There is some
ground for this kind of talk, and the
cause is nearly always the way the
honey is handled, packed and
shipped, and again the way it is

handled after it is received and final-

ly put on the market in the country
where it is consumed. I have sam-
pled bottled honey put up in the two
countries that are the most advanced
in beekeeping— our own United
States and England—that was so
much inferior in color and flavor to

the honey produced here that it

would not admit of comparison. I

have bought the bottled honey that
I mention, in Panama.
As I am writing this, I have my

typewriter on some empty bee hives
under the shade of a palm tree, and
the bees are coming in clouds over
my head heavily loaded with honey
from the forest, and the air is full of
the sweet-smelling fragrance of rip-

ening honey in the hives.

Beginning with si.x colonies two
years ago, the bees have, with our
help, more than made our living for
a family of eight members, not figur-
ing the increase to 550 colonies. My
good wife and daughters are my help-
ers ; my son is now in the United
States attending a mining school.

HONEY PLANTS

It is only possil)le to get an incom-
plete list of the honey-producing
plants of Costa Rica, as we have been
in the country only two years. Some
plants have escaped our notice, and
there are undoubtedly many other
good honey plants in other parts of
the country. I will just give them
here as I find them in my memoran-
dum book, without any attempt at
listing them alphabetically.

The maranyon produces honey,
fruits and nuts; blooms from Novem-
ber till April.

Tamarind—Honey and fruit, April
till September.
.'\guacate—Honey and fruit; De-

cember and January.
Mango—Honey, fruit and pollen;

November till April.
Marango—A tree used for fence

posts; produces honey; blooms all

year round.
Cocoanut and cojol palm bloom all

year round; produce honey.
Guava—Fruit and honey; not im-

portant; blooms all year.
Oranges and limes—Usually bloom

twice a year; produce some honey.
Bananas—Fruit and honey; not im-

portant; bloom all year.
Three or four varieties of wild

plums; some have very good fruit,

all produce some honey; bloom from
December till March.
Xispero—Fruit and honey; blooms

several times a year.
Coffee—Honey; not important;

bloom period too short; April.
Cacao—Honey; not important;

April.

Balsa, espavel, cedar, genisero,

(After.)
Apiary of J. H. Alexander, of. Ladner, B. C, who bought the Chinaman's bees and transferred

them to bives.—Photo by F. Oundas Todd.
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guanacaste mora, mahogany and al-

mond are the commercial lumber
woods. All produce honey; some are
first-class honey yielders. The cedar
has no resemblance to the cedar in

the States except the lumber. The
shape of the tree, the leaves and the
blossoms are altoeether different
from our northern cedar.
The calabash or gourd tree grows

everywhere and is an important,
honey plant. It blooms about six

months of the year. The gourds that
grow on these trees are very durable
and are used by the natives for
drinking cups, for dishes and for
water containers, and they are also
used in making the marimba, the
sweet-toned Indian musical instru-
ment. The calabash flowers and fruit
come right out of the stem of the
tree and large limbs. Seemingly the
bark bursts open and the flowers
come out.

Bread-fruit trees and the wild fig

tree are said to produce honey, but
I have not seen bees on them while
in bloom; perhaps something else
was producing honey at the time that
was more to the bees' liking.
Among the good fruits that pro-

duce honey, there are two kinds of
zapote, the zapotia, the annona, the
mamong, the kaki fruit, the loquat
and the nancitas. In fact, I find a
new fruit every few days that yields
honey. The papayas I think I have
mentioned before.
The corn is very valuable as a pol-

len yielder. There seems to be a
dearth of pollen here sometimes.
The mangrove, of which there are

more than a dozen varieties, bloom
the greater part of the year. Some
yield considerable honey.
Most of. the plants and trees of

Costa Rica, except the grasses and
some garden vegetables, yield honey.
Among the vegetables the chayote
produces honey and pollen. The gher-
kin, or wild cucumber, produces con-
siderable honey during the rainy
season. Mesquite, catsclaw and wild
cotton also give us some honey.
A peculiar thing — flowers will

often continue secreting honey after
they have fallen to the ground, and
bees will continue to work on them;
children sometimes get stung by
stepping on them. I have noticed
this with the flowers from the cala-
bash, the marango and the pampaya.
Costa Rica.

Southern Beekeepers Affected_by

Wisconsin Apiary Law
The attention of the beekeepers of

Alabama and several other Southern
States which do not provide for api-
ary inspection is called to the new
Wisconsin law which went into effect
last July.
Under this statute beekeepers and

transportation companies are prohib-
ited from accepting for delivery in
Wisconsin any bees, comb, or used
beekeeping appliances without a per-
mit from the Wisconsin Inspector of
Apiaries, or an inspection certificate
from an official Inspector of the State
of origin attached to each package,

crate or bundle containing the same.
It appears to be customary for the

Alabama dealers, at least, to attach
affidavits to their pound packages,
stating that the honey used in mak-
ing the candy has been diluted and
boiled. Our experience has been that
the ordinary boiling is insufficient to
sterilize honey, and that foulbrood
sometimes develops as a result of the
introduction of bees in pound pack-
ages, unless they come from an apiary
free from disease.

It is now too late, of course, to pro-
vide for inspection in a State in which
no arrangements of that kind have
been made. Consequently, it will be
necessary for all dealers who are un-
able to furnish an inspection certifi-

cate to secure a permit from the State
Entomologist of Wisconsin for this

purpose. A copy of this permit may
then be attached to each pound pack-
age, and a list of all the customers of
the permittee filed with the State En-
tomologist. It is understood that
where bee diseases are apparently in-

troduced in pound packages, permits
will probably be refused in future
years to the apiaries from which the
bees were received.
All shipments should also be accom-

panied by the affidavit form now used.
Applications for the needed permits
are to be made to S. B. Fracker, Act-
ing State Entomologist, Madison,
Wis.

Jumbo Hives in Dadant Style

By F. Dundas Todd

TALKING to Mr. C. P. Dadant at

the meeting of the Chicago
and Northwestern Beekeepers

Association in the year 1908, I re-

marked that some day I was going to

try out a Dadant or Quinby hive.

Very earnestly Mr. Dadant remarked:
"Mr. Todd, we never urge anybody to
use our style of hive, but I will assure
you of one thing, that if you ever do
try it, you will never regret so do-
ing.

At that time I had on hand a com-
plete equipment for about SO shallow
divisible hives, and no inducement to
add to the number, nor did I have any
further need for nine years, so my in-

tention was for a long time unfilled.

As I had so many shallow frames
on hand, and a four-frame extractor
with twelve-inch baskets, I felt I

could not afford to follow exactly
the dimensions of the Dadant hive, so
I began by compromising on the ten-
frame Jumbo, but following closely
the general design of the Dadant.
Instead of starting with one, I made
five, getting them all filled the first

season. In one of my letters to Mr.
Dadant I happened to mention what
I was doing, and he urged me to let

him know my results.

The first season's wintering of these
hives was just average with my oth-
ers, but I considered I had better say
nothing until I had further experi-
ence. One thing however that I did
appreciate very much was the greater
ease in handling the colony. With
our 'ong building up season, four
months , we get the kind of colonies
most beekeepers dream about, but

very seldom see. At the beginning
of May a good beekeeper frequently
has a ten-frame Langstroth packed
with bees, so a second story is in or-
der, when a good queen will do a
land office business. In 1919 we had
a rather cool, wet April, yet, before
the end of the month, several men
stopped me on the street to tell me
how well their bees were doing. One
man with six colonies said his best
hive had fourteen solid combs of
brood, his poorest, six. Nine frames
of brood are not uncommon. Our
honey flow is not due until July, so
think of the backbreaking labor in-
volved in examining regularly these
double deckers for two months. As
a bee inspector I know what it means.
With a Dadant hive big enough, the
brood chamber is all in one story,
so the cover is the heaviest thing to
lift until the honey flow is on. By
the way thirteen frame Langstroths
have been tried by several beekeepers
in British Columbia, and discarded.
So in 1918 I had ready a complete

equipment for 20 more Dadant style
hives with eleven Jumbo frames,,
spaced as were the previous five, one
and a half inches, I did not like the
Dadant cap, but I followed the idea
by using the "riser" so favored by
British Beekeepers to protect the su-
per. My cover is a telescope with a
two inch rim. In general appearance
my hives just look like a Dadant.
The season proved to be cold and dry
so that from the middle of May until
well on in July the bees lived from
hand to mouth. When the season
closed I had only eighteen Dadants
in all, many of them without the full

complement of combs and short of
stores. To remedy the latter trouble
I gave them shallow supers of honey,
and the net result was that only two
colonies were wintered in the brood
chamber alone. It was not a fair deal
for the new hive, but it was the best I

could do.

The winter was mild but wet, typi-
cal Pacific Coast weather north of
San Francisco. Bees wintered well
where stores were plentiful. I left SO
pounds to the hive, but a rollicking
party of young porkers got access to
the orchard where my apiary is lo-

cated, found the most succulent mor-
sels right in front of the hives and
jarred these considerably, so in the
spring I found stores lower than us-
ual. April was cold and wet, and I

was therefore unable to make my us-
u.il spring inventory of brood area
and weight of l.oney, so my notebook
has merely such words as, strong,
medium, weak, plenty, short, no
stores, just such facts as one could
gain from a hurried examination
above the frames.

Having completed the annual
spring tabular statement as to queens
from different breeders, also accord-
ing to their age, hives and systems of
packing, so as to find the value of

the whole series of experiments on
wintering, I have been conducting for

years to find the best system for a

region where damp is the most im-
portant factor, I v/orked out quite a

serie? of percentages, anc} feel I can
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begin to comply with Mr. Dadant's

request for the results of the venture.

First, I group all the colonies in

Dadant hives under the three head-

ings of strong, medium and weak,
and do the same for the other style

of hive, the shallow divisible, and I

find that 72 per cent in the Dadant
hives are strong, while in the others

only SS per cent. On the face of it,

this looks first rate, but I have four

different lines of queens in my yard,

and a little more than half of last

year's raising. So I have to work out

a few more percentages. For exam-
ple, one strain of queens, which I will

call A, has 66 per cent strong in the

whole yard, but in the Dadant hive

there are 75 per cent of them under

the same heading. Strain B, for

which I paid a pretty good price on

account of much booming, has 33

per cent strong in the whole yard,

and in Dadant hives. Funny queens
these, slow in building up, not in-

clined to swarm, giving a croi) equal

to the average of the yard. Stock C
is 66 per cent strong over the yard,

but 80 per cent in Dadant hives, while

strain D is 70 per cent strong in the

apiary and 80 per cent in Dadant
hives. Queens of all four strains

raised in 1918 are 58 per cent strong

over the yard, but 83 per cent strong

in Dadant hives. Older queens are

70 per cent strong in the yard, and
80 per cent strong in Dadant hives.- I

take the strains individually as found
in Dadant and the other style of

hives, and find the average at least

25 per cent in favor of the Dadants.

The two colonies housed in typical

Dadant style, that is in a brood-

chamber alone with a sack of dry

moss in a protecting case above, have
in the last week of April five solid

combs of brood, just as fine as I ever

saw.
The above was written in May,

when I intended to convert 30 more
of my colonies into this style of hive,

hoping to find the task much easier,

seeing I had so many drawn combs,
and would be able to help out with

frames of sealed brood occasionally.

Now in November, I have to report

that in the region where my apiary

is located the season has been cold

and dry, as in 1918. My colonies, as

a whole, were very strong by the end
of May, but from that date until the

honeyflow started in the middle of

July, they practically lived from hand
to mouth. The best I could do was to

work over 19 more of my colonies

into 11-frame Jumbo hives. My honey
crop averaged 40 pounds to the hive,

spring count. On the first extracting

when the supers were stacked up in

the honey house, I was rather sur-

prised to find that fifteen of them
came from the original eighteen
original Jumbo colonies, and five from
the nineteen shallow-frame hives. I

have thought much as to the mechan-
ical why, but have failed to get an
answer satisfying to myself. The
most probable to my mind is the pro-

tection given the super by the outside
telescope case.

I am now more than satisfied with
the great ease in working this style

of hive, and I think I have run the

gamut through Gallups, 8-frame
Langstroth, 10-frame Langstroth,
Long idea with 17 frames (by the way
it is rather good), Simmons' bureau
hive and 8-frame .shallows. Many
theorists denounce the shallow hive,

but I have always liked it in prefer-

ence to 10-frame Langstroths. As a

rule it lagged in early spring behind
a hive with Langstroth frames, but

whenever it had six frames of brood
I transposed the bottom half with the

upper, then there was something do-
ing.

For extracting I use the shallow
frame, prefer it much to the ordinary
Langstroth, all this after using it for

eleven years. When I started to learn

golf I chose a heavy club so that the

weight of the head would drive the

ball; later I learned that a light club

over which I had perfect control al-

ways gave longer distances and bet-

ter line. In the field of carpentry my
first hammer weighed a pound and a

half; now for ordinary bench work
my choice is a 14 or 16 ounce ham-
mer. In beekeeping I am applying
the same principle. In examining a

brood-chamber in my own apiary my
heaviest lift is now 8 or 10 pounds,
that is a full Jumbo frame; when ex-

tracting I handle about 5 pounds, and
the width of the frame is such that

the uncapping • knife slices off the

cappings very easily. I find I can un-

cap about 50 frames an hour without
rushing, and I am no speed artist.

With eight shallow frames in four 12-

inch baskets I extract the equivalent

of five ordinary frames, so I gain

a little there. In my own apiary
from now on my only heavy lifts will

be the supers of honey in July and
August, so I have gained a lot.

When I bought my (sYiy&Vz camera
over thirty years ago. Dr. Thompson,
then aged 65, said, "When I was your
age nothing less than a 12x15 was
good enough for me. It was in the

wet plate days, so I had to take with
me large bottles of chemicals and
baths, and you can picture to your-
self how I looked trundling a well-

laden wheelbarrow all over the coun-
try side seeking for new scenes to

photograph. Now I am content with
a camera for 3^x4^ plates."

My sympathy is now with Dr. Thomp-
son. Then I could not appreciate his

point of view, now I understand.

Just ask any man who owns a camera
weighing over 2 pounds how often he
carries it a few miles from home
and you will find it is very seldom.
He is the victim of his tools.

B. C.

Well-Known Beeman Dies

On December 29, 1919, occurred the

death of Ernest J. Bceker, of Rush-
ville, N. Y. Mr. Bceker was one of

the oldest and most successful bee-
keepers hereabouts. We were always
glad to have him with us at our meet-
ings. He was a well posted man in

apiculture when I was learning my
ABC's about 45 years ago. I well re-

member the hive I saw in his yard at

that time—brood-chamber in the cen-
ter and 4-lb. glazed boxes piled all

around this. The principle of the hive

was : the boxes were started over
the brood-chamber, and while partly

filled were moved to the side, where
empty ones again were placed on
top. Mr. B's success with this plan

was a wonder to me at that time.

However, he adopted the 1-lb. section

cases soon after and with them the

Langstroth hive. Mr. Beeker was
highly esteemed by the beekeeping
fraternity here and we shall all miss
him. F. GREINER,
Naples, N. Y.

Wax as Varnish

THE bees appear to be quite deft

in handling their kind of var-

nish. We all know how deter-

mined they are to stick everything

fast, messing around with propolis,

world without end, causing beekeep-

ers to become prematurely grey, not

to say profane. One often thinks that

they might make better use of their

time. But who knows? Perhaps it

was here that men got the germ of

the idea for varnish, which was later

to blossom forth as that divine con-

fection used by the old violin makers
of Cremona to embellish and preserve

their instruments.
In modern formulae for varnish,

wax does not appear to be mentioned.

Recipes are found, though, for wax
polishes and wax stains. Here is one

for wax polish

:

Melt 8 ounces of beeswax with 8

ounces of spirits of turpentine; allow

A Massachusetts house-apiary
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to cool, and then add 2 ounces of al-

cohol.

A polish for floors is made as fol-

lows :

Melt together 16 ounces of beeswax,
1 ounce Venetian turpentine and 16

ounces spirits of turpentine; allow
to cool and apply. After one-half
hour, polish with woolen cloth or
weighted floor brush.
A polish for tool handles can be

made by melting together equal parts

of linseed oil, spirits turpentine and
beeswax. Apply this mixture hot

with a rag. The friction of the hand
in using the tool gives the handle a

smooth polish that is a great comfort
to the user.

Wax stains are made from a mix-
ture of beeswax and turpentine, col-

ored with oil colors such as vandyke
brown, burnt and raw sienna, burnt
and raw umber, etc. The principal

requirement is that the color be semi-
transparent in order not to hide too
much the grain of the wood.

Wax is thought by some to have
been an ingredient of the so-called

lost Cremona varnish mentioned
above, which was developed by the

violin makers of Italy, about the year
1550, and used by them until 1750,

when it mysteriously disappeared. Its

loss has been much lamented by the

musical world, for they are convinced
that with it was lost the Italian. tone
of the violin which is so much sought
for by virtuosi of that instrument.

Occasionally a ray of light breaks
the gloom of the fiddle fans. One
Victor Grivel announced several

years ago, the title of his book as:

"Vernis des anciens luthiers d' Italie,

perdu depuis le milieu du XVIII sie-

cle, retrouve par V. Grivel." (Varnish
of the old violin makers of Italy, lost

since the middle of the 18th century,
rediscovered by V. Grivel). The only
comment that can now be made is

that the world was unconvinced. The
author has been gathered to his fath-

ers, leaving no record of his varnish
formula behind him.

This is only one instance of a num-
ber of similar disappointments. The
gloom of the would-be Cremona var-
nisher has now become Stygian. The
outstanding fact is that "like the

snow upon the dese.t's dusty face."

Cremona varnish has gone where the
woodbine twineth.
Some day her sad tale will be taken

up by a skillful movie scenario artist

and be played to crowded and humid
houses from one end of this broad
land to the other. In the meantime if

any reader of the Journal has her
concealed about his premises, he
should stand and deliver, that the
world may read without regret.

"The instrument upon which he
played

Was in Cremona's workshop made,
By a great master of the past,

Ere yet was lost the art divine.

Fashioned of maple and of pine,

That in Tyrolean forests vast
Had rocked and wrestled with the

blast;

Exquisite was it in design,
Perfect in each minutest part,

A marvel of the lutist's art;

And in the hollow chamber thus
The maker from whose hands it came
Had written his unrivalled name

—

'Antonio Svradivarius.'

"

—Longfellow.
"Tales of a Wayside Inn."

Maryland.

How to Convert L. Frames Occupied

by the Bees Into Deep Frames
By Brother Alphonse Veith

IT
makes an unsatisfactory job to

transfer combs from a small
frame to a larger one. Neither

am I in favor of melting nice brood-
combs, as suggested in the December
number of the American Bee Journal
in "Criticisms." In these days of high
prices we cannot afford to destroy
valuable brood-combs and compel the

bees to build new ones with much la-

bor and the consumption of about 10

to IS pounds of honey for each pound
of wax they produce. Add to this the

price of new frames and foundation
comb, which is together, per 100, in

the neighborhood of $30.

The writer has made a start with
the Jumbo hive, and in doing so the

frames with combs occupied by the

bees are used. The standard Lang-
stroth frames are changed into deep
frames simply by putting on a new
bottom-bar with short end-bars which
are fastened with crating staples to

the Langstroth frame. Afterwards
the bottom-bar of the Langstroth
frame is cut with the aid of a narrow
saw and removed. The empty space
is now filled either with drawn-out
comb or foundation. I have shown a

specimen of this to an expert bee-
keeper, and he expressed his approval.

Indiana.

Two Queens in One Colony—Foul-

brood, Etc.

By H. Brenner

WE find mentioned in bee books
that in exceptional cases two
queens worked peacefully on

one frame, and that these queensare
mother and daughter. In the apiary

of Leonard Moss, Jr., in Seguin,

Guadalupe County, Texas, in demon-
strating to some beekeepers my latest

method of queen rearing, we found
two queens and supersedure cells in

a colony, and as I investigated this

matter in the tropics, I want to send
in the results of my investigation, as

it may interest the readers. In unit-

ing hundreds of colonies for the win-
ter flow last year in San Domingo,
I saw in January two colonies with
two queens each, and not related, the

more so as one colony had a black
and an Italian queen. One of these

colonies had two supersedure cells. I

examined the queens in these two
colonies and found three of the

queens crippled. In the Moss apiary
here one of the queens had a torn
wing and the other a crippled leg. In

all these three colonies I found eggs
and brood, but the colonies not up
to date like the others. After the

above investigation I came to the

conclusion that the queens will gen-

erally try to kill each other, and
whenever we find two queens in one
brood nest they did fight but could
not inflict the death wound. Both of
these queens are in consequence of
this fight either crippled or worn out
and not fit for work, as the super-
sedure cells or inferior condition of
the colonies shows.

In uniting colonies in the tropics
I marked for experiment about two
dozen queens and I always found the
old queen missing and the young one
remaining.
A friend of mine asked me to look

at his apiary in southwest Texas,
which did not bring in honey as they
ought to have done. I found that the
colonies had loo many supers with
foundation for the light honey flow
and condition of the colonies. I took
the supers off and left only one per
colony. I found in one apiary two
colonies badly infected with foul-
brood, but fairly strong in bees and
apparently a good queen reigning.
These two colonies I left with only
one super like the others. Other
colonies that the apiary hands had
marked "foulbrood" I did not bother,
for fear of robbing. In about 12 days,
when I revisited the apiary to put the
second super on, I found in these two
colonies not a sign of foulbrood, the
brood nest in excellent condition and
nearly ready for another super.

I have been asked several times
here in southwest Texas by good api-
arists if honey e.xtracted from foul-

brood colonies contained foulbrood
germs or bacteria. I always took it

for granted that it did, and for want
of opportunity have never experi-
mented with it. I suggest to isolate

about six sound colonies in good con-
dition, take all stores away and feed
in starvation time honey taken from
foulbrood colonies and watch the re-
sults.

Texas.

Soldering

Will you allow me to add a word
or two to Doctor Bonney's article on
the above in the American Bee Jour-
nal for August? If after the raw
muriatic acid is killed with zinc a
tablespoonful is added to half a pint
of water it will be found a very ex-
cellent cleaning solution for the iron.

It is quicker and better to dip it into

this than wipe it with a cloth. I

have never tried plugging small leaks
with wax and fat, but will do so.

When the tin is full of honey these
leaks are very difficult to solder, as
the honey oozes out and prevents the
solder from taking. The best method
is to tip the tin in such a way that
the honey will fall away from the

hole.

In mending small holes in enamel-
ware it is l)est to work around the
hole with the small l)Iade of a pocket-
knife until the edges arc bright.

Break the enamel away and get down
to the iron. Plug the hole with a

bright, flat-head nail which will just

fit the hole, having the head inside.

Solder from the outside with a good
hot iron and thoroughly "sweat" the

solder onto the nail head inside the
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vessel. This is much better than just

filling the hole with solder. Cut off

the protruding part of the nail and
job is done. For larger holes the

same method can be employed, only

use a copper rivet with the head in-

side and washer out. If the solder

is well "sweated" with this it will last

as long as the pot. Cut off the pro-
truding part of the rivst.

MAJOR SHALLARD.
New South Wales.

DR. MILLER'S ANSWERS
==^

^
Answered by the Editor during the illness of Dr. Miller.

=^

Honeydew
I have been awaiting to see or learn some-

thing out of the Journal in regard to honey-
dew. My bees have been dying off gradually
all winter ; my neighbor beekeeper has lost

half of his colonies up to date.. I am in-

formed if bees carry the honeydew into their

brood-nest and live on it> it kills them. If

any of our beekeepers know of any remedy to

overcome this I would like to hear from them.
SUBSCRIBER.

Answer.—I know of no remedy but the re-

moval of the honeydew and replacing of it

with good honey or sugar syrup. If it is not

too late, you might feed the colonies with good

sugar syrup made by diluting 2 pounds of

sugar with a pound of water and feeding it to

them warm, in a feeder, right over the combs.

They will use that first and will leave the

honeydew in the combs. Most of the bee

books advise the removal of honeydew in the

fall.

Moving Bees—Transferring
1. As I have a hive of bees that is about 80

rods from the house, which I would like to

have brought closer, I would like to know how
and when is the best time to move them, and
how to do with them after moving, so as to

not lose any bees.

2. I would also like to know when is the best

time to transfer from a box hive to a movable-

frame hive, and which do you tLink is the best

method of doing it ILLINOIS.

Answers.—1. Wait till the warm days of

spring. Then ciOse the hive in the evening.

In the morning drum them vigorously so as to

frighten them. Then carry them to the new

spot and place a slanting board over the en-

trance so as to compel them to take notice of

the change of location. Usually when they

have been very much disturbed they take note

of their place, as does a new swarm. But

some bees among the oldest often insist on re-

turning to the old spot.

2. The modern way to transfer is to wait

till the beginning of the honey crop, drive

the bees and queen into a box and hive them

into the new hive just like a swarm, placing

the old hive on top of their new home or at

the rear, for 21 days, or until all the brood

hatches. The more thorough way is to trans-

fer all the brood combs also and destroy the

old hive. For the latter method, see the text

books: "First Lessons in Beekeeping," ' or

"Langstroth," It would take more space than

can be spared in the Journal.

Fermented Honey in Cells

I noticed last August, when extracting

honey, that the sealed honey from at least one

colony was fermenting. December 22 I ex-

tracted the honey taken from a number of

hives after the flow stopped and I found prac-

tically every cell in the super from hive No.

43 was fermented and would throw out say

6 to 12 small air bubbles from each cell as

soon as uncapped. The cappings slipped from

the knife as if they were greased and the

honey was very thin, though it \.as sealed. It

is in an open jar and has become decidedly sour.

I put a bucket of it in a hot water bath; the

water boiled a few minutes, then all was set

on the back of the stove. When cold this

honey had little or no foam at top, but looks

and tastes like it had a big lot of pollen in it.

1. Will this colony winter well?

2. Will its honey ferment again next season?

I know that one colony had this trouble last

year (191S), too, perhaps this one.

3. Do you want some of this honey and
some of the comb it was in for examination?

4. Should I transfer them into a clean hive

next summer, or reqiieen? tr both?

I got a poor quality of honeydew in June
and a good crop from heartsease later, over

8,000 pounds in all. MISSOURI.
Answers.— 1. It is difficult to guess, but my

guess would be that the colony would suffer

very much, if its honey is all fermented as

described.

2. If the conditions are as mentioned on

page 422 of December last, the honey of next

season would probably ferment again if stored

in those cells. . It seems as if the germs of

fermentation remain. At least that was the

experience of Mr. Kenyon in similar circum-

stances.

3. We will be glad to examine a sample of

it.

4. If the trouble is bad, it might be well to

put the colony on new combs next year. Re-

queening seems absolutely unnecessary, and,

in fact, useless. The queen is not at fault.

Division—Rearing Queens—Killing

Drones
1. Can I split my colonies in half, putting

4 frames full of foundation, at the beginning

of the season, in another hive, and have good

swarms?
2. Is it necessary to buy queens, or will they

rear their own queens?
3. I had lots of drones in my hives, but I

put on drone traps and killed them all. Will

the bees eventually rear a young queen, when
the old one is worthless? MISSOURI.
Answers.—1. Yes, you can split your colo-

nies in the way you suggest, but you must

watch them so as to make sure that each side

has all it needs. If you don't seek and find

the queen, you must be sure and have young

larvse less than 3 days old in each division,

so they can raise a queen.

2. They will rear a queen, if you do as

above suggested. But if you buy queens to

use when you divide, it will be better. You
must make sure in what half the queen is.

3. Your way of killing drones is the most
expensive way. Yes, the bees will usually

rear a new queen when the old one is too

old. You need to get a bee book of some
kind and read it. It will explain many things

to you that can't be answered in this depart-

ment.

Miscellaneous Questions
1. Next year I want to use a shallow ex-

tracting super and comb-honey super on the
same hive. The sections will contain full

sheets and the extracting super will contain
only narrow strips for chunk honey. Now
which super shall I place on the top if I put
them both on at the same time?

2. You dequeen for ten days and have the

same honey and it cures the colony of Euro-
pean foulbrood. and yet if you would feed
any of that honey to a healthy colony they
would catch the disease. Please explain why
one colony can eat it and the other can't.

3. If one should buy a pound of bees with
queen and afterwards change places of the

hives between it and a strong colony, will
the returning field bees kill the queen, or will
they take hold and help build up the colony?

4. Criticise the following for transferring
from a box hive to a movable frame hive.
Just wait until they swarm. The box has no
bottom. Turn it bottom side up and put a
queen excluder over it. Hive the swarm and
place it (minus bottom) on top of excluder,
stopping up all entrances except through the
hive( of course this will have an opening).
At the end of nine days the brood below will
require no more attention, so remove the ex-
cluder and put on an escape ooard, bottom
upwards, so the bees can get up but not down.
If the virgin attempts to swarm she can be
caught in an Alley trap. Would there be any
honey remaining in the box when the brood
all emerged?

5. If a swarm emerges from a hive, which
we will call A, and a couple of days later

a swarm comes from another part of the
yard and is hived in A, will the new swarm
tear down the cells already started in A?

6. How can a person put an observation
hive in a window and not mutilate the win-
dow?

7. If one puts a tight division board in the
middle of an 8-frame hive and has on each
side a full 4-frame nucleus, will the bees
work as well in the super as eight frames
under one queen?

8. Would one need to use any precaution
in uniting them except to remove the division

board ?

9. Will bees in a 10-frame Jumbo hive lay

up as much comb honey as in a 10-frame
Langstroth size? PENNSYLVANIA.
Answers.—1. Put the extracting super on

first. As soon as the bees get to work well in

it, raise it up and put the comb honey super

under it. If you insist on jutting them both

on at the same time, put the comb honey super

at the bottom.

2. Are you not getting the two kinds of

foulbrood mixed? It is with American foul-

brood that the honey is dangerous. If there

were germs of i-.uropean foulbrood in the

honey, then, of course, we would have to

starve the bees also. But it does not seem

to appear necessary.

3. They will not give any trouble if the

crop is on. If there was no honey in the field

they might cause trouble, but n-t positively.

4. The success of this will depend in a meas-

ure upon the season. It might do in a warm
summer. As to whether there will be any

honey left in the lower box, depends upon bow

much there was when it was turned over, and

also how large a crop has been harvested in

the meantime. It would be a puzzle to answer

it one way or the other.

5. It may and it may not. In a crowding

season the cells would probably be preserved.

6. Raise the window enough for a bee

passage and put a block of wood in the aper-

ture, on each side of the bee passage. An
opening an inch wide is sufficient for an ob-

servation hive.

7. Probably they will. Have never tried it;

try it yourself.

8. Not if there is a honey crop. At other

times they should be thoroughly smoked before

removing the board, and it would be better to

kill one of the queens the day before.

9. That depends on the strength of the col-

ony. But with colonies of equd strength, as

there is more room for honey in the Jumbo,

they may put more honey in the supers of the

Langstroth. I judge that is what you want

to know, though you don't exactly say it.

Transferring—Cross Bees—Large

Hives

1. I have 12 hives, 11 of which are in stand-

ard dovetailed hives, and the other in a box-

hive. I would like to know your best way
to transfer the bees of the box hive into a
standard 10-frame dovetailed hive. How
could I transfer the hive? I do not wish to

save the old combs and place them in the new
frames, as some do when they transfer. I
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•am to furnish this new hive with full sheets of
foundation.

2. I would like to know what causes my bees
to get angry each time I open a hive and apply
a little smoke. Do all bees do this?

3. Are 8-frame hives as good as lO-frame
hives when running for comb honey? Do they
winter as well as the 10-frame?

4. Are the 10-frame Jumbo hives better for

wintering than the 10-frame dovetailed? Are
the Jumbo better than the 10-franie standard
hive when running for extracted honey?

5. Can you give any information as to

where I can get any 12-frame dovetailed or

other hives?
6. I would like to know which way is best

to arrange the hives. Arrange them all on
separate stands, or all on one stand?

ILLINOIS.
Answers.—1. The best time to transfer bees

is when they are making some honey. You
must, of course, save the brood, whether you

save any of the old combs or not. At a time

when they are beginning to make honey, say

about June 1, smoke your box hive, then in-

vert it, placing another hive or box of about

the same size on top of it, mouth to mouth.

Put the movable frame hive on the old

stand. Drive the bees out of your old hive by

drumming it with a club for a few minutes.

Make sure the queen goes with the bees.

She usually does when the bulk of the bees

go. Then throw your driven bees in front

of the movable frame hive, just as if they

were a natural swarm. After that you can

either fix the old hive on top of the movable

frame hive, with an excluder between, or you

may place the old hive by the side of the

swarm, but it must have some bees left to take

care of the brood. At the end of 3 weeks, the

brood will all be hatched out and you can drive

out the rest of the bees and unite them with

the bees in the new hive. It is a good plan,

10 days after making the first drive, to ex-

amine the box hive and destroy the queen-

cells. Lengthy directions for transferring

bees are given in the revised Langstroth book,

the "Hive and Honey Bee."

2. Probably you gtart to open the hive be-

fore smoking them. The first thing to do, be-

fore you open a hive, is to give a few puffs of

smoke at the entrance, for the door guards are

apt to become angry otherwise. Some bees

require more smoke than others. If they

are smoked enough to compel the bees to fill

themselves with honey, they become very

peaceable.

3. It depends upon the manner of man-

agement in both cases. Dr. Mill , in his

most successful management of 8-frame hives

used 2 stories for breeding.

4. Yes, by all means, as they have more

honey above the cluster proportionately. They

are also better for extracted honey, because

they give more room for breeding.

6. They may be made to ord , but are not

listed in the ordinary catalogs

6. Separate stands are best. When you

have several colonies on one stand and you

handle one of them, it is apt to jar the oth-

ers slightly and anger the bees. If you have

them on a solid stone or concrete foundation

there is no jar and it makes no difference.

Frost in Hives—Sugar Candy—Clip-

ping Queen's Wings
1. I have my bees in a stone house and

every warm day the wal»:r runs out of the

hives and freezes in an iric. : on the bottom

of the hives. The inside of the hives seems

to be covered with frost. What causes this?

I had my bees in the same place last year and

they did fine. There is a sorghum mill on

the farm and I noticed the bees were quite

busy around there last fall. Do you think

this has anything to do with the water run-

ning from the hives?

2. I melted sugar and made a hard candy

and turned over the frames next to the bees

for them to cat. Was this advisable?

3. I see a question was asked, "Is it ad-
visable to clip the queen's wings wh' n produc-
ing section honey ?" You answered, "Yes,
certainly." W^hat is the idea in doing this?

ILLINOIS.
Answers.—1. Your hives are evidently more

moist than last year. That is, the food must

be more watery. The sorghum mill might ex-

plain it. It is possible, also, that your stone

building is colder than it was last year. To
remedy this, at least in part, place absorb-

ents, such as woolen rags or dry leaves,

over the cluster, after having removed any

impermeable covering that may be placed

over them. The moisture arising from the

breath and perspiration of the bees will then

be absorbed by the moisture absorbents.

2. Yes, that ought to remely the trouble to

a certain extent, as sugar candy incites less

perspiration than liquid food. Di you ever

notice that when you drink much water you

perspire more and pass more urine? Did you

ever notice that when the weather is cold and

you do not perspire you are compelled to pass

more urine? The more watery food tlie bees

consume, the more moisture they produce.

3. The only benefit in clipping the queen's

wings is the prevention of he escape with a

swarm. It is usually worth while.

Mice—Shaking for Foulbrood—Cellar

Wintering

l.I have 9 colonies of bees, 4 I left out-

side and 5 I took in the cellar; 2 of those in

the cellar are in one hive, per your plan. 1

have trapped 6 mice this winter on the front

porches of the hives. One mouse refuses to

come out. I can see him by holding the lamp
just right.

2. Six of my 9 have American foulbrbod.

Would you shake in fruit bloom or clover

bloom?
3. I moved my 5 on Novemoer 1. Was that

too early this year?
4. If I face t' em to the north will they

not put in a longer day's work?
ILLINOIS.

Answers.—1. You might give poison to that

mouse.

2. Wait till clover.

3. I think they could have flown later, and

they would have been better for that later

flight.

4. No, unless there is something unusual

about the exposure.

Cupule

I am very much interested in your plan

for raising queens, as given on page 308 in

the September number. But I don't know
what you mean by cupule. Also I would
like you to tell me where cupules can be

had, and the cost. Also where the punch you

speak of at the same time can oe had. I will

send for them both. WASHINGTON.
Answer.-—The cupule is a cell cup similar

to those used in the Doolittle syst ra. You

will find the Barbeau method described at

length, with cuts, in the July, 1919, number

of the American Bee Journal. That which is

contained in the September number is addi-

tional information on the same subject. The

one completes the other.

The dictionary explanation of the word "cup-

ule" is: "A concave or cup-shaped depres-

sion, as in a level surface.*' The word is

therefore correct.

Mr. E. Barbeau, of St. Eustache, Quebec, is

the only man selling the implements of the

Barbeau system. \Vrite him.

As to the price of cell-cups, they are 75

cents per hundred, and may be had of al-

most any dealer in supplies. A queen-rearing

outfit of the Doolittle system is worth about

$C. This outfit is generally used only by

queen breeders.

Increase
I am a novice at the bee business. I have

had bees for three years. Last year I made
my increase by taking combs of brood and a
queen to make my new colonies. I use 10-
frame hives. I have sixteen colonies. Next
spring I would like to increase to about
twenty-five colonies and get honey, too. What
method of increase would you recommend? I
want to make my increase the last of May, as
the clover flow begins the 15th of June.

INDIANA.
Answer.—It is out of the question to give

you a detail of the best plan to make increase

in this department. Here is a simple method:

Divide each colony that you wish to use for

increase into two larts, before swarming time.

Put half of the brood and more than half of

the young bees into a new hive on a new
stand. Give these a new queen, leaving the

old queen on the old stand. Fill the empty
space in both hives with frames of comb, or,

if you have no comb, with comb fou dation in

full sheets.

There are many other ways. A half dozen

different ways, adapted to diflferent conditions

are to be found in the book "A Thousand
Answers to Beekeeping Questions."

Bees Dying

1. I have, or "d have, four stands of bees
in 8-frame hives, with plenty of honey tor
winter. I put them in their winter quarters
December 1, in boxes, one hive in a place,
on the south side of the house, with the south
side of the box open. I have just one swarm
and another is about all d ad. I have the
Italian bees and I noticed the swarm that died
turned black before they died. Did they have
a disease, or what was the matter?

2. There was 20 pounds of honey lift in the
hive. Would it be all right to leave it in the
frames and use it for bees next swarming
time? NEBRASKA.
Answers.— 1. Your colonies must have been

weak, for they ought to winter well in outer

boxes with the south side open. Perhaps you

transported them to the south side of the

house from another spot, in December. In

that case they would lose many of their field

workers who would go back to where they

stood before and get lost. Their turning black

is no evidence of disease. It i^ because they

lose their hair. This is often the case with

bees that die in winter.

2. Unless there is foulbrood in the comjs,

the honey is all right to use for other colo-

Feeding in Spring—Dysentery

1. I winter bees out of doors, by packing in
case similar to, Mr. Barber's, page 21, and ow-
ing to winter beginning about two months
earlier than usual, it will be necessary to
spring feed some weak colonies, which I have
all in one case. I have some ex^iacted honey
taken from my own bees last fall Tiiis has an
unpleasant flavor and was not put upon the
market. It is candied, or granulated. Will
this be good to feed? Should it be heated, and
can it be fed from a stand in the yard, al-

lowing the weak colonies only t") have access
to it on warm days of early spring?

2. Would it be well to allow access to rye
flour during early spring, also pienty of water?

3. Can any harm come from feeding the
above, even when fruit bloom is on?

4. When is a colony most likely to have
dysentery, and is there a common remedy—or
what is best to do? NEBR/vSKA.
Answers.— 1. It is all right to feed. But it

is much better to put it inside of the hive,

right over the cluster, especially if it is granu-

lated. When the granulation is very coarse

there is sometimes a little honey lost, but that

is rare.

2. Yes. To attract them to rye flour, in a

box outside, put some old combs over it Pack

the flour tightly ia the box, in a little lump.

Have water with floats, in some handy, shel-

tered spot. Some scientists say that flour is
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useless, but we have fed hundreds of pounds
and never saw them throw it away.

3. It is better to feed before fruit bloom
or after.

4. Dysentery comes only from too long con-

finement, often with too watery food, some-

times because the honey contains many pollen

grains. So we see it only at their tirst spring

flights. As to a remedy, that is still an in-

terrogation point.

4. There will be no trouble in introducing
the queen if you place her with some of her
own bees in a division.

6. That is a very fair flow, if you did not
get any swarms. If you got both swarms and
this flow, you had a very good season.

Bees Dying in Cold Weather
I have noticed for about a week quite a

number of dead bees just outside of the en-
trance to one of my hives. Sometimes a good
handful, and quite a few scattered out on the
snow. The bees seem to come out when it is

too cold to expect them to be out. The other
hives do not show any bees out.

1. What would you think would make them
do that?

2. Could they be lacking food? They had
plenty when they went into winter quarters.

3. If it could be this, would you advise
feeding tbem at this time, and how?

4. Would it be advisable to take off the win-
ter packing and examine them now? I3unng
what time of the day would it be best to do
this? ILLINOIS.
Answers.—1. Sometimes a very strong colo-

ny will try to throw out its -dead bees when
the weather is hardly warm enough and some

of the bees die on the snow. This may be the

case. Again some bees may be suffering

from full bowels, from too long confinement,

and die on the snow. They would have to die

anyhow, if they could not fly. If the dead

bees appear to have been carried out It is

rather a favorable sign. If there are signs

of discharges of a darkish color about the

entrance, it is an unfavorable sign.

2. No, it is not likely that they are lacking

food. Starving bees stay in the cluster and

die there.

3. It would not be advisable to try to feed

them in winter.

4. Do not disturb them in the least till some

warm day when you know they are able to fly.

Then examine them. If they need food, give

them a flat cake of candy, such as is recom-

mended by all bee books. Put it right over the

cluster and close over with some warm ma-

terial.

Increase—Rearing Queens—Queen
Introduction

1. I have four swarms of bees and I want to

increase them to eight or ten. How can I do
this and also expect a crop of honey?

2. I thought I would set an empty story on
top of the swarms and as soon as they work
in this story I will move the lower story

away. If this is right, how far should I

move the lower story away?
3. If I remove a queen from a swarm in

order to get cells which I want to put in with

the new swarm, where can I keep the queen
during the time they are making queen cells?_

4. How should I introduce the queen again

after I have enough cells made?
5. I averaged about 64 pounds of honey per

colony. Is that a good flow?
MISSOURI.

Answers.—1. I know of no way that will in-

sure a doubling of the number of colonies and

a crop of honey, unless the season Is very

good. If I could tell in a few lines how to

do this, there would be no need of books on

beekeeping. You should read some work on

this subject.

2.The upper story should have brood in it

before you move either away. Else the story

without brood would dwindle away unless it be

given a queen.

3. Make a division with that queen and do

not think of giving her back to the colony

which is rearing queen cells. Remember that

you should leave plenty of young bees In the

colony that is rearing queen cells.

Increase—Carbon Bisulphide
1. I have eight hives of bees. I would like

to increase to double that amount in the spring
by dividing or manipulating them some way
to make increase and have them raise their
own queen. I have Hollman frames of full
sheets of foundation to put them on. I'lease
tell me how to make the increase, and to get
the foundation drawn out, and to get the best
honey crop.

3. Will honey or comus which have been
treated with carbon bisulphide affect the bees,
or any person who eats it? How much bisul-
phide do you use for five hive bodies full of
honey ? 1 ENNSYLVANIA.

Answers.— 1. A little before swarming time

take half of the brood combs, with all the

bees on them, from a colony, and put them in

a new hive, being sure to leave the queen m
the old hive, and larvse less than three days
old in the new hive. Fill the empty spaces on
the side with franit^ of foundation. Then put

this new hive in the place of another colony,

placing the latter on a new stand. This will

give you one division from two hives. You
may divide half of your olonies in this way,
and divide them again a few weeks later, when
the young queens are laying. It is still better

to rear queens beforehand by dividing only

one colony at first to rear queen cells. But to

answer your whole question fully would re-

quire a whole book. Better buy one of the

text book, and if there are any points in them
that you wish explained, this is the place for it.

2. Carbon bi-sulphide is extremely volatile

and will evaporate readily. It is theretore

harmless to the bees or the honey. The quan-

tity recommended by Dr. Paddock in his

Bulletin of "Beemoth" is a little over 2 ounces

for 10 cubic feet of space, or seven hives. We
use about a tablespoonful on a cloth for each

hive. Remember that it is inflammable, ex-

plosive, and easily evaporated. It is very

heavy, and should be put at the top and the

hive hermetically closed, promptly.

A Beginner

1. How do you keep bees from gluing the
brood frames to the hives and to each other?

2. My bees all died, and I would like to get
a start by catching passing swarms. There is

a big Cottonwood tree close to where I work
and the bees from everywhere come there to
gather the pollen from the buds In the early
spring. If I should fasten a hive filled with
combs in the brood frames while the bees were
around in the spring would they notice it and
when they swarm would they be apt to come
to this tree and take up their abode in this

hive? Nearest stands are about a quarter of

a mile away.
3. As drones are always raised in drone

combs, bow can the queen tell whether she will

lay a drone egg or a worker egg in these cells?

4.How are hives opened without jarring the
bees, as they always glue the top down, and it

takes prying to get it loose? ILLINOIS.
Answers.— 1. If the frames are made prop-

erly, they will be glued only at the shoulder

hanging on to the rabbet of the hive at both

ends. To loosen them, use what is called a

"hive tool." A common wood chisel will do.

We used nothing else for years. If your

irames are of the Hoffman make they will be

glued to one another along the upper third of

the ends. That makes them a little more

difficult to loosen. We prefer the free hang-

ing frames, though the others are perhaps bet-

ter for beginners.

2. You may be able to catch swarms by.

placing a hive in some open place, as high as

convenient. But it is not necessary to have

it out early, as the bees who hunt for pollen

in early spring are not looking for a home.
The scouts that hunt for a home usually do
so about the time the swarm issues.

3. How docs the queen know whether she
is laying a drone or a worker egg? That is

a puzzle to any one of us. But that she does
lay drone eggs in drone cells and worker eggs
in worker cells, as a rule, does not admit of

a doubt.

4. If you use a honey-board over your
brood chamber, it will always jar it to pry the

board loose. We use either an oil cloth or

a painted cloth over the frames, and it can
be pulled off without jar. We remove it when
we put on the sections.

Texas Honey Producers Increase

Capital Stock

We have just received notice that
the capital stock of the Texas Honey
Producers' Association has been in-
creased from $15,000 to $50,000. This
was necessitated by the enormous
volume of business done, which re-
quires keeping in stock at all times a
large line of bee supplies and honey.
This association has done wonders

for the Texas beekeepers since its

organization. The whole of their 1919
honey crop is already sold, and at
.good prices, and the manager has
had to turn down orders. All of this
honey was sold in the State of Texas
under the "Lone Star" brand.
Under its efficient manager, Mr.

LeStourgeon, such success and
growth should continue. Undoubt-
edly, every Texas beekeeper should
take advantage of this opportunity
of becoming a member of this live

association. Its offices are at San
Antonio.

Washington Conventions
Two beekeepers' meetings were

held in the State of Washington dur-
ing the month of January. The State
convention held at Seattle January
22-24 was well attended and the ses-
sions were full of interest from start

to finish. The assembly room in the
Chamber oi Commerce was well
filled and sometimes crowded. A
number of beekeepers from British
Columbia were present. H. N. Paul
was elected President, J. O. Wallace
Vice President and George W. B.
Saxton Secretary-Treasurer.
On January 26-27 the Inland Empire

Association met at Spokane. Bee-
keepers from Eastern Washingfton
and Idaho were present, with a num-
ber who had attended the meeting at

Seattle. George W. York was elected
President, Dr. C. E. Sheldon Vice
President, and Mrs. J. E. Thompson
Secretary.
There is a greatly increased inter-

est in beekeeping in the State of

Washington and the two organiza-
tions propose to keep things moving
in the future. F. C. P.

Co-operation in the Air

Beekeeping is conducted on a much
larger scale in the west than in the

east, and the question of co-operative
marketing is a live subject at nearly
every western convention.
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Maryland Convention
The January meeting of the Mary-

land State Beekeepers' Association
was held in the Rennert Hotel, Balti-
more, Md., on the night of the 27th.
Approximately 40 people were pres-

ent from Baltimore and the adjacent
towns. Mr. C. G. Cale, Extension
Apiculturist of the United States De-
partment of Agriculture, delivered the
main address of the evening, in which
he emphasized the importance of the
beekeeper adapting his practice to

the instincts and behavior of the bees.
Mr. S. G. Crocker, Jr., Vice Presi-

dent of the Association, delivered a

brief talk on the co-operative buying
of bee supplies, advising that, if possi-

ble, supplies be bought in double
quantity every other year rather than
annually, except for those items which
must of necessity be bought each year.
He reported that the carload of sup-
plies bought this year has been ship-

ped to the individuals with the excep-
tion of a very small amount.

E. N. Cory, Secretary-Treasurer,
spoke briefly of routine matters and
then opened the meeting for a round
table discussion on individual prob-
lems. In answering the questions that

were propounded, Messrs. Cale.

Crocker, Cushman, Atkinson and
Cory helped to supply the answers.
The meeting adjourned at 11 p. m.

The next meeting will be held about
the middle of February.

Nebraska Convention

The annual meeting of the Nebras-
ka Honey Producers' Association was
held January 19 and 20, and was very
well attended. At this meeting the
association pledged its support to the
American Honey Producers' League.
The officers for the next year are:
President, R. W. Livers, of Hardy.
Secretary-Treasurer, O. E. Timm, of

Bennington, Neb.

National at Buffalo

The annual convention of the Na-
tional Beekeepers' Association will

meet at Bufifalo, N. Y., on March 9, 10

and 11, at the Statler Hotel. This
date is a week later than first an-
nounced.

Illinois Beekeepers, Notice

I expect to make a trip through the

south part of the State this spring, so,

friend beekeeper, let me hear from
you, and I will gladly come your way
and assist you in any way possible.

Don't delay, but write nie at once.

A. L. KILDOW,
State Inspector, Putnam, ill.

been oflfered by the Iowa College of
Agriculture at Ames. The course has
been very popular. The fee is $3 to
residents of the State and $4 to those
a living in other States, and includes
two books on beekeeping. So many
students after finishing the begin-
ner's course have asked for advanced
work that an advanced course has
recently been provided, with a fee of

$3 for residents and $3.50 for non-
residents of Iowa. The fee includes a

textbook. Since several hundred
students have already completed the
first course offered, it is expected
'that the advanced course will prove
equally popular.

An Experimental Project

A co-operative experimental pro-
ject has been effected between the
University of Tennessee, Knoxville
and the Forest Ferguson Farms of
Dyersburg, whereby experiments of
benefit to Tennessee beekeepers will

be carried out. O. H. Reichley, a
graduate of the University of Ohio,
has been placed in charge of the 100

colonies of bees in the experimental
apiary. Mr. Reichley was named
President of the Tennessee Beekeep-
ers' Association in December. The
Forest Ferguson Farms consist of
1,360 acres, where better Tennessee
farming is being featured.

A Successful Correspondence Course

.For the past two years a corres-

pondence course in beekeeping has

Honey Plants in Japan

By Yasuo Hiratsuka

JAPANESE honey plants ought to
be dififerent from American, I

suppose. There are in spring
months

:

Ume (prunus Mume, Sieb et Zuce).
This is a garden tree mostly ; yields
some honey and an abundance of
pollen. The bees make their force
from this flower.
Tsubaki (Tea Japonica, Nois).

Wild and garden flower; much pol-
len; blooms in January to March, ac-
cording to locality.

Apples are not so common.
Aburana (rape) (Brassica chinen-

sis, 2) is a common cultivated plant
for the use of its seed to make oil;

blooms Marcli-April.
Genge (Japanese clover) (Astraga-

lus sinicus L.) is our principal honey
source in Japan, at least in the mid-
dle or southern parts of this country.
Honey of the genge is water-white,
or very light colored, fine quality;
blooms in May for about thirty or
more days.
Then comes a dearth season for

honey flow. It is rather rainy
weather almost every year. So our
summer months are a heavy handi-
cap for Japanese beekeepers; hence
most of them go to northern parts of

the country for migratory beekeep-
ing with their bees.
In autumn there are hagi (bush

clover) (Lespedeza bicolor, Turcy).
The honey is light amber. The same
is found in some mountain land. In
low lands it does not yield nectar at
all.

Soba (buckwheat) Fagopyrum es-
culentum, Moench), is a cultivated
plant. Honey is black or heavy am-
ber, as you know.
Xaginata-kauju (Ehcboltria pa-

trini, Garcke) is a wild plant in

Hokkaido (our northernmost dis-
trict) only, or at least mostly. The
honey of it is heavy colored.
China (tea) (Thea sinensis, L),

blooms from about the first of Octo-
ber till the latter part of December.

It is planted in all of the middle or
southern part of the country for the
use of young leaves to make tea. It

is only in use for winter stores, be-
cause it is so late of season.
Bima (Eriobotrya Japonica, Lin-

dle) blooms about November till De-
cember or later. Honey is light in

color. In some warm localities we
can take some surplus from this
flower.

Of course there are many sub-
flows of honey from many wild plants
that I cannot mention in so short a
report.

Japan.

Ligurian Queens Always Stayed m
the Bottom Box

Some years ago, in describing my
methods of manipulation in the
American Bee Journal, I stated the
above fact; but judging by the com-
ments made on my article the bee-
men on your side did not catch on to
what I meant; that is, not exactly.
The matter was brought to my notice
again by the article of Mr. Arthur C.
Miller, page 309, American Bee Jour-
nal for September, under the heading
of "One-story Juinbo, etc." In this

he mentions that in a large propor-
tion of the 2-story hives he had ex-
amined, the queens had gone up
above and deserted the bottom box.
One peculiarity of leather-colored Li-
gurian queens is that they will stick
to the brood nest, and if they are
compelled by lack of room to go
above, they will return entirely to
the former as soon as the pressure
for room eases. In my opinion any
breed of bees which deserts the
brood nest under any conditions is

not much good and should be gotten
rid of.

MAJOR SHALLARD.
N. S. W., Australia.

(There is no doubt that leather-col-
ored Italians, or, as Major Shallard
calls them, Ligurian queens, place
their brood in more compact form
than the common bee or the hybrid.
But our experience is that any queen
which finds herself crowded for room
to breed will leave the lower story.
After all it is perhaps a question of
latitude as to their returning below.
—Editor.)
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CLASSIFIED DEPARTMENT.
Advertisements in this department will be

inserted for three cents per word, with no dis-

counts. No classified advertisements accepted
for less than 35 cents. Count each initial or
number as one word.
Copy for .'lis department must reach us not

later than the 20th of the month preceding
date of issue. If intended for classiiied de-

partment it should be so stated when adver-
tisement is sent.

BEES AND QUEENS
CARNIOLAN QUEENS—?2, tested.

John Strgar, Queen Raiser, Bitnje.
P. Bohinska Bistrica. State of Serbs, Croats,

Slovenes, Carniola, Europe.

FOR SALE—200 three-frame nuclei, $5 each,
with 3 frames capped brood and honey. De-

livered May 1; one-balf down, balance just
before delivery.

Irish Bros., Doctortown, Ga.

ITALIAN QUEENS OF WINDMERE will be
ready in May- Untested, $1.25 each; six for

$7. Tested, $2 each; select tested, $2.50 each.
Now booking orders.

Prof. W. A. Matheny, Ohio University,
Athens, Ohio.

FOR SALE—Choice Iowa bred 3-banded un-
tested Italian queens, after June 15, $1.75;

July, $1.50; August and September, $1.85
each. J. R. Coon, Ames, Iowa.

FOR SALE—3-banded Italian queens from best
honey-gathering strain obtainable; l.no dis-

ease). Untested queens, $1.25 each; 6, $6.50;

12, $12. Select untested, $1.60 each; B, $9;

12, $18. Tested, $2.60 each. Safe arrival and
satisfaction guaranteed. Vour orders filled

promptly. vV. T. Perdue & Sons,
R. No. 1, Fort Deposit, Ala.

FOR SALE—Highest grade 3-banded Italian

queens, ready June 1. Queen and drone
mothers are selected from stock of proven
worth in hardiness, gentleness, honey produc-
tion and disease-resisting qualities. Untested,
each, $1.25; 6, $6.60; 12, $12; 50, $47.60; 100,

$90. Your correspondence will receive prompt
attention, and I guarantee satisfaction.

A. E. Crandall. Berlin, Conn.

BOOK YOUR ORDERS for QUEENS now—
Goldens, $2; tested, $3; banded, $1.50; tested,

$2.60; six or more 10 per cent less.

Clover Leaf Apiaries, Wahoo, Neb.

FOR SALE—100 hives of bees, 100 new hiveS,

10-frame, nailed, unpainted, wired for founda-
tion; 1 4-frame Kretchraer extractor; other

supplies. Cause for selling, death of owner.
Mrs. R. R. Marble, Holstein, Neb.

FOR SALE—2-pound packages bees with

Italian queen. Price list mailed on request.

Allenville Apiaries, AUenville, Ala.

FOR SALE—From 10 to 150,000 pounds of

sweet clover honey. It is guaranteed pure.

In 60-pound cans, two cans to case. If inter-

ested, send for sample.
A. A. Tucker, Cowley, Wyoming.

FOR SALE—160 acres in the best natural bee

pasturage in the west. Cheap.
W. F. Minchin, Sheridan, Oregon.

FOR SALE—75 colonies Italian bees, with all

equipment. Supplies worth $1,600, not count-

ing bees or honey in hives; $1,000 cash takes

the outfit, or will lease to good man to run on

shares. P. J. ThuUen,
327 Walker St., HuntsviUe, Ala.

"QUALITY" THREE-BANDED ITALIANS
from excellent stock; untested queens, 1,

$1.50; 6 for $7.60; 12 for $13.50; 50 for $55;

100 for $100. N. J. James,
1185 Bird Ave., San Jose, Calif.

MOTTS Northern Bred Italian Queens— 1

have breeding mothers place in the south for

April and early May queens. Plans "How to

Introduce Queen and Increase," 25c. If you
want beauty with the best of summer and win-

ter laying birds, try a setting of my Golden

Campines-
E. E. Mott, Glenwood, Mich.

FOR SALE—Package bees, dependable queens.

E. A. Harris, Albany, Ala.

FOR SALE—90 colonies of bees in Dadant
hives; complete operating equipment and 88

empty Dadant hives.

Baxter Bros., Leavenworth, Kans.

FOR SALE—A. I. Root strain of resisting and
honey-gathering. leather-colored Italian

queens. Untested queens, $1.50 each, 25 or
more $1.40, Tested, $2.50 each, 25 or more,
$2.25. Select tested, $3. For larger amounts
write. A. J. Pinard. Morgan Hill, Calif.

FOR SALE—2,000 pounds of bees in pound
packages, early.

H. E. Graham, Cause, Texas.

FOR SALE—IS colonies of bees; also hives

and supplies. Box COO LaBelle, Mo.

FOR SALE—Italian queens from some of the

best stock in the United States, mailed as

soon as hatched. Safe arrival guaranteed to

any part of the United States and Canada. All

queens mailed in improved safety introducing
cages. Order early. Send for circular.

Prices, April to October 1, 75c; 10, $6; 60,

$27.60. James. McKee, Riverside, Calif

ITALIAN "BEESl;the kintpthat fill from 2

to 6 supers), for sale, in new 8 and 10-

frame Root hives, at $12 and $16 per colony.

if ordered soon. Bees to be shipped by ex-

cxpress in April. Queers after May 1.

Miss Lulu Goodwin, Mankato, Minn.

1920 PRICES on nuclei and queens. Miller

strain. Queens, untested, $1.50 each, $15 per
doz. ; tested, $2.00 each, $22 per doz. One-
frame nuclei, $3; two-frame, $5; three-frame
$6.60, without queens, f. o. b. Mason, Miss.

Five per cent discount in lots of 25 or more.
We have never had any bee or brood disease

here. Will have no queens except with nu-

clei, until June 1. Safe arrival and satisfac-

tion guaranteed.
Geo. A. Hummer & Sons Prairie Point, Miss.

HARDY Italian queens No bees
W. G. Lauver, Middletown, Pa.

1920 PRICES for "She Suits Me" queens.

Untested Italian queen, from May 15 to

June 15, $1.60 each. After June 15, $1.30

each; $12.60 for ten; $1.10 each for 25 or

more.
Allen Latham, Norwichtown. Conn.

FOR SALE— I will book orders for a limited

amount for 3-banded Italian bees in 8-frame

hives. All queens sent out in May are 1919

tested. Safe delivery guaranteed on journey
within 48 hours. Begin shipping May 20

Full colony with testeu breeding queen, $18.

Full colony with tested utility stock, $16.

3-frame nucleus tested breeding queen, $8,75.

3-frame nucleus tested utility stock, $6.75.

2-frame nucleus tested breeding queen, $7.50.

2-frame nucleus, tested utility stock, $5.50.

June and July Delivery:

—

1-lb. package bees with untested queen,

June, $4; July, $3.60,

2-lb. package bees with untested queen,

June, $6.60; July, $5.60.

2-frame nucleus with untested queen, June,

$6; July, $5.

3-frame nucleus with untested queen, June,
$7.50; July, $6.50.

Tested breeding queens, $5 each. Tested
queens. $S each. Untested queens, $1.50 each,

or 6 for $8.

Terms, 10 per cent with order, balance first

of month shipped in; oi 5 per cent discount

for cash with order. Catalog ready about Feb.

15, free.

J. W. Bittenbender, Knoxville, Iowa.

FOR SALE—Leather colored Italian queens,

tested, June 1, $1.60; untested, $1.25; $13
a dozen. Root's goods at Root's prices.

A. W. Yates. 15 Chapman St.. Hartford. Conn.

FOR SALE—After April 16, our golden Ital-

ian queens, untested, one $1.60 or $15 per

doz.; select untested, one, $1.7'i or $18 per

doz.; tested, $3 each. Safe arrival guaran-
teed. Tillery Bros.,

R, 6, Georgiana, Ala.

FOR SALE—Goldens that are true to name.
Select untested, one,$1.60; six, $7.60; 12,

$18.50; 50, $65; 100, $100.
Garden City Apiaries, San Jose. Calif.

FOR SALE—Golden and three-band queens.
Untested, April, May and June delivery.

$1.26 each; $12.50 per doz. Satisfaction.

R. O. Cox. Rt. 4. Greenville. Ala.

FOR SALE^Pure 3-band Italian queens, as

good as you can buy with money. Write for

prices. J. F. Diemer, Liberty. Mo.

BEES BY THE POUND, ALSO QUEENS—
Booking orders now. Free circular gives

prices, etc. See larger ad elsewhere.

Nueces County Apiaries, Calallen, Texas,
E. B. Ault. Pron,_

BEES AND QUEENS from my New Jersey

apiary, J, H, M. Cook.
lAtf 84 Cortland St, New York City,

HONEY AND BEESWAX
FOR SALE—A carload of white alfalfa honey.
The one that gives me the best offer gets it.

Send 10 cents for a sample,
Daniel Wurth, Wapato, Wash,

FOR SALE—We have a limited amount of
our crop white clover, extracted basswood

honey, all packed in new 'lO-lb. cans, 2 to the
case. Write for prices.

D. R. Townscnd. Northstar, Mich.

FOR SALE—-Clover and buckwheat honey in
any style container (glass or tin). Let us
quote you. The Deroy Taylor Co..

Newark, N. Y.

WANTED—Comb, extracted honey and beta-
wax. R. A. Burnett & Co.,

"AT?! 17» S Water St Chicafta. 111.

FOR SALE—New crop clover extracted honey,
two flO-pound cans to case, 25c per pound.

Buckwheat and clover mixed, about half and
half, 20c per pound.

_ H. G. Quirin, Bellevue, Ohio.

WANTED—White clover or light extracted
honey. Send sample; state how honey u

put up and lowest cash price delivered at
Monroe: also buy beeswax.

E. B. Rosa . Monroe. Wii.

WANTED—Shipments of old comb and cap-
pings for rendering. We pay the highest

cash and trade prices, charging but 5c a pound
for wa.x rendering, Fred W, Muth Co,,

204 Walnut St., Cincinnati. Ohio,

SUPPLIES

FOR SALE—8 and 10-frame hive bodies, cov-
ers and bottoms, Hoffman brood frames. I

make them and can save you money. Odd size

hives and frames made to order. Write for
price list. F. D. Bowers, Sugar Grove, Pa.

FOR SALE—Used 5-gal. square cans, 2 in a
case: good, bright cans: first-class cases, 50c

per case f. o. b. my station.

Floyd Markham, Ypsilanti, Mich.

FOR SALE—60 iMrame 4x5x1 ^ plain sec-

tion supers, with sections, section holders
and fences, about 30 painted: been used one
season. No foulbrood. Best offer takes the lot.

F. D. Stephens,
Box 383 West Branch, Mich.

SEND us a list of goods wanted and will

quote yo-. lowest prices. We are the money-
saving house. Price list free. Try us,

H. S. Duby & Son. St Anne. 111.

FOR SALE—259 shallow extracting supers, 9
excluders; a bargain; write.

James McKee, Riverside, Calif.

FOR SALE—Thirty 10-frame hives- with metal
covers. Thos. Cordner, Sparta, Wis.

FOR SALE—4-frame No, 25 Cowan improved
extractor, reversible, $25; also a Root cap-

ping melter, good as new, at $10, or both for

$30. H. Greulick, Scotia, N. Y.

WANTED—Two or four-frame Cowan extrac-

tor, steam heated knife, cappings melter can.

Wm. C. Wilson. St. Charies, Mo.

FOR SALE—16 empty 8-frame hive bodies at

50c each. 76 comb honey supers and fixtures,

50c each; practically as good as new; changing

to larger hives. Jas. I. Estes. Liberty, Mo.

FOR SALE—Used 6-gal. cans. Every one
bright inside and washed outside. New

corks; no leakers. Cases complete, case of 2,

$1; 10 cases, $8. Carload if you wish. iVill

take honey, wax or cash.

Bruner, 3836 N. Kostner Ave, Chicago.

FOR SALE—Good second-hand 60-lb cans, two

to the case; used only once, 60c per case,

cash with order. E. B. Rosa, Monroe, Wis.

FOR SALE—1,000 Standard bee hives in flat

8 and 10-frame sizes; supers with sections;

full depth and shallow extracting frames. En-

tire lot new and strictly first-class. We will

sell in large or small quantities at low prices.

The Stover Apiaries, Helena, Ga.

I MANUFACTURE cypress bee hives, and

sell Lewis' beeware. Write for booklet

J. Tom White. Dublin. Ga.

SITUATIONS
WANTED—One experienced man, and stu-

dents or helpers, in our large bee business;

good chance to learn. Modern equipment and

outfit, including auto truck; located near sum-

mer resorts. Write, giving age. height, weight,

experience, reference and wages wanted.

W- A. Latshaw Co., Clarion, Mich.
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WANTED—Situation by single man, interested
in beekeeping, but lacks experience. Would

be a willing assistant. Harry Freehauf,
814 Eighth St., Milwaukee, Wis.

WANTED—In April, one familiar with mod-
ern beekeeping practice to run small apiary

(fifty colonies) and help out with gardening,
poultry, lawn, etc Pleasant surroundings, on
modern 1,100-acre farm.

L. W. Smith, Madison, N. J.

WANTED—Queen breeder for 1920 season.

State experience and salary expected. Also
need helper.

M. C. Berry & Co., Hayneville, Ala.

WANTED—Man for season of 1920 to work
with bees. State age, experience and wages.

We furnish board. Opportunity for perma-
nent situation to right man. Also want man
to work in shop, put up honey and do gen-
eral shop work and make deliveries.

The Rocky Mountain Bee Co.,

Box 1319, Billings, Mont.

WANTED—One experienced man and stu-

dents, as helpers with our 1,000 colonies.

Best opportunity to learn the business from
A to Z, in the actual production of carloads
of honey ; theory also. Write immediately,
giving age, height, weight, habits, former em-
ployment, experience, references, wages, pho-
to, all in first letter.

E. F. Atwater, Meridian, Idaho.
Former Special Field Agent in Beekeeping,

U. S. Dept. Agr., for California, Arizona and
New Mexico,

WANTED—Good bee-man to run 500 colonies
bees for extracted honey during coming

season. Give references, salary expected and
experience in first letter.

Dr. D. W. Gibson, Beaver, Utah.

WANTED—One or two good queen-rearing
men to begin work February 15, 1920.

Nueces County Apiaries, Calallen, Texas.

FOR SALE

FOR SALE—200 supers for 8-frame hives,

about 50 for 1%, 150 for plain sections, with
fence Al for 4^^x454 sections. All factory

made, some mitered at corners; all about as

good a» new. All new sections and started

with 2 in. foundation, $1 each in lots of 10

or more.

J. W. Bittenbender, Knoxville, la.

OLD-TIME BEE BOOKS—50 to 260 year,

old. Every beekeeper should own at least

one. Send for price list. John E. Miller,

114 East 27th St., New York City.

FOR SALE—Cedar or pine dovetailed hives;

also full line of supplies, including Dadant's
foundation. Write for catalog.

A. E. Burdick, Sunnyside, Wash.

FOR SALE—"Superior" Foundation (Weed
process). Quality and service unexcelled.

Superior Honey Co., Ogden, Utah.

FOR SALE—20-acre farm, 200 colonies bees

with equipment; one acre ginseng and golden-

seal; excellent soil, buildings and bee location.

L. Francisco, Moon Rt., Dancy, Wis.

10-ACRE FRUIT RANCH—300 commercial
apple trees, balance in cherry, plum, pear,

peaches, gooseberry, currants and asparagus.

Situated in the heart of well improved, irrigated

district near Santa Fe railroad. Additional land

adjoining for farming can be purchased or

rented Good roads, churches and brick

schools. New 7-room modern-built house, tele-

phone, etc; 100 colonies of Italian bees in

10-frame hives; no disease. Full equipment,

motor, extractor, etc. Established trade for

full capacity production—sweet clover and al-

falfa honey. Will sell ranch or bees separate,

or will exchange for place of similar value and

conditions in south, southwest or southeast.

Box 214, Springer, New Mexico.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE—Fourhorsc-

power kerosene engine, ripping table saw,

belting, grinding outfit; for motorcycle.

Cecil Whitt, Gimlet, Ky.

FOR SALE—Good second-hand double-deck

comb-honey shipping cases for 4^_x5!4xl^

sections, 25 cents per case, f o. b. Cincinnati;

terms cash with order.

C- H. W. Weber & Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.

FOR SALE—About 60 colonies of bees, mostly
Italians; also complete hives, supers, comb

and extracted, and other used equipment. Bees
and supplies are located near Lansing, Mich.
Duplicate volumes A. B. J. and Gleanings also

for sale or exchange. F. Eric Millen,
O. A. C, Guelph, Ontario, Canada.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE for bees,

pound package or nucleus—One 23-caliber

Meriden repeating rifle, 20-shot. $20; one Rem-
ington standard typewriter No. 6, $46, excel-

lent shape. V. O. Blaylock, Roxboro, N. C.

WANTED
WANTED—By experienced woman, small

apiary in northwest to run on shares; or
work in large apiary.

Mildred Sturdevant, Boulder, Mont.

WANTED—Foundation machine, 10 or 12-in.

rolls, and one 4 or 6-frame extractor.

Wilbrod Montpetit,
St. Louis de Gonzague Co., Beaub,

P. O. Quebec, Canada.

WANTED—On mountain farm near Bluemont,
Va., beekeeper who wants good location,

house, garden, fuel, fruit, spring, use of horse
and cow, in return for looking after the place.

J. A. Truesdell,
612 Riggs Bldg., Washington, D. C.

WANTED—Around 75 colonies of bees, near

South Dakota. Fred Day, Alcester, S. Dak.

WANTED—Bees—Commercial apiaries com-
pletely equipped for extracted honey produc-

tion, at reasonable terms, in white honey re-

gion; preferably 300 colonies or more.
G. H. Cale,

423 Dorset Ave., Chevy Chase, D. C.

WANTED—Nearby, disease-free and in good
condition, used 8 and 10-frame standard

hives; also supers, excluders and empty combs
wired. Could use few colonies healthy bees.

L. W. Smith, Madison, N. J.

WANTED—Your old combs, cappings and
slumgum to render into beeswax. We get

enough more wax with our well equipped

presses to pay for our work.
Dadant & Sons, Hamilton, III.

WANTED—200 or less colonies of bees (any

style hive) for spring delivery. Address.
A. W. Smith, Birmingham, Mich.

WANTED—To buy bees free from disease,

for April delivery, in southeastern Minne-
sota or western Wisconsin. State how many,
kind of hives and price.

P. B. Ramer, Harmony. Minn.

WANTED—Your order for "Superior" Foun-
dation. Prompt shipments at right prices.

Superior Honey Co., Ogden, Utah.

MISCELLANEOUS
WANTED—Beeswax, old combs and cappings

to render on shares. Will pay highest mar-
ket price and buy your share of the beeswax.

F. J. Rettig & Sons, Wabash, Ind.

WRITE for shipping tags and our prices for

rendering your old combs, cappings. etc. We
guarantee a first-class job.

The Deroy Taylor Co., Newark, N. Y.

FOR SALE—100 early cabbage or 100 early
tomato plants, 60 cents; 100 sweet mango

plants, $1, post paid.

J. F. Michael, R. 1, Winchester, Ind.

FOR SALE—40-acre farm in southern Minne-
sota; fine place for bees and chickens;

good corn and potato land; good buildings;
black clay soil, price $3,600; $1,000 cash, bal-
ance at 6 per cent.

Thos. Dildine, Kellogg. Minn.

ONE MINUTE CAMERA OUTFIT and obser-
vation bee hive; will exchange for kodak or

typewriter.

Cecil Whitt, Gimlet, Ky.

FINE Kentucky maple trees, 6 months old, for
shade purposes, 6 delivered anywhere, $1.

Cecil Whitt, Gimlet, Ky.

FOR SALE—California Wonder Corn for seed,
doubles yield. Send for circular.

James McKee, Riverside, Calif.

FOR SALE—26-20 Winchester model,1896 32
double action revolver.

Edward Hogan, Stanley, N. Y.

ITALIAN
QUEENS

The Old Reliable Three-Banded Ital-
ians. The best allround bee to be had.
Queens ready to mail April 1. Will
book orders now. Will guarantee safe
arrival in United States and Canada.
Prices for April and May:
Untested,, $1.50; 6, $8; 12, $15
Tested, ^.25; 6, $12; 12, ^.
Select tested. $3 each.

Descriptive circular and price list free.

JOHN G. MILLER,
723 C Street, Corpus Christi, Texas.

AM BOOKING ORDERS
now for 1920 queens. Untested, $1.50

each; 25 or more, $1.35. Tested, $2.50

each ; 25 or more, $2.25. Select test-

ed, each, $3.

Limited amount of bees for early

shipment. My descriptive circular

tells about it. Write me your needs.

R. V. STEARNS
BRADY, TEXAS

The Correct "Red" Color
has been the chief topic of discussion amongr
"Red" breeders. We have issued a beautiful
color reproduction showing a trio of R. I.

Reds in the correct red shade. This to-

gether with" Blue Ribbon Reds"— an author-
itative book on mating, judging and exhibit-
ing this popular breed — is free with every
2-year subscription to the R. I. Red Journal
—all for 50c. Don't miss this! Send today.

THE RHODE ISLAND RED JOURNAL
3042 Bremer Ave. WAVERLY. IOWA

EAGLE"MIKADO- PENCIL No. 174

Regular Length. 7 laches

For Sate at your Dealer. Made in five grades
Conceded to be the Finest Pencil made for general use.

EAGLE PENCIL COMPANY, NEW YORK
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Tennessee-Bred Queens
Forty- Eight Years' Experience In Queen-Rearing
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Crop and Market Report
Compiled by M. G. Dadant

There is very little to report since last month. The co-operative marketing, as he should. We cite as in-

demand for honey on the part of the consumer seems to stances of lack of proper knowledge of conditions one

be slackening, so that most of the wholesalers should Illinois producer who disposed of his whole crop of sev-

have sufficient on hand to supply their customers for the eral thousand pounds at 13 cents. We also have reports

balance of the spring. that some Cuban producers were forced to sell as low as

Smaller beekeepers are probably nearly all sold out of ?l-20 per gallon, or 10 cents per pound, for a good grade

honey and are bending their efforts towards the coming article.

season. The larger associations also have sold a large . ™. . j Pr t

proportion of their output satisfactorily

There are still a few large producers who have not dis- Some reports of large losses are coming in, though it

posed of their crop and who are now seeking a market. 's yet too early to give an idea of what the loss will be.

It is hardly likely that these v/ill get a higher price now White clover prospects in some sections seem extra

than was ruling two months ago. fine, while in many others only mediocre.

More and more the honey producer is tending towards We expect to have a fuller report for the April issue.

|^]iiiiiinMiiaiiinniiNiniuiiiiiiMiniiniiiiiuininniiiMiiniiiiniiiiii[]niMiiiiinnMMMiiiniE]niiHiniiiD[Miiiiiiiii:]iiiiiniiniaiiiiiiininniitiiiiiiii[Dinnini^^^^

I
TWO NEW BEE BOOKS j

i We have just completed publication of two new bee books, special in their field, and for which |

I there has been insistent demand |

a =

AMERICAN HONEY PLANTS
(Including those important to the beekeeper as

|
sources of pollen i

g

I By FRANK C. PELLETT |

I - I

1 This book is the result of many years of personal investigation and travel from New England to Cali- f
i fornia and from Canada to Florida and Texas to secure first-hand information on the sources of nectar g
i and pollen. It is splendidly illustrated with 156 photographs, and describes the honey plants of all parts |
i of America. A list of the honey plants of each State is given separately and the plants described in alpha- i

g betical order. g

i A knowledge of the flora is important to every beekeeper, as it is often possible to double the crop s

= by moving an apiary but a few miles. This book is written by an expert beekeeper and a competent ob- g

1 server, only after having visited apiaries in most of the important honey-producing districts. |
i 300 large 8vo pages. Enameled paper. Price $2.50. =

I
OUTAPIARIES I

i By M. G. DADANT |
3 =
I The development of beekeeping has been in direct relation to the extension of outyards in most lo- |

i calities. The Dadant family has kept bees extensively in the same locality for three generations and the
|

1 author of this book has spent his life in commercial honey production. §

i The book deals with the business of beekeeping on a large scale, and describes the methods and practice g
i of the most successful beemen. Special chapters on honey houses and equipment, autos and trucks and sim- |
1 jlar apparatus required by the extensive honey producer. g
5 . =
g 125 pages, SO illustrations. Price $1. s

Add 75 cents to the price of either of the above books and get the book and the American Bee Journal y

for a full year. |

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL, Hamilton, Illinois |
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"falcon" 1 am a "falcon" bee "falcon'*

I live in a "Falcon" hive.

I am gentle and contented. I love to work in my home because everything is just as

I like it.

The hive body is well constructed; that is why our honey crop is always plentiful.

Our queen is a "Falcon" queen—she is a three-banded Italian of pure healthy stock.

We all agree that our colony is successful, but so ar e all the "Falcon" hives in our apiary.

The other bees tell me when we meet in the fields.

Send at once for a "Falcon" queen, a hive or any bee supplies you need. Don't delay. Spring will soon

be here.

"Falcon" bees and supplies always give the best results.

I KNOW BECAUSE— I AM A "FALCON" BEE

W. T. FALCONER MANUFACTURING CO., Falconer, N. Y.
Where the best Bee Hives come from

>]iiiiiiiiiiiiciiiiiiiiiiiiit]iuiiiiiiiiiE]i iiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiHitiiiiiiiiiiaiii iiiiciiiiiiiiiiiiiQiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiDiiiiiiiiniiuiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiaiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiuiriiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiniit.^

QUEENS, SELECT THREE-BANDED ITALIANS
Reared from the best mothers and mated to select drones.

Prices for May and June:

One. Six. Twelve.

Untested $2.00 $ 9.00 $16.80

Select untested 2.25 10.50 18.80

Select tested 3.50 19.50 35.00

Orders booked now for May delivery, one-fourth down, balance to be paid before queens are

shipped. Pure mating, safe arrival and entire satisfaction guaranteed. Wings clipped free.

HARDIN S. FOSTER, Columbia, Tenn.

«iiuinKi:::iiiaiiijnniiiiuiiiiiiiiiiii[iiiiinuiiiit]iiiiiiiiiiiiiininiiiiiniiaiiiiiiiiiiiinniiiiiiiiiiQiiiiniiiiiiaiiiinniMiaiiiiiniiinnuiiiuiiiManii^
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EARLY QUEENS BY RETURN MAIL
|

i IF YOU WANT THE CHEAPEST BUY THE BEST g

1 Weather permitting, I will begin mailing my bright Italian Queens =
i April 1, at the following prices: 1

I
Untested, single, $1.50, six for $7.50, twelve for $14. Select tested |

g for breeding, $4 each. =

1 Can fill no more orders for nuclei till after June 15, or queens till S
" June 10. I

If queens are wanted add kind and price. I guarantee every queen I g
send out, and your money refunded if not satisfied. I also guarantee §
safe delivery, free from disease; and quick service. All orders will re- 5
ceive prompt attention and will be filled by return mail, or as soon as g
possible after receiving your order. Now is the time to send in your =
orders if you want early queens. =

Write for Price List aod
Booklet descrip-

tive of

Hien-GRADE
Italian Que«ns
JAY SMITH

VInesnnas. Ind.

A. B. MARCHANT, Jesup, Ga.
|

«uimaiijuuiii::aiiuiniiiutuuiniiiuaiiiiiiiniiiuiuMiiniiiaiiiiiiiiuiit]initiiiiiiiaiiiiiiii iiaiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiuiiiiuuQniuiuiuu^

BEST GOLDEN
ITALIANS

BEN G. DAVIS, ^"'^^Sh!''-*-

C.O.BRUNO NAILING DEVICE
Madefor thcHujfman Brood Frames. A combined
Nailing.Wiringrand WedgeClamping Device. Has
been tried and is guaranteed to do accurate work.

PRICE $7.50

Complete directions for operating are furnished
with each device.

Manufactured by C. O. BRUNO
1413 Somth Watt Street, Reckford, UUaols

BEE SONGS, 2c EACH

I will mail copy of "Songs of Bee-

dom," having 10 bee songs, for only

20c; 7 Teddy Bear souvenir postal

cards for 10c; J. J. Wilder's book,

"Southern Bee Culture," 30c; Danzen-

baker S'A in. Bee Smoker, 90c. All

postpaid at prices given. Address

GEORGE W. YORK,, 1128 W. Glass

Ave., Spokane, Wash.
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QUEENS—DOOLITTLE'S—QUEENS
Equal to any, superior to many. Doolittle's strain of three-band pure Italians have long been recog-

nized as America's standard. Get them here and stock your apiaries with disease resisters, from a location

free of disease. They are gentle and do justice in the supers.

Satisfaction and safe arrival guaranteed, or your money back.

Prices, cash with order, are as follows:

Before July 1.
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MONEYCOMB
THEALUMINUM HONEYCOMB

THE WAY TO GREATER PRODUCTION

We are shipping "MONEYCOMBS" all over the civilized world, their success is

tremendous.

The question is not, can you afford them, but how can you do without them? Make
your bees be efficient.

Beeswax is the most costly product of the honeybee and since wax for comb build-

ing can only be produced at the expense of many times its weight in honey it is

well that the ingenuity of man has invented one of the greatest aids to profitable

beekeeping—the Aluminum Honeycomb.

With MONEYCOMB you can:

1. Produce more honey
2. Elxtract cleaner, no brezJ^age
3. Control all disease

4. Raise more.brood
5. Save loss from melting and des-

truction by animals and insects

"The Aluminum Comb 'MONEYCOMB' is here to stay; its as-
sistance to beekeepers is invaluable.

"H. B. PARKS, State Apiary Inspector of Texas."

"My honeyflow was so light the bees would not draw out the
foundation. I was compelled to use aluminum combs, 'MONEY-
COMBS,' for brood rearing, and they proved an unqualified success.

"GEORGE D. SHAFER, Palo Alto, Calif."

"My experience with 'MONEYCOMBS,' the aluminum honey-
comb, caused me to rank it with the centrifugal extractor.
"A. Z. ABUSHADY, editor of 'Bee World' and Secretary of Apis

Club, Benson, Oxon, England."

"I have conducted exhaustive experiments with 'MONEYCOMB,'
the alurr.inum honeycoiib, and can heartily recommend it as the
most satisfactory honeycomb I ever used in my long experience of
bee raising. PROF. WILL C. STEINBRUNN,
"Principal of Los Gatos School of Apiculture, San Jose Street, Ala-

meda, Calif."

Our Factory is now fully equippad and your order will be shipped immediately on receipt

Made in Langstroth or Hoffman sizes at 60c per frame, f. o. b., Pasadena. Write for prices

on both shallow and Jumbo sizes. Discounts given on large orders.

Booklet "B 1" describing "MONEYCOMBS" mailed on request.

ALUMINUM HONEYCOMB COMPANY
FACTORY AND OFFICE

Chester zuid Colorado Streets, Pasadena, California

r«viri«tir>s<iti«titr8fir«viti«riri«(iti«it)r&rr*>ih«titi««iri«it>8iir^
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FOREHAND'S THREE BANDS
THE THRIFTY KIND

We have been breeding these queens for the market tor over a quarter of a century. They are bred from

the imported Italians, but by select breeding we have brightened the color and retained the good qualities

of their mothers.

After years of select breeding we have built up a strain of bees that, are surpassed by none, but

superior to many. Our queens are thrifty, hardy, gentle and beautiful.

We guarantee pure mating, safe arrival and satisfaction.

PRICES: After April to July 1

Untested— 1, $1.50; 6, $7.50; 12, $13.50; 100, $1 each.

Select untested—1, $1.75; 6, $9; 12, $16.50; 100, $1.25 each.

Tested— 1, $2.50; 6, $13; 12, $24.50; 100, $2 each.

Select tested—1, $4; 6, $22; 12, $41.50; 100, $3.35 each.

Pound Bees from April 15 to June 30

One-pound package— 1, $3; 25 or more, $2.75.

Two-pound package—1, $5; 25 or more, $4.60.

Three-pound package—1, $7; 25 or more, $6.45.

Add the price of the queen wanted.

W. J. FOREHAND & SONS, The Bee Men
Fort Deposit, Alabama

A BIG STOCK OF

BEE SUPPLIES

A'
LL BOXED, ready to

ship at once—thousands

of Hoffman Frames; also

Jumbo and Shallow Frames

of all kinds— 100 and 200 in a box. Big stock of Sections and

fine polished Dovetailed Hives and Supers.

I can give you bargains. Send for a new price list. 1 can save
you money.

Will take your Beeswax in Trade at Highest Market Price

CHAS. MONDENG
159 Cedar Lake Road MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

Foot Power

Machinery

EARLY ORDER DISCOUNTS WILL

Pay You to Buy Bee-Supplies Now
Thirty years' experience in making everything for

the beekeeper. A large factory specially equipped
for the purpose ensures goods of highest quality.

Write for our illustrated catalog today.

LEAHY MFG. CO., 90 Sixth St., Hioinsville, Mo.
or J. W. ROUSE. Maxico. M*.

BARNES'
Read what J. E. Earent,

of Chariton, N. Y., says:
"We cut with one of your
Combined Machines last

winter 50 chaflf hives with
7-in. cap, 100 honey-racks,
500 frames and a great

deal of other work. This
winter we have a douole
amount of hives, etc., to

make with this saw. It

will do all you say of it."

Catalog and price list free.

W. F. & JOHN BARNES
995 Ruby St.. ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS

PACKAGE BEES
Prices £. o. b. here, by express only,

2-lb. pkg. bees, $4.65; 3-lb. pkg. bees,

$6.65. Queens, untested, $1.35; tested,

$2.50. Terms, 25 per cent with order,

balance 10 days before delivery.

E. A. HARRIS
Albany, Ala.

Established 1885
We are still furnishing beehives made of

white pine; they will last. A. I. Root Co.'s

make of bee supplies kept in stock. Send lor

catalog giving full particulars; free for the

asking. Beeswax in exchange for supplies, or

cash.

JOHN NEBEL & SON SUPPLYCO.
High Hill. MontK- Co.. Mo.
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THIS IS THE
CYPRESS "MARK OF
DISTINCTION"

"ALL

HEART
FOR
BEE-

KEEPERS'

USE
(Of Course)

T>Aii M«« Rk U.S. Pw.Omct

IT'S STAMPED
ON EVERY PIECE OF
"TIDEWATER"
CYPRESS

Tbade Mark Reg. U-S-Pat-Ofhce

THE MAN WHO BUYS CYPRESS MINUS THE
ARROW TRADE-MARK AND THINKS HE IS

GETTING

"TIDEWATER" CYPRESS
" The Wood Eternal "

IS EITHER EXTREMELY "SHORT-SIGHTED"
OR EASILY SATISFIED, OR BOTH.

WISE MEN SAY "SHOW ME"

(THE TRADE MARK)

SOUTHERN CYPRESS MftNUFACrURERS' ASSOCIATION
1251 HIBERNIA BANK BLDG.. NEW ORLDANS, LA., or

1251 HEARD NAT. BANK BLDG., JACKSONVILLE. FLA.

"ALL

HEART
FOR
BEE.

KEEPERS'

USE
( Of Course

)

Twot M«ii Rm. U.S. PAT.Orno

<onMin:!niDiiiiiiiiiiiiE]iiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiMiiniiiiiMMniniiiuiiinii[]MUMiniiiaiiiiiiNMiiuiMiinMMiaMinMNiiiE]MiiiiMiiiiuiinMMiinE]MiiMiiiniDiniMiiiiii[]im

BEE
SUPPLIES SERVICE AND QUALITY BEE

SUPPLIES

I Order your supplies early, so as to have everything ready for the honey flow, and

I
save money by taking advantage of the early order cash discount. Send for our

I catalog—better still, send us a list of your supplies and we will be pleased to quote you.

I
2146 Central Ave. C. H. W.WEBER & CO. CINCINNATI, O.
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The Diamond Match Go.
( APIARY DEPT.

)

MANUFACTURERS OF

Beekeepers' Supplies

CHICO.CAL, U.S.A.

Dadant's incomparable Foundation is

always kept in stock. Western Bee-
keepers can be supplied advantag-
eously.

BEEKEEPERS, wherever they may be located, before deciding where
to obtain supplies, should write to The Diamond Match Co. for

prices, and for their Beekeepers' Supply Catalogue.

This Company are the largest manufacturers in the world who make
Bee Supplies. They own their own timber lands, mills and factories,

and supply goods direct from the tree to the beekeeper.

Full advantage of this low cost of production is given to the purchaier.

The Apiary Department (which is in charge of experienced supply men,
whu are also practical beekeepers) maintains a constant excellence of
product and offers unsurpassed service.

The Diamond Match Co.
Apiary Department CHICO, CAL., U.S.A.

a > !» >'• ">•'• " I • • t Haii^iii^^^^^l
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SEND TODAY FOR THIS CATALOG I
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MOSES QUINBY, BORN APRIL 16, 1810; DIED MAY 27, 1875.

One of the first to engage in honey production on a commercial scale and the original advocate of the

large hive.
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OrcferYourSee Supplies Non^

Now is the time to check up on your hives and acces-
sories to make sure that everything is complete and
in perfect condition for the coming season. Our

complete line of Bee Supplies includes everything needed
by the modern Beekeepers. Besides our own exclusive
articles we are distributors for the famous Lewis Beeware
line, and dealers in Root's Extractors and Smokers, and
Dadant's Foundations. Orders placed now can be tilled

promptly. Prices on many articles are sure to advance
within the next few months. Send for our large 1920
Catalog today.

Beeswax Rendered from Old Combs

WE pay you the highest market price for rendered
wax, less 5 cents per pound rendering charge.
Our special hydraulic steam wax press gets the

very last drop of wax from old combs and cappings assur-

ing you maximum profit on them. Write for full partic-

ulars.'

Best Price s Paid for Honey

Tin Rabbets
Hives, all sorts

Extractors

Foundations, Dadant's
Root's Smokers
Excluders, all makes
Division Board

Wax Extractors

Metal Spaces
Uncapping Knives
Tin Tacks
Honey Boards

Covers for hives
Observation Hives

SEND US samples of your honey and we
will quote you a price equal or better

than that of any other concern. We
buy and sell both comb and extracted honey.
Cash remitted in full the same day shipment
is received.

Send for Our Large New 1920 Catalog

THIS new catalog contains over 40 pages
of every variety of Beekeeper's Sup-
plies, including all the latest and most

improved devices. It is really a valuable

reference book on beekeeping accessories.

THE >3REDW. UTH CO.
Busy BEE MEN"
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Constructive Criticism
Has been our watchword in office, factory, apiaries and

shipping room since we started

manufacturing

DADANT'S FOUNDATION
over forty years ago

C Any possible improvement in manufacture, packing, etc., sugges-

ted to us has been painstakingly investigated, and, if desirable, acted

upon.

C That is why Dadant's Foundation is recognized by its thousands

of satisfied users as most desirable and used by them in their apiaries

exclusively.

C They are assured of a standardly uniform product; made as near-

ly perfect as is possible by human efforts.

C Dadant's Foundation is the result of over forty years concentrated

effort and accumulated experience.

Every inch, every pound, every ton, equal to any sample
we have ever sent out

Ask your dealer for Dadant's Foun-

dation, if he hasn't it, write to us

Catalog of bee supplies, prices on working wax into foundation, and our prices

on beeswax for the asking

DADANT & SONS, Hamilton, Illinois

g[lii^iffl?^vrf^t?f^?l?<^lf?^l??^^lf^<iff^^^
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The Severin Melter and Separator combined will take care of those

cappings you have been keeping around in the way. A sticky mess.

Clean them up as you go, and start each morning with every-

thing out of the way. Think of having your wax ready for mar-

ket direct from the uncapping knife, and the amount of honey
saved over the old way has surprised many. The only melter of

its kind on the market. Four improvements for 1920.

Write for description today

F. J. SEVERIN, Imperial, California
Box 145

QUEENS-FINE ITALIAN-QUEENS
FROM SELECTED BRED-UP STOCK

Now booking orders for June delivery at following prices:

Pure mating, safe arri-

val and satisfaction

guaranteed
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NEWBlNGMAM

BEE SMOKER
PATENTED

S

Shipping weight.
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I HERE THEY ARE MR. BEEKEEPER
= at Newark, Wayne Co^ N. Y^ ready to answer your call. The best of everything. Just read this list:

= Lewis Beeware, Sections, Shipping Cases, Frames. Hives, Hershiser Wax Presses and other sup-

1 plies, Dadant's Unexcelled Foundation, all standard weights and sizes; also the Electric Wire Im-
= bedder, Bingham Uncapping Knives, including steam heated, with oil stoves and generators. Bing-

1 ham Smokers, all sizes, with geunine leather bellows
; Root's Extractors, all sizes of hand and power

i machines; Bee Books, written by all leading authors in beedom.
s All sizes of Friction Top Pails, and also 60-lb. Cans, new and second hand. Also Cement-
i coated Nails for nailing beehives and supplies; and all sized spools of Tinned Wire, Bee Brushes,

I Feeders, Queen-Rearing Cages, Bee Gloves and Capping Melter, and all practical supplies you will

need.
A market for your honey or wax and a plant to render your old combs and cappings.

Over 1,000 beekeepers took advantage of this service station at Newark in 1919 for the first time.

Now all together for a greater 1920.

New catalog free. Our discounts will save you money.

THE DEROY TAYLOR CO., Newark
(Wayne Co. ) New York. g

$intinuniiinianiiiiiiiiiiniuuniiiiic]iiiniiiiinniiiiiiiiiuiiciuninniiiaMiiniiiiiiE]iHiiiiiiin(]iiiiiiiiiiiinMiiiinNiiniiiiiiiiuii[]iiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiin

BEESWAX WANTED
We require approximately 50 tons of beeswax during the next three months, to take care of the enormous

demand for SUPERIOR FOUNDATION. We are paying highest cash prices, and an extra allowance of sev-

eral cents per pound when exchanged for foundation, bee supplies or honey cans. Write for prices and
shipping tags, stating quantity.

SUPERIOR FOUNDATION
Get our prices on your foundation requirements for the season. We maintain the same high quality in

every pound we manufacture. SUPERIOR FOUNDATION assures SUPERIOR RESULTS.

BEE SUPPLIES
We carry a complete stock of bee supplies and honey cans, and can fill your entire order. Prices on

request.

SUPERIOR HONEY CO., Ogden, Utah
(Manufacturers of Weed Process Foundation)

^luuiiiiiiiiaMiiiniiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiMiiEjmiiiiiimuiiiiiiiiiiioiiiiiiuiiiE] miiiciiiiiiuiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiinmiiiimiiuiiiimiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiHiiiiiiiiEiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiimniiimiiiiiiDi iiiiie]iiic>

I
QUEENS PACKAGE BEES qveehs i

Did you read Prof. H. F. Wilson's write-up in Gleanings, March issue, in regard to the packages of bees and n

_ queens he received from me last year,? Notice he said some of those packages of bees and queens received in May §
1 gathered 150 pounds of honey. That speaks for itself in regard to the quality of my Queens. The 2-pound pack- i
= ages of bees and queens I shipped Mr. David Running in 1917 gathered 140 pounds of honey (He was then Presi- g
1 dent of the National Beekeepers' Association). Have booked all the orders I can guarantee shipping on time for |
S April, but send for Free Circular for later shipping, which states our guarantee; also gives prices on bees by .=

1 parcel post, nuclei, etc., 3-banded and Golden queens. Have secured the best queen men obtainable, and we are §
S prepared to turn out 6,000 Queens per month. They do nothing but take pains in rearing the best of queens. 1

Careful inspection before shipping. Have an entirely separate crew for shipping bees, etc.; 20 years a beekeeper. =
Prices F. O. B. Here by Express Queens i

1-lb. pkg. bees $2.40, 25 or more $2.16 Untested $1.50 each, 25 or more $1.35 |
2-lb. pkg. bees $4.25, 25 or more $3.83 Select untested, $1.65 each; 25 or more, $1.50. I
3-lb. pkg. bees $6.25, 25 or more $5.62 Tested $2.50 each, 25 or more $2,25

|Add price of queen when ordering bees. Select tested $3.00 each 1

NUECES COUNTY APIARIES, ^^p *^" CALALLEN, TEXAS §
$iitiiiiiiiiiiiiiaiuiiiiiiiiJE]iiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiE]iiiiiiiiiMiiE]iiiiuiJiiiiaiiniiiiiiiiEiuiiiiiiiiiiEiiiiiiiiiiiiiE]iiiiiiiiiiiiE]ti iiiiiE]iiiiiiiiiiiiE]iiiiiiiiiiiiE]iiiiiiiiiiiiE]iiiiiiiiiiiiE]iiiiiuiiiiiE]iiiiiiiiiiii»niiiirijiiiE:MruiiniiiE<»

H- •B

Read *'THE BEEKEEPER"
The only Canadian bee publication. Keeps beekeepers closely in touch with Api-

cultural conditions in Canada. It is the official organ of the Beekeepers' A»»o-

ciations for the three provinces—Ontario, Manitoba and New Brunswick.

Beekeeping and horticulture are effectively combined to make a live, attractive

and practical publication.

Price, postpaid, $1 per year

United States, $1.25 Foreign, $1.50

Send for a free sample copy

The Horticultural Publishing Co., Ltd., Peterbore, Ontario

Q- ^^i**i»»'»^ " -B

EARLY NUCLEI FOR SALE
I will have 200 two and three frame
nuclei for shipment in March anJ
April and desire to ship to parties

i

wanting 25 or more nuclei. Two
frame nuclei, $4.00 each, three frame
nuclei, $5.00 each without queens.
When queens are wanted, add $1.50

for untested and $2.50 for tested
queens. Orders must be booked
early and a deposit made of 25 per
cent of each order. No personal
checks accepted.

C. S. ENGLE, Rio Hondo, Texas
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Our Marketing Service
Why Not "FOSTER" Your Selling

Our service in this regard extends to honey

marketing, market bulletins, special ad-

vances on honey crops and honey in stor-

age, selling bee supplies at a fixed, low

profit, cash for your crop when shipped,

pools for those that so choose, etc. Service

is what you want, and we stand ready to

serve you. Our organization is full of pep.

Our purpose in doing business is only two-

told. First : To build up a great national de-

mand for and to educate the people to

honey. Second: To make for bigger and

more profitable beekeeping in our territory.

By a sales organization we can accomplish

the first purpose. By the service that we
can render you through the various

branches of our organization we can help

accomplish the second purpose.

We would like to enter into a marketing

agreement with bcemen in the Rocky
Mountain territory. You attend to the pro-

duction and we will do your selling. If you

are in our territory let us hear from you.

We know that we can serve you satisfac-

torily. We absolutely will not solicit any

business unless we know that we can han-

dle it. Our distributive methods—such as

advertising, demonstration and salesmen

—

will be increased in size as we get more
honey lined up. We are confident that our

marketing service fills a need. We can

work together better than we can work
apart, and all our work should be towards

greater and more profitable honey produc-

tion and more national distribution. We
want your business because we know that

we can take care of it properly.

OVR SUPPLY SERVICE
Why Not **FOSJ£R'' Your Buying

Give us a chance to figure with you on your
supply orders. We have the goods to de-

liver and have established a branch at

Delta, Colorado, to help take care of the

business. Gale H. Patterson is our local

manager at Delta, and he also stands ready
to serve you. We have put a principle in

our business
—

"Service First" Ask the men
who have been dealing with us. Mr. Wes-
ley Foster, who is President of our com-
pany, did not let a beekeeper who was deal-

ing with him carry over any honey in 1917,

1918 or 1919. Rather than judge us by our

promises, judge our ability and the sincer-

ity of our intentions by the past record.

We have unlimited confidence in beemen.
We want to win your confidence. We want
to justify your confidence in us.

We want to publicly express our apprecia-
tion of the many customers who have dealt

v/ith us so satisfactorily in the past and
who are coming back to us with their val-

ued business this year. You may refer to
the National State Bank of Boulder, Colo.,

or to any Mercantile Agency as to our
financial strength and business integrity.

We know the business from all sides, as we
are producers, packers, shippers and buy-
ers of honey and dealers in bee supplies.

We always have the time to help you with
your problems.

"FOSTER" Your Business

THE FOSTER HONEY & MERCANTILE CO.
BOULDER, COLORADO
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A "BEEWARE" LINE FROM MILL
TO YOU

UP IN THE NORTH WOODS SNOW AND ICE ARE MELTING,
APRIL'S SUN IS TURNING RIVULETS INTO TORRENTS.
HUGE PINE LOGS ARE FLOATING DOWN TO THE MILLS,
THERE THEY ARE CUT INTO CLEAN, WHITE LUMBER,
ONCE "MONARCHS OF THE FOREST"-NOW LEWIS "BEEWARE."

READ YOUR "BEEWARE" CATALOG COVER. YOUR DISTRIBUTOR'S
NAME IS THERE. WRITE HIM TODAY. HIS STOCK IS READY.

SOUTHERN BEEKEEPERS-Don't forget your "Beeware" branch, 10-12 Front Street,

Memphis, Tennessee. Also we are glad to announce a new distributor at

Charleston, W. Va., —The Kanahwa Seed Co., 617 Virginia St.

LOOK
FOR

BEWARE
WHCRC YOU BUY YOUR

BEEWARE
MAKES THE TINEST

THIS

MARK

Have you read "How to Manage Bees in Spring?" It costs 5c. All 14 booklets
mailed for 70c.

BRANCHES AND DISTRIBUTORS EVERYWHERE

G. B. LEWIS COMPANY, *""™wn,
WISCONSIN

MAKERS OF BEEWARE

»PS{R?^{|fr?{lV;^?l^jg^?[ff^fflysiiff^ifl?^fl^?1j^^
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SPRING MANAGEMENT
BY C. P. DADANT

TO speak of spring management,
on April 1, to beekeepers in

Texas, or California, or Florida,
is belated advice. But in our northern
and middle States, the bees barely
get out of winter's confinement by
the end of March, and before that
time it is hardly advisable to dis-

turb them, unless we have not done
right by them and have left them, in

the fall, with insufficient stores.

Usually there is enough to last them
till April, when the increased amount
of breeding will require more con-
sumption of food. It is also in March
that colonies are usually taken out
of the winter repositories.

The cleaning out of the winter's
refuse is usually left for the bees to

do. With strong colonies, well shel-

tered, or after a mild winter, this is

probably as good a way as any. But
when the bees have suffered much and
a handful or more are lying on the

bottom, it is a mistake to leave this

work to them, when we can do it so
much more promptly. Listen to the

old teacher, Dzierzon :

"The dead bees lying on the floor

and the wa.x dust (cappings) are re-

moved. The latter is not thrown
away, but parted from the dead
bees by a little sievei because it con-
tains the purest wax. If the carry-
ing out of the dead bees is cared for

by the bees, many living bees are
lost through it, by falling in the

water or on the cold ground, and
chilling before they can disengage
themselves from their burdens. It is

preferable to save them this labor,

which the beekeeper can do in a few
seconds."
Time is money, and most beekeep-

ers will think little of saving the light

dust of beeswax made from the cut-
ting down of the cappings. Yet this

old-country process produces quite

a little good wax.
At the same time a soiled hive or

bottom-board may be exchanged for

a clean, dry one. We have some-
times saved a weakened colony by a

little attention of this kind. If we
use a division-board, it will be well
to follow the advice of Professor
Cook, another of our old-time ad-
visers:

"I have never yet lost a colony by
spring dwindling. Crowd the bees
onto a few frames; give them abund-
ant food; cover warmly above and
at sides of division-boards with gen-
erous bags of sawdust, and leave
these on the hives if the weather re-

mains cool."

It is true that this requires later
visits to enlarge the space again for
brood when the colony becomes
strong and the weather is warm.
Beekeepers with several apiaries can-

not do much of this. Yet it pays for
the trouble.

See to it that your bees have plen-
ty, so they may rear brood without
stint. Be sure they are in easy reach
of water. Water, as far as we know,
is not needed by bees, except to pre-
pare the food for the larvae or to di-

lute sweets that are too thick for
consumption. But spring is the time
when most of it is used, and we lose

more bees from flying out in cool
days after cold water than in any
other way. If you must feed, feed
warm, well diluted food. One of the
best beekeepers of Michigan. Mr.
Bartlett, produces an artificial flow
which induces the bees to breed
without actually supplying them with
much stores. He mixes sugar with

The friction top pail with small holes punched in the cover makes the best feeder for bees. For
use it is inverted directly above the cluster, on top of the frames.
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water in the proportion of about a

pound to the gallon, producing a

sweet containing over 80 per cent of

water. This supplies the water. It

is fed outside, when the weather is

favorable. Feeding in the hive is

our preference, with a less diluted

sweet.
The best way to feed, however, is

to supply the bees with ample stores

in the combs. As that peerless

teacher, George S. Demuth, urges in

his lectures, let the feeding be auto-
matic, by supplying the bees with
enough honey so that they may have
a surplus with plenty of breeding
room until the crop comes.

Still, stimulative feeding has proven
good in many instances. But it re-

quires good judgment and must not

be indulged in at inopportune times.

Mr. Langstroth wrote: "I always
feed my bees a little, even if I know
that they have enough and to spare.

There seems to be an intimate con-
nection between getting the honey
and the rapid increase of breeding,

in a hive. The taste of something
sweet, however small, exerts a very
stimulating effect upon the bees."

Circumstances should guide our ac-

tions in this matter of feeding. Look-
ing back at the writings of the old

masters, we find many instances of

the desirability of keeping the bees

encouraged and with sufficient stores

to breed rapidly. Bevan quotes Fe-
burier in this regard. He says:
"The weather in February, 1810,

having been very mild, the bees about
Versailles were in a state of great

forwardness with their brood; but

the temperature afterwards became
cold, and continued so, till the store

of honey in some hives was exhaust-
ed, and nearly so in all. Two neigh-

bors of his adopted opposite lines of

conduct ion this occasion, one fed his

bees liberally, the other not at all;

whilst Feburier himself, with an ill-

judged economy, adopted a middle
course. The result was remarkaljle

and highly instructive. The neighbor

Tin pail feeders in empty super. The best method of feeding syrup.

who fed not at all lost three-fourths
of his families. Out of 22 stocks Fe-
burier lost two, the remainder
swarmed very late, and some of the

swarms were very feeble; whilst the

liberal feeder saved all his old stocks,

and his first swarms issued so early

as to be succeeded by strong after-

swarms."
The reader whose bees are short

will wonder how he is to do when su-

gar is scarce or not to be had. There
is still one remedy. Your colonies

are not all of the same weight. Some
are richer than others and may be
able to spare a little to bring the oth-

ers to fruit bloom. Be sure and let

none of your colonies starve.

Let us bear in mind that we should

secure strong colonies for the honey
crop, or, as Mr. Demuth so happily

put it: "We must raise our working
force for the honey crop, and not on
the honey crop." It takes about 35

days for the egg just laid to become
a field worker. So the breeding of

the bulk of our colonies should be-

gin on a large scale at least 35 days
before the usual honey crop begins.
Let us avoid raising drones, except

in the colonies which we desire as re-

producers. We can go back a great
many years and find some of the best
teachers in agreement with us on this

point. Samuel Wagner, the early pi-

oneer and founder of the American
Bee Journal, wrote i- April, 1861 :

"The beekeeper's effort should
constantly be directed to the sup-
pression of drone-brood, for not-
withstanding his utmost vigilance,

there will be always many more
drones produced in his apiary than
are needed—unless queen-raising be
a principal part of his business.
Where honey is his object, he should
sedulously foster the rearing of

workers, so that, at the favorable
moment, when pasturage is abundant,
he may have at command a numerous
body of energetic laborers, instead
of having his hives crowded with a

horde of worthless consumers."
Since the invention of comb foun-

dation, there is no excuse in rearing
a large number of drones, except in

the hives in which we choose to have
them. We will always have a few,

even in hives where we try to prevent
their production. But 200 to 300

drones in a hive is a trifle. It

is the production of thousands which
is a waste. Let us prevent their

coming by the very practical method
of removing as much as we can of the

drone comb, in early spring, before
ihey are produced, and replacing it

wilh worker comb. We should always
have some worker combs on hand for

emergencies.
Beekeeping i^ a business of details.

Let us attend to the details. Learn
what is to be done, and do it in time.

Weak colonies can be confined to six frames in early spring by the use of a tight-fitting division

board.

Saving a Weak Colony in Spring

liy F. Dundas Todd

SEVERAL times in the past ten

years I have tried to save a

weak colony in spring by the

Alexander method, but invariably

without success, so I became con-

vinced it was not for me. Last spring,
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at the first examination, about the
end of April, I found two colonies
that had no more than 150 bees
apiece to support the queen. One had
plenty of stores, but the other was
starving. As the honey production of
both colonies the previous year had
been good, I felt I ought to try to

save the queens. Now, I see my own
bees on Saturdays, and usually leave
the apiary about 4 or 5 o'clock, so I

had to fit myself to the conditions. I

decided to place each of the weak
colonies above a strong one with wire
mosquito netting between, this be-
ing supported on a queen excluder.
This was done, and a frame with a

small batch of sealed brood, but no
adhering bees, given to each. The
one short of stores was provided for
by giving it a frame with honey. No
provision (was made for flight.

The following Saturday I found
many of my old bees had died, but as
many young ones had hatched out. I

gave each another frame of sealed
brood; this time from the hive be-
low. A week later, feeling that the
odor of the hive would be uniform.
I carried each old hive to a new stand
and left the upper story with another
frame of brood and adhering bees on
the old stand to catch the flying bees.
The queens were saved all right,

and I wish I could add that each
colony gave me a bumper crop, but
they did not; in fact they did not
even get winter stores. The season
was very dry, poor for building up,
and as strong nuclei made no better
showing, I am not in a position to

blame the queens. The longer I keep
bees the less inclined I get to bother
with weak colonies, so prefer to put
them out of business and get them off

my mind. Not alone in the bee iworld
have I seen brands plucked from the
burning that, so far as their useful-
ness was concerned, were not worth
the bother.

A Bee Fence
Where apiaries are kept close to

machine-worked fields there is fre-
quently complaint that the bees sting
the horses when at work. The best
way to avoid such trouble is to have
a high fence to compel the bees to
rise high in the air when leaving the
apiary or returning with their loads.
The picture shows an arrangement
used by Herman Rauchfuss, of Colo-
rado. He has woven brush into the
barbed-wire fence beside the apiary,
with the result that the bees pass
over the teams in the adjoining field

at such a height that there is seldom
any annoyance to the horses.

The National Meeting

The National Association met at

Buffalo, March 9-11, approved the ac-
tion of the Kansas City meeting of
January 6, organizing an "American
Honey Producers' League," and dis-

solved itself after voting to merge
the Association into this League. Pre-
vious to this action it approved the
decision of the Association of New
York Societies, which also joined the
League.
We trust that those who are in-

clined to criticise the organization of

an "American Honey Producers'
League" will read its contemplated
functions in the "League Bulletin,"
which is being sent freely throughout
the country. Like the citrus fruit

men, the honey producers of America
need to brace against each other, and
it is not sufficient to organize local

or state honey producers' associa-
tions. These must be connected with
each other, though independent from
one another, in order to secure the
benefits of union.
This is not the first time that the

honey producers try to join hands.
Other attempts have been failures.

But we are getting nearer and nearer

to the goal. If this should fail, an-
other would take its place shortly.
So do not pass it by without careful
investigation. Information can read-
ily be secured by addressing the Sec-
retary, Chas. B. Justice, 318 Invest-
ment Bldg., Los Angeles, or E. G. Le
Stourgeon, President, San Antonio,
Texas.

Wisconsin's Crop

The Wisconsin Crop Reporting Ser-
vice estimated that there were pro-
duced in Wisconsin in 1919, 4,834,000
pounds of surplus honey, of which
18 per cent, or 826,000 pounds, was
comb and 4,008,000 extracted. This is

an average of 54 pounds per colony,
comb honey yielding 34 pounds per
colony and extracted 61 pounds. Of
the 90,000 colonies in the State in 1919,

37 per cent, or 24,300, were used in

the production of comb honey and 73
per cent, or 65,700 in the production
of extracted honey. The census of
1910 reports 95,638 colonies. This
number decreased rapidly until within
the last few years, but the culture of
bees is rapidly increasing at the pres-
ent time.

The total value of the 1919 honey
crop of Wisconsin is estimated at $1,-

207,730. of which $261,842 is for
comb honey and $945,888 for extract-
ed. Average price received by pro-
ducers of comb honey was 31.7c per
pound; of extracted, 23.6c per pound.
On January 1 the average price of
comb honey was 32.6c; of extracted,
24.8c.

The average value per hive of bees
is estimated at $8.50, a total value of

$765,000 for the 90.000 colonies in the
State. KENNETH HAWKINS.

Premiums to be Offered at Mid-

West Horticultural Show

We learn from Professor Paddock
that beekeepers will be recognized
by the management of the next Mid-
West Horticultural Show, to be held
at Council Bluffs, Iowa, next fall.

Special premiums will be offered for

county association exhibits. Since
the Mid-West is one of the biggest
exhibitions of fruit to be held in

America, it is a very favorable oppor-
tunity for the beekeepers to bring
their product to the attention of the

public. Beekeepers can do no better

advertising than by well arranged ex-

hibitions at fairs, etc. By making
plans early in the season it is not dif-

ficult to prepare an effective exhibit.

If the beekeepers of the Middle West
respond with a display worth while

this year, it is probable that larger

premiums will be available later.

Brush woven into a barbed-wire fence to compel the bees to rise above the surrounding 6ields.
Annoyance to horses, working in the fields near the apiary can often be prevented in this
manner.

Large Hives

"With the little British Beekeepers'
Association frames, two brood cham-
bers are essential to secure a really

effective working force of bees at the

right time. The other way is only
playing at beekeeping."—S. H. Smith,

of Cambridge, England, in "Intensive

Beekeeping for Honey Production."
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THE EDITOR'S VIEWPOINT
Caucasian Views

Some of our new subscribers ask

how we manage to secure, under

present conditions, views of apiaries

and bee transportation in the Cauca-

sus, such as were shown -on our

cover page in March.

In 1917, just before the United

States entered the world war, we re-

ceived, as a compliment, from the

Caucasian Beekeepers' Association,

with headquarters at Tiflis, an album

of some SO views of apiaries of old

and new style. The professor who
sent them to us, C. A. GorbatchefT,

stated that they wished to show us,

not only the progress being achieved,

but also the different styles of hives

which would soon be abandoned and

would then have only an ethno-

graphic interest for the modern bee-

keeper. We have already given a

number of these views, but still have

a number to give, thanks to the cour-

tesy of the Caucasian Beekeepers'

Association.

These views cover beekeeping in

the provinces of Daghestan, Eliza-

bethpohl, Baku, Kutais, Chernomos-

kaya, Tersk, Batum, Lenkoran, Eri-

van and especially Tiflis, all in the

Caucasus.

The war has sadly upset communi-

cations. Copies of the American Bee

Journal, mailed to Professor Gorbat-

cheflf in 1918, and since that time,

have been returned to us on account

of the impossibility of delivery. It is

time that commercial and literary ex-

changes be again resumed, with the

entire world.

Selling Honey
Our readers will find in this number

the account of a remarkable selling

campaign, in which 158,000 pounds of

honey was sold, through the New
York Globe. This was extracted

honey, granulated. We dfd not in-

sert this for the purpose of urging

beekeepers to follow this method, for

if iit were followed the jobbers would

stop handling honey and we would

be forced to sell all our honey in that

way, which is out of the question. We
need the jobber and the retailer. But

the account of this remarkable sale

gives clear evidence that there is am-
ple room in America for all the honey

we can produce, granulated honey at

that, and that the only requirement is

proper distribution.

Good Samaritan Fund
For Franco-Belgian Help

Total of previous lists $618.60

Wm. Sandoz, Peters, Neb 2.50

J. B. Holsinger, Johnstown, Pa. 1.00

Harold Current, Dunkirk, Ind. 1.50

A Beekeeper, Minnesota 2.00

Mrs. C. 0. Bruno, Rockford, 111. 1.00

Harry J. Nelson, Ames, la 5.00

Total $631.60

Received later—W. M. Mallory, Ba-

tavia, N. Y., $10.

Henry C. Nichol, St. Paul 1.00

H. L. Hant, Yakima, Wash 5.00

A. Etienne, Ottawa, 111 1.50

Shortly before the issue of our

March number, a request came for

the sending of the funds at current

exchange rates, so the exchange was

made and the money sent. It brought,

all told, 8,548.37 francs. It was for-

warded at once.

At a similar rate of exchange, the

goods subscribed and the queens

would figure up about 13,500 francs,

making a grand total of near 22,000

francs.

We will expect to make some state-

ments as to the use of the goods and

money, when the European commit-

tee can give them to us. We thank

In Australia

The December number of the

"Australian Beekeeper" is very in-

teresting. Those "Anzacs" are pro-

gressive. They read our books and
our magazines, while we barely think

of them as existing at all. So it

seems they would get ahead of us

some time. Those of our readers who
have followed the articlts on "Bee-

keeping in Australia," by Tarlton

Rayment, in the American Bee Jour-

nal, have found out that country, in

some parts at least, is a bees' para-

dise.

It is quite interesting to read of

bees swarming in December and go-

ing into winter quarters in June, for

they have their winter when we have

summer, and vice versa. We wish our

Australian cousins good crops.

Good Samaritan

and Other Funds

At the Buffalo mee^ting, a letter

was read from C. W. Aeppler, of Wis-

consin, enclos'ing another from the

editor of "Des Bienenvater," of Vi-

enna, Austria, stating that they were

on the verge of starvation and beg-

ging for food orders, to be sent from

America. It is now possible, through

the management of Hoover, to send

orders for a number of different arti-

cles of food, to starving Vienna. The
appeal stirred the generous feelings

of the members present at the meet-

ing, not only towards our late ene-

mies, the Austrians, but also towards

the Franco-Belgian. The writer was
appointed a committee of one to re-

ceive the subscriptions, and a fairly

long list was made on the spot.

We will not give the detail of the

remittances this month, for lack of

room. Suffice it to say that the

amounts subscribed there and re-

ceived also through other channels

have enabled us to send a draft to

the Franco-Belgians for an additional

sum of 1,525 francs. Four $10 food or-

ders have been secured for the Vien-

nese editors, Messrs. Alois Alphonsus

and Franz Richter, of the "Bienen-

vater."

A subscription of $52 was received

by Dr. Phillips, from the Riverside

County Beekeepers' Club for the

Good Samaritan Fund, and more is

promised. More is also coming from

different sources. Let the good work
go on.
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A Remarkable Selling Campaign

How a New York Newspaper Has
Sold 79 Tons of Honey in Sixty-

Pound Cans Direct from the

Car to the Consumer.

ONE of the most remarkable cam-
paigns for selling honey direct

to the consumer has recently
been carried on by the New York
Globe. Since the memorable ship-

ment of ten cars of honey by the late

J. S. Harbison from his apiaries in

California to the New York market
in 1876, there has been nothing to

equal it in calling the attention of the
public to the value of honey as food
and to disabuse the public of the
prejudice against honey in the can-
died state. A few such campaigns
would create a market for honey in

sixty-pound cans that would take the
present supply direct to the con-
sumer in the most economical way
possible. This campaign has resulted
in hundreds of families getting a lib-

eral supply of honey at practically

the wholesale price, while the pro-
ducers have been able to sell direct at

a saving. Of course no account has
been made of the cost to the news-
paper conducting the campaign. The
good will of the readers of the pub-
lication will probably be considered
a sufficient compensation.
Alfred W. McCann, a member of

the stafif of the New York Globe, met
a beekeeper, Joseph J. Anderson, of

Idaho, once upon a time. Just how
this chance meeting led to the distri-

bution of honey by the carload, to the

readers of the paper to which Mc-
Cann is attached, is a mere matter of

detail. It is sufficient to state that

McCann is a newspaper man with a

vision. When the recent scarcity of

sugar, or manipulation of the market,
or whatever cause raised the price to

unheard-of levels, the New York
newspaper man remembered his

honey-producing friend in the far

west. Two and two sometimes make
more than four. In this case a news-
paper with a vision and a beekeeper
who was alive to a real opportunity
saved the consumers of New York
City several thousand dollars on the

price of several cars of the finest

white honey, and incidentally demon-
strated the weakness of our present
system of distribution.

On the front page of the Globe, on
January S, appeared an announce-
ment that candied honey from Idaho,

in sixty-pound cans, would be deliv-

ered to consumers within fifteen

miles of the city hall in New York
City, at 23 cents per pound, the price

at which sugar was then retailing.

Within five days orders were received
for more than forty tons of honey
The man who says that the consumer
will not buy, except in the small con-

tainer, has another guess coming. The
New York Globe has demonstrated
that the consumer will buy in larger

quantity if we make it to his inter-

est to do so. We quote the follow-

ing from that publication under date

of January 10:

"It is time the honey industry ap-
preciated the fact that, as now con-
ducted, the honey business itself is

the greatest enemy of the bees and
beekeeper.
"Nothing so discourages honey con-

sumption as the profiteering prices at

which, in silly little glass packages,
this most delectable of all sweets is

peddled out to the consumer. Noth-
ing so encourages the manufacturer
of substitutes.

"What a lesson to the honey trade!
If people will buy 84,240 pounds of
honey in sixty-pound tins in three
days , how much honey do you think
(would be bought if it could be ob-
tained in ten, or even twenty-pound
tins?
"Everybody cannot buy sixty

pounds of honey, and I am thinking
of the millions of buyers who are de-
prived of a share in this orgy of in-

nocent delight for no other reason
than their inability to afford such
luxury in wholesale lots. It is a
crime to keep them from generous
quantities of pure candied honey at a
decent price solely because the
honey packers make their 300 per
cent profit by converting the solid

honesty of the comb into a fluid, arti-

ficially achieved, that can be sold at

absurd prices in petty little dribs
through the instrumentality of glass-
ware that subsequently finds its way
to the dump.
"The whole system is wrong and

the Globe's extraordinary experience
in connection with the enthusiastic
response of honey lovers to the op-
portunity now presented demon-
strates the incalculable benefits to be
derived by the public through the
agency of common sense merchandis-
ing.

"Hundreds of millions of dollars
could be saved annually by the gen-
eral adoption of this method of dis-

tribution in the sale of food necessi-
ties. The saving in money would be
insignificant in importance compared
with the general improvement in

public health that would inevitably
follow.

"Millions of children today con-
sume the craziest kind of table syr-

ups in enormous quantities simply be-
cause they are supposed to be cheap
as compared with the price of honey.
Yet honey, if honestly sold to the

plain people, rwould be even cheaper,
despite its infinite superiority, than
any chemical contraption ever com-
pounded.

"Every now and then, as things
now go, the average child participates
in a few teaspoonfuls of the contents
of a little five-ounce tumbler of honey
costing all the way up to $1.50 a

pound. If the price were what it

should be, instead of a few teaspoon-
fuls once in a while, the growing
child would eat regularly big, white,

sticky chunks of pure candied honey,
obtaining at least three times as

much as can now be purchased in

fancy, inedible glass containers, at

the same price—three times as much
and twice as good."
There seems to be no limit to the

amount of honey the public will buy
if it is offered in convenient form at

an attractive price. Through the
kindness of readers of this Journal
we received several copies of the
New York paper and were thus kept
informed as to the progress of the
campaign. The issue of the Globe
dated February 5, just a month later
than the first received, stated that
158,000 pounds, or 79 tons of honey
had been sold direct to consumers in
sixty-pound cans. If it had been
available in ten-pound cans the quan-
tity would have been greatly in-
creased, but 60 pounds was the small-
est quantity offered to any pur-
chaser. Since the delays in delivery
through storms and c.ther contingen-
cies made it impossible to secure de-
livery of the cars as expected, hun-
dreds of consumers were unable to
get their orders filled. Some orders
had been received together with cash
in payment more than a month be-
fore the honey arrived from Idaho.
A final feature of special interest

was the distribution of 16,000 pounds
of honey by the Globe to 26,668 or-
phans, waifs and other poor children,
many of them blind and crippled.
This latter amount represented the
profits of the newspaper on the
transaction, and hundreds of little

children who had never before
tasted honey had the treat of their
lives.

The beekeeping industry owes a
vote of thanks to the New York
Globe and to Alfred W. McCann for
demonstrating that the public is

ready to buy honey in quantity and
that people are not afraid of candied
honey when its real nature is ex-
plained to them. Joseph J. Anderson
is to be congratulated upon his
prompt co-operation with the news-
paper which has resulted in a demon-
stration of a practical way to sell

honey in quantity, direct to the con-
sumers. If co-operative organiza-
tions of large producers will act upon
this suggestion there will be no trou-
ble in disposing of next year's crop
at a profit to the producer and a big
saving to the customer. F. C. P.

An Interesting Distinction

Mr. Ernest E. Kirkham, of North
Carolina sends us an interesting cir-

cular describing a remedy which he
recently found on sale at a village

store. The "Hayes Healing Honey
Compound" is said to contain a num-
ber of valuable ingredients, including
"Wild Bee Honey." The circular

states as follows regarding this

honey:

"The honey made by the wild bee
is very dark in color and is gathered
from wild flowers, while the domestic
or home bee gets its honey from gar-
den flowers. Physicians have discov-
ered that the wild bee honey can be
eaten by a diabetic patient when or-

dinary domestic honey or sweets must
be avoided."

Although we have heard many
ridiculous statements regarding bees
and honey, this is certainly a new
one.
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PRODUCTION OF EXTRACTED HONEY
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An Account of the Methods and Eq jipment for Extracted Honey Production
in Use by Some Well-Known Colorado Beekeepers

By Frank C. Pellett.

IN our November number, comb-
honey production under Colorado
conditions was discussed some-

what at length. Not all Colorado
beekeepers produce comb honey,
however. There are several men en-
gaged in the production of extracted
honey on a large scale. Considering
the fact that the markets have fa-

vored the production of extracted
honey for the past few years, one
wonders why more of the big bee-
keepers are not engaged in produc-
ing extracted rather than comb
honey. Colorado beekeepers have
developed the first selling organiza-
tion for handling honey which earned
large success. This is perhaps due to

the fact that there are a larger pro-
portion of the beekeepers of that
State engaged on an extensive scale

than is the case elsewhere and that
most of their product is sold in dis-

tant markets. Such conditions dis-

courage individual marketing. The
honey sent out by the association is

uniformly graded and bears a good
reputation in the eastern markets.

In visiting eastern markets the
writer has occasionally heard of a
shipment of comb honey from some
point in Colorado which has granu-
lated in the combs. Granulated comb
honey is a difficult product to move,
and for a time it was a mystery why
the comb honey from some localities

should granulate so very quickly. In
many places in that State the gum-
plant or rosin-weed (Grindelia squar-
rosa), is common. The honey from
this plant granulates very quickly,
sometimes even before it is removed
from the hive. There are few reports
of much surplus from this plant, but
it is usually mixed with honey from
other sources. Where a little gum-
weed or rosin-weed honey is mixed
with the crop from alfalfa the whole
is likely to candy in the comb before

Settling tanks in basement of Sutton's honey house.

it reaches the consumer. The honey
from gum-weed is yellow and of in-

ferior quality. At the Association
grading stations its presence is likely

to be discovered, but small shipments
from isolated locations occasionally
reach the market. If the writer were
in a gum-weed location he would cer-

tainly produce extracted honey rather

than be subject to the annoy nee of

constantly watching to avoid the

spoiling of the grade of a nice crop of

comb honey through the mi.xture of a

little nectar from this plant.

One prominent comb-honey pro-

ducer spent considerable time and
money in making over comb-honey
equipment for the production of ex-

tracted honey last year. After pro-

Sutton's honey house and sign.

ducing one crop he is now spend-
ing time and money to fi-x it up
for comb honey again this season.

Some men who are experts in the

production of comb honey can never
be quite content with anything else.

On the other hand, men who are

eminently successful in producing a

fine article of extracted honey are
not interested in honey in sections.

Up-to-Date Equipment
At Loveland and Fort Collins are

several beekeepers with the latest

equipment for extracted honey pro-
duction on a large scale. At Love-
land I called on J. C. Aikin, brother of

the late R. C. Aikin, who was a well

known contributor to the bee maga-
zines of the past. M. Aikin and his

son who had recently returned from
the army, very kindly took me in their

car and we drove out to see the bee-
keepers near by. After a short visit

with Homer Lovesee, a former Iowa
man who has about 100 colonies in

town, we went to see K. E. Sutton,
who has several hundred colonies in

outyards around Lovcla-id. We found
Sutton and his crew hard at work ex-

tracting which gave us an opportu-
'lity to study his equipment in opera-
tions.

His honey house is 16.x32 and has

the word "Honey" painted across the

front for the full length. This can be
seen from the main road for a dis-

tance of about a mile. A sign board
has been erected at one end to make
room for the word "Eat", so that it

now reads "Eat Honey", as will be

seen by the accompanying picture.

The building is provided with a
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basement under the full structure.

The engine for furnishing the power,
stove for heating capping melter and
furnishing heat, and storage tanks

are all in the basement. On the up-
per floor there is a small storage room
heated by steam pipes froni the same
stove that heats the capping melter.

The extracting combs are stored in

this room as they are brought from
the apiaries. The heat prevents
granulation of the honey before ex-

tracting and at the same time keeps

the combs sufficiently warm to in-

sure that the honey will run readily

when the combs are placed in the ex-

tractor. Near the door to this store

room is the capping melter and near
this the extractor. The arrangement
is designed to save every possible step

of the operator when extracting. The
capping melter is Mr. Sutton's own
design and unlike those on the mar-
ket. It is made with a double bot-

tom with the space between filled

with water. The enas are closed and
it has a pipe drain. A steam pipe

from a laundry stove in the basement
furnishes the necessary heat, while
the exhaust pipe runs through the

warming room. Over the capping
melter is a comb rack for holding the

combs as they are uncapped. Under
this rack is a sloping tin to carry ott

the honey that drips from the combs
and at the same time to protect the

combs from becoming too warm from
heat rising from the melter.

The honey runs directly from the

extractor to tanks in basement with-
out handling. There are 200 gallon

storage tanks, from which the honey
is drawn into 60 pound cans. From
the extractor it passes through a

coarse screen and then through a

cheese-cloth strainer which is sus-

pended above the tanks and which
affords a large surface for straining.

The second picture shows the tanks
and the pipes that run from the stove
to capping melter and warming room
above.

Now that labor is getting scarce

Lyons' honey house at Ft. Collins.

and high it is important that the bee-
keeper who '^uilds an extracting

house plan it su as to eliminate all

the labor possible. The mere ar-

rangement whereby the honey runs
directly from the extractor into the

tanks, thereby saving the labor of

drawing it from the extractor in buck-
ets makes a big saving in handling
a large crop. If the building is so ar-

ranged that one operation follows an-
other from one side of the room to

the other without unnecessary steps,

it is possible for a man to handle a

great many mere combs in a day than
where no attention is given to ar-

rangement.
At Ft. Collins, A. A. Lyons has

probably the largest extracting and
storage house for extracted honey in

the State. The building is about SOx
56 ft. in size, is made of concrete and
fireproof throughout. The rooms are
separated from each other by fire-

proof walls. It is built in a hillside

with entrance to upper floor on one
side and to the lower floor on the
other. At one side of the house
there is a platform for unloading ex-
tracting supers directly through a

door into a warming room. This

room is long and narrow with a small
track on which runs a truck for car-

rying supers to the extracting room
through a door at the opposite end.

The heating room holds from 250 to

300 full depth extracting supers. In
fine weather he can thus take oflF

enough honey ahead of the extractor
to keep the force busy should there
be a rainy day. In the extracting
room there are two 8-frame power
extractors driven by electric motors.
These are shown in the picture. Next
to the extracting room is a large room
for storing empty combs. This room
opens again on the platform, where
the truck loads and unloads. The
capacity of the plant is 100 to ISO cans
a day with two men and a boy to op-
erate.

In the basement is one large honey
tank and two smaller ones for stor-

age. The combined capacity is six

thousand pounds. The honey is

drawn into cans as fast as it settles.

An alarm indicates when a can is

filled and ready to be sealed.
Under one roof there is ample room

for every operation, with storage fa-

cilities for extracting supers of filled

combs, empty combs and cans of
honey ready for market. There is a
wax room 16,x24, with a steam boiler
for heating the building and for ex-
tracting the wax from old combs. At
the back is a garage for the Dodge
truck, a light truck and the family
pleasure car.

Interior of Lyons' honey bouse at Ft. Cnllins, showing two large power extractors operated by
electric motors.

Honeydew
By Alex. D. MacGillivray
(Continued from March)

Boussingault believed that the pro-
duction of honeydew was a disease
of 'he plant. He extracted, according
to Buckton. 26.7 grammes of sugar,
cane sugar, inverted sugar and dex-
trine from one square meter of the
diseased leaves of a lime tree; while
the same amount of leaves from an
unaffected tree, that is one not bear-
ing insects producing honeydew.
growing not far awaj', gave only 4.4

grammes. This would seem to show
that the honeydew must be much
richer in sugar than the sap extracted
from the leaves. To secure such an.

increase in sugar, it would seem as if

the sap of the plant must undergo
elaboration within the body of the in-
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sect, and the globular enlargement of

the rectum is where this probably
takes place. Boussingault, who has
analyzed the honeydew with a polar-
izer, gives the following result for

samples examined in July and Au-
gust:

July August
Cane Sugar 48.86 55.44

Inverted sugar 28.59 24.75

Dextrine 22.55 19.81

100.00 100.00

When the sugar content of honey-
dew is taken into account, it is not
strange that ants, wasps, butterflies,

moths and bees of many kinds, in-

cluding the honeybees, should seek it

for food. The western Indians were
also aware of the sweetening proper-
ties of this substance, since they col-

lected the leaves that were thickly

coated with honeydew, washed them
off in water, and boiled down the

water, producing a crude brownish
sugar resembling an inferior grade
of maple sugar.
The honeydew is evidently accumu-

lated in the globular portion of the

rectum in most species and extruded
as a minute bubble. There is consid-
erable variation in the impetus that

leads to the freeing of the bubble. It

is likely that in many species it is

simply the pressure of the excretion

upon the walls of the rectum, but in

others the Insect may be led to give

up its excretion by the stroking of

its abdomen. This is particularly true

of the plant lice and certain scale in-

sects. These insects are generally
attended by ants, which gently stroke
the back of the plant louse with (heir

antennae, and are rewarded with a

small drop of honeydew. This may
be repeated, and the plant louse may
give up more than one drop, but as a

rule, the ant, after receiving one drop,

passes to another individual and re-

peats the stroking of the back. Time
must elapse, in the case of most in-

dividuals, before a second drop can
be discharged. In some plant lice that

do not produce much honeydew the

anus is surrounded by long hairs for

holding the drop of honeydew after it

is extracted, and so it will not be lost.

Practically all flowering plants are

infested by honeydew-producing in-

sects. The great majority of these

are different species of plant lice.

Most of the species live upon the ex-

posed surfaces of the plant, others

live upon the roots, and still others
produce galls upon the leaves or buds
in which they live. The root inhab-
iting and the gall inhabiting species

produce only a negligible amount of

honeydew, while those species that
live exposed on the leaves, usually on
the under surface, where the outer
covering of the leaves is more deli-

cate, produce great Quantities. The
plant lice are fixed in position and
those that live upon the leaves, be-

cause of their sedentary and gregari-
ous habits, are exposed to the attacks
of many enemies. It is a well-known
fact that certain species of ants pro-
tect the plant lice and they are often
figuratively described as their cows.
The ants drive away enemies, build

sheds over them, and may carry the

plant lice into their nests upon the

approach of winter and return them
to the plant again in the spring. The
plart lice, in return for this protec-
tion and care, excrete at the bidding
of the ant considerable quantities of

honeydew. It is an initeresting fact

that those species that live e-xposed
and need the most protection should
produce the greatest quantity of
honeydew. There is, as Wheeler
states, a symbiotic (living together.

—

Editor) condition existing between
the two kinds of insects, while one
kind is not wholly, it is in great part,

dependent upon the other, and it is

not unlikely the development of the
honeydew-producing ability of the
exposed species has been increased
from the protection received from the
ants.

When the insects are not attended
by ants, the drop of honeydew in-

stead of being gently extruded so
that it can be seized by the ant, is ex-
truded with a jerk, so as to throw it

some distance beyond the body. The
drop is carried into the air and
alights upon the upper surface of a
leaf below or upon the ground. If the
colony of insects is large and the
amount of honeydew produced is con-
siderable, so that there is much more
than the attending ants can use, the
upper surfaces of the leaves become
spotted, or more frequently covered,
with the honeydew that is thrown
into the air. The surfaces of the leaves
have a glossy appearance, as if they
had been varnished. When the pro-
duction of honeydew is of considera-
ble volume, it may drip from the tips

of the leaves, and to one standing un-
der the tree give the effect of a
shower of rain. The raining of honey-
dew from trees has been reported so
many times by different observers
that it cannot be considered an un-
usual phenomenon. It is at such times
that honeybees collect honeydew in

enormous quantities, producing honey
of an inferior quality.

When one considers the raining of

honeydew and its production in mass,
one is immediately led to the conclu-
sion that each plant louse must pro-
duce a large volume of honeydew.
Busgen, who has studied this matter
exhaustively, showed, however, that a

single plant louse on maple produced
only forty-eight drops in twenty-four
hours, a single plant louse on linden
nineteen drops, one on a different

kind of maple nine drops, and one on
rose only six drops. Since Busgen
made numerous counts of the number
of drops produced, there is no ques-
tion that the amount produced by
each individual insect is very small.

In order to appreciate how such a
volume of honeydew can be produced
as has been described, the number of
individuals engaged in its production
must be realized. The insects that
produce honeydew are of such size

that several hundred might be colo-

nized on the under side of a single

maple leaf. Fifty ordinary sized plant
lice would not fill a teaspoon of aver-
age size. The often-quoted statement
of Huxley is that the produce of a
single plant louse in the course of
ten generations, supposing all indi-

viduals to survive, would weigh more
than five hundred million of stout
men, that is, they would weigh more
than the entire population of China.
Such an idea seems preposterous. But
Buckton, a prominent English student
of plant lice, offers the following cal-

culation. For the sake of simplicity
the calculation assumes that each
plant louse lives twenty days and that
at the end of this time each plant
louse shall have produced twenty
young. It should not be forgotten
that many individuals may live more
than twenty days and produce more
than twenty young and that each be-
gins to produce young at the age of
five days. Then, at the end of twenty
days, there would be produced twenty
individuals ; at the end of forty days,
400 individuals; at the end of 100

days 3,200,000 individuals; at the end
or 200 days, 10,240,000.000.000 individu-
als, and at the end of 300 days, 32,768,-

000,090,000,000,000 individuals. If it is

assumed that 1,000 plant lice weigh
one grain, and a stout man weighs
2,000,000 grains, then the weight of a
single man would be equal to that of
2,000,000,000 plant lice, and the weight
of the descendants of the single plant
louse at the end of 300 days would
equal the weight of 16,284,000,000 men,
or several times the weight of the
entire population of China. If you
will e.xamine the buds of an apple
tree during the winter season, you
will find around each terminal bud
from one to six or more minute black
globular objects. Each of these is

the egg of an aphid. If you were to

count the number of terminal buds
on a full grown apple tree and then
estimate the number of plant louse
eggs borne by the tree, you will have
some idea of the possible number of
plant louse inhabitants of this tree
next spring. Then just imagine that
each of these eggs should produce a
stem mother each -with a number of
descendants such as calculated by
Buckton, and I can assure you that
this calculation is much below rather
than above the actual number. I

think you will agree with me that
there would be no room in this world
except for plant lice, and even if each
individual was producing only ten
drops of honeydew in each twenty-
four hours, not only the other inhab-
itants, but the plant lice themselves
would be drowned in the volume of
honeydew produced. This calculation
is given in order to make the reader
appreciate the enormous number of
individuals that may be produced. It

is rot known how many of the indi-

viduals of each generation will sur-
vive, but there is a vast army of pre-
dacious and parasitic insects who
make it their main duty to destroy
and hold in check the overdevelop-
ment of plant lice. Suppose only one
per cent of this innumerable host sur-

vived and produced honeydew, is it

strange, when the number of sur-
vivors is slightly increased, either
through favorable conditions for the
development of their enemies or fa-

vorable weather conditions for the
production of plant lice, that it should
not be an unusual occurrence to have
trees actually raining honeydew?
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Obituary

—

Dr. G- Bohrer

IT
is worth while for a bee maga-

zine to make mention of such a
man as was Dr. Godfrey Bohrer,

of Chase, Kansas, the last of the
members present at the first conven-
tion of United States Beekeepers, at

Indianapolis, December 21, 1870, al-

most 50 years ago.
Dr. Bohrer was born in Ohio, lived

in Indiana a number of years, and
finally went to Kansas, where he
served twice as a member of the Leg-
islature. He began beekeeping at the
age of 30. He served as a surgeon in

the Northern Army during the Civil

War. This was the cause of a very
interesting incident, in 1906, at the
meeting of the National Beekeepers'
Association, at San Antonio, Texas.
The writer was presiding. During one
of the meetings a lady beekeeper, of
the vicinity, brought to the presi-
dent's desk a magnificent bouquet
from her garden (it was November 8).

This bouquet we decided to offer to

the oldest member of the National
present. Dr. Bohrer was not the old-
est beekeeper there, but he was the
oldest member of the National. This
elicited from him, as he arose to

thank the lady, a touching impromptu
address, in which he recalled the
Civil War, the harsh feelings that ex-
isted at that time between North and
South, and contrasted it with the pres-
ent brotherly feeling of Union under
the Stars and Stripes. The speech,
full of feeling, brought tears to the
eyes of several old Confederates
present.

Dr. Bohrer was a subscriber of the
American Bee Journal for 54 }-ears,

one of the pioneers of Kansas bee-
keeping and for many years president
of the Kansas State Association.
Dr. Bohrer and our own Dr. Miller,

•who is nearly two years his senior,
often had a tilt about comb honey,
at conventions. Dr. Miller has always
been known as a leader in the pro-
duction of comb honey. Dr. Bohrer

could not tolerate the consumption of
comb honey, holding that the comb
was indigestible and unfit for human
food, while Dr. Millev held that since
the broken comb particles could not
be assimilated by the stomach, it

acted upon the bowels in exactly the
same way as the bran in Graham
bread, and was conducive to health.
We believe the great majority are in-
clined to this view.
Dr. Bohrer was 87 years old. He

leaves a widow, 4 years older than
himself, 5 children. 8 grandchildren
and II great grandchildren. In his
death we lose a long-tried friend.

C. P. D.

clear that Mr. Byer prefers the big
hives, and Mr. Atwater's statement
is misleading, since all that I have
ever seen from Mr. Byer is for the
big hives, even to IJ^-inch spacing.

Allensville, Ky.

Dr. Miller Improving
I'm not gaining as I expected. I ex-

pected to gain rapidly, and it's slowly.
Still I am gaining, and that's much.
Although lying down is still my fa-
vorite gait, I spend half an hour out-
doors each day, even if it be down
near zero. C. C. M.

Dr. Bohrer, with the boquet presented at San
Antonio.

Large Producers Vs. Large Hives

By Porter C. Ward

I
HAVE read and reread with much
interest the article by E. F. At-
water, "Small vs. Large Hives,"

in the January Journal. It seems to
me that he approves of the very thing
he is talking against. Mr. Atwater
says

:

"The writer had hoped for much
from the large, single-story brood-
nests, but when men like J. L. Byer
and F. Greiner state that they get
identical, or nearly identical results
in honey from other hives, a change
may be inadvisable."

I do not know just where he is

quoting from, but in September, 1917,

Gleanings, page 676, Mr. Byer writes
practically the same thing, only Mr.
Atwater does not quote it all. He,
Mr. Byers, says that while there is

practically no difference in the yield
of honey, yet there is quite a differ-

ence in the management.
Allow me to quote from Mr. Byers'

statement

:

"The hive which I use extensively,
more than any other, is the ten-frame
size commonly called the Jumbo. The
management is much the same as
outlined for the very large hives, and
with pure Italian bees we have little

trouble with swarming in most sea-
sons.

"Answering the question, then, as
to what hive I would use if starting
all over, I can say that my preference
is for the ten or twelve-frame.
Jumbo size. If forced to use the
I,angstroth frame, then I suppose I

would choose the eight-frame in

preference to the ten-frame Lang-
stroth, as the latter is not big

enough, or too big, to suit me in

running outapiaries."

The big hives, and many of his

hives are much larger than the Da-
dant, require verj" little or no at-

tention and swarm very little, or not
at all, winter well and generally re-

quire no fall feeding; and if any
is to he had at all, these rousing colo-

nies will surely get the surplus. It is

The Sugar Shortage Abroad
By C. W. Aeppler

THE sugar shortage, which
seems to have gripped the
whole world, is given considera-

ble attention in two European bee
journals just come to hand.
Of all European countries, Austria

seems to have suffered most. The
"Bienen-Vater" gives over about half
of its December issue to the discus-
sion of the sugar shortage. Last May
a request was made that all beekeep-
ers report the number of colonies
that they had lost through starva-
tion during the winter of 1918-19.
According to detailed figures submit-
ted, it can be summarized that bee-
keepers who are members of the
Austrian Beekeepers' Association or
its affiliated associations lost 30.8
per cent of their bees, and beekeepers
who were non-members lost 38.3 per
cent, or approximately 35 per cent of
the bees of German-Austria were lost
through starvation. In actual figures
this means about 135,300 colonies, or
rnore colonies of bees than in the en-
tire State of Wisconsin, and almost
the combined numbers of Wisconsin
and Minnesota. (Based on 1910 cen-
sus).

It seems as though the beekeepers
of Austria were required to deliver to
the government all possible honey
during the war. Economic conditions
being very bad in the fall of 1913
made the delivery of sugar for bee-
feeding purposes e.xtremely difficult,

hence the heavy losses.

Howe\er, conditions were much
better in the fall of 1919. A very poor
honey i.'-op is reported for 1919, but
the beekeepers had the organizatio \

to obtain sugar to feed their bees.
The croanization ! Ah, in which we
American beekeepers are such fail-

ures.

From the Swiss Bee Journal for
December, 1919, the following ver-
batim translation is taken:
"At present there is a sugar short-

age through the entire world. Even
America, the richest of all lands in

money and commodities, is no excep-
tion. The non-existence of a timely
organization to secure and distribute

sugar for bee-feeding purposes,
makes the calamity all the greater.

"If a country with such a large su-

gar production and such extensive
shipping facilities is suffering under
a world sugar shortage, how much
worse off must our poor, isolated,

sugar-poor Switzerland be. If

the beekeepers of Switzerland are
any better off than our American
colleagues we must thank our or-
ganization and our timely care. Fur-
thermore, we have already made ar-

rangements with the authorities for
the delivery of sugar, where needed,
for spring feeding. In view of the
fact that a good honey crop was se-

cured, a much larger sugar appropria-
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tion has been promised. Of course,
sugar prices will advance. Since
November 1, the price of industrial
sugar in carload lots has increased
from 150 Fr. per 100 Kg. to 200 Fr."

These figures, in our money, would
read an increase from lS.6c per pound
to 19.5c per pound. It might be wor-
thy of note that Swiss beekeepers are
buying sugar at present for about the
same price that we are, and the hard
thing to comprehend is—why? No
sugar is produced. The question still

remains unanswered: Why are we
paying such exhorbitant prices in the
United States at the present time?
It would be interesting to know just

how many millionaires have been
created from the sale of high-priced
sugar.

Wisconsin.

Bee Pasturage

By J. H. Paarniann

HAVING recently entered into

partnership with a number of

colonies of bees, they have
appointed me assistant manager of

their supply department. In this ca-

pacity I am making an inventory of

their available sources of raw ma-
terials in and about the city of Dav-
enport, Iowa, as well as a report upon
the time of year 'when supplies may
be withdrawn from the storehouses.
I accordingly kept daily watch of our
flowers, wrote down the names and
took a photograph of all that were
patronized by bees, marked (*) those
that seemed to yield mainly pollen,

and (t) such as were visited by very
many bees. This list shows only
the more common plants of which I

kept records during the 1919 season.

Some common pollen plants, as corn
and ragweed, and such honey plants

as horsemint, should, of course, be in-

cluded in a complete list, and such
plants as pear and apple should re-

ceive more emphasis, but I am telling

only what I found in repeated obser-

vations during this one season. Other
seasons would give other results.

Some days, I'll admit, the observer
was doing useful work in the beeyard

Blossoms of Culver's Root. Veronica z^rginica.

when he ought to have been watch-
ing the flowers.
To help identify unfamiliar plants,

their Latin names are added, as in

Gray's New Manual, 7th edition.

Only such illustrations are used that
have not previously appeared in the

Journal.

The blooming periods, as given,

refer principally to the level land be-
yond the bluffs. Down in the valley

and on south slopes, plants bloom a

week earlier and on north slopes a

week later than here shown.
I. Last week in March until mid-

dle April (dandelion until middle
May and again in late fall; ash trees

until middle May).
Acer saccharinum, *soft maple.
Ulmus americana, *American elm.

Salix sp., *tpussy willow.
Taraxacum officinale, fdandelion.
Populus deltoides, *cottonwood.
Acer negundo, *box elder.

Fraxinus spp., *ash, various species.

*Tulip.

II. Last half of April (plum begins

J vJfflp
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Blossoms of ninebark, Physocarf'us of>iilifolitts.

Physocarpus opulifolius, ninebark.
Liriodendron tuliplfera, ftulip tree.

Trifolium hybridum, alsike clover.

VI. Last half of June and early

July (white sweet clover until mid-
dle of September).
Melilotus alba, fwhite sweet clover.

Ligustrum Regelianum, fRege's
privet.

Leonurus Cardiaca, fmotherwort.
Tilia americana, fAmerican linden.

Rhus glabra, sumac.
Sambucus canadensis, elder.

fOnion, cultivated.

VII. July (milkweeds, muskmelon
and matrimony vine bloom well into

September).
Muskmelon.
Elaeagnus sp., Russian olive.

Asdepias spp., milkweed, various
species.
Cephalanthus occidentalis, fbutton-

bush.
Veronica virginica. Culver's root.

Psedera quinquefolia, Virginia
creeper.
Monarda (istulosa, wild bergamot.
Spiraea salicifolia, meadowsweet.
Lycium vulgare, jmatrimonj' vine.

\'III. August and early September.
Gaura biennis, biennial gaura.
Nepeta cataria, catnip.

Verbena spp^ vervain, various spe-

cies.

Cassia chamaecrista, partridge pea.
Echinocystis lobata, wild balsam

apple.
Carduus discolor (?), field thistle.

Polygonum spp., fsmartweed.
IX. September (first seven begin

in late August; last five bloom until

frost).

Helianthus spp., sunflower (wild).

Solidago spp, goldenrod, various
species.

Eupatorium serotinum, late-flower-
ing thoroughwort.
Eupatorium ageratoides, white

snakeroot.
Veronica fasciculata, ironweed.
Sicyos angulata, one-seeded bur cu-

cumber.
Bidens frondosa, bootjack.
Helenium autumnale, sneezeweed.

Aster ericoides, frostweed aster.

Aster novae-angliae, New England
aster.

Aster spp., other species of aster.

Iowa.

Which Queen Cells Are Destroyed?

I
WONDER if Dr. Miller and I are
not at cross purposes, or at least
if we are not overlooking some-

thing. Since reading his comments
on the subject it occurred to me that
it makes a big difference where the
cells are located in the hive. A col-
ony of bees is far from always being
a unit.

It takes a very little change in the
arrangement of their internal affairs
to cause many sundry and unusual re-
actions. Here is an example :

Some years ago I put a very old,
rubbery and mouldy comb in the mid-
dle of a strong colony containing a
choice imported Cyprian queen. Some
weeks later in looking over that col-
ony I was much disturbed to find a
nice young queen at work. A little

further inspection showed the old
comb about as it was when put in.

The next comb beyond it showed lay-
ing workers busy, cells with many
eggs, some capped drones in worker
cells. A few combs farther on had
the old queen doing as fine work as
ever. The hive held fourteen Lang-
stroth frames.

Now, would not that have been a
fine colony for a novice to have tried
to requeen? The young queen was
used to start a new colony and the
old queen did good work for the rest
of the season. That old comb sim-
ply divided the colony so far as the
reaction of the bees was concerned.
There was no supersedure impulse
involved.

When I return combs to the hive
I put them in the same pla-ce they
were taken from. The ripe cells nor-
mally are near the middle of the hive,
while the newer ones are usually on
the outer combs, those at least a lit-

tle removed from the comb with the
ripe cell. That may explain the dif-

ference in the results as observed by
the doctor and by me.

ARTHUR C. MILLER.

Yes, under such conditions I should
expect bees to break rules.

C. C. MILLER.

BEEKEEPERS BY THE WAY
Uncle Sam's Beeman

It is not easy to write anything new
about Doctor Phillips, of the U. S.

Department of Agriculture. He has
been too long before the public as
Government Apiculturist, has been
everywhere and all the beekeepers
know him already.

It is a man's size job to represent
an industry of the importance of
beekeeping in the Department. All
the problems and all the kicks of the
whole country are likely to find their
way to his desk. If anything is wrong
it is up to Uncle Sam to be prepared
to fix it immediately, or give definite
instructions how it can be done. It

keeps the Government men stepping
lively to meet the demands of the
public for information and for as-
sistance.

The beekeepers of the country have
been well served by Dr. Phillips and
his staff. Much real progress has
been made in the science of beekeep-
ing since the work has been under his

direction. The recent schools for

commercial beekeepers conducted by
department men have proved very
popular and greatly stimulated the

interest of beekeepers in localities

where they have been held.

Phillips on a California bee range.
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Some Apiarian Recollections

By George W. York

POSSIBLY I may be forgiven by
the reader if I am quite personal
in these recollections. If so, I

shall begin by saying that my first in-

terest in beekeeping and beekeepers
began when, during the winters of

1881 to 1884, I lived in the very pleas-

ant home of Mr. Benjamin Harding,
near Kent, Ohio, while teaching the

winter country school in his district.

He was a nephew of Mr. Thomas G.

Newman, and had a few colonies of

bees.
At that time Mr. Newman was ed-

itor of the American Bee Journal, in

Chicago, and Mr. Harding once said

to me that he thought I might pos-
sibly be useful in Mr. Newman's em-
ploy. Evidently he must have inti-

mated as much to Mr. Newman, for,

early in March, 1884, when he was
visiting his aged sister, and also the
Harding family in Kent, I was sent
for, and had the pleasure of meeting
Mr. Newman for the first time. It was
then arranged that I should enter the

employ of Thomas G. Newman &
Son, in Chicago, 111., at a salary of $50
per month. (The "Son" in the firm

was Alfred H. Newman, whom many
will remember).

I arrived in Chicago late Saturday
night, March 29, and Mr. Newman
met me at the Union railroad station,

he being the only person in all Chi-

cago that I had ever seen before. On
Monday morning, March 31, I began
my labors in the American Bee Jour-
nal office, which ended with May 1,

1912, or 28 years afterward.
The spring of 1892 I purchased the

Journal from Mr. Newman and con-
tinued as its editor and publisher for

20 years, when I transferred it to Mr.
C. P. Dadant, of Hamilton, 111., who
is still its popular editor.

I had not been long in the ofiice of

the American Bee Journal until I

learned that Mr. Newman had made
a trip to Europe (in 1879) in the inter-

est of American beekeeping; that he

had met many of the leading beekeep-
ers across the Atlantic, and had vis-

ted several countries where beekeep-
ing was beginning to be followed
quite extensively. He brought back
with him the photographs of many
of the noted beekeepers whom he had
met in England, France and Italy.

He delighted to tell of his trip as the

accredited representative of Ameri-
can beekeepers to the beekeepers of

the old world. He was made an hon-
orary member of many of the foreign

beekeepers' societies, and doubtless

helped greatly to establish friendly

and helpful relations between the

beekeepers of America and those of

the foreign countries which he vis-

ited.

The first national convention of

beekeepers that I attended was held

in Indianapolis, Ind., in 1886. There I

met W. Z. Hutchinson, who, a year or

two later, started the "Beekeepers'
Review," now called the "Domestic
Beekeeper." I roomed with him at

the hotel where the attending bee-

keepers stopped during the conven-
tion and he confided to me his plans

for beginning the publication of the
"Review." His enthusiasm was un-
bounded then, and evidently was
never dampened.
Mr. Hutchinson was not only a

thorough beekeeper, but was a de-
lightful man to meet. He had many
excellent qualities, and we became
fast friends, which continued to the
day of his death, in 1910, with the

possible exception of the time, a few
years after he began the "Review,"
when he and Prof. A. J. Cook advo-
cated the production of "sugar-
'honey" by feeding the bees cane
sugar during dry and honeyless
seasons, which procedure I felt in

duty bound to oppose very strongly
through the columns of the American
Bee Journal. While I afterward
found that Mr. Hutchinson and Pro-
fessor Cook were sincerely honest in

their advocacy of the plan for un-
natural comb-honey production, I

still think they were wrong in regard
to the matter. I believe the great ma-
jority of the beekeepers of that day
agreed with the stand the American
Bee Journal took, and Gleanings in

Bee Culture cordially seconded my
position.

I happened to come upon the api-

arian scene when the bitter fight con-
ducted by Mr.. Newman through the
American Bee Journal against Prof.

H. W. Wiley's "scientific pleasantry"
was at its height. "Scientific pleas-

antry" was what Professor Wiley,
years afterward, termed his former
statement, that the comb of comb
Tioney was first made by machinery
out of paraffine, then filled with glu-

cose, and then sealed over with a hot
iron, without the least intervention

of the bees—or some such unfortunate
utterance, which would suggest
"manufactured comb honey by ma-
chinery." Of course, coming from
such a noted scientist and chemist
as was Dr. Wiley at that time, gave
it wide publicity, to the great dam-
age of comb honey, which never has
been, and never will be manufactured
except by the bees themselves.

In those early days it was surpris-

ing how many different forms of the

"Wiley Lie," as Mr. Newman called

it, appeared from various authors,

and in many newspapers. It kept Mr.
Newman as busy as a bee at a Sunday
school picnic to run them down, and
the vials of verbal wrath that he
poured out upon the mistaken imita-

tors of Wiley would have filled a

fair-sized encyclopedia. But I am
glad to relate that Professor Wiley,
in later years, tried to atone for his

unfortunate utterance by doing all he

could to stop the prevalent practice

of adulterating foods of all kinds, so

that today there is scarcely any adul-

terated foods upon the market, and
certainly no adulterated honey. Comb
honey has always been genuine, so

there was no need to defend it ex-

cept from ignorant or mischievous at-

tacks.

I might say here that at the

World's Fair convention of the Na-
tional Beekeepers' Association, in

1895, in Chicago, Mr. Newman and
Professor Wiley met for the first

time; and as they were introduced

and shook hands, it was a very tense
moment, and a generous outbreak of

hand-clapping approved what proved
to be the "burying of the hatchet"
after a long and bitter war of words,
especially on the part of Mr. New-
man.

I recall the great hullaballoo a few
would-be apiarian inventors made
over their "reversible brood-frames,"
perhaps James Heddon, of Michigan,
being the chief, some 30 years ago.
Wonderful claims were made for such
frames, and also for reversible hives;
but like many other fads, they have
almost been forgotten.
Almost immediately after coming

into the editorship of the American
Bee Journal, I visited Dr. C. C. Miller

and family in their quiet, restful

home in Marengo, 111., about 65

miles northwest of Chicago. I think
it was in 1892. At that time Dr. Mil-

ler was running a home bee-yard and
two or three out-yards, all for comb
honey. I had met him before that,

in Chicago, but I wanted to see him
in his home and bee-yard, and also

meet his good wife and her sister. Miss
Emma Wilson, who for so many years
has been Dr. Miller's splendid assist-

ant in all of his bee work. I had a

most delightful time, and then be-

gan some of the most intimate and
valued friendships of all my life,

which have continued unto the pres-

ent day.
From the very time I became editor

of the American Bee Journal I looked
forward with eager interest to the

time when I should have the oppor-
tunity of meeting by competitor in

the editorial field—Mr. Ernest
^
R.

Root—now for some 40 years editor

of Gleanings in Bee Culture. It

finally came at the annual meeting of

the National Beekeepers' Association

on the World's Fair grounds in Chi-

cago, the fall of 1893, in the Louisiana

Hotel.
I wondered just how I would like

Mr. Root; how he would impress me,
etc. I am free to say that I was de-

lighted with him, and have been so

ever since. There has never been a

single break, or even a crack, in our

long years of friendship, so far as I

know; but I think the credit for its

uniformity and continuance is due to

Mr. Root. He has always met me
more than half way.

It seems that for many years pre-

ceding the year 1890 there did not

exist the best of feeling among the

editors of the bee papers, and also

among a number of the leading bee-

keepers. It became tiresome, and
must have been almost annoying to

some of the peaceable readers. But

the times were changing. We young
editors seemed to have a different

view of some things. We coiild for-

get the things that were behind, and

cared more for the future. And for

all the 20 years following 1892 we
tried to keep out of our columns

anything that looked like fussing, al-

though, of course, there were occa-

sional times when it seemed neces-

sary to speak plainly. But on the

whole, I believe that as beekeepers

became better acquainted with each

other, through conventions and oth-
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crwise, there was less of the old-time
bickerings and strife.

Washington.

Retailing Honey

By W. S. Pangburn.

ON page 23 of the American Bee
Journal for January, C. C.

Baker seems to be out of pa-
tience with the journals for giving so

much encouragement to beekeepers
to cultivate their home market, and
seems to be pleased that the editors

criticise some of the ways of the re-

tail producers.
We have carefully read both arti-

cles, and we heartily agree with all

the editors said on the subject on
^age 301, September number.
We cannot, however, agree with

Mr. Baker's ideas of what should

take place in the handling of our

product, and Iwe believe there are

many beekeepers who would not

agree with him.
Just what would happen if the "big

jobbers" were given full swing in the

handling of our honey "exclusively,"

would be an easy guess.
All we have to do is take a look at

other lines that are in the grip of a

comparatively few individuals.

Mr. Baker seems to think that, be-

cause a salesman is selling the prod-
ucts of these "big fellows," that they
know all there is to be known about
honey and the selling of it. On the

contrary, very few of them know
anything about honey, how it is pro-

duced, and make some big blunders

in selling it.

The first requirement in a good
salesman is a thorough knowledge of

the line he is selling.

Simply because a salesman makes
a sale is no sign that he is creating a

demand for honey, and that he can

go back and sell to the same customei-

again. If he cannot do this, some-
thing is wrong. Either his price was
too high, he was not selling quality

goods, or he used poor judgment in

making his sales.

Whenever a salesman goes into a

small town and unloads a lot of

high-priced bottled goods onto a mer-
chant who has to retail the goods at

a price far above what the people

will pay, he is neither "creating a de-

mand" nor is he a good salesman.

I can cite three instances of this

kind in my own territory. These
merchants will buy no more of this

kind of goods. They have not sold

the honey, which shows there has

been no "demand created," and it

shows poor salesmanship, though be-

ing done by these "live salesmen."

If the salesman had known his busi-

ness, he never would have sold a lot of

6-ounce and 1-pound jars of extracted

honey, and cantoned comb honey, in

these small towns.
Sales like the above are a detri-

ment to our business instead of a

help, and never should have been

made. We have learned that the

small container, which necessarily

comes high, has no place in the small

towns except in a very limited way.
The bottler has a place in the

ranks; we need him to get a lot of

city trade the average beekeeper can-
not reach. He is entitled to a reason-
able profit and should be encouraged.
We, retail producers, also have our
place, and can reach another class of

buyers that the bottler cannot.
Mr. Baker claims that "not one bee-

keeper in a thousand" is a salesman.
I do not know just what Mr. Baker
considers a salesman, but I do know
that the beekeepers are selling their

honey, and at good figures. We have
had considerable correspondence
with beekeepers in the past two or
three years, in regard to buying
honey, and in that time have only
been able to get hold of 1,000 pounds
at a price that we could pay and get

out. Very few had anything to offer,

as they iwere sold out. Talk with
beekeepers at conventions, and short
courses, or anywhere you chance to

meet them, and how many of them
are complaining because they cannot
sell their honey? I have found none.
If there is anyone better qualified to

sell honey, tell how it is produced
and answer the many questions asked
about bees and honey, than the up-
to-date beekeeper, who is it? It

surely is not a man selling a pipeless

furnace. I had a fellow of this kind
who wanted to sell my honey along
with the furnace this fall, and while
he could talk furnace, and was a good
salesman in his line, he knew nothing
about honey, and I decided he had
better stick to the furnace and let

honey alone.
Mr. Baker points to the packers as

being the solution of the farmer's
troubles in the selling of his stock.

This is not a farm paper, but I can
say that there is not one farmer in

a million that would not like to see

this ring of 5 big packers broken up
and put into competition with one an-
other, if possible. If the exclusive
buying of the farmers' product has
been so satisfactory, why do the
farmers feel this way? I have been
a farmer for 30 years and know what
the farmers think of this sort of

thing.

Why did the California fruit grow-
ers organize? Simply because they
were up against a similar proposition,
only they could help themselves, and
did. The same thing will happen if

we allow our honey to be handled
"exclusively" by the big fellows, as

Mr. Baker suggests.
"Why should we worry about what

the jobber makes on our honey?
Just this much. Whenever the job-

ber gets an extortionate profit on
honey, and has the sale of it exclu-

sively, he is curtailing the demand,
and people will stop buying honey;
defeating the very object that all

beedom is working for. There are

some good men in the honey business
•who do not produce a pound of

honey, and we need them, but if the

business was to be turned over to a

few big fellows, it would soon be
overrun with parasites, and they, like

"cooties," make life miserable, and
multiply fast.

We believe in the doctrine of the

bee magazines, to cultivate our home
markets as much as possible. Every
beekeeper should further the sales of

honey in his own territory. We are
on the ground, know the situation,
and what the market requires, better
than any organization. We each have
our place in this selling and adver-
tising proposition, and should not
think for one minute of turning the
selling of our product over to some-
one else "exclusively." If the bee-
keepers in general ever consider a
thing of this kind, let us make it co-
operative, and "keep it in the family."
There is a possibility that this may
come in time, but as yet it is not
looming in the distance.
Center Junction, Iowa.

A Strainer That Doesn't Clog

The following plan will make it

possible to strain honey thoroughly
as fast as extracted. The idea is

really A. G. Kursten's, as he and I

have exchanged work for years:
With three platforms of different

elevations, the honey need not be
handled, but is drawn from the ex-
tractor into the settling tank and
from the tank into the containers.
The top of the honey tank should be
about six inches below the bottom of

the extractor. An insect-tight tube
should extend from the extractor
outlet for a foot over the edge of the

tank. With a yard and a half of mus-
lin, make a long bag which will rest

lightly on the bottom of the tank and
close the top tightly about the tube.

Tie a canvas cover over the top of

the tank to keep out dust and dirt.

The strainer cloth must not be a

stingy affair, but a big, generous bag
as large as a two-bushel grain sack.

The honey strains through the mus-
lin sidewise, while foreign matter
floats on top. With this kind of

strainer one can work from morning
till night without clogging the

strainer, and can draw off honey at

any time. WALTER REPPERT.
Iowa.

More Wire Kinks
In the December issue of the

American Bee Journal the article by
F. B. Richardson interested me much
and I thought it was just what I had
been looking for. I never could keep
the wires strung tight. They would
be tight on completing the wiring of

a frame, but in a short time they

would be loose. So Richardson's nail

hook method appealed to me. I at

once tried to put it in practice, but

either I did not go at it right or my
fingers were too clumsy to accom-
plish vi'hat was intended. I could pull

the wire tight all right, but could not

fasten it and keep it tight.

While puzzling over it I lit on this

way: Fasten the wire around the

head of one of those fine nails used

in nailing frames, drive the nail

through the end bar so it is about

half way through, and clinch on the

outside. The nail to be driven from
the inside. Fasten the other end of

wire to another nail, first having de-

termined the proper length, and drive

it through the end bar as before, but

on the opposite end of the frame, or

far enough to tighten the wire until it

sings; then clinch the nail.
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The wires can be strung as tightly

as you desire and will stay tight.

It can be done as quickly as bend-
ing the nails intq hooks, and it gives

better results, in my hands at least.

DR. J. E. AIGLEY.
Illinois.

The (Poor) Middleman

By Fred Huchting

IN
the January issue of the Jour-

nal, under the topic of "Market-
ing," C. C. Baker tried to give

beekeepers an idea that they would
get a better price for their honey if

they sold it direct to the packers,

which I am absolutely opposed to for

the following reasons. First, if the

people would buy their honey direct

from the producer they would elim-

inate the middleman, who must
charge the people for his labor, ad-

vertising and profit, the latter usually

in excess. If the middleman is elim-

inated the beekeeper can get a bet-

ter price for his honey, save his cus-

tomer from 20 to 30 per cent and sell

more honey, because his customer
will willingly buy more when he is

not charged an enormous price for

it. Mr. Baker indirectly states, "Let

the middlemen get theirs." The Gov-
ernment is advising the people to buy
direct from the producer and thereby

beat old "H. C. L.," and any bee-

keeper with a little common sense

knows that is good advice. Mr. Baker
also states that the beekeepers

should send their customers to the

local grocer; but why not have the

beekeeper split the grocer's would-be
profit with his customer? Second,

the packers would put the beekeepers

in a fine position if they could con-

trol the honey market. They would
control it in the same manner as

they are controlling other markets
today. They would give us their

price for our honey and we would
have to accept it. Mr. Baker asks,

"How much did the farmer get for

his pork before the packer took hold

of it?" Well, Mr. Baker, is the far-

mer gaining anything when he sells'

his pork for 30 cents today when he

got 10 cents for it before the packer

took hold of it, and when the farmer
wants to buy a harness today he
must pay $60, when he could get one
for $20 before the packers' time, or
in other words, selling his stock at

a 200 per cent profit and buying his

supplies at an increase of 200 per

cent.
Wisconsin.

Imperfect Mating of Queens

By Prof. John ,A.nderson

THE bee-mating e.xperiments car-

ried on on Duck Island by Mr.
F. W. L. Sladen last July and

recorded on page 424 of the Decem-
ber American Bee Journal, have re-

called to my mind some observations
made in Lewis in 1917. There I had an
island all to myself, so far as bees
were concerned, and I made a few
experiments.
On July 5 a stock placed in isola-

tion gave off a swarm which formed
two clusters, thus suggesting the

presence of at least two virgins. The
two clusters were separately hived.

A few days later a third swarm was
observed and duly secured, so that

there were four stocks, all with
queens to mate. The only drones
within reach were those flying from
these four stocks, but it does not fol-

low that all the available drones
were half brothers of the virgin

queens. A few unrelated drones
might have joined the stock before it

was placed in isolation. Even so, it is

clear that the choice of the queens
was very limited.

On July 23 eggs were found in two
of the hives, and the queens in the

other two had begun laying by Au-
gust 3 and 9, respectively. On the

last date it was noticed that one of

the two earlier swarms had worker
brood on 7 combs and no drone brood
at all. Two of the other three newly-

mated queens produced mainly drone
brood (in worker cells), each having
just a few scattered cells with worker
brood. The last queen to lay was in

the parent hive and produced mainly
worker brood, with a very few drones
(in worker cells).

It occurred to me that the micro-

H. C- Cook's boiler for cleaning frames from diseased colonics. Closed for boiling.

scope might assist in finding the
cause of this abnormality in a
young queen, so on July 9 I killed

one of the two queens producing
mainly drones, and examined the
fluid of the spermatheca. To the
naked eye it looked as clear as water,
and my first thought was that I must
have been mistaken in supposing
I had seen any worker brood at all in

the hive from which this queen had
been taken. The microscope, how-
ever, revealed the presence of a very
few sperm cells, these being very ac-

tive and displaying movements which
were all the more evident and vigor-
ous because unimpeded by the usual
congestion. It was perfectly evident
that the preponderance of drone
brood in the offspring of this queen
was due to imperfection in the mat-
ing. For some reason or another she
had received only a small quantity
of sperm, and so was able to fertilize

only an occasional egg.
It has been stated that a newly-

mated queen sometimes begins by
producing drone brood mainly or en-

tirely, and becomes normal after a

little practice. In such a case it is

probable that it has taken the queen
a little time to acquire control of the

mechanism of fertilization. In order
to give the second queen an oppor-
tunity to improve I let her remain
in the hive for some time longer, but

she continued to produce mainly
drones. Some worker offspring of

those abnormal queens had by this

time emerged and seemed normal.
In the examination of this second

queen, on September 17, I associated

with myself Professor J. Arthur
Thompson, of Aberdeen University in

order that I might have independent
testimony to this peculiarity in a

queen. I burst the spermatheca of

a normal queen under the cover-glass

and directed the professor's attention

to the issue of a "milky fluid" as de-

scribed by Dzierzon, who could tell

fertile from unfertile queens by the

naked eye long before he called in

Leuckart and Siebold with their mi-

croscopes. Later we made an exam-
ination with the microscope and saw
a field filled with countless squirm-

ing threads, twisting, waving, heav-

ing, like a field of corn in the wind.

When we repeated the performance

with the abnormal queen Professor

Thomson, observing the naked-eye
appearance of the burst sac, re-

marked that it was "quite different."

On looking through the microscope

his report was, "They are here, and

they are active, but they are very,

very few."
Sladen, in Duck Island, Canada,

and Anderson, in the Outer Hebrides,

Scotland, have independently discov-

ered that queens mated under cir-

cumstances in which their choice of

a drone is very limited, are apt to be-

come producers of inadvertent or ac-

cidental drones (drones developed in

worker cells). Wc went a bit fur-

ther on this side and found that those

abnormal queens had secured an in-

sufficient supply of sperm when mat-

ing, and wc have now to consider

whether there is any probable reason

w'hy the mating act should be thus
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incomplete. Mr. Sladen has sug-

gested that the presence of hand-
picked drones not more than about
two weeks old had something to do
with his results. This is quite a

probable explanation, but there may
be others, and there i room for fur-

ther observation and experiment.
What occurred to me in August,

1917, was that by greatly restricting

the choice of the queen, and perhaps
by compelling her to mate with a re-

lated drone, I had possibly reduced
the vigor of the mating operation, so

that the "ensemination" of the queen
was very incomplete.

The fact that a virgin queen, when
marking the position of her hive, fin-

ishes by ascending into the upper air

in a great spiral, has given rise to

the erroneous view that mating oc-

curs at a great elevation, and that

the successful drone is the strongest

in flight, the only one in fact that is

able to overtake the queen. Maeter-
linck states that mating takes place

"in the blue empyrean, remote from
the haunts of birds, that would other-

wise profane the ceremony," but it

is clear that he is not writing from
personal observation. E. L. Pratt

(Swarthmore) actually saw mating
occur, within a few inches of the

ground, a few feet from the hive that

the queen afterwards entered, and
he states (Gleanings for 1904) that

the flight of the drone was ten times

as rapid as that of the queen.

The very general belief that queens
mate at a high elevation to a drone
whose power of flight is his only
qualification has tended to eliminate
from our minds the possibility that

sexual selection may play a very im-
portant part in the mating of the

queen. Do we not find, however,
that yellow queens preferably mate
with black drones, and vice versa?
Cheshire wrote : "Many years ago,

when bees were few about me. I

placed twenty pure queen-cells in as

many stocks. I had abundance of Li-

gurian drones, and none of any other
race—nineteen of the queens
crossed." C. N. Abbott, first editor

of the British Bee Journal, in a foot-

note to his edition of Dzierzon's "Ra-
tional Beekeeping," writes: "There
is little doubt but that the queen is

exceedingly particular in her choice

of a mate, and is apparently very
averse to mating with one of her own
kin. With twenty Ligurian stocks,

each containing plenty of drones, and
one stock of other bees, also having
drones, the probability is that of

twenty young Ligurian queens nine-

teen would mate with drones of non-
Ligurian stock—at least it has always
been so in our experience—tending
to the belief that 'natural selection' is

more than a myth, even in bees."

The drone is specialized for pow-
erful, long-sustained, and very rapid

flight. He is welcome in any hive, and
probably travels in his lifetime very
far from the hive in which he was
produced, for he can take the jour-

ney in relays. The result is that a

mating queen is encompassed by an
enormous superfluity of drones, most
of which may have come from a great

distance, and her choice is almost ab-

solutely free. Mr. Sladen and I in-

terfered with a primal law of bee na-
ture, and compelled the queens to

mate under conditions which were
entirely abnormal. We can well be-
lieve that the operation may have
been a very half-hearted and spirit-

less affair, possibly on both sides, and
its evident imperfection is perhaps
not to be wondered at. If this view
be correct, it will be of great import-

ance in future mating experiments to

arrange that there may be available

a sufficient variety of unrelated
drones, in numbers also which will

proportionately far exceed the nu-
clei at the mating station.

Aberdeen, Scotland.

Cleaning Frames From Diseased

Colonies

There has been much discussion as

to the best way to clean frames from
colonies of bees -diseased with Ameri-
can foulbrood. H. C. Cook, of Omaha,
Neb., has an arrangement which is

well illustrated in the two photos
shown herewith. A rack holds 20

Langstroth frames and fits nicely in-

side a galvanized boiler, which is

closed with a tight cover. The frames
are boiled in lye water for about 20

minutes, which is sufficient to remove
all traces of honey and wax. One pic-

ture shows the boiler closed and the

other shows it open, with the rack of

frames setting across and the cover

on end above the frames. At the

right is shown a large pile of frames
which have been cleaned by this

method.

Wiring

I have read Mr. Crane's article on
wiring frames, in the January num-
ber and, like him, I believe that it is

important to stretch the wires well.

I tried several methods until I found
the perfect one.

I use 4 vertical wires equally dis-

tant from one another, leaving but
about a half inch between the end
ones and the end bars of the frame.
I weave the foundation between the
wires, by placing it under the first, on
top of the next, under the third and
on the fourth, so that it is alternately
to the right and to the left of the
wires, two wires on each side of it.

Then, with a hot imbedding spur, I

sink the wires in the foundation.
Neither cold nor heat can make the
foundation fall out, nor sag.

Try my method and let me know
what you think of it.

H. BELLESSORT.
France.

Queen Cells

GOOD Dr. Miller, by digging up
some things I once wrote,
makes me appear to be more

or less mixed in my preachments and
practices. Well, I caught the trick

of not knowing it all from him.
I will confess right here that the

behavior of the bees and young
queens toward cells of different ages
is not always to be forecast, and I

surmise that the reason is that we
fail to judge the different ages cor-

rectly. Of course, if all the cells used
in the experiments were artificially

produced and hence of knoiwn ages,

we would quickly get some definite

information. But so far I have not
had the time nor felt the necessity

of making the necessary tests.

If I may be permitted to hide be-

hind the genial doctor's favorite

shield, let me say "in this locality"

where we are seldom blessed with a

honey-flood, bees are not so likely

to throw an "afterswarm" when two
cells of apparently the same age are

left (after a first swarm, or when old

queen was removed to prevent
swarming, or for other reasons), but

if, perchance, the young queen is lost

in mating, the colony is pretty apt to

become hopelessly queenless. If I

Rack holding tweiui irants to fit in Cook's boiler for disinfecting foulbrood.
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was located in a real honey country
I might have to modify my opinions
and practices.

In the case of two cells of nearly
the same age, by which I mean as far

as I can judge by the appearance of
the "tips" where the bees have re-

moved the surplus wax, leaving the
fibrous cocoon showing, indicating
that those cells are about ready to

hatch, on the emerging of the first

queen the other is usually destroyed.
Where one ripe cell is left and one
with a very young grub the bees us-
ually let the latter mature until the
first matured queen is mated and lay-

ing.

I am frank to confess that the
whole thing is largely a rule of

thumb and not an exact science, as

it ought to be. But "second swarms"
are so unusual with me, and as

queens lost in mating are not unus-
ual, I adopted a plan which I thought
would safeguard the colony. If we
could always control or forecast con-
ditions we might be able to work
more exactly. To the same condi-
tions bees always react in the same
way. When it seems otherwise we
may rest assured we have failed to

correctly analyze the conditions.

As to queens inheriting swarming
impulse through being reared in a
swarming colony, I am pleased that

Doctor Miller and I are agreed that

it is not so. As for the heredity of

the swarm impulse in Carniolans, let

me say it this waj', doctor, and see

if you do not agree: The Carniolans
inherit a super-sensitiveness to heat
and humidity, or more correctly, in-

herit a system adapted to the atmos-
pheric conditions of high altitudes,

and when we subject them to our
conditions they react by swarming.

ARTHUR C. MILLER.

I ofifer most humble apologies for

having held the foregoing in my
hands for the past si.x months. My
health has been such that the thought
of writing a very few words has
seemed burdensome.

I must confess it had not occurred
to me that locality had anything
to do with the rules and regulations
of bees as to their treatment of

queen cells, but of course it may
have. Certainly, in this locality, if

more than one mature queen cell

were present I should expect one of

two things to happen, either the first

virgin emerging would destroy the

ofhers, or else these latter would be
protected by the workers and the
oldest virgin would issue with ' a
swarm. And I cannot help wonder-
ing. Brother Miller, if lighter honey-
flows should make your bees act dif-

ferently, why light flows here would
not have the same effecc, foi this lo-

cality is by no means a stranger to

light flows, even if honey does some-
times come in a flood.

You say that where there are two
cells of nearly the same age the sec-

ond is usually destroyed upon the
emerging of the first virgin. Here I
think it is always destroyed unless a

swarm issues. If a very young grub
be in one cell, it may be destroyed in

its tender youth, or if may be allowed

to reach maturity, but not to con-
tinue longer.
As to Carniolans inheriting a super-

sensitiveness that under certain con-
ditions leads to swarming, I'm not
learned enough to know. Anyhow, in

the long run, that amounts to the
same thing as saying that Carniolans
inherit something that accounts for
their swarming more than others; so
there can hardly be any quarrel be-
tween us on that point.

C. C. MILLER.

Professor Werner Dies

We have just received word of the
death of Prof. H.R.Werner, of Ames,
Iowa, on February 13, with pneumo-
nia following influenza. Mr. Wer-
ner was a young man of promise and
a careful student of some of the diffi-

cult problems relating to the honey-
bee. In the 1917 report of the State
Apiarist of Iowa appeared a paper
by Mr. Werner, "The Mechanism
Which Determines Sex in the Honey-
bee," which attracted more than pass-
ing notice.

Mr. Werner obtained his B. S. and
M. Ph. degrees at Franklin and Mar-
shall College, and his M. S. degree at

Princeton University. He leaves a
small son of about one year of age,
a daughter of three, together with a
wife, to whom we extend our sincere
sympathy.

The Introduction of the Pound

Package

By F. W. Osier

JUDGING by the number of queries
in our journals it would seem
that the proper manipulation of

the pound package is somewhat of a
stumbling block to the average be-
ginner, yet when a few underlying
principles of apiculture are under-
stood the operation becomes one of
the simplest. First, it must be under-
stood that the unit in apiculture is

one complete hive with a queen. This
organized colony will care for its

queen, raise brood, gather stores and
fight to the death in the defense of

its home. The individual bee loses its

individuality in the colony. If it be
hurt, sick or worn out, it is promptly
discarded. Even the queen Is super-
seded when her days of usefulness
are ended; a new queen takes her
place and the work of the colony con-
tinues with the one end in view,
namely, the propagation of the spe-
cies.

A pound package is a number of

bees, sometimes taken from several
colonies who have lost their home
and queen, find themselves confined
in a receptacle foreign to their nat-

ural conditions—nothing more than a

disorganized mass of bees only too

anxious to find a home after their

strange experience.
The beginner in apiculture is at a

loss to know how to organize or
unify this force of bees. If the queen
is in a separate cage he fears she will

be balled, and if he opens the pound
package the bees themselves might

fly away or he himself be badly stung
by the angry (?) bees.
The matter is really very simple,

and a careful perusal of the following
directions should clear away most of
the trouble. Be sure to have the hive
prepared before the expected arrival
of the bees. If you are starting your
first hive with foundation, put in full

sheets on well wired frames (starters
are poor economy, to say the least,

and buying second-hand drawn comb
should always be discouraged, as the
danger of disease is too great). Three
frames are enough for a pound pack-
age. Before introducing the bees mix
up a solution of equal parts granu-
lated sugar and water. Paint this on
the side and top of the wire package
until the bees are well fed. If the
queen is in a separate cage, fasten the
cage in between the top bars of the
frames after removing the card cov-
ering the candy which fills the en-
trance to the cage. The frames should
be pushed to one side with a division
board following the third frame, the
balance of the hive empty. Close the
entrance to this empty space with a
block of wood and stufif the remain-
der of the entrance tightly with
grass; take a 5-pound honey pail and
punch eight or ten holes in the cover;
fill with a syrup made of equal parts
of sugar and water ; invert this over
two 1-inch blocks of wood and place
in the space not occupied with
frames. This will give the bees a

little food and help them to draw
out their comb. Now take the pound
package and cut the side out of it and
shake the bees in the hive; if one or
two fly out, it does not matter. Put
on the cover and do not touch for at

least three days.

If you examine the entrance to the
hive next day you will find that the

bees have made an entrance through
the part stuffed with grass and are
perhaps wandering aimlessly around
on the alighting board, or may be
taking short circular flights around
the hive. They are simply getting ac-

quainted with the new locality and
should be left alone. After three days
remove the queen cage. If the queen
is still in the hive she may be re-

leased by removing the wire screen
and letting her run out on top of the

frames. Close the hive again for

three more days, then examine the

frames and if eggs and brood are

found you may rest assured that

everything is all right. No more
frames should be added for at least

thirty days, and then only one or

two. These are placed to the outside

of the three original frames and the

bees will occupy them when needed.

The splitting of brood should not be

attempted by beginners, as a sudden
change in the weather might mean a

bad setback to the colony by the bees

being unable to cover split brood.

Beginners usually injure a colony

by persistent examinations. This
should be avoided. Once a week is

plenty to examine a colony, and a

great deal can be learned by studying

the activity at the entrance, without

lifting the cover or disturbing the

bees at all.

Canada.
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' DR. MILLER'S ANSWERS
'

Answered by the Editor during the illness of Dr. Miller.

It en addressed stamped envelope is enclosed with the questions

asked^ a copy of the reply to be published will be mailed to the en-

quirer. Some questions require too lengthy answers to be available

in this department. In such case the enquirer will be referred to the

proper authorities or treatises. In many cases if the enquirer will

read the questions of the previous numbers he will find exactly what
he seeks.

2. March, April or May. Sometime before

fruit bloom.

3. Aluminum combs arc still an experiment.

They have some very good points and some de-

fects. The pro and con will not be ascertained

positively before they haVc 2 or 3 years of trial.

4. You may keep them right close to build-

ings, if the line of their flight does not inter-

fere with people or animals. As a rule it is

better to place them in the orchard, or along a

fence, in the shade if possible. There should
be no occasion for people or animals to pass

within 50 feet of the front of the hives, unless

there is some obstruction, such as a hedge or

low shrubs in front of them.

Transferring
1. I would like to know the best time to

transfer bees from some old hives into new
ones, and the best way to do it.

2. In placing hives on a bee-stand, how
close together would you place the hives ?

ILLINOIS.
Answers.—1. If your bees are in movable-

frame hives, the only thing to do is to lift

the combs from the old hive into the new one,

placing the new hive on the exact spot occu-

pied by the old one. If you have to trans-

fer from box hives, you had jetter wait until

fruit bloom. Then smoke the bees, overturn

the hive, placing some emp*y oox on its stand:

drive the bees, by drumming, into another

box and afterwards transfer c . the combs con-

taining worker brood into frames, fastening

them in with either twine or wire clamps.

Put the new hive on the stand, shaking onto

it all the bees. You may also transfer by

driving the bees out at swarming time, and

hiving them into a movable-frame hive, setting

the old hive by the side of the new one. In

three weeks, when all the brood has hatched,

all the remaining bees may De shaken in front

of the new hive.

There is a great deal of careful labor re-

quired in transferring bees and if you wish to

do much of it you had better get a good book

of instructions. You will find explicit instruc-

tions in the Langstroth-Dadant book, pages

309 to 315. They are too lengthy to be given

fully in the question department.

2. You may place the hives very close to-

gether. But for convenience it is better to

place them in twos, 3 or 4 feet away from

other colonies in the same row, and the rows

about 10 feet apart. The location you can dis-

pose of should determine the space you will

use.

working on the pussy willows. Our winters
here are mostly rain, with temperature from
45 to 60 degrees, with perhaps a total period
of two to four weeks when the temperature
will drop to 32 and 20 above. Last winter, be-

fore I saw how my bees came through I had
ordered some double-walled hives to use, in or-

der to avoid the more cumbersome cases with
the attendant packing, and the point I desire

to make is, under these conditions, would you
advise the use o^ a large hive like the modi-
fied Dadant (single-walled), without further
protection, instead of the double-walled hive,

where you wish to avoid swarming as much as

possible? WASHINGTON.
Answers.—1. The advice to place the old col-

ony, which has cast a swarm, by the side of

the swarm, is given in locations where the

heat of summer induces the old colony to

swarm again. If your location is, as I believe

it is, with moderate temperature in summer,

it is as well to leave it as nature dictates.

There is a possibility of losing too many bees

out of the old hive and having its brood

chilled if you place either above or by the

side of the other. It would fare just as

well above the other as on the side.

2. We use the Dadant hive with very little

more protection than you mention, here in this

cold country, where the thermometer goes

down to 20 degrees below. The results that

you have had are secured here also, in spite

of low temperatures, when the cold spells do

not last more than a month without giving the

bees a Sight. The packing cases or outside

cases have proven too expensive for us, al-

though there are seasons when we would wish

to have them. But the average season here is

sufficiently irregular to give the bees a flight

about once a month, in spite of the cold

northern winds that come from time to time.

Wintering

1. I keep ten of my colonies in the city, and
in order to keep that number it is necessary

for me to place them closely side by side, tak-

ing my chances on loss of queens. You rec-

ommend after a prime swarm comes off plac-

ing it on the old stand and putting the mother
hive alongside of it for seven or eight days

and then putting it in a new location. This is

impracticable, on account of my colonies be-

ing so close together; would the same results

follow by placing the mother hive on top of

the new one facing the same direction, with a

bottom-board between the two hives, of course?

2. Last year (1918-19), I made outside cases

for each of my hives while on a former loca-

tion, allowing about 4 inches space between the

case and the hive bodies. I packed this space

with chaff and my bees came through in great

shape—very strung. That winter (1918-19)

was a very mild winter. Last fall, on account

of desiring to place them in the new location,

1 neglected to make cases for the new colo-

nies and did not pack the old ones. This year

we had the coldest weather we have experi-

enced since 1893, the temperature dropping to

5 dgrees above zero during two nights and

standing on an average of about 12 to 15 de-

grees above zero for two weeks. I was afraid

I would lose some, if not all, of my colonies,

but every hive came through and they are now

Afterswarm

Last summer I had one swarm come out
which I hived ; then on the 9th day the bees
came out in a big swarm, but went back in the
hive again ; did the same trick again on the
12th day. What was the trouble with them?

WISCONSIN.
Answer.—Have never seen anything of the

kind, except with secondary swarms, or after-

swarms, when the young queen goes out to

mate. But it usually takes place before the

12th day. It is rarely a large swarm.

What Price to Pay for Bees
1. What is a fair price to pay for an ordi-

nary swarm of bees in liox hive?
2. What is a fair price to pay for an ordi-

nary swarm of bees in standard hives?
3. Do you not think it best to requeen these

swarms this spring? ILLINOIS.
Answers.— 1. The price of a swarm in a

hive depends upon the strength of the swarm
and the time of purchase. If by swarm you
mean colony of bees in a box hive, it may be

worth from $4 to $8, accordinp to its size, its

supplies in honey and the time at which you
purchase it. The most favorable time to buy
is spring.

2. In a movable-frame hive the value of the

swarm depends upon the size of the hive and

also the conditions enumerated above. A colony

in 10-frame Langstroth hive is wurlh more than

in 8-frame. A colony in Jumbo hive is also

probably worth more than one in Langstroth

hive, since the hive is larger. Besides, a ques-

tion which is not raised in the case of box

hives should be considered here. The colony

in movable-frame hive may be pure Italians, or

hybrids, or blacks. In box hives they are usu-

ally black bees. So a colony in movable-frame

hive may be worth from $3 to $20. Straight

or crooked combs will also make a difference.

The value depends also somewhat on the de-

mand.

3. That must be left to the judgment of the

apiarist. The colonies that have vigorous, pro-

lific Italian queens had better be left till after

the honey crop without change. For the oth-

ers, your judgment is better than mine.

Moving Bees—Aluminum Comhs
1. Can bees be transported in a car 20 miles,

and what part of the day would be the best

for such work?
2. What time this spring would be the best

to buy them?
3. Would you advise me to buy the alumin-

um combs, which I see advertised in your pa-

per? Are they any better than others?
4. How far away from buildings should bees

be kept? MINNESOTA.
Answers.—1. Yes. and much further. In

early spring it may be done at almost any

time of the day» but early morning is best.

Beginner
1. When is the best time of the year to

transfer bees from trees to hives ? Should a
person move hive soon after hiving, or leave
it there awhile?

2. If you were going to start in the bee
business anew what kind of hives would you
prefer?

3. Which do you like the best, 8 or 10-frarae

hives?
4. Which would be the best for the beginner,

to raise comb or extracted honey?
5. What are some good honey flowers?

6. When is the best time of the year to plant

wild buckwheat and clover?
7. What is a good plan for removing bees

from hollow trees or hives?

8. What style and size of smoker would you
prefer, and what do you use for fuel?

KANSAS.
Answers.—1. Spring is the best time, be-

cause the hives are lighter. If you wanted to

kill the bees for the honey, fall would be best.

The hive may be moved just as soon as the

bees have gathered together, as they are very

much excited and will remember the new loca-

tion more easily.

2. The deeper frames, no matter whose make.

3. Ten-frame hives are probably best.

4. Extracted honey requires less constant at-

tention, after you have your supers built. You

use the same supers over and over again.

6. In your State, alsike, white clover, sweet

clover and wild field flowers.

6. Probably spring.
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7. It depends upon the height at which the

colony is located. If it is very high, you may

break the tree in cutting it. Then the bees

will have to be transferred at once. If the log

can be cut so i»s to haul it home, follow the

directions given in the text books for trans-

ferring.

8. The new Bingham bee smoker, about 3>S-

inch barrel. But they are all good. After

lighting a fire in the smoker, any kind of dry

wood will do, except pine. Dead limbs from

shade trees in the apiary are as good as any-

thing.

Wintering—Aluminum Combs
1. 1 have a stand of bees that has only about

10 pounds of honey in it now; would like to

know if that will winter them till the 1st of

April, or do you think I will have to feed
them before the. first of April?

2.Would also like to know how many pounds
of bees in a 3-frame nucleus, and if they will

build up enough so as to make any surplus
honey in one season?

3. Would like to know if you have any bees

to sell, and the price you ask for them?
4. I am thinking of getting some aluminum

honey combs and would like to have your opin-

ion as to whether you think they are all right

for using them as brood combs, and if you
think the bees will winter over in them all

right. INDIANA.
Answers.—1. It may last through all right.

So long as you can see sealed honey along the

top bars there is no immediate cause for alarm.

But bees will not do so well when there seems

to be any approach to shortage.

2. Two pounds will do very well. In a

good season they may yield a nice surplus. In

a poor season they may need feeding.

3. I've nothing to sell.

4. Some speak very highly of these combs,

but we will know more about them when they

have been fully tried. You could easily try

them on a small scale.

Swarming—Queens
1. I have about as many swarms as I care

for, and am interested in measures preventing
swarming. I have a Hoffman hive. The
brood chamber holds 10 frames. I want to re-

move one frame to give more room for bees,

keep it out all summer and return it when fall

flow begins. Would you advise me doing so?
2. Root, in his book on bees, says that intro-

ducing young queens at the beginning of the

harvest would have a tendency to prevent
swarming. Our main honey flow is white
clover in June. Would I be right to intro-

duce young queens for above purpose from
May 1 to 15.

3. Is it advisable to buy select untested

queens? IOWA.
Answers.— 1. It is not practical to remove

one frame to give greater spacing and return

it in the fall, because the bees will build out

the cells at the top of the combs and fill them

with honey and seal them at the end of the

breeding season. So you will find it difficult to

replace that comb. Better leave it out.

2. Introducing queens from May 1 to 15 is

all right. The only trouble is in securing the

queens. They are more in demand at that

time and a little harder to secure.

3. It is always best to buy select queens if

you can afford to pay the price. But a select

untested is comparatively less valuable than a

select tested, because the breeder has had no

time to test her, and judges her only by her

looks and a few days of laying.

ing a new swarm. Please remember, I have
no drawn comb or anything except what I

buy.
2. If I should buy some 2 or 3-frame nuclei

with queens in them, enough bees on same to

go ahead and do all right, would you advise

buying nuclei or bees by the pound to start

with. MONTANA.
Answers.—1. It will be all right to give

some full sheets of foundation to a new

swarm if you give it also some already built

combs. You say you have none. But you must

have some in the hive that swarms, or perhaps

in some hive which does not swarm. So you

can readily exchange a few combs for sheets

of foundation. The reason why M. G. Da-

dant advises not to give full sheets to a new

swarm is that the bees usually load down the

sheets under their weight in such a way as to

break them almost at once. But if they are

given combs already built, they will hang to

those in preference and will not overload the

foundation. If you cannot give the swarm

some built combs, better hive it on narrow

starters. Sometimes, when the weather is not

hot, full sheets, well wired, will stand the

weight of bees till they are built out. But it

is not advisable to give beginners the advice to

use them. When you transfer a colony in

spring, it is all right to alternate full sheets of

foundation with the transferred combs. In

that case there is no danger of overloading

them.

2. Three or four-frame nuclei are better

than bees by the pound, because they have

bees, queen, brood and combs, with probably a

little honey. But when buying from far away

bees by the pound are more economical.

Full Sheets—Buying Nuclei

1. I have a colony of bees in a box which 1

cxin.-ct to change to modern hives in the spring.

I had thought it best to use full sheets of

foundation in the new hive, also to use full

sheets for any new swarms I might catch; but

on i)age 44 of the February American Bee
Journal, and by M. G. Dadanl, it says: "Never
give full sheets of foundation to a new swarm."
Now will some of you please tell me how
much, if any, foundation I should use in hiv-

Ventilation
In order to get the extra ventilation claimed

for the brood chambers with the l^a-inch spac-
ing would not the bees be compelled to build
their brood combs of the same thickness as
they do in the 1^-^ spacing? Is it a tact that

when you give them the wider spacing they
make the cells deeper? In that case they would
have no extra ventilation,

PENNSYLVANIA.
Answer.—The cells must be of just the

proper depth for brood rearing. So wherever

they rear brood, there is a wider spacing. But

when the brood rearing is over and they use

the cells for honey, they fill them so as to

leave only a sufficient traveling space. So the

cells are shallow when brood is reared and deep

when full of honey. This is even the case, but

to a less extent, with the narrow spacing. The

advantage of the wider spacing is that it gives

more room for ventilation during brood-rearing

time and more honey over the cluster in win-

ter. If you look at your brood combs during

breeding time, you will see that all cells that

have brood have been pared down to the

proper depth for the queen to lay and for the

brood to be capped over.

Granulated Honey—European Foul-

brood
1. I sold some honey to a grocery store and

it granulated in a short time. Do beekeepers
and bottlers ever put anything in honey to

keep it from granulating so soon?
2. I strained my honey through a flour sack.

Do you think that will take out all the wax,
or is there any better way to strain it?

3. I was bothered with European foulbrood
last year. I treated them with the Dr. C. C.

Miller plan. At about what lime in spring is

the best time to start treating them, if there

are any with the disease?
4. \Vould it be safe to use extracting supers

from diseased colonies on those that do not

have the disease, if the combs are free from
honey? And how about combs that were not

cleaned and contain a little honey? If honey
contains disease it seems as if those that arc

treated by the Miller plan would get the dis-

ease again from the honey in the hive. What
do you think about it?

C. Where do you suppose I could get a hy-

drometer for treating honey as explained on
page 160 of the May, 1919. American Bee
Journal? ILLINOIS.
Answers.— 1. No, there is nothing that you

can put into honey and keep it pure, to pre-

vent granulation. The most practical way is

to heat the honey slightly and evaporate some

of the water it contains. It would seem that

this would make it granulate sooner, but it has

just the opposite effect. Be sure not to over-

heat it or you will spoil its flavor. We prefer

to educate the people in regard to granulation,

though it is slow work.

2. No need of straining honey to get the wax

out. Let it rest awhile and the wax particles

will come to the top, when you can skim them

off. We never strain our honey. But a flour

sack strainer will take out the wax, though it

is an endless job unless the honey is warm.

3. Look for disease just as soon as you can

open the hives safely in the spring. Treat

them when there are blossoms in the fields.

Keep on looking for disease all summer long

and treat when needed.

4. It is not at all probable that honey trans-

mits European foulbrood as it does American.

We are more or less at sea yet in this matter,

and even our scientists acknowledge that they

have much to learn. At any rate, there seems

to be much less danger in combs and honey

with European foulbrood than with American.

5. Any druggist can get a hydrometer for

you. It will probably not be of the same

make as those used in New Zealand, but you

can easily post yourself by tests of very thick

and very watery honey to begin with. After

you find the high and the low points you are

ready to test any honey that is produced.

Honey Tree—Requeening
1. Will you kindly tell me the kind of tree

you would advise me to get for a grove for a
bee-yard? 1 want a fast-growing tree. Could
you tell me where I could get them?

2. I am going to requeen six colonies of

black bees with the Italians. Could you tell

me where I could get the queens?
MICHIGAN.

Answers.—1. For Michigan I would recom-

mend basswood. It is a good honey yielder

and a fast growing tree, with fine foliage. You
should find the young trees readily in the

woods of your locality. Or perhaps your local

nurseryman can supply you.

2. You should be safe in buying from any

queen breeder who advertises in the magazines.

But the old established ones are best, because

they have already proven their fair dealings

and the quality of their queens. Fakes gener-

ally disappear promptly.

Bees on Shares
1. How is a bee-yard run on shares?. If I

start this year with 100 2-pound packagts, un-

der a contract to run three years, what would
be a fair division of the crop? Owner will

furnish bees and all supplies for the yard. I

will do all work in management, harvesting

the crop, packing for winter, etc; bees to be

wintered outside in individual packing cases?

If yard is run for increase as well as for

honey should 1 share in the increase, as well

as the honey, provided that it was run for

honey only, on the last year of the contract?
ONTARIO.

Answers.— 1. We used to take bees on

shares, long ago, at different times. The con-

ditions were that the owner was to furnish

everything and we were to do all the work.

The crop was divided into halves. But if

sections or other supplies were furnished, we

paid for the share of them that wc got.

3. We received half of the swarms, but paid

for the hives which wc got with them. When
the swarms were Hived by the owner, instead

of by ourselves, he was i)aid for hiving them.

Of course, we also got half of the artificial in-
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crease, in the same way. Special conditions

may require different arrangements. These

matters should be agreed upon by the contract-

ing parties themselves.

Uniting—Transferring
1. I wintered my four stands of bees on a

porch. The porch is closed on the north and
west. It was a good dry place. I did not
wrap them, as two were in old-fashioned bee-
gums and two in 10- frame hives. They all

seem to lose a good many bees, but lost more
in the lO-frame than in the old bee-gums.
They were covered with frost on the inside of
the 10-frame ones. Only a few are left in

the lO-frame. Will you tell me how I can
unite the two 10-frame ones without their kill-

ing one another, as they did last year when I

tried to unite them? In about a half hour the

ones I put in were carried out dead.
2. Can I transfer the bees from the old

straight gums to a 10-frame hive without tak-

ing the old hive to pieces, and how?
ILLINOIS.

Answers.—1. To unite bees do it in April,

when they can fly once in a while. Then open

the stronger of the two hives, so as to uncover

the frames. Put a newspaper spread over the

top of the hive, then put the body of the other

hive over the newspaper and cover the pile

with cover as usual. Smoke them a little when

doing this. Usually they unite in this way

without fighting. But it would be still better

to kill the queen of one of the colonies first.

2. For transferring you will find directions

in both the January and February question de-

partment of the American Bee Journal. But

you ought to have a book of "First Lessons,"

in which you will find the transferring of bees

and many other things in detail.

would it be safe to requeen that the queens
may not lose their efficiency?

2. To prevent swarming in comb-honey pro-
duction, instead of cutting out queen cells will

it be better to remove the queen and leave two
cells of the same age? Would the bees destroy
ione of the virgins? Would it be safe to wait
till the cells were capped? INDIANA.
Answers.—1. Just as early as you can se-

cure queens from the South it will do to

change your queens. But do not order them to

come before May 10. There is more loss ana
disappointment in early mailing of queens. Do
not remove the old queens until the new
queens are on hand.

2. Cutting out queen-cells does not always

prevent swarming. If you leave two cells of

the same age and the bees have a tendency to

swarm, it will be sure to cause swarming, for

the first one hatched will go to the bees. The
bees would destroy one of them, if they did not

want to swarm. In that case it would be of no

benefit to have killed or removed the old

queen. Of course, if you remove her with

some brood and bees and make a division, you

will very probably succeed in preventing

swarming by leaving one queen-cell only.

Requeening—Swarm Prevention

1. I have a number of colonies of black bees
which I desire to requeen as early as safe. In
ordering queens from the South how soon

Foundation
1. I read an article in the American Bee

Journal saying never to place foundation in the
brood chamber. Where shall it be placed in
order to be drawn out, and what should be
placed in the empty space in the brood cham-
ber?

2. Is it advisable to put full sheets into all

the frames in a super? MINNESOTA.
Answers.— 1. That must be a misprint, or

you misremember the advice. What was said

was not to give full sheets of foundation to

new swarms. But you can give them some
full sheets of foundation if you give them some
empty combs with the foundation, so that they

will not put all the weight of the swarm at

once on the foundation. It is a good plan to

take a couple or three combs from some good
colony, when hiving the swarm, to exchange
for sheets of foundation. We aim to have

some built combs on hand at the time of

swarming. Foundation put into the brood

chamber of a strong colony will be built out

promptly and efficiently. Try it.

2. Yes, full sheets are always profitable to

use, as they help secure straight worker comb
and save a great deal of time to the bees.

Increase—Swarming
l.I have two swarms of Ltcs and would like

to make an increase. How can I get an in-
crease in colonies?

2. When is the best time to make an in-
crease?

3. When is the best time to put them out-
doors in spring? My bees are wintering good
so far as 1 can see.

4. What time do bees swarm
5. How can I prevent them from swarming?

If I clip the old queen's wings when I get
them out, does that prevent swarming?

0. Will there be young queens in the hive in
spring, besides the old queens?

WISCONSIN.
Answers.—1. Either by natural swarming or

by dividing the colonies.

2. During the honey harvest, which comes

in June-July in Wisconsin.

3. When the soft maple buds bloom, during

a pleasant day of sunshine.

4. Same answer as No. 2.

5. It will not prevent them from swarming,

but it will prevent the swarm from getting

away. Swarm prevention is quite a problem

and requires special management.

6. No, the bees do not raise young queens

until they need them. You should read some

beginner's bee book so as to inform yourself.

It is impossible to give a whole treatise in the

question and answer department.

^]uiiu:::uiauiiniiimEMiiiiiiiiiuittiiiiiiiioiiiiinniic3iiiiiiiiiiitc3ti.:iiitiii[umiii^

BEE
SUPPLIES SERVICE AND QUALITY BEE

SUPPLIES

I Order your supplies early, so as to have everything ready for the honey flow, and

I save money by taking advantage of the early order cash discount. Send for our

i catalog—better still, send us a list of your supplies and we will be pleased to quote you.

I
2146 Central Ave. C. H. W. WEBER & CO. CINCINNATI, O.

Niiiiiinit]tiiiiiiiiiiiniii[Hiiii[ic3iimiiiiinuiiii[iiiiiMC]iuinnimiii!iianiiiiiiii::»iiiiin

.»..»..»..»..»..»i.

The Diamond Match Co.
( APIARY DEPT.

)

MANUFACTURERS OF

Beekeepers' Supplies

CHICO, CAL., U. S. A.

Dadant't incomparable Foundation i*

always kept in stock. Western Bee-
keepers can be supplied advantag-
eously.

BEEKEEPERS, wherever they may be located, before deciding where
to obtain supplies, should write to The Diamond Match Co. for

prices, and for their Beekeepers' Supply Catalogue.

This Company are the largest manufacturers in the world who make
Bee Supplies. They own thi.ir own timber lands, mills and factories,

and supply goods direct from the tree to the beekeeper.

Full advantage of this low cost of production is given to the purchaser.

The Apiary Department (which is in charge of experienced supply men,
who are also practical beekeepers) maintains a constant excellence of

product and oflFers unsurpassed service.

The Diamond Match Co.
Apiary Department CHICO, CAL., U.S.A.

i».»«.».» ii»i »»» -»».»» ttttttttt«ii
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MODIFIED DADANT HIVE

The Modified Dadant Hive has 40 per cent larger Brood Comb Area than the
Ten-Frame Langstroth Hive

A glance at this illustration shows you why the

Modified Dadant Hive should be in your apiary.

See the large size compared with the ten-frame

"Standard." Features embodied in this hive are:

1, a deep frame; 2, a large brood chamber in one

story ; 3, ample ventilation by wide frame spacing ; 4,

excellence in wintering ; 5, swarming easily controlled

MODIFIED DADANT HIVE FEATURES
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Isle of Wight Disease

By Thos. F. Cobb

IN
the December issue of the

American Bee Journal you have
commented adversely on the the-

ory of "overwork" in connection with
Isle of Wight disease, and advise
that British beekeepers try the 16x10-

inch or larger frame. Now, I have
been using the 16xl0-inch right along,

and should be on nothing else, ex-

cept for the difficulty of buying bees
on anything else but "standards," ana
yet hold that "overwork" is the root

of all evil, therefore it is clear our
conception of the matter differs.

May I try to explain?
To begin with, it is not suggested*

that only the queen is overworked,
though that may well be the case in

certain instances, but stress has been
laid on her, as she is the means of

transmitting any harmful effects to

future generations, while with the

workers it is only a temporary affair,

even if it results in their death.
You ask: "Are the chicks hatching

from a prolific hen, properly fed, any
weaker than those from an inactive

hen, slightly fed?" My answer is

that if you feed both hens "properly,"

then the chicks from the prolific hen
are much weaker. The fact that the

prolific strains are more difficult to

hatch and rear is well known in the

poultry iworld; the germ is far less

virile, resulting in chicks that never
hatch, or if they do, easily die.

I ask you to seek confirmation of

this statement, as the hen is probably
the nearest analogy we can get to

the queen bee; but if we consider any
other creature, the breeding of which
man has studied, we always find they
are unable to reproduce beyond a

certain limit without harm resulting

to parent and offspring.

Let us leave the queen, in dispute if

you like, and turn to the workers.
You will agree that it certainly is

possible to overwork them. The
feverish haste to rob or gather when
there is no honey in the hive, and
after a period without food, show
conclusively it is possible to produce
the most amazing excitement, during
which they will work more than a

normal colony. Remembering the

powerful influence that feeding has
in bee economy, is it not the most
natural thing in the world to suppose
the food fed to queen and larvae,

during the period of excitement, is

not of the correct consistency? Per-
haps it is weak, badly digested, or

maybe lacks certain ingredients, in

which case, when fed to the queen,
would, of course, produce eggs not
up to the standard, and when fed to

larva, a weakened bee.

This form of overwork could exist

just as easily in the small British

standard hive as in the larger

American sizes, and if you will cast

your mind over any English bee lit-

erature you have read, has it not

struck you that all manipulation ad-

vised tends to keep the bees always
in that state of excitement referred

to above, in very strong distinction

to the more natural methods of you
Americans? Emptying brood frames,

feeding small quantities daily, spread-
ing brood, etc., are not much in favor
over your side, and even if you be-
lieved in them, with your huge api-

aries it would be impossible to carry
them out with anything like the
thoroughness attained here.

But even supposing there was no
feasible explanation at all of why
overwork should Iiave any connec-
tion with Isle of Wight or other dis-

ease, there is such a mass of circum-
stantial evidence jiointing to a con-
nection that I should still believe in

it. I refer to such facts (more or less

established) as the following:
Strongest colony frequently first

to go.
Incidence highest in stocks that en-

ter supers and lowest in skeps.

Isle of Wight often appears just

after a spell of hot weather.
The peculiarities of "immune"

strains, too. are worth considering.
Bees come over from Holland and
Italy, are dumped down in the midst
of infection, absolutely immune, and
yet after a short time, under the

baneful influence of British beekeep-
ing methods they become just as
helpless as natives. Something has
caused it. Can you think of a better
explanation than "overwork?"
England.

If our correspondent is right, then
there sihould be no disease in api-

aries of old style skeps, which are
allowed to breed according to their

natural instincts. But, as far as we
hear, the mortality by Isle of Wight
disease is universal in the countries
under its influence. Yet the British

hives are almost universally of small

size.

On the other hand, the people Kvith

large brood chambers should have
depopulated apiaries. The evidence
is exactly the reverse, in this vicinity

at least.

Mr. Cobb asserts that the prolific

strains of poultry are more difficult

to hatch and rear. The most prolific

strain in this part of the world is

the Leghorn chicken, and it is also

one of the hardiest. It is true that

special food, intended to increase the

laying has a tendency to weaken the

race. We grant this. But no one has
suggested that a special food should
be prepared for bees. The large

hives give opportunity for the full de-

velopment of the queens' prolificness.

We have no experience with Isle

of Wight disease, but if prolificn-jss

has any baneful influence, then it

should also promote foulbro:)d. The
practice does not agree with this

theory, which is, after all, on'.v' a

ihii ry.

rection they take their medicine
without making much of a face.

I sometimes feel like folding my
hands in my lap, when tlicy start ex-
tracting, and enjoy the fun. It is easy
to see why honey from the tropics
has a bad reputation and brings so
low a price. A great deal of the na-
tive honey comes from bees in hollow
logs, petrol boxes, clay pipes and
other receptacles. Even where they
extract from frame hives, if they are
not almost forcibly prevented, they
take everything, good or bad, white
or amber, green or ripe. In many
cases the tropical honey ferments in

the barrels before the steamer comes
to load them. I have shown them
the reason and have taught my hands
the correct way to extract. When I

first came here, I did not find a set-
tling tank in a single apiary I vis-

ited. They would put the honey di-

rectly into barrels with all of its im-
purities.

With all the difficulties, we have
had a wonderful success. Only the
other day Dr. Maldonado said: "Look
here, Mr. Brenner, last year you liold

me that we would need many new
supplies this winter, but how could
you expect me to believe then that
any man with no trained help could
create out of 40 run-down colonies of
bees, in hollow logs, four apiaries
containing nearly 600 colonies in first

rate condition?" The question of
supplies has, indeed, been our hardest
problem. When we started we made
supers out of gasoline and petrol
boxes. The doctor has a small hand-
mill and I have trained a native to

make some first-class foundation. It

does not compare with the Dadant
foundation I used in Texas, but the
bees accept it and draw out perfect
combs.

I wish some of my friends who love
nature could be here with me on some
of my trips to the apiaries. Especial-
ly interesting are our trips by motor
boat in nice weather. Mile upon mile

we go up the wide estuary of the
river and see no house or sign of man,
only virgin forest and tangled bush.

The white and blue water-fowl have
a very grotesque appearance, nothing
but neck, wings and legs, with seem-
ingly no body. Swans ride gracefully

out of our way and dozens of green
parrots, with hoarse cries, whirl
overhead.

Beekeeping in Santo Domingo

By H. Brenner

THE native help here is very good-
natured, but they do not like to

work, and one can hardly blame
them, since nature produces abund-
antly almost everything they really

need. And yet, with help like this I

do not have any more serious trouble

than at home. After they work in the

apiaries a week or so under my di-

Bees Killed by Spraying

I had my entire apiary, consisting

of 120 colonies in all, completely
wiped out by spray poison during the

season of 1919. Unless something is

done to prevent spray poison the bee
business is at an end in the Yakima
valley. This is a heavy bearing apple

section and the apple growers so far

have had all the bees necessary in

spite of the fact that they killed some
every season. When the bees are all

killed things may look different to

them. However, it is hard to prevent
killing the bees so long as they must
spray.

The bees follow a spray machine
and work on the wet leaves. The dry

arsenate of lead we now use seems
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to be more fatal than when we used
the paste. I have an orchard and
helped to kill my own bees. It seems
to me that something could be found
to mi.x with the spray powder that

the bees would not work on.

While I am one of the heavy losers,

I am not the heaviest, as some have
lost more bees than I.

J. H. STAFFORD.
Washington.

Demonstration Field Meeting

A special meeting of the New Jer-
sey Beekeepers' Association will be

held in Edward C. Sharp's apiary,

near White Horse, Mercer County,
N. J., on Saturday, April 10, 1920, at 2

o'clock p. m., to demonstrate the re-

sults of aiTiple winter packing.
Colonies which have been packed

according to Government specifica-

tions will be unpacked and examined.
ELMER G. CARR, Sec-Treas.,

New Egypt, N. J.

Membership March 10, 1920, 409.

Your help will make it 500.

A Great Bee Country

This is a great honey producing sec-

tion, on the Shoshone project. On my
farm of 120 acres, this year, there will

be 110 acres in sweet clover and al-

falfa, enough material for twenty tons

of honey. It seems that bees cannot

be had. Perhaps you can help me to

get in touch with someone who has

the bees and equipment to utilize this

nectar, benefit ourselves and help pro-

duce food for our countrymen.
E. D. RICHARDS,
Powell, Wyoming.

Notice to Illinois Beekeepers

The membership dues in the Illinois

Beekeepers' Association are $1.50 per

year. This includes a copy of the

cloth bound annual report, free bulle-

tin service, including 25-word adver-

tisement in bulletin, and subscription

to choice of American Bee Journal,

Gleanings or Domestic Beekeeper. If

more than one journal is wanted, add

75 cents for each yearly subscription.

Address the secretary at Mechanics-
burg, 111.

G. M. WITHROW, Scc'y.

CLASSIFIED DEPARTMENT.
Advertisements in this department will be

inserted for three cents per word, with no dis-

counts. No classified advertisements accepted

for less than 36 cents. Count each initial or

number as one word.
Copy for ''is department must reach us not

later than the 20th of the month preceding

date of issue. If intended for classified de-

partment it should be so stated when adver-

titemcnt is sent.

BEES AND QUEENS
FOR SALE— I am in a position to sell a few

thousand pounds of bees in |)ackages. I have

done extensive shipiiing, therefore I can prop-

erly prepare bees for shipment. I guarantee

safe arrival and satisfaction.

Ward & Griswold, Modesto, Calif.

WANTED—To hear from beekeepers wanting

queens from thrcc-bandcd Italian stock which

for the last 10 years made the largest average

per colony of any bees in Indiana. All order?

accepted to be filled after May 15.

Charles Kennard, Knightstown. Ind.

FOR SALE—Forty swarms of bees in good
condition, free from disease, for quick sale,

$8 per swarm.
Edw. Stanley, Mt. Carroll, III.

FOR SALE—Bright Italian queens, $l..'iO each,
$14 per dozen. Ready after April 15

T. J. Talley. Greenville, Ala., R. No. 4.

FOR SALE—Three-banded Italian queens,
June 1 to October 1, untested $1.50, tested

$2.50, select tested $3.50.
Wm. C. Young, Box 249, Des Plaines, 111.

ITALIAN BEES (the kind that fill from 2 to

6 supers), for sale, in new 8 and 10-frame
Root hives, at $12 and $15 per colony. Bees to

be shipped by express. Queens after May 1, $2
each; $11 for 6. Single Comb Rhode Island
Red hatching eggs (280-egg Trapnested strain).

$2.60 per 15: $12 per 100.

Miss Lulu Goodwin, Mankato, Minn.

FOR SALE—Queens, nuclei, packages, colonies
from our apiaries in Arkansas and Louisiana

Write for prices now.
The Foster Honey & J^ercantile Co.,

Boulder, Colo.

FOR SALE—We have a quantity of clover ex-

, tracted honey, put up in new 60-lb. cans, two
in a case, that we are offering for sale as fol-

. lows: One 60-lb. can, $15.50: two 60-lb. cans
at $30. For larger quantities ask for special

price, stating amount you can use. This crop
of honey was left upon the hives until thor-

oughly cured by the bees before extracting, and
is of superior quality. A trial order will con-
vince you.

E. D. Townsend & Sons, Northstar. Mich.

FOR SALE—Three-banded Italian queens,
ready June 10. Untested only, 1, $1 50; 6,

$8; doz., $15. Book orders now.
Ross B. Scott, Rt. No. 4, La Grange, Ind.

FOR SALE—Italian queens from best disease-

resistant stock, untested $1.50 each, $15 per
dozen. Larger orders, prices given on appli-

cation. O. M. Wallace.
Burton, Shiawassee County, Mich.

FOR SALE—3-frame nuclei for May delivery,

$5 each, with untested Italian queen. We are

also booking orders for Italian queens for June
and balance of summer. Write for prices.

Irish Bros., Doctortown, Ga.

FOR SALE—200 3-frame nuclei, without
f queen, $5 each, delivered May 1.

^ James Johnson, Box 265, Pocahontas, Ark.

FOR SALE—200 2-frame nuclei ready for de-

livery from May 1 to 20, at $5.50 each, with

young untested queen. Where tested queens
are wanted, $6.50 each.

Cotton Belt Apiaries, Roxton,, Texas.

FOR SALE—My 3-banded Italians in brand
new Root 10-frame hives at $12 per colony.

They are dirt cheap.
Theodore N. Ross, Nashville, N. C.

FOR SALE—Superior California Queens

—

Western beekeepers may now secure our fa-

mous Italian queens at the following prices:

One untested. $1.25: fifty untested. $57.50; one
hundred untested, $100. Orders filled in rota-

tion: first deliveries March 1, 1920.

Edson Apiaries, Gridley, Calif.

FOR SALE—Three-banded Italian bees and
queens; untested queens. $1 50 each; tested.

$2.50. Two-pound package bees, no queen,

$4; add price of queen if wanted. Queens
reared from best stock and by best methods.
No disease. Safe arrival and satisfaction guar-

anteed. J. L. Leath, Corintb, Miss.

FOR SALE—SO colonies, will sell in small lots,

or all together.
W. D. Carder. Ludlow, Ky.

FOR SALE—Leather colored Italian queens,
tested, until June 1, $2.50; after. $2; un-

tested, $1.25; $13 per dozen. Root's goods,

Root's prices. A. W Yates.

15 Chapman St.. Hartford, Conn.

ITALIAN QUEENS—Three-handed, select un-

tested, guaranteed. Queen and drone moth-
ers are chosen from colonies noted for honey
production, hardiness, iirolificness, gentleness,

and perfect markings. Price $1.25 each; 12 or

more, $1 each.

J. H. Haugbey, Berrien Springs, Mich.

ITALIAN QUEENS OF WINDMERE will be
ready in May. Untested, $1.25 each; six for

$7. Tested, $2 each; select tested, $2.60 each.
Now booking orders.

Prof. W. A. Matheny, Ohio University,
Athens, Ohio.

FOR SALE—Choice Iowa bred 3-banded un-
tested Italian queens, after June 15, $1.75;

July, $1.50; August and September, $1.25
each. J. R. Coon, Ames, Iowa.

FOR SALE—3-banded Italian queens from best
honey-gathering strain obtainable; (.no dis-

ease). Untested queens, $1.26 each; 6, $6.50;
12, $12. Select untested, $1.60 each; 6, $9;
12, $18. Tested, $2.60 each. Safe arrival and
satisfaction guaranteed. Your orders filled

prompUy. vV. T. Perdue S: Sons,
R. No. 1 , Fort Deposit, Ala.

FOR SALE—Highest grade 3-banded Italian
queens, ready June 1. Queen and drone

mothers are selected from stock of proven
worth in hardiness, gentleness, honey produc-
tion and disease-resisting qualities. Untested,
each, $1.25: C, $6.50; 12, $12; 50, $47.60; 100,
$90. Your correspondence will receive prompt
attention, and 1 guarantee satisfaction.

A. E. Crandall, Berlin, Conn.

BOOK YOUR ORDERS for QUEENS now—
Goldens, $2; tested, $3; banded, $1.60; tested,

$2.60; six or more 10 per cent less.

Clover Leaf Apiaries, Wahoo, Neb.

"QUALITY" THREE-BANDED ITALIANS
from excellent stock; untested queens, 1,

$1.60; 6 for $7.60; 12 for $13.50; 60 for $55;
100 for $100. N. J. James,

1185 Bird Ave., San Jose, Calif.

MOTTS Northern Bred Italian Queens— I

have breeding mothers place in the south for
April and early May queens. Plans "How to

Introduce Queen and Increase," 25c. If you
want beauty with the best of summer and win-
ter laying birds, try a setting of my Golden
Campines.

E. E. Mott, Glenwood, Mich.

FOR SALE—Package bees, dependable queens.
E. A. Harris, Albany, Ala.

FOR SALE—A. I. Root strain of resisting and
honey-gathering, leather-colored Italian

queens. Untested queens, $1.60 each, 26 or

more $1.40. Tested, $2.50 each, 25 or more,
$2.26. Select tested, $3. For larger amounts
write. A. J. Pinard, Morgan Hill, Calif.

FOR SALE—2,000 pounds of bees in poun^
packages, early. f

H. E. Graham, Cause, Texas.

FOR SALE—-Italian queens from some of the

best stock in the United States, mailed as

soon as hatched. Safe arrival guaranteed to

any part of the United States and Canada. AH
queens mailed in improved safety introducing

cages. Order early. Send for circular.

Prices, April to October 1, 75c; 10, $6; 60,
$2"'. 60. James. McKee, Riverside, Calif

1920 PRICES on nuclei and queens, Miller

strain. Queens, untested, $1.50 each, $16 per
doz.; tested, $2.00 each, $22 per doz. One-
frame nuclei, $3; two-frame, $6; three-frame
$6.50, without queens, f. o. b. Mason. Miss.

Five per cent discount in lots of 25 or more.
We have never had any bee or brood disease

here. Will have no queens except with nu-

clei, until June 1. Safe arrival and satisfac-

tion guaranteed.
Geo. A. Hummer & Sons Prairie Pcint, Miss.

HARDY Italian queens No bees

W. G. Lauver. Middletown, Pa. _
r920 PRICES" for "She SuUs Me" queens.

Untested Italian queen, from May 15 to

June 16, $1.50 each. After June 16, $1.30

each; $12.50 for ten; $1.10 each for 26 or

more.
Allen Latham, Norwichtown, Conn.

Dom't stoy a«lT*rtiuBK.

because honey is high. Make it more In de-

mand, so the price will stay where it is. Lit-

tle stickers on your letters, papers, etc.. will

help. Printed as below in bright red.

EATHONEY^
HATUKC'S OWKSWetT-dlOS OIGCSTIOH

Price of 1,000 gummed, 60c

Amariean Be* Journal Hamlltan, llllaol*
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FOR SALE—2-frame nuclei, only $5; if queen
is wanted add $1.26; May 15 to June 15.

L. A Schwab, Imboden, Ark. Box 335.

FOR SALE—After April 16, our golden Ital-

ian queens, untested, one $1.50 or $15 per
doz. ; select untested, one, $1.7' or $18 per
doz. ; tested, $3 each. Safe arrival guaran-
teed. Tillery Bros.,

R, 6, Georgiana, Ala.

FOR SALE—Goldens that are true to name.
Select untested, one,$1.60; six, $7.60; 12,

$18.60; 60, $65; 100, $100.
Garden City Apiaries, San Jose, Calif.

FOR SALE—Golden and three-band queens.
Untested, April, May and June delivery.

$1.25 each; $12.60 per doz. Satisfaction.

R. O. Cox, Rt. 4, Greenville, Ala.

BEES BY THE POUND, ALSO QUEENS—
Booking orders now. Free circular gives

prices, etc. See larger ad elsewhere.
Nueces County Apiaries, Calallen, Texas,

E. B. Ault. Prop.

BEES AND QUEENS from my New Jersey
apiary. J. H. M. Cook,
lAtf Si Cortland St., New York City.

HONEY AND BEESWAX
FOR SALE—We have a limited amount of

our crop white clover, extracted basswood
honey, all packed in new 60-lb. cans, 2 to the

case. Write for prices.

D. R. Townsend, Northstar, Mich.

FOR SALE—Clover and buckwheat honey in

any style container (glass or tin). Let us

quote you. The Deroy Taylor Co..

Newark, N. Y.

WANTED—White clover or light extracted
honey. Send simple; itate how honey is

put up and lowest cash price delivered st

Monroe; also buy beeswax.
E. B. Rosa, Monroe, Wis.

WANTED—Shipments of old comb and cap-

pings for rendering. We pay the highest

cash and trade prices, charging but 6c a pound
for wa-x rendering. Fred W. Muth Co.,

204 Walnut St., Cincinnati, Ohio.

FOR SALE— 10,000 lbs of fine clover-alfalfa

extracted honey in new 60 lb. cans, 2 in case.

An exceptionally fine lot of white honey. In-

terested parties address
Custer Battlefield Apiaries. Hardin, Mont.

FOR SALE—1,200 lbs. white clover honey in

60-lb cans, 22'Ac per lb.

Herbert Kietzer, Vernon Center, Minn.

FOR SALE—24 cases buckwheat comb honey.

No. 1 quality. $6 per case; 12 cases mixed,

not all capped, $4 per case. 6 cases to carrier;

clear clover extracted, 26c per pound; buck-

wheat and clover mixed, 20c, 2 60-pound cans

to case. H. G. Quirin, Bellevue, O.

FOR SALE

FOR SALE—Cedar or pine dovetailed hives;

also full line of supplies, including Dadant's

foundation. Write for catalog.

A. E. Burdick, Sunnyside, WasJ.

FOR SALE—"Superior" Foundation (Weed
process). Quality and service unexcelled.

Superior Honey Co., Ogden, Utah.

FOR SALE—20-acre farm, 200 colonies bees

with equipment; one acre ginseng and golden-

seal; excellent soil, buildings and bee location.

L. Francisco, Moon Rt., Dancy, Wis.

FOR SALE—About 50 colonies of bees, mostly

Italians; also complete hives, supers, comb
and extracted, and other used equipment. Bees

and supplies are located near Lansing. Mich.

Duplicate volumes A. B. J. and Gleanings also

for sale or exchange. F. Eric Millen.

O. A. C, Guelph, Ontario, Canada.

FOR SALE—Yellow biennial sweet clover

seed; hulled at 30c a pound, unhulled at 1 Sc

a pound. This is the Big Yellow, and great for

bees. All seed sent on money back guarantee

if not satisfactory..

F. Rasmussen, Rockville, Neb.

FOR SALE—22-calibre Remington automatic
rillc, slightly used, $25.

Thos. Cordner, Rt. 7, Sparta, Wis.

FOR SALE—Good bee location, about 75 miles
south of St. Louis, 40 acres unimjjroved tim-

ber land in the fruit belt of eastern Missouri;
$400 buys it if taken at once.

Eugene Neuinan, Prescott, Arizona.

FOR SALE—160 acres Oklahoma farm land in

oil region; raises good wheat, oats, cotton,
etc. Frank Durkee, owner,

Rt. 4, Ottawa, 111.

FOR SALE—We are closing out our bee busi-

ness consisting of 90 colonies of bees in Da-
dant hives, complete operating equipment and
88 empty Dadant hives.

Baxter Bros., Leavenworth, Kans.

FOR SALE—7-room house, 1 acre of land in

good condition, and 50 colonies of bees; 30
minutes ride from Chicago.

P. Greenwall, 82 2nd St., Elmhurst, 111.

WANTED
WANTED—Your old combs, cappings and
slumgum to render into beeswax. We get

enough more wax with our well equipped
presses to pay for our work.

Dadant & Sons, Hamilton, 111.

WANTED—200 or less colonies of bees (any
style hive) for spring delivery. Address.

A. W. Smith, Birmingham, Mich.

WANTED—Your order for "Superior" Foun-
dation. Prompt shipments at right prices.

Superior Honey Co., Ogden, Utah.

WANTED—A 2 or 4 frame second-hand re-

versible extractor; also steam uncapping
knife. Maggie Stripling,

Altamaha, Ga.

WANTED—Bees. Will buy any number; must
be free from disease, strong, healthy colonies

in good hives. What have you for sale? Give
lowest prices and state number for sale.

A. A. Ricflf, St. Peter, Minn.

WANTED—Undamaged copies of February,
1920 American Bee Journal. Will pay 10c a

piece. When mailing wrap so the entire copy
is covered. American Bee Journal,

Hamilton, III.

WANTElJ—Extracted honey in white and am-
ber grades. State lowest price; how packed.

Send sample. Harmony Bee & Honey Co.,

White Bear Lake, Minn.

WANTED — Hershiser wax press. Give price

and condition.

O. W. Bedell, Earlville, N. Y.

WANTED—Opportunity by man with some
capital to enter into partnership or buy out

aiiiary with farm and home.
L. K. Edgett, R. D. No. 3, Titusville, Pa.

WANTED—5 to 100 colonies of bees.
R, Stccher, 1240 Barry Ave. Chicago, III.

WANTED—A few cases extracted honey.
Edw. A. Winkler, Joliet, 111.

SITUATIONS
WANTED—One experienced man, and stu-

dents or helpers, in our large bee business;
good chance to learn. Modern equipment and
outfit, including auto truck; located near sum-
mer resorts. Write, giving age, height, weight,
experience, referenc. and wages wanted.

W. A. Laishaw Co., Clarion, Mich.

WANTED—E.xpericnccd beeman. If suits and
stays 6 months will pay his fare one way.

Must know about bee diseases. Must give ref-
erences. F. P., care American Bee Journal.

WANTED—Situation by a teacher with experi
ence with bees, beginning May 25

M. M. Rex, Valparaiso, Ind.

WANTED—Position with extensive beekeeper,
by man 33, with some beekeeping experience.

Available early in April.

Herbert M. Bachman,
6063 Grand Blvd., Chicago, 111.

WANTED—Experienced man for comb honey.
Give age, experience and salary expected.

B. F. Smith, Jr., Fromberg, Mont.

WANTED—Will need more help. Refer to my
advertisement February and March; 1,000

colonies. Write fully. E. F. Atwater, Merid-
ian Idaho. Former Special Field Agent in Bee-
keeping, U. S. Department Agriculture, Cali-
fornia, Arizona and New Mexico.

WANTED—Man for season of 1920 to work
with bees. State age, experience and wages.

We furnish board. (Opportunity for perma-
nent situation to right man. Also want man
to work in shop, put up honey and do gen-
eral shop work and make deliveries.

The Rocky Mountain Bee Co.,
Box 1319, Billings, Mont.

WANTED—One or two good queen-rearing
men to begin work February 16, 1920.
Nueces County Apiaries, Calallen, Texas.

SUPPLIES

FOR SALE—Two uncapping knives; 22 Win-
chester; 33 revolver.

Edw. Hogan, Stanley, N. Y.

FLORIDA BEES AND QUEENS
The first part of .April I will be fully ready to lill orders for queens

and bees as follows: Two-frame nuclei with untested queen, $6; un-

tested queens, $1.50 each; tested, $2. From my long-tested and best

Italian stock.

BEEKEEPERS' SUPPLIES—DADANT'S FOUNDATION
A complete stock of everything for the Dixie beekeepers, right here

at home. My cypress catalog of cypress hives and hive parts will in-

terest you in prices.

DIXIE BEEKEEPER
This monthly publication tells of Dixie as a bee country and how

we are keeping bees here ; $1 a year. Sample copy free.

J- J. WILDER, Waycross, Georgia

FOR SALE—Eleven months Rufus Red Bel-

gian does, bred, $3 each. ,,. .

Erwin's Stock Farm, Walled Lake, Mich.

EAGLE'MIKADO" PENCIL No. 174

EACLE M tXADQ»N5g«Ma
Regular Length, 7 ioches

For Sale at your Dealer. Made in five grades
Conceded to be the Finest Pencil made for genertd use.

EAGLE PENCIL COMPANY, NEW YORK
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FOR SALE—Good second-hand double-deck
comb-honey shipping cases for 4 ^4x4 14x1 ^

sections, 25 cents per case, f. o. b. Cincinnati;

terms cash with order.
C. H. W. Weber & Co.,

2146 Central Ave., Cincinnati, O.

FOR SALE—Good second-hand empty 60-lb

honey cans, two cans to the case, at 60c per

case f. 0. b. Cincinnati. Terms, cash with or-

der. C. H. WEBER & CO.,
2146 Central Ave., Cincinnati. O.

FOR SALE—First-class light power equipment
for making hives and frames, Al condition

engine. 2 saw tables, planer, 4-spindle boring

machine for piercing frames, line shafting, pul-

leys, belts, saws, dado heads.
F. D. Bowers, Sugar Grove, * a.

FOR SALE—8 and 10-frame hive bodies, cov-

ers and bottoms, Hoffman brood frames.
^

I

make them and can save you money. Odd size

hives and frames made to order. Write for

price list. F. D. Bowers, Sugar Grove, Pa.

SEND us a list of goods wanted and will

quote yo- lowest prices. We are the money-
saving house. Price list free. Try us.

H. S. Duby & Son, St. Anne. 111.

FOR SALE—259 shallow extracting supers, 9

excluders; a bargain; write.

James McKee, Riverside, Calif.

FOR SALE—ThirtyTo-framF hives with metal
covers. Thos. Cordner, Sparta, Wis.

I MANUFACTURE cypress bee hives, and
sell Lewis' beeware. Write for booklet.

J. Tom White. Dublin, Ga.

MISCELLANEOUS
WANTED—Beeswax, old combs and cappin^s

to render on shares. Will pay highest ma*"

ket price and buy your share of the beeswax.
F. J. Rettig & Sons, Wabash, Ind-

WRITE for shipping tags and our prices for

rendering your old combs, cappings. etc. We
guarantee a first-class job.

The Deroy Taylor Co., Newark, N. Y.

FOR SALE—California Wonder Corn for seed,

doubles yield. Send for circular.

James McKee. Riverside, Calif.

$48 incubator, $20; exchange for extractor, saw
table or offers.

Lore.izo Clark. Winona. Minn,

FOR SALE—100 early cabbage or 100 early
tomato plants, 50 cents; 100 sweet mango

plants, $1, post paid.

J. F. Michael, R. 1, Winchester, Ind.

FOR SALE—Winchester rifle, 32 calibre, good
condition, $12. Will take bees in trade.

Kenneth Cook. McGrann, Pa.

F<^R SALE—Klondike strawberry plants, 60c
per hundred, one Italian qneen with each $10

order. B. O. Brown, Kingsport, Tenn., R. 3.

FOR SALE—Silvef Spangled Hamburg eggs
and fine cockerels.

Elias Fox, Union Center, Wis.

BLACK SIBERIAN HARES—Enormous sizes.

delicious meat and beautiful fur. Write for
information and prices.

Siberian Fur Farm, Hamilton, Canada.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE—My entire Rab-
bi try, including hutches, 2 New Zealand

bucks, 2 New Zealand does. 2 Belgian does. 5

New Zealand young 4 months old; one of Bel-

gian does has' litter of 8. Will take $50 for
entire lot, or will exchange for bees in good
hives. F. J. Shotwell. Martelle, Iowa.

I TWO NEW BEE BOOKS
|

i ..... i
1 We have just completed publication of two new bee books, special in their field, and for which |
I there has been insistent demand i

AMERICAN HONEY PLANTS
Including those important to the beekeeper as

sources of pollen

By FRANK C. PELLETT

This book is the result of many years of personal investigation and travel from New England to Cali-

fornia and from Canada to Florida and Texas to secure first-hand information on the sources of nectar

and pollen. It is splendidly illustrated with 156 photographs, and describes the honey plants of all parts

of America. A list of the honey plants of each State is given separately and the plants described in alpha-

betical order.

A knowledge of the flora is important to every beekeeper, as it is often possible to double the crop

by moving an apiary but a few miles. This book is written by an expert beekeeper and a competent ob-

server, only after having visited apiaries in most of the important honey-producing districts.

300 large 8vo pages. Enameled paper. Price $2.50.

OUTAPIARIES
By M. G. DADANT

The development of beekeeping has been in direct relation to the extension of outyards in most lo-

calities. The Dadant family has kept bees extensively in the same locality for three generations and the

author of this book has spent his life in commercial honey production.

The bock deals with the business of beekeeping on a large scale, and describes the methods and practice

of the most successful beemen. Special chapters on honey houses and equipment, autos and trucks and sim-

ilar apparatus required by the extensive honey producer.

125 pages, 50 illustrations. Price $1.

Add 75 cents to the price of either of the above books and get the book and the American Bee Journal

for a full year.

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL, Hamilton, Illinois

i
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PRICES OF QUEENS
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QUEENS WITH A REPUTATION—QUEENS
No doubt you would like to make a bumper honey crop this year. See that every colony has the very

best queen obtainable; there's no better way of insuring the utmost honey from each hive than buying some
of my queens to replace those that are not up to the scratch. With expensive equipment and high-priced

labor you cannot afford to nurse those weak colonies, that somehow don't build up with the rest of the

apiary, for the lack of prolific queens.

None of my queens are "baby nuclei"

.•eared; consider what this may mean to

you. D'Oolittle's stock speaks for itself, and
f can supply your wants at the following

prices

:

Terms strictly cash; one-fourth with order, balance just before shipping,

anteed, or your money back. Absolutely no disease.
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Crop and Market Report
Compiled by M. G. Dadant

For our April report we asked the following questions
of reporters: 1. How much honey is left on hand?. 2. At
what price is it being sold or held?. 3. What is the win-
ter loss, so far? 4. Will there be losses from starvation?

5. What are the crop prospects? 6. How many bees,

compared to last year?

HONEY ON HAND

Thioughout the entire East beekeepers report practi-

cally all honey sold. Exceptions are one large beekeeper
in the South reporting one-third of his crop still on hand.
The Central West, Te.xas, Colorado, New Mexico and Ari-

zona, are well sold out. Utah reports three or four cars

on hand; California has possibly 10 per cent of its honey
on hand, but moving well.

It s in the Northwest that the biggest amount of honey
is still held. Montana reports possibly 75 per cent of its

honey unsold, while Idaho estimates are that there are

still 30 cars to be sold.

PRICES

For local sales, the honey price is still maintained at

its high level. Beekeepers who sell near at home have
not had to shade prices to get rid of their honey. The
jobbing and carload price is dropping some. Best honey
is now being quoted at 17 and 18 cents. One large buyer
reports being able to buy for 16 cents, honey which he
paid 22 cents for in the fall. The foreign demand, owing
to the unfavorable exchange, is nil, so that all honey has
to be marketed in the domestic centers. Some beekeep-
'ers are still holding for 20 cents in car lots, but most of

them would be willing to sell at 17 cents f. o. b. shipping
point.

WINTER LOSSES—Starvation

It is yet a little early to give winter losses. Yet there

is a strong undercurrent of feeling that the losses will be
extra heavy. The North has had a long, unbroken
winter, bees often being shut in four months with-
out a flight. Winter cellared bees will do well, but losses

already reported are heavy, especially in New England,
New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Michigan,
Wisconsin, Minnesota and parts of Iowa and Nebraska.
A little farther south, where bees had a flight or two dur-
ing the winter, the loss will be normal, probably, except
for starvation, which also has been above ordinary, ow-

ing to light stores in the fall and shortage of sugar.
Sugar seems easier to get this spring, and we advise

all beekeepers to get in touch immediately, either
through local grocers or direct, with their nearest whole-
sale grocer, who should be able to supply them. We have
been able to get no satisfaction by writing direct to sugar
companies, or to the sugar board. We have obtained
sugar for our own bees at wholesale for about 17 cents
f. o. b. here.

CROP PROSPECTS

The long closed winter of the North has been attended
by many snows, the clover is well covered and should
have abundant moisture when spring cpens. Most clover
localities report fair to good prospects. Illinois, Indiana
and parts of Iowa and Missouri are exceptions. In the
South conditions are normal, while Texas expects a bet-
ter crop than usual.
In the mountain states and the Northwest it is yet too

early to make predictions. California reports good pros-
pects for orange, with rather discouraging reports for
the sage, on account of lack of rain. Late rains have
helped improve the situation.

NUMBER OF BEES

In some scattered localities there will be considerable
increase. In most, however, it is doubtful whether the
increase will more than make up for winter losses.

HONEY MOVEMENTS

The Government report from the Bureau of Markets
under date of March 1 reports honey movements as slow,
with but little call by the jobber. Very little comb honey
is left on hand. Whether all of the 1919 crop of honey
will move before the new crop is ready is doubtful.

It hardly seems that honey would maintain the high
level of 1919 during the fall of 1920. Sugar seems to be
easier and is being quoted for fall delivery at a figure
reduced very much over present levels. Our advice would
be, wherever possible, to maintain and encourage the
local markets.
Organization will help. The three large co-operative

organizations of Colorado, Texas and California have had
very little trouble disposing of the crop, and at excellent
prices. The Texas honey was all sold at home, and some
is being imported to fill the demand.

"falcon" T am a "falcon" bee 'falcon"

I live in a Falcon" hive.

I am gentle and cont nted. I love to work in my home because everything is just as

I like it.

The hive body is well constructed; that is why our honey crop is always plentiful.

Our queen is a "Falcon" queen—she is a three-banded Italian of pure healthy stock.

We all agree that our colony is successful, but so are all the "Falcon" hives in our apiary.

The other bees tell me when we meet in the fields.

Send at once for a "Falcon" queen, a hive or any bee supplies you need. Don't delay. Spring will soon
be here.

"Falcon" bees and supplies always give the best results.

I KNOW BECAUSE— I AM A "FALCON" BEE

W. T. FALCONER MANUFACTURING CO., Falconer, N. Y.
Where the best Bee Hives come from
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FOREHAND'S THREE BANDS
THE THRIFTY KIND

We have been breeding these queens for the market for over a quarter of a century. They are bred from

the imported Italians, but by select breeding we have brightened the color and retained the good qualities

of their mothers.

After years of select breeding we have built up a strain of bees that are surpassed by none, but

superior to many. Our queens are thrifty, hardy, gentle and beautiful.

We guarantee pure mating, safe arrival and satisfaction.

PRICES: After April to July 1

Untested—1, $1.50; 6, $7.50; 12, $13.50; 100, $1 each.

Select untested— 1, $1.75; 6, $9; 12, $16.50; 100, $1.25 each.

Tested—1, $2.50; 6, $13; 12, $24.50; 100, $2 each.

Select tested—1, $4; 6, $22; 12, $4].50; 100, $3.35 each.

Pound Bees from April 15 to June 30

One-pound package— 1, $3; 25 or more, $2.75.

Two-pound package—1, $5; 25 or more, $4.60.

Three-pound package—1, $7; 25 o more, $6.45.

Add the price of the queen wanted.

W. J. FOREHAND & SONS, The Bee Men
Fort Deposit, Alabama

A BIG STOCK OF

BEE SUPPLIES

LL BOXED, ready to

ship at once—thousands

of Hoffman Frames; also

Jumbo and Shallow Frames

of all kinds—100 and 200 in a box. Big stock of Sections and

fine polished Dovetailed Hives and Supers.

I can give you bargains. Send for a new price list. 1 can save
vou money.

Will take your Beeswax in Trade at Highest Market Price

CHAS. MONDENG
159 Cedar Lake Road MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

EARLY ORDER DISCOUNTS WILL

Pay You to Buy Bee-Supplies Now
Thirty years' experience in making everything for

the beekeeper. A large factory specially equipped
for the purpose ensures goods of highest quality.

Write for our illustrated catalog today.

LEAHY MFG. CO., 90 Sixth St., Hiuinsville, Mo.
•r J. W. ROUSE. Maxic*. M*.

Foot Power

MachineryBARNES'
Read what J. E. fi*rent,

of Chariton, N. Y., says:
We cut with one of your

Combined Machines last

winter 50 chaff hives with
7-in. cap, 100 honey-racks,
600 frames and a great
deal of other work. This
winter we have a douole
amount of hives, etc., to

make with this saw. It
j

will do all you say of it."

Catalog and price list free.

W. F. & JOHN BARNES
995 Ruby St.. ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS

PAT, JULY 30. I S I

CO.BRUNO NAILING DEVICE
Madefor the Huffman Brood Fraynes. A combined
Nailingr.Wiring and Wedge Clamping Device. Has
been tried and is guaranteed to do accurate work.

PRICE $7.50

Complete directionsforoperating are furnished
with each device-

Manufactured by C. O. BRUNO
1413 Somth W«»t Strset, Rockford, IIUmU

Established 1885
We are still furnishing beehives made of

white pine; they will last. A. I. Root Co.'s

make of bee supplies kept in stock. Send tor

catalog giving full particulars; free for the

asking. Beeswax in exchange for supplies, or

cash.

JOHN NEBEL & SON SUPPLY CO.
HIshHIII.Monts. Co^ Mo.
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MONEYCOMB
THEALUMINUM HONEYCOMB

THE WAY TO GREATER PRODUCTION

We are shipping "MONEYCOMBS" all over the civilized world, their success is

tremendous.

The question is not, can you afford them, but how can 5^ou do without them? Make
your bees be efficient.

Beeswcix is the most costly product of the honeybee and since wax for comb build-

ing can only be produced at the expense of many times its weight in honey it is

well that the ingenuity of man has invented one of the greatest aids to profitable

beekeeping—the Aluminum Honeycomb.

With MONEYCOMB you can:

1. Produce more honey
2. Extract cleaner, no breeJcage

3. Control all disease

4. Raise more brood
5. Save loss from melting amd des-

truction by aoiimals and insects

"The Aluminum Comb 'MONEYCOMB' is here to stay; its as-

sistance to beekeepers is invaluable.

"H. B. PARKS, State Apiary Inspector of Texas."

"My honeyflow was so light the bees would not draw out the

foundation. I was compelled to use aluminum combs, 'MONEY-
COMBS,' for brood rearing, and they proved an unqualified success.

"GEORGE D. SHAFER, Palo Alto, Calif."

"My experience with 'MONEYCOMBS,' the aluminum honey-
comb, caused me to rank it with the centrifugal extractor.

"A. Z. ABUSHADY, editor of 'Bee World' and Secretary of Apis
Club, Benson, Oxon, England."

"I have conducted exhaustive experiments with 'MONEYCOMB,'
the aluD.inum honeycomb, and can heartily recommend it as the

most satisfactory honeycomb I ever used in my long experience of

bee raising. PROF. WILL C. STEINBRUNN,
"Principal of Los Gatos School of Apiculture, San Jose Street, Ala-

meda, Calif."

Our Factory is now fully equipped and your order will be shipped immediately on receipt

Made in Langstroth or Hoffman sizes at 60c per frame, f. o. b., Pasadena. Write for prices

on both shallow and Jumbo sizes. Discounts given on large orders.

Booklet "B I" describing "MONEYCOMBS" mailed on request.

ALUMINUM HONEYCOMB COMPANY
FACTORY AND OFFICE

Chester'and Colorado Streets, Pasadena, California

li^^frmh^r^^ti^g'^ffi^^fly^tiy^iSf^^^
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QUEENS AND PACKAGE BEES
We advise our prospective customers to place their orders as soon as they can determine what they will

need and thus avoid being disappointed in getting queens or bees when desired.

By our improved methods of shopping, you will be assured of receiving queens and bees in first-class condi-
tion.

Every Queen is reared by me personally, and I assure you that all queens sent out will be the product of

my very best efforts. If any should fail to measure up to what a good queen should be, she will be re-

placed at your request.

Health Certificate: "The State Inspector of Apiaries has this day examined the bees belonging to Jay
Smith and found no evidence of any bee disease." Signed, Ross B. Scott, Deputy Inspector. Date, May 28, 1919.

the best we ever had, bar none."—Klabuhn
OPINIONS OF OTHERS:
"Queens we got of you are

Brothers, Conneaut, Ohio.

"The four 2-pound packages of bees I bought ot you built up into rousing
colonies and gave some surplus."—J. Strathdee, V^innipeg, Canada.

"My fifty colonies averaged one hundred pounds surplus. The queen I

got of you made two hundred pounds."—Wm, Potter, Chandler, Indiana.

"If I were asked who has the best Italian queens I would say, 'Jay Smith.'

In 1918 I had several colonies that produced three hundred pounds of ex-

tracted honey each. They were headed with queens that I raised from a
queen I got from you in 1916."—F. R. Smythe, AmfeHa, Ohio.

"The strongest colony of bees I have seen this year was headed by a Jay
Smith queen."—D. W. Erbaugh, Onward, Indiana, former State Inspector
of Indiana.

Price List

Select Untested Queens—May 16 to July 1—
One to four, inclusive - $2.50 each
Five to nine, inclusive 2.45 each
Ten or more 2.40 each

July 1 to November 1—

•

One to four, inclusive 2.00 each
Five to nine, inclusive 1.95 etch

Ten or more 1.90 each
Bees by the pound—After May 15

—

One pound $4.00
Two pounds 7.00

In lots of ten or more packages, 5 per cent discount.
Write for our booklet and complete price list.

Safe arrival, pure mating and entire satisfaction is our guarantee.

JAY SMITH, Route 3, Vincennes, Ind.

HIVES, SMOKERS, FOUNDATION
MR. BEEKEEPER

HIVES—You can't buy any Ijetter hives than these we manufacture. Genuine Root goods. You will need

new hives this year to take care of your increase. You may need them soon.

SMOKERS—You know the Root Company is the leader in the manufacture of Smokers. We admit there are

no better smokers made than Root Smokers.

FOUNDATION—We have the Foundation. New process, but good old Root quality. You cannot start your

season right without foundation. Spring is here and you must use some new foundation.

Get Busy, Send Your Order Now

Everything considered it pays to buy the best.

So buy Root Goods

THE A. I. ROOT CO. OF IOWA
COUNCIL BLUFFS, IOWA
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Is Uncle Sam'sWord
Good Enough?

fc-THt
^000 eteknm;

IVRITE \

FOR
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BOOK
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Then Mr. Bee-man, just write for

Volume I of the Cypress Pocket
Library and read what our re-

spected Uncle has to say about
Cypress C'TheWood Eternal.")

You'll then see why any bee-

hive, or bottom or winter case

not made of Cypress is not so

good as it might be. 42 other

volumes all free. The list is in

Volume I. Write and it comes.

SOUTHERN CYPRESS MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION
1251 Hibernia Bank Building, New Orleans, La., or 1251 Heard National Bank Building, Jacksonville, Fla.

Insist on TRADE-MARKED Cyprces at Your Local Lumber Dealer's II he hasn't it. IhT US KNOIV IMMEDUTELY

^ HGRIGGS SAVES YOU FREIGHT »»

QUEENS—BEES
We are booking orders now for our Select Stock of both Golden and Leather Colored

Italian Bees and Queens. This stock has been bred with careful attention given to honey

gathering qualities and gentleness.

Write us your wants and get our prices. Satisfaction guaranteed.

SUPPLIES

We know you are not the fellow who waits until

the las* minute before ordering his supplies.

We have a large stock of new goods to rush to

you the minute your order arrives.

Send uj a list of goods wanted at once and receive

prices, with early order discounts.

These 60-lb. cans will soon be gone; better hurry

your order in at once. Two men took a car load.

WHITE CLOVER HONEY

Can use a limited amount of white clover honey,

if price is in line.

BEESWAX

We are in the market for large quantities of Bees-

wax. Write us as to what you have to offer, and

prices asked. We pay top market prices, having a

good outlet for select wax, nice and clean. We pay

spot cash, or will exchange for supplies.

FREE Catalog of Bee SUPPLIES for the asking.

DEPT.GRIGGS BROS. CO., TOLEDO, OHIO "i:

•GRIGGS SAVES YOU FREIGHT'
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We Will Treat You
Equally Well

Mohawk, Jf. Y., Dec. 30, 1919

The A. I. Boot Co.,

Medina, Ohio.

Gentlemen:

I have dealt with the Roots for 23 years, and
Icnow that honesty and prompt answers are
what have made the Root Company what it is

today, with good supplies jor proof of value re-

ceived.

One time I sent an order by a neighbor, and
he sent 3c over, but the thought of 3c was too

much for the A. I. R. Co. to pocket; so they used
2c and an envelope amd a slip with the statement
to return the 3c. Eats off to the A. I. R. Co.

]Signed] R. C. Morts.

THE A. I. ROOT CO., MEDINA, OHIO

jffflff^ff^ffiTitiff^wwwm^fnirffi^^
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TWO ATTRACTIVE SOUTHERN APIARIES. UPPER. NEWELL'S APIARY UNDER MOSS-HUNG TREES
IN BRAZOS RIVER BOTTOMS. LOWER, WALKER'S QUEEN YARD IN SUNNY TENNESSEE.
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OrderyburBee SuppliesNow
Now is the time to check up on your hives and acces-

sories to make sure that everything is complete and
in perfect condition for the coming season. Our

complete line of Bee Supplies includes everything needed
by the modern Beekeepers. Besides our own exclusive
articles we are distributors for the famous Lewis Beeware
line, and dealers in Root's Extractors and Smokers, and
Dadant's Foundations. Orders placed now can be filled

promptly. Prices on many articles are sure to advance
within the next few months. Send for our large 1920
Catalog today.

Beeswax Rendered from Old Combs

WE.pay you thej highest market price for rendered
wax, less 5 cents per pound rendering charge.

Our special hydraulic steam wax press gets the
very last drop of wax from old combs and cappings assur-

ing you maximuml^ profit on them. Write for full partic-

ulars.

Best Prices Paid for Honev

Tin Rabbets
Hives, all sorts

Extractors

Foundations, Dadant's
Root's Smokers
Excluders, all makes
Division Board

Wax Extractors

Metal Spaces
Uncapping Knives
Tin Tacks
Honey Boards

Covers for hives
Observation Hives

SEND US samples of your honey and we
will quote you a price equal or better

than that of any other concern. We
buy and sell both comb and extracted honey.
Cash remitted in full the same day shipment
is received.

Send for Our Large New 1920 Catalog

THIS new catalog contains over 40 pages

of every variety of Beekeeper's Sup-

plies, including all the latest and most
improved devices. It is really a valuable

reference book on beekeeping accessories.

THEi:REDW.MUTH €0.
Busy BEE MEN"
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ITALIAN
QUEENS

The Old Reliable Three-Banded Ital-

ians. The best allround bee to be had.

Queens ready to mail April 1. Will

book orders now. Will guarantee safe

arrival in United States and Canada.
Prices for April and May:
Untested,, $1.50, 6, $8; 12, $15
Te-Jted, $2.25; 6, $12; 12, $22.

Select tested. $3 each.

Descriptive circular and price list free.

JOHN G. MILLER,
723 C Street, Coi pus Christi, Texa:.

QUINN'S QUEENS OF QUALITY
Have no superiors

—"There's a rea-

son." Are Mendelian bred, good qual-

ities accentuated. Gray Carniolans,

Gray Caucasians, most gentle of all,

prolific, hardy, vigorous, disease-re-

sistant, white comb builders^they de-

liver the goods.

ITALIANS, 3-banded, line bred, pedi-

greed; need no boosting; they speak
for themselves.

CHAS. W. QUINN, Sabot, Va.

Honey Making—Money Making
Italian Queens

Untested $1.50; 25 or more $1.35

Tested $2.50; 25 or more, $2.25

Select tested, each $3.

Circular free. All letters answered

promptly and cheerfully.

R. V. STEARNS, Brady, Texas.

FOR SALE
200 two-frame nuclei ready for de-

livery from May I to 20. $5.50 each

with young untested queen. Where
tested queens are wanted $6.5 each

COTTON BELT APIARIES
ROXTON, TEXAS

BEE SUPPLIES
We carry a complete stock of sup-

plies at all times, and can make
prompt shipments. Our prices will

interest you.
Send U* Your Inquiries

A. H. RUSCH & SON CO.
Reedtville, Wi*.

NEW Bingham

BEE SMOKER

Shipping weight.
3 pounds
3 pounds
2% pounds
2 pounds
lj4 pounds
1J4 pounds

Price.

$2.50

2.00

1.50

1.15

1.00

.80

The Bingham Bee Smoker has been on the market over forty years

and is the standard in this and many foreign countries. It is the all

important tool of the most extensive honey producers in the world.

It is now made in five sizes.

Postage extra. Size of stove

Big Smoke, with shield 4x10 inch

Big Smoke, no shield 4x10 inch

Smoke Engine 4x 7 inch
Doctor 3^x7 inch

Conqueror 3x 7 inch

Little Wonder 3x5i/2 inch

Smoke Engine or Doctor in copper, $1 extra.

The Big Smoke has just been
produced in response to a de-

mand for a larger size smoker,
one that will hold more fuel, re-

quire filling less often, from ex-

tensive bee handlers. The shield

designated by the letter "B" in

the cut above, is designed as a

matter of protection from the

hot fire pot. Many hold the

smoker by the bellows, between
the knees, when at work, and
the shield will prevent burning
of the trousers or one's legs.

The Woodman Section Fixer, a

combined section press and
foundation fastener, of pressed
steel construction, forms comb-
honey sections and puts in top

and bottom foundation starters,

all at one handling. It is the

finest equipment for this work
on the market.

TIN HONEY PACKAGES

2^ lb., Friction Top cans, cases of 24

2J'j lb.. Friction Top cans, crates of 100

2;-!' lb-, Friction Top cans, crates of 450

5 lb.. Friction Top pails, crates of 12

5 lb.. Friction Top pails, crates of 100

5 !b.. Friction Top pails, crates of 200
10 lb.. Friction Top pails, cases of 6

10 lb.. Friction Top pails, crates of 100

60 lb., case, in cases of 1 and 2

60 lb., cans in crates of 24 and 30

We save you money on cans. Ask for special quotations,

gan, Ohio, Illinois and Maryland factories.

Shipments from Michi-

A. G. WOODMAN CO.
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH., U. S. A.
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'GRIGGS SAVES YOU FREIGHT »»

TOLEDO
May is here, and the good, familiar song of the honey bees in the fruit bloom with it. Just one more

month, and the great honey harvest will be upon us; but the question is, will you be prepared? Don't lose

the best of the crop because you were among the number that waited to get your supplies. Order them
early, and from Toledo, as you are on a direct line, and shipments go forward promptly, and at factory
prices.

LIVE BEES IN 3-LB. PACKAGES, WITH QUEEN
If you have lost your bees the past winter, let us send you some 3-lb. packages next month to replace them
and save those good combs from the moth worm. Bear in mind one package will pay for 3 and the 3-lb.

package is the most profitable to buy. Only a limited number contracted for, so order today.

NEW AND SECOND-HAND HONEY CANS
We have a good stock of both new and first-class 60-lb honey cans, but the second-hand cans will soon be
gone. Remember our seconds have only been used once, and are nice and clean and bright inside, and in

good cases. They are as good as new, and for half the price.

BEESWAX BEESWAX
We have a large demand for good, first-class beeswax, and will pay highest market price for all grades,

but for fancy yellow wax we will give from 2 to 3 cents above the market price. Let us hear from you as to

what you have to offer.

FREE CATALOG AND SPECIAL BEE PRICE LIST
for the asking. Don't delay, but order today.

GRIGGS BROS. CO., TOLEDO, OHIO 'i:

<'GRIGGS SAVES YOU FREIGHT"

4]imiiiiiiiiaiiiMiiiiiiinuiiiniiiiiaiiiiii iniiiuiiiiiiiaiiiiuiiiiiicjiiiiiiiiiiiiEiiiiii iciiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiit] iiiiin iiiiinciiiiiiuiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiJiiiciiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiicjiiiNiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiH^

I
QUEENS PACKAGE BEES Queens

|

1 Did you read Prof. H. F. Wilson's write-up in Gleanings, March issue, in regard to the packages of bees and 5

i queens he received from me last yeart' Notice he said some of those packages of bees and queens received in May 1

1 gathered ISO pounds of honey. That speaks for itself in regard to the quality of my Queens. The 2-pound pack- =

1 ages of bees and queens I shipped Mr. David Runningin 1917 gathered 140 pounds of honey (He was then Presi- 3

i dent of the National Beekeepers' Association). Have booked all the orders I can guarantee shipping on time for =

i April, but send for Free Circular for later shipping, which states our guarantee; also gives prices on bees by 1
- parcel post, nuclei, etc., 3-banded andGolden queens. Have secured the best queen men obtainable, and we are S
i prepared to turn out 6,000 Queens per month. They do nothing but take pains in rearing the best of queens. §
- Careful inspection before shipping. Have an entirely separate crew for shipping bees, etc.; 20 years a beekeeper. 1
° Price* F. O. B. Here by Express Queens §

1-lb. pkg. bees $2.40, 25 or more $2.16 Untested $1.50 each, 25 or more $1.35

2-lb. pkg. bees $4.25, 25 or more $3.83 Select untested, $1.65 each; 25 or more, $1.50.

3-lb. pkg. bees $6.25, 25 or more $5.62 Tested $2..S0 each, 25 or more $2.25

Add price of queen when ordering bees. Select tested $3.00 each g

g NUECES COUNTY APIARIES, '^.^^.'^^ CALALLEN, TEXAS |
0<ioiiiiiuiniaiiniiinnic]uiniiiiiiiaiiiiuiiiiiiniiiiiiiiuiiiciiiiHniiiiiDiiiiiniiiiiniMiiiiiiMi(]iiiMiiiii»ciMiiiiiiiiii[]iiiniiiiiii[]iiiiiiiiiiiiairiiii^

§

Superior Foundation assures Superior Quality
HUNDREDS PRONOUNCE IT "BEST BY TEST"

OUIPUT DOUBLED
The enormous demand for SUPERIOR FOUNDATION has required the doubling of our manufScturing

facilities. We have doubled our Ogden factory in size for 1920, and have also added sufficient new machin-
ery to double our output of foundation. We now occupy over 20,000 square feet of floor space with our en-

larged factory of three floors, and invite you to visit us whenever in Ogden.
THERE'S A REASON for this rapid growth. Acquaint yourself with the superiority of our produce.

Every pound we manufacture is backed by our reputation for highest quality and square dealing.

BEESWAX ARRIVALS during the past thirty days have been very liberal, but we still require addi-

tional quantities at highest market price.

OUR BEE SUPPLY DEPARTMENT is humming. We can fill your order for ."Everything in Bee Sup-

plies." Prices on request.

SUPERIOR HONEY CO., Ogden, Utah
(Manufacturers of Weed Process Foundation)
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THE FIRST COMB FOUNDATION

Bee Comb Foundation is a comparatively recent product.

Previous to 1850 very few beekeepers realized the value of

elimination of drone-comb. Some few did. These got

straight worker combs by cutting up the crooked combs
and including only worker comb in the frames. The elder

member of the present Dadant firm well remembers this

procedure practiced together with his father, Charles Dadant.

Not only did they remodel the combs of their own colo-

nies, but bought dead colonies everywhere possible to in.

crease the amount of worker comb
available. And yet they were always

short of worker comb.

It was in Europe that the first attempt

at foundation was made. Johannes

Mehring in 1857 produced crude plates

of wax with the hexagonal impression.

But these were far from perfect. In fact,

much drone-comb was built from them.
JOHANNES MEHRING

g^^f ^|. ^^g ^ beginning.

The waffle iron presses of Rietsche & Given followed. The
sheets became of better impression, but were still hard to

ship owing to their brittleness.

The roller mills of American make were later to remedy

this defect, gradually improving with continued experiment.

niknAMT'Q FmiMnATiriNQ (Every Inch, every pound, every ton. equal to\l/Ml/MI^ a r VWr^I*** 1 IV»r^J
i^ any sample we have ever sent out )

SPECIFY IT TO YOUR DEALER. IF HE HASN'T IT WRITE US

DADANT & SONS, Hamilton, Illinois
CATALOG AND PRICES ON BEE SUPPLIES, BEESWAX, WAX WORKING INTO COMB

FOUNDATION AND COMB RENDERING FOR THE ASKING
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iiSAG-PROOF" FRAMES
Stop losing dollars from sagged brood combs!

Use frames wired to support combs properly!

Follow the lead of America's best beekeepers!

Use Lewis "Sag- Proof" frames in your hives!

HOW THEY ARE MADE
Expensive machinery installed in the Lewis "Beeware" factory pierces Hoffman end

bars so the wiring hides come nearer the topbar and give support where it is most

needed—at the top.

Principles involved in this improvement have been approved from actual samples sent

to and used by such leaders as Frank Rauchfuss, G. S. Demuth, J. E. Crane, A. G.

Woodman, E. G. LeStourgeon, N. E. France, Ben Davis, H. D. Murry, E. S. Miller, F. B.

Paddock, H. F. Wilson, G. H. Rea, E. G. Baldwin and Dadants.

Dr. C. C. Miller, after examining samples

sent to him, wrote: "The new wiring, as

compared with the old wiring with the up-

per wires farther apart, ought to be worth

many dollars to the business of honey pro-

ductiton."

Get in line and use Lewis "Beeware" now. "Sag-Proof" frames are just

one instance of our interest in your beekeeping success. Your

catalog gives your distributor's name.

LOOK
FOR

BEWARE
WMtWE YOU 8UY YOUR

BEEWARE
MAKES THE FINEST

THIS

MARK

BRANCHES AND DISTRIBUTORS EVERYWHERE

G. B. LEWIS COMPANY, **™™«'n
WISCONSIN

MAKERS OF BEEWARE

WRITE FOR BOOKLET "HOW TO MANAGE BEES IN SPRING"—PRICE S CENTS
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THE EVOLUTION OF BEEKEEPING PRACTICE
BY G. S. DEMUTH

THERE are certain well-defined
eras throngh which beekeeping
has passed in its development.

The changes in beekeeping practice

are reflected in the development of

the beehive. In order to understand
fully the reason for the present-day
construction of the standard hive and
its adaptation to modern beekeeping
practice, it is necessary to trace the
changes that have been made in ^hive

construction and search for the rea-
sons for each of them. It is my pur-

pose in this discussion to point out
briefly the different eras in the de-

velopment of beekeeping in this coun-
try, and at the same time trace the

more important changes in the devel-
opment of the beehive.

The Box Hive Era Previous to 1853

Previous to the Langstroth inven-

tion was the box-hive era, or the an-

cient history in beekeeping practice.

During this era, honey for human
use was secured by "taking up" or

brimstoning in the fall the heaviest
colonies, and during the latter part of

the era by using a small box or "cap"
placed on top of the hive over an
auger hole through which the bees

could pass into the box. Beekeeping
was quite general, but the number of

colonies for each beekeeper was rela-

tively small. The honey produced
was largely for home use, though
during the latter part of the era con-

siderable quantities of honey began
to find its way into the markets.
The most remarkable feature of the

bo.x-hive era is the fact that it pro-

duced the great leader and teacher,

Moses Quinby, whose book, "Mys-
teries of Beekeeping Explained," is a

classic in American beekeeping litera-

ture. In the first edition of this book
Quinby described in detail the con-

struction of the Quinby box hive and
the system of management which he

had evolved for its use.

The size of this box-hive had been
carefully worked out and it is inter-

esting to note the reasons given by
Quinby for a brood-chamber of 2,000

cubic inches, which he used and rec-

ommended. In this connection he
wrote: "We must remember that the

queen needs room for all her eggs,
and the bees need space to store their

winter provisions; for reasons before
given, this should be in one apart-
ment. When this is too small, the

consequence will be their winter sup-
ply of food is liable to run out. The
swarms from such will be smaller and
the stock much more liable to acci-

dents which soon finish them off. *

* * Suppose you locate a swarm in

a hive the size of Dr. Bevans' (1,200

Box hive with shallow cap. the first step in the

development of our present system of taking

surplus honey.

cubic inches), the bees would occupy
nearly all of this room with brood-
combs; now, if you put on boxes and
as soon as filled put on empty ones,
the amount of surplus honey would
be great; very satisfactory for the
first summer, but in a year or two
your little hive is gone. * * * If

too large * * » they last a long
time and are but little profit in sur-
plus honey and swarms."—(Moses
Quinby, 1853, "Mysteries of Beekeep-
ing Explained," pp. 42-43).

The Box-Honey Era, 1853-1867

The Langstroth frame and hive was
patented under date October 5, 1852.

"Langstroth on the Hive and Honey-
bee" was published early in the sum-
mer of 1853, thus appearing simul-
taneously with Quinby's work. "Mys-
teries of Beekeeping Explained." Up
to this time neither of these great
leaders knew of the work done bj' the
other. The invention of the movable
frame by Langstroth marked the be-
ginning of modern beekeeping and
ushered in the box-honey era. Dur-
ing this period surplus honey was
I^roduced in boxes, each holding 5 to

10 pounds of honey, which was built

in the boxes by the bees. These
bo.xes were usually made with glass

on one or more sides to show the
honey advantageously when it was
ottered for sale in the markets. It

was a development from the old cap
of earlier days. There is evidence
in the early literature indicating
that Langstroth, after much careful

experimenting, chose the particular

depth of his hive because this depth
of the brood-chamber caused the bees
to enter these empty l)oxcs and fill

them with honey more readily than a

lecper brood-chamber.
The e.xtra shallowness of the Lang-

stroth brood-chamber in comparison
with the familiar tall box-hive or
gum, brought a storm of protest from
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beekeepers, many of whom following
the lead of Quinby, adopted the Lang-
stroth principle of the movable
combs, but used a deeper frame to

conform more nearly to the then
prevalent idea as to the proper shape
for a beehive. Quinby's first modifi-

cation of the Langstroth hive was 12

xl2^xl9j4 in., inside measure, and
contained eight frames, each 18^ in.

long and 11J4 in- deep. This gives a

cubic capacity within the frames
slightly greater than the Quinby box-
hive. The American frame was orig-

inally 1254 in. wide and 16 in. or more
deep, thus making a hive more nearly

the shape of the conventional box-
hives, but was afterwards changed to

12x12 in. The Gallup frame was ll%x
11^ in., thus fitting the Quinby hive

when the frames are placed crosswise

in the brood-chamber. The Adair
frame was 1354x11^ in., thus using

the Quinby depth, the length being
such that it would fit a Langstroth
hive if placed crosswise in the brood-
chamber.
These deeper frames were not well

adapted to box-honey production

when the Langstroth principle of top

storing was used; therefore, some
who favored the deep frames ar-

ranged their hives for side storing,

placing the bo.xes within the same
apartment with the brood-combs and
arranged on each side of the brood.

This, however, did not prove entirely

satisfactory and the Langstroth
frame and hive in connection with

top storing was championed by many
producers of box-honey.

The First Extracted Honey Era,
1867 to 1876

The honey extractor was invented

in 1865, but was first heard of in this

country in 1867. Many crude home-
made machines were built by bee-

keepers at once, and the use of the

honey extractor was taken up with
great enthusiasm. In their zeal in the

use of this new implement bee-

keepers extracted at frequent inter-

vals during the honey flow, taking all

the honey from the brood-chamber
as well as from the combs in an upper
story. The difficulty of removing the

brood-combs for extracting, when a

two-story hive was used, and when
the extracting process was repeated
every few days, suggested at once
the advantage of having all the

frames in a single hive-body; thus
making all the combs readily accessi-

ble when the cover is removed. This
gave the advocates of the deeper
frame their opportunity, since in ex-

tracted honey production it was no
longer necessary to use a shallow
brood-chamber, as in box-honey pro-
duction. Even Langstroth seriously

considered changing his frame to a

deeper one.
On this subject he wrote, in a letter

to A. I. Root, on April 4, 1872, as fol-

lows : "Dear Friend: I hope you
will try the 12x12 in., but I have many
years ago tried such frames and do
not like them—too much cost to make
and handle, etc. I think the hive 14x

14x13 in. deep much better and shall

probably adopt that shape, as the

honey emptier '(note honey Extrac-
tor)' and side boxes make it no
longer so desirable to have a shallow
hive." The next day, April 5, he
wrote: "You will see from my last

that I propose to change the dimen-
sions of my frame. Perhaps there will

not be much choice between the hive

14x14x13 in. and 12x12x12 in., but I pre-

fer ten frames to twelve."—Gleanings
in Bee Culture, Vol. 2, p. 58).

At this time Adair began strenu-

ously to advocate a hive which he
called the New Era Hive, and which
later was known as the Long Idea
Hive. This hive was arranged for the

brood-combs and extracting-combs in

the same apartment, and in some
cases frames were added until the

hive was 4 feet long. Two years later

A. I. Root, who previous to this time

had been a consistent advocate of the

Apiary of box hives. Tlit way all bees were kept in Ihe old days.

Langstroth frame, proposed a stand-
ard hive built on the long idea princi-
ple to hold 20 Adair frames. This was
known as the Standard. The long
controversy on the hive question was
now thought to have been finished
and the question finally settled for all

time. Furthermore, the use of such
a hive in connection with frequenf
and close extracting practically
solved the swarming problem. How-
ever, the standardization of the bee-
hive and beekeeping practice was not
to be accomplished so soon, for an-
other great invention appeared on
the beekeeping horizon, ushering in

a new era in beekeeping, upsetting
the established system of manage-
ment and clianging tlie destiny of

hive construction. I refer to the in-

vention of comb-foundation and the

ushering in of the comb-honey era.

Comb-Honey Era, 1876 to 1906

Impressed sheets of beeswax, mak-
ing a crude fqundation without side

walls had been used in Europe since

1857. In this country Samuel Wagner,
founder of the American Bee Journal,
experimented in making embossed
sheets of beeswax and in 1861 secured
a patent on such embossed sheets.

After some delays incident to the

Civil War and the reconstruction peri-

od, he entirely abandoned the project.

Several attempts were made to build

machines to stamp the wax sheets by
various persons, and finally, in 1874

and 1875, samples of foundation which
proved to be readily acceptable by
the bees, were sent out to beekeepers
by "John Long."

In 1875 A. I. Root, with character-
istic enthusiasm and energy, began
his experiments in making foundation.

At first he built up plates to emboss
the wax sheets, making the plates by
assembling "type" which he moulded,
each type having the upper face mod-
eled after the base of the cell. These
types were soldered together in such
a manner that they formed a solid

plate, two of which were used to im-
press the wax sheets. He also, during
the same winter, worked on a roll ma-
chine, the first of which was finished

at Medina, Ohio, on February 26, 1876.

During that year 100 pounds of comb-
foundation were sent out from Me-
dina to beekeepers throughout the

country for experimental purposes.

The enthusiasm with which this

new product was received and tried

out gave a new impetus to comb-
honey production. Instead of several

combs in a box, as in the box-honey
era, comb honey was at 'this time pro-

duced in single comb boxes and sheets

of comb-foundation were used to

guide the work of the bees. In regard
to the efl'cct of the invention of comb-
foundation upon the construction of

the beehive, A. I. Root wrote as fol-

lows: "Our friend Dean said a few
days ago that if he were going to

raise comb honey he would unhesi-

tatingly adopt the shallow Langstroth
frame, although he has been one of

the strongest advocates of the Gallup

frame. Just what effect the artificial

bleached wax-comb is going to have

on the shape of the hives, we are un-
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able to tell, but there can be little

doubt that it will turn many others,

like friend Dean, toward the Lang-
stroth frame and two-story hive."—

•

(Gleanings in Bee Culture, Vol 4, p.

26). During the year 1876 neat sec-

tions, made of four pieces, but other-
wise similar to the comb-honey sec-
tions of today, were evolved from
their crude prototype, the single comb
boxes or frames which had been used
by some beekeepers previous to the
introduction of comb-foundation.
Comb-honey production now be-

came so attractive that within a few
years beekeepers talked and wrote
chiefly in terms of comb honey. The
exacting requirements of successful
comb-honey production made it

necessary for beekeepers to study
their problems as never before. This
is reflected in the beekeeping liter-

ture of the time giving it a brilliancy

peculiar to the comb-honey era.

Such leaders as Doolittle, Hutchin-
son, Heddon, Taylor, and our own Dr.

Miller, together with many others,

were the product of the earlier strug-

gles with the multitude of bafifling

problems connected with comb-honey
production. In turn they have left an
everlasting impress upon the industry
through the literature of the time.

Early in the comb-honey era there

was a rapid ascendency of the Lang-
stroth frame and the abandonment of

the deeper frames by most comb-
honey producers. This was followed
by another change in the hive—the
reduction in the size of the brood-
chamber. Doolittle, one of the few
comb-honey producers who retained
the deep frame, reduced the standard
Gallup hive from twelve frames to

nine frames. Heddon and others re-

duced the Langstroth brood-chamber
from ten frames to eight frames. The
literature indicates clearly that these

changes were made because of the

peculiar requirements in comb-honey
production, that the brood-chamber
be filled with brood at the beginning
of the honey flow and a sharp divid-

ing line maintained between the

brood and supers during the honey
flow.

The change to comb-honey produc-
tion had brought back the swarming
problem, the solution of which had
its effect in a further reduction of the

brood-nest when hiving swarms. In

the clover region swarming usually

occurs during the honey-flow, which
formerly meant a loss of the crop of

honey during ordinary years from all

colonies that swarmed. In order to

prevent this, beekeepers learned to

hive the swarm in a new hive on the

old location, leaving the parent col-

ony close beside the swarm until

about the seventh day, when it is

moved away. This drains the parent
colony of its field bees, adding them
to the swarm, and at the same time
so reduces the colony that after-

swarms are prevented. The supers
were transferred from the parent
colony to the swarm at the time ol

hiving. In order to compel the bees
to put practically all the honey into

the supers, the brood-chamber was
contracted by means of heavy divis-

ion boards.

Doolittle described this method of

securing large crops from swarming
colonies in February, 1885, as follows:
"I use six Gallup frapies of comb
(equal to five Langstroth frames) for

the very largest swarms, while oth-
ers have four or five, according to the

size of the swarm to be hived, and in

this way I always secure good re-

sults."—(Gleanings in Bee Culture,

Vol. 13, p. 94).

In July, 188,S, Mr. Heddon published
an article in the American Bee Jour-
nal on "The Contraction Method," in

which he advocated that the colonies

be maintained on five combs through-
out the year, except during the six

weeks just preceding the honey flow,

when they were given three extra
combs to induce the rearing of more
bees for the honey flow. In this con-
nection he wrote: "I have had colo-

nies, after casting three swarms, at

work in the supers within five days
after contracting. I think that the

advantages of this contracting sys-

tem will be seen; or it may be called

an enlarging system; that is, enlarg-

ing the brood-chamber for about six

weeks during the time that the queen
is not only the most prolific, but

when such prolificness gives us bees
to become field workers, just when
we most need them."—(American Bee
Journal, Vol. 21, p. 437).

The proper capacity of the brood-
chamber was thought by many bee-
keepers at this time to be five Lang-
stroth frames, except during the

short period mentioned when the

brood-chamber of the strongest colo-

nies was expanded to eight frames.

The contraction system came to be
used not only when hiving swarms,
but was used on established colonies

as well. Contraction of the brood-
chamber, the use of the queen-exclud-
ing honey-boards, and reversing or
inverting the brood-combs to cause
the bees to take practically all the

honey to the supers, became quite the

fashion for several years among the

leaders at this time. Even Dr. Miller

wrote: "Up to the time of putting on
supers, the desire has been to have
the bees occupy as many combs as

possible. I have had as many as nine

frames occupied with brood, without
my spreading the brood, or doing
anything to urge the bees or queen
further than to see they had abund-
ant stores. When it comes time to

put on supers they are reduced to

four or five frames."—(C. C. Miller,

1885, "A Year Among the Bees," p.

419).

(To be Continued)

Specific Gravity of Honey
By 1". Dundas Todd

THE Beekeepers' Association of

British Columbia for several

years has arranged with Mr. J.

A. Dawson, head ot the Dominion
Department of Trade and Commerce,
Vancouver, to test the density of all

honies entered for competition at

the Vancouver Agricultural Exhibi-

tion, the tests being made by means
of an Abbe refractometer. At the

last exhibition he remarked that a

sample of honey shown by Mr. L.

Harris, Vernon, one of our bee in-

spectors, with a refractive index of

1.5008, indicating that it contained
84.62 per cent of solids, and had a

specific gravity of 1.443, was the
densest honey he had ever tested.
Here are a few others of his readings
on that occasion, just to show the
variations in density. They were not
chosen at the time to show high
density, but for quite anollier pur-
pose, so I quote them as they are, the
only readings I happen to have:

Sp. Gravity. Solids.
1.443 84.62

1.4400 84.39

1.4333 83.23
1.4305 82.81

1.4281 82.46

1.4189 . 81.08
The Dominion standard for honey

is

1.3790 75.

My own honey, which is principally
from wild fruit blossoms and is

sealed for at least a month before
being extracted, shows about 81 per
cent solids; that is a specific gravity
of 1.418.

I notice in the issue for May of the
American Bee Journal that Mr. Isaac
Hopkins gives 1.420 as the minimum
specific gravity oflicially accepted by
the New Zealand Government grad-
ers, and states that no honey of lower
specific gravity is allowed to be ex-
ported, or accepted by the Co-opera-
tive Honey Producers' Association.
Our experience at Vancouver would
indicate that this is a very high stand-
ard, and I wonder whether a reading
by Mr. Dawson of one of New Zea-
land's minimum standard samples
would be as high.
A rather interesting and practical

feature developed this past season.
The three older of British Columbia's
half dozen bee inspectors were acting
as judges, and the idea struck them
to check up the "capsizing" way of
testing comparative densities* with
Mr. Dawson's figures, just to see how
it would work out. In the capsizing
method one takes a jar of honey in

each hand, then turns them upside
down at the same instant, and watches
the air cells rising. The quicker the
cell arises, the thinner the honey. I

am glad to report that when the
honey is free of any granulation the
method is reliable as a comparative
test, and enables the judges to quick-
ly arrange the honeys in order of
density. I have also learned that not
infrequently there is quite a variation
in the flavor, density and color of
honey in the same exhibit. This does
not surprise me, because when I ex-
tract in August I know I have quite
a percentage of honey that was
sealed early in May, so a dozen jars
filled from one run of the extractor
are found to be streaky.
Victoria, B. C.

Minnesota Report

The fifth annual report of Charles
D. Blaker, State Inspector of Apiaries
of Minnesota, is ready for distribu-
tion. Minesota beekeepers desiring
this report should address Mr. Blaker
at Minneapolis.
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THE EDITOR'S VIEWPOINT
Good Samaritan and Other Funds

As stated in the April number, the

total amount sent to France, the

past month, representing all subscrip-

tions to that date, was 10,073.37 francs.

This includes the following subscrip-

tions received at Buffalo:

Miss Favard, Chicago $ 5.00

E. G. LeStourgeon, San Antonio,
Texas 5.00

A. J. Odell 1.00

C. F. Muth, Cincinnati S.OO

Griggs Bros., Toledo, O. 5.00

B. F. Neach 2.00

L. K. Edgett 2.00

R. C. Whitman 50

A friend 5.00

F. W. L. Sladen, Ottawa 2.00

F. B. Paddock, Ames, la. 5.00

J. J. Anderson, Idaho 1.00

W. L. Coggshall, Groton, N, Y.- 2.00

E. W. Gutekunst 2.00

B. F. Kindig, East Lansing 1.00 .

A friend 1-00

Riverside Co., Beekeepers, Calif. 52.00

Total $96.50

Funds are still coming, so we begin

a new list as follows :

L. C. Rousseau, Waxahachie, Tex.$1.00

L. K. Hostetter, Lancaster, Pa.— 5.00

O. W. Bedell, Earlville, N. Y. 5.00

Emma L.Comption, Randolph, Mo. 5.00

G. A. Bahn, Austin, Texas 5.00

J. C. McCubbin, Fresno, Cal 10.00

F. Kittinger, Franksville, Tenn... S.OO

Jacques Verret, Charlesbourg,

Quebec 2.00

Roy Tait, Siskiyou, Cal. 100

A. Norton, Monterey, Cal 2.50

Leon L. Jaqucniin, Solidad, Cal.-- 2.00

G. B. DeSellem, Los Angeles, Cal. 1.00

A. Stevenson, Los Angeles, Cal.-- .50

Ferd Hanson, Los Angeles, Cal.— 1.00

S. S. Knabenshue, Los Angeles,

Cal _50

Total to April 12 $46.50

The last 7 names came through J. E.

Pleasants.

Austrian Food Orders

The Society of l^'ricnds have discon-

tinued their Paris agency, so the

funds have been put into the hands of

Messrs. Crcpieux-Jamin, Tombu and

Outhelin, the local Franco-Belgian

committee. They are to send instruc-

tions as to the delivery of the goods.

The "food orders" sent to the starv-

ing editors at Vienna were subscribed
as follows:
A friend, of Canada $5.00

E. G. LeStourgeon 5.00

S. D. House 5.00

C. F. Muth S.OO

R. C. Whitman ,50

F. Rauchfuss 1.00

E. W. Gutekunst 2,00

B. F. Kindig 1.00

C. J. Baldridge 2.00

A friend, Michigan 1.00

F. C. Pellett 3.00

O. W. Bedell 2.50

C. P. Dadant 7.00

Total: Four food orders sent $40.00

Queens and Queen-Breeders

The American Bee Journal is al-

ready receiving some complaints con-
cerning queen-breeders. Not that they
have failed to fill the orders, for it is

yet too early, but that they are not

answering as promptly as expected.

Many buyers fear that there will be

trouble, as there was last year, in se-

curing queens.
In our August number we gave a

lecture to both buyers and sellers.

Another lecture may be needed.
The man who breeds queens for

sale must be a reliable man. He
must be prompt in acknowledging
receipt of money and either give a
direct promise of delivery of such
queens as the customer wants, or
state his reasons for not making
promises. If he cannot make sure of

filling the order, he should keep that
money where he can promptly return
it in case of failure. He must put
himself in his customer's place and
realize that it is a great disappoint-
ment to pay one's money for goods
and fail to get them, or get them too
late.

On the other hand, as I have myself
bred queens for sale in the long ago,

I have much sympathy for the man
who is making honest efforts to sup-
ply queens when the season is back-
ward. The man in the North, in

Iowa, for instance, who sees a heavy
snow fall when he thought winter
was over, and who reads of frosts in

Dixie at a time when frosts are no
longer expected there, must certainly

comprehend that the queen-breeder is

as much disappointed as he may be
himself; that if he has promised
queens for May 1, he may be unable
to have them, no matter how strenu-

ously he tries.

Meanwhile we demand of those

who advertise in our columns that

they furnish good queens, at the

dates agreed, or return the funds re-

ceived. But we hope the buyers will

be lenient when unexpected irregu-

larities of the weather, delay the ship-

ments unexpectedly. As we said last

year, queens are not kept in a bushel

box, ready for delivery by return

mail. Let us give and take. The
golden rule is, as elsewhere, applica-

ble to both sides. But dishonest
breeders should be at once eliminated.

Mrs. Baldensperger preparing to hive a swarm.
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Disulphide or Bisulphide
and Moth Eggs

la the Alarch number, page 90, fol-

lowing Mr. Pangburn's letter on car-

bon disulphide and the killing of the

eggs of the moth, we asked for more
information. We received it. In fact

we received too much of it, on both
sides of the question. So we conclud-

ed to refer the matter to Dr. Pad-
dock, whose experiments on this sub-

ject were published in lUiUctin 231 of

the Texas Experiment Station. It

will be remembered that, in all his

experiments, the eggs of the moth
were uninjured by the fumes. We
now publish a part of his reply and
will close the subject:

"My experience with the moths was
in the South, where conditions are

very different from those existing in

this section. In Bulletin No. 231 of

the Texas Experiment Station, you
will note that on 3 different occa-
sions the eggs of the moths hatched
after fumigation. We kept no rec-

ords of variations of temperature
and humidity. The killing power of

carbon bisulphide is much reduced in

low temperatures.
"The dose of one ounce to the cubic

foot, used in the experiment, is an
excessive dose of bisulphide. An ex-

position to this charge for 24 hours
is also a maximum exposure.

"I have no doubt but that under
ideal conditions and the use of an ex-

cessive dose of carbon bisulphide the

eggs of the bee both can be destroyed.
In the experiment which we con-
ducted we attempted to keep the

work on a practical basis, therefore,

it seemed more feasible for us to

fumigate two times with the dose suf-

ficient to kill the unprotected larvae,

rather than to use an excessive dose
for the eggs. We are fully familiar

with the exceptional cases, but I be-

lieve it is better to make recommen-
dations on the basis of the ordinary
fumigation than the exception. The
temperature factor is of utmost con-
sideration in this territory; for in-

stance, if the fumigation was given
during the winter, the carbon bisul-

phide would not be very efifective.

Under low conditions if the eggs
have a retarded hatching they might
hatch in the spring. The beekeepers
might consider this a matter of in-

festation.

"I believe that it would be unwise
to make any conclusive statement."

F. B. PADDOCK.

European Foulbrood

At the National meeting at Buffalo,

Dr. Phillips gave a very interesting
address upon the general tendency
of European foulbrood to extend it-

self and perpetuate in some spots,

while it readily disappears in other
spots.

From his explanations, accompa-
nied with maps, it appears that the

disease is persistent in countries
where there is a long spell of spring
or early summer weather without
honey flow. So in the buckwheat
district of New York, where the flow
comes in August, the disease is more
permanent. Good food evidently
would tend to lessen the virulence of

the disease. Similarly, the places

where much moisture is found, with
numerous fall flowers, such as the

Kankakee swamps in northeastern
Illinois and northwestern Indiana, the

Mississippi low lands as far down as

Louisiana, have more to fear from an
epidemic condition once the disease
is established there.

On the other hand, the limestone
regions where white clover succeeds
well, get rid of the disease readily,

'i'e.xas has apparently had two or

three disease spots, which cleared
readily without treatment.
Such statements are valuable in

helping find, sooner or later, the

actual causes of bee diseases. We are

pretty nearly as ignorant as children

on these matters, and we will have to

go to schiool a long time before we
can master the question of brood
diseases.

A very good point, also, was made
in the statement that small hives are
less immune than large hives. This
is plausible, since colonies in small
hives never can be as populous as

those in large hives. Tally one more
point for the large hives.

Aii'other point is made for the Ital-

ian bees, who get rid of the disease
much more readily than the common
bees.

much as those in small hives. Yet
some beekeepers of the present day
would like to convince us that the
size of the brood-nest has nothing to

do with the swarming propensity.

American Foulbrood
Another very good Bulletin of the

Department of Agriculture, No. 809,

on "American Foulbrood," by Dr. G.

F. White, has been published lately.

It is quite exhaustive, contains all the
latest experiences of this scientist,

with 8 plates showing the disease at

diflferent stages and microscopic
studies of "Bacillus Larvae," the cause
of the disease. It may be had from
the Bureau of Entomology at Wash-
ington in the usual way. Beekeepers
who fear the disease should send for

this Bulletin.

An Apology
On page 49 of the February number,

we complained of the borrowing of

an article by the British Bee Journal
without giving us credit. We now
learn that it was an oversight on
their part. We should have surmised
this at first, as we ought to know
they would not intentionally do such
a thing. We apologize for the criti-

cism.

Swarms From Large Hives

On page 6 of "A Manual for an
Easy Method of Managing Bees,"
published by John M. Weeks, Salis-

bury, Vermont, in 1837, we read:
"The lower apartment of the hive,

where they store their food, raise

their young bees and perform their

ordinary labors, should hold as much
as a box 1254 or 14 inches square in

the clear. If the hive is much larger,

with the chambers in proportion,
which should hold about two-thirds
as much as the lower apartment, the

bees will not be likely to swarm dur-
ing the season. Bees in large hives
never swarm. ..."

It seems that some people had al-

ready noticed, as early as 1837. that

bees in large hives did not swarm as

Wiring Foundation

In the present number we give two
more articles on wiring foundation.
While we do not wish to certify that
there is nothing more to be said, we
know these are both practical men
and worthy of hearing. Before long
the average beekeeper will know posi-
tively how to fasten foundation so
that it will not sag at all.

Death of Another Bee Woman
We regret to announce the death of

the wife of our old corespondent. Ph.

J. Baldensperger, the former Holy
Land apiarist. Debora Struve was
born at Buffalo, N. Y., November 26,

1861. Married to Ph. J. Baldensperger

in 1884, in Palestine. A silent woman
apiarist, whose name never was pub-

lished, but who, nevertheless, worked
faithfully and persistently at the

apiary.

In British Columbia
Bulletin No. 30, "Guide to Beekeep-

ing," of the Department of Agricul-

ture of British Columbia, by F. Dun-
das Todd, is a 68-page treatise, with

numerous engravings, neat and clear

in type, covering practically the en-

tire field in a nutshell. We presume
that it is sent free to the British

Columbia beekeepers. It is worth hav-

ing.

Centenary of Hruschka
L'Apicoltore of December last in-

forms its readers that this year oc-

curs the centenary of the birth of

the inventor of the honey extractor,

Hruschka. He was born in 1820. He
invented the extractor in 1865, or

about that time. This invention,

which has enriched beekeeping, never

brought him a cent of profit, for he

took no patent on it, but gave it

freely to the world. He was certainly

one of the benefactors of mankind.

Illinois State Association

The secretary of this association,

G. M. Withrow, Mechanicsburg, 111.,

announces a bulletin to the members,

to be published monthly or quarterly.

This has already been done by the

Michigan Association, and is a good

move. Send your membership dues

to him. It will entitle you to this

quarterly, the State Annual Report

and a year's subscription to one of

the three leading bee magazines,

American Bee Journal, Gleanings or

Domestic Beekeeper. Fees $1.50.
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MOVING BEES A LONG DISTANCE

How 600 Colonies of Bees Were
Moved From Kansas to Cali-

fornia in a Freight Car

By Roy Bunger

Following the failure of our honey
crop last year, we were more than
ever anxious to move to California,
as many another beekeeper has done.
We began moving our yards (nearly

600 colonies in 10-frame hives) near
town about October 1, and had only
about 100 colonies placed there when
the inspector, Mr. Whitehead, arrived
to begin inspecting. This work took
up 10 days of our time
We finished hauling all healthy

colonies near town, united about 40 of
the weaker ones, finished up the usual
routine of preparing them for winter,
about November 1. On account of the
high freight rate on an automobile
we decided to drive the one through
that we used in this work, a Dodge
Commercial, which weighs 2,600
pounds.
The freight rate demanded on this

car was $7 per 100 pounds, so it would
have cost about $182, but even at this

rate I am not sure but it would have
been cheaper by freight than by driv-
ing it through as we did.

We left our old home at Eskridge,
Kans., November 3, and drove over-
land, arriving in San Bernardino
about November 18. We came over
the National Trail, which was very
rough.
After visiting friends and relatives,

and attending the short course for
beekeepers, I found Mr. B. F. Stanley,
County Inspector of San Bernardino
County, who acompanied me to help
find a location. To eastern beekeep-
ers this might seem like an easy mat-
ter, but in a county of over 50,000

colonies it is not so easy as it seems.
I left San Bernardino December 12

and arrived at Eskridge three days
later, where work of making moving
screens was iiiiiiu-dialfly begun. The

thermometer was hanging around
zero at this time, hives were covered
with layers of ice, which was quite a
change from California orange blos-
soms.

It was necessary to get part of the
wooden material for these frames
from a factory at Riverside. The
material for these frames is very
light and cost 5 cents each here.
It was necessary to ship this material
to Kansas by express, which cost over
10 cents for each frame, which is an-
other case of transportation costing
more than double the original value
of the article.

I used the ordinary pearl screen
for this frame, which I made by
nailing together two sides and two
ends, then tacking a screen on this,

and next laying four more strips on
this in such a way as to cross ends.
Then nail these strips on the frame
so the edges of the screen will be held
by the nails, also by the upper and
lower half of the frame.
This work was completed just be-

fore- Christmas. The screens were
nailed on the hive-bodies with four
6-penny nails, then the covers placed
back on the hives. Christmas day we
placed a slat entirely over the hive
entrance, closing this very tight. Be-
fore doing this it was necessary to
scrape the ice away from each en-
trance, as the thermometer was still

hanging near the zero mark.
On the following day we hired a

large truck and began hauling bees to
the car, 48 colonies to each load.
The accompanying photograph

shows the truck being loaded. The
entire car was loaded before night.
These hives averaged 58 pounds

each as they were hauled to the car.

The weather turned suddenly warm
that day and the bees were badly in

need of a flight, as some colonies
were badly affected by dysentery, due
to poor stores. The following day
we began loading another car with
emigrant movables, also including
over 1,000 supers, mostly drawn
combs, which filled over half of a 40-

foot car. The other half of the car
was loaded with bee supplies and fur-

niture, and last the family cow was
loaded in a small space between the
doors. We were ready to start on the
long trip by freight, which required
eleven days.

I left Eskridge December 29 and
arived at Upland January 9. The fol-
lowing day we were ready to begin
unloading early, but the agent re-
fused to allow anything unloaded till

he could get the freight rate from
headquarters at Los Angeles. This
he failed to do till nearly noon, which
was very bad for the bees, as the
weather was very warm here. They
were given plenty of ventilation in
loading, the car being 8 ft 7 in. inside
width by 40 ft in length.
On account of scarcity of box cars

it was impossible to get a ventilated
car, so it was necessary to keep the
doors open at all times. For this
reason it is necessary for a person to
be in charge of every car of bees.
These hives were loaded lengthwise
in the car, which was wide enough to
allow a small air space between each
of the 6 hives which were placed in
each row, after the cover and inner
cover had been removed.

I had purchased rough, heavy fenc-
ing boards and had them sawed in 2
strips at a mill, then sawed them just
the right length to fit in the car
crosswise, 2 strips being placed over
each row of hives and nailed to the
hive bodies to prevent shifting. An-
other row of 6 hives was then placed
on these and strips on top of this row,
nailed as the others had been, till

they were stacked S high in rows
all over the car. They were fit in so
tight no hive could shift lengthwise.
As all hives are exactly alike this was
an easy matter. There was no loss in

shipping, every colony came through
alive.

Our bees are doing well and on this

date (March 7) have many colonies
working in supers; also quite a num-
ber of young queens laying, which we
have reared since coming here. The
cost for truck hire was $45; freight
was $1,107.87.

California.

Roy Hunger and the car he drove through to California

KiUing Wax Moth

W. S. Pangburn, on page 90, March
number of the American Bee Journal,
on the use of carbon disulphide for
killing eggs of the wax moth, re-

quires too much labor and material
for economy. While I don't know
whether by my method I kill the eggs
or not, I never treat but once, and
when treated combs are properly
covered; they have never needed any
further treatment. My management
consists of a galvanized iron can ISx
22 inches by 6 feet deep, and a pan
20x24 inches by 2 inches deep. The
pan is set on the ground and leveled,

with about 1 inch of water in it. Two
small sticks arc placed in the pan to

pile the hives or supers on to keep
them out of the water.
The combs to be treated are piled

as high as the can will cover, no at-

tention need be paid to tight joints

between hives.

About a tablespoonful of carbon di-

sulphide is poured over the tops of
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the frames over the upper section, a

super cover immediately placed over

it, and the can inverted over the pile

by means of a small rope attached to

the upper end of can and a pulley

fastened to some support.

The lower or open end of can rests

in the pan of water, closing it abso-

lutely air tight.

I don't know how long it is neces-

sary to leave them covered for per-

fect results. I have never known
worms to hatch in combs that were
treated for four or five hours, and
properly piled away and covered. I

sometimes leave combs in all night,

or take them out at my convenience.

Whenever I find combs becoming
wormy, I "run them through the can,"

and that ends it, with me.
E. L. HALL.

Michigan.

Wisconsin Establishes Legal Honey

Grades

By S. B. Fracker

Acting State Entomologist of Wis-
consin

Almost the first agricultural indus-

try to take advantage of the estab-

lishment of State marketing facilities

in Wisconsin was that of beekeping.

The last legislature created a di-

vision of markets for the grading of

all agricultural products and finding

markets for them. The honey pro-

ducers said, "Here is something we
have been needing a long time. Let's

take advantage of it." Resolutions

were consequently passed at the State

beekeepers' convention in December
asking the division of markets, the

crop reporting service, and the State

Entomologist to co-operate in pro-

viding information which would re-

sult in improved marketing facilities

for the State's annual honey crop of

about 4,800,000 pounds.
The plan worked out includes

monthly crop and price estimates dur-

ing the summer and fall, the estab-

lishment of legal compulsory grades,

and the help of the division of mar-
kets in locating markets for honey.
For establishing standards for

grading, a marketing committee was
appointed by the beekeepers and a

set of proposed grades was drawn vip

by them. The division of markets
held hearings on the subject in sev-

eral places in the State. Many bee-

keepers who were unable to attend
the meetings wrote out their sugges-
tions and mailed them to Madison.
A surprising feature of the hear-

ings and correspondence was the fact

that no opposition to the establish-

.ment of grades was expressed by any-
one. Several were anxious to be per-

mitted to sell all or some honey un-
graded, but none were opposed to

marking it so. For the small bee-
keeper who does not wish to grade his

honey, a rule that every such section

or can shall be marked "Ungraded"
with a stamp or in any other con-
venient way. relieves the regulations
of any possible burden.
Grades have now been defined and

wil go into eflfect on August 13, 1920.

After that date ever/ section of comb

honey and every can or other con-
tainer of extracted produced in Wis-
consin and sold or delivered within
the State or outside, must be stamped
or labeled with the grade, and color

of the honey and a number showing
the producer or packer, or else be
marked "Ungraded."
The grades established are expected

to result in improving the quality

and finish of Wisconsin honey and to

put a premium on care in handling it.

Too often "honey is honey," espe-
cially on the retail market; the store-

keepers buy wherever they can for

the lowest price and sell for all they
can get.

Every beekeeper who wishes to sell

or deliver any honey under these

grades is required to secure stamps
from the division of markets. These
will be purchased wholesale and sup-
plied at cost. Numbers will be as-

signed by the division in the order of

receipt of the applications. Each bee-
keeper will then be responsible for

the accuracy of the grade label on
every container on which his number
is used.
Many beekeepers will sell their

product "ungraded" and label it so for

the next year or two. But is has been
the universal experience that market-
ing a first-class product "Fancy" or

"No. 1," so extends the market and
increases the demand that undoubted-
ly all commercial producers will reg-
ister with the division of markets and
secure the right to grade their honey
within a couple of seasons.
A problem faced in establishing

standards was the fact that improper
labeling would subject the offender
to a fine. It was thus necessary to

define the grades much more clearly

than the honey associations do, as-

signing a definite meaning to such ex-

pressions as "well-filled," "firmly at-

tached," and "uniformly colored,"

which never seem to have been de-

fined before.
Under the statute providing for

grading, such classes as "Not permit-
ted in shipping grades," cannot be es-

tablished, iDUt unmarketable honey is

covered in the definition of "good
quality" in such a way that it must be
sold "ungraded' 'if at all. If unfit for

human food, of course, it comes under
the food laws.

The grades outlined differ from the

Colorado rules in providing for grad-
ing finish as distinct from color, but

closely resemble the standards adopt-
ed by the National Beekeepers' Asso-
ciation in 1913, except in the provision
of a minimum weight for each grade.
The letters in parenthesis in the fol-
lowing outline of the grades as finally
established, refer to the definitions
at the close of the grading rules.

Wisconsin Fancy
Honey of this grade produced in

Wisconsin shall consist of (a) good
quality comb honey in the different
(b) colors known by the terms Water
White, White, Light Amber, Amber
and Dark; in which sections are (c)
well filled and (d) well cleaned and
the combs (e) firmly attached, (f) not
projecting beyond the wood, (g) uni-
formly colored throughout, (h) evenly
capped and entirely sealed except the
cells in the outside row next to the
wood, which may be unsealed. No
section in this grade is to weigh less
than 13H ounces gross or 12H ounces
net.

Honey packed for sale under this
grade shall be in new best grade sec-
tions weighing not more than one
ounce and be packed in new cases.
Each section and case shall be
stamped with the official stamp (Wis-
consin Fancy), stating color and
packer's number.
The front sections in each case shall

be a true representation of the con-
tents of the case.
An official stamp will be furnished

by the Division of Markets at cost.

Wisconsin No. 1

Honsy of this grade produced in

Wisconsin shall consist of (a) good
quality comb honey in the different
(b) colors known by the terms Water
White, White, Light Amber, Amber
and Dark, in which the sections are
(c) well filled, (d) well cleaned and
the combs (e) firmly attached, (f) not
projecting beyond the wood, and en-
tirely sealed excepting that not more
than six cells on each side, in addition
to those of the outer row ne.xt to the
wood, may be unsealed. Slight travel
stain. and slight irregularities on the
surface are allowed in this grade and
not to exceed ten cells on each side
may contain honey of a different col-
or. No section in this grade is to
weigh less than 12 ounces gross of 11

ounces net.

Honey packed for sale under this

grade shall be in new best grade sec-
tions weighing not more than one

The bees had all been brought to one yard near the railroad.

the car with a big truck.
From here they were hauled to
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ounce and be packed in clean cases.

Each section and case shall be
stamped with the official stamp (Wis-
consin No. 1), stating color and pack-
er's number.

Wisconsin No. 2

Honey of this grade produced in

Wisconsin shall consist of (a) good
quality comb honey in the different

(b) colors known by the terms Water
White, White, Light Amber, Amber
and Dark; in which the combs are

(f) not projecting beyond the wood,
are attached to the sides not less

than two-thirds of the way around,
and are entirely sealed excepting that

not more than a total of 60 cells in

addition to those of the outside row
next to the wood may be unsealed.

Where 20 per cent or more of the

cells contain honey of a darker color

than the remainder, the sections shall

be marked with the darker color.

Honey in badly stained and prop-
olized sections is not permitted in

this grade. No section in this grade

is to weigh less than 11 ounces gross

or 10 ounces net.

Honey packed for sale under this

grade shall be in sections weighing

not more than one ounce and be

packed in clean cases. Each section

and case shall be stamped with the

official stamp (Wisconsin No. 2),

stating color and packer's number.
Ungraded

Comb honey may be packed for sale

without conforming to the require-

ments for Wisconsin Fancy, Wiscon-
sin No. 1 or Wisconsin No. 2, pro-

vided that it is stamped or marked
"Unclassified" or "Ungraded."

Wisconsin No. 1—Extracted
Honey of this grade produced in

Wisconsin shall consist of (a) good
quality e.xtracted honey in the differ-

ent (b) colors known by the terms

of Water White, White, Light Am-
ber, Amber and Dark. The honey
shall weigh not less than 12 pounds
per gallon at 60 degrees Fahrenheit.

Honey packed for sale under this

grade shall be in new containers.

Each container must be stamped with
the official stamp (Wisconsin No. 1

Extracted Honey), stating grade,
color, net weight and packer's num-
ber.

An official stamp will be furnished

by the Division of Markets at cost.

Ungraded
Extracted honey may be packed for

sale without conforming to the re-

quirements for Wisconsin No. 1 Ex-
tracted Honey, provided that it is

stamped or marked "Unclassified" or

''Ungraded."
Explanations of Grade Requirements

(a) "Good quality" comb honey
means honey which is commercially
salable, not containing pollen or

honeydew, not e.xtensively granulated,

poorly ripened, sour or weeping, and
not in leaking, injured or patched-up
sections.

"Good quality" extracted honey
means honey which is not sour and
has not been contaminated by honey-
dew, excessive use of smoke, dirt or

foreign materials of any kind.

(b) "Color"—The color standards of

the Root honey grader shall be

deemed official for determining color

of comb or extracted honey. The five

official colors are Water White,
White, Light Amber, Amber and
Dark.

(c) "Well filled" means 80 per cent

of area within the sections shall be

occupied by sealed cells.

(d) "Well cleaned" means free from
propolis or other stain.

(e) "Firmly attached" means that

the comb shall be attached to wood
sections at least 85 per cent the way
around.

(f) "Not projecting" means no part

of the comb shall project beyond
outer edge of section.

(g) "Uniformly colored" means that

all the cells contained in any section

shall be of the same color.

(h) "Evenly capped" means combs
shall be free from pronounced irregu-

larities in the surface.

(i) "Well strained" means honey

which does not contain particles of
wax or other materials which will not
pass through two thicknesses of
cheese cloth.

A Sugar Report
We have just received the annual

report of the American Sugar Refin-
ing Company for 1919. It has 44
pages and contains, besides a finan-
cial statement of interest to stock-
holders of the company, general in-
formation which may be of interest
to our readers.
Among other things it is stated that

the United States consumed 16 per
cent more sugar in 1919 than in 1918,
the consumption reaching over four
million tons, for the first time in the
history of the country. This sugar •

came from the following sources;
Cuban cane sugar, two million tons.
U. S. beet, one million tons.
Hawaiian cane, one-half million

tons.

Porto Rico, one-fourth million tons.
Louisiana, etc., balance.
The total production of sugar for

the year 1919 was over 16 million tons,
contributed by countries in the fol-
lowing order of importance. Cuba,
Europe, British India, Java, United
States, Hawaii, Japan and Formosa,
Porto Rico, etc.

It will be seen that Europe is in
second place, whereas, previous to
the world war she produced over half
of the world's sugar.
The report predicts that with the

resumption of normal in the Euro-
pean countries, which may take sev-
eral years, there will be keen compe-
tition in the sugar markets, which
should bring prices to the American
consumer down to a much lower
level. Prices have already dropped
considerably.

In 1900 the American Sugar Refin-
ing Company had 60 per cent of this
country's sugar business. It now has
but 27 per cent. M. G. D.

Ready for a Sunday Drive.

Twentieth Century Marketing

Methods

Read at the National Meeting by
Chas. B. Justice.

The experiences I have had, in or-
ganization and in marketing, have
convinced me of the absolute neces-
sity for up-to-date information at all

times. All knowledge is merely ac-
cumulated information. Information
in marketing can be provided in the
form of statistics after the season's
operations are over, or sufticiently in

advance of shipment to guide produc-
ers in their marketing etTorts. It can-
not be provided, however, without an
organization delegating power and
authority in the hands of those
cliosen to secure and disseminate this

information.
It is clear to all that beekeeping

problems in the East are dissimilar to
the problems in the West, and it is

not likely that Eastern beekeepers
will support any project which has
for its principal object marketing. All
this was kept clearly in mind when,
^t the Kansas City conference, it was
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decided that the American Honey
Producers' League must be organized
to operate along lines of common in-

terest to beekeepers everywhere, and
not upon lines which serve the bee-

keepers of one community or section

better than those of another. I be-

lieve I speak the sentiments of all

present at Kansas City when I say
that the two principal functions

which the League hoped to accom-
plish were, first, a stimulus to or-

ganization among beekeepers every-
where, and, secondly, a prompt secur-

ing of information with respect to

movement of crops and a distribution

of this information to all beekeepers,
thus guiding them sufficiently in ad-

vance of the movement of their crops
to enable them to act intelligently in

their marketing. The beekeepers are

not now apprised of the annual pro-

duction, of its distribution, of its

quality nor of the price at which it is

sold.

The beekeepers of New York and
all eastern sections are interested to

know just what the annual produc-
tion of the tremendous western areas
will be, each year, and they would
like to keep informed of the grades
established in the west, of the move-
ment of these crops on to the market,
to which markets they are being prin-

cipally sold, in what sized packages
moved and at what prices. This in-

formation is vital to them and they
will support within a reasonable cost

any bureau or organization which
necessitates the expenditure of lots of

Twentieth century marketing meth-
ods have brought about just these

conditions in many food-producing
lines, hence this is no experiment ex-

cept in the sense that it was to be
achieved in a manner strictly co-

operative. The same result is being
accomplished by large organizations
everywhere who are affiliated to-

gether through a common sales

agency. The lack of information
among producers is responsible for

needless competition in the manner
of price cutting, glutted markets and
ruinous carry-overs. With advance
information at hand, the beekeeper is

provided with up-to-date tools and
avoids these needless and fatal mis-
takes.

The first steps toward ideal condi-
tions appear to be the formation of

strong and closely knitted state or re-

gional organizations, so that the goal

of national organization may be ulti-

mately and more quickly reached. We
hope that 1920 will bring about a bet-

ter understanding of the inter-depen-
dency of the beekeepers of the East
and those of the West, and that a

common sympathy will spring up be-

tween them upon the objects they
have in common, that the human
doubts, distrusts and suspicions which
hold back mankind from achievement
will give way to a sincere, warm-
hearted determination to work hand
in hand for the emancipation of the
industry.
The incentive is much. We hold in

our hands the destiny of the beekeep-
ing fraternity. Our product is with-
out a peer. None can control it ex-
cept ourselves. All forward-looking

men and women of strength and
courage should take hold and build

up organizations which can later

sweep them on to prosperity and suc-

cess through a widened channel or

outlet for their products.
The beekeepers of the East will

realize that the large organizations of
beekeepers in the West are, through
twentieth century methods, standard-
izing their packages and grading
their products, giving them an appeal
to the buying public in a volume here-
tofore unknown ; that they are wid-
ening their channel of outlet, creating
new markets and securing to them-
selves a better price by the elimina-
tion of the speculative buyer, and
they will, we believe, accept our view
that the better prices, secured by us,

give them at the same time a wider
consumption of honey and equal
chances to benefit in this whole situa-

tion. We shall be glad to know that
the beekeepers of the East accept this

view and that they will be joining
henceforth more actively in our coun-
cils and in our future co-operation.

California.

The Motor Truck and Outyard

Beekeeping

By C. W. Aeppler
A motor truck is now considered an

essential in outyard beekeeping. The
selection of a motor truck on the

part of the beekeeper is sometimes a

rather difficult task. Those who are

operating upwards of one thousand
colonies sometimes advocate the use

of a large truck, with a capacity of

2 or 3 tons. But even then, such a

truck is supplemented a large part of

the year with a lighter machine, the

operating expenses of which are

much less.

A beekeeper with only one or two
outyards may find a common roadster

type of automobile, provided with a

suitable platform, sufficient for his

needs. However, the time may pre-

sent itself that the beekeeper's needs
are increased, and that such a ma-
chine is no longer of sufficient ca-
pacity to haul large loads of supers.
When this time comes there are two

things that may be done. He may
purchase a truck to be used entirely
for hauling purposes, and retain his

roadster for family use, or he can
convert his roadster into a truck ca-
pable of hauling a ton or more. If he
does the former, it necessitates the
investment of considerable additional
capital; if he does the latter the
thought at once is in his mind that
his machine will be too unsig'htly for
pleasure driving or taking his family
to church on Sunday.

Assuming that most beekeepers are
situated as I am, the latter would
seem the more logical. My idea of a

motor truck for outyard work is one
in which there is the minimum amount
of fuss, such as rope tying, which one
so often has the opportunity to see.

Where one wishes to haul supers full

of combs over all kinds of roads, it is

almost impossible to tie them on in

such a way that they will stay on.

Furthermore, this tying of ropes
necessitates the expenditure of lots of
time. Also at the outyards it is not
much fun to tie ropes when hauling
supers of honey. All of this extra
fuss excites the bees to robbing, be-
cause of the probable exposure of
supers of honey. Sometimes the haul-
ing is done in the evening, and if the
beekeeper must fumble around in the
dark, tightening ropes, his temper is

apt to be anything but sociable.

My idea of such a truck is best
shown by the accompanying photo-
graphs. The side-board arrangement
is based on the old-time method of

wagon-box construction. One set of
side-boards and one end-board are
permanently fastened to the truck
floor, and when only a small amount
of hauling is done, the truck can be
used in this fashion. Also, I don't
think that it looks so bad but that

A load of 112 shallow extracting supers ready to go to an outyard.
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the family can go to church with it,

when so arranged. In hauling full

loads of honey one extra set of side-

boards is sufficient. When hauling
loads of supers full of drawn combs,
honey containers, packing for winter-
ing, etc., all three sets of side-boards
can be used to advantage. It is only
the work of a few minutes to disman-
tle the truck, and at the outyards it

is only the work of half a minute to

slip in the end gates after the truck is

loaded and one is on the way. There
are no ropes to tie—no fuss, no wor-
ries about the load being lost on the

road.
The side-boards should be made of

light lumber, such as white pine.

However, the supporting braces
should be of hard wood, such as oak
or birch. These supports need not be
over 25^2 inches wide. The end gates
are prevented from falling out by a
series of cleats, and at the top an iron
rod, provided with threads and a wing
nut, as commonly used in every farm-
er's wagon box. Possibly such an ar-

rangement as this will weigh a trifle

more than an arrangement whereby
the boards are slatted. However,
when using slats, the extra braces,
bolts and screws to hold them to-

gether will almost make up this small
extra weight. But even though it

does weigh a few pounds more, it is

well worth the extra load that must
be carried.

It is well to make the box of such a
size that it will accommodate a given
load of supers without any shifting
around. Mine is 66x82 inches inside
measurements, which allows a load of
112 shallow supers or a load of 64
Langstroth supers to be taken. Of
course, when full of honey such a
large load is not possible.

Such a truck body can easily be
built by the beekeeper, and the total

cost of the material need not exceed
$30 to $35, based on present prices.

Wisconsin.

How Shall We Wire Frames?
By W. S. Pangburn

The wiring of frames has been in

vogue for some time, and it would
seem long enough that some method
should be adopted as considered best.

However, this is not the case, if one
is to judge from the different meth-
ods that have appeared, and are still

appearing in the bee magazines, and
from the matiy imperfect combs found
in use by beekeepers.

Some beekeepers seem to think that
because they have wired their frames
and used full sheets of foundation,
they have solved the problem, when,
as a matter of fact they may have
very few perfect combs.
The extracted honey producer has

a much better chance to discover a

poor brood-comb than the average
comb-honey producer, who has per-
haps little chance to see his combs
entirely empty. A very poor brood-
comb when filled with honey and
capped, may put up a very good bluff

for a good comb, but when uncapped
and extracted, may be a very poor
comb, and remind one of the saying
that "little smears of powder, and lit-

tle dabs of paint, make a very pretty
thing of a thing that ain't."

Sometimes one is almost forced to

believe every beekeeper has a method
of wiring of his own, and all give
perfect combs, and this is an unfor-
tunate thing for the beginner, who
has not had experience enough to
sift the good points from the bad.
Some seem to think the more com-

plicated the wiring the better the re-

sults
; others the fewer wires the

better, and both may be wrong, while
the beginner, who foljows either,

may spoil several hundred combs be-
fore finding it out.

Some of the methods that have ap-
peared as solving, the problem of
getting perfect combs through the
wiring alone, have been purely im-
aginary on the part of the intro-

ducer, and such things should not be
permitted to pass without the proper
comment.

It does not matter to the beekeep-
ers who have spoiled enough combs
by some of the poor methods given,
and have learned enough to reason
for themselves, but for the benefit of
the beginner, who is looking for some
best way to wire his combs, and wish-
ing to make no more mistakes than
necessary, something should be done.

All we ever see advocated in the
supply catalogs, and most of the bee
books is the 4 horizontal wires.

That this system has been weighed
in the balance and found wanting, is

proven very conclusively from the
following facts. That grand old bee-
keeper, Dr. Miller, realized years ago
that the system was faulty, and in-

vented and used little wooden splints.

Many beekeepers paint the upper
part of the foundation with wax just

below the top bar, to give the added
support, and last, but not least, use

ZS

the many different methods of wir-
ing.

What we need to do is to select one
of the best, and forget the rest.

Any young beekeeper who reads
both Gleanings and the American Bee
Journal for February would be like
the editor of Gleanings, "between the
Devil and the deep sea," when it

comes to wiring combs.
To be frank, Fig. 7, in Gleanings, re-

produced herewith, is, in my opinion,
the best system of wiring that has
come to light. Any beekeeper who
has examined combs for defects, and
knows where the defects usually
come, and has studied the cause, can
see at a glance this plan has some
excellent points in its favor. The
added support is given where needed,
just below the top bar, and in the
center.

The loose wiring that was once ad-
vocated spoiled more combs for us
than any one thing, and I can do no
better than quote Morley Pettit in

the American Bee Journal: "This at
one stroke did away with any benefit
the wires might be."

Apples fall to the ground through
force of gravitation, and combs from
too much weight when too tender to
bear it. We know they never go up,

and we also know they have no other
support, usually, than wires, in being
drawn. Why, then, do away with the
support by using slack wires?

If we were to make any suggestions
as to improving the wiring of Fig.
7 it would only be to add a fifth wire.
However, this may not be necessary
with this system of diagonal wiring,
but we have never thought 4 wires
enough with the regular horizontal
wiring. Not enough support where
sagging occurs, and too much buck-
ling between wires aL times.

Some beekeepers will, with this

method, like some of the others, think
it "too much bother." These three
words, along with too light a founda-
tion, have spoiled lots of combs.
Some beekeepers are proud to tell

that they use no wires, and that they
are not necessary, and one is remind-
ed of the old adage that "fools rush
in where angels fear to tread."
Far too many beekeepers are trying

to get along with too little work, and
too light foundation, at the expense
of the finished product.

Next to a good location and a pro-
lific queen, perfect combs are the
beekeeper's greatest asset. A good
brood-comb, barring American foul-

brood and accident, will last the av-
erage beekeeper a lifetime. Can we
afford to take chances in some minor
matter of wiring, or a slight cost in

foundation when so much is at stake?

After the beginner has been given
the proper method of wiring he
should have equally good instructions
as to the proper handling of the
frames while being drawn, and after-

wards until filled to top bar with
brood. Without this precaution they
might spoil their combs with most
any method of wiring, but this is an-
other subject.

Center Junction, Iowa.
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Rearing the Best of Queens for

Yourself

Read at the National by Jay Smith

At the risk of being accused of

"harping," I am going to state that

few of us realize the importance of

having vigorous young queens at the

heads of all of our colonies. Elisha
Gallup said: "Around the queen cen-
ters all there is in apiculture." Doo-
little said: "Upon no other one thing

does the honey part of the apiary
depend so much as it does upon the

queen." Dr. Miller says : "The queen
being the very soul of the colony, I

hardly consider any pains too great
that will give better queens." Quinby
said: "Too much importance cannot
be attached to the necessity of keep-
ing each hive supplied with a good
queen." Dr. Phillips says : "Unless
the queen at the head of the colony is

a good one, it is useless to expect
that colony to be productive."

We hear a good deal of discussion

as to the best strain of bees, and as

to the advisability of breeding from
the queen whose colony produced the

most honey. The question fre-

quently comes up, "Which are best,

the goldens, three-banded, or leather-

colored?" While all of these are im-
portant, yet I believe what is far

more important is how the queen is

reared. To rear the best queens it is

important that they must have the

best care from the time the larva

hatches from the egg until the queen
is mated and laying.

The honey producer who raises his

own queens has some advantage over

the commercial queen-breeder in that

as he requires but a limited number,
he can choose the time of the year
when the honey flow is just right, and
he will usually find it practical to in-

troduce the queen-cell to the colony
instead of allowing the queen to be-
come mated from a nucleus hive, thus

saving the work and expense of nu-
cleus hives and the risk of introduc-
ing the laying queen. The disadvan-
tage of this system is that it is neces-
sary to keep the colony longer with-
out a laying queen. But if the cells

are produced as the honey flow is

coming on, the colony that is made
queenless will lose little for the

workers that would have hatched if

their laying queen had been left with
them would not become fielders till

after the honey flow was over. Then
again, if one should have European
foulbrood in the yard, this method
of re-queening would be the very
best method for eradicating the dis-

ease.
I shall not attempt in this short ar-

ticle to give a complete description

of queen-rearing, but will dwell upon
some features that I believe should

be emphasized. For the one who
rears over 100 queens per year, I be-

lieve, when all things are considered,
that the grafting method is to be pre-

ferred.
As the honey flow is coming on and

the stronger colonies begin to show
signs of swarming, and the combs be-

gin to drip nectar when shaken, it is

time to get busy at queen-rearing.
The method of getting the grafted

cells accepted by the use of the
queenless and broodless colony is

good, but the swarm box has many
advantages, provided you have a good
cellar where the bees may be kept
warm on cool nights and be kept
cool on hot days. As most are famil-

iar with the process of grafting, I

will not dwell on that further than to

state that I believe much better re-

sults will be obtained by the use of

royal jelly. Some claim that they
get good results without using it, but
I never could. The jelly should be di-

luted with clear water till it is as thin

as royal jelly surrounding larva that

is just hatched. J. W. Ge rge, of El
Centro, Calif., informed us that royal
jelly can be bottled and kept from
one season to the next. I tried this

the last season and find it one of the
most convenient little tricks of the
trade. A shallow screw cap jar with
a wide mouth is suitable for storing
this jelly. If you have no such jar,

you might be able to find one if you
rummage around in your wife's mani-
curing outfit. They usually have
these little porcelain jars filled with
pink salve or freckle dope or some-
thing. You can clean this out and put
the contents into a tin can and pre-
sent same to your wife with your
compliments and make off with the
little jar. Sterilize it thoroughly by
boiling, for the bees seem to object
to the smell that comes with it. This
jar may be carried in the pocket, to-

gether with a jelly spoon, and when
you are working among your bees
and find any royal jelly, you just pull

this jar out of your pocket and can it

right there. From a colony that is

preparing to swarm you can get
enough to graft several hundred cells.

For filling the swarm box a tin funnel
is convenient. I prefer a swarm box
large enough to hold five frames, but
only two frames are used. These are
placed one at each side, leaving the

space in the center to accommodate
three grafted cell bars. In filling the

swarm box it is well to place it on
scales, so that the weight of bees may
be accurately known. Between four

and five pounds of them should be
used. These must be taken from a
strong colony in order that the brood
left in the hive will not be neg-
lected. The frame containing the
queen is set at the side of the hive
and after the swarm box is filled she
is placed back into her hive again.
This box is filled just before noon and
the cells grafted about 4 p. m. Usu-
ally the bees confined in a swarm box
will not take sugar syrup, but if

honey diluted with one-fourth wa-
ter is given they take it readily. This
is given in a Mason jar with per-
forated cap and is placed in the hole
that was used for filling the box with
bees. A swarm box prepared in this

manner will accommodate sixty cells.

It has not been an uncommon occur-
rence to have every cell accepted and
every one finished into long, perfect
cells. As a rule, however, we get
about 55 accepted and when given to

a finishing colony, they usually find

one or two more that do not suit

them, and they tear them down.

The bees should be left in the
swarm box till noon the next day, or
they may be released any time during
the afternoon of the following day.

In the cellar or basement the bees
should be kept in the dark. I had a

basement made of concrete, and we
stacked up extracting supers to the
ceiling to keep out the light. A room
was made in this way with the open-
ing facing the wall so that no direct

rays of light could enter. In this

"dungeon" the bees remained quiet

and kept right at the task in hand.
The best way to get cells completed
is over a queen-excluder in a two-
story hive with a good laying queen
in the lower hive. But in order to get

the best results, this hive must be
rousing strong. It is well to have
both hive bodies completely filled

with brood. Extracting supers may
be put on top of all. This will neces-

sitate some lifting at times, but it is

well worth it. One bar of from IS

to 20 cells is given to a colony to be

finished. The cells should be left

with this colony that finished them

"*<*

;.?^',-.

Spring in Tennessee.
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until the tenth day after they were
grafted. They will then be ripe and
will hatch some time late in the af-

ternoon of the eleventh day. These
cells should be handled very carefully

on the tenth day or cells will fail to

hatch, or crippled queens will be the

result. The colonies you wish to re-

queen should be made queenless at

least 24 hours before giving them a

cell, and if any trouble is experi-
enced from the bees tearing down the

cells, they should be made queenless
48 hours. However, if the nectar is

coming in and the weather is fine, 24

hours will be long enough. But I can
almost hear this question asked:
"Why not use a cell protector?" Be-
cause if you wish to get the best re-

sults in rearing the best queens, you
should not use them.

After conducting some experiments
along that line, I believe that many
do not realize that one of the car-

dinal points in rearing the best of

queens is "proper incubation." To
secure perfect incubation of queen-
cells the bees must have free access

to the cells at all times. Cells will not

hatch perfect queens at all times if

they are allowed to hatch in cages or

cell protectors, for the reason that

the bees cannot cluster around the

cells and keep the temperature just

as it should be. Where the bees have
the opportunity, they will closely

cluster about the cell and just before
the queen is to hatch they will re-

move the wax, leaving the bare thin

cocoon through which the virgin

queen may be seen moving about. The
cell cannot have -this care if placed
in a cage or cell protector. Again, it

is of the utmost importance to have
the virgin queen hatch among the

bees, for a virgin that has just

hatched is a very frail, weak affair,

and needs all the nursing and atten-

tion she can get if it is queens of the
first quality you are after. The meth-
od just described, if

i
roperly carried

out. eliminates all doubtful features.

If it is desired to use nuclei, the same
method is employed, only the cell is

given to the nucleus instead of to the

full colony. This will necessitate in-

troducing the laying queen to the col-

ony, which is another story.

Indiana.

Spring Management of Bees

By Kenneth Hawkins
Spring is the season when the poor

beekeeper attempts to remedy his

mistakes of the fall before and when
the better beekeeper devotes his en-
ergy to keep the bees working in the
channels of increasing strength,
which he provided for in months gone
by.

The three prime essentials of spring
management which must be supplied
to every colony of bees, have been
repeatedly emphasized by George S.

Demuth as: "Room, stores and pro-
tection." The value of these requi-
sites is apparent to every beekeeper
who is thoroughly acquainted with
what goes on inside his colonies in

spring.
These requisites are the means of

providing the greatest strength in

bees per colony at the beginning of

the main honey flow in your locality.

No colony of bees can succeed in

gathering the maximum yield of sur-
plus honey if they are compelled to

use part of the time and nectar of
the honey flow in building up colony
strength.

Definition of Room and Stores

The amount of room necessary for

a colony depends on the strength of

that colony. Under better beekeep-
ing methods, spring finds the bulk of

the colonies at approximately equal
strength. This reduces the labor of

spring management. Room in this

case means provision for the maxi-
mum egg-laying capacity of the queen
and such additional room as may be
necessary for the first surplus stored
for the daily needs of the colony. The
trend of modern beekeeping indicates

the value of having all this space in

one hive body. The "Standard" 10-

frame hive body is seldom ample at

this time.

Most prolific queen bees can occu-
py more than 10 Hoffman frames
when settled warm weather is immi-
nent, and beekeeping practice with
present equipment has worked to-
ward two full brood-chambers for the
use of the queen and the storage of
the honey necessary for safely pro-
viding for the brood.
The amount of stores necessary at

this time should be more than suffi-

cient to feed the brood already in the
hive for at least a week, in case of in-

clement weather or failure of the
early flows. A larger supply is better.
This should probably be the equal of
not less than four Hoffman frames
well filled with honey as a minimum.
Running with less, the beekeeper may
have to feed at short notice, and fre-

quently suitable feed is not available.

Uniting Weak Colonies

Where weak colonies are found,
they should be united with other
weak colonies, until the strength in

bees and honey of all the colonies
in the yard is nearly equal. The ex-
tra queens at uniting may be disposed
of at the will of the beekeeper. It

should be a very valuable queen to

prevent the uniting of a colony which
has come through i poor condition.
Where insufficient stores have been

left on the colonies the fall before,
the colonies should be fed at once
more than they need for at least a
week ahead, at the first examination.
The writer prefers c.lways any type
of feeder which feeds above the clus-

ter . Two parts sugar to one part
water, by bulk, is an ideal spring
feed. In uniting bees in spring it is

advisable to unite directly, shaking
bees alternately from frames taken
from both hives to be united, before
the hive where they are to remain.
This allows placing the honey and
brood all in one brood-chamber and
obviates danger of chilling.

Watertown, Wis.

Spring in the clover region of Virginia

From a Polish Settlement in

Manitoba

By H. W. Sanders

Up here in Manitoba, in spite of a

severe climate, beekeeping is on the
increase and some very successful
apiaries are now being operated.
There are many settlements of for-

eign-born immigrants and they have
in some cases brought tlieir knowl-
edge of bees from Europe. At Beau-
sejour, in the northern part of the
province, is a settlement of Poles,
and on one of the farms is a produc-
tive bee-yard, in which the enclosed
photo was taken. It shows a colony
in one of the home-made Polish hives
in whicli a great many bees are kept
in tliat locality. Tlie hive is inter-

esting historically, because it appears
to be a "descendant" of the hive in-

vented by Prokopovitch, in Russia,
back in the 30's of last century. He
seems to have been a man greatly in

advance of his times and the princi-

ple of the movable comb was em-
bodied in his hive. He conducted a

school of beekeeping in addition to
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the operation of a great number of
colonies, and it may be through this

school that his hive reached Poland.
The hive itself shows that the cli-

mate of Poland is very much like that
of the colder regions of North
America, for it is built with double
walls and packing between. The
frames stand on end in the hive and
are gotten at by opening the little"

door, that can be seen at the side of
the hive. To remove the ones at the
far side it is necessary to take out
each comb between. Originally the
hive was not intended for use with a

super, the idea being to extract from
the outer combs, but the honey flows
here are short and heavy and so the
owner had bored holes in the top and
placed an 8-frame Langstroth super
above, which the bees were busy fill-

ing with honey. The entrance to the
hive is through the round hole in the
front. The large cover, which is

here shown above the super, is in-

tended only as a shade, as there was
another flat cover over the frames in

the super.
As will be seen by the rest of the

picture, the Langstroth hive is sup-
planting these hives, here as else-

where, being so much easier of op-
eration.
The place where these Polish hives

score is in wintering, for the tall

space within resembles very closely
the form of a hollow tree, and this is

the natural wintering place for a col-

ony of bees. The double walls with
their packing hold the heat well.

The owner wintered his bees in a
cellar and sometimes did not take
them out till the first of May. Winter
losses were small, and the bees soon
built up in the spring from the abund-
ance of natural pollen in the woods
around. The large hives held plenty
of honey.
He said that these hives were bet-

ter for honey, but that the Lang-
stroth were "better for swarms." This
looks as if they were all managed on
a let-alone plan, and naturally the
shallow hives would be the ones to
swarm, where the large, cool, deep,
Polish hives would keep their forces
together.
Manitol)a.

Stretched Foundation and Sagging

Combs

ISy A. C. Miller

What a merry time the boys are
liaving trying to devise sundry and
coni])lex (and incidentally expensive)
methods for wiring frames. Some of
tlum arc frankly resurrections of
ancient ways, long since discarded.
It is almost a crime, certainly not far
from an unkindness, to throw a
wrench in the machinery of their con-
triving. But unless a real beekeeper
is inventing or trying to invent some-
thing he is not happy nor really in

good standing with the fraternity; so
the wrench should be withheld. How-
ever, in these days of high costs
every saving is welcome and so per-
haps I will be forgiven for spoiling
some of the painfully devised schemes
to prevent the evil of stretching.

Now listen, and pay strict attention
to this very simple, almost a1>surdly
simple system. Just use heavier wire,
No. 26 or No. 28, the former is the
better. Yes, I know it is rank heresy
to advocate that which was long ago
said to be too heavy, but the old
"say so" never did appeal to me. Good
Dr. Miller, you know, calls me an
iconoclast, and I am rather proud of
it when I can uproot a wasteful prac-
tice, be it ever so well fathered.

Do you hear that awful noise? It

is the wail of the boys who have al-

ways been told that No. 30 wire is

the only proper thing to use, and,
dear things, they believe it, too, and
he who assails their honored beliefs
strikes them in a very sensitive, aye
vital spot. I am sorry, boys, but it

cannot be helped, for facts are facts.

The supply men will tell you they
have no heavier wire in stock nor
can they get it for you in time to
use. Kindly thank them and run
along to the nearest hardware
store and buy plain annealed iron
wire of the desired gauge and forget
that it is not tinned. No, you do not
have to have tinned wire, not when
you use the heavier weight. Tinned
wire has some advantages, but it is

far from being essential.

You will probably have to buy the
wire in coils, so be careful to put the
coil on some sort of a reel, so that
you can unwind it without snarling;
the heavier wires are not so trouble-
some as the light, still you should
take reasonable care. Then stretch
the wire so that all tendency to curl

and kink is taken out of it, cut into
lengths suitable for a frame, and
proceed to thread the frames. You
won't die of shock, but you will be
mightily surprised that you ever used
the old plan of wiring direct from
spools.

After the wire is in the frames,

make one end fast and take out all

the slack before making the other
end fast. Now you have a really good
and suitable grid t which to fasten
the foundation.

There are a few other items worth
knowing—I know they are, because
I know them. The first is, just en-
tirely forget anything like a wedge
for fastening the edges of the sheet
of foundation. Yes, I know that is

savoring of an unkindness to the me-
chanics who so lone: and laboriously
and expensively to us, devised those
wedges, those nice little appliances
which so often do not get securely
placed and fail to hold the important
top edge of the foundation. Just drop
the foundation into the groove and
fasten it there with a little melted
beeswax and rosin, three parts of the
former and one of the latter. Paint it

along with a brush, and forget any-
thing like a wonderful wax tube, or
spoon. With a brush you can secure-
ly fasten the sheet in place in half the
time it takes to put a wedge in place,
and when so stuck it stays for sure.
The ne?ct thing to know is to use an
electric imbedder, absolutely the only
thing for a truly alive beekeeper to
use. If you have electric lights on
your place, cut the imbedder into the
circuit, for it will work faster and
better than with batteries and will
not lay down just when you are in a
hurry, as batteries sometimes do.

When you start to make the wax-
rosin mixture, melt the two separate-
ly and strain the melted rosin into the
wax, stirring until it is all in. This is

to get rid of dirt and sediment which
is usually in rosin, and to get a com-
plete mixture of rosin and wax, for
if it is not so mixed at the start the
rosin is pretty sure to go to the bot-
tom, and while the brush will get
stuck on it, you won't.

Providence, R. I..

Foliih bee bives.
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' Treating Combs for Moths

By C. C. Miller

Allow me to thank W. S. Pangburn
for his article in the American Bee
Journal, March, page 90. He seems to

have gotten down fine the matter of

treating wormy combs with carbon
disulphide.
He is no doubt right in emphasiz-

ing the importance of "confining the

gases as long as possible, and giving
each set of combs the same strength
dose." That the fumes of carbon di-

sulphide are heavier than air is fa-

miliar, but that that makes it import-
ant to have each set of combs shut up
separately is new to me, I confess.

But it surely must make a safer thing
to let each story have its own dose.

Where convenient it is well to have
the treated combs inside a building.

Outside, especially with open cracks
in a strong wind, the fumes will not
remain confined so long.

That failure of long confinement is

probably the secret of most of the
failures. And there is little excuse
for it, seeing it is hardly conceivable
that the combs will be needed for use
again within a week; for it is hardly
worth while to fumigate them if the

bees are to have them in that time.
In order to make tight the joints

between the stories I like to use clay.

Simply mix clay and water stiff

enough so the clay will not run, and
then, without any scraping, lay a roll

of this dough upon the upper edge of

the super (no need to scrape the
edge), lay your paper over, put on
another roll of dough and set on this

the next super. You will have a close

fit. C. C. M.

Wiring Again

There have been shown different

systems in the American Bee Journal
about how to wire the frames. I use
five horizontal wires and in the sec-

ond place I use three brace wires. The
advantage of this system is this, the
brood-comb will be solid as a rock; it

cannot sag; the queen can lay eggs
clear up to the top bar and it cannot
break down in the extractor. The
disadvantages are: It takes more
wire and time to fix it this way, and
it cuts up the foundation more when
the wires are imbedded than the old

system does.

JOHN ARBTIN,
Des Moines Iowa.

BEEKEEPERS BY THE WAY

M. C. Richter, of California.

A Much-Traveled Beeman

The more a man sees of the way
others do their work the better is he
prepared to conduct his own business.

On this basis M. C. Richter, of Mo-
desto, Calif., should be well equipped.
Not only is he familiar with Califor-

nia from one end to the other, but he
has visited the beekeepers of many
countries, including those of central

Europe. In 1911 he became official en-

tomologist to the Government of Chili

at Santiago. He also established api-

aries of his own in that South Ameri-
can country where he found condi-
tions somewhat similar to California.

except that the seasons are reversed.

Richter is one of the best-known
California beekeepers, having en-
gaged in honey production in that

State for a number of years. He is

the author of an extensive bulletin on
the honey plants of California, pub-
lished by the State Agricultural Col-

lege, and is prominent in the affairs

of the Co-operative Beekeepers' Ex-
change.

Bees and Chickens

In the February number of the
American Bee Journal, page 60, the
question is asked if bees can be kept
near chickens.
My chickens, young and old, have

free access to my bee-yard and spend
hours there each day, scratching and
hunting for worms and bugs, dead
larvae, etc., especially those of drones
which have been thrown out of the
hives. My hives are set on boards
laid flat on the ground, and they
even scratch away narrow boards
that I have lying in front for the bees
to alight on, and I never yet have
known a chicken to get stung. But
they are a bit shy > f bees buzzing
around their heads, and if they get
too annoying the chickens simply
march out and return again when
they feel like it.

On the same page, your reply to the
question asked as to the differ-

ence between a ripe queen-cell and a

fresh one, is not quite in harmony
with my idea.

From my observation, a fresh or
newly-sealed queen-cell looks some-
what like a peanut shell, except that

the depressions are deeper and more
prominent and less so toward and in-

cluding the end, and remain thus un-
til about 12 to 24 hours before the

queen liberates herself. Then the

bees remove the wax from the end in

order to make it possible, or at least

a more easy task, for the queen to

thrust her sharp mandibles through
the cocoon, as if done with a sharp
knife. She cuts the cap from the

end of the cell.

ELIAS FOX,
Union Center, Wis.

Queen Supersedure by the Bees

By E. C. Schoemaker

WHILE my experience on queen
supersedure is of necessity

limited by reason of the num-
ber of colonies I have, I am never-

theless absolutely certain of the data

I gathered.
During June, 1918, I opened up colo-

nies numbers 4 and 11 and found that

supersedure had taken place, un-
dipped queens being present in each.

The queen in number 4 was already

laying.

I did not look for the old queens at

that time, as I held to the usual the-

ory that only one queen would be tol-

erated under any condition. About
one week later I again had occasion

to examine number 11, when, very
much to my surprise, I found the old

queen. She seemed to be very slow
in her movements and did not look at

all vigorous. I immediately figured

that she had disposed of the young
queen that I had seen a week earlier,

and had been injured in the combat.

I went on with my examination,
and upon lifting out the next frame
found my young queen, a perfect

beauty, at work filling the cells with

eggs. I immediately found the old

queen and removed her, and in colony

number 4 soon located old and young
queens on adjoining frames.
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My experience the past summer was
even more convincing.

Colony number 8 superseded during
late July or early in August. I re-

moved the old queen from this hive
on August 30 and at that time bees
from the young queen were already
emerging.

For two seasons I have been using
the queen in colony number 10 as a

breeding queen.

On August IS, upon examination of
this colony, I found a virgin queen on
the frames, so removed the old queen
and put her in a three-frame nucleus
to see how long she would live.

She laid in about one-half of one
side of a Langstroth frame, about 2
or 3 per cent of brood in worker
cells being capped convex, which I

presume indicated that she was fast

becoming sterile.

On August 25th this queen was re-

moved and introduced to another
three-frame nucleus, where she laid

about one hundred eggs and appar-
ently quit the job entirely.

In one of these nuclei the bees
started cells while the queen was
present. Each nucleus reared a

queen which gave promise of being
equal to any I have in my yard.

In all cases of supersedure men-
tioned in this article and several oth-
ers where supersedure occurred but
no data were kept, the writer noted
a very marked effect on the surplus
returns.
We usually have two flows suffi-

cient to result in storage of surplus
in this locality, 'he first from white
clover, sweet clover, etc., and the
second from heartsease, Spanish
needle and fall flowers.

Colonies superseding in 1918 accom-
plished the switch of queens during
the first flow, but stored no surplus
until fall flow.

One of the two colonies supersed-
ing in 1919 stored about one-half of
what I anticipated during the fall

flow, while the other colony stored
nothing at all during the same period.
Both of these colonies did well on
first flow, in fact, judged by returns
on that flow, I expected colony num-
ber 8 to be my best one. In each of

these cases supersedure took place
between the two flows.

In all cases a comparison with
other colonies revealed a very de-
cided lack of sealed brood.

From this fact the writer con-
cludes that supersedure is not ordi-
narily resorted to by the colony un-
til the old queen very materially
slackens her activities.

Two of four queens superseded in

1919 were introduced in 1918 as un-
tested queens, having been secured
from a prominent breeder.

These observations lead me to be-
lieve that if the apiarist can antici-
pate supersedure and replace queens
before they show any decided fall-

ing off in productivity he will profit
thereby to a much greater extent
than the value of the time and atten-
tion required.

Muscatine, Iowa.

Granulated Honey
By A. F. Bonney

The time was when I did not en-
thuse over a campaign of national ad-
vertising of honey, but I have had a

change of heart. All large bodies
move slowly, and that is why my
mind did not act at once, which, I

think, will look logical to the aver-
age beekeeper, yclept honey producer.
An editorial on page 372 of the

American Bee Journal was the lever
which pried me loose from my false

idols, and I am now very much in

favor of advertising, as strongly and
extensively as possible, to rid the
mind of the honej'-using public of

the superstition that granulated
honey is something to shy at; that it

is, possibly, some mysterious mess
which is intended to deceive and de-
fraud.

I commenced this in my own field

early in 1919, by calling attention
strongly and especially that granu-
lated honey was in every way just as
good and pure as the liquid sort, and
while I sold nearly 5,000 pounds—

a

big crop for an invalid, and an old one
at that—I had but one complaint, and
am not certain that that was on ac-
count of the honey being granulated.
Receiving the complaint, I asked for a

sample, promising to refund the price
and pay all transportation charges if

the complaint was just, but heard
nothing more about it. I surmised
that the honey was granulated, as
that was the only thing which could
be a cause of complaint.
Any advertisement about granu-

lated honey that might do any good
would be far too long for a sticker
of any kind, but still we must have
something which may be distributed

liberally, and I wish to suggest that

someone get out a proper ad which
may be sold at a few cents per hun-
dred to honey producers, and by them
enclosed in each and every letter they
write. In this way millions might
ultimateb' be distributed in the world,
with the usual result of intelligent

advertising.
I do not think I am competent to

get up such an ad for granulated
honey, but I can at any rate give a
suggestion, as follows

:

HONEY
Liquid and Granulated

All honey on the market today is

probably pure, on account of the pure
food laws, but there seems to be an
idea in the minds of some that honey
that has become solid, or granulated,
as honey producers say, is not just

what it should be.

This idea is eroneous, for all pure
honey will candy, or granulate, in

time, and the colder the place it is

kept the sooner the change will come.
This does not injure the honey at

all, and if it is set in hot water for a

time it will become liquid again, and
the delicate flavor will not be lost,

but it must not be boiled.

Many consumers of honey are now
calling for the granulated sweet, and
consume it in that form, and they also

mix it half and half with butter,

which not only saves butter, but

makes a delicious spread for bread
and cakes.

EAT GRANULATED HONEY
The thoughtful honey producer will

see that this may not only be sent
out as above mentioned, but that one
of the slips may be pasted on every
shipment of honey. If this were
done it would be but a short time be-
fore the demand for granulated honey
would be firmly established.
Such a slip need not be more than

4Kx2j4 inches in size, with a half-
inch margin of white, and if printed
by the millions need not cost more
than a fraction of a cent each, possi-
bly they might be sold for SO or 75
cents a thousand. I will take 10,000
at $1 the thousand to begin with.
There are advantages in granu-

lated honey that must appeal to every
beekeeper. We would be enabled to
extract, run the honey into cans, let
it granulate, and sell any time in the
next ten years; we could use for
shipping the paraffined paper con-
tainers; and, moreover, much hand-
ling of the crop would be avoided.
Iowa.

Book Reviews
"Outapiaries and their Manage-

ment," the new book by M. G. Da-
dant, being the first of its kind to ap-
pear, gives token that beekeeping is

going more into the hands of special-
ists, and that outapiaries are on the
increase.

Every year the number is larger of
those whose colonies become too
great in number to be kept profitably
in one place, and when a man decides
to establish a second apiary in a new
place he is confronted with questions
that have not before troubled him

—

questions that he would like to have
answered by some one who has been
through the mill. For such persons
this book is designed, and meets the
case nicely. The bee-lover will enjoy
its- clear instruction, and the book-
lover will enjoy its clear typography.
The beekeeper of the present day

may congratulate himself that as a
new need arises a new book arises to
meet the need. C. C. MILLER.

Many a beekeeper whose printed
information concerning honey plants
has been limited to a few pages in

some book upon beekeeping in gen-
eral, has eagerly longed for some-
thing fuller on the subject. Now no
less an authority than Frank C. Pel-
lett has given us "American Honey
Plants," a book of 300 large pages en-
tirely devoted to the subject. To be
sure, many of these pages are taken
up with pictures of honey plants, but
this makes the book all the more
valuable. However familiar the
reader may become with the reading
matter, he will always come back to
dwell fondly upon the illustrations,

because of their real beauty.
C. C. MILLER.

The Children's Life of the Bee

Maurice Maeterlinck's book, "Life
of the Bee," has recently been select-
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ed and arranged by American authors
and republished by Dodd, Mead &
Company under the title "The Chil-
dren's Life of the Bee." The book
naturally retains all of the fine artis-

tic writings of the original author and
has been so arranged as to make it

of interest to the child who is desir-
ous of learning the history of the
bee.
Even in its present form the book

could hardly be called a primer in

beekeeping, since much of the artistic

value of Maeterlinck's original work
would be lost if it were to be trans-
formed into a child's book entirely.

The book, however, has sufficient

value to be recommended. It is also
illustrated with several excellent col-

ored plates.

The price of the book is $2, and it

may be purchased of the publishers,
Dodd, Mead & Company, of New York
City, or from the American Bee Jour-
nal.

Wiring Frames
My method of wiring frames, while

slow, and possibly not adapted to

commercial honey production, will

guarantee certainly maximum
amount of worker comb with mini-
mum stretching.

The frame is first wired in the regu-
lar way, and the sheet of foundation
inserted, taking care to have the
wires in the opposite side of the foun-
dation from the V wedge. The wires
are now imbedded in the foundation
without inserting the V wedge.
Next, four wires, just as long as the

frame is deep, are placed vertically in

the frame equal distance apart, and
fastened to the top bar, together with
the foundation, by the V wedge. Then
these four wires are imbedded in the
foundation, making a perfect job,

with wires running both ways and no
sagging. OSCAR McFARLAND,

Louisiana, Mo.

Bees Send Owner to College

Bees and honey are helping to pay
the way of several students through
the Minnesota College of Agricul-
ture. Edmund M. Daggit, a junior,

proprietor of Bonnie Oaks Apiaries,
near Chippewa Falls, Wis., has 110

colonies of bees which were built up
from 56 colonies last summer. In ad-
dition to the increase in bees he re-

ceived, he says, about 4,500 pounds of

honey, his net profits for the year
1919 from these two sources being be-

tween $1,100 and $1,200. He also sold

2,400 pounds of honey which he car-

ried over from the year before.

The year 1914 is likely always to be
a significant year in the chronology
of Mr. Daggit. Early that year he
bought his first colonies of bees.

Then in the fall he started in the
central School of Agriculture at Uni-
versity Farm, his bees by that time
having increased to five colonies. So
it will be seen that he got into busi-

ness and into school about the same
time.

"I took all of the bee courses," he
says, "that I could get at University
Farm under Professors Jager and

France. I increased my colonies to
15 in 1915 and sold $50 worth of honey
that year. In 1916 I had 39 colonies
and $150 worth of honey. I thought
I was going strong in 1917 with 80
colonies and with $350 worth of honey
until winter came on and I lost many
of the bees during the cold winter,
but 1918 found me with 72 colonies
and a honey flow which brought me
$800. A few of the colonies which I

picked up to replace my losses were
bought from my neighbors during the
swarming season.

''I intend to increase to 800 colonies
this year, in three yards. I produce
extracted honey almost exclusively
because more colonies can be man-
aged and more conveniently under
this system."

Bees and Spray Poison

Hearing reports of loss of bees
from spraying in the Yakima Valley,
I am wondering whether there is not
some other cause. Before fruit trees
blossomed last year I sold three colo-
nies to Dufur Orchard Company,
which owns 4,000 acres of bearing
apple trees. They practice clean cul-

tivation. There was no water within
two miles from where the bees were
placed in the middle of that big or-
chard. Lime-sulphur spray was be-
ing applied all around me when I

placed the bees in the orchard. I put
two empty supers en each hive and
left two more for use if needed. When
I went back in September the bees
had the two supers filled with honey
and were in fine condition, with hive-
bodies full of brood. There was no
apparent effect of spraying there.
Some complain of poison from the

cover crop of alfalfa. Last summer
I took care of M. A. Moody's bees,
located in an orchard where alfalfa is

raised as a cover crop and where the
trees are sprayed with lime-sulphur
and with arsenate of lead. In the fall

I removed 600 pounds of honey from
a few colonies. Some had filled five

supers. There was no sign of poison-
ing.

I have an apiary of 100 colonies
among the orchards and rented out 76
colonies in orchards where they are
continually spraying. I have been
keeping bees for thirty years and
have not seen any bad eflfect from
spraying. I would like to hear from
other localities on this question of
bees poisoned by spray.
Oregon. JOHN PASHEK.

Feeders and Feeding
I am only a beginner with 26 colo-

nies, but the following experiment in

feeding may be of interest to those of
wider experience. I tried feeding in

an old syrup evaporator, diluted
honey placed where all the bees could
get it. This resulted in the loss of a
good many bees, so I tried another
plan. Empty combs are used as con-
tainers and are filled by holding the
top bar at an angle of about 45 de-
grees. The diluted honey is poured
into the cells along the upper edge,
gradually moving along until one side
is filled, and then the comb \i turned
over. This can be done without

waste, as what runs oflf can be caught
in the next one. When the comb is

filled it is placed in the hive of the
colony to be fed. It should be given
when the bees are quiet, to avoid
robbing. If anyone knows a simpler,
cheaper or handier method, I would
like to hear of it.

EZRA WIGGINS,
Jackson, Ala.

A Texas Association
The beekeepers of Matagorda and

Wharton Counties, Texas, met on
March 25, at Bay City, and, with the
help of C. S. Rude, Assistant Ento-
mologist, organized a local associa-
tion of beekeepers. W. H. Moses is

President, R. C. King Vice President,
and J. D. Yancey Secretary. For in-
formation, write to W. H. Moses,
Lane City, Texas.

Boys Want Apiary Positions

Prof. B. F. Kindig, of the Michigan
Agricultural College, writes us that
several graduates of the course in

beekeeping at East Lansing are look-
ing for positions either in inspection
work or with commercial beekeepers.
Those interested will do well to com-
municate with Professor Kindig.

Wants Black Bees
At the Kansas State Agricultural

College a series of colored plates are
being made showing the different
races of bees. In order that the
plates be true to life it is necessary
to have pure stock from which to
make the pictures. Just now Dr. J.
H. Merrill is looking for specimens of
the German, or black bee. Queens,
drones and workers are wanted.
While black bees are common in most
localities, there are few places where
they are to be found unmixed with
other races. Anyone who can supply
the pure black bees should write to
Dr. Merrill at the college at Manhat-
tan.

Another New York Meeting
Chemung Co., New York beekeepers

met at Farm Bureau Hall on March 6,

with President A. J. Tobey presiding.
Loss of bees from spray poison, im-
portance of ample stores for brood-
rearing and the Ithaca short course
were among the subjects discussed.
Prices on supplies were quoted by
various firms.

From Wisconsin

The beekeepers' Chautauqua held
in Wisconsin last year was so suc-
cessful that Professor Wilson an-
nounces a similar one again this year,

to be held August 15 to 21, at Madi-
son.

The beekeepers of that State have
a department in "Wisconsin Horticul-
ture," which is edited by Professor
Wilson, bringing to them the latest

news of Wisconsin beekeeping.

Plenty of Ventilation
Here is a story that I know to be

true. A man by the name of Peterson
kept quite a number of bees in box
hives, probably 40 colonies. They
were close to the house and were
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very cross. In the winter, Mrs. Peter-
son took an ax with the idea of de-
stroying a colony of the cross bees
near the house. She split off one cor-
ner of the hive, about 2 inches wide
each way. But the bees frightened
her away. These bees wintered finely,

in spite of the ventilation.
The farm papers ought to instruct

their readers ton when to spray the
fruit trees. I think that is where I

lose the largest number.
O. A. REES,
Pennsylvania.

Maryland State Association
The third night meeting of the

Maryland State Beekeepers' Associa-

tion of the winter series was held at

the Hotel Rennert on the night of the
27th, with Mr. L. R. Watson as the
principal speaker. His address was
on the adaptation of practice to the
behavior of the insect.

Following this paper an essay on
"The best System of Spring Manage-
ment to Secure Comb Honey and Pre-
vent Swarming" was read by each of
the following members, who were
competing for a prize offered by the
Association. Mr. George Harrison, Jr.,

was winner of the fi/st prize, with Mr.
T. G. Lytle recorded honorable men-
tion. Approximately SO members were
present. ERNEST N. CORY,

Secretary-Treasurer.

r
DR. MILLER'S ANSWERS

=^

Answered by the Editor during the illness of Dr. Miller.

J

If £n addressed stamped envelope is enclosed with the questions
asked, a copy of the reply to be published will be mailed to the en-
quirer. Some questions require too lengthy answers to be available
in this department. In such case the enquirer will be referred to the
proper authorities or treatises. In many cases if the enquirer will
read the questions of the previous numbers he will Bnd exactly what
he seeks.

Raising Queens
1. I would like to buy one or two Italian

queens to raise my own queens, but as I have
only blacks. I would like to know whether the
queens raised would be purely mated? I
would not want to buy queens for all my hives,
as it would cost too much; so would like to buy
a few only to use as breeding queens. How
would it be to have those colonies with the
Italian queens some distance from the others?

2. I have a supply of goldenrod honey and
some don't care to buy it, and I don't know
what to do with it. What do the people who
have bad tasting honey do with it?

LOUISIANA.
Answers.—1. You would have to keep those

bees at least 4 miles from the others and make
sure that there were no other bees in the vi-

cinity to insure their pure mating. Better take

all the drone comb out of your black colonies

and replace it with worker comb. Then put

one good, big drone comb in the center of one

of the Italian colonies, so as to raise plenty of

Italian drones. You will probably still have

some mismatings. But as the drones from your

mismated queens will be pure Italian, owing to

parthenogenesis, the next generation will be

more likely to have pure matings. It is diffi-

cult at first to obtain pure bees when there are

blacks all around. But we have all had to go

through this difficulty, and yet there are many
neighborhoods now where the Italians are in

great majority.

2. I thought goldenrod honey was a very

saleable article. You might blend it with some
other grades, by heating both slightly. Or you

may sell it to dealers in honey. Usually this

honey is in good demand.

which you will nail together so as to fit exactly

over the top of one of your hives. Tack a

sheet of wire cloth over each of these frames

and nail them on top of the hive bodies, after

having removed the cover and honey board, if

there is one. You should have the wire cloth

at the upper edge, so as to leave a space of an

inch between the frames and "the wire netting.

Nail the bottom boards fast. Put the covers

back on for the rest of the day.

The following evening, after the bees have

ceased to fly, close the colonies by nailing a

slat in front of the entrance. No screen there.

Give air above, enough to keep them from
smothering.

The next morning, get up before daylight and
load your bees on a buggy, or a wagon or a

truck, just as early as you can see to do it,

and haul them to their destination. You should

be able to get them there by sun up. Cover up
the screens and release the bees at the en-

trance, using a smoker to frighten them thor-

oughly. Place a slanting board in front of

the entrance, so they may see that their sur-

roundings are changed as soon as they take

flight. You will lose but few in this way. You
may remove the screens at leisure.

If the weather is very cool they may be

hauled at any time after being confined. We
surmise that your colonies are strong and the

weather warm.

Moving Bees

I have purchased 3 hives of Italians. I don't
know how to get them home, as they are just
as busy now as they were last summer. They
are carrying pollen all the time, and I can't
imagine where they get it this time of the year.
I only have to move them one mile, but do
not know how to go about it, as it is not cold
enough any day to confine them to the hive.
Please let me know how to move them without
leaving too many behind. TEXAS.
Answer.—Make frames of 4 slats 1x2 inches,

Honey—Ventilation—Uniting
1. To keep extracted honey from granulating

I understand one should heat it to 160 degrees
or less befoxe putting up and sealing? Is there
any danger of a thermometer breaking when
dipping into honey?

2. When you want ten frames of foundation
filled out, should you put it above a strong
colony, or below, to get it done quickest?

3 When sending off for a breeding queen and
a pound of bees what date would oe best to re-
ceive it?

4. If queen and bees are gotten from Tennes-
see, do the climatic conditions of Washington
and Tennessee make any difference as to the
working of the oees?

6. When supers are "staggered" one inch
back first super, ahead on second, etc, for ven-
tilation, should wire cloth be put over this

space. I should think the vent space would
cause robbing.

6. When uniting a swarm of bees back to its

colony I have read one can just dump the bees
in front of the hive and let them go in. But
isn't there any danger of them killing the
queen in the old hive in spite of the fact that
you discarded the queen from the swarm be-
fore uniting, or won't the virgin queen be
emerged from the cell yet if I unite them the
next day? WASHINGTON.
Answers.— 1. The thermometer does not us-

ually break, but to be entirely safe you might
insert it in the honey when you begin heating.

Better stir the honey from time to time.

2. The quickest way to have the foundation

worked is to mix it among the combs of a

strong colony. Usually they will work it if it is

below the hive body.

3. This depends upon your honey crop. Bet-

ter have them too early than too late, say a

month before the crop begins.

4. As a rule, when bees are shipped from a

country farther south, they are encouraged to

work and have more activity.

5. Don't "stagger" the supers when there is

the least danger of robbing. It is not neces-

sary then. Neither should you do it unless the

colony is very strong. It may be easily over-

done.

6. There is very little danger of the queen
being killed when you return the swarm to the

same colony, unless you wait too long. Two
days should be the limit.

Queen
1. How am I to determine whether the col-

ony has a queen?
2. If the swarm seems weak, would you ad-

vise buying a pound or two of bees, or a new
queen and bees?

3.. What is meant by nuclei?
4. Can I buy a queen and a few pounds of

bees and put them in a new hive with founda-
tion, same as introducing a new swarm?

ILLINOIS.
Answers.—1. From the outside, the only

way to determine whether a colony has a queen

is to watch whether the bee are carrying in

pollen freely. If they are it is very probable

the colony has a queen. If you open the hive

and examine the combs, you should' find brood

in the combs. That is good evidence.

2. Buying bees by the pound does not seem

advisable unless you buy a queen with them.

Then it is best to build up a colony from those

bees. If you buy bees without a queen, they

will probably not do very well. Then many of

them may be killed by introducing them to a

queenright colony.

3. A niiclexis, plural nuclei, is a diminutive

colony. The word nucleus is from the Latin

and means a pod, a core.

4. Yes, you can build a colony from a pound

or two of bees and a queen. But you must be

sure that they are well supplied with food, if

there is no honey in the field.

Wintering—Settling a Swarm
1. How many pounds does one brood frame

of honey weigh?
2. Will a colony of bees have enough honey

for winter if the orood chamber is full of

honey?
3. What should be done to settle down the

bees on a branch of tree when a swarm issues

in air? NEBRASKA.
Answers.—1. That depends on the thickness

of it and on how full it is. When exceedingly

well filled and thick, it may weigh 8 pounds.

It may be as light as 6 pounds.

2. It certainly does not need to be full of

honey from top to bottom to have enough. You
rarely have brood frames entirely filled with

honey.

3.A very good way is to fasten a dry comb to

a pole and place it in reach of the swarm. But

in some cases, no matter what you do, they

will settle where you least expect them to.
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Deep Brood-nest Vs. Shallow Super?

Do you think it would be advisable to

change from the regular deep brood-nest (L.

size), to the divisible brood-nest (shallow su-

pers) ? I am bothered in getting bees to go up

into the supers when I have no bait combs to

put in them, and I think a deep super is too

much to give them at one time. If I take a

comb from the deep brood-nest and put it in

the shallow supers they build a comb on the

bottom of it and fill it with honey and brood,

and I can't return it to the brood-nest without

destroying this comb. TEXAS.
Answer.—Your inquiry reads as if you took

a comb from the brood-nest and placed it in

the upper story without placing another frame

in the lower story. Of course the bees will

build down under it, to fill the space in the

brood-nest. You should replace that frame

with another containing comb foundation, or at

least starters.

Very few people like the shallow brood-nest,

the average Langstroth hive being shallow

enough. Yet, a very extensive beekeeper of

Texas, Mr. Louis SchoU, uses these shallow

stories. We prefer a deep brood-nest and a

shallow super. But in any case, it is well to

have either combs or foundation to use in your

upper stories,

Wire in Foundation
I have been very much interested in the dif-

ferent systems of wiring given in the February

number of the American Bee Journal and

Gleanings. I bought some frames once that

were wired from corner to corner with one wire

lengthwise, close to the top, but they were the

most miserable things I ever had anything to

do with. The foundation would buckle in the

center above where the wires cross, as there is

very little give to tight wires stretched in that

way. 1 want to get rid of that by bringing the

cross wires closer to the top. I have been

thinking that it would be practical to make
foundation with fine wires put in vertically, say

1 or 2 inches apart, fine enough so they could

be rolled right in as the foundation is made;

perhaps fine copper wire would be best. This

would help to keep the foundation from stretch-

ing. With foundation with these wires in, it

would be only necessary for the beekeeper

to wire his frames horizontally.
COLORADO.

Answer.—Your suggestion of wires put in

vertically was put in practice by the Van Deu-

sen people in their flat-bottom foundation for

a long time. The proof that this was not very

practical is in the fact that after selling it for

years the Van Deusen people have' stopped

manufacturing.

tion is, why do bees carry out brood in Feb-

ruary when they have plenty of stores?
INDIANA.

Answer.—I would judge that the queen is

very prolific and laid eggs to the edge of the

cluster in mild days. Then this brood got

chilled when a cold night came.

Queen Regulating Sex

When I see thousands of worker bees

emerging from a frame and not a single drone

amongst them, and again see hundreds of

drones hatching from a space evidently allotted

to them, with no workers, and 1 know that one

queen lays the eggs in each batch, I wonder

how does she regulate the laying to keep the

sexes separate. Can you tell me?
^^^j^^^q

Answer.—It has been advanced that the

shape of the cell has something to do with the

fertilizing of the egg, as it is laid; since we

know that the eggs that hatch as drones are

unfertilized, and only the eggs that hatch as

females (workers or queens) are fertilized as

they pass by the spermatheca. But a queen

sometimes lays eggs in queen cells. Then how

does she know that these eggs must be fertil-

ized to bring the right sex? I will have to

return the question to you, for I don't know.

Bees Carrying Out Brood

I have one stand of bees that is acting very

peculiar; they are carrying out worker brood

that is still in the grub state, but perfect;

they have about 35 or 40 pounds of honey and

it is not because they are starving, but they arc

weak. The most of them froze out this winter.

The cause was water or frost got into the

brood-nest, but not any more than the rest,

and I don't understand the reason. My ques-

Miscellaneous

1. How many revolutions in a minute does

the cage of an extractor have to run to ex-

tract the honey from comb when all things are

normal?
2. Does -the law compel bees shipped from

Michigan to Wisconsin to be inspected?

3. Will you give me full details of the con-

struction of your new 2-inch space bottom-

board?
4. Would it hinder my bees to go one-half

mile to a basswood grove, or should I place

them in the grove?
WISCONSIN.

Answers.-t-I. One hundred and fifty revolu-

tions are sufficient when the honey is not cold

or too thick. But extractors usually revolve

at greater speed. In many cases they revolve

faster than necessary,

2. We are not quite sure of the law in this

respect. Write to S. B. Fracker, State Ento-

mologist, Madison, Wis., for positive informa-

tion.

3. The bottom-board is made of 6 pieces of

^-inch stuff; 2 pieces 22^x2, one piece 12!^x

2, and 3 pieces 7J^xl3J^. The 2-inch pieces are

for sides and back end, the others form the

bottom. It makes a box 2 inches deep, open

at one end. A bottom rack is used in the

summer to prevent the bees from building

down; it is taken away for wintering. This is

made of 2 pieces ISxlJ^, and 21 pieces lO^jx

H-xH. The latter are nailed, ladder-fashion,

Yi inch apart on thej<-inch sides of the two

large pieces and are allowed to project at the

ends about an inch. This bottom-board is for

an 8-frame hive. Change the sizes to fit a

larger one.

4. That distance is just about right. They

would go several miles to the basswood, but it

is better inside of a mile.

Transferring

I have been trying for some months to pur-

chase bees near home, and all I have been able

to get is four swarms in nail kegs. I have

never handled bees, only to help hive a couple

of swarms. Please tell me how to transfer

these bees into modern hives without losing

them. WASHINGTON.
Answer.—The proper time to transfer bees

is during fruit bloom, or at any time when

they are harvesting honey and the hive is still

light in weight.

Drive the bees from the box, or gum, or keg,

into any kind of a box by drumming them.

Set the box containing the bees on the stand.

Take the hive containing the combs into a

house and cut the combs containing brood

and fasten them in frames. To fasten them

in, we use wires of the width or height of the

frames, bent at the end about half an inch,

so as to drive the bent end into the edge of

the frame. Put those combs in a hive, and

enough dry combs or comb foundation to fill

it and shake the swarm in front of it, on the

old stand. In a week you can remove the

wires, as the bees will have fastened the

combs in place.

Feeding

I bought a barrel of New Orleans brown

sugar to feed my bees this April and May.

Do you think it will make good feed, and

would two parts water to one of sugar be all

right for spring feeding? T^.s"??!, '^

rather strong tasting. MlSbOUKl.

Answer.—The brown sugar will probably do

for spring feed, though I doubt whether there

is any advantage in it in the cheapness over

the white granulated sugai. It would probably

not be healthy for winter.

Two parts water for one of sugar will di-

lute it too much. For winter we use two

parts sugar for one of water. The spring feed

may be diluted much more than the winter

feed, but one part of sugar or one and a half

parts to one of water will be plenty liquid

enough. Warm it up before giving it to them.

It will be better.

Some beekeepers in Northern Michigan ui-

lute sugar very thin and feed it to their

bees outside. 1 his will do where there are no

bees belonging 'to other people in the neigh-

borhood. When sugar is very much diluted,

it may be fed outside without "causing any

other excitement than a light honey crop would

do.

Requeen—Full Sheets

1. I have two colonies of bees, A and B.

Colony A has proved to be the strongest and
best honey gatherers. Now I want to requeen

colony B with a queen or queen-cell from A.

Will you please tell me how to do this?

2. I read in the American Bee Journal that

full sheets of foundation should never be given

to a new swarm. How, then, shall a new
swarm be given full sheets of foundation?

NEBRASKA.
Answer.s.—1. Kill the queen of B, take all

its brood away and give it one or two, or per-

haps three combs of brood from A. Make sure

that there is plenty of very young brood, larvje

not over 3 days old. B will then rear a queen

from this brood. The number of combs of

brood to be given B is according to its

strength. You must be sure that they have

more than enough bees to cover the brood

well, and plenty of honey. In a time of dearth

it is well to feed the colony that is rearing

queens. This must not be done until you are

sure there are drones to fertilize the young

queen. If it is done when the colonies are

strong, it will be well to inspect your queen-

rearing colony in the morning of the tenth day

after making it queenle-^s and destroy or take

away all but one queen-cell, unless you want

them to swarm, which is not desirable under

those circumstances.

2. The statement made by M. G. Dadant was

not sufficiently explicit. It will not do in hot

weather, to give all foundation in full sheets

to a swarm, as the weight of bees is likely to

break down some of it. But if you give them

two or three partly «uilt combs they will clus-

ter on those mainly, and the balance may be

full sheets of foundation. If you have no built

combs on hand, you may take one or more

from the colony that swarmed, exchanging them

for full sheets of foundation.

Wintering—Protecting Neighbors

1. I have five colonies of bees and winter

them outside. One of these is very uneasy.

They come out on cold days and fly when no

sun is shining. Many fall on the snow and die.

I darkened the entrance, but that did not stop

them. .

2. I live in town and have close neighbors.

Sometimes my bees bother them. Do you think

it would help any to plant grapes around my
bees. A board fence would make it rather

warm in summer and does not look good in

town. IOWA.

Answers.—1. They may be suffering from

bad honey that clogs their intestines unduly.

In that case you must see more or less of their

discharges around the entrance. When they

are in very bad shape they discharge their feces

upon one another and the colony soon dies. On

the other hand, the colony may be strong

enough that the least disturbance causes them

to fly, especially if the weather is not very cold.

In that case they will carry dead bees out try-

ing to clean their bottom-board when they

ought to be iiuict. In the first case they will
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probably die out before warm weather. In the

second case the colony must be verystrong. It

is impossible to say which is the case, on the

description you give.

2. Yes. planting grape vines is a very good

thing. But in the mean time you will have

more or less trouble with the neighbors, who
can hardly be blamed for feeling irritated if

the bees are cross. We suggest erecting a

screen fence between the apiary and the

neighbor's lot. I have seen in Peoria an apiary

close to a neighbor's back door, screened with

1-inch mesh chicken netting to the height of

about 10 feet. The bees do not like to fly

through this netting and so take a different di-

rection for their flight. That ntakes all the

difference. Try it and let us know how it

works. It may not work in all cases alike.

Don't fail to plant your grape vines anyhow.

Two Queens in One Hive—Introduc-

ing—Shipping

1. Can you have two queens in a two-story
brood chamber during the honey season by the
aid of an excluder between the two stories? I

should think a laying queen above and a laying
queen below would build colonies very strong
and gather a good surplus.

2. For increasing two hives from one (three
in all) by aid of nuclei and introducing queens,
what do you think of the following: Put two
queens in cages on or between frames of hive
to make the two nuclei from , and leave them
there with plenty of honey to eat for three
days so that they will acquire hive odor. Then
take six frames of adhering bees and put in two
different hives, introducing one of these caged
queens to each three frames, by taking cork
out of one end and putting in a little plug of

foundation, and placing amongst the three
frames?

3. If you shipped about ten colonies from,
say Washington to Oregon, Idaho or Montana,
what would be the best and cheapest way of
shipping them?

4. Will a pound of bees and a queen re-

ceived in March make any surplus before end
of the season?

5. What is one of the safest ways of intro-
ducing a queen to two-frame nucleus made by
dividing?

6. Could one have a two-story brood chamber
and give the queen more room by raising the
brood from the first story as she lays it, to the
second, replacing first story with empty combs?

WASHINGTON.
Answers.—1. Yes, but in practice you may

find it unprofitable. Try it.

2. It will work all right. A chunk of honey

will be still better than a piece of foundation as

stopper of the cages.

3. Freight would be the cheapest. But it is

doubtful if this mode is advisable on less than

carload lots. Railroad companies charge enor-

mous rates anyhow. Probably it will be best

to ship by express.

4. That depends on so many circumstances

that it would be impossible to reply knowingly.

Some people have succeeded in getting a very

fair crop from bees by the pound. But it would

probably be best to get two-pound lots.

5. Introducing queens by the method recom-

mended by all shippers is the safest, unless you

introduce the queen to bees that are just hatch-

ing. Keep the queen caged in the hive 48

hours, then release her by letting the bees eat

to her through the candy or by replacing the

stopper of the cage with a little honey cap-

pings.

6. Yes, that is a very good way, if you do
not mind the work.

Swarming—Young Bees Dead
1. I have a colony that I've had on hand for

15 years. They are always in first-class condi-
tion, and if any honey is gathered I can al-

ways "bank" on that colony having a good por-
tion of it. During that time they have never
swarmed or prepared for swarming. I have
transferred them two or three times in order
to give them new comb and hive. Why haven't
they swarmed?

2. During the last two weeks of August most
all of my colonies were carrying out young
bees, larvw a week old to winged insects just
ready to come out for work. I don't think it's

because they were dead, for the winged ones
were alive, some being old enough to crawl
about for awhile.

3. Along the middle of June I had a very
nice swarm come out and settle on a cedar
tree. After they were nearly all settled I pre-
pared to hive them, but noticed they were all

at work like a bunch of wqrms, and seemed to
be very dissatisfied, so I sprayed them with
water to quiet them, which did the trick O. K.
Then I put them into a hive and they began
killing each other, and by night there was near-
ly a quart measure full of dead bees in front
of the hive. The bees in the parent hive did
the same thing, and by night the ground in
front of their hive was covered with dead bees.
This swarm came out about 4 o'clock p. m.
They went to work next day and have the hive
about filled with honey. Why the killing?

4. I had two good swarms to issue from one
hive this season. Later I noticed the parent
hive wasn't working, so I opened it and found
it vacant; no bees there, yet there was some
honey and brood, and bee eggs and capped
brood, all alive save some few of the younger
larvas. Now that "gets my goat," but maybe
you can enlighten me. MISSOURI.

Answers.—1, It may be that size of hive,

amount of shade and other circumstances, com-

bined to make the bees satisfied without swarm
ing. But I suspect there's something in the

blood of those bees that makes them approach

non-swarmers. If I were you I'd be thankful

to have them and would breed from them.

2. Quite possibly they were casting out

drones at the annual slaughter of drones.

3. Possibly another swarm attempted to

unite with them. Swarms generally unite

peaceably, but sometimes not, especially if one

does not have a normal queen.

4. It is possible that after the issuing of

the swarms the parent colony failed to have a

laying queen; either having a drone-layer or

no queen at all, but developing laying workers.
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BEE
SUPPLIES SERVICE AND QUALITY BEE

SUPPLIES

I Order your supplies early, so as to have everything ready for the honey flow, and

I save money by taking advantage of the early order cash discount. Send for our

I
catalog—better still, send us a list of your supplies and we will be pleased to quote you.

2146 Central Ave. C. H. W.WEBER & CO. CINCINNATI, O.

The Diamond Match Go.
( APIARY DEPT.

)

MANUFACTURERS OF

Beekeepers' Supplies

CHICO.CAL, U.S.A.

Dadant'* incomparable Foundation i«

alwayt kept in itock. Western Bee-
keepers can be supplied adrantas-
eously.tt e iatittiiiiiii

BEEXEEPERS, wherever they may be located, before deciding where
to obtain supplies, should write to The Diamond Match Co. for

prices, and for their Beekeepers' Supply Catalogue.

This Company are the largest manufacturers in the world who make
Bee Supplies. They own thtir own timber lands, mills and factories,

and supply goods direct from the tree to the beekeeper.

Full advantage of this low cost of production is given to the purchaser.

The Apiary Department (which is in charge of experienced supply men,
who are also practical beekeepers) maintains a constant excellence of
product and offers unsurpassed service.

The Diamond Match Co.
Apiary Department CHICO, CAL., U.S.A.
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MODIFIED DADANT HIVE

i

The Modified Dadant Hive has 40 per cent larger Brood Comb Area than the
Ten-Frame Lanfistroth Hive

A glance at this illustration shows you why the

Modified Dadant Hive should be in your apiary.

See the large size compared with the ten-frame

"Standard." Features embodied in this hive are:

1, a deep frame; 2, a large brood chamber in one

story ; 3, ample ventilation by wide frame spacing ; 4,

excellence in wintering ; 5, swarming easily controlled

MODIFIED DADANT HIVE FEATURES
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Fertilizing Drone Eggs
If anyone should be repeating my

experiments in drone egg fertiliza-

tion (see American Bee Journal. De-
cember. 1919. p. 415), I vvill add tliat

unless operations are carried out at

a high temperature, the result will be
failure, seeing that natural fertiliza-

tion occurs at the internal heat of the
queen's body. Also, in my latest in-

vestigations the drone has been
squeezed onto a warm glass plate,

previous experiments showing that
the extraneous matter of the drone
often prevented the sperm finding its

way through the micropylar aperture
of the egg. The squeezing of the
drone requires some practice before
the spermatophore is ejected. It is

applied to the large end of the egg
with a fine hair pencil.

Regarding your interesting articles

in the Feliruary American Bee Jour-
nal, on foundation stretching and
wiring, trouble is often experienced
in getting the wires taut, without cut-
ting into the soft wood side bars. A
useful preventative is to have small
tin discs. These are threaded onto
the wire, when wiring up the frame,
and then pressed into the wood.
These handy helps are cheaply
punched out bv the thousand.

GILBERT BARRATT.

Honey Plants of Love County

Oklahoma
First we have the elm and black-

haw trees, which furnish botli honey
and pollen for early brood-rearing.
These trees bloom in February and
March. The fruit trees bloom from
the ISth of March to the 1st of April.

The blackberry and wild dewberry
follow the fruit trees. Then we have
the persimmon trees, which furnish

honey. For surplus honey horse-
mint, which blooms from May 1 until

June 30, yields amber honey of excel-

lent flavor and heavy body. The cot-

ton plant, hundreds of acres of which
is grown in this county, furnishes wa-
ter-white honey, of superior flavor

and extra heavy body. This flow lasts

from July 20 until September 30. We
have a flow from sunflowers. This
flow conies between the horse-mint
and cotton bloom flow and lasts until

October 1. This honey is amber, and
not of very good flavor.

We have a fall flow from broom
weeds, which give us an abundance
of winter stores. This honey is not
salable, but is good for winter stores.

We do not have to feed in the fall un-
less it is a dry vear.

EUGEXE HOLLOWAV.

CLASSIHED DEPARTMENT.
Advertisements in this department will be

inserted for five ceiit> per word, with no vHs-

counts. No classified advertisements accepted

for less than 35 cents. Count each initial or

number as one word.
Copy for this department must rtach us not

later than the 20th of the month preceding
date of issue. If intended for classified de-

partment it should be so stated when adver-
tisement is sent.

BEES AND QUEENS
See Atnater's classified honey .idv't.

OUEEN.S I!Y RETURN MAIL—Tested Ital-
i.in queens, $2..')0 each. Untested queens,

ready May 1, $1.25. $\3.[in per doz. No dis-
ease and all queens guaranteed to be the best.

J. W. K Shaw, Loreauville, La.

I'OR SALE—Hardy Italian queens, $1 each
VV. G. Lauver. Middletown, I'a.

FOR SALE—My famous three-tjanded Italian
queens. $t.2o each, six for $7, from June 1

to November. J. W. Romberger, Apiarist,
3113 Locust St., St. Joseph, Mo.

WANTED—To hear from beekeepers wanting
queens from three-banded Italian stock which

for the last 10 years made the largest average
Iier colony of any bees in Indiana. All orders
accepted to be filled after May 20. Untested
queens, May and June, $2 each, 6 for $10.50.

Charles Kennard, Knightstown, Ind.

THE ITALIAN QUEENS OF WINDMERE
are superior three-banded stock. Untested,

$1..'">0 each; six for $S. Tested, $2 each. Se-
lect tested, $2.50 each. Virgins $1. Nuclei
for sale

Prof. W. A. Matheny. Ohio University,
Athens, Ohio.

DAY-OLD QUEENS at practical prices. Su
perior improved Italian stock. Mailed in

safety introducing cages. Safe arrival guaran-
teed to any part of the U. S. and Lanada.
Send for circular. Prices: 1. 75c; 10. $fi; 100,

$60. James McKee, Riverside, Calif.

QLTEENS—Italian queens of excellent stock
will be ready to mail June 1. Untested. $1.50

each; 6, $7.50; 12. $14.

J. D. Harrah, R. No. 1, Freewater, Ore.

FOR SALE—Hardy northern bred Italian

queens, untested, $1.50 each; tested, $2.50
each. Bees, lib., $2.50. Write for quantity
prices. Early delivery.

Clifton Smith. Salesville, Ohio.

FOR SALE—Hardy northern bred Italian

queens, untested, $3 each. 6 for $11. May 15

to Inly 15. Select tested, $.3. after Tune 1.

Dr. C. E. Sheldon. Coeur D'.Mene. Idaho.

FOR SALE—30 colonies bees in 10-frame 1-

story hives, spaced 9 frames per hive. ..ill

ship about June 1, when unpacked from their

winter cases. F. J. Rettig, Wabash. Ind.

BOOKING ORDERS for June delivery. Pure
3-banded Italian queens, reared by the Doo-

little method. Untested, each $1, 6 for $5.75;

per dozen. $11. Tested, each, $2; six for $11;
per dozen, $20.

H. N. Boley, Hillsboro, la.

FOR SALE—Bees; good hybrid stock from
outyards in 2-lb. packages, with a tested

queen from home yard, for $7; or with untest-

ed queen, $6. Two-frame nucleus Italian bees,

$5; 3-frame nucleus, $0.75.

C. H. Cobb. Belleville, Ark.

FOR SALE—Italian oueens that will give re-

sults; untested, $2; tested. $3; bre'eders. $10.

A. Beyer, Krotz Springs, La.

TRYING IS KNOWING— I can tell you a lot

of facts about Victor's Italian queens. I can
tell you that they have all the good qualities

that queen breeders ever claimed for their

(|ueens. But what of that? You can't know
until you try it for yourself. Mated, $1.25

each; six, $7; twelve, $13.50, from June 1 to

October 1. Julius Victor, Martinsville, N. \'.

FOR S.\LE—Bees in Hoffman 10-frame hives.

Julius Gentz, Wabeno, Wis.

FOR S.\LE—2-S and 8-10 frame hives of bees
on full-sheet combs; all wired; no foulbrood.

Leather Italians, $12 and $15.

F. W. Hemmings. Thomaston, Conn.

FOR SALE—Italian queens. Prices for un-

tested, in June, $1..50 each. $8.25 for six, $16
for twelve: tested, $2.60 each from July 1 to

October 1; untested, $1.25 each, $7 for six,

$13. .50 for twelve; tested. $2 each; Virgins, 7.ic

each. Mismated queens will be replaced if re-

turned in 30 days. Dead queens will be re-

placed if returned to me by return mail.

R. B. Grout, Jamaica, Vt.

FOR SALE—Italian queens at reduced prices

for June and balance of summer.
Irish Brothers, Doctortown, Ga.

FOR SALE—Pure Italian queens. Select un-
tested, 1, $1.50; 6, $7.50; 13, $13.50; 50, $55;
100 and over, each $1. Also jiackages and nu-
clei. Golden Star Apiaries, San Jose, Cal.

FOR SALE— I. F. Miller's strain Italian queen
bees. Northern bred for business from my

best superior breeders; gentle, roll honey in,
hardy, winter well, not inclined to swarm, 3-
banded. Queens a specialty; 20 years breeding
experience. .Satisfaction guaranteed. Safe ar-
rival in U. S. and Canada. Untested, $1,40;
3, $3.75; fi, $7; 12, $13. select untested, $1.65;
3. $4.50; 6, $8.50; 12, $16.

I. F. Miller, Brookville, Pa., R. 2.

FOR SALE—Three-handed Italian queens,
June 1 to October 1, untested $1.50, tested

$2.50, select tested $3.50.
Wm. C. Young, Box 249, Des Plaines, III.

FOR SALE—Queens, nuclei, packages, colonies
from our apiaries in Arkansas and Louisiana

Write for prices now.
The Foster Honey & Mercantile Co.,

Boulder, Colo.

FOR ' SALE—Three-banded Italian queens,
ready June 10. Untested only, 1, $1 60; 6,

$8; doz., $15. Book orders now.
Ross B. Scott, Rt. No. 4, La Grange, Ind.

FOR SALE—200 2-frame nuclei ready for de-
livery from May 1 to 20, at $5.50 each, with

young untested queen. Where tested queens
are wanted, $6.60 each.

Cotton Belt Apiaries, Roxton,, Texas.

FOR SALE—Superior California Queens

—

Western beekeepers may now secure our fa-
mous Italian queens at the following prices:
One untested, $1.25; fifty untested. $57.50; one
hundred untested, $100. Orders filled in rota-
tion; first deliveries March 1, 1920.

Edson Apiaries, Gridley, Calif.

FOR SALE—Leather colored Italian queens,
tested, until June 1, $3.50; after, $2; un-

tested. $1.25; $13 per dozen. Root's goods,
Root's prices. A. W Yates,

15 Chapman St.. Hartford, Conn.

ITALIAN QUEENS—Three-banded, select un-
tested, guaranteed. Queen and drone moth-

ers are chosen from colonies noted for honey
production, hardiness, prolificness, gentleness,
and perfect markings. Price $1.25 each; 13 or
more, $1 each.

J. H. Haughey, Berrien Springs, Mich.

FOR SALE—Choice Iowa bred 3-banded un-
tested Italian queens, after June 15, $1.75;

July, $1.60; August and September, $1.26
each. J. R. Coon, Ames, Iowa.

FOR SALE—3-banded Italian queens from best
honey-gathering strain obtainable; (.no dis-

ease). Untested queens, $1.25 each; 6, $6.60;
12, $12. Select untested, $1.50 each; 6, $9;
12, $18. Tested, $2.50 each. Safe arrival and
satisfaction guaranteed. Your orders filled

promptly. vV. T. Perdue & Sons,
R. No. 1, Fort Deposit, Ala.

FOR SALE—Highest grade 3-banded Julian
queens, ready June 1. Queen and drone

mothers are selected from stock of proven
worth in hardiness, gentleness, honey produc-
tion and disease-resisting qualities. Untested,
each, $1,25; 6, $6.60; 12, $12; 60. $47.60; 100,

$90. Your correspondence will receive prompt
attention, and I guarantee satisfaction.

A. E. Crandall. Berlin, Conn.

BOOK YOUR ORDERS for QUEENS now—
Goldens, $2: tested, $3; banded, $1.60; tested,

$2.60; six or more 10 per cent less.

Clover Leaf Apiaries, Wahoo, Neb.

"QUALITY" THREE-BANDED ITALIANS
from excellent stock; untested queens, 1,

$1.50; 6 for $7.60; 12 for $13.60; 50 for $66;
100 for $100. N. J. James,

1185 Bird Ave.. San Jose, Calif.

MOTT'S Northern Bred Italian Queens— 1

have breeding mothers place in the south for

April and early May queens. Plans "How to

Introduce Queen and Increase," 26c. If you
want beauty with the best of summer and win-
ter laying birds, try a setting of my Golden
Campines.

E. E. Mott, Glenwood, Mich.

FOR SALE—2,000 pounds of bees in pound
packages, early.

H. E. Graham, Gause, Texas.
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FOR SALE—A. I. Root strain of resisting and
honey-gathering, leather-colored Italian

queens. Untested queens, $1.60 each, 25 or
more $1.40. Tested, $2.50 each, 25 or more,
$2.25. Select tested, $3. For larger amounts
write. A. J. Pinard, Morgan Hill, Calif.

1920 PRICES on nuclei and queens, Miller
strain. Queens, untested, $1.50 each, $15 per

doz.; tested, $2.00 each, $22 per doz. One-
frame nuclei, $3; two-frame, $5; three-frame
$6.50, without queens, f. o. b. Mason, Miss.
Five per cent discount in lots of 25 or more.
We have never had any bee or brood disease
here. Will have no queens except with nu-
clei, until June 1. Safe arrival and satisfac-

tion guaranteed.
Geo. A. Hummer & Sons Prairie Point, Miss.

1920 PRICES for "She Suits Me" queens.
Untested Italian queen, from May 15 to

June 15, $1.60 each. After June 15, $1.30
each; $12.50 for ten; $1.10 each for 25 or
more.

Allen Latham, Norwichtown, Conn.

FOR SALE—After April 15, our golden Ital-

ian queens, untested, one $1.50 or $16 per
doz.; select untested, one, $1.7'i or $18 per
doz.; tested, $3 each. Safe arrival guaran-
teed. Tillery Bros.,

R, 6, Georgiana, Ala.

FOR SALE—Goldens that are true to name.
Select untested, one,$1.50; six, $7.50; 12,

$18.50; 60, $55; 100, $100.
Garden City Apiaries, San Jose, Calif.

FOR SALE—Golden and three-band queens.
Untested, April, May and June delivery.

$1.25 each; $13.50 per doz. Satisfaction.
R. O. Cox, Rt. 4. Greenville, Ala.

BEES BY THE POUND, ALSO QUEENS—
Booking orders now. Free circular gives

prices, etc. See larger ad elsewhere.
Nueces County Apiaries, Calallen, Texas,

E. B. Ault. Prop.

BEES AND QUEENS from my New Jersey
apiary. J. H. M. Cook,
lAtf 84 Cortland St., New York City.

HONEY AND BEESWAX
See Atwater's classified honey adv't.

FOR SALE—We have a limited amount of
our crop white clover, extracted basswood

honey, all packed in new 60-lb. cans, 2 to the
case. Write for prices.

D. R. Townsend, Northstar, Mich.

FOR SALE—Clover and buckwheat honey in
any style container (glass or tin). Let us
quote you. The Deroy Taylor Co.,

_^___ Newark. N. Y.

WANTED—White clover or light extracted
honey. Send sample; state how honey is

put up and lowest cash price delivered at

Monroe; also buy beeswax.
E. B. Rosa. Monroe. Wis.

WANTED—Shipments of old comb and cap-

pings for rendering. We pay the highest

cash and trade prices, charging but 5c a pound
for wax rendering. Fred W. Muth Co.,

204 Walnut St., Cincinnati. Ohio.

FOR SALE—24 cases buckwheat comb honey,
No. 1 quality, $6 per case ; 12 cases mixed,

not all capped, $4 per case. 6 cases to carrier;

clear clover extracted, 25c per pound; buck-
wheat and clover mixed, 20c, 2 GO-pound cans
to case. H. G. Quirin, Bellevue, O-

HONEY, SUPPLY YOUR CUSTOMERS—
Case of two 60-Ib. cans finest alfalfa-clover

honey, extra strong cases, $24, 5 or more cases

at-$21.00, all f. o. b. here. E. F. Atwater,
Former Special Field Agent in Beekeeping. U.

S, Dept. Agr., Meridian, Idaho.

WANTED—Comb and extracted honey.
The L. H. Snider Apiaries, Auburn, Ind.

FOR SALE

See Atwater's classified honey adv't.

FOR SALE—Cedar or pine dovetailed hives;

also full line of supplies, including Dadant's
foundation. Write for catalog.

A. E. Burdick. Sunnysidc, Wasb.

FOR SALE—"Superior" Foundation (Weed
process). Quality and service unexcelled.

Superior Honey Co-i Ogden, Utah.

FOR SALE—About 50 colonies of bees, mostly
Italians; also complete hives, supers, comb

and extracted, and other used equipment. Bees
and supplies are located near Lansing. Mich.
Duplicate volumes A. B. J. and Gleanings also
for sale or exchange. F. Eric Millen,

O. A. C, Guelph, Ontario, Canada.

FOR SALE—Pure bred New Zealand rabbits
and other kinds. Iowa Rabbit Farm,

612 N. Cherry St., Creston, la.

FOR SALE—Orchard Hill Farm; fine for api-

ary, fruit, asparagus. Shore and city mar-
kets. R. F. D. 1, Freehold, N. J.

FOR SALE—New Cowan rapid reversible ex-
tractor, $30.

Lorenzo Clark, Winona, Minn.

FOR SALE—Bee ijpply business, including
equipped mill for the manufacture of bee

hives; also a small warehouse and 80-colony
apiary. This is a splendid opportunity for the
right party. The business is well established
and profitable, but owing to reasons which will
be fully explained, I desire to retire. Don't
answer this add unless you mean business and
have or can command a few thousand dollars.
Address, A. E. Burdick, Sunnyside. Wash.

WANTED
See Atwater's classified honey adv*t.

WANTED—Beeswax The L. D. Caulk Co..
Milford, Delaware.

WANTED—Beeswax. At present we pay 40
cents per pound in cash and 42 cents in trade

for clean, yellow wax, delivered Denver.
The Colorado Honey Producers' Association,

Denver, Colo.

WANTED—Honey—50,000 lbs. bulk comb and
extracted 1920 crop, produced and packed ac-

cording to my instructions and specifications in
containers furnished by me. Write today for
instructions and contract blank.

W. A. Hunter, Terre Haute, Ind.

WANTED—Your old combs, cappings and
slumgum to render into beeswax. We get

enough more wax with our well equipped
presses to pay for our work.

Dadant & Sons, Hamilton, 111.

WANTED—Your order for "Superior" Foun-
dation. Prompt shipments at right prices.

Superior Honey Co., Ogden, Utah.

WANTED—Undamaged copies of February,
1920 American Bee Journal, Will pay 10c a

piece. When mailing wrap so the entire copy
is covered. American Bee Journal,

Hamilton. 111.

WANTED—Extracted honey in white and am-
ber grades. State lowest price; how packed.

Send sample. Harmony Bee & Honey Co.,
White Bear Lake, Minn.

SITUATIONS
See Atwater's classified honey adv't.

WANTED—Position in apiary; 3 years experi-
ence; age 18. Note wages and description of

apiary. Winslow Shearman,
Jamestown, N. Y., Route 77.

WANTED—What have you to offer young
man, 24 years old, having bad one summer

in apiary of 300, run for extracted. Can han-
dle cars. Address i^. D. Blair, 240 Euclid
Ave., Ridgeway, Elk Co., Pa.

WANTED—Man to help with bees. State age.
experience and wages wanted in first letter.

Board furnished.
Mathilde Candler, CassviFIe, Wis.

WANTED—One experienced man, and stu-
dents or helpers, in our large bee business;

good chance to learn. Modern equipment and
outfit, including auto truck; located near sum-
mer resorts. Write, giving age, height, weight,
experience, reference and wages wanted.

W. A. Latshaw Co., Clarion, Mich.

WANTED—Will need ir.ore help. Refer to my
advertisement February and March; 1,000

colonies. Write fully. E. F. Atwater, Merid-
ian Idaho. Former Special Field Agent in Bee-
keeping, U. S. Department Agriculture, Cali-
fornia, Arizona and New Mexico.

WANTED—Experienced man for comb honey.
Give age, experience and salary expected.

B. F. Smith, Jr., Fromberg, Mont.

WANTED—Man for season of 1920 to work
with bees. State age, experience and wages.

We furnish board. Opportunity for perma-
nent situation to right man. Also want man
to work in shop, put up honey and do gen-
eral shop work and make deliveries.

The Rocky Mountain Bee Co.,
Box 1319. Billings, Mont.

WANTED—One or two good queen-rearing
men to begin work February 15, 1920.
Nueces County Apiaries, Calallen, Texas.

SUPPLIES

See Atwater's classified honey adv*t.

FOR SALE—At right prices, Root, Jumbo 10-
frame, dovetailed hive bodies. 16J4 in- wide,
with metal-spaced Tra-nes. Everything nailed
and painted 3 coats of white. Work done by
expert mechanics, 'this lot of 300 bodies has
never been out of our warehouse. Dadant me-
dium brood foundation for Jumbo frames,
but offered only when brood-chambers are or-
dered. We can make verified statement, nam-
ing several apiary inspectors, that no disease
has ever been found in our yards or in ihis
section. Send for complete price li.^.t and
prices. We also offer all kinds of Root S and
lO-frame supplies slightly used. Orders care-
fully packed and prompt shiments made. Here
are the best of supplies ready to go into the
apiaries at money-saving pi ices.

The Hoffman Apiaries, Janesvil'-, Minn

FOR SALE—We make Cypress hives, frames,
supers, feeders. Write us for prices. Honey

barrels for sale.

Sarasota Bee Co., Sarasota, Fla.

FOR SALE CHEAP — Bee hives and supers,
good as new, nailed and painted.

Henry Feder. Jr.,

West Allis, Wis., R. 5. Box 173, 6Sth Ave.

FOR SALE—500 good second hand 60-lb. cans,
two to the case, 80c per case.

H. Rohrs, Hinsdale. 111.

FOR SALE—10-frame dovetailed hives in lots

of one to fifty, very cheap.
Wm. Craig, Aitkin, Minn.

SPECIAL PRICE overstock sale on 1-story, 8-

frame S. W. hives. Shipping cases to hold
24 sections 454x4^xlJ^ Hoffman frames IJ^-
inch spacing. Modified frames. Jumbo depth,
lK>-inch spacing. Ask for quotations.

A. G. Woodman Co., Grand Rapids, Mich.

FOR SALE—100 2-story 10-frame hives, nailed
and painted. About one-half of bodies, cov-

ers and bottoms were used one season. Each
hive consists of two full depth Langstroth dove-
tailed bodies, Leahy make, of Idaho white pine,

14J^ inches wide inside. One metal roof cover
and inner cover. One cypress reversible bot-

tom, 20 nailed and wired, all wood frames with
half inch top bar. and 20 full sheets of med.
brood foundation, 8J4 in. wide, to fit these
frames. Five hives, $40; 10 hives, $76; 25
hives, $180; 100 hives, $675. 100 same bodies
K. D. with rabbets and nails. 5, $4.25; 10,

$8.25;" 100. $S0. 1.000 same frames with nails,

per 100, $4.25; 1,000 sheets same foundation,
70c per lb; 400 Hoffman frames. K. D.. 100 at

$5.75. One 50-Ib. box and two 25-lb. boxes of
Dadant's med. brood foundation for L. frames,
70c per lb. 100 wood and 7 wire queen ex-

cluders, never used, 5 for $3.76, 60 for $36.
50 cases two 5-gal. cans, each 80c case, f. 0. b.

Watertown. Send draft, cashier's check or
money order.

C. E. Dustman, Watertown, Minn.

FOR SALE—100 Root 10-frame. extracting
supers, with frames. Lots of 5 K. D. Will

discount. D. S. Durall, Hurdland, Mo.

FOR SALE—Good second-hand double-deck
comb-honey shipping cases for 4 J4x4 J^^lH

sections, 25 cents per case. f. o. b. Cincinnati;
terms cash with order.

C. H. W. Weber & Co.,

2146 Central Ave., Cincinnati, O.

FOR SALE—Good second-hand empty 60-lb

honey cans, two cans to the case, at 60c per

case f. 0. b. Cincinnati. Terms, cash with or-

der, C. H. WEBER & CO.,
8146 Central Ave., Cincinnati, O.
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SEND u* a list of goods wanted and will

quote yo^ lowest prices. We are the money-
saving bouse. i:'rice list free. Try us.

H. S. Duby & Son, St. Anne, 111.

I MANUFACTURE cypress bee hives, and
sell Lewis' beeware. Write for booklet.

J. Tom White. Dublin, Ca.

MISCELLANEOUS
See Atwater's classified honey adv't.

WANTED—Beeswax, old combs and cappin^s
to render on shares. Will pay highest mar

kct price and buy your share of the beeswax.
F. J. Rettig & Sons, Wabash. Ind.

WRITE for shipping tags and our prices for

rendering your old combs, cappings. etc. We
guarantee a first-class job.

The Deroy Taylor Co., Newark, N. Y.

FOR SALE—Silver Spangled Hamburg eggs
and fine cockerels.

Elias Fox, Union Center, Wis.

BLACK SIBERIAN HARES—Enormous sizes,

delicious meat and beautiful fur. Write for

information and prices.

Siberian Fur Farm. Hamilton, Canada.

FOR SALE—Five acres land in Pplk County,
Florida, suitable for apiary, fruit and veg-

etables. $175 for quick sale.

Frank Johnson, Gary, Ind.,

Care Gary Heat. Light & Water Co.

Honey Labels

Stationery

Cards, Tags,

Etc.

Everything for

the Beekeeper

Order Early and get Prompt

Service

New labels, new equipment, more

help. We are better equipped

than ever to supply all kinds

of printing fcr the bee-

keeper

American Bee
Journal

HAMILTON, ILL.

The Golden Tape

A golden tape is reeled be-

fore you every day. You can-

not stop it, nor retard it, nor

hurry it.

.\nd having passed, no power

can recall it.

It is absolutely free. You can

coin every inch of it and use

the coin, or you can let it roll

by, untouched by your efTort.

It travels fast, and no man
yet has coined his full quota.

What is your average?

The golden tape is

—

Time.

—H. A. Nelson.

Are You Prepared

Are you prepared, Mr. Beekeeper, to

coin the valuable days of flower

bloom? They will be here before we
realize it. Are you prepared, and

ready with sufficient excess supplies,

and with the new foundation? Have
you enough sections and frames?

We are anxious to serve you in all de-

partments of your work. We are so

located as to be able to give you un-

usually prompt and direct shipments.

Let us help you coin the golden tape.

We solicit your business and guaran-

tee to satisfy you. Use us.

The A. I. Root Co.
OF IOWA

Council Bluffs, Iowa

i»..#..«.^-»ii»ii«..»..«.i»i'»i->"< 9 9 9 >..>ii>ii«i'> • • • • • •g)

Read **THE BEEKEEPER''
The only Canadian bee publication. Keeps beekeepers closely in touch with Api-

cultural conditions in Canada. It is the official organ of the Beekeepers' Asio-

ciations for the three provinces—Ontario, Manitoba and New Brunswick.

Beekeeping and horticulture are effectively combined to make a live, attractive

and practical publication.

Price, postpaid, $1 per year

United State*, $1.25 Foreign, $1.50

Send for a free •ample copy

The Horticultural Publishing Co., Ltd., Peterkoro, Ontario

fl- -0

FLORIDA BEES AND QUEENS
The first part of April I will be fully ready to fill orders for queens

and bees as follows: Two-frame nuclei with untested queen, $6; un-

tested queens, $1.50 each; tested, $2. From my long-tested and best

Italian stock.

BEEKEEPERS' SUPPLIES—DADANT'S FOUNDATION
A complete stock of everything for the Dixie beekeepers, right here

at home. My cypress catalog of cypress hives and hive parts will in-

terest you in prices.

DIXIE BEEKEEPER
This monthly publication tells of Dixie as a bee counitry and how

we are keeping bees here ; $1 a year. Sample copy free.

J J. WILDER, Waycross, Georgia

EAGLE'MIKADO PENCIL No.l74

1 7 * ^gJ EAtLE M 1KATIO « N92 )«J.<StE>

Regular Length, 7 laches

For Sale at your Dealer. Made in five grades
Conceded to be the Finest Pencil made for general use.

EAGLE PENCIL COMPANY, NEW YORK
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QUEENS-FINE ITALIAN-QUEENS
FROM SELECTED BRED-UP STOCK

Now booking orders for June delivery at following prices:

Pure mating, safe arri-

val and satisfaction

guaranteed
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PRICES OF QUEENS
Nov. 1 to June 1 June 1 to Nov. 1

1 6 12 1 6 12

Untested . - $2.00 $9.00 $16.80 $1.50 $8.00 $14.50

Select untested 2.25 10.50 18.00 2.00 9.50 16.00

Tested 3.00 16.50 30.00 2.50 12.00 22.00

Select tested 3.50 19.50 36.00 3.00 16.50 30.00

Breeders $7.50 to $15.00

Queens for export will be carefully packed in long-distance cages, but

safe delivery is not guaranteed.

"The queen that I got from you last season made honey when the

other bees were taking lunch to the fields with them (when they' went
at all)". H. M. TICHENOR. Centertown, Ky.

2058 Yonge St., Toronto Canada March 19, 1920.

Friend Davis :

The colonies headed by your queens are through this far in fine

shape. It was a pleasing sight to see them take their first flight (after

4 months) this last week. What is the price of queens to us folks on
this side this year, and when could you start to send me up some? A
replv would oblige Vours Respectfully,

P. F. OLIVER.
No Nuclei, Full Colonies or Pound Packages.

BEN G. DAVIS, Spring Hill, Tenn.

MARSHFIELD GOODS
BEEKEEPERS

We manufacture millions of sections every year that

are as good as the best. The cheapest for the qual-

ity; best for the price. If you buy them once, you

will buy again.

We also manufacture hives, brood-frames,

section holders and shipping cases.

Our Catalec Is fr«* for th* askinc

MARSHFIELD MFG. CO., Marshfleld, Wis.

<«]niiiumiiaiiiiiiiiiiii[]iiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiMnniiniiiiiiniiiiiiiiini[]iiiiiMiiiiiniiiiMiiiMic]iiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiMi»iiiiiiiiiiMn^

- s

I BEEKEEPERS' SUPPLIES-QUALITY AND SERVICE |

= Now is the time to order your season's supply of Bee Material so =

i as to have them ready for the honey flow. For lack of hives and 1
n other goods, you cannot afford to let your bees fly away, bees are i
= valuable. We have everything required for practical beekeeping. Our 1

goods for ideal of quality, quality of workmanship. Our 1920 catalog =
is now ready to send out, send for one, it is full of t.ood stuff. f

B

AUGUST LOTZ CO., Boyd, Wis.
|

yuiUMaiimillllUglUlllllllllt3]IIIIIIIIIIIE3llllllllllliniliir linu iiiiiriiiiiir nimiiimnniiiir rniriifiiiii iiriuiiimimruinfi^*

BEE SUPPLIES
FALCON LINE

Best goods made. Get our big dis-

count sheet before buying.

G. G. GLEMONS BEE SUPPLY GOMPANY

128 Grand Ave.

Kansas City Mo.

PORTER ESCAPE
SAVES
HONEY
TIME

MONEY
For sal* by all daalars.

If na daalar. wrlta 1a9*»n
R.* E. C. PORTER, MFRS.
Lawlatawn. lillnals, U. S. A.

(PIcsse mention Ank Be« Journal vken wiitint)

Send for Catalogue of

Honey Labels and Sta-

tionery.

American Bee Journal

We furnish full colonies of Italian

bees in double-walled hives, single-

walled hives, shipping boxes and 3-

frame nucleus colonies.

I. J. STRINGHAM, GItn Cove, N. Y.

NASSAU, CO.

WESTERN BEEKEEPERS!
We handle the finest line of bee

supplies. Send for our 68-page cata-

log. Our prices will interest you.

The Colorado Honey Producers' As-
sociation, 1424 Market St.,

Denver, Colo.

Write for Price List and
Booklet deBcrip-

tive of

HIGH-GRADE
Italian Queens

JAY SMITH
Route 3

Vincennes, Ind.
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I HERE THEY ARE MR. BEEKEEPER I
= at Newark, Wayne Co., N. Y., ready to answer your call. The best of everything. Just read this list: g
g Lewis Beeware, Sections, Shipping Cases, Frames, Hives, Hershiser Wax Presses and other sup-
= plies, Dadant's Unexcelled Foundation, all standard weights and sizes; also the Electric Wire Im-
= bedder, Bingham Uncapping Knives, including steam heated, with oil stoves and generators. Bing-
1 ham Smokers, all sizes, with geunine leather bellows; Root's Extractors, all sizes of hand and power
S machines; Bee Books, written by all leading authors in beedom.
2 All sizes of Friction Top Pails, and also 60-lb. Cans, new and second hand. Also Cement-
i coated Nails for nailing beehives and supplies; and all sized spools of Tinned Wire, Bee Brushes,

g Feeders, Queen-Rearing Cages, Bee Gloves and Capping Melter, and all practical supplies you will

i need.
A market for your honey or wax and a plant to render your old combs and cappings.
Over 1,000 beekeepers took advantage of this service station at Newark in 1919 for the first time.

Now all together for a greater 1920.

New catalog free. Our discounts will save you money.

THE DEROY TAYLOR CO., Newark
(Wayne Co.) New York. s

^^inuiHiuiNiaiiiii^^

iianiiii iiniiiuiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiraii una iiiiincjuiiiiiniiiniiiininiiitiniiiMiiiiiciiiiiiniiinainiiiniiuDiiiniriiuciiiiiiiiiiuiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiDiiiiiiiiiiiiciiiiiiiiiiiiianiiiniiiiitiiiliK

BEEKEEPERS ATTENTION
You can make your business more profitable and easier to handle through the proper use of modern

equipment. This is supplied in LEWIS BEEWARE by

WESTERN HONEY PRODUCERS
SIOUX CITY, IOWA

SEND LIST OF YOUR NEEDS OR REQUEST FOR NEW CATALOG TO DEPT. B

«iuaiiiiiiuiiiiainiuiiiiii(]iuiiiiiiiiiaiii iiiciiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiHiiiiiai.MiiiiiiirK: :ii::iiiiniiiiiniiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiniiriiiiniiiaiiiii laiiiriiiiiiiiMiiriiiiiiiiiciiiiiiiiiiiiinii iiiiuiiniiiiiiiiQiiiiuiuuR^

LET US BOOK YOUR ORDERS NOW FOR

ROOT QUEENS
Raised in our famous Home Yard, Basswood Yard, Wardell Y{ard and Maple Grove Yard, by our

experienced queen breeders, Mel Pritchard, Arlie Pritchard and John Mosgrove, under the direct super-

vision of E. R. Root and our Apiary Manager, M. J. Deyell.

SPECIAL CONTRACT PRICES.—Write immediately for special contract prices, stating quantity

wanted, date of delivery desired, and whether tested or untested.

THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY, Medina, O., U. S. A.

QUEENS, SELECT THREE-BANDED ITALIANS
Reared from the best mothers and mated to select drones.
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Crop and Market Report
Compiled by M. G. Dadant

Owing to the extra long and hard winter, we look for

severe losses throughout the whole north of the country,

and the reports coming in confirm this to a large extent.

Throughout the New England States the losses have been
extra heavy, ranging around 25 per cent.

In New York, cellar wintered bees seem to be coming
out with a 2 to 4 per cent loss, where there is no disease.

Outside, the loss will run from 20 to 30 per cent, and
probably more where there is disease. The prevalence of

American foulbrood in some localities in New York will

just about wipe out some of the beekeepers.
One report from Pennsylvania giv°s the loss at 40 per

cent, while others do not seem to think it will be quite so

severe. In New Jersey the loss will be about 25 per cent.

Throughout the southeast the loss do^s not seem to be
so heavy, although we have a report from one of the

large Georgia beekeepers that his loss will range around
20 per cent. Other reports indicate from 1 to 5 per cent
loss. This applies to all the territory south of the Ohio
and east of the Mississippi river.

Losses throughout southern Illinois, Missouri and
southern Iowa seem to be small, while further north the

losses increase. In Wisconsin cellar wintered bees are
coming out in very good shape. In Michigan cellared

bees report about a 2 to 5 per cent loss. Through the

States of Michigan, Wisconsin and Minnesota, however,
outdoor wintered bees are reporting very heavy losses,

ranging from 20 to 40 per cent.

In Texas the loss has been from 5 to 15 per cent, aver-
aging probably about 10 per cent, while some apiaries
report no loss, with bees in excellent condition. Arizona
and New Me.xico have an average loss of from 2 to 5 per
cent, while Colorado reports better than ordinary with
from 2 to 7 per cent loss. Some few apiarists report much
heavier loss than this, ranging from 15 to 20 per cent.

In Montana the loss has been fairly large, ranging from
5 to 15 per cent, as it has in Wyoming and Utah. One re-

porter in Idaho reports 75 per cent of his bees dead on
account of honeydew stores.

In California the percentage of loss varies greatly.
Some of the best beekeepers report 15 to 20 per cent loss,

while some in more favorable localities think that their
loss will not run 2 per cent.

CROP PROSPECTS
The white clover prospects are very clouded. In the

New England States they seem to be from poor to fair,

whereas. New York and Pennsylvania claim very good
prospects for clover. Throughout the rest of the north
prospects are only fair. Reports from Iowa indicate that

different sections of the State will have from poor to ex-
cellent crops of clover, should the weather be good.
Throughout the southeast the prospects are very good,
as they are in Texas. The northwest cannot report until
later just what honey conditions will be, but reports seem
to indicate that the sweet clover will come out in good
shape. In California the prospects are fair.

WHAT WILL THE PRICE BE?
The poor demand for honey now and the lower price

would indicate that the price on honey for next year
would not be quite as high as it was last fall. However,
the sugar situation has much to do with the price of
honey.
We have been following very closely the prices of sugar

in the late market and do not see from them any indica-
tions that honey should be very low in price. Sugar is

selling in the retail market at 28c per pound, and is

probably a little higher in the east.
Our wholesale dealer advises us that we will have to

pay about 22c to 25c for the next sugar he is able to sell

us for feeding our bees, whereas the last lot bought a few
weeks ago cost us less than 18c.

Raw sugar is now quoted on the New York market at
18c per pound, with pure refined approximately higher.
The selling of futures in sugar would not give any indi-

cations that the price is to drop before winter, Practi-
cally every report gives a raise in future of from 60 to 100
points, the only Irop in futures being reported for the
next March delivery. With such conditions it would not
seem that the sugar price would be much below 20c per
pound and would possibly range mucli higher. Inside
conversation with a buyer who had bought two or three
million pounds of sugar in Cuba last fall indicates that
he is of the opinion that sugar will sell at wholesale at
from 30 t'o 35c per pound before winter. With this high
price there is no doubt but that honey will hold up to
present levels, and probably exceed them.
We give this information for what it is worth and

would not care to make any guess as to what the results
would be. However, we believe that beekeepers who are
holding honey on hand should not be discouraged at not
being able to sell it at the figure they are asking. Surely
the price of honey cannot drop very much.
The United States Department of Agriculture market

report indicates that the demand for honey in all large
centers is very weak and few sales are reported. The
amount of export during February of honey amounted
to 335,000 pounds, whereas last year practically a million
pounds were exported.

Take a Tip From Me, Beginners
I've used "ffllCOH" queens and bee
supplies over 20 years. Always had
luck with them. My advice to you
is: let "ffllCOIt" supplies start you
on the right road. Swarms of suc-

cessful apiarists say the same thing

For over 40 years "falCOn" supplies have
been marketed wherever high quality

is recognized. Experienced bee-keepers
buy them year in and year out.

W. T. FALCONER MFG. COMPANY

Falconer, N. Y., U. S. A.

Where the Best Beehives Come From

Write for Red Catalog and "

plified Beeiecpins"

ORDER AT ONCE
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FRAMES

HIVES AND SUPERS

SECTIONS

THE NEW AIRCO

FOUNDATION

QUEENS AND BEES

ROOT QUALITY

We are at your service, as you face the coming

season, with a full line of all the supplies that you need

to make your work successful Your order can leave

our siding over only one of nine trunk lines, and we
make it our first consideration to see that it is shipped

to you by the cheapest, and over the shortest possible

route.

And remember, also, that in accepting any order

we obligate ourselves to serve you in any and every

way we can, for bigger and better business.

Use US. We believe that the quality of our goods

and the character of our service will please you' In-

deed, Mr. Honey-Producer, we guarantee that it will

ROOT SERVICE

THE A. I. ROOT CO. OF IOWA
COUNCIL BLUFFS, IOWA

A BIG STOCK OF

BEE SUPPLIES

ALL BOXED, ready to

ship at once—thousands

of HoflFman Frames; also

Jumbo and Shallow Frames

of all kinds— 100 and 200 in a box. Big stock of Sections and

fine polished Dovetailed Hives and Supers.

I can give you bargains. Send for a new price list. 1 can save
vou money.

Will take your Beeswax in Trade at Highest Market Priee

CHAS. MONDENG
159 Cedar Lake Road MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

EARLY ORDER DISCOUNTS WILL

Pay You to Buy Bee-Supplies Now
Thirty years' experience in making everything for

the beekeeper. A large factory specially equipped
for the purpose ensures goods of highest quality.

Write for our illustrated catalog today.

LEAHY MFG. CO., 90 Sixth St.. Higginsville, Mo.
•r J. W. ROUSI. MmIco. M*.

Foot Power

MachineryBARNES'
Read what J. E. Karent,

of Chariton, N. Y., says:
We cut with one of your

Combined Machines last

winter 50 chaff hives with
7-in. cap, 100 honey-racks,
600 frames and a great

deal of other work. This
winter we have a douole
amount of hives, etc., to

make witb this saw. It

will do all you say of it.'*

Catalog and price list free.

W. F. & JOHN BARNES
995 Ruby St.. ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS

PAT, JULY 30. 19 1

C.O.BRUNO NAILING DEVICE
Madefor the Huffman Brood Frames. A combined
Nailiner.Wiring and Wedge Clamping Device. Has
been tried and is guaranteed to do accurate work.

PRICE $7.50

Complete directions foroperating are furnished
with each device-

Manufactured by C. O. BRUNO
U13 Somth Wait Street, Rockford, UliuU

Established 1885
We are still furnishing beehives made of

white pine ; they will last. A. I. Root Co.*8

make of bee supplies kept in stock. Send tor

catalog giving full particulars; free for the

asking. Beeswax in exchange for supplies, or

cash.

JOHN NEBEL & SON SUPPLY CO.
Hlsh Hill. MontK. Co^ M«.
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THIS IS THE
"SIGN" ON EACH
CYPRESS BOARD

Trade Mark Reg. U.S.PAT.OrncE

DON'T GUESS
MAKE SURE.

"HAVE A LOOK'

For all uses that invite decay (for in^ance,
bottoms) demand

"ALL-HEART"

"Tidewater" Cypress
"THE WOOD ETERNAL"

The "arrow" on the end of each board identifies the
genuine producft of the cypress mills whose CHAR-
ACTER of timber, methods of manufadture, and
complete responsibility enable them to be members

of the Association.

THIS FACT IS YOUR PROTECTION.

ACCEPT NONE BUT TRADE-MARKED "TIDEWATER " CYPRESS

SOUTHERN CYPRESS MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION
1251 Hibernia Bank Building, New Orleans, La., or 1251 Heard National Bank Building, Jacksonville, Fl«.

Intist on TRADE-MARKED Cypress at Your Local Lumber Dealer's If he hasn't it. LET US KNOW

FOREHAND'S THREE BANDS
THE THRIFTY KIND

We have been breeding these queens for the market for over a quarter of a century. They are bred from

the imported Italians, but by select breeding we have brightened the color and retained the good qualities

of their mothers.

After years of select breeding we have built up a strain of bees that are turpassed by none, but

superior to many. Our queens are thrifty, hardy, gentle and beautiful.

We guarantee pure mating, safe arrival and satisfaction.

PRICES: After April to July 1

Untested—1, $1.50; 6, $7.50; 12, $13,50; 100, $1 each.

Select untested— 1, $1.75; 6, $9; 12, $16.50; 100, $1.25 each.

Tested— 1, ^.50; 6, $13; 12, $24.50; 100, $2 each.

Select tested—1, $4; 6, $22; 12, $41.50; 100, $3.35 each.

Pound Bees from April 15 to June 30

One-pound package—1, $3; 25 or more, $2.75.

Two-pound package—1, $5; 25 or more, $4.60.

Three-pound package—1, $7; 25 o more, $6.45.

Add the price of the queen wanted.

W. J. FOREHAND & SONS, The Bee Men
Fort Deposit, Alabama
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THE BIG HIVE
HOW LARGE A HIVE? Beekeepers make very different answers. No one hive can serve the

needs of all beekeepers and all beekeeping conditions. So some beekeepers still swear by the

Langstroth 8-frame hive, and tell you why it is best for their locality and their honey-flow.

They won't have any other. Very many more will say the 10-frame Langstroth is just right. In

these later days, there are excellent beekeepers, too, who declare for a bigger hive—they want a

deeper hive than the Langstroth, with deeper frames, or they want a hive big enough to hold 12 or

13 of the standard Langstroth frames.

THE JUMBO HIVE

To meet the requirements of beekeepers who have wished the bigger hives, this Company has

been manufacturing the "Jurnbo" hive for more than 20 years. It is a deep hive, being 11 13-16

inches in depth, and the frames are 11^ inches deep, or 2^/^ inches deeper than the regular Lang-

stroth. Otherwise it is standard Langstroth. It will take 10 L. supers, covers, bottom-boards,

etc., without any change whatever. It has 3,400 square inches of comb capacity as compared with

2,700 in the standard 10-frame hive. It provides completely for the larger brood-chamber, better

swarm control, giood ventilation, and excellent wintering features, claimed for the deep hive by

those who prefer it.

THE SQUARE JUMBO HIVE—13 FRAMES
For those wanting an even larger deep hive than the Jumbo, we supply the Square Jumbo. The

depth is the same as the regular Jumbo, but it has 13 frames. The big Jumbo has a comb capacity

The Standard lO-fraiue Hive The JuiTil)0 The Root Square Hive

of 4,400 square inches, with 13 frames (or 63% more than the 10-frame L. hive) and 4,080 with 12

frames and the 1^-inch spacing. It makes a square hive—easy to manipulate because it fits the

bottom-board, however it is spaced, and the supers and covers are more easily placed. This hive

meets the wants of the advocates of the big, big hive— it is deep and wide both. A shallow-depth

super is furnished with this hive.

THE ROOT SQUARE HIVE—13 L. FRAMES
We have now been manufacturing this large hive for a year. It meets the needs of many pro-

gressive beekeepers who want a large brood-chamber for building up enormous colonies for the

honey-flow, and yet permits the use of the standard L. frames which so many beekeepers have on

hand. The single brood-chamber holds 13 frames with Ij^-in. spacing, giving a comb capacity of

3,480 sq. ins. (30% more than the standard 10-frame Langstroth) ; or it will hold 12 Hoffman or metal

spaced frames, giving lyi-m. spacing, with one-fifth more comb capacity than the 10-frame hive.

Equipment for V/i-'m. spacing at the same price as our regular Ij^-in. spaced frames. It has the

advantages of easy manipulation, due to being square—fits the bottom-board however turned,

thus permitting placing combs parallel to the entrance for winters—and supers and covers are

easy to place in position. This hive gives a large brood-chamber and either the Ij^ or I'/i in.

spacing, while it requires only the regular L. frames so generally owned by beekeepers. Shallow-

extracting supers are regularly furnished with this hive, depth 5f^ ins., frames S^ ins. deep.

Square Jumbo and the Root square (13-fr.) hives furnished at present from Medina only.

Write for full description and detailed prices.

THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY, Medina, Ohio

I
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OrderyouFBee SuppliesNow
NOW-is the time to check up on your hives and acces-

sories to make sure that everything is complete and
in perfect condition for the coming season. Our

complete line of Bee Supplies includes everything needed
by the modern Beekeepers. Besides our own exclusive

articles we are distributors for the famous Lewis Beeware
line, and dealers in Root's Extractors and Smokers, and
Dadant's Foundations. Orders placed now can be filled

promptly. Prices on many articles are sure to advance
within the next few months. Send for our large 1920

Catalog today.

Beeswax Rendered from Old Combs

WE pay you the highest market price for rendered
wax, less 5 cents per pound rendering charge.

Our special hydraulic steam wax press gets the

very last drop of wax from old combs and cappings assur-

ing you maximum profit on them. Write for full partic-

ulars.

Best Prices Paid for Honev

Tin Rabbets
Hives, all sorts

Extractors

Foundations, Dadant's
Root's Smokers
Excluders, all makes
Division Board

Wax Extractors

Metal Spaces
Uncapping Knives
Tin Tacks
Honey Boards

Covers for hives
Observation Hives

SEND US samples of your honey and we
will quote you a price equal or better

than that of any other concern. We
buy and sell both comb and extracted honey.

Cash remitted in full the same day shipment

is received.

Send for Our Large New 1920 Catalog

THIS new catalog contains over 40 pages

of every variety of Beekeeper's Sup-

plies, including all the latest and most

improved devices. It is really a valuable

reference book on beekeeping accessories.

THE ^RED^ MUTH Ca
BUSY BEE MEN"
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THE BEST BEE
BOOKS

THE HONEYBEE
l!y Langstroth and Dadant.

A very complete tex.t on

beekeeping. 575 pages, attrac-

tive clotli binding, $1.50. Frencli

edition, $1.75; Spanish, $2.

FIRST LESSONS IN BEE-
KEEPING

r.y C. p. Dadant.

Will start you riglit. 167 pages,

178 illnstrations, clotli binding.

Price $1.00.

AMERICAN HONEY PLANTS
V.y Frank C. Pellett.

I'irst book in the English lan-

guage on the subject of the

honey plants.

300 large pages, 155 illustra-

tions, cloth binding; $2.50.

OUTAPIARIES
By M. G. Dadant.

N'aluable to every extensive

beekeeper. 125 pages, SO illus-

trations; cloth bound.. Price

$1.00.

PRACTICAL QUEEN REAR-
ING

By Frank C. Pellett

(.;ives all up-to-date inethods

of rearing queens for the small

beekeeper or for the specialist.

Cloth bound, 105 pages, 40 il-

lustrations.

1,000 ANSWERS TO BEE-
KEEPING QUESTIONS

By Dr. C. C. Miller.

Answers the questions that

other books overlook. Cloth

bound, 276 pages. Price $1.25.

5\

NEW Bingham

Bee SMOKER
PATENTED

Shipping weight.
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<<GRIGGS SAVES YOU FREIGHT »»

TOLEDO
May is here, and the good, familiar song of the honey bees in the fruit bloom with if. Just one more

month, and the great honey harvest will be upon us; but the question is, will you be prepared? Don't lose

the best of the crop because you were among the number that waited to get your supplies. Order them
early, and from Toledo, as you are on a direct line, and shipments go forward promptly, and at factory
prices.

LIVE BEES IN 3-LB. PACKAGES, WITH QUEEN
If you have lost your bees the past winter, let us send you some 3-lb. packages next month to replace them
and save those good combs from the moth worm. Bear in mind one package will pay for 3 and the 3-lb.

package is the most profitable to buy. Only a limited number contracted for, so order today.

NEW AND SECOND-HAND HONEY CANS
We have a good stock of both new and first-class 60-lb honey cans, but the second-hand cans will soon be
gone. Remember our seconds have only been used once, and are nice and clean and bright inside, and in

good cases. They are as good as new, and for half the price.

BEESWAX BEESWAX
We have a large demand for good, first-class beeswax, and will pay highest market price for all grades,

but for fancy yellow wax we will give from 2 to 3 cents above the market price. Let us hear from you as to

what you have to offer.

FREE CATALOG AND SPECIAL BEE PRICE LIST
for the asking. Don't delay, but order today.

GRIGGS BROS. CO., TOLEDO, OHIO DEPT.
24

"GRIGGS SAVES YOU FREIGHT"

«]iiuiuiiuiaiiinniiinc]iiiiniiiiiiuiiinnuiiiaiiiii»nnit3niiiinini[]iiiiiiiniiiniiiiniiiiiit]iiiiuiiJiiiuinuiiiiinc]iiiinniiiiaiiiuHiiiiit]iiiniujniDiiiiini^

p QUEENS PACKAGE BEES Q"eens I

1 Did you read Prof. H. F. Wilson's write-up in Gleanings, March issue, in regard to the packages of bees and §
i queens he received from me last yeari.' Notice he said some of those packages of bees and queens received in May 1
i gathered 150 pounds of honey. That speaks for itself in regard to the quality of my Queens. The 2-pound pack- §
i ages of bees and queens I shipped Mr. David Runningin 1917 gathered 140 pounds of honey (He was then Presi- |
= dent of the National Beekeepers' Association). Have booked all the orders I can guarantee shipping on time for s
i April, but send for Free Circular for later shipping, which states our guarantee; also gives prices on bees by i
i parcel post, nuclei, etc., 3-banded andGolden queens. Have secured the best queen men obtainable, and we are S

prepared to turn out 6,000 Queens per month. They do nothing but take pains in rearing the best of queens. 1
Careful inspection before shipping. Have an entirely separate crew for shipping bees, etc.; 20 years a beekeeper. 1

Prices F. O. B. Here by Express Queens §
1-lb. pkg. bees $2.40, 25 or more $2.16 Untested $L50 each, 25 or more $L35
2-lb. pkg. bees $4.25, 25 or more $3.83 Select untested, $1.65 each; 25 or more, $1.50.

3-lb. pkg. bees $6.25, 25 or more $5.62 Tested $2.50 each, 25 or more $225
Add price of queen when ordering bees. Select tested $3.00 each

NUECES COUNTY APIARIES, ^Iro"!-^- CALALLEN, TEXAS
9(iiuiiiniiiiinaiiHiiiuniauiiiijniiiDuiiiiiiiMiE]iniMMiiiiic]uiiJiirtiiiauiiiiniiiiE]iiiiMMiiii[]iiiiniiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiic]iiMiiiiiiii[]iiiiii[iiiiiaiiiiiMi^

Superior Foundation assures Superior Quality
HUNDREDS PRONOUNCE IT "BEST BY TEST"

OUTPUT DOUBLED
The enormous demand for SUPERIOR FOUNDATION has required the doubling of our manufacturing

facilities. We have doubled our Ogden factory in size for 1920, and have also added sufficient new machin-
ery to double our output of foundation. We now occupy over 20,000 square feet of floor space with our en-

larged factory of three floors, and invite you to visit us whenever in Ogden.
THERE'S A REASON for this rapid growth. Acquaint yourself with the superiority of our produce.

Every pound we manufacture is backed by our reputation for highest quality and square dealing.

BEESWAX ARRIVALS during the past thirty days have been very liberal, but we still require addi-

tional quantities at highest market price.

OUR BEE SUPPLY DEPARTMENT is humming. We can fill your order for "Everything in Bee Sup-
plies." Prices on request.

SUPERIOR HONEY CO., Ogden, Utah
(Manufacturers of Weed Process Foundation)
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I

THE BEGINNING OF DADANT'S
FOUNDATION

It was in 1878, Charles Dadant, then 61 years old, and his son C P.

Dadant, 27 years old, obtained one of the first foundation mills made. And
it was then that Dadant's Foundation had its beginning.

They had some 300 colonies of bees in four apiaries and were very

desirous of manufacturing foundation that would satisfy their bees as well

as themselves.

Father and son did the work themselves, in an old log house, or if

weather permitted, in the shade of a

small oak sapling just north of the

house.

There were other beekeepers, just

as anxious as they to get good comb
foundation and the first year, besides

supplying their own needs the Dadants

sold 500 pounds. Thus for the first

time Dadant's Foundation was placed

on the market.

The little oak sapling grew as did

The little oak sapling under which Dadant's Foundation their foUudatlOU busiueSS. The SeCOnd
W1I8 first made is now 3 feet through. The little flat

top room at ^he;]«^j'„^j'|^;^=y""' °'"^'"' year they sold 2000 pounds of Da-

dant's Foundation and had to hire

some help. All of the wax rendering was done by the elder Dadant who

took great pains to do a neat job, and retain in the beeswax the odor of the

hive, the bees, of the honey.

The shade of the little oak sapling no longer sufficed, their first wax

melting room was soon outgrown for Dadant's Foundation was being built

on a firm basis, like the oak, and was to see a corresponding growth.

DADANT'S FOUNDATION— Every inch, every pound, every ton, equal
to any sample we have ever sent out

Specify it to your dealer. If he hasn't it write us

DADANT & SONS, Hamilton, Illinois
Catalog and prices on Bee Supplies, Beeswax, Wax Working into Comb-Foundation

and Comb Rendering for the asking

)7^jlt?^jlfr^fl?f;jiyf^?i;y^l^?^;i^^
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SELECTION OF BREEDING QUEENS

IN
the American Bee Journal for

July, 1919. page 244, and in Sep-
teniper, 1919, page 310, some dis-

cussion is given to the matter of se-

lecting best queens as breeders. The
beginner who wants to improve his

stock by breeding from the best is

supposed to have given a careful
reading to those two articles, and to
have kept a careful record 'of every
pound of honey taken from each
colony, as also of each frame of brood
taken or given, provided brood is

thus taken or given for the purpose of
equalizing colonies. He may also have
kept track of the killing of queen-
cells.

The thing to do now is to assemble
the items in a table something like

the one that follows:

No.
of

Col'y
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our colonies in the order of their rat-

ing, beginning with the best:

1 No. 25 154 10 No. 2 100

2 No. 8 144 II No. 24 93

3 No. 5 135 12 No. 30 74

4 No. 6 130 13 No. 13 72

5 No. 20 130 14 No. 28 66

6 No. 17 124 I5-No. 1 65

7 No. 11 122 16 No. 22 44
8 No. 21 119 17 No. 27 43

9 No. 12 lis

This is by no means given as a per-

fect scheme. It may be that ten

pounds is not the right number 'to

count as the difference made by the

taking or giving of a frame of brood.

Por that matter it is not a fixed quan-
tity. It is no doubt more in a bumper
year than in a year of failure. It need
not be considered at all by one who
does not practice equalization of colo-

nies. The amount charged up for start-

ing queen-cells is arbitrary, and some
would consider it more serious, while

others might consider it of little im-

portance. Each one is at liberty to

make improvements on the plan or to

get up a better one. The likelihood,

however, is that no great mistake will

be made in breeding from No. 25,

which stands at the head of the list,

and if anything shiould happen to the

queen of No. 25, then No. 8 should be

taken to breed from, and so on down
the list. Incidentally it might be

mentioned that the queen of No. 27

would be a proper candidate for de-

capitation, as well as others near the

bottom of the list.

The Evolution of Beekeeping

Practice

BY G. S. DEMUTH
(Continued from May)

In December, 1885, at the Detroit

convention, Mr. Heddon announced
the new Heddon hive and his book,

"Success in Bee Culture." The new
Heddon hive was designed especially

to meet the requirements of the con-

traction system. The length and
width remained the same as the 8-

frame Langstroth hive, but the depth

of the frames was reduced to 5j^ in.

in order to make eight of these shal-

low combs equivalent in capacity to

five Langstroth frames. It was ad-

vised that two of these shallow
brood-chambers be used during the

six weeks preceding the honey flow

for the strongest colonies, but at

other times the brood-chamber was
contracted simply by removing one of

them. Colonies not strong enough
for two sections of the brood-cham-
ber during the building-up period

were to be left on the one.

Thus was accomplished the second

step in the reduction of the size of

the brood-chamber since the days of

Langstroth and Quinby. The con-

contractionists were using a hive

much smaller than that of which
Quinby wrote, as quoted above

:

"Very satisfactory for the first sum-
mer, but in a year or two your little

hive is gone."
Mr. Hutchinson was so enthusiastic

in regard to these new ideas in comb-
honey production and so apt as a

teacher that he rapidly came to the
front as a leader. He began the pub-
lication of "The Beekeepers' Review"
in 1888, and the pages of the early
volumes of this journal are replete
with the new comb-honey methods.
At that time each issue of "The Bee-
keepers' Review" was devoted to a

special topic in beekeeping. The De-
cember, 1891 issue was devoted to the
subject, "What Shall We Do if Poor
Seasons Continue?" As was his prac-
tice, the editor wrote a "leader" for

the preceding issue, part of which I

quote : "In 1888 the average yield in

my apiary was 10 pounds per colony.
In 1889 it was 20 pounds, in 1890 not
one pound, in 1891 5 pounds. * * *

The honey stored in my apiary the

past four years would not have kept
us in food more than one year. I am
forced to believe that hundreds of

beekeepers could make a similar re-

port." After some remarks about
some changes in his location which
had been brought about by better ag-
riculture, he continued: "What puz-
zles me is that we had good crops for

ten years, then poor crops for four
years. It seems as though the cliange
ought to have been more gradual."—
(The Beekeepers' Review, Vol. 4, pp.
298-299). Ten years later Mr. Heddon
told me, in person, in his own apiary,
that he had given up all hope of se-

curing another crop of .Honey in

Michigan, since there had been a

series of poor seasons in his locality

the past fifteen years.
Among the contributed articles on

the remedy for poor seasons was one
by R. L. Taylor, the closing para-
graph of which follows : "I will close
with the suggestion of one other
possible remedy. In my home apiary
the past season I had one swarm for

about every twenty-five colonies, an
average of about 5 pounds of comb-
honey to the colony. But there was
one colony that cast a swarm and
gave a surplus of 75 pounds of comb-
honey over and above sufficient win-
ter stores for the two colonies. * *

* * There was no accession of bees
from other colonies nor any robbing.
Wherein was the power of this col-

ony? Was it from the fortuitous con-

junction of conditions at the most fa-
vorable times so as to produce extra-
ordinary exertion at the nick of time?
Did it possess a secret knowledge of
some rich acre of clover in a sunny
nook? Or was it possessed of inbred
characteristics which gave it power
to excel? If in the first or last, as
seems most likely, we have in them a
rich field for explanation. He who
finds out how to time the conjunction
of conditions and to perpetuate the
most desirable characteristics will

abolish poor seasons, not simply find

a doul)tful remedy therefor."—(Bee-
keepers' Review, Vol. 4, p. 323). Taylor
here uttered a prophecy well worth a
most careful study by any beekeeper,
and which in the light of our present
knowledge helps to explain the series
of poor seasons in the clover region
and the decline in beekeeping in that
splendid honey producing area.

I do not mean to infer that a reduc-
tion in the size of the brood-cham-
bers was the sole cause of the poor
crops secured at this time, but the re-
duction of the size of the hives cer-
tainly rendered the maintenance of
the colonies in a prosperous condition
much more difficult, especially during
adverse seasons. The reduction of
basswood and the growing importance
of alsike clover made it necessary to
have the colonies strong much earlier
than was previously necessary when
the colonies built up on white clover
and secured a crop of surplus honey
from basswood. That the failures

were not so much the fault of the sea-
sons as that of management is sug-
gested by Mr, Taylor the very next
year, 1892, as follows : "In the leanest
of the late lean years every colony
that cast a swarm as soon as
the first opening of the white clover
has given me more than an average
amount of surplus comb-honey, and
by that I mean more than an average
in good seasons. For it has come to

be a fond dream of mine that all

reasonably good colonies having good
queens can be brought to the swarm-
ing point by that time."—(The Bee-
keepers' Review, Vol. 5, p. 267). Here
Taylor sees the possibilities of a
"conjunction of conditions" designed

The divisible hive composed of shallow frames was advocated by Heddon, and for a time was
quite popular. Beekeeping rapidly declined in Michigan after this hive came into general use.
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by the beekeeper instead of the for-
mer "fortuitous conjunction of con-
ditions."

Fortunately, the experiment in the
repeated reduction in the size of the
brood-chamber was not conducted
without a check. Some beekeepers
produced extracted honey throughout
the comb-honey era, retaining the
original brood-chamber capacity. The
most prominent among the defenders
of the large hive was Charles Dadant.
In the early days of the movable
comb hive he had adopted the Quinby
hanging frame, but instead of using
eight frames, as advised by Quinby,
he built his hives to hold eleven
frames. In 1874 he wrote : "For six

or seven years I have tested the lay-

ing ability of my Italian queens. For
this purpose all my hives destined to

produce honey have been made with
a capacity for eleven Quinby frames,
or, if American, sixteen. * * * •

By the first of June three of my
Quinby hives had between seventy
and seventy-five thousand cells con-
taining brood, while the best of my
Americans had about ten thousand
cells of brood less. Yet both kinds
had equally young and prolific queens,
the same pasture and the same care."
—(Gleanings in Bee Culture, Vol. 2, p.

29). This amount of brood, as combs
are ordinarily filled, would be twelve
to fifteen Langstroth frames.
The Dadants, being producers of

extracted honey, have continued the
use of this hive. They fought con-
sistently against the reduction in the
size of the brood-chamber, which was
brought about during the comb-honey
era. From 188S to 1899 the discus-
sion of large vs. small hives con-
tinued, in which Charles Dadant and
C. P. Dadant defended the large hives
in opposition to the comb-honey pro-
ducers. In 1895 A. N. Draper pro-
posed a modification of the Dadant-
Quinby hive, which is now known as
the Jumbo hive. About this time E.
R. Root was advocating the use of
the two-story, eight-frame hive, since
the eight-frame was then standard.
As a result of all this discussion there
began a tendency toward increasing
the size of the brood-chamber.
During the comb-honey era many

improvements were made in hives
and frames, practically all of which
were comb-honey requirements. The
thick top bars, self-spacing devices,
as well as many other improvements,
were designed especially for the
coml)-honey hive. Furthermore, a
standardization of hives and frames
used in this country was practically
accomplished during this era.

The Second Extracted Honey Era
The Federal Pure Food Law was

passed June 30, 1906, ushering in a
new era in beekeeping. We are now
in the early morning of the second
era of extracted honey production
which promises to be the brightest of
the eras in American beekeeping. It

is no longer necessary to sell with the
honey the combs in which it was
stored in order to convince the con-
sumer of its purity, since, under the
Federal pure food law and the pure
food laws of the various States, this

is now done by means of a label. Ex-
tracted honey production has in-

creased by leaps and bounds since the
passage of this law.

The new era of extracted honey
production began after the beehive
had been standardized and we have
plunged into the midst of ex-
tracted honey production, using a

hive designed for comb-honey pro-
duction. In closing it may be well to
mention at least one of the difficul-

ties involved in using a comb-honey
hive for extracted honey production.
The ten-frame Langstroth brood-
chamber is now admitted to be too
small for the complete development
of the colony previous to the honey
flow; therefore, two brood-chambers
must be used for brood-rearing at

this time. If the second brood-cham-
ber is given on top the queen usually
goes into it, but often fails to go
down! again, thus abandoning the
lower brood-chamber, the combs of
which are partially filled with pollen
as the brood emerges. When the sec-
ond story is filled with brood and
honey the queen may go into the next
super above, abandoning bo'th the
first and second stories. In other
words, no matter how many hive-
bodies are used, the queen is often
partially confined to but one of them

The eight-frame Langstroth hive and Dadant hive compared

at a time, with a tendency to go up-
ward into the supers, abandoning in

turn each brood-chamber, if the
queen excluder is not used. If in

building up previous to the honey-
flow a second hive body is placed
below, the queen often fails to go
down, and she may become suffi-

ciently crowded for further brood-
rearing room that a tendency to
swarm is developed in the colony be-
fore the queen finds the combs below.
With the horizontal wiring of the

frames it is difficult to overcome the
stretching of the cells just below the
top bar of the frame unless all of
these cells are used for brood-rearing
the first year, thus reinforcing the
wa.x cells by means of the cocoons.
When there is one or two inches of
comb adjacent to the top bar that is

unfit for brood-rearing on account of
misshapen cells, we are asking too
much of the queen if we expect her
to pass freely both up and down, past
spaces and sticks and finally across
the imperfect comb to find cells in

which to deposit eggs.

This trouble may be overcome to

a large extent by carefully sorting
the combs, using in the brood-cham-
ber only those which are strength-
ened hy cocoons to the top bar. In-
verting the frames, the first year they
are used, results in a reinforcement of
the upper portion of the comb if

brood is reared in them to the top
bar, which is at the bottom when the
frame is inverted. Some better meth-
od of wiring the frames may be de-
veloped by which sagging of combs
may be overcome. Dr. Miller sup-
ports the foundation in his frames by
means of wooden splints to overcome
the tendency of the combs to sag.
He also secures combs built down to
the bottom bar by using wider foun-
dation, which extends down' between
the two halves of a split bottom bar.
He thus eliminates the barrier formed
by the usual space between the comb
and the bottom bar of the frame as
well as the barrier formed by mis-
shapen cells in the upper portion of
the comb. He reports that his queens
pass readily from one hive-body to
another.

If the same sized frame is to be
used for both the brood-chamber and
extracting supers, the Langstroth
depth is probably a fair compromise.
Extracting combs deeper than the
Langstroth would be objectionable in

supering and in extracting, and brood
combs shallower than the Langstroth
would be objectionable from the
standpoint of brood-rearing. Unless
something can be done to overcome
the tendency of combs to sag, as they
usually do with horizontal wiring,
l)eekeepers may again return to the
deeper frame for the brood-chamber
and use a brood-chamber large
enough that a single story is suffi-

cient, since in such hives the barrier
formed by misshapen cells in the up-
per portion of the comb does not limit

the activity of the queen, but may be
utilized to the advantage of the bee-
keeper as an obstruction to check the
tcndcnc}' of the queen to enter the
supers.
Washington, D. C.
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THE EDITOR'S VIEWPOINT
Dr. Miller's health is better and he

is going to reply to some questions

himself. Bear in mind that he does

not reply by mail to enquiries. Do
not send questions which require

too lengthy an answer. Before you

ask a question, make sure that a sim-

ilar question has not been already

answered in the numbers of the Jour-

nal which you have.

Buying Package Bees
We have a letter from a reader

who ordered packages of bees from

a shipper in one State and queens

from a breeder in another. Instruc-

tions were given as to the exact date

of shipment, so that bees and queens

were expected to arrive at the same

time. The bees were shipped on the

date specified, but the queen breeder

wrote that because of unfavorable

weather he was unable to send the

queens. As a result the bees in the

packages were almost a total loss.

As the queen breeder had been noti-

fied in advance that package bees

were to be shipped at this time he

should have made an extra effort to

fill the order to save loss to his cus-

tomer.
However, this should serve as a

warning to any beekeeper never to

buy bees, without queens, unless cer-

tain in advance that he will be able

to supply them on arrival of the

packages. In p case of this kind, the

failure of either the package shipper

or the queen breeder to fill his orders

on time will result in loss, since

neither bees nor queens are of use

without one another. So many
things can happen to prevent ship-

ment of bees or queens on a certain

date that the only safe way is to buy

both from the same shipper, or be

able to supply the lack at home. Bees

travel more safely with queens, any-

way. They are certainly better sat-

isfied and less restless.

Don't Extract Too Closely

It looks now like sugar would be

very scarce and high in price this

year. It behooves every beekeeper to

make sure that plenty of honey is

left in every hive to last until the

next season, before finishing extract-

ing. The beekeeper who extracts and

sells all the early lioney and depends

upon a later flow to support his bees
may find himself unable to get su-

gar to supply the lack of the flow

that fails and lose his bees from star-

vation. Don't extract too closely.

Queen Introduction
The time is at hand when many

beekeepers, arc ordering queens from
breeders and preparing to introduce
them. We wish to warn beginners
against the practice of removing the

old queen to be replaced, several

days ahead. We received a complaint
lately of a beginner who was very
much disappointed because he had
not received the queen ordered, at

the exact date he had set. He had
removed the old queen from his hive

in anticipation of the arrival of the

other. The bees had reared queen-
cells. Of course that is what we
should expect. Then they would be

less likely to accept a new queen,
since they realized fully that they
were queenless. They would prefer

to rear a queen from their brood, and
we would have to wait till they were
hopelessly queenless before they
would willingly accept a new one. But
if we remove the old queen immedi-
ately after receiving the one which is

to take her place and put her in the

introducing cage for an hour or two
before making the exchange and put-

ting the new one in, the bees are not

queenless a single minute. They are

more willing to accept the new one.

The only thing that may militate

against her is the possibility of her

being so fatigued from the trip that

she may be considered by the bees as

losing her prolificness. That is why
a queen, transferred from one hive

to another will always be accepted
more readily than a tired one whicli

has been fatigued by travel, espe-

cially if the new one has acquired

some strange odor.
.•\nother advantage in keeping the

old <|ueen in the hive until the new
one is at hand lies in the briefness of

the suspension of laying. That is

w'hy the introduction by the smoke
method would be very valuable if

there were not so many failures in it.

The cage luethod, with 24 to 48 hours

of confinement, is the safest.

The introduction of queens during

the honey crop and at hours when the

old bees are in the field is always
more likely to be successful than in-

troduction in a time of dearth, or in

rainy weather, when all the bees, old
and young, are at home.
Nothing, to our mind, is more dan-

gerous than the presence of robbers
around a hive in which a new queen
has been introduced. It irritates the
bees and causes them to mistrust
every bee they meet. If the odor of
the new queen is still a little strange
to them, they are likely to treat her
as a stranger. That is why practical
beekeepers advise the beginner not to

open the hive for 3 or 4 days after the
queen has been introduced. .'Vfter

that time she has begun her laying
and is looked upon with respect and
tenderness. However if we should
delay examination as long as 3 weeks,
the new queen might have been
killed and replaced by a young one
and we would not know it, unless she
had been clipped or bore some dis-

tinguishing marks.

The Honey Extractor Useless
In "L'Apiculteur" for .'Vpril, a writer

asserts, page 91, that experiments
have "reduced to nothing the claim
of the honey extractor to an increase
of honey crop." This same man, a
few years ago, in the same magazine,
held that the use of the honey extrac-
tor was not practical The thousands
of American beekeepers who use this

machine will be very much aston-
ished at this amazing revelation!
They will wonder whether this writer
thinks himself practical.

Defending Themselves
Against Robbers
Bertrand, in his "Conduite du Ru-

cher," wrote, page 53: "The Italians

and especially the Cyprians, defend
themselves better than common bees
against robbers; Carniolan bees are
the least expert of all, it is their

principal defect."

Queen Matings
"Current Opinion" for May has an

article on "The Tribulations of the

Queen Bee in Finding a Mate," with a
very good cut of a comb of brood and
honey. This is taken from "The New
Statesman," of London, and gives
some English views upon the subject.

Technical articles, like this, in the

magazine press, often contain gross
inaccuracies. But this is a good state-

ment.
There is, however, an assertion

made that "if England is being turned
into a land of cross-bred bees today,

it is because the black drone is fast-

est on his wings." Has this been
positively ascertained? Or does this

English writer fail to take into ac-

count the much greater number of

black drones in liis vicinity than of

the Italian or other foreign breed?
Unless this has been actually tested—
a rather difficult test—comparatively,

I suggest that matings occur among
queens and drones much farther

apart than is ordinarily believed. In

the early days of Italianization, here,

.some SO years ago, I often found the

black queens of farmers. 4 and 5 miles

away, producing hybrids; showing
plainly the range of flight of our

Italian drones.
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Utah Honey
The first atiiuial report of the In-

spector of Apiaries for the State of

Utah, Mr. F. B. Tcriiberry, shows an
estimated honcv production for that

State, in \9\9, of 2,221,710 pounds from
37,627 colonics, or aii average of over
59 pounds jier colony.

Wintering Bees in Kansas
We have received a copy of Dr.

Merrill's Notes on the Value of Win-
ter Protection for Bees." The ex-
periments made at the College on six

hives are quite conclusive. The colo-

nies were in single-story unpacked
colonies, two-story unpacked, and
packed colonies. Half were with
windbreaks, the otliers without. The
packed colonies consumed the most
honey, hut also reared the largest
amount of brood and were in best
shape in spring. The single-story un-
packed hives consumed the least

amount of stores, but were in the
worst shape in spring. The conclusion
is obvious {hat packed colonies, well
sheltered and well supplied with food,
bring the best results.

Another Use for Propolis
"Nahla." of Algiers, of March, 1920,

quotes the following from "Petit Al-
manach des Abeilles":

"I used to wa.x my mustache—which
is ordinarily hanging down—with a
liquid sold in a small vial at the cost
of 39 cents. What were the com-
ponents of this liquid? A perfumed
resin, dissolved in a little alcohol, as
my brother beekeepers undoubtedly
know. At present, I take some pro-
polis, the odor of which is very pleas-
ant to me, and which my bees fur-

nish free of charge. I dissolve it in

a fourth of a pint of good alcohol. I

strain it and use it in lieu of the fa-

mous mastic. I obtain for 6 cents the
value of $2 of mustache wax.
The same magazine recommends,

for the removal of propolis from the
hands, the use of either turpentine.
alcohol, benzine, petrol, or even Eau
de Cologne.

Bulletins on Foulbrood
Three more bulletins have lately

been published by the Department of
Agriculture, of importance to bee-
keepers: "European Foulbrood,"'
Bulletin No. 810, by Dr. G. F. White,
with 8 plates, contains a very thor-
ough description of the phases of the
above named disease. A synopsis of

this will be published in our columns
soon.
"A Study of the Behavior of Bees

in Colonies Affected by European
Foulbrood," Bulletin No. 804. by Ar-
nold P. Sturtevant specialist in

bacteriology of bee diseases. He
shows a number of experiments, and
his conclusions are that European
Foulbrood is mainly a disease of
weak colonies. This tallies with the
experience of practical beekeepers.
"Control of American Foulbrood."

Farmers' Bulletin No. 1084. by Dr. E.
F. Phillips, apiculturist in charge at

the Bureau of Entomology. This is

a 16-page bulletin which contains the
most important things to be known
on this disease by the specialist in

beekeeping. It shows the appearance
of diseased combs and gives the best
treatment so far known.
Kach of these Inilletins should be in

the hands of the beekeeper who is in-

terested in abolishing foulbrood. Let
me repeat that I kept bees for 42
years before I saw a sample of foul-

l>rood. There is no reason why we
cannot get rid of these diseases so as
to make them as rare as they were 30
years ago.

Minnesota Experiment Station
The management of the University

Farm Apiary at St. Paul has under-
taken the furnishing of choice queens
in limited numbers to the beekeepers
of the State. They now publish a cir-

cular announcing that the price of

these queens is raised to $1 for un-
tested and $1.50 for tested. They can
send only a limited number, filling or-

ders in rotation. These are, of

course, tnuch below cost.

The statement is made, also, that
the winter losses in Minnesota are
around 40 per cent, this year.

Weight of Bees
As far back as 150 years ago, ex-

periments were already made on the
weight of bees. Wildman (1770)

writes

:

"On the 9th of March, 1768, being a

very cold day, I took some bees out of

a hive and suffered them to fly to a

window which so chilled them that
they fell as dead. Of them I collected
as many as weighed half an ounce,
and found the number to be 154,

which gives, to the pound, 4.928. 1

weighed another half ounce and
found the number to be the same."
He also quotes another author who

weighed dead bees and found 5.366 in

a pound. The difference in weights
was evidently due to the latter being
dry and entirely deprived of honey.

The Metric System
The standardization of the metric

system is strongly urged just now.
But too few people know anything
about its simplicity. On the con-
trary, most people think it very in-

tricate. It would simplify our chil-^

dren's labor ninety per cent. An-
drew Carnegie and Roosevelt urged
it. Edison, Burbank, Ford and Per-
shing are all advising it. It is used
by men of science everywhere. We
need it in our dealings with South
America.

The Dismal Swamp
for Beekeeping
Having read in the Literary Digest

a mention of the geological survey of

the Dismal Swamp, with mention of
its flora, we wrote the U. S. Geolog-
ical Survey for a copy of the Bulletin.

It was sent to us with a very courte-
ous reply stating that the report was
no longer available for distribution,
but that they were sending us one
of the few reserved copies.
The description of the flora of the

Dismal Swamp is disappointingly
brief. But it is suflicient to show that
there may be some chances for bees
in that vicinity. The trees and shrubs
upon which bees could gather pollen

or honey, or both, are the following:
Water ash, Rattan (Berchemia scan-

dens), yellow jessamine, cotton and
water gum (nyssa), red maple and
sweet l)ay (Magnolia).
Have any of our readers any knowl-

edge of practical beekeeping in the
vicinity of the Dismal Swamp?
The Bulletin in question treats

mainly of the production of peat.

Franco-Belgian Funds
The I'Vanco-l'.elgian Committee met

in Paris early in April and ordered
one-third of the supplies sent to Mr.
Tombu at the Department of Agricul-
ture of Brussels. The other two-
thirds were ordered, one-half to Paris,
the other half to Nancy, to be divid-
ed between the eastern and western
regions.
Mr. Crepieux-Jamin, of Rouen, who

is an active member of the commit-
tee, writes us

:

"You may report to your commit-
tee, Drs. Miller and Phillips, that
those subscriptions will give us the
opportunity of doing much good. Say
to them that we are very thankful.
The distress in the devastated regions
can hardly be conceived, for one can-
not imagine such continuous masses
of ruins, on such an extensive scale.

.
You may have an idea of a part of it,

but the total is overwhelming. It
takes real courage to bear the sight
of it and one is filled with admira-
tion for the good people who strug-
gle in those stony deserts, where the
meanness of some human beings has
destroyed everything. All that we
may do is insignificant by the side of
what will remain to be done; it will
take IS or 20 years to revive those re-
gions, if they ever succeed. But the
inhabitants do not lose heart, and
they seem to have even more courage
than the visitors. They want to live;
they want to rebuild their homes;
they deserve to be helped. I am very
happy of having the privilege of ad-
ding ever so little to this rebuilding."
The above-named gentleman is

too modest to speak of what he has
already done. But the French and
Belgian magazines report him as be-
ing the first civilian rewarded by the
King of Belgium with the Order of
Leopold, for services rendered. Dur-
ing the war he gave medical assist-
ance to more than 3,000 wounded
Belgian soldiers. Beekeepers may be
proud of his being one of their num-
ber.

There is still more room for help. It
is never too late to do good.
One lot of 56 smokers has been sent,

also. Six of these were subscribed by
J. W. Bittenbender, of Knoxville, la.

Space Between Combs
Cowan advises spacing frames "a

shade under IK- inches from the sep-
tum or middle of each pair of combs."
(Page 26 of British Beekeeper's
Guide Book). I'or wintering he spaces
them farther. He writes:
"There sliould be sufficient bees to

crowd eight frames, and these should
be placed l->4 inches from centre to
centre, for the winter months . .

"

(Page 181).
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Perfect Wiring of Combs
By W. L. Gray

I take the smallest shoe-lace eyelets

that can be obtained and place one in

each hole of the end bars, driving it

down with a hammer. First it is

necessary to enlarge the holes some,
which I do with brace and gimlet,

holding five or six of the bars to-

gether and boring through them all at

one operation, which lessens the work.
If tight wires—wires that will stay
tight indefinitely—will prevent sag-

ging combs, then this way is all that

is necessary; besides, it makes a very
neat job. You' will readily see that

the wiring machine will do better

work, also the wire will not bind
nearly so much where it passes
through the holes. The end bars can
be sprung in and 'they stay in that po-
sition.

Might this not be the solution of

this problem, if the manufacturers
would devise a machine to insert the

eyelets at the factory when the

frames are made? I believe that ex-

tensive beekeepers would be willing

to pay a little more for a frame like

this.

I also think that a larger size wire
than a No. 30 should be used, say one
with twice the cross-sectional area.

No. 27. This way, when using the wir-

ing machine, faster work could be

done, as it would not be necessary to

be so careful about breaking wire.

Wisconsin.
(This method is similar to that de-

scribed earlier by Deroy Taylor, of

New York. There is no doubt that loose

wires would be largely prevented by
such eyelets and that, therefore, the

sagging of foundation would be min-
imized. So far no manufacturer has

seen fit to place such frames with eye-

lets in the side bars on the market.

—

Edi'tor.)

Wiring Foundation

By J. LI. Douglas
I have tried all kinds of wiring and

find only one way suitable to the bees,

just four straight wires, and they

must be tight and stay tight. As soon

as I found they would not stay tight I

began to look into the cause and
found that the wires cut into the

wood.
I bought 12,000 shoe eyelets of the

smallest size; they cost 4c per 10-

franie hive. I drove these eyelets in

the holes already in the end bars;
that is all there is to it. Wires never
cut into the wood and never get loose
any more, and the wires just run
through the little eyelets like they
were greased. What do you say, Dr.

Miller?
Now there is another little kink. I

use a wiring machine (of my own de.-

sign) to crank the wire up tight. I

pull the top wire down in the center. It

is necessary to do this for two rea-

sons; it forms a truss, and by pulling

it down it takes all the slack out of

the second wiris. I next roll in the

bottom wire; this time I draw it up
in the center. That takes up the slack

in wire No. 3. Also it takes all the

buckling out of the foundation. Then
I roll in wires 2 and 3, leaving them
straight. When wiring frames use
shoe eyelets. That is all there is to

it. There has been many a page writ-

ten about wiring and all that has been
written did not tell as much as these

si.x words.
Arizona.

Wiring
By A. F. Bonney

Having read about all that has been
written on wiring which has appeared
in the journals, I have yet another
idea to offer which, while only a modi-
fication of other methods, has, I think,

some redeeming features.

Is there anything in the many meth-
ods of wiring offered which will insure

stability of the combs? If we use ver-

tical wires, will not the combs, in a

hot hive, be apt to slip on them, not

much, to be sure, but one-si.xteenth of

an inch is enough to des'troy a cell, or

a row of them.
Where the wires are not vertical,

but run obliquely across the frame

there would be less danger of dis-

placement, because such a wire will

not sag as much as a wire running

parallel, and this parallel wire is the

one to be supported, and we give it

but little help by putting in another
(oblique) wire unattached to it.

I had in mind to solder the wires
where they cross, which could be

made a simple matter, by using a soft

solder, something like the Wolf metal,

a mixture of tin, lead and bismuth,

which may be so combined as to melt

at less than the boiling point of wa-
ter—212 degrees. The soldering could

be done by the aid of electricity, and

the job finished very quickly.
I think the plan I offer will insure

the best of results, with the wires
either soldered or left free. The
wires (aaa) pass under the wires
(bbb). In case of the first and,
maybe the second wires, two such
supports might be used, if necessary.
I think it unlikely that the fourth
wire from the top will need support.
It will be easy to add one for experi-
mental purposes.
Iowa.

Another suggestion for wiring frames

Arrangement of Colonies in the

Apiary
By the Editor

"Just how close to each other may
one safely place a number of colo-
nies? I have a number, and as my
space is limited I want to place them
close together. Is it also necessary
that they all face the same direction?
I believe that I have read that they
should not be placed too close, but I

have seen pictures of large apiaries
where the ground seemed to be lit-

erally covered with hives."
Missouri.
There are few points in beekeeping

upon which leading and practical

men agree so well and yet fail to fol-

low the advice which they give. The
placing of colonies in long, uniform
rows is generally deprecated, because
of the danger of losing the queens on
their return from their wedding
flight. Yet we followr this method
more or less ourselves.
Mr. Langstroth wrote:
"If a traveler should be carried in

a dark night, to a hotel in a strange
city, and, on rising in the morning,
should find the streets filled with
buildings precisely like it, he would
be able to return to his proper place

only by previously ascertaining the

number, or by counting the houses
between it and the corner. Such a

numbering faculty, however, was not

given to the queen-bee; for who, in a

state of nature, ever saw a dozen or

more hollow trees or other places

frequented by bees, standing close to-

gether, precisely alike in shape, size

and color, with their entrances all

facing the same way, and at exactly

the same height from the ground?"
This criticism is correct, and more

queens are lost, in a large apiary,

from 'the young queen returning to

the wrong hive, than in any other

way. We often hear people who buy
Italian queens saying that their bees

are often seen in the wrong hive,, and
they imagine that the Italians make
more mistakes of this kind than the

common bee. This is not so. But we
notice it more when Italian bees

make their home in a hive of blacks.

The young bees and the young queen,

at their first flight, aim to recognize

their home. But, as Mr. Langstroth
suggests, they have not the faculty

of counting the number of hives from

a certain point, and so are in danger

of entering the wrong hive. It mat-

ters little to the worker bees who,
when they make a mistake, are likely

to be welcome anyhow, if they come
as friends with a loaded honey sac.

But in the case of the young queen,
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if the hive she enters is queen-right,
this mistake costs her her life.

In an apiary where the rows of

hives are shaded by trees, where a

bush here and there divides the flight,

there is less danger of mistakes.
Each colony takes its own direction

of flight, to get out, from the shade
into the open. Thus there is little

danger of errors, especially if the

hives be painted of various colors.

Some say that this has no influence.

Yet, if you remove the hive and
transfer the bees into another of very
different color, you will notice many
bees hesitating, though they may
come back directly to the identical

spot.

It takes but little to enable a bee to

orient itself, or in other words, to

find its bearings. If two hives are
placed in closer proximity than the
others, this will direct the bees of

both these hives and of their imme-
diate neighbors. Mr. Scholl, of Texas,
has a way to place the colonies in

groups of five, not in regular rows,
so that none of the bees need hesi-

tate after once learning the location

of their home. A stump, a shrub, a

clump of grass, a slightly different

roof to 'the hive,anything, in fact,

which will enable the bees to see a

difference, is usually sufficient to

mark their home in their memory.
The relative position of the hive in

reference to other objects, is so well

noticed by the bees, that the moving
of it only a few inches is noticed by
them. But in an open expanse, where
there are no guiding marks whatever,
a hive, if alone, may be moved several

feet without its change of location

being noticed by the bees.

A large apiary may be placed in a

very small compass, without much
loss of bees. I have seen about 160

colonies, in a model apiary at Ma-
qu'oketa, Iowa, located on a space of

ground Which measured only about
50 by 65 feet. Most of the colonies

faced south. But they were arranged
in irregular rows, some being close

together, some farther apart, two
hives being generally placed very
close together, with a greater space
between them and the next. Long
rows, with exactly uniform spacing,

are most objectionable.

As to the directions in which the

hives should face, we have faced them
in all directions and have had good
success in every direction but the

north. It is better that the hives of

each row should face in the same di-

rection, if possible, as there is more
comfort in handling the bees. When
we pass in the apiary, we prefer to

pass behind each row. If we pass in

front, there is more danger of dis-

turbing the bees or angering them.
Two rows might be placed back to

back with sufficient room between
them to enable one to do all the ma-
nipulations. In that case we would
face one row east, the other west.

In apiaries located on a slope, we
want the bees to face down the slope.

It is easier to keep the hives level,

and if they are not level they will

slope forward, which is not objec-

tionable.

We do not like to tier up the hives,

tliough we have seen this, often, in

house apiaries, especially in Europe.
Not that there is danger of the bees
shifting from the upper to the lower
row, but because the manipulations
are much hindered, unless a passage
for the apiarist be also made higher
up, to readily reach the second row.
In some parts of Switzerland and in

Central Europe, they tier the hives

two and three stories high. But they
allow room for only one super for

each tier. Those people have no idea

of what a large crop of surplus honey
represents, and we cannot imagine
the harvesting of 200 pounds per col-

ony with such a system.

edly recognize the odor of the hive
and the odor of their queen. But we
have never tried to recognize whether
a hive is queenright or queenless by
the odor. It would require a nasal or-

gan as powerful as that of a well-
trained dog.—-Editor.)

Odor of Bees

I found the following interesting lit-

tle article in the January number of

The Ladies' Home Journal, and
thought it might interest others:

"Recognizes Bees By Their Smell.

—

Dr. N. E. Mclndoo, of the Smithson-
ian Institution, after a few months'
practice, is able to recognize the

three castes of bees—queens, drones
and workers—with his nose alone. He
is also able to distinguish the hive

odor (distinguishing one colony from
another), the brood odor, or smell of

the larvae, the honey odor, and the

wax odor. He believes that the bees

themselves recognize the odor of each
individual bee, and that this is the

way in which they tell one another
apart in the dark hive."

I think Mr. Mclndoo has a nose 50

times more sensitive than mine, or

this is a fish story.

Iowa.

(Without doubt, each of the three

kinds of bees has a special odor.

Swammerdam wrote that if you en-

close a number of drones in a small

box they emit a strong odor, which
he called "aura seminalis." He
thought the queen was impregnated
by this scent. The workers undoubt-

A Ford as a Wire Imbedder
Edward A. Winkler, of Illinois,

rigged up a wire imbedder, using his

Ford as a source of current. The pic-

ture shows him at work. He made
two frame blocks on a box, using a

half-inch board 7K'Xl6>2 to support
the foundation.
He took tvifo insulated wires to fur-

nish the current, connecting one to

the terminal attached 'to the horn and
the other to the engine. He ran the
motor at a speed equal to about 20
miles per hour, using less than two
gallons of gasoline for 1,000 frames.
The current was applied by means of
touching the two wires at opposite
ends of the wires in the frames. By
this means he was able to imbed as
many as 210 frames in an hour. This
draws heavily on the magneto of the
car and it is sometimes necessary to
use batteries to start the car for a

time after using it as a wire imbed-
der. A few hours driving on the road
soon recuperates it, however.
Mr. Winkler no longer uses the

Ford, as he now has access to electric

current.

Imperfect Mating of Queens

By Arthur C. Miller

Professor Anderson's remarks on
"Imperfect Mating of Queens" (A. B.

J. April, 1920), together with several
by Mr. Sladen in Gleanings and the
A. B. J., give food for thought and
suggest that other experiment sta-

tions beside the Canadian one might
devote some time and money to re-

searches along this and kindred lines.

Edward A. Winkler using his Ford as a wire imbedder.
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It is work that the average beekeeper
has neither the time nor the training
to successfully undertake.
Some experiences and observations

of my own may be worth recording,
though I do not pretend to have gone
into the matter exhaustively, but
even so, the facts may suggest other
lines 'of observation for others to

follow.
My "Home Yards" have always

been on a narrow peninsula of land
lying on the easterly side of Narra-
gansett Bay. From 1880 till 1888 the

yard was on the easterly side of the

peninsula, from 1888 to 1891 it was on
the westerly side, within 100 yards of

the shore, from 1891 'to 1910 on the

easterly side again, and since then on
the westerl}' side, about one-eighth
of a mile from the shore.

During the summer months the pre-

vailing winds are from the southwest
and blow pretty strongly. There is

no protection from the winds on the

west shore, but a narrow and low
ridge more or less tree-covered ex-

tends down the middle of the penin-

sula and gives fair protection to the

east side. While my yards were on
the east side there was little loss of

queens in mating and "poor" queens,

those which laid poorly or failed

young, were rare. But on the west
shore the loss of queens and poor
queens always have run high. The
results are about the same for large

as for small nuclei.

Some years ago I discovered that

some queens mated more than once
before they began to lay. Observa-
tions of two matings were not infre-

quent, and on two or three occasions

three matings were noted. In such

cases the first mating usually oc-

curred fairly early in the forenoon
and the subsequent mating or mat-
ings before late afternoon. On the

west side of the peninsula queens sel-

dom fly after 1 o'clock, because the

winds come in cold from the water
and are strong.

In only one case can I speak posi-

tively of a queen mating the second
time, on the day following the first

mating. In that case the first mating
took place late in the afternoon and
the second one early the following

forenoon.

From these observations I am led
to believe that it is at least not un-
common for queens to mate more
than once before they begin to lay.

As further proof most beekeepers of
any considerable experience can re-

call queens of pure parentage which
produced two distinct types of work-
ers, one typically pure and one dis-

tinctly different. Offspring from a

crossing of pure parents of mixed
blood are of all sorts.

Mr. Sladen's observations, as well
as those of Professor Anderson and
myself, seem to indicate that some
drones are not virile, or that for

.^.onie at present "obscure reason one
mating may not so fill the spernia-
thcca as to bring to an end the mat-
ing impulse of the queen.
There is much difference of opinion

as 'to how the drones find the queens,
some asserting it is by odor, others
that it is by sound, and I am among
the latter, and I think I have good
reas'ons for so believing, but I am
ready to listen to all the others have
to say.

Professor Anderson's remarks on
drones recall some experiences
which may properly be related in this

article, namely, that drones "drift"

with the wind and seldom fight

against it. On the peninsula above
referred to I have always known of

every colony, its location and its

strain. Whenever blacks or hybrids
were southwest of my yards, mis-
maitings were common, but when they
have been north of my yards, mis-

mating was rare. And this statement
holds good where the alien stock
has been nearly a mile southwest and
as near as an eighth of a mile north.

This, of course, at different times.

Henry Alley always maintained that

queens mated within a few rods 'of

the hive they flew from.
What do we know about bees, any-

way? The late Mr. E. E. Hasty used

to delight in saying "Bees do nothing
invariably."

Rhode Island.

A Deep Frame
Your recent deep brood-nest discus-

sions in the Journal have interested

me greatly. I wished to secure Na-

ture's ideal of a deep brood-chamber,
while still employing my small Lang-
stroth size extractor, supers, etc., and
this is how I set about it : I made up
100 new frames of the usual Lang-
stroth dimensions, but with the top
bars placed at one of the ends in-

stead of lengthwise, as now manufac-
tured. This gave me a frame 8j4xl8>;J
in. over all, with top bars l.xlxlO in.

long and having l}/2 in. spacing. In
the center of a brood-chamber of
standard Langstroth width and length
and suitable depth I placed twelve of
these frames, double walling and
packing the unoccupied space on
either side of the row of frames so
that I could readily use any sort of
Langstroth supers, etc., on top.

The first year everything was of 10-

frame width, but not being, strong
physically, I gravitated by degrees
into 8-frame equipment, where, so
long as my present light changes not,

I feel disposed to remain. I like the
simplicity and success of my venture
well. But now I should value not a

little your friendly criticism of what
I have done.
Ontario.

Answer—Judging by the diagram
which accompanied the letter, the

supers are to be placed horizontally
over the top of the hive body, jutting

out over the double-wall packed ends.

The combs standing on end are

upon the idea given by Mr. Demuth,
with the purpose of giving the bees a

greater amount of honey over the

cluster for winter. Probably the

greatest objection that I would find

to such a hive would be the possibility

of the bees disliking to work in the

jutting-over spaces at both ends.

Of course, I would not want to

adopt this hive for'my own use. Bu't

neither do I advise anyone to change
from the style which he now uses, if

he is successful. As to the man who
is not satisfied with the style he has,

it is for him and for his benefit that

all these discussions are raised. Per-

sonally, all I wish is to answer 'the

questions which are raised from lime

to time of how we succeed and why.
With us, the theory follows the prac-

tice and does not precede it. It seems
to us a much safer way than to have
the theory first, and the practice af-

terwards.—C. P. D.

View of a French apiary

Florida Apiary Near Toulouse,

France

To cas't one's eyes over tlie picture

of this apiary is enough to draw in-

ferences which will not be to the ad-

vantage of the arrangement. Other
defects, less evident on the photo (but

1 am well placed to know them), re-

quire an explanation.
First, its recent increase did not

give me time to ascertain wlielhcr

llio numlicr of colonics is too large,

considering the importance of the

crop. For a few years past, in the

south of France, the harvest has been
light. On an average, perhaps 40 colo-

nics would be enough for this location.

Yet, during a good honey flow, when
the white locust—abundant here— is a

success, the apiary could sustain 200

colonies without overstocking. But it
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is prudent to reckon with middling
years instead of exceeding ones.

Secondly, the apiary, notwithstand-
ing its shelter from cold winds, is too
much exposed to the autan or African
sirocco, cooled sometimes in crossing
the Mediterranean. Some years, par-
ticularly, it lilows for 8 to IS days con-
tinuously, ol)Structing the work of the
bees.
Thirdly, the sun reaches the hives

only till about 4 o'clock in the after-

noon, as the slope is to the northeast.
I have outapiaries in warmer exposi-
tions where the breeding is earlier

by a month. Lateness is a great han-
dicap, because our main flow comes by
the 25th of May. There is also too
little shade.
Another disadvantage is the variety

of styles, though the majority are in

Dadant hives. There is, however, a

compensation to this, as it allows of

more experiments.
The name of the apiary is after the

French-Latin name of blossoms, not
after a State of the United States.

You will ask why, with so many
drawbacks, I do not attempt a reform.
It is because, of several inconven-
iences I cho'ose the least.

V. DUMAS.

Observing Hives
A Letter from the Ames Experiment

Station
Mr. C. P. Dadant, Editor .A.merican

Bee Journal, Hamilton 111

:

Dear Friend :

You may be interested to know
that a one-frame observation hive in

my office contains a little colony
which bids fair to winter through. I

left them there just to see what the
result would be, little thinking that
there would still be any bees left by
the last of January. The colony lost

two or three hundred bees along in

December, at the time of the cold
weather and coal shortage, when the
temperature in the room got down
close to freezing. They had a good
flight the last of December and a
fairly good one again today (Jan. 26).

The queen started to lay about the 20th
of December, but only a small frac-
tion of the eggs hatched, as the
proper temperature could not be
maintained. About SO or 75 young
bees emerged. The queen has ceased
laying and with the flight the bees
had today, I see no reason why they
should not live through. During the
month of confinement just ended,
hardly a bee died till within the last

few days, when they became a little

restless, and a total of 36 bees is the
I'oss for the month. The colony now
contains approximately 1,400 bees. I

am hoping now to see them alive yet
in May or June.
February 2.— I had scarcely consid-

ered this an experiment, but rather as
a matter of interest to me personally.
As it is turning out. the prospects are
that data obtained will be of more
than passing interest. Should the lit-

tle colony fail to live till summer, it

will not be any proof that such a col-

ony could not be carried through the
winter, for I am continually making
use of this colony for other experi-
mental purposes.

Since my last letter, the queen has
resumed laying. This follows imme-
diately the flight of the bees on Janu-
ary 26, and may have been influenced
by this. l)Ut I believe it more likely
due to disturbing the colony with my
experiments about the same time.
Approximately one-fifth of the

young bees that have hatched during
cold weather are abnormally small.
Tliis is to be expected, since proper
brood-rearing temperatures could not
be maintained. I notice that the other
workers take special delight in tor-

menting the little fellows and kill

them in a few days, although, so far

as I have noticed, they are deficient
only in size.

I made a number of observation
hives last summer. They are ex-
tremely simple in construction, and I

find them very satisfactory. The price
of the observation hives offered on
the market is almost prohibitive to

the average beekeeper. If you wish,
I will try to supply you with an il-

lustration and short description of
this hive some time later on, but am
too busy to do so now.

Yours truly,

WALLACE PARK.
(This is interesting, and we would

be glad of an illustration and descrip-
tion. Too few beekeepers use observ-
ing hives.—Editor.)

Money From Bee Stings

On page 137 it appears that you
have no knowledge that the formic
acid of the bee is used for medical
purposes. I have been furnishing
bees for medical use for the last 15

years and have thought it was the
formic acid they wanted. Now you
find out. I am sending part of an en-
velope that gives you the firm's name
and address, hoping you will write
them. I ship to the Philadelphia ad-
dress. Further, a homeopathic doctor
here says he uses the formic acid in

treating heart disease, dropsy and
rheumatism. The way the bees are
prepared, the bottles are two-gallon
size, three-inch neck, no cork. One
quart of alcohol in each, weighed and
marked; bladder wet ^nd stretched

over the top; four bottles at a time.
I am not allowed to kill the bees, for
sulphur or carbon would spoil them
for medical use.

I empty the alcohol out and dry the
bottle to put the live bees in ; use a
15-inch funnel, 3-inch neck to fit the
bottle, brush the bees off the combs
in the funnel, strike it lightly and
they slip in; or if it's a swarm I

take from a limb, I get them in a
sack, tie the sack over the neck of
bottle, up-end the sack and shake
them in. If the bottle should be half
full I turn in half the alcohol. Next
time I use a dry bottle, then empty in

the other until full. The alcohol kills

them in about a minute. Each bottle
holds about 12 pounds of bees.
Now you are wondering why I kill

my bees. I don't any more, only those
I get from bee trees in the fall and
late after-swarms that come my way.
I keep bottles on hand, some now
half full. I am a farmer, not a prac-
tical beekeeper; don't have time to

do much with the bees; have kept
them more than 30 years. At the time
I commenced bottling bees I had over
60 colonies and was working them
for comb honey. I used the "T"
supers with the 4-piece sections; it

was too much bee work for a busy
farmer. I tried to sell at $3.50 per
colony firs't of October; no one to

buy; took up about twenty; average
5 pounds of bees; got over 30 pounds
of extracted honey and had the hives
and combs left. Next year lost all

but two colonies—foulbrood. Most all

bees died in 'this part of the State
that year, and but very few started
again. MICHIGAN.
In reply to our letter the Philadel-

phia firm answered as follows:
"The subject of using the poison of

bees in medicine seems to become
prominent in the regular medical
journals every two or three years.
Usually a number of articles are writ-
ten telling what a wonderful remedy
it is for rheumatism, and then it is

forgotten. Medicine has been made
from the honeybee since about 1757,

and has been used by the homeo-
pathic practitioners ever since that
date. It is usually made from the—

1
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whole live bee by macerating the bee
in alcohol. The action of the remedy
is chiefly on the kidneys and bladder.

It has been used with success by the

homeopaths in the treatment of rlieu-

niatism, dropsy, eczema and various
affections of the mucous membrane.
The homeopathic school of medicine
also uses a preparation made from
the sting of the honeybee. We buy
l)oth the honeybee and the stings for

medicine. At the present time we
need about 5,000 stings of the honey-
bees, and could use about 20 or 25

pounds of bees."

Straw Skeps of Bees From Central

France to the Liberated Regions

I am sending you two photos of

bees in skeps packed in sacks and
shipped to the liberated regions.

There are lots of bees in the moun-
tains of Puy-De-Dome. But they are

not yet posted on modern methods. I

have sold a number of skeps at 100

francs each, prepaid (about $6, at

present values). But there is de-

mand for more than we can supply.

The trouble comes from the brim-
stoning of skeps by ignorant honey
producers.

I will try and send you some pho-
tos of mountain apiaries by and bv.

TOURAUD QUINTIEX,
Puy-De-Dome.

Bee and Queen Advertisements

By W. H. Gray

There is a great diiTerence in the

way people advertise their products,

and I suppose the prospective buyers
are differently affected by what they
read. So my views on the subject

must be taken as entirely personal.

When I read over the long list of

people who have queens to sell, I wish
to know at a glance where they are

situated; and here I must confess
my ignorance. I cannot always make
out 'the abbreviations used by the

postal authorities, and the public, to

denote the different States. So,

sooner than worry it out, I pass on to

an "ad" that 'tells me where the

breeder lives, without the help of the

atlas. It is very natural that the

buyer of bees and queens should want

to know the location of the sender.
When other things are equal there is

no use in ordering from the farthest

point on the North American Conti-
nent. If the buyer in Quebec orders
queens from California, or the buyer
in Washington State from Florida, he
knows his queens will be a long time
in the mails.

Then, again, with so many good, re-

liable breeders, why should I have 'to

write for the catalog of one before I

can get his prices? Why can't he tell

at once? And also say when he will

start shipping? It would probably be
all the better if he stated the other
general particulars that the buyer
wants to know, such as color, strain,

and if safe delivery is guaranteed.
Somei breeders include Canada in

their safe delivery, and they probably
get their reward in trade. A con-
servative buyer might hesitate to or-

der from a very large advertiser

whose prices were about half 'those 'of

the vast majority. But he might give

him a small trial order, which might
lead to big business later if every-

thing was O. K.

I bought a very good queen last

year for 60c, but heard later that the

breeder had cleared out with other

people's money. If a breeder is ship-

ping diagonally across the continent

I think he would be well advised to

use the large cage, 'or two of the

small ones fastened together with a

hole cut throug'h. In this latter way
a queen came from England to Brit-

ish Columbia in splendid condition

after 14 days' traveling.

It would be only fair to the breeder
if the buyer would always re'turn the

cage with the dead queen and bees, if

he expects replacement. For I am
sure there are people who victimize

breeders in this way, depending on
him not to doubt their word. On the

other hand, I have returned a dead
queen and then had a letter assuring

me that the queen was probably only
numbed, and if I had only put her in

a warm place she would have been all

right. The same concern sent me a

used hive, when I paid for a new one.

But it is only very occasionally that

these things occur, on account of the

care the bee journals take before ac-

cepting doubtful advertisements, and
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rostrata and E. terreticonis), swani])

gums (E. Gummii), manna gums (E.

vlminalis) and on higher land yellow
box (E. melliodora), and since this i^

to be a general survey, we must
firmly decline to enumerate any more
eucalypts. Suffice it to say that to

look over the illimitable range with
its winding blue gullies clothed with
the velvety greenness of dense forest

growth is to realize that there i<

room for millions of apiarists. Every
day our view extends over hundreds
of miles of densely covered country
and not a beekeeper to gatlier even
a fraction of the vast crops of honey
secreted year by year. The forest

may be secured on lease, 2.000 acres

for, say $25 per year.

To the west, the wheat country,
there are belts of rich honey plants.

Along the banks of the Murray River
are the irrigation settlements that

extend quite a distance from the

river .Fruit blossoms and lucerne in

abundance, for instance 600 acres of

citrus fruits in one garden. Have you
anything as big as that in America?
Down south, and especially the

southeast, Gippsland in particular is

the dairying land, rich dark soil, some
fine alluvial that grows almost any
crops, where the introduced black-
berry has run wild and ruined the

farmers that neglected to stem its in-

sistent advance. Fourteen feet maize,
and clover, white Dutch, strawberry,
alsike, crimson, red and some others.

Big trees—you take our word for it,

they are big. Eighteen hundred
fence rails 9 feet long by 10x3 inches

out of one "stick"; where the axe
men go up ten and fourteen feet on
spring-boards to escape the enor-
mous buttresses at the base of the

giant, before attempting to fell the

tree.

Of course, in a country such as we
have attempted to describe there

must be plenty of apiarists. Well,
not as many as you might imagine.
There are very few, if any box-hive
men, for the laws of the state pre-
clude the keeping of bees in other
than "properly constructed frame
hives"; suoh is the wording of the

act.

There is a beekeepers' association,

but it is very small and not at all

representative of the many progres-
sive apiarists in the state. The
writer of these articles favors a fed-
eral body. The state association is

not blessed with longevity; its in-

come is very small, but the aggregate
of all states placed at the disposal of

one Federal body might do some
good.
Regarding the instruction of nov-

ices and others who desire informa-
tion, little or nothing is being done.
The writer would like to see a Fed-
eral body of apiarists charged with
the dissemination of apicultural
knowledge, and to possess the power
of granting certificates of compe-
tency to candidates who pass the pre-
scribed examinations. In addition,
such a body could more efficiently

handle the export problem, and, un-
der Government aegis, investigate the

why and the -wherefor of diseased

bees—and undesirable beekeepers.
(This is an afterthought).
Now, here is a secret or two about

the returns per hive. We can show
a record of 10 60-pound tins per hive,

equal to 600 pounds, and, on the con-
trary, some years the return was not
one ounce per hive. We are going to

leave your readers to fill any figures
they wish that will enable them to

determine what is a fair average re-

turn. It ought to be easy; look at

the range we have indicated, 600
pounds down to zero. So you see the
apicultural industry in Australia is

very like the same industry in Ameri-
ca. Don't you think so?

New South Wales
It was in the "Ma State," other-

wise New South Wales, about 1882,

that Captain Wallace, of the ship
Isabella, landed the first colonies of
honeybees in Australia. They were
black bees, and so favorable for in-

sect life are the conditions existing
in the indigenous forests that the in-

sects spread over the entire conti-
nent in countless numbers. The
honeybee thus introduced is now
known as the "bush" bee.
Like the rabbits, sparrows and

foxes, the bee was obtained from
Europe, but unlike all the former,
the bee proved a blessing. The na-
tive bee, about the size of_ the com-
mon house fly, belongs to the genus
Trigona, and while they make honey-
comb with hexagonal cells about the
diameter of a pin's head, the whole
colony is rarely larger than a man's
two hands placed palm to palm. They
do not always build in rocks or holes
in timber, but often just hang under
a projecting branch. Bumblebees,
Carpenter bees and some others are
to be found. Strange to say, Mr.
Gerald F. Hill F. E. S., one time Gov-
ernment Entomologist for the terri-
tory, informs me that he never en-
countered wax moths in the nests of
the Trigona. (We had to insert this
here because we forgot it when deal-
ing with northern Australia, and,
"better late than never.")
To get back to the "Ma State," it

is so named because its people like to
affect a motherly tone when dealing
with the rest of Australia. Mind, we
wouldn't like to say this in an "Aus-
sie" journal. However New South
Wales is a fine place and we are not
surprised at Captain Cook landing
there. Right now we should like to
recall the fact that the same Cook
acted as one of the scout-leaders that
piloted Admiral Saunders' fleet at
the landing of the British forces, un-
der Wolfe, when Quebec was cap-
turned from the French.
To get back to the "Ma State" for

the second time— if the Editor's pa-
tience will permit—It's "some" bee
country. Near the coast the moun-
tainous range that divides "Vic." runs
northerly and almost parallel with
the sea shore. It's a great forest,
carrying a dense growth of euca-
lypts. The climate ranges all over
the thermometer, both "F." and "C."
It's way down cold in the southeast,
about Monan, where the apiarists
swear by the tremendous flows of

honey from the snap or silver-gum
(E. vitrea). Along the rivers the bee-
keepers praise the red-gum (E. ros-
trata). On the plains, the westerly
portion of the state, the rich melli-
ferous scent of the yellow-box per-
vades everything and makes fortunes
for all the bee masters—that is, when
the speculating profiteer permits. Up
on the high land there is bloodwood
(E. corymbosa), cabbage-gum (E.
coriacea), ironbarks (E. sideroxylon),
and other species, mahogany (E. res-

inifera), fuzzy-box (E. Baueriana),
white box (E. hemiphloia), muzzle-
wood (E. stellulata), tallow wood (E.
microcorys), and hundreds of wattles

;

but we're full up of enumerating any
more, Mr. Editor; but should you
care to insert others, look up our
book from page 240, then clip ad in-

finitum.

Your readers must remember that
we must keep one eye, that is figura-
tively speaking, on Editor Pender, of
the "Australasian Beekeeper," for
New South Wales is his state. How-
ever, about his district, it is mostly
lucerne, and there are other areas in

the state where lucerne is the main-
stay. The "Ma State" has a live bee-
keepers' association with some dis-

trict branches, with some jolly good
apiarists, too. They have an api-
arists' "Act" somewhat on the lines

of that in Victoria, but space is too
valuable to raise any controversy over
the similarity of mere acts of Parlia-
ment, but that august body lays be-
hind "Vic," for it yet permits selfish

and unscrupulous settlers to ringbark
and otherwise destroy valuable tim-
ber without much supervision. The
"Act" says, "must leave 8 trees to the
acre." Nuflf said. "Vic" leases the
tree tops to bee farmers at so much
per annum, but "Viv" is miserably
weak in dealing with the fire lighters
who every year cause the conflagra-
tion of huge honey-yielding forests.
So it's a "toss-up" between the two
states, after all.

Some very large crops of honey
have been recorded from New South
Wales, but we don't wonder at that,
as the New South Wales bees work
all the hours God gives them. Yes,
we mean it literally. Editor Pender,
of West Maitland, once wrote that
his bees worked in the moonlight and
if any of your readers feel conten-
tious over the matter we refer them
to him. We feel sure he'll give it to
them first hand, right and left.

By this time your readers will see
that while there are many other
honey plants, the main crops of the
Australian mainland are produced
from the "Glorious Gum-trees," as
one of your leading architects de-
scribed them when just viewing them
growing in tlieir native surroundings.

Queensland
Wlicn one of our cornstalks was

enjoying leave from his regiment of
Light Horse, he wandered over to
London, the city of his forbears.
His tall form and sun-tanned hide,
along witli his apparent simplicity of
nature soon earned this bush child
many invitations to staid English
homes. He "swanked."
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"Yes," said he, "my father owns the

largest prickly pear estate in Queens-
land." The silence of awe was his

reward. But to .Australasians the [oke

is the fact that the Queensland Gov-
ernment will give away first-class

land to any person who is willing to

clear it of "pear."

But the story contains a libel on

the great northern state. It is a mag-
nificent land with a semi-tropical cli-

mate and heaps of bananas and pine-

apples, sugar cane and cattle—and
hone}'—and no foulbrood or much bee

disease of any kind. Of course, there

is prickly pear on the land, and the

water-hyacinth on some of the

streams, but these are mere trifles

compared with the wonders of the

forest. Yes, some honey is gathered
from prickly pear, but the melliferous

wealth of the indigenous trees is be-

yond belief.

Some of your readers will remem-
ber (American Bee Journal. Septem-
ber, 1915, page 313) one of our illus-

trated articles depicting a spine-bill

honey-eater rifling the curiously-

shaped flowers of the silky oak
(Grevillea robusta). The writer has
shaken branches of these trees and
received a heavy shower of nectar.

In the "bush" there are all sorts of

climbing plants like the clematis

(Assitata) and other species. This
plant secretes a nice honey of a

slightly greenish hue, but Queens-
land is typical in that the main crop
of honey is derived from the indigen-

ous gum-tree.

As a matter of truth, while a few
eucalypts may be common to two or

more states, the yellow box (E. mel-
liodora), for example, each state has
species peculiar to it, and each spe-

cies has its distinct period of flor-

escence, so that not a month passes
but some portion of Australia is har-

vesting a heavy crop. So, to make
the fact of local application, each dis-

trict has its own particular favorite.

One district claims red-gum as its

"banner" tree— that's America —

•

Another puts its money on yellow
box—that's a sporting term. Yet an-
other will say, "My oath, that snap
gum is a bonzer"—that's pure Aus-
tralian. By the way, don't think that

the preceding paragraph is applicable

to Queensland only; it applies to the

whole of the great commonwealth.
Along with the usual list of wattles

or Acacias, the state owns a large

number of gums; there is the grey-
leaver and the broad-leaved iron-

barks(E. melanophloia) and (E. sider-

ophloia), the coolibah (E. microthe-
ca), narrow-leaved ironliark (E.

crebra), blackbutt E. uiluralis), white
gum (E. haemastoma), white stringy-

bark (E. acmenioides), spotted gum
(E. maculata)). But we cannot do
justice to half the honey plants of

Queensland. The "Apicultural Jour-
nal," the official organ of the bee-

keepers' association, is published at

Brisbane under the editorship of E.

L. Jones, with E. M. Tarte as secre-

tary of the publishing company. The
writer of these articles is the illus-

trator. It is nicely "bot up" and the

printing generally is good. They are

all practical men who control the

subject matter. Queensland is blessed

with many progressive apiarists and
the State Association is a live one.

At present there are three bee jour-

nals published in "Aussie," but the

".'\ustralasian Beekeeper," Editor W.
S. Pender, is the oldest and enjoys
the largest circulation. The Queens-
lander is very enterprising and
spends a fair amount on illustrative

reproduction. The Victorian Journal
is the newest, but more stodgy in its

make-up. We like a good cover de-

sign, and the Victorian Journal is

lamentably deficient in that respect.

(By the way, speaking from the ar-

tistic aspect, it is time the "Western
Honey Bee" selected a new dress.

Considering the goods inside, it re-

quires a better showcase.)
Queensland apiarists have an en-

ameled medallion for their members
and generally they are well up to

date.

Tasmania
The "Apple Garden,' 'or "Tassie,"

has a more southerly latitude than
any other state, and while it grows
very huge trees, they are better

suited for the saw-milling industry.

They throw up giant clean boles for

hundreds of feet and. as mill logs, are
unsurpassed. The small feathery
tufts of foliage that crown these
trunks do not carry much bloom. It

is generally true that th'e stunted
trees with large spreading tops are
the greatest yieldcrs of nectar. The
true blue gum (E. globulus), so well
known to Californians, is limited to

Tasmania and Victoria. Tasmania
grows plenty of clover and harvests
honey from that source and, of
course, there are the apple trees; but
you should see its sheep and the wool
therefrom. In conclusion, Mr. Editor,
we would like to make one request of
your readers : "Please do not write
for seeds." We are interested in the
drawing of the plants and also the
honey from gum-trees, but not in the
sale of seeds or plants.

Field meet of Scott County, Missouri, beekeepers near Benton

Selling Honey
By A. Gordon Dye

Your interesting article on the
honey selling campaign of the New
York Globe leads me to add a word.
The people of our cities like honey
and will buy readily in 5 and 10 pound
pails if it is brought ito their atten-
tion and steps taken to keep them
regularly supplied. But to do this

work, cultivate a demand for honey, a

study must be made of city people's
habits of buying. You must win their

confidence as to the purity, quality
and reliability of your goods.
Honey flavors vary, and people's

tastes vary, so honeys should be
graded and labeled so that customers
may buy the flavors they prefer, and
be sure of getting them. City people
are accustomed to having their needs
supplied at regular intervals and only
a small proportion will take the trou-
ble to order by mail or telephone, and
for the present they have not formed
the habit of buying honey in large
containers from the stores. This
means that orders must be solicited

if we are going to reach a large pro-

portion of the consuming public, and
the same territory must be covered
regularly. This will require a large

supply of honey which you can back
as to quality and flavor. Agents and
delivery service must be maintained
for twelve months of the year. It is

evident that individual beekeepers
cannot do this work alone advan-
tageously for several reasons: First,

most beekeepers are of necessity too

far from ithe large cities to conduct
what must be a city business. Second,
few beekeepers would have a suffi-

cient supply to maintain such a busi-

ness with one or more agents and de-

livery service. Third, few producers
are qualified for or have the time to

manage both the production end and
the sales end of the business. And it

is demoralizing to good business to

have a number of beekeepers spas-

modically putting a limited amount of

honey on the market, of indefinite

quality, in varied containers and at

widely divergent prices.

Agents and delivery service started

wi'th sufticient lioncy back of an en-

terprise of this kind, with the right

kind of a man to manage the busi-

ness, beekeepers could be assured of

a good market for their honey and

the consumer could have the best

honey on his table at a cost of from

10 to IS cents a pound above whole-
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sale prices, while in the bottled

form, through the ordinary trade

channels, the price must be from 30

to 40 or more cents a pound above
wholesale prices.

I know these to be facts, as I have
this winter marketed my own crop
and what I could buy, totaling about
17,000 pounds in this manner, and
have reached but a few of the possi-

ble honey consumers, and at irregu-

lar intervals.

Here is the field for co-operative

eflfort.

New York.

TurnbuU's Method of Shook

Swarming

By F. Dundas Todd .

After the first of May most colo-

nies in British Columbia are occupy-
ing two stories, mainly in 10-frame

bodies. The year 1919, from the be-

ginning of May to the end of August,

was very dry, and in most regions

was rather hard on the bees, but in

Mr. TurnbuU's locality there was a

steady building-up flow all season,

which may have much to do with the

success of his experiment.
Discovering queen-cells one day. he

decided to make a shook swarm, but
having lots of spare combs, he won-
dered if it was possible to get a

young queen mated from the lower

half of a hive while the old queen oc-

cupied the upper half. He had previ-

ously tried the opposite, that is, mat-
ing the young queen from the upper
story, with rather poor success.

His first step was to take three

frames of brood from the hive and
make a nucleus alongside, a queen-
cell being left on one of the frames.

This was intended for reserve if the

young queen on the old stand failed

to mate and start laying. Then on

the old stand in the lower story he

put all the remaining frames of brood
excepting one, filling up the space

with empty combs when necessary.

A queen-cell was also left on one of

the combs. Above this story he

placed an excluder, then a second
brood-chamber in which was the last

frame of brood with the old queen,

the seven combs or so left over, and

empty combs or frames of foundation

to fill.

Each hive was left in this condition

until the start of the honey flow in

the beginning of July. The young
queens all mated and started egg-

laying. When the flow S'tarted such

old queens as he wished to save he

carried to a new stand with two
frames of brood and had them in

good shape for wintering by the end

of the honey flow, which in 1919

was. with him. unusually long. Where
he did not wish to save the old queen
he killed her and placed the excluder

above the second story instead of the

first.

One colony handled in this fashion

gave a crop of 500 pounds, another

almost as much, while the average

from eight colonies in his home yard

was 300 pounds.
At the Seattle meeting of the

Washington Beekeepers' Association

Mr. Turnbull told of his experience,
to the intense interest of one of the

big honey producers who had experi-
mented along the same lines, but
with comi)lete failure as the result.

On comparing notes the one point of

divergence seemed to be the condi-
tion of the hive when the experiment
was begun. Mr. TurnbuU's colonies
invariably had developed the swarm-
ing fever, the others had not, so
never started queen-cells in the lower
story, or destroyed them when given.

Mr. TurnbuU's great wealth of

oombs was the consequence of a

fierce siege of European foulbrood
he had undergone the previous year,

which had reduced his apiary by 75

per cent. In the lower Eraser coun-
try European foulbrood is no re-

specter of colonies, and attacks the

strong and the weak with equal im-
partiality. Today one may have colo-

nies covering twenty combs with
from ten to fourteen frames of brood.
A month later the brood will be rot-

ten all through the hives. There are

other e.xperiences equally as peculiar.

A good, careful beekeeper, with si.x

colonies, found them all affected, so

he dequeened at once and ordered
queens from a queen breeder to ar-

rive in three weeks. Two queens
were sent at once and he introduced
them, that being the tenth day after

dequeening. All disease was appar-
ently cleaned up, as it did not reap-
pear. The rest of the queens arrived
sixty days after dequeening, were in-

troduced, but three of the colonies

developed the disease. This experi-

ence seems to me to emphasize the

value of resistant stock.

British Columbia.

(This is just the reverse of the plan
described by Frank C. Pellett in the

October, 1917, A. B. J. His plan was
to mate the young queens in the up-
per story. While some correspond-
ents have reported good success by
that plan, others have reported fail-

ure. We will be glad to have further

reports on the plan of mating the

young queen in the lower hive-body
as practiced by Mr. Turnbull, who re-

ported success in every trial.

The difference should be noted be-

tween the two methods. Turnbull did

not make the trial until the bees had
built queen-cells, while Pellett suc-

ceeded with colonies in normal condi-

tion and where no evidence of the

swarming fever had appeared.—Ed-
itor).

The Honey Producer's Best Friend

By Clifford F. Muth

After reading Fred Huchting's ar-

ticle on "The (poor) Middleman," in

the .-Xpril issue of the American Bee
Journal, I feel like Mr. Hawkins at

the Buffalo convention^"Mad All

Over."
Mr. Huchting refers to the prices

of pork before and after the packers
took hold of it. Let us suppose that

all the pork packers went out of

business and the farmer had to rely

upon killing and selling his hogs to

the consumer, a pound or two at a

time. To say the very least, the far-

mer would get lots of experience and
overhead expense to boot.

It is true that he may receive a few
cents per pound more by doing all

the work himself, but when all the
farmers sold the same way, there
would be a lot of throat cutting, be-
sides the hogs.
The principle is the same with the

beekeepers and the honey packers.
One works for production and the
other for consumption. Either one
could do both to a certain extent,
and after that he would neglect one
or the other.
You, Mr. Huchting, are very, very

much mistaken about the honey
packers. They are the ones who ad-
vertise and create the demand for
honey and hold up the price by out-
bidding each other.
The next time you meet a honey

packer, shake his hand, for he is your
friend in need, and a friend indeed.
Ohio.

Imperfect Mating

The article in the April Journal by
Prof. John Anderson on "Imperfect
Mating of Queens" seems to e.xplain
an unusual experience occurring at
my home yard this spring.

In March, 1919, I removed all my
bees from the home yard to a gum
swamp one mile away, excepting a
good colony with breeding queen. My
idea was to have the queens purely
mated. In June this colony prepared
to swarm, so they were swarmed arti-

ficially, leaving the old queen, now 3
years old, at the original stand. The
swarm or colony No. 2 quickly built

up with a young queen and made two
supers of honey. Colony No. 1 made
only one super of honey, in Septem-
ber.

An examination on March 3, 1920,

showed than colony No, 1 had no
brood, while No. 2 had eggs scattered
over several frames, and drone larvse

in worker cells. Thinking both colo-
nies to be queenless, they were given
frames of brood, but neither began
cells. An attempt was made to intro-

duce a queen into colony No. 1, with
failure.

After a close examination on March
12 a young queen just beginning to

lay, was found in No. 1. An old queen
was found in No. 2.

The eggs in colony No. 2 hatched
info drones only. The eggs laid by
the queen in colony No. 1 hatched into

drones and workers, but both of
meagre quantity for the time of the

year. These queens were promptly
removed, and both colonies began
queen cells.

It sems that the queen in colony
No. 1 superseded the old queen late

in the fall of 1919. but began laying
late in the spring. No drones were
flying when she began to lay, March
12.

My home yard is in a drained
swamp area with all the surrounding
forest removed, making the condi-
tions similar to those on an island.

My bees wintered nicely with no
loss. They are mostly building up
strong, and in two stories. A few
colonies have a disease unknown to
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me. The yellow jassamine is in full

bloom, causing man3' young Italians to

die. I find some of the darker col-

ored colonies seem to be immune to

this poisonous honey.
Am working for a flow from gum

and gallberry this spring. They failed

last year. B. ANDERSON.
North Carolina.

Death of L. C. Woodman
The death of Lewis Cass Wood-

man, aged 72, occurred on May 3. He
was the father of A. G. Woodman
and had been engaged in beekeeping
for over 45 years, keeping as high as

400 colonies of bees in connection

with fruit farming on an extensive

scale. His first experience in bees

was a purchase of 10 colonies for

$150, in the fall of the year, and the

next spring they were all dead. He
immediately purchased more bees,

and has been in the business continu-

ously since that time. At different

times he has shipped carloads of bees

to different parts of Upper Michigan
and his last venture of this kind was
only 2 years ago in the shipping of

200 colonies to the Upper Peninsula,

into the famous clover land districts^

which also abound in wild red rasp-

berry, epilobium or fireweed and

other honey-producing plants.

Swarms on Foundation

Some time ago I saw slated in the

American Bee Journal that full sheets

of foundation should never be given

to a swarm, and in the May number,

page 170, column 3, you say: "It will

not do in hot weather to give all

foundation to a swarm." Well, I have
hundreds of combs drawn out under

this very condition. It is true if a

swarm is forced to cluster on the

foundation the latter will generally

break down, but if an empty hive-

body is placed first on the bottom-
board and the body containing the

frames with foundation over this, the

swarm will cluster in the lower empty
story; the foundation will be drawn
out in a very short time, and the re-

sulting combs will be as perfect as

one could wish.

Two days after hiving the swarm I

remove the lower empty story, and
if some of the outside combs are not

all drawn out I put them in the cen-

ter. A super should also be given

then and if it contains drawn ex-

tracting combs a queen excluder

should be used.

The use of an empty story will also

help prevent the absconding of

swarms.
Indiana.

Artificial Increase in Colonies of

Bees With Prospects for

a Honey Crop

By Brother Alphonse Veith, O. S. B.

Increase in the number of colonies,

either by dividing or natural swarm-
ing, will generally result in a shorter

honey crop. It can, however, be done
with less interference in the produc-

tion of honey if handled in the proper

way. First, colonies must be quite

strong, covering about 16 Langstroth
frames, with 6 or 8 combs mostly
filled with brood. Next is a good
honey flow. If a number of colonies

are to be divided and the apiarist in-

tends to let his own bees rear the

queens, then the best and most pro-
lific colony should be divided about
10 days previous to the O'thers, and
the sealed queen cells are used with a

cell protector to start new colonies.

To obtain the best results, choose
the time of the day when bees are

most busy in ga'thering honey. Place

your empty hive right near to the

colony to be treated; take half of the

combs with brood and bees and place

them in the new hive. If drawn-out
combs are not at hand, use full sheets

of foundaition. Intermingle them as

much as possible with the combs al-

ready occupied by the bees, and the

foundation will be drawn out quicker
and straighter than would be the case

if placed, side by side. Leave both colo-

nies on the same stand as near to-

gether as possible; let each occupy
half the space which the colony oc-

cupied before dividing. This is very
important, because the returning field

bees, not knowing which is which,

will enter into both, and so the work-
ing force will be divided more equally

than would be the case if one is

moved to a new stand. In case they
are moved to a new s'tand, a great

number of bees will return to the old

stand, leaving the new colony weak
and almost inactive for many days.

However, if left on the stand, as de-

scribed, they will work more busily
than they would if left single. If

drawn-out combs can be given instead
of foundation, the bees treated thus
will store per colony, spring count,
nearly as much surplus honey as they
would have stored if no increase had
been made. This is especially the case
when there is a late honey flow.

Withdrawn-out combs, bees treated
thus averaged 65 pounds of extracted
honey per colony, spring count, in a

locality less favorable for a great
honey harvest, and each colony was
well supplied with winter stores after
the last honey flow, in October.
(We would recommend that the

colony which is to rear the queen-
cells be left undivided on the old

stand, so that it may not be weak-
ened, as it is very important that the
queen-cells be produced in a very
strong colony. Its queen may be re-

moved and used for another purpose,
or she may be placed in a new hive
with brood from another colony and
also given young bees from some
other colony. The rearing of good
queen-cells is of <the utmost import-
ance.—Editor.)

Mary had a swarm of bees,
Who, jtist to save their lives.

Went everywhere that Mary went,
Because she had the hives.

Now Mary had a nice bee dress.

Which made the men all wonder.
But everywhere that Mary went
The bees would get in under.

—Anonymous.

BEEKEEPERS BY THE WAY
An Old-Timer

J. E. Pleasants, of Orange, Calif., is

one of the few men still living who
went to California during the first

gold excitement in 1849. As a small

boy he crossed the plains with his

father at that time and has lived^ to

see California change from a howling
wilderness to a veritable garden spot.

In 1873 he began beekeeping, and has

continued as a honey producer since

that time.

Mr. Pleasants has long been promi-

nent among California beemen and
had charge of the exhibit of the Cali-

fornia, Association at the New Or-
leans exposition. For the past 18

years he has been in charge of bee

inspection for Orange County.
When he began beekeeping nearly

all the honey came from sages and
other native vegetation. As the

country developed, the flora gradual-

ly changed until the principal sources

came to be such cultivated crops as

oranges and alfalfa, although much
honey is still secured from wild

plants on the mountain sides. He has

produced as high as thirty tons of

extracted honey in a season in his

apiaries.

Although regarded as an old-timer,

he is by no means a back number, for

California beekeepers still regard

Pleasants as a leader, and have elect-

ed him President of the State Bee-

keepers' Association, One of California's original old-timers
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A New Bulletin for Beginners

A very good bulletin, entitled "Bee-
keeping for Beginners," by H. B.

Parks, has recently been issued by the

Experiment Station of Texas at Col-

lege Station. The bulletin is quite

complete, with 25 pages of matter of

timely interest to the novice. It is

vv'ell illustrated and should be easily

understood. Beekeepers interested

can probably secure copies by ad-
dressing the Director of the Experi-
ment Station at College Station, Tex.

Mould and Bees

By S. H. Sabine

In connection with the discussion

now going on in the bee magazines on
the subject of "mould" and the "dis-

appearing disease," I had an experi-

ence which may be of interest. I was
at that time located in Buffalo, N. Y.,

and purchased the colony from a

farmer who had had the hive covered
wi'th hay during the winter. When I

moved the bees home, April 15, the

colony was not strong and the bot-

tom board was covered with dead
bees.

About a week later I transferred

the nine frames which the hive con-
tained to a new hive and discovered
that the 'three outside frames on each
side had some mould on them and all

the dead bees on the bottoin board
were covered with mould. The re-

maining three frames contained
some brood and eggs. Then followed

two weeks or more of rainy weather,
during which time the bees could not

do much in the way of pollen gather-
ing. Then came a few bright, warm
days when they worked hard.

After the bees started \vorking I

noticed considerable iighting at the

entrance. They would tumble and
roll around, holding on and biting

each other, and would finally roll

down the alighting board locked to-

gether. Then one of them would fly

away and the other of the pair would
crawl around in the grass. This con-
tinued for several days, with several

hundred bees crawling in the grass

daily.

One day I opened the hive again to

see if I could determine the cause and
found nearly as many dead and
mouldy bees on the bottom board as

there had been when I transferred

tliem to the new hive, but they were
nearly all under 'the outside frames,
which I had previously noted con-
tained mould. I cleaned out the hive,

removed four frames which contained
the most mould, and replaced with
frames of foundation, raised the back
of the cover about an inch for ven-
tilation for the rest of the day and
closed it before night and had no
more trouble with the fighting, or, as

I at first thought, robbing bees.
Tliis colony afterward built up

strong and stored about 25 pounds of

fall surplus. The queen was less than
two years old.

Texas.

Do Queens Lay in Queen Cells?

Does the queen ever lay an egg in

the queen cell? I have my doubts
about it, for I don't see why she
should want to raise a queen that
would drive her from her home. I

have seen a queen on the alighting
board, when the swarm went out,

turn and go back in the hive. The
swarm had to return. Next day the

bees got back of her and pushed her
off and she went with them. Now, is

it reasonable to think she laid that

egg in the cell? We know that queens
reason. When the honey flow is let-

ting up she will quit laying so as to

not have too many bees, as the old

ones are not wearing out so fast. We
know that the bees make the queen
cell and guard it.

Do bees reason? I think they do.

Proof of it: If we put in a hive a

comb that is breaking loose from the

top-bar, the first thing they do is to

build braces across to the other
combs to keep it from breaking down
when filled. MICHIGAN.
(We were inclined to believe that

queens never lay eggs in queen cells,

until a number of people testified to

seeing them do it. It is possible that

they do this only when the cell is

rudimentary, incomplete enough that

it may not look to them as other than
a short drone cell. We know that a

queen eagerly destroys full-sized, in-

habited queen cells, if the bees permit
her to do so. Anyone who uses a sin-

gle-comb observation hive has occa-

sion to see this, if he introduces a

queen cell to it while there is a laying

queen there, or if he can induce the

liee'; nf it to rear queen cells prepar-

atory to swarming and then change
their mind.
Do bees reason? We believe they

do. But others are entitled to what-
ever opinion they may entertain after
hearing the pros and cons. What is

convincing to one man is insufficient

to another.
As to the queen's "letting up" of

her laying at the end of the season,
there are causes for it, other than her
powers of reasoning. She lays more
or less, according to the amount of
food offered to her by the bees, as
they meet her, in the hive. We are
told that they feed her on the same
"royal jelly" as is fed to young larvae.

But they certainly offer her honey,
also. Moreover, there must be a sea-
son of greater laying for queens, as
for hens. If there is an intentional
reduction in her laying at the end of
the season, it is due more to the bees
than to her own volition.—C. P. D.)

Henr\ Ehltrs, ui Anainosa, Iowa, has kept bees 45 years

Angry Bees

I have kept bees for about 18 years,
have been a voracious reader of bee
lore, have had as many as 90 colonies
and have always tried to keep abreast
of the times in the management of
my apiaries. I have, for a number of
years, bought queens from breeders
who have boasted of gentle strains,
not that I minded stings, but for the
comfort of my family and friends,
though I cannot say that I ever re-
queened a colony for the sole reason
that they were cross. I could forgive
a few stings if they delivered the
goods. My trouble began last sum-
mer, when I clipped the queens dur-
ing fruit bloom and dandelion. Only
2 or 3 colonies were marked as cross,
and the remarkable thing about the
incident was that it occurred nearly
simultaneously in apiaries fifteen
miles apart, the outapiary being by
far the worst. These bees were in a
pasture and situated about 30 feet
from a poplar bluff. A few cattle and
horses were at all times in the pas-
ture, but gave the bees a wide berth
in the daytime, at least, and the
length of the grass showed that lit-

tle grazing was done in the immedi-
ate vicinity of the hives. About the
first of July these bees were decidedly
unpleasant to handle, but as I had
often remarked that our little friends
were always more peppery when they
were working on mustard, and as
there was lots of that about, and clo-

ver apparently yielding nothing. I

hoped they would soon recover their

temper. But each visit found them
worse than the-last. They appeared
to be on the lookout for me, and came
to meet me, an attention I was no^t

capable of appreciating. Smoke was
of no use; it only seemed to increase
their anger; and on one occasion, on
opening the smoker to replenish, they
piled into it to a depth of an inch or
more, extinguishing the fire. Gloves
gave but partial protection to the
hands, and the smallest aperture in

my clothing was investigated with a

vigor and pertinacity worthy of a bet-
ter cause, and whh a success that

caused me occasionally to make a

spasmodic grab at my clothing and
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stroll- delicately over to the friendly

shelter of a barn, to remove the

stings and vainly try to make myself

invulnerable. It was not necessary to

open a hive to investigate this de-

moniac frenzy. At the home yards

this condition did not .start quite so

early nor did they get ([uitc so bad,

but' considerably worse than anything

1 had e.xpcrienced before.

Now for the possible cause. I have

for seven years allowed a few sheep

in the home apiary to keep down the

grass. These, at "first, were Suffolks.

having smooth black faces, a ready

mark for the bees. Last year I

changed to Oxfords. These have very

woolly faces, few vulnerable spots,

and they are not nearly so much
afraid of bees as the Suffolks. Hav-
ing a few young rams, I shut them in

the apiary, and my theory is that

they disturbed the bees at nights. At
the outapiary the cause was similar,

though conditions differed. It was
after the honey was ofif and work for

the season was over that I discov-

ered what seemed a plausible reason

for the anger of the bees. The bluff,

a few feet from the hives, had been,

during the fly season, the stamping
ground at night for a bunch of

horses. The soil was a very heavy,

rubber-like clay. I think they would
feel the vibration, with the resultant

irritability. Do you think this pos-

sible, or has anything similar ever

been reported? CANADA.
(We believe your surmise is right.

It takes very little to render some
bees cross. When they once become
cross, it seems to remain in the fam-

ily. The only way we have ever

found to change the disposition was
to change the queen. But the initial

cause of the ill-disposition must be

also altered.—C. P. D.)

Queen Bee Introduction by Means

of All-Young Bees

By F. Greiner

Our friend. Jay Smith, tells in Glean-

ing of some humiliating facts as re-

gards queen introduction. I have no-

ticed we go along sometimes a term
of years and have remarkable success

in introducing, and all of a sudden,

when we think we have the thing pat,

we meet our Waterloo. To confine a

new to-be-introduced queen under a

push-into-the-comb cage is a very old

one, and as good a one as I know of.

Many years ago I received queens in

the mails in such cages. They con-

sisted of a shallow wooden frame,

covered on one side with wire screen

and closed up on the other side with

a tin slide. Several prongs were fas-

tened to the frame. They were to be

pushed into the comb over some
honey and hatching brood, if possi-

ble, and presto, the bees and queen

were liberated on the comb. Our
friend Smith's cage is better, in as

much as prongs are all around the

cage, thus preventing an untimely es-

cape of the bees within the cage. I

think here was the weak point of the

old style cage. The principle of the

cage is that the strange bees come
in direct touch with the comb struc-

ture and a portion of the young bees,

which hatch under the cage. With
just emerging bees one may do al-

most anything; they mingle peace-
fully with any other bees, accept any
kind of a queen, stay anywhere, etc.,

and the past season it occurred to me
they might be made the reception

committee to have strange bees intro-

duced into their comunity and so I

tried it in a few cases late in the sea-

son. It gave me e.^cellent results and
I write this in the hope to induce

other beekeepers to try this method
this summer. It is not necessary that

we see the young bees emerge; there

are usually plenty of young fuzzy

bees on any brood comb which an ex-

perienced beekeeper may select from
among the other inmates, pick

them up by the wings and tuck them
into the cage where the strange
queen is. The more of these young
bees we can stuff into the cage with-

out overcrowding the better. The
next day an opening may be made, or

the tin slide over the candy hole may
l)e removed and the uniting of the

folk within with those without will

proceed harmoniously. We can well

afford to take more time to make sure

of introducing a queen bee; it is not

simply the loss of a qv.een which is

at stake, but also the greater useful-

ness of a colony of bees, which may
mean more than the mere value of a

queen.
New York.

cation, generally, for beekeeping here
in Warren County, Pennsylvania.
Principal sources of honey are hard
and soft maples, dandelion, fruit

bloom, red raspberry, white-wood,
white and alsike clover, basswood, sit-

mac, buckwheat, fall asters and
goldenrod, making quite a good list of

honey-yielding plants and trees. Our
seasons are short and cool, too much
so for comb-honey production, but ex-

tracted ordinarily docs (luite well.

Our winters arc long and cold, with
deep snows, and many years so steady
cold that bees do not get a flight for

fully four months.
We have a nice home demand at re-

tail for all the honey produced, at

good prices. Farmers generally are

inclined to increase the acreage of

alsike clover and buckwheat, which
adds quite materially to the honey
crops, and the late buckwheat crop
stimulates brood rearing late and fills

the hives nicely with both brood and
honey, which puts the bees in fine

condition, usually, for the long, cold

winters.
While we do not get the large

honey crops obtained in many parts

of the country, yet we are reasonably
certain of a surplus every year when
bees are properly cared for.

Pennsylvania.

A GoocI Location

Bees here have generally wintered
very poorly, many small beekeepers
losing all their bees, and many ordi-

narily quite successful beekeepers los-

ing 10 to 20 per cent of their colonies

;

many weak colonies, long, cold winter
and late, backward spring. Last year

bees did fairly well. European foul-

brood has had its effect on bees not

well cared for, many farmer beekeep-
ers losing all they had from foulbrood

and neglect. We have very good lo-

A Short Story

"I see, in the British Bee Journal
for March 25, a quotation from 'The
Shooting Times" which asserts that

bees use their sting as a trowel to

finish the honey cell and drop a little

bit of the poison into the honey be-

fore sealing up tlie cell, saying that

'without it the honey would spoil.' Is

there any truth in that statement?"

—

Ontario.
Answer—The party who wrote that

is not the only man to hold that bees

put a drop of poison in each cell of

honey before sealing it. Even as re-

spectable an authority as Gaston Bon-
nier, author of "Les Nectaires," and of

yuict Italians on the coml.
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some excellen-t works on botany, as-
serts, in L'Apicultcur of February,
page 50, tliat before sealing the cell,

the bees "put into it with their sting a
drop of venom; for this liquid, coming
from their poison bag, has for its

principal purpose the preservation of
the honey." Years ago, the Rev, \V.
F. Clarke, for a short time editor of
the American ]'uc Journal, held the
same view.
As t'O the truth in these statements,

we can only give an opinion, which is

decidedly negative of these beliefs. It

is quite probable that those state-
ments are based upon the fact that
nectar undergoes a change in the
stomach of the bee; a certain amount
of an acid, probably produced by the
saliva of the bee, being found in the
honey, while it does not exist in the
nectar of flowers. Every now and
then, some new-fangled theory, more
or less absurd, springs up. Very few
of these theories stand the light of
discussion and experience.—C. P. D.

How Much a Colony of Bees Con-

sumes in a Year

From L'Apicoltore of March, 1920

The causes of consumption by a

swarm are the following: First, keep-
ing up the life and activity of the
bees, in the hive and out of it. Sec-
ond, feeding of the brood. Third, se-

cretion of beeswax. Fourth, feeding
the drones. The daily consumption of

a bee varies between gram. 0.003 and
gram. 0.12, with an average of gram.
0.03, according to 'the circumstances
in which it finds itself.

The entire amount of food con-
sumed by a larva of worker during the
entire period of its development is

around gram. 0.40; the daily consump-
tion of a drone varies between gram.
0.04 and 0.05. Thus we may be able to

determine the total consumption of
a swarm of bees, for its ordinary
needs, during the course of, a year
taking as a basis a strong colony in a
large frame hive, in a country where
plants offer a great, single flowering.

for a month, and we will summarize
as follows the diverse phases of their
activity and consumption.
To figure up the consumption of the

drones, we will admit that in a good
swarm there are about 1,500 of them,
the length of their life being, on the
average of about two months, divided
into two or more periods, separated
by intervals during which there are
no drones. Accepting the consump-
tion figure of 30 grams per 1,000

drones, we find that the 1,500 con-
sume, in the two months, kilos 2.7.

In thus figuring, we reach, in round
figures, 560 kilos, for the maintaining
of the swarm in the different phases
of its activity. This quantitj' does not
represent ripe honey, such as we har-
vest from the hives, but nectar, con-
taining between 75 and 80 per cent of
water, or representing about 182 kilos
of honey.
To this food, necessary to the sus-

tenance of the swarm, we must add
what is needed for the brood. A larva
needs for its growth and transforma-
tions, a minimum of gram. 0.40 of food,
and a colony renews its population at

least four times during the year. This
renewal does not, probably, reach a

maximum of 80,000. Let us admit that
it is on an average of 60,000. This rep-
resents 240,000 larvae reared at a cost
of kilos. 96, of a food composed, for
a third each, of water, pollen and
honey, or 32 kilos, of honey.

There remains yet to be figured the
secretion of beeswax. With the sys-
tem of movable frames, we return to
the bees their entire combs after hav-
ing extracted the honey, or we may
give the bees sheets of comb founda-
tion; but according to De Layens, this

I's not the best system, and it is

thought preferable to let the bees
build about 5 combs of 12 square deci-

meters each, containing in all 660

grams. This wax is produced eco-
nomically and the apiarist will not see

it diminish his harvest ; however, it

requires a certain amount of food
which we may figure at 4 kilos.

Adding ihe amounts, we find.

To sustain the bees 182 kilos 400 lbs.
To feed the brood .. 3Z kilos 70 lbs.
To produce wax 4 kilos 9 lbs.

Total 218 kilos 479 lbs.

Translated by C. P. Dadant.
(VVe had supposed that the bees re-

quire more honey to rear brood than
to sustain the colony. It is a well-
known fact that the bees will consume
more stores in a few weeks of brood
rearing in early spring than are used
to carry the colony through the en-
tire winter. Let some of our research
men at >the colleges look into this mat-
ter.—F. C. P.)

Maine Beemen Meet
The beekeepers uf Maine held their

Convention at the college of Agricul-
ture at Orono in connection with the
general farmers' week, on March 24.
H. W. Matthews, F. L. Mason and
O. B. Griffith were the principal speak-
ers.

Binding the Journal
Mr. Hcrschell Felton, of Millers-

burg, 111., suggests a way to bind the
American Bee Journal together,
which he finds in the "Pathfinder."
We condense the more important
part 'of it as follows:
Cut two strips of either tin or

cardboard about a half inch wide
and of the height of the Journal
pages. Punch a hole at top and bot-
tom in each of these, as well as in
the edge of the Journal, a quarter
inch or so from the back. The holes
must be as nearly opposite as possi-
ble. Then pass a shoe string through
llicse and tie it. A shoe string is

best, as it is more easy to pass it

through the holes. The Pathfinder
method is a trifle more complicated,
but this is sufticient.

A Good Report
Edgar G. Brown, of Sergeant Bluft,

Iowa, reports that from 856 colonies
which went into winter quarters last
fall in his six yards he took out a
total of 847 colonies alive this spring.
Several queens were failing, and he
anticipated uniting a number of weak
colonies. However, he estimated that
after all necessary uniting was done
he would still have more than 800
colonies ready for the harvest. This
is a very good showing and argues
well for cellar wintering in northern
Iowa.

Heavy Losses in the West
L. P. Peterson, of Vale, Ore., writes

us that the winter loss in portions of
western Idaho and eastern Oregon
will amount to 30 to 40 per cent. He
states that about 10 per cent of the
btes died during winter, but that the
cold and l)ackward spring was fatal to
the weak colonies to such an extent
as to bring the losses to the higher
figure. On April 22 the weather was
still too cold for brood-rearing to
progress favorably, and the outlook
for the season he regarded as gloomy.

Night Conventions
The series of night meetings of

the Maryland State Beekeepers' Asso-
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ciation came to a close with the final

session in the Hotel Rennert on the

night of April 29. This series of night

meetings has been exceptionally well

attended and proved to be of wonder-
ful success. The crowning feature

was the splendid address by Mr. G. S.

Demnth, of the Bureau of Entomol-
ogy, Office of Bee Investigations, on
swarm control with its application to

comb-honey production. His appear-

ance on the program came as a re-

sult of a request for his services as a

lecturer, and was more than antici-

pated by the Maryland beekeepers.

Beekeepers Are Organizing
The Inilletin for April from the of-

fice of the State Apiarist announces
that there are now eighteen county
associations of beekeepers in Iowa.
These are working in affiliation with
the State Beekeepers' Association, of

which F. B. Paddock is secretary.

Some States have even more county
organizations than has Iowa. Much
benefit is to be derived from this

movement, and we hope that the

benefits or organization can soon be

extended to the beekeepers of every
State where honey production is im-

portant.

sweet spraying compounds, but never to a

very great extent. We have never yet heard

of human beings having been poisoned in this

way.

Answered by the Editor during the illness of Dr. Miller.

If en addressed stamped envelope is enclosed with the questions

asked, a copy of the reply to be published will be mailed to the en-

quirer. Some questions require too lengthy answers to be available

in this department. In such case the enquirer will be referred to the

proper authorities or treatises. In many cases if the enquirer will

read the questions of the previous numbers he will find exactly what
he seeks.

Sowing Buckwheat

I am writing you for some information in

regard to sowing buckwheat.
Z. How much seed is required to sow an

acre?
2. What kind of land is best for its produc-

tion, rich land, medium or poor? Is bottom
land good for it?

3. Which month do you consider the best to

sow seed?
4. Should it be sown broadcast, drilled or

some other way?
5. After corn is plowed the last time, say

the latter part of June, would it be all right

to sow it among the corn broadcast, or drilled

in between the rows?
6. I want to get a honey crop from the buck-

wheat blossoms, and also gather the grain

;

can this be done?
7. About how much buckwheat will an acre

of ground produce?
8. Will stock thrive on the grain, and does

it make good chicken feed, and does it have to

be ground, or fed whole? ILLINOIS.

Answers.—1. From 2 pecks to a oushel and a

quarter, according to the richness of the soil.

In poor soil it takes more, as it does not

branch out so luxuriantly. Sowing it in a

cornfield probably two pecks would be enough.

2. Any soil will do. It is one of the main

crops in the poor lands of Normandy and

Brittany, in France. It is grown plentifully in

the New York State hills, also in Michigan,

Ontario, etc. It will surely thrive in "bot-

tom land."

3. We would sow it about July 1. But it may

be sown as late as August 1, though early

frosts in September would kill it.

4. It may be drilled or sowed broadcast.

5. Either way is good. Do not sow it too

early, as it might suffer from drought. It will

not yield as much honey in a cornfield as sep-

arately, but will yield some.

6. Yes, but buckwheat is a very uncertain

crop with us. ''American Honey Plants" re-

ports it as very successful in Ontario and in

New York State. Our experience is that bees

work on it only in the forenoon, rarely in ihe

afternoon.
7. From nothing up to 40 bushels or more,

according to circumstances.

8. It is good chicken feed, but is usually in

good demand for buckwheat flour. The chick-

ens eat it whole. We don't think it is fed to

cattle.

We used to donate buckwheat to our neigh-

bors for sowing it on their farms. As it blooms

at the same time as the persicarias (hearts-

ease, smartweed) , we decided it did not pay,

especially as buckwheat honey is of very poor

quality, a fourth grade honey, and damages the

quality of the other honey harvested at the

same time.

Bees Getting Household Poisons

Will you kindly advise me as to the possible

danger from bees getting access to certain

types of household poison now being commonly
used throughout the country. I refer to poison

the preparation of which includes honey and
sugar, and which is placed about the homes to

kill ants and other insects, and later is tossed

out the windows where it can be found by

the bees. Is there any danger to human life

from the bees storing such poisonous sweets?
GEOROIA.

Answer.—There woul ' perhaps be some dan-

ger to human beings, if the poison you men-

tion could be stored by bees in large quan-

tity, and especially if this poison was slow in

its action.

The arguments that militate against the pos-

sible injury to human beings, in the con-

sumption by the bees of a small quantity of

poisonous sweets, lie in the fact that bees will

not take other sweets than honey in the

blossom, unless there are none in the fields.

In other words, when there is nectar in the

flowers, the bees care but little for other

sweets. When there is no nectar in the

fields, a small quantity of poisonous sweet,

gathered by them, would probably be stored

in the cells of the brood chamber to be used

in feeding the brood. So the poisons would

damage the bees and their brood, when they

might not endanger human beings who con-

sumed the honey from that hive afterwards.

If the poisonous compounds were gathered

in large quantity, this would be a very differ-

ent question, as the storage of this harvest

might be in the supers or surplus honey re-

ceptacles as well as in the brood combs.

We have heard of bees being poisoned by

Shipping Bees
I have bought 20 colonies of bees and they

are at "Haubstadt," Indiana. Now could I

ship these hives by parcel post, providing the
hives did not weigh over 70 pounds each, or
would you think it would be cheaper to ship
them by express to Chicago ? What would
they charge per 100 pounds for bees when the
distance would be about 300 miles from Chi-
cago. 111? Would you screen them at the top?

CHICAGO.
Answer.—It would be out of the question,

we believe, to ship hives of bees by parcel

])Ost, even if the weight was not prohibitive.

The time may come when this can be done.

The cost by express on a 300-mile run is

about $2.25 per hundred weight. On a

straight line to Chicago, like the C. & E. I.,

there ought to be little delay. If arrange-

ments could be made to get them on a

through freight, the bees might -- shipped

in that way and not be more than two or three

days on the way. You could find this out from

the freight agent at Chicago, 112 West Adams
St. But as the railroads charge very high

freight rates on bees, it may be cheapest

to send by express.

If the colonies are strong and you ship in

warm weather, the bees should have a screen

at least 4 inches wide across the top, and per-

haps one of similar size across the bottom. The
requirements depend upon the strength of the

colonies. Very strong colonies, in hot weather,

need a space of an inch or two above the

frames in which to congregate and, in such

cases, a whole screen on top is advisable. Do
not ship colonies containing fresh honey, at any

time.

Honey From Diseased Colonies
Does honey that has been extracted from

foulbrood colonies contain foulbrood germs or

bacteria? CALIFORNIA.
Answer.—Yes, there is great danger that

honey from foulbrood colonies may contain

germs of the bacilli that cause foulbrood. Ac-

cording to Dr. White, the germ of Bacillus plu-

ton, the cause of European foulbrood, is not

likely to be carried in honey over winter, as

it usually dies in honey, in from 3 to 7

months. But the Bacillus larvE, the cause of

American foulbrood, lives much longer. In

practice, when a colony cures itself of Euro-

pean foulbrood through the removal and re-

placing of the queen, there appears to be lit-

tle danger of its honey being contaminated,

while in American foulbrood it seems as if

the least amount of honey of a diseased colony

transmits it. But in all these matters the

proportion of disease in the hive has much

influence upon the result. We would hesi-

tate to give to a healthy colony any of the

honey from a diseased colony.

Location
I expect to be out of the army in a short

time and I intend to make beekeeping (in

which I have limited experience) my work. I

intend to start with a few colonies and gradu-

ally expand until 1 have the largest number I

find it practical to manage. The first prob-

lem is to determine where to locate.

Please inform me what sections of the coun-

try you consider beekcei>ing can be engaged in

on a large scale to best advantage, and why.

In particular, I should like your opinion on

conditions in Washington, Oregon, California

and Arizona. ILLINOIS.

Answer.—There are good spots and poor

spots in almost every State. If I were travel-

ing through the United States, and visited

this particular spot, where I live at present^

with its shortage of clover bloom in perspec-
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live, I would probably call it one of the most

undesirable spots of all.

There are some very good spots for bees in

central Utah, many in Idaho, some in Wash-

ington and Oregon; California has millions of

acres good for bees. We might say. the same

of all our States. Pe-^haps the best, after

California, are the Mountain States. Texas

has some very productive regions. Michigan

and Wisconsin have thousands of good spots.

My advice would be to select the State you

prefer. Then visit around a little till you

find a spot where beekeepers are successful,

rick out a location where you will not be in

another man's way and go ahead. This may
be too vague; but the precise directions would

require special investigations.

Separating a Double Hive
1. 1 intend to put a hive body with brood

frames containing some honey under my
strongest colonies in April, and about the 15th
of May, when there is brood in both hive
bodies can I separate each double hive by
placing the queenless half on a new stand and
introduce a laying queen to each and leave the

old queens in their old locations ? I have a
500-page bee-book which gives only two plans
in this regard, and both being very compli-
cated.

2. Would it be better to leave these colo-

nies double until the main honey flow is

over and then divide them as above? My idea

is that when producing comb honey the latter

would not work well unless the brood from
the lower hive is exchanged with that of the

upper as fast as it hatches in upper hive, to

avoid the bees storing the surplus in the up-

per hive instead of the super.
MINNESOTA.

Answers.—1. Your plan will work if you

don't put it into effect too early. The half

which does not get the queen must get more

young bees, ^o help it take care of the brood.

I would shake a few of the young bees of the

queenright half in front of that hive after mov-

ing it. Also make sure that they have young

larvae in case you do not give them a queen,

or in case that queen is not accepted.

2. If you leave the two hive bodies until the

main honey flow is Over, you will be likely to

find that they will crowd the honey in the

combs that have no brood in them. In this

way you will have a 'less amount of surplus

honey. But if you want much increase, that

honey may come into good use to help the

needy colonies at the end of the crop. You
might treat a part of the colonies early and

the others late. In this way, if you watch

them closely, you will be able to, help the needy

ones as often as they need help.

Moldy Frames
I have at hand a good many moldy frames

of honey. Can I give same to colonies with-

out them having any bad effects? These frames
of honey are but slightly moldy; here and there
1 hnd patches of mold on comb.

I also have a lot of empty combs which are

affected with mold. Can I use these in the

extracting supers, or broodnest?
NEW YORK.

Answer.—You can give those combs to the

bees without fear of any bad effects. But I

would recommend that you give them to strong

colonies, one or two at a time. The bees will

soon clean them. Weak colonies would have

more trouble.

The combs for the extracting supers might

be exposed to air for a few days, before using

them.

want glass in his hives, except in the one-

frame hives, which he uses for observing. Glass

along the outer combs caiinot give one a defi-

nite knowledge of the inner conditions of the

hive. Besides, in a year or two the bees will

propolize the glass so that you cannot look

through it. Better follow the modern way and

inspect your hives by using a little smoke and

making sure whether they have a queen and

sufficient stores. Mso make sure that they

have no disease of the brood, which you could

not ascertain with a glass on the side.

Miscellaneous
1. How early should hives be inspected?
2. If comb is ill-shaped, how remedied?
3. If bees are dead and comb part full of

honey, smeared dark or yellow, what to do
with it?

4. Will scorched honey kill bees?
."i.If any disease, would boiling it make it

safe to feed the bees?
6. If comb is partly candied in hive, can

bees take care of same?
7. How often through the season should

hive be inspected?
8. Last season my first swarms came off June

1 ; must have been several swarms together;

looked like a big calf up in the apple tree. I

had a large dish pan and put burlap on, leav-

ing one end to cover over bees. As I could get

only about one-fourth of them at a time, they
would fly back faster than I could get them
down to the hive. I got two hives then 3; got
some to going in; then saw another bunch in

small pear tree, and I did my best for about
3 or 4 hours to hive them, and managed to

save one small swarm out of the whole lot.

What might have been the trouble? I had 2

swarms leave after giving them a frame of

brood. I used full sheets of foundation.
PENNSYLVANIA.

Answers.—1. Inspect them as soon as warm
days come. Clean and close down the dead

colonies. Feed those that are short.

2. Ill-shaped combs should be taken out and

straightened, fastening them in proper posi-

tion with braces of wire, wood or even strong

twine.

3. See first reply. Use the honey of dead

colonies for those that may be short-

4. Scorched honey is never very good, but it

is not dangerous to feed bees wTien they can

fly every day. For winter use, it is deadly.

There is no need of scorching honey if you

heat it (au bain-marie) over water. Ask your

cook how that is done.

5. Yes, boiling the honey or raising it to

boiling point of water will kill germs of dis-

ease in about 30 minutes.

6. Bees use granulated or candied honey

readily.

7. Inspect them as often as you think they

need something. Four inspections a year

would be rather too scanty. Twenty would

probably be more than needed.

S. The best way to gather a swarm, where

you cannot cut the limb on which they cluster,

is to present them a comb, dry or full of

brood. They will quickly crawl upon it, and

you can then put them wherever you want.

Your runaway swarms were probably secondary

swarms with virgin queens. A new swarm with

good queen rarely leaves the hive in which it

is put. if the hive is not left to too much sun

exposure.

Hives With a Glass
I am a new beginner with bees and I want

to get started with the best gums and fixtures.

My father had gums with glass on the back
side of gum and on the sides of supers, which I

thought very convenient. Do you have that

kind? IOWA.
Answer.-—The average beekeeper does not

Foulbrood—Robbing
1. I have about 30 colonies of bees in 2-story

hives. On account of inconveniences, I was
delayed in taking their honey last fall until too

late. Now the bees are located in the upper
story with brood. Would it be O. K- to put
bottom story on top, placing top story on the

bottom?
2. I ha%'e one hive with American foulbrood.

One afternoon I found bees were robbing the

hive. I expect to find more foulbrood, but how
shall I look for it?

8. When bees are robbing, do the robbers
come from one hive, or do they come from
numerous hives?

4. If the bees which did the robbing came

from one hive I will expect to find foulbrood
in that hive. But will I find the foulbrood in

the other hives?.
5. What is the quickest and surest plan to

combat the disease?
6. If I find both upper and lower story

filled with healthy brood, would it be O. K. to

confine queen in the lower story, separate the
two, place another supply of fu.. depth frames
and foundation between the two? I presume
they would draw the foundation in this way
and prevent sagging of foundations.

ILLINOIS.
Answers.—The fact that the bees are now in

the upper stories with brood indicates that

you did not leave them too much honey. It

will be all right to exchange the stories as you

suggest, as soon as they become strong enough

to take care of the space above them.

2. Open the hives, using a little smoke, and

look for dead brood in the frames among the

newly hatched larvae.

3. Robbers may come from one hive or from

a dozen. Usually, however, the robbing is

done by one or two hives only.

4. You may find Ihe disease pretty well scat

tered in your colonies. Examine them care-

fully. Some people get discouraged when they

see foulbrood. But we have made larger crops

from our bees after we found ourselves com-

pelled to fight foulbrood than we ever did be-

fore.

5. For the treatment of foulbrood, you had

better buy a text book, or write to the De-

partment of Agriculture, Bureau of Ento-

mologj-, Washington, D, C, for a Bulletin on

the treatment of bee diseases. They have

them for your use, and mine, too. It takes

too much space in the Question and Answer
Department to reply fully to this question.

6. Yes; but why confine the queen to the

lower story before the honey crop is on? You
had best let her raise all the brood she can be-

fore the crop.

Foulbrooci—Clipping Queens' Wings

—

Labeling Honeydew—Stretching
of Combs

1. In localities where foulbrood exists bees
frequently "rob out" infecttd colonies located
in walls of houses, trees or neglected apiaries,
therefore may not inf-icted honey be stored in

supers and be extracted before discovery?
Would not the disease the n be spread if the
combs were placed on other colonies, (aj while
wet, or, (b) the following season, though dry
and clean?

2. On page 90, American Bee Journal, we
read: "The only benefit in clipping the
queen's wings is the prevention of her escape
with a swarm." If one wishes to supersede
all queens at, say two years of age, also to

breed from queens showing the best records,
would not clipping their wings be a benefit,

enabling the apiarist to know if any queen had
been superseded by natural impulse

?

3. Should honey containing honeydew be
labeled pure honey? Is it legal to so label it?

4. Do not combs in li;^4-inch depth frames
give more trouble from stretching near top bar
than those in 9|^-inch frames?

COLORADO.
Answers.—Yes, in both cases. In fact that

is probably the way in which American foul-

brood has spread. European foulbrood ap-

pears to be much less dangerous in this re-

spect.

2. Yes, clipping will enable one to know
whether she is still the same queen,

3. Neither honeydew nor fruit juices should

be sold as good honey. Better mark the goods

by their real name.

4. We have had no more trouble from the

deeper combs than from the shallow ones.

Much depends upon the wiring.

Increase—Re-Queening
1. Do you tliink the plan you give for in-

crease on page 24S of "Fifty Years Among the
Bees," as good as any of the other plans
given therein? Will the queens be as good as
those'bf any ofyour other plans?
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2. How long should a colony be queenless
before giving them a frame of hrood contain-

ing a ripe queen-cell unprotected?
3. Can I put the nursery containing queen-

cells in a colony having a laying (lueen?

4. Will the bees care for the cells?

5. Would you advise me to get a breeding

queen, or to use what I think the best I have?
Mine are mostly Italians, and I think I have

some good ones. ILINOIS.

Answers.— 1. As a rule, what is the best

thing to do depends on circumstances. The

fact that 9 weak colonies were built up into

5G good ones is proof that the plan was good,

and under the circumstances probably no

other plan would have been better. The young

queens, being of best stock and reared in a

strong colony with abundance of nectar coming

in. should be of the best.

2. Twenty-four hours would be well.

3. Yes.

4.No; the bees would likely want to destroy

the cells, but the nursery is supposed to pro-

tect them.

5. Use the best you have, unless you are

pretty sure you can get something better.

3. Put in one frame less than in the hive

body.

4. Either way will do. We prefer to have

them in the shade.

Running for Extracted Honey
1. I have 40 stands of bees in S and 10-frame

hives that I have been running for comb honey
and this year I am changing to extracted

honey. I am going to use the shallow extract-

ing super, wired, and with full sheets of foun-

dation. Now will it be necessary to put a

queen excluder between the super and hive

body or not?
2. What size extractor should I get if I in-

tend keeping about 1 00 stands right along?

3. How many frames should I place in the

supers for surplus?
4. Would it be best to place the hives in the

shade, or in the sun, to get the most surplus?
IOWA.

Answers.—Ves, with the S-frame. Not so

necessary with the 10-frame.

2. Better get a 4-frame, but a 2-frame will

do.

Starting With Bees
1. I am just a beginner an<l have only 8

swarms and don't know much about them.
What should I do when I take them out of

the cellar? Should I open the hives and see

how much honey they have?
2. Should I give them two bodies?
3. I've bought a lot of new hives and am

going to put full foundations in all the frames.

How should I give them to the bees?
4. I see you say not to put a new swarm in

a hive with all full sheets of foundation in the

hive. Should we put the bees in first and then

the frames with the foundation ?

WISCONSIN.
Answers.— 1. Take them out a warm day.

Better not open the hives the first day, as they

are more or less bewildered and may go to

robbing. If they do not have enough, feed

them.

2. No, not early in spring. Wait till they

need more room.

3. Yes, put foundation in the frames ahead

of need.

4. You can do one of two or three ways.

Put two or three sheets of foundation in the

body of the hive by removing some of the

outer frames that have no brood. Or you can

put a second story with foundation in the

frames as soon as the crop opens, if the hives

are strong. Or, when your bees swarm you

can give them one or two combs from the

mother colony and put frames of foundation in

it in exchange. But don't put a swarm in a

hive without frames and guides for the bees to

follow.

dation and a brood comb with honey. On
some*warm day in May I will i)ut a bee escape
over the hole. Do you think this will be a

good plan? Should they be supplied with a

'lueen ? Should the queen in the old hive be
killed in about 60 days after I put the bee es-

cape on? NEBRASKA.
Answer.—Your plan will not work. You

would get only the field bees, and this would

deprive the colony of its resources without

getting the principal nest, the combs, brood,

([ueen and young bees.

If the colony is in a frame house, you should

be able to get to the combs by taking off

a few weather-boards. Then you could prob-

ably smoke the bees and queen out and hive

them j ust like a swarm. Then the combs

could be cut out and transferred as has often

been explained in these columns. In this way

you might get a valuable colony without too

much troul)le. Putting the hive, in which you

transfer them, close to the present location,

and shutting all means of getting back to the

house lining would control them. Then you

could move them to another spot, by giving

them a good smoking^ and drumming, some

morning early, and placing them in the se-

lected spot, with a slanting board in front of

the entrance, so they might know they are' in

another spot, before flying away to the fields.

Do all this when the weather is warm enough

for them to fly.

Getting Bees Out of a House
I have a swarm of bees in a house, but can't

get them out. I have an idea to put a hive

close to the entrance with full sheets of foun-

Control Diseases
I see they claim, in their advertisement

of aluminum honey comb, control of all dis-

eases. Please tell us how they do it. through
your question department. MINNESOTA.

Answer.—By boiling it out. If it is done

carefully, the metal comb is still retained.

This refers to diseases in which it is neces-

sary to destroy the contents of the combs, such

as American foulbrood.

^3jmmnniauininMiiuimiiiiiiiinniiiiiimi[3inniiiiinDiitimiiiitc3iiiiiiiiiiiiDiiiiiiinrii^

BEE
SUPPLIES SERVICE AND QUALITY BEE

SUPPLIES

I Order your supplies early, so as to have everything ready for the honey flow, and

I save money by taking advantage of the early order cash discount. Send for our

I catalog—better still, send us a list of your supplies and we will be pleased to quote you.

2146 Central Ave. C. H. W.WEBER & CO. CINCINNATI, O.

$uniniu(]iiuiiiuiuniiuiiiiniiaiiiiniiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiJiiC]iviniiiiiiiiuuaiiiiiiniriiDiiiniiiiiiiaiiiinunii(]iiiiiiiiiiiiauiiuiiiiiit]iiiiiiiiiiiiE]iiiiiiiniiit]i^

The Diamond Match Go.
( APIARY DEPT.

)

MANUFACTURERS OF

Beekeepers' Supplies

CHICO.CAL, U.S.A.

Dadant'i incomparable Foundation it

always kept in stock. Western Bee-
keepers can be supplied adrantag-
eously.

^>>tt»i>tfti3iat>iitiiiti

BEEKEEPERS, wherever they may be located, before deciding where
to obtain supplies, should write to The Diamond Match Co. for

prices, and for their Beekeepers' Supply Catalogue.

This Company are the largest manufacturers in the world who make
Bee Supplies. They own thtir own timber lands, mills and factories,

and supply goods direct from the tree to the beekeeper.

Full advantage of this low cost of production is given to the purchaser.

The Apiary Department (which is in charge of experienced supply men,
who are also practical beekeepers) maintains a constant excellence of

product and offers unsurpassed service.

The Diamond Match Co.
Apiary Department CHICO, CAL., U.S.A.

»-»..»-»..»^M ».l».l» I »»>«> l« »ll>.l>»t»«M»^.^^..».».i».l» .» l» ll »»»»» II
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Honey Labels

Stationery

Cards, Tags,

Etc.

Everything for

the Beekeeper

Order Early and get Prompt

Service

New labels, new equipment, more

help. We are better equipped

than ever to supply all kinds

of printing fcr the bee-

keeper

American Bee
Journal

HAMILTON, ILL.

CLASSIHED DEPARTMENT.
Advertisements in this dei>artment will be

inserted for five cents per word, with no dis-

counts. No classified advertisements accepted
for less than 35 cents. Count each initial or
number as one word.
Copy for this department must reach us not

later than the 20th of the month preceding
date of issue. If intended for classified de-

partment it should be so stated when adver-
tisement is sent.

BEES AND QUEENS

See Atwater's classified honey adv*t.

QUEENS. ITALIAN QUEENS— I will have
about I'M) untested queens a month surplus,

for June, July and August. Who wants them
at $1 each? Less than 100, $1.25 each.

W. H. Moses, Lane City. Texas.

FOR SALE—Italian queens, three-band, un-
tested ?1.50 each; 6, $7.r>0; 12, $14. Tested
queens, $3 each.

Rob't B. Spicer, Wharton. X. .1.

FOR SALE—Untested golden Italian queens.
$1.2.T each. Tested, $2.50 each. Satisfaction

guaranteed. J. F Michael.
Winchester, Ind., R 1.

FOR SALE—Nuclei, two-frame, with Italian
queen, $6 till June 15. L. A. Schwob.

3630 S. Jefiferson Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

BOZZALLA LIGURIAN QUEENS — Obtain
your queens from Italy. We take the risk

of death in the mail. Select tested Italian

(lucens posted direct from ICnrico Bozzalla's

apiaries to the customer, $3.50 each. Remit to

sole agent. II. M. Stich. Riccartsbar Ave.,
I'.ilsley, Scotland,

FOR SALE— If you need queens by return
mail. 1 can furnish them from the very best

honey gathering strain. They are the three-

banded, leather colored; $1..^jO each, or $15 i)er

dozen; tested, $2 each. -You can buy cheaper
queens elsewhere, but you cannot get better

iiueens anywhere. Delivery and satisfaction

guaranteed.
Jasper Knight, Hayneville, Ala.

FOR SALE—Italian queens at $10 per doz.,

per 100. $70. Irish Bros., Doctortown. Ga.

FOR SALE—Simmons* queens, goldens and
three-bands, bred from prize winner^. Also

nucleus.
Allen Simmons, Claverack, N. Y.

FOR SALE~3-banded Dr. Miller and Walk-
er's queens after June 10. (Am booked full

until then.) $1.25 each, G for $7, 12 for $13;
selects, 25c each higher.
Curd Walker, Jellico. Tenn., R 1, Box 18.

SWARTS' Golden queens produce golden
bees of the highest quality. Untested $1.25

each, 6 for $7; tested, $2.50. Satisfaction

guaranteed. D. L. S warts,
Lancaster, Ohio. Rt. 2.

FOR SALE—Nuclei of Italian bees with 1910
queens, 2 -frame nucleus, $5.50; 3-frame,

$6.75; nuclei without queens, 2-frame $4 ; 3-

frame, $525. Can ship inunediately.

Frank Bornhoffer, Rt. 17, Box 200-c,

Mt. Washington. Hamilton Co., Ohio.

FOR SALE—My famous three-banded Italian

queens, $1.25 each, six for $7, from June 1

to November. J. W. Romberger, Apiarist,
3113 Locust St., St. Joseph, Mo.

THE ITALIAN QUEENS OF WINDMERE
are superior three-banded stock. Untested,

$1.50 each; six for $8. Tested, $2 each. Se-

lect tested, $2.50 each. Virgins $1. Nuclei
for sale

Prof. W. A. Matheny, Ohio University,
Athens, Ohio.

QUEENS—Italian queens of excellent stock

will be ready to mail lunc 1. Untested. $1.50

each; 6. $7.50; 12, $14.

J. D. Harrah, R. No, 1. Freewater, Ore.

FOR SALE—Hardy northern bred Italian

queens, untested, $1.50 each; tested, $2.50
each. Bees, 1-lb., $2.50. Write for quantity
prices. Early delivery.

Clifton Smith. Salesville, Ohio.

FOR SALE—Hardy northern bred Italian

queens, untested, $2 each, 6 for $11, May 15

to July 15. Select tested, $3, after June 1.

Dr. C. E. Sheldon, Coeur D'Alene. Idaho.

FOR SALE— Italian queens that will give re-

sults; untested. $2; tested, $3; bre'eders, $10.

A. Beyer, Krotz Springs, La.

TRYING IS KNOWING— I can tell you a lot

of facts about Victor's Italian queens. I can
tell you that they have all the good qualities

that queen breeders ever claimed for their

queens. But what of that? You can't know
until you try it for yourself. Mated, $1.25

each; six, $7: twelve, $13.50, from June 1 to

October 1. Julius Victor, Martinsville, N. Y.
. t

FOR SALE—Italian queens. Prices for un-

tested, in June, $1.50 each, $8.25 for six, $16
for twelve; tested, $2.50 each from July 1 to

October 1; untested, $1.25 each, $7 for six,

$13.50 for twelve; tested. $2 each; Virgins, 75c

each. Mismated queens will be replaced if re-

turned in 30 days. Dead queens will be re-

placed if returned to me by return mail.

R. B. Grout, Jamaica. Vt.

FOR SALE—Hardy Italian queens, $1 each
W. G. Lauver, Middletown, Pa.

FOR SALE—Three-banded Italian queens,
ready June 10. Untested only, 1, $1 50; 6,

$8; doz., $15. Book orders now.
Ross B. Scott, Rt. No. 4, La Grange, Ind.

FOR SALE—Superior California Queens

—

Western beekeepers may now secure our fa-

mous Italian queens at the following prices:
One untested, $1.25; fifty untested. $57.50; one
hundred untested, $100. Orders filled in rota-
tion; first deliveries March 1, 1920.

Edson Apiaries, Gridley, Calif.

FOR SALE—-Leather colored Italian queens,
tested, until June 1, $2.50; after, $2; un-

tested. $1.25; $13 per dozen. Root's goods,
Root's prices. A. W Yates,

15 Chapman St., Hartford, Conn.

FOR SALE—3-bandcd Italian queens from best
honey-gathering strain obtainable; (,no dis-

ease). Untested queens, $1.26 each; 6, $6.60;
12, $12. Select untested, $1.50 each; 6, $9;
12, $18. Tested, $2.50 each. Safe arrival and
satisfaction guaranteed. Your orders filled

promptly. \V. T. Perdue & Sons,
R. No. 1, Fort Deposit, Ala.

FOR SALE—Highest grade 3-banded Italian
queens, ready June 1. Queen and drone

mothers are selected from stock of proven
worth in hardiness, gentleness, honey produc-
tion and disease-resisting qualities. Untested,
each, $1.25; 6, $6.50; 12, $12; 60, $47.60; 100,

$90. Your correspondence will receive prompt
attention, and I guarantee satisfaction.

A. E, Crandall, Berlin, Conn.

BOOK YOUR ORDERS for QUEENS now—
Goldens, $2; tested, $3; banded, $1.50; tested,

$2.60; six or more 10 per cent less.

Clover Leaf Apiaries, Wahoo, Neb.

"QUALITY" THREE-BANDED ITALIANS
from excellent stock; untested queens, 1,

$1.60; 6 for $7.50; 12 for $13.60; 50 for $55;
100 for $100. N. J. Jmmes*

1185 Bird Ave., San Jose. Calif.

MOTTS Northern Bred Italian Queens— I

have breeding mothers place in the south for
April and early May queens. Plans "How to

Introduce Queen and Increase," 25c. If you
want beauty with the best of summer and win-
ter laying birds, try a setting of my Golden
Campines.

E. E. Mott, Glenwood. Mich.

FOR SALE—A. I. Root strain of resisting and
honey-gathering, leather-colored Italian

queens. Untested queens, $1.50 each, 25 or

more $1.40. Tested, $2.50 each, 26 or more,
$2.26. Select tested, $3. For larger amounts
write. A. J. Pinard, Morgan Hill, Calif.

FOR SALE— I. F. Miller's strain Italian queen
bees. Northern bred for business from my

best superior breeders; gentle, roll honey in,

hardy, winter well, not inclined to swarm. 3-

banded. Queens a specialty; 20 years breeding

experience. Satisfaction guaranteed. Safe ar-

rival in U. S. and Canada. Untested, $140;
3, $3.75; 6. $7; 12, $13. select untested, $1.65;

3, $4.50; 6, $8.50; 12, $16.

I. F. Miller, Brookville. Pa.. R. 2.

1920 PRICES on nuclei and queens. Miller

strain. Queens, untested, $1.50 each. $15 per
doz.; tested, $2.00 each, $22 per doz. One-
frame nuclei, $3 ; two-frame, $5 : three-frame

$6.50, without queens, f. o. b. Mason, Miss.

Five per cent discount in lots of 25 or pure.
We have never had any bee or brood disease

here. Will have no queens except with nu-

clei, until June 1. Safe arrival and satisfac-

tion guaranteed.
Geo. A. Hummer & Sons Prairie Point, Miss.

1920 PRICES for "She Suite Me" queeni.

Untested Italian queen, from May 16 to

June 16, $1.50 each. After June 15, |1.S0

each; $12.50 for ten; $1.10 each for 26 or

more.
Allen Latham* Norwichtown, Conn.

FOR SALE—After April 16, our golden Ital-

ian queens, untested, one $1.60 or $15 per

doz.; select untested, one, $1.7' or $18 per

doz.; tested, $3 each. Safe arrival guaran-

teed. Tillery Bros..

R, 6. Georgiana, Ala.

FOR SALE—Goldens that are true to name.
Select untested, one,$1.60; six, $7.60; IS.

$18.50: 50, $55; 100, $100.
Garden City Apiaries, San Jose, Calif.

FOR SALE—Golden and three-band queens.
Untested, April, May and June delivery,

$1.25 each; $12.50 per doz. Satisfaction.

R. O. Cox, Rt. 4. Greenville, Ala.

BEES BY THE POUND. ALSO QUEENS—
Booking orders now. Free circular gives

prices, etc. See larger ad elsewhere.

Nueces County Apiaries, Calallen. Texas.
E. B. Ault, Prop.
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BEES AND QUEENS from my New Jersey

apiary. J- H. M. Cook,

lAtf 84 Cortland St, New York City.

HONEY AND BEESWAX

See Atwater's classified honey adv't.

WE ARE PAYING 38 cents in cash and 40

cents in trade for bright yellow beeswax,

f. o. b. your station, in hundred-pound lots or

over. The Foster Honey and Merc. Co.,

Boulder, Colo.,

HONEY—Supply your customers, finest alfal-

fa-clover honey, extra strong cases, probably

ready in July.
.

E. F. Atwater, Meridian, Idaho.

FOR SALE—We have a limited amount of

our crop white clover, extracted basswood

honey, all packed in new 60-lb. cans, 2 to the

case. Write for prices.

D. R. Townsend, Northstar, Mich.

FOR SALE—Clover and buckwheat honey in

any style container (glass or tin). Let us

ouote you. The Deroy Taylor Co.,
^

Newark, N. Y.

WANTED—White clover or light extracted

honey. Send sample; itate how honey u
put up and loweit cash price delivered at

Monroe; alto buy beeswax.
E. B. Ro»«, Monroe, Wi».

WANTED—Shipments of old comb and cap-

pings for rendering. We pay the highest

cash and trade prices, charging but 6c a pound

for wax rendering. Fred W. Muth Co.,

204 Walnut St., Cincinnati, Ohio.

WANTED—Comb and extracted honey.

The L. H. Snider Apiaries, Auburn, Ind.

FOR SALE

See Atwater's classified honey adv't.

FOR SALE—Cedar or pine dovetailed hives;

also full line of supplies, including Dadant'a

foundation. Write for catalog.

A. E. Burdick, Sunnyside, WasJ.

FOR SALE—"Superior" Foundation (Weed
process) . Quality and service unexcelled.

Superior Honey Co., Ogden, Utah.

FOR SALE—About BO colonies of bees, mostly

Italians; also complete hives, supers, comb

and extracted, and other used equipment. Bees

and supplies are located near Lansing, Mich.

Duplicate volumes A. B. J. and Gleanings also

for sale or exchange. F. Eric Millen,

O. A. C, Guelph, Ontario, Canada.

FOR SALE—Bee : apply business, including

equipped mill for the manufacture of bee

hives; also a small warehouse and 80-colony

apiary. This is a splendid opportunity for the

right party. The business is well established

and profitable, but owing to reasons which will

be fully explained, I desire to retire. Don t

answer this add unless you mean business and

have or can command a few thousand dollars.

Address, A. E. Burdick, Sunnyside, Wash.

WANTED
See Atwater's classified honey adv't.

WANTED—Honey, in 5 or lO-lb. cans.

Lang, 1009 Dayton St., Chicago.

\\ ANTED—One honey extractor. State par-

ticulars in first letter.

P. C. Forgard. Lake Preston, S. D.

WANTED—Beeswax The L. D. Caulk Co.,

Milford, Delaware.

WANTED—Honey—50,000 lbs. bulk comb and

extracted 1920 crop, produced and packed ac-

cording to my instructions and specifications in

containers furnished by me. Write today for

instructions and contract blank.

W. A. Hunter, Terre Haute, Ind.

WANTED—Beeswax. At present we pay 40
cents per pound in cash and 42 cents in trade

for clean, yellow wax, delivered Denver.
The Colorado Honey Producers' Association,

Denver, Colo.

WANTED—Your old combs, cappings and
slumgum to render into beeswax. We get

enough more wax with our well equipped
presses to pay for our work.

Dadant & Sons, Hamilton, 111.

WANTED—Your order for "Superior" Foun-
dation. Prompt shipments at right prices.

Superior Honey Co., Ogden, Utah.

WANTED—Undamaged copies of February,
1920 American Bee Journal. Will pay 10c a

piece. When mailing wrap so the entire copy
is covered. American Bee Journal,

Hamilton, 111.

WANTED—Extracted honey in white and am-
ber grades. State lowest price; how packed.

Send sample. Harmony Bee & Honey Co.,

White Bear Lake, Minn.

SITUATIONS
See Atwater's classified honey adv't.

WANTED—One experienced man, and stu-

dents or helpers, in our large bee business;
good chance to learn. Modern equipment and
outfit, including auto truck; located near sum-
mer resorts. Write, giving age, height, weight,
experience, reference and wages wanted.

W. A. Latshaw Co., Clarion, Mich.

WANTED—Man for season of 1920 to work
with bees. State age, experience and wages.

We furnish board. (Opportunity for perma-
nent situation to right man. Also want man
to work in shop, put up honey and do gen-
eral shop work and make deliveries.

The Rocky Mountain Bee Co.,

Box 1319, Billings, Mont.

WANTED—One or two good queen-rearing
men to begin work February 15, 1920.

Nueces County Apiaries, Calallen, Texas.

SUPPLIES

See Atwater's classified honey adv't.

FOR SALE—50 8-frame comb-honey supers,

dovetailed and painted, at 55c each.

A. De Koker, Jr., Thayer, Ind., R. 1.

FOR SALE—80 two-story ten-frame hives,

nailed and painted, metal cover, frames
nailed and wired. New hives, 5, $25, used one
season, 5, $21.50. 100 ten-frame bodies, K. D.,

5, $4 1,000 frames, K. D., 100, $4.25; 200 lbs.

medium brood foundation, 10 lbs, 75c; 50 lbs.,

70c; 50 new wood and 7 wire excluders, 5 for

$3.75; 30 cases of two 5-gaIlon cans, per case,

60c, f. o. b. Watertown, Minn. 265 cases 15-

oz. glass jars in paper cases, 10 cases, $14; 25
cases, $34, f. o. b. Des Moines, Iowa.

C. E. j^ustman, Watertown, Minn.

For Sale—200 hives with covers and bot-

tom boards, 8 and 10-frame 75 with full

drawn out frames (Hoffman); 50 honey cases.

25 summer stands, 400 supers, 50 for extract-'

ing, with drawn out foundation ; 200 Hoffman
frames in flat ; 50 5-galIon honey cans, new;
50 Page feeders, 1 Doolittle wax extractor,

1,000 extra fence separators, 25 drone and
queen traps. 50 wood-wire honey boards, 50

zinc honey boards, 2-frame extractor, 1 comb
bucket. 50 bee escapes, 2 swarm baskets, 1

.'iO-gallon honey tank, 1 decapping tank. 25

hives of bees, Italian; 5 double-walled hives.

All Root goods, some never used, others used
one season. Several other goods too numerous
to mention. Two thousand dollars' worth for

$700. Must be sold all together.
Charles Hamel,

233 North St., North Adams, Mass.

FOR SALE—Danzenbaker 10-f*ame shallow
extracting supers, new, with frames; will

discount. D. S. Durall, Hurdland, Mo.

FOR SALE—We make Cypress hives, frames,
supers, feeders. Write us for prices. Honey

barrels for sal?.

Sarasota Bee Co., Sarasota, Fla.

FOR SALE—10-frame dovetailed hives in lots

of one to fifty, very cheap.
Wm. Craig, Aitkin, Minn.

SPECIAL PRICE overstock sale on 1-story, 8-

frame S. W. hives. Shipping cases to hold
24 sections 4;4x4l4xlJ^ Hoffman frames lYi-
inch spacing. Modified frames, Jumbo depth,
IJ^-inch spacing. Ask for quotations.

A. G. Woodman Co., Grand Rapids, Mich.

FOR SALE—Good second-hand double-deck
comb-honey shipping cases for ^%xil^xl}i

sections, 25 cents per case, f. o. b. Cincinnati;
terms cash with order.

C. H. W. Weber & Co.,
2146 Central Ave., Cincinnati, O.

FOR SALE—Good second-hand empty 60-lb

honey cans, two cans to the case, at 60c per
case f. 0. b. Cincinnati. Terms, cash with or-

der. C. H. WEBER & CO.,
2146 Central Ave., Cincinnati, O.

SEND u9 a list of goods wanted and will

quote yo-. lowest prices. We arc the money-
saving house. Price list free. Try us.

H. S. Duby & Son, St. Anne, 111.

MISCELLANEOUS
See Atwater's classified honey adv't.

IF you know anyone wishing sugar at once,
please write me in the meantime.

Edw. A. Winkler, Joliet. 111.

WRITE for shipping tags and our prices for
rendering your old combs, cappings, etc. We

guarantee a first-class job.

The Deroy Taylor Co., Newark, N. Y.

FOR sale;—Silver Spangled Hamburg eggs
and fine cockerels.

Elias Fox, Union Center, Wis.

BLACK SIBERIAN HARES—Enormous sizes.

delicious meat and beautiful fur. Write for
information and prices.

Siberian Fur Farm, Hamilton, Canada.

Good Tires Cheap
6AOO MILES

>*'*''' GUARANTEED
Serviceable tires are reconstructed in oar
fai'tory by our own dependable process
and Ruaranteed fur 6,000 miles. Unequalled
in price, quality and workmanship.
RELINER FREE WITH EACH TIRE

SIZE
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TIN CANS AND GLASS JARS i

Our season's supply of tin cans 1
:ind glass jars is on hand. We can s
Mipply your needs on receipt of 3
N'lur order. =

Be forehanded. Freights are i
-liw. Order soon for assurance s
hat your tin cans will reach you g
II proper time for your needs. S

We call your special attention E
ici the accompanying illustration. =

I he cases for two five-gallon cans 5
are of the best. Made of three- =
1 ighths inch lumber, with seven- =
ighths inch heads, and the heads Q

• i the boxes are cleated to make =
le very strongest package possi- =

ble. We recommend them as be- 3
ing the very best on the market. M

= Friction top cans in any kind of case you may
y require, 2j-2-lb., S-lb., 10-lb,, in cases of 6, 12, 24,

I SO and 100.

= We handle 6-ounce jelly glasses, 2 dozen to the
= case.

= We also call your special attention to our 16-

1 ounce screw cap jars. A tall package that is a

5 favorite with everyone who has used or seen it.

i These are packed 2 dozen in a case. We can

= recommend them most highly.

= Write today for our prices on all these cans

S and jars. They will interest you.

= Be sure to ask also for our honey label catalog.

I
DADANT & SONS, Hamilton, III.

<«iiiiiuDiiiiniimiaiiiiiiuiiioMiiiniiiiaiiiiiiiiiiii(:iiiiiiiiiiii[]iiiiiiiiiiii[]iiiiiiiiiiiiuiuMiitiiiic]iiiiiiniiiiniiniiiiiiii:]imMim^^

THREE BAND ITALIANS
TESTED DISEASE RESISTORS

PRICES

June 15 to July 15

1 6 12

Untested $1.50 $8.00 $15.00

Select untested 1.75 9.00 16.00

Select tested, any time after June 20

Select day-old virgins, after June 1

July 15
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MODIFIED DADANT HIVE

Glance at this illustration to

compare this hive with "Standard"

Langstroth hive.

Your present brood equipment

can be put above the Modified Da-

dant hive used as full-depth su-

pers.

You get 40 per cent greater

brood-comb area than in the

"Standard" ten-frame Langstroth.

You get deep frames, large

one-story brood-nest, frame space

ventilation, excellence in winter-

ing, swarming easily controlled.

MODIFIED DADANT HIVE FEATURES

1. Eleven frames, Langstroth length, Quinby depth. 4. Dovetailed body, regular reversible bottom and
metal roof cover with inner cover.

2. Frames spaced VA inches for swarm control. . . ^ ^i ,,0. j j» •
» -1 ji .C.111..0 oi^av-v-u /^

S. Langstroth Standard equipment easily used

.5. Extracting frames 6J4 inches deep. with this hive.

For free booklet write any distributor of Lewis " Beeware," or to

G. B. LEWIS COMPANY, Watertown, Wisconsin
DADANT & SONS, Hamilton, Illinois

«iniinnminiiniiiiiiiin iiiiiiinii iiic]iiiniiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiic3:iiniiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiii[]niiiiiiiiiiaiiiitiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiii[]ii!::,iO

I DO YOU READ I

I THE DOMESTIC BEEKEEPER
|

= (Successors to the Beekeepers' Review) 5

g Now in its 33rd year; 32 pages; monthly; $1.00 per year. 1

1 We haven't room here to tell you all the reasons why we be- i
5 lieve you would find a subscription to the Beekeeper a good invest- g
§ ment, but we printed some extra copies for April and May and if 3
= you will send us 10c (stamps or silver) for a copy of the May num- |
5 ber we will mail it promptly and include, free, a copy of the April =

i number. Or send us SOc for the magazine the balance of this year

—

y
1 7 months. i

= We have some attractive book clubbing offers we would like 'to g
= tell you about. Let's hear from you today! =

I THE DOMESTIC BEEKEEPER, Almont, Mich, j

^iuiiiiE]iiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiniiiiic]iiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiMiiiiiic]niiiiiniii[]iiiiiiiiiiii[]iiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiMiiuiiniiiiiiiiiiiic]iiiiiiiiiiiit]iiiiiiiiiiii^^

FLORIDA BEES AND QUEENS
The first part of April I will be fully ready to till orders for queens

and bees as follows: Two-frame nuclei with untested queen, $6; un-

tested queens, $1.50 each; tested, $2. From my long-tested and best

Italian stock.

BEEKEEPERS' SUPPLIES—DADANT'S FOUNDATION
A complete stock of everything for the Dixie beekeepers, right here

at home. My cypress catalog of cypress hives and hive parts will in-

terest you in prices.
DIXIE BEEKEEPER

This mon^Iily publication tells of Dixie as a bee country and how
we are keeping bees here

; $1 a year. Sample copy free.

J. J. WILDER, Waycross, Georgia

ELECTRIC IMBEDDER
Price without Batterie* $1.25

Not postpaid.

Actually cements wires in the foundation.
Will work with dry cells or with city cur-

rent in connection with transformer. Best
device of its kind on the market.

For sale by all bee supply dealers

Dadant & Sons, f;rMfcTON.''iLL.

QUEENS FOR SALE

Golden and 3-band Italians (the kind
that fill from 2 to 6 supers). Untested
(either kind), $2 each, $11 for 6; $45
for 25. No discount for 50 or 100 lots

Tested, $3 each, $16 for 6, $30 for 12.

Full colonies of bees (with queen), $12
and $15 each for 8 and 10-frame Root
Co., hives, without supers.

MISS LULU GOODWIN,
Mankato, Minn., Box 294.
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PRICES OF QUEENS
Nov. 1 to June 1 June 1 to Nov. 1

1 6 12 1 6 12

Untested $2.00 $9.00 $16.80 $1.50 $8.00 $14..S0

Select untested 2.25 10.50 18.00 2.00 9.50 16.00

Tested 3.00 16.50 30.00 2.50 12.00 22.00

Select tested 3.50 19.50 36.00 3.00 16.50 30.00

Breeders $7.50 to $15.00

Queens for export will be carefully packed in long-distance cages, but
safe delivery is not guaranteed.

"The queen that I got from you last season made honey when the

other bees were taking lunch to the fields with them (when they went
at all)". H. M. TICHENOR, Centertown, Ky.

2058 Yonge St., Toronto Canada March 19, 1920.

Friend Davis :

The colonies headed by your queens are through this far in fine

shape. It was a pleasing sight to see them take their first flight (after

4 months) this last week. What is the price of queens to us folks on

this side this year, and when could you start to send me up some? A
reply would oblige Yours Respectfully,

P. F. OLIVER.
No Nuclei, Full Colonies or Pound Packages.

BEN G. DAVIS, Spring Hill, Tenn.

MARSHFIELD GOODS
BEEKEEPERS

We manufacture millions of sections every year that

are as good as the best. The cheapest for the qual-

ity; best for the price. If you buy them once, you

will buy again.

We also manufacture hives, brood-frames,

section holders and shipping cases.

Our Catalos Is tr«« tor the asklns

MARSHFIELD MFG. CO., Marshfleld, Wis.

•^iimBiuioiiniiinioiiiiiiuiiiaiiiiiiMimaimiiiiiiiininiiiiiiiiiEiimniniiiniiiMiiiMiiHiiiiiMiiiiiDiiiiuiiiiiiEiiiiiiiiiiiiiQiiiiimiiiic^^^^
= M

I
BEEKEEPERS' SUPPLIES-QUALITY AND SERVICE

|
= Now is the time to order your season's supply of Bee Material so s

1 as to have them ready for the honey flow. For lack of hives and |
S other goods, you cannot afford to let your bees fly away, bees are =

I valuable. We have everything raquired for practical beekeeping. Our 1
goods for ideal of quality, quality of workmanship. Our 1920 catalog =
is now ready to send out, send for one, it is full of ^ood stuff. i

AUGUST LOTZ CO., Boyd, Wis.
|

^iHiinnnyiiMimruiiiiiuiucMiiniiiiiiQUMiiiinuDiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiniiiiniuiiinMiniiaiiiuimiiiniiiiiiiniiininiiiiuuiUMiiiui^^

ITALIAN
QUEENS

The Old Reliable Three-Banded Ital-

ians. The best allround be,; fo be had.
Queens ready to mail April 1. Will
book orders now. Will guarantee safe
arrival in United States and Canada.
Prices for April and May:
Untested., $1.50; 6, $8; 12, $15
Tested, $2.25; 6, $12; 12, $22.

Select tested. $3 each.

Descriptive circular and price list free.

JOHN G. Mi:,LER,
723 C Street, Coipus Christi, 1e.\ac.

PORTER ESCAPE
SAVES
HONEY
TIME

MONEY
For sal* by all dealars.

If no daaUr. writ* factory

R. a E. C. PORTER, MFRS.
L*wlst*wn, Illinois. U. S. A.

(Fluae mention Anb Bee Journal wken writinf)

Send for Catalogue of

Honey Labels and Sta-

tionery.

American Bee Journal

We furnish full colonies of Italian

bees in double-walled hives, single-

walled hives, shipping boxes and 3-

frame nucleus colonies.

I. J. STRIN6HAM, GUn Cove, N. Y.

NASSAU, CO.

WESTERN BEEKEEPERS!
We handle the finest line of bee

supplies. Send for our 68-page cata-

log. Our prices will interest you.

The Colorado Honey Producer*' As-
sociation, 1424 Market St.,

Denver, Colo.

Write for Price List and
Booklet descrip-

HIGH-GRADE
Italian Queens

JAY SMITH
Route 3

Vincennes, Ind.
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HERE THEY ARE MR. BEEKEEPER
at Newark, Wayne Co^ N. Y^ ready to answer your call. The best of everything. Just read this list:

Lewis Beeware, Sections, Shipping Cases, Frames, Hives, Hershiser Wax Presses and other sup-

plies, Dadant's Unexcelled Foundation, all standard weights and sizes; also the Electric Wire Im-
bedder, Bingham Uncapping Knives, including steam heated, with oil stoves and generators. Bing-

ham Smokers, all sizes, with geunine leather bellows; Root's E,xtractors, all sizes of hand and power
machines; Bee Books, written by all leading authors in beedom.

All sizes of Friction Top Pails, and also 60-lb. Cans, new and second hand. Also Cement-
coated Nails for nailing beehives and supplies; and all sized spools of Tinned Wire, Bee Brushes,

Feeders, Queen-Rearing Cages, Bee Gloves and Capping Melter, and all practical supplies you will

need.
A market for your honey or wax and a plant to render your old combs and cappings.

Over 1,000 beekeepers took advantage of this service station at Newark in 1919 for the first time.

Now all together for a greater 1920.

New catalog free. Our discounts will save you money.

THE DEROY TAYLOR CO., Newark
(Wa3me Co.) New York. |

<^niaiiummDiMiiiiuniE]iiuiuiiiiiaiiiijniiiii[]iiiiiiiiiuiic]iMiiiiiniiaiHniiMiiic]Miiiiiiiiii[]iiiiiiiiiiiic}iiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiC]iiiiiiiiiii^
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BEEKEEPERS ATTENTION
You can make your business more profitable and easier to handle through the proper use of modern

equipment. This Is supplied in LEWIS BEEWARE by

WESTERN HONEY PRODUCERS
SIOUX CITY, IOWA

SEND LIST OF YOUR NEEDS OR REQUEST FOR NEW CATALOG TO DEPT. B

iiiuumiuiinnuiiiiuiiMaiHiuii»iiuniiiiiniH[3iiiiiiHUiiii[iiMiiHniiiaiiiiiii»iiici: :n:iiiiiaiiiiiMiiiiiHiiuiiiiMii[aiiiiiiiiiiiitaiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiii HiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiniiiciiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiniiJiuinNiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiuiit*
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Crop and Market Report
Compiled by M. G. Dadaol

NET LOSS AND CONDITIONS
It is remarkable to note throughout the whole country

the heavy loss of bees during the past year. This, of

course, is owing to the extremely prolonged cold winter
and prolonged spring cold. The winter loses have been
augmented by a very large spring loss through weaken-
ing queens and through starvation.
Throughout the whole eastern half of the country

north of the Ohio River and east of the Mississippi,
losses seem to be very heavy. In the New England States
they will run nearly SO per cent, in Pennsylvania and
New Jersey and New York the loss will be from 20 to

40 per cent and throughout the rest of the northeast,
probably from 5 to 15 per cent, depending upon condi-
tion of bees in the fall and upon method of wintering.
Of course, the beekeepers who protected their bees in

the best manner will have the smallest loss.

Throughout the southeast the losses are small, ranging
from 4 to 10 per cent, while Texas reports a loss of from
5 to 15 per cent, with an average of not over 10 per cent.

The north half of the Rocky Mountain territory reports
loss of from 10 to 35 per cent, whereas southern Colo-
rado, Arizona and New Mexico will not have much over
S per cent loss. Wyoming and Nevada and Utah also
have heavy loss, probably averaging 25 per cent, as will

Washington and Oregon. The loss in California is con-
siderably less, probably not averaging over 7 or 8 per
cent.

PLANTS AND PROSPECTS
Throughout the New England States where bees are in

poorest condition, prospects are best. New York and
Pennsylvania report very fair prospects. Ohio has only
a fair prospect, while Indiana and Illinois clover was
greatly injured by last year's drought. Michigan is in

almost the same shape, except that she has other honey
sources outside of clover. Wisconsin and Minnesota
seem to be much improved over last year. In Kansas
and Nebraska prospects are fair, although very late, and
South Dakota seems very good. Western Iowa will have
a very good crop, weather permitting, whereas eastern
Iowa, like Illinois, was burned out too late last year to

permit of a good clover crop.
The bees in the South are already harvesting honey

and expectations are for an average crop there. Texas,
fortunately, reports much above the average, and some
reports are that there will be the largest crop for a long
time. Mesquite flow is on and prospects for both
mesquite and horsemint seem very good, indeed.

In California some report normal crops this year while
others say there will not be over 50 per cent of normal.
It is very probable however, that weather conditions per-
mitting, southern California will have at least as good a
crop as last year, while northern California may not
equal last year's percentage.

HONEY—SALE
There is very little honey left on hand to compete with

the new crop. In fact, throughout practically the whole
country the honey crop has left the hands of the pro-
ducer and is in the hands of the wholesaler.
The whole northeast section reports no honey on hand,

except in the large centers and a few scattering lots on
hand in the southeast and in the Rocky Mountain re-
gions. The three large co-operative associations of the
VVest and Southwest have no honey left except what
little new crop is coming in to the Texas and California
exchanges. This is being sold readily.

In the larger markets there is still a little honey on
hand, but in heavy demand owing to the sugar shortage.
One commission merchant in New York City reports
thirty carloads of Idaho honey for sale at a price of 23c
f. o. b. New York.
Besides these reports of new honey from Georgia and

Florida selling at from Uy^ to 14c for No. 2, with 17c for
No. 1 honey. This they say is the highest prices they
have gotten in the last twelve months. West Indian and
Cuban honey is coming in to the New York market at a
price ranging from 12 to 16c, according to quality.
We should not lose sight of the sugar markets in

basing any ideas as to what the honey price will be for
the coming season. Sugar futures have been rising
practically every day during the last three or four weeks
and the wholesale price of sugar is now quoted at from
20 to 28c per pound Sugar is selling locally at 32c per
pound from retail stores.

Reliable sources report that there is not much danger
of the sugar price dropping to amount to anything for
the next six or eight months. In fact sugar futures
would indicate that the price will hold good up until
December or January. It is doubtful, therefore, whether
the price of honey will be any lower than it is at present,
which would indicate a good demand and a rising market.
Orange honey is selling in the California markets at

about 20c per pound. Some are holding for 22c.

The new Texas honey is selling at about 22c for ex-
tracted and 24c for bulk comb, for a limited quantity
which has just been placed upon the market.

i^
^^falcon

1 Haven't Seen Theml

Months. I

MAY BE STARVED
^
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Bee insurance
"•falcon** bee supplies are an assurance of the right start towards
success for your colonies this summer, just as they are insurance
against the severest vy^inter weather.

For over forty years, the most exacting beekeepers, both in this and
other countries, have been protected by the high quality of "falcon**
supplies.

Behind every queen, hive, super or pound of foundation we sell

stands our guarantee of " absolute satisfaction or money back."

Send at once for our red catalog—order from it

W. T. FALCONER MFG. CO.
FALCONER, N. Y.

Where the best Bee-Hives come from
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Mr. Honey Producer:

Our business means more to us than simply selling sup-

plies. Goods that make good, and a Service that really Serves,

that's what we have to offer you, and a>; never before you are need-

ing these two things today.

You know what you need. Tell us about it,—we will serve

you if we can, but if we haven't what you want, and can't get it

for you, we will tell you so frankly. It's a hundred to one that we
have anything you need at this time. Your request brings it

hurrying along, over the shortest possible route, in shortest possible

time.

May we serve you?
Very truly yours,

THE A. I. ROOT CO. OF IOWA
COUNCIL BLUFFS, IOWA

BEE SUPPLIES
The largest and oldest Bee

Supply manufacturer in Min-
nesota can offer you BEE
WARE that will keep that

"satisfied smile" on your face.

1-^xcellent quotations given on

frames, spacing or unspacing.

Write to MONDENG about

liives and supers. Made of

polished wliite pine.

A word to the wise is usually—RESENTED?
Send for my 1920 Catalog and Price List.

LOOK for the best bargains I've presented.

Will take your Beeswax In Trade at Highest Market Priee

CHAS. MONDENG
159 Cedar Lake Road MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

EARLY ORDER DISCOUNTS WILL

=-^ Pay You to Buy Bee-Supplies Now
Thirty years' experience in making everything for

the beekeeper. A large factory specially equipped
for the purpose ensures goods of highest quality.

Write for our illustrated catalog today.

LEAHY MFG. CO., 90 Sixth St., Hioinsville, Mo.
•r J. W. ROUSE. Maxic*. M*.

Foot Power

MachineryBARNES'
Read what J. E. Sarent,

of Chariton, N. Y., aays:
We cut with one of your

Combined Machines last

winter 50 chaff hives with
7-in. cap, 100 honey-racks,
600 frames and a great

deal of other work. Tkii
winter we have a douDle
amount of hives, etc., to

make with this saw. It

will do all you 6«y of it."

Catalog and price list free.

W. F. & JOHN BARNES
995 Ruby St., ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS

C.O.BRUNO NAILING DEVICE
MadeforthelhiffmanBroodFratnes, A combined
Nailing.WirinB and Wedee Clamping Device. Has
been tried and is guaranteed to do accurate work,

PRICE $7.50

Complete directions foroperating are furnished
with each device.

Manufactnred by C. O. BRUNO
1413 Somth W*it StTMt, Rockford, llliMob

Established 1885
We are still furnishing beehives made of

white pine; they will last. A. I. Root Co.'s

make of bee supplies kept in stock. Send tor

catalog giving full particulars; free for the

asking. Beeswax in exchange for supplies, or

cash.

JOHN NEBEL & SON SUPPLY CO.
HiBh Hill. MoHtB. Cc M*.
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Lumber that Lasts?
Here's a Convincing Case of an
Experienced Beekeeper who—

(But let the gentleman tell It himself:)

BUCK GROVE, IOWA. February 2, 1916.

"I have been a Cypress man for lo, these many moons. Almost all my dovetail
hives are of Cypress, as are bottom-boards, and I think, shallow telescope covers. My
hive stands are of Cypress, and stand in the mud and wet all the time and are as solid
as iL'hen I got the first one some years ago. Cypress is a trifle heavier than white
(cork) pine, but not much more than the heavier grade of pine now used. The fact
that it is 'everlasting' compensates for all this." (Signed) A. F. BONNEY, M. D.

For a job of repairing or for equipment, the lumber that will give you the greatest real investment value in the market is Cypress, com-
monly known as the "Wood Eternal." This wood does not rot down like most woods; it lasts and lasts and LASTS, and LASTS and
LASTS. It is the Gopher Wood of the Bible—Noah built his ark of Cypress. Since the days of Noah, Cypress has' been famous for
endurance under the most trying conditions. Cypress is the one certified Greenhouse wood. That's "some" test. Bottom-
boards are another.

GET A BOOK—IT IS FREE
There are 42 volumes in the internationally famous Cypress Pocket Library, and each is authoritative in its field, and all are FREE.
Vol. 1 is the U. S. Gov't Report on Cypress—that is a good authority, surely. Vol. 4 is the Barn Book, with plans and specifications
for building. Vol. 36 is the Carpentry Book, making easy a dozen hard jobs of carpentry. Vol. 19 is the Canoe and Boat Book. Vol.
37 is the Silo Book. All are free for the asking. Suppose you ask for one or a dozen, right away.

WORTH INVESTIGATING
This Cypress wood matter is worth investigating. Just write our "All-round Helps Department."

SOUTHERN CYPRESS MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION
1251 HEARD NATIONAL BANK BUILDING, JACKSONVILLE, FLA. 1?51 HIBERNIA BANK BUILDING, NEW ORLEANS, LA.

FOR QUICK SERVICE, ADDRESS NEAREST POST OFFICE

FOREHAND'S THREE BANDS
THE THRIFTY KIND

Twenty-eight years of select breeding brings these bees up to a standard surpassed by none, but su-

perior to many.

Place your order now for June delivery of queens. We have booked as many orders for pound bees
as we can handle this season.

PRICES AFTER JUNE 1



CONFIDENCE

Riverton, Wr/o., Jan. 31, 1920

The A. I. Root Company,
Medina, Ohio

Gentlemen:

I am writing yon regarding the com-
ing crop of honey. I feel that I am en-

titled to a first chance to sell yon my crop,

for I buy almost everything I ase in my
business in the bee line of you. I will ship

you my entire crop of honey at the market
price or a price we agree upon. I have
1,000 colonies, and if I have a fair crop I
should have from 100,000 to 150,000 lbs.

There is one other reason I am lariting

you at this date, and that is I am counting
on being up in Alaska and Yukon terri-

tory when my crop of honey is being liar-

vested, and. Ifeel that I can absolutely trust

The A. I. Boot Company for fair dealing

and, honesty whether I am in Alaska or at

home.

Yours truly,

B. M. CARA WA Y

THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY
MEDINA, OHIO



MODERN FRAME HOUSE APIARY, BORCHALINCK CO., TIFLIS
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OrderyouFBee SuppliesNow
NOW'is the time to check up on your hives and acces-

sories to make sure that everything is complete and
in perfect condition for the coming season. Our

complete line of Bee Supplies includes everything needed
by the modern Beekeepers. Besides our own exclusive

articles we are distributors for the famous Lewis Beeware
line, and dealers in Root's Extractors and Smokers, and
Dadant's Foundations. Orders placed now can be filled

promptly. Prices on many articles are sure to advance
within the next few months. Send for our large 1920
Catalog today.

Beeswax Rendered from Old Combs

WE pay you the highest market price for rendered
wax, less 5 cents per pound rendering charge.

Our special hydraulic steam wax press gets the

very last drop of wax from old combs and cappings assur-

ing you maximum profit on them. Write for full partic-

ulars.

Best Prices Paid for Honev

Tin Rabbets
Hives, all sorts

Extractors

Foundations, Dadant's
Root's Smokers
Excluders, all makes
Division Board

Wax Extractors

Metal Spaces
Uncapping Knives
Tin Tacks
Honey Boards

Covers for hives
Observation Hives

SEND us samples of your honey and we
will quote you a price equal or better

than that of any other concern. We
buy and sell both comb and extracted honey.

Cash remitted in full the same day shipment
is received.

Send for Our Large New 1920 Catalog

THIS new catalog contains over 40 pages

of every variety of Beekeeper's Sup-

plies, including all the latest and most
improved devices. It is really a valuable

reference book on beekeeping accessories.

THE FRED W.MUTH CO.
Busy BEE MEN"
CiNCINNAn O
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I

THE BEST BEE
BOOKS

THE HON^'YBEE
By Langstroth and Dadant.

A very complete text on

beekeeping. 575 pages, attrac-

tive cloth binding, $1.50. French

edition, $1.75; Spanish, $2.

FIRST LESSONS IN BEE-
KEEPING

By C. P. Dadant.

Will start you right. 167 pages,

178 illustrations, cloth binding.

Price $1.00.

AMERICAN HONEY PLANTS
By Frank C. Pellett.

First book in the English lan-

guage on the subject of the

honey plants.

300 large pages, 155 illustra-

tions, cloth binding; $2.50.

OUTAPIARIES
By M. G. Dadant.

Valuable to every extensive

beekeeper. 125 pages, SO illus-

trations; cloth bound.. Price

$1.00.

PRACTICAL QUEEN REAR-
ING

By Frank C. Pellett

Gives all up-to-date methods

of rearing queens for the small

beekeeper or for the specialist.

Cloth bound, 105 pages, 40 il-

lustrations.

Price $1.00

1,000 ANSWERS TO BEE-
KEEPING QUESTIONS
By Dr. C. C. Miller.

Answers the questions that

other books overlook. Cloth

bound, 276 pages. Price $125.

NEW [^INGHAM

BtE SMOKER

The Bingham Bee Smoker has been

on the market over forty years and is

the standard in this and many foreign

country. It is the all-important tool

of the most extensive honey producers

in the world. It is now made in five

sizes.

Size of Ship.
Postage Extra Stove Wt. Price

iu. Lbs.
Big Smoke, with shield 4 ilO 3 $2.50
Big Smoke, no shield.. 4 xlO 3 2.00
Smoke Engine— 4 x7 2% 1.50
Doctor. 3Mx 7 2 1.15
Conqueror 3 x7 IK 1.00
Little Wonder 3 x S% VA .80

Smoke Engine or Doctor in copper,

$1 extra.

East Lansing, Mich.
A. G. Woodman Co.,
Grand Rapids, Mich.

I have now had several weeks' op-
portunity to try out the New Smoker
called the Big Smoke, with the guard
about the fire pot. The smoker is even
more than I anticipated, and unless
something else is brought out that is

still better, you can be assured that
this particular one will be the stanaard
equipment for this place from now on.

B. F. KINDIG.
State Inspector of Apiaries.

Conneaut, Ohio.
A. G. Woodman Co.

Dear Sirs: The Big Smoke Smoker
received and is satisfactory. It is just
what I have been wanting for 10 years.

W. KLABUHN & SONS.

The Woodman Section Fixer, a com
bined section press an- foundation fas
tener, of pressed steel construction,
forms comb-honey sections and puts in

top and bottom foundation starters, all

at one handling. It is the finest equip-
ment for this work on the market.

Bellvue, Colo., May 20, 1920.
A. G. Woodman.

Sir: I purchased of you, three or
four years ago, a Woodman Section
Fixer, which gave better satisfaction
than anything that I have been able to

find either before or since. Do you
still have them on the market ? If so,

send price list. H. W. READ.

The genuine Bingham Honey Uncap-
ping knife is manufactured by us here
at Grand Rapids and is made of the fin-

est quality £teel. These thin-bladed
knives, as furnished by Mr. Bingham,
gave the best of satisfaction, as the
old-timers will remember. Our Perfect
Grip Cold Handle is one of the im-
provements.

TIN HONEY PACKAGES
Friction Top cans, cases of 24
Friction Top cans, crates of 100
Friction Top cans, crates of 450
Friction Top pails, crates of 12
Friction Top pails, crates of 100
Friction Top pails, crates of 200
Friction Top pails, cases of 6
Friction Top pails, crates of 100
case, in cases of 1 and 2

lb., cans in crates of 24 and 50

Ask for our special money-saving prices stating quantity wanted.

A. G. WOODMAN CO.
CIRAND RAPIDS, MICH., U. S. A.
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QUEENS BEES BY THE POUND QUEENS
The rush of our bee shipping season will practically be over by luly 1st; will then be in position to take care of your QUEEN orders. Q
Just received a picture from a party showing a colony built up from about 2 pounds of bees and a queen last spring (1919) and at =
that time weighed 330 pounds gross: others in the yard did better than that one. We have had colonies here gather 400 pounds spring =
crop. Party wrote from Chicago: "The shipment of bees was received on May 7. this year; hived same day: did not examine until =
18th, when we found all queens accepted and had laid in three frames. We greatly appreciate receiving such good grade of bees and 5
hope to favor you with larger orders in the future." Another from Nebraska: "Wish to tell you how well pleased I am with the =
business done with you. Some of the 50 packages had less than 100 dead bees in them. Those queens of yours are the best uniform =
QUEENS I have ever received. What is your price on 200 two-pound packages with queens for spring, 1921?" =
Our QUEENS are hardy, gentle Italians; they throw bees that fill the supers. GUARANTEE safe arrival and satisfaction on
QUEENS. With my method of feeding, can ship bees successfully in July and August. Get a few packages and build them for the =
fall flow or winter. Send for FREE Circular giving reference, prices by parcel post, nuclei, guarantee, etc. a

1 6 13 50 100 1 6 12 60 1
$7.50 $13.50 $48.00 $95.00 Tested Queens 2.50 13.50 27.00 110.00 S
8.25 14.85 52.80 104.50 Select Tested Queens 3.00 16,20 1

1 pound package bees, $2.40; 25 or more, $2.16 each 2
2 pound package bees, $4.85; 25 or more, $3.83 each Q
3 pound package bees, $6.25; 25 or more, $5.62 each 3

Add price of queen wanted when ordering bees. 5

NUECES COUNTY APIARIES, ^^p.*^"^^ CALALLEN, TEXAS i
•^auiiuuMiuiaiiMiiiiuuniiiiriMiiiiDiiiiMiiiiiininiiiiimiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiMMiiioiiMMiiMiaiiiMiiiiMiniiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiinM niiMiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiciiMiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiuiuuiaiiimuiiiK^

Untested Queens $1.50
Select Untested Queens 1.65

HONEY CANS
Several cars just unloaded at our Ogdcn, Utah, and Idaho Falls, Idaho, warehouses—more coming. We
have anticipated the heavy demand and can fill your orders promptly. Avoid congested supers and loss of
honey by ordering early.

SUPERIOR FOUNDATION
We are keeping pace with the enormous demand. For real quality specify "SUPERIOR" Foundation. If your
dealer cannot supply you, write us for special prices.

We are still paying top prices.

BEESWAX

"Everything in Bee Supplies."

SUPERIOR HONEY CO., Ogden, Utah
(Manufacturer* of Weed Process Foundation)

'GRIGGS SAVES YOU FREIGHT'

TOLEDO

NOW FOR THE 1920 HONEY CROP We will buy it, both comb and extracted

We want especially White Orange, White Sage, White Clover, Basswood, Raspberry.
Write us what you have, sending samples, and prices asked, in first letter.

SECOND-HAND 60-Lb. CANS
These cans used only once, packed in good cases. 10 cases, 70c; SO to 100 cases, 65c; 100 to 500, 60c.

BEESWAX WANTED

GRIGGS BROTHERS CO., TOLEDO, OHIO ''l^^-

GRIGGS SAVES YOU FREIGHT'

THREE-BAND ITALIANS
Satisfaction Guaranteed

,, Untested $1.00 each, $10.00 doz., $70.00 per 100

I
Tested $2.25 each, $24.00 doz.

X Breeders $5.00 each.

»• No more nuclei for sale this season.
y

I IRISH BROS., DOCTORTOWN, GA.

I

?

I
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
X

HAND-MOORE
QUEENS

How many of you. let

me see. huve tested out
the Hand-Moore bee?
Our bees tet honey by
the Ion, and honeys
what brings the ni o n

,

'

So if you want your
honest share, and are
not content with just

the tare. Buy Hand-
Moore queens, that's

what 1 say. and do it,

yes, and right away.

Untested $1 50 each;
6. $8.00: 12. $15.00.

w. A. LATSHAW CO.
CLARION. MICH.
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DADANFS FOUNDATION WAS
FIRST MADE BY HAND

Many are unacquainted with the method of making bee comb-foundation by hand. To

these the following sketch of how Dadant's Foundation was first made may be interesting.

It was first necessary to get thin, plain sheets of beeswax. This was done by the dip-

ping process. Smooth, plain boards, after being wet, were dipped into the hot beeswax,

then hung up to cool for a moment, then the edges were trimmed, next the flat sheets

'Dll'UNG - THE FIRST FKUCLSS IN THE MAKING OF
FOUNDATION

were peeled off of both sides and piled up and set away to cool.

These piles were now cut up into sheets just as wide as the foundation was to be, and af-

ter being tempered in water were run through the milling machine, or moulder, which

gave the impression of the comb. Soap was and is still used on these mills to keep the

foundation from sticking.

Another trimming with a sharp soaped knife and the piles of Dadant's Foundation were

ready for careful papering and boxing for the customer.

nAIlAMT'C milMnATirkU every inch, every pound, every ton equal toUMUAPI I 9 ruunUAIlun any sample we have ever sent out.

Specify it to vour dealer. If he hasn 't it write us

DADANT & SONS, HAMILTON, ILLINOIS
Catalog and Prices on Bee Supplies, Beeswax, Working into Comb Foundation

and Comb Rendering for the asking
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A QUESTION AND AN ANSWER
When they had unpacked their first carload of Lewis "Beeware"

a concern who had never had our goods before was
written to as follows:

OUR QUESTION

If 'atertown, Wisconsin,
Kanawha Seed Company, May 1, 1920
617 Virginia Street,

Charleston, W. T 'a.

Gentlemen:
When it becomes a, part of our duty to §o out and

guarantee on our personal word the quality of Lewis
"Beeware," we feel it is also our duty to make sure
that the customer is satisfied. Do you feel that the car-
load of Lewis "Beeware" which you have received
comes up to the standard of quality which you were as-
sured it would reach?

Tours very truly,

G. B. LEWIS COMPAJ^'Y

THEIR ANSWER

Charleston, W. Va.
G. B. Lewis Company, May 5, 19SO
Wa,te7-town, Wisconsin

Gentlemen:

Ansu'ering your favor of the first inst., heg to state
that the quality of Lewis "Beeware" is fully up to our
expectations, and furthermore we believe that the work-
manship thereof is a little better than usually found in
any other make of beekeepers' supplies ever handled by us.

Tours very truly,

KAJfAWEA SEED CO.

Beekeepers, this is the experience of thousands. Our interest continues after

you get our -goods. Use our Service Department for beekeeping queries.

LOOK
FOR

BEC HIVES AND APIARIAN EQUIPMENT

BEWARE
WHERE YOU BUY YOUR

BEEWARE
'WArc/fTomrWIS. s

A
MAKES THE FINEST.

COMRANV

THIS

MARK

G. B. LEWIS COMPANY, ^Vs^o'i^sT
MAKERS OF FAMOUS LEWIS "BEEWARE"

BRANCHES AND DISTRIBUTORS EVERYWHERE
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Some Observations on European Foulbrood

By G F. White, Bureau of Entomology, U. S. Dept. Agr., Washington, D. C.

EUROPEAN foulbrood is an infec-

tious disease of honeybees that

is characterized by the death of

the brood during its uncapped stage,

and by the absence of both ropiness

and disagreeable odor. Studies on
the disease were made by the writer

from 1902 to 1916 and some of the ob-

servations are given in the present

article. Those who may be interested

in the results obtained can find a

more detailed summary of ithem in

Bulletin 810.* No work directly on the

treatment of the disease was at-

t mpted, but in choosing problems for

study those were selected which by
their solution would furnish informa-
tion tha't could be applied readily by
the beekeeper in any revision of

methods of treatment now in use,

which might be needed, or in devis-

ing new ones.
Causes of European Foulbrood

European foulbrood can be pro-

duced experimentally (Fig. 1.) by
feeding a colony syrup which con-

tains the crushed bodies of larvae

sick or dead of the disease. The lar-

vae become infected during the feed-

ing stage, infection taking place at

some time during the period from
about 2 days of age to capping. Lar-

vae live more than 2 days after be-

coming infected. If they die, there-

fore, they are 4 days old or older at

the time of death. Since larvae are

capped about 4 days before pupation,

it is to be expected tha't death would
occur before the pupal stage is

reached, and this is what happens.
Worker, drone and queen larva are

susceptible to infection ; adult bees
are not. This is true of all races of

bees kept by American beekeepers.
Since European foulbrood occurs

• Bulletin 810. European Foulbrood. U. S.

Department of Agriculture, Feb. 26, 1920.

The Bulletin was prepared primarily for the

beekeeper, but others also in studying the bee
diseases, may find it useful. Those who may
be interested, particularly in the more practi-

cal portions of the paper, can well omit the

parts of it which are technical.

at least in Austria, Denmark, Eng-
land, Germany, Switzerland, Canada
and ithe United States, the disease

cannot be attributed entirely to cli-

matic conditions nor to the kind of

food obtained by the bees. The course
of the disease is affected somewhat,
however, by the quantity of food ob-
tained and by ithe season of the year.

The exciting cause of European
foulbrood is a germ f (Fig- 2) that is

taken into the stomach of the larva

with its food. The name of it is Ba-
cillus pluton. It is very small, about
25,000 of them placed end to end
measure an inch. Some are spherical,

others are egg-shaped, while most of

them in larvae that are dead of the

disease, or nearly so, are more or less
'

oval, and with somewhat pointed
ends. The germ does not bear spores.

Being the cause of European foul-

brood, it is always present in brood
sick or dead of the disease.

|- The "germ" causing European foulbrood is

a very small plant which, after reaching the

stomach of the larva, grows, multiplies and pro-

duces sickness and usually death of the larva.

It belongs to a group of plants called bac-

teria. "Microbe" and "parasite" are some-
times used instead of the term "germ." Ba-

cillus pUtton is a convenient name for this

plant. The other germs found in this disease

are plants also.

Other germs are almost invariably
found in brood dead of European
foulbrood, but none of these addi-
tional ones cause disease. One of
them is Bacillus alvei (Fig. 3). This
is an elongated slender rod; about
10,000 are required to measure an
inch. It produces spores. By com-
paring Bacillus pluton (Fig. 2) and
Bacillus alvei (Fig. 3) one can readily
see that they are very different
germs.
Another germ which does not pro-

duce disease, but which is occasionally
present in brood dead of European
foulbrood is Streptococcus apis (Fig-

4). This one is more or less spher-
ical and resembles Bacillus pluton
(Fig. 2) both in size and form. The
two, however, are very different, more
so, probably, 'than is the apple tree
different from the oak.

Names of the Diseases
The names that are at present being

used for the brood diseases in the
different countries are rather inti-

mately connected with studies made
on the germs contained in the brood
dead of the different diseases. In

1885, Bacillus alvei was found in brood
dead of foulbrood by Cheshire and
Cheyne of England, and for about a

Fig. 1. European foulbrood produced experimentally
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decade and a half this germ was quite

generally supposed to be the cause

of the disease. On account of the

work by these Europeans, the name
European foulbrood has been used as

one of the names for the disease. In

America, the name "black brood" was
used for a while for this disease, but

Fig. 2. Bacillus plitton

it was soon found, from a study of

the condition, to be the same dis-

ease that had been studied by the

English workers and considered by
them to be "foulbrood." There was
no further need, therefore, for the

name "blackbrood," and it was
dropped.
The name "stinking foulbrood" has

been used in some countries for the

disorder in which Bacillus alvei oc-

curs in large numbers, and "sour

brood" for ithe one in which Strepto-

coccus apis is present in considerable

numbers. The writer wishes to sug-

gest that these are two names for one
disease and that the disease is the

same as the one for which the name
European foulbrood is being used in

this country.*
The term "foulbrood" has been used

and is still being employed somewhat
in a general sense meaning simply a

brood disease. For at least 40 years

beekeepers have recognized two kinds

of foulbrood—one in which most of

the larvae die in uncapped cells and

the other in which most of them die

in capped ones. It is now positively

known that these, instead of being

two forms of one disease, are, in fact,

two very different diseases. In this

country they are being called Euro-

• The name "stinking foulbrood" for Euro-

pean foulbrood must seem to the beekeeper of

America to be somewhat misleading, since it

is American foulbrood that is the foul smelling

disease. The origin of the name is briefly this:

From the work in England, Bacillus alvci was

thought to be the cause of a brood disease

having a foul odor. When, therefore. Bacillus

alvei was encountered in a urood disease by

investigators on the continent of Europe the

disease was naturally supposed by them to be

one with a foul odor and was referred to by

the name "stinking foulbrood." This name
was used for the disease, to distinguish it from

another one which did not contain Bacillus

alvei, and the samples of which were without

any marked odor. For this disease the name
"non-stinking foulbrood" was used. This lat-

ter one was American foulbrood. CIt is not

unusual for samples of American foulbrood to

lose the foulbrood odor quite soon after be-

ing taken from the hive). It must be remem-
bered, therefore, in using the term "stinking

foulbrood" that it does not refer to the dis-

ease which has the foulbrood odor, but to Eu-

ropean foulbrood.

pean foulbrood and American foul-

brood.
As both have the word "foulbrood"

in them, one could easily be misled
and interpret them wrongly to mean
that they refer to two forms of one
disease; as both diseases are found
in Europe as well as in America, the

names do not refer to itheir geograph-
ical distribution ; and as it is not
known in what country the diseases

were first encountered, the names do
not refer to the place from which the

diseases spread. Since, therefore, these

names are somewhat misleading and
somewhat long, it must be admitted
that they are more or less open to

criticism. They need not cause con-
fusion, however, if the above facts

in regard to the diseases are borne
well in mind.
Symptoms of European Foulbrood
The dead brood is mostly in un-

capped cells; no dead pupse are

found, and the dead bees appear to

be like those of healthy colonies.

Since much of the afifected brood is

removed by the bees, capped cells are

scattered among uncapped ones, giv-

ing to the brood-nest the pepper-box

Fig. 3. Bacillus alvei

appearance (Fig. 1). The caps on cells

which contain dead larva; may (fig. 5,

P) or may not be punctured; the

brood-combs are practically without
odor; and the colony may be weak if

much disease is present.

The larvae,l)efore death, (Fig. 5, A,

E) lose somewhat the pearly white-
ness and turgidity of living healthy
ones (Fig. S, D. F. I) and soon after-

wards assume a yellowish tint. Later
they take on a brownish tone, and
still la'ter this deepens often to a dark
shade. The dead larval remains not

infrequently occupy unnatural posi-

tions within the cell. Those dying
while voung usually lie on the bottom
of the" cell (Fig. 5, A, B, C, E) while
those that are somewhat older occupy
irregular positions on the floor (Fig. S.

G, H, J, L, M).* The remains of larva;

dying during the first itwo days after

capping occupy irregular positions on
the floor of the cell (Fig. 5, N, O), but

those of larv<-c dying later occupy a

unifortn endwise position (Fig. 5, R, S,

T). There is a tendency on the part

of adult bees to remove the diseased
larvae. This is usually done piecemeal

•These abnormal positions of larvae as seen
in samples of diseased brood arc due, to a

considerable extent, to the shaking used in re-

moving the adult Dees from the frames and
to rough handling afterward.

and in the infected colony, therefore
partially removed ones are frequently
found (Fig. 5, B, Q).
The decaying larval remains are not

ropy, as a rule, only a small number
of them possessing a viscidity that
will permit the mass to be drawn out
to the extent of an inch or so. This
ropiness is more marked in the case
of the older larvae. When the dead
larvae are not removed they dry and
become the scales (Fig. S, C, R, T).
As a rule these scales are rather
easily removed. Those resulting from
viscid remains adhere more closely
to the cell wall than the others.

Experimental Studies on European
Foulbrood

Much concerning tlie cause of Eu-
ropean foulbrood, its spread, its diag-
nosis and the chances for recovery of
the colony, has been learned from ex-
perimental studies on the disease. At
the time the writer began his investi-

gations of the bee diseases very little

experimental work had been done on
them and it was necessary, therefore,
to devise methods for doing it. Those
finally worked out were found to be
very satisfactory. A brief description
of them is given here, since by being
acquainted with them the beekeepers
will be aided in interpreting the re-

sults obtained.
A nucleus containing from 3 to 6

frames of bees, with brood in the un-
capped stage and a queen doing well,

was found to be a good colony for

experimental purposes. The brood-
frames are moved to one side of the
hive-body and on the bottom-
board on the other side are placed
shallow glass dishes as feeders. The
entrance of the hive is closed except
for a space of about 1 inch on the
side occupied by the frames. Any
race of bees may be used, but nat-
urally a gentle one is preferred. The
queen should be clipped. The site

for the experimental apiary should
be broken up by small trees. The
entrances of the hives in adjoin-
ing rows are pointed in opposite di-

rections. Hives placed in pairs alter-

nate with a single one. When in pairs

the space left for the bees is on the
side of the entrance furthest from
the other hive. The inoculation feed-
ings may be made at any time of the
day, if there is a good or fair flow of

nectar, but during a dearth it is ad-
visable at times to inoculate in the

evening just before darkness. By
these various means, it will be ob-

Fig. i Streptococcus apis
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served, the likelihood of robbing,

swarming, absconding and accidental

straying or drifting of bees is re-

duced.
In making the inoculations two

methods were used. Those have been
referred to as the direct and the in-

direct methods, respectively. Follow-
ing the direct method, a group of

about 10 to 20 larva;, 2 to 3 days old,

are fed thin sugar syrup to which has

been added the contents of stomachs
of sick larvse. This is done by put-

ting a very small quantity of the con-

taminated syrup directly with the

food of the larva within the cell. For
this purpose a small glass tube is used
Care must be taken that too much
syrup is not added in making
the inoculations, as the larvae

would be floated thereby. Care
must be observed also that they are

not disturbed mechanically by the

tube. Disturbances of this kind are

very likely to be followed by their re-

moval by the adult bees. Within 3

days the inoculated larvae show
marked symptoms of the disease,

some of the sick or dead ones are re-

moved by the end of the third day
and most of them before the end of

the fourth day. Only a few are found
infected outside the arena of brood
inoculated. The colony usually

speedily recovers from the infection

and no further evidence of the dis-

ease is seen.

By the indirect method the entire

colony is inoculated through feeding

it about one-third of a pint of sugar
syrup to which the crushed bodies of

from S to 10 larvae sick or dead of the

disease have been added. The first

symptoms of the disease are ob-

served about 3 days after inoculation.

The youngest larvae to show symp-
toms are about 4 days old. After a

single feeding the colony usually

soon recovers from the disease. Other
factors being equal, the recovery is

more rapid when the amount of

brood is small in proportion to the

strength of the colony, when the flow

of nectar is good, and when the bees

are active.

A stock of fresh disease material is

needed during most of the experi-

mental studies, and this can be se-

cured from colonies inoculated for

this purpose. In inoculating these

stock colonies the disease material

for the first feeding is taken from
samples received from the beekeep-
ers. Repeated inoculations are need-
ed, as a rule, to keep the colony dis-

eased, as there is a marked tendency
for the colony to recover from the in-

fection. The material for these sub-

sequent inoculations is taken from
the stock colonies themselves. For
the first inoculation the direct meth-
od is used, and for the subsequent
ones the indirect method is em-
ployed.

It is only after repeated inocula-

tions have been made and the disease

has been in the colony for some time
that the rubberlike scales (Fig. 5. R,

T) are found that resemble in many
ways those of American foulbrood.

As these scales are somewhat diffi-

cult for the bee to remove, the num-
ber present naturally increases to a

certain extent during the course of

the disease. The number encoun-
tered in any given area of brood-
comb, however, is always small. The
bees allow some of them to remain in

the brood-comb for a considerable

period.

Some of the experimental colonies

that were rather heavily infected,

but which remained sufficiently

strong to winter well, were found to

be diseased in the spring, but some
were not. Those that were only
lightly infected, as a rule, did not

show the disease the next year.

Whether the germs used had previ-

ously been in a diseased colony has
given the writer no uneasiness. All

hives which had housed a European
foulbrood colony were flamed inside

before they were used again.

(To be Continued)

J -W O
Fig. 5. European foulbrood. A to M uncapped, and N to T capped brood; D. healthy larva at

the earliest age at which symptoms of the disease appears; A E, young larvx showing symp-

toms of European foulbrood: B O, larv*e partially removed by tlie adult bees; C, scales from

young larva; F I, healthy larvae somewhat older than D. G H J, dead larvae of the same

age as F and I; K, healthy larvx slightly older than F. with dorsal side turned toward the

observer; L M, dead larv,i; about the same age as K; N, larva dead at the time of spinning:

O, scale of a larva similar to N; P, a punctured cap; Q R S T, larva which had assumed

the endwise position in the cell before death; Q. larva partially removed; S. lari'a dead of

the disease; R T, end and ventral view, respectively, of European foulbrood scales of larva of

the age shown in S. These scales and those of American foulbrood are quite alike. The
caps from N O Q R S and T were removed by the adult bees.
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THE EDITOR'S VIEWPOINT
C!assification of Honey
For Freight Shipment

Beekeepers will be charged higher

rates for shipments of honey by
freight in many localities, according
to the new Supplement to Freight
Classification No. 1, which becomes
entirely effective July IS, 1920. Argu-
ments presented at hearings on these

proposed rate increases were only

partially successful. The beekeepers
were represented by the G. B. Lewis
Company, Dadant & Sons, and the

A. I. Root Company. The authorities

made it plain that the increases were
necessary because of improperly
packed shipments of honey by care-

less beekeepers, with consequently in-

creased presentation of freight dam-
age claims.

Southern district comb honey rate

on carlots is given fourth class. No
previous rate was given this item,

which may indicate greater freight

movements of comb honey in the

south.
'Extracted honey rates were also

largely increased as follows

:

1—In metal cans, completely jack-

eted, L. C. L. western, first class; pre-

viously fourth.
2—Similar honey, except in boxes,

L. C. L. western, third class; previ-

ously fourth.
3—Bulk in tight hardwood barrels

with eight metal hoops, L. C. L.

southern and western, now third

class ;
previously fourth.

4—Same in metal cans, completely

jacketed, carlots, southern, fourth

class; first classification ever given.

Reductions were secured only on

honey in glass or earthenware packed
in barrels and boxes; carlots, south-

ern, first to third class, and on granu-

lated honey, carlots, in boxes over

metal, southern, now fourth, previ-

ously third.

Good Samaritan Fund

We are still getting subscriptions

to the Franco-Belgian relief fund. The
following remittances have been re-

ceived since the last statement :

L. W. Derrin, Cushman, Ore., $2.50.

Montgomery Co., Pa., Beekeepers,

$S.OO.

Twenty of the queens were ordered

to France and Belgium. But trans-

portation is so irregular yet, that both
Dr. Phillips and Dr. Miller advise
against sending queens now. They
write in a similar strain from Europe.
So the balance of the queens sub-
scribed will probably be sold in this

country and the proceeds sent over in

cash. There is still a big margin of

exchange. All the news indicates
that the people living in the devas-
tated regions are still sheltered in

iron-covered shacks or cabins of the
most temporary description.

The Bee World
After what appeared to us as dis-

couraging delays, the Bee World, of

the Apis Club, of Benson, Oxon, Eng-
land, finally reached us, 3 numbers

—

March, April and May—in one. But
this number is worth while, 68 pages,
replete with information.
We have never seen a bee magazine

with so much "meat in the cocoanut."
We are not in the habit of doing any
advertising for anybody, not even for

ourselves, in^ the reading columns.
But we believe this magazine should
be sustained. To secure it. you must
be a member of the "Apis Club." and
this will cost you 7s 6d. Some years

ago it would have cost you $1.87, but
at the present date English values
are low and you can probably get a

draft for the above amount for about
$1.50.

The last number gives a splendid re-

view of beekeeping periodicals in all

countries. Why not make it a quar-
terly review?

Georgia State Beekeepers

Our esteemed friend, J. J. Wilder,
editor of the "Dixie Beekeeper," is

announcing a Georgia State Bee-
keepers' Association. We wish we
had heard of it sooner, so as to help

advertise it. We hopj there will be a

good attendance. No better man
than J. J. Wilder can organize a thing
of this kind.

Obituary—Paul Scheuring

Mr. Paul Scheuring, of De Perc,

Wisconsin, who died lately at the age
of 74, was one of the extensive bee-

keepers of that State. He came from
Europe with his parents in 1849, at the

age of 3, and lived in De Fere the en-

tire 71 years. He had as many as 6
apiaries. Of late years he had re-
duced his interest to a single apiary.
He wintered 135 colonies in the cellar
the past winter. But because of his
bad health, he was unable to attend
to them properly, and came out of
winter with only 45. Mr. Scheuring
was an 8-frame hive man and har-
vested some excellent crops. He filled

several public offices and, at his death,
the flags of the city building were
put at half-mast. We are told one of
his sons will continue his beekeeping.

Tunis Beekeeping

Slowly, Imt steadily, the bee maga-
zines that were compelled to suspend
circulation by the World War, are
coming back to life. Wc are in re-
ceipt of the revived "Bulletin de La
Societe d' Apiculture de Tunisie," its

56th number, published in Tunis.
Tunis, a French colony, in northern

Africa, is quite a bee country. A
large bulletin, entitled "La Tunisie
Apicole," was published in 1912 and
mentioned in the American Bee Jour-
nal in October of that year, with
photos of a Tunis school of beekeep-
ing. The writer and teacher, J.
Georges, is still the manager of their
editorial activity. Success to them.

U. S. Publications on Bees
To be had from the Division of

Publications, Department of Agricul-
ture, Washington. D. C, as long as
the supply lasts.

Control of American Foulbrood. E.
F. Phillips. Free.
American Foulbrood. G. F. White.

15 cents. Technical paper.
A study of the behavior of bees in

colonies affected by European foul-
brood. Arnold P. Sturtevant. 5 cents.
Technical paper.

Michigan Meetings
The beekeepers of Michigan are to

have their summer meeting at Boyne
City. July 28 and 29, and I have prom-
ised to do my best to be there. And
now comes the Huron County Asso-
ciation with a meeting, July 16, of the
3 counties of Huron, Sanilac and Tus-
cola, at the home apiary of David
Running, one of the most expert bee-
keepers in Michigan. It is a great
temptation, and I am going to try to

make the two meetings, though they
are 12 days apart. I will surely find

something to do between dates.—C. P.
D.

Chenango County, New York

The beekeepers of Chenango Coun-
ty are announcing a summer meeting
and basket picnic at the apiary of

George S. Hard, Norwich, N. Y., July
22. Their program is fine, but we re-

ceived it too late to give it here. They
are to have Dr. Geo. H. Rhea, of Cor-
nell, and are to give several demon-
strations and essays, with question
box, discussions, and two lunches.
That is the way to go at it. Many
more such meetings should be organ-
ized, and the Journal will be glad to

give them a notice.
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Metal Combs
"Why don't you say something in

the Journal about metal combs, which

are so extensively advertised? Arc

they good, or bad?"—A Reader.

It is not our custom to say anything

in the reading columns about patent-

ed articles which are advertised. But

in this case, there seems to be a uni-

versal interest, that requires a state-

ment.

However, it will take more time to

test these combs in a satisfactory

manner. But we can point out the

probable advantages and defects.

A metal base in comb was invented

long ago. A beekeeper of Toledo,

Ohio, whose name is not now avail-

able, sent to us, some 40 years ago,

two sheets of foundation made of tin-

foil dipped in wax and laminated to

give them the print of the cells.

Those two sheets were put by us into

a hive and forgotten. We have never

seen them since. Evidently the bees

built comb upon them so that it would
have been necessary to mark them to

recognize them further. So we
know that bees, will work on metal if

it is slightly coated with beeswax.

But we have never thought of any

advantage in this kind of foundation,

for it would cost more than the other

and, with a little care, we can secure

perfect combs with all wax.

As to the full metal comb, we can

see a big advantage in its being able

to withstand the extreme heat and

the weight of the bees, if the swarm
accepts it. We can also see a large

saving of beeswax and the avoiding

of any drone comb, where it is sup-

plied.

Other advantages are the possibil-

ity of boiling diseases of the brood,

as well as moths, out of it. Whether
the boiling out of the bees' cocoons,

in very old combs, is possible too, is

an open question which only long

practice will solve. Moths will prob-

ably not work on them much, as only

the small larvae of this pest could

worm their way through the inter-

stices that exist from one cell to an-

other in the metal comb. But they

would riddle them enough to make
the boiling out advisable.

The disadvantages are, first of all,

the high cost. If you render the wax
of the combs of a colony and send

that wax to a foundation factory, you
can have the entire set of foundation

for that colony for about the price of

one metal comb added to the value of

that wax.

Possible disadvantages lie in the

great conductibility of the metal for

heat and cold. In a country where
the temperature is constantly warm,
as California or Texas, this objection

has but little weight. But we are told

by a beekeeper of Montana, and also

by one of California, that brood has

been chilled to death in these metal

combs, in cool nights. This requires

further and protracted tests.

The last disadvantage lies in the

possibility of damage to the metal

comb. A wax comb, if damaged by

accident, in extracting, transporting,

mice gnawing, or otherwise, will be

readily repaired by the bees. But a

metal comb, once damaged, is wasted.

Neither is it necessary that the entire

comb be damaged to make it worth-
less. Who would want to keep, in a

hive, one or more combs in which

say ten per cent of the cells could not

be used either for brood or honey?
We have before our eyes one of

these combs, damaged on one side,

beyond repair, by mice that gnawed
it to eat the honey it contained.

After two or three years of experi-

ence with these metal combs on a

fairly good scale, beekeepers will be

better able to pass judgment upon
them. Try them yourself.

When we think the matter over,

we wonder whether some material

exists that might be moulded into

cells, which would be of a non-con-

ducting material and could be re-

paired easily when damaged to large

or small extent. Reviewing the dif-

ferent ingredients of human inge-

nuity and of natural origin, we find

one that answers the purpose well

—

beeswa.x.

An Australasian Beekeeper
and Publisher

During the last week in May we
had the pleasure of a visit from Mr.
W. S. Pender, beekeeper, manufac-
turer, and editor of the "Australasian
Beekeeper," from West Maitland,
New South Wales, Australia. Mr.
Pender, whose magazine is now in its

twenty-first year, was visiting Ameri-
ca for information and enjoyment. He
left Australia on the 12th of March
and did not expect to return until

July. The only thing which he did
not like about his trip was the length
of the sea voyage. He was 24 days on
the way, without a stop, his first stop
being Panama. He landed in New
York, visited some of the leading
manufacturers and beekeepers of our
country, called upon the bee experts
at the Bureau of Entomology at
Washington, and from Hamikon was
going to Denver, then to California,
by way of- Colorado Springs, visiting
Manitou, the Garden of the Gods,
Pike's Peak, the Grand Canyon, etc.

He spent several weeks in California,
and at the time when this Journal ap-

pears will be on the sea again for his
return home.
Mr. Pender is a well educated man

and a lover of natural history. We
were sorry that the country roads
were in such bad condition that we
could not take him to some of our
outapiaries. We were quite inter-
ested in hearing him speak of their
country, where winter occurs during
our summer, the months of June and
July being the coldest they have.
However, at West Maitland there is

very little cold weather, only heavy
frosts for a month or two, and they
grow many tropical fruits. The bee
business there depends mainly upon
the eucalypti, as has been shown by
the interesting articles which have
appeared, from time to time, in this

magazine, from the pen of Tarlton
Payment.

In summer they suflfer greatly from
heat and drought, the thermometer
ranging up ito 116 for several weeks.
So they have their troubles, as well
as we have.
Perhaps it will astonish some of our

readers as much as it did us, to learn
that Australia, which appears to our
people from here as an insignificant
island somewhere in the Pacific, has
an area equal to five-sixths of the
United States, that its length, from
north to south, extends 28 degrees,
from the 11th to the 39th, south;
while the United States extends only
24 degrees from north to south,
from the 2Sth to the 49th, north. We
might know all of this, for it is on
the maps, but we are so accustomed
to consider the country in which we

live as the greatest in ithe world,
that it requires a special occasion for
us to realize that we are not nearly
so big as we think we are.
Australia is an up-to-date country,

in beekeeping as well as .in agricul-
ture. "The Australasian Beekeeper"
is a live publication and always makes
interesting reading. They do ;not
keep bees in "skeps," as they are still

doing here in some of our States, in

Great Britain, France and the other
countries of Continental Europe.
They realize that if they are to keep
down diseases, they must have mov-
able frame hives. It is time all our
people understood it.

Melilotus Alba

"L'.^picoltura Italiana," in its April
number, contains an article on sweet
clover, by our Italo-American bee-
keeper, D. Barone. He explains that
the origin of this clover is in Asia,
and that for that reason it is often
called "Bokhara clover," Bokhara be-
ing in Turkestan. He mentions what
E. R. Root and Frank C. Pellett have
written about it and its great value
in the United States.
The Italians call this clover "Meli-

lotus albus." They are indeed more
correct than we are in the use of
Latin names. The termination "us"
of melilotus is masculine, the ter-

mination "a" of alba is feminine. We
should call the plant Melilotus albus,
or better, as a neuter, "Melilotum al-

bum'." Our scientific names are a
farce.
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SECURING GOOD COMBS

July

BY FRANK C. PELLETT

ONE of the most difficult things to

impress upon the novice, is the

importance of good combs. To
save a few cents' worth of foundation

it is the common practice to use a

narrow starter. While this may se-

cure a straight comb, it is likely to be

composed largely of drone cells. Un-
fortunately, an article designed to ex-

plain the need of full sheets of foun-

dation is not likely to reach those

who need it most, for few of them
read the bee magazines.

The writer has had occasion to ex-

amine hundreds of hives in the ca-

pacity of inspector and is fully con-

vinced that if it were possible to place

all the bees on the farms of America
on full sheets of foundation, this

alone would greatly increase the out-

put of honey by eliminating a large

proportion of the useless drones now
reared. So much has been written on

this point that it seems like useless

repetition to state that bees left to

themselves will build large quantities

of drone comb and that instead of a

large force of productive worker bees

the colony will largely exert itself in

rearing drones which are a tax on

the colony.

In hiving swarms it is well if possi-

ble to use one or two drawn combs
in the middle of the hive to give sup-

port to the cluster. Where full

sheets are placed in all the frames,

the weight of the swarm will often

break them down. In the June issue

of this Journal, F. W. Luebeck, of In-

diana, tells how he hives swarms on

foundation by placing an empty hive-

body under the one containing the

frames with foundation. The bees

cluster under the frames at the start

until the combs are partly drawn.
Through an error Mr. Luebeck's

name was omitted from his descrip-

tion of this method.

When a swarm has a young and
vigorous queen, they will sometimes
draw out combs composed almost en-

tirely of worker cells. The explana-

tion lies in the fact that the queen
fills the cells with eggs as fast as they

are built and it keeps the bees hust-

ling to keep ahead of her. Since the

queen is young, the bees feel no need

mmm
fefp?

Fig. 2. This comb is built without foundation and is composed almost entirely of drone-cells

of supersedure, and consequently have
little use for drones. As soon as

enough combs have been built to sup-

ply the needs of the queen for egg-

laying, drone comb is likely to be

built.

We have lately received from A. H.

Pering, of Bloomington, Indiana, a

set of combs which show very efifec-

tively what happens when the bee-

keeper fails to control conditions

within the hive. The pictures here-

with tell far more than the printed

story.

Figure 1 is nicely fastened to the

bottom bar, and aside from the large

area of drone-comb it is a serviceable

comb. Such a comb can be used in

the extracting super if an excluder is

used to keep the queen below. If the

queen has access to it, sooner or later

it will be filled with brood and a crop

of drones will be reared in the large

cells. Most practical beekeepers melt

up such combs to avoid possible use

by the queen. It is cheaper to per-

mit the bees to build a new comb on

a full sheet of foundation than to al-

low them to rear a crop of drones.

Figure 2 shows a comb composed
almost entirely of drone-cells. Where
the bees build from starters or with-

out foundation, they are likely to

build drone-comb, unless the queen is

crowded for room in which to lay. In

neglected apiaries a large portion of

the combs often look like this. The

mvjKf
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Fig. 1. An area of Uronc-cclls spoils that which would otherwise be a good comb

larger cells require less wax and ap-
parently are easier to build, hence the
bees prefer to build drone comb
rather than the smaller cells required
for worker comb.

Figure 3 shows a great waste of
both wax and room. This comb is so
badly gnarled that about one-fourth
of its area is useless. Such uneven
combs are common where no founda-
tion is used.

Figure 4 shows the result of trans-
ferring naturally built combs without
selecting those of worker cells. This
appears very uneven and composed
very largely of drone cells. Such a

comb is almost worthless. It might
be used temporarily in an extracting
super, but when such combs are al-

lowed, to remain in the apiary, there
is always danger that the queen will

find access to them and fill them with
brood.

Figure 5 shows a good comb which
has been damaged by moths. The
bees, in repairing the moth-eaten
space, have filled it with drone comb.
Even this amount of drone cells is

sufficient to condemn this comb. It

is expensive business to rear drones,
and it is safer to build a new comb
than to allow this to remain in the

hive.

At figure 6 we see what happens
when the honey is cut from the top
of a comb and a portion returned to

the bees. In this case the bees were
robbed in the good old-fashioned way,
even though they were in a modern
hive and the combs built on founda-
tion. Of course the honey was in the

upper portion of the comb and, this

removed, the bees proceeded to re-

build the missing poi'tion with drone
cells.

Good beekeeping lies in intelligent

control of conditions by the bee-
keeper. Langstroth's invention of a

frame surrounding each separate
comb, enabled the beekeeper to reach
any part of the hive at will. The in-

vention of foundation insured, not

only straight combs, but combs com-
posed mostly of worker cells. Good
combs are one of the first essentials

to successful bekeeping.
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Fig. 3. Such gnarled space is a great waste of storage

Troubles of the Publisher

Never has the publisher found it

more difficult to meet the problems
of the day than at present. Every
month brings some rise in price in

some commodity that enters into the

making of a magazine. We have con-

tinued the same old price at which
the American Bee Journal was pub-

lished for many years past, thinking

that the present conditions were tem-

porary and that prices would decline.

Rise after rise has continued until we
now pay more than four times as

much for the paper on which the

Journal is printed as we did when
we took over the Journal. Our en-

gravings cost three times as much
and everything else in proportion.

We have tried every possible way to

meet these extra costs without in-

creasing our subscription price. Hun-
dreds of other publications have sus-

pended because of inability to meet

the situation, while most of those

still continuing have raised the sub-

scription price.

Conditions now are such that $1 per

year is not sufficient to pay the cost

of publication of a journal like ours,

and if the present high costs continue

we will be compelled to increase our

subscription price, as many publica-

tions have already done. We propose

to wait a few months longer in the

hope that prices of material will fall.

In the meantime all our present sub-

scribers will be given an opportunity

to renew for as long a period as they

wish at the present rate, $1 per year,

3 years for $2.50 or 5 years for $4. We
are already receiving a large number
of 3 and 5-year subscriptions from

those who wish to take advantage of

the present low price.

Beginning With Bees

By H. C. Cook

I am of the opinion that the ama-

teur is somewhat neglected. Gener-

ally the papers and lectures are a lit-

tle too advanced for him, so I decided

to let him get technical data and in-

structions from text books, and I

would call his attention to a number
of things he should and should not

do.

Don't attempt to get into the bee

business in a rush. Take time enough
to learn the game, or your mistakes

will be so numerous you will become

discouraged. Most amateurs attempt
to make increase itoo fast. They
weaken their stock to such an ex-

tent that so many bees are lost dur-
ing the winter that in the spring they
are about where they commenced,
which, to say ithe least, is a disap-
pointment. Go slow and learn ho.w
and when to increase. As a rule it is

bettter for a beginner to confine hiiri-

self to producing honey. Sell the
honey and buy bees for increase. This
will give him an opportunity to study
the bees, and then he can make in-

crease at a 'time when it will cost him
nothing, and rather, be a benefit to

his honey crop.

Don't be led astray by the stories

of men who imagine they are bee-
keepers. In later years you can look
back, as I have done in several in-

stances, and see that they know but
little more 'than yourself, but were
simply passing around information
which generally turns out bad in the

end.
Get some good text books, study

them carefully, and apply them to

your work. Don't try two or three
men's ideas at the same time. Any
one of them, perhaps, would bring
you out to success, but mixing them
may prove disastrous. For instance,
Mr. Doolittle, in his method of work-
ing bees, tells us to have the hives
full of honey in the spring, and the
bees will take care of themselves,
while on 'the other hand Mr. Alexan-
der, equally as good an apiarist in

every way, tells us that the key to

success in honey production is spring,

or stimulating feeding. He says it

is a good plan to extract all the

honey in the brood-chamber after the
15th of May, and feed it back. Now,
either of these plans will lead you
through the season to a honey crop,
but if you mix them, you may do the
wrong thing at a time when it would
prove to be worse than to have left

the bees alone. In Other words, the
bees may have been better of? with-
out your assistance. Never do any-
thing to the bees unless you know
why you are doing it—-that is, any-
thing you do to the bees is wrong un-
less you know the reason for doing
it, and what you may e.xpedt from
the manipulation. Don't make the
mistake that is very often made by
beginners, of trying every sort of
hive on the market. Take some suc-
cessful beekeeper as a guide in the
sort of apparatus to use, and have
everything in your yard interchange-
able, so that any piece you pick up
will fit on any hive in the yard. It is

very disagreeable, when you are in a
hurry, to find that your hive and
super are not the same size. You
have to hunt up another super—or
perhaps you have none in the apiary
to fit, and the loss of time and the
worry will make you wish you had
paid strict attention to this matter.
Don't attempt to raise queens be-

fore you have made a success in rais-
ing bees. You must first know how
long it takes an egg to hatch, how
long it is in the larva state, the length
of time in passing from an egg to a
bee, how long to hatch drones, and
how long to hatch a queen, and then
you must know under what condi-
tions the bees will raise good queens.
Good queens are the foundation to a

successful apiary, and, as a rule, I

think, for a time it will be to your
financial advantage to buy your
queens from some reliable breeder.

Don't take any chances with bee
diseases. American and European
foulbrood are so widely spread over
the country that every beekeeper
must be very careful. A very slight

mistake may cause you a great deal
of work—and possibly the loss of
your little apiary. Never leave any
honey where the bees can get it, as
this is the way the disease is trans-
mitted from one colony to another.
Study up on this subject carefully,
and I repeat emphatically, take no
chances. If you discover this dreaded
disease in your yard, don't become

Natural built comb transferred without selecting the portion composed oi worker cells
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discouraged. Just go to work and
clean it up—follow carefully every
de<tail of the instructions for curing
the disease, and you will soon come
.to the conclusion that it is not so

bad after all. Continual watchful-

ness is the secret of success in liand-

ling this disease. It has one advan-
tage—Jt soon puts the careless,

slouchy beekeeper out of the way, so

it has a bright side after all.

Don't worry over reverses. We all

have them. Just brace up and go at it

a little harder. Hard winters and bad
seasons are the exception rather than
the rule in this locality; there is more
sunshine than cloudy weather, and if

you stick to your business I am sure

you can make it pay you at least a

good living with less labor than any-

thing you do on a small capital. An
amateur beekeeper is not a commer-
cial beekeeper, but he should be a

faddist in every sense of the word,

and if so, his enthusiasm will be un-

limited, and he will become a ctom-

mercial man later on. If he is of the

right material he will want to talk

bees in preference 'to anything else.

The amateur should study all the

phases of putting his product on the

market, to entice the purchaser to

pay him the ma.ximum price. Cleanli-

ness and attractiveness will accom-
plish thi's. The containers and labels

should be tasty, and show your prod-

uct off to the best advantage. For in-

stance, a purchaser is willing to pay
a little more for honey in a nice glass

jar than for a tin can. He wants to

see what he is getting for his money.
Amateurs are usually dependent on
the local market, and a man's success

depends largely on his reputation, so

he must never sell anything as first-

class unless it is. Better (tell the cus-

tomer it is a little off, but the best

you have at the time. Have him taste

it, and usually he will buy and be per-

fectly satisfied.

Amateur beekeepers are usually the

ones styled "back yarders" by the bee
j'ournals, but these are the ones who
are the originators of most of the

inventions used by the larger men.
The back yarder is consitantly study-

ing the bees, as they are his hobby,

and often stumbles onto some excel-

lent appliances.
There is one thing he should, never

overlook, if he is a town beekeeper,
and that is, tto be in good standing
with his neighbors. The best way ito

do this is to sweeten them. When

Fig. In repairing a moth-eaten place in a good comb the bees have rebuilt it with drone-cells

the honey is taken off, give nearby
neighbors a generous sample, and al-

ways send the finest you have. This
will sweeten their disposition to-

wards the bees, and will make ithem
good boosters for your product.
When the man with a few bees gets

a good crop it frequently happens that

he becomes afraid of not being able

to sell out, and cuts the price, or
' does noit keep posted on the market,
and sells his goods too cheap. A man
told me only a few days ago of buy-
ing 300 as nice sections as he had
seen, at 20c, and at the time the mar-
ket was $8 per case, or 33 l-3c. Now,
this man lost the difference and
spoiled the market.
Make preparation in the winter for

the coming season. Don't be afraid

of having a few more supplies than
you would ordinarily need. They
will not spoil, and if the honey-flow is

good you will need them, and if you
did not have them on hand, perhaps
you would lose more honey than
would have paid for the extra sup-
plies, or perhaps the bees will swarm
for lack of room. Ii is a great an-

noyance to be short. I know, for I

have experienced it. Usually at such
times, when you send a rush order to

the supply house, the goods come in

bad order, are delayed in 'transit, or

the order is mixed up, so that you
can't use them, and then you are li-

able to say things which. I will omit.

The things that I have referred to

in this paper are things that most
men knqw, but don't think about, and
I am merely calling your attention to

them as an evangelist calls attention

to your sins, so that you may be
benefitted in the future.

Nebraska.

Don't Get Caught

Sugar is extremely liigh in price
and is hard 'to get in quantity at any
figure. Beekeepers who have always
depended upon providing sugar to

feed any colonies that might be short
of stores, had better be extremely
careful about extracting too closely
this year. The safe plan is to keep
plenty of combs of sealed Stores to

carry the bees through the winter al-

ways on hand and not to depend too
much upon later flows, which may
fail. For the first time in recent
years honey is selling in many places
cheaper than sugar. The beekeeper
who extracts too closely and has to

replace the honey with sugar will lose

money on the transaction, even
though he does not lose his bees from
starvation through failure to secure
the needed sugar.

Fifty pounds of sealed honey for

each colony on October 1 is not too

much for safety. A cold, backward
spring may follow a long winter.

VVith ithe uncertainty of the sugar
supply, the wise beekeeper will re-

tain a liberal supply of honey when
selling his crop.

J'ig. ', Atltr a portion of a good comb had been cut aw;i lie-cells

Increased Honey Production

—

What

to Do With It

By O. E. Timm

During the past few years much
has been said and done towards in-

creased production. In Nebraska
there has been a substantial increase

in the number of colonies and the

amount of honey produced, but it is

as nothing compared to what is go-

ing to be produced in coming years.

A majority of the Nebraska honey
producers are young men, which
means 'that they will be ready to sup-

port any program that will make the

honey producer's income steady and
reliable.

Under existing conditions, our bee-

keepers have great diffculty in dis-

posing of more honey than their

neighbors will buy. A demand must
be created for the additional honey
to be produced. I have personally re-

tailed out several tons of Iioncy and

I realize the difficulties. Firms must

be found that will handle our product

more easily than we can do it our-

selves. It appears to me that the

honey producers' associations thus

far are only trying to replace the
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brokers, expecting to pay the brokers'
profit in salaries to their managers. I

don't want this to displease any of

these people, but I think a more eco-
nomical way would be to put our
honey in the hands of practical brok-
ers who know how to handle farm
products.
Nebraska honey, in my estimation,

is equal if not superior to the aver-

age of western honeys. It ought not
to be difficult to give it a name by
advertising. Is there a better time
than this for it, when sugar is selling

at 30 cents per pound? We can in-

crease the demand by spending a lit-

tle money in advertising Nebraska
honey, as the orange producers have
advertised "Sunkist Oranges."

I know of a brokerage firm that

could handle any amount of our
honey, in carloads or single crates.

They have a man who has had ex-

tensive experience for 10 years past,

in grading honey. These people could
handle our honey, keeping it stored
in a warehouse, insured, as our prop-
ertj', until sold. It would be sold at

an agreed price, settled upon through
the Executive Committee of our As-
sociation. But we would have to

agree not to sell any honey, either at

wholesale or retail, except through
them. Is it not better to dispose of

our crop through the regular chan-
nels in this way than to go in the

haphazard ways of the past?
For an advertising campaign, the

same brokerage firm could be used.

Our advertising would cost us but
little, as we would secure through this

firm the services of the papers in

which the honey would be offered.

."Attractive labels, bearing the trade

name of our honey, store posters, etc.,

would give us more advertising than
we ever can secure individually.

Our members must bear in mind
that if they want a market for their

surplus, they must create it them-
selves, by advertising, and must have
some S}'Stematic method of supply-
ing the trade all the year round,
which they cannot do individually.

During the month, the executive
committee w-ill hold a meeting and
will work out this matter so as to

have it in shape before the new
honey is ready for the market. I

would like to have a letter from
each Nebraska man who reads this

and get his views.
Some funds are necessary to put

this matter in action. About two
cenits on every dollar's worth of

honey that we produce would make
quite a good sum. It may take $500

to get the thing under way. But now
is the time for us to let 'the w"or!d

know that there is such a thing as

the honey from which we are expect-
ing to make a living.

Bennington, Nebraska.

Locality

fey F. W. Osier

The beginner in bee culture, if a

real enthusiast, will usually sub-
scribe to one or two journals dealing
with his pet hobby and in these will

find the word "locality" cropping up
with a regularity that is somewhat

surprising. That localities differ all

will agree. The apiarist in California
does not meet with the same condi-
tions as the man in New York State,
Canada or Texas, but beginners sel-

dom realize that localities a few
miles apart also diUfer and must be
carefully studied if the best results
are to be obtained. One thing ithat is

absolutely necessary is a full knowl-
edge of the honey and pollen-hearing
plants in the vicinity and the approxi-
mate date of their bloom. When the
bees begin to fly in the spring they
should be carefully watched for the
first sign of pollen. When this is

seen coming in the beginner should
make it his business to find out the
names of the plants from which it

came, the quantity in the neighbor-
hood, its value as a honey plant and
anything else by way of information
that ma}^ prove of value. One of the
best aids to this study is a work by
Frank C. Pellett, "American Honey
Plants." Covering the ground as it

does from Northern Canada to Mex-
ico, it is a book that fills a long-felt

want and should find a place on the
shelves of every beekeeper's library.

Bees use wa'ter for brood-rearing
and will travel a long way to get it

if not obtainable close at hand. In
the cold, wind)' spring days many a

worker bee is chilled and lost in the

eflfort to find water. There is a

dozen methods of supplying bees with
water if your locality is short of this

necessary help to brood-rearing. A
tub filled wth water, with the surface
covered with cork chips, will answer
every purpose, and if placed close

to the hives, will save the bees many
a long, cold flight.

That soil conditions aflect locali-

ties is well known. Light, sandy soils

warm up quicker in the spring;
whereas clay soils, heavy with mois-
ture and of close grain, respond less

rapidly to the sun and wind. It nat-
urally follows that a locality in a re-

gion of light soils would be best for

the early breeding of bees and queens.
On the other hand, the best honey-
flows are generally found in a locality

with a heavy soil.

The beekeeper cannot always
choose his locality, but he can intel-

ligently adjust his work to suit it, and
so at least deserve success if he can-
not command it.

That localities differ in honey-flows
must also be considered. Here in

Ontario, where clover is our most im-

portant honey plant, pussy willow,

fruit bloom and dandelion aid materi-

ally in encouraging brood-rearing to

build up our colonies in preparation
for the main flow.

The fall flows vary both in quan-
tity and quality. Aster, coming late

in the fall, is somewhat of a nuisance;
it is unsuitable either for winter
stores or table use, but if saved over
until spring a frame or Hwo of aster

honey can'be slipped into a hive with-
out exciting the bees and so save a

lot of messy spring feeding. It takes

a frame of honey to produce a frame
of brood, so colonies found to be light

in stores in the spring can be helped
in this way.
Pollen has a value all its own. I

repeatedly see the question asked as
to the best substitute for pollen and
so gather from this that some locali-

ties are short of this important sub-
stance. Then, again, I know of bee-
keepers who cut solid combs of pollen
out of the frames and melt them up,

claiming that the bees never use one-
half of what 'they gather. So I would
say to the embryo apiarist : study
your locality, visit the beekeepers
near you; you will find them the
greatest gossips on earth, always
willing to talk bees and tell what they
know, and sometimes what they don't
know, but good fellows just the same.
Toronto.

Fastening Foundation

By Geo. F. Webster
I was considerably interested in

reading Mr. A. C. Miller' article in

the May issue of the Journal (page
16S) on "Stretched Foundation and
Sagging Combs," and while I agree
with most of his points, I do wish he
would "forget" that "brush" as well
as the "wonderful wax-tube" and use
the despised "spoon" for the melted
wax (yes, and forget the rosin, also).

Having had occasion to fill a good
many frames with foundation lately

and time being very precious, I

adopted the following plan with con-
siderable satisfaction: Tilt the
frame at an angle of forty-five de-
grees (more or less), pour the wax
in the groove at the highest point, al-

lowing it to run quickly down, stop-
ping it just before it runs off by re-

versing the frame (one soon becomes
quite expert at this). This will be
found to be much more rapid than
the paint brush and does a much
neater job.

Now, if we could get our supply
manufacturers to leave the top-bars
plain (that is without any groove of

any kind) we could save nearly a
quarter of an inch of the expensive
foundation by putting it in place and
embedding the wire, then place a

piece of wood /4x^.xl6j^ in. with an
offset at each end, upon the opposite
side, then pour on the wax as men-
tioned above. This "wax-stick." as

I call it, is easily held in place by the

thumb of the left hand while the wa.x
is being applied.

Now, if you want real nice, solid

combs you can put in a bottom-
starter and the bees will (if the

frames are given to a strong colony
during a goo3 honey-flow) make
good use of them by filling the

frames solid to the bottom. They
should be placed above the brood.
Now, if someone has a better,

quicker plan, let's have it, and criti-

cisms invited.

Sioux Falls, South Dakota.

The Dreamers

I knew a good lady, who in her girl-

hood, when at school had read Vir-

gil (his fourth book of the Georgics),
who. as many know, writes charm-
ingly of bees which hummed, oh. ages
ago, on the Sabine hills. Virgil was a

beekeeper, but he was, higher still,

a poet, and all the crooked wisdom
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of bee lore and the fond, foolish fan-
cies of hundreds of years before him,
he re-minted in a golden currency
and immortalized—the silly things as

well as the wise—forever.
The lady in question had a lovely

garden, good soul, and the pleasant
nonsensical things of Virgil hummed
in her head until she finally decided
to embark on beekeeping. A straw-
domed hive it should be, because it

looked more picturesque ! She con-
sulted her friends—^but not me—as to

a handbook, a modern one, on bee-
keeping. So she bought Maeter-
linck, which she enjoyed reading al-

most as much as her great Latin
master, and felt set up for the task.

Of course, what happened was, the
bees had their own sweet way, did
what they liked, and lived and en-
joyed themselves, much as wild bees
would in a wood. There was no honey
on ithe breakfast table, not, at least,

from the picturesque, dome-shaped
hives. But she did not mind; they
formed a pleasant feature in her well-
ordered garden, blended with flowers
and grass walks and summer sun-
shine. I feel I ought not to reckon
my gentle lady friend with those who
should not keep bees. They were
part of her fair Paradise and became
it. Utilitarianism is an abhorrent
thing. God made fair sounds and
scents and colors. God made butter-
flies as well as bees ; and so in the

scheme of things there is a place,

apart from all thought of profit, for

the straw-dome hive and the unmo-
lested bee, set in a garden fair.—Rev.
A. A. Evans, in ithe Sussex County
Herald, England.

give the finished product a very char-
acteristic flavor, which is wholesome
and desirable."
Moral: Beekeeper, see that your

baker reads this, and get busy and
furnish honey for this added demand.

Honey for Baking

By Kenneth Hawkins

One of the biggest boosts for the

use of honey in cooking appears in

the May issue of the "Bakers' Week-
ly," a magazine of national distribu-

tion devoted to the interests of the
commercial baker. The author, Chas.
A. Glaubau, after reciting the chem-
ical composition of honey and its bet-

ter food value than ordinary sugars,
gives several recipes for the use of

honey in baking.
The following table for a "batch"

of dough to make 141 loaves of bread
is repeated for Journal readers :

Flour, 100 lbs. at $12 per bbl $6.00

Water, 56 lbs.

Salt, 1J4 lbs., at .0075 per lb .13

Yeast, I'A lbs., at 30c per lb .45

Lard, 2 lbs., at 23c per lb .46

Honey, 2 lbs., at 17c per lb .34

Malt extract, 1 lb., at 9c per lb .09

Cost $7.35

The same recipe using sugar and no
honey made 141 loaves cost to the

baker $7.53.

The writer of the article is quoted
as follows: "There is one form of

sugar, probably the first kind of

sweetening agent brought to mankind
by nature, which will meet the many
requirements of the baker. After
considerable investigation it has been
found that honey is very well adapted
to replace cane sugar. Not only to

replace cane sugar satisfactorily, but

The Mid-West Show
It is to be hoped that the exhibits of

bees and honey at the Mid-west Hor-
ticultural Show, to be held at Council
Bluffs, Iowa, in November, will not
be confined to Iowa. Indiana apple
men carried off some of the big prizes
last year and there is no reason why
beekeepers from other States may not
come in also.

There is a special prize for the best
county association exhibit which
should interest some of our live

associations just now. It is not too
early to begin making plans for this

show. Those interested should write
to Prof. F. B. Paddock, Ames, Iowa,
for a copy of the premium list and for

instructions for shipping exhibits, in

case no one will be in personal
charge. The Mid-West Horticultural
show is a great exhibition of horticul-
tural products and the beekeepers
cannot afford to overlook the oppor-
tunity to advertise their product in

this connection.

An Emblem for the Members of the

League

At the National meeting at Buffalo,

a committee was appointed to secure
the making of a button or pin, of bet-

ter quality and better finish than the

cheap buttons thus far issued to bee-
keepers. This committee now reports
that an emblem exactly like the cut
accompanying this notice may be se-

cured either as a pin or a screw-back
button, in bronze or gold finish, which

may be delivered to the beekeepers by
mail at 80 cents, provided at least
100 of them are subscribed for. You
need not send money till the buttons
are ready. Just write that you want
one.

C. P. DADANT, Hamilton III.

J. S. DUNN, Ridgewav, Ont.
S. J. GRIGGS, Toledo, Ohio.

Emblem Committee.

Official emblem of the American Honey Pro-
ducers' League

A Honey-Feeding Larva

By Wm. Cockle

Having set aside some frames of
partially capped honey, I was much
surprised when examining them in

October to see that they were cov-
ered with what appeared at first sight
as cobweb, but on closer examination
I discovered a lot of small whitish
larvffi secreted under the webs in the
partially filled cells; where the cell

was empty the larva was to be seen
coiled up in the bottom, but in case
the larva was feeding on the honey
it had spun a web about one and a
half inches in diameter over the comb
and either rested on the web or under
it. Observation showed that the lar-

va reached down through a hole in

the web to feed, but did not remain in

the cell until all the honey had been
extracted. In a few instances, when
the larva had emptied the first cell it

had pierced the wall of the adjoining
cell, from which it continued feeding;
though this was the exception and
not the rule—most of the larvae feed-
ing from the top.

On October 14, finding that the
number of larvae was decreasing and
that there were no signs of any pupae,
I removed the balance to a breeding
jar, placing in it a little dry earth, a

few dry leaves and a small block of
comb honey.
When removing one of the larvae

from which to make a description, I

took it up on the point of the knife
with which I had previously cut the
honey. It crawled over the honey
without ithe slightest trouble; the
stickiness did not appear to incon-
venience it at all or to interfere with
its progress ; but they prefer to travel
upon the dry comb or upon the mat
of silk with which they cover the
comb surrounding the cell from which
they are feeding and in which they
leave a small hole over the cell

through which they feed.

During tlie succeeding months the
larvae spun tunneled silk passages all

around the jar, extending them both
through the comb and also down into

the dry earth at the bottom of the
jar. They covered the whole interior

of the jar with a mat of silk as thick

as a good sheet of paper, but could
be observed through the glass resting
in the tunnels; in these they passed
the winter, and as they were kept in

a warm room, they were never dor-
mant, but appeared to be feeding all

the time.
Description of Mature Larva

Length : 16 m. m.
Color: Cream; head light brown,

mandibles and lower edge of cheek
much darker brown ; thoracic seg-

ment lighter than head; divided at

dorsum, a dark brown splash at stig-
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ma. Abdominal segments, with tu-

bercles at 1 and 2, more or less

brownish ; hairs white.
Last abdominal segment with two-
eyed brown rings at 2; from these

the hairs are longer than those on the

other segments; also a tubercle at 1,

with a heavy brown spot, but not
ringed.
Anal segment splashed with brown,

which extends down to the vent;
there are also 4 brown spots.

Feet, concolourous.

Pupa
Date of pupation not observed, but

was probably during March. Color,

light golden brown, slightly darker
at head and anal segment; a row of

raised brown tubercles on stigma,
that on the second abdominal seg-

ment partially overlapping the upper
edge of the wing cover; on the third

the tubercle is just above the edge of

the wing cover; on the fourth there
is a secondary tubercle below and
anterior to the major one; the anal
segment is without tubercle and is

armed with several short spines.

The pupa was enclosed in a white
cocoon placed mostly within the tun-
nels. This fact was mainly responsi-
ble for the almost complete loss of

the resulting imagoes, some of them
being denuded of all scales in their

passage through the silk mat, while
others were damaged by contact with
the honey, the net result being one
male and one female secured for

identification. The latter agree with
some specimens named Vitula serra-
tilineella by Dr. Dyar, though the bred
specimens are slightly grayer and are
not so contrasting in maculation. I

am indebted to the kindness of Dr.

J. McDonnough for verification of

my identification. Quoting from his

letter: "I think you will be safe in

calling the species V. serratilineella,

although personally I have never
been satisfactorily able to separate
this western species from its near
ally in the east, V. edmandsi. The
maculation is identical and the hab-
its appear to be the same in both spe-
cies, the only difference being that

the western form is slightly larger.

However, in view of the geographical
distribution it seems advisable at

present to retain the name V. serra-
tilineella for the western form."
The habit referred to by Dr. Mc-

Donnough is the fact that V. edmand-
si is a habitat of bumblebees' nests,

in which it feeds. A description of

this is given in Packard's "Guide to

the Study of Insects."

Dr. Dyar. in Pro. U. S. Nat. Mu-
seum, Vol. 27, page 921, records hav-
ing taken this moth at Shawnigan
Lake, B. C. August 17 and September
4; while the Kaslo specimen that he
had for identification was dated June
24. The dates of those in my collec-

tion are May 19, 29. June 7, 24, 29,

July 9, 19, August 12, December 30;
the latter taken in the house this

winter.
Mr. W. L. Sladen, Dominion Apicul-

turist, writes me that he has never
observed it and Mr. W. J. Sheppard,
Provincial Apiculturist, also informs
me that, although he has examined
tl)Qus^ncis of hives in British Colum-

bia during the past six years, he has
not seen any evidence of it.

The conclusion is that this moth
will only be found amongst stored
frames or diseased colonies.

Since the above was written I am
informed that lacking honey on
which to feed, the larva: will consume
the combs; thus they are to be re-

garded as a pest.

Kaslo, B. C.

I have read with interest Mr. Cock-
le's account of the honey-eating cat-

erpillar, and Mr. Malloch and I have
looked up the species. It is quite dif-

ferent from either, of our well-known
wax moths. As Dr. McDonnough is

an authority on this group of moths,
his opinion that this species (Vitula
serratilineella) is essentially the .^iame

as V. edmansi carries weight and
throws light on the subject; for ed-
mansi has long been known to feed
on honey and wax in the nests of

bumblebees, and might, therefore,
readily transfer its attentions to

combs of the honeybee.
This species of Vitula must be add-

ed to the list of insects affecting api-

culture, though it is evidently of

minor importance.

J. W. FOLSOM,
Asst. Prof, of Entomology.

Urbana, 111.

Rendering Small Quantities of Wax
By F. Dundas Todd

Until last season, when it amounted
to 39 pounds, my average annual wax
production was about 20 pounds, so I

never felt justified in buying a wax
press and providing myself with the
necessary paraphernalia for render-
ing. Each year I tried new methods
for retrieving the wax, looking for

the easiest way with a fair amount of
efficiency. For several seasons I tried

putting it all through in small lots in

a small sack and found this tedious
and mussy. At last I hit upon the
idea that the best thing to do would
be to get the slumgum all at one end,
and so reduce this part of the work to

a minimum.
The material I have had to handle

for several years has been a mixture
of old combs and cappings, but from
now on the former will be at a mini-

mum, as every spring I have been
weeding out all drone combs, even
from the extracting supers, as fast as

I could get new combs built. When
one is pushing for increase one hesi-

tates to destroy a comb because less

than a fourth of it contains drone
cells, especially in a region that in

most years is not favorable to comb
building. Last season I got on an
even keel, so I fairly well cleaned up
every comb that was not pretty nearly
perfect. It was the handling of these

old combs that gave me the idea that

I am now following.

The working of my own apiary is

done on Saturday afternoons, and I

hold open house for everybody. The
work with the hives is usually done in

about two hours, and all the time I

am answering questions just as fast as

a big, interested crowd can fire them
at me. That part over we adjourn to

the honey house, where the catechism
continues for about another hour, and
by this time we are all due to start
for the city. Any work in the way of
repairs and such like that I do for the
apiary must be done in the forenoon.
In May I overhaul all old combs, de-
stroying the poor ones, and as I find a
chance render the wax. I have a
kerosene oil stove, and on this I put
a small pail with a few inches of
water, then feed in old comb as fast

as it melts. When I hav> about a gal-
lon I find it best to proceed to the
next operation, which is to strain it.

In a hardware store I bought, for the
sum of 40 cenits, a wire sieve about 8
inches in diameter with wire handles,
adjustable in length, such a sieve
as a housewife uses for strain-
ing soups. This is adjusted on the top
of another pail, and I pour the boiling
wax through it. The slumgum that
remains behind is dumped into a box
before it has time to set. Then an-
other batch is handled. A thin film of
wa.x, of course, gathers on the wire,
but it readily melts when the new hot
batch is poured into the sieve.

Extracting in August is done Sat-
urday afternoons. The supers are
carried into the honey house in the
forenoon, and there is generally a
jam of people around while extracting
is going on. The honey is run into
the cans by the end of the day; the
cappings are covered over to drain
for a week. My first job next Satur-
day is to melt these and get them out
of my way. Of course I lose a little

honey, but I want everything cleaned
up as far as possible before going at

the end of the season to my home,
which is about a hundred miles away.
The wax product at the end of Sep-
tember is in the form of cakes of wax,
that need to be remelted, and a box of

slumgum. For final disposal, the lat-

ter is packed into 10-pound sugar
bags, tied tight and brought to the
boil in a pail. With a beater about
2j/2 inches square I work it pretty
thoroughly, squeezing out the wax;
then pour the fluid into a dish with
flaring sides to set. The slumgum
gets a final squeezing with the beater
and is then dumped into a box, and
anrtther batch started on the way.

Here is how the system works out
in practice. So as to get fair figures,

I got the cappings thoroughly clean

and dry. At the start I had SZ'A

pounds of cappings and old combs. At
the first rendering by straining

through the sieve I got 27^ pounds of

wax, that is fully 50 per cent of the

original weight, which, by the way,
was a little better than I got in some
experiments I made a dozen years ago
with the solar extractor, and with the

oven method. Working the slumgum
through the sugar sack gave 11'/

pounds, so that T got altogether 39

Dounds of wax. To see if I could do
better I put some of the slumgum
through a second treatment, hut goit

so little wax that the outcome did not

seem to justify the labor. If T ever

fall heir to an old clothes wringer I

think my outfit would be complete.

When dry. a little slumgum is a

fine help in starting a fire.
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Advertise and Otherwise

By W. S. Pangburii

I am sending you phoito of the honey
displaj' we put in at our district fair

last fall. We spent about a week at

the fair and arranging for the exhibit,

and while we were very busy, not
feeling we had the time to spare, af-

ter it was all over we considered it

was time well spent.
The display, while gotten up on

short notice, drew lots of attention,
and We received many compliments.
We had plenty of "Facts About

Honey" circulars, and it was surpris-
ing to me how many people carried
them away after examining them,
which showed they were interested.
We think them the best thing of the
kind that has come to our notice.
There is something about them that
attracts, and people will read them,
and that is what we want.
We drove back and forth each day,

and took all the 10-pound pails we
could carry in the back of the Ford,
and came back empty each night, and
the last day we could have sold
double what we had with us. We sold
over 1,000 pounds of honey at the
fair, and one merchant bought the
entire exhibit, so we had nothing to

bring home save what little equip-
ment we had. We have since sold
this same merchant $250 wonth of
honey, and could sell him more if we
had it. We have sold many other or-
ders on the strength of the exhibit.

We had the opportunity to meet
people face to face, get acquainted
with them, and explain any quesitions
they wished to ask about honey, and
how it is produced, which isn't a bad
advertisement in itself.

The quart jar, just above the cake

of wax, was chunk honey, and was
much admired by all. I could have
sold this jar a dozen times, and it

revealed to me the possibilities of
working this trade. This honey,
packed in glass, surely appeals to

the eye, as well as to the palate.

We have always worried about put-
ting up this honey in advance of the
orders, on account of our honey
granulating so early, so we experi-
mented last fall with a quart can of
chunk honey to determine how long
it could be kept without granulating.
This can was packed the first of
September, and the liquid honey
heated to 140 degrees, and after
cooling it was poured in the jar with
the comb.

This jar has shown no signs of
granulation until lately, and only
shows slight granules in the bottom
now, which proves this honey could
safely be held 5 months without
serious granulation. How fast it will

go from now on remains to be seen.
I am convinced 'the granulation was

started from the drip from the comb
honey, which, of course, was not
heated. If the comb honey was al-

lowed to drain thoroughly before be-
ing placed in the can, it might pre-
vent it from granulating much longer,
but of course that would take consid-
erable more time. However, if it

would do this, we believe it would
pay in glassed goods for the mer-
chants, if one had trade enough to
justify. Packed in 10-pound pails for
family trade, it is doubtful if it would
pay, as very few families buy
enough ahead to last them until the
honey would granulate.
The little hive of bees drew consid-

erable attention, especially from the
"kiddies," and I had to keep a close

watch ion them. I never saw a "kid"
that would refuse to stir up a bum-
blebees' nest or run a stick into a
beehive, and then "beat it," if the op-
portunity presented itself.

Of course the bees were dead ones,
mounted by setting them on a little

spot of glue, and would not stand
much punching. We had workers,
queen and drone, to show the differ-
ence between them.
We believe, if more beekeepers

would put a display at fairs and else-
where, they would find it the cheap-
est advertising they can get. They
would get direct benefits from it, and
iit would add greatly in putting honey
on a level with other foods. It is up
to us beekeepers to put it there. Are
we going to do it, .or let it drop back
to the old level of prices that pre-
vailed before the war? We hear
considerable about the reconstruc-
tion, or destruction of prices. Do you
think we can produce honey at 7, 8
and 10 cents per pound with bee sup-
plies and labor at present prices? It
can't be done and be a paying propo-
sition.

If there ever was a time when bee-
keepers should wake up, that time ts

right now. Honey has, for a long
time before the war, sold at unrea-
sonably low prices. Many of us have
wished we might be able to get the
prices that some of the older mem-
bers of the craft received years ago.
We are now getting them, and while
no sane man expects these prices to
last indefinitely, we should do our
best to prevent them going below
where the production of honey be-
comes profitable. The beekeeper is

just as "worthy of his hire" as any
other worker. We have done much
to relieve the shortage of sugar, and
are entitled to a just and reasonable
profit from our business. Are we
going to work to maintain this profit,
or are going to drop back into the old
rut, and die on the job?
We have been talking to our trade

for some time, that they cannot hope
to buy honey as cheap as they did
4 or S years ago. Supplies and labor
have doubled and trebled, and it

would be unreasonable to expect it.

Few people are so dumb that they
cannot understand it when you ex-
plain to them in a businesslike way.
There is only one way to keep our
prices from going below where they
are no longer profitable, and that is

for every beekeeper to get alive to
the situation, educate customers
along business lines, create a demand
for honey by advertising, which may
be done in different ways, but do not
lose your head and slash prices.
Iowa.

Costly Mistakes

Pangburn's display

V,y F. Grcincr

How often have I wished that I

might be in a position to begin my
life work with bees over again how I

would try to avoid the many mistakes
made during this period of slow learn-
ing! Why cannot those who are com-
ing on now profit by these mistakes
made by us? The greatest mistake I
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made in younger years—and I have

not outgrown it now—is that I had

too little faith in the business. I was
afraid to invest capital in it—bor-

rowed capital, if you please. This

timidity manifested itself in various

forms. For instance, it cost money
to purchase comb foundation to fill

the brood-chambers of our hives; but

what of that? Would not a colony ot

bees be in much better shape for

years ito come with a set of ah'

worker comb? Certainly it would,
and the bees would repay in a very

short time this expense. To raise

comb honey without the use of full

sheets of extra light section founda-
tion would be the height of folly.

None of that for me any more, al-

though I have "economized" in this

fashion for years.

A great many bees, and colonies of

bees I have lost during winter by not

giving them enough protection. The
first book I ever read on beekeeping,
written by Fr. Dzierzon, I found the

advice given to "protect the bees by-

packing ;" but it was expensive to-

build winter cases or double-walled
hives, so we got along for years with-
out protection, and most always lost

heavil}- during winter. These losses,

if expressed in dollars, would have
bought the lumber for ten times as

many winter cases or chaflf hives. The
present method of outdoor wintering
demands very heavy or thick packing.
Winter cases providing for 8 or 10

inches of packing cost lots of money;
but let us suppose, for the sake of the

argument, that the cost of a four-
colony packing case would be $10. It

we have done our work well and have
our four colonies in best condition in

the fall, with sufficient stores in the
large hives, we will have four rousing
colonies of bees when May comes.
Each one of these colonies will be
better than four ordinarily wintered
colonies and, as one of my friends
says, may pay the cost of packing
case the first year from fruit bloom
alone. But should the weather be un-
favorable during this period, we may
divide each colony and then have a

better lot of bees to gather the clo-
ver honey than we would have had we
wintered ordinarily. Our crop would
be sufficiently grea'ter to pay for our
packing cases twice over. Packing
cases with lots of packing are one ot

the best investments of the beekeeper.
Many of us do not know what well
wintering means; many of us are pes-
tered with poorly wintered colonies,
year in and year out. We should do
better ; it is business.
The third mistake a beekeeper can

make, which almost soured my whole
nature, is to be contented to carry on
beekeeping in a poor honey location.
My young friend, get out! There are
many good unoccupied fields: find one
and stock it up to its full capacity.
Vou will be better ofT financially.
New York.

title of a 24-page bulletin issued by
the Oregon Agricultural College.

Equipment, location and manageirient
are taken up rather fully for a bulle-

tin of this kind.
Bulletins of the college are free to

residents of the State who apply for

them. Address College of Agricul-
ture, Corvallis, Oregon.

Honey-Making Wasps

Through the kindness of C. S. En-
gle, the associate editor received a

large colony of honey-making wasps
belonging to the genus Xectarina,
from Rio Hondo, Texas. These in-

sects are common in the tropics, from
Mexico to Argentine, but are un-
known in the United States except
in the lower Rio Grande Valley. We
are showing herewith a picture of the

big nest suspended in a burlap swing,
in the cage in which it came by ex-

press.

These insects are a source of great
curiosity to nature lovers, as they are

unlike anything known in the North-
ern States. They make paper combs
like other wasps, but store honey like

the bees. When they sting they lose

their stings, as do the honeybees, and
they are said to swarm like the bees.

The colony is now established

nicely beside the dining-room win-
dow, where the associate editor an-
ticipates great pleasure in observing
their habits during the summer
months. They are working away, ap-
parently as contentedly as though
they had always lived there. We hope
to be able to give some details of the

habits of these interesting insects,

later in the season, after there has
been opportunity for studying them
at close range.
They were left in the window of a

local store, for two days after their

arrival, before being released, and
were the source of much speculation
on the part of those who saw them.
The following comments are from the

Hamilton Press, the local paper:
"Mr. Frank C. Pellett received

from friends in the lower Rio
Grande valley recently a hive of

honey-making wasps. The little beg-
gars look innocent enough, but would
surely start something if they got
loose. They were securely kept from
mixing promiscuously with the land-
scape by a tight wire netting. The
peculiarity of these wasps is not only
that they make honey, but that they
make their comb out of paper, which
they manufacture themselves. The
hives, if they may be so called, look
like big hornets' nests. The habits
and plans and ambitions of these
wasps are little known to the scien-

tific world and it will be Mr. Pellett's

summer job to get on visiting terms
with his visitors and tell their story
to the world. If he can indu:e them
to lay off making honey and produce
news print, he will write his name on
history's scroll in larger type than
did old man Gutenberg or any of

those old-time guys who first put
printing on the map. If he can't get

'em to make news print he might earn
our undying gratitude were he to turn
'em loose on the paper profiteers. It

would be a pleasurable experience for
the printer to see those grafters jump
to safety with the same alacrity with
which we have to jump to get a bun-
dle of paper on which to print our
engines of energv. Sick 'em on 'em,

Pellett."

Dandelion a Secondary Honey Pro-

ducer in England

J. J. Kettle, who writes the "Dor-
set Yarns" in the British Bee Jour-
nal, has this to say of the dandelion :

"In a pasture field close to the farm
there are thousands of dandelions,
which is figured in Root's A. B. C.

and X, Y, Z of Beekeeping as a fine

bee plant. Here there is not a bee
to be seen on them, yet before the
fruit blossom opened they were on

Another Bee Bulletin

."Beekeeping fur the Oregon Far-
mer," by Prof. A. L. Lovett, is the The nest of honey-making wasps as received at Hamilton
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the early flowers on warm banks.
This flower is singular in its habits

— it only opens when the sun shines
and rain is not coming. A field may
be quite yellow for an hour or so,

and then they close up; they open
that the ligulate flowers, which are
crowded together in one calyx, should
be fertilized when pollen is quite dry
and the pistillate organ is ripe for

inoculation.
"A loit of these ligulate flowers,

like the thistle, hawkweeds, etc., alt

go through the same revolutions.

The salsify family always close up at

12 o'clock, and is called "John go to bed
at noon," but it will only open when
the climatic conditions are favora-
ble; they go to sleep at night, and
many of them bend over the flower
heads, as men do in prayer—but this

is digressing. Bees seem to have the

get-rich-quick fever, and leave the

flowers where stores are short for

the flowers where abundance reigns.

If it is so at our farm and other gar-
dens of Dorset, we may assume it is

general everywhere."
British Bee Journal of April 19, 1920.

Experiences of a Novice

By C. E. Knight

I don't know whether my experi-

ence the first year, as a novice, would
cause even a smile with the older

heads.
As a diversion, to take my mind ofif

my work, it was a success. As to

knowledge gained, I think it was
more than a success, and from a fi-

nancial standpoint, I think I am
ahead. A year ago the first of Octo-
ber, I purchased a stand of bees.

There was probably 10 pounds of

honey in the hive. The heartsease
was in full bloom, and beside filling

the lower part of the hive, I took ofT

14 pounds from the super.

I put a box over the hive, filled in

about 3 inches of straw and left it on
the summer stand.

The first and only swarm came off

May 3. I put them in a new hive on
the old stand and moved the old hive

to one side.

All I had was 1-inch starters, and
for fear they would swarm out while
I was at the office, I put a queen trap

on. I never had occasion to use the

trap, but supposed all standard traps

were made for ordinary bees.

Imagine my surprise, if you can, on
returning home to find the mesh full

of dead bees, and, the inside of the

trap full too.

You better believe I used a file vig-

orously on that trap.

The queen laid a few eggs, but like

the joy had all gone out of life.

The first of July I made up my
mind there was something the matter,

and on examination I was unable to

locate the queen. I therefore took a

comb of brood, from eggs to sealed

brood and placed it in the middle of

the hive.

Three days later I looked in and
found three fine cells started, with
plenty of royal jelly.

I have read bee books from one end

to the other to find out what hap-

pened, but I do not find a thing that

-

looks just like my case.

You take a piece of ice cream, put
it in a thimble and let it melt, and you
have it as near as I can tell.

I thought I had foulbrood, but upon
examination I decided I did not have
it.

Every egg and everything up to the

sealed brood had melted, but the

sealed brood proved to be O. K.
The sun shone on them about one

hour, around 2 p. m., but nothing like

it happened before or after.

I immediately sent for a queen and
introduced her in the regular way,
and in a few days everything was
moving finely and they gave me 27

pounds of honey in the supers.

The honey flow was just enough to

stimulate brood rearing, with very

little surplus, so about the first of

July I took a hive with full sheets of

foundation and placed it on the old

stand, taking one frame of brood with

the queen and put them in the new
hive. I placed the old hive on top of

the new one without queen excluder,

and both top and bottom entrances

open.
It was a comparatively short time

until the bottom part was full of

brood.
I sent for a queen, and about two

days before I thought she would ar-

rive, I set the top part of the hive

down, moving the bottom part about

one-third its distance to the north

and setting the top part right against

it on the south.

In three days after the queen was
received she was out and at work. I

took off about 25 pounds from the

new hive and about 40 pounds from

the old hive and about 50 pounds of

extracted from all and left enough to

take them through the winter nicely.

When sweet clover began to bloom,

last summer, there was what I called

a big black fly, about as big as a big

green blow-fly, that swooped down on

the white clover, literally by the mil-

lions, and as long as they staid the

bees did not touch the sweet clover.

They disappeared in a night, as sud-

denly as they came, because, I sup-

pose, all the nectar was gone, for the

bees worked very little on it after-

ward. As I said, the flies were big

and black, and had white rings

around their eyes.

The heartsease and fall honey

plants were nearly a failure here, in

fact the whole season was a failure.

Summing up, I think I did remark-

ably well for a greenhorn. Will some

one kindly tell me what was the mat-

ter with that comb of brood?
Iowa.
(This must have been a case of

overheating. We had dozens of sim-

ilar accidents, in the old days, before

we learned how to increase ventila-

tion for summer days.—Editor.)

New Manager for California Ex-

change

Mr. Justice, 'the former manager of

the California Honey Producers' Ex-

change, has resigned, as already an-

nounced. C. E. Millspaugh has been

selected as his successor. The new

manager has had eighteen years' ex-

perience in the marketing of bee
products in America and foreign
countries. It is announced that the

Exchange will inaugurate an active

campaign to secure facilities for col-

lective marketing, such as are al-

ready enjoyed by the citrus, raisin

and other co-operative organizations
of California.

Dope for Bee Stings

I think I have found an immediate
relief for bee stings in a mixture of

spirits of camphor and tincture of

iodine, as follows:
Spirits of camphor U. S. P. 6 drams
Tincture of iodine U. S. P. 2 drams
Glycerine 10 drops.
If applied at once it will, I believe,

stop pain and prevent swelling.

A. F. BONNEY.

BEEKEEPERS BY THE WAY

A Beekeeper From Kentucky
So far in our brief notes concerning

beekeepers of note from various

places we have not had much to say
about men from Kentucky. However,
it is not from lack of material, for

there are some good beekeepers in

that fine old State of diversified crops
and climate. Porter C. Ward is one
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Bees Among the Ruins

Epehy, Meuse, April, 1920.

"Returning in 1917 to the ruins of
my village, I suddenly heard the hum
of a honej'bee. It was working on
the blossoms of a willow. I stopped
and wondered. I might have asked
her: 'Where are you from? How is

it that the barbarians have not killed
you? Has the Creator given you
the trust to restock our deserted
villages?' Mystery! The following
day, about 200 yards from this spot,
I heard a roar. I saw a number of
bees about the ruins of a roof. I had
discovered the colony, lodged in a
spot of difficult access. It was prob-
ably this circumstance which had
saved it. I secured a basket and a
few rags and soon had them in my
possession. The combs were sus-
pended crosswise of the entrance in

the angle of a ruined roof. A large
drone-comb, 28 inches in diameter,
was at the back, with smaller combs
diminishing towards the front.
"The next day I put them in a

ready-made movable-frame hive, fill-

ing two frames with pieces of brood.
Later I transferred them in a D.-B.
hive, and gave them a super, which
they filled.

"We were the first people who
came back to our village. I was as-
tonished to see the number of wil-
lows growing through the ruins. The
tussilagos (colt's foot) were also
there in large numbers, the white
sweet clover and the yellow, the
epilobium (willow herb), all growing
spontaneously in the plain of uncul-
tivated land.

"I have since bought 4 fine colonies
from Mr. , whom I thank heartily
for the fine manner in vifhich he filled

my order."—(Bulletin de la Suisse,
May, 1920) Auguste Despagne.
(This reminds us how much misery

there is still to be relieved in those
unfortunate countries.—Editor.)

Combless Packages Versus Win-

tered Coloines

By Wallace Park

Apicultural Investigations, Iowa Ex-
periment Station.

During the past two seasons, the
Apicultural Section of the Iowa Ex-
periment Station has run a compara-
tive test on package bees and win-
tered colonies for the purpose of de-
termining their relative value in

honey production. We oflfer the re-
sults obtained as a report of progress
only. The two seasons differed
greatly, as did also the results ob-
tained ; and next season maj' give
still different results. Conclusions
reached are tentative and subject to
modification, should future results
warrant a change.

In order to determine the ootn-
parative value of package bees and
wintered colonies, we must know in

each case (1) cost and (2) produc-
tion.

Cost of Wintering
The cost of wintering is made up

of (1) stores consumed (2) packing
cases (or cellar) and (3) labor. Dur-
ing the winter of 1917-18, colonies

wintered in quadruple packing cases
consumed an average of 20 pounds of
stores between the close of the fall
flow and the beginning of the spring
flow. This quantity, at 25 cents per
pound, was worth $4.60. The cases
used were of the type recommended
by the United States Department of
Agriculture and were built at a cost
of $15 per case. They should last 20
years, but with average care per-
haps 15 years would be more nearly
their lifetime. This means a depreci-
ation of about 7 per cent per year,
which, added to 8 per cent for inter-
est on investment, totals 15 per cent.
Then IS per cent of the original cost,
or $2.25, is the cost of one case per
year, and one-fourth of this, or 56
cents, is the share of each colony.
The packing material used was fine
mill shavings. Allowing for a little

wastage each year, 12 cents per col-
ony is about the cost of the shavings.
Thoroughly dried forest leaves would
be just as good, but probably would
not be any cheaper, considering the
labor of gathering them.
The labor cost for packing and un-

packing will vary greatly, depending
upon equipment and system, or the
lack of them. Whih it is said to be
possible for two men to pack 100
colonies per day it is estimated that
the average number packed by two
men would noif exceed half that num-
ber. With labor at $5 a day, 20 cents
per colony would seem to be a rea-
sonable cost for the labor of pack-
ing; and unpacking costs about the
same so 40 cents per colony is al-
lowed for labor of packing and un-
packing.
Then the total cost of wintering

for 1917-18 was $5.68, with perfect
wintering. But in general, a winter
or spring loss of one colony in ten
may be expected. It would cost $56.80
to winter 10 colonies, and if one
dies, the cost is still $56.80, which
must be apportioned among the nine
remaining, and one-ninth of $56.80
is $6.31.

During the winter of 1918-19, and
average of 27 pounds of sitores was
consumed, an increase of 7 pounds
over the previous winter. But the
market price was slightly lower this
year, so 27 pounds at 20 cents gives
$5.40. By referring to the accompa-
nying table it will be seen that the
cost of packing cases and packing
materials was greater than in the
previous year. The cost of wintering
in 1918-19 was $6.66 per colony with
perfect wintering, of $7.50, with a loss
of one colony in ten.

Cost of Packing Bees
A 2-pound package with untested

queen cost $5 delivered and installed
on combs the first year, as against
$6.25 the second. But a loss of about
one package in ten might be ex-
pected, so each of the remaining nine
would cost $5.55 in 1918 and $6.72 in

1919.

Gains

The first season , the packages ar-
rived the last week in April and were
installed on drawn combs containing
some stores. They made an average
net gain of 40 pounds as against 60
for the wintered colonies. The pack-

ages arrived the first week in May
the next season and made an average
net gain of 103 pounds, as against 133
for the wintered colonies.

Comparative Value
To compare the value of the pack-

age bees with that of the wintered
colonies, it is only necessary to di-
vide the cost of the bees by the num-
ber of pounds of honey produced in
each case, and then make diredt com-
parisons. (See table.) We have,
then, in each case, the cost of pro-
ducing a pound of honey in so far as
the cost of the bees alone is con-
cerned. It must be borne in mind,
however, that these figures do not
represent the total cost of produc-
tion. If we desired to determine the
absolute cost of production, it would
be necessary to include interest on
all capital invested, depreciation of
equipment, and labor through the
entire season. But these items would
be essentially the same for both pack-
age and wintered colonies, and can,
therefore, be omitted in determining
comparative values.
For the first season, which was a

very poor one in this locality, win-
tered colonies produced honey for
Syi cents per pound less than the
package colonies. The second sea-
son was probably a little better than
the average for the locality. Win-
tered colonies produced honey for ap-
proximately one cent per pound less
than did the package colonies. The
average for the two years shows a
difference of 254 cents in favor of
the wintered colonies.

General Considerations
In 1919 cold, wet weather from May

16 to June 12. greatly hindered brood-
rearing in all colonies, but especially
in the package colonies, The main
honey-flow came on before the pack-
age colonies had a chance to build
up. There was no late flow of any
consequence.

In 1919 there was no real period
of dearth from the time the packages
were installed until the middle of
September. Some of the package
colonies stored surplus from bass-
wood. The wintered colonies, how-
ever, were stronger and stored much
more from this source. A late honey-
flow enabled the package bees, which
had just reached the peak of produc-
tion, to pile up a substantial surplus,
while many of the wintered colonies
stored only a moderate amount at
this time, due to the fact that they
had passed the peak of production
earlier in the season.

Conclusions
In a locality where there is a light

honey-flow during the early part of
the season, with the main flow com-
ing in the fall, package colonies may
be expected to be as profitable as
wintered colonies. Only under the
most favorable conditions can pack-
age bees be expected to store much
surplus from an early honey-flow.
Unfavorable conditions during the

building-up period in spring, retard
brood-rear. ng in package colonies
more than in wintered colonies.
Results so far indicate that pack-

age bees cannot be relied upon to
take the place of wintered colonies,
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altogether, but that they may be
profitably employed to replace win-
ter losses or to make increase.
Combless Packages Vs. Wintered

Colonies
'17-18 '18-19

Wintered Colony. Cost.
Stores consumed in winter-
ing $4.60 $5.40

Packing cases .56 71

Packing material .12 .15

Labor of packing and un-
packing .40 .40

$5.68 $6.66
An expected loss of 1 col-

ony in 10 brings total to. .$6.31 $7.40
Package Colony.

2-lb. package, untested
queen, delivered $4.75 $6.00

Labor of installing in combs .25 .25

$5.00 $6.25

An expected loss of 1 pack-
age in 10 brings total tO—$5.55 $6.72

Net Gain
Wintered oolony 60 lbs. 133 lbs.

Package colony __. 40 lbs. 103 lbs.

Comparative Cost Per Pound Pro-
duced

Wintered colony lO.Sc 5.5c

Package colony 14.0c 6.5c

^Does not include interest on in-

vestment, depreciation of equip-
ment nor labor through the summer.

(In our opinion, bees as carefully
packed as the above were reported to
be should not lose one colony in ten
during ithe winter. Therefore we can
put that much to the credit of win-
tered colonies. The above compara-
tive statement is certainly very inter-
esting.—Editor.)

vvork, any tinner can furnish the ar-
ticle.

Cut 4.

A Honey Gate

By A. F. Bonney

The threading on the average
commercial honey gate, as furnished
in the past, will not fit the screw-
tops lof cans, and is, therefore, worth-
less. Make them yourself, in this

way

:

Cut a piece of heavy tin 3x5 inches
and with a tinner's die cut a hole in

the center 1^ inches in diameter.
Cut 1

Next bend the edges up three-
eighths of an inch on either side.

Cut 2
Cut a strip of tin seven inches long

which will slide tightly in the folds
of No. 1. Fold 'the end to form a

handle.

Cut 3

Now cut the screw-top from an
old can and solder it to No. 1 by
its upper edge, and the job is done.
If you are not handy at this kind of

jYo.i

Gate

J^oM

Sonney's home-made honey gate

Swarm Control

By W. J. Sheppard

Some method, or other, for the con-
trol of swarming, or, in the event of
swarms issuing, the building up of
colonies to pre-swarming strength,
as siQon afterwards as possible, is of
paramount importance in honey pro-
duction. Here in British Columbia,
where we usually experience short
honey-flows, there will be swarming
galore as soon as honey begins
to come in at all freely, unless
some measure has been taken to
check or control it, and so prevent
the honey -crop being curtailed, or,
as sometimes happens, being lost
altogether, through want of such pre-
caution.

A simple method to check swarm-
ing, suitable to British Columbia con-
ditions, is to place a second story of
built-out combs, or, full sheets of
foundation, above the brood-chamber,
as soon as the bees begin to get
crowded in the spring, adding supers
afterwards, as required, above a
queen excluder. This will provide
the queen with abundance of room
for egg-laying, giving her access to
20 frames in a 10-frame hive, and 16

in an 8-frame.
Needless to say, colonies will, by

this means, become very strong, and
be in the right condition to render a
good account of themselves when the
honey flow comes. The queen, after
a short time, will ascend into the
second story and make this her head-
quarters, so that, as a rule, there will

not be very much brood below. Just
before the commencement of the
honey-flow the queen may be found
and put down in the bottom story,

below the all-wire queen-excluder.
Then, as the brood hatches out, the
bees will fill the combs with honey.
It is advisable to search through the
combs in the second story, on the

ninth day after the queen has been
put down, in case queen-cells have
been built which should be destroyed,
unless required for nuclei, or for re-

requeening. Some prefer the ex-

cluder to remain on the top of the

second story all the season, without
troubling to put the queen down.
What is often referred to as the

Demaree plan for swarm control is an
excellent method and in favor with
many up-to-date beekeepers. It is

simple in application and can gener-
ally be relied on to give good results.

As soon as the brood-nest becomes
crowded, all the brood, except one. or

two frames, is placed in a second

story over a queen-excluder, and the

queen left below, empty combs, or

full sheets of foundation being added
to fill up the vacancies. By this

means the queen is provided with

abundance of room in advance of her

requirements, the conditions being

much the same as if she had been put

into a new hive with a swarm. The
colony, by this means, builds up
quickly, so that ithere is a tremendous
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working force in readiness for the
honey-flow. It may sometimes be
found advisable later on to re|)cat

the operation of raising the brood
into the second story. On the ninth
day afterwards, it is necessary ito ex-
amine the combs in the second story,

in case queen-cells have been built,

which should be destroyed if not oth-
erwise required. Queen-cells are not
so likely to be started if an all-wire
queen-excluder is used instead of a

zinc one.

Another method that has given
good results in some seasons, when
the conditions have been favorable, is

to place the queen with one or two
frames of brood in a second story,
above a zinc excluder, leaving the re-

mainder of the brood below. Queen-
cells will then usually be built in the

queenless part, and on the ninth day
afterwards all but one are destroyed.
After the cell that is left hatches out,

as the young queen is below the ex-
cluder, she is able to fly out and get

mated, so that there will be two lay-

ing queens in the hive. The old
queen can be removed later and used
for a nucleus, or, if she is too old for

further service, can be destroyed.
Queen-cells are more likely to be
started below if a shallow super is

placed between the two stories, using
the two queen-excluders. By this

means, if it proves successful, hives

can be easily requeened each year.

With the adoption of any method to

endeavor to prevent swarming there
will doubtless always be a centain

percentage of colonies that will

swarm. In this case nuclei can be
made by dividing up the brood-
combs, giving two or three to each
nucleus, taking care that each has a

good queen-cell. The swarm can then
be returned to the old stand, putiting

it on built-out combs, or, if these

are not available, full sheets of foun-
dation, leaving the supers in the same
position as before. If increase is

not wanted, all the brood can be re-

moved and placed in a top story,

above the supers, with a queen-
excluder between, and the swarm re-

turned below. If this is done a small

opening may be left in the top story

for a young queen to fly out and get

mated, all queen-cells but one having
been previously removed. The young
queen, when mated and laying, can
be used for replacing the old queen.

The liability to swarm is more pro-
nounced, in spite of whatever method
may be employed to control it, by
the presence of old queens. Most
beekeepers find that it pays best to

make a rule of keeping only young,
vigorous queens, and, when a good
strain has been secured, to breed
their own queens from their bes't

colonies from year to year. Colo-
nies headed by young queens go into

winter quarters better and can be
usually relied on to come out stronger
in the spring than those with old

queens, besides lessening the ten-

dency to swarm the following season.
The provision of adequate ventila-

tion is a very important item in the

control lof swarming. Overheating,
through want of sufficient ventilation,

will cause bees to swarm premature-

ly, sometimes even before queen-
cells have been commenced. When
this occurs, the internal conditions
of the hive have become unbearable
to the bees and have to be remedied
quickly. Sometimes brood will be
found to have died through lack of
ventilation and consequent overheat-
ing. Too high a temperature within
the hive will occasionally cause the

combs to melt down and ruin ithe col-

ony. Single-walled hives, <on which
the hot sun pours all day long, are
more likely to be affected in this way
than those protected with double
walls or an outer case. In the in-

terior of British Columbia we find

that, with the hive-cases that are now
so largely in use, and which have a

packing of 3 inches all round, as well

as underneath the brood-chamber, a

summer entrance 1 inch deep extend-
ing along the full width of the hive is

sufficient, if porous coverings, such
as sacking, are used above the frames.
With single-walled hives this sized
entrance is often insufficient, and ad-
ditional ventilation is needed. This
can be provided by pulling the supers
forward to allow a current of air to

circulate.

A Good Meeting;
One of the largest meetings of bee-
keepers of recent months was that
of the East Tennessee Beekeepers'
Association in connedtion with the
State Farm Congress held at the Uni-
versity at Knoxville in May. About
275 beekeepers were in attendance.
The size of the attendance speaks
volumes concerning the interest in

honey production in Tennessee. Ten-
nessee has a delighitful climate and
some 'of the finest people in the
world.

/^

DR. MILLER'S ANSWERS
^

1
J

Questions are answered in order received. As we receive more questions
than we can answer in space available, two or three months sometimes elapse
before answers appear.

Wintering
1. I frequently note the theory of wintering

bees in two hives, a hive and super. I also

note, in "Fifty Years Among the Bees," that

two colonies may be successfully wintered in

one 10-frame hive, cellar wintering. In actual

practice, which plan is best? I like the idea

of two colonies in one hive, because all my
bees are summered in outyards. If this plan

were employed, would it be of any advantage if

the division board was partly of wire cloth for

greater diffusion of heat and hive odor?
2. In setting a weak colony over a strong

one in spring, Alexander method, is it best to

use screen cloth for a few days between the

hives, or is newspaper better? Will the bees

have trouble and light through the screen? The
screen would be easier to put between the hives,

especially on a windy day. MAINE.
Answers.—1. It would be better if all colo-

nies were so strong that there would be no

object in wintering two of them together. But

if you have two weak colonies there will be a

gain in the matter of heat by having them in

one 8-frame or a 10-frame hive with a thin

partition between the two sides. I never tried

wintering with one colony over the other, but

think I should much prefer the colonies side

by side in the same hive. For one thing, this

makes it much easier to shift the colonies into

two hives side by side in the spring than it

would be if one colony were over the other.

There would be nothing gained by having the

partition partly of wire cloth, and possibly

something lost. You don't want the same hive

odor, as ifae colonies are not tJ be united,

and there may be just a little danger of one

of the queens being killed if there is any com-

munication between the two sides. The bees

crowd up against the partition at each side,

forming a single cluster, and this they could

not do with one hive over the other.

2. Haven't you got two things mixed?

Newspaper is used when the two colonies are

to be united. The Alexander plan in spring

is to put a weak colony over another, prefer-

ably a strong one, temporarily, so that the

weak one may have the help of the heat in

building up. In this plan newspaper should no'

be used, and I rather think it would be better

not to use wire cloth, using only the ex*

cluder and allowing the lower hive to stand un-

covered a little while before setting the other

on it, and then putting on the excluder and
upper hive as softly as possible.

Making a Living With Bees
I have now thirteen colonies of bees.
Do you think I can make a living in the

bee business, and would you give me some of
your good points, if you think there is a liv-

ing in it for me? Our honey crop here is

mainly white clover, which lasts from about
June 1 to August 1. I have $500 of money
which I can use in the business. Should you
think I can clear about $100 net money per
month for a living? PENNSYLVANIA.
Answer.—The problem is whether, with 13

colonies of bees and $500 to invest in more
bees, you can make $100 a month, or $1,200 a

year. You might be fortunate enough to buy

bees at about $5.75 per colony, thus getting 87

colonies for your $500. That, with the 13 al-

ready on hand would give you an even 100

colonies. If you should harvest 100 pounds

per colony you would have a total of 10,000

pounds, and at 35 cents a pound that would

bring you $2,500, or more than double the

desired $1,200.

That's what might be. But it might be quite

different. Even if you had the hundred colo-

nies, and make sure of 25 cents a pound for

all the honey you could produce, the yield per

colony will always be an uncertain factor. Like

enough it might be safe to count that in a

series of years you would come out all right,

for the years of failure would be overbal-

anced by the good years, but you have no way
of telling when the bad and when the good

will come; and suppose the first two or three

years fall below the average, then where are

you?

Your safe way is to continue the bees as a

side line and drop all other things only when
you get enough ahead so that you can stand a

year or two of dead failure in the honey har-

vest.

Bureau Hive—House Apiaries
1. In the March Journal, just to hand, page

93. 4th line, 2nd column, I note reference to
"Simmons' bureau hive." I would like to know
about the "bureau" hive. I have never seen
reference to it uefore.

8. Also about construction of "house api-

aries," illustration of one being given on that
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same page as used by a Massachusetts bee-

keeper. GEORGIA.
Answers.—1. Simmons' bureau hive is evi-

dently a hive of British Columbia, for our

knowledge of it is as short as yours. We have

no idea of its being anything valuable.

2. House apiaries are usually constructed as

houses, with single walls and rows of hives

on both sides. They are mostly used in

crowded quarters, although some beekeepers,

such as Mr. F. J. Strittmatter, of Ebensburg,

Fa., use them on the farm. In Switzerland

there are more apiaries in houses than in the

yards. Hives are placed in one, two, and even

three tiers. It is probably rather unhandy to

have more than two tiers, as one has to use a

step-ladder to examine the upper tier. The

question of house apiaries was discussed at

length in the March, 1917, number of the

American Bee Journal. Their main advan-

tage is in sheltering bees well for winter, while

leaving them free to fly on warm days.

instances, there is no valid reason why we

should not help to pay the taxes.

2. Side-line beekeepers of Detroit who read

this may answer you themselves if they see

fit to do so.

Good Crop—Moths
1. I started in last spring with 28 hives;

got 2,100 pounds surplus chunk honey. How
does this do for a short season, as it rained

all the spring and was too dry in the fall?

2. When i began to put my crop on the mar-

ket I would take off say 12 or 10 supers at a

time, and stack them up in the dining-room

for a few days, while I sold it out. I kept it

covered up, but moths would get in the honey.

How would you keep them out?
TENNESSEE.

Answers.— 1.That is a very fair showing, I

am told that Tennessee is not a very good

State for beekeeping. But it is likely that

some parts are good and some bad. just as in

every other State in the Union.

2. There must have been some eggs laid by

the moths on the edges of those supers be-

fore you took them in. It is not likely that

moths would get into your dining-room to lay

eggs, unless you do not have fly screens.

When moths are plentiful, as they usually are

in the late summer, they lay eggs about every

crack, wherever they can smell the odor of

combs. To destroy them, you may use either

sulphur fumes or bi-sulphide of carbon The

former may be burned in the room in a dish.

There must be enough to kill the flies in the

room. The room is closed during the opera-

tion and opened afterwards. *vith the latter

you must not have any fire in the room, as it

is an explosive. Read what W. S. Pangburn

says on page 90 of the March number. It

cannot be improved upon.

Aluminum Combs
Would it be necessary to have at least one

wax comb in a brood-chamber of aluminum
comb so as to raise some drones?

CALIFORNIA.
Answer—If you wish to rear drones espe-

cially from this one colony, it may oe neces-

'sary to have one wax comb with some drone

comb in it. Ordinarily, your other colonies will

furnish sufficient drones for the extra colony

on aluminum combs which you have

Beekeepers Taxed
1. Explain why beekeepers or their bee sup-

plies and bees cannot ue assessed or taxed. I

have had this explained but have forgotten it.

2. Do you know of any bid • line beekeepers

in Detroit who produce any honey for sale?

I would like to get next to them. I am work-

ing in the city here and if I could, would like

to keep my bees here until I get a better start.

Ernest C. Keenmon.
1023 Vermont Ave, Detroit, Mich.

Answers.—1. If you know of any way to

avoid taxation of bees or bee supplies, you

know more than we do. Some assessors do

not tax bees or their products. But since we

expect to get State help, and get it in many

Wintering—Swarm Prevention
1. Last November I banked all my bees in

straw, 12 colonies in one row, 7 colonies in

another, facing south. I first set them either

on bricks or short pieces of 2x4's placing the

hives about 4 or 5 inches apart and filling up
this space with straw and then piling the straw

on the north side and the east and west ends of

the rows, about 2 feet thick, and on top

about 1 foot thick, and weighting the straw

to keep the wind from blowing it away, with

short pieces of board and poultry netting, or

anything I could get. I wintered 7 colonies

successfully this way last winter. On March
2, 1920 bees were tlying from every hive and
throwing out dead -ees that died during the

winter. There is only a wood cover on any
of the hives, made of seven-eighths pine

board with a 1 inch rim on all four sides that

fits snugly on the hive. Do you consider this

a very good method of outdoor wintering? I

make all my own hives, supers, bottom -boards

and covers and use the Hoffman frames;

hives all 10-frame size. Last year I tried

mostly for comb honey, but this year I intend

to do a little extracting. I am thinking of

taking one frame out of the brood-chamber of

each hive and spacing the other nine equally,

so as to give oetter ventilation; then placing

a full depth super on without anv excluder, put

the one frame taken from the lower chamber
in about the center of the upper chamber or

super with 8 frames containing full sheets of

brood foundation wired in. 2. Will this meth-

od to any degree prevent swarming? IOWA.
Answers.—1. Yes, when bees have good

stores and plenty of them and are placed where

they can have a flight when the weather is

warm, they should winter well with the shel-

ter you made. The danger lies in uad food

with too long winter confinement.

2. Your method will certainly help to pre-

vent swarming, though it will not be an abso-

lute swarm prevention.

Poisoned Bees—Opening in Hive Body
1. Would you kindly describe the looks of a

colony of bees that are poisoned by fruit spray?
2. Also, where the augur hole should be in

the hive-body above the old queen, so the young
queen may take her flight, as advised by Mr. F.

C. Pellett in a former issue of the American
Bee Journal? COLORADO.
Answers.—We are unable to describe the

looks of a colony poisoned by spray, because

we never had such a happening. But if

bees die on the way home, or about the hive,

without apparent signs of swollen bodies or

diarrhea or dysentery, it may be poison. In all

spring diseases of bees, such as May disease,

paralysis, dysentery, etc., there is a swollen

condition of the abdomen and ill-smelling dis-

charges are noticed. However, sometimes the

May disease brings about a constipation in

which the offensive matter cannot be dis-

charged. I judge that in a case of poison

there would be no distention of the abaomen

and no unhealthy discharges.

2. The opening for a young queen to pass

through for her wedding flight should be in

the upper compartment, above a queen ex-

cluder and with its entrance on another side

than the flight opening of the lower hive.

Otherwise the young (lueen might enter the

lower opening and find In rself in the same

hive with the old queen.

Bees Dying
I am having some bad luck with my bees.

Lost 2 nice swarms last winter; they had honey
to live on. I find they all, or nearly all, are

dead in their cells. I think they froze to

death, for it was a hard, cold and windy
winter, with lots of snow. For the last 4 or 5

winters I have not lost any, until this winter;

they were well packed. I am troubled with

mice. I caught 3 in one hive. I set the

small house traps for them. Any suggestions

you can give me will be thankfully received.
NEW YORK.

Answer.—The bees that died in the cells

have undoubtedly starved to death, although

they *nay have been close to some honey. V.hen

the weather is very cold for several months

they are unable to move sideways on their

combs. They keep crawi...g up towards the

top of the frames and finally die of starvation.

During the past winter the bees in New York
State, which had buckwheat honey and were

confined a long time, suffered from diarrhoea,

soiling their hives, and many of them died. In

your part of the State bees winter better in the

cellar than out-of-doors. Even colonies in

large packing boxes died for want of an op-

portunity to take flight. Mice are, of course,

injurious. But if the entrances are shallow

enough, the mice cannot enter the hives and

annoy the bees.

10 Frames Vs. 9 Frames
Having a born appetite for honey and none

to be bought in my locality, I decided to try

the bees for it. After thinking the matter
over I decided to purchase nuclei from good
beekeepers. In the spring of 1911 1 bougbt
five 3-frame nuclei with queens. I got one
nucleus of Golden Italians on May 21 that

gave me 3 supers of section honey. 1 got 2

nuclei of three-banded Italians on May 22.

One gave me a swarm about the first of Au-
gust, which was lost on account of my being
away from home, and two supers of section
honey ; the other gave no surplus honey at

all, but gave a swarm, August 20, which was
saved. They filled their hive and gave ten

p unds of surplus in two weeks. I received
two nuclei on July 4. one gave two supers of

section honey, the other one dia not fill their

ten frames. The last mentioned were Golden
Italians. I have the six colonies of bees stored
in the large basement under ray dwelling
house and they seem to be wintering nicely. I

am thinking of using extracting frames and
running for chunk honey instead of sections

for home use and neighbor trade.

Would it be better for me to keep my hives

full with 10-frames, or to use nine frames, giv-

ing wider spacing?
I have several trees of black locust and

plenty of catnip and ho rebound which is

ready for the bees June 1st, and all other
plants adapted to northeast Missouri.

MISSOURI.
Answer.—The wider spacing is useful mainly

in preventing swarming, as it gives better ven-

tilation. But if you use 10-frame hives, the

breeding space is none too large. If you use

extracting frames in upper stories, and give

your bees plenty of room, they may do well

and not swarm too much with the l^ spacing.

Feeding Bees—Honey Plants, Etc.

1. Can I feed my bees with a sorghum syrup
in winter or with sugar cane, or Karo syrup?
Which will be best? Bees fly almost every day
in winter.

2.When pine trees bloom do they yield

honey? They have abundant pollen.

3. Are peanuts good honey plants?

4. How many pounds of honey do bees need
in winter here?

5. What time does the heavy honey-flow come
in this State? LOUISANA.

Answers.—Sorghum is death to bees in

countries where there is any cold weather at

all. It may do in Louisiana, but I doubt it.

Karo is still worse, and in most instances the

report is that the bees won't take it. They

might take it if starving. Sugar cane syrup

might be a little better.

2. We have never heard of honey from pines

except as honeydew.

3. None of the works on bees and honey

plants list peanuts as good honey plants.

4. Almost as much honey is needed for bees

in the South as in the North, as they breed

almost uninterruptedly. But your State is

one of the least known as to honey re-

sources.

5. We understand that willow blossom is

an early source of nectar in Louisiana, and
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that there is alfalfa, locust, tupelo, blackberry,

etc. There are also plenty of sumac flowers.

Study the flora of your vicinity and post your-

self.

Beekeeping in the North
Do you think it protitablc lo raise bees as

as far north as 1 live? There is a good deal of

white clover in the pastures and also bass-

wood bloom and red clover.
MINNESOTA.

Answer.—Yes; there are many beekeepers

not far from where you are. We knew of a

beekeeper at Parent, close to St. Cloud, who

succeeded well in beekeeping some 25 years

ago.

6. As answer to this, read the splendid arti-

cle by Pangburn on page 90 of the March num-
ber. There is nothing better, and we could

not give you so detailed an explanation in the

Question Department.

4x5 Sections
I have been experimenting on bees for some

years, and 1 started with the 10-frame Lang-
strolh hives, everything new. I have equipped
all my hives with the new No 4 super, taking

sections 4x5. (1 bought these supe'rs thinking 1

could use them lor extracted honey, providing
I should care to use them for that purpose). 1

produced some nice sections, but they are easy

to turn over, and I believe 1 should like the

4;4x4!4 a little better, everything considered,

but I could never use them for extracting su-

pers if 1 wanted to when I get a few more
colonies.

Is there any way I could use the 4 14^4 ^i

sections in this super? I can get all the

empty shipping cases 1 want of the grocer of

this size (.been used, but good as new), and
can buy them at a little price. The 4x5 sec-

tion I should have to buy new
I wish you would tell me whether to go

ahead with the No. 4 super, or would you dis-

continue it. 1 will have to buy several supers

this spring. I am going to increase to the

limit, and some day 1 might have a good many
colonies.

1 could not get along without the American
Bee Journal. ILLINOIS.

Answer.—The 4x5 section is a nuisance, but

it was a matter of novelty when lirst issued.

If your supers for these sections are similar to

those I know of, you can use extracting frames

of the 5H depth in them. You can also use

4J4 sections in them, but in that case you

must cut those tupers down ^i inch and change

your inside fixtures to fit the sections. As to

advising you on this matter, it is difficult to

do so.

Transferring, Requeening, Spray
Poison, Moths

1. I have frames of honey from colonies that

died this winter. Could 1 not transfer from
a box hive into them any time before fruit

blossom time?
2. When is the earliest date that it would

be safe to requeen here?
3. How many days should the colony be

without a queen before they are given a young
queen?

4. Is there any way to prevent the fruit

spray from kil.ing the bees?
5. What can I use to keep moths from stored

combs? IOWA.
Answers.—Yes, you can transfer onto those

combs at any time. But you will surely want

to save the brood from those box hives, and

you will do it with more ease during fruit

bloom.

2. Any time when you have the queens. If

your bees must rear their own queens, better

wait till near the end of the crop or after.

3. I prefer to introduce the young quten

just as I remove the old one. If you can cage

the old queen for an hour in the cage and

then put the young queen in her place, you

will have as good a chance as it is possible to

have. Leaving a colony queenless till they

know it and try to rear another is just that

much against your success.

4. Try and get your neighbors to keep from

spraying till the bloom has about fallen. It

does not pay them to spray in bloom. We
have never had any bees killed by spray; yet

they spray fruit trees in our vicinity.

Raising Queens
1. I grafted 15 Doolittle cell-cups with royal

jelly, warm temperature, and gave to colony
preparing to swarm, after destroying their nat-
ural cells. Ten cells accepted, drawn out and
sealed. After sealing, bees built comb around
nearly every cell, and at end of eleventh day
one cell hatched a queen, one cell gave a
queen that died shortly after emerging and
the other eight had dead larvx. Larvae ap-
parently had just passed the oupae state, but de-
veloped no farther. Color, r from brood
disease. What happened ?

2. For 8 to 10 cells, do you consider the
broodless-queenless starting colony and finish
over queen-excluder better than puttting brood
over excluder with queen below and giving
grafted cups? CALIFORNIA.

Answers.—The statement that the bees built

comb around every cell would indicate that

they had some room to spare. Perhaps the

cells were a little bit isolated and got chilled.

Or perhaps you made the mistake to put drone
larvae in those cells. That would account for it

still better. If neither of these explanations is

the right one, let the rest of the folks guess.

2. A broodless-queenless colony is rarely any
good unless just made so purposely. I would
prefer the other.

Size of Dovetailed Hive

—

Cotton as
Honey Plant

1. I would like to know the standard size of
the 10-frame dovetailed hive, measuring outside
length, width and depth of brood-chamber.

2. Is ordinary field cotton of any value as
a honey plant? If so, can the Italian bees ex-
tract nectar from the blossoms?

MISSOURL
Answers.—Length 19^, depth 9 J^ , width

(Root make) lej^, (Lewis make) 15^.
2. Cotton is diversely reported by different

beekeepers. Pellett's "American Honey Plants"

devotes three pages to this plant. It says, in

part: "In some cotton-growing districts the

beekeepers swear by cotton, while in other lo-

calities they declare that it is of little value.

The character of the soil seems to be a very
important factor in the secretion of nectar by

this plant." One man writes: "Cotton blos-

soms furnish a great deal of excellent honey."

—Jules Belknap, Arkansas.

Another man writes: "Bees will not work
cotton if they can work anything else, even
bitterweed.'*—W. D. Null, Alabama.
The Italian bees certainly work upon the

bloom when there is honey in it. They also get

honey from its extra-floral nectaries.

Miscellaneous
1. I have one hive this spring that never

seeins to work, while other, hives do. I have
a hive of foundation under it for them to fill

out so they will have room to work. I must
say, though that they are medium strong and
are very heavy in stores.

2. What IS a good way to introduce a queen
to a colony of Lees?

3. Can you suggest a means by which bees
can tell their own hive better when in a row?

4. How would it be lo have one colony filling

out a bunch of frames? Am very short of
drawn comb.

0. How would you requeen a hive?
6. What is a good way to increase artifi-

cially?

7. Is there any danger of giving a strong
colony too much ventilation during swarming
season, that is the hive set on four 1-inch
blocks? Would it not chill the brood on cool
nights ? We have fairly cool nights here in
May, June and July, with some hot days.

8. Do deep hives prevent swarming?
9. How many pounds of bees are there in

the average colony?
10. How many combs (standard) will a

pound of bees cover?
11. When you move a hive of bees a couple

of blocks distance what is the best precaution
to take so that many of them will not fly back?

12. Is western Washington considered very
good for bee culture. WASHINGTON.
Answer.—1. Open that colony some warm

day and examine it. They may be queenless.

They may not have enough bees to take care

of the brood. Perhaps you gave them too

much room and they have difficulty in keeping
the hive warm in cool weather.

2. Cage her for 2 days, between two of the

center combs and release her by putting a

piece of honey cappings in place of the stop-

per.

3.Have some marks of recognition, a bush,
some differently marked hives, roofs or hives
of different colors, etc.

4. Certainly; by all "means have plenty of

combs.

5. As we said above, by introducing. Kill

the old queen just before introducing the new
one. If you have no queen, give them brood
less than 3 days old.

6. Take the brood-combs of a colony, leav-

ing the queen and uees at the old stand, and
put the hive containing those combs on the

stand of another hive, putting the latter in a
new spot. Give them a queen if you have one.
If not, they will rear one. Buy a text-book

and read it.

7. No danger if you give the air only at the

bottom. But if you stagger the stories, there
may be a possibility of too much ventilation.

Watch that.

8. Not always.

9. All the way from 2 pounds to 20, depend-
ing on the time of year and conditions of sea-

sons.

10. Probably an average of a comb per
pound of bees, if well covered, from end to

end.

11. Disturb them thoroughly, so they may
know something is wrong at the time you re-

lease them. Then place a slanting board in

front of the entrance, so they may turn about
and look back.

12. There are good spots there as else-

where.

Transferring—Feeding
I have 4 colonies, 2 in 10-frame standard

hives, 1 in a home-made hive, and 1 in a box
hive. I want to transfer all of them into 10-
frame hives with full sheet of foundation,
because when 1 hived them I gave them just
starters, and when transferring i do not want
to cut away any of the old comD. First I
intend to transfer the 2 I have in the 10-frame
hives into my 2 new 10-frame dovetailed hives.
In doing this 1 will put the old hive over the
new, with an excluder between, and leave it so
for three weeks. I then intend to take these
two hives I transferred from and transfer my
other 2 colonies into them the same way.

(a) I intend to start at the beginning of
fruit bloom so I will have them transferred be-
fore the honey-fiow. Will this be all right?

(.b; When I transfer the last 2 colonies it

will continue into the honey-fiow, that is,^ 1-will
still have the old hives over until the brood
is all hatched. When the honey -flow starts,
can I put a super underneath the old hive?
And will they start to work in the super while
the brood is hatching above?

(.c) When you feed bees in the spring with
a half-gallon tin pail in a super, what size
nail do you use to make holes in the cover,
and how many holes do you make?

(d) I want to feed the bees in my box hive;
would it be necessary to turn it upside down
and take bottom ofl, or feed right on top with
the tin pail feeder?

(e) Is pollen a light brown color, and do
they put it right at the bottom of the cell?

ILLINOIS.
Answers.—(a) It may work all right. Much

depends upon the weather, the strength of the

colonies and the crop.

(b) The proper place for supers is not un-

derneath, but on top of the brood-chamber.

Their tendency iit to put the honey above, the

brood, not below it They want it where the
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robbers will have to go through their cluster

to get to it.

(c) If you use a very small nail, you may

make as many holes as you please. The

honey or syrup will not flow too fast, because

the atmospheric pressure keeps it in. Pin

holes would be sufficient.

(d) You will need to use your ingenuity.

If you have a large hole at the top of the box

hive and use a small feeder, it may do to

feed on top. Or you might use a Thalc feeder

and feed at the bottom. I would not like to

turn a box hive bottom up, for it would

change the location of the entrance and be-

wilder them enough that they might be

robbed.

(e) Pollen is of half a do-'n or more differ-

ent colors, from white to dark brown, depend-

ing upon the flowers from which it was gath-

ered. The bees sometimes fill the cells with

it and sometimes put it only at the bottom,

and even store honey on top of it.

ferring them to movable frames in the usual

way. Trapping the bees as they fly out would

do no good. Having no queen with them

they would die.

The next best way is to force the swarm to

leave, with the queen, by the use of smoke and

drumming. Make a hole above the probable

location of the brood-nest. We take it for

granted that their present opening is below

the swarm. There must be one hole below

and one above. Then by driving a lot of

smoke at the lower hole and pounding on

the clapboards, you will drive them out, queen

and all. Do this on a warm day, about the

middle of the day. The objection to this

method is that the abandoned brood will die

in the wall and will cause more or less bad

odor.

the clover crop. Remember that it takes 35

days from the time the egg is laid till the

worker hatching from that egg becomes an

active field worker. If you divide, you had

best buy queens to use in your divisions as

you will gain at least 10 days. We cer-

tainly prefer dividing to natural swarming.

But the latter cannot always be controlled.

Bees Between Walls

How can I save some bees that are between

the plastered walls and the clapboards on the

outside of an old house? The bees enter in

an opening in the side of the house. It is a

small hole, about 2'/, inches in diameter. Is

there a way of making a trap to catch the bees

as they fly out to the field in the daytime?

I don't wish to tear the boards off the build-

ing. CONNECTICUT.
Answer.—Removing the clapboards would be

by far the best method of procedure. With a

good bee smoker, first give the bees a puff at

the entrance, keeping an eye to prevent them

rushing out. Then remove the clapboards

carefully. A good carpenter with a nail puller

could remove them without much, if any, dam-

age. When the combs are uncovered it

would be easy to force the bees into some

sort of a box and remove the combs, trans-

Moving—Dividing
I have 10 stands of bees which I set out of

the cellar March 30, all wintered in first-class

shape. I had 13 stands last year that made
me $275 at 80c per pound. Sold it all in my
home town and could have sold a thousand

pounds more if I had had it.

1. I want to move my bees a mile and a half

this spring. Who will I write to to get a

permit? Or will it be necessary for such a

short distance?
8. I want to divide my bees for increase

this spring so that they will build up for clo-

ver, as clover is our first heavy crop here.

When is the best time to do this, or would you

let them swarm? WISCONSIN.
Answers.—1. I do not believe it necessary

to get a permit to move your bees that dis-

tance or out of the county. The only pur-

pose of laws on moving bees is to prevent the

spread of disease, and your intended removal

will not cause it. Besides, your success indi-

cates that you already have healthy colonies.

2. You will have to divide very early in

order to get your colonies strong enough for

Settling a Swarm
Please tell me how to make a swarm settle

down when flying in air. WISCONSIN.
Answer.—A first swarm always settles be-

fore flying away to a new home. Secondary

swarms sometimes fail to do so. I have

often tried to stop a runaway swarm, and I

never succeeded, when they were in full

flight. Noise never does any good. Perhaps

a stream of water from a spraying hose would

succeed. But who has such a thing ready?

You may help them to select a spot to settle

by holding up. on a pole, an old comb.

Ants
Please tell me in your Journal how I can

keep ants from bothering bees, as I have
trouble through the summer with them?

TENNESSEE.
Answer.—The best way is to find their nest,

pour a little gasoline into it and set fire to it.

If they nest above the bees on top of the

brood-chamber, you can scare them away with

a little powdered sulphur, or dry ashes, or salt.

Ashes, in a place where they won't get wet,

will disgust the ants, especially if they are

fine wood ashes. Sometimes a little coal oil

rubbed about the places where they congre-

gate compels them to move. If you use gaso-

line as mentioned, you must be very careful

not to have the can within reach when you

strike the match.
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BEE
SUPPLIES SERVICE AND QUALITY BEE

SUPPLIES

Order your supplies early, so as to have everything ready for the honey flow, and

save money by taking advantage of the early order cash discount. Send for our

catalog—better still, send us a list of your supplies and we will be pleased to quote you.

2146 Central Ave. C. H. W.WEBER & CO. CINCINNATI, O.
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The Diamond Match Go.
( APIARY DIPT.

)

MANUFACTURERS OF

Beekeepers' Supplies

CHICO.CAL, U.S.A.

Dadant'a incomparable Foundation it

always kept in stock. Western Bee-
keepers can be supplied adrantag-
eously.>> £ ^ ^•"

BEEKEEPERS, wherever they may be located, before deciding where

to obtain supplies, should write to The Diamond Match Co. for

prices, and for their Beekeepers' Supply Catalogue.

This Company are the largest manufacturers in the world who make
Bee Supplies. They own th^ir own timber lands, mills and factories,

and supply goods direct from the tree to the beekeeper.

Full advantage of this low cost of production is given to the purchaser.

The Apiary Department (which is in charge of experienced supply men,
who are also practical beekeepers) maintains a constant excellence of

product and offers unsurpassed service.

The Diamond Match Co.
Apiary Department CHICO, CAL., U. S. A.
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West Virginia
'I'hc l)fckcepcrs of West Virginia

are to have a Pan Handle summer
meeting on August 10 and 11, at Elm
Grove, West Virginia. Write to Mr,
Will C. Griffith, of West Grove, for

information. If anyone can make a

meeting successful, he can. W'ish we
could lie there.

New Jersey Field Meeting
The summer field meeting of the

Xew Jersey Beekeepers' .Association

will be held in Samuel Buser's apiary,

near North Haledon, Passaic County,
on Saturday, July 10, 1920. The prin-

cipal features of tliis meeting will be
seasonable manipulations, including
treatment of colonies for American
foulbrood, by members, under the

direction of the State bee expert.

Western New York Meeting
The annual summer meeting and

basket picnic of the Western New
York Honey Producers' Association
will be held on July 31, at the apiary
of Frank W. Churchill, West Valley,

N. Y. A good program has been pro-
vided and all interested in bees or
honev are cordially invited to attend.

Honey Labels

Stationery

Cards, Tags,

Etc.

Everything for

the Beekeeper

Order Early and get Prompt

Service

New labels, new equipment, more

help. We are better equipped

than ever to supply all kinds

of printing for the bee-

keeper

American Bee
Journal

HAMILTON, ILL.

.BINDING FOR BEEKEEPERS
W'e do all kinds of book bind-

ing, such as magazines like the
".'\merican Bee Journal," or any
other publication. Also make
any style blank book, either

printed or unprinted heading.
We print the '.American Bee

Journal."
LUTZ & STAHL, Keokuk, Iowa

CLASSIRED DEPARTMENT.
Advertisements in this department will be

inserted for five cents per word, with no dis-

counts. No classified advertisements accepted
for less than 35 cents. Count each initial or

number as one word.
Copy for this department must reach us not

later than the 20th of the month preceding
date of issue. If intended for classified de-

partment it should be so stated when adver-

tirv-mcnt is sent.

BEES AND QUEENS

See Atwater's classified honey adv't.

FOR S.\LE—Highest grade 3-banded Italian

queens, ready June 1. Queens and drone
mothers are selected from stock of proven
worth in hardiness, gentleness, honey produc-
tion and disease resisting oualities. Untested,
each, $1.25; 6, .$0.50; 12, $12; 60, $47.50; 100.

$90. Your correspondence will receive prompt
attention, and I guarantee satisfaction.

A. E. Crandall, Berlin, Conn.

THE ITALIAN QUEENS OF WINDMERE
are superior three-banded stock. Untested.

$1.50 each; six for $8. Tested, $2 each. Se-

lect tested. $2.50 each. Virgins, $1.

Prof. W. A. Matheny, Ohio University,
Athens, Ohio.

WHEN BETTER QUEENS are raised Victor

will raise them. Italians, mated, $1.25 each;

six, $7; twelve, $13.50.
Julius Victor, Martinsville, N. Y.

FOR SALE—Five or more colonies of bees in

10-frame standard hives. For further infor-

mation write.
Benj. G. Lumpkin, Tupelo, Miss.

FOR SALE—Tennessee 3-banded Italians that

are vigorous and prolific. No undersized

queens mailed Balance of season, each, $1.25,

dozen $12.
William F. Morris, Hendersonvillc, Tenn.

FOR SALE—Italian queens, Sbanded, untested.

$1.25; 6, $7; 12, $13. Tested queens. $2.60

each. Robert B. Spicer, Wharton. N. J.

FOR SALE—A few choice Italian queens, $2

each. Reference given.

Jes Dalton. Bordelonville. La.

I WISH TO THANK my beekeeping friends
for their courteous and obliging way of do-

ing business, and to inform them that I have
no more queens for sale this season.

J. F. Diemcr, Liberty, Mo.

FOR .SALE—Large, hardy. |)rolific queens. 3-

banded Italian only. Pure mating and sa'e
arrival guaranteed. C)ne queen, $1.30; fi, $7.50;
12, $13.50; 100, $110.

Buckeye Bee Co., Box 443, Massillon, Ohio.

FOR SALE—Queens, untested $1.50, 6 $7.50.
E.Ktractors, supplies.

R Kramske, 11(14 Victor St.. St. Louis, Mo.

FOR ,S.\LE— Pure Italian cueens. Select un.
tested. 1. $1.60; (i. $7.50; 12, $13.50; .60, $56;

100 and over, each $1. Also packages and nu-
clei. Golden Star Apiaries, San Jose, Cal.

FOR SALE—Pure three-banded Italian queens,
bred for honey production, reared by the

Doolittle method. Untested. 1. $1.25; 6, $7;
12, $13. Tested, 1, $2.60; C, $14; 12, $25.

H. W. Boley, Hillsboro, Iowa

QUEENS, ITALIAN QUEENS—I will have
about 100 untested queens a month surplus,

for June, July and August. Who wants them
at $i each? Less than 100, $1.25 each.

W. H. Moses, Lane City, Texas.

FOR SALE—Untested golden Italian queens,
$1.25 each. Tested, $2 50 each. Satisfaction

guaranteed. J. F Michael.
Winchester, Ind., R 1.

BOZZALLA LIGURIAN QUEENS — Obtain
your queens from Italy. We take the risk

of death in the mail. Select tested Italian

queens posted direct from Enrico Bozzalla's

apiaries to the customer, $3.50 each. Remit to

sole agent. H. M. Stich, Riccartsbar Ave.,

Paisley, Scotland.

FOR SALE—Simmons' queens, goldens and
three-bands, bred from prize winners. Also

nucleus.
Allen Simmons, Claverack, N. Y.

FOR SALE—My famous three-banded Italian

queens. $1,25 each, six for $7, from June 1

to November. T. W. Romberger, Apiarist,

3113 Locust St., St. Joseph, Mo.

FOR SALE—3-banded Dr. Miller and \A alk-

er's Queens after June 10. (Am booked full

until then.) $1.25 each, 6 for $7, 12 for $13;
selects, 25c each higher.

Curd Walker, Jellico. Tenn., R 1, Box 18.

QUEENS—Italian queens of excellent stock

will be ready to mail June 1. Untested. $1.50

each; 6, $7.50; 12, $14.

J. D. Harrah, R. No. 1, Freewater, Ore.

FOR SALE—Hardy northern bred Italian

queens, untested, $2 each, 6 for $11. May 15

to July 15. Select tested, $3, after June 1.

Dr. C. E. Sheldon, Coeur D'Alene, Idaho.

FOR SALE—Italian queens that will give re-

sults; untested, $2; tested, $3; breeders. $10.

A. Beyer, Krotz Springs, La.

QUEENS BY RETURN MAIL
I am now up with all orders and can take care of your wants, large

or small. Why not stock up your yard with a good strain of Italian

queens? I have them at the following prices, and guarantee safe de-

livery and make good all queens that are not as represented; free from

disease: Single queen, $1.50, six for $7, 12 for $13. Discount on large

orders of 50 or more. Tested, $2 each, six for $11. 12 for $20. Breeders.

$3.50 each.

A. B. MARCHANT, Jesup, Ga.

^V*;%**i*VVV*t*'t'%'VW*"»" "•"•""•""
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FOR SALE—3-banded Dr. Miller and Walk-
er's queens after June 10. (Am booked full

until then.) $1.26 each, 6 for $7, 12 for $13;

selects, 25c each higher.

Curd Walker, Jellico. Tenn.. R 1. Box 18.

FOR SALE—Italian queens. Prices for un-

tested, in June, $1.60 each, $8.25 for six, $16

for twelve; tested, $2.60 each from July 1 to

October 1; untested, $1.25 each, $7 for six,

$13.60 for twelve; tested. $2 each; Virgins, 76c

each. Mismated queens will be replaced if re-

turned in 30 days. Dead queens will be re-

placed if returned to me by return mail.

R. B. Grout. Jamaica, Vt.

FOR SALE—I. F. Miller's strain Italian queen

bees. Northern bred for business from my
best superior breeders; gentle, roll honey in,

hardy, winter well, not inclined to swarm, 8-

banded. Queens a specialty; 26 years breeding

experience. Satisfaction guaranteed. Safe ar-

rival in U. S. and Canada. Untested, $1.40;

3, $3.76; 6. $7; 12, $13. select untested, $1.65;

3. $4.60; 6, $S.60; 12, $16.

I. F. Miller, Brookville. Fa., R. «.

FOR SALE—Hardy Italian queens, $1 each

W. G. Lauver, Middletown, Pa.

FOR SALE—Superior California Queens-
Western beekeepers may now secure our fa-

mous Italian queens at the following prices:

One untested. $1.26; fifty untested. $57.60; one

hundred untested, $100. Orders filled in rota-

tion; first deliveries March 1, 1920.

Edson Apiaries, Gridley, Calif.

FOR SALE—Leather colored Italian queens,

tested, until June 1, $2.60; after, $2; un-

tested, $1.26; $13 per dozen. Root's goods.

Root's prices. A. W Yates.

16 Chapman St., Hartford, Conn.

FOR SALE—3-banded Italian queens from best

honey-gathering strain obtainable; (no dis-

ease). Untested queens. $1.25 each; 6, $6.60;

12, $12. Select untested, $1.60 each; 8. $9;

12, $18. Tested, $2.60 each. Safe arrival and

satisfaction guaranteed. Your orders filled

promptly. iV. T. Perdue & Sons,

R. No. 1, Fort Deposit, Ala.

BOOK YOUR ORDERS for QUEENS now—
Goldens, $S: tested, $3; banded, $1.50; tested,

$2.60; six or more 10 per cent less.

Clover Leaf Apiaries, Wahoo, Neb.

FOR SALE—Golden and three-band queens.

Untested, April, May and June delivery.

tl.26 each; $18.60 per doz. Satisfaction.

R. O. Cox, Rt. 4. Greenville, Ala.

MOTTS Northern Bred Italian Queens— 1

have breeding mothers place in the south for

April and early May queens. Plans "How to

Introduce Queen and Increase," 26c. If you

want beauty with the best of summer and win-

ter laying birds, try a setting of my Golden

Campinea. „. , ,,. .

E. E. Mott, Glenwood, Mich.

FOR SALE—A. I. Root strain of resisting and

honey-gathering. leather-colored Italian

queens. Untested queens. $1.60 each. 26 or

more $1.40. Tested, $2.60 each, 26 or more,

$2 26. Select tested. $S. For larger amounts

write. A. J. Pinard, Morgan Hill, Calif.

19»0 PRICES on nuclei and queens, Miller

strain. Queens, untested, $1.60 each. $15 per

doz.; tested. $2.00 each, $22 per doz. One-

frame nuclei, $3; two-frame, $6; three-frame

$6.60, without queens, f. o. b. Mason, Mi»i.

Five per cent discount in lots of 26 or ra^re.

We have never had any bee or brood disease

here. Will have no queens except with nu-

clei, until June 1. Safe arrival and aatisfac-

lion guaranteed. „.»»»
Geo. A. Hummer & Sons Prairie Point, Miss.

1920 PRICES for "She Suits Me" queena.

Untested Italian queen, from May 16 to

June 16, $1.60 each. After June 15, $130

each; $18.60 for ten; $1.10 each for »6 or

more. _
Allen Latham, Norwichtown, Conn.

FOR SALE—After April 16, our golden Ital-

ian queena, untested, one $1.60 or $16 per

dot.; select untested, one, $1.7' or $18 per

doz.; tested, $3 each. Safe arrival guaran-

teed. Tillery Bros.
R, 6, Georjiana, Ala.

BEES AND QUEENS from my New Jersey

apiary, J. H. M. Cook,

lAtf 84 Cortland St, N?W York City.

"QUALITY" THREE BANDED ITALIANS
from excellent stock; untested queens, 1,

$1.60; « for $7.60; 12 for $13.60; 60 for $66;
100 for $100. N. J. James,

1186 Bird Ave., San Jose, Calif.

BEES BY THE POUND, ALSO QUEENS—
Booking orders now. Free circular gives

prices, etc. See larger ad elsewhere.
Nueces County Apiaries, Calallen, Texas,

E. B. Ault, Prop.

HONEY AND BEESWAX

.See Atwater's classified honey adv't.

WANTED—Beeswax. At present we pay 38
cents per pound in cash and 40 cents in trade

for clean, yellow wax, delivered Denver.
The Colorado Honey Producers' Association,

Denver, Colo.

HONEY—Supply your customers, finest alfal-

fa-clover honey, extra strong cases, probably
ready in July.

E. F. Atwater, Meridian, Idaho.

WANTED — Extracted honey. State how
[lacked. Send sample, lowest cash price.

P. Outzen. White Bear Lake. Minn.

FOR SALE—We have a limited amount of

our crop white clover, extracted basswood
honey, all packed in new fiO-lb. cans, 2 to the

case. Write for prices.

D. R. Townsend, Northstar, Mich.

FOR SALE—Clover and buckwheat honey in

any style container (glass or tin). Let us
quote you. The Deroy Taylor Co.,

Newark, N. Y.

WANTED—White clover or light extracted
honey. Send sample: state how honey is

put up and lowest cash price delivered at

Monroe; also buy beeswax.
E. B. Rosa. Monroe, Wis.

WANTED—Shipments of old comb and cap-

pings for rendering. We pay the highest

cash and trade prices, charging but 6c a pound
for wax rendering. Fred W. Muth Co..

204 Walnut St., Cincinnati. Ohio.

WANTED—Comb and extracted honey.
The L. H. Snider Apiaries. Auburn, Ind.

FOR SALE

See Atwater's classified honey adv't.

FOR SALE—120 shallow extracting supers, 5;^
inch, with full drawn combs (painted), 95c

each; 6 lO-frame hives complete with wired
full sheets foundation combs at $3 each; 40
lO-frame hives complete with empty frames and
painted, at $2 each; 25 lb. (Dadant) medium
brood foundation comb at 65c.

C. H. True, Edgewood, Iowa.

FOR SALE—60.1b. cans, 2 to the case; have
been used once for sweet clover; need the

room; 40c per case. The Forest Honey Co.,

2323 S. Woodstock St., Philadelphia, Pa.

FOR SALE—11-months Rufus Red Belgian
does, bred, $3 each.

Erwin's Stock Farm, Walled Lake. Mich.

FOR SALE—("edar or pine dovetailed hives;

also full line of supplies, including Dadant's
foundation. Write for catalog.

A. E. Burdick, Sunnyside, Wasn.

FOR SALE—"Superior" Foundation (Weed
process). Quality and service unexcelled.

Superior Honey Co . Oifden. Ttsh

WANTED
See Atwater's classified honey adv't.

WANTED—To buy small extractor; must be
in working condition. Address Box 8,

.Springvillc, Ala.

WANTED—Your old combs, cappings and
slumgura to render into beeswax. We get

enough more wax with our well equipped
presses to pay for our work.

Dadant & Sons, Hamilton, HI.

WANTED Your order for "Superior" Foun-
dation. Prompt shipments at right prices.

Superior Honey Co., Ogden, Utah,

WANTED—Honey, in 6 or 10-lb. cans.
Lang, 1609 Dayton St., Chicago.

WANTED—Undamaged copies of February,
1920 American Bee Journal. Will pay 10c a

piece. When mailing wrap so the entire copy
is covered. American Bee Journal,

Hamilton. III.

WANTEiJ—Extracted honey in white and am-
ber grades. State lowest price; how packed.

Send sample. Harmony Bee & Honey Co..

White Bear Lake. Minn.

SITUATIONS
Sec Atwater's classified honey adv't.

WANTED—One experienced man, and stu-

dents or helpers, in our large bee business;
good chance to learn. Modern equipment and
outfit, including auto truck; located near lum-
mer resorts. Write, giving age, height, weight,
experience, reference and wages wanted.

W. A. Latshaw Co., Clarion, Mich.

WANTED—One or two good queen-rearing
men to begin work February 16, 1920.

Nueces County Apiaries, Calallen, Texas.

SUPPLIES
See Atwater's classitied honey adv't.

FOR SALE—Soiled cane sugar in barrels ai

15c pound. Orders filled in rotation.

Edw. A. Winkler, JoHet, 111., Rt. 1.

FOR SALE—Second-hand 8 and lO-frame
comb-honey supers, for 4x5 sections; 1 2-

frame Root honey extractor. Also some extra
section holders and fences. If interested,
write; will sell at a bargain. E. P. Fosse,

Box 248, Marion, 111.

FOR SALE—Used tins, 5-gal., bright inside,

washed outside, new corks separate, cases
complete, two to case, 75c per case; ten cases

or more, 60c per case. One or a car load.

Cash or trade for honey. Bruner, the Beeman,
3836 N. Kostner Ave., Chicago.

FOR SALE—10-frame dovetailed hives in lots

of one to fifty, very cheap.
Wm. Craig, Aitkin, Minn.

SPECIAL PRICE overstock sale on 1-story, 8-

frame S. W. hives. Shipping cases to hold

24 sections 4^x4 '4x1 H Hoffman frames IJ^-

inch spacing. Modified frames, Jumbo depth,

IJ^-inch spacing. Ask for quotations.

A. G. Woodman Co., Grand Rapids, Mich.

FOR SALE—Good second-hand double-deck
comb-honey shipping cases for i%xi\4xlji

sections, 25 cents per case, f. o. b. Cincinnati;

terms cash with order.
C. H. W. Weber & Co..

2146 Central Ave., Cincinnati, O.

FOR SALE—Good second-hand empty 60-lb

honey cans, two cans to the case, at 60c per

case f. o. b. Cincinnati. Terms, cash with or-

der. C. H. WEBER & CO.,
3146 Central Ave., Cincinnati. O.

SEND ua A list of goods wanted and will

quote yo > lowest prices. We arc the money-
saving house. Price list free. Try us.

H. S. Duby & Son, St. Anne. 111.

MISCELLANEOUS

See Atwater's classified honey adv't.

WRITE for shipping tags and our prices for

rendering your old combs, cappings. etc. We
guarantee a first-class job.

The Deroy Taylor Co., Newark, N. Y.

BLACK SIBERIAN HARES—Enormous sizes,

delicious meat and beautiful fur. Write for

information and prices.

Siberian Fur Farm. Hamilton, Canada.

BEE SUPPLIES
We carry a complete stock of sup-

plies at° all times, and can make
prompt shipments. Our prices will

interest you.
Send U* Your Inquiries

A. H. RUSCH & SON CO.
ReedsvIUa. Wis.
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Safe Arrival Guaranteed by ^'f^lcotl

Where the best BecHives come
from

We guarantee the safe arrival and absolute satisfaction

of all "falcon" queens and bee supplies bought from us.

Nor does our service end after the goods reach you.

K^ep in touch with us at nil times and in all seasons;

we are equally interested in your results with "ffllCOn"

articles, as in all your bee-keeping needs.

Write for our red catalog

W. T. FALCONER MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Falconer (near Jamestown) N. Y., U. S. A.

"Where the best Bee-Hives come from"

RIGHT PRICES PROMPT SHIPMENT QUALITY GOODS

" Thru Your Success We Prosper '

'

Do you need any Bee Supplies or Cans

and Cases? We have a big stock of both.

Altogether we have shipped twenty full

carloads of Bees, Bee Supplies and Honey

Containers this year. Let us count your

business in on the big total. We can

handle your honey crop to your satisfac-

tion. Write us today.

" He Profits Most Who Serves

Best"

THE FOSTER HONEY & MERC. CO.
BOULDER, COLORADO

Read 'THE BEEKEEPER"
The only Canadian bee publication. Keeps beekeepers closely in touch with Api-
cultural condition! in Canada. It ii the official organ of the Beekeepers' Asso-
ciations for the three provinces—Ontario, Manitoba and New Brunswick.
Beekeeping and horticulture are effectively combined to make a live, attractive

and practical publication.

Price, postpaid, $1 per yeur

United Sutea, $1.25 Foreign, $1.50

Send for a free sample copy

Th* HorticultHril Puklishing C«., Ltd., Peterbore, Ontario

B-

QUEENS
Quirin's Improved Superior Italian Bees
and Queens. They are Northern Bred and
Hardy. 25 years a Queen Breeder.

PRICES
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MODIFIED DADANT HIVE

Glance at this illustration to

compare this hive with "Standard"

Langstroth hive.

Your present brood equipment

can be put above the Modified Da-

dant hive used as full-depth su-

pers.

You get 40 per cent greater

brood-comb area than in the

"Standard" ten-frame Langstroth.

You get deep frames, large

one-story brood-nest, frame space

ventilation, excellence in winter-

ing, swarming easily controlled.

MODIFIED DADANT HIVE FEA1URES

1. Eleven frames, Langstroth length, Quinby depth.

2. Frames spaced I'/i inches for swarm control.

3. Extracting frames 6% inches deep.

4. Dovetailed body, regular reversible bottom and
metal roof cover with inner cover.

5. Langstroth "Standard" equipment easily used
with this hive.

For free booklet write any distributor of Lewis " Beeware," or to

G. B. LEWIS COMPANY, Watertown, Wisconsin
DADANT & SONS, Hamilton, Illinois

BEE SUPPLIES
The largest and oldest Bee

Supply manufacturer in Min-
nesota can offer you BEE
WARE that will keep that

"satisfied smile" on your face.

E.xcellent quotations given on

frames, spacing or unspacing.

Write to MONDENG about

hives and supers. Made of

polished white pine.

A word to the wise is usually—RESENTED?
Send for my 1920 Catalog and Price List.

LOOK for the best bargains I've presented.

Will take your Beeswax in Trade at Highest Market Prie*

CHAS. MONDENG
159 Cedar Lake Road MINNEAPOLIS. MINN.

ELECTRIC IMBEDDER
Price without Batteries $1.25

Not postpaid.

Actually cements wiret in the foundation.
Will work with dry cells or with city cur-
rent in connection with transformer. Best
device of its kind on the market.

For Bale hj all be* .upplr dealers

Dadant & Sons, ^Xm^^^n.^ill.

EARLY ORDER DISCOUNTS WILL

S^ Pay You to Buy Bee-Supplies Now
Thirty years' experience in making everything for

the beekeeper. A Urge factory specially equipped
for the purpose ensures goods of highest quality

Write for our illustrated catalog today

LEAHY MFG. CO., 90 Sixth St.. Hitfinsville, Me.
r J. W. ROUSK. MmIc*. M*.

CO.BRUNO NAILING DEVICE
Madefor th c Huffman Brood Fravi ea, A combined
Nailing.Wiring and Wedfre Clamping: Device. Has
been tried and is guaranteed to do accurate work.

PRICE $7.50
Complete directions foroperating are fumished

with each device.

Manufactured by C. O. BRUNO
H13 Somth W««t Str««t, RocklQrd. UUw>lt
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PRICES OF QUEENS
Nov. 1 to June 1 June 1 to Nov. I

1 6 12 1 6 12

Untested — $2.00 $9.00 $16.80 $1.50 $8.00 $14.50

Select untested 2.25 10.50 18.00 2.00 9.50 16.00

Tested 3.00 16.50 30.00 2.50 12.00 22.00

Select tested 3.50 19.50 36.00 3.00 16.50 30.00

Breeders $7.50 to $15.00

Queens for export will be carefully packed in long-distance cages, but
safe delivery is not guaranteed.

"The queen that I got from you last season made honey when the
other bees were taking lunch to the fields with them (when they went
at all)". H. M. TICHENOR, Centertown, Ky.

2058 Yonge St., Toronto Canada March 19, 1920.

Friend Davis

:

The colonies headed by your queens are through this far in fine

shape. It was a pleasing sight to see them take their first flight (after

4 months) this last week. What is the price of queens to us folks on
this side this year, and when could you start to send me up some? A
reply would oblige Yours Respectfully,

P. F. OLIVER.
No Nuclei, Full Colonies or Pound Packages.

BEN G. DAVIS, Spring Hill, Tenn.

MARSHFIELD GOODS
BEEKEEPERS

We manufacture millions of sections every year that

are as good as the best. The cheapest for the qual-

ity; best for the price. If you buy them once, you

will buy again

We also manufacture hives, brood-frames,

section holders and shipping cases.

Our Catalcg Is fr*« far tha asking

MARSHFIELD MFG. CO., Marshfleld, Wis.

BEEKEEPER'S SUPPLIES
QUALITY AND SERVICE

The honey flow is now on. Honey means Dollars to you; don't lose
a pound of it by being short of Supplies. We carry a full line of Bee
Supplies ready for prompt shipment to you—Hives, Frames, Supers,
SECTIONS. Foundation, E.xtractors, Smokers, Comb Honey Shipping
Cases, Tin Honey Cans and Pails. Our goods are ideal in quality and
workmanship. Learn more about our goods by sending for our cata-
log.

AUGUST LOTZ COMPANY, Boyd, Wis.

ITALIAN
QUEENS

The Old Reliable Three-Banded Ital-
ians. The best allround beo to be had.
Queens ready to mail April 1. Will
book orders now. Will guarantee safe
arrival in United States and Canada.
Prices for April and May:
Untested,, $1.50, 6, $8; 12, $15
Te'sted, $2.25; 6, $12; 12, ^.
Select tested. $3 each.

Descriptive circular and price list free.

JOHN G. MILLER,
723 C Street, Corpus Christi, Texas.

PORTER ESCAPE
SAVES
HONEY
TIME

MONEY
Far •• by all daalara.

If aa daalar. wrtta faa>an>
R. a K. C. POilTKR, MPRS.
Lawlstawn, llllnals. U. S. A.

(Pleaae in«rtioB Auk Be« Touro&l vkcn writioff)

Send for Catalogue of

Honey Labels and Sta-

tionery.

American Bee Journal

We furnish full colonies of Italian

bees in double-walled hives, single-

walled hives, shipping boxes and 3-

frame nucleus colonies.

I. J. STRINQHAM, GUn Govs, N. Y.

NASSAU. CO.

WESTERN BEEKEEPERS!
We handle the finest line of bee

supplies. Send for our 68-page cata-
log. Our prices will interest you.

The Colorado Honey Producers' As-
ociation, 1424 Market St.,

Denver. Colo.

Write for Price l.iit and
Booklet descrip-

tive of

HIGH-GRADE
Italian Queens

JAY SMITH
Rout* 3

Vincennes. Ind.
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I HERE THEY ARE MR. BEEKEEPER |
5 at Newark, Wayne Co^ N. Y^ ready to answer your call. The best of everything. Just read this list: =

1 Lewis Beeware, Sections, Shipping Cases, Frames, Hives, Hershiser Wax Presses and other sup- =
= plies, Dadant's Unexcelled Foundation, all standard weights and sizes; also the Electric Wire Im- =

i bedder, Bingham Uncapping Knives, including steam heated, with oil stoves and generators. Bing- =

1 ham Smokers, all sizes, with geunine leather bellows; Root's Extractors, all sizes of hand and power §

I machines; Bee Books, written by all leading authors in beedom. |
= All sizes of Friction Top Pails, and also 60-lb. Cans, new and second hand. Also Cement- g
1 coated Nails for nailing beehives and supplies; and all sized spools of Tinned Wire, Bee Brushes, §
i Feeders, Queen-Rearing Cages, Bee Gloves and Capping Melter, and all practical supplies you will |
= need. 5
£ A market for your honey or wax and a plant to render your old combs and cappings. g
1 Over 1,000 beekeepers took advantage of this service station at Newark in 1919 for the first time. |
s Now all together for a greater 1S>20. g
1 New catalog free. Our discounts will save you money. |

I THE DEROY TAYLOR CO., Newark I

i (Wayne Co.) New York. |
OiitjiaiiiiauiaMiiuiuiiuiuuuHiuiiiiuniiiiitjiiiiiuiiiuiuiiiiHiuiiiCHiiiiiuiiiciiiiiniiiiiiDiiiHiiiiiiiEiiiiiiiiiiniuNiini [iiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiitJiiniiiiiKiuiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiinuuiriiiiiiHiiiuiiiiniiiiiiiJiiuuuiwi^
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MR. BEE KEEPER
You desire your beekeeping to become successful. Then use the best methods and supplies

These supplies are furnished by us in Dadant's Foundation and Lewis Bee Supplies.

Send us samples of your honey and quote your price.

available.

WESTERN HONEY PRODUCERS, SIOUX CITY, IOWA

Send list of your needs or request for new Catalogue to Department B.

ROOT QUEENS
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Crop and Market Report
Compiled by M G. Dadant

For our July crop and market report we asked tlie fol-

lowing questions:- 1. How is the crop—size, comparison
with last year? 2. What number of colonies is there

com[)ared to last year? 3. Any demand for honey?
What price is offered? What price will you hold for?

4. Have you your container supply?
THE CROP SO FAR

It is yet a little early to make any estimate on what
the crop is going to be this year, but there are some in-

dications which would point toward about a normal
honey crop.

In the East reports are very poor, especially from New
York, where the}' have had a great deal of drought and
do not expect very much of a spring crop. Ohio and
Pennsylvania expect about the same as last year, while

throughout the whole South reports are that beekeep-
ers will do well if they get as much honey as last year.

In Georgia about one-half to three-fourths as much
honey has been harvested as at the same time last year.

In Mississippi and .Alabama probably the crop is a little

better, while in most of the other .Southern States the

crop is probably below the average. In Florida it is'

much less.

In Texas conditions ar. extremely favorable. Practi-

cally every section of the country there reports an excel-

lent crop, with good prospects for the balance of the year.

.\s a result, beekeepers are very much encouraged, since

honey is still selling at a very high figure.

In the Northern States of Michigan, Wisconsin and
Minnesota it is a little early yet to make any definite

report, but it would seem that Michigan will have many
less bees than last j'ear, and the prospect will hardly be
as good for a honey flow. Wisconsin reports the finest

prospect in years, and Minnesota, also, expects a very
good crop.

In Indiana and Illinois reports vary greatly. In some
sections clover is yielding well, in others there is not
enough clover to make nearly a crop. In our own lo-

cality there is a little clover, but so far bees have har-
vested very little, if anything, and supers are just be-

ginning to be placed on the colonies. Many reports state

that clover is abundant, but that the bees are working on
it but very little, owing to the drought. Of course, a

good rain with warm weather would make the clover
yield more plentifully. Missouri reports only a fair yield.

Prospects throughout the most of Iowa seem to be
good, and Kansas and South Dakota report fair pros-
pects, also.

Very little honey has been harvested, so far, through
the Rocky Mountain region, although indications seem
to be that there will be a good flow. The alfalfa has been
hurt quite badly in some sections, but this is probably
made up by the excellent growth of sweet clover, and it

would seem that Colorado would have a little better
crop than last year, with Montana about equal to 1919.

Wyoming and Utah e.xpect much better crops than last

year, while Idaho has had no flow yet, but expects a fair

crop later on.
The western coast has had abundant rain, which would

indicate a very good honey flow.

The flow from orange blossom in California has been
just about up to last year. The outlook for a flow from
sage is good and we have nodoubt but that the California
crop will at least equal that of 1919.

NUMBER OF COLONIES COMPARED WITH
LAST YEAR

The May first report of the Department of Agriculture
at Washington indicates that on this date colonies aver-
aged 98 per cent of normal, whereas in 1919 they aver-
aged only 92 per cent. This would indicate that colonies
are in better shape than a year ago. However, our own
private reports indicate that in some localities the win-
ter loss was extremely severe, and it will be all that the
beekeepers can do to make increase and cover all the
combs. Our own judgment would be that there will not
be nearly as many colonies to gather the crop as a year
ago, and we would think it would be about 80 per cent.
Of course, this is probably made up by the fact that many
beekeepers are buying bees in packages from the South
and making increase in this manner, so that it does not
hurt their strong colonies at all to cover all combs.

HONEY DEMAND—PRICE ASKED
So far, very few buyers are out trying to purchase

honey, but such as are in the market seem to be offering
a good price. Practically all reporters indicate that they
will hold for a price of 25c a pound wholesale for their
honey, with a good chance of getting it. The Texas crop
is moving at a price of about 22c for extracted and 24c
to 26c for bulk comb honey.
One reporter in Georgia was offered 20c a pound for

his white honey and is holding for a price of 25c. An-
other from Florida was offered 21c and is asking 23c for
amber.

.A large commission merchant in California has a car
of white sweet clover honey which he is offering at 19c

per pound f. o. b. California common points. Orange
blossom honey is also being offered at a price of from
2Q'/2C to 21j4c f. o. b. California points. Practically all of

the old stock is cleaned off the market, and owing to

the high price and scarcity of sugar, honey is in extremely
good demand.

HONEY CONTAINERS
Practically all of the tin can manufacturers state that

they will be unable to supply cans ojtside of -contracts
already let until probably the first of August. Develop-
ments in the last week or ten days, however, would indi-

cate that the freight congestion is gradually clearing up
and it may be possible that these manufacturers may be
in a position to get tin plate earlier than this

CONCLUSION
Our conclusion in regard to honey would be that it is

very likely to open at a much higher price than last year,
when honey was quoted at from ISc to 18c per pound for
car lots f. o. b. California common points. Sugar .seems
still to be very scarce, and newspaper reports point to
the fact that it will be two or three years before France
and other European countries will be able to reach nor-
mal production on sugar.

THREE BAND ITALIANS
TESTED DISEASE RESISTORS

PRICES
June 15 to Julv 15

1 6 12
Untested $1.50 $8.00 $15 nO
Select untested .-- 1.75 9.00 16,110

July 15 to Oct. 1

I 6 12 100

Untested $1.30 $7.50 $13.50 $110 00
Select untested .--- 1.50 8.00 14.00 115.00
Select tested, any time
after June20 3.00 16.00 29.00
Select day-old virgins,
after June 1 .60 3.50 6.50 50 00

D. A. DAVIS, Birmingham, Mich.
216 Greenwood

BARNES'
Foot Power

Machinery

Read what J. E. K»rent,
of Chariton, N. Y., iays:
We cut with one of your
Combined Machines last

winter 50 chafF hives with
7-in. cap. 100 honey-racks,
500 frames and a great
deal of Other work. Tkii
winter we have a douole
amount of hives, etc., to

make with this saw. It

will do all you say of it,"

Catalog and price list free.

W. F. & JOHN BARNES
995 Ruby St.. ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS

Established 1885
We are still furnishing beehives made of
white pine; they will last. A. I. Root Co.'s
make of bee supplies kept in stock. Send tor
catalog giving full particulars; free for the
asking. Beeswax in exchange for supplies, or
cash.

JOHN NEBEL & SON SUPPLY CO.
HichHill. MoatK. Co- Ma.

ATTENTION, PACIFIC NORTH-
WEST BEEKEEPERS!

We handle a full line of supplies for

beekeepers, including Italian Queens.
Write us your requirements and for

our Catalog A. It's free.

SPOKANE SEED CO.,
906 First Ave. Spokane, Wash.
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WESTERN BEEKEEPERS
were glad to know that the pressure their

increasing patronage demanded resulted in

the establishment of a branch of the Root

Company at Council Blufifs, Iowa, the

local point of western shipping activities.

C The first season's business here has

more than justified the contention of the

Root Company, that western honey
producers must have a factory and a center

of their own. The Council BlufTs branch

wishes to publicly thank the many bee-

keepers for their expressions of interest in

us, and their hearty welcome. And to

state, also, that it is the determination

of this company to keep everlastingly

at this business of maintaining the high

quality of the Root goods, and of im-

proving—always improving— the prompt-

ness and thoroughness of our service.

C We are now stocked with all the goods

you need to market a maximum crop; of

shipping cases, cans and jars. We will be

glad to give your order particular atten-

tion. We can save you money, time and

freight charges. Use us.

THE A. I. ROOT CO. OF IOWA
COUNCIL BLUFFS, IOWA
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ALWAYS MAKE SURE THAT THIS TRADE-
MARK IS STAMPED ON EACH PIECE OF

Tidezvater^^ Cypress
"THE WOOD ETERNAL"

THEN YOU BUY SAFETY (AND SATISFAC-
TION) FIRST, LAST AND 'TWEEN TIMES

"ALL-HEART" GRADE FOR BEEKEEPERS' USE

Southern

Cypress Manufacturers

Association

Address Nearest Office

1251 Hfbernia Bank Building
NEW ORLEANS, LA.

1251 Heard Nat'i Bank Building

JACKSONVILLE, FLA.

FOREHAND'S THREE BANDS
THE THRIFTY KIND

Twenty-eight years of select breeding brings these bees up to a standard surpassed by none, but su-

perior to many.

Place your order now for June delivery of queens. We have booked as many orders for pound bees

as we can handle this season.

PRICES AFTER JUNE 1
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A Great Sales Record of

A Great Bee Book

Here is a record for the sale of a standard class book,

not often equalled in any field, and never approached

before by any bee book.

On July 1, 1919, one year ago, this company com-

pleted the printing and binding of 10,000 of the 1919

edition of the

ABC
XYZ

ofBEE
CULTURE

On May 1, 1920, these 10,000 copies of the world's

greatest bee book had been exhausted. A new issue

of the 1919 edition is now completed, and we are

again filling orders for the same. It is the indispen-

sable book to every up-to-date beekeeper eveywhere.

THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY
MEDINA, OHIO
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25^ DISCOUNT
ON SHIPPING CASES AS LONG AS

OUR STOCK LASTS

FLAT CASES, 2-INCH GLASS, 24 SECTIONS EACH,

25 TO THE CRATE

CATALOG PRICES

414x1%
4%xlV^
4 x5
Lewis Section Squeezers $4.80 each
Frame Wedge Drivers $1.25 each

lOOJ^ots

$50.00
48.00
48.00

25 Lots

$13.00
12.50

12.50

CUT PRICES

100 Lots

$37.50
36.00
36.00
3.60 each
.94 each

25 Lots

$10.75
9.38

9.38

We are overstocked on the above supplies and offer them at 25% reduc-

tion while they last. Send in your order AT ONCE

THEY ARE ALL LEWIS BEEWARE

You had better order a "Muth Ideal Bee Veil" than be sorry.

$1.60 each post paid.

THE FRED W. MUTH CO.
BEST PRICES PAID FOR

HONEY

Send us samples of your
honey and we will quote you
a price equal or better than
that of any other concern.
We buy and sell both comb
and extracted honey. Cash
remitted in full the same day
shipment is received.

CINCINNATI, 0.

"The Busy Bee

Men"

BEESWAX RENDERED
FROM OLD COMBS

We pay you the highest mar-
ket price for rendered Avax,
less 5c per pound rendering
charge. Our special hydrau-
lic steam wax press gets the
very last drop of wax from
old combs and capping, as-

suring you maximum profit
on them. Write for full par-
ticulars.
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THE BEST BEE
BOOKS

THE HONFYBEE
By Langstroth and Dadant.

A very complete text on

beekeeping. S7S pages, attrac-

tive cloth binding, $1.50. French

edition, $1.75; Spanish, $2.

FIRST LESSONS IN BEE-
KEEPING

By C. P. Dadant.

Will start you right. 167 pages,

178 illustrations, cloth binding.

Price $1.00.

AMERICAN HONEY PLANTS
By Frank C. Pellett.

First book in the English lan-

guage on the subject of the

honey plants.

300 large pages, 155 illustra-

tions, cloth binding; $2.50.

OUTAPIARIES
By M. G. Dadant.

Valuable to every extensive

beekeeper. 125 pages, 50 illus-

trations; cloth bound.. Price

$1.00.

PRACTICAL QUEEN REAR-
ING

By Frank C. Pellett

Gives all up-to-date methods

of rearing queens for the small

beekeeper or for the specialist.

Cloth bound, 105 pages, 40 il-

lustrations.

Price $1.00

1,000 ANSWERS TO BEE-
KEEPING QUESTIONS
By Dr. C. C. Miller.

Answers the questions that

other books overlook. Cloth

bound, 276 pages. Price $125.

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL,
Hamilton, Illinois

WINTER PROBLEM SOLVED
BY THE

HIVE WITH AN INNER OVERCOAT

FURNISHED WITH JUMBO DEPTH OR STANDARD
HOFFMAN FRAMES

Plan to try out a sample shipment of these hives the coming win-

ter and be convinced of their efficiency and durability. Our winter's

loss the past winter of 1919-20 was less than 5 per cent, and this was
due to starvation and poor queens. The bees were confined to the

hives without a flight for about 120 days. These hives will winter

normal colonies perfectly under the most severe conditions. We have
many testimonials, too numerous to publish. The two Inner Over-

coats with intervening dead air spaces and inner covering or blankets

close up about the brood-nest is what does the trick. A person could

have any amount of blankets fastened up on the walls of a room and
still freeze to death if left in the center of the room without close up
protection or insulation. If you can eliminate your winter loses, think

what it will mean to you.

Order early, as freight is slow and uncertain and will get more
serious as winter approaches. Do not fail to try out a sample ship-

ment. Catalog and special circulars sent on request.

TIN HONEY PACKAGES

2^4 lb., Friction Top cans, cases of 24
JVa lb., Friction Top cans, crates of 100
2^ lb.. Friction Top cans, crates of 450
5 lb., Friction Top pails, cratea of 18
5 lb., Friction Top pails, crates of 100

5 lb.. Friction Top pails, cratei of 800
10 lb., Friction Top pails, cases of
10 lb., Friction Top pails, cratei of 100
60 lb., case, in cases of 1 and i
60 lb., cans in crates of 34 and 60

Ask for our special money-saving prices, stating quantity wanted.

A. G. WOODMAN CO.
ORAND RAPIDS, MICH., U. S. A.
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GRIGGS SAVES YOU FREIGHT'

TOLEDO

NOW FOR THE 1920 HONEY CROP We will buy it, both comb and extracted

We want especially White Orange, White Sage, White Clover, Basswood, Raspberry.
Write us what you have, sending samples, and prices asked, in first letter.

SECOND-HAND 60-Lb. CANS
These cans used only once, packed in good cases. 10 cases, 70c; SO to 100 cases, 65c; 100 to 500, 60c.

BEESWAX WANTED

GRIGGS BROTHERS CO., TOLEDO, OHIO "l^^

GRIGGS SAVES YOU FREIGHT"

^iiimiiMiiniiiiMiiiiiinnii n iniiiiiiiiiiiinniiiiiiunniiiii nil uiiiriiii niiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiHniiiiBimnniHiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiniiiminiiiMniiriiiiiiinniinniimiri |pii|i,^|,MlfnirH>

§ QUEENS BEES BY THE POUND queens i

sE

The rush of our bee shipping season will practically be over by Tuly 1st; will then be in position to take care of your QUEEN orders.

Just received a picture from a party showing a colony built up from about 2 pounds of bees and a queen last spring (1919) and at

that time weighed 330 pounds gross; others in the yard did better than that one. We have had colonies here gather 400 pounds spring
crop. Party wrote from Chicago: "The shipment of bees was received on May 7, this year; hived same day; did not examine until

18th, when we found all queens accepted and had laid in three frames. We greatly appreciate receiving such good grade of bees and
hope to favor you with larger orders in the future." Another from Nebraska: "Wish to tell you how well pleased I am with the

business done with you. Some of the 50 packages had less than 100 dead bees in them. Those queens of yours are the best uniform
QUEENS I have ever received. What is your price on 200 two-pound packages with queens for spring, 1921?"
Our QUEENS are hardy, gentle Italians; they throw bees that fill the supers. GUARANTEE safe arrival and satisfaction

QUEENS. With my method of feeding, can ship bees successfully in July and August. Get a few packages and build them for

fall flow or winter. Send for FREE Circular giving reference, prices by parcel post, nuclei, guarantee, etc.

on
the

Untested Queens $1.50
Select Untested Queens 1.65

6 12 50 100 1
$7.50 $13.50 $48.00 $95.00 Tested Queens 3.50
8.26 14.85 52.80 104.60 Select Tested Queens 3.00

1 pound package bees, $2.40; 25 or more, $2.16 each
2 pound package bees, $4.25; 25 or more, $3.83 each
3 pound package bees, $6.25; 25 or more. $5.62 each

Add price of queen wanted when ordering bees.

6
13.60
16.20

12
27.00

60
110.00

5

I

NUECES COUNTY APIARIES, ^ |..t;/V CALALLEN, TEXAS I
uiuuioiiiiuniiinuiiuinuuiiuiHuuiiiDHUininiimuiiiiiiiiDiiiuiminauiiiiininaniniuiiiiciiiniiniinauiiiuiiuiuiiiHiuiiiiaiumiHHiDniiiiiiiuianiuiiiiiiiniiuuiii^^

HONEY CANS
Several cars just unloaded at our Ogden, Utah, and Idaho Falls, Idaho, warehouses—more coming. We
have anticipated the heavy demand and can fill your orders promptly. Avoid congested supers and loss of

honey by ordering early.

SUPERIOR FOUNDATION
We are keeping pace with the enormous demand. For real quality specify "SUPERIOR" Foundation. If your
dealer cannot supply you, write us for special prices.

We are still paying top prices.

BEESWAX

"Everything in Bee Supplies.'

SUPERIOR HONEY CO., Ogden, Utah
(Manufacturer* of Weed Process Foundation)

I
THREE-BAND ITALIANS

<a Satisfaction Guaranteed

I Untested $1.00 each, $10.00 doz., $70.00 per 100

I
Tested $2.25 each, $24.00 doz.

X Breeders $5.00 each.

*! No more nuclei for sale this season.
i
I IRISH BROS., DOCTORTOWN, GA.

T

I

t

HAND-MOORE
QUEENS

How many of you, let

me see, have tested out
the Hand-Moore bee?
Our becB tet honey by
the ton, and honeys
what brings the mon."
So if you want your
honest share, and are
not content with just

the tare. Buy Hand-
Moore gueens, that's

what I say, and do it,

yes, and right away.

Untested $1.50 each;
6, $8.00; 12. $15.00.

W. A. LATSHAW CO.
CURION, MICH.
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BOOKS, LABELS, STATIONERY
TWO NEW BOOKS

Outapiaries, by M. G. Dadant. Many valuable hints to

the beekeeper who would extend his operations are to be

found in this cloth bound book of 125 pages. The author

has had a life-time experience in outapiary management.
Price $1.00.

American Honey Plants, by Frank C. Pellett. The first

book in the English Language on the honey plants. In-

valuable to the live beekeeper who would make the most

of his locality. The important honey sources of each

state are listed separately and all treated in alphabetical

order. 297 pages, 155 illustrations. Price $2.50.

OTHER GOOD BEE BOOKS
Langstroth on the Honeybee, revised by Dadant. 575

pages, $1.50.

First Lessons in Beekeeping, by C. P. Dadant. 167 pages,

$1.00.

1000 Answers to Beekeeping Questions, by C. C. Miller.

$1.25.

Practical Queen Rearing, by Frank C. Pellett. 105 pages

$1.00.

LABELS
Now is the time to create a permanent demand for honey.
A distinctive label will help to attract the consumer to

your product. There are none better than turned out by
our shop. Send for our new catalog of latest designs.

STATIONERY
Attractive printed matter will help your business. The
printer in charge of our plant devotes his entire time to

printing for beekeepers. Anything in the line of printed

matter for beekeepers. Best quality, prompt service, and
satisfied customers keep our shop busy.

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL
HAMILTON, ILLINOIS
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A 9% STMENT
Invest your money in Lewis "Beeware" at 9%. Play

safe on transportation delays, slow deliveries

of raw materials and the loss of

your honey crop

Buy Lewis "Beeware" in August

Get an Early Order Discount of 9 %

Buy Lewis "Beeware" in September

Get an Early Order Discount of 8 %

Cash MustAccompany Such Orders

This offer gives you an opportunity to save more money than the

interest on a loan for the amount at your bank. It also

enables us to avoid a "peak" of production load,

with delays, in the next honey season

LOOK
FOR

BEE HIVES AND APIARIAN EQUIPMENT

BEWARE
WHERE YOU BUY YOUR

BEEWARE
'W/> T£/fTOWM\ S

A
MAKES THE FINEST.

THIS

MARK

G. B. LEWIS COMPANY MAKERS OF "BEEWARE"
BRANCHES AND DISTRIBUTORS EVERYWHERE

FACTORY AND HOME OFFICE, WATERTOWN, WIS.
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EFFECTIVE INSPECTION

How Indiana Beekeepers Are Co-operating With the State Inspection Service

in the Eradication of Foulbrood

THE combination of inspection
work with educational service
offers the best solution of the

disease problem. The writer has long
been an advocate of educational
methods. It was accordingly a great
pleasure to join the automobile tour
of the Vigo County Beekeepers' As-
sociation the first week in June. The
Vigo County fellows are a bunch of

live wires. The President, William
A. Hunter, was for years a carriage
manufacturer, but when he caught
the bee fever he got it so bad that
he decided to give up manufacturing
for honey production. Frank Teel,
the Vice President, is a retired

banker, who takes beekeeping seri-

ously. The Secretary, Q. O. Rainbolt,
is one of the liveliest county agents
that the writer has run up against.

Vigo County is liberally sprinkled
with both American and European
foulbrood. To keep bees on a com-
mercial scale, under such conditions,
is a strenuous game, and the local

beekeepers are determined to eradi-

cate foulbrood, not only from Vigo
County, but from surrounding coun-
ties as well. The beekeeping tour is

an annual affair and everybody who
owns bees is invited—yes, urged—to

go along, and the members see that

sufficient cars are provided to carry

all who wish to go. If bee owners
are not sufficiently interested to go.

the beekeepers schedule a stop with
them, so they can hardly escape ac-

tual contact with the enthusiastic

bunch. An effort is made to locate

every colony of bees in the entire

area covered, and to make sure that

they are properly kept. The tour

extends over four days, and they are

mighty busy days, indeed. The en-

tire inspection force, from the State
Entomologist's office, was present on
this tour, which made fast work pos-

sible when an apiary was reached.

BY FRANK C. PELLETT

Every colony of bees was examined
and either treated or marked for

later treatment, as circumstances de-

termined. The novice who had never
seen bees could get a very good idea

of the details of practice during the

four days, since every ooeration, from
hiving swarms to treating foulbrood.

was demonstrated.
Publicity for the affair was not neg-

lected. Mrs. Ann Bowles Wiley, a re-

porter for the Terre Haute Tribune,
and well-known contributor to other

publications, was present on the trip,

and a movie operator, Mr. Frank
Martin, filmed the principal opera-

tions. In case any beekeeper in the

territory failed to be present or was
not visited on the trip, he will see a
glowing account in the papers, or the
pictures in the local theatre. If any-
thing was overlooked in the way of

bringing the matter to public atten-

tion, the writer was unable to dis-

cover what it was.
The start was rather dismal, for

when the time arrived it was rain-

ing as though it would never stop.

However, a sufficient number to fill

several automobiles gathered at the

county agents' office, and after wait-
ing several hours for- it to stop,

started out in the rain.

The first demonstration was trans-

The movie man was wide awake
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ferring bees into a good hive. There
was much interest in this operation
on the part of the novice and skilled

beekeeper alike. Fortunately, by
this time, it had stopped raining and
the movie man was able to operate
his machine w-liile the work was in

progress.
Big baskets of lunch were brought

out at the noon hour and the contents
quickly disposed of. There was too
much to be done to permit the waste
of much time, and the crowd was of!

to the next stop. .\n interesting inci-

dent of the first day was the cutting
of a bee tree. It was a big sugar ma-
ple and the bees were entering at a
hollow limb aboiit 30 feet above
ground. Men with a.xes. and later

with a cross-cut saw made quick
work of felling it. Even the reporter
lady gave a hand at the saw. When
it was down, a section was cut out
and that part occupied by the bees
was split open. Although th" colony
was not large, it was transferred to a

hive in the approved manner. Here
again the movie man was kept busy,

even showing the falling of the big

tree.

At one well-kept farm, a big lot of

good equipment w.t= found and many
hives filled with combs, but few bees.

The old gentleman who owned them
had died, and .American foulbrood
made short work of the neglected
bees. Here the inspectors made a

big bonfire, burning the moth-eaten
combs and inside textures, while disin-

fecting the hives and such equipment

The reporter lady gives a hand at cutting the tree.

as could safely be saved. It was a

splendid object lesson on the effect

of disease in the apiary.
Beekeepers visited, who had had

only box hives last year, had every-
thing in spick and span order this

year, with bees in new hives, nicely
painted, and in good show condition.
One visit, from a crowd like that, is

1 ransferring the bees from \\\r tree to the hive

s.ifficirnt to start a fellow to keeping
bees righr or to get out of the busi-
ness. Only one man on the whole
trip failed to oiTer a cordial welcome.
This fellow swore that the whole
crowd was a bunch of crooks, and
that he had sold all his bees after
last year's visit, just to get rid of
them. When asked for an explana-
tion of the trouble v>'hich his bees had
manifested last year, he said there
iiad been a big fight among the
drones, which so reduced the bees
tliat they had not done any good.
Some whose bees were not in good

condition joined the crowd and went
out to see both well-kept bees and
neglected bees,vuntil they were able
to see exactly how they should be
kept. A delightful hour was spent at

St. Mary's of the Woods. Here a

good-sized apiary in charge of a

Sister past 70 years of age, was found
to be in model order. It was an ex-

cellent chance to impress upon the

novice how bees should be kept. A
large poi;ltry farm, at the same in-

stitution, attracted much interest on
the part of the visitors.

All told, it was a very successful oc-

casion. Not only did it furnish an op-
portunity for the members of the as-

sociation to get together for a.n out-

ing and talkfest, but it had a most
wholesome effect upon 'he class of

l)cekeepers who are hardest to i each

—those who, having a few bees, do
not take much interest in them. In

some cases, it was very plain that the

owners of ill-kejit apiaries did not en-

joy the visit of such a crowd, n(jr

did they exactly relish the comments
on the way things were kept. In one
apiary, the bees were found with only

•)ne super on each hive, jammed full

;ii nearly every case from tulip pop-

lar, and the bees loafing for lack of

room to store the incoming honey
from clover. The owner would not

admit that it would have paid him
to put on more supers, as he had

kept bees for forty years with only
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ihc program, etc., should address
Professor Wilson at Madison.

The inspectors have a bonfire

one super to each hive. To induce
such a man to visit apiaries under
similar conditions, to see where two
or three supers could be filled at the
same time, is very effective argu-
ment. Wherever the crowd went, the
inspectors examined the bees for dis-

ease, and the crowd commented freely

upon the care or lack of care mani-
fested in the apiary. If things were
not right, there was no lack of forth-

coming information to put the owner
right.

Considering the changes in the api-

aries visited for the first time last

season, it is very apparent that after

two or three •more rounds of the re-

gion, there will be none but well-

kept apiaries. Some tribes of Indians
had no laws punishing crime, but
those ignoring the ideals of the tribe

were shunned and ignored until they
usually committed suicide. Thus
does human nature react to public

sentiment. The Indiana beekeepers
propose to make it so unpopular to

keep bees shabbily that their owners
will either keep them right or dispose
of them. In many cases lack of in-

terest is only because the owners
have been too closely occupied with
other matters to inform themselves.
Such often develop into the most
careful and enthusiastic beekeepers.

The inspection, in Indiana, is under
direction of the State Entomologist,
Frank N. Wallace. There are three
inspectors. T. C. Johnson, James E.

Starkey and C. O. Yost. The demon-
stration methods were tried out on a

small scale two years ago. Results

were so encouraging that m::re e.xten-

sive trials were given last year, and
this season it is the rule, wherever the

local organizations are prepaicd lo

give sufficient support.

to 21. Dr. Phillips and George S. De-
muth will again be present.

So much interest was manifested ;n

this summer school of beekeeping
last year that a good attendance
should be assured again this season.

Prof. H. F. Wilson, of the State Uni-
versity, will be in charge. He writes

that they have planted a garden for

the beekeepers so that an abundant
supply of vegetables will be available

to those who wish to camp and cook
their own meals. Professor Wilson
has worked hard to advance the in-

terests of beekeeping in Wisconsin,
and the summer Chautauquas are

well worth while. Those desiring

more detailed information regarding

BROKEN PACKAGES
By C. A. Ellis

One express man here said to nic :

"Lots of bees in packages coming
now; many of them get out and fly

around the room, but none of us get
stung."

The point and the pity of this is.

"many of them get out."
In a milk sales room, not ten min-

utes ago, a railway mail clerk told
us this: "Just before we left for
Boston an expressman threw into
our (mail) car a l)ox of bees (he
probably thought it was the express
car). The box was broken and the
bees poured out, hundreds of 'em. We
laid low till we got to the middle of
the Hudson river, and then, you bet,

we kicked that box o' bees into the
river." Some beeman's good $5 wortli
of bees; perhaps a $2.50 queen with
'em.

The point is, the deadly fear of the
bees. The light and poorly braced
package is another. They should be
so strongly braced and nailed that
they cannot be broken except with a

sledge hammer, and so made that
not a bee can sting the hand of the
express handlers. Honey comes to
me so poorly packed that I'm sur-
prised it is all there.

Albany, N. Y.

These suggestions are good. If the
bees are strongly confined, there will

be less loss in transit, and less rough
handling. Printed directions, in large
letters should be pasted on the pack-
age. More and more bees are being
shipped from one part of the country
to the other, and it is necessary to

educate those who handle .them on
the way.—Editor.

BEEKEEPERS' CHAUTAUQUA
The second annual field meeting

and Chautauqua for beekeepers will

be held at Madison. Wis., August 16

Indiana inspection force and officers of

right, C. O. Yost, Wm. A. Hunter, Q
N. Wallace and T. C. Johnson.

the Vigo County Association. Left to

O. Rainbolt, James E. Starkey, Frank
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THE EDITOR'S VIEWPOINT
A Starvation Swarm
On page 271 of this number, Rev.

A. A. Evans gives a very pretty exam-
ple of devotion on the part of starv-

ing bees, showing them as leaving the

hive so that the remainder of the

colony might have enough to eat.

We know that bees are devoted,

but we have never seen an instance of

this kind. Yet, why should it not be
so? When caged bees arrive from a

long trip, short of food, the queen is

usually the last one to die. Evidently
she is fed by the others to the last

drop. We can understand it, since we
see bees feeding their queen con-

stantly, as they meet her, in the hive.

Skeptics have doubted the bees' de-

votion and said that the queen
outlived the others becatise she had
more powers of endurance, and not

because the bees denied themselves to

feed her. But when we see their love

for her, and the despair which they
show when she is lost, we can under-
stand and appreciate their devotion.

Are bees more devoted to their race

than the average human being is to

his own? Very probably they are.

The example of Captain Gates is as

fine an illustration as could be given.

But we are likely to be selfish while

we accuse others of the same fault.

The detested German's "Deutchland
uber alles" looks monstrous to us.

But pretty soon we are ready to cry

"America First" and consider that

word as a great evidence of devotion.

We are like the bee in the care for

our family or country to the exclusion

of all others. They certainly give us

fine examples of industry and devo-

tion.

Bacillua Pluton Versua
Bacillus Alvei

The American and European bac-

teriologists who read the American
Bee Journal are requested to fake

p rticular note of Dr. White's "Ob-
servations on European Foulbrood,"
concluded in this number. On page
267 (note) Dr. White very plainly ad-

vances an explanation of why scient-

ists disagree upon the odor or lack of

odor of the so-called European foul-

brood. He says: "When the larvrc

die Bacillus pluton stops growing, but

Bacillus »lvei begins to multiply then

at a very rapid pace and invades the
entire larval remains.
In the first installment of his arti-

cle (July number, page 226), Dr.
White wrote: "The name 'stinking
foulbrood' has been used in some
countries for the disorder in which
Bacillus alvei occurs in large num-
bers, and 'sour brood' for the one in

which Streptococcus apis is present
in considerable numbers. The writer
wishes to suggest that these are two
names for one disease and that the
disease is the same as the one for
which the name European foulbrood
is being used in this country." He
goes on to explain that the foul odor
which some scientists charge to Euro-
peon foulbrood is to be found when
Bacillus alvei is contained in the
brood in large numbers.

Evidently, if Dr. White is correct,
the stinking odor comes from the lar-

vae which have been invaded by Ba-
cillus alvei, after death, while those
dying from Bacillus pluton give but
little odor. This explains, until a bet-
ter explanation comes, why there is a
division of opinion as to whether Eu-
ropean foulbrood has, or has not, a

marked odor, sufficient to stamp it as
"stinking foulbrood." We trust our
European friends will seize upon this

and verify Dr. White's statements.
Every day we gain a little towards
the truth. When we remember how
many centuries passed before man
found out that yellow fever was
caused by the bite of a mosquito, we
need not be astonished at the length
of time it takes to decide what is

foulbrood.
Mr. C. P. Dadant,' '

Hamilton, 111.

Dear Mr. Dadant:
I wish to say that the manner in

which the European foulbrood arti-

c'e is printed is very pleasing. The il-

lustrations have been printed very
\ve\\. A few typographical errors are

noted. Most of these were made by
our typist here and overlooked by me
when I read the copy. Thinking you
might wish to mention some of these

at the close of the article, possibly, I

am referring to them at this time.

Errata
Page 226, column 2, line 40. for "af-

terwards" read "after death."

Page 227, column 1, line 6, for

"those" read "these."
Page 227, column 1, line 33, for

"arena" read "area."
Page 227, column 3, line S, for

"germs" read "queens."
Page 227, in legend to Fig. 5, line 3,

for "O" read "Q."

The most important error, of
course, is the 4th one mentioned, the
others being minor ones and probably
are not worthy of mentioning.

Very sincerely,

G. F. WHITE.

Georgia Beekeepers Meet

A drive for the passage and en-
forcement of a bee disease inspection
law was begun by the beekeepers of
Georgia at Waycross, Saturday, July
3, when a committee was named to
appear before the present session of
the Legislature in that State and ask
for a law and an appropriation for
its regulations.

J. J. Wilder, of Waycross, was
named President of the Georgia Bee-
keepers' Association at a meeting
held the same day, attended by 75
beekeepers from throughout the
State. After a talk on the advantages
of organization and of having apiary
inspection service, given by Kennith
Hawkins, of the G. B. Lewis Com-
pany, the organization was efifected.

Vice Presidents who were named are:
John W. Cash, Bogart ; W. C. Bar-
nard, Glenville; A. B. Crenshaw,
Pavo; W. H. Young, Bainbridge, and
W. L. Wilder, of Macon, each Ijeing

chosen from a diflferent part of the
State to facilitate State-wide organi-
zation. The Secretary is Mrs. Madge
Merritt, of Brunswick, and the Treas-
urer is C. H. Herndon, of Waycross.
N. L. Stapleton, of Colquitt, together

with President J. J. Wilder, heads the
delegation chosen to present the
claims of the Association to the Leg-
islature. An attorney pledged himself
to prepare their bill and arrange-
ments have been made to have the
bill introduced both in the House and
Senate. It will be practically a dupli-

cate of the Florida apiary inspection
law and will be enforced by the State
Entomologist
American foulbrood has made its

appearance in serious infections in

northern Georgia near the South
Carolina line among some of the best
apiaries of the State, and is believed

to have been introduced through
shipments of nuclei to Georgia from
States north. Great confidence was
shown in Mr. Wilder, who enter-
tained the visitors at his factory,

where dinner was served to all who
attended, Mr. Wilder being assisted '

by his factory workers. The meeting
lasted from 10 o'clock in the inorning
until 6 o'clock at night, and interest

never flagged during the entire time.

Beekeepers numbering about 20 from
various parts of the State were called

upon to express their opinion of bee-

keeping possibilities and methods in

various parts of the State. The own-
ership or control of over 50,000 colo-

nies of bees was represented by the

men and women who attended this

session.
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A Comb of Healthy Brood

Our cover page gives a reproduc-
tion of a photo published in October,

1910, on the cover page of this maga-
zine. It was furnished by Mr. Ly-
man, of Downer's Grove, and can

give the beginner a very good idea of

healthy brood in all stages. Notice

the larvae coiled at the bottom of the

cells, in the center bottom of the pic-

ture. Swammerdam compared them
to "a dog when going to sleep." In

the center of the picture, eggs may be

noticed. Near the top, cells contain-

ing pollen are shown. The top of the

comb shows sealed honey.
No favorablel teomments may be

made about the regularity in the

brood in this photo, but it would be
impossible to show the different

stages in a comb that was filled regu-

larly, by the queen, as the brood
would then be almost all of the same
age. The variety is here, and the only

jiarts that do not show plainly are

the cells, at the edges, which are

slightly out of focus.

Florida Beekeeping Course

.\ course in beekeeping is being

given at the University of Florida, at

Gainesville. Dr. Frank Stirling, the

instructor, reports that "more interest

is being shown in this course than in

most others." There are 40 students.

The State Plant Board, with head-
quarters at Gainesville, is in charge

of the bee disease law. Correspond-
ence on this matter should be ad-

dressed to the "Plant Commissioner"
at Gainesville.

Color of Queens

"The color of the queen has no con-

nection with the color of the work-
ers, for there are golden queens
which produce dark workers and dark

queens which produce very light

workers."— (A. Zanini, in the Bee
World.) We concur in this statement,

although by long protracted selection

bright queens producing bright work-
ers are finally secured. When we
mentioned to Doolittle that the color

of the queen had no importance what-
ever, he replied: "You like to look at

a pretty girl, why not at a pretty

queen

:

-Editor.

Beekeeping Near Vladivostok

We are in receipt of the following

information on beekeeping, in the

Valley of the Usuri River, which
flows into the Japan Sea at Vladivos-

tok, by a Hungarian officer, who is

now a prisoner of war in the Japanese
camp at Pervaya-Rietchka, near Vla-

divostok, Manchuria:
"In gathering information about the

conditions of beekeeping at this place

and along the Usuri River, I learned

that the Langstroth system is widely

spread; the hives in use are known
as Dadant hives, and alternately I

have also found some built on the ad-

vice of Dr. C. C. Miller, both with 10

and 14 frames. The bees are harvest-

ing honey from white clover (May 29)

which is abundant here. The average

production of extracted honey per

colony varies from 100 to 150 pounds.

though the eason of pasturage is

very short, lasting from May to the

end of September. The climate, in

spring, near the seacoast at Vladivos-
tok, is very unfavorable to the bees.

Since the beginning of the two
months of my sojourn here, there

was scarcely a day without fog, and
every other day we are waiting for

fine weather."
WILLIAM SLOVIG.

Death of an Italian Apiarist

Dr. Emilio Triaca, whom we met in

1913, at Milan, and who was one 'of

the founders of the Italian Associa-
tion of Beekeepers, and its Vice
President, died at his home. Villa La
Calma, near the Lake of Como. He
had served as Lieutenant in the Ital-

ian army, in the fifties, during the

war which liberated the Province of

Milan. He was then wounded in the

left leg and was a cripple ever after.

He held a number of positions of

trust in M'ilan, and was decorated
with the medal of military valor. He
was n years old.

Dr. Triaca was one of the finest

and most progressive men among the

leading apiarists of Italy. He is re-

gretted by all who knew him.

How Many Eggs May be Laid

in Twenty-One Days?

In the question department, the

reader will find a reply by Dr. Miller,

giving an estimate of the number of

eggs a queen may be able to lay in

the 21 days which are required for

the egg to hatch into a worker bee.

In a private note, Dr. Miller men-
tions the low estimates of old-time
writers on this question, the ma.xi-

mum, given by Donhoff, being 63,000

instead of Dr. Miller's 92,800. It is

interesting to read ancient authors on
this point; but one must remember
that their hives were usually alto-

gether too small for a full test. Ha-
met, one of the authorities of the

middle of the last century, asserts

that the queen lays an average of 40,-

000 to 100,000 eggs a year. That is

far from our estimates. It is true that

he adds that some queens may lay as

many as 200.000 to 500,000 in a year.

But he tells us also that "during the

active laying, she lays eggs from
morning till night without interrup-

tion." At the rate of 6 eggs per
minute, which has often been wit-

nessed, a 14-hour day would give us

5,040 eggs. A 10-hour day would pro-

duce 3.600 eggs. But why should we
think that she lays only in the day
time? Is it not because we have
watched her only during the day?
The ABC tells us, of a prolific queen,
that she "is on the job night and
day."
The older writers were still less am-

bitious than Haniet, as to the fer-

tility of the queen. Wildman, quoting
Reaumur, states that "she may lay

200 eggs in a day." That would make
only 4,200 eggs in 21 days. Colin was
a little more liberal, estimating the

number of eggs a queen could lay at

"not less than 400 to 600 per day." He
used very small hives.

Alley wrote that "a queen that will

not lay 1,200 eggs in 24 hours is not
worth preserving." That is a little

better than the old views. But it does
not come up to Doolittle, who wrote
that he had queens that laid 5,000 eggs
for weeks in succession. His descrip-
tion of a "really good queen" was
"one that will give us from 3,000 to

4,000 workers every day for a month,
previous to the honey harvest. (Sci-
entific Queen-Rearing, page 13). The
expressed opinion of this leader
among queen-breeders and honey-
producers was quite in accord with
the experience of Charles Dadant,
who found many queens, in actual
practice, with large hives, to occupy
at least 73,500 cells with brood in 21

days, previous to the honey crop.

Winter Experiments
Reports from beekeepers of great

experience, in northern New York, in-

dicate that there is still much to learn
in the matter of wintering, in locali-

ties where the confinement of the bees
is long protracted.

A firm of experienced men, having
419 colonies, wintered in cellars and
out-of-doors, both heavily and lightly
packed, secured the following results:
No. of colonies in fall 419
Loss 163

Per cent, 39.

Wintered in cellars 165

Loss 56
Per cent ,34

Wintered with heavy packing ZZ
Loss 8
Per cent, 24.

Wintered with packing on top and
sides only 221

Loss 99
Per cent, 45.

The percentage of loss is great in

every case, but largest in the slightly
sheltered colonies. Most probably the
low quality of the food was the great-
est cause of loss, since the colonies
were strong at the beginning of win-
ter.

Moral: Let us make sure of stores
of high quality before winter.

A Live Organization

We have been favored with a copy
of the report of the Aberdeenshire
and Kincardineshire Beekeepers' As-
sociaition for 1919. Judging from this

report there must be a very great in-

terest in beekeeping in that part of

Scotland. A total of 1,391 members is

shown for 1919, and we are informed
by letter that the number has already
increased to nearly 1,700.

The association has seven touring
experts who go about the country as-

sisting beekeepers with their prob-
lems. We infer that the touring ex-
pert employed by the association
works very much like our extension
men employed by the Government.
The report contains something over
65 pages and contains, besides the

names and addresses of members, the

reports of the experts, rules and
schedules of prizes for the honey
show, by-laws of the organization,
catalog of books in the library, etc.
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Some Observations on European Foulbrood

By G. F. White, Bureau of Entomology, U S. Dept. Agr., Washington, D. C.

(ConcUulcd from July)

Length of Time the Germ Lives

The germ Bacillus pluton grows and
multiplies probably only in the stom-
ach of infected bee larvae, and very lit-

tle, if any, after the larva dies.

Sooner or later, however, it dies if it

is not fed again to healthy larvse.

Many experiments were made relative

to the amount of heat, dryitig, sun
light, fermentation, putrefaction and
carbolic acid the germ will withstand.
The periods it will live in honey, pollen,

and in decaying larv;e were also sub-
jects for study. In performing the ex-

periments, disease material containing
the germ was subjected to these vari-

ous environments, respectively, and
then was fed to healthy brood to de-

termine when the germs were de-

stroyed.
The approximate period the germ of

European foulbrood will remain alive

in various environments may be esti-

mated from the following results:

When the germ was placed in water
and heated for 10 minutes it required
146 degrees F. to destroy it.

When it was heated in honey for 10

minutes it required 175 degrees F. to

destroy it.

The stomach contents of diseased
larva: were smeared on glass slides

and allowed to dry. When these were
shielded from the light the germ
lived about a year.

When siinilar smears were exposed
to the rays of the sun the germ was
destroyed in about 3 hours.

When placed in water it was de-

stroyed by the sun in about 6 hours.

When in honey the sun destroyed it

in about 4 hours.

It was destroyed in a 10 per cent

sugar solution fermenting at room
temperature within 3 weeks.

It was still alive after one month in

a 20 per cent honey solution ferment-
ing at outdoor temperature.
In a putrefying solution at room

temperature it was destroyed in

about 35 days.
In a similar solution at outdoor

temperature it was still alive after 40
days. The time required to destroy
it was not determined.
Placed in honey and kept at room

temperature the germ died in from 3

to 7 months.
Mixed with pollen, the germ lived

for more than / months at room tem-
perature. The maximum period has
not been determined.
The germ lives for a number of

days in a half per cent aqueous solu-

tion of carbolic acid, but is killed

rather quickly by strengths ordi-

narily used as a disinfectant.

Other things being equal, the germs
live longer in a cool environment
than in a warm one.

It will be observed from these facts

that the germ of European foulbrood
lives only about a year under quite

favorable environment; that it is

readily destroyed by a number of

factors in nature, and by heat and
disinfectants.

Spread of European Foulbrood
The discussion of the transmission

of any bee disease may be consid-

ered under three subdvisions—the

spread (1) from diseased larvae to

healthy ones within the same colony.

(2)from a diseased colony to a heal-

thy one within the same apiary and
(3) from a diseased apiary to a

healthy one.
Naturally the germ Bacillus pluton

must be present in a colony or there

can be no European foulbrood in it.

The spread of the disease, therefore,

involves directly the spread of the

germ that causes it. The infected

larva is the source for the multiplica-

Fig. 7. Experimental apiary for study of bee discasea

Fig. 6. Hive for exp^ri.ii^.Kal colony

tion of the germ and the adult bees
have a tendency to remove these lar-
vae pieceiTieal, thus removing the
germs. If the disease material is fed
to healthy larvae before the germ
dies, the disease will be transmitted;
if, on the other hand, it does not
reach the stomach of such larvae be-
fore the germ dies, naturally the dis-
ease will not be spread. These facts
form a good starting point in a con-
sideration of the problem of the
spread of the disease.
Were it possible to trace complete-

ly the course of the fragments of lar-

vae removed, until the disease-produc-
ing germ Bacillus pluton which the)'

contain was dead, one could describe
in considerable detail the mode of
transmission of the disease. While
to do this is well nigh impossible,
much has been done in a more indi-

rect way toward the solution of the
problem.
As a result of the removal of the

sick and dead larvae by the adult
bees, European foulbrood colonies
were found to manifest a marked
tendency to recover from the dis-

ease. The fragments of larvae re-

moved are not fed, as a rule, there-
fore, directly to the brood. Were
they stored with the honey, so they
would not reach the young feeding
brood for a few months, no disease
would result, since the germ dies

comparatively soon when it is in

honey.
Inasmuch as Bacillus pluton may

remain alive for a considerable pe-
riod in the scales, it seems quite prob-
able that through them the disease

might be carried over a period of

months and possibly, at times, over
winter. The pollen in European foul-

brood colonies might possibly also be

a source of infection for a considera-

ble period.

Once carried out of the hive and
released from the bees, the germs en-

counter various agents which tend to

destroy them, as drying, sunlight and
fermentation. The chance that such

germs while alive will be taken up by
adult bees and fed to healthy brood.
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Fig. 9. Stomach contents removed from larva sick of European foulbrood

indeed is comparatively sliglit.

Should they get into the water supply
of the bees a possible means for the

transmission of the disease would be

supplied. The chances would be in-

creased if the body oi water is near
the apiary, and is a slowly changing
one. A colony being weakened by
disease becomes a prey for robbers,

and at once becomes the source of

infection for other colonies of the

apiary, and at times, also, for other

apiaries. The likelihood of the dis-

ease being transmitted by extracted

'honey has been overestimated at

times.
Brood-combs containing brood

dead of European foulbrood will

transmit the disease by being placed

in a healthy colony after being stored

over winter at room temperature.

The maximum period they will do so

has not been determined. Hives tha;

have housed European foulbrood

colonies do not seem to be a likely

source of infection. Hive tools and
the hands or clothing of the api-

arist are not to be feared as sources

of infection.

Since all of the colonies of the ex-

perimental apiary were in the open,

the bees having free access to flight,

and no spread of the disease from
colony to colony was observed, it is

evident that the flowers visited by

bees from diseased colonies and af-

terward by those from healthy ones
are not a fruitful source of infection.

The observation serves to show also

that the water supply (no slowly

changing body of water was near

by) of the bees did not endanger the

healthy colonies of the apiary. Since

there was no spread of the disease

observed, a drifting of bees or the

wandering of drones as might have

have occurred did not result in any
appreciable infection. The observa-

tions made during the experiments

do not indicate that the disease is

likely to be transmitted through the

medium of queens.

Diagnosis of European Foulbrood
The death of brood in uncapped

cells, the yellow color of larvae re-

cently dead, the brownish hue of

those longer dead, the irregularity of

the brood and the absence of the

foulbrood odor are symptoms of Eu-

ropean foulbrood by which the bee-

keeper, after a little experience, can

diagnose readily, and at the apiary,

most cases of the disease.

Both late and early in the course

oi the disease, however, the diagno-

sis is frequently not so easy. Late

in the disease the bees may have re-

moved most or all of the dead larvx

from the uncapped cells and some of

those from the capped ones, leaving

only the larger scales that occupy
the endwise position in the cell. The
number of such scales in a given area

of brood-comb, however, is small.

While these scales resemble individ-
ually those of American foulbrood,
they are fewer in number, and when
dry are morp easily removed. When
dry, also, they are more rubberlike*
in consistency than are those of the
ropy disease. From the gross ap-
pearance alone the diagnosis can fre-

quently be made of these cases. In
the laboratory it can always be made
readily and easily from a suitable

sample.f

In European foulbrood a larva, be-
fore it dies, manifests symptoms by
which an early diagnosis may be
made.t A pronounced wavelike movc-

* The word "rubberlike,'* used in this con-
nection does not imply that the scales can be
stretched like a rubber band, but siir.jily that

when dry they are less brittle than those of

American foulbrood. The scales of both dis-

eases when in a moist environment (a sample
enclosed in a tight box, much moisture within
the bive, or even on a very damp day) take
up moisture readily and become soft. Under
such circumstances, therefore, neither the term
"rubberlike" nor "brittle" would be applicable

for the scales of either disease.

f McCray and White. The diagnosis of bee
diseases by laboratory methods. U. S. Dept.
Agr., Bur. Ent. June 21, 1918.
The diagnosis of European foulbrood in the

laboratory from samples received from bee-

keepers is usually made, or is at least con-
firmed, by finding Bacillus alvei in the dead
brood. This procedure has been adopted be-

cause Bacillus alvei is readily recognized in

making an examination of the samples, while
Bacillus pluton is not, and the method is made
possible from the fact that Bacillus alvei rarely

occurs in other bee diseases, and when encoun-
tered in them is found in very small numbers
only. The diagnosis in experimental studies,

on the other hand, is made, aa a rule, from the

presence of Bacillus plnton in the living but
sick larvae. A few facts in connection with the

disease make this difference in methods readily

understood.
Bacillus pluton, the cause of European foul-

brood, is present in large numbers in the stom-

achs of larvs sick but not yet dead of the dis-

ease, while Bacillus alvei, if present at all, oc-

curs then in small numbers only. In experi-

mental studies an early diagnosis is especially

desired. Sick larvs, rather than dead ones,

are used and Bacillus plulon is naturally the

germ that is looked for.

As the brood in samples received from the

beekeepers usually dies before reaching the

laboratory, naturally the diagnosis from such

samples must oe made from dead larvae. The
bacterial finding in the dead larvx is usually

quite different from that of the sick ones.

When the larva: die Bacillus pluton stops grow-

ing, but Bacillus alvei begins to multiply then

at a very rapid pace and invades the entire

larval remains. Upon examining such larva:,

therefore. Bacillus alvei is encountered in very
large numbers, while Bacillus pluton. in com-

parison, is present in small numbers only.

While all larvx dead of European foulbrood

do not contain Bacillus alvei. the brownish and
somewhat viscid ones, the scales resulting from

them, and especially the remains and scales

(Fig. 5, O, R, T) of the older larva; usually

contain this bacillus in very large numbers. In

making diagnoses such remains are looked for.

t White. Circular 157, U. S. Dept. Agr..

Bur. Ent, 1912.

ment of larvae strongly suggests the

presence of the disease. A yellowish
wliite mass seen through the narrow
transparent area (Fig. 5, K) along the
median dorsal portion of the body
of the larva furnishes positive evi-

dence of European foulbrood (Fig. 5,

L). This mass is within the stomach
and is made up chiefly of a bacterial

growth composed largely of Bacillus

p7uton.
A very satisfactory test and one

which may be applied even as early
as two days after infection takes
place, consists in removing the con-
tents from the stomach of a suspect-

ed larva. The larva is removed from
the brood-comb and is torn across

near the head end, leaving only the
contents of the stomach, which tears

less easily. By separating the two
portions of the larva the stomach
contents will be pulled out of the pos-
terior portion and be attached to the

anterior one (Fig. 9). The stomach
mass is broken into fragments by the

slight force necessary to remove it.

Conclusions
European foulbrood is the disease

of bees that causes the death of the

brood during its uncapped stage.

It occurs in many parts of the

United States and at least in Canada,
Denmark, England, Germany and
Switzerland.

It is frequently referred to by the

general terms of "foulbrood." In this

country it was called "black brood"
for a while. That "stinking foul-

brood" and "sour brood" are also

names for this disease is the opinion

of the writer.
The occurrence of the disease can-

not be attributed altogether to the

climate or food of the locality. The
season of the year and the quantity

of food are, however, factors which
determine to a certain extent the

course of the disease in the colony.

The disease is infectious and is

caused by a germ named Bacillus plu-

ton.

The worker, drone and queen lar-

va: are all susceptible to infection,

but the adult bees are not.

The germs reach the stomach of the

larva: with the food. In the stomach
they multiply rapidly and during the

third day of the infection symptoms
of the disease appear. Death takes

place frequently by the end of the

third day.
The sick and dead larvae naturally

contain the germs of the disease.

There is a strong tendency on the

part of adult bees to remove these

larvae. This is done in a piecemeal
fashion and the spread of the disease

Fig. 8. Glass tube for inoculating larva; by the direct method
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in nature is determined largely by the

disposition made of the fragments re-

moved.
The germ that causes European

foulbrood lives longer than either the

one that causes Nosema-disease or

the virus that causes sacbrood, but

not nearly so long, as the one that

causes American foulbrood.
The disease may be present in a

number of colonies of the apiary and
not be transmitted to the others.

Hives which have housed European
foulbrood colonies are not a fruitful

source for the spread of the disease.

Flaming them, while probably often

unnecessary, will surely remove all

possible danger. The hands and
clothing of the beekeeper and the

smoker and other tools used about
the apiary are not likely means for

the spread of the disease.

The transmission of the disease by
way of flowers is not to be feared.

Experimental evidence indicates

that if European foulbrood is ever

spread through the medium of

queens, drones or drifting bees the

method is not the usual one.

Theoretically, the water supply of

the bees, if it is near an apiary con-

taining one or inore diseased colonies

and is a slowly changing one, might
possibly become at times a source of

infection to other colonies of the

apiary, but whether the disease is

ever spread in this way has not yet

been determined.
Theoretically, also, under favorable

conditions, robbing from bee equip-

ment used about an infected apiary

might spread the disease.

The spread of the disease in nature,

it would seem, takes place chiefly as

the result of robbing from diseased

colonies.

The placing of brood-combs from

diseased colonies into healthy ones
will spread the disease.

Anyone, after having had a little

experience with European foulbrood,

can diagnose most cases of the dis-

ease very readily at the apiary. In

the laboratory all cases can be diag-

nosed from suitable samples by bac-
teriological methods.
The tendency for the colony to re-

cover from the disease is greater in

European foulbrood than in Ameri-
can foulbrood, but is less than it is

in sacbrood or Nosema-di.'^ease.
Considered from the technical

viewpoint, much has yet to be found
out about European foulbrood. For
practical purposes, however, it can be
said that sufficient information has
been gained to make it possible for

the beekeeper to devise a treatment
for the disease which will be log-

ical, efficient and at the same time

economical.

LATE FEEDING CAUSING DYS-
ENTERY AMONG THE BEES

By Kennilh Hawkins

So much has been written pro and
con concerning the trouble which
may be caused by feeding liquid food
to bees, either late in the fall or

during the winter, that the following

experiment may be of interest to bee-

keepers.
One colony of bees which was nor-

mal in every respect, was set aside

here in Wisconsin, after all the

available sources of nectar had been
destroyed by frost. This colony of

bees was shaken off the frames on
which it was clustered and placed in

a hive containing empty drawn
combs. This was accomplished in the

heat of the day when it was not par-

ticularly dangerous to the colony be-

Drone coml> liuilt next to worker combs, showing acconiniodalion cells.

(Enlarged).

cause of low temperature, and was at

a time when there was no longer any
brood in the hive, about October 1.

The bees were placed in a hive with
glass sides and the hive located in

a building where they were kept in a

temperature never less than 60 de-
grees F., but with an entrance lead-
ing directly out doors, facing west.
The size of the entrance was about 4

inches wide and a beespace high.

The colony was immediately fed with
a sugar syrup of two parts pure cane
granulated sugar to one of water, by
means of a pepper-bo.x style feeder.

The bees took the food readily and
stored it in their combs, but owing to

the low temperatures at night, were
able to seal very little of the syrup.

By October 25, during rainy, cold

weather, with a temperature during
the day of 40 degrees F., the colony
was clustered quite compactly, and
the activity of the bees was quite no-

ticeable within the cluster, which was
up against the glass hive side. They
were again fed and were able to take
some of the food down directly above
the cluster.

By November 11, in cloudy, cold

weather, with the temperature at 39

degrees F., the bees were again fed

and were able to take down some of

the syrup, although the disturbance
of placing on the feeder partly broke
up the cluster which the bees had
formed. They were again fed No-
vember 16, with the temperature at

32 degrees F., and again partly broke
cluster when fed.

By November 19, when no more
feeding had been done, the bees had
been forced to change their position

on the combs because the sugar syrup
supply within their cluster was ex-

hausted. The effects of feeding syrup

when the bees had no full flights was
noticeable, as the abdomens of the

individual bees became distended and
shiny and the activity of the colony

within the cluster was erratic and at

times greatly increased.

When observed November 27, on a

cloudy day, with the temperature at

17 degrees F., the activity of the

cluster was very erratic and it was
noticed that the queen had begun to

lay eggs. A number of the bees had
died and fallen to the bottom-board
of the hive. Each had a shiny, greatly

distended abdomen, and some were
able to crawl out of the hive to die.

The supply of syrup was adequate,

but the bees did not seem to be con-

suming quite so much.

Observations made December \2

showed that none of the brood which

had been' started had been capped
and that it seemed to die from lack of

heat, as there were now nearly two
inches of dead bees on the floor of

the hive, and no more eggs noticed.

Within a day or two after this,

when the colony was examined by

looking through the glass hive sides

again, it seemed as though the dis-

turbance caused a sort of explosion

within the hive and the cluster of

bees broke. Bees crawled in every

direction within the hive, sotne drop-

ping, and some voiding excrement and

dropping afterward. In a few hours

all the bees were dead or dying on the
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hive bottom. The temperature out-
doors at this time was about 25 de-
grees F. At no time since the bees
were first fed sugar syrup did they
liave a flight, to the knowledge of the
writer. At the time the bees died
there was still a considerable quan-
tity of sugar syrup in the frames.
Moral: Feed early.

Watertown, Wis.

(This experiment confirms previous
tests. When it is necessary to feed
the bees late in the fall or during the
winter, at a time when they cannot
take flights occasionally, the only
safe food is candy, placed over the
combs, above the cluster.—Editor).

MIGRATORY BEEKEEPING
By C. I. Graham

I shipped my first car of bees in

1891, from Santa Ana, Orange County,
to Newhall, Los Angeles County.
1891 and 1892 were off seasons. I fed
heavj' and lost SO per cent from star-

vation. In 1893 I produced 300 pounds
per colony in May and June, from
black sage, in Mint and Bouguet Can-
}-ons, in Los Angeles County. In July
moved by team 40 miles to Pondale,
producing 20 pounds per colony from
desert blue sage. In August moved
twenty miles, 3,000 feet elevation,

to Gorman Station, and produced
35 pounds per colony from wild
buckwheat, the big red variety. 1894

and '95 were ofi seasons in those lo-

cations. I was compelled to move
back to Los Angeles County, and
X'entura County bean fields, to carry
my colonies over. In 1896 I moved
by team 90 miles, to Kern County,
Tehachapi Mountains, 5,000 feet ele-

vation ; produced 52 pounds per
colony, honey from mountain salt

Sage, and delivered a car load of

honey SO miles to Mojave. I made
my own road through Mojave Desert.
In 1897 shipped back to L. A. Co., to

Mint and Bouguet Canyon, salt belt,

and produced 26 pounds per colony
from black sage. In 1898 moved by
team 30 miles to Bakersfield, Kern
County, in June; produced 65 pounds
per colony. In 1900 made four dif-

ferent crops by four shipments; first

crop Los Banos, Merced County
Spring flower belt, 20 pounds per
colony, in February and March; sec-

ond crop shipped to San Luis Obispo,
Monterey County, sage belt, pro-
duced 8 pounds per colony in May
and June. Third crop shipped back
to San Joaquin and Sacramento Val-
leys; produced 40 pounds per colony
from alfalfa and weeds in July and
August. In September shipped to

Merced, Madera and Fresno Coun-
ties to jackass clover belt; produced
70 pounds per colony; finished ex-
tracting on Christmas day, and
shipped to Tulare County, orange belt

for the winter. I shipped 14 cars for

the season. In 1905 I shipped from
Davis, Yolo County, almond belt to
Saugus, L. A. Co., sage belt, produc-
ing 300 pounds per colony in May and
June from black sage. In July
shipped to Raisin City and Courthers,
Fresno County, jackass clover belt,

securing 30 pounds per colony. The
crop was 240,000 pounds of honey,

2,000 pounds of wax. This crop was
handled by myself and one helper
from the first of February to the first

of November. One extreme follows
another in California. In 1906 I

shipped all my bees four times be-
fore I produced honey to carry them'
over the winter. I shipped 20 cars
for the season, including two cars to

Carson City, Nevada. I hauled them
by team 50 miles to Topaz, Mono
County, Calif. M\' traveling for the
season was five 3,000-raile books.
My system is to double liack two or

three times before shipping to new
locations, to make sure conditions
are developing O. K.. Then a hot
wave may kill and destroy the plants
shipped to. In 1910 I produced 60
pounds of orange honey per colony
at Exeter and Lemon Cove, Tulare
County. In April I shipped to Reno.
Truckee Meadows, Nevada. The 9th
of May produced 200 pounds per col-

ony from white clover, sweet clover
and alfalfa. There was a steady flow
from the 19th of May to the ISth day
of September. In 1915 I produced 106

pounds of orange honey per colony
in April at Porterville and Xante,
Tulare County, then shipped to Reno
and produced 60 pounds per colony
balance of season. In 1919 my bees
built up in the almond belt at Dur-
ham, Butte County, in February and
March, then produced a little sur-

plus from one-third of the colonies,

mated 50 per cent of queens, then
shipped to Oroville, Butte County,
orange belt, in April, and produced
18 pounds per colony. In May I

shipped to Yolo County reclaimed
lands, domestic seed belt, and pro-
duced 60 pounds per colony from on-
ions and carrots in May and June. In

July the bees were shipped to star

thistle belt, Colusa County, where
they produced 120 pounds per colony,
and tripled the number of colonies.

One of these car loads of colonies

passed eight health certificates dur-
ing the season. During the season of
1919 I eradicated 15 cases of Ameri-
can foulbrood, 7 cases in one car, 8 in

the other, and I realized how and
where I picked it up. In 1918 I was
located 2 miles from a careless bee-
keeper, who cleaned up his American
foulbrood in the day time. Fifty per
cent of his bees were affected. I had
600 colonies in this location. In 1918
I eradicated 12 cases of American
foulbrood in one car, no disease in

the other. Both carloads passed 2

health certificates during the season.
Now, who is most apt to

spread disease, the migratory or
the stationary beekeepers, even under
our present county laws? In the yel-
low star thistle belt, in Sacramento
Valley, 1903, I produced 68 pounds
per colony, thistle honey, at Grimes,
Colusa County. In 1908, 40 pounds per
colony, Chico, Butte County. 1912, 32
pounds at Vina, Tehama County, 1917

45 pounds at Tehama, Tehama County
and 1919, 120 pounds per colony at

Princeton, Colusa County. In 1903
this thistle was unknown to beekeep-
ers in California, excepting only three
small belts' to my knowledge, one at

Grimes, Colusa County; one at Cot-
tonwood, Shasta County, and one at

Tehama, Tehama County. Now it has
become a pest to farmers. No limit

—

an area, 100 miles in length, from
one to fifty miles in width.
Allow me to state the opportunities

and advantages have advanced 90
per cent in the past 20 years as to

quantity of honey plants and exten-
sive fields, although there is 90 per
cent more diseases than 20 years ago
in California and Nevada. In ship-
ping 170 cars of bees I have lost 3 car-
loads; first car 544 colonies, shipped
from San Luis Obispo, Monterey
County, to Knights Landing, Yolo
County, July 10, 1900. The car was
spotted on team track at noon, unable

:4«
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Comb built without foundation, showing both drone and worker cells arranged
in irregular manner
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to unload with teams at 6 p. m., the

whole car load suffocated at once; in

other words, in a very few minutes.
Second car, 320 colonies, billed from
Gypsum. Orange County, to Yaring-
ton, Nevada, by the Santa Fe R. R.

They held the bees up at Bakersfield
all day the 21st of July, 1911, ther-

mometer 110, waiting for certain ton-

nage before moving the train. At 4

p. m. the whole car load suffocated
with my complete shipping equipment
attached to all colonies. Standing in

one place was the cause of suffoca-

tion. Had those colonies been kept in

transit, moving along to destination,

unloaded at once and released, I

would have saved the bees. The third

car, 319 colonies in car, 245 lost;

shipped from Roscoe to Tehama, July
3, 1917. The car was left where I

could not unload the colonies from 8

p. m. to 8 a. m,. The delay and con-
finement in car was the cause of loss.

After a car of bees has been in transit

to their limit and stop, the colonies

should be unloaded at once and re-

leased.

In February, 1902. I lost 1,200 colo-

nies by flood water in the Sacramen-
to Valley. On May 28, 1909, at Lind-
say, Tulare County, Calif., orange
belt, my migratory beekeeping came
to a sudden stand. By misfortune I

burst a blood vessel, developing into

a stroke of paralysis. I have all my
records since 1886 to the present day,

from San Diego County to Modoc
County, Calif., from Reno to Wells,

Nevada. I have explored nine of the

western bee States, Old Mexico and
Argentine Republic, all for the love of

the dear little industrious honeybee.

THE DISMAL SWAMP
By John J. Lewis

Under the heading "The Dismal
Swamp for Beekeeping" you ask for

information. I used to keep a yard
of Italians on the northeastern edge
of the swamp, at Magnolia, Va. There
is an almost uninterrupted period of

blooming of what are listed as honey
plants from early spring to late fall,

but in that region many plants listed

as honey producers do not yield nec-
tar, for instance, although sweet bay
is most plentiful, I never saw a bee
on the blossom. Red maple blooms
in January or February when the

weather is too cool to yield much.
Yellow jessamine does not yield and
the gums, although covering most of

the swamp, do not yield much. I

think it is too far north for them to

yield well. Tulip poplar also is not
much of a yielder. Rattan is in the
shade too much for the bees to get to

it. Cotton docs not yield either.

Water ash yields well, but is not com-
mon enough to amount to much. The
colonies gain 5 to 10 pounds while it

is in bloom. The surplus is all from
May 1 to June 15, from blackberry,
holly, crimson clover and persimmon.
Something gives the honey a bitter

taste and amber color. I always
thought it was from holly. Mr. Geo.

Rea said that, farther in the swamp,
where Root tried wintering bees for

early spring shipments, the honey did

not have the bitter taste, although
there is holly there. The only advan-
tage I could see in keeping bees at

Dismal Swamp is for early queens or

early pound packages of bees, and
that is questionable. Bees need win-

ter protection, as it goes considerably

below freezing at times. As they are

active all winter, rarely over a week
passing without their flying, they

consume an enormous amount of

honey in winter. A 10-frame Lang-
stroth does not hold enough honey
for a strong colony to come through
to clover, and must be fed in spring.

1 used to have a botanical survey of

the Dismal Swamp, but cannot find it

at present. I would not advise anyone
to go there to keep bees for honey
production, and neither for package
bees. European foulbrood is also

there. Paralysis and pickle-brood are

prevalent, probably on account of the

damp climate.

> The surplus per colony is less than

in the North, and bees require a great

deal more care.

I am not a novice, although I don't
claim to be a professional beekeeper.
What I have just given you is not
guess work, but observation.

Last, but not least, don't forget ma-
laria and mosquitoes. I used to take
my quinine regularly.

List of honey plants to which my
bees had access from one-half to one
mile :

Soft maple very plentiful last of

January to late in February; valuable
for early brood-rearing.
Fruit bloom not very plentiful;

valuable for brood-rearing. (April).

Crimson clover. May 1 to 14; several
fields

;
good yielder (surplus).

Persimmon, few trees; good yielder,

but not enough trees to amount to

much.
Blackberry, May 10 to 30; best

honey plant; quite plentiful (sur-

plus).

Holly, May 20 to June 10; plentiful,

good yielder (surplus).

Black and cotton gum, very plentiful

in May; some honey.
Tulip poplar, plentiful; never saw

any amount of bees on it.

Cotton, after July 4, very plentiful;

does not yield honey.
Sumac (mountain), plentiful.

Partridge pea.

Gallberry. some in June, some honey.
White alder, some; no honey.
Ash, September, some; some honey.
Goldenrod, September; very plenti-

ful; yields some nectar.

Aster, October, very plentiful; yields

some honey.
Bay, in June; very plentiful; yields

nothing.
New York.

Moving in Tcisk Uislritt, i^aucaaus. Cylindiital wicUir luv<.s

MOVING BEES TO A NEW SPOT
By E. P. Stiles

Last year, about the middle of the

horsemint honey flow, or a little

later, I moved my little apiary to this

point, in Central Texas, from the

coast. Considerations other than bee
welfare caused my removal from the

coast, but in moving at that time I

expected to get a larger share of the

horsemint crop and to get in addi-

tion, later, the mesquite and sumac
crops, and enough bitter honey to

winter the bees on. Much too much
to expect of this locality.

Previous to moving those colonies

here they had been used all spring

for rearing and testing queens and
furnishing bees for pound packages;
consequently they were much run

down. The confinement to the hive

and enforced idleness during the

journey of about 200 miles and, pos-

sibly, change of climate—from sea

level to 500 feet, from moist to dry

atmosphere—seemed to invigorate

them.
Owing to the expense of expressing

the equipment of the yard, all ma-
terial, except the hive bodies con-

taining the^ bees, w^s shipped by
freight, and "this was much longer on

the road than was expected. During
this time the bees were without hive-

lops or bottoms. Upon their arrival,

the l)ees were luovcd to the new
yard, the ground where the hives

were to stand, raked smooth, the
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screens taken from the bottom and
the bodies set on the bare ground.

The screens on top were covered

with tarred felt and on that earth

heaped. That same night a heavy
rain storm ensued, but the soil be-

ing porous, the location a hillside,

and the ground very dry, no harm
was done. The bees went immedi-
ately to work, and during the suc-

ceeding three weeks stored consid-

erable honey and built up into good
colonies. This history brings them
to the first of July, 1919. Then all

sources of nectar failed, so far as

surplus is concerned. From that

time until May 18, 1920, the bees have
lived from hand to mouth, starved or

been fed. I lost some bees by star-

vation on May 16. They had been

shut up by stormy, cold weather for

three days and did not have suffi-

cient stores, even for that short time.

Usually, here, the 16th of May marks
the beginning of our heaviest honey
flow, the bees having begun to swarm
in April. This year a late frost after

Easter cut ofT the meagre supply of

nectar and caused the bees to tear

down their queen cups and kill all

their drones, .\bout half my colo-

nies had enough stores, with what
they could find, to pull through with-

out feeding. The weak and deficient

ones I have fed steadily. They are

now the strongest and since the 18th

of May have been storing some
honey from horsemint, which is in

full bloom, but because of drought is

secreting little nectar. Our early

mesquite bloom and gaillardia

(Texas marigold) bloom were fail-

ures for the same reason. In addi-

tion to drought, we have had much
cold and windy weather this spring.

Take it all in all, this has been the

worst season for bees that I have

ever experienced, and my experience

began fn 1871.

Austin, Texas.

The above letter is interesting, es-

pecially from the statement that the

change of location "seemed to invig-

orate" the bees. Our correspondent

ascribes it to change of climate or

of elevation. But we have seen sim-

ilar "invigoration" when we moved
bees only 20 or 30 miles. The emi-

nent teacher, Mr. Demuth, asserts

that there is a great deal in the "col-

ony morale." We believe he is right

and we believe also that moving bees

to new fields has a beneficial efTect

upon them. The above letter is an-

other testimonial in that direction.

—

Editor.

BEE NOTES
By Rev. A. A. Evans

A Starvation Swarm
Some years ago a dear, good friend

of mine related to me a curious bee

experience. It was a cold, bleak

spring, and his solitary stock was
all empty of food stores. He vvas

aware of this, and determined to give

them some candy, by and by. My
friend is one of that class which
thinks tomorrow is as good as today,

and there is a saying that "tomorrow
never comes." At any rate, the feed-

ing, which should have been done at

once, was put off. During a morning.

swept by a northeaster, and a tem-
perature almost Arctic, to his amaze-
ment he saw what looked like a

miniature swarm; the bees came out.

wandered aimlessly in the bitter wind
for a minute and then settled in a

l)enunibed knot some distance from
the hive. "Now," says my friend,

"after that you must give up those
pretty ideas about the foresight and
intelligence and good sense of the

bee. When I opened the hive I

found the queen and a small bunch of

l)ees left, with just a few ounces of

honey; for they were not quite with-
out, you know; no, not without, or I

should, of course, at once have fed

them; a little honey was left. But
could anything be more improvident,
more fatuous, more idiotic, than to

swarm on a cheerless March day, and
in a world bare and flowerless?"

Gallant Gentleman
Then I explained to my friend that

this was what beekeepers call a

"hunger swarm," which occurs not
normally, but sometimes when bees

discover there is not enough food to

last them until the flowers- come
again and nectar is obtainable. There
is just the chance that by the aban-
donment of the hive by a portion of

the colony, the rest, with the queen,

can live on in safety, and what he

had seen was the rare, pitiful occur-

rence of bees sallying forth to die in

order to save the rest of the stock.

Bee nature and human nature can

come sometimes strongly into touch,

for is there not an echo of this in the

story of that "Gallant Gentleman,"
Captain Oates. who. in the Antarctic
expedition of 1913, quietly walked out

into the blizzard? Starvation
swarms may occur not only in the

famine days of spring, but following

on bad weather and honeyless weeks
of summer. There sometimes comes,
even in the height of the summer
season, a period of cold and wet,

which prevents honey gathering, and
the population of the hive being at

its greatest, the store of food rapidly

disappears. Then it may be a por-

tion of bees will emerge in rain and
wind only for the purpose of saving

the life of the hive. These are pos-

sibilities a thoughful beekeeper will

always have in mind.

DISCARDED CONTAINERS
By C. D. Cheney

My attention has been painfully di-

rected to the menace accompanying
honey containers which are discard-

ed by housekeepers and others with-

out washing.
This section has suddenly been at-

tacked by American foulbrood, and
no other explanation than the above
can be offered for the extent and
suddenness of attack; every yard has

it, and only since last July. My ob-

ject in writing is to suggest the bene-
fit which may be gained by a cam-
paign to get honey producers and
deakrs to place upon every con-

tainer the retiuest for the user to

"wash the container before discard-

ing." The expense would amount to

nothing compared with the benefit

to the bee industry wherever honey
is consumed.

(Your experience is exactly in a line

with ours. We have already tried to

call the attention of the public to the

danger of contaminated honey to

beekeeping.
In an editorial published in June,

1913, and reprinted in July, 1918, in

the American Bee Journal, we called

the attention of beekeepers to the

I)ad habit of wasting honey, as well

as other food. Not only in unwashed
containers, but in the remnants of

the table, honey which is thrown
away constitutes a danger, because
there is a chance of the bees getting
at this, second hand, and bringing to

the hive with it undesirable bacteria.
The very best-looking and best-tast-
ing honey may contain in it germs
which, absolutely harmless to hu-
man beings, would mean ruin to the
brood of bees. It is true that, in

most cases, honey is perfectly free

from disease. But in case of contam-
ination, the bacteria which cause
disease are so small that scientific

examination has often failed to find

them. It is therefore very import-
ant that no honey be thrown away,
whether from the plates of wasteful
consumers or from unwashed con-
tainers.—Editor.)

HOOVERING THE WOODSHED
By Mrs. Dora Stewart

"Fit only for kindling,' was my
partner's verdict. We v^ere inspect-
ing an old woodshed that marred the
only attractive spot on the premises
we had just rented as an apiary head-
quarters. The monstrosity simply
must be eliminated, even if I had to

do it myself, for the space it occupied,
beneath a group of three black wal-
nut trees, was to be our summer par-
lor.

Soon after, my partner having sus-

tained a fractured hip, it was indeed
"up to me" not only to cope with the

woodshed, but with little money and
no e-xperience, to grapple with the
problems of equipping our bee plant

as well, the most important item be-

ing an extracting house.
But when spring operations began,

I found the cost of necessary materi-

als, lumber, canvass, etc., for even the

most modest of our plans, prohibitive.

Also, labor was at a premium. Six

hundred young men sent to France
from a town of only si.x thousand, had
had an economic effect. No one was
available, even to reduce the wood-
shed to "kindling." "Who wants fires

in warm weather?" .-Knd "winter was
a long way off."

Be that as it may, the important
problem remained unsolved. Of what
earthly use would it be to spend one's

summer persuading bees to fill their

combs with honey, if we had no way
to get it out ?

Armed with a hammer, the only

tool I had ever used, I went out to the

woodshed to think it over. After

pulling out a few rusty nails and
pounding in others, I gazed gloomily

at the extracting machinery piled un-

der the only water-proof section of

the roof. Uncle Bob (not really my
uncle, but a sort of community un-

cle, rich and untroubled by economic
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pressure), climbed over the fence, and,
framed in the cobwebby doorway,
stood smoking in sympathetic silence.

"Why don't you Hoover it?" he
finally asked, with a comprehensive
circling of his fragrant pipe.
"Impossible!" I told him, and exam-

ined again the old shed that bore elo-

quent testimony of prolonged private
interviews between the heads of for-
mer renters and their obstreperous
families. Broken glass everywhere,
and parts of furniture were stacked iji

one corner. One might easily trace
by the debris the descent from what
was originally a screened-in summer
kitchen, first to tool-house; from
store-room to a granary for chicken
feed, and on down to its present low
estate. "Besides," I concluded, "It's

too large for a beehive and too small
for a garage, even for our fliver.'

"Why not an extracting house?"
suggested Uncle Bob.
"Too near my neighbors,"and then

by way of explanation, "the bees
would sting the children."

"Move it."

Again I objected. It would surely
meet the fate of the wonderful 'One-
Hoss Shay," and our shiny new ex-
tractor would be swallowed up in the
general collapse.

But Uncle Bob only waived his pipe
airily. "Leave it to me, leave it to

me," he said. "Just tell me where you
want it."

The very next day the offending
shed was moving sedately down the
garden path. Two men, two planks,
some rollers and a piece of strong
wire had turned the trick. Nor had
the building collapsed. Far from it.

Its walls proved to be strong and the
double floor and heavy sills held it

intact until it could be anchored to
the lean-to that served as a shelter
for honey catis and cases.

"Propinquity," Uncle Bob called it.

"Of course honey must be extracted
near the cans and cases."
Having gained his point, Uncle

Bob, with the aid of his helper,
jacked up the shed and rested it 'on

nine 4x4 posts, creosoted to discour-
age their use by ants and other small
insects. This arrangement brought
the floor of the extracting house to a
level with the Ford bed, so that "Liz"
can be backed to the door, and the
honey brought in from our two out-
apiaries, easily unloaded. New wire
screening tacked over the window
openings, a new screen door, quanti-
ties of whitewash applied within, and
patches without finally made the shed
bee-tight.

"How about the roof?" I ventured
to inquire.

"The Lord will provide," declared

^fl
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Unloading the cases of honey

Scrap linoleum 1.00

Stand for extractor 2.40

Paint .75

$30.18

The extracting house has a capacitj-

of a half ton of honey at one extract-
ing without overcrowding its 8x9 ft.

floor space. It is cool, even in the
hottest weather, and "you can stand
in the middle of it and reach every-
thing in it," boasts Uncle Bob, who is

fond of inviting his friends and ac-
quaintances to inspect it.

One such visitor, a veteran beeman,
made no comment. Uncle Bob fol-

lowed him to the gate. "Didn't you
look at the extracting house?" he
anxiously inquired.

"I didn't see any extracting house,"
returned the visitor. "I went into a

little white parlor and stuck around
awhile waiting fer some one to pass
the tea an' cakes."
Uncle Bob was mollified.

Best of all, when my partner was
able once more to report at head-
quarters, he pronounced our equip-
ment "bully I"

But I shall never know whether or
not he was more pleased at finding

an up-to-date extracting house ready
for business at a cost of only $30.18,

or regretful that he had not shared
the fun of Hoovering.

the family would knock on the hive
and tell them about it.

In some parts of the civilized world
today bees "are put into mourning"
when a member of the family dies.

That is, someone knocks on the hives
and tells them of the death, and then
drapes each hive with a strip of crepe.
If this were not done the supersti-
tious believe the bees would fly away.
Another interesting fact about bees

is that so long ago as the days of

ancient Egypt the good order exhib-
ited by bees in their government of

themselves was commemorated by
Egyptian kings employing them as
symbols of royalty. As such they ap-
pear in hieroglyphics that exist today.
The same thought made bees the
dominant decoration upon the man-
tels and flags of French kings, and
little bees made of gold were buried
in the tombs of some of the French
kings.

Another superstition of old days
still found in some sections of Eng-
land is that which declares the bee-
hives must be turned around when
the funeral procession of a member
of the owner's family passes them. If

the hives aren't turned it is believed
the bees will immediately swarm and
leave their liives.—Rochester, N. Y.
Herald.

Bees Steal Jam
A peculiar phenomenon was ob-

served in the apiary of Norris S.

Dailey, in his orchard at the north
part of the village. While he was re-
moving honey from the hives he saw
that three combs were filled with a
pink substance. Upon investigation
he found that instead of honey it was
raspberry jam, except that the seeds
which usually accompany the jam
were absent. He says that other api-
aries in the village have been af-
fected in a similar way to a less ex-
tent.

.\11 the jam in the honey combs
comes from a preserving plant, which
is over half a mile from Mr. Dailey's
home. Swarms of honeybees and
hornets have invaded the plant dur-
ing the past week, robbing the uncov-
ered jam jars of their sweets, often
stinging the operators, and on one
occasion driving the whole force from
the building.—Auburn, N. Y., Adver-
tiser-Citizen.

Bee Sting Serious

Severely poisoned by the sting of a

bee last Thursday, John Hummel, son
of Mrs. J. W. Hummel, of Wapato, is

reported to be recovering as a result

of prompt medical attention. The un-
usual severity of the sting is at-

tributed to arsenate of lead, supposed
to have been absorbed by the insect
in deriving nutrition from plants so

treated.—Yakima, Wash., Herald.

Sting on Tongue
Stung on the tip of the tongue by

a bee, while he was driving his auto-
mobile from Pomona to his home in

La Verne, H. X. Hanawalt was ren-

NEWS ITEMS ABOUT BEES
Serious and ridiculous statements

from the daily press :

Superstitions
In ancient days it was thought that

the bee had "an ear for music"

—

strange was the reasoning—because
even then it was customary for their

keepers to make a tremendous clat-

ter when they were swarming, to

keep them home.
Even in our own New England, in

other years—as well as in various
parts of Europe—it was believed that
bees would leave the hive on the
death of a member of the family un-
less they were told about it. So to
avoid this loss a maid or a friend of 'Milking the honey cow" a friend terms the filling of the cans
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dered unconscious and narrowly es-

caped wrecking his machine. Hana-
walt was eating figs and did not no-

tice a bee on a piece of fruit he put

into his mouth. The business end of

the bee connected with the very tip

of his tongue. His first sensation

was a sharp pain, followed by weak-

ness as his senses began to leave him.

He barely escaped striking a tele-

graph pole as he halted his machine.—
Harrisburg, Pa., News.

Excitement
Two large swarms of bees set.tled

on the front end of a buggy standing

south of the Rochester National bank

on Third street SE, following a sen-

sational flight down Broadway yes-

terday afternoon. One queen led her

hosts to the thills. The other chose

the right front wheel for her capitol.

All went well for about three sec-

onds, until Dobbin, who was hitched

between the aforesaid thills, began to

feel nervous. He switched his tail

tentatively. About that time a whole

regiment of bee shock troops shoved

their bayonets into Dobbin's flanks.

A bombardment with heavy artillery

was the only recourse for the horse.

The buggy had already begun to

travel the road to the family wood
pile when a passerby unhitched the

horse and led him away.—Faribault,

Minn., Daily News.
Bee Handler Dead

Franklin L. Burson, 83, a well-

known beeman, is dead at his home
here as a result of being repeatedly

stung a few days ago when he was
handling several hives of bees.—Ma-
rion, O., Star.

brood ; if not, give some eggs and
young larvje from some good colony,

so they may raise a queen, and when
settled warm weather comes I re-

move the packing, storing the boxes
around the fence of the beeyard,

sometimes saving part of the leaves

in them. These shelters, though
made of old scraps of lumber, last for

years, the covers being the first to

fail.

Payson, 111.

sections to attend a Texas convention
and get pointers from the live wires
of the Lone Star State.

BEEKEEPING IN ARKANSAS
We are in receipt of a bulletin re-

cently issued by the Experiment sta-

tion of Arkansas with the title, "Bee-
keeping in Arkansas." It is written

by Prof. W. J. Baerg, and contains 32

pages. It covers the fundamentals of

beekeeping very nicely and should be

in the hands of every Arkansas bee-
keeper. Those interested should
write to Prof. W. J. Baerg, Fayette-
ville, Ark.

SUMMER MEETING
The summer outing of the New

York State Association of Beekeep-
ers' Societies will be held at A. L.

Goggshell's apiary, Groton, N. Y., on
Friday, August 6. There will be
many prominent speakers on the pro-

gram. Mr. Geo. H. Rea, Extension
Specialist, Ithaca, N. Y. ; Mr. Ernest
Root, of the A. I. Root Co., Medina,
Ohio; Dr. Geo. G. Atwood, Director
Bureau of Plant Industry, Albany, N.
Y., and we hope to have with us Mr.
K. Hawkins, of the G. B. Lewis Co.,

Watertown, Wis. Also addresses
from others attending. Let us do our
best, take a day off and make the at-

tendance better than the four hun-
dred and fifty of last year.

J. W. Cunningham, Sec.

TEXAS CONVENTION
The Texas beekeepers will meet in

annual convention for the 28th time
at College Station, on August 9, 10

and 11. An extended program of live

topics is announced and visiting bee-
keepers will find three days packed
full of interest. Texas is a big State
and boasts of a number of men who
may be called big beekeepers. It is

worth the while of those of other

BEES IN A BELL
"For many years the tower of

North Benfleet Church was so

cracked that the largest bell of four

could not be used. When the tower
was rebuilt, about 20 years ago, the

large bell was found to be full of

very good honey. The combs were
all dark—but not the honey. I could

not see it myself, but the gardener
at the rectory told me about it."—C.

Reed, in British Bee Journal.

WINTERING
By Daniel E. Robbins

I will outline a plan of wintering

that has given me very satisfactory

results for 35 years.

First, a fair-sized colony with a

good proportion of young bees, with

plenty of honey and a good queen. I

use 10-frame Langstroth hives and

leave the brood-chamber without

change except to take out poorly

filled frames and put in enough filled

ones to make 7 or 8 frames of honey.

I leave the hive on the summer
stand, one story, with oil cloth quilt

over frames and the regular cover.

I restrict the entrance to about 4 to

8 inches length by M inch. I protect

by a box without bottom, 28x32 in.

square. .% inches deep on the south

and 36 inches on the north. I pack
with forest leaves or something
equivalent; make the leaves firm at

the ground to keep wind from blow-

ing under. I provide a tunnel from
the entrance so bees can fly.

The cover is 3 feet square, 2x2 in.

cleats, inch boards fitted close to-

gether; the slope runs water off, and
if the packing does not touch the

cover it will stay dry, though 1 al-

ways clean off heavy snows.
In February I examine to be sure

all have honey, by taking off the top

of the packing of first hive and put-

ting in a box to allow examination;
the second hive's packing is put in

the first, and so on till the last one,

which receives that from the first.

In March I see that,every hive has

BEEKEEPERS BY THE WAY
A Fried Mush Convert

Some years ago James E. Starkey,
now of Bunker Hill, Ind., was teach-
ing school near Peru. He boarded in

the home of George S. Demuth and
the lady of the household frequently

served fried mush and honey. By the

time his term of school was ended he
had formed the habit to such an ex-

tent that he felt that he must have
bees of his own. Like most other be-

ginners, he bought bees wherever he
could find them and soon found him-
self with hives of every kind which
had ever been popular in that region.

The variety of kinds and sizes of

hives did very well until he chanced
to hive a stray swarm on drawn
combs. The bees brought American
foulbrood, with the usual result.

When Starkey discovered what he

had, the entire outfit was well sea-

soned with it and he decided that a

bonfire would provide the best dispo-

sition of his miscellaneous collection

of hives. By shaking the bees into

new Langstroth hives and destroying

the others, he in time overcame the

trouble. By the time he had mastered
the disease in his own yard he had
become a real lieckeepcr and graduat-
ed from the beginners' class, although
he still liked honey on fried mush for

breakfast,
As lime went on the State Ento-

mologist was looking for a beekeeper
who could drive disease out of his own
yard, to help drive it out of the State

of Indiana. Starkey is now helping

Johnson and Yost in their effort to

clean up the State. Success to them.

James E. Starkey
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HERMAPHRODITE BEES
May 20 last I introduced a queen

that I got of a breeder in Alabama.
Today I saw some nice yellow-look-
ing young bees crawl around near the

hive. Picking one up I found it a

freak, such as I never saw or heard
of. The thing tried to sting me and
had a stinger. It looked like a

worker bee in every way; also same
size, but had the eyes, head and
tongue of a drone. They crawl out

and away from the hive of their own
accord. I saw several dozen run out

;

none could fly. Nearly all that I ex-

ammed had stings. They surely are

not worker bees, as they have drone
heads, and they are not drones, as

they have stings.

Did you people ever see the like?

Please let me know. I enclose a few
as samples. W. M. SMITH,

LeSueur Center, Minn.
The bees which you sent are dry,

so it is difficult to examine them thor-
oughly, but they evidently have eyes
that join at the top of the head, just

like those of drones. Otherwise they
appear as workers.
They are freaks and that is prob-

ably why they crawl out of the hive

to die. An accident of this kind is

rare. It might interest the scientists

at Washington if you sent them a

few for examination. Send to the

Bureau of Entomology.

test the members will have a chance
to demonstrate their ability to handle
full colonies of bees for comb or ex-

tracted honey production.
EARL G. MAXWELL,

County Agricultural Agent.

JUNIORS ORGANIZE BEE CLUB
Seven boys met at the home of

H. C. Cook, 4521 Park street, Omaha,
Saturday, June 12, and organized the

Douglas County Junior Bee Club,

elected their officers and received in-

structions in the beekeeping work.
This is the first boys' and girls'

standard bee club to be organized in

Nebraska, and one of the few organ-
ized in the United States. This work
was outlined last year by Mr. H. C.

Cook, an expert beekeeper of Omaha,
and County Agent E. G. Maxwell. It

was given a trial last year, but not on
the standard club basis. Five boys
took up the project and the plan

worked so successfully it was de-

cided to organize a club this year.

The rules of the contest specify

that the members must start on June
5, with a ten-frame hive, a one-frame
nucleus consisting of a fram; of

brood, adhering bees and queen and
that all the bees must be produced
during the contest from the nucleus,

and no assistance be given by addi-

tion of other bees. In 1919 each of

the boys who were in the contest

produced a good strong colony and
enough honey for their winter use

from the one-frame nucleus started

June 5th. One of the boys produced
two strong colonies of bees and 32

pounds of comb honey from June 5th

to September 5th.

The club work has been outlined

as a two-year project, the first year
work, or "Projecf will consist of

building up a colony from a one-
frame nucleus. This is designed to

teach the members to raise bees.

"Project 2" of the club work will be-

gin in the fall, or at the termination
of "Project 1," and will cover a peri-

od of 12 months. During this con-

SUMMER MEETINGS
The Panhandle Fieeketpers' Asso-

ciation and the West Virginia State
Beekeepers' Association will hold
their summer meeting at Elm Grove,
W. Va., August 10, 11 and 12, 1920.

The meetings will be addressed by
Dr. Phillips, of Washington, D. C. Mr.
Kenneth Hawkins, with the G. B.

Lewis Companv, of Watertown, Wis.;
Mr. E. R. Root, of Medina, O., and
Mr. T. K. Massie, of Hatcher, W. Va,
The deputy inspectors will tell of the
good work being done for the bee-
keepers of Vvest V'irginia.

WILL C. GRIFFITH. Sec.

BEES KILLED BY SMELTERS
.\cting on the suggestion of L. B.

Bell, an Arizona beekeeper, Governor
Campbell, of Arizona, has instructed
tlie State Entomologist and Plant Pa-
thologist of that State to make a

complete investigation of Bell's claim
that beekeepers are losing money
through damage to honey plants in

the vicinity of the smelters. Bell
claims that fumes from the smelters
of the United Verde and Extension
Smelter Company, in V'erde Valley,
have so damaged the flowers in that
community by fumes from their stacks
that beekeeping is no longer profit-

able. He asks a State investigation

and if his claims are substantiated by
the scientific authorities of Arizona
he will ask that the smelters cover
the expense of moving the bees in

the affected territory to a new terri-

tory nearby where the fumes of the
smelters do not reach them. He cites

as authority for his action, that the

beekeepers were in the valley before
the smelters and have the right of

priority, a question which has not l

been tested in American courts re-

garding beekeeping. The charges are

that sulphur is deposited on the

bloom of honey plants which are vis-

ited by the bees, and that this causes
the honey to taste like a good va-

riety of parlor matches. An excel-

lent write-up of the case has been
given in the Los Angeles Times.

KENNITH HAWKIXS.

llall briefly told of the work of or-
ganizing the Boys' Bee Club, and
asked for the co-operation of the
older beekeepers. Mr. WolfF said

that the present was the beekeepers'
great opportunity to develop this in-

dustry in a big commercial way. He
urged simplified beekeeping, the run-
ning of the colonies for extracted
honey in big two-body hives, out-of-
door wintering and leaving 45 or 50
pounds of honey witli the colony in

the fall, so as to eliminate the worry
and work of feeding, and to insure
the bees plenty of food for early
and abundant brood rearing.
After the program Mr. Taber in-

vited the guests to inspect his apiary.
One of the interesting features was a

couple of colonies that were started
from 2 frame nuclei with queens
brought from Mississippi by express
and received by him on May 15.

These were building up into strong
colonies and gave promise of storing
a surplus of honey this season.
Refreshments of cake, fruit, punch

and ice cream were served by Mr.
and Mrs. Taber.

MASSACHUSETTS BEEKEEPERS
MEET

By W. H. Woltif

A very successful and enjoyable
meeting of the Hampshire. Hampden
and Franklin Counties Beekeepers'
Association took place at the home of

Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Taber. at 7 Yale
street, Holyoke, on Saturday after-

noon, June 19. with about 50 beekeep-
ers in attendance.
The principal speaker of the occa-

sion was Mr. F. S. Davis, who pre-

sented a paper on beekeeping condi-
tions in Florida and the South, and
his experiences in that section. Other
impromptu speakers were Otis E. Hall

and W. H. Wolff, of the Hampden
County Improvement League. Mr.

DOPE FOR STINGS
A troubled beekeeper writes this

office making inquiry after stingless

bees. I fear that many beekeepers,
including the editors of our valuable
bee journals, do not appreciate the
atrocious pain and subsequent dis-

tress caused many people by the sting
of a bee. It is so severe as to make
some people actually ill for two or
three days, and death has resulted in

some cases, either from many stings

or from a single sting on some suscep-
tible part of the body.
My wife is very sensitive to the ef-

fects of stings. She also has a high
regard for the virtues of hot water
as a curative agent for bruises, pains
and local irritations. She discovered
that hot water promptly applied and
continued for some minutes over-
comes almost or wholly the effects

of a sting. Considering this in the

light of my medical studies, I con-
cluded that it results from the disin-

tegration of the animal poison, vary-
ing degrees of heat having the power
to alter the molecular structure and
hence the character of most sub-

stances. This suggested to me that

some other agent might perform the

same purpose. As tincture of iodine

is very penetrating and has a strong
chemical reaction, I experimented
with it and found that it is in most
instances quite as effective as hot

water. It is a household remedy al-

most everywhere available, and a

small bottle can be kept at the bee-

yard, saving the inconvenience and
loss of time in heating water.

It is an axiom among physicians

that where many remedies are sug-

gested, it is because no one of them
is entirely satisfactory. I have heard
of and tried out many remedies for

bee stings, but these two are the only

ones in my experience that are really

effectual. The iodine must be iised

immediately, to neutralize the poison

while still at the point of puncture.

Moist heat is effectual after the lapse

of some little time. These measures
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are equally useful for other surface
bites and stings.

While discussing this subject it is

well to mention the need, generally
understood, for instant removal of

the sting by pushing it out sidewise
with the finger nail, avoiding press-

ing the poison sac, which would
force the poison into the tissues.

S. A. JONES,
Washington.

CARDBOARD CASES
By A. F. Bonney

There is certain to be a great short-

age of cases for square cans, for

mailing honey this fall, but fortu-

nately, they may be made, and at a

cost much less than the regular arti-

cle.

There are thousands of tons of ma-
terial to be had at actually no cost,

in the boxes used to ship goods of

all kinds, and the writer has planned
as follows :

Make forms to mark by, one to cut

a piece which will cover the four

sides of the can, the other to cover
the two sides and ends. Cut notches
where the cardboard is to be bent,

and guided by these cut partly

through the material with a sharp
knife and bend the resulting case

around the can. It is hardly neces-

sary to fasten the joints, but if it is

desired, a strip of tough brown paper
may be applied, using liqtiid glass

for a paste, as it dries almost in-

stantly. A stout cord tied around the

two pieces of the case will hold it se-

curely. I have used such a case with
satisfaction.

In using liquid glass, pour some
into a dish and use a small, one-inch
sash tool to apply it. If it becomes
too thick, it may be thinned in the

dish with water.
I have found a pair of tinner's

"snips " or shears the best thing

with which to cut the cardboard, as

some of it is very thick and hard.

I have mailed friction-top pails

safely by putting about three thick-

nesses of the cardboard around the

can and a round piece over each end,

then wrap in paper and tie; but the

top of the can must be soldered, and
four lumps of solder equidistant on

the joint is enough. A little powdered
rosin is all that is needed to make
the solder hold on new tin.

OHIO STATE FAIR
From the premium list of the Ohio

State Fair, to be held at Columbus,
from August 30 to September 4, we
extract the following information:
"At the annual meeting of the Ohio

State Beekeepers' Association, held

January 26-31, 1920, a co-operative

organization was entered into be-

tween the members of that organiza-
tion and the management of the Ohio
State Fair under which the bee-

keepers agree to furnish the honey
for the 1920 State Fair, while the

Fair management accepted the re-

sponsibility for staging and caring
for the exhibit. No premiums to be

offered or awarded. Under this ar-

rangement the beekeepers agree to

furnish the honey, putting it up in

A Noted Beeman
Crepieux Jamin, M. D. The first

French civilian rewarded by the

King of Belgium with the Order of

Leopold, for services rendered to

3,000 wounded soldiers.

containers supplied by the Fair man-
agement.
"The Fair management supplies the

containers, paying transportation
both ways, furnishes labels, which
shall bear the naine of the Ohio Bee-
keepers' Association and an identi-

fication number; furnishes a num-
bered list of all exhibitors, numbers
to correspond with exhibitor's num-
ber on label; installs exhibit, cares

for it during the fair, disposing of

same at end of exhibition period, re-

mitting to each exhibitor his pro-

rata share of the proceeds after de-

ducting cost of containers used."

This is certainly a novel arrange-
ment and beekeepers of other States

will watch with interest the success

of the plan. To stage an exhibit

worth while, with no premiums of-

fered, will certainly indicate a live

bunch of beekeepers in Ohio.

Co-operation

By A. F. B'onney

For Sale—Nonthera grown [iocky

Mountain extracted (strained)

honey, the purest and mosti whole-

some sweet; two S-gallon cans

(120 pounds net weight) only $24

f. o. b. here. Single can $12. ."^O.

Satisfaction and delivery guaran-

teed. Send payment with order.

Honey—White clover, guaranteed
from our own apiary; 60-lb. can

$15.

If anything were needed to fortify

the argument tha' honey producers

need to get together on prices the

two ads above would furnish it, for

there is a difference Qf $2.50 on a 60-

pound can.

The ads are a good lesson on ad-
vertisement writing. The low price
man uses seven lines, fifty words, at

seven cents a word, a't total of $3.50
per insertion, to advertise a low
price, while the other advertiser uses
but seventeen words, at a cost of
$1.19. The dashes after the ads are
put in in place of the names and ad-
dresses of the parties paying for
them.

Cannot something be done to equal-
ize the price of honey? Personally
I believe we need National, State
and County organization.

Twelve dollars a 60-pound can is 20
cents a pound, less the cost of the
can, now about $1 ; advertising, which
will not be less than a cent a pound
for the honey sold; drayage and inci-

dentals. Deducting from the $12 the
above items, which will amounit to

about $1.90, it leaves but a trifle less

than 17 cents a pound for the honey.
When it is noted that the price for
honey ranges from 22c for dark am-
ber to 24c for light amber, and up to

38-45c in New York, the need of co-
operation is made the more apparent.
Chicago quoted Cuban light amber at

14-14KC.

A party in Cuba reports that
"Honey is worth today $1.15 a gal-
lon." That is 9J/2 c a pound. If we
keep on cutting each other's throats
we shall soon be in the Cuban class.

Buck Grove, la.

A Cheap Feeder

By M. W. Greer

In the May issue of the Journal, on
page 168, your correspondent, Mr.
Ezra Wiggins, gave his method of
feeding his bees and closed by saying
that if any one knew of a cheaper,
simpler or handier way, to pass it

along. I tried his plan some years
ago, but I did not like it very well, as
I found i't difficult to get the syrup to

run into the cells unless it was made
very thin; but I have devised a meth-
od that suits me the best of any-
thing I have ever tried. It is not only
cheap and convenient, but works to
perfection. First, I get one of those
tin containers in which coffee comes,
liolding one pound. They are about
three and one-half inches in height
and five inches in width, and hold
three pints. Then I take a sharp
instrument of some kind and punch
a row of small holes just below the

rim, punching from the inside; then
get a saucer or tin pan, or wha't is

still better, one of those earthen sau-

cers that the women put under their

flower pots, as they are a little rough,

so that the bees can crawl over i't.

Now I fill the can or cup with syrup,

and put the saucer or pan on top. I

hold firmly, and with a quick motion
invert all together. I remove the

cover from the hive, place the feeder

on top of the frames, put on a super,

'tlien put something around under the

outer edge of the saucer for the bees

to crawl up over to get at the syrup

—

a roll of paper or som old cloth, a

piece of old rope, or perhaps some
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chips of wood will answer. Tlien 1 usi-cl by many. But the suggestions

put on the cover and the bees do tlic given are somewhat novel. Every-
rest. l)ody has coffee containers, and so

(This is the atmospheric feedtr, the feeder costs nothing.—Editor).

e
DR. MILLER'S ANSWERS

=^

^ J
(juestions are answered in order received. As we receive more questions

than we can answer in space available, two or three months sometimes elapse,

before answers appear.

Spraying—Location—Supplies
1. Will the spraying of apple trees injure

bees, if so how would you advise to remedy
it?

2.Would you think my location favorable for

beekeeping? Our main honey plants are white
clover and Spanish needles. 1 am in Wayne
County.

3. Where would you advise me to pur-

chase supplies? ILLINOIS.
Answers.— 1. If apple trees are sprayed

when in bloom it will not only be bad for the

bees that get the poisoned nectar, but it

will be bad for the apple crop, since the

poison will injure the blossoms. Unfortunate-

ly there is no law in Illinois against spraying

fruit trees in bloom, so your only recourse is

to appeal to the owner of the trees not to

spray curing bloom, not only because it in-

jures the bees which are his good friends in

fertilizing the bloom, but because it will hurt

the apple crop.

2. With plenty of white clover and Spanish

needles you ought to succeed.

3. Purchase from any of those advertising

in this Journal, other things being eijual giv-

ing preference to those nearest, so as to save

freight.

any of our text-boks.

Pratt's Method of Queen Rearing
Would you be good enough to define

Pratt's, of Swarthmore, Pa., method of queen
rearing, as I see mention of it made in Alex-

ander's writing? Dr. Miller also lightly

touches the subject in "Fifty Years Among
the Bees."

If 1 should see a book advertised entitled

"Pratt's Method" I would not bother you, a^

1 am getting disgusted with the foolish ques-

tions those "gum beekeepers" ask. If they

would only invest in an elementary beeboOK
and not bother professionals with their non-
sense! CALIFORNIA.
Answer.—The Swarthmore system of queen

rearing was based principally upon DooUttle's

cell-cup system. But E. L. Pratt, who gave it

this name, was the inventor of it. His asser-

tion was that one could rear queens in small

sections, 6 to a frame, and get them fertil-

ized by setting such frames, containing G

boxes, half opening on one side, half on the

other, fastened to stakes out-of-doors. De-

scriptions of his methods were given in

Gleanings for 1901, pages 434 to 504. He had

also a method for making molded cells, by

pressure on the underside of a top bar. He
bad a queen nursery and also asserted that he

could winter as many as 75 queens in a sin-

gle hive, as stated in Giraud's "Traite Pratique

de I'Elevage des Reines." His method is un-

doubtedly economical. But we doubt that it

was practical. At any rate, the ABC barely

gives him mention in its "queen-rearing" arti-

cle, and Pellctt did not mention him in his

**Practicai Queen Rearing."

Your criticisms of the "foolish questions"

may induce some of our beginners to invest in

a text-book and read it before asking ques-

tions. They should bear in mind that a bee

magazine is intended for matters which are

not given in books. But the elementary ques-

tions of the business are answered in almost

Bees Fighting
I am just starling in bees and have five

hivts, which wintered well; have plenty of bees
and stores. These bets seem to have a con-
tinual fight on, when it is warm enough for

them to be out. At night there will be prob-
ably three big table spoonfuls of dead bees
scattered in front of the hives. I noticed
them fighting this way in the winter, when
they could get out. The hives are set closf

together and the entrances are about 3j4x2
inches. If there is robbing, I can't tell it, and
I have been careful aliout exposing honey.
Have only opened them once this spring and
that was after supper when they were not
flying. Is it natural for bees to fight this way?

IOWA.
Answer—.No, it is not natural for bees to

fight this way. Usually, when there is any la-

tent fighting, it is due to some of the colonies

being stronger than the others and to the

weaker colonies not being able to fully pro-

tect their stores. There is also a possibility

of fighting when there is drifting of bees from

one hive to another, on account of their being

in too close proximity to one another. ±-*id you

move them closer together for winter? If you

did, that would explain the fighting. If any

of your colonies are weak and have a large

amount of stores which they cannot protect,

it might be a good plan to remove this extra

honey and give it back to them when they are

strong enough to take care of it.

American Foulbrood and Treating the
Same

1. Authorities on bee diseases seem to be
at sta of late in distinguishing American from
European foulbrood symptoms, and an inspec-
tor examining my colonies could not tell me
positively whether mine had one or the other.

Would you give me some positive distinction of

these diseases by some competent authority?
2. I am experienced with the shaking method

of treating American foulbrood. If there is

any shorter, less drastic means of merit kindly

describe same.
3. Since I have 12 or 13 colonies to treat,

would like to save the hatching brood. Which
is the best method for doing this, when using
the shake method? I had planned to tier up
the shaken frames containing hatching brood
and later shake same and give young queen, of

Italian blood. MICHIGAN.
Answers.—1. You are right in stating that

authorities seem to be at sea in distinguishing

between the two diseases. This indicates how

little we know about these matters as yet.

However, the main things known about the

diseases are:

In American foulbrood the larva: die about

the time when they are about to be S'^aled up

in the cell; the larva rots down, assumes a

brown coffee color, has the odor of joiner's

glue and is stringy or ropy, so that a tooth-

pick inserted in its body brings back a sticky

matter which stretches out a couple of inches

and flies back like india rubber.

In European foulbrood the larva dies mainly

when still coiled in the bottom of the cell, or

shortly afterwards. There is very little ropi

ness.

These are the statements of positive authori-

ties, but there is now a tendency to believe

that these symptoms are not always reliable.

The best authority is Dr. G. E. White, special-

ist in insect diseases, at the Bureau of Ento-

mology at Washington. Write to this bureau

and ask for Bulletins S09 and 810. both by Dr.

White. Send samples of doubtful brood to

Ur. E. F. Phillips, at the same Bureau of En
tomology. This is the best information that

can be supplied up to this date,

2. With real American foulbrood, we believe

in the shaking treatment, nothing less.

3. Tiering up the brood to hatch it and thus

save it has been recommended. If it is done
with great care, it may prove good. In any

case it is well to be overcautious.

A beekeeper whose bees suffer from foul

brood should not get discouraged, but be per-

sistent. We have had experience with foul-

brood and have made greater crops since then

than before. It is perhaps because it com-

pelled us to -e more attentive to the uusiness

than ever.

Active Vs. Inactive Bees

—

Large Hive—Glass Hive
1. Why is it that colonics of bees right in

the same yard and same conditions do not all

seem to get busy at the same time? Some days
I notice certain hives are very active and
other hives quiet. Then possibly the next
time I go to look other hives are busy and the
first mentioned are still.

2. How about hiving a swarm of bees into a
big Jumbo hive? Would it be all right, or
would it be only in case the swarm is an ex-
tra large one?

3. 1 should think these big swarms in Jumbo
hives would never be bothered with moths, un-
less they become tjueenless.

4. Are bees in large hives liable to be more
scrappy when you take honey from them than
colonies in 8-frame hives?

5. Some good beemen claim they can artifi-

cially raise 5 or 6 swarms from one hive in
a season, if they don't care to get any surplus
honey. Others say only the rousing big
swarms pay. Now how about it? I should
think these nucleus hives would be constantly
in danger of moths, etc.

6. Don't you think it would be best to get 1

swarm from each hive and then discourage
any more?

7. Don't bees attempt to raise a new queen in
a Jumbo hive, or, if they do, wouldn't they
surely swarm?

S. If a man had all twelve-frame hives in-

stead of smaller ones, wouldn't he be com-
pelled to make his increase swarms artificially?

9. I notice that some of the Southern bee.

men use great long hives or else the pictures
in their "'ads" are misleading. What is their

object for using different hivts than we use
in the central States?

10 Do you think it would be well for a new
beginner with bees to make a hive with glass

sides and top, so he could watch them and
learn? Or couldn't a person find out much
that way? Should such a hive be kept dark-
ened except when you want to watch them?

11. In case a colony becomes queenless. are

the remaining bees sure to take a young worker
bee and develop it into a queen, i. e., .£ they
have any such brood available?

12. How does a man raising queens prevent
the first one hatched from destroying the ones
that are not out or fighting with the queen of

•the colony? NEBRASKA.
Answers.— 1. Why don't you and your neigh-

bors get up at the same time always? Bees are

usually active insects, but conditions and tem-

pers differ, even among them.

2. If the swarm is small it will take it longer

to fill a Jumbo or a 13-franie hive than an S-

frame. But they will fill it if they have a

good nueen and a good season.

3. No bees are bothered with moths when

they are strong enough to cover their combs,

whether in a large or a small hive.

4. No, not if handled properly.

5. They can, but the large colonies pay best.

6. Sure.

7. Bees will rear queens in any size of hive,

if they wish to swarm.

S. Yes, he would have less swarms. But he
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might still have mure swarms than he wanled

if he did not look after their other require-

ments, such as giving them plenty of surplus

room, shade and ventilation.

.9 Those men who use very long hives prob-

ably do it to produce bees to sell by the pound,

and ciueens, instead of surplus honey.

10. A hive with only one frame and glass on

both sides is very useful to learn natural his-

tory. It must be kept covered when not in-

spected. Try it.

11. Yes. One or more.

12. By removing all the cells that he wants on

the tenth day after making the colony queen-

less. Read some good text book.

Number of Pounds of Bees to Hive
How many ])0unds of bees should I put to

the hive for good results in starting an apiary
by buying bees by the pound? ILLINOIS-
Answer.—A pound of bees with a queen, put

upon full combs, often give good results. But

much depends upon the crop and the season.

It would be better to have two pounds with a

(jueen. The more the better, as a matter of

course.

Sugar Candy for Bees—Moths
1. How much water do you put to a pound

of sugar for feeding bees in a Thale feeder?
2. The comb in the hive of bees I have is

as black as coal, and on investigating it 1

found moths in them. I cut out two big

patches in the comb. Was that the right thing

to do? What makes the combs black? Should
the bees be transferred to a new hive willi

foundation in it ? If so, when should it be

done, and how?
:i. In watching the bees the other day I saw

a couple of bees pulling a long piece of straw
in the hive. Is that a natural thing for the

bees to do?
4. Would it be all right to feed flour for

pollen till the trees get in bloom?
ILLINOIS.

Answers.—1. Half a pound of water for each

pound of sugar. For spring feeding you can

make it thinner. Feed it warm if possible.

2. If the combs are black and there are

moths in it, your colony ii probably worthless.

If not, it should be transferred. The comb is

black from the discharges of the drones, the

travel of the bees and the rearing of brood,

for many years past.

Directions for transferring are given on page

25 of the January number, also on page UG of

the March number.

3. No, they don't use straw to build their

combs, nor to sleep on. Some mischievous ur-

chin, likely, had tried to drive the straw in

there and they were trying to pull it out

1. Ves.

Hives Tainted With Foulbrood
If hives were tainted with foulbrood three

years ago and not used since that time, would
they develop foulbrood again if not treated ?

How would it do to use a painter's blow t(jrch

for disinfecting them? We can boil frames, but

not hives.

Answer—Hives tainted with American foul-

brood are said not to be, and might not be un- .

safe, but if they are unsafe after the bees are

removed from them, all experiments indicate

that they would still be unsafe after three

years. A painter's or tinner's torch is very

efficient in singing either the frames of the

hive body, and it takes but a very short time

to do it. In that way we remove all suspicion

of danger. Indications are that hives which

have contained brood diseased with European

foulbrood would be entirely safe after that

length of time.

worked nearly every day this winter. Would
it be best to add another super with frames
and starters? The hives my bees are in are
8- frame, home-made hives, and I wish to

transfer them to 8-frame Hoffman hives later.

TEXAS.
Answer.—Since you want to transfer those

bees into other hives, we would advise you

to put the new hives on top of the old ones

and drive the bees and queen up into them by

smoking and drumming. After the queen oc-

cupies the upper hive, you might place a

queen excluder between the two stories. When
the brood is all hatched from the lower story,

which will be in 21 days after driving them into

the upper hive, you may remove that lower

story and cut out the combs. You may get rid

of every bee in that hive by putting it at the

top of the other for a day. with a bee-escape

between the two. Use full sheets of founda-

tion in the new hive, well fastened with wires,

and you will have straight all-worker combs.

Temperature for Bees* Flight

Will you kindly tell me what temperature
has to be reached in winter to induce bees to

make a flight? WYOMING.
Answer.—For tliglit in winter the tempera-

ture should be about 50 degrees in the shade.

At 55 degrees the bees fly comfortably, provid-

ed it be not windy. We have seen bees fly

when the thermometer was about 40 degrees

in the shade, but many were lost, because they

became chilled when they alighted in a shaded

spot. Much depends upon the amount of

breeze and sunshine. W'hen the sky is over-

cast with clouds, with an occasional burst of

sunshine, the thermometer varies quickly and

many bees are lost.

Hives—Transferring—Ants
1. I am just starting in the bee business;

have 8 hives in boxes; want to transfer them

to modern hives this spring. Which is the best

8, 10 or 12-frame hives?
2. When is the best time to transfer them?

3. The ants have been giving me much trou-

ble. How is the best way to keep them out?

4. I have them in a house 6x12, 5 to the side.

They seem to be in tine shape. Would you let

them remain in the house, or would you take

them out this spring. The house is well ven-

tilated.
,

5 What is the best plan to keep the moths

out? ALABAMA.
Answers.— 1. Opinions differ as to size of

hives, but 12-frame hives are none too large

for prolific queens. Some use 2-story 8-frame

hives.

2. The best time to transfer is during fruit

bloom, or at the beginning of the honey crop.

See the replies in March number.

3. The ants do not get inside of healthy colo-

nies. They gather on top, where there is

warmth. If you can find their nest, outside,

pour a little gasoline into it and set fire to it. B?

careful not to have the gasoline can near when

you strike the match. Kerosene, salt, powaered

sulphur, dry ashes, are all recommended to

keep the ants away.

4. A bee house is all right to keep bees, if

each colony has its seiiarate entrance in the

wall.

5. To keep out the moths, keep your colonies

strong. Weak colonies will be invaded by the

moths, especially if they are queenlcss. Strong

colonies never fear the moths, though one or

two may manage to get in occasionally.

Introduce Starters—Transferring
I have Ijought 11 swarms of bees, and as llie

man I got them from didn't use starters, tluy
have built the comb in crosswise. It will have
to be cut in order to get it out. How am I to

do this? They have heavy stores, as they have

Non-Yielding Colonies

I have a |)roblcm that I have tried to solve

for the past three years.

I have four colonies on the top of a hill,

about 75 feet above the surrounding country,

about half a mile from Grand Rapids, and there

is no shade and no chance for any. 1 use sun
boards raised 4 inches above the top of the

cover by four blocks on corners, which gives

ventilation under the board, which is large
enough to keep the sun off the sides of the
hive except in the early morning and late
in the evening.
There is plenty of sweet clover in the neigh-

borhood to give a good surplus, but I don't
get a pound, and not half of my bees swarmed
last year.
They go into winter quarters in good condi-

tion and come out in the spring healthy and
strong. My winter cases allow 3 inches of
straw for jiacking all around and on the top.
Now, can you tell me why I don't get a sur-
plus and more swarms? There are no other
bees kept within four miles, as I have made
quite a careful investigation to find out. If
this is a sticker will you please tell me how I

can improve the present conditions? I am
probably not an expert judge, but I think my
winter cases and sunboards are about the best
I can use under the circumstances. What do
you think?

I use the J^xl2 inch entrance in winter and
about 1*4x12 inch in summer.

MICHIGAN.
Answer.—Your management, as stated, ap-

pears correct. Perhaps the weather, moisture,

etc., have not been propitious in the years that

you mention. Perhaps, also, your colonies have
too much drone comb and rear drones enough
to use up the surplus. Examine your combs;
see how much brood your bees rear in the

spring months; see that they have enough
honey to breed plentifully. If the queens do

not fill the brood chamber with brood in May-
June, perhaps you had better change them.

Get Italian bees, if you make a change.

Bees Fed in Cellar
Please tell me whether I should start my

queen bees laying eggs for brood by beginning
to feed them with honey in bottom feeder be-
fore taking them out of the cellar, say about
three weeks, so as to have young bees hatching
about the time I put them out, so as to prevent
spring dwindling. WISCONSIN.

Answer.— I have never found it advisable

to feed the bees in the cellar, except when
they were short, and this with very dry food,

preferably sugar candy or granulated honey.

When we feed bees to produce brood, there

is very soon a great restlessness among the

bees of the hive. As soon as the eggs begin to

hatch, they want to go after water for the

food which they give them. They stir about

and many are lost.

It is perhaps not always so, for I have heard

the late Mr. Hall, of the Province of Ontario,

assert that his bees always came out of the

cellar in fine shape and with hatching brood.

But if you wish to try it, better do it only on

one or two colonies, as an experiment. If

your bees had good honey when put into the

cellar, they should not have spring dwindling,

if taken out only when the weather is so that

they can fly regularly.

Crimson Clover
Is crimson clover a good honey plant?

ALABAMA.
Answer.—Crimson clover is not grown in the

North, but it is reported in Pellett's ''American

Honey Plants" as of good yield in the South.

Bonnier, in France, gives it third place as a

honey yieldcr, and the British Bee Journal

states that it is about on a par with buckwheat.

It is listed by Niswonger as more important

llian wliilc clover, in Kentucky.

Winter Losses
Lawrence County, Pennsylvania, lost 9U per

cent of her bees the last winter, and as yet we
have found no market in which to purchase an
adequate supply till too late in the season for

any honey. The honey seemed to granulate in

the hives and the bees actually starved with
ample stores in each box. Packing, winter pro-

tection of every kind used was seemingly of no
avail.

The colonies that came through the winter

best were in old-fashioned high boxes. I have
looked at but one of them thus far that had no
living bees in. and modern boxes by the hun-
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dreds can be examined in every direction full

of dead bees and granulated Iioney. Our white
t.lover harvest was very light in honey produc-
tion, yet the wild flowers, berries anil^ fruit

bloom seemed to i)roduce well for the bees, and
thtre was abundance of buckwheat as well.

Strong colonies and weak, packed and un-
packd hives, hives long in stores and hives short

in stores alike died, and the same story is read
every time I open a new box. Granulated
honey. What is our trouble ? How can we
avoid it next year. PENNSYLVANIA.
Answer.—This is additional evidence that the

standard Langstroth hive is too shallow, since

deep hives have not perished. Buckwheat

honey is condemned in many places, because

of its giving the bees diarrhta in long con-

tinements. But this is one of the few instances

where it was reported to granulate enough to

do damage. We have never had any losses

here in the West from granulated honey, the

bees apparently managing to consume it without

trouble.

Under the circumstances, I would recommend

that the buckwheat honey be eliminated from the

brood-chamber by extracting it and giving bet-

ter honey or sugar syrup in its place.

Color of Honey
Will you kindly tell me the color and qual-

ity of the honey produced by the Russian olive?

W. VIRGINIA.
Answer.—The Russian olive (Eleagnns hor-

tcnsis) is a comparatively new thing in this

country. Although the bees work freely upon

it, we know nothing of the color of its honey,

or its quality. Can anyone tell us?

Moths
What is the best way to treat combs for

moths? I see in your magazine C. C. Miller

treats with carbon disulphide. I think we
could put one box on top of another and
have it airtight. Would this carbon disulphide

on top of the brood not hurt the brood ? I

see another by E. L. Mall, Michigan, that way
to treat would cost some. I want the cheap-

est way. Let me know and oblige.

I lost some bees this winter. 1 think I kept

them too warm. I want to use the broodnest

again, for they are in good shape, and I

thought I would try it, if it don't hurt.

S. DAKOTA.
Answer.—Either of the methods you men-

tion is good to destroy moths. We would

give the preference to that of Mr. ii'angburn,

on page 90 of the March number. But Dr.

Miller :^uccteds well. As to the disulphide

hurting the brood, all that needs to be done is

to air the combs a little while before using

them in a hive. It will have no bad effect upon

the brood. Of course you should not use it

"on top of the brood nest," when the bees are

in it. It would kill both bees and brood.

Combs of hives in which bees have died will

be all right to use in the summer, if they have

no foulbrood in them.

Wild Bees
1. Is a colony of wild bees in the roof of

a building worth saving?
2. Can it be hived without building a scaf-

fold and tearing off the weatherboards, as the

entrance is high up under the eaves? If so,

what is the best way to do it?

NEW JERSEY.
Answers.—1. A colony of bees in the roof

of a building may be as valuable as any other,

when once brought down into a hive. There

is no such thing as a colony of wild bees, since

all bees are wild if allowed to swarm and get

away-

2. As to the hiving of them without building

a scatfold, we cannot tell. Perhaps one could

get at them with less trouble or expense from

the inside of the building, even if a little

plaster had to be torn off. If they are likely

to be among the rafters, it will be necessary

to tear the wall on the inside. They may be

easily taken out, hived and carried out of the

house at night after they have gone in and

(|uieted down.

li" you are not accustomed to handling bees,

bitter gel an expert, with a bee smoker, to

help you out. There is no need of getting

stung, and the colony will be worth the ex-

pense, after they are hived.

Straight Combs—Deep Frames
1. An uld betman said you can put sheets of

ijuiUiing paper between the fratnet in a hive
and the bees will build straight comb. Can
that be done, and what is the result?

2. Is a 16-inch brood-chamber too deep? X

have a home-made hive 22x13x10 in. deep; it

seems large to me.
3. Will bees work just as well with the

frames crosswise of the entrance as to have
them lengthwise of the hive, with .-ee en-
trances at the end? IOWA.

Answers.—1. If you were to put a swarm in

a hive with sheets of building jiaper between

all the frames, the bees might build combs in

each of those frames, but the likelihood is that

they would swarm out of that hive and hunt

for a more convenient home. But some

combs might be secured by that method. But

it is much better to use guides of comb foun-

dation, or, still better, to use full sheets. It

will pay.

2. A 16-inch brood-chamber would be too

deep for convenient lifting out of the frames,

when you wanted* to inspect the colony. Bet-

ter make it 13 deep and 16 long. But this is

an odd size, and you will find it more profit-

able to use some standard size of frame.

3. Yes, the bees will work just as well with

the frames crosswise, although beekeepers pre-

fer, as a rule, to have them lengthwise.

Moving Cells; How and When
1. Which is the best way to rear young

cjueens in upi)er stories with a special opening
at the back? Supposing that I would have 25

or 30 cells nearly ready to hatch, how could I

dispose of those cells by putting one in each
upper story; should there be some brood put

up in these upper stories, or if there is some
already should jt be removed completely?

2. Another thing I want to know, should it

be done during a honey flow? QUEBEC.
Answers.— 1. There must be a queen ex-

cluder between the stories and it is better that

there should be brood in the super where the

young queen is to hatch. Brood ready to hatch

is best. The old queen must be below^

2. All manipulations succeed best during a

honey flow. If there is a scarcity, we can

easily understand the bees do not care to rear

a young queen, especially if the old one is still

prolific.

Bees Die in Cellar—Prices of Honey
1. Last fall I lut my bees in my neighbor's

cellar. I guess it must be too damp in there

for them; anyway, one swarm is dead and an

another is nearly so. The tops of the frames
are all covered with brown spots and also the

combs have these spots on them, and it has a

bad smell, too. Do you think that this is dys-

entery?
2. Do you think that I could use these

combs again in the broodnest or for extracting?

The combs are mouldy on the bottom and
have some dead bees in the cells.

3. Do you think that we will always get a

fair price for our honey? Do you think that

there will always be a good demand for it?

MICHIGAN.
Answtrs.— 1. Very likely that cellar is too

damp. Perhaps it did not have enough ven-

tilation. In such a cellar, it is advisable to

place the hives on a shelf, as high up as possi-

ble. In any cellar, the hives that are nearest

the floor fare the worst. We ascribe it to

greater moisture there. Those brown spots are

undoubtedly the discharges of the bees. Prob-

ably your honey was not of very good quality.

2. Yes, those combs can be used again.

Place them in the center of a strong colony.

one at a time, during the summer, and you

will see how (juickly the bees will cleanse them.

3. We will certainly not always obtain 30

to (iO cents per pound for honey, any more
than the farmer will get 15 to 23 cents for

hogs. But if the beekeepers organize, as many
other industries do, there is no reason why
we should not secure a fair price for our

honey. In a country that consumes 80 pounds
of sugar per head, it ought not to be difficult

to sell from one to four pounds of honey per

head. This would mean a great deal more
honey consinned than we have ever pro-

duced. We will create the demand, if we try.

Georgia Beginner
Georgia is my home State, and I am very

much interested in the beekeeping industry. 1

have begun to do a lot of correspondence with
the beekeepers to try and persuade them to
organize a State Association. Suggestions from
you will be greatly appreciated.

Answer.—The time is evidently ripe for a

Georgia Association, for Mr. J. J. Wilder sent

a call for a meeting, and the Georgia State

Beekeepers' Association organized, at Way-
cross, July 3. An account of the meeting ap-

pears this month in our colutnns. Georgia is

a good State for bees and there is no reason

why a State association would not succeed

there.

Selling Honey
I have had some trouble in selling my honey,

as there are other beekeepers who are better
known and have a better trade than I have.
Would it be advisable to advertise in the local
weekly pajjer regularly or have a good-sized
advertisement, changed in every issue, or
would it be likely that the competitors would
try and run in opposition to me? What is the
best method to follow? WISCONSIN.
Answer.—''Advertise judiciously." That was

the motto of a large advertising agency, and it

is very good. You may spend a large amount
of money in advertising and get no returns, it

you -don't do it "judiciously."

A very good way to advertise is to put a

sign at your door, if you are along a traveled

road. "Pure Honey for Sale," in large letters,

will help dispose of a great quantity of honey,

especially if you are along an automobile road

A "local" in your weekly paper 'will do when
you have the honey ready for the customer.

Dr. Bonney is one of the best advertisers we
know of, and every beekeeper who reads the

bee papers has heard of ''Bonney Honey." A
display in the window of your grocer will prove

very helpful. But when you sell honey, be

sure and put it up in clean, attractive sha[)e,

so that your customers will come again.

Honey Board for Wintering—Dem-
aree Plan

1. I yesterday finished going through my
colonies for the first time, and I found the Ut-

ter in the chaff- trays unusually moist, when
often formerly it was so dry that it could be
put away with the trays for use next time. I

prepared my colonies as follows: (.1) Upon the

frames, directly, an improved Hill device, con-
sisting of a piece of wire netting about 12x12,

secured to two sticks along ends and two sticks

equi-distant between; the four sticks cross-

wise as to frames, (a) On this a piece of car-

pet ;;(b) thereon chaff-tray (c) upon the latter

the cover board as belonging to the colony.

Among my colonics there are 30 with one win-
ter case for each, and a» with them there was
not place inside enough to hold the cover of

the hive—especially as to the so protected

hives—it seemed well to me to put those cover-

boards also inside, and then on that the covtr
of the winter case. But in every case the

cover boards were inside. Where I have not
winter cases, I have double-walled hives. This
has been an unusually severe winter. What 1

would like to ask about is, what you would
think, in such a case as I have described above,

of leaving the cover boards out of the hives or

winter cases as well? Last fall I was afraid

that without the cover boards it might not be

warm enough inside of hives; now I question
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wbether with thuse cover boards left out there
would have been a readier escape of moisture
and thus not that wetness in the chaff. On the
whole, wintering was pretty good. My loss is

about IZ'A per cent while in 1918 it was 25 per
cent, also, after a severe winter; yet the sea-

son that followed was, with me, a record-
breaker as well as an eye-opener of what might
be achieved. It would seem that all the au-
spices for the coming season are good.

2. Here is another feature: Last year, of

my 79 colonies, 1 gave 17 the Dtmaree method.
Neither then nor the year before did it work
well with me. Both times I put aueen with
one of two poor frames of brood with founda-
tion under excluder (10 frames, and few 12

frames). Both seasons the bees did next to

nothing down stairs, aside from fooling with
that foundation. So, especially last year, 1

felt perplexed, and had strong misgivings as

to what would result upon reducing, for win-
ter, the Uemareed to one story. There seemed
to be bees enough, but they seemed to all re-

side up stairs. So I had to fabricate living

conditions below, with what little brood there

was, and frames of honey. Now I find that

things come out O- K. Out of the 17 all but

two are O. K., with brood and queen; also

eggs. Such two dead are about in the same
proportion as the loss as a whole. Yet I have
my mind made up that I do not like such out-

come of the Demaree, so I will do the Dema-
reeing later, and then will try to the utmost
not to use foundation below. I ask, then, how
I had best make up the lower story with

the queen under the excluder?
PENNSYLVANIA.

Answers.—1. The moist chaff in the trays

indicates that the bees would have been in

very damp condition if you did not use those

trays» over the combs, as you did. A tight-

fitting cover would have kept all that moisture

in the brood-chamber. I would say that those

bees were packed properly. The wonder is

that you lost 12^2 per cent. We call this a big

loss, with packing similar to yours. Regard-

ing what you call the cover board, if it is

what is commonly called a honey board, it

would be better to leave it out entirely till the

chaff tray is removed in spring.
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2. The Demaree plan is to put the brood

above, leaving the queen with only one or

two brood-combs below, with a queen excluder

between. If that is the method you followed,

the failure was probably due to a failure in the

crop. With a strong colony, a comb of brood

with the queen and the balance in foundation

would be as good a plan as we could suggest,

unless you have combs of worker cells already

Imilt, which would be still be better.

August

How Many Eggs?

What is the maximum number of eggs that a

queen will average per day for 21 days?
MISSISSIPPI.

Answer.—I'm not sure I can answer that. I

think the number is greater than it was j(l

years ago, and I suspect it will be still greater

50 years from now. Of course there is a

great difference in queens, but as the maxi-

mum is desired we are supposed to take the

best.

It may not be out of the way to estimate that

such a queen under favorable circumstances

will occupy IG Langstroth frames during 21

days, figuring that the eggs will fill three-

fourths of the inside measurement of the

frame. Putting it in round numbers, it would

not be far out of the way to say that the eggs

would occupy 100 square inches, or 200 square

inches when counting both sides of the comb.

In 16 frames there would be 3,200 square

inches. There are 28 13-15 worker-cells to the

square inch, nearly 29. Call it 29 for con-

venience in figuring, and 3,200 times 29 will

give us 93,800 cells filled by the queen in 21

days, or an average of 4,419 per day.

I do not vouch for the correctness of this

answer, and if anyone protests it I am not

ready to spill any blood in its defense. But

please remember that this is figuring on ut-

most possibilities, and it is possible that no

queen has actually achieved the figures given.

Increase
V. hen may be the time of the year to in-

crease bees to the best advantage?.
I have 40 colonies now and wish to increase

to 150 as soon as possible. WISCONSIN.
Answer.—The best time to increase your

colonies is during the honey crop. By making
artificial divisions, keeping all colonies breed-

ing, buying queens and supplying the colonies

with comb foundation in full sheets, you
might, in a very good season, succeed in mak-

ing the amount of increase that you mention.

But to be safe it is better not to try to more

than double your colonies in any one season.

This is the advice of all teachers in beekeeping.

Get good books and post yourself. You will

find it profitable.

Book Review
"Productive Small Fruit Culture,"

by F. C. Sears, is the latest addition
to the Lippincott series of farm man-
uals. Beekeeping and fruit growing
is a combination which has proved
ideal for many of our readers. This
volume treats strawberries, raspber-
ries, blackberries, currants, goose-
berries and grapes with full directions

for their culture. The author is Pro-
fessor of Pomology in the Massachu-
setts Agricultural College and a well-

known authority on fruit growing.
The book contains 368 pages, well il-

lustrated, and sells at $2.50. It may
be obtained from the J. B. Lippincott

Co., of Philadelphia, or at this office.

HONEY WANTED

We remit the same day goods are received

C. H. W. WEBER & CO., Cincinnatti, Ohio

HONEY I

:»: Send us a sample of your honey if extracted, state how put up and your price. We X

X are also buyers of comb, can use unlimited quantities if quality and price are right. X
t

X
xX
X.
XX
X
X
X
X
X
X
x
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The Diamond Match Go.
( APIARY DIPT.

)

MANUFACTURERS OF

Beekeepers' Supplies

CHICO.CAL, U.S.A.

Dadant't incomparable Foundation ii

alwayi kept in stock. Western Bee-
keeper* can be supplied adrantag-
eously.

lliii t l »m-»»^ I

BEEKEEPERS, wherever they may be located, before vleciding where
to obtain supplies, should write to The Diamond Match Co. for

prices, and for their Beekeeper*' Supply Catalogue.

This Company are the largest manufacturers in the world who make
Bee Supplies. They own th<_ir own timber lands, mills and factories,

and supply goods direct from the tree to the beekeeper.

Full advantage of this low cost of production is given to the purchaser.

The Apiary Department (which is in charge of experienced supply men,
who are also practical beekeepers) maintains a constant excellence of

product and offers unsurpassed service.

The Diamond Match Co.
Apiary Department CHICO, CAL., U.S.A.
i».». »!> t U lltllt l'«ll>'lt • >l>ll>"»- »ii»iiaii» 1 i> i»ii>ii»ii>ii»iii •••>••>

I
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The Eastern New York
Beekeepers' Association

The Eastern New York Beekeepers'
Association will hold their fifth an-
nual mid-summer meeting and basket
picnic at the home apiary of Mr. Au-
gustus Sweet, near West Berne, Al-

bany County, N. Y., on Saturday,
August 7, at 10 a. m.

S. DAVENPORT, Sec.-Treas.

Indian Fields, N. Y.

Good Tires Cheap
6 AAA llfIL£S

y^9^^\^ GUARANTEED
Serviceable tires are reconstructed Jn our
faotory by our own dependable process
and guaranteed for 6.000 miles.Unequalled
jn price, quality and workmanship.
RELINER FREE WITH EACH TIRE

TUBES

2.50
2.90
3.05
3 30
3.40
3-65

3.6i
order-

_. eUta
whether S. S .Clincher, plain or non-akid. Take 6 per cent
discount from abovL- prices for cash with order, or send $2 de
posit on each tire and $1 on each tube. bslanceC. O U Tires
falpped immedintclv .iiibject to p^tmination. ORDERTODAV.
Serviceable Tire Corp., |7t E. 33rd St.. Chicago

srzE
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WANTED—Shipments of old comb and cap-

pings for rendering. We pay the highest

cash and trade prices, charging but 5c a pound
for wax rendering. Fred VV. Muth Co..

201 Walnut St.. Cincinnati. Ohio.
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EXTRACTING BEE- MEN WANT falcon" QUEENS
VY/E spare no pains in giving our patrons the best bred queens. Good queens are vital

to the success of a honey crop and to building up, strong "producing" colonies.

Price List of "•falcon** Three-handed Italian Queens
July 1 to October 1

1 6 12

Unlested .-.$1.80 $9.90 $18.00

^i Sel--ct Untested ..2.00 11.10 20.00

^J lesled - 2.i;0 14.40 29.00
iW Select Tested. 3.00 17.40 33.00

^"^
WRITE FOR OUR RED CATALOG

W.T. FALCONER MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Falconer (near Jamestown) N. Y., U. S. A.

"Where the best Bee-Hives come from,"

FOR SALE On the following list of goods you can make a saving of from 20 % up, if you act promptly

Shipping Cages for Pound Bees—New
1500 1-lb packages, complete $ .40 60 1-Ib. packages, nailed, not screened .,30

470 2-lb. packages, complete .S2 500 2-lb. packages, nailed, not screened .40

140 3-lb packages, complete .75

These are the packages recommended by the Texas Beekeepers' Association.

Queen Rearing Nuclei
975 Standard 4-£rame nuclei. Hoffman frame, nailed and painted, at $1. 14(1 8-franie hives divided in the cen-

ter. X. P., at $2. 45 10-frame hives divided in 2 and 3 parts, at $2.10

lO-Frame Hive Bodies
110 10-frame hive bodies, empty, N. P., at 80c. l.'O 10-frame hive bodies, with foundation, N. P., at $2.20. 40

10-frame hive bodies, with wired frames, N., at $1.30. 10-frame covers, N. P., at 72c. 10-frame bottoms, re-

versible, X. P., at 60c. 8-frame telescope metal roof covers. X. P., at $1. 10-frame bottoms in flat at 50c. 350

lO-frame excluders at 55c and 65c. Medium brood foundation. Dadant's. 67c per lb. Light brood, 70c per lb.

Thin surplus for shallow frames, 72c per lb. Write for further information and bargains.

W. J. FOREHAND & SONS, FORT DEPOSIT, ALA.

I
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PURE ITALIAN QUEENS

The old reliable three-banded stock bred strictly for

business. My select untested are laying before being

caged. Price after August 1, $1.50, 12 or more $1.25

each. Tested $2.00, breeders $5.00. Circular free.

J. E. WING, San Jose, Calif.

155 SCHIELE AVENUE

QUINN'S QUEENS OF QUALITY
Have no superiors

—
"There's a rea-

son." Are Mendelian bred, good qual-
ities accentuated. Gray Carniolans,
Gray Caucasians, most gentle of all,

prolific, hardy, vigorous, disease-re-
sistant, white comb builders—they de-
liver the goods.

ITALIANS, 3-banded, line bred, pedi-
greed; need no boosting; they speak
for themselves.

CHAS. W. QUINN. Sabot, Va.

fJ/^MCV FINEST Mich-

rlwlll-l I i|=n Raspberry-,
nasswood and

Clover comb and extracted honey. Un-
excelled for quality.
Crate 6 cases 24 sec. Fancy CombS39.00
Crate 6 cases 24 sec. A No. I Cob 36.00
Crate 6 cases 24 sec No. 2 Comb 33 00
Crate 6 cases 24 sec. Kxtra Fancy 42.00
Two cans 120 lbs. Extracted 30.00

Sen*i Today for Free Sample

W. A. LATSHAW COMPANY, Clarion, Michigan
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MODIFIED DADANT HIVE

Glance at this illustration to

compare this hive with "Standard"

Langstroth hive.

Your present brood equipment

can be put above the Modified Da-

dant hive used as full-depth su-

pers.

You get 40 per cent greater

brood-comb area than in the

"Standard" ten-frame Langstroth.

You get deep frames, large

one-story brood-nest, frame space

ventilation, excellence in winter-

ing, swarming easily controlled.

MODIFIED DADANT HIVE FEATURES

1. Eleven frames, Langstroth length, Quinby depth. 4. Dovetailed body, regular reversible bottom and
metal roof cover with inner cover.

2. Frames spaced l/a inches for swarm control.
^ Langstroth "Standard" equipment easily used

3. Extracting frames 6]4 inches deep. with this hive.

For free booklet write any distributor of Lewis " Beeware," or to

G. B. LEWIS COMPANY, Watertown, Wisconsin
DADANT & SONS, Hamilton, Illinois

BEE SUPPLIES
The largest and oldest Bee

Supply manufacturer in Min-

nesota can offer you BEE
WARE that will keep that

"satisfied smile" on your face.

Excellent quotations given on
frames, spacing or unspacing.

Write to MONDENG about

hives and supers. Made of

polished white pine.

A word to the wise is usually—RESENTED?
Send for my 1920 Catalog and Price List.

LOOK for the best bargains I've presented.

Will take your Beeswax In Trade at Highest Market Price

CHAS. MONDENG
159 Cedar Lake Road MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

EARLY ORDER DISCOUNTS WILL

^S Pay You to Buy Bee-Supplies Now
Thirty years' experience in making everything for

the beekeeper. A large factory specially equipped
for the purpose ensures goods of highest quality.

Write for our illustrated catalog today.

LEAHY MFG. CO., 90 Sixth St., Hlgslnsville, Mo.
or J. W. ROUSK. Maxleo, INo.

ELECTRIC IMBEDDER
Price without Batteriet $1.25

Not postpaid.

Actually cements wires in the foundation.
Will work with dry cells or with city cur-

rent in connection with transformer. Best

device of its kind on the market.

For tale by all bee supply dealer*

Dadant & Sons, Kamilton.'ux.

PAT JU LV 30,

C.O.BRUNO NAILING DEVICE
Madefor the Huffman Brood Frames, A combined
Nailing,Wiring and Wedge Clamping Device. Haa
been tried and is s:unranteed to do accurate work.

PRICE $7.50

Complete directions for operating are furnished
with each device.

M.nufactured by C. O. BRUNO
1413 South W««t Strcat, Rockford. UUmU
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PRICES OF QUEENS
Nov. 1 to June 1 June 1 to Nov. 116 12 1 6 12

Untested $2.00 $9.00 $16.80 $1.50 $8.00 $I4..S0

Select untested 2.25 10.50 18.00 2.00 9.50 16.00

Tested - 3.00 16.50 30.00 2..S0 12,00 22.00

Select tested 3.50 19.50 36.00 3.00 16.50 30.00

Breeder* $7^ to $15.M

Queens for export will be carefully packed in long-distance cages, but

safe delivery is not guaranteed.

"The queen that I got from you last season made honey when the

other bees were taking lunch to the fields with them (when they went
at all)". H. M. TICHENOR, Centertown, Ky.

2058 Yonge St., Toronto Canada March 19, 1920.

Friend Davis

:

The colonies headed by your queens are through this far in fine

shape. It was a pleasing sight to see them take their first flight (after

4 months) this last week. What is the price of queens to us folks on

this side this year, and when could you start to send me up some? A
reply would oblige Yours Respectfully,

P. F. OLIVER.
No Nuclei, Full Coloniet or Pound Packaca*.

BEN G. DAVIS, Spring Hill, Tenn.

»
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MARSHFIELD GOODS
BEEKEEPERS

We manufacture millions of sections every year that

are as good as the best. The cheapest for the qual-

ity; best for the price. If you buy them once, you

will buy again.

We also manufacture hives, brood-frames,

section holders and shipping cases.

Our Catalog Is fraa far tha aaklng

MARSHFIELD MFG. CO., Marshfleld, Wis.

BEEKEEPER'S SUPPLIES
QUALITY AND SERVICE

The honey flow is now on. Honey means Dollars to you; don't lose

a pound of it by being short of Supplies. We carry a full line of Bee
Supplies ready for prompt shipment to you—Hives, Frames, Supers,
SECTIONS, Foundation, Extractors, Smokers, Comb Honey Shipping
Cases, Tin Honey Cans and Pails. Our goods are ideal in quality and
workmanship. Learn more about our goods by sending for our cata-

log.

AUGUST LOTZ COMPANY, Boyd, Wis.

ITALIAN
QUEENS

The Old Reliable Three-Banded Ital-

ians. The 'jest allround bee *o be had.
Queens ready to mail April 1. Will
book orders now. Will guarantee safe
arrival in United States and Canada.
Prices for April and May:
Untested,, $1.50; 6, $8; 12, $15
Tested, $2.25; 6, $12; 12, $22.

Select tested. $3 each.

Descriptive circular and price list free.

JOHN G. MILLER,
723 C Street, Corpus Christi, Texas.

PORTER ESCAPE
SAVES
HONEY
TIME

MONEY
F or• by all daalar*.

If na daalar. wrKa faatary
R. a E. C. P0RTKR. MFRS.
Lawlstawn. Illlnala. U. S. A.

(Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing)

' Send for Catalogue of

Honey Labels and Sta-

tionery.

American Bee Journal

We furnish full colonies of Italian

bees in double-walled hives, sinele-

walled hives, shipping boxes and 3-

frame nucleus colonies.

I. J. STRINGHAM, Glen Cove, N. Y.

NASSAU, CO.

WESTERN BEEKEEPERS!
We handle the finest line of bee

supplies. Send for our 68-page cata-
log. Our prices will interest you.

The Colorado Honey Producers' A»-
•ociation, 1424 Market St.,

Denver, Colo.

Write lor Price List and
Booklet descrip-

tive of

HIGH-GRADE
Italian Queens

JAY SMITH
Rout* 3

Vincennes, Ind.
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HERE THEY ARE MR. BEEKEEPER
at Newark, Wayns Co^ N. Y^ ready to answer your call. The best of eTerything. Just read this list:

Lewis Beeware, Sections, Shipping Cases, Frames, Hives, Hershiser Wax Presses and other sup-

plies, Dadant's Unexcelled Foundation, all standard weights and sizes; also the Electric Wire Im-

bedder, Bingham Uncapping Knives, including steam heated, with oil stoves and generators. Bing-

ham Smokers, all sizes, with geunine leather bellows
; Root's Extractors, all sizes of hand and power

machines; Bee Books, written by all leading authors in beedom.
All sizes of Friction Top Pails, and also 60-lb. Cans, new and second hand. Also Cement-

coated Nails for nailing beehives and supplies; and all sized spools of Tinned Wire, Bee Brushes,

Feeders, Queen-Rearing Cages, Bee Gloves and Gapping Melter, and all practical supplies you will

need.
A market for your honey or wax and a plant to render your old combs and cappings.

Over 1,000 beekeepers took advantage of this service station at Newark in 1919 for the first time.

Now all together for a greater 1920.

New catalog free. Our discounts will save you money.

THE DEROY TAYLOR CO., Newark
(Wayne Co.) New York.
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MR. BEE KEEPER
You desire your beekeeping to become successful. Then use the best methods and supplies available.

These supplies are furnished by us in Dadant's Foundation and Lewis Bee Supplies.

Send us samples of your honey and quote your price.

WESTERN HONEY PRODUCERS, SIOUX CITY, IOWA

Send list of your needs or request for new Catalogue to Department B.
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ROOT GOODS—PROMPT SERVICE
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SHIPPING CASES
FOUNDATION

HONEY CONTAINERS
GLASS JARS

WERTZ SEED CO., SIOUX CITY, IOWA
ROOT DISTRIBUTORS—LET US SAVE YOU FREIGHT COSTS—GET OUR PRICES

jT
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I
QUEENS, SELECT THREE-BANDED ITALIANS

i Reared from the best mothers and mated to select drones.
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Crop and Market Report
Compiled by M G. Dadaot

For our August report we asked reporters to answer
the following questions: 1. How is the crop in your
section? What will be the per colony average? 2.

Have you sold any of your honey, and at what price. 3.

Any offers ?. 4. What do you expect to realize from your
crop?

THE HONEY CROP
Throughout the New England Slate the honey crop

has been up to normal and part of the section claim a

very poor crop, indeed. It was caused partly from the

fact that bees were in such poor condition and there were
such heavy losses, and partly because honey plants were
not in the best condition for the flow.

In New York the conditions seem to be better, some
sections reporting a very good crop, while others state

there will hardly be a half crop. In this section the crop
will be cut down a good deal in some localities by the

prevalence of American foulbrood.
In Pennsylvania there will be a small crop, probably 25

per cent of normal, while Ohio seems to have a very fair

crop, seeming much better than last year. Turning to the

Southern States, we find that the crop, so far, has been
about SO per cent of normal, except in Louisiana, which
claims the best year in four or five years, with an average
of 100 pounds or more per colony. In Mississippi and
Alabama the sweet clover flow was practically a failure

and their honey will not amount to a great deal. Florida
and Georgia have averaged about 30 to 35 pounds per
colony, so far, but are expecting a better fall flow. In

Te.xas the crop has been above normal and will probably
reach 100 pounds per colony by the time the present flow

is over. Around there the beekeepers are very well sat-

isfied, indeed, and have been finding ready sale for their

honey, thanks to their well equipped Association.
In Indiana and Illinois the flow has been better than

expected, although nothing phenomenal. The average
will probably be 30 pounds per colony, whereas nothing
was expected, in most instances. In Michigan the flow is

very good, but they are suffering from a lack of bees,

owing to heavy winter losses last year and depleted con-

dition of colonies. Wisconsin claims the best flow they
liave had for two or three years, with an average of 100

pounds per colony, or better. Minnesota is good, although
hardly up to the flow in Wisconsin. In Iowa the condi-

tions are somewhat spotted, the eastern part of the State
resembling Illinois, whereas the western part is having
an extremely good honey flow. In the sweet clover sec-

tions the average is said, in soine instances, to run to 200

pounds per colony. The flow is also good in Kansas and
Nebraska, and Missouri is having a very good flow in

some sections, also.

It is a little early to estimate the crop in the Moun-
tain section, although Colorado will probably have its

ordinary crop cut down to some extent by the ravages
to the alfalfa. It seems that they will hardly harvest as

much honey as last year. Montana claims about the same
thing, with about 75 per cent of normal. Idaho reporters
figure that they will average 100 pounds per colony before
the season is over and are very well pleased. Washing-
ton will also have an excellent flow, while Oregon will

hardly have as heavy a flow, averaging from 50 to 75
pounds per colony. In Arizona the flow has Ijeen excel-
lent, and in New Mexico, in most sections, it has also been
very good, although cut down to some extent by the
extremely heavy rains and floods.

California, to be last considered, has very conflicting
reports. One reporter states he will have 125 to ISO
pounds per colony, and another at least 100 pounds. The
average of the reports, however, would indicate that the
flow is about two-thirds of last year and that the aver-
age will be from 60 to 75 pounds per colony.

HONEY SOLD
There has been very little honey of the new crop sold,

except the orange honey in California and some froin the
southeast. California orange honey has been bringing
from 19c to 21c and the honey from Florida, Georgia and
other points has brought from 17c to 20c.

OFFERS MADE
A large number of the reporters have stated they have

been oflFered uniformly a price of 19c for white extracted
honey and about 16c to 17c for amber. These off'ers seem
to be in the nature of feelers, as buyers are not yet active
in trying to get honey.

PRICES EXPECTED
Not a reporter expected to get less than 20c per pound

for white extracted honey, with comparatively a large
number stating they would like to get 25c for extracted
and 30c for comb. The strange thing about the reports
is that the price expected on extracted and comb are so
nearly the same.
We call attention to the excellent condition both in

California, Colorado and Texas on honey prices, owing
to the fact that the associations there are controlling a
large part of the crop and handling the same so that the
beekeepers will get the very best price obtainable. In
Texas there was an inclination to throw the new honey
on the market at once. This was averted by the associa-
tion, and the honey has been going onto the market
slowly, with the result that 50 per cent of the crop is al-
ready sold and the rest is moving excellently at very good
prices, ranging from 16c to 21c for extracted.

Prices ofifered on California honey were, on July 8, as
follows: Water white sage, 19i/c; white sage, 19c; light
amber sage, 18c; Hawaiian, IS^c. For opening prices
these are considerably in advance of last year and would
indicate that the associations are figuring on a better
price for their members than a year ago.

In Colorado, of course, the association has not yet
placed any prices on their stock, since the crop is not yet
harvested. They will, however, as usual, get top-notch
prices for their members.
The United States Department report is remarkable

for one thing, and that is, that there is left but little
honey in the large markets. Evidently the markets are
pretty well cleaned up, owing to the shortage of sugar
and the excellent demand for honey.
Sugar is still scarce, although getting more plentiful,

and the wholesale price in New York has dropped from
28c to about 24c per pound.

THREE BAND ITALIANS
TESTED DISEASE RESISTORS

PRICES
June 15 to July IS

1 6 12

Unieded $1.50 $8.00 $15.00
Select untested 1.75 9.00 16.00

July 15 to Oct. 1

1 6 12 100

Untested $1.30 $7.50 $13.50 $110 00
Select untested 1.60 8.00 14.00 115.00

Select tested, any time
after June20 3.00 16.00 29.00
Select d«y-old virgins,

after June 1 .60 3.50 6.50 50.00

D. A. DAVIS, Birmingham, Mich.
216 Greenwood

DAHULd Machinery

Read what J. E. Parent,
of Chariton, N. Y., says:
"We cut with one of your

Cotnbineii Machines last

winter .')!) chaff hives with
7-in. cap, 100 honey-racks,
."00 frames and a great
deal of other work. This
winter we have a double
amount of hives, etc., tu

make with this saw. It

will do all you say of it."

f'aialog and price list frn.-.

W. F. & JOHN BARNES
995 Ruby St.. ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS

Established 1885
We are still furnishing beehives made of

white pine; they will last. A. I. Root Co.'s
make of bee supplies kept in stock. Send for
catalog giving full particulars; free for the
asking. Beeswax in exchange for supplies, or
cash.

JOHN NEBEL & SON SUPPLY CO.
Hich HiU. MoBtK. C*.. M*.

ATTENTION, PACIFIC NORTH-
WEST BEEKEEPERS!

We handle a full line of supplies for
beekeepers, including Italian Queens.
Write us your requirements and for
our Catalog A. It's free.

SPOKANE SEED CO.,
906 First Ave. Spokane, Wash.
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Is Uncle Sam'sWord
Good Enough?

Then Mr. Bee-man, just write for

Volume I of the Cypress Pocket
Library and read what our re-

spected Uncle has to say about
Cypress (''TheWood Eternal.")

You'll then see why any bee-

hive, or bottom or winter case

not made of Cypress is not so

good as it might be. 42 other

volumes all free. The list is in

Volume I. Write and it comes.

SOUTHERN CYPRESS MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION
12.S1 Hibernia Bank Building, New Orleans, La., or 1251 Heard National Bank Building, Jacksonville, Fla.

Insist on TRADE-MARKED Cypress at Your Local Lumber Dealer's ir be basn'l it. I.HT US KNOH^ IMMEDl/ITELY

FOREHAND'S THREE BANDS
THE THRIFTY KIND

Twenty-eight years of select breeding brings these bees up to a standard surpassed by none, but su-

perior to many.

Place your order now for August and September delivery. We have booked as many orders for pound

bees as we can handle this season.

PRICES AFTER JUNE 1



BEE SUPPLY PRICES
A FRANK TALK WITH BEEKEEPERS

No one likes high prices but the profiteer. We are all sick and tired

and irritated by higher this, higher that and higher everything. We have
all waited for the turning point when things would begin "going down." We
as manufacturers of beekeepers' supplies, have hoped for this turning point

as anxiously as any beekeeper possibly could. We have been encouraged
by seeing some necessities, such as men's and women's clothing, going to

lower levels, and have hoped to see lower prices reach to metal and lumber
materials. We have expected the tide to turn in our field of metal and
wood manufacture, hoping not to have to advance prices. So it is that we
have made only a very few minor advances now for two years.

But the turning point of higher prices of materials does not come in

our field, and is not in sight at this date, July 1, because the manufacturers
of metals and lumber are today swamped with orders at prevailing high

prices. These high prices are going to continue while the rush of orders

continues—and there is no turning point in sight.

Prices asked today on pine lumber are more than double, and basswood
three times as much as prices in effect two years ago. Except for the fact

that we had a year's lumber supply purchased in advance we would have
been compelled to advance prices a year ago for the past season.

Metal parts of our e.xtractors, smokers, uncapping knives, queen ex-

cluders, etc., have increased from two to si.x times their former cost to us.

Our labor cost has increased 60 per cent during the past two years.

We put these plain facts of our own manufacturing situation before

our customers to explain the absolute necessity for advancing the prices of

a considerable part of our bee supplies. It becomes necessary to do this if

we are to continue to manufacture for the beekeepers without actual loss.

We say to our beekeeping friends and customers that we shall reduce

what both they and ourselves regard as too high prices just as fast as the

price of materials used in our manufacture may permit. We do not like

high prices for the beekeeper any better than the beekeeper himself likes

them.

ROOT QUEENS

Our queens are bred by as skillful and experienced queen-breeders as

can be found in the United States. There are very few places where queens

are reared under as favorable conditions as in our own Ohio queen-rearing

yards in midsummer. The strain is proved and of the highest quality. We
guarantee that better queens than ours cannot be bought anywhere. Prices

are :

1 Untested Queen $ 2.00 24 Untested Queens $40.80

6 Untested Queens 11.40 48 Untested Queens 76.80

12 Untested Queens 21.60 100 Untested Queens and up-
wards—special prices quoted^

Inquiries as to tested or breeding queens invited. The demand for

these often exceeds our supply. So order well in advance.

Write or wire when deliveries are wanted. We are producing in large

quantities this season, and with advanced information as to the wants of

our customers we shall at times be able to quote unusually attractive prices

on large quantities.

THE A. I. ROOT CO., Medina, O,
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WHEN THE BEES STING
YOU'LL NEED AN "IDEAL BEE VEIL"

TO ITS NAME

SI. 50 Post Paid in V. S. A.

TRUE

WAX—OLD COMB

We pay you the highest market price for

rendered wax, less 5c per pound rendering

charges. Our rendering process saves the

last drop of wax for you. "Put your name

on all packages."

HONEY

Send us a sample of your extracted honey.

We also buy comb honey. Tell us how

much you have and what you want for it.

We pay the day shipment is received.

THE FRED W. MUTH COMPANY
CINCINNATI, OHIO

THE BUSY BEEMEN"

fly^^itf'tjiy^flyp^^iwiis^^^i^^
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THE BEST BEE
BOOKS

THE HONEYBEE
By Langstroth and Dadant.

A very complete text on

beekeeping. 575 pages, attrac-

tive cloth binding, $2.50, Eng-

lish, French or Spanish editions.

FIRST LESSONS IN BEE-
KEEPING

By C. P. Dadant.

Will start you right. 167 pages,

178 illustrations, cloth binding.

Price $1.00.

AMERICAN HONEY PLANTS
By Frank C. Pellett.

First book in the English lan-

guage on the subject of the

honey plants.

300 large pages, 155 illustra-

tions, cloth binding; $2.50.

OUTAPIARIES
By M. G. Dadant.

Valuable to every extensive

beekeeper. 125 pages, 50 illus-

trations; cloth bound.. Price

$1.00.

PRACTICAL QUEEN REAR-
ING

By Frank C. Pellett

Gives all up-to-date methods

of rearing queens for the small

beekeeper or for the specialist.

Cloth bound, 105 pages, 40 il-

lustrations.

Price $1.00

1,000 ANSWERS TO BEE-
KEEPING QUESTIONS
By Dr. C. C. Miller.

Answers the questions that

other books overlook. Cloth

bound, 276 pages. Price $1.25.

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL,
Hamilton, Illinoii

WINTER PROBLEM SOLVED
BY THE

HIVE WITH AN INNER OVERCOAT

FURNISHED WITH JUMBO DEPTH OR STANDARD
HOFFMAN FRAMES

Plan to try out a sample shipment of these hives the coming win-

ter and be convinced of their efficiency and durability. Our winter's

loss the past winter of 1919-20 was less than 5 per cent, and this was

due to starvation and poor queens. The bees were confined to the

hives without a flight for about 120 days. These hives will winter

normal colonies perfectly under the most severe conditions. We have

many testimonials, too numerous to publish. The two Inner Over-

coats with intervening dead air spaces and inner covering or blankets

close up about the brood-nest is what does the trick. A person could

have any amount of blankets fastened up on the walls of a room and
still freeze to death if left in the center of the room without close up

protection or insulation. If you can eliminate your winter loses, think

what it will mean to you.

Order early, as freight is slow and uncertain and will get more
serious as winter approaches. Do not fail to try out a sample ship-

ment. Catalog and special circulars sent on request.

TIN HONEY PACKAGES

»H lb.,

IK lb..

2/2 lb.,

6 lb..

Friction Top cans, cases of 34
Friction Top cans, crates of 100
Friction Top cans, crates of 450
Friction Top pails, crates of 13

e
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"GRIGGS SAVES YOU FREIGHT"

TOLEDO

NOW FOR THE 1920 HONEY CROP We will buy it, both comb and extracted

We want especially White Orange, White Sage, White Clover, Basswood, Raspberry.

Write us what you have, sending samples, and prices asked, in first letter.

SECOND-HAND 60-Lb. CANS

These cans used only once, packed in good cases. 10 cases, 70c; SO to 100 cases, 65c; 100 to 500, 60c.

BEESWAX WANTED

GRIGGS BROTHERS CO., TOLEDO, OHIO ^l^^'

GRIGGS SAVES YOU FREIGHT'

QUEENS BEES BY THE POUND QUEENS
The rush of our bee shipping season will practically be over by July 1st: will then be in position to take care of your QUEEN orders.

Just received a picture from a party showing a colony built up from about 2 pounds of bees and a queen last spring (1919) and at

that time weighed 330 pounds gross; others in the yard did better than that one. We have had colonies here gather 400 pounds spring

crop. Party wrote from Chicago: "The shipment of bees was received on May 7, this year; hived same day; did not examine until

18th, when we found all queens accepted and had laid in three frames. We greatly appreciate receiving such good grade of bees and

hope to favor you with larger orders in the future." Another from Nebraska: "Wish to tell you how well pleased I am with the

business done with you. Some of the 50 packages had less than 100 dead bees in them. Those queens of yours are the best uniform

QUEENS I have ever received, What is your price on 200 two-pound packages with queens for spring, 1921?"

Our QUEENS are hardy, gentle Italians; they throw bees that fill the supers. GUARANTEE safe arrival and satisfaction

QUEENS. With my method of feeding, can ship bees successfully in July and August. Get a few packages and build them for

fall flow or winter. Send for FREE Circular giving reference, prices by parcel post, nuclei, guarantee, etc.

the

Untested Queens $1.50

Select Untested Queens 1.66

Add price of queen wanted when ordering bees.

C 12 50 100 1

$7.60 $13.60 $48.00 $95.00 Tested Queens 2.50

8.26 14.86 62.80 104.50 Select Tested Queens S.OO

1 pound package bees, $2.40; 25 or more, $2.16 each

2 pound package bees, $4.26; 25 or more, $3.83 each

3 pound package bees. $6.25; 25 or more, $5.62 each

6
13.50
16.20

12
27.00

60
110.00

1
y.

t-

y
y

?
y
V
y

t

NUECES COUNTY APIARIES, ^ Prop." CALALLEN, TEXAS

''Everything in Bee Supplies"

''SUPERIOR" FOUNDATION
HONEY CANS

We are at your service. Beeswax wanted at top market price.

SUPERIOR HONEY CO., Ogden, Utah
(Manufacturers of Weed Process Foundation)

THREE BAND ITALIANS
TESTED DISEASE RESISTORS

PRICES
June 15 to July 15

1 6 12

Unte.ted $1.50 $8.00 $15.00

Select untested ...1.75 9.00 16.00

July 15 to Oct. 1

1 6 12 100

Untested ..$1.30 $7.50 $13.50 $110.00

Select untested.... 1.60 8.00 14.00 115.00

Select tested, any time
afterJune20 3.00 16.00 29.00

Select dsy-old virgins,

after June 1 .(>0 .3.50 6.50 50,00

D. A. DAVIS, Birmingham, Mich.

216 Greenwood

Established 188S
We are still furnishing beehives made of

white pine; they will last. A. I. Rout Co.'s

make of bee supplies kei)t in stock. Send for

catalog giving full particulars; free for the

asking. Beeswax in exchange for supplies, or

cash.

JOHN NEBEL & SON SUPPLY CO.
Hlsh HIU. MoBtK. Co.. Mo.

BARNES'
Foot Power

Machinery
Read what J. E. Paren

,

of Chariton, N. Y., says:

"We cut with one of your
Combined Machines last

winter 50 chaff hives with
7-in. cap, 100 honey -racks,

500 frames and a great

deal of other work. This
winter we have a double
amount of hives, etc., to

make with this saw. It .

will do all you say of it."

Catalog and price list free.

W. F. & JOHN BARNES
995 Ruby St.. ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS

ATTENTION, PACIFIC NORTH-
WEST BEEKEEPERS!

We handle a full line of supplies for

beekeepers, including Italian Queens.
Write us your requirements and for

our Catalog A. It's free.

SPOKANE SEED CO.,
906 First Ave. Spokane, Wash.

Hand-Moore
QUEENS
How many of you, let me
see, have tested out the
Hand-Moore bee? Our bees
get honey by the ton, and
honey's what brings in the
mon'. So if you want your
honest share, and are not
content with just the tare,

buy Hand-Moore Queens.
that's what I say. and do it.

yes, and right away. Untes-
ted only. $1.50 each; 6.8.00;

13, $15.00.

W.A.LATSHAWCO,
Clarion, Mich. U. S. A.

BEE SUPPLIES
We carry a complete stock of sup-

plies at all times, and can make
prompt shipments. Our prices will

interest you.
Senfl Us Your Inquiries

A. H. RUSCH & SON CO.
Reedsville. Wi.

Good Tires Cheap

OjtlUU GUARANTEED
S^Tviceable tires are reconstructed in our
factory by our own dependable process

and Ki'aranteed for 6,000 miles. Unequalled

in price, quality and workmanship.
RELINER FREE WITH CACH TIRE

lOES
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DADANT QUALITY IN MACHINE MADE
FOUNDATION

The Weed Process was not invented in a single day. E. B. Weed
who invented the present system of machinery on which Dadant's
Foundation is manufactured made many experiments before he was
successful.

Part of his experiments were made at the Dadant factory. Some
of our older workmen can still recall the hot wax squirting every-

where from the jaws

of different presses

before the modern
sheeting machine
was finally evolved.

His process was
promptly accepted
by the Dadants as

a step forward, not

in the making of a

foundation su-

perior to the hand
made, but of insur-

ing quantities suffi-

cient to supply an
ever growing de-

mand.

Into this process

was carried all the

care, all the pains,

all the tests, which
Sheeting wax on Weed Machines for milling into Dadant's Foundation

had made Dadant's Foundation so well liked.

Nailing machines have largely replaced hammers, and trucks taken
the place of horses and wagons, but the same care, the same ex-

actness of having all foundation first of all satisfactory to the

Dadants and to the Dadant bees is still exercised and will continue
to be.

nAHAMT'C milMnATIOM EVERY INCH, EVERY POUND. EVERY TON EQUAL TOvMi/Mn I a rvfunuMiivn any sample we have ever sent out.

specify it to your dealer. If he hasn 't it write us

DADANT & SONS, HAMILTON, ILLINOIS
Catalog and Prices on Bee Supplies, Bees-wax, Working into Comb Foundation

and Comb Rendering for the asking

\m i^i W^k mwM
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WAX IS MONEY

Do you know that nearly every dealer who extracts wax from

old combs for beekeepers or for his own use to make into bee

comb foundation uses an extractor of the Hershiser type?

This is because it is the most efficient wax extractor on the

market which will handle quantities of old combs or cappings at one

time. Less than one per cent of wax is left in the slumgum.

The Hershiser wax extractor tank may be used to heat or

liquify extracted honey, as it holds four 60-pound cans. Many bee-

keepers use it to drain cappings and to work wax into big cakes.

Sold by distributors of Lewis "Beeware."
Write for Free Booklet on this Press.
Early Cash Order Discount 8 per cent In September.

LOOK
FOR

BEE HIVES ANO APIARIAN CdUIPMENT

BEWARE
WHERE YOU BUY YOUR

BEEWARE
MAKES THE FINEST.

THIS

MARK

G. B. LEWIS COMPANY, WATERTOWN, WISCONSIN
BRANCHES AND DISTRIBUTORS EVERYWHERE
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Requeenin^ and Preparing for Winter
By C. P. Dadant

IF
we have not done it earlier, Sep-
tember is a good month to re-

queen the colonies that have old

queens. At this time, queens may be
liought cheaper than at any other
date during the entire honey season.

Some beekeepers advise requeening
every year. I do not. I believe a

queen is better in her second year, as

a rule, than in her first season. If

she was not good in her first year, she
should have been replaced at once.
But I would not have the heart to kill

a queen, a year old, that was heading
a strong colony. I could probably not
do better by replacing her, then, and
I might do worse.

Removing a queen to introduce an-
other is considered a great task by
some beekeepers. A French apiarist
describes what he calls "the automatic
finding of the queen." This consists
in driving the bees into an empty up-
per story. When they are all there,
he puts an excluder between the up-
per and lower stories and drives the
bees back. The queen and the drones,
of course, remain in the upper story.

This will work and may be used in

extreme cases, or with immovable
combs, skeps, bo.x hives or gums. But
with a little care, the queen may be
found, nine times out of ten, without
so much disturbance. Snioke the bees
sparingly, just enough to keep them
from stinging; remove one of the
outer combs to have plenty of room,
put it away out of the reach of rob-
bers, then lift the combs one after
another, examining each comb first

on the side away from you. The queen
dislikes light and usually hurries to

the other side of a comb as soon as
exposed to the light. With a little

practice, queens may be found in

from 5 to 10 minutes. Italian bees
are much better than common bees in

this respect, since they do not rush
from one comb to another as many of
the blacks do. But the practical api-
arist aims to keep only Italian bees .It

is certainly profitable to do so.

To have good colonies for win-
ter, we must have plenty of young
bees. This is a requirement recog-
nized by all teachers. September is

the month in which to rear them. If

we have a sufficient amount of super
room and a vigorous queen, with the

usual amount of harvest, there will be
no trouble in having plenty of young
bees. There are, however, two possi-

bilities—too much or too little honey
in the brood-chamber.

A crowded condition of the brood-
chamber with honey, may not leave

enough room for the queen to breed
sufficiently. This happens often in

the production of comb honey, espe-

cially when the month is cool. The
bees have a tendency to crowd the

cells with supplies. Then it is advis-

W. S. Pender, editor ot "Australasian Bee-
keeper," of West Maitland. New South
Wales, whose visit to Hamilton was men-
tioned in the July number of this Journal.

able to remove one or two of the full-

est combs and give the colony some
combs from weaker and less supplied
hives. We may have divisions or
colonies which were left queenless
late, that need help. We will kill two
birds with one stone by making the
exchange.

Too little honey in the brood-cham-
ber, in September, is often a charac-
teristic of extracted honey production,
with large hives. The colonies are
strong, they are supplied with ample
supers. They leave to their queen all

the room she needs and, not foresee-
ing their owner's greed, they put all

their honey in the supers. When the
supers are removed, if we are not
careful, we leave the brood-chamber
with brood mainly, but with insuf-

ficient stores. To prevent this, in

anticipation, we should crowd the

colony a little for room, giving them
a decreased amount of super room.
The novice will understand, from

the above statements, that in any case,

we must examine our hives previous
to the end of the crop and supply
them with whatever they appear to

need. Even our most practical men
are likely to neglect this work, think-

ing that, at the end of a good sea-

son, the bees will be sure to thrive.

It is a matter upon which I cannot too
much insist, for my bees have occa-
sionally suffered from both extremes,
too much wealth or too little.

In mentioning this matter, I am not
speaking of the condition of abnor-
mal colonies, which, of course, we
would expect to look after, whether
they had lieen queenless or had a bad
queen, or had furnished bees or
swarms. I am speaking of the usual
average of good, honey-harvesting
colonies, that would be generally ex-

pected to take care of themselves.
Modern methods demand that we pay
close attention to our bees, if we are
to derive constant profit from them.
The old let-alone ways will not prove
profitable.
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If we make sure of plenty of stores
and plenty of brood in September, we
will liave the best possible conditions
for wintering.
As to the methods of pacl<ing the

bees for winter, I would prefer to
leave that to each man, according to
his experience. Cellar wintering is

certainly excellent, wherever the
winter is severe enough to keep the
bees confined to the hive for more
than four weeks at a stretch. But
wherever the spells of cold weather
are interspersed with occasional
warm days, during which the bees .

can have a flight, it is best to winter
out-of-doors. Packing the bees must
be done early, so as not to disturb
them during cold days.
Whatever we do, let us remember

that a colony should not l)e compelled
to winter with a lot of empty space at

the side or at the top of the cluster.

They need pure air, but should not
be compelled to keep warm an
amount of space which they do not
occupy. I have heard of colonies win-
tering beautifully with 2 or 3 empty
supers right above the brood-combs.
But I conjecture that they would have
saved a great deal of honey and many
bees if there had been a chaff cushion
right over the brood-frames. It is the
same with empty frames at the side.

If we remove the dry frames, use a
division board, and fill the space out-
side of it with some dry, non-con-
ducting material, our bees will have
just so much better chance to keep
warm.
These directions are intended for

the average Middle States conditions
of fall and winter. But the man in

the South cannot lose anything by
•looking after wintering conditions,
even if his winter problem is of less

magnitude than ours.
The quality of the honey which our

bees have in the brood-chamber for
winter, has much influence upon the
result. Honeydew, sorghum juice, ap-
ple or grape juice are well-known as
fatal to the bees, in long confinements.
In 1879, we were cursed by those of
our neighbors who had vineyards and
cider or wine presses. Our bees had
about sufficient stores, but September
was a bad month and, as they had
nothing to gather in honey, they
stored a lot of grape and apple juice
and greatly annoyed the neighbors.
The result was that, instead of mak-
ing a profit from our neighbors' fruit,

as they suspected us of getting, we
lost bees heavily during the cold
weather. But our evident ill-luck

pacified those who had' accused us of
making an unfair profit. All that
fruit juice should have been extracted
before winter.
The Monthly Crop Reporter of the

United States, for May, 1920, gives out
a winter loss of over 14 per cent, av-
erage, on bees in the United States,
for the past winter, the heaviest loss

having been sustained in Connecticut,
with an average in that State of 39
per cent. We should improve upon
this, and it will be done, if the bee-
keepers prepare their bees in advance,
in accordance with the requirements
that past experience indicates.

ARRANGEMENT OF COLONIES IN
THE APIARY

Written by Dr. C. C. Miller on his

89th anniversary

In "Arrangement of Colonies in the

Apiary," page 194. do you think you
sufiiciently emphasize the advantage
of putting hives in pairs in order to

get a large number on a given space?
To be sure, you speak of the Maquo-
keta apiary, and say, "two hives being
generally placed very close together,

D D D D

00/
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single hives, with the same spacing
as before. If the bees of No 5 enter

a wrong hive, it will most likely be
No. 2 or No. 8, because these are the

nearest hives that resemble No. 6 in

appearance, and the distance from No.
5 to either of these is 101 inches. So
the plan given by Dr. White is 68 per

cent safer than to have all in pairs.

Worth considering.
There, I've said more than I in-

tended when I started in on that, but
perhaps it may be of enough import-
ance to print. Anyway, you mustn't

blame me if I talk a good deal today,

for I never was 89 years old before.

AN OLD-TIME METHOD OF SHIP-
PING BEES

Through the kindness of M. H.
Fairbanks, of Homer, N. Y., we are

able to reproduce the following ac-

count of the manner of shipping bees

to California in an early day. The
clipping is from an old copy of the

American Agriculturist. Although
the date had been cut off, it appar-
ently appeared in the days of Harbi-
son :

Transporting Bees
"Large shipments of bees have been

recently made to California, and the

demand for the Pacific Coast, as well

as down the Atlantic, and other dis-

tant points, is increasing. Several in-

quiries have been addressed to us for

information, as to the best mode of

preparing them for transportation,

when to be carried over the water,

and especially when to be subjected

to a change of climate in passing
through the tropics. We cannot bet-

ter answer these queries than to give

the accompanying illustration, which
we sketched from one of a lot of

hives passing through this city on its

way to California. The hive was of

the common box form, having draw-
ers at the top. A narrow strip of

board was nailed upon each of the

four corners, which projected down
about 6 inches below the bottom of

the hive, to form temporary legs.

Over the open bottom of the hive a

sheet of wire-cloth was nailed, its

edges being bent up, and tacked to

the edge all around. This formed an

open-work box, hanging down some
4 inches, or within 2 inches of the

bottom of the temporary legs. The
drawers were removed and wire-cloth

nailed over. This arrangement se-

cures free ventilation and access to

air and light, without allowing the

bees to escape. When carried on
land, the hives were turned upward,
but when taken on shipboard, they

were set in their natural position.

We learn that by this arrangement
there has been little loss among the

hundreds of swarms that have gone
to California during the past four

months."

TWO QUEENS IN ONE HIVE
By George B. Dickerson

I had an experience last summer
which perplexed me very much at

the time, and I have wondered many
times since if other beekeepers have
ever noticed a parallel case.

Where I have my home the bee

range is pretty well crowded, so I

keep only about a dozen stands there
and have a couple of outyards, one
about five miles and the other about
eight.

Last May, in the S-mile apiary, I

ran onto a case of European foul-
brood. So I promptly killed the
queen, which, by the way, was small
and black, and proceeded to treat the
colony. After a few days, of course,
I removed the queen-cells and was
careful to get them all, too. After
several days I put in two ripe cells

from a choice golden Italian I had at

another apiary. I put in two be-
cause I had just two left, and no place
to put them. Along in June I looked
in the hive and found brood in all

stages and plenty of it, and a fine

looking golden queen. When I saw
the queen I stopped looking, closed
the hive and left it so until late in

August, when I decided to get all the
goldens out of that yard and replace
them with leather-colored. I took
the queen from this hive back home
and put her in a queen-mating nu-
cleus to keep until I should find use
for her elsewhere, and placed in the
hive a caged queen to be released by
the bees, as per regulation.
On returning six days later the

queen in the cage was not released
and in fact they had tried to smother
her by sticking up the screen. Being
surprised, I started looking through
the brood-chamber and found brood
from eggs up. On the second frame
I took up was a fine large golden
queen which looked just like the
other one I had taken out. At first I

thought the queen had left the nu-
cleus and come back to her old home.
I had heard of such things, but had
never 'seen it, besides the distance
was too great I thought. Well, I

went over and looked and she was
right where I had left her, so I had
an extra queen. I can't see any
other way but they both came out of
the cells, mated and worked side by
side in the same hive for over two
months, which is, according to my
experience and observation, very
much against the nature of the
"beast."
My hives are all numbered and

when I work a stand I make a no-
tation on the cover of the work and
date, which I copy in a small note

book which I keep for that purpose,
before leaving the yard. As all the
records correspond in every detail 1

can't see any chance for an error on
my part.

Someone else come along witli your
experience along these lines.

Rl Cajon, Calif.

Box used for shipping bees to the Pacific Coast
in the days of Harbison.

TAKING GRANULATED HONEY
FROM BARRELS
By C. P. Dadant

"As Mr. Dadant has used barrels
for years, 1 would like to see an arti-
cle from him on how to get honey out
of the barrels when it is granulated.
Did you ever try to heat the barrel
to melt the honey?"
New York. G. W. HAINES.
Answer. No, I never tried to heat

the barrel. As wood is a non-conduc-
tor of heat, it might be a slow job.

If you expect your honey to granu-
late in the barrels, it is best to have
them standing on end at the time of
granulation, though it is not indis-
pensable. If you have one end up,
whatever there may be of foam, of
impurities, particles of wax, etc., will
be at the top, and as the barrel is

never filled entirely, the head will not
touch the honey. It is a little more
difficult to remove when it touches
the granulated honey.
Mark your barrel head and the

stave ends with a pencil or a crayon
in two places, so that you may be
able to replace the head in exactly
the same spot. Have a large gimlet
screwed into the center of the head
for a handle. Let the head be care-
fully cleaned, so no dirt will fall in.

Remove the hoops after having
marked them also with a crayon so
they may be replaced in exactly the
same position. When the last hoop
is taken off it may be necessary to
keep it at the top, to hold the staves
together. The lower hoops, of
course, are not touched. If the staves
do not separate from the honey, they
may be spread with a wooden luallet.

When the head is lifted out, fasten
down one of the hoops to hold the
barrel together.
To remove the honey, we use a

clean, new spade. We have found
nothing better. A spade will readily
cut out the hardest granulated honey.
When the honey has all been re-

moved, put the head back by holding
it, with the help of the giinlet, in its

proper place, taking care to fit it ex-
actly where it was before, as the
crayon marks or pencil marks will in-

dicate. Then drive the hoops also in

exactly the same places. If the job is

done properly, the barrel will be as
good as ever to use for honey. We
have used some barrels many times
over. But when you do not take pre-
cautions to put the head back in ex-
actly the same position, the possible
irregularities in it may cause it to

leak, next time.
Never soak a honey barrel with

water. Never put hot honey in a bar-
rel. If you want to put the honey
back in the same barrel, you should
allow it to cool after melting it. We
have often taken honey otit, melted
it and put it back in for shipment,
without the least trouble.
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THE EDITOR'S VIEWPOINT
Good Samaritan Fund paper, may regard the grocer who
The fund for the Franco-Belgian must add a reasonable profit for han-

beekeepers has been somewhat nag- dling, and who, in many cases, buys
lected during the busy season. But at a higher price from the whole-
as the crop is being harvested, many saler, as a profiteer. The newspapers
of our beekeepers remember that l)uy direct from producers, in large
there is still a great deal of suffering quantities, and give their readers the
across the ocean. So we are begin- full benefit of the saving. Many new
ning again to receive help. The fol- customers are made for the beekeep-
lowing has been received: ers' product by such campaigns
Third list, begun in May $46.50

L. W. Derrin, Cushman, Ore. 2.S0 Bees in a Shoe Box
Montgomery Co., Pa. beekeep- In an old copy of "Progressive Bee-

ers 5.00 keeper" is an account of a queen with
Orange Co., Calif., beekeepers.. 25.00 attendants shipped by mail in a defec-
Chas. A. Brown, Piru, Calif 50.00 tive cage. Two of the worker bees
Geo. S. Demuth, Washington, escaped while on the journey, but
D. C. 10.00 were caught by a mail clerk and

placed in a shoe bo.x in which some
To date $139.00 holes were punched to give them air.

Only a few of the queens subscribed The queen, with the remaining work-
were sent over, owing to the irregu- ers, went through safely in the cage
larity of transportation and dangers a"d the workers which escaped, in

of loss. So the queens sul)scribed are the shoe box.

being sold and in some future num- If present-day express messengers
ber we will give a list of the amounts. and mail clerks would display similar

Meanwhile, we hope County and interest in getting package bees and
State Associations will follow the ex- queens safely to their destination

ample of the Orange County, Calif., there would be far less complaint
and Montgomery County, Pa., bee- against the shippers.

keepers. Each $100 is worth 1,300

francs in French values and a trifle Demonstration Meeting
less in Belgian values, and our A. L, Kildow, State Inspector, an-
friends over there are putting the nounces a demonstration meeting for

funds to good use. Statements will beekeepers at his home at Putnam,
be made when the work is done, to 111., on September 10. Dr. Baxter,
show where the help went. Professor Flint, H. H. Park, .-\ssist-

ant Secretary of Agriculture, and the

How Many Visits to the Pound editor of this Journal are announced
We read tha. a beekeeper has fig- to appear on the program.

ured out that the bee must insert its

proboscis into 2,500,000 tubes of clover New Law for Georgia
blossoms in order to secure a pound The apiary inspection bill drafted

of honey. It would be interesting to by the members of the Georgia Bee-
know just how he arrived a t the keepers' Association and presented by
number. It would be rather laborious J. E. Bowden, of Waycross, has been
to count them. Anyway, it is quite passed by both the Senate and House
probable that the number would vary of the Georgia Legislature and has

somewhat under different conditions. gone to the Governor for hir, signa-
ture, required to make the measure a

Another Newspaper Selling Honey law. The association is to be con-

After the big sale of honey by a gratulated on its success, since the or-

New York newspaper last winter, we ganization was perfected, the opinion

are not surprised to learn that the crystallized, the law drafted and
Kansas City Post has shipped a t|uan- passed all within one month. This

tity of comb honey in from the west young and lusty organization, which
and has been selling it direct to its has made its voice heard imperatively

readers. The only danger of such in Georgia legislative halls is headed
campaigns lies in the fact that those by J. J. Wilder, who was chosen to be

who buy the honey shipped in large its first President, at the annual

amounts and sold at cost by the news- meeting. Commissioner J. J. Brown,

of the Departmefit of Agriculture, At-
lanta, whose office will have charge
of apiary inspection enforcement, is

actively behind the bill, and no doubt
has been expressed that the Gover-
nor will sign the bill.

Paper Still Going Up
At a time when we had hoped for

falling prices, the tendency of paper
is in the other direction. For months
past we have met with one raise af-
ter another, each time fondly hoping
that it would be the last and that
prices would soon begin going down.
In a recent issue we mentioned our
problem under the title "Troubles of
a Publisher." Since that time new
rises in the paper market have taken
place and a trade journal announces
still another 4 cents per pound in the
kind of paper we use. If this latest
rise goes into effect it will add 12
cents per year to the cost of paper for
the Journal for every subscriber. A
greatly increased freight rate will be
in effect by the time this number
reaches our readers and the in-
creased rate will make every item en--
t ring into the Journal cost us more.
Higher wages for printers and bind-
ers, increased cost of paper, ink and
engravings have increased the cost of
getting out the Journal to such a
point that we can see no other way to
continue getting out the same quality
of Journal except to increase the sub-
scription price. We have tried every
means at our command to avoid such
a raise, in the hope that the high
prices would come down. We are in-

formed by those familiar with the pa-
per trade that cheap paper cannot
be expected again, because the for-
ests that supply the wood pulp are
constantly getting smaller and that
things made from wood must continue
high in price.

We do not wish to reduce the size
of the Journal nor the quality of our
reading matter. In order to give all

our present subscribers due notice of
the advance, it will not go into effect

until October IS. Until that date sub-
scriptions will be accepted at $1 per
year, .^fter October 15 the price will

be $1.50 per year. >

In Michigan
As promised, on page 228 of the

July number, I managed to go to the

two Michigan meetings of July last.

It was delightful, Michigan has many
fine roads, on the north end of the
southern peninsula. The weather is

much more pleasant than summer
weather in the Mississippi Valley, and
beekeepers are numerous. The milk-
weed is a splendid honey plant, and
although its "milk" is rather an ob-
jection, its honey is fine. Wife and I

spent four weeks at Bay View and
vicinity, on Little Travers Bay,
where a "Summer Assembly' carries

on a continuous summer course and
C'hautauqua. I don't know of a more
enjoyable spot for elderly people and
even for young people who can be

satisfied with base ball, basket liall,

tennis, croquet, golf, a little fishing,

and going back and forth among sum-
mer resorts where there are no

mountains to climb and no exertions.
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Oakland County, Michigan, is men-
tioned as a lively county. They have a

meeting of beekeepers nearly every

month, and with good attendan^ce. D.

A. Davis is their President. Tfiey say

much of the enthusiasm in that coun-

ty, for bees, i due to the influence

and earnestness of Miss Abbie Sly, a

lady of wonderful activity.

Michigan has many young men of

promise. The State that produced Dr.

A. J. Cook is now encouraging young
men like P. T. Ulman and R. H. Kelty.

Ulman was in the A. E. F. and is

working hard now at spreading infor-

mation on bees. Kelty is Secretary

of the State Association. He is only

23, but is already making interesting

microscopical studies of bees and dis-

eases of bees. At the Huron County
meeting he took samples of diseased

brood from a comb and in a very few
minutes had a microscopic display of

Bacillus larvae, showing very plainly

American foulbrood. We need many
such men and they should be encour-

aged, at any cost. There is so much
room still for discoveries.

The meeting of Huron County, at

the home of David Running, was at-

tended by about 75. A demonstration
of practical and profitable beekeeping
with 8-frame Langstroth hives, was
given in the apiary. By an ingenious

management of bees, after a variation

of the Demaree plan, Mr. Running
succeeds in getting a fine crop of

honey from "3-pound packages" of

bees received May 12. He had as

many as 6 8-frame stories occupied

with bees, brood and honey. He is

certainly very successful, the only

drawback being the large amount of

work required to keep 300 colonies

under this management, as every col-

ony must be examined at least as often

as once in 10 days, to keep down the

swarming fever.

Mr. Running has proven to his sat-

isfaction that when the brood is put

up at least 3 stories removed from the

queen and the queen is confined to

the lowest story by an e.xcluder, the

young queen hatches above and, if

she has been given a separate en-

trance, will often be mated and will

begin laying without interference

from the workers, who seem to con-

sider this remote apartment as a sep-

arate brood-chamber. Then there is

no danger of swarming.

David Running's large experience
with 2 and 3-pound packages, for sev-

eral years past, indicates that queens
sent with the bees should be caged
in such a manner that the bees can-

not release them during the trip. On
arrival, after the bees are hived, the

candy end of the cage should be un-

covered and a toothpick or a match
forced through the candy to help the

bees in releasing her. There is no
loss of queen when this method is

followed. The attention of both ship-

pers and buyers is called to this ad-

vice, which is based on protracted
experience, by an attentive man.

Frederick, in the middle north of the

peninsula, is a station called "Mance-
lona Road." It is in the center of an
immense burnt over plain, where
grow ferns and endless thickets of

red raspberries. There is neither sta-

tion, depot nor village—absolutely

nothing but a wagon road crossing
the track, and winding around in the

sand. I am told there are dozens of

such "stations" in northern Michigan,
Splendid places to keep bees and har-

vet raspberry honey. But when one
considers the loneliness of such spots,

one wonders whether it is worth
while to keep bees so far away from
the comforts of life. Not a neighbor
for miles and miles.

Propolis for Stopping
Leaks in Tin
Years ago, when we first used tins

for honey, I found it a great annoy-
ance to empty a leaky can of its

h'oney and to repair it. I tried bees-
wax, but it would not stick. Mixing
a little tallow or grease with the wax
made a good mi.xture and I have used
this at all times to stop a leak, if small
enough, in a filled honey can. Now
I find, in the "Bulletin de la Societe
d'.A.piculture de la Meuse" for Novem-
ber last, the recommendation of using
propolis for this purpose. As every
beekeeper always has pronolis handy,
it is a good suggestion.

At the meeting of Michigan's State

Beekeepers' Association, in Boyne
City, Hon. Colin P. Campbell, of

Grand Rapids, called the attention of

the beekeepers to the great amount of

honey which is still wasted in Michi-
gan for want of bees to harvest it,

which has been estimated at fourteen
million pounds each year. Many
farmers make fruitless efforts to de-

stroy the milkweed in their pastures,

while this same milkweed would give

them a profitable income in fine

honey.

W. D. Achord, of Alabama, was
present at the Michigan meeting and
explained some of the troubles that

meet the shipper of bees by the pound
in the South, every spring. Every
northern buyer wants his bees at

about the same date, and this is next

to impossible to achieve. One of the

great troubles of shippers is the fact

that it is quite warm in the South
and cool in the North when the bees

are shipped. They need shad , on the

way, but many express agents or

mail agents, regardless of instruc-

tions, leave the cages containing them
for hours in the sun, at connecting
stations, thus causing the death of

bees which the shipper has to stand.

This delays delivery of orders, since

more bees must be furnished than ex-

pected.

Michigan has some wonderfully
lonely spots. Between Alba and

The Michigan Meeting
The meeting at Boyne City was well

attended, over 100 being present.

Many came there from all parts of

the State in their autos. The roads
of Michigan should put to shame the

roads of Illinois. It is true that

Michigan has better soil for roads.

But they spend millions for a bitumin-

ous covering which appears to be

mainly "Tarvia" and this covering
would be about as serviceable on
dirt roads, if properly graded, as on
gravel roads.
One of the leading features of the

Michigan meeting was the approval
given to the American Honey Produc-
ers' League. It was voted to join it,

and as the State Association did not
have sufficient funds in its treasury to

pay the $100 required, a collection

was taken up and the $100 subscribed
in a very short time. That is the
right spirit, and Michigan is demon-
strating that the State which pro-
duced such beekeepers as A. J. Cook,
W. Z. Hutchinson, T. F. Bingham,
James Heddon, R. L. Taylor and many
others, cannot show the white feather
in a matter of national interest. It

may take some time to line up the ma-
jority of our State Associations in

favor of the American Honey Produc-
ers' League, but sooner or later it will

be done. Efficient service can hardly
be expected unless this comes about.
The program was very full, in spite

of the failure in attendance of some
desirable men, such as Mr. Rattray,
of the Domestic Beekeeper; Mr. El-

mer Hutchinson and Mr. Townsend.
The latter was present the first day,

but did not remain long enough to

give the e.xpected address.
The citizens of Boyne City helped

to diversify the program bv furnish-

ing automobiles to take a 50-mile trip

in the late afternoon to visit the mar-
velous experimental stock farm which
is said to have cost three million dol-

lars to establish. The second day an-
other trip was made to two apiaries

and the central plant of E. E. Cove-
you, where actual proofs were given

of a fine honey yield from clover and
milkweed.
The meeting next summer will be at

Alpena, on Lake Huron.

Mr. Frank Moore, of Newaygo,
Mich., uses propolis, heated, to fill

cracks or knot holes in defective Jum-
ber in beehives. He presses it in

thoroughly and then paints it over,

and says that hives finished in that

way are as good as those made of

clear lumber. They must be.

If you ship honey in 60-lb. cans use

strong cans and strong cases, says

E. R. Root, as this may save loss of

honey, and is sure to secure better

condition on delivery. The saving is

greater than the extra cost.

Disgusted With Honey
.\t Bay \^iew, we met a lady who

had been very fond of honey. But
accidentally, she saw, in an exhibition,

a comb with bees on it, in an observing

hive. She said: "I was very fond of

honey, but when I saw all those flies

on that honey, tramping around, it

disgusted me. I can't eat honey any

longer. I did not know that honey
was made that way.'

E. R. Root advises the shipping of

pound bees on strongly wired frames

of foundation, and reports that he

has known bees thus shipped to work
the foundation into comb while in

transit.
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Attractions of the Central Extracting Plant

How one Ontario Beekeeper Handles the Output of Seven Yards with one
Honey House and Outfit

By Frank C. Pellett

WHEN the writer started for

Ontario in June, he had vis-

ions of seeing a number of

Canada's most extensive honey pro-
ducers in action. The trip was to in-

clude a week at the short course at

Guelph and a week among the bee-
keepers. The visit was at an unfor-
tunate time as far as the weather was
concerned. The rain, itself, was for-

tunate, for the spring had been ratlier

dry and the prospect was not the

best. Coming as it did the heavy
rainfall insured a crop, and so, of

course, was very welcome. However,
there is little chance to see beekeep-
ing operations during a heavy down-
pour, and with one e.xception the

visits to e.xtensive honey producers
were either impossible or it rained
so hard that there was no chance to

visit the apiaries.

The one exception was the visit to

the Pettit apiaries at Georgetown.
The day was fine and the bees were
working hard, so conditions could
hardly have been better in this case.

Mr. Pettit is too well known to re-

quire introduction. His work as

founder of the beekeeping depart-
ment of the Ontario College of -Agri-

culture has already introduced him to

every student of beekeeping. It is

now more than two years since he de-

cided to give up public work and de-

vote his entire attention to the Pet-
tit apiaries, which are operated in

partnership with his sister. The api-

aries were established several years
ago by Miss Pettit, while Mr. Pettit

was at the college.

One thing which impressed the

writer was the great care they use in

selecting their combs. Any comb
which sags, has a considerable por-

tion of drone comb, or is irregular in

its shape is marked "No. 2" and dis-

carded at the first opportunity. No. 2

The central plant. Mr. and Miss Pettit in foreground.

combs are used in the extracting su-

pers until such times as they can be
spared. The ohoto herewith shows
that with properly wired combs there
is little sag, and it is possible to get
brood clear to the topbar. Most bee-
keepers appreciate the value of per-
fect combs, but too often few take
the trouble necessary to replace all

the defective ones.
The Pettits seem to be willing to

"try anything once," to repeat a com-
mon e-xpression. One is impressed
with the number of experiments
which they must have tried in work-
ing out their present system of man-
agement. One apiary is in single

packing cases, another in quadruple
winter cases and at a third the bees
are wintered in cases holding eight

Brood to tophar in-carefully wired cunili.

colonies, etc. The winter problem
seems to be of little concern to them.
In spite of the extremely hard winter
of 1919-20 they wintered with very
little loss except in one apiary. Mr.
Pettit can only explain the loss in

this instance by the lack of proper air

drainage.

They make a practice of wintering
on sugar syrup, owing to the uncer-
tainty of the quality of natural stores.

In Ontario the winters are long, and
there may be weeks of time when the

bees are unable to fly. Since all their

bees are wintered outside, it is im-
portant that the bees be provided
with the very best stores. Given an
abundance of sugar syrup, large clus-

ters of young bees and plenty of

packing, they find their bees to win-
ter almost perfectly. In fact, for sev-

eral years past they have packed the

bees in the fall and spent the winter
in Florida.

The Pettits are enthusiastic about
the advantages of a central plant. As
will be seen by the illustration, the

building is large enough to house all

e(|uipinent necessary for the seven
yards. The loaded truck is driven
directly into the building, which is

bee tight, thus avoiding any annoy-
ance from robbers while being un-
loaded.
Tliey contend that one fully equip-

ped building is more economical, as

well as more satisfactbry, than a

makeshift building at each yard. Few
beekeepers own the sites of their

outyards, and that being the case it

would hardly be wise, even though
the cost was not prohibitive, to erect

a well-equipped, permanent building

at each yard. Where the beekeeper
has no bniUlings it is a simple matter
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One yard is wintered in cases holding eight colonies each.

to move an apiary. It often happens
that outyards are left to remain in

poor locations when better ones are
within reach, because of tlie fact that
there has betn a considerable outlay
for honey houses, which are not easy
to move.
Mr. Pettit says: "After several

years of moving machinery, first the
hand extractor and capping can in a

one-horse wagon, then the power ex-
tractor, engine and capping melter
with a team, and later in a motor
truck, I have become a convert to the
central apiarj' building idea." He ar-

gues that the central plant has the
following advantages : Less expense
for equipment, less wear on machin-
ery, better machinery is used, more
honey is extracted each day, e.xtract-

ing and packing is done at home,
honey can remain longer in settling

tanks, thus making a finer appear-
ance when packed, and finally, at the

end of the season, all equipment is at

home, where it can be looked after

properly.
Advocates of an outfit for each

yard or a portable outfit to be car-

ried from place to place will be able

to advance a number of arguments to

offset these advantages. However,
the writer has not yet found an ex-

tensive beekeeper who, after giving

the central plant a thorough trial, is

not satisfied that it is the better plan.

The Pettit building is 24.x40 feet,

two stories high. The lower story

has a concrete foundation, which
serves the double purpose of provid-
ing a suitable support for the building
and equipment and at the same time
making it proof against rats and mice.

The lower story is divided into three

rooms, one for the truck, one for ex-

tracting and the third for honey stor-

age. The building is provided with an
ample water supply and is connected
with the sewer. It is thus possible

to clean all floors and equipment
thoroughly after extracting and let

the wash water run directly into the

sewer through a bell trap in the cen-

ter of the floor. Upstairs there is a

cozy office and study, a store room
and work room for nailing up sup-

plies, etc., and a lavatory' with bath

where the men can clean up after the

day's work.
The honey is extracted with a

power extractor and carried directly
to the tanks by a lioney pump. Al-
though the Pettits use a steam knife,
they do not use the Bingham curved
handle knife in general use. Instead
they use a straight knife with blade
about 10 inches long. Mr. Pettit ar-

gues that the straight knife with long
blade has some decided advantages
over the other.

The beekeeper has been a little slow
to adopt modern improvements to his
business, but electricity, gasoline and
steam are all helping to save labor in

the production of honey on a large
scale.

WILD BEES

Locations Selected by Swarms Left
to Themselves

By V. Dumas

The scarcity of bees in France
during the past few years has
caused me to look for bees, in 'the

wild state, or ill-located, as we see
it. In France, it is common to be-
lieve that anything which is out of
the ordinary belongs only to the
New World, that the business of a
bee-hunter is applicable only to the
virgin forests of America. Vet with-
in a radius of only 12 kilometers (8

miles), around my home, I have been
able to secure, in 2 years, over a

liundred colonies, for myself or for

others. About another hundred,
which I discovered, were not taken
out, on account of the refusal of the
owner. It is evident to me that, if

my example could be followed,
lliroughout France, we could partly
restore our beekeeping, damaged be-
cause of the war.
This bee hunting gave me the op-

portunity of making divers notes
concering the debated points, on the
influence upon the yield of the fol-
lowing condiitions:

1. Capacity of the hive.
2. The position of the entrance, as

regards the cardinal points.
3. Its position at the top or bot-

tom.
4. Exposure to air and weather.
5. Position of the combs across or

lengthwise of the entrance.
6. Size and temper of the liees.

7. Size of their combs.
8. Average of honey yield.
I do not claim to settle, through

mi^ observations, every one of these
points. But experiments upon colo-
nies located according to their
choice, without either influence, must
have some value.
The locations occupied by runaway

swarms, in my locality, are not very
varied. I found them as follows:
Between the floor and ceiling of

a house 40
Between shutters and window.-. 16
Within the flue of a chimney 12
In walls, hollow stone walls 8
In hollow trees 8
Between roof and ceiling (atitic).. 8
In the mantel-piece of chimney 6

1. I found powerful colonies in

each of these positions. But the
space available, in each case, ap-
peared to have great influence upon
the development of each colony. The
most powerful one was located in a
great window frame (In France, the
window embrasures are yery deep,
because of the thickness of stone
walls, from 18 ito 24 inches.—Editor),
the weakest in a very small hole in a

wall.

2. The orientation of the flight

holes was as follows

:

To the south 40
To the east 20
To the north 12

To the west 12

In vertical position 16
In every exposure I found power-

Hives arranged in groups of eight when big packing cases are used.
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ful colonies. The strongest one was
facing south. But it is impossible to

establish any conclusion from this,

the colonies being in more or less

favored locations.

3. Position of the combs in regard
to the entrance.

Combs 'below entrance 80

Combs with entrance in middle 10

Combs with entrance below 10

In most cases the position of the

combs was a matter of chance, out-
side of the bees' choice. No deduc-
tion can be drawn from this.

4. Exposure to air and weather.
It is difficult to establish a compari-
son in this. The most powerful colo-

nies were the mosit exposed, having
ample space and openings, but it

seemed as if their harvest suffered

from too great exposure, requiring

more consumption to keep up the

warmth of the brood-nest. Colo-
nies that were exposed to drafts and
rain, in the flues of chimneys, were
in very good shape. Probably in a

more rigorous climate ithey would
have suflfered more. The top of

their combs was woven together,

black and dry, perhaps from occa-
sional sun rays striking them. This
created a felt-like condition of the

top of the combs which made an ap-

preciable shelter.

5. Direction of the combs as re-

gards the entrance:

Away from the entrance 90

Crosswise of it 10

As the bees have evidently the

choice as to the direction of their

combs, it is clear that they prefer

that the passages between the combs
face the emtrance. However, I found
one colony in a wide-open wall with

the rear combs crosswise of the

opening, while the front combs were

built the oold way. (In Europe,
combs built crosswise of the entrance
are called "warm combs" while
those built at right angles to it are
"cold combs."'—Editor). This ap-
peared to me raither incongruous.
But my liking of the honeybee does
not cause me to accept it as the mar-
velous insect, with infallible fore-
sight, celebrated by Maeterlinck.
Perhaps one cannot be both a poet
and a professional beekeeper, even
if one can be either. This colony was
weak.

The strongest colony I found was,
as I said, in a large window embras-
ure, open at the lower end, with a

hole about the size of a man's head,
but hermetically closed otherwise.
The swarm of bees must have
weighed 18 to 22 pounds. An excess
of air appears to be an element of

stimulation for breeding, in quantity,
but of course noit in precocity.

6. The size of the bees appears to

me to have little if any influence
upon their yielding qualities. The
advantage, if any, appears to be in

favor of the smaller size. On the two
sides of a flue, between the flue and
the chimney mantel, I found two
colonies that had to travel through
a wall about 2 feet in thickness for

their ingress and egiess, along a

wooden beam. But on the fireside

face they could freely communicate
with each other. One of those colo-
nies was composed of common black
bees, while the other was a race of

smaller bees, such as the African
Punics, which are rare in this part of

the world. The latter were the more
active and had a greater quantity of

honey. They are also more aggres-
sive. The percentage was as fol-

lows :

Common black bees 92

Storage tanks at I'cttit plain.

Hybrids or Italian bees 6
Small blacks or Punics 2

7. Size of combs.
Height of Horizontal No. of
Combs Length Colonies

4 inches 16 inches 20
4 inches 24 inches 6
6 inches 8 inches 6
6 inches 16 inches 10

7 inches 16 inches 8
11 inches 17 inches 10

20 inches 12 inches 16

32 inches 12 nches 12

32 inches 28 inches 1

48 inches 12 inches 10

80 inches 6 inches 1

In this case, also, we cannot decide
the choice of the bees as to the pre-
ferred sizes, since the walls of the
cavity limit them. I found as large
crops in hives whose combs were
only 4 inches high by 16 to 24 inches
in width as in hives the combs of
which were 4 feet in length. How-
ever, the very largest amount of

honey was found in a colony whose
combs were approximately 11x17
inches. This is the size of the combs
which I use in my apiaries, the Da-
dant-Blatt hives. It rather pleased
me to find it thus in a natural state.

Although foulbrood is in existence
in my country, I did noit discover a

single case of it in the colonies which
I thus handled. It induces me to be-
lieve that foulbrood is not so readily

transmitted by robbing as we are apt
to think.

As to the quantity of honey secured
from these different colonies, it

would be useless to report it, as they
were found and handled at varrous
dates, from April to October; the

amount of stores necessarily differing

at different dates, and in different lo-

cations. But I have verified the

legendary nature of the prodigious
stories reported at times by our coun-
try folks. I remember reading the

report of a wonderful colony of bees
located under the arch of a viaduct,

the weight of whose honey was en-

dangering the safety of the stone
structure. The popular belief, in im-
mense stores of honey, is due to the

idea of some people that a colony of

bees, left to its own devices, contin-

ues to increase its stores from year to

year. So if a countryman estimates

that a swarm of bees has inhabited a

cavity for 10, SO or 100 years without
anything having ever been taken
from it, he will multiply its probable
annual harvest by 10, SO or 100, as the

case may be, and e.xpect to find it

all stored away. Hence the stories of

barrels of honey taken out of old

buildings by stone masons repairing

the walls.

Facts always contradict these phe-
nomenal yields. From some old cha-

teaux walls, out of church attics, I

have removed bees that were report-

ed as having been there from imme-
morial times and the largest amount
I secured in any one case was 121

pounds. So our colonies in domes-
ticity, hived in well-managed apiaries,

sheltered from the weather and the

rats, are evidently more productive.

Florida Rucher, Mervilla, France.
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INSECTICIDES
By A. F. Bonney

I have devoted a great deal of at-

tention to the question of insecti-

cides, and in connection with the let-

ter from Mr. Francis, head chemist
for Park, Davis & Co., of Detroit,

Mich., propose to give the result of

many experiments.
One of the very best insecticides I

ever found was permanganate of pot-

ash in connection with formaldehyde.
This was all right until the increase
in price, due to the war, made the use
of it prohibitive. Next came the for-

maldehyde candles, but they are now,
also, too expensive.

I knew the use of cyanide of potas-

sium and sulphuric acid, but as one
whiflf of the fumes of this combina-
tion would be instant death to man
or beast, it is not available. If a drop
of the strong prussic acid were put
on a man's tongue he would be dead
before he struck the ground. I have
exposed combs to the moths, then
sprayed the combs with gasoline.

This is effective, but laborious, while

dipping the combs costs far too much,
so much of the fluid is lost by evap-
oration and what is held on the

combs. Also, there is danger of ex-

plosion, if the fumes reach an open
flame.
Burning powdered sulphur or the

lump brimstone is by far the quick-

est, safest and, next to the sulphur
dioxide made with sodium bisulphide,

is, in my experience, decidedly more
efficacious, owing I think, to the large

amount of moisture thrown ofT ; but
the bisulphide costs a matter of 25

cents a pound, wholesale, and sul-

phuric acid is, just now, expensive,

while sulphur and brimstone cost but

about 6 cents.

To gain as much moisture as pos-

sible in burning brimstone, or sul-

phur, for they are both the same,
chemically, I improvised as follows

:

Take a big dish pan, s t it on three

bricks, and into it put some water.

Into this set a much smaller dish,

metal, of course, and no soldered

seams. Fill this inner dish nearly

full of sulphur and set fire to it. This
for a large room, while for a barrel

a much smaller outfit will do. This

method makes the use of burning sul-

phur safe, and we get the moisture
from the water surrounding the inner

dish, which is 1 eated by the burning
of the sulphur.

There is no -se trying to fumigate

a lot of hives open only at the tops

of the piles, so hives which are to be

idle in warm weather are arranged
as follows. Lay down a small piece

of half-inch board, and set a hive on
it with the board under one end of the

hive. Continue piling hives with

pieces of board under opposite ends,

and when you have finished, your

pile will be level on top and there will

be free circulation of the deadly gas

to every part of the hives in the pile.

Several piles of hives in a -tight

room can in this way be all fumi-

gated at once. It is a good, effica-

cious method, and cheap, for a couple

of pounds of sulphur is sufficient to

saturate a room 10x20x10 feet in size

with sulphur dioxide. The fumiga-

tion may be begun at night, and by
morning it will be finished.

The Francis letter follows :

"Turning to the chemical question
which you have raised, allow me to
say that I can thoroughly under-
stand that everybody is looking for
some kind of an insecticide which
will clean out moths and eggs in

combs. If I knew of something which
would be "fool proof," non-poisonous
and would always be sure to get every
single egg, I would certainly give my
brother beekeepers the advantage.

I am convinced that there "ain't no
such thing"—but some things are very
much better than others.
Sulphur dioxide is probably about

as nearly effective in destroying both
worms and eggs as anything that
could be used, but it is just a ques-
tion as to how the beekeeper can use
it to proper advantage and use
enough of it.

When ordinary brimstone or sul-

phur is burned in a barrel or some
other tight receptacle and the open
hive is set over it, you will do a

fairly effective job in destroying the

eggs or insects, provided you get
enough sulphur and, most important
of all, provided there is an opening
or a hole that allows the sulphur
fumes to reach the egg fully, If the

egg happens to be sealed up behind a
wall of wax or propolis, nothing of

this kind will prove effective, for the

simple reason that it cannot reach the

egg.
Aside from producing sulphur diox-

ide by the above method of burning
sulphur or brimstone, there is a sec-

ond or chemical method as follows:
Procure a small quantity of sodium

bisulphite from some dealer in chem-
ical supplies and also some ordinary
commercial sulphuric acid. Place a

handful of bisulphite in an earthen-
ware bowl, put it in the bottom of a

box or barrel, add enough water to

about half cover the crystals, and
then pour on sulphuric acid. A chem-
ical reaction takes place which sets

sulphurous acid free in the form of

a vapor or gas. One could arrange a

tight box of this kind with an open-
ing at the top that a hive would just

set over after the bottom is re-

moved; or. on the other hand, one

could put a couple of ounces of so-
dium bisulphite crystals in an ordi-
nary saucer, and a tablespoonful of
water, slip it through the opening in

the front of the hive just as it stands
with the bottom-board on, and then
pour in about two ounces of commer-
cial sulphuric acid. The saucer con-
taining the ingredients could then be
pushed well under the frames and a
tight board could be placed over the
opening to prevent the gas from es-
caping.
As you undoubtedly know by ex-,

perience, gasoline is absolutely dead-
ly to any insect or insect egg, pro-
vided only that it can be brought in

contact with the egg. Gasoline
fumes will not kill the eggs.
Another method would be to take

the bee hives as they ordinarily stand,
tightly seal, remove the strip so as
to expose the full length opening in

front of the hive, slip a saucer under
it and in this put a couple of ounces
of potassium cyanide. This is a dead-
ly poison and it must be handled
with care in the matter of getting any
to the mouth. Allow the edge of the
saucer to project slightly from the
mouth of the hive and quickly pour
in a mixture of about two ounces
equal parts of water and sulphuric
acid. The acid sets free from the
potassium cyanide the deadly gas
ordinarily known as hydrocyanic acid.

The opening in the hive must be
quickly stopped up.

As you know, hydrocyanic acid gas
is used in enormous quantities to de-
stroy weevils in mills and elevators.
The gas quickly gets into all the
the cracks and does a clean job of it.

I cannot speak authoritatively as to
how effective it may be in destroying
all the eggs." J. M. FRANCIS.

WIRING COMBS
By Frank M. Gift

The foundation in my frames does
not "sag." My method is to nail a

large number of frames in advance
and hang them up to season, shrink
and dry for at least 5 or 6 weeks;
then I wire them, 4 horizontal and 2

cross wires, using the top and bottom
holes for the latter. To even the
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tension of all wires, I "cant" tlieni

over between the holes on ends of

frames, holding the wire in place witli

a No. 2}4 tack. I do not hesitate to

proclaim being the owner and pro-
ducer of as perfect combs, Jumbo,
standard and extracting sizes, as bees
can make, and I am only a back lotter

at that. I even use 2 horizontal wires
in the small super frames, as I have
the time, the money and the dispo'si-

tion to have everything just right. But
the old "bee man" told me ''It won't
work; it won't work." His father

"kept" bees, and likewise his grand-
father—gums, boxes and kegs were
the habitations for the bees

—
"it won't

work—won't work, these new-fangled
traps." I said to the old "bee man :"

"it was not so much the house as who
lives in the house," would apply to

man, but not to bees. The old "bee
man" laughed at my veil and gloves

;

he never used them, his father didn't,

either; they could gather the bees up
by the handful (of course they got
stung a little, he said), and novif this

old "bee man" hobbles about with a

cane, muscles contracted and joints

stifif. (His father got that way, too,

he said) poisoned to the core by bee
stings. No one is a coward and a

fool to use a veil and gloves, rather
will he be wise in the end. This old

"bee man" came up to see my nuclei

yard, and I gave him a chair beside

the observation hive and told him
that the bees therein were started

with a 3-frame nucleus about 30 days
ago. I showed him how they had
packed the chamber with brood and
honey from glass to glass, with the

"won't work" system. "Yes," said he,

"I have taken a lot of that kind of

honey from the gums when a boy."

Then the old "bee man" looked out of

the window and saw a bunch of

young bees that had come out of the

hive to frolic and get the "bee line"

and he said they were working fine.

FINDING QUEENS
To find queens I would suggest that

the beginner have two pieces of

gunny sack a little longer than the
hive and wide enough to cover the
hive and bag down two or three
inches on each side. Nail a strip of
wood on each side of the sack to
keep it in place. Have an empty
hive convenient, place the combs in

empty as taken from the hive, and
keep covered with one of the sacks
to keep away robbers and to keep
the bees from flying too much.
Keep the other sack over the hive,

rolling back as frames are removed.
In this way far less smoke is re-

quired, hence bees are quieter and
the queen easier to find.

J. M. CUTTS.
Montgomery, Ala.

ANOTHER NEW EXTRACTOR
There ha's been much interest mani-

fested in the extractor described in

the December issue of this journal,

last year. Another machine which
reverses in similar manner, but which
is controlled from the bottom instead
of from the top, has been built by G.

W. Markle, of Brantford, Ontario.
The Markle machine has been in use
in Canada for two seasons, and one
of the mo'st extensive producers of

that region is very enthusiastic about
it, after extracting something like 50

tons of honey.
Our first illustration shows the ex-

tractor with a portion of the can cut

away to show the inside mechanism.
It will be seen that the entire top of

the machine is clear and that all ma-
chinery is liuder the bottom of the

can. The baskets are reversed auto-
matically by simply pressing the foot

lever. When they have turned half

way round, thus exposing the oppo-
site side of the comb, they stop with-

out attention on the part of the op-

erator. The second illustration

shows the construction of the revers-

ing mechanism, and also the support

of the baskets. The baskets revers-

ing on their centers, turn so smoothly
and quietly that one would hardly no-

tice the movement, and there is much
less breakage of combs than is the

case with extractors in common use.
There is a great saving of time since
it is not necessary to stop the ma-
chine to reverse the baskets, and they
can be reversed as often as desired
without inconvenience.
The honey when thrown from the

combs falls at once into the channel,
which can be seen surrounding the
machine, and does not come into con-
tact with the operating mechanism.
The whole i's easily gleaned, since ithe

baskets can be lifted off their sup-
ports and the can removed to be
washed. Side braces support the
baskets, one fastened to each top
corner and extending down to oppo-
site corner, as clearly shown in pic-
ture.

The principal oljjection to the ma-
chine that is so far apparent is the
amount of machinery necessary,
which makes its cost rather high.

We believe the planetary system of
reversing is the correct principle,

and that in time it will entirely re-

place the old style extractors now in

use. Several different inventors are
at work along similar lines, and
sooner or later the ideal will be
reached. Mr. Markle is apparently
well toward the head of the proces-
sion at present.

Markle's new extractor, with side of can removed to show construction,

AN OLD LETTER ABOUT BEES
Editor American Bee Journal:
The enclosed letter is from White's

"Natural History of Selbourne," a

book well known, no doubt, to a
good many of your readers, but per-
haps not to all. For the benefit of

these latter I have taken the trouble
to have the letter transcribed, be-
lieving you would think it sufficiently

interesting to give it space in the

Journal.
Very truly yours,

F. X. TIDDY,
Brooklyn, Md.

Letter XXVII
Selborne, December 12. 1775.

To the Honorable Daines Barring-
ton :

Dear Sir : We had in this village

more than twenty years ago an idiot

boy, whom I well remember, who,
from a child, showed a strong propen-
sity to bees ; they were his food, his

amusement, his sole object. And as

people of this cast have seldom more
than one point of view, so this lad

exerted all his few faculties on this

one pursuit. In the winter he dozed
away his time, within his father's

house, by the fireside, in a kind of

torpid state, seldom departing from
the chimney-corner; but in the sum-
mer he was all alert, and in quest of

his game in the fields, and on sunny
hanks. Honeybees, bumblebees and
wasps were his prey wherever he
found them. He had no apprehen-
sions from their sitings, but would
seize them nudis manibus, and at

once disarm them of their weapons
and suck their bodies for the sake of

their honey-bags. Sometimes he
would fill his bosom between his

shirt and his skin with a number of

these captives; and sometimes would
confine them in bottles. He was a

very merops apiaster, or bee-bird;

and very injurious to men that kept
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bees, for he would slide into their

bee-gardens and, sitting down before
the stools, would rap with his finger

on the hives, and so take the bees as
they came out. He has been known
to overturn hives for the sake of
honey, lof which he was passionately
fond. Where metheglin was making
he would linger round the tubs and
vessels, begging a draught of what
he called bee-wine. As he ran about
he used to make a humming noise
with his lips, resembling the buzzing
of bees. This lad was lean and sal-

low, and of a cadaverous complexion,
and, except in his favorite pursuit, in

which he was wonderfully adroit, dis-

covered no manner" of understanding.
Had his capacity been better, and
directed to the same object, he had
perhaps abated much of our wonder
at the feats of a more modern exhib-
itor of bees; and we may justly say
of him now

—

"Thou,
Had thy presiding star propitious
shone,

Should'st Wildman be."

When a tall youth he was removed
from hence to a distant village,

where he died, I understand, before
he arrived at manhood.

THE BEES AGAIN
By Rev. A. A. Evans

I heard a man complain in lament-
able voice of the cruel behaviour of
his bees towards him. "You can look
at the beasts but they go for you. My
wife goes on about it, "I wonder you
keep such a strain,' says she; 'they
ain't fit to be near Christian people.'

Maybe I don't smell right for them.
They say there are some folks they
can't abide; something in the smell
which angers them." I did not smell
the speaker, but when an opportunity
came, I watched how he went about
the job. He took the hive cover olT and
proceeded to take off the inner boards ;

but no. he did not take them oft; he
wrenched them apart; he committed
an unpardonable sin, he set the whole
hive ajar, and at once I heard the hiss

and rumble which presages an army
on the wing, and I beat a hasty re-

treat. But the manipulator had no
ears to hear. "There, didn't I tell

you so? Aren't they furies?" So
they were, and such a handling, fre-

quently repeated, would transform
the most amiable of bees into violent
viragoes and a common danger. I

found that in painting the hives, the
parts overlapping, which should be
removed without friction, were sticky
and glutinous. A little emery paper
put this right, but it would take
months to restore those bees to a de-
cent temper and a becoming citizen-

ship.

DO THINGS RIGHT
By A. F. Mead

That article in the July Journal
about "Beginning With Bees," has
more real meat in it than some
whole books. Any beginner, and al-

most any experienced beekeeper, who
will reatl the article carefully will find

it of more value to them than the
cost of a year's subscription to the

Journal, and I want to emphasize
what he says al)out thoroughness.
Do things right.

We do not always know what
course to take, but if we go ahead
and do what we think should be done
and be thorough about it. we will not
often go wrong. Such a beekeeper
will keep things neat around his
apiary and will not be obliged to

make excuses when visitors or the in-

spector call. In my work I visited
one man with 34 hives, every one set
flat on the ground, no attempt made
to clean up weeds and grass, and in a
number of cases I was obliged to
clear away the growth before I could
find on which end of the hive was the
entrance. Another, with 19 colonies,
which had swarmed until he had used
up all his empty hives and did not
know what to do ne.xt, had supers on
less than half the colonies where they
were needed, giving as the reason for
his neglect that he "hadn't got around
to it."

I believe one important part of the
work of the inspector is to punch up
the neglectful ones who will not read
and show them something of what
can be accomplished if they will do
things right and on time. Many of
them will be helped by a little good
advice, and perhaps assistance, while
with others it is plainly evident that
the only thing to tell them is to

straighten up their cross-combs and
box hives and clean up or go out of

the business.
.Battle Creek, Mich.

rectly on Ihc combs in the mating box
as I was looking for her.

C. F. HOSER,
Norristown, Pa.

A MATING QUEEN
Yesterday I witnessed an incident,

the first of its kind in my more than
20 years at it. As I was looking for

a virgin queen, she returned from her
mating flight with the male parts at-

tached. Immediately the bees com-
menced to tug at her, and finally one
took good hold and pulled the parts
from her. I secured them, laid them
on a piece of paper and toc'.ay they
are hard as glass. The queen flew di-

NEW BULLETINS
We have received two new bulle-

tins from the Ontario Department of
.-Xgriculture. Both are by Prof. F.
Eric Milieu, the Provincial Apiarist.
The first, "Transferring of Bees,"
contains 12 pages, and goes into detail
of all well-known practical methods
of transferring. The second, entitled
"Bee Diseases in Ontario," contains
24 pages, and is a good resume of
present-day information relating to
bee diseases.
Those interested can probably se-

cure copies by addressing Prof. F.
Eric Milieu, Provincial .Apiarist,
Guelph, Ontario, Canada.

HAS THIS OBSERVATION
VALUE?

By Arthur C. Miller

When examining some cells in nur-
sery cages, from which queens had
emerged, large quantities of semi-
transparent jelly were observed. The
cells (on wooden bases) were re-
placed and later, when the queens
were put into nuclei, all the jelly was
found to have been consumed. The
cages had an ample supply of honey
and sugar candy. Now, why did the
young queens eat the jelly? What
did they miss in the candy food?
Later, tests were made by putting

in fresh cells from which larva had
been removed, and the queens con-
sutiied that jelly. So, it seemed as if

they craved something which candy
did not supply. If that was true, how
about the health of young queens
who had only a very small residue of
jelly left in the cells from which they
emerged ?

As it was not always possible or
convenient to supply cells of fresh
jelly for the young queens, the mat-
ter was ignored for a time, until one
day several nice young queens caged

Details of reversing mechanism of Markle extractor.
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in a strong stock for longer than
usual, were noticed to be feeble or

dead.
Then the experiment was tried of

mixing the food for the cages with
pollen, fresh honey and powdered su-

gar, making the food moister than
usual. Queens on such food did

nicely, even though long confined.
Will some queen breeders please

observe and report facts as they find

them, and perhaps some of our ex-
periment stations can make special

studies of the subject.
Bear in mind the foregoing refers

to food in nursery cages, not to mail-
ing cages.

without one. I am a farmer and have
been keeping bees for the last five

years. My limit is 20 colonies, for I

find that a few taken good care of

pay well, and that is about all I have
time to care for properly.

JACKSON DAVIS.
Kentucky.

QUEEN CAUGHT LAYING IN
QUEEN CELL

All during early summer I made in-

crease. I took three frames of

emerging brood and one of honey and
placed all with adhering bees with
about two pounds of bees additional
on a new stand, giving a ripe queen
cell. A few days later I tallied for
the hatched virgin, and in another
couple of days for the laying queen.
Weather conditions were good and

a heavy flow on, and my operations
were a great success. I made over
100 of these new colonies.

One day recently, in looking for a

laying queen, I found a queen cell

instead, with an egg in it. I was
puzzled. The queen was there and
seemed to be laying satisfactorily.

The cell I destroyed.
When I looked two days later the

bees had rebuilt it, and while I held
the comb the queen arrived at the
cell, poked her abdomen into it sev-

eral times, with her hind legs out-
side the cell. Each time she would
turn around and look down into the
cell, and once she dropped three eggs
on the outside of the cell. I replaced
the comb and shall observe closely

what comes of it.

Evidently the bees were supersed-
ing the young queen. It seemed a

little unusual to me to have a young
queen laying in a queen cell to rear a

queen to supersede her. Something
I had never read of nor heard of.

JESS DALTON,
Bordelonville, La.

SETTLING SWARMS
I notice in Dr. Miller's answers the

question and answer on settling a

swarm flying in the air. I have set-

tled several stray swarms flying over
by following them to a plowed field

and throwing dirt into them.
This season one of my own swarms

pulled out and left before I could fin-

ish the job. I followed them a short
distance to a freshly plowed corn
field and settled them in short order
with the dirt treatment.
The queen in the above swarm was

a virgin trying to make away with a

first swarm, and these same bees
swarmed twice, in 30 minutes or less,

about a week before, each time re-

turning to the hive, as the old queen
would not accompany them.

I would advise the wearing of a bee
veil, if one is handy, to any one try-

ing to stop a swarm by this method,
as I have never failed to get stung

DEATH FROM STING
There was a sad accident here

about 10 days ago. A neighbor's lit-

tle girl, at play, being barefooted,
stepped on a bee, or was stung on
the sole of her foot (by a honeybee
or a hornet, hard to tell). She was
taken with spasms. The doctor was
called. He could do nothing. The
girl died within an hour. The doctor
said he never heard of such a case
before. I am in my 87th year, writing
without glasses.

M. S. SNOW, Puyallup, Wash.

HONEY ADVERTISING
By H. W. Hailey

The truth of the statement, "There
is no royal road to success," has never
been questioned, yet D. M. Story, who
lives in the fertile Fountain Valley of
El Paso County, Colorado, has found
that a simple sign on his house by the

side of the road has given him a good
start on that royal pathway.
This sign, "Eat Honey and Keep

Well," was the medium of advertising
which sold for this beekeeper 25,000

pounds of honey last year and devel-
oped for him a mail order business
that takes his honey to a score or

more Eastern States. Mr. Story lives

on the Colorado North and South
Highway between Pueblo and Colo-
rado Springs, a road that is traveled
each year bj' thousands of auto tour-

ists from many States, as well as

hundreds of Coloradoans. Some of

these people took their honey with
them, while others left mail orders
for late fall and winter shipments.
Daniel M. Story was born on a farm

near Marion, Mich, thirty odd years
ago, and it was there, as a boy on his

father's farm that he learned to care

D. M. Story, 3ucc<:»iul Colorado beekeeper.

for bees. There were several hives
out in the old orchard, and the rob-
bing of these each fall was to Daniel
little short of a miracle. He loved to
vk'atch the bees work, and embraced
every opportunity to learn something
of their life and habits. As he grew
to young manhood he continued to
study bees, partly because he liked
honey and partly because there was a
good market for its sale in Detroit
and other nearby cities. Then came
a siege with pneumonia and lung
trouble, and the doctor advised his re-
moval to Colorado, and here begins
the story of his success as a honey
producer and salesman.

It was seven years ago that he
came to Colorado, bringing with him
several colonies of bees. A homestead
claim was staked in the mountain
foothills, but he soon saw that if his
bees were to produce honey in pay-
ing quantities they must be closer to

the large fields .of blossoms, for the
flowers around his sand hills home
were few and far between. A small
place in the Fountain Valley, a sec-
tion where there are hundreds of
acres of alfalfa under irrigation, was
rented. His colonies prospered and
increased until today he has 180 of
them located at three different
points five miles apart, and from
these points they cover the valley for
a distance of twenty miles.

The homestead was proved up, the
rented place purchased, a good house
built, but most important of all his

health was fully restored. "How did

I get the idea of putting out the
sign? Well, it was this way:" said

Mr. Story. "You see the flowers
have to have their pollen carried
from one bloom to another in order
to fertilize their seed, so they adver-
tise to the bees that they have honey
to give away in return for this ser-

vice of scattering the pollen. Their
fragrance is the advertising medium
and the honey is the commodity with
which they pay for the service. For
many years all my honey was sold to

the wholesalers, but I found that the

margin of profit over the cost of pro-
duction was not so large as it should
be, so I began to think. If the flowers
had so successfully found a way to

dispose of their pollen, there must
be some way in which I could attract

buyers, and that sign on the front of

my house is the result. You can judge
the success of it for yourself, for I

sold last year the 11,000 pounds of

honey that my bees produced, and
purchased 14,000 pounds from other
beekeepers in order to supply the de-

mands of tuy customers, in all more
than twice as much honey as I ever
sold in one year before."

Mr. Story finds the production and
sale of honey not only a lucrative,

but an intensely interesting, occupa-
tion. "I thought I knew a lot about
bees when I came here, but I found
that I still have much to learn.

Keeping bees here is much different

than in the Eastern States. Here we
have a very short season of real

honey making. The few fruit trees

that blossom in May and June give

the bees their first activity of the

season, but we do not take honey
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from the hives until about July 20.

Then again in August, and sometimes
in September, we get another lift.

The honey that I take is all from al-

falfa and sweet clover. The svi'ect

clover could not be grown here suc-

cessfully until my bees came, because
it would not fertilize, and the fields

had to be reseeded each year. So
you see the bees not only work for

me, but they work for all the farm-
ers in the valley, too."

As there are about forty to sixty

thousand bees in a colony, Mr. Story
is the proprietor of about 9,000,000

stings, yet seldom gets one himself.

"It's very simple," he says, "because
bees are naturally friendly and tend
strictly to their own business. It is

only when they have been dis-

turbed that they get reckless with
their stings. I handle them very
gently and on most occasions do not
find it necessary to use smoke. My
experience with them has taught me
that they are a good deal like human
beings, for they are most tractable
when they are well fed."

We have all gazed with amazement
on the "Bee Wizard" in the side-show
at the county fair; watched him put
them in his mouth ; let them swarm
and hang from his chin like a 2-foot

beard; and do other wonderful
stunts with them, all of which is very
simple if you know how. The se-

cret of it, says Mr. Story, is that the

bees are full of honey, too full in fact

to double up and sting, and also lack-

ing in the inclination, because they
are overfed and lazy. •

All men can't be beekeepers, of

course, but the man who finds his

health impaired and is forced to seek
light work, might take a new lease on
life and find pleasure and profit in

bee culture and the sale of its mar-
ketable product — honey. Having
taken their cue from Mr. Story, it is

reported that the National Bee-
keepers' Association, of which he is

a member, will adopt for its slogan,

"Eat Honey and Keep Well."
Colorado.

WHY APIARY RECORDS?
By Arthur C. Miller

Why keep apiary records? Well,
why? What do they tell? Of what
use or value are they? Do they
lessen labor, facilitate work or re-

duce cost of operation? And if they
do one or all of these things will not

the time and labor of making and
consulting them more than offset the

gain?
I have seen and used many sorts

and kinds of record systems and I

believe I have a fair idea of their

virtues and vices, and when properly
kept I am sure their virtues more
than offset their vices. Before start-

ing records one must have a clear

idea as to what it is desirable to re-

cord. If one is searching for breed-
ing stock one sort of information is

wanted, if one is playing with all

sorts of manipulation another sort

of facts must be kept track of, while
the busy commercial honej' producer
needs something entirely different.

Let us consider the last and most im-
portant case.

Such a man wants to cut corners,
save time, lessen labor and his rec-
ords should be brief, easily read and
show at a glance what colonies need
to be looked at, when and what for.

He does not want to needlessly open
a single colony, and when he opens
one he wants to know just what to
look for. Further, if he must send
a helper, he wants to be able to tell

him exactly which colonies to attend
to, and what is needed.
The first necessity is some method

of designating the colonies, and a
numerical system suggests itself, so
numbers are put on the hives, the
hives get moved and interchanged
and the number system becomes a
confusing jumble. To avoid it, num-
bering the stands is substituted and
that trouble is over. If a colony or
a part of one is moved, it is only
necessary to indicate it on the record,
and no confusion can occur.
The busy man needs to know but

few facts, and the better beekeeper
he is the fewer items he has to set
down. But he wants his records to
show two things distinctly, namely,
what has been done and what is to
be done. On his first inspection in the
spring he wants to know the fall

condition of each colony. With this

information before him a very casual
glance into the hives will tell him all

he needs to know. If the record
shows that a particular colony had
abundant food, a young queen and a
goodly population, a brief glance into
the hive or a glance at one or two
combs will tell whether all is well or
otherwise. He knows that colony
should be strong and booming, and
he knows that all he must look for
is stores to be sure that breeding has
not depleted them too far. In the
case of a colony which had a full

larder and a young queen, but possi-
bly a little short of bees, or too
many old bees, he looks to see if the
population has kept up and increased.
If it has not, he follows his custom
under such conditions. If a colony
otherwise normal was a little short
of stores in the fall he goes to it pre-
pared to give food in some form. If

a colony had an old queen he knows
why it has not kept up or increased

and he knows what to do. His rec-
ords show which colonies went into
winter .quarters small; but with a
young queen and plenty of food, and
he can instantly put his hand on the
one he wants to combine the poor
one with, if that is his practice.
The ideal colony first referred to

needs little time to inspect or record.
He notes that on his next trip that
colonj' will need one or more supers,
as his custom or location demands.
So we see that a useful record must
show conditions as they were, as the
colony is one factor, queen age or
strain is another, brood condition "an-

other, food another and storage
room present or needed is another.
All of these things and many more

are often set down in long hand in

a blank book, and it makes a prideful
thing to the keeper, but to the rushed
man and to those unfortunates who
have to have special glasses for read-
ing, such records are far from a

pleasure. Then the abbreviations
used are frequently ambiguous and
confusing and we often find a lot

of non-essential facts which only add
to the labor of using the records.
Records kept on or in the hives

have their value, but it is limited, and
they are too easily moved, misplaced
or lost. A book of some sort, loose-
leaf or otherwise, seems preferable.
I have used for years a loose-leaf
book with a special ruling and a sim-
ple system of signs and abbrevia-
tions. It may not be perfect, proba-
bly is not, but it has worked satisfac-

torily. The principle, however, I

think worth passing along for others
to try, and they can modify it to suit

their fancy or needs.
Each vertical column represents

days, while each horizontal space is

the record of the colony whose num-
ber is on that line. Dates are put
at tops of columns only as work is

done. Records appearing in the next
and undated column are of things
to be done. A glance down the un-
dated column shows at a glance just

which colonies are to be looked at,

and just for what.
The vertical and horizontal rules

cut the page into squares, each of

which is for one day's record of one

D. M. Story's honey bouse. The sign sold 3j,uuu pounds of honey.
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colony. These squares are cut into

four lesser squares by other lines and
each lesser square is devoted to cer-

tain things about the colony so that

a notation in that square pertains

always to one thing.

The signs and abbreviations used

have been developed through e.xperi-

ence, and the signs are those intelli-

gible to everyone. Arithmetical signs

are very convenient. Plus (-|-)

means add; minus; (—) means take

away; divide (-:-) means literally

divide. The interrogation mark (?)

means investigate the conditions of

the part designated by the square in

which it is placed. The arrow head

(>) signifies "to" or "from;" if a

number is put at the point of the ar-

row it means that something has

been moved to that number; if the

nuiTiber is at the opening of the ar-

row head it means the thing "came
from" that number. A slanting line

(\) cancels a record. A circle (O)

means the stand is vacant. A check
mark (v') means all is correct in the

department where it is placed. If it

is in the center of the four squares it

means that everything pertaining to

that colony is as it should be. The
question mark in the same place

means investigate everything about

that colony.

Abbreviation of words confused for

a time until certain ones were
dropped entirely and others substi-

tuted. The following have been
found satisfactory: "dq" means de-

queen, "re" means requeen, "and"
means superseded, "sdg" means su-

perseding, "cl" means cell, "v" means
virgin, "Ig" means laying, "msg"
means missing, "swm" means swarm
or "swd" means swarmed.
An "x" placed in the crop square

means an extracting super, while a

"c" in the same place means a comb
honey super. A capital "E" on the

line between the brood square and
the crop square means an escape-

board there, while a zigzag line in

the same place means a queen ex-

cluder; This zigzag line and the

arrow head are the only two signs

that are not at a glance intelligible

to anyone. Whether a sign means a

thing has been done or is to be done
depends on where it is, whether in a

dated or an undated column. In the

case of a swarm it is a little different,

because the colony on a new stand
may be a swarm or a colony on an
old one inay have cast a swarm.
There is another factor of great

importance, and it calls for the per-

sonal element, i. e.. your estimate of

colony size. Personally, I keep in

mind four sizes of colonies, "1" is the

best it can be for the time of year,
"2" is the next best. Number "1," at

the approach of the surplus flow,

would be ready for comb-honey su-

pers, while a "2" would only do for

extracted honey. A "3" would be

big enough to do something on a

later flow, or might pay for a little

re-enforcing from a weak colony. An
"N" stands for a nucleus.

If a colony is not looked at no rec-

ord is made and the previous record

stands. If running out apiaries, or if

the apiary is some distance from the

shop or store room, a glance down
the first undated column will tell just

what must be taken to the yard, and
extra trips and lost time will be

avoided.
At first the record book sometimes

gets left at home, but after one or

two such experiences it becomes as

much one's companion as the vehi-

cle which carries him back and forth.

My own loose leaf records are kept

in wooden covers, painted a bright

red, so they never blow around or

get out of sight.

ALAMEDA COUNTY MEET
The Alameda County Beekeepers'

Association was formed in April, 1919,

C. W. Hartman and Ralph B. Calkins

being the principal organizers, and
since that time has held monthly
meetings at the Hotel Oakland, one
of the most popular hotels about San
Francisco Bay. Although no previ-

ous report of the meetings of the as-

sociation has been made, there is no
question but that we have one of the
best attended and enthusiastic asso-
ciations, composed principally of
"Backyard Beekeepers," in the coun-
try. At present writing we have 103

enrolled members and send notices of

meetings to more than 200 beekeepers,
most of whom are located in Alameda
County.
The accompanying picture is of a

group in attendance at a field meet at

the residence of the President of the
Association, Mr. C. W. Hartman, re-

ceiving practical instruction in the
hiving of a swarm which was accom-
modating enough to come out during
the course of the meet. This field day
was the final activity of a convention
recently held by the association in co-

operation with the University of Cali-

fornia, covering afternoons and eve-
nings of three days, and intended
principally for beginners. Competent
speakers handled subjects of general
interest and very good results were
obtained, the most important of which
being a considerably increased appro-
priation to the department devoted to

tieekeeping in the University. Mr.
Willis Lynch, President of the State

Exchange, being in attendance at the

convention, took the opportunity of

approaching Dean Thomas Forsj'the

Hunt in regard to enlarging the scope
of the department, and due largely to

the enthusiasm in evidence at the

meetings, the Dean, we are glad to

say, has granted the increase. We be-

lieve that if other associations were
to co-operate more closely with the

State Universities it would be produc-
tive of similar results.

The last monthly meeting was held

on June 4, Rev. George W. Phillips,

nationally, or we might say interna-

tionally, known as the sometime man-
ager of the A. I. Root Company's api-

aries, being the principal speaker. Dr.

Phillips is a magnetic and exception-

ally interesting lecturer, and the an-

nouncement of a talk by him is al-

ways a drawing card.

Much interest was manifested in

the story of another member of how
he made an extractor out of an old

barrel and the gearing of a chainless

bicycle.

NEW ORGANIZATION
At a meeting of the beekeepers of

Lucas County, Ohio, at Toledo, on

August 4, the following officers were
elected for the ensuing year:
President—Dr. Geo. H. Jones:
Vice President—Albert W. Just.

Treasurer—Charles Milroy.

Secretary—R. C. Marsh.
This is a new organization, there

having been no previous organiza-

tion for this county. A great deal of

interest was manifested and a rapid

growth is predicted for the industry

in this section.

I'or further information address R.

C. Marsh, Secretary, R. F. D. No. 4,

Toledo, Ohio.

Taking down a sw^rni at the Alameda County. California, beekeepers' field meeting.

NEBRASKA BEEKEEPERS TO
MEET

\ meeting of the Nebraska Honey
Producers' Association is to be held

at the State Fair on Thursday morn-
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ing at 10 o'clock in connection with
the honey exhibit. This meeting is

for the purpose of formulating plans
for securing a new bee inspection law
antl a state apiarist.

O. K. TIMM, Secretary.

British Columbia Beekeepers

The Beekeepers Association of

British Columbia will hold a conven-
tion of beekeepers at the Vancouver
E.xhibition, Wednesday, September
15, at 2:30 p. m. The evening session

will be of a social nature, with short

addresses on beekeeping topics. Vis-
iting beekeepers from Washington
and other States will be heartily

welcomed, and are requested to

make themselves known to the Presi-

dent, Williams Hugh, Box 20 Clover-
dale, B. C.

A FEW SMILES
By J. F. Diemer

Some people get very much excited
when a bee comes near them. A col-

lege student who knew more about
books than he did about bees, went
with me to an outyard expecting to

help extract honey. We loaded up
with 60-pound cans and 10-pound
pails. On arrival at the bee-yard we
found the air full of bees working on
white clover. I noticed he seemed a

little nervous, so I put a good bee
veil over his head, telling him that

he was perfectly safe. He loaded up
with 10-pound pails and started to

the honey house. About 10 feet

away two tired bees lit on the veil in

front of his face; then something
happened. Those pails went in all the

different 'directions you could think

of, and with his hands he tore my
new veil off of his face and made a

run that would have made a foot-

racer look slow. When I finally got

him back to the honey house and got
him tamed down a little he did

quite well: but he wouldn't go out

of the door.
Mr. So and So, here in Clay County,

had 40 box hives. They sat close to-

gether, and every bee in them was
pure German stock. There was about
IS cents' worth of grass growing in

beitween the hives, and he had a blind

horse; he thought to save the grass

so he could get some revenue from
his bees. So he turned the blind

horse in among those hot-footed Ger-
mans, and the horse, not knowing
much about bees, turned the nearest

one over. And the bees, not knowing
much about horses, and not knowing,
or realizing, what the horse was in

there for, flew out and gave that

horse some pointers on bee-ology;
but he didn't seem to become at-

tached to the bees as the bees did to

him; and as he was headed to the

southwest, he went in that direction.

Before he got out of the city limits

of that bee-town he knocked over

seven more. Mr. So and So said he

had a hot time. I should say he did.

While working in an outyard. a

stranger passing by, seeing me use

the smoker occasionally, wanted to

know what that stuff was I was pour-

ing on ithem.

A first-class box-hive man came

into a bee-yard wlicre I was liclping
to take off some supers, for Mr. Bar-
ton, in north Missouri, last fall. He
thought he knew all about bees, and
could tell some great things he had
done in hiving swarms, etc. He
wanted to help. I was willing. So I

gave him a job putting a super on a

pro-German colony, the only one in

the yard. He got the cover off, and
those half-breeds got busy with their
formic acid squirt guns, and you
ought to have seen that expert box-
hive man go towards home.

I hired a big 6-footer to help ex-
tract honey. I told him about some
otliers that had let the honey run
over on the floor. He said that I

needn't be afraid of him wasting the
honey, as he had some sense, he had.
In about half an hour the pail was
running over. I said, "Sam, the
honey is running over." He grabbed
up the pail and left the faucet open.

THE HONEYBEE IN NORTHERN
VERMONT

By Mrs. Helen Mathie

Bees are not kept in large quanti-
ties in the section in which I live. In
my home town there are as many as
'twenty small home apiaries. In some
adjoining towns there are none to be
found, while others have a few. From
five to forty swarms is about the size,

the larger number not being numer-
ous. If there is any bee disease in

any of these small bee-yards it has
never oome to my notice. There have
been years when the bees nearly all

died, but i^t was due to conditions, and
not to any disease of an epidemic na-
ture, as new bees were put into the
old hives and thrived there.
The common brown bee is the rule,

or these bees Italianized. There are
much fewer full Italians. They are
considerably given to swarming, some
colonies casting three swarms. Such
colonies, of course, do not give itheir

owner anything but bees. When pre-
vented from swarming, they store a

good amount of honey. Last season
a colony, too weak to swarm, put up
100 pounds of surplus, while others
that came out in spring strong and
vigorous did not put up a pound of
surplus.

The owners of bees in this section
are all men with other chief inter-
ests that claim the most of their time
and attention, therefore 'they either
do not know how to work their bees
for supplies, or knowing, do not deem
it worth while to spare the time from
other work. The average farmer has
too many irons in the fire to learn 'the

bee business with any degree of thor-
oughness.
The chief honey plants are the

clovers, the low white in the pastures
and the alsike and red in the fields,

and goldenrod. Buckwheat is not
raised extensively, alth'ough most of
the farmers having bees raise a
small plot. Now and then one sees a
small colony of bees in a village, but
for the most part they are found on
the general farms.

Most of the bees are wintered in

the house cellar. Occasionally a man
packs them with leaves and winters
them out with good success. Winter-
ing in bee-houses does not prove very
successful, owing, no doubt, to the
great variation in temperature here.
One day it may be 40 below zero and
within a short time raining. Such
sudden changes are not conducive to

the health of either bees or people.
The honey of this northern locality

has, to me, a much more exquisite
flavor than that of warmer sections.
The white clover honey, particularly,
is very delicately flavored. Perhaps
our long, cold winters and cool sum-
mers are also in a measure responsi-
ble for 'Our freedom from disease.
Section honey sells well. There is

practically no extracted honey pro-
duced. The consumers here like some
comb with their honey, and chunk
honey would sell better than extract-
ed. The market is good for all that
is produced.
Vermont.

V
DR. MILLER'S ANSWERS 1

Questions are answered in order received. As we receive more questions
than we can answer in space available, two or three months sometimes elapse
before answers appear.

Brood Above Excluder
1. If iiislcnd of the Deniaree plan I put all

the brood and the (jueen above an excluder,
what would hai>|ien ? Would honey be stored
below as well as al)Ove? If. not. I might ar-

range an "eke" with excluder zinc on one or
more sides at bottom of brood-chamber.
The method is immaterial, but assuming the

(liieeu and drones could not leave the hive,

what would be the disadvantages? 1 should be
glad if you would tell me exactly what you
would expect to find on opening the hive at end
of the season? KNGLAND.
Answer.—1. You may depend upon one thing.

The bees aim to put their honey, as much as

possible, above the brood. The reason of

this is obvious. Bees cluster about their

brood whenever the weather is cool, and they

do not want their honey between them ami

the entrance, because it is' more exposed to

robbers. Starting from this, we can still see-

the bees putting the honey below the orood-

chamher when they have no other place for it.

But as soon as the a.ueen quits or reduces her

laying, the honey will be put above her.

2. We have never tried to confine drones

within the hive. If they are thus confined, it

is quite probable that the bees will worry them
to death when the time comes. They would
be in the way. The Demaree plan is good to

sei)arate the queen from the brood to prevent

swarming preparation^ but in the way that you

propose, we can see no advantage whatever.

Confining the queen within the hive with zinc

means compelling all the bees that go into her

apartment to pass through the queen excluder.

You would probably succeed better in having

the bees store honey out of the way of the

queen, if you kept h^r in a story below and left
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an opening for free ingress and egress above it.

If you have many drones and confine them, bet-

ter have a drone trap and get rid of them when
they try to take flight. I would keep close tab

on thdt colony and see that everything went

well with it Any abnormal management needs

close nttention.

Laying Workers—Foulbrood
1. I have a colony of bees that rather puzzles

me. On April 24 there was no brood in the

combs. On May 1 there were two frames that

had about a hundred eggs and young larvs-

They also had a queen-cell. On May G the
queen-cell had been opened, as if the queen
had emerged. But there was no sign of her,

and the bees had another cell started and
capped over. Now what I would like to know
is, what is the reason of this? Are the bees
preparing to supersede? That is my guess.

2. In 1917 I bought a queen, and she is

about the most prolific queen I have ever
seen. In some cells she will lay two eggs. I

have her in a standard 10-frame hive and can
see no reason for this, unless she is just an
exceptionally good queen. She would not do
for a breeding queen, as she was not purely
mated. Last year my bees had European
foulbrood, and in spite of this the colony that

was headed by this queen gave 45 pounds sur-

plus and a good swarm. What do you think
of that? ILLINOIS.

Answers.—1. My guess is that your colony

has a drone-laf.'ing worker, or perhaps sev-

eral, and no queen. The reason the queen-

cell was opened was that it contained only a

drone, and it died. The one built later wnl

have the same fate. It may be that they

have a queen, but in that case the queen is old

and no longer able to lay eggs that are im-

pregnated, therefore you should either give

that colony some young brood from another

colony or unite it with another. Hunt for that

queen, if there is one, and kill her.

2. Your experience with foulbrood shows

that beekeepers should not get discouraged

when they encounter it. In nearly every case,

those who have had to fight foulbrood have

proven more successful afterwards than before.

Manufactured Honey
As I am a small beeman and sell most of my

honey to my fellow workmen, I bump up
against some queer imaginations. One of the

men said that three-fourths of all the comb
honey on the market was artificially made of

parafin wax and syrup, and none but an expert

or chemist could detect it. He offered to bet

any amount of money on it, for he claimed
he saw it made with his own eyes by a Green-
ville manufacturing company at Greenville,

Texas; also a bee supply manufacturing com-
pany. I would like to know if any comb
honey can be manufactured. MISSOURI.

Answer.—Your fellow workman only repeats

what he heard said by others. Some 40 years

ago, Dr. Wiley, who has been U. S. Chemisi,

told that story for a hoax, but it was repeated

in many papers, and is still believed by thou-

sands of honest people. There is absolutely no

truth in the statement, and A. I. Root, of Me-

dina, Ohio, who is worth several hundred thou-

sand dollars, offered $1,000 for a single comb

of manufactured honey. Nobody ever took

him up. Your man did not see a manufacturer

of comb honey at Greenville, Texas, or any-

where else. He perhaps heard of a comb

foundation factory and took that to be a comb

honey factory.

There is a very good way in which anyone

could tell manufactured combs, if such could

exist. As all things made by machinery, they

would be all alike, or at least there would be

only a few patterns. But if you go to a crate

full or a carload of comb honey, you will see

that no two are alike, just like the leaves in

the woods or the trees of the forest. Anyone
who will look at sections full of honey, un-

less he is decidedly weak in the brain, will

readily see that it is impossible to make such

ft variety of &bape§, except jn the natural way.

Weak Colonies
I have two colonies of bees that have been

packed in chaff all winter. I opened them the
other day and found that most of the bees
were dead, but each had a queen. There is an
abundance of honey in the frames. I found
so many dead bees on the bottom that the
entrance was stopped. I cleaned it off and
opened the runway. I found one late swarm
dead that had plenty of honey. I have two
other colonies, one with a fair amount of
bees and the other an 8-frame hive full of
bees. How would be the best way to build
up the weak hives? Could I take a frame out
of the strong hive and put it in without in-

juring the strong hive? Or would it Pe oet-

ter to buy bees by the pound? How many
would I need for the two hives? I am using
10-frame hives with nine frames in them. Is

it a good plan? NEW YORK.
Answer.—The winter has been very hard on

bees in your State, and those bees have suf-

fered from long confinement. If each colony

has a quart of bees left, it may save it to give

it a small comb of brood. Of course it will

weaken the healthy colonies, but may pay in

the long run, as it will save the queens. If

there is less than a quart of bees left in the

hive, it would probably be a waste to try to

save them. Much depends upon their con-

dition. Of course, buying bees by the pound

is a very good way, if you can secure them

in time. A pound of bees for each colony

would probably be ample, but the more the

better.

Shipping Bees— Division, Etc.
1. I am buying a colony of a friend, which

will be shipped by express. He tells me that
lyiless they arrive on a warm day they will

all die, because when disturbed they fill up
with honey, and unless they can make a
flight upon their arrival, they will die. Is

this so?
2. About June first, or as soon as I can

see that there are queen-cells formed, I will

divide the colony by taking 3 frames with
at least one queen-cell and place in a new
hive on the old stand and move the old hive
with the queen to a new stand and place a
slanting board in front of the entrance, so that

they will notice their n^"' location when
emerging. Is this proper?

3. I have purchased everything the Cornell
University, of Ithaca, N. Y., advises the be-

ginner to have, including five hives with su-

pers for comb honey. If I buy one or two
pound packages of bees would it be safe to put
them on the full sheets of foundation, or
would they break it down?

4. If I buy nuclei or packages I understand
the queen is safely introduced by the dealer
before shipping to the purchaser. Is this so?

NEW YORK.
Answers.—1. No. If the bees are supplied

with enough food, enough ventilation, and

are handled carefully enough not to break their

combs, they will stand confinement easily a

week. They fill themselves with honey when
first disturbed, but they finally quiet down, es-

pecially if kept in a fairly cool place.

2. Yes, it will do. But you may not find

queen-cells with brood in them as early as

you expect.

3. The bees of a pound package are not

likely to cause the foundation to break down.

4. The queen is usually shipped with her

own bees.

Texas Laws—Transferring

1. What arc the laws of Texas, in regard to

taking bees into the State? Do bees have to

have a certificate of inspection?
3. I have some bees I would like to change.

They are in movable frame hives, but the
frames are getting rotten; combs are most all

straight and frames are regular size. They
have lots of honey and brood. Could I put
a new hive under, with old frames above and
new ones oelow, with an excluder between
them? ILLINOIS.

Answers.— 1. A certificate must be se-

cured from the State Entomologist or State

Inspector of the State from which the bees

are shipped, showing that the bees are

healthy. A copy of this must be filed with

the State Entomologist of Texas at least ten

days before the bees are shipped. The law is

very lengthy and you had best write to the

State Entomologist at College Station, Texas,
to secure a copy and some information.

2. You can certainly put new hives below
with the old ones above. But why use a

queen excluder? You certainly want the bees

to go into your new hives, and the sooner the

queens move out of the old combs the better

it will be. After the queen goes into the new
combs, you can sort out the old combs and
save all that are still good.

Increase—Swarm Control
1. On page 134. "Dr. Miller's Thousand

Answers." in recommending the Alexander
plan of increase, he advises killing all queen-
cells in the second story at the time of placing
same on new stand; then to give a cell from
another colony. Why is this done?

2. Was the Hand switch lever system of
swarm control not a success? I see nothing
printed in the bee papers about its being used
at present. Please give some reasons for its

discontinuance KANSAS.
Answers.—1. On the page to which you re-

fer, I think you will find nothing about killing

cells in upper story, but that cells are to be

killed on the frame with the queen on the

lower story. However, as ivlr. Alexander ad-

vises, later on cells are to be killed in upper

story "unless they are of a good strain of

bees that you care to breed from," and then

you are to give a queen-cell of other choice

stock or else give a queen.

2. The system devised by J. E. Hand was

enthusiastically advocated by him as a success,

but it never came into general use. You want
"some reasons for its discontinuance." I

don't know just how many reasons you want,

but if I were collecting a set of reasons I

might begin by asking you why you discon-

tinued it, or why you never adopted it. Like

enough you might say only one reason was
needed, and that was that you never saw
reason enough for using it. Inventions by

beekeepers are many, but only now and then

does one appear that is considered a success

by any but its inventor.

Increase
I am a school boy just starting to learn bee

culture. I have one colony of bees. 1 am
pretty likely to be at school when my bees
swarm. I would like to divide my colony so
as to keep them from swarming while I am
at school. If you think the following plan
will work, when would you advise me to do
it?

Take half of the brood frames, with the ad-
hering bees and put them in a new hive. Fill

the empty space in the brood-chamber of both
colonies, with frames with full sheets of foun-
dation in them. Put the new colony on the
old stand.

_

ILLINOIS.
Answer.—A good time to operate is when

other bees in the neighborhood begin to swarm,

perhaps at the beginning of clover bloom.

There could hardly he an easier way than the

way you outline—simply dividing the colony

into two equal parts and letting the queenless

part rear its own queen—but it may not work

with entire satisfaction. If you put the queen

on the old stand there is danger that a swarm

will issue with her. Also the young queen

reared on the new stand is not likely to be

of the best, because all the field bees will go

to the old stand, leaving the bees on the new

stand too weak and discouraged to rear a good

queen. If you put the queen on the new
stand there will pretty certainly be one or

more swarms from the old stand as soon as

the young queens begin to emerge.

You might modify your plan in this way:

Take from the old hive and put in a new hive

on a new stand two frames of brood with ad-

hering bees and the old queen and shake into

this new hive the bees from a third comb, re-
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turning the comb of brood to the old hive.

The bees in the old hive will be in condition

to rear the best kind of queencells. About a

week or 8 days later let the two hives change

places. The old bees from the new stand will

go to the old stand, thus weakening the

colony so that there will be no swarming al-

lowed, and the colony will be so strengthened

that it will do good work at storing.

Finding Queens—Feeding, Etc.
1. How may I lind the queen in my hive? I

have looked for her many times, but do no/
find her. I have hybrid bees; am positive I

have a queen.
2. Do capped cells ever sink in after being

chilled?
3. Where can I get some pamphlets on the

different kinds of foulbrood?
4. Would sorghum be all right to feed my

bees?
5. How can I make my bees eat sugar syrup?

I put it out for them in front of the hive in a

saucer with white cloth over it about 2 feel

away from the hive. This was about April VS.

6. In your March number, on page 101, there
is an advertisement of paint without oil, by
A. L. Rice. Would this be all right to paint
bee hives? IOWA.

Answers.—7. If you cannot find a queen by

looking over the combs, one after another,

shake the bees on a sheet in front of an

empty box, just as if you were hiving a

swarm. Watch for the queen. If you don't

find her, shake them again. You must, of

course, smoke them sufficiently before you do

that. W^e never failed to find a queen by this

method.

2. Yes, more or less. But they never show

holes, as in foulbrood.

3. Bulletin 1084 on American Foulbrood is

just out. Bulletin 975 on European Foulbrood

may still be had. Both are issued by the De-

partment of Agriculture at Washington. We
can recommend nothing better.

4. No; bees will hardly take sorghum, and

it is not good for them.

5. Bees will take sugar syrup when there

is no honey in the field. But as it has very

little odor, they must be attracted to it. Pour

a little on a piece of old comb. After they

taste it they will come back.

6. We have never tried that paint. It takes

a few months' trial to know whether a thing

of that kind is going to prove good.

Queenless Colonies—Uniting
I want to know the best way to save a colo-

ny of bees where the queen dies early, say the

first of March, and the best way to turn them
together and what time of the day. I have
had some trouble in this line. I have been
spraying them with sugar syrup. I had 9

colonies this spring; now just 6, 3 queenless.
ARKANSAS.

Answer.—If the colony is strong in bees and

you want to save it, you may be able to get

them to raise a queen by giving them a comb

of young brood, part of it less than 3 days old,

from some other colony. But probably the

best way is to unite them with some other

colony which has a queen.

It is not a bad plan to sprinkle them with

sugar syrup in the evening before uniting

them. Then, when night has come, give them

a little smoke, take the hive body in which

they are and place it right over that of a

good colony with queen, with a sheet of paper

between the two brood chambers. During the

night they will gnaw the paper and unite

quietly. If the queenless bees have been fed,

they arc not likely to be ill-treated by the

queenright colony.

A good way, also, is to put a swarm in the

queenless hive

mixed with pollen, during the winter. Would
you advise me to disinfect the hives and frames
before using them again? Is this disease con-
tagious? 1 do not believe those bees would
have died if I had not allowed them to keep
that kind of honey. IOWA.
Answer.—As far as our experience goes, that

disease is not contagious. Expose those combs
to dry air for a while if possible, then give
them, one at a time, to a strong colony. They
will clean them thoroughly. This would not
be advisable in bad weather, and you should
not do it until the weather is warm.
In long, hard winters, any honey that con-

tains grains of pollen is objectionable. Many
people object to sugar syrup, but we are
very much of the opinion that sugar syrup is

much the best for long confinement.

Nearby Fields Neglected
Last year was a lean one for honey in

Hawaii. We got very little. In order to help
things out for this season, I had a good-sized
alfalfa patch very close to the location and
gave explicit instructions that none should be
cut until fully in bloom. My object was to
provide the bees with a close-at-hand supply of
nectar, to insure the making for them and
make it possible also for them to find their
supply without much of a trip. Not a
blessed bee has touched it, as far as I have
been able to observe, and I have watched the
patch very closely ever since the bloom ap-
peared. Miss Bee appears to circle around,
squint one eye at the alfalfa and then hike
away to other fields. She appers to prefer
the long haul. Why is this? I am perfectly
willing and anxious to help out, but my bees
scorn my help. HONOLULU.

Answer.—My guess would be that it is not
the "long haul" the bees are seeking, but per-

haps the better crop. Are you sure other

patches of alfalfa were yielding honey at that

time? I would say that they were working on
some other blossoms. Try it again some other
time.

Dysentery
I have two colonies of bees that died of dys-

entery by eating honey from the brood-combs.

Moths—Care of Combs
1. Four of my colonies died during the win-

ter, some of the combs of which still con-
tained considerable honey. These hives, with
the combs, I stacked up near the bee-yard,
leaving only a small entrance at the bottom for
the bees to get in and out, so that they would
clean them out. My bees are in the country
and I can only see them about once a week. In
looking over them a few days ago I found that
they were doing this, but I also found that the
moth worms had made a start in one or two
of them. Dr. Miller having stated several
times in the Journal that the best way to pro-
tect them was to give them in the care of the
bees. I have been wondering if, in case I

try this, these combs could be left there during
the flow. Won't the bees be likely to store in
them instead of going up into the supers?

2. Will it matter any whether these hive-
bodies with the combs are placed above or be-
low the strong colonies?

3. Not being with the bees every day. I

cannot depend on natural swarming for in-
crease, but shake when I find cells well ad-
vanced, vv'ould these empty combs be all

right to shake on ? Some writers advise start-
ers only, but whenever I try this the bees al-

ways build too much drone como.
PENNSYLVANIA.

Answers.—1 and 2. By placing the combs
full of honey of these hives under the brood-

chamber of strong colonies, they will probably

use up the honey in a very short time. It is

quite probable, however, that -they are already

cleaned out. In that case, just treat them
with disulphide of carbon, as recommended
in our March and May numbers. They will

then do to use for swarms. If you were lo

place them on top of full colonies, and leave

them there, the bees would, of course, fill them
again, as soon as the crop begins. They would
even fill them if they are at the bottom. This

must be looked after.

3. Yes, those combs are good to use for

hiving swarms or making divisions. But be

sure and do away with the drone comb in

tbem. Also be sure, when you hive a swarm

on comb already built, not to give them much
room without foundation, as they will be more
likely to build drone comb if they have worker
combs ahead than if they had it all to build.
When you cut out drone comb, you should re-

place it with worker comb, or the bees will

very probably rebuild in drone comb.

Size of Hive—Cotton
1. What is the exact size of the standard 10-

frame dovetailed beehive, measuring length,
width and depth of outside of brood-chamber?

2. I notice in the May number of the
American Bee Journal that field cotton is
spoken of as a honey plant. Please describe its
*a'"e- MISSOURI.

Answers.— 1. Size of broodchamber of 10-

frame Langslroth hive, outside: Length, 19%
in.; width, 15% in.; depth. 9yi in.

2. Field cotton is not spoken of in equal
praise by every beekeeper in cotton regions.
Pelletfs "American Honey Plants" devotes 3

pages to it. Some say that bees will not work
upon it if they can get anything else. Others
speak of most of the honey harvested upon it

being extra floral, some also being secured
from plant lice. Others still, like J. J. wilder
and Louis Scholl, speak well if it. Location
humidity and perhaps other causes affect it.

That it yields honey both in the blossom and
in extra-floral nectaries is not to be doubted.
The opinions as to its quality vary a great
deal. So we cannot give a positive and defi-

nite opinion of its advantages.

Combs
I had 6 good strong colonies of bees last

fall. I wintered them in a small building 8x20,
open on the east side. Two colonies were in
Woodman protection hives, nothing between
the walls. They are in fine shape this spring;
no mold in the hives. Four colonies were in
Champion double-wall hives, packed with shav-
ings; 2 colonies dead and 2 very weak. Hives
were damp and combs moldy. I left about 60
pounds of honey in the hives for the b'ees to
winter on; most of this honey is left. Can I
use these combs again, and the honey, or must
I destroy them? OHIO.
Answer.—No; do not destroy those combs,

unless there is foulbrood in them. We have
never known mold to injure bees after winter,

when the weather gets warm and the colonies
begin to gain in strength. If you will give
those combs to good colonies, one at a time,

they will soon cleanse them, and it will be a
fine help for your new swarms. The only
combs that you should destroy are those that

contain disease. If we had the Isle-of-Wight

disease in this country, this might be bad au-

vice. But in a practice of 55 years, we have
never seen any bad results from such combs as

you describe, though they would not do to give
to weak colonies.

Your experience with heavily packed colonies

is similar to our experience of 35 years ago.

Methods to recommend for winier depend
much upon the climate of the locality where
the apiarist finds himself. So we abstain from
giving advice on this subject.

Decoy Hives
1. How is a decoy hive made?
2. How large should it be?
3. Where does it do best, on the ground or

in a tree?
4. I have 3 hives of bees and 1 empty onfe.

If I put the empty one near these three would
a swarm (from any 3) settle there?

NEBRASKA.
Answers.— 1 and 2. Any hive suitable to

hive a swarm will do for a decoy hive. It

should be all ready, with frames and guides
of foundation, so that you may not have to

disturb the bees when they go into it of their

own accord.

3. Most people think it is more likely to be

adopted by the bees when it is up from the

ground a few feet.
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4. You must not expect them to enter it

without fail. Decoy hives are only occasion-

ally accepted by the bees, and it probably

makes little difference whether yours is near

to the other hives or not.

Answers to Questions
1. After I subscribed to the American Bee

Journal I sent in some questions to Dr. C. f.

Miller, as I did not know he was sick. I have

rertived two copies of the Journal, but they

are not in it. Why?
2. I saw at the top of Dr. Miller's Answers

to send an envelope stamped and addressed and

you would send the copy it is in. Why is this,

when a nerson has already subscribed ?

3. Will the bees make straight cells when
the foundation is slightly bulging out between
the wires ?

4. I am going to requeen the first swarm, as

the queen is two years old. Should I leave

her »o lay a few eggs first? If so, how long?

5. How soon will a queen just introduced lay

eggs f

6. Will 'ho bees build out on medium brood

fourdatior. f;isl enough for the queen to lay in

about 24 hours? (A new swarm). OREGON.
Answers.—1. Answers to questions, whether

they come from Dr. Mnier or from the edi-

torial room, cannot always be answered the fol-

lowirg month. Sometimes we have enough for

2 or more months ahead.

3. You misunderstood the explanation at the

head of the Question and Answer Department.

Dr. Miller never replies directly to the en-

quirer. But the editor has undertaken to

send a copy of the replies to be published by

mail, to ihe enquirer, if he sends an ad-

dressed envelope. This is for the purpose of

giving immediate satisfaction to the man who

is looking for a reply to his questions at once.

3. If the foundation is bulged, the cells

cannot be straight.

4. Yes, it may be best to let her lay eggs

for a week or so.

5. The laying of an introduced queen is im-

mediate if she is not fatigued and conditions

are good.

6. Yes, usually. But that depends on the

strength of the swarm.

When to Sow Buckwheat
Could you advise me when to sow buck-

wheat for best results, and who makes a spe-

cialty of handling the seed? ILLINOIS,

Answer.—The time to sow buckwheat in

Illinois and Middle States is from June 1 to

August 1. The seed should be secured from

seedsmen, unless you can buy it in your vi-

cinity.

Mouldy Foundation
I have about 10 pounds of thin foundation

that seems to have quite a bit of mould on it.

Can this be used in the hives for honey? Or,

if not, what can be done to it so it can be

used? NEBRASKA.
Answer.—If the mould on the foundation is

similar to mould often enquired into by bee-

keepers, a tew minutes' exposure to the sun

will cause it to disappear. If the foundation

was kept in a very damp place and there is a

growth upon it, there may be a little more

trouble. Try the sun exposure, but do not

leave it exposed long enough to melt it.

Spreading it on a clean table will answer.

Metal Combs—Transferring

1. What do you think about the aUiiiiinuni

honeycomb? Do you think that it is a good

thing?
2. Is May too late to sow sweet clover in

an old garden? What is the best honey pro-

ducing, white or sweet clover?

3. When is the best time to transfer a col-

ony of bees that is in an old hive to an up-to-

date hive? ILLINOIS.

Answers.— 1. Aluminum honey combs have

some advantages and some disadvantages.

Their success depends principally upon the

climate. Try them on a small scale, say a

hive or two.

2. It is never too late to sow sweet clover.

But what you will sow after this date will

probably not sprout till next spring. Better

wait till fall. White clover is better than

sweet clover, but you cannot grow both in

the same soil. Sow the sweet clover in waste

land, and in ditches.

3. Questions on transferring have been

answered in May, page 170; in January, Feb-

ruary and April. The best time to transfer

is during fruit bloom. But you can drive the

bees out of a box hive at any time during the

honey crop, when the weather is warm enough

so the brood will hatch. If you drive out the

bees and queen and put them in a new hive,

the balance of. the brood will hatch in 21 days,

provided there are young bees enough left in

the box to keep the brood warm. Then you

can drive out the balance of them and break

up the old combs. The bees may be given to

the original swarm or to any weak colony.

State Apiarist—Good Yield
1. Would you please tell who the State Api-

arist is for South Dakota? I have a neighbor
about half a mile from me who has had bees
and has lost them with foulbrood and has left

his hives out on the old stand with honey in

them. Can he be made to destroy them?
2. Last spring I bought two hives of bees. I

got 6 new swarms and 300 pounds of comb
honey from all. Is that good enough?

SOUTH DAKOTA.
Answers.— 1. L. A. Syverud, of Yankton, is

bee inspector for eastern South Dakota.

2. 300 pounds of comb honey is good for two

colonies, but 6 swarms is too many for best

results unless one wants increase more than

honey.

Attracting Bees—Best Race •

1. Is there anything known to be of value

in enticing or drawing bees to a decoy hive

other than a hive with drawn combs or founda-
tion ?

2. Which do you consider the best. ail-around

breed of bees for this locality? ILLINOIS-
Answers.—1. No.

2. The Italian bees.

Uniting
Having a couple of colonies which I thought

had been weakened by winter, I followed your

advice and put one on top of the other, first

putting a sheet of paper between.
I find, however, that the bees do not leave

their comb and go into the lower hive-body,

which was my intention, as I wanted to use the

vacated body.
As they are likely to swarm any time, I

would be much obliged for your advice as to

how to handle them now. Whether to take the

top body off or smoke them out, or what.
WASHINGTON.

Answer.—You evidently did not kill the

queen of the weaker colony, else they would

have united to one another readily.

If they are strong enough that you fear they

will swarm, it may be as well to again sep-

arate them, especially if they both have brood

and queens. But when you examine them you

may find them in different condition from y<)\ir

expectation.

If you still want them united, open the top

hive, find the queen and kill her. They will

join the others without trouble then.

Old Combs—Honey Plants

1. Is it best to remove bhick conilt iiml re-

place with foundatiun or drawn cunib'

2. Can you tell me where 1 can get the di

mensions for a double-walled hive?

3. Is timothy a honey plant? How about

vegetables and grains?
4. I started to clip my queen's wings the

other day, but on finding her I discovered she

had both her wings together on her back. How
can I separate them, and what is best to clip

them with?

5. What is the best method of hiving a
swarm?

6. \Vhat stimulates brood-rearing and makes
them more active, entrance feeding or over the
frames?

7- Should the bees be gone over once in spring
and then let alone until time for cutting out
queen-cells, putting on supers, etc.?

OREGON.
Answers.— 1. No; so long as they are perfect

worker-combs, their blackness and age are not

objectionable. Indeed, the bees prefer old,

black combs.

2. Probably from the manufacturers or those

who sell them.

3. Timothy yields much pollen, but no nec-

tar. Some vegetables are fine honey-plants, as

beans and onions, but are of little consequence

in ordinary gardens because in too small quan-

tity. The large bean fields in California are

very important. Except buckwheat, I don't

know that the grains amount to much for

honey.

4. When a queen's wings are at rest they are

always folded together on her back. Slip the

scissors under the wing at one side, and you

will find it easily raised. A pair of small

scissors of almost any kind is good for clipping.

Embroidery scissors are much used. I prefer

blunt-pointed scissors, not because they do bet-

ter work, but because I carry them safely at

all times in my trousers pocket.

5. That's a question for your bee-book, and

hardly belongs in this department. After you
have had full instruction you will still be

guided by your common sense. If your

queens are clipped, a good way is to move the

old hive to a new stand, set an empty hive on

the old stand, and let the returning swarm
hive itself.

6. Either way is good. Feeding near the en-

trance may cause robbing.

7. Depends on your plan of management.

Some do not open the hives till time to put on

supers, and some open them a number of times,

depending on what is to be done.

Demaree Plan—Excluders, Etc.

1. To what extent do you believe in resort-

ing to the Demaree treatment for swarm pre-

vention?
2. Does the presence of nurse-bees in the

lowest story militate against attainment of the

rest desired therewith?
3. What, if anything, seems best to do to get

these nurse-bees out from that lowest story, es-

pecially when one has at least two hive-bodies

upon excluder, the latter on that lowest hive-

body ?

4. Do you believe that with having but the

excluder to pass through, the aforesaid nurse-

bees would persist in remaining below, when it

would seem that they would knOw even better

than any human being tiiat there was brood
above? For. do not the nurse-bees just love

to be with the brood—or is there no need of

them with capped brood?
5. Then again, if the queen under the ex-

cluder lays and, of course, soon then larvx

appear, is it not self evident that the nurse-

bees would devote themselves to the latter, and
so they would have to stay below? Some one

asserts that the nurse-bees, if remaining below,

are apt to nullify the aim of the Demaree pro-

cedure.
f). As to No. 197, page 92, of Dadant-Lang-

stroth. 1!>U; all I can recognize about brood

is whether it is capped or uncapped^—of the

lines 3, 4, 0, where the respective days are

given—which of these lines, embrace one or

the other, viz.: capped or uncapped?
7. Addenda: I must acknowledge that the

Demaree treatment both in 191S and 1911»

seemed not much of a success, in that while

there was honey over excluder, the queens

below did next to nothing, and the bees scarcely

built out any foundation in the lowest story.

The colonies 1 had last year for extracted

honey averaged $10.50; there seemed a fair

number of bees, but very little work in the

lowest story. I fixed up each colony with a

liberal amount of stores, yet "wonder" how
they will look this spring.

, . .„ .PENNSYLVANIA.
Answers.— J. It is probably the best for the
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man with small brood-chambers, though the

methods for swarm prevention are numberless,

and often useless.

2, 3, 4 and 5. The nurse-bees stay below be-

cause that is where they are needed. When
the brood is capped, there is nothing needed

but warmth and, since heat ascends, it is sure

to get it. The freshly hatched larvae need at-

tention until they are sealed. The nurse-bees

must stay below.

6. From the spinning of cocoon the cell is

scaled. Cheshire writes: "At this time (after

four days' feeding), its weight (the larva) is

scarcely less than double that of the bee into

which its natural transformations will by and

by convert it. No more food is supplied and

the period for cocoon spinning approaches.

. . . Before the cocoon can be built, a

cover, technically called sealing, is put over

the larva by its nurses, that now bid it fare-

well."

7. Probably the fault was not with the

Demaree treatment but with the season. But

when there is plenty of room for honey above

and lots of brood below, it is natural for the

bees to put very little honey near the urood.

especially if the weather is warm.

Metal Combs, Extracting Super Divis-

ion Board
1, There are so many discussions going on

in the bee journals of late about wiring brood
frames. We hear about the "money comb,"
(aluminum combj, which is much advertised
and is praised by some beekeepers. The ques-
tion arises with me as to whether bees will

build queen-cells on or in a metal comb. I

think not. An idea struck me why our wax
foundation manufacturers are not trying to

make foundation, not jull comb, out of alum-
inum. If this metal foundation is coated with
hot wax I do not see why bees should not be-

gin to draw out cells of wax on them. ' This
foundation could be wedged to the top bars
just a easily as wax foundation. The bottom-
bars will need a slit in them to suspend the

foundation between the two strips of the bar.

The metal must come also in contact with the

end bars so bees can wax same to the bars. So
we would have a rigid septum for our wax
combs, and if they should become old or dam-
aged the wax can be scraped off on either side

and the aluminum again coated with hot wax.
I painted a piece of bright tin with hot wax
and then exposed it to a temperature below
zero and found no trace of cracking in the

wax. If this was never tried before, will some
foundation manufacturer give it a good trial

?

The contraction of cold and expansion of heat

will have very little effect.

2. In a case of shortage an extracting super
can quickly be arranged to a section super and
placed between sections if three or four strips

of wood are laid across the beeways to serve
as bridges, and bees will not build combs in

the space, but will climb up on the strips to the

next super.
3.1s it advisable to put a division-board in a

hive and put two weaklings, one on each side,

with both queens to lay, and when they build

up put a queen e.xcluder on top of hive and
a super over the excluder for both parties to

meet? Before honey crop, remove one queen,
the poorer one, and let the bees unite. Will

the bees fight? Of course, I want to make a

wire cloth frame division. MINNESOTA.
Answers. —1. The metal comb needs to be

tested for 2 or 3 years before positive state-

ments can be made concerning it. In reply to

a number of inquiries we had prepared a

statement giving the pro and con, the qualities

and dtfects, presumed, of this metal comb.

Among the qualities we had placed its being

proof against mice. But to our great astonish-

ment a comb was brought to us which had been

filled with honey by the bees and had been en-

tirely cut up by mice, to get at the honey. So

it is useless to try to give the qualities and de-

fects of these combs until we know them our-

selves, positively.

As to the foundation of metal, it was tried

years ago and abandoned. If you think you

have an idea, try it yourself. Similarly, why

not try a hive full of those metal combs? You
will then be in a position to give the arguments

on both sides. But do not be hasty in decid-

ing. Take time to make sure.

2. Your suggestion may work.

3. If the two colonies become strong, 1 would

much prefer separating them and keeping both

queens going. But if one of the queens is in-

ferior, remove her at the opening of the crop.

The bees will not fight if there is honey in the

fields.

Swarms—Drones
What makes a swarm come out and settle

and when hived go on back to the old hive ?

Are the big ulack bees the drones? What
kind of a looking bee is the queen?

SOUTH DAKOTA.
Answer.—If anything is wrong with the

queen's wings so she cannot fly, the swarm

will return to the hive when they find the

queen is not with them. They may continue

this daily (provided the queen finds her way

back each time) until the first virgin emerges,

when the swarm will take French leave with

her, if not properly hived.

The great majority of the bees in a hive are

workers, and the drones are easily recognized

by being so much larger. The queen, when in

full laying, looks very much larger than a

worker, the greater size, however, being chiefly

caused by the larger abdomen.

Foundation
1. Does it require any honey for bees to

draw out comb from full sheets of foundation,
as much as it does to make their own comb
from beginning, or is the loss of time the only
loss when bees have to draw their comb from
foundation?

2. If a colony of bees produces 100 pounds
of surplus extracted honey in one season
when furnished only full sheets of foundation
in the surplus apartment, what should the
same colony produce if given combs fully

drawn out? ALABAMA.
Answers.—1. Yes, there is a loss of material

as well as time when the bees are obliged to

furnish the septum themselves; and every

pound of wax the bees have to furnish means

five to twenty times as many pounds of honey.

2. I don't know. It varies, no doubt, greatly.

In a very slow yield the difference between

foundation and full combs may not be great,

but in a heavy flow many pounds of honey

may be lost while the foundation is being made

into full combs.

Moving
In moving bees in summer a mile or two by

truck, would be sufficient to tack a screen
over the top of the hive and nail a board over
the entrance? The entrances to my hives are 2

inches, and somewhat diflicult to close. Would
this be sufficient, also, moving them in October,
by truck, 60 miles or more? INDIANA.
Auswer.—Yes to both questions, provided the

screen be the full size of the top of the hive;

only, if the moving be in the htat of the day,

and the weather be very hot, it will be safer to

have a frame for the screen to be tacked on.

so as to leave a space of two inches or so

over topbars for the bees to cluster in.

Queens
1

.

Sometimes queen-cells are formed at the

bottom rim of the comb, in such a way that

growth, as it were, against the upper rim of

the top-bar makes them curved, especially when
they happen to be ntar a corner. If otherwise
such cells appear well developed will they fur-

nish as good queens as cells so situated as to

grow without any such obstructions?
2. To what extent is it essential (if at all

necessary) that when queen-ceils are given from
another colony (sealed ones), this should be

done in a protector? In giving such cells my
practice has always been to give the whole
frame with whatever brood there is on it. I

can scarcely see how, as j ust stated, in most

cases a protector could be applied.. By pro-

tector I mean a West queen-cell protector. Or
is there another sort of protector meant?

3. I feel tempted to apply the "put-up" plan,
with the modification of placing the hive with
the queen, one frame of brood and foundation
quite a distance away from the hive site, and
after the lapse of ten days do as it seems best
to me—either give the quet-n back or not. 1

might favor letting the bees on the old stand
have a chance of rearing a new queen. How-
ever, if one chooses to go at returning the old
queen, with her bees with htr, could she be
put back, or would one have to proceed the
same as when introducing a new queen?

4. When a hive of brood without queen and
with a ripe or nearly ripe queen-cell is left to
itself, there not being more than that one
queen-cell, to what extent is there danger that
there be swarming with first flight of the
emerging virgin? PENNSYLVANIA.

Answers.— 1. I should expect just as good a

queen from a cell forced into a horizontal po-

sition, provided there is ]jlenty of room for

horizontal extension. If room were lacking to

allow the cell to be extended horizontally

tnough for the queen to grow to full size, the

queen might not be so good. However, I

never saw such a cell, although Tve seen a

good many horizontal cells.

2. If a cell is given to a colony just de-

queened, or at any time before it has discoveien

its queenlessness, especially in a time of dearth,

unless a protector is given (I don't know of

any protector but the West) the _ees are likely

to destroy the cell. You say you always give

"the whole frame with whatever brood there

is on it." I don't know that that would make
the cell any safer. I half suspect that you

mean with whatever bees are on it. That

would make a difference, and perhaps if a

goodly number of bees were adhering there

might be no need of a protector.

3. Yes, the old queen may be returned ju.t

as safely at the end of ten days after being

several rods away. I've tried it a good many
times.

i. I don't know to what extent, but I think

there is more likelihood that bees will swarm
out with a virgin on her wedding flight in case

of a nucleus than in case of a full colony, but

they will generally return.

Moving Bees
1. I am contemplating buying about five

colonies of bees from a man thrte-quarters of

a mile from here. How would you move these

bees? Would the move hinder the gathering
of honey?

2. He has the bees in 10-frame dovetailed

hives, with shallow extracting super on each.

If I wish to run for coml) honey will I have
to buy other supers? I want to use the ^%'x.

il^xlj/^ two beeway sections.
MISSISSIPPI.

Answers.—1. You can move them either by

horse power or with an automobile. Close

the entrances with wire-cloth in the evening,

after the bees have stopped flying, or else in

the morning before they have begun flying.

After setting on the new stands, and imme-

diately after removing the screen from the en-

trances, set a board in front of the hive for

the bees to bump against when they first fly

out. This will help to make them mark their

new location, so as not to return to the old

one. Better not optn the entrance too early

in the morning. Wait till the sun is well up.

or till 9 or 10 o'clock (I am supposing this in

warm weather), and if the bees are quiet pounu

on the hive and set the bees roaring before

opening the entrance. The moving will not

hinder the bees from gathering afterward.

2. You can use other supers, or you can use

the extracting supers by using ''wide frames."

Poisonous Nectar
I moved 26 hives near the jungles and they

were getting along fine until about May 5th.

At this time I noticed a peculiar action of the

bees; they would stand up on their hind legs
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and would quiver, the tail would cramp up to

the body, and on thorough inspection I found
them trying to get into a close place where
they could straighten out. At first I thought
it was a disease, but after inspecting the bal-

ance of the hives I found them all acting the

same. It appeared that they were cramping
severely, and they would quiver to the edge
of the landing board and drop on the ground,
which was covered with dead and alive bees.

The above lasted for two weeks, and I lost al-

most half of my bees, and three queens during
this period. Another thing, it did not aflfect

the old bees only ; the newly hatched seemed
more numerous than the old ones. I have
talked to some of the other beekeepers here
and they say they have had the same thing

happen to them almost every year, and they

believed it to be a poisonous nectar. Have
you ever heard of this before? The bees at

this time were gathering a very light flow of

reddish nectar and plenty of pollen.

BALBOA, CANAL ZONE.
Answer.—It is possible that it may be

poisonous nectar, but I doubt it. It looks a

good deal like bee paialysis, only you do not

mention the peculiar trembling of the wings,

which is quite conspicuous. Sorry I cannot

give you a more definite answer.

Age of Queens
1. Can you tell by the general appearance

of a queen how old she is, and how?
2. I have my bees in 10-frame hives (Hoff-

man) and 20 frames per colony at present and
use both extracting frames and 4x5 inch sec-

tions in the supers
;
gave one the third hive

body a few da ago and they were crowded
for room. It has 30 brood-frames and 10

extracting (shallow) frames; no queen-cells

even started. What else could 1 do to prevent

swarming? Run in that way in 1919, I had
but one swarm in 13 colonies and took 100 to

180 pounds surplus from the best ones. Was
that sufficient surplus, or would I have had
more if I allowed one swarm?

3. Some three days ago we had one colony
that seemed to be trying to swarm, but didn't.

The next day there was a dead queen in front

of the hive. Was it a superseding of the

queen caused the uproar? Five days after that

they swarmed. I looked in the old hive and

found several queen-cells started with grubs,
3 sealed up and 1 just hatched, and saw a new
queen just coming out of a queen-cell. I de-
stroyed all the grubs and sealed-over cells ex-
cept 2 and took the queen away. No worker
tggs in the hive. Would it have been oetter
to let the queen go and take out all the cells?

The reason I took the queen away was be-

cause I thought perhaps the one from the
other cell was in the hive, although I did not
see her. This hive had 20 brood-frames, but
no super.

4. I have noticed the articles in American
Bee Journal regarding wiring of frames. Will
enclose sample of wire 1 use and have no
trouble with sagging when four are put in; also
two diagonal ones. The diagonal wires are
on one side of the foundation and the parallel

on the other and the foundation is fastened in

pood at the top-bar. This takes considerable
time, but it pays. The enclosed sample of wire
is waste with me, being secured in my dyna-
mite blasting work. I figure it costs nothing.
I do not know what gauge it is, but if your
other correspondent is right in saying use
heavier wire, I find it a success, also.

S. DAKOTA.
Answers.—1. Usually an old queen has less

hair than a young one; so, like an old worker

bee, she is more shiny. She is also less ac-

tive. But for all that, we have mistaken a

young queen for an old one and vice versa.

Better have your queens marked by clipping or

otherwise. Then you will know their age.

2. Yes, that would be very fine, even if you

could not average more than half of that, one

year after another. There are two or three

additional points to help keep your bees from

swarming: shade, ample ventilation, few

drones, and young queens. You would prob-

ably get less honey if you allowed them to

swarm.

3. It is very difficult to tell whether they

were superseding their queen or whether she

died from accident. But it is evident that the

old queen died. You would have gained a lit-

tle time by leaving one live queen in and de-

stroying queen-cells But the difference is

almost unimportant.

4. The wire of which you send sample is

copper wire, No. 22. Such wire as that

would be exceedingly expensive for a bee-

keeper to use. But the size is an advantage.

When it is imbedded by electricity it does not

matter whether it is put on one side or on both,

as it sinks well into the foundation.

Molasses for Feed
Would molasses, such as is fed to cattle, be

a good substitute for sugar for winter feeding,
and how much should it be diluted?

DELAWARE.
Answer.—Molasses may do to feed bees in

the summer, if they will take it. But it would

not do to have any quantity of it in the

combs, as it would be very objectionable if

it were mixed with honey. Usually bees re-

fuse to take it, unless they are starving.

For winter, molasses is deadly to the bees,

owing to the large amount of foreign undiges-

tible matter which it contains. The bees need

the purest honey for winter, or in lieu of it,

a syrup made of the very best sugar.

Unripe Honey
When shoiild a fellow extract honey? Will

honey sour if extracted about the 10th of July?
What does one do to keep honey from souring?

INDIANA.
Answer.—Extract honey when it is ripe, that

is when the bees seal it and its consistency is

thick enough to show that it does not contain

much water. If it is ripe, it will not sour in

the hottest weather. If it is not ripe, it will

sour at some time or other. To keep it from

gathering moisture and becoming thin again,

as it was when gathered by the bees, keep it

in a warm, dry place. A cellar is the worst

possible place to keep honey. Better have it

in the attic, or in a warm, dry room.

HONEY WANTED HONEY

Send us a sample of your honey if extracted, state how put up and your price. We
are also buyers of comb, can use unlimited quantities if quality and price are right.

f
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We remit the same day goods are received

C. H. W. WEBER & CO., Cincinnati, Oliio

The Diamond Match Go.
( APIARY DEPT.

)

MANUFACTURERS OF

Beekeepers' Supplies

CHICO.CAL, U.S.A.

Dadant't incomparable Foundation ii

always kept in stock. Western Bee-
keepers can be supplied advantag-
eously.

DEEKEEPERS, wherever they may be located, before deciding where
'-' to obtain supplies, should write to The Diamond Match Co. for

prices, and for their Beekeepers' Supply Catalogue.

This Company are the largest manufacturers in the world who make
Bee Supplies. They own their own timber lands, mills and factories,
and supply goods direct from the tree to the beekeeper.

Full advantage of this low cost of production is given to the purchaser.

The Apiary Department (which is in charge of experienced supply men,
whu are also practical beekeepers) maintains a constant excellence of
product and offers unsurpassed service.

The Diamond IVIatch Co.
Apiary Department CHICO, CAL., U.S.A.

it«iiiittt ••••t t • I
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NEW YORKERS MEET
The annual summer meeting of the

Western New York Honey Produc-
ers' Association was held at West
Valley, N. Y., and was attended by
about two hundred beekeepers, and
all enjoyed a very pleasant day.
Among other prominent speakers
present were Mr. E. R. Root, of Me-
dina, Ohio, and Mr. R. F. Holterman,
of Canada.

OKLAHOMA FAIR
The Oklahoma Free State Fair will

I
be held at Muskogee, Okla., the week

[
of October 4-9, 1920.

A large exhibit of products of the

apiary and of beekeepers' supplies is

desired, and to this end a premium
list of $437 is being offered.

Competition is open to the world.
Here is an opportunity for beekeepers
to advertise their products and help
the industry at large by exhibiting
honey in its different forms in appe-
tizing packages.
Ask Ethel Murray Simmonds, Sec-

retary of the Oklahoma free State
Fair, at Muskogee, Okla. or the un-
dersigned, for a premium list.

ROBERT A. HOI.EKAMP,
Superintendent .\piary Department,

4263 Virginia Ave., St. Louis, Mo.^ A NEW BEE BOOK
"Dadant's System of Beekeeping"

Ready next month.
Watch for our announcement.

Send for our list of bee books.

CLASSIFIED DEPARTMENT.
Advertisements in this department will be

inserted for 5 cents per word, with no dis-

counts. No classified advertisements accepted
for less than 35 cents. Count each initial or
number as one word.
Copy for this department must reach us not

later than the 20th of the month preceding
date of issue. If intended for classified de-
partment it should be so stated when adver-
tisement is sent.

BEES AND QUEENS
Sec Atwater's classified honey adv't.

FOR SALE—Full colonies of Italian bees in

10-frame Root hives, $14 each, 2 for $27.

5947 South Kolmar Ave., Chicago, 111.

FOR SALE—Bees. Italian; 150 colonies in

new 10-frame dovetailed hives, Hoffman
frames, full sheets, wired; no disease, $9 per
colony as they stand in the apiarj' here.

J. H. Hall.

7906 Independence Road. Kansas City, Mo.

FOR SALE—50 colonies of Italian bees (3-

banded stock) in regulation in-frame hives.

All my bees are. and always have been, free

from foulbrood. Address.
Rev. F. D. Brown, St. Maries, Idaho.

FOR SALE — Queens of Dr. C. C. Miller

strain; untested, $1.25 each. ?12 per dozen:
tested. $1.75 each, $18 per dozen. Safe delivery

and satisfaction guaranteed.
Ceo. A. Hummer & Sons.

Prairie Point. Miss.

FOR SALE—Three-banded Italian queens: un-

tested. $1.25 each; 6. $6.50; 12. $12. Select

untefitcd. $1.50 each. Satisfaction guaranteed.
W. T. Perdue & Sons.

R. No. 1, Fort Deposit. Ala.

GOLDEN and 3 banded queens in reasonable
quantities by return mail; 1. $2; G, $10.

Allen Simmons, Claverack, N. Y.

FOR SALE—Goldens that are true to name.
Select untested, one. $1.50; C. $7.50; 12.

$13.50; 50, $55; 100, $100.

Garden City Apiaries, San Jose. Calif.

THE ITALIAN QUEENS OF WINDMERE
are superior three-banded stock. Untested,

!?I.r.0 each, ti for $S. Tested. $2 each. Se-
lect tested, ^2,50 each. Virgins, $1.

Prof. W A. Matheny, Ohio University,
Athens, Ohio.

PURE ITALIAN QUEENS—Golden or leather
colored, packages and nuclei; 1 untested

queen, $1.50; 6, $7.50; 12, $13. 50; 50. $55; 100.
$100; virgins. 50c each; packages. 24 and un-
der, $2.25 per pound; 25 and over, $2 per
pound; nuclei, 1-frame, $4 ; 2-frame, $G; 3-

frame, $7.50; queens e.xtra. One-story 10-

frame colony with queen, $12.
Golden Star Apiaries,

Almaden, near San Jose, Calif.

FOR SALE—Select golden Italian queens by
return mail. Untested, $1.50 tested, $2.50.

Wallace R. Beaver, Lincoln, III.

QUEENS OF QUALITY—Our Hand-Moore
strain of three-banded Italians are beautiful

and good honey gatherers. Bred strictly for
business. Untested. $1.50; half doz., $8; se-
lect., $2. W. A. Latshaw, Clarion, Mich.

FOR SALE—Highest grade 3-banded Italian
queens, ready June 1. Queens and drone

mothers are selected from stock of proven
worth in hardiness, gentleness, honey produc-
tion and disease resisting qualities. Untested,
each, $1.25; 6. $6.50; 12, $12; 50. $47.50; 100,
$90. Your correspondence will receive prompt
attention, and I guarantee satisfaction.

A. E. Crandall, Berlin, Conn.

WHEN BETTER QUEENS are raised Victor
will raise them. Italians, mated, $1.25 each;

six. $7; twelve, $13.50.
Julius Victor, Martinsville, N. Y.

FOR SALE—Large, hardy, prolific queens, 3

banded Italian only. Pure mating and safe
arrival guaranteed. One queen, $1.30; 6, $7.60;
12, $13.50; 100, $110.

Buckeye Bee Co., Box 443, Massillon, Ohio.

FOR SALE—My famous three-banded Italian
queens, $1.85 each, lix for $7, from June 1

to November. J. W. Romberger, Apiarist,
Ills Locust St., St. Joseph, Mo.

BOOK YOUR ORDERS for QUEENS now-
Golden*, 9S; tested, $S; banded, $1.60; tested,

$1.60; six or more 10 per cent Icm.
CIoTer Leaf Apiaries, Wahoo, Neb.

FOR SALE—Hardy Italian queens, $1 each
W. G. Lauver, Middletown, Pa.

MOTT'S Northern Bred lulian Queens— I

have breeding mothers place in the south for
April and early May queens. Plans **How to

Introduce Queen and Increase," 25c. if you
want beauty with the best of summer and win-
ter laying birds, try a setting of my Golden
Campines.

E. E. Mott, Glenwood, Mich.

FOR SALE—Superior California Queena

—

Weatern beekeepers may now secure our fa-
mous Italian queens at the following prices:
One untested, $1.85; fifty untested. $67.50; one
hundred untested, $100. Orders filled in rota-
tion; first deliveries March 1, 1980.

Edson Apiaries. Gridlcy, Calif.

FOR SALE—Golden and three-band queena.
Untested, April, May and June delivery,

$1.85 each; $13.50 per doz. Satisfaction.
R. O. Cox, Rt. 4, Greenville, Ala.

1980 PRICES for "She Suita Me" queena.
Untested Ttalian queen, from May 16 to

June 16. $1.60 each. After June 16, $1.80
each; $18.60 for ten; $1.10 each for 86 or
more.

Allen Latham, Norwichtown, Conn.

FOR SALE—After April 16, our (olden Ital-

ian queens, untested, one $1.50 or $16 per
doz.; select untested, one, $1.7'* or $18 per
doz.; tested, $3 each. Safe arrival guaran-
teed. Tillery Bros..

R. fi, Georfiana. Ala.

BEES AND QUEENS from my New Jcraey
apiary. J. H. M. Cook,
lAtf 84 Cortland St. New York City.

"QUALITY" THREE-BANDED ITALIANS
from excellent slock ; untested queena, 1,

$1.50; 6 for $7.50; IS for $13.60; 50 for $66;
100 for $100. N. J. Jamea,

1186 Bird Ave.. San Joae, Calif.

BEES BY THE POUND, ALSO QUEENS—
Booking orders now. Free circular fiTCi

prices, etc. See larger ad elsewhere.
Nuecea County Apiaries. CalaUea. Texaa,

£. B. Ault, Prop.

HONEY AND BEESWAX
Sec Atwater's classified honey adv't.

FOR SALE—New crop clover extracted honey,
two 60-pound cans to case, $30 per case; 5-

pound pails, $1.50 each, packed 12 pails to
case, or 30 to 50 to barrel.

H. o. Quirin, Bellevue, Ohio.

FOR SALE—Finest quality clover extracted
hoticy, well ripened and of a good flavor, in

CO-pound cans, two to the case, at 25c per
pound f. 0. b. here. Also 500 cases of No. 1

comb honey. J. D. Beals, Oto, Iowa.

FOR SALE—Honey in glass or tin.

W. M. Peacock, Mapleton. Iowa.

FOR SALE—250 gallons of light amber honey,
packed in 60-pound cans two in case. Make

oflfer. Vernon H. Jeffries,

Tunica, La.

FOR SALE—About 12.000 pounds extracted
clover and basswood honey, in 60-pound cans.
What's your offer? Edward Wilbright,

Rt. 5. Box 22, Preston. Minn.

ONTARIO QUEENS
We are in a position to make immediate delivery of three-

banded Italian Queens at following prices
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LIQUID HONEY—Basswood and clover. 2Jc
lb. Lake Sarah Specialty Farm.

Rockford, Minn.

FOR SALE—Finest Michigan raspberry, bass-
wood and clover No. 2 white comb, $6. .50 per

case;No. 1, $7; fancy, $7.50; extra fancy, $S,
24 Danz. sections to case. Extracted, 60-lb.

cans, 25c per pound.
W. A. Latshaw, Clarion, Mich.

W'AXTED— Extracted and comb honey in bulk
or tin. or glass jars; also maple syrup.

I'aul Thomae 1131 3rd St.. Milwaukee, Wis.

GRANULATED HONEY ADS, $1 per thou-
sand; 100, 20c. Dr. Bonney,

Buck Grove, Iowa.

FOR SALE—About 40.000 lbs. fancy white
clover honey; price f. o. b. Kalona^ la., case,

2 60-lb. cans, 22 cents a pound; case 1 60-lb.

can, 23 cents a pound. Sample bottle by mail,
20 cents J. M. Gingerisch, Kalona, la.

WANTED—Beeswax. At present we pay 38
cents per pound in cash and 40 cents in trade

for clean, yellow wax, delivered Denver.
The Colorado Honey Producers' Association,

Denver, Colo.

HONEY—Supply your customers, finest alfal-

fa-clover honey, extra strong cases, probably
ready in July.

E. F. Atwater, Meridian, Idaho.

WANTED — Extracted honey. State how
packed. Send sample, lowest cash price.

P. Outzen, White Bear Lake. Minn,

FOR SALE—Clover and buckwheat honey in
any style container (glass or tin). Let us
quote you. The Deroy Taylor Co..

Newark. N. V.

WANTED—White clover cr light extracted
honey. Send sample ; state how honey is

put up and lowest cash price delivered at

Monroe; also buy beeswax.
E. B. Rosa, Monroe, Wis.

WANTED—Shipments of old comb and cap-

pings for rendering. We pay the highest
cash and trade prices, charging but 5c a pound
for wax rendering. Fred W. Muth Co..

204 Walnut St., Cincinnati, Ohio.

WANTED—Comb and extracted honey.
The L. H. Snider Apiaries, Auburn, Ind.

A NEW BEE BOOK
"Dadant's System of Beekeeping"

Ready next month.

Watch for our announcement.

FOR SALE
See Atwater's classified honey adv't.

FOR SALE— Sixty lO-frame, standard, lap-

joint, double walled bodies; 50 tops, 50 bot-

toms; good condition. $125.
Roland Adams, Montgomery, Mich.

FOR SALE—2r,-20 Winchester in perfect con-
dition, guaranteed.

Edward Hogan, Stanley, N. Y.

FOR SALE—Root 4-frame friction drive ex-

tractor and honey pump, used one season

;

complete outfit. $75. Ninety wood and wire
queen excluders; some have never been used.
40c each for the lot.

Ed. Swenson, Spring Valley, Minn.

FOR SALE—280 Dadant's deep, loose, hanging
lirnod frames; size 10^ in. deep, 20;^ in.

wide; nailed and wired for foundation; $30
takes the lot, f. o. b. address. Also 50 Dadant
brood frames, dra -n comb, at 50c each, lOS^x
20^.
Chas H. Sladek, North Chicago, Chicago. 111.

FOR SALE— Silver Sjiangled Hamburg chick-
ens; best layers on earth.

Elias Fox, Union Center. Wis.

FOR SALE—Cedar or pine dovetailed hives;
also full line of supplies, including Dadant's

foundation. Write for catalog.

A. E. Burdick, Sunnysidc, Wash.

FOR SALE—"Superior" Foundation (Weed
process). Quality and service unexcelled.

Superior Honey Co., OgclcTit Utah.

SUPPLIES
See Atwater's classitied honey adv't.

NOVICE EXTRACTORS. $22. More bar-
gains. Save money.

R. Kr«mske, III14 \'ictor St.. St. Louis, —o.

60-POUND CANS—150 cases. 2 per case, at
$1.00; will exchange lor comb or extracted

honey if price is right. J. A. Nininger,
Hutchinson, Kans, 1526 N. Washington.

FOR SALE—Good second-hand double-deck
comb honey shipping cases for 4^4x4^^x1^^

sections, 25 cents per case, f. o. b. Cincinnati;
terms cash with order.

C. H. H. Weber & Co.,
2146 Central Ave., Cincinnati, O.

FOR SALE—Good second-hand empty 60-lb.
honey cans, two cans to the case, at 60c per

case. f. 0. b. Cincinnati. Terms cash with or-
der C. H. H. Weber & Co.,

2146 Central Ave., Cincinnati. O.

SEND us a list of goods wanted and will
quote you lowest prices. We are the money-

saving house. Price list free. Try us.
H. S. Dubv & Son. St. Anne, 111.

SITUATIONS
See Atwater's classified honey adv't.

WANTED—Work in apiary by German-Ameri-
can, Catholic. State wages.

C. Prescher, Box 1003. Huron, S. Dak.

WANTED—One or two good queen-rearing
men to begin work February 15, 1921.
Nueces County Apiaries. Calallen. Texas.

WANTED—Beekeeper for apiary at Lilly Or-
chard; married man able to grade and pack

fruit preferred. Come and get a job during
apple picking and size up the location. Can
give work in orchard when not busy with bees

H. W. Funk, Normal, 111.

WANTED
See Atwater's classified honey adv't.

WANTED—An extractor in good condition.
W. Winslow Shearman.

Jamestown, N. Y.. Route 77.

HONEY WANTED in car load lots or less.

Send samples and price.

Chris. Bach, Cathay, N. D.

WANTED—Clover, basswood. buckwheat and
amber extracted honey in 60-pound cans-

P. Carter, Box 13, Elmhurst, Pa.

WANTED—White clover comb honey of high
grade. Merton Church,

Highland Park, 111.

WANTED—Honey, comb and extracted. State
quantity and price, and send sample of ex-

tracted. A. W. Yates,
15 Chapman St.. Hartford, Conn.

WANTED—Your old combs, cappings and
slumgum to render into beeswax. Wc get

enough more wax with our well equipped
presses to pay for our work.

_^ Dadant & Sons. Hamilton. 111.

WANTEI>--your order for "Superior" Foun-
dation. Prompt shipment* at right prices.

Superior Honey Co., Ogden. Utah.

M1SC£L1^AH£:UU:$

See Atwater's classified honey adv't.

NEW ZEALAND RABBITS, Red Carneaux
pigeons; fine stock; for sale or exchange for

Italian bees, full colonies or less.

C. L. Gill, Route 1, Fort Worth, Texas.

FOR SALE—My home place. 53 acres, 200
colonies bees (40 colonies on Illinois River

at Florence) ; all my bee fixtures, my good will
in my honey trade. Half cash, balance on time.

W. H. Hyde. New Canton, 111.

FOR SALE—Two 10-acre tracts of land near
Ironton and Pilot Knob. Mo. First tract has

3-room log house with large stone porch, good
well, stable and 5 acres in young Ijearing or-

chard, vineyard and berry fruits. (Marketed
over 500 quarts of berries last season). Sec-
ond tract has 5 acres under cultivation for
farming. Price, including Jersey cow and 4

hives- of bees, $1,400. if sold before October.
M. T. Allen, Pilot Knob, Mo.

WRITE for shipping tags and our prices for
rendering your old combs, cappings, etc. We

guarantee a first-class job.

The Deroy Taylor Co., Newark, N. Y.

BLACK SIBERIAN HARES—Enormous sizes,

delicious meat and beautiful fur. Write for
information and prices.

Siberian Fur Farm. Hamilton, Canada.

HONEY FINEST Mich,
igan Raspberry
Basswood and

Clover comb and extracted honey. Un-
excelled for qualify.

Crate 6 cases 24 sec. Fancy Comb$45.00
(Tate 6 cases 24 sec. A No. 1 Co'b 42.00
Oate 6 cases 24 sec. No. 2 Comb ^9.00

Crate 6 cases 24 sec. Extra Fancy 48.1)0

Two cans 120 lbs. Extracted 30.00

Send Today for Free Sample

W. A. LATSHAW COMPANY, Clarion, Michigan

A NEW BOOK
"Dadant's System of Beekeeping"

Ready next month.
Watcli for our announcement.

PURE ITALIAN QUEENS

The old reliable three-banded stock bred strictly for

business. My select untested are laying before being

caged. Price after August 1, $1.50, 12 or more $1.25

each. Te&ted $2.00, breeders $5.00. Circular free.

J. E. WING, San Jose, Calif.

155 SCHIELE AVENUE
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*ifalcon" Stands for Quality
CERTAINLY prices are high today, but don't make the mistake of buying LOW PRICE

goods. Don't compromise with quality.

**fiA.tOtf* bees and supplies are quality products, backed by 40 years of satisfactory service.
Experienced beemen, in this country and abroad, recognize them—buy them—are successful with
them. You'll get the same good results.

Write for Our Red Catalog

W. T. FALCONER MANUFACTURING COMPANY
FaJconer ( near Jamestown

)
, N. Y., U. S. A.

"Where the best beehives come from '

'

I

Y

I

QUALITY HILL QUEENS
"The Queens You'll Eventually Buy"

Choice tested "Quality HillQueens" of pure Italian stock, suitable

for testing as breeders to requeen your yards with daughters of this

famous strain, are offered beginning September 1.

"Quality Hill Queens" are known to many beekeepers as the re-

sult of crossbreeding of imported and fine domestic stocks gathered

during months of travel among America's better beekeepers. Orders

in rotation only.

Safe arrival, purity of mating and satisfaction.

Price: $3.50 each. Supply limited.

KENNITH HAWKINS
WATERTOWN, WISCONSIN

Read *'THE BEEKEEPER*'
The only Cinadian bee publication. Keeps beekeepers closely in touch with Api-
cultural conditions in Canada. It is the official organ of the Beekeepers' Asio-
ciationa for the three provinces—Ontario, Manitoba and New Brunswick.
Beekeeping and horticulture are eflFectively combined to make a live, attractive

and practical publication.

Price, postpaid, $1 per year

United Sutes, $1J25 Foreign, $1.50

Send for a free sample copy

The Horticultural Publishing Co., Ltd., Peterboro, Ontario

Printing

Honey Labels

Stationery

Cards, Tags,

Etc.

Everything for

the Beekeeper

Order Early and get Prompt

Service

New labels, new equipment, more
help. We are better equipped

than ever to supply all kinds

of printing for the bee-

keeper

American Bee
JourncJ

HAMILTON, ILL.

Send for our list of bee books.
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LEWIS BEEWARE
DADANT FOUNDATION

ALUMINUM HONEYCOMBS
THESE ARE THE GOODS WE CARRY
IN STOCK FOR PROMPT SHIPMENT

LEWIS BEEWARE—Built like furniture. Every piece of wood carefully selected. Workmanship
and quality strictly guaranteed. Your bees deserve the best and LEWIS "BEEWARE" is the

best.

DADANT FOUNDATION—This has been the standard for over twenty years. Every sheet guaran-

teed perfect. No bleaching or adulteration of wax. No revolutionary change has to be made
to make DADANT FOUNDATION continue to remain what it always has been, the most per-

fect foundation made.

ALUMINUM HONEY COMBS—The newest and most important addition to beekeeping equipment.

Perfect control of drones; elimination of danger from wax moth; safety in treating disease.

WRITE FORJOUR CATALOG

TEXAS HONEY PRODUCERS ASSOCIATION
San Antonio, Texas11OS S. Flores St. P. O. Box 1048

BEE SUPPLIES
The largest and oldest Bee

Supply manufacturer in Min-

nesota can offer you BEE
WARE that will keep that

"satisfied smile" on your face.

Excellent quotations given on

frames, spacing or unspacing.

Write to MONDENG about

hives and supersT Made of

polished w'hite pine.

A word to the wise is usually—RESENTED?
Send for my 1920 Catalog and Price List.

LOOK for the best bargains I've presented.

Will take your Banwax in Trada at Highest Market Priee

CHAS. MONDENG
159 Cedar Lake Road MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

EARLY ORDER DISCOUNTS WILL

Pay You to Buy Bee-Supplies Now
Thirty years' experience in making everything for

the beekeeper. A large factory specially equipped

for the purpose ensures goods of highest quality.

Write for our illustrated catalog today.

LEAHY MFG. CO., 90 Sixth St., Higginsville, Mo.

or J. W. ROUSE. M*xlc«. Mo.

ELECTRIC IMBEDDER
Price without Batterie* $1.25

Not postpaid.

Actually cementB wires in the foundation.

Will work with dry cclli or with city cur-

rent in connection with transformer. Best

device of its kind on the market.

For ude by all bee lupplr dealers

Dadant & Sons, ffrMfcTON"ax.

PAT JU LV 30. I e I 8

CO.BRUNO NAILING DEVICE
Madeforthe Huffman Brood Frames, A combined
Nailing:.Wiring and Wedpe Clamping Device. Has
been tried and is guaranteed to do accurate work.

PRICE $7.50

Complete directions foroperating are furnished
with each device.

M«nuf«ctured by C. O. BRUNO
1413 Somth Watt Strast. Rockford. UUaoU
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PRICES OF QUEENS
Nov. 1 to June 1 June 1 to Nov. 1

1 6 12 1 6 12

Untested $2.00 $9.00 $16.80 $1.50 $8.00 $14.50

Select untested 2.25 10.50 18.00 2.00 9.50 16.00

Tested 3.00 16.50 30.00 2.50 12.00 22.00

Select tested 3.50 19.50 36.00 3.00 16.50 30.00

Breadert $7^ to $15.H

Queens for export will be carefully packed in long-distance cages, but

safe delivery is not guaranteed.

"The queen that I got from you last season made honey when the

other bees were taking lunch to the fields with them (when they went
at all)". H. M. TICHENOR, Centertown, Ky.

2058 Yonge St., Toronto Canada March 19, 1920.

Friend Davis

:

The colonies headed by your queens are through this far in fine

shape. It was a pleasing sight to see them take their first flight (after

4 months) this last week. What is the price of queens to us folks on

this side this year, and when could you start to send me up some? A
reply would oblige Yours Respectfully,

P. F. OLIVER.
No Nuclei, Full Colonies or Pound PackaK**.

BEN G. DAVIS, Spring Hill, Tenn.

VVVVVVVV***V*»*V%i^**VVVVVVV*a*V*»*%*VVVVV%^
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MARSHFIELD GOODS

We manufacture millions of sections every year that

are as good as the best. The cheapest for the quality;

best for the price. If you buy them once, you will

. buy again.

We also manufacture hives, brood-frames,

section holders and shipping cases.

I

:«:

X

Our Catalog is free for the asking

IVIARSHFIELD IVIFG. CO., Marslifieid, Wis.

SECTIONS! SECTIONS!! SECTIONS!!!
We have in stock an over supply of the following sizes and are offering them at a

big reduction

—

while they last. These sections are of a very good grade and mostly stand-

ard sizes. For lack of warehouse room, we are sacrificing them at the following low prices:

Per M.
No. 2—4J4x4J4x1>^, two beeway $10.00
No. 2—4J4x4J4x1^, two beeway 10.00
No. 2—4^x4i<Jxl^, plain or no beeway „ 9.00
No. 2—3^x5x1;^, plain or no beeway „ 9.00
No. 1—4x5x1 7-16, plain or no beeway _ « 10.00
No. 2—4x5x1 7-16, plain or no beeway 9.00
Mill Run, 4x5x1 7-16, plain or no beeway 9.70

The above prices are net, cash with order. Sold in lots of not less than 1,000.

We are well prepared to fill all orders for Bee Supplies promptly. Send us your in-

quiries and we will be pleased to quote you our prices. Send us your name and address
and receive our next season's catalog and price list when same is published.

AUGUST LOTZ COMPANY, Boyd. Wisconsin

ITALIAN
QUEENS

The Old Reliable Three-Banded It«l-

ians. The best allround beo to be had.
Queens ready to mail April 1. Will
book orders now. Will guarantee safe

arrival in United States and Canada.
Prices for April and May:
Untested,, $1.50, 6, $8; 12, $15
Tested, $2.25; 6, $12; 12, $22.

Select tested. $3 each.

Descriptive circular and price list free.

JOHN G. MILLER.
723 C Street, Corpus Christ!, Texai.

PORTER ESCAPE
SAVES
HONEY
TIME

MONEY
For sal* by all dealara.

If R* daalar. writa faatonr
R. a E. C. PORTCR, M FRS.
Lawlstown, Illinois. U. S. A.

(Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing)

Send for Catalogue of

Honey Labels and Sta-

tionery.

American Bee Journal

We furnish full colonies of Italian

bees in double-walled hives, sinele-

walled hives, shipping boxes and 3-

frame nucleus colonies.

r. J. STRINGHAM, GUn Cove, N. Y.

NASSAU. CO.

WESTERN BEEKEEPERS!
We handle the fin st line of bee

supplies. S nd for our 68-page cata-
log. Our prices will interest you.

The Colorado Honey Producer*' As-
sociation, 1424 Market St.,

Denver, Colo.

Writfl for Price List and
Booklet descrip-

tive of

HIGH-GRADE
Italian Queens

JAY SMITH
Rout* 3

Vincennes, Ind.
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YOU WANT TO SAVE ABOUT 60 PER CENT
ON YOUR SUPPLY BILL

We have bought the stock of M. C. Silsbee Company, which we are offering at a saving up to 60 per cent.

This stock carries our guarantee, wliich reserves you the right to return, at our expense, any article not ex-

actly as represented.

It consists of 8 and 10-franie one-story hives, hive bodies, extracting supers, Hoffman frames, shallow

extracting frames and bottom-boards.

Dadant's foundation, Lewis beeware. Root's extractors in stock, also storage tanks.

Our office is established in our new building and our office staff reorganized, and your correspondence

is assured prompt attention.

Send for shipping tags to ship us your old combs to be rendered.

Address THE DEROY TAYLOR CO., Newark (Wayne Co.), N. Y.

1. «*•••*«•* •••••. .*..*.^«*.*_.tu*u*u*.^*..^VA^tu*<^V>'*uitu.tu*a4^

MR. BEE KEEPER
•!• You desire your beekeeping to become successful. Then use the best methods and supplies available.

y These supplies are furnished by us in Dadant's Foundation and Lewis Bee Supplies.

•|* Send us samples of your honey and quote your price.

WESTERN HONEY PRODUCERS, SIOUX CITY, IOWA

Send li«t of your need* or requeit for new Catalogue to Department B.
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ROOT GOODS—PROMPT SERVICE
SHIPPING CASES
FOUNDATION

HONEY CONTAINERS
GLASS JARS

I
y
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WERTZ SEED CO., SIOUX CITY, IOWA
ROOT DISTRIBUTORS LET US SAVE YOU FREIGHT COSTS—GET OUR PRICES

I
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QUEENS, SELECT THREE-BANDED ITALIANS
Reared from the best mothers aod mated to select drones.
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Crop and Market Report
Compiled by M. G. Dadant

For our September report, we asked the following

questions of reporters: 1. How big is the crop? 2.

What price are you offered? 3. How is honey selling?

4. What do you expect to realize, wholesale and retail?

THE CROP

The New England States report about one-half crop for

the 1920 season, so far, and New York expects about the

same amount, with some better reports. Pennsylvania
will have a normal crop, although Ohio and practically

all central western States will have a much better crop

than last year. This is probably owing to the fact that

the crop was a failure last year. Michigan will have a

much better flow than last year, but there is a shortage of

bees, which will seriously influence the total of honey pro-

duced. Wisconsin claims an average of 100 pound.s per

colony, while Minnesota and Kansas state they will have
an average larger than last year, as will South Dakota.
Missouri will probably have a better crop than last year,

although the honey flow is very spotted. In the South-
ern States they are expecting to have a very small crop,

comparatively, sa}- about 40 per cent of last i'ear, and
this pertains generally to Alabama and Mississippi, while

Georgia and the Carolinas will have about 7.S per cent of

last year's flow. The only Southern State showing a big

crop is Louisiana, which reports the best crop for years.

In Texas the flow will be about normal, except in west-
ern Texas, which claims about two-thirds of last year.

Both New Mexico and .\rizona will fall short of last year,

as will practically all of the inter-mountain territory.

Colorado claims their crop will only be from one-third

to one-half, while Montana claims one-half to three-

fourths. In Idaho the situation is similar to Montana.
California and the Pacific Coast States will have about an
average crop.

PRICES OFFERED

Big buyers seem to be slow in offering this year, and re-

porters have sent in relatively few announcements of

prices offered on large lots of honey. Most of these offers

will range around 18c to 20c for white extracted and 16 to

18c for amber, with a price of from $7 to $8 per case for

comb honey. One large producer in Iowa states that he
was offered 18c per pound for white extracted, the buyer
to furnish the cans. This he accepted.

HOW IS HONEY SELLING?

Honey is selling well in a retail way. Many beekeepers
are reporting that they will soon run out of honey and
will have to buy a fresh supply to keep their customers
from going elsewhere.

In the wholesale market honey is selling slower, due to

the fact that the big companies are not yet placing the

new crop on the market. They are holding off to see ex-

actly what crop conditions are going to be. In a retail

way honey is selling for a price of about $3 for 10-pound
can and $1.60 to $1.75 for S-pound can. This is for white
extracted honey. Comb honey is selling at about $9 per
case, retail.

PRICES EXPECTED

In practically all instances the eastern and central
western beekeeper expects a higher price than last year.

They expect probably 10 per cent to IS per cent increase
on last year's prices, and none of them is willing to sell

for less than 20c per pound f. o. b. shipping station. The

fact that they have such an excellent demand locally

would indicate that they would hold and get the prices
they expect.

The Texas Association is selling their honey readily,
and one report stated they only had about 1,000 cases
left to sell. They are getting in the neighborhood of 16c

to 18c for amber, and 30c for extracted honey packed in

5-gallon cans. The California Association is selling

through their distributors at a slightly less price. We
know of sales of carloads of amber extracted alfalfa honey
from California on a basis of 15c f. o. b. shipping point,

while white extracted honey has sold from 16>^c to 17j4

f. o. b. Los .\ngeles. These prices are for immediate de-
livery and remittance. The inter-mountain territory will

probably have no difficulty in disposing of their crop this

year at fancy prices, as they have usually an excellent
grade of honey, which seeks a special market. We under-
stand that the price asked will be in the neighborhood of

20c per pound for extracted, in car lots, and $7.50 per case
for comb honey.

Probably the two factors influencing the demand for

honey on the part of large buyers are, first, the influ-x

of New Zealand honey and. second, the drop in price of

sugar.

In the last thirty to sixty daj's there have been several

carloads of New Zealand honey come into the San Fran-
cisco and New York markets. This is being offered in

large and small lots at a price varying from 16c to 17^c
f. o. b the two points mentioned above.

We also know of the offer of a large lot of amber
Chilian honey at a price of 14c f. o. b. Los Angeles.

Sugar has begun to drop. Sugar was selling two weeks
ago at 22c per pound and is now being offered at from
17c to 18c, wholesale. Moreover, sugar futures would in-

dicate that it will continue to drop until March, being
quoted lower as the season advances. Whether this will

have very much influence on the price of honey remains
to be seen.

Our idea would be that it will not have a great deal of

influence, except that it may cut out some sales to firms

who will use sugar instead of honey for sweetening with
the lower price of sugar.

We believe, however, that this will be offset by the ever

growing demand on the part of the consumer for fancy
honey. Many reports coming in from beekeepers would
indicate that they will sell their honey crop without any
effort and that they will need an extra supply to fill their

customers' needs. This is probably due to the fact that

the consumer has ready cash and is willing to pay for the

articles he wants.
We do not see any indication of a large drop in prices

of honey, and the replies of reporters would indicate that

they expect the price to stiffen as the season advances.

Compared with last year, prices are considerably higher,

.^t this time last year amber California honey was selling

at from 12c to 14c per pound, whereas today it commands
a price of at least 15c per pound. The white honey report

of the Ontario Beekeepers' Association is before us. Its

date is July 30, 1920, Their average production per colony

is 46 pounds, the reports being received from 470 mem-
bers, together with reports from Quebec and other prov-

inces. The recommendations of the price committee are

as follows, f. o. b. shipping points: Best quality light ev-

tracted. wholesale, 27c; best quality light extracted, retail.

32c to 40c. No. 1 comb, wholesale. $7.50 to $9 per case. No.

2 comb. $5.50 to $7.50 per case. The price of 27c whole-
sale is recommended for honey packed in barrels and for

the entire crop of producer.

A New Book, **Dadant's System of Beekeeping f f

Ready Next Month. Watch for our announcement
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ONEY SAVED
BY EARLY ORDER

SEPTEIVIBER^S CASH ORDERS

DISCOUNTED NINE PER CENT

9;^ OFF
THE A. I. ROOT CO. o" '"^a

COUNCIL BLUFFS, IOWA

Our guaranteed goods will

please you. Let us quote

on your next year's needs

at this time, so that you

may take advantage of the

Early Order Discounts.
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BECAUSE IT LASTS
That is One Argument in Favor of

Cypress as a Beekeeper's Lumber

There are many qualities that make the value in lumber, depend-

ing, of course, on the uses to which they are put. But of all vir-

tues that of endurance comes first. The wood that resists rot in-

fluences longest, especially when the wood is used in a service by

which it is exposed to wet and dry conditions and earth contact—that wood is accredited with being able X
to give the user the greatest investment value. y

yNo use tries the lasting qualities of lumber greater than that of Bee Hive construction. It is the very deuce 't*

to get lumber that will not too readily rot—unless one gets Cjipress lumber. Then there is a good show for *»*

endurance that means real money saved on Repairs You Don't Have to Make. Try it, Mr. Beekeeper. X

STUDY THE WOOD QUESTION I
X

There's one way to get at this matter of endurance—through books of authority. Such are the 43 volumes X
of the internationally famous Cypress Pocket Library. These books are not "advertising"—they are authori- X
tative references on file in the libraries of scores of technical schools and National institutes. Ask for Vol. •*•

1 to start with; it contains the complete U. S. Govt. Rept. on Cypress, "The Wood Eternal," and a full list !
of the other volumes; then branch out until you cover the subject.

•f—
- %

SOUTHERN CYPRESS MFRS.* ASSOCIATION |
1251 Heard National Bank Bdg.. Jacksonville. Fla.. and 1251 Hibernia Bank Bdg.. New Orleans. La. X

For quick service address nearest office »>

=^

FOREHAND'S THREE BANDS
THE THRIFTY KIND

Twenty-eight years of select breeding brings these bees up to a standard surpassed by none, but su-

perior to many.

Place your order now for August and September delivery. We hav booked as many orders for pound
bees as we can handle this season.

PRICES AFTER JUNE 1
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THE BASIS OF CONFIDENCE
VY/HAT gives you confidence in a man or in a business

firm, and in what they say and in what they make?

It is just one thing—experience w^ith them, day in and day

out, year in and year out. Here is the experience of some
of the customers of The A. I. Root Company:

Good for 48 Years.
"I purchased my stock and outfit of G. W. Gates of Raleigh, Tenn.

Among the lot is a Langstroth-Root portico hive that has been in con-

stant use since 1872. How is that for lasting?" S. B. MYERS.
Memphis, Tenn.

Give Perfect Satisfaction

"We have bought our bee supplies from the Root Company for the

last 2S years. I represent the Bitter Root Stock Farm. We have 234

hives of bees. Your bee supplies have always been first-class, given per-

fect satisfaction and came on time. Your dealing has always been scru-

pulously honest and fair." FRANK MEEK.
Hamilton, Mont.

The Same High Standard.
"I received $122 worth of supplies from your Council Bluffs branch

about two weeks ago, but there was nothing unexpected about them.
They were the same high standard of perfection as to quality, material

and workmanship as the Root's goods have been ever since I became
acquainted with them in 1903. I will send another order to Council

Bluffs in a few days." CHAS. L. RUSCHILL.
Lohrville, la.

An Honest Man.
"I don't think I need a lantern to find an honest man. Readers of

Gleanings in Bee Culture will not be surprised when I refer them to

the head of the A. I. Root Company. I sent the firm a small order,

including two cents extra for postage. Mr. Root used 2 cents to return

my postage! Pretty safe to have dealings with folks like that, don't you
think?"

'

FRED JOHNSON.
.'\Iton, Ind.

Hives that last for half a century and beekeeping goods of the guaranteed high

quality manufactured by us and honestly sold, are not high priced. They are

cheaper than any other agricultural implements made today—for they last so

much longer. It is the stuff in them and the lasting qualities that determine the

value of goods.

EARLY ORDER CASH DISCOUNTS
Take advantage of our early order cash discounts: Au-

gust, 9 per cent; September, 8 per cent; October, 7 per

cent; November, 6 per cent; December, 5 per cent.

Send for our "Year End Special" Price Sheet.

THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY
MEDINA, OHIO



DR. C. C. MILLER. BORN JUNE 10, 183L DIED SEPTEMBER 4, 1920. FOR
MORE THAN FIFTY YEARS A CONTRIBUTOR TO AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
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WHEN THE BEES STING
YOU'LL NEED AN "IDEAL BEE VEIL"TRUE

TO ITS NAME

$1.95 Post Paid in V. S. A.

WAX—OLD COMB

We pay you the highest market price for

rendered wax, less 5c per pound rendering

charges. Our rendering process saves the

last drop of wax for you. "Put your name

on all packages."

HONEY

Send us a sample of your extracted honey.

We also buy comb honey. Tell us how

much you have and what you want for it.

We pay the day shipment is received.

THE FRED W. MUTH COMPANY
CINCINNATI, OHIO

•THE BUSY BREMEN'

it{iy;{ltf;ffii^Sf^te
'
?ffi?y^
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THE BEST BEE
BOOKS

THE HONEYBEE
By Langstroth and Dadant.

A very complete text on

beekeeping. 575 pages, attrac-

tive cloth binding, $2.50, Eng-

lish, French or Spanish editions.

FIRST LESSONS IN BEE-
KEEPING

By C. P. Dadant.

Will start you right. 167 pages,

178 illustrations, cloth binding.

Price $1.00.

AMERICAN HONEY PLANTS
By Frank C. Pellett.

First book in the English lan-

gruage on the subject of the

honey plants.

300 large pages, 155 illustra-

tions, cloth binding; $2.50.

OUTAPIARIES
By M. G. Dadant.

Valuable to every extensive

beekeeper. 125 pages, 50 illus-

trations; cloth bound.. Price

$1.00.

PRACTICAL QUEEN REAR-
ING

By Frank C. Pellett

Gives all up-to-date methods

of rearing queens for the small

beekeeper or for the specialist.

Cloth bound, 105 pages, 40 il-

lustrations.

Price $1.00

1,000 ANSWERS TO BEE-
KEEPING QUESTIONS
By Dr. C. C. Miller.

Answers the questions that

other books overlook. Cloth

bound, 276 pages. Price $125.

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL,
Hamilton, Illinois

WINTER PROBLEM SOLVED
BY THE

HIVE WITH AN INNER OVERCOAT

FURNISHED WITH JUMBO DEPTH OR STANDARD
HOFFMAN FRAMES

The above illustration shows the substantial, compact, neat and

efficient equipment that winters normal colonies of bees perfectly.

It consists of a frame of honey laid o»er the top of the others; if you

have no extras, one can be removed from the brood-nest for the pur-

pose. A 100-pound flour sack is spread over the top and a piece of

burlap 34.x36 inches is laid over this. The First Inner Overcoat is

telescoped down over the brood-nest in between the inner and outer

hive walls, the flour sack and burlap being carried down with it. This

has the effect of wrapping the brood-nest in a blanket. The Second

Inner Overcoat is then telescoped down over the first. A quilt of old

carpet or similar material can be cut the right size and laid over the

burlap, inside the Inner Overcoats. The Inner Overcoats are re-

moved in the Spring and stored away in the flat. This insulates the

colony with a three-eighths inner hive wall, with a flour sack and

burlap wrapped about it, two thicknesses of corrugated paper board

around the sides and ends and four thicknesses over the top, to-

gether with the intervening air spaces and the seven-eighths outer

hive wall. The work is done quickly and easily, with no litter of

packing materials.

Order a sample shipment of these hives to try out the coming
winter and be convinced of their efficiency and durability. Catalo}:

and special circulars sent on request.

A. G. WOODMAN CO.
•RAND RAPIDS, MICH., U. S. A.
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'GRIGGS SAVES YOU FREIGHT'

TOLEDO

NOW FOR THE 1920 HONEY CROP We will buy it, both comb and extracted

We want especially White Orange, White Sage, White Clover, Basswood, Raspberry.
Write us what you have, sending samples, and prices asked, in first letter.

SECOND-HAND 60-Lb. CANS
These cans used only once, packed in good cases. 10 cases, 70c; 50 to 100 cases, 65c; 100 to 500, 60c.

BEESWAX WANTED

GRIGGS BROTHERS CO., TOLEDO, OHIO "1^^

' GRIGGS SAVES YOU FREIGHT'

QUEENS, SELECT THREE-BANDED ITALIANS
Reared from the best mothers end mated to select drones.
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DADANT QUALITY IN MACHINE MADE
FOUNDATION

The Weed Process was not invented in a single day. E. B. Weed
who invented the present system of machinery on which Dadant's
Foundation is manufactured made many experiments before he was
successful.

Part of his experiments were made at the Dadant factory. Some
of our older workmen can still recall the hot wax squirting every-

where from the jaws

of different presses

before the modern
sheeting machine
wasfinally evolved.

His process was
promptly accepted
by the Dadants as

a step forward, not
in the making of a

foundation su-

perior to the hand
made, but of insur-

ing quantities suffi-

cient to supply an
ever growing de-

mand.

Into this process
was carried all the

care, all the pains,

all the tests, which
Sheeting wax on Weed Machines for milling into Dadant's Foundation

had made Dadant's Foundation so well liked.

Nailing machines have largely replaced hammers, and trucks taken
the place of horses and wagons, but the same care, the same ex-

actness of having all foundation first of all satisfactory to the
Dadants and to the Dadant bees is still exercised and will continue
to be.

nAHAMT'C milMnATinM EVERY INCH. EVERY POUND, EVERY TON EQUAL TOVMI/MI^ I 9 r VUnVMl IV ra- ANY SAMPLE WE HAVE EVER SENT OUT.

Specify it to your dealer. If he hasn 't it write us

DADANT & SONS, HAMILTON, ILLINOIS
Catalog and Prices on Bee Supplies, Beeswax, Working into Comb Foundation

and Comb Rendering for the asking

immt
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We Cannot Stop
While the bees work on fall flows carloads of lumber
are piling up in our yards. No shortage must delay

shipments next year.

Even in the dull season our organization of experts

must be retained to maintain the quality of Lewis
*'Beeware" at all times.

We cannot stop lest beekeepers be disappointed.

Help us avoid disappointing you next May. Order
It will pay you well.now.

Order in October for next year.

Get the extra 7% discount now.

Cash must accompany such orders.

Do you know the principals of wintering bees successfully?

Get "How to Winter Bees Outdoors," a booklet for 5c, or

send for the complete set of 15 Lewis '

' How' ' booklets,price 75c

LOOK
FOR

BEE HIVES AND APIARIAN EQUIPMENT

BEWARE
WHERE YOU BUY YOUR

BEEWARE
MAKES THE FINEST.

THIS

MARK

G. B. LEWIS COMPANY, WATERTOWN, WISCONSIN
MAKERS OF LEWIS "BEEWARE"

BRANCHES AND DISTRIBUTORS EVERYWHERE
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. A MILKWEED THAT CLIMBS
BY EDWIN G. BALDWIN, PH. D.

PLANTS are as particular as peo-
ple in their preferences for cer-
tain places. Odd, how "picky

and choosey" some people are about
where they live. There are many
representatives of the vegetable king-
dom that will grow in very limited
localities only and will thrive in still

more circumscribed areas. The pre-
dilections of plants and trees for
their favorite regions of growth are
as pronounced as those of the most
fastidious humans. For example, the
black mangrove refuses to make its

abode save where its roots can get a

taste of brackish water, south of the
29th degree of latitude. The fire-

weed (willow herb) refuses to flour-

ish unless its trail has first been
blazed by fire; then it straightway
leaps forth. Phoenix-like, from the
ashes. In a wider sense the same is

true of the Tupelo-gum, the pecan
and other trees, plants and shrubs.

Probably no plant is more particu-
lar about its habitat than the Gono-
lobus, or vining milkweed. There are
several species of the genus, but the
one of special interest to beekeepers,
for reasons to be stated later, is the
Gonolobus laevis, the type-species of
them all. Very little information
about the vine can be obtained from
the botanical books in the public li-

braries, or even from the more spe-
cialized \«olumes of the university de-
partmental collections. The average
work in botany is content to state

something about as follows :

"The plant occurs rather frequently
along river banks from Pennsylvania,
west to Kansas and southward."
The single phrase "along river

banks" gives the reader only a very
genera! impression of the favorite
habitat of Gonolobus and a still more
limited idea of the exact regions of
its growth. It was during two years
spent in extension work among the
beekeepers of Indiana that the writer
first became interested in the vining

milkweed and its commercial import-
ance as a honey plant. But the ab-
sence of any adequate data on it, and
even the lack of knowledge among
the beekeepers generally regarding
its value as a honey producer, stimu-
lated the writer to begin a systematic
study of the vine and its value, habits

and habitat; of its vicious qualities

as well, for it is not an unmixed
blessing. Several articles have ap-
peared regarding the vine as a honey
producing plant, and the readers of

the various bee magazines have been
told that there is such a honey pro-
ducing plant as the vining milkweed.
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of Tennessee." But the curator of

the Herbarium at the Missouri Botan-
ical Gardens in St. Louis, Mr. J. M.
Greenman, says they have one speci-

men of Gonolobus in their museum,
from Knoxville, Tenn. It is probably
sporadic in the State; in fact, we
should expect that it would not thrive

save possibly along the western line,

near the Mississippi River lands.

In Indiana it has been found grow-
ing as far north as Knox County,
along the Wabash and White Rivers,

and the tributary streams there. One
specimen has been sent in from Jack-
son County, Indiana, but the plant

never spreads there, for the land is

hilly and unfavorable to the growth
of the vine, in the vicinity of Browns-
town, where the one specimen was
found. It is in the counties of Gib-
son, Posey and Vanderburg, in

southwestern Indiana, and in the

counties of southeastern Illinois and
northern Kentucky, across the Ohio
and Wabash Rivers, that the over-
flow lands offer ideal soil condition
for rampant growth. The plant has
been reported from Wabash County,
Illinois, bordering on the Mississippi

River, from Pulaski County, from
Pope and Pike Counties in the ex-

treme southern part of the State.

West of the Mississippi River it is

reported in Missouri at St. Louis, at

Columbia on the Missouri River, and
at Courtney, Alba and Harlan. It is

reported at Webb City and Orange, in

the extreme southwestern part of the

State. Oklahoma reports it from
Kay and Harmon Counties, bordering
on the soutl 2rn line of Kansas. The
writer has found it reported only at

Hot Springs, Arkansas, but it is prob-
ably found elsewhere in the State. In

Texas it is found very common in

Austin and eastward, generally on
low ground, only occasionally on hill-

sides. Specimens of Gonolobus lae-

vis also are found at Granbury, Tex.

Other species of the plant are report-

ed in Texas as far west as Limpia
Canyon, in the Trans-Pecos region.

It has been found in New Orleans,
La., along the Mississippi river, and
at Alexandria on the Red River. In
Georgia it has been seen growing at

Saffold, on the Chattahoochee River,
and in Florida in the Duval, in the
northeastern portion of the State.

* t- * *

A glance at the accompanying map
may make the extent of the growth
of Gonolobus more clear to the eye
geographically.

It is at once apparent that the vin-
ing milkweed is native to the south
central portion of the middle west,
that it is at home on fresh water low-
lands ; that it is not coastal, but loves

inland rivers and lakes, but not the
sea. It is als'o clear that its appear-
ance in rugged, hilly sections is ex-
ceptional, and that on such soil it has
no tenacious hold and, finally, that its

real habitat is in rich, black loam,
especially such as is subject to inun-
dation. One feature is most sug-
gestive, for a careful study of the
river courses along which its growth
is recorded reveals the fact that the

water courses are the Mississippi
River and the streams that are tribu-

tary or ultimately tributary to the

Mississippi. For example, the Kana-
wha River in West Virginia flows

into the Ohio and the Ohio into the
Mississippi; the Miami River in Ohio,
the Kentucky River in Kentucky, the

Wabash between Indiana and Illinois,

the Missouri River in Missouri and
the Red River in Texas and Louisiana
are all tributary to the Mississippi.

It looks as if the limits of the native

haunts of G. laevis were almost iden-

tical with the boundaries of the

"Father of Waters" and his far-flung

tributary streams. A few other speci-

mens of Gonolobus so far reported
may possibly be taken as occasional

or accidental. However, the geogra-
phy of the region covered by the

plant is certainly full of suggestion.
Commercial Importance

The s'oil of the overflow lands al-

ready mentioned in southwestern In-

Hlucviiic or climbing inilkwct'i

diana is undoubtedly the one place
suited above all others to the devel-
opment of the vining milkweed. The
cornfields of that region, thousands
of acres, forming an almost unbroken
sea of green, are especially favorable
to the growth of the vine. It not only
needs wet ground for its best growth,
but it needs wet weather as well,

though it blossoms best in dry
weather. In wet seasons, when the
corn is difficult to till, the vine grows
and thrives, seeming to laugh its de-
fiance in the faces of the baffled

planters. So rapid is its growth that

even after the corn is laid by, in

May or early June, the vine can still

attain maturity by the middle of July.

So dense is its growth in favorable
soil that, to use a phrase often heard
in those parts, "If you take hold of

one corn stalk, you can shake every
stalk in the field." The sprawling
vines cover the tops of the cornfield,

fairly forming a carpet of dark green
leaves above the sagging corn.

The Name
The botanists call it sand vine or

Enslen's vine. The local nomencla-
ture is vastly more rich and varied.

Some call it dry weather vine, others
devil's shoestring, others blue vine.

Occasionally, by confusion, it is

termed wild cucumber, but the latter

is an error. Finally, the name wild

sweet potato vine is heard. No guar-
antee is here given that even this

goodly list of vernacular names is

complete.
Previous to the spring of 1918 the

writer could not learn the correct

name of the plant from even those
beemen who knew the value of the

plant as a honey producer. None
seemed able to identify the plant, and
few beekeepers outside of its densest

growth ever dreamed that it was
valuable as a honey plant. Occasion-
ally short notices of it would appear
in the Bee Journal. In the Spring of

1918 the Department of Agriculture

at Washington identified the vine as

the Gonolobus laevis, or vining milk-

weed.
The Yield

Small though the blossoms are,

they are extremely rich in nectar

under proper weather conditions. Dry
weather during blossoming time is

absolutely essential to nectar secre-

tion from Gonolobus. Then the nec-

tar is secreted so copiously that it

seems impossible for any number of

colonies to overstock a location. A
hard rain after blooming is well

started, ends nectar secretiop for that

season; at least subsequent yields are

small in comparison. Hence, the local

name "Dry Weather Vine." The
name blue vine is undoubtedly sug-

gested by the tiny bluish flowerlets.

It is easy to guess who gave the name
devil's shoe string. Let the weather
hold hot and dry and the bees roam
amid the blossoms from early morn
until late at night. A daily gain of

four pounds has been recorded on a

hive scale for a period of 15 consecu-

tive days during the summer of 1919.

One beekeeper secured a yield of 75

pounds per colony from 60 colonies in

five weeks time. It is a very sure
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yielder if the weather is dry , as it

usually is during July and August.

The Honey
What kind of honey is produced

from Gonolobus?- In color it is al-

most clover white, of fairly good body
and very aromatic in flavor. It does
not granulate readily, even in cold
weather, but it has one peculiarity
that marks rather than mars the
prod_uct. When thrown from the ex-
tractor, or even while being uncapped
in the comb, tiny bubbles appear all

through the honey in a way very sug-
gestive of fermentation. In this re-

spect it resembles the honey from the
Cabbage palmetto. In neither honey
is the characteristic bubbling due to

real fermenting. The reason has
never been satisfactorily given. This
peculiarity is noticeable in the honey
from the vining milkweed, even after
bottling. At first it takes on a milky
or cloudy appearance; a cloudiness
that reappears whenever the honey
is shaken up, but which disappears
when the honey is allowed to stand.
Slight heating quickly drives off the
bubbles and restores transparency.
The taste would probably rank it

with the best of table honey any-
where. Most of those who taste it for

the first time are enthusiastic over it,

and pronounce it "the finest ever,"

but, of course, superlatives are easy.
In point of time throughout the corn-
fields mentioned above Gonoiobus is

followed by the one-seeded burr cu-
cumber (Sicyos Angulatus), which
also yields a white honey and blends
easily with that of the earlier vine.

The vine seems to have given com-
mercial importance to beekeeping in

the entire area wherein it grows only
along the confluence of the Wabash
and Ohio Rivers near the point
where Indiana, Kentucky and Illinois

meet. That region is indeed a land
flowing with milk (weed) and honey.
In the region last named it offers

great possibilities for migratory bee-
keeping from the higher clover levels

to the bottom lands. The moving of

the bees there, is not over long dis-

tances; it can almost all be done in

auto trucks a dozen or twenty miles
at most. Good returns await the man
who knows how. No other States or
sections in other States, so far as
known, have given any commercial
value to Gonolobus as a honey pro-
ducer.

A Warning
Some beemen are writing to secure

the seed of the vining milkweed and
some beekeepers have sent it on re-

quest. It should be noted that from
an agricultural viewpoint the vine is

a pest of the worst sort. When once
it gets a foothold in the proper soils

it seems ineradicable. Good weed
laws would put a ban on the distribu-
tion of the seed altogether, but, un-
fortunately, most State weed laws
cover only Canada thistles and occa-
sionally wild carrot and white daisy.
However, the great fears sometimes
expressed regarding the weed as a

pest, while no doubt well founded in

southwestern Indiana, are no doubt
exaggerated in regard to the most of
the area from which it has been re-

ported. For in all the area of its dis-

tribution it has become a real men-
ace to the farmers in only the one
area named, and conditions for its

best growth are rarely found.

TWO QUEENS WITH A SWARM
By Rob't A. Greene

A few days ago a good-sized swarm
issued from one of my colonies and
clustered on a low apple limb. As soon
as I discovered them I shook the clus-

ter into a bushel basket and dumped
them into my "swarm hive," which I

always keep ready. I saw the queen,
a three-banded Italian virgin of good
shape and color, as she passed in.

About half the bees stayed in the hive
and half went back to the tree. I re-

peated the process of shaking into the
basket and pouring into or in front oi

the hive five times at intervals of

about an hour before the majority of

those bees would remain in the nive
and not return to the tree.

I didn't understand it, but the next
day, when I cautiously went through
the hived colony, I found a solution.

The large Italian queen was found on
the bottom very much excited over
something the bees were balling. A
puff of smoke revealed a second
queen, somewhat smaller and darker,

lying on her back in a dazed condi-
tion, but kicking and piping faintly.

Her body swelled slightly and she
died a few hours later.

I suspect that two queens, hatched
at about the same time and having,
of course, the same hive odor, took
flight with the same swarm. One was
hived at the first shaking; the; other
eluded me for several shakings, and
each time regathered her followers.

The next day the queens met, prob-
ably for the first time, in the hive

which each believed to be her own
domain. Had I peeped in half an hour
sooner presumably I would have wit-

nessed the royal duel.

It was, to me, a remarkable in-

stance of the automatic working of

the natural law of the survival of the

fittest.

New York.

(It frequently happens that two or
more queens will be found with a
swarm, although it is more likely to
occur with afterswarms than virgins
emerging about the time the swarm
is leaving the hive to fly out with the
bees.—^Ed.)

ANOTHER KINK
In a recent article in one of the bee

magazines I saw an account of how
one beekeeper protected the wood of
his frames from the cutting of the
wire which tended to make the wire
sag, using shoe eyelets.

This was efficacious, but having no
eyelets, and not being able to get
them immediately, I cast about for a
substitute, and found one, as follows:
Drive slender brads into the sides

of the end pieces, letting them go
through the holes. If, now, the wire
is passed through the holes so that
(he pressure will come on the brads
the wood is protected, and there will

be no sagging of the wire.

A. F. BONNEY.

REMEDY FOR STINGS
I have read of using hot water for

bee stings, as well as some other
remedies. I tried a number of reme-
dies and finally decided that the only
cure was in prevention, until I tried

blowing hot smoke directly on the
point where the sting entered the
flesh. Hot smoke relieves the pain,
and for many years I have not tried

any other means of relief. The hotter
the smoke the better.

O. K. Rice,
Gray's River, Wash.
(The associate editor has used the

same means with good results for
several years.)

SUMMER MEETING
The annual meeting of the North-

ern Illinois and Southern Wisconsin
Beekeepers' Association will be held
in the court house in Freeport, 111., on
Tuesday, October 19, 1920. .A.11 inter-

ested in bees are invited to attend.
B. KENNEDY, Sec.

Map showing regional limits of bluevine or climbing milkweed.
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THE EDITOR'S VIEWPOINT
The Nestor of

American Beekeeping
It is with both sorrow and pride

that we record the demise of the ven-

erable man whose features adorn our

front cover page this month, Dr. C. C.

Miller, who was probably the most
prominent figure in the apiarian

world. Sorrow, because we lose the

advice and help of a man of great

capacity and good judgment and a

good friend. Pride, because he left

behind him, with us, a reputation un-

tarnished by any blur.

Dr. Miller had an international

fame, being known almost as well in

Canada, in Europe, in Australia, in

New Zealand, in any foreign country,

Doctor Miller as a young man.

as in the United States. His teach-

ings have been quoted in every coun-

try where progressive beekeeping has

made its way. He was the author of

four books: "A Year Among the

Bees," published in 1885; "Forty Years
Among the Bees," published in 1902;

"Fifty Years Among the Bees," pub-

lished in 1911, and "A Thousand
Answers to Beekeeping Questions,"

compiled and pul)lished, in 1917, by

M. G. Dadant, from his answers to

questions in over 20 years 'of the

American Bee Journal. The first ar-

ticle from hi:, pen, on beekeeping,

published in this magazine, in Octo-

ber, 1870, written on '"Introduction of
Queens," shows that he had already,
50 years ago, some experience with
bees, and indicates the careful meth-
ods in which he persevered for more
than 50 years.
The great strength and influence of

Dr. Miller over the reading public
were due to his being always ready
to say: "I don't know," rather than
give a doubtful statement. He had a

witty manner in replying to absurd
questions that made his answers en-
tertaining, without in the least an-
gering the enquirer. Very few men
have such winning ways. His private
correspondence showed even more
wit and greater consideration than
his published statements and made
delightful reading.

During the months of January to

March 1916, the American Bee Jour-
nal published Dr. Miller's personal
recollections, an autobiography. From
this contribution, we glean the fol-

lowing facts concerning his life:

He was born July 10, 1831, at Ligon-
ier, Pennsylvania. His education was
acquired first in the public schools,

then successively at Jefferson College,

Cannonsburg, Pennsylvania, and at

Union College, Schenectady, New
York, where he paid his way, board-
ing himself, so that at times his

board expense "did not exceed 35

cents per week." Those were not
profiteering times, it seems.

He finally became a teacher and
afterwards studied medicine with a

Dr. Sheridan, at Johnstown. He went
west, was graduated an M. D. at Ann
Arbor, Michigan. Later he went to

Earlville, Illinois, then to Marengo,
where he began beekeeping and re-

mained the rest of his life. He was
married twice, his second wife, Sid-

ney Jane Wilson, survives hitn. He
leaves one son, who, however, takes
no interest in bees.

Dr. Miller was a great musician, a

composer of both church and lay

tunes. We have from him several

beekeepers' songs, the stanzas of

which were written by the late poet-
beekeeper, Eugene Secor, of Iowa:
"Songs of Beedom," "The Beekeep-
er's Lullaby," "The Hum of the Bees
in the Apple-tree Bloom," 'Buck-
wheat Cakes and Honey."

Dr. Miller also wrote numerous

articles for other magazines, such as

Gleanings in Bee Culture, and for
many years editorials for the Ameri-
can Bee Journal, when it was pub-
lished by Geo. W. York, in Chicago.
Mr. York was the man who first

called him "The Nestor of .'\merican

Beekeeping"; but he also was known
as "The Sage of Marengo," during
the later years of his life.

Sick only a short time, our friend
retained his self-possession until the
last two da3 s, when he became delir-

ious and his face was much drawn
with pain. But just as he drew his

last breath, a change passed over his

face, a beautiful smile came to his

lips and his whole countenance was
changed.

It is human to regret what we lose.

But in this case why should we

Dr. Miller at 54.

mourn? He was over 89 years at his

death and had had a span of life

given to very few men. He was
useful to the last, since some answers
to questions were found in his type-
writer after his death. He did his

duty to all, and after a short illness

left a beautiful memory. The good
wishes of the entire bee family, in

both hemispheres, will go to his wife,

his relatives and friends.

Duration of Development
of Insects
The "Bulletin de la Societe Ro-

Romande," of Switzegrjand, in its Au-
gust number, reports that Dr. Arnold
Pictet, of the University of Geneva,
made some 1,500 experiments and ob-
servations, upon the influence of at-

mospheric pressure upon the length
of development of insects, during
their metamorphoses, and especially

during their nymphal life. According
to these, the greater atmospheric
pressure increases the duration of de-
velopment, while a lesser pressure
hastens it. These experiments are
described in the Bulletin de I'lnstitut

Genevois of 1919. The influence of

atmospheric pressure upon bees
might he ascertained in similar

studies.
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Troubles of the Queen Breeder

Tlie associate editor has recently

visited a number of queen breeders
in Tennessee and Mississippi and
found that they have been working
under difficulties the past season. The
honey-flow has been very poor, mak-
ing it necessary to feed sugar almost

constantly, in many cases. There has

been so much rain, also, that they
have often found it impossible to

work with the bees for days at a

time. Under such conditions the num-
ber of good queen cells built would
be greatly reduced, from what could

be secured, under favorable weather
conditions. Even at best the queen
breeder can never tell in advance how
many queens he can furnish at a

given date. Orders were accepted

with the best of intentions and with

the full expectation of being able to

send the queens forward promptly.-

With bad weather the orders were of

necessity delayed or money returned

to the great disappointment of the

customer, and yet through no fault

of the breeder. Until one has had
actual e.xperience in rearing queens
he can never fully realize the prob-

lems which the breeder has to face.

While it is v.ery trying to be unable

to secure bees or queens bought and

paid for months in advance of the

time when needed, we hope our read-

ers will bear in mind the difficulties

of filling such orders at a particular

time and give the queen breeder a

fair chance to make good any corn-

plaint before taking it up with us. We
use every precaution to make sure

that every advertiser is reliable, and
want to know in case any fail to live

up their agreements, but give them a

fair chance to make good before com-
plaining.

A Letter From the Caucasus

It is with great pleasure that we
give herewith the translation of a let-

ter received from Professor Gorbat-

cheff, which will show better than

newspaper articles what the condi-

tions are and have been in those

countries. It appears that the coun-

tries of the Transcaucasus have

formed into republics, and so this

letter was stamped with the postage

of a new government, the "Republique

Georgienne." The letter follows:

Tiflis, July 15, 1920.

Mr. C. P. Dadant.
Honored Sir: It was a matter of

great pleasure to me, the other day,

to receive the April number of the

American BeiJ Journal, two letters

from your office and three letters

from American beekeepers enquiring

into the possibility of importing Cau-

casian queens into America. It is al-

most five years since I have been able

to correspond with Europe and

America. Even today we have no

postal service with central Russia.

You may imagine my joy before

those first swallows coming from a

civilized country. Being in the habit

of perusing each month some 20 Rus-

sian bee magazines and a dozen for-

• eign ones, I am truly starving for the

intellectual food which I secured from

this special literature.

Your green-covered American Bee
Journal for April, bearing a portrait
of Moses Quinby, has given me as
much pleasure as must have given the

dove with its olive twig plucked off,

to Noah in his ark. 1 believe that
you, as well as those of our American
colleagues who take interest in bees,

will be glad to get some information
concerning us.

None ot the branches of farming
industry was as much injured, during
that period of war and revolution as

was beekeeping. The best modern
apiaries were destroyed and in some
regions beekeeping is no longer e.\-

tant.

From the information that I can
secure irregularly, it appears that the

apiaries of the north of Caucasus,
down to the countries of Kouban and
Tcrsk—those Californian bee coun-
countries, are also devastated.

But beekeeping is a phceni.x, and it

comes to life from its ashes in the

midst of revolution fires. In the

Transcaucasus, that is to say in the

newly- organized republics of Geor-
gia, Armenia and Azerbijan, we recog-
nize at present a growing interest

for beekeeping. The requests for

bees and bee appliances come in large

numbers. Thanks to the intensifica-

tion of rural industry in the Trans-
caucasus, beekeeping is likely to se-

cure there an honorable position.

During the past two years the crops
were e.xcellent and the apiaries which
were miraculously spared yielded an
extraordinary crop, several apiaries

yielding 4, 5, and even 8 pouds (The
poud is equivalent to about 36

pounds.—Editor) while usually one
poud, taken from each colony, is con-

sidered a good crop.

In closing, I will quote to you the

prices now current in Tiflis:

A poud of honey (36 pounds), 4,000

to 5,000 rubles; former price, 8 to 12

rubles.

A poud of beeswax, 6,000 to 8,000

rubles ; former price 18 to 24 rubles.

Comb foundation, English pound,

300 rubles ; former price 32 to 40 ru-

bles.

Dadant hives, 1,000 to 1,200 rubles;

former price, 8 to 12 rubles.

Honey extractor, 10,000 to 12.000 ru-

bles ; former price, 24 to 30 rubles.

(The ruble, normally worth 51^
cents, is very much depreciated at

present. It is not now quoted on the

financial markets.—Editor.)

Just now, central Russia cannot be

reached by way of the Caucasus. But
commercial transactions are getting

arranged with France. Transcau-
casus has great need of commercial
exchanges with America, and those

would be more easily organized than

with Europe.
Accept my best wishes,

C. A. GORBATCHEFF.

Loss of Bees !n Shipping

In buying bees in packages shipped

by express, the customer should al-

ways make sure that in case any con-

siderable part of the bees are dead on
arrival, that the agent makes note of

the fact on the express receipt before

paying. Too often beekeepers make

claims against the breeders for loss

in shipment, yet because of their fail-

ure to have the agent note condition
of bees on arrival, the breeder is un-
able to secure settlement from the
express company.
We believe that all our advertisers

are reliable and will make good any
losses for which they are responsible.
The express company is responsible
for losses in transit, and unless the
facts are noted on express receipt the
shipper has no recourse.

Parcel Post Extracted Honey
We are in receipt of a 5-pound can

of extracted honey of excellent qual-
ity from R. A. Bray, of Big Timber,
Montana. The honey came all the
way without any wrapper. The top
was fastened on in what is, to us, a
novel way. The friction top was sim-
ply fastened down with 3 small nails,
driven through the can at the top
and bent down on the depressed sur-
face of the lid. Honey, put up in this
way and carefully wrapped in cor-
rugated pasteboard, can probably
travel safely from one end to the
other of the United States.

Extracts

J. E. Crane, in July Gleanings, says:
"I do not know at present of an
apiary or a colony in our State (Ver-
mont) where American foulbrood ex-
ists." As they have had considerable
foulbrood in Vermont, that is an evi-
dence of what may be achieved with
methodical action and perseverance.
"A colony which has built cells ap-

pears more unwilling to accept a new-
queen than one requeened as soon as
dequeened.—Elmer G. Carr, of New
Jersey, in Gleanings for August).
Same here, Mr. Carr. For safe intro-
duction we do not want the colony
queenless a single minute.

Fifty Years Ago
Fifty years ago the beekeepers

were using large space in the discus-
sion of the best kind of hive. Many
hives of many kinds which attracted
much attention then have long been
forgotten. The Thomas hive, the
Economic hive, Gallup s hive, the Ex-
celsior hive, the Diamond Frame hive
and dozens more have long passed
from public notice. Fifty years ago
the extractor was just coming into
use and frequent articles about "The
Honey Slinger" appeared in the mag-
azines of that date. The control of
queen mating was a live subject then,
and now and again some one appeared
with a sure method.
Some subjects which have been dis-

cussed for fifty years are still unset-
tled. Size of hives and deep vs. shal-
low frames were the cause of much
argument then as now.

Fifty years ago Langstroth, Quinby,
Charles Dadant and Henry Alley
were frequent contributors to the
.American Bee Journal. Dr. C. C.
Miller is about the only man who was
writing for this Journal at that time
who continue to do so until the pres-
ent. In the is-ue for October, 1870,

there are two articles from his pen.
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OBSERVATIONS ON AMERICAN FOULBROOD
By G. F. White, B. S., Ph. D., M. D., Bureau of Entomology, U. S. Deparlment of Agriculture, Washington, D. C.

Many beekeepers are driven from
the profession and many prospective
ones are deterred fiom entering it on
account of the losses that result from
the bee diseases. As a remedy for

this conditron it is proposed that the
beekeepers, both active and prospec-
tive, become as familiar as possible
with the facts which are known about
these disorders.
American foulbrood is responsible

for greater losses than any of the

other diseases. It has been studied
for a considerable number of years
and in the present article* are given
some of the observations noted,
which, it would seem, might be of in-

terest to all beekeepers.

Name of the Disease

The history of the period before
Christ shows that bees at that time
died from virulen-t diseases. It is not
possible now to determine definitely

the number and nature of the bee dis-

orders that existed then, but it is

quite probable that all of the infec-

tious ones of today occurred. By
what names they were then known
is not clearly recorded. Earlier than
three and a half centuries ago a de-
structive, foul-smelling brood disease

of bees was being referred to as

"foulbrood." t
The name "foulbrood" has been ap-

plied probably almost from the be-
ginning of its use to more than one
disease. Numerous descriptions un-
der this name occur in the beekeep-
ing literature, which emphasize the

ropy and foul-smelling symptoms of

the disease. American foulbrood,
therefore, is one of the diseases

which have been described as "foul-

* Bulletin S09. American foulbrood, U. S.

Dept. Agr., March 10, 1920, may be referred

to by those who desire a fuller discussion of

the work done than is given in this article.

The technical parts of the bulletin may easily

be omitted by the reader who is interested pri-

marily in the more practical portions of it.

t Colonel H. J. O. Walker, of Lee Ford,
England, informs the writer that a German
beekeeper, Nicholas Jacob, wrote of foulbrood

in a book on beekeeping published in 1568.

Fig. 2.

—

Bacillus larvae, growing form.

brood" and it still is usually meant
and interpreted when the term "foul-
brood" is used alone. Since there are
two especially important and very
different "foulbrood," two names
were needed to designate them. In
the different countries diiTerent

names have been chosen and are be-
ing used. Probably all of those se-

lected are more or less open to criti-

cism. The name American foulbrood
is being used in this country at the

present time for the disease which is

characterized by the death of brood
in capped cells, ropiness and foul

odor, and the name European foul-

brood for the one which is not so

characterized.*

Cause of American Foulbrood

American foulbrood occurs t least

in Belgium, Denmark, England,
France, Germany, Switzerland, Aus-
tria, New Zealand, Canada, Cuba and
in many parts of the United States.

From this distribution of the disease

it follows naturally that its presence
in any locality connot be attributed

* By employing the names which are being
used in this country for these two diseases, the

writer is expressing no opinion as to the best

ones which have been suggested and used. A
previous discussion of names for the foulbroods
occurs in an earlier article in the American
Bee Journal, July and August, 1920.

entirely to food or climatic condi-
tions.

No race of honeybees, as far as is

known, is entirely immune to the dis-

ease. Worker, drone and queen larvae
are susceptible to infection; the
adult bees are not.

The inciting cause of the disease is

a gerin which is called Bacillus lar-

vae. When this parasite is added to
honey or .=yrup and fed to a healthy
colony the disease is produced (Fig.

1). It is a small rod-shaped plant
(Fig. 2) that can be seen only by the
use of a microscope, and then only
when it is magnified 600 diameters or
more. It produces spores, which are
somewhat like seed (Fig. 3). These
spores (Fig. 4) are so small that if

20,000 of them were placed end to end,
they would measure only about one
inch. They live over long periods and
are very difficult to destroy, either by
heat or chemical disinfectants.

Fig. .1—American foulbrood produced experimentally.

Fig. 3.

—

Bacillus larvae, spore formation.

The spores are taken into the stom-
ach of the larva with the food. They
then germinate, and the growing form
of the parasite reaches the blood and
other parts of the body. This causes
the larva to become sick, and in about
one week to die. Sometimes the

pupal stage is reached before death
takes place. The body of each dead
larva and pupa (Fig. 5) contains mil-

lions of spores. These are capable of

producing the disease should any of

them reach healthy larva; and be

eaten by them.

Symptoms of American Foulbrood

Inasmuch as the practical apiarist is

interested in the colony rather than

the individual bee, it is well in dis-

cussing the symptoms of any bee dis-

ease to consider the colony as the

unit. Any evidence of disease that is

obtained from a larva, pupa or adult

bee is, in fact, a colony symptotn. The
death of brood or adult bees is fre-

quently the first symptom that is

noted. In the brood diseases it is

only the brood that dies; the adult

bees do not even become infected.

In American foulbrood the brood is

almost always capped before it dies.

This is due to the fact that the germ
does not cause death until one week
or more after the feeding larvae con-
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Spores of Bacillus larz'ae.

sume food containing it. Since such

food is not fed to the larvae until they
are two days or more old, tlie larvae

almost always reach the two-day qui-

escent period preceding pupation, or

have become young pupa;, before

death takes place (Fig. S). The dead
brood in this disease, therefore, al-

most always occupies the endwise po-

sition in the cell.

In American foulbrood there is no
sign or symptom known by which one
can determine definitely that a larva

or pupa is sick until death is very
near or has actually taken place. The
first symptom to be noticed is that

the diseased larva or pupa are slight-

ly more opaque than the healthy ones.

At this time they are probably dead.

During the decay of the dead brood
(Fig. S) the outward appearance of

the larvae and pupae changes from
that of healthy brood to that of the

dry scale. This change is gradual and
covers a period of a few weeks, vary-

ing somewhat with the climatic con-

ditions present.

The bodies of the larvae and pupae,

after death, soon soften and the

body wall is then easily torn. As the

decay continues, the mass becomes
viscid, and later so ropy that it can be
drawn out into fine threads 2 or 3

inches or even more.
Within a short time after the brood

dies it becomes slightly brownish and
this color deepens to chocolate, ma-
hogany, and coffee shades as the de-

cay advances.
At some time during the course of

the disease the characteristic foul-

brood odor* occurs in the colony. It

is not noticeable early in the disease

and is usually not detectable when
only a slight mount of disease is

present. It tends to disappear from
the brood combs when they are re-

moved from the bees and, after being
cut out of the hive for a considerable
period, it ceases to be marked and is

often scarcely observable. This fact

has contributed somewhat to the mis-
understanding that has prevailed in

many quarters regarding the odors
accompanying the two foulbroods.

• The adult bees remove the caps

from many of the cells containing
dead brood (Fig. 5, L, M, Q, R, T).

This results in the irregularity in the

distribution of the capped and un-
capped cells (Fig. 1) so commonly
seen in the brood nest. Many of the

caps are only punctured (Fig. 5, K)
by the bees, while many more remain
unaltered (Fig. 5, F).

The decaying brood masses fre-

quently come in contact with the caps

and adhere to them if the combs are

roughly handled. When the combs
are placed in certain positions the

viscid masses may pull the caps into

the cells, resulting in what is spoken
of as sunken caps.

During the early stage of decay,
bees remove in a piecemeal fashion
portions of the dead brood, leaving
remnants (Fig. 5, L) about the brood
nest. This symptom is sometimes
useful in making an early diagnosis

of the disease. Sometimes the bees

gnaw slightly the viscid remains and
scales. A comparatively small amount
of the brood dead of this disease,

however, is removed by the bees.

Length of Time the Germ Lives
Since Bacillus larvae is the inciting

• The odor so frequently mentioned in con-

nection with foulbrood has been variously de-

scribed, being often compared with that of a

glue pot. When once learned it can scarcely

be mistaken. It is very distinctive, being un-

like any other. The writer, therefore, pre-

fers not to attempt to describe it by comparing
it with other odors, but to call it simply the

foulbrood odor.

Fig. 6.—American foulbrood. A to E healthy and F to T diseased brood; A, cap over healthy,

and F K over diseased brood; G H larvae and I J pupse dead of the disease; Q M R, scales

of larv.TE, R being cut lengthwise and N O S T pupa dead of the disease, T being cut length,

wise; K, a punctured cap; L, a partially removed larva which died of American foulbrood

before reaching the age at which brood is capped. This occurs only occasionally.
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cause of American foulbrood, natural-
ly this disease can occur only when
the germ is present and alive. The
task of preventing the disease by
keeping the living germ away from
the apiary is not an easy one, al-

though much can be done in this di-

rection. The length of time the germ
will live under various environments
is, therefore, of first importance.
Some idea relative to this point may

be gained from experimental obser-
vations which have been made. Scales
containing the spores of American
foulbrood were collected in 1907 and
kept in the laboratory until Septem-
ber, 1916. Each succeeding year, dur-
ing this period of more than 9 years,

tests were made, using some of this

scale material, and in every instance
the spores were found to be alive. It

was found, also, that they were as

resistant to heat, and, by the inocu-
lation of the colonies, they were
found to be as virulent at the end of

this period as at any previous time.

It has not yet been determined how
long the spores will remain alive in

the dry scales, but it is quite probable
that they will live much longer than
9 years.
When the spores from the scale

material were suspended in water and
heated to boiling (212 degrees F) they
were all killed in 11 minutes. A half

hour or more may be necessary when
they are in honey. By employing a

higher temperature the period of

heating may be diminished.
A water suspension of the scales

was poured in a thin layer on glass

plates and allowed to dry. These
films were exposed to the direct rays
of the sun. The spores were found
to remain alive for from 28 to 41

hours. They remained alive from 4

to 6 weeks when they were suspended
in honey and exposed to the sun.

The spores added to honey and kept

away from the direct sunlight were
found to be alive and ^ irulent after

one year. It is very likely they are

capable of remaining so, a very much
longer period, in such an environment.

In the presence of fermentation the

spores were found to be alive and

virulent at the end of 7 weeks, and it

is quite likely they would have re-
mained so a very much longer period.

In a 5 per cent carbolic acid solu-
tion the spores of American foulbrood
remained alive for months; in a 1 :

KXX) mercuric chloride solution, for
days; and in a 10 per cent formalin
solution for hours.
From these facts it will be observed

that the spores of American foul-
brood are able to live over long peri-

o'ds in nature and that the beekeeper
cannot wait until they die a natural
death, if he wishes to make sure that
they are dead, but must take active
measures to destroy thetn. For prac-
tical purposes chemical disinfectants
are not suitable. Heat would seem to

be the most practical agent. Burning
or scorching, of course, will kill the
spores and the boiling of water or
honey containing them will cause
their destruction. In practical api-
culture a somewhat longer period
should be adopted, in using chemical
disinfectants to kill the spores, or in

boiling to destroy them, than is indi-

cated as being necessary in the ex-
periments which have been cited here.

Experimental Studies on American
Foulbrood

It is quite natural that a large num-
ber of questions concerning the bee
diseases should arrive in the minds of

beekeepers whose apiaries are^ in-

fected or threatened with infection.

Many of these questions can be
answered by the results of studies

which have been made on these dis-

eases in the experimental apiary.
During these studies not only have
the causes of the bee diseases been
discovered, but observations of inter-

est have been noted, regarding the

symptoms, the diagnosis and the

spread of the diseases, and the effect

of them on the colony and on the

apiary. During the work no experi-

ments were undertaken directly on
the treatment of the diseases, but in

selecting problems for solution such
were chosen as would yield informa-
tion which could be used by the bee-
keeper in devising new methods of

Hive fur experimental colony.

treatment or in improving those now
in use.

A knowledge of the methods which
were devised and used, in carrying on
the bee disease study, is valuable not
only to the investigator who wishes
to pursue such studies, but also to the
practical beekeeper who, by becoming
familiar with the experimental pro-
cedure and the observations noted,
will be able to draw conclusions for
himself and to verify or disprove
those drawn by others.
The American foulbrood studies

were conducted in the same apiary
(.Fig. 6) as were those on the other
diseases, and the methods used are
quite similar to those briefly dis-

cussed for Nosema-disease and Eu-
ropean foulbroodt in earlier articles.

From 3 to 5 scales were used, as a
rule, in making inoculations. A sus-
pension is made of these by grinding
them in a spoonful of water and then
adding this aqueous suspension to
syrup. The syrup suspension, which
now contains, millions of American
foulbrood spores, is then fed to a col-

ony free from disease. The same
kind of experimental hive (Fig. 7)

is used as was employed in the
studies of the other diseases. The
method of inoculation, by which
some 'of the contaminated food is

placed directly in the cell with the

larvae, is less satisfactory in studies

on American foulbrood than on the

other brood diseases. ,

The first symptom of American
foulljrood to be observed, after feed-
ing a colony the germs, occurs during
the seventh day following the hour
in which the feeding is done. Since
llie larva; and pup;c dead of American
foulbrood contain millions of spores,

any fragment of the dead brood is ca-

pable of producing the disease if it

reaches feeding larvae and is eaten by
tliem. The piecemeal removal of the

brood (Fig. 5, L) and the slight gnaw-
ing of it by the bees tend, therefore,

to spread the disease within the col-

ony.
In a few instances only, during the

experimental studies, did the disease

seem to spread from the inoculated

to the healthy colonies of the apiary.

I'lg. b.— L.\ittnijieiUal apiary iii which Aiiiericaii foulbrood was studied.

" American Bee .louriial, July, August and
SL'iiteinber, 1919.

t .\nierican Bee Journal. July and August,

1920.
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The few colonies which probably be-

came infected in this way stood next
to heavily diseased ones. The infec-

tion possibly, in these few cases, re-

sulted from a heavy drifting of bees
or slow robliing. So far, however, ex-
perimental evidence is insut'ticient to

demonstrate to what extent the dis-

ease is spread by drifting bees or as

a result of different degrees of rob-
bing.
Excepting the few cases just men-

tioned, the healthy colonies of the
experimental apiary suflfered no infec-

tion, apparently, from the diseased
ones present. From this fact, it may
l)e concluded that the disease is not
likely to be spread from flowers which
have been visited by bees from dis-

eased colonies and afterwards by
others from healthy ones. The same
fact leads to the conclusion that the
water supply of the bees of the ex-

perimental apiary was not a fruitful

source of infection. It should be
mentioned, however, that no stagnant
or slow moving body of water was
near by. A definite statement regard-
ing the e.xtent, if any, to which the

water suppl}' of an infected apiary
helps to spread the disease, is not
justified from the experimental evi-

dence thus far obtained.
Since American foulbrood can be

readily produced experimentally, in a

colony, by feeding it syrup or honey
to which the spores of the germ have
been added, naturally the robbing by
bees of honey which contains such
spores would likelj' cause disease in

the colonies to which such bees be-
long.

When brood frames from Ainerican
foulbrood colonies are placed in

healthy colonies they serve to trans-
mit the disease. Should this be done
by the practical apiarist during the
manipulations in the apiary, naturally

a spread of the disease in this way
would likely occur.
The fact that there was practically

no spread of the disease, from colony
to colony, in the experimental apiary,

shows that the hands, the hive tool,

the smoker and the clothing are not
likely means for spreading the dis-

ease.*
In these studies the hives in which

the disease had been produced by in-

oculation were flamed inside before
being used again. One reason espe-
cially for doing this, in case of

American foulbrood, is that the bot-
tom board becomes contaminated
with the spores of the disease at the

time of the inoculation. In no case
was the disease transmitted by the
flamed hives.

It is not unlikely that the beekeeper
will find it to be a safe procedure to

omit in well selected cases the flaming

• While conducting the experiments no dis-

infectants were used on the hands, hive, tool,

or smoker, and the clothing was not changed
in going from diseased to healthy colonies.

Reasonable care, of course, should always be
taken while working with diseased colonies. It

would not be well, for example, to test the

ropiness of the dead brood with the hive tool

and then the brood of a healthy colony without
first removing the disease material from the

tool. The cleaning of it can be easily and prob-

ably safely accomplished by thrusting it a

time or two into the soil—a method which bee-

keepers sometimes employ.

or disinfection by other means. Such
cases would be those especially in

which only a small amount of the dis-

ease was present in the colony housed
by the hive.

In a considerable number of in-

stances queens from diseased colonies
were introduced into healthy ones.
No disease resulted in any of these
cases. The observations in this con-
nection were not continued, how-
ever, over a sufficiently long period
to determine to what extent the dis-

ease is likely to be transmitted by
queens. The danger in this respect is

probably less tlian many at times have
supposed.
Frequently the American foulbrood

colonies were used for experiments
on other diseases. If they were heav-
ily diseased, but sufficiently strong,
the combs were removed and burned
and the colony was given either

combs from healthy colonies or

frames with strips or full sheets of
foundation. Usually within 2 or 3

weeks the colonies were again in suit-

able condition for experimental pur-
poses. If the colonies were heavily
diseased and weak, the bees were
confined, chloroformed apd burned,
together with the brood combs* and
fraiTies.

When a colony becomes diseased as

a result of inoculation it never dies

immediately. The length of time it

lives depends upon a number of fac-

tors—the amount of disease present,
the time of year and the strength of

the colony being among the import-
ant ones. It was found that if a col-

ony becomes diseased at any time of

the year it invariably dies sooner or
later. If strong and heavily infected
early in the season it will die before
or during winter, but if infected later

it will probably winter, but will die

the following bee season. If only a
cell here and there, in the brood nest,

contains diseased brood, death of the
colony may be very much delayed,

* The wax was not saved during these ex-

perimental studies, as it was not economical to

do so. No e-xperiments were conducted di-

rectly on the question of the transmission of

the disease by way of wax from diseased col-

onies used as foundation. The facts at hand
tend to indicate that the disease is probably
not spread in this way.

and in a small percentage of such
cases recovery possibly takes place.

For practical purposes, therefore,
American foulbrood colonies should
l)e considered as colonies which, if

they are untreated, will die sooner or
later of the disease, the exceptions to
this rule being few if, indeed, they oc-
cur at all.

SOLDERING HONEY PAILS FOR
PARCELS POST OR EXPRESS

F>y Ivan Whiting
During the last few months there

has been some discussion about sol-

dering honey pails and the spread of
foulbrood because of unwashed con-
tainers. It seems very reasonable to

believe that few containers would be
discarded if -they were useful after

the honey was removed. A honey
pail soldered between the pail and
cover becomes a useless container.
As advocated, a label requesting that
the container be washed before being
thrown away would be helpful and
should be required on all honey from
foulbrood yards.
In disposing of my 1918 honey crop

I sent a few 10-pound pails by parcels
post about 150 miles. Some pails had
no protection, some were covered top
and bottom with lath strips between,
and some were boxed, but none were
soldered. Over half the honey was
lost. Some disappeared "without a

trace," some spilled in the mail sacks,

same on depot platforms, etc. In 1919

I sent about 30 pails the same dis-

tance, except one pail sent to Kenne-
wick, Wash, by express, all soldered
by my method, and no honey was lost.

I discovered it was absolutely neces-
sary to solder the covers on.

The accompanying photograph
shows how my pails are fixed. Three
straps of light (IC) tin ^xl^ in. are

soldered on the pail, as shown at the
• left. Then the pail is filled, the straps

bent over the edge tight, fitted into

the cover, and soldered to the cover.

To remove the strap, cut it in two
witb can opener or pointed tool, grab
each piece with a pair of pliers and
pull it off. Nothing is left on the

pail except a little solder, which will

not interfere with the future useful-

ness nf the pr'il. It certainly takes

Whiting's method of sealing honey pails for shipment by parcels post.
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much longer to solder straps on pails

than it does to solder the cover 3 or 4
places in the rim, but I believe it is

worth while. The average beekeeper
who ships his honey in pails could sol-

der all his pails for shipment in a

short time, after he learns how.
My soldering outfit consists of the

following: A small trough for hold-
ing the pails, two soldering irons, bar
of solder, kerosene stove (kitchen
stove), a pint earthen jar containing
a weak solution of sal ammoniac, bot-
tle of 'Ruby flux" and a mucilage
brush, pair of tin shears, piece of
light tin, pointed tool and pair of

pliers.

Soldering on bright tin is very easy
and can be best learned by being
shown, but the following directions
can be used. Place the irons in the
blaze of a kerosene, gas or gasoline
stove. Make a weak solution of sal

ammoniac in the pint jar. Cut straps

J4x1J/2 in. of light, bright tin, straight-
en them and apply flu.x to one end.
Place the pail in the trough and put
flux (or powdered alum) on the spot
where the strap is to be soldered. Re-
move an iron from the blaze, test its

heat by plunging the point in the
sal ammoniac solution. The sound of

an iron properly heated will soon be-
come familiar. The solution cleans
the iron for use. Irons can also be
cleaned by being rubbed across a

cloth. Now place the strap on the
pail, the soldering iron on the strap,

and touch the bar of solder to the
tinned (or bright) part of the iron
until enough solder has melted to

solder the strap. Hold the iron on
the pail until the solder runs (or

"sweats") under the strap. As you re-

move the iron hold the strap in place
for a moment with the fingers, or
pliers, if it is hot. Soldering the

straps inside the cover is identically

the same process, except that some
pointed tool is necessary to hold the-

strap in place until the solder hardens.
The advantage of having two irons

is that one will always be hot for con-
tinuous work. Care must be taken
not to overheat the irons, burning off

the tinning. An iron not bright will

not solder. It is then necessary to re-

tin the iron, a difficult process with
only a kerosene or gasoline stove,
since the iron must be heated cherry
red. Short irons can often be bought
cheap from a tinsmith, and are just as
serviceable as heavier ones after they
are re-pointed and re-tinned, except
that they will not hold the heat as
long.

Although this article is not written
in behalf of soldering, it is well to
know how to solder and have an out-
fit just for use about the house. Much
time, convenience and expense can be
saved by doing one's own soldering.
Plymouth, Wis.

BEEKEEPING IN CANADA
In this issue we publish some pic-

tures showing the apiary building at

the Canadian Government Farms at

Ottawa, and also those in charge
of the work.

In Canada a Province corresponds
to a State in this country. In the
picture we show Prof. F. Eric Millen,
who has charge of the beekeeping
work for the Province of Ontario,
together with Mr. F. W. L. Sladen,
the Dominion Apiarist, who has
charge of the work for the Govern-
ment of Canada, with headquarters
at Ottawa, and his assistant, Mr. C. B.

Gooderham. The position occupied
by Mr. Sladen and his assistant cor-
responds to that of the men in

charge of beekeeping work in the
United States Department of Agricul-
ture in this country.
At Ottawa the work undertaken is

largely experimental in nature, to-

gether with investigation of the
honey plants, their range, season of

blooming, etc. The Dominion Api-
arist also has supervision of the bees
at the various branch farms, in dif-

ferent parts of the Dominion.

BROOD, HEAT AND HONEY
By Will H. Gray

The experiments carried on last

spring at North Lonsdale with elec-

trically heated hives, while not ex-
tensive enough to be conclusive,

were very interesting, because they

showed very clearly the intimate re-
lationship between brood, heat and
honey.
The heating arrangement, consist-

ing of a 6 candle power carbon fila-

ment lamp, was started on the 9th of
February in each of three hives, and
kept going till the middle of April.
There was some brood in one at the
beginning. A few hours after the
heat was applied there were great
signs of activity, and a continual
scratching could be heard inside. Two
colonies were given feeders, which i

they emptied in four or five days.
'

Later a feeder was found to have
been emptied in one night. On ex-
amination it was found that the lamp
had burned out, hence the rapid con-
sumption of syrup to keep up the
heat.

The colony that was without a
feeder liquified a large amount of
honey and put it near the brood.
They had not left the hive during
this time. (If they had it would
probably have been considered willow
honey).
The most interesting part of the

experiment was the saving of honey
instead of the consumption of it, as
would have been expected. This
looks as if heat, brood and honey are
interchangeable, which puts quite a

pleasant aspect on this method, as

the honey saved would probably pay
for the heat supplied and the hive
would be benefitted by the extra
amount of brood raised.

All three hives were very weak,
one had a poor queen and showed no
benefit at all. One of the other two
was divided at the end of May, as it

then occupied two stories; they
swarmed again about the middle of

June. The remaining one became
very strong.
The large increase in brood-rear-

ing did not begin until the bees were
able to fly. The heated colonies made
use of many flying hours, while the

unheated did not venture out.

British Columbia.

I.,eft to right. Prof. F. Eric Millen, Provincial Apiarist of Ontario; C. B. Gooderham, Assist-

ant to the Dominion Apiarist, and F. W. L. Sladen, Dominion Apiarist of Canada.

YELLOW INDIGO
The following letter from a New

York beekeeper refers to the Yellow
Indigo, Baptistia tinctoria. It grows
on dry and sandy soils from New
England and Ontario to Minnesota,
and south to Florida and Louisiana.

It is known by a number of local

names, including wild indigo, indigo-

weed, clover broom, shoofly, rattle-

bush, horsefly-weed, and Mr. Barteau
adds bugle-weed, though bugle-weed
is commonly applied to an entirely

different plant.

Brookhaven, L. I., Aug. 20, 1920.

"I am enclosing you a branch of a

weed known in this locality as

'bugle-weed.' I have never known it

to be spoken of as a nectar-bearing

plant, it grows on waste, sandy land,

and most luxuriantly in burned over

areas (woods). The plant grows about

2 feet high and has tremendous roots,

going down three or four feet. It

yields in all kinds of weather imine-

diatcly after rain. Hot. dry days, with

no dews at night, make no difference

to it. The honey is water white, as

mild, or milder, than clover. At this
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season of the year there is usually a

dearth, with nothing coming in what-
ever. A burnt over woodland has
caused this weed to bloom this season
in the greatest profusion.
My scale hive record since July 20

is as follows :

Gain. Loss.

July 20 W/,
July 21 U'A
July 22 S'A

July 23 4y2
July 24 lyi

luly 25 10

July 26 9
luly 27 IS'A

Inly 28 17

July 29 &y2

July 30 3

July 31 14

August 1 3

August 2 9
August 3 13

August 4 10

August 5 18

163J4 6

Net gain in 17 days, 157}4 pounds.
If this weed has not been men-

tioned it seems worthy of a prominent
place."

E. M. BARTEAU.

HONEY PRODUCERS' LEAGUE
The American Honey Producers'

League is the most important move-
ment in the way of organization of

the beekeepers ever yet instituted. It.

is the product of the best brains of

our American honey producers. That
it cannot function without the moral
and financial support of the bee-

keepers is self evident. Any state or

regional association which fails to

provide for membership and to send a

delegation to the next annual meet-
ing in January will be making a mis-
take. If funds of your association

are not available, by all means raise

the amount of subscription. Do not

get the notion that the League is a

sectional affair. It is national or in-

ternational in its scope. Its policy

under the constitution, will be deter-

mined by the delegate membership,
and be sure your Association is rep-

resented. A peimanent Secretary
has not yet been selected. The Presi-

dent, Mr. E. G. LeStourgeon, San An-
tonio, Tex., will be able to furnish

copies of the constitution and other

literature. Write for them.
E. S. MILLER.

Valparaiso, Ind., Sept. 6, 1920.

A NEW HONEY PLANT
Jes Dalton, of Louisiana, sends us

a specimen which has furnished a

good honey flow the past season. It

is Lizard's tail (Saururus cernuus),

called in some places swamp lily, or

breastweed. It grows in swamps or

on muddy banks, and is found from
New England and Ontario to Minne-
sota south to Louisiana and Texas.

There are many plants common to

the swamps which are the sources of

honey, which the beekeepers have not

yet learned to recognize, and we are

glad to receive specimens of this

kind. This plant is a marsh herb,

growing from one to four or five feet

high, with slender rootstocks, jointed

stem and ovate or heartshaped leaves.

The small white flowers are crowded
together on long, dense spikes. Mr.
Dalton writes that this year it began
blooming before the close of the
spring flow and carried the bees over
the season when they usually have a
dearth until the summer flow came
in July. By overlapping both the us-
ual spring and summer flows it gave
a continuous season from the time
spring opened till the close of the
summer flow. He states that al-

though there are hundreds of acres
of it near by, he has not known it to

yield before, and he wonders whether
if will come again. He says that it

yields very freely a fine-flavored, yel-

low honey of unusual color, and that
it would be of inestimable value if it

could be depended upon to yield every
season.
We will be glad to hear from any

of our readers who have been in the
vicinity of swamp lands as to whether
they have had flows from this plant,

and if so, whether it yields frequently.

ANOTHER REMEDY FOR STINGS
I have fried about all the remedies

for stings, but the juice of an onion
is the best of all. If the juice is

squeezed directly on the wound im-
mediately and kept up for a little

time, there will be no swelling. When
stung in the mouth an onion chewed
up and held in the mouth is an eiTec-

tive remedy.
We cut a bee tree a few years ago

in August. There were six combs 10

inches wide and 5 feet long, with
every inch filled with sealed brood,
but not a quarter of a pound of honey.

ANDREW MILES.
Indiana.

ROCHESTER ATTEMPTS TO OUT-
LAW BEES

Some time since. Alderman Morgan,
of the Nineteenth Ward of the city of

Rochester, N. Y., introduced an ordi-
nance prohibiting the keeping of bees
within the city limits without the
consent of all persons living within
200 feet of where the bees are kept.
The Monroe County 'beekeepers'

Association, through its officers, at

once protested. J. S. Bryan, Vice
President of the organization, has
employed an attorney to represent
the beekeepers in opposing the pas-
sage of the ordinance. Rochester is

one of the cities where the National,
in the days of its usefulness, fought
a legal battle to secure the discharge
of a beekeeper arrested for keeping
bees in violation of a city ordinance.
At that time the court ruled the or-
dinance unconstitutional and the de-
fendant was acquitted. It is interest-

ing to note that this same city pro-
poses to try the same experiment
again, after many years of time, in

spite of numerous court decisions to
the effect that an ordinance declaring
bees to be a nuisance, whether they
be so in fact or not, is null and void.

The matter will come up for hear-
ing in due time, though we anticipate
that the ordinance will not be passed.
The following remonstrance has been
filed with the law committee of the
common council by Attorney Bryan,
in co-operation with President Gor-
don Dye and Secretary Frank Pills-

bury of the association :

Rochester, N. Y., July 30. 1920.

Law Committee, Common Council of

the City of Rochester, Rochester,
N. Y.:
Gentlemen: In behalf of the Mon-

roe County Beekeepers' Society, I

herewith present and file the follow-
ing objections to the passage of

the ordinance introduced by Alder-
man Morgan relating to the keeping
of bees within the City of Rochester:

1. Bees are not a nuisance.
2. The question of nuisance is one

to be judicially determined in each
case.

3. The proposed ordinance attempts
to declare the keeping of bees a

nuisance without regard as to
whether or not bees in general have
become a nuisance within the city.

4. There is no proof of the neces-
sity of such an exercise of police

power as contemplated.
5. That the passage of the proposed

ordinance would be an unlawful in-

terference with the rights to pursue
a lawful business.

6. That the passage of the proposed

Apicultura! building at the Canadian Government Farms at Ottawa.
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hive in the windbreak gained ID.OOO,

while the packed hive, similarly

placed, gained only 3,700. In 1918-1920.

the two-story hive in the windbreak
gained 5,936, whereas in 1920 it gained
8,125. These results would seem to

overthrow any evidence that we may
have had in the past as to the value

of winter protection, especially when
we consider the fact that the packed
hive in 1918-1919 had 24,331 more bees

than the unpacked hive, while in 1919-

1920 it had 6,300 less. This would
seem to indicate that the packing had
not been of any great value to it, es-

pecially when the unpacked one-story
hive had five frames of brood, while
the packed hive had only three
frames. Had it not been for the fact

that daily records of the changes of

weights were kept, these results

would have been very disconcerting,

and extremely hard to account for,

but upon turning to the daily record

we found that on April 20 the packed
hive reached its lowest weight. From
then until the 19th of May the gains

and losses ranged from nothing up to

an eighth of a pound, showing that on
April 20 the winter stores were ex-

hausted in that colony, and from that

time forward they were barely able

to secure enough nectar from the field

to even maintain the existence of the

colony. On the 19th of May, when
the colony was weighed, no honey at

all was found in the packed hive,

while in the one-story unpacked hive

there remained 3^ pounds of uncon-
sumed stores. The unpacked hive had
five frames of brood, whereas the

packed hive had only about three. To
all ordinary appearances, the packed
hive was a good, strong colony of

bees on the 19th of May, and anyone
would have been justified in thinking

that it had wintered well. However,
when the fact is taken into considera-

tion that during the previous year
this colony gained 24,8-14 bees between
the fall and spring, and this year only
gained 3,700, we can see that some-
thing w^as radically wrong. As the

one-story unpacked hive contamed 5

frames of brood, while the packed
hive only had three frames, we can
understand w-hy this weakened condi-

tion was brought about. On the 19th

of April, when the stores were ex-

hausted, the queen in the packed hive

did not lay as many eggs as the one
in the unpacked hive. To all appear-
ances this colony had wintered well,

yet when we consider that the date of

weighing was two weeks later than
the previous year, and that during
these two weeks the queen should
have deposited from 30,000 to 40.000

eggs, which would have filled six to

eight frames of brood, when as a

matter of fact it only had threi-

frames, it show-ed plainly that the

queen was seriously affected by the

shortage of stores. Had we not the

daily records of the changes in

weights in these colonies, we would
never have known why this colony
did so poorly. Although in this arti-

cle I have spoken of one colony, the

same fact holds true for the rest of

the colonies which became low in

stores.

When the one-story unpacked hive

in the windbreak is compared with
the one-story unpacked hive in the
open, the odds in the number of bees
gained, and in the amount of brood
are largely in favor of the one pro-
tected by a windbreak. Both of these
hives had unconsumed stores when
the spring weighing was made, but
the hive in the windbreak had con-
sumed 9 piiuiids more than the one in

the open, which it had used in brood-
rearing. The one in the windbreak
b;id five frames of brood and gained
10,000 bees, while the one in the open
only had 3 2-3 frames of brood and
gained 575. The fact that the packed
Iiive in the open gained more than
the unpacked hive in the open, both
in number of bees and the amount of

brood, demonstrated that, with other
things being equal, packing was of a

distinct advantage. Here again was
shown the value of a windbreak over
no windbreak, and, as in the open,
the two-story unpacked hive gained
8.000 more bees than the one-story
unpacked hive, the superiority of the
large hive over the small one for win-
tering was shown. The superiority of

the packed hive over the unpacked
hive in the open again showed the
value of winter protection.

Some valuable deductions can be
made from these results, some of
which are: When a colony has in-

sufficient stores, even though it may
apparently winter well, yet the queen
will so far slow down in her work
as to seriously weaken the colony far

below the strength that it would have
been had it been supplied with suf-

ficient stores. Mr. Crane's statement
that if bees are supplied with plenty
of honey "they can stand almost any
cold for a time." and also his conten-
tion that without stores winter pack-
ing will not save them, are both
strikingly borne out by the above fig-

ures. When considering the question of

wintering bees, too much emphasis
should not be placed on any one fea-

ture of wintering. We know that we
must have a large number of young
bees; that we must have plenty of

stores, and also that if we can give

our bees the added value of a wind-
break and winter protection, it will

well repay us. but no beekeeper
should rely on any one of these fac-

tors alone and expect to get the very
best results. Thev are all necessary.

SWEET CLOVER
The world has suddenly found that

sweet clover is a valuable forage
plant. Beekeepers have tried for a
generation to overcome the great
prejudice against it. Farmers fought
it as a weed and lawmakers legis-

lated against it until it seemed the
task of educating the public to its

true value was well nigh hopeless.
The past few years have seen a won-
derful change in sentiment and re-

cent months have developed such a
demand for seed as the most opti-
mistic had hardly dared hope for.

Now that sweet clover has demon-
strated its value, both as a soil build-
er and a forage plant, large areas of
new honey-producing territory will

rapidly open up. Great interest is

manifested in better strains and we
may shortly look for a blooming
period from May until frost. The
announcement that Professor Hughes
had found an annual variety led to
such a demand for seed that it was
only possible to send it out in small
packages of a few ounces, when the
planters wanted bushels, yet thou-
sands were disappointed and failed

to get any seed. A letter from Pro-
fessor Hughes states as follows:

. "You will be interested in knowing
that we sent out something over 45,-

000 small samples of seed of the an-
nual sweet clover this spring, and
that we had hundreds and thousands
of requests for larger quantities at

almost any price which we might ask.

We, of course, had no seed for sale.

When we made announcement re-

garding this clover we stated that it

did not originate here. We stated
that it was our opinion that the orig-

inal mutant from which this clover

has apparently come, occurred some-
where on wild land in the south."

Professor Hughes further advised
us that he was in touch with two men
in Alabama who had sent him sam-
ples which established the fact that

the plant was growing there in the

wild state. He has since made a visit

to that section to investigate the ex-

tent of growth, and seedsmen will

offer the seed in larger quantities as

fast as it can be obtained.
With the general introduction of

the annual sweet clover it can be
seeded with small grain, leaving time
for the plant to mature after the

;ii'iar\ ni 'r^Miitkiclii I&hii. of Japan.
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small grain has been removed. This
will not only add greatly to the pro-
duction of the grains through soil

improvement, but it will increase the

area of bee pasturage by untold thou-
sands of acres.

Another Variety
The thing of latest interest is an

early blooming variety of the bien-

nial sweet clover. Last May, as

Henry Dadant was making a journey
to the outapiaries he was surprised

to see a few plants of sweet clover

in full bloom. Since it seldom reaches
its period of bloom so early, he be-

gan investigating to see whether
there was a strain which might be
used to fill in the gap following fruit

bloom, when the bees have no nectar
available. From County Agent J. H.
Lloyd, of Hancock County, he secured
the following information :

"Mr. Foot has called my attention

to a paragraph in the circular letter

from Grundy County as follows:

'A new type of two-year white
blossom sweet clover has been grown
in Grundy County for the past few
years. The direct origin of this is

n'ot known; however, it is very evi-

dent that this sweet clover is distinct

and dififerent from the large, coarse

and later maturing white blossom
sweet clover. The Grundy County
sweet clover is nearly three weeks
earlier in maturing, is shorter, grow-
ing about waist high on the average;
is a heavy seed producer and ripens

more uniformly. It has several ad-

vantages over the large sweet clover,

although for soiling purposes it is

hardly as good. Fields of this va-

riety of sweet clover may be seen on
the farms of Clifford Collins, north-

east of Morris; Maurice Walsh,
northeast of Mason, and Robert Mc-
Luckie and James Huml, southwest 'of

Coal City. The Grundy County sweet

clover will soon be ready to harvest

for seed. (July 13). This type and
the large growing kind may both be

seen on the farm of Alex Bell, three

miles southeast of Morris.
"

With an annual variety which
blooms the same season the seed is

planted, and early and late blooming
varieties of the biennial variety, the

beekeepers may hope for greatly in-

creased honey flows in the sweet clo-

ver districts. A mixture of the seeds

of all these varieties, sown on waste
land will give bloom every year, and
for a long period. Where farmers

sow for permanent pasture, as some
are beginning to do, a mixture will

insure better results for the farmer
as well as the beekeeper. The great
interest in the plant on the part of

the farmers of the country offers un-
limited possibilities for beekeeping
over a very large area.

The American Bee Journal hopes to

be able to secure some seed of the

early blooming variety for trial next
season.

ANNUAL SWEET CLOVEk

A Testimonial

Last fall I secured from the Henry
Field Seed Co. two ounces of the
Annual White Sweet Clover. I

shipped the seed to my father in

Italy, asking him to pay it the best of

his attention and care. Confident that

you would be glad to hear the result.

I herewith transcribe the following
from his letter, just received:
"The annual melilot sowed by me on

the 15th of Apiil is all in bloom, not-

withstanding the drought, which has
never been equaled here. The bees

come to it extraordinarily, and at all

hours of the day. It has reached the

height of 1.50 meters (557 inches),

July 9, and none of our peasants has
the least idea of this plant with its

millions of flowers. I will take care

of gathering its seed."

Don't you think that such results

have been very satisfactory and en-

couraging, in spite of the unfavorable
conditions? D. BARONE.
New York City, Sept. 1.

BEES KILLED BY SMELTER
SMOKE

Camp Verde, Ariz., Aug. 15, 1920.

Will you please make a correction

of the article by Kennith Hawkins on
page 275, August issue of the Ameri-
can Bee Journal, entitled, "Bees Killed

by Smelters ?"

The "complete investigation" made
by the State Entomologist and Plant

Pathologist, under instructions from
Governor Campbell, was a hurried

visit to some eight or ten apiaries,

scattered over an area of 30 miles in

length, all made inside of two days.

Somewhere near 1,000 colonies of bees

are involved, owned by four different

parties. Any investigation of any
value, over that of the practical bee-

men who are being injured, would

have to extend over at least several
months and be conducted by men fa-

miliar with the practical side of the
businfess. The smelter people are
spending what has been estimated by
those outside as at least $40 per day
for several months, in an attempt to

prove that their smelters do not in-

jure crops or bees.
The charge "that sulphur is depos-

ited in the bloom of honey plants
which are visited by bees and that
this causes the honey to taste like a
good variety of parlor matches," is

evidently a part of that "excellent
write-up of the case" in the last Los
Angeles Times, and is a fair sam-
ple of the journalism for which
the American people are paying such
a price, and getting so much rot.

The facts in the case are that, if our
honey has any sulphur in it it would
take a chemical analysis to show it.

The quality, to all appearances, is as
good as it ever was. Our only com-
plaint is that, from some cause not
yet fully determined, our adult bees
disappear just when they would be
useful in gathering a crop. This is

not a new condition, by any means,
but has occurred in other localities

where smelter smoke has driven, in

one instance, as many as 10,000 colo-

nies of bees out of business. A case is

to come up in the Federal Court of

this District, in September, instituted

by one of the beemen of this section,

which will be one of the most inter-

esting cases of its kind that has ever
come into court. Three different

State Bee Inspectors have, in the past
four years, given us a clean bill of

health for our bees, as far as any dis-

^

ease is concerned. Unless the smelt-
ers put on some method of removing
the poisonous matter from their

smoke we will be compelled to give up
one of the best bee ranges in the

State and move; but where, is the

question? L. B. BELT.
Arizona.

Mr. and Mrs. George W. Burdette, in their apiary at West Union, West Virginia.

LATIN NAMES OF PLANTS
By E. G. Baldwin

In the July issue of the good old

American Bee Journal, page 229, ap-
pears an editorial on the terminology
of English scientific names, apropos of

the Latin name for white sweet clo-

ver. Attention is there called to the

fact that the Italians call the plant

"Melilotus albus," while the English-

speaking races say "Melilotus alba."

"Ye editors," in the editorial men-
tioned, commend, in passing, the end-
ing "us" of the Italian usage as being
the correct form, and add as their

reason for so doing: the termination
"us," of melilotus, is masculine, the

termination "a," of alba, is feminine,

etc. While our own Latin days are

not so far past, may we suggest that

the statement regarding adjectives is

quite correct; "us" in an adjective, is

always and only masculine, "a" al-

ways and only feminine; but nouns,

on tlic contrary, are not always gov-
erned in their gender by their term-
inal syllables. Certain rules govern
gender of nouns, by meaning, not by
endings. For example, names of

males arc always tuasculine, natues of

females always feminine, even if the
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male noun ended in "a" or the femin-
ine in "us," and so, a noun ending in

"us" might be masculine, feminine or
neuter by meaning. Now names of
germs, trees and plants were regularly
feminine by meaning. For e.\ample,
Eucalyptus (the eucalypt tree) is

regularly feminine, and our English
nomenclature has "Eucalyptus ro-

busta" for one of the species, and so
the word "Planus" (Plane tree) regu-
larly the adjective of its species end-
ing in "a." Thus is the customary
usage in English botanical terms,
though there are some variations
that seem inconsistent, to be sure, as
the editors maintain.
But for the reasons given, "Meli-

lotus alba" is undoubtedly better
Latin than "Melilotus albus."

UDO TOEPPERWEIN
By E. G. LeStourgeon

Very suddenly, on the morning of

Saturday, August 7, Mr. Udo Toepper-
wein passed away. A slight scratch
from a mesquite thorn which he had
received a short time before, became
infected and blood poison developed.
Older beekeepers will remember a

time, not far distant, when the name
of Udo Toepperwein was the leading
name in Texas beekeeping. His es-

tablishment was the sole source of
supply. He developed the markets for

honey, which we still enjoy. His la-

bor and energy earned for him every
office in the gift of the Te.xas State
Beekeepers' Association, and he
served his State on the directorate of

the National Association, attending
many of its meetings as a delegate.

It was chiefly through his efforts that

the 1907 convention was held in San
Antonio.
Udo Toepperwein was a loyal friend,

an enthusiastic beekeeper and a good
neighbor. His loss will be keenly felt,

as he was still a young man, being but
42 years old at the time of his death.

SUMMER MEETING OF TEXAS
HONEY PRODUCERS' ASSO-

CIATION

Educational Section

During the Texas Farmers' Con-
gress, held at the A. & M. College,

August 9, 10 and 11, the beekeepers of
the State met in their 28th annual
meeting. This session was marked
by features that made it one of the

greatest that has ever been held. The
beekeepers' section of the Farmers'
Congress had more enrollments than
all the other sections put together.

In fact, the Farmers' Congress was a

beekeepers' meeting. On account of

llie growing interest in the bee busi-

ness and because of the requirements
of the newly formed Honey Produc-
ers' League for representation in that

body, it was thought best by the bee-

keepers to return to the old name of

the association. So, by vote of the

society, this body is now officially

designated as the Texas Beekeepers'
Association. This gives the State a

legal representative in the new
league.

Among the papers presented and
worthy of notice was the report of

Willis C. Collier relative to the meet-
ing of the American Honey Produ^
ers' League. Mr. Collier was a repre-
sentative appointed by this Associa-
tion, and his report was adopted and
commtnded by a unanimous vote.
The reports of E. G. Le Stourgeon,

President, and Miss Alma Hassel-
bauer show such material progress
of the Texas Honey Producers' Asso-
ciation that it strengthened the re-

port of Mr. Collier as to what the
nation-wide associations of similar
kind could accomplish. The success-
ful growth from 15,000 to 65,000 in

four years was sufficient to convince
anyone of the achievements of the
Association.
Mr. W. O. Victor, of Uvalde, the

veteran bee king of Texas, gave an
account of his experiments in mov-
ing bees from Texas to the North in

refrigerator cars, in summing up
over 30 years' experience in shipping
bees a long distance.

Dr. M. C. Tanquary gave a report of
the progress of the apiary inspection
work, showing the change of policy
of the Department. This change has
already been partially effected. Un-
der the new order, all inspection
work is done directly by men sent out
from College Station, inspection be-
ing carried on only where disease is

suspected. The inspectors are em-
powered to use their time in the
treating of all disease found, and
have ample authority to carry out the
full measure of the law.
The paper on the combless pack-

age bee business by E. B. Ault, of

Calallen, was read by the Secretary.
Mr. Ault is one of the pioneers in

shipping combless packages.

The paper of Mr. E. G. Le Stour-
geon, who was sent as a representa-
tive of the Texas Honey Producers'
Association to the American Honey
Producers' League, and who returned
having been elected its first President,

was considered by all as the finest

paper given during the meeting. Mr.
Le Stourgeon briefly described the

beekeepers' activities in Te.xas during
the past 25 years, concluding with
what they accomplished in the forming
of a co-operative association for mar-
keting and buying. He called atten-
tion to other such associations in

other States and to the condition of

the honey business and market in

those States in which no such asso-

ciations exist. He then mentioned
briefly the occurrences which brought
about the forming of the new league,

and drew a picture of the future of

the league as foretold by the success
of the associations in Te.xas. Califor-
nia, Colorado and other States. The
applause that followed his speech in-

dicates that the League has no
lack of support among the Texas
beekeepers.

Among the other papers of import-
ance was one by E. E. Rippert. the

new Extension Service Entomologist,
on the economic aspects of agricul-

ture. It was voted to request that

this article be printed in the Ameri-
can Bee Journal. The final session of

the meeting was held in the experi-

mental apiary. The work was in

charge of C. S. Rude, State Inspector

of Apiaries, and H. B. Parks, State
Apiculturist. Demonstrations illus-
trating the treatment and control of
foulbrood were given. An experi-
ment under way in apiary No. 1 was
exhibited to the beekeepers.
The beekeepers left College Station

carrying with them this slogan: "The
meeting next year with 500 present
and all beekeepers."

A GOOD BEE COUNTRY
By Amos Burhans

While on a recent vacation trip
mto that great country of agricul-
tural and other opportunities called
the cut-over lands in northern Wis-
consin, I made the acquaintance of
Postrnaster Brown, of Minong, who
is building up an apiary that now
numbers over a hundred and twenty-
five colonies.
The one thing that claimed my at-

tention in this apiary more than any-
thing else was the superiority of the
pure bred Italian bees over the black
and hybrids. I visited this section
about July 1. The white and red clo-
ver bloom was at its height. Wild
flowers and other blossoms were
everywhere in abundance. Mr.
Brown's Italians were in ten-frame
regular Langstroth hives and almost
perfect weather prompted them to
great work in the fields. Seven of his
Italian colonies were gathering what
apparently looked like twice as much
honey as any of his strongest hy-
brid colonies.

In getting started Mr. Brown
bought several dozen colonies of hy-
brids, which he is increasing by
swarming and dividing. He is re-
queening all with pure breds as fast
as possible. He had 60 queens on the
way to him, which will give an idea
of the extensiveness of his opera-
tions and work.
Much of the equipment he secured

with the purchased hybrids and all

of which he plans to abandon, was 8-

frame size, too small for commercial
honey production on the scale he is

working towards. Mr. Brown has 20
odd colonies in Minong, on the home
premises, and nearly one hundred in
his outyard three miles east of town.
He has put a good many years of
study into the handling of bees, but
only lately began pushing the work
for profit. There is basswood, gol-
denrod, berry bloom of all kinds,
buckwheat everywhere, and more and
more clover of all kinds every year
in this section.

Land and lumber in this country
are much cheaper than elsewhere,
and it is a surprise to me that more
beekeepers do not discover it or de-
velop in it. A few cows, some root
and grain crops and poultry would
provide a generous living. Fuel can
be had anywhere for the asking and
cutting up.

This combination, along with some
big, strong colonies of Italians to
reap the honey harvest that abounds,
would insure independence and relief

from financial worry. It is a won-
der that more suburbanites and city

workers do not find modern bee-
keeping and small farming a route to

security and peaceful life.
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SUMMER MEETING OF NEW
YORK STATE ASSOCIATION OF

BEEKEEPING SOCIETIES
Over 500 beekeepers of New York

and surrounding States, together with
their families, spent August 6 at the
home apiary of Archie Cogshall, at
Groton, N. Y., where an extensive
program was presented. Aside from
a number of New York beekeepers
who appeared on the progr.am, Ernest
Root, of Medina, Ohio and Kennith
Hawkins, of Watcrtown, Wis., spoke
to the assem1)ly. Mr. Root gave the
resume of experiments being carried
on in shipping bees and investigations
of the food vahie of honey. Mr.
Hawkins reviewed impressions of the
honey crop following a month's tour
of 11 States which ended at New
York.
Dean Mann, of the College of Agri-

culture, Cornell, review.ed for the
members the efTorts being made at

Cornell University intended to benefit
New York beekeepers. George H.
Rea, federal extension man for the
State, spoke in his inimitable way 'of

conditions in the State and projects
being considered. The chief apiary
inspector from the State Department
of Agriculture at Albany, reviewed
the disease situation in New York,
while S. D. House, O. L. Hershiser
and other New York beekeepers
talked on efforts toward beekeeping
legislation and prices recommended
to beekeepers of the State for their
honey crop. A feature of the day was
a picnic luncheon served in Mr. Cog-
shall's orchard and the reunion of
New England beekeepers. Cornell
University has a number of excellent
projects "up its sleeve" which are be-
ing unanimously backed by all the
progressive beekeepers of New York.
Members' reports indicate a fair

honey crop in New York this year,
with the State "spotted" with drought
affected areas.

A GOOD START
I started with one colony of bees

when 16 years old. I am now 22 and
' have 52 colonies, after making up for

the heavy loss last winter. This
year's crop will be 100 pounds of

white honey (clover and basswood)
per colony.

ROBERT G. NORMBERG.
Minnesota.

PRICE CUTTING
By A. C. F. Bartz.

Of all the ills the beekeeping in-

dustry suffers from, there is, accord-
ing to the views of the writer, none
more detrimental than the one known
as price cutting.

It seems that honey, at one time
pronounced a fit food for the gods,
fate has now decreed to go through
the land a beggar, striving in vain to

gain the attention and popularity it

deserves and enjoyed in older days.
But the most discouraging feature of
the deplorable situation is, that so
many honey producers are satisfied to

work for little or nothing, just as long
as they can get rid of what Ihcy pro-
duce. And after tlicy have sold their
crop they declare they could have
sold a lot more if they had it, when in

reality it means that they could have
given away a whole lot ni'ore.

A careful account kept for the last
twenty years shows the average crop
of surplus per colony is 40 pounds.
And the last ten-year period, ending
in 1917 and including that season,
shows that it costs 30c per pound to
produce honey in this section of the
country. But the price of labor and
commodities, excepting honey, have
increased somewhere around from 25
to 50 per cent since 1917, which makes
the cost of honey production consid-
erably higher than above stated.

It is true, the methods of honey
production are also improving, but
nevertheless, the cost of production is

far above the selling price. It is

ridiculous to pay a hired man $5 per
day for an 8-hour day, and the bee-
keeper work sixteen hours at $2.50
per day, and in addition furnish a

$5,000 equipment
The Chippewa Beekeepers' Associa-

tion, at a meeting held at Chippewa
Falls, Wis., on the 22nd of June, de-
cided to improve conditions, locally at

least, by conducting a honey adver-
tising campaign, and agreed to insti-

tute a honey cooking, baking and
candymaking contest, awarding pre-
miums as follows : $3 each for the
first prize on the best article of cake
(any kind), cookies, pie, beverage and
candy; for the second prize. $1 for

the third, and 50c for the fourth.
The money to carry on this cam-

"paign is obtained by the beekeepers
of this association by a 2c per colony
assessment, on the fall count of colo-
nies. The contests are to be held in

different parts of the county. The
first one was held in Chippewa Falls,

Chippewa County, Wis., during the
latter part of August.
Wisconsin.

Squibs From the October, 1870,

Number
"The yield of honey by various

plants and trees depends not upon
the character of the season but on
the kind of soil on which they grow."
(If this statement is true how can
we account for the different results
of different seasons?)

"A good swarm of bees, put in a
diminutive hive, in a good season;
may be compared to a powerful team
of horses harnessed to a baby
wagon, or a noble fall of water wast-
ed in turning a petty waterwheel."—
Langstroth.

"The smell of their own poison pro-
duces a very irritating effect upon
bees. A small portion offered to them
on a stick will excite their anger."

"Bees sometimes abandon their
hives very early in the spring or late
in the summer or fall. They exhibit
all the appearance of natural swarm-
ing; but they leave not because the
population is crowded, but because it

is either so small, or the hive so des-
titute of supplies that they are dis-

couraged or driven to desperation. I

once knew a colony to leave a hive
under such circumstances, on a

spring-like day in December. They
seem to have a presentment that
they must perish if they stay, and in-

stead of awaiting the sure approach
of famine, they sally out to see if

something cannot be done to better
their condition."—Langstroth.

"In bee culture the chief factor is

intelligence, and not capital. The
former must produce the latter."

"After a swarm of bees is lodged
in their new hive, they ought by all

means to be allowed to carry on their

operations for some time without in-

terruption."
"Light colonies, deficient in honey,

should be fed in the latter part of

September or. early in October. If

feeding is done early, in some seasons
where late forage is abundant, there
will be a great waste of lioney."

—

Langstroth.

ifxHE EDITOR'S ANSWERS
ii

v^ — ^

Questions are answered in order received. As we receive more questions
than we can answer in space available, two or three months sometimes elapse
before answers appear.

Giving Combs to Bees to CSean
1. I am extracting honey. I notice a lot of

honey sticks to the comb. Shnuh! I put these

frames hack on the hives and let the bees clean
the honey off?

2. When I take them off again in 2 or 3

days, to stack them away for the winter, what
must I do to keep the bee moth out of the

combs?
S. What is the best way to get honey out of

old. dark combs, for wax?
4. I melted comb and honey all together in

a capping melter. 1 noticed after the honey
came off from the se[iaralor can that it was
very dark and thick. What can I do with it?

nxiNois.
Answers.— 1. Yes. Tut them back on the

hives in the evening and leave them on long

enough for the bees to clean them. Some peo-

ple have trouble with the supers in this way.

linding that the bees store honey in them

again. In that case, if you wish them to re-

move the honey to the brood-combs, just place

the supers under the brood-chamber. You
might do SO in the first place if there was no

danger of robbing. Hut when you put supers

that are wet with honey under a hive, some-

times they are too much excited to fight the

robbers. After the supers have been on top

for a few days there is no more occasion for

excitement. However, if you put the supers

under the brood-chamber late in the evening

it is quite probable that the bees can clean

them before morning. Use care, however.

2. If you take them off before cool weather

comes you should place them in a closed room

and use either suliduir fumes or bi-sulphide

of carbon, as advised in former issues of this

magazine. If you leave them on till after

frosts, there will be little danger of moths.

3. To get honey out of old combs, use the

extractor. Some of the finest honey that we
ever harvested was taken out with the extrac-

tor from combs that were almost black. Then
give the combs to the bees to clean out and

afterwards you may render them into wax.
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4. Honey that has been spoiled in this way
is not fit for much. You may be able to sell

it to tobacco manufacturers, for they use al-

most anything in the way of sweets for chew-

ing tobacco.

Wintering—Moving Bees
When ought 1 to place bees under a shed

for winter, to be packed with leaves? How
prevent loss by moving? How move them back
in the spring? WISCONSIN.

Answer.—These qtiestions are tangled to-

gether, for the very matter of moving colonies

back and forth sometimes causes more loss

than leaving them separate. That is why so

many people keep their bees the whole year

in their winter cases, and it is also the reason

why beginners, who do not know of colonies

losing bees by "drifting," lose the weak colo-

nies, since thtir bees drift to the stronger ones.

Bees know the exact spot where their hive is,

after they have taken one flight. If you

move it, you must in some way call their at-

tention to that fact, so they may take note of

the change. Our way is to disturb them greatly

and release them, while disturbed, so they may
take note of the change. A slanting board in

front of the entrance compels them to turn and

look back.

Move your colonies together early, say in

late September or early October. Then pack

them. Move them back after they have had

cleansing flights, otherwise the tired bees

might not return to the new spot. But, better

than all this, try to keep them close enough

together, say in lots of 2 or 3, so that you may

not have to move them back and forth every

season.

Honey and Kerosene
I have about 60 pounds of this year's honey.

I am only 10 years old and own 3 colonies,

which 1 made of one, and the bees will not

have enough to winter on without it. i had it

extracted and the can it was put in had kero-

sene in it. Will it hurt the bets, and will they

accept it? OREGON.
Answer.—1 have never had any experience

with honey and kerosene mixed. If the honey

has only the flavor of kerosene and not any

quantity of it mixed in, probably it would do

no harm to the bees, if they take it. It may

be they will refuse to take it. Try to feed it

to them. It is a mistake to make too much

increase, and if you become an experienced

beekeeper, which you are likely to be, you will

find that it is usually an error to try to more

than double your colonies in a season.

Sour Honey for Feeding
Please inform me whether or not it is safe

to feed old honey, a little sour, to bees in ibc

tail when there is no flow of nectar for theii

winter supplies, and at what time to feed it.

INDIANA.
Answer.—No, it would be unwise to feed to

bees, for winter, honey which is sour, although

if the winter should be mild they might not

suffer from its use. If the winter is severe,

they would probably die of diarrhea Better

keep that honey to feed in spring, and if you

must feed for winter, use sugar syrup.

Honey Above the Hive—Fruit for

Bee Feed
1. I have a colony of bees which is storing

all their honey in a super, and none in the

brood-chamber. Will it be best to let the

super stay above the brood-nest, or would it

be best to put this super under the brood-

chamber? There is no honey in the brood-

nest, and but little brood. If I put the super

with the honey under the brood-chamber will

they move the honey? 1 have two hives in

this same condition. My bees are working on
goldenrod.

2. I find that a lot of my bees are working
on peaches which are decaying. Will they con-

vert it to honey, or what will they get from the

decayed fruit?

3. If 1 let the super which has the honey
slay on the hive above the brood-nest, will it

be too far for them to get it in the winter
time?

4. 1 have a house built out of poles, daubbed
inside and out with clay -mortar. Will this be
a good place to winter my bees inside? 1 am
using it at present to cure tobacco, but will

finish in another week.
NORTH CAROLINA.

Answers.— 1. If you place the supers under

the hive, the bees will move the honey to

the higher story, for they dislike to have their

honey between them and the entrance, as they

cannot defend it so easily against robbers. But

when the honey is scaled, they sometimes hesi-

tate a long time to move it. As you live in a

comparatively warm climate, it might be safe

to leave the super at the top.

2. Peaches and other fruit make very poor

food for bees. It is not honey, and it rarely

ripens enough to keep from souring. So it

would be advisable to extract that bad food be-

fore winter and to feed granulated sugar dis-

solved in half of its weight of water. That
should be done before cold weather.

3. Honey in a super above the brood-nest

may be in convenient position for the bees, if

there is no honey-board or partition between
the lower and the upper stories. For the bees

to reach it conveniently, there should be noth-

ing between the upper and lower frames.

4. The place which you describe would not

do to winter your bees unless they can be ar-

ranged in it so as to have a flight on warm
days. Confining them to the hive in such a

shed would cause them to fret and die on
warm days. We would advise leaving them
preferably on the summer stand.

Wintering Queens Apart From Bees
I have a number of hives from nuclei, di-

vided in July. Some are doing first rate, oth-
ers not so well. When fall comes, will have
to unite so as to give each hive a respectable
cluster, and in the ^ring would like to sub-
divide them again into same number of hives.
How can 1 winter the queens, meantime, apart
from their bees? How did Pratt, from Swarth-
more, winter 75 in one hive?

DELAWARE.
Answer.—W'e tried the Pratt method; did

not succeed. We do not believe it is usually

successful, though some people may succeed.

We doubt that Pratt himself tried it often. If

you can succeed with what you suggest, we
would like to hear about it. We have never

considered it practical. Did any of our read-

ers ever try and succeed? How many times?

Indications of Swarmini,
I bought 3 hives last fall; one was very

weak and died out. 1 now have 2 strong hives.
What I want to know is this: What are the
general indications of the hive when at-out to

swarm ? Can you tell 3 or 3 days prior to

swarming? What is the matter with them
when they bang out on the hives and fight or
drag one another around? I have watched mine
several days and found them restless, noisy
and seemingly fighting each other. They seem
to be settled down and more quiet now.

KANSAS.
Answer.—It is not an easy thing to tell

from outside indications anything about when

or whether a colony will swarm, unless it be

their running about on the front of the hive

j ust as they are about to begin swarming.

Sometimes they will cluster out a day or two

before swarming, but that's no sure sign, for

if the weather is hot and the colony strong

they may hang out when they have no no-

tion of swarming and if well ventilated they

may swarm without hanging out.

But it is not hard to look inside the hive

and then you can make a pretty good guess as

to their intentions. If you find a dozen or

more queen-cells started, you m.iy expect a

swarm to issue about the time the oldest cell

is sealed over and that is usually about eight

days from the time the egg is laid in the cell-

Even then you cannot always be sure they will

swarm, for if, by any means the honey-flow

suddenly ceases, as by a cold, wet spell, or a se-

vere drought, swarming will be given up and

the cells be torn down. There may be cells pres-

ent not intended for swarming, but supersed-

ing; but in that case the cells are likely to be

not more than four or five. Sometimes, how-

ever, cells may be started for superseding

and changed to swarming, and vice versa.

Queen Rearing—Extracted Honey
1. What is a good way for a small bee-

keeper to raise 8 or 10 queens at a time?
2. What are the main requirements to meet

in order to advertise your honey as "pure ex-

tracted honey?'
3. is a hive raised on -1 1-inch square blocks

(one on each cornerj loo much ventilation in

cool weather?
i. \vhat is a good way for increase on a

hive to say four more coionits?
G. Say, for instance, i would get 2,000

pounds of extracted honey some year Vvhat
is a good way to dispose of amounts like this?
What is being paid for extracted honey at
present? Como?

0. What is a good way to operate 100 colo-

nies for extracted honey?
7. What is a good way to winter bees in

damp, rainy, cool winters?
8. Is it a good plan to scatter your hives, set

them in fives, or how would you advise so
that they can tell their own hives quickly?

9. Have you any record of a bee disease
that invades the western beekeepers ( V\ ash-
ington) every few years, or is there no cer-

tain disease? WASHIAGTON.
Answers.—1. Select the colony that you

think has the best queen in the yard. Give it

brood, or brood and bees, from other colonies,

till you have a strong colony with a dozen or

more frames of brood. When a good flow of

honey is on, take two frames of brood with

adhering bees and the queen, and put in a

hive on a new stand. A lot of queen-cells will

be started in the queenlcss colony, and before

the oldest has time to hatch, say in about 10

days, divide the colony up into nuclei having

one or two broods in each nucleus. See that

each nucleus has a cell located near the mid-

dle of the brood-nest, and for this purpose you

will need to cut cells from some combs and

fasten them on others. If you are very suc-

cessful you ought to have a laying queen in

each nucleus in about a month from the time

you took the queen away. At the time of

breaking up the colony into nuclei it will be

well to let the hive containing the queen be

returned to its old stand, letting a nucleus

take the stand the queen has just left.

2. The chief thing is to have an article well

ripened and of best quality.

3. No, during hot weather and honey-flows;

yes, before and after.

4. Do as directed in the answer to the first

question, and let each nucleus build up into a

colony.

5. Put up a sign, 'Honey for Sale," and

let customers call for it; go to the homes

of customers with sample and take orders; or,

leave it at groceries, cither selling or trading

it outright, or letting it be sold on commis-

sion See quotations in bee journals for pres-

ent prices.

6. Get all the information you can from

books on beekeeping, from bee journals and

from attendance at bee conventions, and then

from all this select the plan or plans that you

think best fitted to your conditions.

7. The same as for any other winter. You

cannot tell in advance whether a winter will

be wet or dry, cold or hot—although winters

are not likely to be hot in your locality.

8. Yes, the greater the dissimilarity in ap-

pearance the better; although for the con-

venience of the beekeeper I prefer regular
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groups of four. See discussion of this matter

in June Journal.

9. I don't know of any disease occurring

periodically.

What Kind of Plant
I send you by parcel post some plants that

grow here, especially in the limestone quar-

ries. They blossom continually from now un-

til a killing frost in the fall, and the bees

work on them all the time I have seen them
leave sweet clover alone right beside these

and work on this plant. Can you tell me what
its name ts and describe it and its general

value as a honey plant? NEW YORK.
Answer.-—The plant is the Blueweed or Vi-

per's bugloss {Echitim vulgarc). It belongs to

the Boraginacea family, having a woolly stem,

like borage. You will find it described on page

45 of 'American Honey Plants," by Pellett,

Sladen lists it as an important honey plant in

southern Ontario. It is probably not abundant

enough to be of importance in many places.

Size of Hive— Foundation
1. An old beekeeper here told me that my

hives were too large for this country (I have
10-frame Langstroth). Is an 8-frame better

than a 10-frame hive where the amount of

surplus honey is no large amount, say 40

of 50 pounds average ? This is my second
year with bees, and if this is so, next year 1

will order 8-frame hives.

2. This same man told me that a new swarm
would not stay in a hive with full sheets of

foundation as easily as with starters. Is this

so? TEXAS.
Answers.— 1. Having never kept bees in

Texas, I do not know upon what basis your

"old beekeeper" builds his assertion. But I

know that an 8-frame hive is not large enough

to develop fully the breeding capacity of a

prolific queen. So, if a queen in an 8-frame

hive can produce bees enough to harvest 40

pounds of honey, I am of the opinion that the

same queen, if prolific enough, will produce

bees enough in a lO-frame hive to harvest 50

pounds of honey.

2. On this question, also, it would be in-

teresting to know what reason the "old bee-

keeper" gives to explain why a swarm would

not stay as readily in a hive full of foundation

sheets as in a hive containing only starters.

We have never seen any cause for making such

a statement.

Molasses for Food
1. Can Molasses be fed to bees to save syrup

and honey?
2. What is present price of molasses in bar-

rel Quantities? DELAWARE.
Answers.— 1. During the time when bees

are flying daily almost anything sweet may be

fed with safety, provided the bees will take it.

For winter stores one must be more particular.

On the whole, however, when one cannot have

good honey, nothing is better than the best

granulated sugar. Even at its very high price,

men of large experience are buying it this

year to feed by the ton.

2. I don't know, and what I could buy it for

here, might be no guide for you.

Drones
In looking over a hive of bees for queen-

cells 1 fuund a strong hive with plenty of

worker brood and plenty of honey. That hive

had 5 combs that had drone-cells that were nice

and clean, but no sign of drone-brood or eggs

in drone-cells. The queen had laid in all the

cells right up to the edge of the drone-cells

and then had passed on. There were between

50 and 100 drones in the hive, and part of

them were black, showing that they were
raised in some other hive.

All my other hives have an over abundance
of drones and drone brood, and my records

show this queen to be 2 years old. If you
can see in this any chance of developing a

strain of queens that would refuse to lay drone

eggs she is at your disposal, as she is sup-

posed to be of your strain.

Answer.—If bees are anxious to rear drone-

brood, they will go quite out of their way to

do so, sometimes when there is no drone-comb

inside the cluster passing over one or two

frames outside the cluster to occupy dront-

combs. If conditions are such that they do not

wish to rear drones, drone-cells inside the

brood-nest will be left unoccupied. Not al-

ways, however. I have seen a good many cases

in which drone-cells had eggs laid in them,

and workers were reared from the eggs. But

before eggs were laid in them the mouth of

each drone-cell was contracted to the size of

the mouth of a worker-cell. So it is nothing

unusual to find plenty of worker-brood, but

no drone-brood, although drone-cells are con-

venient. But at a time when colonies in gen-

eral in the same yard are rearing drones, to

find a queen two years old with drone-cells

easily within reach unoccupied, is unusual. The
likelihood is that at least some of her royal

progeny will show the same characteristic, and

by persistently selecting such to breed from,

there is a probability that in time this charac-

teristic may be more or less fixed. No great

skill in the case is required on the part of the

beekeeper, and you may do the work perhaps

as well as an expert. But patience is required

in anything of the sort, and you must not ex-

pect results in a day.

(When queens -are very vigorous, they often

prefer to lay in worker-cells. The drones that

you mention as being in the hive may be her

own drones, as the color of the drones is

often irregular.—Editor.)

Unfinished Sections
How do you get the bees to take the honey

out of the unfinished sections, so that these
may be used as bait sections the following year,

and without having the combs torn to pieces ?

Or do you leave the honey and use the sections

as they were taken off, provided the honey in

them is not granulated? CALIFORNIA.
Answer.—I wouldn't want to have the least

bit of honey in bait sections, whether it was

granulated or not. If there is honey enough in

the sections they may be extracted. Whether

extracted or not, they should be cleaned out

by the bees. I have tried different ways of

getting a colony to clean out sections without

letting the bees of other colonies have access

to them, but never with great success. So the

sections must be set out in the open, allowing

the bees to rob them out. If you set out a sin-

gle super of sections for ten or more colonies

to rob out, you may count on the combs being

torn to pieces. Reverse the thing, setting out

ten or more supers with .only one colony to

work on them, and there will be no tearing.

So if the number of sections to be cleaned be

large, give the bees full access to them ; the

more exposed the sections are the better. But

if the sections be few in nroportion to the

number of colonies, say less than a super for

each colony, then give the bees very limited

access to them. Pile five supers in a pile, and

allow an entrance for only one bee at a time.

Or, pile the supers up highe., and allow the

small entrance named for each five supers.

(A very good way to get the bees to re-

move the honey is to place the super under the

brood-chamber instead of on top of it.— Editor).

Ventilation—Introduction

1. Arc 1-inch blocks too high on bottom-

boards to raise the hive for ventilation? They
have not built any comb from bottom frames
to bottom-board yet.

2. I have a colony to which I gave the above
ventilation and have them tiered up about five

stories to prevent swarming. The other day
I noticed a few bees at the entrance fanning
with their heads half in the hive. What was
the meaning of this?

3. Will a pound of bees and a queen re-

ceived June 14 build up by fall?

4. When I receive a queen could I take the
old queen and give her a 10-frame super and
bees in it and set her on a stand and intro-

duce the new queen to the colony?
5. What is the best way to run for extracted

honey?
6. What is a good way to unite bees?

WASHINGTON.
Answers.— 1. With a space of an inch be-

tween bottom-bars and bottom-board there may
and there may not be combs built down. But

these may easily be cut away when it comes

time in the latter part of the season to let the

hive down.

2. It meant that fresh air was needed in the

hive. No amount of space under the hive,

and no amount of tiering up, can be counted

on as a sure thing against swarming. But you

can greatly increase the effectiveness of tiering

up if you have ventilation between each two

stories, "staggering" them, that is, shoving

the stories alternately forward and backward.

3. Very likely, if the season is good enough,

4. Yes, it will make introduction safer if

you give the new queen to the super placed on

a new stand. 1 you want the new queen on

the old stand you can afterward let the two

hives swap places.

5. Just put on extracting combs a little be-

fore the bees are ready to store surplus.

6. The newspaper plan 's a good way. Put

a sheet of newspaper over the topbars of one

hive and set the other hive over it. The bees

will dig down the paper and unite kindly.

Four or more days later you can assemble in

the lower story the best frames of brood of the

two stories.

Requeening—Best Race
1. When is the best time to change queen?

I have a hive of native bees and I don't like

them, so I want to know when is the best timb
to kill the old queen and introduce an Italian

(lueen ; and will they accept a queen of dif-

ferent breed?
2. Do bees know their master? I can do

anything with my bees and they won't sting,

but when a stranger gets near the hives they

sting him.
3. Last year I got 7 supers of honey from

one 10-frame hive. Does anyone ever get

any more? The bees that did the job I got

out of a tree the year before. I got 46 one-

quart fruit jars full of strained honey.
4. The bees don't swarm. What is the

reason?
5. Which is the best honey producer, the

golden or leather colored Italian bee ?

WASHINGTON.
Answers.— 1. Other things being equal; there

is perhaps no better time than toward the

close of the harvest. You can get as good

queens then as at any other time; the cost of

a queen will be less than early in the season,

and changing the queen then will interfere

less with the honey harvest. Of course, if it

is early in the season and you want a new

queen to breed from that season, it would be

better to get the queen earlier in the season.

A colony will accept a queen of any other

breed.

2. No, I don't believe bees know their

master. Some people are more likely to be

stung than others, because of their move-

ments, odor, or something else; but such per-

sons are as likely to be stung by their own

bees as oy others.

3. As many as 16 supers of sections have

been stored by a single colony, each super

containing 24 sections. Of course the yield

would be greater if the honey were extracted.

4. Hard to say. It may be that your man-

agement may have had something to do with

it, and it may be that the bees are somewhat

inclined to non-swarming.

5. Some goldens may be better than leather-

colored in the same yard, and the reverse may

be the case. Take it as a general rule and

the leather-colored may be the better.
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Transferring—Drones
1. How late in summer can I change bees

from old hives to modern hives?
2. My bees look to be one-third drones at

times. What can I do to get rid of them?
a What is the trouble when bees bring out

larva: that are black in color? Have they a

disease? If so, what is the treatment?
TENNESSEE.

Answers.—1. Don't attempt to do it when

the crop is over. You might succeed, but the

chances are against you. The best time to do

it is spring, when the first fruit trees are in

bloom. During the honey crop you may drive

the bees out into a box and then hive them in

a good hive just like any other swarm. Then

place the old hive near the new one and at

the end of 21 days shake all its bees in front

of the new hive and remove it to use what

honey and comb there is in it.

2. You might use a drone trap, but that is

a nuisance at best. Better remove all the

drone comb in the spring and replace it with

worker comb. That is the only rational way.

3. Carrying out of dead larvae by the bees

may be caused by starvation, or sacbrood, or

European foulbrood. Open the hive, and if

you find dead brood in the combs cut out a

piece of comb and forward it to Dr. E. F.

Phillips at the Bureau of Entomology at

Washington. He will tell you just what it is

and give you advice free of charge. Be sure

and pack it so it will carry safely without

leakage or breaking. If you write to Dr.

Phillips beforehand, he will send you a box

in which to mail the diseased combs.

Sweet Clover—Mating
1. Does melilotus always yield nectar, or is

it like other plants, a failure sometimes?
2. Should I devise a way to mate a young

queen with the drone that I wanted to and
know that it was done, would it be profitable?

That is, would it be a money-making business?

Has such a thing ever been tried? If so, will

you give some of the ways that have been
tried? MISSISSIPPI.

Answers.—1. Melilotus is just like any other

plant. There are times when there is no

honey in its bio m. Honey yield depends

much upon the weather. There are also lo-

calities where one honey plant will yield while

it may not in another. So far, there is no

valid explanation of this.

2. If you can devise a way lu rTiate a young

queen with the drone of your choice, you will

achieve something that no one has been able

to do. It would be profitable, of course. The

thing has been tried, by artificial or forced

copulation, by shutting the queen with the

drone in a glass cage and also by putting the

queen and a lot of drones in a vast screened

house. An occasional success has been

claimed, but it was either an accidental suc-

cess or a sheer mistake. We don't believe it

can be done; yet in this time of aeroplanes

and wireless telegraphy, who knows what

might not be done?

Martins
I have my first colony of bees, also a num-

erous family of martins. Now comes my
neighbor, a mountain Kentuckian, and tells me
the martins will eat all my bees. I killed one

of the martins and could find no bees in him.

and now I am teeling rather badly about it.

Please tell me if I should get rid of the

birds. If so I will take down their box, for I

don't believe I want to kill another one of

them.
P. S.—This is the box martin, not the so-

called bee martin or kingbird.
KENTUCKY.

Answer.—If you refer to the purple martin,

known as Prognc subis by scientists, we have

never heard of its eating an/ bees, though it

feeds on insects, as do all the swallows,

to whose family it belongs. As to the king

bird, or bee martin, Tyrannus tyrannus, al-

though it eats bees, there is a question as to

whether it eats any but drones. The Ameri-

can Bee Journal, in 1895, published 9 articles,

at different times, on the kingbird. The

statement was made there that in 1893 exam-

inations made under the direction of the Sec-

retary of Agriculture showed that, among 171

stomachs of bee martins or kingbirds exam-

ined, only 14 contained bees. Out of these I-l

stomachs, 50 bees were taken, but only 4 ot

them could be identified as workers, 40 of the

others proving positively to be drones. The

conclusion is that, except in a queen-rearing

yard, where they might eat young queens at

their wedding flight, the bee martin is more

beneficial than injurious, for it eats thousands

of other insects. As to the one to which you

refer, we find nothing against it anywhere. H
any reader of this knows facts on the subject,

we will be glad to have them.

Will Bees Do Well?
Will bees do well one or one-half mile, more

or less, from the ocean? WASHINGTON.
Answer.—An apiary one half mile from the

ocean will lose a part of its pasture, since

bees go at least a mile for honey and pollen.

But if the pasturage is very ample on other

sides, it may not hurt the crop. We would

prefer to have them about two miles from

the sea. Then there would be little or no loss

of pasture.

Outdoor Wintering
What is your opinion in regard to the

method of outdoor wintering as recommended
by Dr. Phillips, viz.: packing in four colony
cases ? I have studied his bulletins quite

closely and his reasoning appeals to me. i

intend to adopt his plan, as- I have no cellar

suitable for wintering. WISCONSIN.
Answer.—The method recommended by Dr.

Phillips is certainly good. The only objec-

tion is its cost. But it probably pays to follow

it, even if the outlay is large. Where we are

located, the winters are rarely very cold

without some warm days, and bees winter fair-

ly well. But in the North, it is best to follow

some method of heavy packing. We would

prefer 2-colony cases to 4-colony cases, be-

cause we do not have to move the bees for

winter, and none of them need face north. We
don't like a north entrance. Wintering de-

pends so much upon locality that each man

must decide for himself what method to fol-

low. But the Phillips methods will certainly

not disappoint you.

Honey Vinegar
Kindly give method of making honey vine-

gar and explain how a hydrometer should be

used; also what degree of sweetness this

liquid should be; number of days to ferment.
MISSOURI.

To make good vinegar there is no particular

need of a hydrometer. Those instruments are

not found easily, except in well furnished drug

stores, and they are made of different kinds

for different purposes.

To make good vinegar, take a pound and a

half of honey for a gallon of water. Mix

thoroughly and add some yeast, or some fruit

juice, to start the alcoholic fermentation, which

must precede the acetic. If you are trying to

make vinegar out of water used in washing

cappings and you don't know what proportion

of honey you have in the liquid, just put an

egg in it and add honey till the egg floats so

as to show itself at the top of the liquid. If

the egg shows more than the siz€ of a dime

at the top, the liquid is too sweet, and more

water must be added.

To cause it to ferment, it must be kept

warm, about 70 to 80 degrees. The length of

time of fermentation will depend upon the

temperature, and there is nothing definite about

it. In good circumstances it will require a

week to go through the alcoholic fermentation.

Then, if the liquid has access to plenty of air,

it will begin to sour. A little vinegar or

vinegar mother, will help it to become acid.

They use all the way from one pound of

honey to two and a half pounds, to make
vinegar, but about the amount mentioned above

is best. The more air you will give it, the

faster it will sour, if kept warm. Vinegar

makers let the vinegar drip through oak shav-

ings to hasten the fermentation. Be sure and

keep the flies away with either screens or thin

muslin. Grape juice or apple juice, not boiled,

will hasten the fermentation considerably.

Races of Bees—Ants
1. I caught a swarm of bees August 3, 1919.

They are bright yellow bees. Some tell me
they are Italians. They are very gentle, but
they don't seem to gather much honey. Can
you tell the race of bees by looking at them?

2. I live in a small village and tiowers are
not very abundant in this locality. I was
thinking of sending for a Cyprian queen, as I

read that Cyprian bees gather lots of honey.
As for managing them, i suppose I could get
supers on and off by u.ing a veil and gloves.

3. What would you advise getting, a Cyprian
or Italian queen ? Also where can I get Cy-
prian queens?

4. How do beekeepers having outapiaries
keep their bees from being robbed by thieves,

especially at night?
o. How do you keep ants away from hives,

especially from double-walled chaff hives that

are packed for winter?
6. Can you tell me who the apiary inspector

of Illinois is? Have they also a county in-

spector? ILLINOIS.
Answers.—1. Italian bees have 3 yellow rings

on the abdomen or 3rd section of the body,

next to the thorax or middle section. Probably

there is no honey to gather at the time of

your writing.

3. Cyprian bees cannot gather honey if the

Italians cannot.

3. We would advise buying Italian bees.

There are very few Cyprian bees left in this

country, probably none pure.

4. Thieves steal hives of bees once in a

while. But if your outapiaries are near a

farmer's home, there is no more danger of

their being robbed than his hen roost, or his

grain bins.

5. You will find answer to the question of

ants in the July number.

G. The Illinois apiary inspector is A. L.

Kildow, of Putnam.

Swarms Clustering
1. Why do the bees form a cluster on a tree

while swarming, instead of going straight to

the place that they prepared for a home?
2. How do the bees manage the hunting and

preparation of their new home before they
swarm, and do the bees that expect to stay in

the old hive have a part in that work?
NEBRASKA.

Answers.— 1. The bees form a cluster, be-

cause the old queen, being heavy with eggs

when she goes, appears to be unable to take

a long flight without preparation. At least

that is the surmise of all experts. To

strengthen this opinion comes the fact that

secondary or afterswarms, often fly away

without settling, because the young queen is

able-bodied and evidently does not hesitate

to take flight. If anyone knows of a better

explanation, let's have it.

2. We did not believe that bees hunted for

a home before a swarm left, until we had the

following experience, which we have recorded

in the "Hive and Honey Bee";

About fifty yards from our home apiary

there was a hollow oak tree, which we called

the "squirrel's oak," because every season it

sheltered a family of these pretty animals. One

summer we noticed several bees flying in and

out of a hole in one of its largest limbs. It
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seemed to us that they were cleaning the hol-

low, and we supposed that a swarm had taken

possession of it. A change in the weather

having taken place, the swarming preparations

were discontinued and wc never again no-

ticed bees around this hole. The tree was cut

down the following winter and .no trace of

comb was found in the hollow. It proved con-

clusively that the bees which we had seen

were scouts in search of a lodging.

Evidently a few only of tlie bees which are

bent upon swarming take any interest in the

search and preparation of a new home. Most

of the bees probably have no thought of it.

—

C. P. D.

Eggs in Queen-Cells

In the American Bee Journal for June, page

203, you say that a queen does not lay in a

queen-cell. How do eggs get in any queen-cell

if she does not place them there? Do not bees

build cells, when making preparations for

swarming and the queen places an egg in each

one? / haze seen a qiteen lay in quecn-ccUs,

but I supposed it was due more to excitement

when opening the hive. Have the bees power
to move eggs? ILLINOIS.

Answer.—^Beg pardon, but you took what

"Michigan" wrote for our own statement. We
wrote at the foot of the article that "we were

inclined to believe that queens never lay eggs

in queen-cells, until a number of people testi-

fied to seeing them do it."

You ask "how do eggs get in a queen-cell if

the queen does not place them there?" We
will reply with another question. How do

eggs get into queen-cells, after the queen has

been removed from the hive? We all know

that if we make a colony qucenless, even

though there are no queen-cells built, the bees

will have some built and larvae of the proper

age in them, within 2 or 3 days, if they only

have the young larvae to use. Let us watch

the bees and learn more!

Robbed Bees—Ants
I have a colony of Ijees in a common box

gum, aboilt 10 or 12 inches square and 3 feet
tall. One night this week I attempted to rob
it. Upon opening the tup of the hive I found
they had no honey handy. The comb ran up
like mountain peaks, but did not seem to con-
tain any honey. The man I bought this colony
from said they swarmed about the first of

June last year. This year they have not
swarmed, to my knowlwedge. When I opened
the hive I noticed a great number of small ants
seeming to be inside tlie hive. I have under-
stood that ants eat the honey. Can you tell

me how to get rid of the ants and how to keep
them out? KENTUCKY.
Answer.—The hive was evidently robbed

last year, or before it was sold to you by the

previous owner. The comb was cut out of the

inside top. The bees, undoubtedly not being

very strong in numbers nor very rich, at-

tempted to build upwards from the cluster in-

stead of building downwards from the top, as

they always do when they are strong. That

is why the combs are built in "mountain

peaks." They have to brace them against

each other when they build upwards. Bees

have much more intelligence than some people

give them credit for.

The fact that you tried to rob them at

night shows that you need to "read up" on

bees. There is no worse time than night to

take their honey from them, as the old bees

are all at home and there is much more dan-

ger of stings than in the warm part of the

day.

If the ants were really on the combs it

would indicate that the colony was very weak,

as they never allow ants where they can keep

watch of the combs. It may be that these ants

were in some crevice on the outside, taking

advantage only of the warmth of the hive. Of

course they are fond of honey, but the honey

of a healthy colony is not in any danger from

them.

Deserting the Hive
I bought 1 1 colonies of bees this spring.

They were in perfect condition until about a
week ago, when I noted that one hive was
empty. When I looked in I found that the
bees were gone and the honey had been taken
out. Some wax had been chewedd off as if a
mouse might have eaten it, but there was no hole
large enough to let a mouse in. There was
some brood in the hive. What do you sup-
pose would cause the bees to leave the hive,

and what do you think ate the honey that was
in the hive? INDIANA.

Answer.—It might have been a case of star-

vation. It is possible the colony was over-

come by robbers. In some cases in spring a

colony deserts its hive with no apparent reason

for it. In either case it was bees that ate

the honey, and the chewings of wax left by

them would look much like the work of mice.

Goldens
I recently bought a golden queen, and when

she came was black-tipped. Now was she a

real, honest golden ? Last year I experi-
mented a little with them and all drones were
leather-colored and the queens I succeeded in

raising were as this queen, with a black butt,

half golden, half leather. The mother golden
queen was all gold on her body. You'll just

have to answer for me, as you're about the

only beeman that seems to answer what I

want to know. PENNSYLVANIA.
Answer.—It is an accepted fact that among

the Italian bees, neither queens nor drones

can be relied upon to be always true to type

in appearance. If is only the workers which

are expected to show the regular three yellow

rings on the abdomen. We have seen very

dark queens which produced the finest-looking

workers. A few queen breeders claim to pro-

duce queens that duplicate themselves in their

progeny. But "I have me doots" about it.

Don't be afraid to breed from this queen, if

her workers are well marked, peaceable and ac-

tive in field work. These points constitute

the most important conditions in Italian bees.

HONEY WANTED HONEY

;»; Send us a sample of your honey if extracted, state how put up and your price. We
X are also buyers of comb, can use unlimited quantities if quality and price are right.

We remit the same day goods are received

C. H. W. WEBER & CO., Cincinnati, Oliio

ll»lltllt "»"»l»"*«*'•» n il »iitii» »»ii»ii«ii>.itii»iitii»iH ii».»i»i^^i»i^ii»i»^i|

The Diamond Match Go.
( APIARY DIPT.

)

MANUFACTURERS OF

Beekeepers' Supplies

CHICO,CAL, U.S.A.

Dadant'* incomparable Foundation i«

alway* kept in (lock. Wettem Bee-
keeper* can be supplied adrantag-
eoutly.

BEEKEEPERS, wherever they may be located, before Jeciding where
to obtain supplies, should write to The Diamond Match Co. for

prices, and for their Beekeeperg' Supply Catalogue.

This Company are the largest manufacturers in the world who make
Bee Supplies. They own thtir own timber lands, mills and factories,

and supply goods direct from the tree to the beekeeper.

Full advantage of this low cost of production is given to the purchaser.

The Apiary Department (which is in charge of experienced supply men,
who are also practical beekeepers) maintains a constant excellence of

product and oSers unsurpassed service.

The Diamond iVIatch Co.

In i»i»i»i»i»i»^«»^C njii»i»i»<i<

Apiary Department CHICO, CAL., U. S. A.
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Sealed Brood
Brood being sealed, does it require any

nourishment, i. e.. get any?
PENNSYLVANIA.

Answer.—Of course the nurses can do nu

feeding after a larva is sealed, hut there may
be some unconsumed food in the cell at time

of sealing, allowing the larva to receive nour-

ishment after being sealed. This probably

never amounts to much in the case of worker

or drone larva:, but may be considerable in

the case of queen larvae. I have seen larv.-c, in

sealed queen-cells, not onf-fourth the usual size.

Mating Queens, Candy, Etc.

1. After hiving a swarm with a virgin queen
or introducing a virgin luicen, cuuld 1 place 3

queen-e.xcluder below the brood-chamber confin-

ing her and have her safely mate with the

drone of that colony? If not, how can I purely

mate her?
2. How can I make queen candy?
3. Can I make queen-cells out of beeswax?

Advise me the best way.
4. Is the Rauchfuss queen cage all right for

introducing queens? MISSOURI.
Answers.— 1. The queen must go out to

mate. She can mate only on the wing, in

the open air. You must take your chances on

her finding a drone of her race. When the

question of control of mating is solved, a big

step forward will have been made.

2. Candy for shipping queens is made by

mixing powdered sugar with honey, just as

much as the honey will absorb. Candy for

bee feed is also made by diluting sugar in

water and evaporating it by heat over a stove

until the water is evaporated. Be sure not to

let it burn. To know when it i. thick enough,

dip your finger first in cold water, then into

the syrup. If what adheres is brittle to the

teeth, it is boiled enough.

3. Queen-cell cups are made out of beeswax

artificially. Any dealer will sell you an outfit

for making queen cups. But if you want to

do it on a paying scale you had best buy

"Doolittle's Scientific Queen Rearing." or

"Pellett's Practical Queen Rearing."

4. Yes.

Southern Locations
I am thinking some of going South to try

honey producing, as I have lost most all of

my bees here this last winter. Could you ad-

vise me as to what State would be a good lo-

cation, or where could I find the necessary in-

formation? MICHIGAN.
Answer.—On page 206, under the heading

"Location," we have answered a similar ques-

tion. There are good places in each State.

Most of the eastern part of Texas, also south

and west of San Antonio, is good. There are

excellent spots in Mississippi, Alabama, and

Georgia. A good way to locate a convenient

spot is to go and see some of those queen

breeders in the State that you think you would

prefer. They will surely be able to direct you

to some spot where you will not be in any

other man's way. The most important re-

quirement is to keep away from territory al-

ready occupied.

As to the State in which you should locate.

it is better for you to select it yourself.

Tar Paper—Short Bottom Bars
1. For covering brood-frames I have used

tarred paper, also some of the cheap, roofings,

using something without gravel next to the

bees. Of course I air it to get rid of some of

the "perfume." I cannot see anv harm to the

bees or honey.
2. Why not shorten the bottom bars of

brood-frames? I do not believe they will

build burr comb three-fourths of an inch on

bottom of hive. ILLINOIS.

Answers.—1. Although tarred paper that has

been fully "aired" will probably not cause the

bees to desert, if we use it on top of the

brood-frames. I should hesitate to use it on

the frames of a hive in which I would hive a

swarm. It might be used after the swarm has

put brood in the combs.

2. Bees do not usually put burr combs in

a space of three-fourths inch between the bot-

tom bar and the bottom board. But they will

do it if they become crowded for room. Italian

bees do it more willingly than common bees.

THE VALUE AND CARE OF
DRAWN COMB
By F. W. Osier

In a short time extracting for this

season will be over and preparation
for winter will be in order. Among
the many things too often neglected
by the amateur beekeeper is the
proper care of drawn comb.
The beekeeper who carefully as-

sembles and wires his frames, uses
full sheets of foundation, thereby in-

suring good straight worker comb
and the elimination of excessive
drone cells, should carefully guard
them froin wa.x worms and mice,
either of which quickly destroy a

set of combs. After extracting is

over the supers should be placed and
piled high on one or two strong colo-
nies to clean and dry the combs.
(This should be done late in the eve-
ning, to prevent robbing.) These
colonies should' be marked, for if

foulbrood e.xists in the yard the colo-
nies that clean out the combs are
most likely to develop it, and should
be carefully e.xamined during the fall

and following spring for any signs of
the disease.

After the comb is clean and dry,
which can usually be done over night,

bee-escapes can be used to get rid of

the bees. The supers should then be
taken to the honey house or work
shop. Each frame should be exam-
ined and all bur comb scraped off,

to be run through a wax press or
solar wax extractor later on. It is

surprising how much wax can be ac-
cumulated in this way.

When the frames are cleaned, re-

turn them to the supers, spacing them
wide (about 8 to 10 to a 10-frame su-

per). Now place a cover on the
ground, bottom side up, and place
your first super in the cover; pile the

others on top, put a queen excluder
on the top one and an empty super
with a tight cover on top of all. The
combs are now ready to fumigate
with carbon bi-sulphide. Take a

shallow dish and fill it with carbon
bi-sulphide solution and place it in

the empty super resting in the queen
e.xcluder; close the cover and leave
for 48 hours. This treatment should
destroy the wa.x moth larvae and will

leave your combs sweet and clean for

next summer's use. Frames of honey
kept for spring feed should be treated
in the same way. It is just as well to

examine the comb two or three times
during the following month to satisfy

yourself that nothing further is de-

veloping, as it is a question as to

whether this treatment kills the un-
hatched eggs of the wax moth or not.

It is a good plan to put your comb
out when cold weather sets in and

give them a good freeze after the bi-

sulphide treatment, but the fumiga-
tion must come immediately after ex-
tracting, as wax worms are fast
workers. Frames of honey should
never be frozen, but empty, dry comb
will not be harmed by the cold.

Just a word of warning about car-
bon bi-sulphide. This solution pro-
duces a heavy gas, which falls

through the supers, destroying the
wax worms in the comb. The fumes
are poisonous and highly inflammable
and will produce headache and nau-
sea if breathed too much. The open
air is the safest place to handle it in.

Perhaps it would be just as well to
warn my readers to get their lives in-

sured and phone the undertaker be-
fore drinking any of this solution.
Comb can be saved from rats and

mice by keeping queen excluders on
top of the supers.
Toronto.

DES MOINES COUNTY MEETING
The annual meeting of the Des

Moines County Beekeepers will take
place at Burlington, Iowa, on Octo-
ber 20, 1920. Beekeepers are invited.
For particulars address Mr. J. W.
Stine, Route 4, Burlington, Iowa.
Some one from the American Bee
Journal staff will probably be pres-
ent.

A NEW BEE BOOK
"Dadant's System of Beekeeping"

Send for a copy today.
Price $1.00.

Send for our list of bee books.

CLASSIFIED DEPARTMENT.
Advertisements in this department will be

inserted for 5 cents per word, with no dis-

counts. No classified advertisements accepted
for less than 36 cents. Count each initial or
number as one word.
Copy for this department must reach us not

later than the 20th of the month preceding
date of issue. If intended for classified de-
partment it should be so stated when adver-
tisement is sent.

B££S AND QUEENS
SEE ATWATER'S NEW CLASSIFIED

HONEY ADVT.

DAY-OLD QUEENS at practical prices. Su-
perior improved Italian stock. Mailed in

safety introducing cages. Safe arrival guaran-
teed to any part of the U. S. and Canada.
Send for circular. Prices: 1, 75c; 10, $6; 100,

$60. James McKee, Riverside, Calif.

FOR SALE—100 colonies of bees, 50 old hives,

2-story 8 and 10 frames; 60 new 10-frame;
$250 of bee supplies, all for $1,000. Good bee
range, first-class condition; all 1920 queens.

J. H. Swanson, Gen. Delivery, Phoenix, Ariz.

FOR SALE—56 colonies of bees, tn 10-frame
standard dovetailed hives, wired frames, free

of disease; in first-class shape.
G. H. Creech, Central City, Neb.

NUCLEI for 1921—We beg to advise those
who intend to purchase nuclei to enter their

orders early in order to be certain of being
able to obtain them, as the demana greatly ex-

ceeded the supply during the past season, and
the majority of late orders went unfilled. We
are now booking orders for three- frame nu-
clei of Italian bees, with Italian queen, at

$6.50 Hybrid bees, with guaranteed pure
Italian queen, at $5.50. Terms, one-third down
with order. No disease, safe arrival and satis-

faction guaranteed. Iri.>b Bros.,
Doctortown, oa.

BEES AND QUEENS from my New Jcr»ey
apiary. J. H. M. Cook,
lAtf 84 Cortland St. New York City.
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FOR SAl^i-—SOO colonies of be«s in 8-frame
hives. Address Worland. Wyoming, Box 22.

FOR SALE—Three-banded Italian queens; un-

tested, $1.25 each; 6. $6.60; 12, $13. Select

untested, $1.50 each. Satisfaction guaranteed.
W. T. Perdue & Sons,

R. No. 1, Fort Deposit, Ala.

FOR SALE—Goldens that are true to name.
Select untested, one, $1.60; 6i $7.50; 12,

$13.60; 50, $56; 100, $100.
Garden City Apiaries, San Jose, Calif.

PURE ITALIAN QUEENS—Golden or leather

colored, packages and nuclei; 1 untested
queen, $1.60; 6, $7.60; 12, $13.50; 60, $55; 100,

$100; virgins, 50c each; packages, 24 and un-

der, $2.26 per pound; 26 and over, $2 per
pound; nuclei, 1-frame, $4; 2-frame, $6; 3-

frame, $7.60; queens extra. One-story 10-

frame colony with queen, $12.
Golden Star Apiaries,

Almaden, near San Jose, Calif.

WHEN BETTER QUEENS are raised Victor
will raise them. Italians, m^ted, $1.25 each;

six, $7; twelve, $13.50.
Julius Victor, Martinsville, N. Y.

FOR SALE—Large, hardy, prolific queens. 3

banded Italian only. Pure mating and safe

arrival guaranteed. One queen, $1.30; 6, $7.60;

12, $13.50; 100, ?110.
Buckeye Bee Co., Box 443, Massillon, Ohio.

BOOK YOUR ORDERS for QUEENS now—
Goldens, $2; tested, $3; banded, $1.60; tested,

$2.60; six or more 10 per cent less.

Clover Leaf Apiaries, Wahoo, Neb.

FOR SALE—Hardy Italian queens, $1 each
W. G. Lauver, Middletown, Pa.

FOR SALE—Superior California Queens-
Western beekeepers may now secure our fa-

mous Italian queens at the following prices:

One untested, $1.26; fifty untested. $67.60; one
hundred untested, $100. Orders filled in rota-

tion; first deliveries March 1, 1920.
Edson Apiaries, Gridley, Calif.

FOR SALE—Golden and three-band queens.

Untested, April, May and June delivery,

$1.25 each; $12.60 per doz. Satisfaction.

R. O. Cox, Rt. 4, Greenville, Ala.

1920 PRICES for "She Suits Me" queens.

Untested I'talian queen, from May 15 to

June 15, $1.60 each. After Jure 16, $1.80

each; $18.60 for ten; $1.10 each for 26 or

more.
Allen Latham, Norwichtown, Conn.

FOR SALE—After April IS, our golden Ital-

ian queens, untested, one $1.60 or $16 per

doz.; select untested, one, $1.7" or $18 per

doz.; tested, 13 each. Safe arrival guaran-

teed. Tillery Bros.,

R, 6, Georeiana, Ala.

"QUALITY" THREE-BANDED ITALIANS
from excellent stock; untested queens, 1,

$1.60; 6 for $7.60; 12 for $13.50; 60 for $66;
100 for $100. N. J. James,

1185 Bird Ave., San Jose, Calif.

BEES BY THE POUND, ALSO QUEENS—
Booking orders now. Free circular gives

prices, etc. See larger ad elsewhere.

Nueces County Apiaries, Calallen, Texas,
E. B. Ault, Prop.

HONEY AND BEESWAX
"see ATWATER'S new . CLASSIFIED
HONEY ADVT.

HONEY—Supply your customers, fin it alfalfa-

clover honey, extra strong cases, any quan-

tity, $24 case of two 6-gal. cans; $13.60 case of

six 10-lb. pails; $14.10 case of 12 5-lb. pails, all

f. o. b. hert Cash with order. Reference,

First National Bank here. Sample 20c.

E. F. Atwater, Meridian, Idaho.

FOR SALE—Very fine quality basswood-milk-

weed (mostly milkweed) honey in 60-pound

cans. P. W. Sowinski, Bellaire, Mich.

FOR SALE—Clover and buckwheat honey in

new 60-lb. cans.
Bert Smith, Romulus, N. Y.

FOR SALE—Choice clover extracted honey in

car lots. If interested write for sample.

J. D. Bcals, Oto, Iowa.

FOR SALE—Choice clover extracted honey,
$37.50 per case of two 60-lb cans. Selected

No. 1 comb honey, 24 sections to the case, 8

cases in a carrier, $7.50. Prices f. o. b. here.

J. D. Beals, Oto, Iowa.

EXTRACTED HONEY—New white sage, 60-

pound cans, 24c pound; white Ariz.. GO-pound
cans, 20c pound; white N Z. clover, 66-lb.,

net cans, 23c pound; L. A. Haitien, 400-lb. bar-

rels, 18c pound; buckwheat honey, 160-lb. kegs.

20c pound. Cans two to a case, f. o. b. New
York. Sample sent for 20c.

HolTman & Hauck, Inc., Woodhaven, N. Y.

COMB HONEY—Finest western white clover,

2dozen plain sections to case, six cases to a

carrier, fancy and heavy No. 1 grades, $49 per
carrier, f. o. b. New York.
Hoffman & Hauck. Inc., Woodhaven, N. Y.

FOR SALE—Very choice grade of sweet clo-

ver extracted honey.
Thos. Atkinson, Cozad, Neb..

FOR SALE—Clover and buckwheat extracted
honey in 160-lb. kegs and 60-lb. cans.

Geo. L,. Ferris, Atwater, N. Y.

FOR SALE—New crop clover extracted honey,
two 60-pound cans to case, $30 per case; 5-

pound pails, $1.60 each, packed 12 pails to

case, or 30 to 50 to barrel.

H. G. Quirin, Bellevue, Ohio.

FOR SALE—Finest Michigan raspberry, bass-

wood and clover No. 2 white comb, $6.50 per

case;No. 1, $7; fancy, $7.50; extra fancy, $8,

24 Danz. sections to case. Extracted, 60-lb.

cans, 26c per pound.
W. A. Latshaw, Clarion, Mich.

GRANULATED HONEY ADS, $1 per thou-

sand; 100, 20c. Dr. Bonney,
Buck Grove, Iowa.

WANTED—Beeswax. At present we pay 38

cents per pound in cash and 40 cents in trade

for clean, yellow wax, delivered Denver.
The Colorado Honey Producers' Association,

Denver, Colo.

WANTED — Extracted honey. State how
packed. Send sample, lowest cash price.

P. Outzen, White Bear Lake. Minn.

FOR SALE—Clover and buckwheat honey in

any style container (glass or tin). Let us

quote you. The Deroy Taylor Co.,

Newark, N. Y.

WANTED—White clover or light extracted

honey. Send sample; state how honey is

put up and lowest cash price delivered at

Monroe; also buy beeswax.
E. B. Rosa, Monroe, Wis.

WANTED—Shipments of old comb and cap-

pings for rendering. We pay the highest

cash and trade prices, charging but 6c a pound
for wax rendering. Fred W. Muth Co..

204 Walnut St., Cincinnati, Ohio.

WANTED—Comb and extracted honey.

The L. H. Snider Apiaries, Auburn. Ind.

FOR SALE
SEE ATWATER'S

HONEY AQVT.
NEW CLASSIFIED

FOR SALE—80 acres unimproved, unincum-
bered land in La Salle County, Texas. The

great truck raising district. Price ($2,000)

two thousand dollars. Will take half amount
in bees and bee supplies at the right prices.

Terms for balance. G. A. Bahn,
Box 630, Austin, Texas.

FOR SALE—Silver Spangled Hamburg chick-

ens; best layers on earth.

Elias Fox, Union Center, Wis.

FOR SALE—"Superior" Foundation (Weed
process). Quality and service unexcelled.

Superior Honey Co., Ogden, Utah.

FOR SALE—One 20.acre farm with 200 colo-

nies of bees and three-quarters acre ginseng.

L. Francisco. Dancy, Wis.

FOR SALE—My home, consisting of about 3

acres. Nearly new bungalow house, garage
and work shop, honey house and barn; also 180

colonies Italian bees. This property is located

in some of the best buckwheat territory in New
York State. Fred D. Lamkin,

Poplar Ridge, N. Y.

FOR SALE—Cedar or pine dovetailed hives:
also full line of supplies, including Dadant's

foundation. Write for catalog.

A. E. Burdick, Sunnyside, Wash.

FOR SALE—Barred Rock cockerels, J. W.
Parks laving strain, $3 and $4 each.

M. H. Lind, Bader, 111.

FOR SALE—Owing to failing health, I wish to

sell the Cloverdale Apiaries, consisting of

350 colonies of bees, mostly in double story 10-

frame hives, and equipment, including two mo-
tor trucks, and if wanted, will sell my resi-

dence. Chris. H. Buitenhoff,
Manhattan, Mont.

FOR SALE—Southern California ranch of 216
acres of land, 16 acres of bearing peach

trees, early and canning varieties; 19 acres un-

der ditch; good citrus land; 25 acres grain
land, balance 157 acres pasture with good
spring; 90 colonies of bees in 9 and 10-frame
two-story hives, good Italian stock, average 120
pounds per colony, spring count 1920. Plenty
of forett reserve joining, making a good bee
range. Small house, sheds and honey house,

four miles from town and railroad, one mile

from graded school. Price $10,000, half cash,

terms. Address owner, Chas. F. Schnack,
Escondido, San Diego Co., Calif.

FIVE GALLON SECOND-HAND CANS—Buy
supply now for next season, as price is ad-

vancing. In good condition, two to a case, 60c

per case, or 100-case lots at 40c per case, f. o.

b. New York.
Hoffman & Hauck, Inc., Woodhaven, N. Y.

SUPPLIES
SEE ATWATER'S

HONEY ADVT.
NEW CLASSIFIED

FOR SALE—Two framed reversible No. 16
honey separator, used two seasons; in good

condition. B. P. Weston, Dalcour, La.

"SAFETY FIRST"—Use Dahl's famous push-

in-comb queen introducing cage; satisfaction

guaranteed, $1 postpaid. H J. Dahl,

1272 Michigan Ave., Buffalo, N. Y.

FOR SALE—Cowan extractor, practically new,

$28; Langstroth brood-frames, flat, 5c.

Lorenzo Clark, Winona, Minn.

FOR SALE—Good second-hand double-deck

comb honey shipping cases for i'/jxi'/ixiy/i

sections, 25 cents per case, f. o. b. Cincinnati;

terms cash with order.

C. H. W Weber & Co.,

2146 Central Ave., Cincinnati, O.

FOR SALE—Good second-hand empty 60-lb.

honey cans, two cans to the case, at 60c per

case. f. o. b. Cincinnati. Terms cash with or-

der. C. H. W Weber & Co.,

2146 Central Ave., Cincinnati, O.

SEND us a list of goods wanted and will

quote you lowest prices. We are the money-

saving house. Price list free. Try us.

H. S. Duby & Son, St. Anne, 111.

SITUATIONS

SEE ATWATER'S
HONEY ADVT.

NEW CLASSIFIED

WANTED—One or two good queen-reanng
men to begin work February 16, 1921.

Nueces County .'\piaries. Calallen, Texas.

WANTED—Reliable queen man for the season

beginning January, 1931. A permanent po-

sition for the right party. Ray C. Patten,

Whittier, Calif., Rt. 2, "The Cedars."

Vv ANTED—^Canadian beekeeper desires em-

ployment in southern apiary, November till

.-Xpril. "A. M." care American Bee Journal.

WANTED—By a large and financially respon-

sible corporation operating in California and

Nevada, several experienced beemen and sev-

eral helpers. Good wages and permanent posi-

tion 12 months a y ar. Financial referencs fur-

nished if desired. Give age, experience and

full particulars in first letter. Apply. W. H.

Corporation, care American Bee Journal, Ham-
ilton, III.

WANTED
SEE ATWATER'S

HONEY ADVT.
NEW CLASSIFIED
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WE BUY HONEY AND BEESWAX. Give
us your best price delivered New York. On

comb honey state quantity, quality, size,

vi'eight per section and sections to a case. Ex-
tracted honey, quantity, quality, how packed,
and send sample. Charles Israel Bros. Co.,

486-490 Canal St., New York City.

WANTED—Buckwheat extracted honey; send
sample and quote lowest cash price.

Ed. Swenson, Spring Valley, Minn.

WANTED—Extracted honey, also comb honey,
beeswax and maple syrup. State how

packed. Paul Thomae.
1131 3rd St.. Milwaukee, Wis.

HONEY WANTED in car load lots or less.

Send samples and price.

Chris Bahr, Cathay, N. D.

WANTED- -Your order for "Superior" Foun-
dation. Prompt BhipmentJ at right prices.

Superior Honey Co.. Ogden, Utah.

WANTED—Your old combs, cappings and
slumgura to render into beeswax. We get

enough more wax with our well equipped
presses to pay for our work.

Dadant & Sons. Hamilton, III.

WANTED—Honey, comb and extracted. State
quantity and price, and send sample of ex-

tracted. A. W. Yates,
15 Chapman St.. Hartford. Conn.

MISCELLANEOUS
SEi: ATWATER'S

HONEY ADVT.
NEW CLASSIFIED

WRITE for shipping tags and our pricey for
rendering your old combs, cappings, etc. Wc

guarantee a first-class job.

The Deroy Taylor Co., Newark, N. Y.

FOR SALE—Black, grey and spotted Belgian
hares, 3 months old, either sex, 75c each.

Homer pigeons $1 per pair.

Geo. Karow, Cable, Wis.
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OUR BACKDOOR NEIGHBORS
BY FRANK C. PELLETT

A book of fascinating stories of animal life. Will delight the children

and please the grown folks. Illustrated with many protographs
from life.

PRICE $1.50 POST PAID

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL
HAMILTON, ILL.
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"Everything in Bee Supplies" ^

''SUPERIOR" FOUNDATION
HONEY CANS

We are at your service. Beeswax wanted at top market price.

SUPERIOR HONEY CO., Ogden, Utah
(Manufacturers of Weed Process Foundation)

Printing

Honey Labels

Stationery

Cards, Tags,

Etc.

Everything for

the Beekeeper

Order Early and get Prompt

Service

New labels, new equipment, more
help. We are better equipped

than ever to supply all kinds

of printing for the bee-

keeper

American Bee
Journal

HAMILTON, ILL.

Send for our list of bee books.

I

I
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44falcon' Stands for Quality
i<

?
I
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CERTAINLY prices are high today, but don't make the mistake of buying LOW PRICE
goods. Don't compromise with quality.

**^1C011** bees and supplies are quality products, backed by 40 years of satisfactory service.
Experienced beemen, in this country and abroad, recognize them—buy them—are successful with
them. You'll get the same good results.

Write for Our Red Catalog

W. T. FALCONER MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Falconer (near Jamestown) , N. Y., U. S. A.

"Where the best beehives come from *

'
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LEWIS BEEWARE
DADANT FOUNDATION

ALUMINUM HONEY CO
THESE ARE THE GOODS WE CARRY
IN STOCK FOR PROMPT SHIPMENT

LEWIS BEEWARE— Built like furniture. Every piece of wood carefully selected. Workmanship
and quality strictly guaranteed. Your bees deserve the best and LEWIS "BEEWARE" is the
best.

DADANT FOUNDATION^—This has been the standard for over twenty years. Every sheet guaran-
teed perfect. No bleaching or adulteration of wax. No revolutionary change has to be made
to make DADANT FOUNDATION continue to remain what it always has been, the most per-
fect foundation made.

ALUMINUM HONEY COMBS—The newest and most important addition to beekeeping equipment.
Perfect control of drones; elimination of danger from wax moth; safety in treating disease.

WRITE FOR OUR CATALOG

TEXAS HONEY PRODUCERS ASSOCIATION
1105 S. Flores St. P. O. Box 1048 San Antonio, Texas

I

yTg^i??^^fi?ffflff^ti?y^ffif??iff^ii^

beC supplies
The largest and oldest Bee

Supply manufacturer in Min-
nesota can oflfer you BEE
WARE that will keep that

"satisfied smile" on your face.

Excellent quotations given on

frames, spacing or unspacing.

Write to MONDENG about

hives and supers. M^de of

polished white pine.

A word to the wise is usually—RESENTED?
Send for my 1920 Catalog and Price List.

LOOK for the best bargains I'vff presented.

Will take your Beeswax in Trade at Highest Market Price

CHAS. MONDENG
159 Cedar Lake Road MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

EARLY ORDER DISCOUNTS WILL

Pay You to Buy Bee-Supplies Now
Thirty years' experience in making everything for

the beekeeper. A large factory specially equipped
for the purpose ensures goods of highest quality.

Write for our illustrated catalog today.

LEAHY MFG. CO., 90 Sixth St., Higginsville, Mo.
•r J. W. ROUSE. Maxico. INo.

ELECTRIC IMBEDDER
Price without Batteriet $1.25

Not postpaid.

Actually cements wirei in the foundation.
Will work with dry cells or with city cur-

rent in connection with transformer. Best

device of its kind on the market

.

For sale bjr all bee supply dealers

Dadant & Sons, KXSJfcroN.'ux.

C.O.BRUNO NAILING DEVICE
Madefor the Huffman Brood Frames. A combined
NailingfWiringr and Wedgre Clamping Device. Has
been tried and is guaranteed to do accurate work.

PRICE $7.50
Complete dlrectionsforoperating are furnished

with each device.

Manufactured by C. O. BRUNO
2L413 South Waat Strcat, Rockford, Ullaola
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MARSHFIELD GOODS
BEEKEEPERS

We manufacture millions of sections every year that

are as good as the best. The cheapest for the quality;

best for the price. If you buy them once, you will

buy again.

We also manufacture hives, brood-frames,

section holders and shipping cases.

Our Catalog is free for the asking

MARSHFIELD MFG. CO., Marshfield, Wis.

SECTIONS! SECTIONS!! SECTIONS!!!
We have in stock an over supply of the following sizes and are offering them at a

big reduction

—

whUe they last. These sections are of a very good grade and mostly stand-

ard sizes. For lack of warehouse room, we are sacrificing them at the following low prices:

Per M.
No. 2

—

4%xi%xl^. two beeway $10.00

No. 2

—

4%xiiixiy2, plain or no beeway 9.00

No. 2—3^x5xlJ^, plain or no beeway 9.00

No. 2—4x5x1 7-16, plain or no beeway 9.00

Mill Run, 4x5x1 7-16, plain or no beeway 9.70

The above prices are net, cash with order. Sold in lots of not less than 1,000.

We are well prepared to fill all orders for Bee Supplies promptly. Send us your in-

quiries and we will be pleased to quote you our prices. Send us your name and address

and receive our next season's catalog and price list when same is published.

AUGUST LOTZ COMPANY, Boyd, Wisconsin

Good Tires Cheap
tjjUUU G1TARAMTEED
Serviceable tires are reconstructed in our
factory by our own dependable process
and (Tiiaranteed for 6,000 miles.Unequalled
in price, quality and workmanship.
RELINER FREE WITH EACH TIRE

SIZE " " "
30x3

TIKES TUBES SIZE TIRES TUBES

6.40 1,50 3Jx4 8.65 2.B0

30.V3S' 6.10 1.66 3J.X4S' 9.90 2.90

31x3S' 6.65 1.76 Soxlii 10.90 3.05

32x3(4 6.90 1.90 36x4S' U-IO 3 30

31x4 7.90 2.15 35x6 12.40 3.40

32x4 8,16 2,30 36x6 12.60': 3,65

33x4 8.40 2.40 37x5 12.65 3.6S

Tubes Goaranteed Fresh Stock \i,°ltl^
wh«th.T S. S.CIincber. plain or non skid. Take 5 per cent
discount from above pricea for cash with order, or aend $2 de-
poait on each tire and SI on each tube, balance C, O D Tirea
flipped immediately subject to eTamination, ORDERTODAY.
Serviceable Tire Corp., f 7 ) E. 33rd St., ChlcaKe

ATTENTION, PACIFIC NORTH-
WEST BEEKEEPERS!

We handle a full line of supplies for

beekeepers, including Italian Queens.
Write us your requirements and for

our Catalog A. It's free.

SPOKANE SEED CO.,
906 First Ave. Spokane, Wash,

BINDING FOR BEEKEEPERS
We do all kinds of book bind-

ing, such as magazines like the

"American Bee Journal," or any
other publication. Also make
any style blank book, either

printed or unprinted heading.

We print the 'American Bee
Journal."
LUTZ & STAHL, Keokuk, Iowa

HONEY FINEST Mich
igan Raspberry
Hasswood and

Clover comb and extracted honey. Un-
1 excelled for qualiTy.

'('rate 6 cases 24 sec. Fancy Comb$45.00
]
Crate 6 cases 24 sec. A No. 1 Co'b 42.00

i
Crate 6 cases 34 sec. No. 2 Comb 39.00

Crate 6 cases 24 sec. Extra Fancy 48 OG
Two cans 120 lbs. Extracted 30.00

Send Today for Free Sample

LATSHAW COMPANY, Clarion, Michigan

A NEW BOOK

"Dadant's System of Beekeeping"

Send for a copy today.

Price $1.00.

ITALIAN
QUEENS

The Old Reliable Three-Banded Ital-

ians, The best allround be- to be had.
Queens ready to mail April 1. Will
book orders now. Will guarantee safe
arrival in United States and Canada,
Prices for April and May:
Untested,, $1.50; 6, $8; 12, $15
Tested, ^.25; 6, $12; 12, $22,

Select tested. $3 each.

Descriptive circular and price list free,

JOHN G. MILLER,
723 C Street, Corpus Christi, Texas.

PORTER ESCAPE
SAVES
HONEY
TIME

MONEY
F «r eale by ail dealers.

If no dealar, wrHe factory
R. a E. C. PORTER. MFRS.
Lewlstown, Illinois. U. S. A.

(Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing)

Send for Catalogue of

Honey Labels and Sta-

tionery.

American Bee Journal

HONEY FOR
SALE

We have New York State light

honey, 2 60-lb. tans in a case. Price

on application.

I. J. STRINGHAM, Glen Cove, N. Y.

NASSAU. CO.

WESTERN BEEKEEPERS!
We handle the fin st line of bee

supplies. S nd for our 68-page cata-
log. Our prices will interest you.

The Colorado Honey Producers' As-
sociation, 1424 Market St,,

Denver, Colo.

Write for Price List and
Booklet descrip-

tive of

HIGH-GRADE
Italian Queens

JAY SMITH
R*ute 3

Vincennes, Ind.
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DADANT SYSTEM OF BEEKEEPING
BY C. P. DADANT

In this little book the author gives a pleasing account of his experience in honey production for

more than half a century. He describes the many experiments conducted by Charles Dadant and

his descendants in the Dadant apiaries.

The Dadants have been engaged in the production of extracted honey on a commercial scale for

many years. More than 60 tons of honey have been produced in their apiaries in a single year by

the Dadant system of beekeeping.

This book is worth several times its price to any beekeeper with a dozen colonies. The Dadant

system shows how to keep more bees and get more honey with less labor.

Full information about the use of the large hive. 118 pages. Attractive cloth binding.

PRICE $1.00

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL, HAMILTON, ILL.

.X~X'<~><K~WKK«<~>><~><~><~>>*X*<~X~X~><KK~><'<~><K~X«*X~^^

Friction Top Paiis aii ready for deiivery at Newaric, New Yorlc |

X 2}^ pound cans, f. o. b $ 6.50 per hundred Y
X * 3 pound cans, f. o. b 7.00 per hundred !•

S pound pails, f. o. b 10.70 per hundred A
10 pound pails, f. o. b 16.00 per hundred .*t*

k
We also have a complete line of Extractors, Bee Supplies. Foundation, Bee Boxes, etc. <|>

t
5 Mail us your list of requirements and we can quote you prices that wi 1 interest you.

Jt*

k
Address THE DEROY TAYLOR CO., Newark (Wayne Co.), N. Y. k

I
|„x~:~xK~w~:->xK~>:~x~XK~x~K«»x~X'»w~X"K-»XK~X"X~x~x~x~:~^^^

»

{«X~X"XKKK~X~KKKKK-X~X~X"XK~X~X~X~XK"XK~X"X~X~X"X~X~X~X~XKKKKKKKK~:^^^
•«•

^^ ^^ft ^^ ^^ ^^ MM ^^ ^^ ^^ft ^^ ^^B

X X
You desire your beekeeping to batome successful. Then use the best methods and supplies available. A
These supplies are furnished by us in Dadant's Foundation and Lewis Bee Supplies. •»

Send us samples of your honey and quote your price. 2«

y
y
Xy
y
y

.;~x~:~:~:~:~:kk~x~x~x~x~x~x-xkk~xkkK'^<k~xK"X~^^^

MR. BEE KEEPER

WESTERN HONEY PRODUCERS, SIOUX CITY, IOWA

Send lilt of your need* or request for n«w Catalogue to Department B.
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Crop and Market Report
Compiled by M. G. Dadaot

For our October report we asked reporters to answer

the following questions: 1. What has the crop been? 2.

Condition of bees and honey plants? What is being

offered for honey? 4. What are you asking, wholesale

and retail?

THE CROP

In the New England States the crop has been fairly

good, Connecticut quoting it fine, Rhode Island, Vermont

and Massachusetts seem to have had a shorter crop as

well as Maine.

In New York the crop seems to have varied greatly,

since some localities report a normal crop. Foulbrood has

cut the output in some sections and is having its effect on

the total of the crop.

In Ohio, Indiana and Pennsylvania the crop has been

fair, and Illinois has a better crop than last year, al-

though the fall flow fell short considerably of what was

expected. There will be about half as much fall honey as

last season. In Iowa there will probably be an average

of 100 pounds per colony the State over, the western

side of the State showing the best crop. Kansas and

Nebraska have had generally fair crops of honey and

Missouri will average probably 75 per cent.

In Michigan there will probably be 75 per cent as much
honey as last year, while Wisconsin is blessed with a good

crop, although not as many bees as usual to care for it.

The average of reports from Wisconsin will give over 100

pounds per colony. Minnesota reports good crops also.

In the Southeastern States, although there has been a

published report that the crop was extra good, our re-

porters state the opposite. In the Appalachicola district

there will not be over one-third of a crop, and this will

probably extend over Mississippi, Alabama and well up

into Tennessee and Kentucky. In fact, in all of our re-

ports we find no mention of anything like a normal crop,

except in the Carolinas and possibly in Louisiana, which

we understand in some sections has had an unusually

large crop.

Te.xas early honey was in abundance, but the later crop

does not seem to be yielding as well as last year.

In the inter-mountain States we find that Montana will

hardly have half of last year, Idaho a little more than half

and Colorado also hardly half of what was harvested in

1919.

In Washington and Oregon the crop has been fairly

good, although nothing phenomenal. Arizona and New
Mexico have also had good crops, but hardly up to last

year, while California reports are conflicting. Some of

them state there will be not over halt a crop, while oth-

ers have had an unusually large crop. From the amount
of honey on the market now from California, indications

are that the crop was nearly up to last year. Utah and

Wyoming seem to have had very good crops.

BEES AND PLANTS

Throughout the whole of the North, Central and East-.;

ern States conditions seem to be improving for honey'l

plants for next year. Some parts of the country were
needing rain badly, but. late rains haye reinedied this. '"

Few sections are affected by drought to the extent of

having any influence on the 1921 crop.

PRICES OFFERED

There seems to be a little shyness on the part of buyers!'

of large amounts of honey towards quoting a price except,

for immediate delivery. Eastern beekeepers have sold'

comb honey at $7 per case, with extracted at about 1^'
to 20c. The usual offer, is on a basis of 18c f. o, b. easteiip.!

points for nice white honey. The amount of New Zeair
';

land honey imported so far seems to have been small, Mt
that it should not have had a large effect upon the mark^'

WHAT IS ASKED FOR HONEY
;

.>;,

In a retail way the country over, on a basis of 10-pourtct;:

cans, the price is from 26c to 30c, and our reports woul^-i

indicate that beekeepers are selling honey veryi freely fo^j;

this time of year. In our own locality honey spems to UC:-

moving better than usual at this season. All beekeepers .

east of the Missouri; river, seem inclined to ihold their

honey at a good price, say 20c for extracted horiey, whole-
sale, and many offers for white clover at 18c Ihave beep

.

declined. In the Southeast the beekeepers generally ac^

holding for a good price, also, owing to the fact that the|k;|

crop has been small and they feel they must realize. 'J;,

Colorado and Montana and Idaho, having a ihort crop,'

will undoubtedly hold their honey at a good price, saiy.'.;

18c to 20c for white alfalfa, with a proportionately good-

price for comb honey, '. }i-

The Texas crop is practically disposed of, jthe Tex?t^
Association having handled this in an excellent manner'
for its members. i :

.-'.

There seems-fo be, a disposition on the paft of beer
keepers in the extreme West to get rid or their'honey and
to cut prices to do so; We know of many offers of car-
loads of amber alfalfa honey at 14c to 15c per pound, and
one or two offers of extra fancy white sweet .clover and
alfalfa honey as- lovv as 15c per pound. We dan see no.
reason for this low price , even though the priqe of sugar
is dropping. The demand for honey is good generally, aU
though the large bottlers are not buying al- the high.
prices. ,-

|

'

In our estimation, whether honey prices wilJ go dowrt'
or not is to be determined largely from the attitude of the

'

beekeeper, whether he is to force the price dovVn in con^-
petition with his neighbor or make an effort to hold tH-^^,:

price to a reasonable basis. "
."

Without a doubt, tlie buyer of honey will not seek 20c^
honey when 14c and 15c honey, equal in gradie, is being.-
offered. We have several indications that the sugar maef'i
ket will drop more, and some reports are being citculatei';
that the price of sugar, wholesale, is to go to IQc before ^'
stops. This, however, is merely a conjecture. Nor is jt;,

necessary for the price of honey to follow that of sugi/-i
now that a good market has been created for the beekee^;
ers' product.

A New Book, **Dadant's System of Beekeeping"
PRICE $1.00 ,-,.,.^.,,5^^-,.^.. ,-. ,,. ,
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i

ANNOUNCEMENT
£J|

We can ship at once from stock the con-

tainers you need to market your crops. We
are particularly well supplied with the following:

^ Standard 5 gallon square cans in heavy, first

class shipping cases, of either one or two

cans each. Get our quotations on bulk shipments.

JJI Glass jars in assortments of 1 5, 1 6 and 20

ounce sizes, packed in cartons, 2 dozen each.

These jars are a popular container and you can-

not order too soon, and in sufficient quantities

to market your crop.

(Jl
Square cans, with screw cap, packed in heavy

cartons, particularly well adapted to parcel

post shipments. We know of no neater, safer,

cheaper way to send honey short distances.

These cartons, properly marked, are great ad-

vertisers, too. We carry in stock the gallon, the

half and fourth gallon sizes.

^11 We will be glad to estimate and quote on

what containers you are going to need to

market your crop, if you will let us know how
much honey you expect to market. We believe

that we can interest you.

^ Remember, w^e can ship at once. Located

as we are in the very focal center of Western

shipping activities, we can save you valuable

time, and perhaps excessive freight charges.

THE A. I. ROOT CO. OF IOWA
COUNCIL BLUFFS, IOWA

I
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THIS IS THE
"SIGN" ON EACH
CYPRESS BOARD

THade Mark Reg. U.S.PAT.Ornct

For all uses that invite decay (for in^ance,
bottoms) demand

"ALL-HEART"

**Tidewater" Cypress
"THE WOOD ETERNAL"

The "arro^v" on the end of each board identifies the
genuine produdt of the cypress mills whose CHAR-
ACTER of timber, methods of manufadture, and
complete responsibility enable them to be members

of the Association.

THIS FACT IS YOUR PROTECTION.

ACCEPT NONE BUT TRADE-MARKED "TIDEWATER" CYPRESS

DON'T GUESS
MAKE SURE.

'HAVE A LOOK'

SOUTHERN CYPRESS MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION
1251 Hlbemia Bank BuUdine, Neiv Orleans, La., or 1251 Heard National Bank Building, Jacksonville, FU.

Insist on TRADE-MARKED Cypress at Your Local Lumber Dealer's If he hasn't it, LET US KNOW

<<]llllilllMII[]lllinilllM[]IIMIMIIIII[]IIIIIMIIIII[]|||||llllll|[^IMIIIIIII|[]IIMIIIIMII[]IIIIMIIIIII[]IIIIIIIIIIIIC]IIMIIIIIM|[]|llllllllll|[]||||||IMIII»MIIIII^
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FOREHAND'S THREE BANDS the thifty kind |

I Twenty-eight years of select breeding brings these bees up to a standard surpassed by none, but su- =
= perior to many. =
5 Place your orders now. We have booked as many orders for pound bees as we can handle this season. 5

I PRICES AFTER JUNE 1 I
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THREE WAYS IN WHICH
BEEKEEPERS CAN SAVE

So long as lumber, together with all kinds of iron products and labor

costs, remain at present abnormal prices, the prices of beekeepers' sup-

plies will have to remain abnormally high, too. We dislike this situa-

tion as much as the beekeeper. It is no good to us, and we know it, and

we trust the situation will correct itself as the war times recede.

In the meantime can the beekeeper do anything to economize and

at the same time keep his business going full steam ahead? He can.

There are three ^vays open to him right now:

MONEY-SAVING PRE-WAR PRICES.—There are pre-war prices still

e-xisting on some considerable lists of goods kept at our Branch Offices

at Philadelphia, Norfolk, Indianapolis and Chicago, and at the Home Of-

fice at Medina. These lists of very low-priced supplies include shipping

cases, bottom-boards, covers, frames, sections, smokers, queen-rearing

lools, fences and separators, etc. These are new goods, but in most cases

Ihey are in sizes or styles that we no longer list, and so prefer to close

them out at a big sacrifice. Those who can manage to use these goods will

make a big saving by ordering while they last. The prices are only one-

third to two-thirds the prices now made on standard goods. They are of-

fered subject to previous sale. Don't delay. Write for lists to Medina

Home Office.

SAVE FREIGHT CHARGES.—We have car-lot agents at many points

over the United States, as well as Branch Offices at 23 Leonard St., New
York; 10 Vine St., Philadelphia; 224 West Huron St., Chicago; 290 East 6th

St., St. Paul; 10 Commerce St., Norfolk, Va.; 874 Massachusetts Ave., Indi-

jnapolis; 224 Poydras St., New Orleans. By ordering from our nearest

rgent or Branch Office you will save freight charges—and these freight

charges have advanced about 70 per cent as the result of the war.

EARLY ORDER DISCOUNTS.— I'.y taking advantage of our early

order cash discounts you can save 7 per cent in October, 6 per cent in No-

vember and 5 per cent in December. Send for our year-end special price

sheet, too, when taking advantage of these early order discounts.

THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY
MEDINA, OHIO

l^l?flitf«iiraiiraiiraiFaiiraitfrii.7rtii7Yii?i^?^
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WHEN THE BEES STING
YOU'LL NEED AN "IDEAL BEE VEIL"-TRUE

TO ITS NAME

SI. 95 Post Paid in V. S. A.

WAX—OLD COMB

We pay you the highest market price for

rendered wax, less 5c per pound rendering

charges. Our rendering process saves the

last drop of wax for you. "Put your name

on all packages."

HONEY

Send us a sample of your extracted honey.

We also buy comb honey. Tell us how

much you have and what you want for it.

We pay the day shipment is received.

THE FRED W. MUTH COMPANY
CINCINNATI, OHIO

•THE BUSY BEEMEN"

%.
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THE BEST BEE
BOOKS

THE HONEYBEE
By Langstroth and Dadant.

A very complete text on

beekeeping. 575 pages, attrac-

tive cloth binding, $2.50, Eng-

lish, French or Spanish editions.

FIRST LESSONS IN BEE-
KEEPING

By C. P. Dadant.

Will start you right. 167 pages,

178 illustrations, cloth binding.

Price $1.00.

AMERICAN HONEY PLANTS
By Frank C. Pellett.

First book in the English lan-

guage on the subject of the

honey plants.

300 large pages, 155 illustra-

tions, cloth binding; $2.50.

OUTAPIARIES
By M. G. Dadant.

Valuable to every extensive

beekeeper. 125 pages, 50 illus-

trations; cloth bound.. Price

$U00.

PRACTICAL QUEEN REAR-
ING

By Frank C. Pellett

Gives all up-to-date methods

of rearing queens for the small

beekeeper or for the specialist.

Cloth bound, 105 pages, 40 il-

lustrations.

Price $1.00

1,000 ANSWERS TO BEE-
KEEPING QUESTIONS
By Dr. C. C. Miller.

Answers the questions that

other books overlook. Cloth

bound, 276 pages. Price $1.25.

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
Hamilton, Illinois

WINTER PROBLEM SOLVED
BY THE

HIVE WITH AN INNER OVERCOAT

WINTER PROBLEM. We have described to you in former issues

of this Journal how to prepare bees for wintering in the above hive.

The two Inner Coats, bottomless corrugated paper boxes, with in-

tervening dead air spaces and inner covering or blankets, close up

about the brood-nest is what does the trick. A person could have

any amount of blankets fastened up on the walls of a rooni and still

freeze to death if left in the center of the room without close-up

protection or insulation, Many bees are packed for winter under

different conditions, without actual close-up protection.

AIR DRAINAGE. In the selection of a location for wintering this

should have careful consideration. A dry elevation, one free from

fog and moisture, as found on lowlands, should be avoided as much

as possible. We have found that bees wintered on the top of a build-

ing or highland, such as a peach orchard location, winter nice and

dry, while those near a swamp in a sheltered location, which would

seem much the best, had a considerable amount of moisture.

Order sample shipment of these hives to try out the coming winter

and be convinced of their efficiency and durability. You can easily

set the frames with bees out of other hives into these. Catalog and

special circulars sent on request.

A. G. WOODMAN CO.
•RAND RAPIDS, MICH., U. S. A.
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'GRIGGS SAVES YOU FREIGHT'

TOLEDO

NOW FOR THE 1920 HONEY CROP We will buy it, both comb and extracted

We want especially White Orange, White Sage, White Clover, Basswood, Raspberry.
Write us what you have, sending samples, and prices asked, in first letter.

SECOND-HAND 60-Lb. CANS
These cans used only once, packed in good cases. 10 cases, 70c; 50 to 100 cases, 6Sc; 100 to 500, 60c.

BEESWAX WANTED

GRIGGS BROTHERS CO., TOLEDO, OHIO '>|^^-

GRIGGS SAVES YOU FREIGHT'

F
y
Y
Y

I
i

Q"EENs PACKAGE BEES Q""ns
ORDERS are coming in daily for 1921 SHIPPING
My FREE Circular gives prices, etc., in detail. Safe delivery GUARANTEED. We ship thousands of

pounds all over the United States and Canada.
Our Fall flow is very favorable for Queen rearing up to about Christmas. So we can furnish you queens

the balance of this year at the following prices:

1 < 18 50 100
Untested Queens |1.60 »7.50 $13.50 $48.00 $95.00
Select Untested Queens 1.66 8.26 14.86 53.80 104.50
Tested Queens 8.60 18.60 27.00 110.00
Select Tested Queens 3.00 16.30

NUECES COUNTY APIARIES, ^ l^^j^y CALALLEN, TEXAS

He's Worth It-

THERE are thou-
sands like him,

rich and poor-help-
less children strug-

gling against the
savage onslaughts
oftuberculosis. Will
you help him to
victory?

B»y
Tuberculosis

Seals

Every Christmas Seal you buy strengthens your
local, state and national tuberculosis associations in

their fight against a preventable and curable disease.

NATIONAL TUBERCULOSIS ASSOCIATION
381 Fourth Avenue New York

BARNES'
Foot Power

Machinery
Read what J. E. Paren ,

of Chariton, N. Y., says:
"We cut with one of your

Combined Machines last

winter 60 chaff hives with
7-in. cap, 100 honey-racks,
500 frames and a great

deal of other work. This
winter we have a double
amount of hives, etc., to

make with this saw. It
j

will do all you say of it."

Catalog and price list free.

W. F. & JOHN BARNES
995 Ruby St.. ROCKFORP, ILLINOIS

BEE SUPPLIES
We carry a complete stock of sup-

plies at all times, and can make
prompt shipments. Our prices will

interest you.
Send U* Your Inquiries

A. H. RUSCH & SON CO.
Reedsville. Wia.

BEST GOLDEN
ITALIANS

BEN G. DAVIS, SPRING, HILL
TENN.
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TESTING DADANT'S
FOUNDATION

From the first year of sale of Dadant's Foundation the Dadant firm

had at least three hundred colonies of bees.

The tests for satisfactory foundation were made with their own bees,

their aim being to manufacture and sell only such goods as would be

satisfactory to their own bees, in their own apiary.

Every square inch equal to sample in every respect was the aim, and it

was done at all times as

thousands can testify who
have used these goods.

Not satisfied with the mills

they were using, they tried

different workmen until

they got a mill that would

make a foundation without

" Fishbone," as the bee-

keeper called it; and also

got mills that would make

foundation of different

weights from five square

feet to the pound for brood

to thirteen square feet for

sections.
A DADANT APIARY

Now the Dadant Apiaries have increased to nearly a thousand colonies

in ten apiaries. The different locations give a chance for tests in heavy

flows, in light flows, in a dearth, for fall crop, for spring. All, so that

the proper tests can be made, and only the most satisfactory foundation

sent out to the many customers.

nAHAMT'C milMnATIflM EVERY INCH. EVERY POUND. EVERY TON EQUAL TOUMUAN I a rUUNUMIlvri any sample we have ever sent out.

specify it to vour dealer. If he hasn 't it write us

DADANT & SONS, HAMILTON, ILLINOIS
Catalog and Prices on Bee Supplies, Beeswax, Wax Working into Comb Foundation

and Comb Rendering for the asking
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KNOTS DONT COUNT

BEWARE is the motto of Lewis workmen
It demands first grade pine lumber
Rigid lumber choice begins at the cars

It continues until the goods are shipped

That is the duty we owe to every beekeeper

Look for this trademark on quality goods

With us it's BEWARE. With you—"BEEWARE"

LOOK
FOR

BEE HIVES AND APIARIAM EQUIPMENT

BEWARE
WHERE YOU BUY YOUR

BEEWARE
MAKES THE FINEST.

THIS

MARK

Look for your distributors' name on the front cover

of the "Beeware" catalog. If you have no catalog

send for one. It's free. We want you to succeed.

G. B. LEWIS COMPANY, WATERTOWN, WISCONSIN
MAKERS OF LEWIS "BEEWARE"

NATIONALLY DISTRIBUTED

BRANCHES AND DISTRIBUTORS EVERYWHERE
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BEEKEEPING IN SUNNY TENNESSEE
Notes on a Trip Through a State Far-Famed for its Great Diversity of Products

and for the Hospitality of its People

PERHAPS no one of the States
has received more praise in song
and story, outside its own bor-

ders, than has Tennessee. It is doubt-
ful, also, whether in any other we
can find so many advantages common
to both North and South, as in Ten-
nessee. Iowa and Illinois boast loudly
of the great crops of corn, so like-

wise does Tennessee. Mississippi
and Alabama proclaim to the world
the excellence of their cotton. So,
also, does Tennessee.

It was during the last week of Au-
gust that the writer, in company
with Prof. H. F. Wilson, of the Uni-
versity of Wisconsin, enjoyed a tour
among the beekeepers of the States
of Tennessee and Mississippi. The
trip was arranged by that prince of

good fellows. Prof. G. M. Bentley,
State Entomologist. On our arrival

at Knoxville we were surprised to

find that Bentley had a class of
sixty-seven returned soldiers taking
a course in beekeeping at the Uni-
versity. A number of these men are
serious in their intentions, and expect
to make beekeeping an exclusive
business. It is surprising what a great
interest is being developed in the
business of honey production at the
various agricultural colleges. The
boys leave the classes with the idea
that beekeeping is a business wor-
thy the attention of a full-sized, red-
blooded man, rather than a fad suited
to old men and boys. Bentley gives
the boys as much contact with bee-
keeping outside the college apiary as

possible. On the first day of our visit

a trip was made to Jellico, to visit the
queen-rearing yards of Curd Walker.
-Although Walker lives just across the
line, in Kentucky, his postoffice is in

Tennessee, so the beemen of both
States claim him.
Walker is located in the Cumber-

land mountains, where sourwood is

BY FRANK C. PELLETT

an important source of nectar. There
are a number of honey plants in the

mountain region which are not com-
mon to the lower levels. Among
them may be mentioned the buck-
thorn (Rhamnus caroliniana), which
is a valualjle shrub wherever found.

It is closely related to the Cascara Sa-
grada or Chittim of the Pacific North-
west. Northern Tennessee is a good
apple-growing section and everybody
enjoyed the ripe apples which were
just then falling from the trees in the

apiary.
One day the entire class was loaded

into army trucks and taken to Con-
cord to visit the apiaries of bee-
keepers there. The region south of

Knoxville is a splendid farming coun-
try, and land is high in price. On the
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ers with orders and corespondence.
After working all of the hours of
daylight in the apiary, they some-
times had to sit up until midnight
answering letters, and even then
found it difficult to keep up with cor-
respondence.
Dyersburg is in the northwestern

part of the State, and there we found
quite different conditions. Between
Nashville and Dyersburg we crossed
a high ridge of very poor, gravelly
soil, like some portions of the Ozark
region. Along the western border of
the State the land, for the most part,
is quite fertile. A very good meeting
was held there, in spite of a rain, and
a goodly portion of those present
were members of the girls' clubs,

which are under direction of Miss
McPhee, the demonstration agent.
The last meeting was held at Mem-
phis, in the southwest corner of the
State. Here the party was made up
of beekeepers from Mississippi, as
well as Tennessee, and the whole
crowd took a hike into Arkansas to

see a little apiary in the cotton fields

of the Mississippi River bottoms. The
bottoms are covered with a luxuriant
growth of vines of great variety, in

addition to gums and the usual
heartsease and Spanish needles.
There, for the first time, the writer
saw the climbing boneset, which
grows luxuriantly over fallen logs,

fences, etc. The blossoms are very
similar to the other bonesets, and the
bees were working them freely. We
later found the climbing boneset com-
mon in lowlands across the northern
part of the State of Mississippi.

Sourwood
The sourwood tree is worthy of

more than passing notice. So much
has been written about the quality
of its honey and the quantity of the
yield from this source, that beekeep-
ers living in other regions may well
wish to become more familiar with it.

The 'botanical works give its range as

from southern Pennsylvania and
Maryland to Florida, and west to In-

diana and Louisiana. While the tree

may be found in this large region, it

is seldom heard of as an important

Bentley's class in beekeeping getting firsl-liand instruction in the apiary

source of nectar except in the higher
regions of Tennessee and the Caro-
linas. It reaches a much larger growth
on the highlands than in the river
bottoms.
The numerous small white flowers

in terminal racemes give rise to the
name "Lily-of-the-Valley tree," in

some localities. Since the tree is

sometimes planted for ornament as
far north as Massachusetts, it would
seem that beekeepers generally might
do well to introduce it into new lo-

calities for lawn and street planting
and for parks, cemeteries, etc.

Sourwood honey is regarded by
many people as the finest flavored
honey produced in America. Although
it is produced in enormous quantity
in some sections, it is seldom found
on the markets outside the region
where it originates. This is due to

the fact that local markets pay a

premium of a few cents per pound
over prices generally prevailing for
white honey, to get it. It is thus
nearly all consumed near where it

is produced. It is said to be one of

the most dependable sources of nec-
tar, and in regions where sourwood
forests abound, the beekeeper rarely
misses a harvest. The honey is light

in color, of heavy body, and is slow
to granulate.

Memphis beekeepers resting under a bridge after a hike into Arkansas. Ttic piL-kaninics were
there when the beekeepers arrived.

THE AMERICAN HONEY PRO-
DUCERS' LEAGUE
By Colin P. Campbell

Section 2 of the Constitution of the
American Honey Producers' League
provides: "The object of this organi-
zation shall be the furtherance of
the interests, activities and rights of
beekeepers, in all lines, and in any
manner, not inconsistent with public
policy."

Under this broad power the League
proposes to promote better methods
and systems of marketing, by aid-
ing co-operation wherever possible,
and by standardizing containers and
the grading of honey. The League
also proposes to assist local organiza-
tions of beekeepers, in providing
speakers for meetings, and in promot-
ing the organization of beekeepers'
societies, where active organizations
are not in existence. Along with
this it is the intention of the found-
ers of the League to co-operate with
the State and National departments
of agriculture in research and experi-
ment, and to promote instruction in

beekeeping in agricultural colleges.

In addition to these things, it is the
League's intention to protect bee-
keepers so far as possible in the
matter of the purchase of supplies,

queens and package bees, and in the
sale of honey and wax, by investigat-
ing and exposing fraudulent dealers,

and by providing committees of arbi-

tration to adjust disputes concerning
prices, grades, and the like. Along
this same line the League proposes to

undertake, by the ofifering of rewards
and the posting of signs, to assist in

the protection of outyards from tres-

passers and thieves, and to aid mem-
bers in resisting unjust and discrim-
inatory city and village ordinances,
and in the collection of claims for

loss by the negligence of common
carriers. Efforts will also be made to

secure uniformity in legislation de-

signed to assist the eradication of

bee diseases nd to obtain federal

legislation governing the transporta-

tion of bees and bee products, so as

to interfere as little as possible with

the fre>. transportation of such
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things, but at the same time ade-
quately protect against the spread of

disease. It is also possible under the

constitution for the League to put in

force some form of reciprocal insur-

ance, regulating the care of bee
yards, and in return therefor insur-

ing against fire, disease, and even
crop failure.

In short, the founders of the League
propose to make it effective in service

to the beekeepers along all practical

lines, wherever and whenever they
need assistance, in any matter con-
sistent with public policy and good
government.

Michigan.

THE AMERICAN HONEY PRO-
DUCERS' LEAGUE
By E. G. LeStourgeon

It is the intention of the American
Honey Producers' League to estab-

lish a central office under the charge
of a salaried Executive Secretary to

act as a central clearing house for

beekeepers and beekeeping informa-
tion.

The League expects to function
through five or more main commit-
tees or bureaus.
A Bureau of Education, to have

charge of and foster State and Na-
tional extension work, greater knowl-
edge of disease control measures, the

establishment of agricultural courses
of study in the various State agricul-

tural colleges and the dissemination
of information looking toward the de-
velopment of beekeeping in general.
A Bureau of Equipment, to serve

beekeepers everywhere in securing
equipment, in ensuring the purchaser
of queens and bees of a standard for
the various races, to determine by
standardization exactly what consti-

tutes a nucleus, a colony, a pound
package, etc; to attempt, as far as
possible, the standardization of
equipment and containers, eliminat-
ing as much as practicable the dupli-

cation of effort and the countless
number of useless appliances.
A Bureau of Legislation, to have

charge of matters pertaining to State
and National appropriations affecting
apiculture, the making of uniform
pure food laws, inspection laws, and
quarantine regulations. The various
conflicting State laws on the subject
of inspection call for an effort to

have them co-related, especially as
regards interstate matters.
A Bureau of Marketing, to have

supervision of all questions affecting
honey markets. It is the intention to
provide, as soon as funds permit, for
the national advertising of honey, to

establish uniform grading and pack-
ing rules, to collect information from
the various honey-producing centers
concerning the extent of the possible
honey crop, the amount of surplus on
hand and the demands of the consum-
ing centers; to assist beekeepers
everywhere in the distribution of
their product and to help the larger
beekeeping exchanges and co-opera-
tive associations in preventing over-
stock of the honey in certain markets.
A Bureau of Legal Aid, to give legal

assistance and advice to beekeepers
in questions concerning their inter-

est; to handle transportation and
other claims for members, to combat
illegal ordinances, to act as a board
of arbitration between beekeepers
having disputes with one another, and
to appear before rate-making bodies
and classification committees when
questions affecting our industry are

under advisement.
These projects are all well worth

while, and as the benefits of the na-
tional co-operative spirit becomes
better appreciated, they will broaden
out into a movement of inestimable
advantage to the entire beekeeping
fraternity.

Texas.

THE SUGAR BUGABOO
By A. F. Bonney.

It would appear that it is about
time to drop sugar when talking
about honey, for it is doubtful if the

price of our product is aflfected by
that of the other. The writer is

young in the honey game, but has
lived to see honey sold at about the

same price as sugar, for twice that,

and now many are getting two to

three times as much for honey as

sugar is selling for.

The producer of maple syriip and
sugar seems to pay no attention to

the beet and cane product, and is get-

ting as much for his sweet as we are
for ours, and it is not nearly as good
as honey; still there be those whose
perverted taste calls for the con-
densed sap, and will pay the price

asked.
When customers go into a store

and ask for jam, marmalade or fruit

butter, they do not consider sugar.

They want what an acquired taste

calls for, take it and pay the price.

It is the same with honey. If they
did not relish it, and want it, and
have the price, they could not be in-

duced to buy it, no matter what the
cost, which is an argument in favor
of popularizing honey. Induce people
to eat it. Advertise it. Give sam-
ples to your neighbors, and in time
they will get the honey habit and the
demand for our product will increase
rapidly.

Let us cut out this talk about sugar
going up or down. Honey is a de-
licious food product and in a class all

by itself. There is nothing that com-
pares with it. It cannot be imitated.
The demand is increasing rapidly
and will continue to increase. The
production is also increasing, and as
many more persons are starting in

[he production of this sweet, it would
seem that honey will again take the
place it held before cheap sugar came
on the market.
Iowa.

TRANSATLANTIC GOOD WISHES
The President of the Beekeepers'

Association of Rhone and Durance,
France, forwarded the following reso-
lution to us, dated July last:

"At the anniversary of your inde-
pendence, the members of the Asso-
ciation of Beekeepers of Rhone and
Durance forward to the beekeepers
of America a cordial and friendly
greeting.

"We will not forget that at the dark
hours of the great war, the brave
American soldiers fought heroically
with ours against the invaders.

"The simple and noble words of

your General, when he landed in

France : 'Lafayette, we are here,'

have reached the heart of every
Frenchman.
"The beekeepers of Rhone and Dur-

ance send their wishes of happiness
and prosperity to their brothers of

the United States. Long live

America

!

R. BOUVIER, President."

The far-famed sourwood which is the source of the finest honey in Tennessee and the CaroHnas
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THE EDITOR'S VIEWPOINT
Two Queens in one Hive

The finding of two queens in one
hive comes more and more into no-
tice. We are in receipt of a letter

from Mrs. W. F. Laraway, of Fair-
hope, Ala., which recounts a similar

experience with two different hives.

Food for Young Queens
Mr.Y. H. Benton, in the New Zea-

land Beekeepers' Journal for August,
describes the Benton Nursery Incu-
bator. Concerning the question
whether young queens develop prop-
erly when fed entirely on candy, he
says

:

"My experimental tests prove con-
clusively that queens reared under
conditions which make communica-
tion with the bees impossible, and
fed on candy only until introduced,
are the equal of those reared under
any other conditions; and I challenge
any beekeeper to prove that this is

not so. The proof of the pudding is

in the eating." On page 382 of this

number Mr. Jay Smith has something
to say on the matter.

Honey for Explosives
How many of our readers know

that honey was in great demand in

Europe during the war because it

was used in the place of glycerine to

niake nitro-glycei ine and other ex-

plosives.

So we may reverse the riddle of

Samson, "Out of the strong came
forth sweetness," and say "Out of

sweetness came forth strength."

Homing Instinct in Drones

The Western Honey Bee for Sep-
tember contains an interesting state-

ment by "W. R. M.," telling of a bee-
keeper moving bees away and the

farmer putting an empty hive where
the colonies had stood. The next
day he was rrtuch astonished to find

a swarm of drones, and drones only,

in that hive. The writer of the letter

wonders how much farther drones
can find their way back than can the

workers. They had no information
as to how far those bees were moved.

I have noticed several times that

Italian drones will mate with black
queens several miles from home. The
drones are much stronger on the

wing than the workers or the queens.

and this seems to prove it. Those
drones had probably traveled over
the distance before those bees were
moved, so they could find their way
back when the workers could not.

Foreign Quotations
We understand that some of our

readers object to our giving quota-
tions from foreign bee magazines,
because this is the "American Bee
Journal." But do they forget that
some of the best inventions for bee-
keeping, of modern times, were made
in foreign countries? Witness the
honey extractor and comb found-
ation.

Co-operation is looming up, not
only in this country, but elsewhere.
Italy has two associations, New Zea-
land has another, of co-operative
honey producers.

Smaller Bees

In the March number of L'Apicol-
tore, now published at Gallina, Cala-
bria, by the erudite apiarist, Vincenzo
Asprea, an article is published, writ-
ten by Riccardo Ricci, discussing the
size of queens and that of workers.
Mr. Ricci asks : Does the richness

and abundance of the food which the
colony has in reserve or which it is

harvesting have any effect upon the
size of the bees? He answers in the

affirmative, asserting that the food
supplied to the larva in greater or less

quantity and of better or poorer qual-

ity has an influence upon its growth.
His deductions are that in order to

have strong, healthy bees, they must
be abundantly supplied with food.

Wisconsin Beekeepers

The "Wisconsin Horticulture" num-
ber for August gives a list of 18 Wis-
consin counties having local associa-
tions of beekeepers, numbering in all

SS^ members. It would seem that

Wisconsin, like several of our most
progressive States, is ready for a

honey producers' league. The State
Convention of beekeeners is called

for December 1, 2 and .1. Write to

H. F. Wilson. Secretary, Madison.

Aristotle wrote that "bees do not

breathe." That man lived some 300
years before Christ. But we have

men who write as incorrect state-
ments without the excuse that we
can find for Aristotle, who lived at a
time of ignorance, and who really
helped human knowledge on many
points.

Rheumatisms and Beestings

The poison of the bee is generally
recognized as a cure for rheumatism.
But there are all sorts of rheuma-
tism, or rather a great variety of
causes. That is probably why some
cases are not cured, not even ameli-
orated, by the use of stings. So it is

gratifying to read the following, in

the "Bulletin de la Societe Romande,"
of Switzerland:
"According to certain people, the

stings of honeybees constitute an
excellent treatment for rheumatism.
Doctor Lee, of Austria, employs this

curative method on a large scale. He
has treated 163 patients with 39,000

stings, the results of which, it ap-
pears, have always proven a cure. The
stings would appear to be less painful
to sufferers of rheumatism than to

healthy people." Chas. R. Ducrest,
May 29, 1920.

Erroneous Statements

False information is easily acquired
most innocently. The publisher of

the "Gazette Apicole," in Montfavet,
Vaucluse, France, announces to his

readers, for Christmas, a treat in the

reproduction of several articles on
bees by well-known authors, such as

Michelet, Tolstoi, Rostand, etc.,

among whom he mentions C. P. Da-
dant as the inventor of the movable-
frame hive. We inform our contem-
porary publisher that it was Lang-
stroth who invented the modern,
practical, movable-frame hive, and
that C. P. Dadant cannot claim the

honor of even inventing the Dadant
hive, as it was simply a modification

and enlargement of the Quinby hive,

which was itself a copy of the Lang-
stroth idea of movable frames. There
were other movable frames before
Langstroth made his invention, but

they lacked the practical points of a

bee-space between the frames and
the hive and the open top for re-

moval of the combs. Honor to whom
honor is due.

Italian Beekeepers'
National Meeting at Trieste

The progressive beekeepers of Italy,

meeting in a national congress at

Trieste, in the now-redeemed "Italia

Irredenta," had a very enthusiastic

meeting. A bronze memorial plate

was presented by them to the City of

Trieste, celebrating the return of that

city to the mother country. Messrs.

Cotini, Carlini. Bovelacci, Capponi,

Ambrosnl, Plana and Oreggia, nearly

all of whom are known to American
readers, joined in addressing a com-
plimentary postal card to our editor.

Printers' Mistakes

On page 381 of this issue, the head-

ing "Two Queens in One Cell' should

read "Two Queens in One Hive."

That was in print before we secured

the last proof of the reading pages.
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Dr. Miller's Last Answers

In the questions department will l>e

found the last answers which Dr. Mil-

ler wrote. Some of these were still in

his typewriter when he passed away.
Dr. Miller was a contributor to

.'\merican Bee Journal for fifty years.

It is our purpose to review at length

his connection with this Journal in

our January issue, which will be our

sixtieth anniversary number.

Good Samaritan Fund
Credit-

By balance Sept. 1 $139.00

Received for queens;
C. S. Saunders 15.00

American Bee Journal l.S.(X)

Ben G. Davis 44.00

Ben G. Davis 11.00

A. E. Crandall 15.00

H. S. Foster 31.25

Jav Smith ?2.80

.A.lien Latham 21.00

J. M. Davis (half for each coun-
try) 54.00

J. W. Stine 3.75

Cash, J. N. Demuth, N. Y 2.00

Total $373.80

Debit-
Smokers sent to France $ 57.12

Transportation 4.16

Draft to Belgium,.A.ug. II 150.00

Draft to France, Sept. 9 71.58

Draft to Belgium, Sept. 9 49.30

Smokers to Belgium, and parcel

post 41.64

Total $373.80

We have not yet stated that, by
mutual agreement, the French and
Belgian committee divided the funds

in 3 parts, 2 for France. 1 for Bel-

gium. It was so divided in the above
remittances, except that the subscrip-

tion of J. M. Davis was, at his request,

divided equally between the two
countries.

Later.—Since closing the account

we have received the following:

I. J. Clinton, Torrington, Conn., $1.00.

W. S. Carrico, Florissant, Mo., $5.00.

The subscription list is therefore

again reopened. We know more peo-

ple will v/ant to subscribe, especially

where they have had a fair crop and
good prices. America is thriving and
still willing to help.

Cleaning Out Honey
From Extracted Supers

When we put extracting supers

back on the hives for the bees to

clean of the sticky honey, at the end

of the season, we find that, in many
cases, strong colonies store a Jittle

honey in those supers. Then a clus-

ter may remain with the honey and it

is an unpleasant job to shake or

brush them out, later, when remov-
ing those supers for winter. If they

are left upon the hive, the bees may
be unable to go down to the brood-
chamber when cool weather comes,

and do not have enough stores in

those upper stories to carry them
through the winter. In such cases we
have known them to starve, with the

main cluster and plenty of honey a

few inches below them.
A very good way to prevent this

is to place those supers under the

brood-chamber for a while, after the

bees have cleaned them. If the col-

ony is very strong they r.iay even be
placed under the brood-chamber at

once, in the evening after extracting

the honey. But colonies of only aver-

age strength may not be able to de-

fend such supers against robbers,

when they are fresh extracted, be-

cause of the strong odor of honey
which emanates from them.
Bees rarely, if ever, allow honey to

remain between the entrance and the

brood-chamber. They want their

honey where they can defend it,

above their cluster, where pilferers

have to pass through a host and give

the countersign before they are al-

lowed to proceed. Hence no honey is

left by them below the cluster.

Some beekeepers prefer to have the

supers cleaned out by the bees, by ex-

posing them, out-of-doors, where the

bees can reach them. We do not like

that practice. It causes more or less

uproar, teaches the bees to rob, and
'often feeds neighboring colonies

which do not belong to us. We be-

lieve in being neighborly, but not in

that way.
Man}' beekeepers who have had ex-

perience with .'\merican foulbrood,

prefer t return to each colony its

own supers to clean, even when they

do not know of any disease in any
of their colonies. They feel that, in

case any germs should be lurking

about the supers of a colony, un-

known to the owner, it is safer to re-

turn the combs of each colony to its

own bees and not increase the dan-

ger of contamination. This is, of

course, advisable only in an apiary

where disease has been discovered

at some time or other.

Do Bees Hear?
Among the things which we don't

know as yet positively, is whether

bees hear, and how. Most of us are

of the opinion that they do hear.

.A.nything that may be brought about,

throwing a little light on the subject,

is worth while. That is why we in-

sert in this number an article clipped

from the Literary Digest on "How
Butterflies Hear."

The American Honey
Producers' League

Great encouragtment was given to

the League at the July ineeting of the

Michigan State Beekeepers' .A.ssocia-

tion, at Boyne City, in July last.

Michigan is one of the most progres-

sive States anyhow. But the League
has wonderfully capable supporters,

and any one who heard that eloquent

speaker, Colin P. Campbell, explain

the possible advantages of such a

union, was sure to support it. We
were enthused ourselves, and, in or-

der to give in a concise manner a list

of the most useful features that will

be secured from the League, when it

is well established, with the universal

support of the different States, we
asked Mr. Campbell to write thein

down for publication. Then we asked

a similar statement froin the Presi-

dent of the League, Mr. LeStourgeon.

The two statements are published in

this issue.- Although some of the

points in one statement are repeated
in the other, both are short enough
that every reader may read them
through and the repetitions will serve

to emphasize the salient points cover-
ing the benefits to accrue to the

American beekeeping public when the

League is thoroughly established and
universally sustained Ijy the Bee-
keepers' Associations of the different

States of the Union. This will prob-
ably not be achieved within one or

two years. But it is in the future,

without doubt, for we may say of the

beekeeping interests what is said of

the .American Union : United wq
stand; divided we fall! Let us has-

ten the day.

False information

We are indebted to a friend in the

East for a copy of the "Philadelphia
Inquirer" of August 15, which con-
tains an article on bees and honey
production.

It says that the vicinity of National
Park, N. J.., is developing as a honey
center, owing to the numerous sugar-

laden ships which pass up the Dela-

ware river and the refineries on the

Pennsylvania side, which the bees

raid in large numbers. The article

gives the impression that bees make a

great harvest from those ships. What
we have seen, of candy stores and
confectionery shops, gives us the im-

pression that the bees in the vicinity

of those ships have more to lose than

to gain. Probably an occasional col-

ony may make a find and gather a

few pounds of stores from such

sources. But there are usually more
bees lost than gains made in raids of

this kind.

The article also states that "Crooks
have discovered that stealing bees is

profitable. If they can capture a

queen bee they know the entire col-

ony will follow them. Several losses

have been experienced by beemen
through the operation of bee thieves."

It is unnecessary to quote further.

If the information first given is not

any more reliable than this passage,

it will serve only" to lead people

astray in beekeeping information.

The man who wrote that evidently

knew that a swarm will return to the

hive if the queen is not with them.

From that he deducted the statement

that a colony will leave its hive and
follow the man who takes away its

queen. Practical beekeepers know
that this is absolutely incorrect.

In the same mail came another

newspaper clipping, stating that the

Morales Bros., at 623 West 207th

street. New York City, keep 20 mil-

lion bees in 30 colonies, in the upper

story of their home; with other im-

possible features, such as "how^many
quarts of honey the bees lay during

the night." Why do our newspapers

take pleasure in misinforming the

public? If the foreign news and the

political information are as distorted

as the information which relates to

our industry (and it is very likely),

how can the public discern the

truth?
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WINTERING BEES IN MONTANA

How B. F. Smith, Jr., Prevents Seri-

ous Winter Losses

By Kennith Hawkins
Despite the low temperatures of

the wind-swept Northwest in winter,
B. F. Smith, Jr., one of the most suc-

cessful producers of comb honey in

Montana, has worked out a plan of

applying winter protection to his bees
which has reduced losses to one per
cent or less over a period of 6 years.

The methods adopted by Mr. Smith
might not work in other than the

"dry" climates of the inter-mountain
States, but have been proven suc-

cessful on apiaries aggregating a

total of 600 colonies of bees. These
experiments have ' been continued
since 1914, being applied the first win^
ter to 320 colonies of bees. For the

winter of 1919-1920 the methods were
used on 600 colonies of bees, with ex-

cellent success.

The 10-frame hives containing bees

are set into pairs by Mr. Smith, the

covers removed and a 4-inch tray

placed over each hive, this tray hav-
ing a bottom of cloth to prevent pack-
ing sifting down between the hive

frames. The trays are filled with
planer shavings and sawdust, loosely

packed, and the inner covers set on
top. Two thicknesses of paper are

placed over the hives, the one next

to the hives being a red rosin-sized

building paper. Over this is placed

one thickness of tar paper, and on
top of the hive a thickness of tar pa-

per is placed, all being secured in

place with lath.

Since Mr. Smith operates entirely

for comb honey, one might expect a

little poorer wintering if considera-

tion is given to the fact that in most
comb-honey operations, the queens
are restricted for room and conse-

quently there might not be the quan-
tity of young bees in the hive in fall

that one might desire. However, the

loss of one per cent of the bees an-

nually in six years, indicates colonies

in good condition in fall.

The packing material is fairly dry,

will pack without too many air

spaces between the particles. It is

easily accessible in Montana. The
packing is never put in tight, and be-

ing placed directly over the cluster,

operates to some extent as an ab-

sorbent of moisture given off by
the cluster. One thing of import-

B. F. Smith's bees winter well, in spite of Montana's severe winter climate

ance is that only a part of the api-

aries included in this experiment have
wind protection, and the difference in

winter losses between those protected
and those afforded no protection has
been negligible, Mr. Smith says. Any
one who doubts that heavy snows do
not fall in Montana at times, in spite

of the low rainfall in the State, may
correct this impression by a glance at

the accompanying photographs. The
reader should remember that the ex-

periment involves the use of some
500 colonies of bees.

A study of the climatological pe-

culiarities of Montana affords an in-

teresting sidelight on this wintering
plan. The average annual rainfall

for the State at Bozeman from 1880

to 1910 was but 19.29 inches. Heaviest
precipitation came in May and June,

with fairly heavy average annual fall

rains in September and October, over

this entire period.

The average first killing frost, at

Billings, near Mr. Smith, comes
about September 10, and the last kill-

ing frost about May 2, according to

reports of the Montana Experiment
Station.

From weather reports, 1919 seems
to have been an average season, so

far as temperatures are concerned.

U. S. Weather Bureau reports show
that the mean growing temperature
for April was 48.6 degrees F., for May
57.6 degrees, for June 69.2 degrees

and for July 72.4 degrees. The rnean

minimum temperature, for Billings,

over a period of 15 years, ranges to

20.9 degrees F, in January; from -A.6

to 21 degrees F in February; from
15.7 degrees F to 27.4 degrees F in

November and from 3.2 degrees F to

20.8 degrees F in December.
Mr. Smith succeeds in wintering

succesfully in his climate by follow-
ing the plans enumerated: Vigorous
queens, plenty of young bees in fall,

adequate stores, reduced entrances,
supers removed, packing applied by
shavings above the cluster and a

double row of wrapping paper sur-

rounding all colonies, rosin-sized pa-
per within, tar paper without all,

paper fastened to hives by nailed

lath. Hives are 10-frame, set together
for wrapping in pairs, covers are re-

moved, inner cover topping off

packed super above brood-chamber.
Best of all is the honey test, and

those who are acquainted with Mr.
Smith know that he ships many thou-
sands of pounds of honey nearly

every year. He is located in the

Clark's Fork Valley, which is well

stocked with bees now. There are

many good locations in other parts of

Montana and as Mr. Smith is too busy
to answer correspondence, informa-

tion can probably be gotten by ad-

dressing the State Entomologist Ex-
periment Station, Bozeman, Montana.
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DR. MILLER'S MEMORY
Among the hundreds of letters com-

menting upon the death of our old

friend, we will give only two, because

they indicate the almost unanimous
sentiment expressed. Here they are:

"Your letter received. I am at a

loss to find words to express my feel-

ings of sorrow to hear of Dr. Miller's

death. I wonder who would say he

could take his place !

"L. W. BENSON, Dewitt, Neb."

The other is from one of the men
best acquainted with him, the man
who called him the "Nestor of Ameri-

can Beekeeping."
"My Dear Mr. Dadant

:

"Your letter of September 14, bear-

ing the sad news of the death of our

grand old friend, Dr. C. C. Miller,

came today. I read it just as I got

home from the oflice. Little did I

think before I opened the envelope

that it contained such sorrowful news.

"For many years Dr. Miller seemed

more like a father to me than as an
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acquaintance and friend. He helped
me so much during all ihe 20 years
that I edited and published the
American Bee Journal. It would not
have been nearly so valuable as it

was, for so many years, before you
got it, had it not been for Dr. Mil-
ler's eagle eye and brilliant brain, as
well as extensive apiarian experience.
I am inclined to think that possibly
1 knew and understood Dr. Miller bet-
ter than did anyone else connected
with the beekeeping industry. We
traveled together thousands of miles,

day and night, attending beekeepers'
conventions, from Buffalo on the east

to Los Angeles on the west. He has
been in my home many times and I

have been in his home and with his

family often. I feel his loss very
deeply. It seems he filled a place
in my life and thought that no other
can ever take.
"There was only one Dr. C. C. Mil-

ler, the great beekeeper, and the
greater man. And in bee literature no
one can equal him. He was unique
and so original. And as to the good
influence of his long life, in every way
you view it, who can measure it?

"But, Friend Dadant, you knew him,
too, and I know you would lay a trib-

ute of love and respect upon his

grave, as would the thousands of bee-
keepers scattered all over this and
other lands throughout the wide
world.

"I am glad I was permitted to know
Dr. Miller so intimately. He has
blessed my life beyond my ability to

express. He was as brave and cour-
ageous for the right as ever was a

bee in defending its hive; he was as
devoted and true and sweet in life as
ever was honey pure and sweet; and
for many years to come the benefi-
cent influence of his long and useful
life will be felt among the beekeepers
of America and the rest of the world
where bees ar; kept

"GEORGE W. YORK,
"Spokane, Wash."

odor to linen, and from this use came
the expression "to lay in lavender,"
since linen is rendered sweet-smelling
by placing upon it, in the clothes
press, sprigs and blossoms of lav-

ender.

LAVENDER
We publish herewith an excellent

photograph of Lavender (Lavandula
officinalis), received from our good
friend, Engineer A. Capponi, of San
Remo, Italy. In an article written
for the "Apicoltura Italiana" the past
summer, Mr. Capponi praised highly
this plant as "eminently nectarifer-

ous." It grows in arid soils, is very
hardy, and could be easily acclimated
in this country. We have seen oc-
casional sprigs of it here. In the
Riviera, it grows spontaneously on
dry hillsides at an altitude of from
1,600 to 5,000 feet.

Whether this Labiate would prove
as good for honey in this country as
in western Italy is yet to be learned.
But it has other uses. It is harvested
to produce an essential oil—oil of
lavender—used chiefly as a perfume,
and, according to our friend, pro-
duces more and better oil after the
flowers have passed their best period
of bloom, so that both honey and
perfume may be secured from it. ft

appears that the gathering of these
lavender blossoms is very profitable

in the mountains of Liguria. In many
countries it is used to give a sweet

A NEW PEST
By R. A. Bray.

A new pest, a kind of thrips, has
invaded Montana and not only ruined
tlie seed crop of alfalfa and sweet
clover, but cut the honey crop in half

all over the State.

Professor Cooley, State Entomolo-
gist, says that the thing is evidently
local, and that no data or information
is available which may throw any
light on the subject. This thing
should be thorouglily investigated, as

it is liable to spread, and as it injures
the seed, it will in time extinguish the

sweet clover, which re-seeds itself.

You can pick up a handful of alfalfa

blossoms and shake them against a

light-colored object and hundreds of

tiny insects are at once dislodged,
and may be seen crawling around.
This thing appeared without warn-

ing and stopped the honeyflow in a

single day. Since August 1, the usual
time for our big flow, the bees have
barefy fed themselves, although blos-

soms have never been more abundant
or weather conditions better.

CLIMBING MILKWEED
By L. H. Pammel

In your issue for October, Dr. Ed-
ward G. Baldwin has an article on a

milkweed that climbs, which interests

me very much. After a description of

the plant, based on correspondence
and published floras, the author gives
the distribution from southwestern
West Virginia and western Virginia
through southern Ohio, Indiana and
Illinois and south through central

Georgia, west to central Texas. A
few hours before reading the article

I identified a specimen of this milk-

w'eed from Logan, Iowa. This is in

Harrison County, due west of Ames,
about 20 miles from Nebraska. I have
received a good many specimens from
Iowa corespondents during the past

two years. We have one mounted
specimen in the herbarium from Ed-

dyville, on the Des Moines River, in

southeastern Iowa. The other speci-
mens I am unable to get at at the
present, but as I recall, they came
from southwestern Iowa, chiefly. It

was reported as a troublesome weed
in southwestern Iowa as early as 1912.

I am unable to say whether the plant
is a native or introduced. The fact

that so many independent observers
report it to me as a bad weed makes
me hesitate about beekeepers intro-
ducing the plant. In my weed flora of
Iowa I described it as a bad weed, and
why increase our weeds when there
are other good honey plants that are
not injurious to the farmer?

I am inclined to think it may have
been native in the extreme southern
part of the State and that it is mov-
ing northward. At any rate, I know
the plant was fairly common in parts
of Missouri (St. Louis) thirty years
ago. Drs. Robinson and Fernald, in

Gray's Manual, gave its distribution

as Pennsylvania, Illinois, Kansas and
southward. Dr. Baldwin states that
it needs dry weather to secure the
maximum recreation. It is a rather
deep-rooted perennial and this ac-
accounts for the fact that dry weather
will not diminish the secretion of nec-
tar. Farmers have called it the "Dry
Weather Vine."
Iowa.

AN AID TO KEEPING BEES IN
WINTER

By Geo. Kirkgasser

A Nebraska man who was engaged
last year in the bee and honey indus-
try, tells of how he kept 85 hives of

Italian bees (worth over $1,000) dur-
ing the entire winter in a concrete
underground bee house or cellar. The
heating of this cellar proved a great
problem, not because of the amount
of heat required, which is very small,

but on account of the fact that the
source of heat must not consume
any oxygen, or it soon smothers the

bees.

After trying, without success, other
methods, he hit upon the idea of elec-

tric heat and made an electric stove
28 inches high by soldering two
square 5-gallon tin kerosene cans to-

gether, end to end. The cans had

Bluoining sprigs of lavender
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their heads partly cut out and were
provided with four porcelain knobs,
such as are used in electric light

wiring. These knobs served as feet

at the bottom. Over the top a piece
of quarter inch wire mesh screen was
placed.
For healing purposes two Ch. Hat

type electric heating strips, about two
feet long, were suspended from the

top. Connection was made to the
lighting circuit, since this type of
steel-clad heater required together
only 1,000 watts, or the equivalent of

about ten 50-watt lamp bulbs. A snap
switch was arranged to turn the cur-

rent on and off. The heat circulated
vertically from the floor up through
the two cans and out at the top. The
cost of each of these electric heater
strips was $2.75, and the switch 6Sc,

making a very cheap outfit.

Wisconsin.

WHAT IS THE TROUBLE? WHO
CAN TELL?

I have five colonics of bees placed
out near town. Last year we took off

the surplus honey and it was espe-
cially fine flavored. I put it in pails

and didn't hurry about selling it.

Later one pail was sold and the buyer
brought it back and said I must have
made a mistake and given her Karo.
I examined the rest of the pails and
they were all tainted with this Karo
taste. I buried it.

This year I took off 110 pounds of

honey from the same colonies, ex-

tracted it, and it was as fine as I ever

tasted. This honey was removed in

August. Last week one of the men
who is working for me wanted to

know where I got that pail of sor-

ghum. I looked at the rest of the

pails and they have all done the same
as last year. There was foam on it,

and there is a very distinct sorghum
taste. Last year it tasted like Karo,
but this year it was like sorghum, al-

though perhaps it will arrive at the

Karo stage later, providing I don't

bury it. I was present when the honey
was removed from the hive. The
frames were all well capped, and this

year f took special care to see that
nothing was taken from those hives
unless it was well capped. The flow-
ers in that locality, as far as I know,
have been white and yellow sweet
clover and alfalfa.

If I remember correctly in the
"Answers" column of the American
Bee Journal, mention was made of a
ferment in honey which might live

over from year to year. What can
you tell me about this? I have 100

pounds of this honey and want to
make some use of it. K.^NSAS.
We pass this question on to our

readers and will be glad of an ex-
planation of good white honey turn-
ing to sorghum or Karo.

WASPS IN A BEEHIVE
By Frank C. Pellett

In the December, 1919, issue of this

journal we published an account of
a colony of yellow jackets which had
occupied a beehive in the apiary of
D. W. Spangler at Longmont, Colo.
In that case the wasps occupied the
body of the hive and made use of the
regular hive entrance. On a recent
visit to an apiary at Concord, Tenn.,
in company with Prof. Bentley and a
party of beekeepers, the writer was
much interested in a hive where a

family of red wasps, identified by
Prof. Bentley as Vespa vulgaris, had
established themselves in the cover.
It was a double cover with a space
about 4 inches deep between the upper
and lower boards. Evidently the
wasps had been present for a long
time, as the nest was much the larg-

est, for this particular species, ever
seen by any member of the party. One
of the illustrations shows how fully it

occupied the cover, l)eing more than
IS inches in diameter the largest way.
These wasps are commonly found
nesting in empty hives in Texas and
other southern States, and nests as

large across as a tea plate are not un-
common. In this case the nest was
placed under the cover of an occupied
hive, and as the beekeeper removed-
the double cover intact in every case,

he had no idea that such a large col-
ony of wasps was present. It was
the writer's curiosity to examine thf
nest closely that led to removing the
lower portion of the cover, thus ex-
posing the nest. The second picture
shows a few of the wasps resting on
their paper combs.

Nest of red wasps uiuler ;i hive cover

THE LARGE HIVES AGAIN
By C. P. Dadant

"Please tell us how to manage to
handle your large hives? After
working for years with eight-frame
hives, the Dadant hive looks as big
as a barn. In the usual system of
management there are dozens of oc-
casions for moving from place to
place

: when a swarm is hived,
when the bees must be taken into
the cellar or removed therefrom,
when colonies are to be united, an-d

similar operations which would re-
quire some lifting of the hives. Also
please explain how such operations
as uniting and other manipulations
which usually require tiering up of
hives, are accomplished with the Da-
dant hive."

Illinois.

Yes, the Dadant hive looks as big
as a barn, to the people who are used
to small hives like the 8-frame, but
after comparing the crop of an 8-

frame with that of a 10-frame Da-
dant, in the same locality, we are
quite willing to put up with the barn.

"In the usual system of manage-
ment there are dozens of occasions
for moving the hive from place to
place.' Yes, that is true. But the
usual system is not ours.
"When a swarm is hived . .

.' Well,
we have very few swarms, and we
don't handle one hive to your 10, Mr.
8-frame man.
"When the bees must be taken to

the cellar . . ., we use a hand-barrow
and carry two hives. It takes two
men, it is true, but they carry them
in this way with more ease than one
man will carry an 8-frame hive alone.

"When colonies are to be united
. .

." Remember that since we have
larger colonies, we have less need of

uniting. We do uniting when there
are only 3 or 4 combs with bees in

the cluster. On a cool day, this clus-

ter is easily lifted out of its hive and
carried to the other hive. We place
it in the other hive, sometimes be-
liind the division-board. There is us-

ually room for it, as we unite only
weak colonies. But if you want to

use the newspaper plan, you need to

carry only the brood-chamber of the

vvtakcr hive to the other, and with
tlie Jumbo or the Modified Dadant
body there is but little more weight
than with a Langstroth standard 10-

frame hive.

The making of divisions is one of

the few operations in which there is

any need of carrying hives about the

apiary. We have never found it so

objectionable that we would l)e wil-

ling to put up with a diminutive hive,

for we find the results of the deeper
and broader hive very superior to

those of a small one.
When we have to haul bees back

and forth from a locality of spring
crop to another locality of fall flow-
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ers, that is when the greatest obje -

tion is found to the large hive. Vet,

if the 8-frame hive man wishes to

give his queens full scope, he needs
to use two stories for brood, as Dr.

Miller did. Then there is but little

difference in the bulk of a colony,

and we are certain that it is less

trouble to transport one large brood-
chamber than two small ones.

•"When tiering up," we do not tier

hive bodies. It is never necessary
with our management. We tier up
supers, just as every one does who
harvests large crops.

It is now a trifle over 50 years
since the Dadants adopted the large,

deep frames of Quinby pattern. Dur-
ing that interval of time, we had oc-

casion to use a large number of 10-

frame hives of the shallow pattern or

standard Langstroth, having, at one
time, two apiaries in these hives. We
also kept them side by side, and con-
cluded, years ago, that there is no
comparison between them.

Not long ago, I read somewhere
the criticism of a beekeeper who
stated that queens became aged more
quickly in large hives than in small

ones, because they laid more eggs in

the same length of time. Well, that

is just what we want, as many eggs
as possible, at the right time, when
making ready for the crop. We re-

place the queens as often as neces-

sary, but not so often as some of our
friends would have us do. I have
never yet become convinced that a

good queen could not give a two-
season service, efficientl}', in our
large hives.

But why not use a 13-frame Lang-
stroth depth hive, instead of the

deeper hives with a less number of

frames? Because the deeper frames
supply more honey in the combs,
above the cluster, in winter, all other
conditions being equal. It places the

bees in better position, since they are

spread over a le.ss number of spaces
and undoubtedly secure better win-
tering, as we have proven to our
satisfaction by comparative tests,

side by side.

Understand, now, that we do not
urge anyone to change his colonies
from Langstroth depth to Quinby-
Dadant depth of hive,for we know by
experience how annoying it is to

make a change. We simply answer
questions asked and objections, by
explaining how it happens that three
generations of Dadants have suc-

ceeded with deep frame hives, in a

locality where very few beekeepers
appear to succeed.
But let no one expect extraordi-

nary results. In the British Bee
Journal for August 26, page 412, J.

M. Ellis writes: "I had the Dadant-
Quinby brood-frames in use many
years ago, but although noted for

production of enormqus populations,
results were not always satisfac-

tory." (Emphasized words ours).

Well, we can say the same. We do
not always have large crops. We do
not always prevent swarming. We
do not always have prolific queens.
We do nof always have safe winter-
ing. But we always have larger

crops, less swarming, better winter-

ing, with the deeper frames than
with the shallow frames, and that is

due—as we keep repeating to any
enquirer—to the more comfortable
position of the cluster and to the
"production of enormous popula-
tions." It is for us to manage so as

to have thtse enormous poiuilations,

for the crop, and not after the crop.
During tlie summer jiist past, I

had occasion to visit the apiary of a

very efficient honey producer who
has all his bees in 8-frame hives. I

was highly pleased with his system,
admired it and told him so. His
answer was, as nearly as I can re-

member, in the following words:
"Yes, sir, I have a very good sys-

tem; but there is so much work about
It that I do not believe I can con-
tinue it, with the number of colonies
I have, about 300, when I get a little

older and less able to stand the
strain. For that reason I am plan-
ning to change to your sj'Stem, which
attains similar results with much less

labor."

FINDING THE QUEEN
By Frank Van Haltern

Requeening hives or boxes con-
taining crooked combs is often a
hard problem. Beekeepers some-
times requeen their neighbor's bees
with Italian stock in ord.er to be
sure of pure matings of their own
queens. It sometimes happens, also,

that beekeepers owning hives with
crooked combs wish to requeen
without destroying the combs. Find-
ing the old queen is usuallj^ the
greatest drawback in requeening
such hives.

An easy method of finding the
queen, that works nicely for me, is as

follows: First remove the top of the
hive, then, if the bottom can be re-

moved, raise the front of the body
a few inches from the bottom. Have
a good smoke going in the smoker
and drive the bees upward by smok-
ing the under side of tlie brood-nest.

Do not smoke on top of the combs.
If the bottom cannot be removed,
make the entrance as large as pos-
sible, so as to get the smoke well to

the back of the hive. Hybrid and
black bees are very nervous and will

boil up on top of the frames, and
the queen will come up with them.
As soon as she appears, catch and
kill her. The new queen in her cage
may be given immediately after kill-

ing the old one.
Care should be used in smoking, for

if too much smoke is used the bees
may come up so fast that the queen
will not be seen, and if too little is

used they may not come up at all. If

much honey is broken on top of the

combs in removing the hive top, this

method may not succeed, on account
of getting the bees smeared with
honey.
Kansas.

HOW BUTTERFLIES HEAR
(From Literary Digest of Aug. 14.)

In recent years numerous interest-

ing experiments have been made with
regard to the sensory organs of in-

sects. In the latest volume. No. 41,

of The Zoological Year Book (in Ger-
man), published in Berlin, there are
reported the results of an extremely
extensive study made by Mr. F. Eg-
gers, concerning the organs of hear-
ing of some of the butterflies, the

spiders, and the moths. These possess
certain structures in the last ring of

the thorax which have hitherto es-

caped notice, and whose true signifi-

cance has been ignored. It now ap-
pears that this structure is a so-

called tympanal organ, similar to

that possessed by crickets and grass-

hoppers, but much more delicately

constructed. The essential part of

this organ is an air-filled trachean
vesicle or "bladder" (such as is pos-

sessed by man\' winged insects and
by some butterflies), which lies very
close to two extremely thin portions

of the external covering; of chitin ;

vSmjm

fiV •#A%V*.
K^ijErvv:::

The red wasps resting on their paper comb
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these two attenuated portions of the
chitin are known as the true drum-
head and the opposite drumhead.
The "true drumhead is so called be-
cause it is connected with the deli-

cate nervous apparatus designed to

receive the vibrations of sound
waves; the opposite drumhead is not
thus provided and probably acts
merely as a sounding-board to re-

enforce the vibrations. The nerve
apparatus itself consists of a strand
of connected cells attached to the
elastically vibrating drumhead; this

strand of cells contains two sensory
cells whose most delicate projections
end in a so-called "peg," which is

characteristic of what is known as
chordo-tonal organs.

That the insect distinguishes sounds
through the tympanal organ has been
satisfactorily proved by experiments
with crickets, since it has been found
that the well-known chirping sound
uttered by the male attracts only
those females in possession of this

organ whereas, when it was de-
stroyed, the female was incapable of

perceiving the ardent serenade of the
would-be wooer. It is reasonable to

conclude that the very similar but
more delicate organ in butterflies has
a similar function, though we cannot
test the matter in the same manner,
but it seems certain that many but-
terflies are affected by high, shrill

tones, such as that made by trie rub-
bing of a cork against a wet glass,

and that in the Endrosa aurita the
female answers a clattering sound
made by the male with a fluttering

motion of the body and wings. In
general, is seems especially the males
which are provided with a chirping
apparatus. But while the production
of sound is thus shown to be connect-
ed with the mating instinct and to

form a means of courtship, this func-
tion is also asociated with sight and
smell. An unexpected discovery is

that organs of hearing are more fre-

quently found in butterflies that fly

by day than in those that fly by
night.

THE "MISSION OF FRIENDS'"

Previous to the American Bee
Journal's subscription for the Franco-
Belgian devastated regions, our read-
ers will remember that efforts were
made by the above-named society
to help beekeepers. The man in

charge of this was Mr. Graham-
Burtt, a generous young Englishman
v/ho for several years devoted his

time to the rebuilding of beekeeping
in the devastated regions. We are
now in receipt of a letter, a report,
and several photos from Mr. Gra-
ham-Burtt. Unfortunately, the re-
port is too much detailed to find

place in our columns. But we clip

the following interesting features
from it. The diagram which accom-
panies the report, shows the area in

which work was undertaken, and in

which our representatives are still

distributing help. The heavy line

shows the furthest advance of the
Teutons. The line marked .—.— .— .

—

shows the approximate position of
the parts where destruction was to-

tal. The black area shows the part
covered by the work of the Mission
of Friends. Since not any indemnity
has, at this date, been secured yet
from Germany, our readers can
judge of the amount of suffering still

unrelieved. The people in the de-
stroyed parts show a great deal of

courage. But they welcome heartily
anything which is done for them, as
will be indicated by the letter re-

ceived from Nancy, which we pub-
lish elsewhere in this number.
We wish to call attention to the

fact that the A. I. Root people, pre-
vious to our own subscription, had
already furnished 400 hives with su-
pers and foundation at half price.

Our own lists show that they gave an
additional $300 worth, which is now
being distributed, with the amounts
subscribed in these columns.
The report shows that the Society

of Friends, which sent a relief expe-
dition to France during the war of
1870, again sent a similar expedition,
under the name of "Mission des

Amis," in 1914. The work of its

members is entirely voluntary.
In November, 1914, 33 of these
people landed in France, without
definite plans, but ready to turn to
whatever work seemed most needed.
The part which most interests us is

the supply of bees which they under-
took as post-war work, at the sug-
gestion of the Sous-Prefet of Ver-
dun, beginning with 20 colonies of-
fered by the American Red Cross.
Hives were made, supplies were

purchased and an apiary started in

the spring of 1918. In the fall of 1918,

they had, in spite of the war condi-
tions, 5 skeps and 19 colonies in mov-
able frames ready for winter quar-
ters.

With the coming of the armistice,
arrangements were made with the
Societe Centrale D'ApicuIture for

distributing bees and supplies, and a

list of beekeepers was obtained from
the Societe Meusienne of beekeepers.
Dombasle-En-Argonne was chosen
as the most suitable place for the
apiary, the mayor offering the use of
his orchard. Two huts were erected
to keep the supplies, and donations
increased the apiary to 40 colonies.
In spite of the unfavorable season,
chilly and cloudy, some honey was
gathered, and increase was obtained.
The upshot of this work was the

distributing, in the latter part of

the summer of 1919, of 728 colonies, in

good condition for winter, 154 of
which were produced at Dombasle,
the balance being donations. The
greater number of the colonies, 584,

were in skeps. But it must be re-

membered that the greater number
of beekeepers in Europe are still in-

experienced in the management of

movable frame hives.

The work of distributing help from
the subscriptions received in our col-

umns is spread over a much greater
area , since the funds are used
throughout northern France and the

devastated portions of Belgium. Our
representatives are aiming to supply
the help where the suffering is

greatest.

Cash has been obtained for nearly
all the queens subscribed which
were not sent to Europe. A list of

this, with additional donations, is

published herewith. More help is

still needed and will be welcome.
Letter from Mr. Authelin, of

Nancy, France

:

August 17, 1920.

Dear Mr. Dado.nt

:

The Society of Beekeepers of the

East met on July 29, at Nancy. They
desire me to transmit to you and to

the American beekeepers who have
shown generosity towards our suffer-

ing beekeepers in this distress, their

warm acknowledgements and thanks.

L. AUTHELIN.

GRASSHOPPERS AND BEES
Grasshoppers eat honeybees. Have

noticed them on the alighting board
on several occasions, but never
thought about them eating bees until

today. My attention was called to

one in the act of catching a bee. I

watched it until it ate off both wings
and legs; also ate off the head, and
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finally commenced to chew on the
stinger end, before it seemed to have
enough. L. A. SCHOTT.
Missouri.
(It appears that grasshoppers will

eat anything except iron and stone.
We had never heard of their eating
bees before.—Editor."

ANTS
For the benefit of the en<iuirer ask-

ing for a remedy for ants, I would say
that if a small block of wood, say
1 inch square by 2 inches long, is

placed under each corner of the hive
or stand and then with a little paddle
smear a streak of "tree tanglefoot"
around the blocks there will be no
further trouble with ants. The tan-
glefoot will remain sticky for three
months exposed to the weather. It

is manufactured by the O. & W.
Thum Co., of Grand Rapids, Mich.,
and is for sale by Peter Henderson
& Co., New York. It is put up in 1,

3, 10 and 20-lb cans. One pound will

take care of 25 hives for a couple of
years. E. M. BARTE.'KU.
Long Island.

SQUIRREL AND BEES BATTLE
Clear Lake. S. D.—Aug. 16.—There

was a riot in John A. Thomson's
family that attracted the attention of
the whole neighborhood. Mr. Thron-
son's family of fox squirrels have a
neat little home in the trees about the
residence, and a swarm of bees took
possession of the house. The mother
squirrel put up an awful fight for the
protection of her three babies, the
second litter of the year, but the bees
finally drove her out. She gathered
the babies up and placed them on the
step of their home, and there they
were rolled up like balls to protect
them from the stings of the bees.
As fast as she could, the mother

grabbed a baby and carried it to one
of the other squirrel homes and dur-
ing her three trips she was badly
stung. The babies would squeal
every time a bee stung them, and she
was the busiest old mother ever until

she had her babies in their new home.
Then she was busy carrying up dry
leaves an 1 other plunder for a new
nest, and after the job was com-
pleted she renewed her attack on
the swarm which had robbed her of
her happy home.
The battle was watched with inter-

est by the neighbors. Mr. Thronson
finally secured the services of a "bee"
man and he smoked out the pests,
and order was restored at the Thron-
son home.—News dispatch.

EUROPEAN FOULBROOD
By Arthur C. Miller

I do not expect to say anything
particularly new about this trouble,
but hope to present some phases of
it in a different light and ask a few
questions.
For over 30 years of my beekeeping

experience bee diseases were un-
known here so far as actual experi-
ence was concerned. A few years
ago European foulbrood appeared in

the western part of the State, and it

has spread steadily, despite constant

fighting. American foulbrood ap-
peared in three widely separated
points at difTerent times and was
traced to feeding purchased honey.
It was detected at the start and
cleaned up and has not since re-
appeared. Biit the pesky European
foulbrood stays with us. Some of its

spread is traceable to shipping of
bees from diseased apiaries, but some
cases have appeared in isolated places
and careful investigation fails to give
any clue to its origin.

And these new points of infection
refuse to yield to any of the custom-
ary methods of treatment. The dis-
ease seems particularly virulent,
spreads through the infected colony
with startling speed and dcqueening,
uniting and requeening yield noth-
ing but one's labor for their pains.

Here is one case in point. A very
strong colony of high-grade bees,
clean and sound, were supered. In
six weeks they had put up about 100
pounds of surplus, and on its removal
the brood-combs were found to be
utterly filthy with the disease. Not
over a few hundred healthy larvae
were to be found; but, strange to say,
the colony was still strong. This
colony was a half mile from the
nearest known one. Now, where did
the disease come from, why did it

spread so fast and why did not the
accumulated filth in the brood-
combs afTect the adult bees in any
way or drive them from the hive?
Here is another phase of the trou-

ble. A strong colony of hybrids had
the disease, were dequeened and al-

lowed to develop one, which was re-
moved before mating. A fortnight
later, after all brood had emerged
and, so far as examination disclosed,
the combs were clean and shiny, a
new Italian queen was introduced,
and just as soon as her j'oung were
old enough they showed distinct and
extensive infection. Now what can
a poor plain garden variety of bee-
keeper do under such circumstances?
Another case. A big. strong colony

of pure Italians of a reputed resist-
ant strain showed the disease in mid
May. It was extensive enough, but

not so bad but what there was a
goodly amount of young bees emerg-
ing. It was allowed to go until a
young queen was available, when the
conventional treatment was followed.
The results were such that I am be-
ginning to lose my respect for the
conventions. The colony kept strong,
and so did the disease. Also so did
the honey flow and the storing of
surplus. The treatment was repeated
and re-repeated, and still yet again,
and the disease is still there. I am
about ready to apply the torch and
abandon that yard.
As to "immune stock," I am won-

dering if there is any such animal?
I have found some quite resistant
strains, but when they do get a dose
of the virulent type they succumb
as well as any others.
Here are some questions for our

scientists. Dr. Phillips and others:
W;il young queens growing in in-

fected colonies, and which survive
the disease, be more resistant than
queens reared in healthy colonies?
Cannot they—the eminent ones

—

find some way to combat the disease
other than the so often useless re-
queening? Or else will not one of
the tender-hearted ones find some
painless and delectable way of pro-
tecting the bee manipulator from the
sight and odor of the indescribably
filthy combs of a badly infected col-
ony?
To you, beloved wiseacres, I appeal

for help.

Rhode Island.

BEES IN THE ORCHARD
Believing that more complete pol-

lenization of apple blossoms would
strengthen the set of the fruit, W. B.
Armstrong, L. J. Shadbolt and a num-
ber of neighbors in the Lower
Naches this spring rented ISO stands
of bees from an apiarist and placed
them at central points in the or-
chards. Just before the calyx spray
the owner of the bees was notified
and removed them. "'I am not pre-
pared to say,' says Mr. Armstrong,
"that the result will increase our crop
by any definite percentage. But the

A skcp apiary in Normandy from which bees were purchased, autumn of 1919
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indications are tliat through the
whole district the set of fruit is

stronger, and the drop less, than it

has been in previous seasons. In fact,

it looks as if we could get a real crop
this year. We think enough of the
results that wc are planning to make
a similar arrangement next year."

—

Big Y Bulletin, Yakima.

apiary finds that some of his fellow
beekeepers have been very neigh-
borly anci moved in "next door," and
then comes the test to see which is

the best beekeeper,
California.

MIGRATORY BEEKEEPING
By R. E. Lusher

As soon as the orange flow begins
to slacken, we start moving to the
sage and buckwheat locations, some
of which are 112 miles, part of the
way over a range of mountains.
Each sage or buckwheat location

accommodates from 75 to 100 colonies,
as it doesn't pay to overstock the lo-

cation.

We use all loose bottom-boards and
half-inch entrances, and when mov-
ing from one location to another we
use two laths on each side, running
them from the bottom-board up to
the screen, and put three 1-penny
nails in the bottom-board, two in the
brood-chamber, one in each super and
two in the screen. This holds every-
thing solid, and with a special screen
over the entrance, not a bee gets out.

We use all 3-inch screens, and in

moving as many as 15 apiaries, twice
and sometimes three times a year,
we lose no bees, since using this

method. We also own and manage
11 apiaries 265 miles from here, and
camp there during the honey season.
This apiary is located in one of the

best sage locations in this part of the
county, and as it is situated high up
in the mountains and is reached by a
very difficult road, there is no danger
from overstocking the range, as few
beekeepers care to go to the trouble
of moving up there for the sage and
then moving out, which has to be
done in the fall, as the roads are not
passable for trucks in winter.

In some of the locations of easier

access to trucks a fellow sometimes
rents a location for bees and moves in

and then at his next visit to the

HOME-MADE EQUIPMENT
By Cyrus Darling

Perhaps your readers would be in-
terested to see a picture of parts and
accessories to beekeeping that I

have made entirely during the cold
winter.
Under the bench can be seen the

hive with section holders and hive
cover, and to the right a decoy hive
of three frames. On top of the
bench, to the extreme left, is a sec-
tion foundation fastener, then a
frame wiring device of my own de-
sign

; the toggle handles spring the
frame one-eighth of an inch on both
sides and the wire thus drawn com-
fortably tight (for you all know how
it cuts one's hands), will spring out
with a fine ring.

In the center of the picture, at the
back, are baskets in course of mak-
ing, for the extractor, the can for

which may be seen at the right. Mo-
mentum gear and center pinion run
appro.ximately five to one, lying on
bench near can.
The extractor will be reversible,

with free gear on top. The release
from mesh is taken care of by means
of a spring and release rod, which
show clearly in the photograph.
Massachusetts.

HOW I SECURED BEES
By C. W. Moore

This spring I tried to buy some
bees, so as to get practical knowl-
edge by handling them. But they
were very scarce, and those who did

have bees did not have any to sell.

So I decided to try setting out traps,

to catch a few swarms. Going to the

grocery stores, I got empty apple

bo.xes, or any other boxes about the

right length and depth for a frame.

I then proceeded to make covers for

my boxes, and an entrance for the
bees. After washing out the boxes
with real salty water, I would put
seven or eight frames with full foun-
dation in them and set them out in
trees, or around the groves of people
I knew. I set out fifteen such traps
and caught twelve fine swarms of
bees. Two of these swarms have
made over 100 pounds of surplus
honey each, and they will all make
enough to winter. As soon as I knew
I had a swarm in one of the old boxes
I would take out a new 10-frame
Langstroth hive and transfer them
into it, putting on a drone and queen
excluder and a set of extracting
frames above it, thus giving them
plenty of room to work. Two swarms
have already filled two sets of ex-
tracting frames. So far, the bee busi-
ness has been a pleasure and a sur-
prise to me.
Iowa.

Cyrus Darlhig'h flJlHIMUL-lll.

EGG-LAYING OF THE QUEEN
PREVENTED THROUGH ME-
CHANICAL OBSTRUCTION

By Geo-. B. Schafer

Two cases of normally mated
queens, unable to lay eggs, may be
of interest to beekeepers.
During the summer of 1919, on

looking into a nucleus 12 days after
a ripe queen-cell had been given, a
fine Italian queen was found. She
walked quietly on the comb among
the bees, and they seemed quite at-

tentive to her. Her abdomen was
enlarged to the size usually noticed
in young queens just beginning to

lay. A careful examination of the
comb, however, showed that no eggs
were present. Not much thought
was given the matter at the time,
since it wjas presumed that she
would be laying within a day or so.

Three days later, however, the nu-
cleus was opened, and still the pol-

ished cells of the comb contained no
eggs nor young larvae. After that
the nucleus was opened daily for a
week, and no eggs were seen in the
comb. There was a moderate flow
of nectar at the time, and queens
were beginning to lay in other nu-
clei in from 10 to 14 days from the

date on which they emerged from
the queen-cell. This particular queen,
therefore, excited curiosity, since for

10 days she had given the appearance
of a fertile queen on the comb with-
out depositing a single egg. She was
caught for close inspection, and a

good hand magnifier revealed clearly

the "bulb" of a drone organ torn off

within the entrance of the vagina.

Tlie "bulb" was tan or brown in color

(instead of white) and slightly shriy-

eled from drying, so that it could not

be readily seen with the unaided eye.

It was quite firiuly fixed in place,

hut was finally dislodged, without ap-

parent injury to the queen, by the

careful use of a pair of fine forceps.

The queen was then returned to the

nucleus, and on the second day
thereafter many eggs were found in

the comb. Her eggs hatched in due
time and the queen became a normal
productive mother. It was evident

that she had not laid during the "10
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days" mentioned, because the "bulb"
left by the drone in the act of mating
had. in this case, become firmly fixed

(so that it was not removed by the

bees) and completely obstructed the

passage of eggs from the vagina.
This summer another case of the

same kind was received from Deputy
Inspector Russell H. Kelty, Michigan
Agricultural College, East Lansing.
Mich. The following explanatory
extract is from Mr. Kclty's letter:

"I have mailed you a queen from
the apiary of Dr. Palm, of East Lan-
sing The queen has been
in the hive over two weeks and ap-
pears to have mated, but no eggs
have been laid."

This queen was noticed by Mr.
Millen, Provincial Apiarist, Ontario,

Canada, who was calling on Dr.

Palm. Mr. Millen brought her to

Mr. Kelty and through their kindness
(knowing my interest in the subject

of queen mating) she was sent to

me for dissection.

Examination showed that the

"bulb" of a drone organ (in a par-

tially dried condition) was still pres-

ent in the entrance to the queen's

vagina. On the dorsal side the ovi-

positor had pierced the edge of the

"bulb" so that, through the drying of

the latter, the two (i. e. ovipositor

and bulb) adhered together quite

firmly, and the egg-laying passage

was completely blocked. The queen
was almost dead w-hen she arrived,

most of the attendant bees in the

cage with her having died on the

way. Had she arrived in good condi-

tion, no doubt she might have bo-

come a normal egg-laying queen af-

ter the partially dried obstructing

"bulb" was removed. Her abdomen
appeared that of a young queen
ready to begin laying, and eggs were
present in the vagina.
The two queens described here are

also of especial interest because the

orientation of the "bulb" in each

case seemed to confirm the report

made in Technical Bulletin No. 34 of

the Michigan Agricultural College

Experiment Station that the queen
and drone must meet ventral sides

together (i. e. face to face) in the

act of mating.
Physiology department. Stanford
University, August 27, 1920.

TWO QUEENS IN ONE CELL
By Jes Dalton

This is a sequel to the article on

page 308 of the September number.
Shortly after the observations re-

ported in the above article, I inserted

a ripe queen-cell in the colony. It

was destroyed, as well as the one in

which the queen had laid. A few
queen-cells were again built and de-

stroyed after being sealed. At
length one was built on each of 3

combs. Finally one of those hatched,

the virgin was tolerated in the colony

and I kept watch of her until she

mated and began to lay.

Both queens are still in this small

colony, both laying, and sometimes
on the same comb, not more than an

inch apart, September 10.

I have had much amusement show-
ing them to neighbor beekeepers,

both on the same comb, both of equal
size and one only a couple of months
younger than the other. I shall leave
them and see how long they remain.
The older queen sometimes does

not succeed in depositing her eggs
in the cells, but they adhere to her
and are wasted. I presume this is

the key to the whole matter. Some-
tliing similar may be the explanation
of Mr. Dickcrson's experience, men-
tioned on page 299 of the same num-
ber.

In requeening some other colonies

this past summer, I found a good-
looking virgin in the same hive with
a good-looking old- queen. I took out
the old queen with some frames of

brood, setting them on a new stand
and inserting a ripe queen-cell W'ith

the old queen. She hatched out,

mated and began to lay. I repeated
the performance, three consecutive
times, and succeeded. I had intended

to carry the experiment further, but
this yard being in an out-of-the-way
place some vandals opened the little

hive to take honey, and the colony
was finally robbed.

Louisiana.

conventions. This year a record at-

tendance is expected, in view of the
fact that the new apicultural building
will be formally opened by one of the

meml)ers of the Ontario Cabinet.
The new apiculture building is

thought to be the finest and most
modern building in North America,
devoted entirely to beekeeping.
The program includes some of the

most jirominent beekeepers of both
the United States and Canada.
The Secretary is making all ar-

rangements for rooms to ensure com-
fort while attending the meetings.
The Ontario Beekeepers' Associa-

tion issues a hearty invitation to all

beekeepers, both north and south of
the invisible line, to attend this con-
vention. Programs and full particu-
lars will be gladly sent by the Secre-
tary, F. Eric Millen, Ontario Agricul-
tural College, Guelph, Ontario.

ONTARIO'S FORTIETH CONVEN-
TION

The Ontario beekeepers are hold-
ing their 40th annual convention at

the Ontario Agricultural College,

Guelph, on December 1, 2 and 3, 1920.

Ontario has always been noted for

largely attended and interesting

WINTERING IN NEVADA
I had good success wintering last

winter with a sheet of I'/z inch build-

ing felt placed under the corners of

each hive.

The bees had several good flights

and the temperature went as low as

zero here. I looked in on several oc-

casions on cold mornings and the

bees seemed more active and clus-

tered nearer the top than usual.

The felt can be bought cheaply, as

a large roll only cost $4.50, which is

enough to equip over 200 stands.

IRA G. BLUNDELL.

BEEKEEPERS BY THE WAY
A Veteran Queen Breeder

For 48 years J. M. Davis, of Tennes-

see, has been rearing queens. This

very probably puts him at the head of

the list for length of continuous ex-

perience as a queen breeder. Queen

rearing is a fascinating line of work,

but it has its disagreeable features.

The customer lives at a great dis-

tance and it is hard to explain the

difficulties which must be met in rear-

ing good queens and getting them to

the purchaser just when he wants
them. Davis was a railroad man who
took up beekeeping as a side line.

Living in a section where the honey-
flows are uncertain, he decided that

queen breeding offered a better de-

pendence than honey production. He
has been remarkably successful in dt-

veloping a strain of bees which havt

given good satisfaction and in rear-

ing them in sufficient quantity tu

make the business worth while. He
has lived to see beekeeping dc-

vevloped from a fad to a real busi-

ness, and the demand for queens in-

crease from a few hundred annually

to such a point that the combined fa-

cilities of all the queen breeders of

.America are unable to supply more
than a small part of the possible need. Americas oldcsl queen bieedei
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IN SIBERIA

In our August number, we pub-
lished a short description of condi-
tions in the eastern portions of Si-

beria, by Mr. William Slovig, a Hun-
garian officer prisoner of the Jap-
anese, near Vladivostok. He now
sends us two photos and the follow-

ing letter :

Vladivostok, Aug. 15, 1920.

Your kind letter of June 30 is at

hand. I will gladly send you photos
presenting conditions in beekeeping.
I have but two at present, which I

send you. No. 1 represents Hun-
garian officers (prisoners in the

Japanese camp) with models of dif-

ferent hives which they worked out

for the purpose of giving lessons in

beekeeping.
No. 2 represents also Hungarian

officers studying beekeeping. This
is the only hive of bees within the

camp, with which they are daily ex-

perimenting.
Yesterday we had an excursion

and took some photos of Russian api-

aries which, in case of my leaving

for home—as I will probably be able

to start this week on board of the

President Grant—I will arrange to

have sent from here or after arriv-

ing home. I gave orders to one of

my friends who will stay here for

some weeks, to bring with him the

copies of the American Bee Journal
which you were kind enough to send
me and which have not arrived yet.

I will write you further when I send
the other photos.

Yours very truly,

WILLIAM SLOVIG.

PARTITION IN CELLAR
I believe bees could be safely win-

tered outdoors in this place with
such packing as you people use at

Hamilton. I am thinking of win-
tering part of mine that way, but ex-

pect to put most of them in the cel-

lar under the house. The basement
is dry and the furnace room is well

closed off from the storage room.
As the storage room is much larger
than necessary, I will make a parti-

lion of heavy building paper on a
light frame-work of lath. I have
found this to be a very satisfactory
way of making a repository for win-
tering bees in a basement where
there is need of a temporary or
cheap partition. The idea is not orig-
inal with me and may be in common
use, but I believe many readers of

the Journal, especially "sideliners,"

would find in this a practical sugges-
tion for providing winter quarters
for a few colonies in a corner of the
basement.
Ames, Iowa.

WALLACE PARK.

AN IDAHO LOCATION
Apiarists in search of locations are

recommended to investigate the pos-
sibilities of Benewah County, Idaho,
about SO miles east of Spokane. It

is asserted this county otiers a splen-
did field for the production of high-
grade honey. The county seat is St.

Maries, a bustling, growing com-
munity intensely interested in all

factors that help to build up the
city. The county agent is Victor
Rockwell, a live wire. Two years
ago a representative of the Federal
Government made a survey of the
St. Maries section to ascertain its

possibilities from the apiarists'

standpoint. His report is said to

have been that there was ample
room for at least 2,000 colonies. The
present total is probably not more
than 100 colonies. One of the best
nectar-producing plants in the dis-

trict is the fireweed, which is won-
derfully abundant and which yields

nectar from early spring until killing

frosts arrive in the late fall. Wide
areas of cut-over lands surround St.

Maries, in addition to the usual cul-

tivated fields, and the pasture for

bees is described as excellent. The
market is unusually good.
Spokane, Wash., News Bureau.

VIRGINS NEED ROYAL JELLY
By Jay Smith

In the September number of the
American Bee Journal, page 307, Ar-

Hi
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keep as close to bee nature as possi-

ble.

Vincennes, Ind.

(The editor applauds with both
hands at these conclusions, for he

had also tried the queen nurserv.

years ago, and did not like it. We
always succeeded best when we kept

close to nature).

have sonic one at the Illinois State

University especially in charge of

beekeeping, under the State Knto-
niologist.

The meeting adjourned at 4:30 an'
the beekeepers present expressed the

wish that several such meetings be

held within the State each summer.

ILLINOIS FIELD MEET
The demonstration meeting of

September 10, at the home of A. L.

Kiidow, State Inspector, was attend-

ed by some SO people, the greater

number having come by automobile.
The demonstration of both Ameri-

can and European foulbrood inter-

ested all present, for foulbrood ap-

pears to be the order of the day
throughout the United States. It is a

good thing for novices to become ac-

quainted with these diseases, as they

are little to be feared if one watches
for them and keeps them down.
Professor Flint, of the University

of Illinois, gave an interesting talk

concerning the influence of beos

upon fruit bloom fertilizing. He ex-

plained how it was that apples and
other fruits drop, shortly after

bloom, when not fertilized. He stated

that only thoroughly fertilized fruit

grows to perfect form; that when the

seed remains unfertilized in one of

the carpels, or seed vessels of the

fruit, that side of the fruit is imper-

fect. This reminded us of the exhi-

bition of this matter in the American
Bee Journal, in December, 1912,

which shows conclusively that there

is such a thing as imperfectly fer-

tilized fruit.

Mr. H. H. Parke, of the Illinois

Department of Agriculture, spoke
upon the general need of more edu-

cation on all matters of farm infor-

mation, the industry of beekeeping
being among those requiring greater

attention than it has already re-

ceived. In this connection, Mr. Kii-

dow stated that government bulle-

tins are often too scientific for the

ordinary farmer, and that there is

need of more elementary explana-

tions, with the use of as few scien-

tific terms as possible, through the

production of bulletins more adapted

to the common school education of

the average farmer.
Attention was called to the

_
fact

that the present foulbrood law is in-

adequate, more funds being needed
to attend to the wants of suffering

apiaries throughout the State during

the busy season. The appropriation

of a larger sum for the needs of

beekeeping is necessary, and Illinois

should be on a par with such States

as Wisconsin, Michigan and Minne-
sota in this matter. All those States

spend more for foulbrood prevention

and cure than Illinois. The present

Illinois law gives a per dierri of only

$4 to its inspectors, which is hardly

as much as is obtained by the least

skilled laborer at the present day.

The law, passed by the Legislature

in 1911, needs revising. This was
very plainly shown by the different

speakers on the subject.

A resolution was passed as follow-::

Resolved, That it is advisable to

MATING QUEENS UPSTAIRS
Dear Mr. Pellett: On page 85 of

Practical Queen Rearing, you say to

put a hive-body of empty combs over
the excluder and body containing old

queen and frame of brood below.
Would a hive-body of foundation,

full sheets, do if no combs could be

had? Into the hive-body containing

the brood, placed on top of the two
lower bodies you say give a queen-
cell? Would not a queen properly

introduced work out instead of a

cell? If not, why not?
Iowa.
To your first question I would say

that I can see no reason why a hive-

body of full sheets of foundation
might not serve in case combs are

not available. To the second will

say that I have never tried introduc-

ing a queen to the upper story. If

laying queens are available there i?

no particular need of introducing

above, as the object of the method is

to keep the colony together until a

laying queen is available for the up-

per story before a division is made.
If the upper story is left in place for

too long a time after the second queen
begins to lay, one of the queens is

likely to disappear. While this meth-
od of mating a queen above the

brood-chamber has been quite suc-

cessful with me. many have written

that it has failed with them. On the

other hand, I have had numerous
letters from those who have succeed-

ed very well with it. Some write that

they succeed better with two hive-

bodies of combs between the lower

hive containing the old queen and
the one on top with a queen-cell. A
British Columbia beekeeper has re-

versed the method and places the old

queen above and leaves the queen-
cell in the lower story. He states that

he seldom has a failure of the young
queen mating and beginning to lay
by this plan. In any case it is neces-
sary to success that there still be
sealed brood present when the young
queen is mated and ready to lay.

Otherwise she lis likely to be lost in

an attempt to pass through the queen
excluder and reach the brood-nest of

the old queen.
FRANK C. PELLETT.

YOUNG QUEENS
By E. S. Miller

I am glad to note what Mr. C. P.

Dadant says in the September num-
ber in regard to 2-year-old queens.
All my best colonies this season have
been headed by queens reared in

1918. In fact, queens reared from my
best stock usually do better the sec-

ond year. This has not been found
true of those purchased. Whether it

is due to injury in shipment or
whether commercial breeders do not
use the proper care in rearing good
stock, I do not know. Probably the

strain of bees has something to do
with it. Then, there are localities

where a protracted flow would tend
to shorten the term of a queen's use-
fulness.

Mr. George B. Dickerson's report

of rearing two laying queens in one
hive reminds me that I have observed
this occurrence twice within the last

two months. The first was noticed

during a heavy honey flow in a strong
colony in a 10-frame hive with ex-

cluder and two full-depth supers. In

place of the old clipped queen pres-

ent two or thr»e weeks before, there

were now two young laying queens,

both on the same comb. In the sec-

ond case a two-frame nucleus had
been formed in a 12-frame hive with
a ripe queen-cell. Ten days later, as

the young queen seemed to be miss-

ing, a second nucleus was formed at

the opposite of the hive. In two
weeks both queens were found to be

laying.

About mating queens from an up-

per story, I would suggest that the

following be tried, as it has been

Hungarian beekeepers who are prisoners of war in Siberia
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ODDS AND ENDS

Group of beekeepers at the Putnam, Illinois, field meeting

found to work well on a few occa-
sions :

Put the old queen below with a
frame of brood and empty combs or
foundation. Next, place a queen ex-
cluder, then one or more supers, then
another excluder, and at the top of all

place the brood with a ripe cell fro'n
your choice breeder. Shove the hive-
body containing the brood and ceU
forward, just a little, so that the
queen can get out at the back. The
two excluders, being a considerable
distance apart, will tend to prevent
the virgin from "raising a rumpus"
in the vicinity of her maternal ances-
tor, a proceeding which may result in

the exodus of at least one Tjueen and
a portion of the bees. Somehow I

cannot feel just right toward the fel-

low who will bore an auger hole in n

perfectly good beehive.
It is not necessary to discard sec-

tions which have become discolored
especially if the honey is to be sold
locally. By the use of sandpaper
they can be made to appear almost as
good as new. If the number is

large, a pulley belt or a grinder wheel
replaced with a wooden disk, covered
with coarse sandpaper may be used,
but if there are only a few hundred,
just place a sheet of the paper on a

smooth board and rub the filled sec-
tions over it.

The following will bear repetition :

To make a flour paste that will stick
to tin, add a tablespoonful of honey
to each teacupful of paste. Boil thor-
oughly, but do not allow it to burn.
I'resh paste should be made for earn
li)t labeled.

Wanted—The best method of dis-
posing of cappings. We use a cap-
[ling melter after the extracting is

all done, but it is a slow and tedious
job.

In the spring of 1919 there was clo-

ver, clover everywhere resulting, we
might almost say, in not a drop of

clover honey. Last spring it was dif-

ficult to find a leaf of white clover
anywhere, and the sequence—well,
it has rained honey all summer. In

the future I expect to leave prophcc,
to the other fellow.

Valparaiso, Inrl.

IOWA CONVENTION
The Iowa Beekeepers' Convention

will be held in connection with the
Horticultural Congres-;, at Council
Bluflfs, Iowa, November 17, 18 and 19.

Secretary Paddock writes that they

hope to make it the biggest and best
convention in the history of the or-
ganization. It has been decided to
meet at Council Blufifs instead of Des
Moines this year for two reasons

:

first, to accommodate members in

the western part of Iowa who felt

that the convention should be moved
to another city for an occasional
meeting, and second, to enable those
who intend to exhibit at the congress
to attend the convention at the same
time, The Mic^west Horticultural Ex-
position officials are co-operating with
the beekeepers in every way possible
and a liberal premium list has been
offered for the beekeepers' products.
It is hoped that there will be a large
display of bees and honey to justify
their confidence. Live beekeepers will

do well to take an exhibit and help
advertise our product to the thou-
sands of visitors who will attend the
exposition, while helping to pay their
own expenses to the convention from
the premiums.
Those who are interested can se-

cure premium lists from Prof. F. B.
Paddock, State Apiarist, Ames, Iowa.
He will also supply programs of the
convention when completed.

Western New York Meeting
Tile annual fall meeting of the

Western New York Honey Produc-
ers' Association will be held in Buf-
falo, N. Y., at the Genesee Hotel,
November 9 and 10. All interested in
beekeeping or honey are cordially in-
vited to attend.

Apalachicola Crop Short
Beekeepers complain that the pub-

lication of a report to the effect that
the crop of Tupelo honey was unus-
ually good, had a bad eiTect on their
market. It is stated that this report
was unfounded and that there was
not to be one-third of a crop in the
Apalachicola district. Estimates
which are above the true condition
have a tendency to depress the mar-
ket.

Honey Supplants Sugar
Italy is devising means to alleviate

the beet sugar shortage. She has
been urged to put more bees at work
producing honej^ Italy in 1917 had
nearly 67,000 miles of railway, and
at regular intervals along the lines
are little houses where the railway
employees, signalmen, track walkers
and repairmen live. The manager of
the National Institute for Agrarian
Assistance recently recommended
that they each be given a hive of bees.
In conformity with the suggestion,
the experiment is to be begun at
once on the lines in the Province of
Rome, and if successful, it will be ex-
tended to all the railways of Italy.—
Exchange.

Course in Beekeeping in Spokane
Braving the worst thunder storm of

the season 62 persons attended the
opening lecture of the special course
for beekeepers at Spokane. In charge
of the course, which will last all win-
ter, is George W. York. He will have
associated with him several experi-
enced apiarists and the course wi'l
embrace practical work in some of
the beeyards of the vicinity. The ini-
tial attendance is regarded as excep-
tionally satisfactory and an indica-
tion of keen interest in bee culture.
The opening meeting took place in

the Chamber of Commerce assembly
room and was devoted largely to an
illustrated address. When the course
was announced a local newspaper
criticised the suggestion bitterly and
denounced the idea of maintaining
bees in the citv.

l,>r. A. V. Bouncy, President Icwa Beekeepers'
Association

A Simple Cure for Ants
During the early spring I moved

several colonies of bees to the moun-
tains, setting them on large flat rocks.
About June 1 I noticed large red ants
in great nuiubcrs, having made nests
directly under the hives. I tried sev-
eral remedies, without results. I

then tried as follows; it worked to

|)erfection : I placed two pieces of
soft wood 3x4x18 inches, under each
hive. These I coated with a heavy
roofing composition made by the
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High Grade Manufacturing Co., of

Cleveland, Ohio, namely, Gilso Roof
Paint. As it is very slow drying and
has a strong odor, it not only re-

moved the ants from the hives, but

also from the rocks.

A. F. REXFORTH,
Harisburg, Pa.

Note From England
J. J. Kettle, in the British Bee Jour-

nal of September 9, spoke of a farmer
selling honey in sections "under the

hammer" at 2s 4d each. In normal
times this would mean 58 cents in

U. S. money. Under present exchange
conditions it means only about 42

cents per section. Mr. Kettle, who
writes a very interesting department
in the British Bee Journal under the

heading of "A Dorset Yarn," speaks
of tilling 50 acres of land and em-
ploying ten hands. Evidently they
till the land more thoroughly there

than we do here, for a farmer of Illi-

nois with 50 acres would rarely have
any help at all, but his horses and
machinery.

The Indiana State Beekeepers' As-
sociation claims the gain of 40 new
members during the month of August.
Marion County heads their list of

members with 40 beekeepers. This is

taken from the Monthly Letter. Those
interested should write to C. O. Yosf,

Secretary, State House, Indianapolis.

Remedies of Olden Days.
For dysentery and other diseases of

the adult bee, Columella (De Re
Rustica; A. D. 45) r<;commended
feeding them good honey mixed with
pomegranate seeds or bark boiled

with wine. This made a tonic and
the wine evidently lost its alcohol lu

boiling.

Merriam in Central America
H. S. Merriam, formerly of San

Marcos, Calif., and son of Col. G. F.

Merriam, well-known to American
beekeepers, is now in Central Amer-
ica, handling several large apiaries.

Those countries, with such warm cli-

mate, have an almost continuous

honey flow.

The Tin and Glass Market
Friction-top cans and glass jars

are becoming easier to get, although
there is no reduction in price. Five-

gallon cans are still very scarce and
high in price. In June one glass com-
pany reported orders for a thousand
carloads which they were unable to

move.

Iowa Men in Louisiana
A. G. Kuersten and W. F. Reppert,

formerly of Burlington, Iowa, are

now rearing bees on shares for G.

Frank Pease, at Shreveport, La. They
report a crop of two or more car-

loads. Their honey at Burlington is

yet to be extracted, but the crop will

iie small.

Longevity in the Use of Honey
Ur. Miller, who lived to 89, used

honey for sweetening, and ate honey
every day. But he was not the fir.~t

man to consider honej' as a help to

the lengthening of life. Diophane.;,

a Greek writer of heroic days, wrote :

"Eating only bread and honey gives
long life." Hippocrates, the "Father
of Medicine," 400 years B. C, wrote
that honey is nourishing and gives a

clear complexion, and a healthy ap-

pearance to aged people.

Mexico
Mexico is rapidly developing in bee-

keeping. The Dadant-Blatt hive, of

European countries, is generally used
there. This hive is practically the

same as the modified Dadant liive.

New Bee Escape
A four-waj- bee-escape has been de-

vised and is soon to be put on the

market by the G. B. Lewis Company.

Better Freight Service
Freight sliipments are now moving

more freely. Shipments taking two
weeks for delivery in the spring, are

now going through in four or five

days.
Railroads of the United States have

recently placed orders for more than

a million steel cars for delivery as

soon as possible. Parties acquainted
with the steel markets insist that there

will be no reduction in steel prices

for eighteen months or more, owing
to the enormous demand for all sorts

of material by the railroads.

Leaking Barrels
The writer recently examined a

shipment of six barrels of honey
which had been shipped contrary to

railroad regulations; six-hoop barrels

of white pine. All were leaking badly

and robber bees were busy. Only
hardwood barrels should be used for

shipping honey, and these should

have at least eight hoops.

A Good Crop
L. L. Andrews, of California, re-

ports a crop of sixty tons of honey
for 1920.

Second-hand Cans
Many of the larger bottlers of

honey dispose of second-hand five-

gallon cans to oil and paint coinpa-

nies. They bring relatively a low
price, but this is far better than

trying to use them again for honey.

A New Beeman in Texas
W. C. Collier, of Goliad, Texa.s

writes announcing the arrival of a son

during early September. Mr Collier

will be remembered as one of Texas'

largest beekeepers. He was a repre-
sentative at the Honey Producers'
League in Kansas City last winter
and while north visited Hamilton.

A Live Texan
E. G. LeStourgeon, of Texas, visited

Hamilton on his way back from
the Watertown meeting. A more dy-
namic man than LeStourgeon is hard
to find. With the aid of his Texas
associates he has made a great suc-
cess of the Texas Honey Producers'
Association, and if given proper sup-
liort, should make something of the
Honey Producers' League.

The Fall Crop
The honey crop in the fall regions

has been short, about half of last

year. Heartsease and aster yielded
little and the fall honey, therefore,
was practically all from Spanish nee-
dle and of a rich goldenrod color.

A Tight Truck Body
The Sunny South Apiaries of Texas

have a truck sufficiently tight that
Mr. LeStourgeon, the manager, was
able to restock his private pond
with fish hauled from a distance, us-

ing the truck as a tank.

A Vacation Trip
A fall trip in a houseboat has its

attractions. Such a trip is being
made from Meredosia, on the Illinois

River, to the Gulf, by a beekeeper,
Mr. Jas. Grover, of Hersman, 111.

Scott County Beekeepers Meet
The Iowa Beekeepers' Association

has organized a number of county
branches. One of these is the Scott
County Beekeepers' Association,
which held an outdoor meeting at the

farm of Chas. W. Lau, on Septem-
ber 21. More than 50 persons were
in attendance. Mr. J. H. Paarmann,
curater of the Davenport Academy
of Sciences, is the Secretary, and the

members credit much of the success

of the organization to him.
The Lau farm is a place of unusual

interest to the beekeepSr, for in addi-

tion to a well-kept apiary, there is a

large collection of trees which are

seldom seen in Iowa. There were a

number present who had never seen

the yellow-wood, tulip tree or tulip

poplar, tupelo gum and others which
are far-famed sources of fine honey.

Mr. Lau has spent a life-time in

gathering a magnificent collection of

forest trees, some of which have been
growing for many years. In addition

Scott County. Iowa, beekeepers taking it easy while they listened to E. M. Atkins
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to those mentioned, there are several

species of magnolia, European white
thorn and a number which are not

of value for honey.
M. H. Hoffman, the County Agent,

co-operates with the County Associa-
tion and lends every assistance to

making the meetings a success. The
county branches of State Associa-
tions are doiner much to sustain in-

terest in beekeeping and to raise the

standard of the craft.

Central Plant

Probably a small per cent of bee-
keepers in the East and South use
the central plant in outapiary work.
It is used more in the west. Good
roads and steady, long honey flows

are desirable with this system.

Sugar Prices

Raw sugar is selling in New York
at lYi cents, while refined sells at

wholesale from 11 to 14 cents. Opin-
ions are div'ded on the future of the

sugar market. Many authorities

claim still a world shortage and ex-

pect a rise in price as soon as a ma-
jor portion of the beet sugar crop

is disposed of.

Beemen at Watertown
Twenty of the well-known produc-

ers of honey and buyers of honey and
beekeepers' supplies visited Water-
town, Wis., September 15 to 17, where
an informal program was put on for

their benefit by the G. B. Lewis Com-
pany. Plans were discussed for the

stabilizing of the honey market, and
some definite projects outlined to ac-

complish this.

The guests were entertained at

Lake LaBelle, Oconomowoc, at the

Majestic Hotel, and lunches were
served each day at the Elks' Club,

Watertown. Auto trips around near-

by lakes served as a diversion from
the business conferences. Prof. H. F.

Wilson, of the University of Wiscon-
sin, and Dr. S. B. Fraker, State De-
paitment of Agriculture, appeared
on the program, along with some of

the other hon£y producers.

Muscatine County Meeting
The beekeepers of Muscatine Coun-

ty, Iowa, met on September 30. In

spite of unfavorable weather, which
spoiled the plans for a picnic, a

goodly number gathered to enjoy
talks on practical beekeeping.

Demuth to Medina
The announcement has recently

been made that George S. Demuth, of

the Bureau of Entomology will as-

sume editorial charge of Gleanings in

Bee Culture on November 1. Mr. De-
muth has shown himself to be a .very

capable man, both as a practical bee-

keeper and as assistant to Dr. Phil-

lips. Gleanings is to be congratulated

on the addition to its staff.

Atkins CO Leave Iowa
E. W. Atkins, who has served the

bi^ekeepers of Iowa as extension lec-

turer under joint supervision of the

U. S. Bureau of Entomology and the

Extension Departm'" ' of Iowa State

College of Agriculti,. t, has resigned,

to take effect on November 1. After
that date Mr. Atkins will be em-
ployed by the service department of

the G. B. Lewis' Company, of Water-
town, Wis.
Many beekeepers will regret Mr.

Atkins' decision to leave the exten-
sion work. He worked for a time in

the States of Missouri, Kansas and
Nebraska, later giving all his time to

Jjwa. His work has been very suc-
cessful and he has many friends in

the States mentioned, as well as in

Canada, where he spent some time
as assistant to the Dominion Apiarist
at Ottawa.

H. B. Parks Resigns
H. B. Parks has resigned his posi-

tion as apiculturist at the Experi-

ment Station at College Station, Tex.
Mr. Parks was for a time extension
lecturer in beekeeping at the Texas
Agricultural College, later taking the
position at the E.xperiment Station.
He is shortly to enter the employ of
the Texas Honey Producers' Asso-
ciation at San Antonio. Mr. Parks has
had a varied experience, having spent
some time in Alaska, as well as being
stationed in South Carolina and Mis-
souri before locating in Texas. The
Texas station has experimental api-
aries in several localities, and a great
deal of work under way. Texas bee-
keepers will regret having Mr. Parks
leave his position as apiculturist, but
since he is to remain in the employ of

the co-operative organization, will

still be in their service.

rTHE EDITOR'S ANSWERS
=^

^ J}
We answer as many questions as space will permit, in order received.

When stamp is enclosed, the editor will answer by mail. We now receive
more questions than we can answer in the Journal.

Eight-Frame Hive—Strong Colony
1. Is it possible that a small hive, such as

an 8-frame i^angstroth, would be the best in

certain localities? Mr. P. Scheuring did not
make this claim, but said he could make good
with it, but others may succeed with larger
hives. He tried the 10-frame but abandoned it.

2. I would like to know how many frames
should be covered with bees in an 8-frarae hive
to be considered strong when taken from their

winter quarters ? When would you call it

weak?
3. Does Wisconsin University give courses

in beekeeping? How long does it take for a
complete course?

4. How is the name "Dadant" pronounced?
WISCONSIN.

Answers.— 1. The. 8-frame hive would prob-

ably be best in a locality where the season

was early enough and short enough to pre-

vent the queen from developing her full

laying capacity in time for the crop. We don't

know of any such locality, but it may exist.

2. A strong colony, in an 8-frame hive, ought

to have at least 6 spaces covered with bees at

the end of the winter. It would be very weak

if it covered only 3 or 4.

3. Yes. Write to H. F. Wilson, Madison,

Wis., for details of course.

4. Pronounce it "Day-dent," accent on both

syllables. That is not the French way. but

we are all Americans, are we not?

it is cheaper to buy it of a manufacturer.

2. Your experience shows that bees will

often refuse to have two queens in one hive,

even if they are separated by an excluder.

There is nothing strange in this. The strange

thing is that bees often accept two queens, as

it is against their instinct.

Paste—Balled Queen
1. Please give me a good receipt for a paste

that will make the labels stick on glass and tin.

2. This spring 1 united several colonies on
the Alexander plan. A few days ago one of

the colonies showed unusual activity, so inves-

tigating, I found the lower queen out in front
of the hive being balled, and the upper queen,
a beautiful Italian, going about her business
as if nothing haiipened. I liberated the balled

queen and attempted to run her in, but the

bees would not allow this, and would have
nothing to do with their former queen. The
queen was c!ii)pcd about a week before, so she
could not fly. To save the queen 1 introduced
her to a nucleus and she seems to be working
again. Can you give me any information un
this? MICHIGAN.

Answers.— 1. We make paste with flour and

water. Dilute the flour well, making a liquid

about like thin cream. Then heat over a lire,

stirring all the time to keep from burning. As

soon as it begins to thicken, take it off. Thin

labels stick well with this paste. Thick labels

sometimes peel oflF. Some add a little honey

while making the paste, to make it stick bet-

ter. When a large amouo* of paste is needed

Worthless Queen
We are two brothers, 13 and 14 years old.

Have become interesttj in bees and finally
bought two swarms. One was an old colony
in a home-made hive. This one sent out two
large swarms and a third small swarm. As
near as we can tell, the first ones are O. K.,
but the third one has a lot of brood, and little

honey. This one is on 6 frames in an 8-

frame hive. The old parent colony has a
lot of honey, but almost no brood. Evidently
the queen is laying but little. Will you tell

us how we can unite the two colonies for win-
ter? The frames are not removable in the
parent colony (as the combs are built so ir-

regular) and they are not the same size as the
standard hives. NEW HAMPSHIRE.
Answer.—From your description, it is prob-

able that the queen in the old hive is worth-

less, since you say the hive has but little brood.

If the hive has plenty of honey, it may be well

to kill its queen and unite the small colony

with it. Drive the bees out of the old hive,

find the queen and kill her. Then set the

weaker colony with the brood on top of the

old hive, or under it. By and by, when aJl

its brood has hatched, you may remove the

small hive and shake all its bees in front of

the other. In order to get them to unite with-

out fighting, it may be advisable to place a

sheet of paper between the two hive bodies

when you place one hive on top of the other.

When you move the small colony, you will

have to smoke and disturb them greatly so

they may take notice of the fact that their

hive is being moved to another spot. There is

always a chance for the loss of some bees

when you move them to a new spot.

Moth Prevention
Here is my plan for taking care of extracting

combs. I have been giving it a thorough test

for years, and I know it to be a success. This
season I have taken out combs in perfect con-
dition that were put aw.iy three years ago.
My plan is to put them away in super hives,

or other containers, alternating an empty
frame with each comb, so as to not allow any
two combs to com in contact. In tiering up
the containers I use strips of wood (one-quar-
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tcr inch square is sufficient), a piece across

the frame at each end; and it is well to use

them to start on. I do not allow any two
containers to touch each other, nor the wall.

The combs thus entilated and isolated from
each other give the moths no chance to gen-

erate heat to start on.

Of course, the combs could be spaced with-

out the empty frames, but it would be difficult

to handle the container without the combs
sliding together. So, to make sure, I keep a

supply of empty frames.
A few times 1 have left some supers full of

combs, thinking 1 would fix them, and then

negltctcd to do it. I invariably lost the

combs.
I want to emphasize the necessity of thor-

oughly isolating the combs and containers.
^

IOWA.
Answer.—The above method worked well -or

us when combs were kept in a repository

where the temperature did not get high

enough for the moths to keep warm without

the generation of heat produced by their con-

gregating together.—Editor.

Excluders
I have several stands of bees, running for

extracted honey, using an S-frame hive with

an excluder and a full depth of body, with full

sheets of foundation for a super.

The bees do not seem to work through the

excluder at all, as not any of the foundation

above is drawn out. Have had three swarms
come off in the last few days and can not un-

derstand why they do not work in the su-

pers.

My bees are Italians and the hive bodies

seem to be full of honey and brood, and yet

the bees will not go above to work.
ILLINOIS.

Answer.—This shows that the excluder acts

according to its name, not only on the queen

and drones, but to a certain extent on the

workers.

Try putting the super and e.xcluder below

the brood-chamber for 3 or 4 days. I believe

the bees will start to work in those supers at

once. Change them back to the top as soon

as you find them at work in them.

Double-walled Hives, Swarms, Etc.

\ 1. Does a double-walled hive need shade?
2. How can you build up a nucleus (.two-

frame) to cover 10 frames, at least, at the

beginning of winter, when wintered outside in

a double-walled hive?
3. Does a colony hang out before swarming?
4. When you see a colony hanging out pre-

paring to swarm, can anything be done to

prevent it?

5. I am rather small to hive a swarm by

lifting the old hive off its place (12 years). Is

there any other w-y to do it?

6. Is there any way to tell if a colony has

swarmed?
7.1s there any use in my rearing drones to

mate my queens when there are 150 hives

about a mile and a quarter away that have

some drones? OREGON.
Answers.—1. A double-walled hive needs

less shade than a single-wall, especially if it

has also a double top, or a roof. The sun does

not reach the interior so readily.

2. To build up a nucleus, if the season is

not sufficient to enable them to fill up the hive,

you can build them up by supplying them

with full sheets of foundation from time to

time, a comb of brood and honey from some

strong colony, giving the colony thus deprived

of a comb a sheet of foundation in a frame, to

replace it.

3. Bees do not always hang out before

swarming, neither do they always swarm when

they hang out.

4. You can prevent a colony from swarming

by dividing it, or by giving it room, ventila-

tion, or by moving it from the stand and plac-

ing in its location a division or some nucleus

which you want to strengthen. These meth-

ods do not always succeed, but if you follow

them you will have but few swarms.

5. No need of moving a hive at all to gather

a swarm. Cut the limb on which it hangs and

carry it to the empty hive and shake the bees

on a sheet or cloth near the entrance. Or, if

the limb cannot be cut off, take an empty

comb and place it near the swarm. In 9 cases

out of 10 they will at once cover it, and you

can then put them where you please.

6. If a colony has swarmed less than an

hour previous, you will usually find young

bees, that cannot yet fly, in the grass in front

of it. If you get there too late for that, you

will ascertain whether they swarmed by open-

ing the hive. If you find few bees only, some

queen cells and no queen, it will be a sure

sign. If the hive swarmed several days pre-

vious, they will probably have a young queen

not yet fertile and no eggj or young larvx in

the cells, but only sealed brood.

7. No need of youi rearing drones if there

are even only 50 colonies rearing drones

within a mile. The prooability is that your

btes will rear enough drones anyway, even if

you make no attempt at helping them to do it.

Bees in House
About two weeks ago a swarm of my bees

went into a knot hole in the weatherboards of

my house and are in the partition. I would
tike to get them out as soon as possible with-
uuf killing them, and get them into a hive. The
knot hole is only two feet away from the door
and five feet from the ground. Could I smoke
them out by drilling a hole below and put an
empty hive near the knot hole, or do you
know of any other way? NEW JERSEY.
Answer.—The very best way is to smoke the

bees enough to frighten them, and take off

enough of the weatherboarding to uncover the

combs. By boring a hole below the place

where the swarm has its combs, you might

drive them out, but if they have room either

above them or in another partition, you may
not succeed in getting them all. You need

especially to get the queen. By removing the

weatherboards you get the combs, brood, honey

and all. You might try to smoke them out

first. But if they are, as we surmise, in the

upper part of the space, the proper place for

them to come out would probably be at the up-

per end of the space between the studding.

By the use of a good nail puller, you could

get that weatherboarding off without damag-

ing it to any extent.

Moving to Argentine
Can bees be transported successfully from

here to Argentine, and how should they be

packed? I am going there and would like

to take (i nuclei or colonies. CALIFORNIA
Answer.—Bees can undoubtedly be trans-

ported successfully to Argentine. But had you

not better first enquire whether they have bees

there which you could buy cheaper than you

can transport them?

Wait till fall, which is their spring season.

Select some good average colonies, with old

combs and a medium amount of honey. Too

much honey would make the combs liable to

breakage. Put a screen both in the bottom-

board and the cover, using a wire cloth about

6 inches in diameter, well protected by cleats.

Mark the hives "Handle with care, this side

up; keep out of the sun." Have them travel

with you, as much as possible. If they are

not rearing orood they need no water. When
Mr. Harbison brought his bees from New

York to California he gave them no water, and

succeeded well. They need to be kept cool,

right side up, and with as little disturbance

as possible.

Cork Vs. Leaves for Packing
In your January, 1919 number appears a ta-

ble of insulation values as may be applied to

beehives. Strange to say, granulated cork

does not appear to have been a factor in the

experiment which resulted in the table of val-

ues. Could you ascertain just where it would
appear in tlie scale? I am making a couple of

Jumbo hives to be packed 2 inches around
and below with granulated cork. If, however,
forest leaves are nearly as good as the cork I

would, on account of the price, use them in-

stead. Cork is ISc per pound. ONTARIO.
Answer.— I would be inclined to favor gran-

ulated cork, when compared to forest leaves.

However, the table to which you refer gives

the following insulating values:

Dead air space .*. 18

Corrugated cardboard 33

Planer shavings 345^

Mineral wool Zby^

Forest leaves 41

Since forest leaves arc shotvn as ahead of

either planer shavings or ni-ner.il wool, 1 am
tempted to consider them rquxl to granulated

cork. In the absence of a positive test, and

when we consider their low cost, I would take

them in preference to anything else. Anyone

who has seen how long it takes for the ground

to freeze under a thick coat of dry forest

leaves will have faith in them as a non-conduc*

tor.

Requeening
When requeening is necessary before July 1,

why cannot a quten-cell be allowed to mature,
destroying the old queen just before the young
queen emerges?
Or take the frame with the queen-cell and

place in an empty hive, and after this queen
is mated destroy the old queen and add all

brood and bees to the young queen?
NEW YORK.

Answer.—Either way is good.. But you

must be sure that the cells are protected so

that the old queen cannot destroy them. No
matter I ow you rear a young queen, it is al-

ways better to have her ready before killing

the old one. Be sure and have your young

queens reared with plenty of warmth and

plenty of food. That is the only way to get

healthy, active queens.

Death From Bee Sting
On June 28, about 3:30 p. m.. Hazel V.

Kephart, 10 years old,, was stung on the toe

while playing on the lawn with other children,

and in 30 minutes was dead. She became un-
conscious in 10 minutes after being stung. A
doctor was with her in about 6 minutes after

being called, but no known method could re-

vive her.

Have beemen any record of a parallel case?
WASHINGTON.

Answer.—No, we have never read of any-

thing so prompt and so dreadful. The child

must have been of a very peculiarly nervous

disposition.

Wintering—Shaking
1. I keep my bees in a cellar with cement

floor, and the cel(-r seems to be quite dry;

still a little moisture collects in them by
spring. Would it be advisable to place some
absorbing material on top of the frames, or

what would you suggest?
2. I shook one of my swarms last spring, and

as a result got four supers of section honey,

while the outer swarms produced only one or

two. Shaking ihem makes them a little cross,

though. Wouldn't it be just as easy and less

annoying to both the bees and operator, to

drum the bees into an empty hive placed above

the swarm? I should think this should work
just as well as the "shook method," and would
not thic method be all right in treating for

foulbrood?
3. Are not bees always a good deal more

cross in the fall than at any other time? Mine
always are, although I watch for roboing.

4. This year the honey flow lasted about two

months. Is not such a season best for the

production of comb honey?
^^

.'). Is it all right to winter "shook swarms

and hives very strong in bees in one hive-body,

or would you advise two? I keep my bees in a

cellar. SOUTH DAKOTA.
Answers.—1. Perhaps your cellar does not

have enough ventilation. Yet it lequires very

little to winter bees safely, in a dry cellar.

Perhaps the temperature is a little too low.

Some very good beekeepers say that if the
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cellar is all below the frost line there will he

very little condensation of moisture. Try to

pile your hives with only a light quilt over

the frames, without a cover and with full

opening at the bottom. Let us know how you

succeed with this method. We do not think it

necessary to use absorbents in the cellar.

2. Are you sure that the shaking was the

cause of getting so much surplus? In that

case you evidently had the .bulk of the bees

just in time for the harvest and not too many

after that. You can drum the bees up into

another hive, but for my part, I believe I

would rather shake than drive. I would con-

sider it too slow in treating for foulbrood.

3. Yes. They seem to realize that the sea-

son is nearing its end and to be afraid of mis-

chief on the part of intruders.

4. Yes, it gives them more time to build

comb.

5. Whether to winter in one or two hive-

bodies depends upon the size of the hives. Hut

Dr. Miller was very successful in wintering

in only one body with 8-frame hives. They

usually have enough honey for winter, espe-

cially if placed in the cellar.

DR. MILLER'S LAST ANSWERS
Since Dr. Miller's death, Mrs.

Miller has returned to us a few let-

ters with his answers. He left some
unfinished work in his typewriter

when he was taken ill for the la>t

time. The following answers will h^*

the last from Doctor Miller.

Winter Problems
1. My hives face southeast, away from the

prevailing winds of winter. They are lo-

cated high and are exposed to severe west and
north winds during the winter. It is not pos

sible to move them to the cellar, which is

heated; neither is it possible to move them
to a less exposed position. What would '>e

the best way to winter the colonies under the

circumstances? The temperature frequenily

falls to zero and below.
2. Would you advise leaving the wall space

as a dead air space, or should I pack the space

with some material?
3. Should the small ventilator holes be closed

in the cover above the chaff tray?

4. vv'hat would be the best way to feed these

colonies should it become necessary to do so?

5. Two of the colonies are small. Would it

be advisable to combine them in one hive? If

so, how could they be combined to give them
the benefit of the chaff tray when each of the

two colonies has a queen which wou'd have lo

be kept separp.te from the other one in some
manner;*. tlHlO.

Answers.—1. In southern Ohio a do'ible-

walled hive ought to give enough protection to

stand out in the open. Although you have some

below-zero weather, it is not for long, and it is

the continuous cold weather that's hard on

bees.

2. Use packing.

3. Probably better leave them open.

4. Doii't think of feeding in winter, but

make sure that they have enough stores while

the bees are still flying. It is not important

what kind of feeder you use, but a popular way

is to use the friction-top honey pails with holes

punched in the covers, reversing the pails.

5. Have a queen-excluder between the two

hives, and have chaff tray only over the upper

one. If very weak, unite into one, sacrificing

one of the (luccns.

A Queer Experience
I started a nucleus about three weeks ago

with two frames of brood and two queen-cells

from a colony that had swarmed. One queen

came out and the other cell was destroyed.

After about 12 days the queen did not lay. i

found her outside, dead. I then gave them a

piece of brood from another colony and they

started 6 queen-cells about 9 days ago. Today,

August l."), I found both combss full of eggs, as

I never saw a comb before, in fact, as much
as 15 eggs in some cells and brood 3 to 5 days

old, but could not find a queen. Now where
did those eggs come from. They could not
have been laying workers, as they were not
queenless long enough to get Ihcm. The eggs
are compact, too, just as if a good nueen laid

them. The bees are in a small hive, just large
enough for two combs.

MINNESOTA.
Answer.—As nearly as I can guess from the

data given, I should say that laying workers

are the culprits in the case. You say they were

not queenless long enough. But bees are freaky,

especially at doing something bad, and don't

always follow the rules. Besides, they were

queenless to all intents and purposes from the

time you formed the nucleus, for the young

queen or queens they had don't count, as they

probably never laid; at least they never laid

eggs that counted. The plurality of eggs in a

cell is not positive proof of laying workers, but

leans in that way. The regularity of eggs is

sometimes just as great as with a normal queen,

especially if there are no drone-cells present.

Granulation of Honey *

Would you be kind enough to let me know
how they heat extracted honey so it won't
granulate? SOUTH DA1\.(JTA.

Answer.—I'm sorry to say 1 don't know of

any satisfactory way to treat extracted ho'ney

so it will not granulate. But you can do as 1

did. Put on each package instructions for

liquefying it, taking it for granted that H
always will granulate. Doing that way I never

had a complaint.

Moving^ Bees
I have just bought four hives of bees in 10

frame hives with extracting supers (shallow).
I have been trying to close the hives up at
night when the bees are all in. The bees have
never gone in enough these hot nights to

close them up. Please tell me how to move
the hives half a mile and get all the bees.

MISSISSIPPI.
Answer.—Give ventilation abundantly by

every means you can. Raise the hive and raise

the cover. Sprinkle or spray the hive and the

bees until the bees go in. But don't overdo

the business, for if you throw too heavy a lot

of water on them the bees will just stay in a

wet mass without stirring. Just spray lightly

and patiently on the edge of the cluster and

drive them. But after you have fastened them
in and moved them, that evening or early next

morning, you will find that some of the bees
for the next day or two will return to the old

place if it is not more than a mile away. It

will help against this if you set up a board in

front of the entrance, and if it is in the morn-

ing, before opening the entrance pound on

the hive until the bees set up a roaring. In

spite of this, some may go to the old stand, so

set a hive to deceive them, putting in the hive

a comb with a little honey in it, and possibly

some brood, although a dry comb may do.

Then take these bees to the new place, repeat-

ing if necessary.

How to Knour a Good Queen
1. How can you gauge or judge the quality

or desiraDility of a queen?
2. How can a "failing (lueen" be identified?
3. Should anything be done in the fall to in-

duce brood-rearing to ensure a strong colony?
4. w hat inqirovement in one's bees may be

expected as a result of always making increase
from the best queen? Is there anything of
value jjublished on methods of improving bees
by selection or breeding? ILLINOIS.

Answers.—1. A queen is judged much as a

cow is judged—by her work. Only in the case

of the queen she is judged not so much by

her own direct performance as by the per-

formance of her worker progeny. Other things

being equal, the colony which yields the larg-

est amount of honey has the best queen in '.he

apiary.

2. A failing queen will show patchy work.

Instead of having the comb evenly and com-

pactly filled with worker-brood.* there will be

more o less empty cells mixed in with the

worker-brood, and especially she will show

drone-brood in woiker-cells. These cells, when
sealed, instead of showing a plain, flat surface,

as normal worker-i.rood should, will look like

a lot of little marbles oecause of the rounded

form of the capping of each worker-cell that

has drone-brood in it. I know it is commonly
advised to replace a failing queen, and in gen-

eral it may be advisable, but in my own practice

I generally leave it to the be**, to supersede

their queen when in their judgment it should

be done, and generally find my confidence well

placed.

3. With a good strain of bees and in a good

locality, it is unnecessary to do anything. If,

however, the flow of honey ceases early enough

to stop the rearing of brood long before the

weather becomes cool—say in August in your

locality—then it may be advisable to resort

to light and continuous feeding, so as to in-

duce the queen to lay and have a stock of

young bees for winter. A young queen is

likely to lay later than an old one.

4. The improvement to be expected depends

on what you start with. If you start with bees

that are hustlers, your best efforts at improve-

ment will be rather limited in results, out still

may pay well. Start with bees that are very

poor, introduce a queen of the best kind and

continue to breed from the best, and in a very

few years you may quadruple your annual

take of honey.

I know of no monogram on the subject, out

much will be found scattered among apicul-

tural literature,and among back numbers of

the different bee journals. Not very long ago

the subject was especially discussed in two dif-

ferent numbers of the American Bee Journal.

Robbing, Swarming, Etc.

1. While yesterday and the day before, giv-

ing colonies the Demaree, there evidently was
considerable robbing—to some extent dead bees
in consequence. A day after all seems re-

quieted. Is this robbing serious enough so

that it should influence one? How do the most
enterprising beekeepers act in such situation as

just portrayed?
2. On the 24th of July I met with a few

comb-honey colonies that this season have not

shown any symptoms of swarming, which were
in about as fine a condition as is possible

—

full of brood in all stages, eggs and bees.

W ould yo^u have removed some of the frames
of capped brood, or trusted to good luck that

as to non-swarming they would continue as tnus

far?
3. As to the Demaree, where is it best lo

place frames with eggs, under or above ex-

cluder? PENNSYLVANIA.
Answers.— 1. I'ni not sure exactly wfiat the

most enterprising beekeepers would do in such

a situation, but I would hardly expect to do

much Dcmareeing at a time when robbing

would o-esult in dead bees. For, with proper

care on the pert of the beekeeper, there is not

likely to be robbing at a time when bees need

treatment to keep them from swarming. If

they have gone to the last of July without

needing any treatment, and there is at that

time so little yield that they are bad about

robbing, it would hardly seem that they would

be very strongly bent on swarming. But hav-

ing begun, I think I should crowd it through.

2. I should most likely do as you did—in-

deed, most certainly. So long as a colony of

its own accord shows no tendency toward

swarming, nothing better can be done than

to let it alone and be thankful.

3. Except one frame with perhaps not jnuch

brood, all brood should go above the ex-

cluder, so that would put all eggs above ex-

cc[>t in that one frame.
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HONEY PRODUCERS' LEAGUE
There will be a meeting of the ex-

ecutive committee and friends of the
National Honey Producers' League in

connection with the Chicago North-
western Beekeepers' convention at

the Great Northern Hotel at Chicago
on December 6 and 7. The new or-

ganization is just now at a critical

stage and with sufficient support
from the beekeepers will achieve
great success. All beekeepers inter-

ested in a live National organization
are invited to meet with the execu-
tive committee and help formulate
plans for the future.

THE BEEKEEPERS' ITEM
The Beekeepers' Item announces a

raise in subscription price from 50

cents to one dollar per year, to take
effect with the beginning of the new
volume. The size will be increased
to 32 pages. When it is considered
that everything else has increased
in price from 100 to 500 per cent,

subscription rates of bee publications

are still extremely low. Here is one
place where the consumer gets more
than he pays for.

Although the Item deals primarily

with Texas beekeeping, it is of in-

terest to beemen everywhere. It is

an interesting and newsy publication

that is read with much interest. As a

rule, when one visits a wide-awake
beekeeper he is found to be a careful

reader, not only of one good maga-
zine relating to his special trade, but

several. The cost of subscription is

so small in proportion to the benefits

received, that a beekeeper who takes

his business seriously will get sug-

gestions worth many times the cost

from any well edited bee publintion.

SWEET CLOVER
(Eber Lewis, Superior, Neb., close to

the north line of Kansas, with 160

acres of sweet clover, sold $3,335

worth of seed, after pasturing 200

head of cattle on it all season. L. W.
Benson says that land is now worth
$50 an acre more than it was before
the sweet clover was put upon it.

Chicago Northwestern Association
The Chicago Northwestern Bee-

keepers' Association will hold its an-

nual convention on Monday and
Tuesday, December 6 and 7, at the

Great Northern Hotel, Chicago. An
unusually good program is being ar-

ranged and many prominent bee-

keepers from a number of States have
signified their intention of being
present. A copy of the program will

be mailed upon application to the

Secretary. JOHN C. BULL,
Seeretarv-Trea surer.

Michigan's Efficiency

If any of our Michigan beekeepers
fail to secure the "Beekeeper's Let-

ter," published monthly by B. F.

Kindig, of the Michigan Department
of Entomology, they are losing a

treat. Those letters are full of life

and indispensable information.

A NEW BEE BOOK
"Dadant's System of Beekeeping"

Price $1.00.

Statement of the Ownership, Man-
agement, Circulation, Etc., required
by the Act of Congress of August
24, 1912, of American Bee Journal,
published monthly at Hamilton, Illi-

nois, for November, 1920;

STATE OF ILLINOIS,
(

County of Hancock., /
®^*

Before me, a Notary Public, in and for the
State and County aforesaid, personally ap-
pearec' '/. M. Dadant, who having been duly
sworn iccording to law, deposes and says that
she is the Business Manager of the American
Bee Journal, and that the following is, to the
best of her knowledge and belief, a true state-
ment of the ownership, management, etc., of
the aforesaid publication for the date shown
in the above caption, required by the Act of
August 24, 1912, embodied in Section 443,
rostal Laws and

_
Regulations, printed on the

reverse side of this form, to-wit:
1. That the names and addresses of the pub-

lisher, editor, associate editor, managing editor
and business managers are:

Publisher, American Bee Journal, Hamilton,
111.

Editor, C. P. Dadant, Hamilton, 111.

Associate Editor, Frank C. Pellett, Hamil-
ton, 111.

Managing Editor, M. G. Dadant, Hamilton,
III.

Business Manager, V. M. Dadant, Hamilton,
111.

3. That the owners are:
C. P. Dadant, Hamilton, 111.

H. C. Dadant, Hamilton, 111.

V. M. Dadant, Hamilton, 111.

Leon Saugier, Hamilton, III.

L. C. Dadant, Hamilton, 111.

M. G. Dadant, Hamilton, 111.

Jos. Saugier, Hamilton, 111.

That the known bondholders, mortgagees
and other security holders owning or holding
1 per cent or more of the total amount of
bonds, mortgages or other securities, are:
None.

(Signed) VALENTINE DADANT.
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 10th

day of October, 1920.
MARY McCOY, Notary Public.

My commission expires January 17. 1924.

CLASSIFIED DEPARTMENT.
Advertisements in this department will be

inserted for 5 cents per word, with no dis-

counts. No classified advertisements accepted
for less than 35 cents. Count each initial or
number as one word.
Copy for this department must reach us not

later than the 20th of the month preceding
date of issue. If intended for classified de-
partment it should be so stated when adver-
tisement is sent.

BEES AND QUEENS
SEE ATWATER'S NEW CLASSIFIED

HONEY ADVT.

DAY-OLD QUEENS—Superior improved Ital-

ians, mailed in safety introducing cages.
Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed any-
where in the U S. and Canada. Send for cir-

cular. Order in advance. Prices, April to Oc-
tober, 1, 75c; 12, $7.20; 100, $60.

James McKee, Riverside, Calif.

A. I. ROOT STRAIN of leather-colored Ital-

ians that are both resistant and honey gath-

erers. The queens and bees need no recom-
mendation for they speak for themselves. Un-
tested, one, $1.50; six, $8.40; twelve. $15. Se-

lect untested, one, $2; tested, one, $2.60; select

tested, one, $3. For Inrger amounts write,

A. J. Pinard, Morgan Hill. Calif.

PURE ITALIAN QUEENS—Golden or leather

colored, packages and nuclei; 1 untested
queen, $1.50; 6, $7.50; 12, $13.50; 50, $55; 100,

$100; virgins, 50c each; packages. 24 and un-

der. $2.25 per pound; 25 and over. $3 per
pound; nuclei, 1-frame, $4; 3-frame, $G; 3-

frame, $7.50; queens extra. One-story 10-

frame colony with queen, $12.
Golden Star Apiaries,

R. 3. Box 16n. Chico, Calif.

BEES AND QUEENS from my -N'cw Jersey
apiary. J. H. M. Cook.
lAtf S4 Cortland St.. New York Citv

FOR SALE—10 hives of bees in 10-frame
standard hives, with 1 section super on each,

$10; and 10 sectional hives, $S, with one super.

Plenty winter stores. L. A. Schwab,
1340 Merchant St., St. Louis, Mo.

PACKAGE BEES AND PURE ITALIANQUEENS—Booking orders now for spring
delivery. Circular free. J. E. Wing,

156 Schiele Av e., San Jose, Calif.

FOR SALE—15 colonies Italian bees, 14 comb-
honey supers, 5 brood supers. 40 brood-

combs, 15 cases cans, $175 if taken at once.
5947 S. Kolmar Ave., Chicago, III.

FOR SPRING DELIVERY—T good Italian
queen. 1 frame emerging brood, 1 pound live

bees, price complete $0.50. Queen introduced,
mated, laying enroute; loss in transit replaced
if noted on express tag by agent; no disease
in State. References given. Orders booked.
May delivery, one-fifth cash

Jess Dalton, Bordelonville, La.

NUCLEI for 1921—We beg to advise those
who intend to purchase nuclei to enter their

orders early in order to be certain of being
able to obtain them, as the demand greatly ex-
ceeded the supply during the past season, and
the majority of late orders went unfilled. We
are now booking orders for three-frame nu-
clei of Italian bees, with Italian queen, at
$0.50 Hybrid bees, with guaranteed pure
Italian queen, at $5.50. Terms, one-third down
with order. No duease, safe arrival and satis-
faction guaranteed. Iri-h Bros.,

Doctortown, ua.

FOR SALE—Three-banded Italian queens; un-
tested, $1.25 each; 0, $0.50; 12, $12. Select

untested, $1.50 each. Satisfaction guaranteed.
W. T. Perdue & Sons,

R. No. 1, Fort Deposit, Ala.

FOR SALE—Goldens that are true to name.
Select untested, one, $1.50; 6, $7 50- 12

$13.60; 50, $55; 100, $100.
Garden City Apiaries, San Jose, Calif.

FOR SALE—Largf hardy, prolific queens, 3-

banded '"alian only. Pure mating and safe
arrival guaranteed. One queen, $1.30; 6, $7.60:
12, $13 50; 100, $110.

Buckeye Bee Co., Box 443, Massillon, Ohio.

BOOK YOUR ORDERS for QUEENS now—
Goldens, $2; tested, $3; banded, $1.60; tested,

$2.50; six or more 10 per cent less.

Clover Leaf Apiaries, Wahoo, Neb.

FOR SALE—Hardy Italian queens, $1 each
W. G. Lauver, Middletown, Pa.

1920 PRICES for "She Suits Me" queens.
Untested I'talian queen, from May 16 to

June 15, $1.60 each. After June 15, |1.S0
each; $12.60 for ten; $1.10 each for 26 or
more.

Allen Latham, Norwichtown, Conn.

FOR SALE—After April 16, our golden Ital-

ian queens, untested, one $1.60 or $16 per
doz. ; select untested, one, $1.7") or $18 per
doz.; tested, $3 each. Safe arrival guaran-
teed. Tillery Bros.,

R, 6, Georeiana, Ala.

"QUALITY" THREE-BANDED ITALIANS
from excellent stock; untested queens, 1,

$1.60; 6 for $7.60; 18 for $13.50; 50 for $66;
100 for $100. N. J. James,

118S Bird Ave.. San Jose, Calif.

BEES BY THE POUND, ALSO QUEENS—
Booking orders now. Free circular gives

prices, etc. See larger ad elsewhere.
Nueces County Apiaries, Calallen, Texas,

E B Ault. Prop

HONEY AND BEESWAX
SEE ATWATER'S NEW CLASSIFIED

HONEY ADVT.

15,000 lbs. fancy, choice, extra well ripened,
white clover extracted honey, in new 60-lD

cans, at 20c. Edw. A. Winkler, Joliet, HI.

FOR SALE—Clover and buckwheat honey at
reduced prices, any style container. A post

card will bring our quotations.
The Deroy Taylor Co., Wayne Co..

Newark, N. Y.

FOR SALE—Clover extracted honey, $15 per
60-lb. can. J. I. Stimpson, Houston, Minn.

FOR SALE—Finest Michigan raspberry, bass-

wood and clover honey in 60-lb. cans, 25c
per pound. Free sample.

W. A. Latshaw Co., Clarion, Mich.

FOR SALE—Clover and buckwheat honey in

new 60-lb. cans. 2 cans per case.

Bert Smith, Romulus, N. Y.
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FOR SALE—Extracted honey in 601b. cans.
Wesley Koch, Kingsley, Mich.

FOR SALE—Honey, very fine quality extract-

ed, one 60-lb. can $15, two 60-lb. cans $29.

Fancy and No. 1. comb, 24 sections in case,$7;
6 and 9 cases in carrier.

V\'m. Glatter, Sartoria, Neb.

HONEY—Supply your customers, fin ..t alfalfa-

clover honey, extra strong cases, any quan-
tity, $24 case of two 6-gal. cans; $13.50 case of

six 10-lb. pails; $14.10 case of 12 5-lb. pails, alt

f. 0. b. here. Cash with order. Reference,
First National Bank here. Sample 20c.

E. F. Atwater. Meridian. Idaho.

FOR SALE—Choice clover extracted honey in

car lots. If interested write for sample.

J. D. Deals, Oto, Iowa.

FOR SALE—Choice clover extracted honey,
$27.50 per case of two 60-lb cans. Selected

No. 1 comb honey, 24 sections to the case, 8

cases in a carrier, $7.50. Prices f. o. b. here.

J. D. Beals, Oto, Iowa.

FOR SALE—Very choice grade of sweet clo-

ver extracted honey.
Thos. Atkinson, Cozad, Neb..

FOR SALE—New crop clover extracted honey,
two 60-pound cans to case, $30 per case; 5-

pound pails, $1.50 each, packed 12 pails to

case, or 30 to 60 to barrel.

H. G. Quirin, Bellevue, Ohio.

WANTED — Extracted honey. State how
packed. Send sample, lowest cash price.

P. Outzen, White Bear Lake, Minn,

WANTED—Shipments of old comb and cap-

pings for rendering. We pay the highest

cash and trade prices, charging but 5c a pound
for wax rendering. Fred W. Muth Co.,

204 Walnut St., Cincinnati, Ohio.

WANTED—Comb and extracted honey.
The L. H. Snider Apiaries, Auburn, Ind.

FOR SALE

SEE ATWATER'S NEW CLASSIFIED
HONEY ADVT.

FOR SALE—A 20-acre farm with three-quar-

ters acre ginseng and 200 colonies bees; or

win sell farm and rent bees and ginseng on
shares. L. Francisco, Dancy, Wis.

FOR SALE—14 apiaries, one or all. Fine
climate, health and stone roads, American

church and school. Last season's crop 44

tons. M. C. Engle, Herradura, Cuba.

FOR SALE—"Superior" Foundation (Weed
process). Quality and service unexcelled.

Superior Honey Co., Ogden, Utah.

FOR SALE—Cedar or pine dovetailed hives;

also full line of supplies, including Dadant's
foundation. Write for catalog.

A. E. Burdick, Sunnyside, Wash.

FOR SALE—Southern California ranch of 216
acres of land, 15 acres of bearing peach

trees, early and canning varieties; 19 acres un-

der ditch; good citrus land; 25 acres grain
land, balance 157 acres pasture with good
spring; 90 colonics of bees in 9 and 10-frame
two-story hives, good Italian stock, average 120
pounds per colony, spring count 1920. Plenty
of foreit reserve joining, making a good bee

range. Small house, sheds and honey house,

four miles from town and railroad, one mile

from graded school. Price $10,000, half cash.

terms. Address owner, Chas. F. Schnack,
Escondido, San Diego Co., Calif.

SUPPLIES

SEE ATWATER'S NEW CLASSIFIED
HONEY ADVT.

ROOT'S GOODS at Root's prices.

A. W. Yates. Hartford, Conn".

FOR SALE—To reduce stock, crates of 96

1 gallon cans, with bails and .T-inch screw

caps, at $17.50 per crate, f. o. b. Grand Rapids.

A. G. Woodman Co., Grand Rapids. Mich.

FOR SALE—One-pound jars in two doz. cases,

ten cases or more at $1.75 per case, f. o. b.

factory.

A. G. Woodman Co., Grand Rapids, Mich.

FOR SALE—Good second-hand double-deck
comb honey shipping cases for 4j4x4J4xl^

sections, 25 cents per case, f. o. b. Cincinnati;
terms cash with order.

C. H. W Weber & Co.,
2146 Central Ave., Cincinnati, O.

FOR SALE—Good second-hand empty 60-lb.

honey cans, two cans to the case, at 60c per
case. f. 0. b, Cincinnati. Terms cash with or-

der. C. H W Weber & Co.,

2146 Central Ave., Cincinnati, O.

SEND us a list of goods wanted and will

quote you lowest prices. We are the money-
saving house. Price list free. Try us.

H. S. Duby & Son, St. Anne, 111.

SITUATIONS

SEE ATWATER'S NEW CLASSIFIED
HONEY ADVT.

WANTED—One or two good queen-rearing
men to begin work February 15. 1921.
Nueces County Apiaries, Calallen, Texas.

WANTED—By a lar^e and financially respon-
sible corporation operating in California and

Nevada, several experienced beemen and sev-

eral helpers. Good wages and permanent posi-

tion 12 months a y ar. Financial referencs fur-

nished if desired. Give age, experience and
full particulars in first letter. Apply, W. H.
Corporation, care American Bee Journal, Ham*
ilton, 111.

WANTED
SEE ATWATER'S NEW CLASSIFIED

HONEY ADVT.

WANTED—Beeswax. At present we pay 36c
per pound in cash and 3Sc in trade for clean,

yellow wax, delivered Denver.
The Colorado Honey Producers' Association,

Denver, Colo.

WANTED—Honey extractor, good one; also

pump guns. James Wheeler, Maroa. 111.

WANTED—Dadant beehives. What have you?
Henry Rice, R. F. D. 3, Woodstock, 111.

WE BUY HONEY AND BEESWAX. Give
us your best price delivered New York. On

comb honey state quantity, quality, size,

weight per section and sections to a case. Ex-
tracted honey, quantity, quality, how packed,
and send sample. Charles Israel Bros. Co.,

486-490 Canal St., New York City.

WANTED—^Buckwheat extracted honey; send
sample and quote lowest cash price.

Ed. Swenson, Spring Valley, Minn.

WANTED—Extracted honey, also comb honey,
beeswax and maple syrup. State how

packed. Paul Thomae,
1131 3rd St., Milwaukee, Wis.

HONEY WANTED in car load lots or less.

Send samples and price.

Chris Bahr, Cathay, N. D.

WANTED Your order for "Superior** Foun-
dation. Prompt sbipmenti at right prices.

Superior Honey Co., Ogden, Utah.

WANTED—Your old combs, cappings and
slumgum to render into beeawax. We get

enough more wax with our well equipped
presses to pay for our work.

Dadant & Sons, Hamilton, HI.

MISCELLANEOUS

SEE ATWATER'S NEW CLASSIFIED
HONEY ADVT.

FOR SALE—22-calibre Remington automatic
rifle; good condition, $21.

Thos. H. Cordner, Rt. V. Sparta, Wis.

GRANULATED HONEY SLIPS—100, 20c.

Dr. Bonney, Buck Grove, Iowa.

FOR SALE—Seeds of climbing milkweed,
Gonolobus Laevia, or blue vine. Six pods

mailed to any address upon receipt of $1.

S. H. Burton, Washington, Ind.

FOR SALE—Silver grey Dorkings; or will

exchange for Italian bees, some choice birds

from our leading breeds. Packages considered.

Penova Farm, Rt, 2, East Liverpool, Ohio.

^^t**y*y*^*^»^**l**X^*l**^^lK*<'<*<^^^
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IF YOU WANT THE CHEAPEST, BUY THE BEST

I am prepared to furnish for the season of 1921 twenty-five hun-
dred two and three nuclei of my bright 3-banded Italian bees, headed
with young, vigorous queens. These bees are free from disease and
safe arrival guaranteed. Hoffman frames wired and on full sheets

of foundation ; very few combs over two year sold. I am booking
orders now, with first payment to be made February 1, 1921, unless

purchaser wishes to make a payment with order. Write for prices

and get your orders in early.

A. B. MARCHANT, Jesup, Ga.
Reference: Merchants and Farmers Bank of Jesup.

"Everything in Bee Supplies"

''SUPERIOR" FOUNDATION
HONEY CANS

We are at your service. Beeswax wanted at top market price.

SUPERIOR HONEY CO., Ogden, Utah
(Manufacturer* of Weed Process Foundation)

4

t
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PLEASING THE BEES—AND YOU
W E humans appreciate our homes—the finer the homes the more

comforts and conveniences we put into them.

The bee-hive is both a home and a work shop,

just how much bees enjoy good homes.
We're wondering

Our business for over forty years has been to turn out the best bee-
hives and bee supplies. We want both bees and beekeepers to be
satisfied with "•^Icon" goods. That's what brings home the honey.

"Falcon" bees and supplies are guaranteed
to give satisfaction. Send for red catalogue.

W. T. FALCONER MFG. CO., Falconer (Near Jamestown) N.Y., U.S. A.
" Where the best Beehives come from '

'
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TIN CANS AND GLASS JARS
We have been fortunate enough to secure a

fresh supply of all kinds of tin cans and glass

jars for our customers.

The cases for two five-gallon cans are of the

best. Made of three-eighths inch lumber, with

seven-eighths inch heads, and the heads of the

boxes are cleated to make the very strongest

package possible. We recommend thein as be-

ing the very best on the market.

Friction top cans in any kind of case you may
require, Zyi-Xh., S-lb., 10-lb., in cases of 6, 12, 24,

50 and 100.

We handle 6-ounce jellj' glasses, 2 dozen to the

case.

We also call your special attention to our 16-

ounce screw-cap jars. A tall package that is a

favorite with everyone who has used or seen it.

These are packed 2 dozen in a case. We can

recommend them most highly.

W^rite todas' for our prices on all these cans

and jars. They will interest you.

Be sure to ask, also, for our honey label catalog.

DADANT & SONS, Hamilton, III.

QUEENS
SELECT THREE-BAND

H. S. FOSTER, Columbia, Tenn.

ATTENTION, PACIFIC NORTH-
WEST BEEKEEPERS!

We handle a full line of supplies for
beekeepers, including Italian Queens.
Write us your requirements and for
our Catalog A. It's free.

SPOKANE SEED CO,
906 First Ave. Spokane, Wash.

NOTICE
In our plans to make the

equipment at Council Bluifs ab-

solutely up-to-the-minute and

complete in every way, so that

we can serve western beekeep-

ers even more promptly and

completely, we are now install-

ing an AIRCO FOUNDATION
mill. We hope to be turning out

that famous and supreme foun-

dation on our own mills in a

few weeks. And we are going

to use great quantities of wax
in the process. Send us your

combs or your rendered wax,

and we will be glad to work it

into AIRCO on trade basis, or

remit cash if you prefer. We
are paying top market prices,

both in trade and cash. Let us

send you a shipping tag, and

quote on your next season's

need in foundation.

AIRCO and the A. I. ROOT CO.

COUNCIL BLUFFS, lA.

CLUB OFFER
American Bee Journal one year $1.50
Beekeeper's Item one year 1.00

Both one year 2.00

American Bee Journal.
Hamilton, Illinois.
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HONEY WANTED HONEY

Send us a sample of your honey if extracted, state how put up and your price. We
are also buyers of comb, can use unlimited quantities if quality and price are right.

I

•I*

We remit the same day goods are received

C. H. W. WEBER & CO., Cincinnati, Oliio

f
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The Diamond Match Co.
( APIARY OEPT.

)

MANUFACTURERS OF

Beekeepers' Supplies

CHICO. CAL, U.S.A.

Dadant'* incomparable Foundation is

always kept in stock. Western Bee-
keepers can be supplied adTantag-

BEEIKEEPERS, wherever they may be located, before deciding where
to obtain supplies, should write to The Diamond Match Co. for

prices, and for their Beekeepers' Supply Catalogue.

This Company are the largest manufacturers in the world who make
Bee Supolies. They own th^ir own timber lands, mills and factories,

and supply goods direct from the tree to the beekeeper.

Full advantage of this low cost of production is given to the purchaser.

The Apiary Department (which is in charge of experienced supply men,
whu are also practical beekeepers) maintains a constant excellence of
product and ofiers unsurpassed service.

The Diamond iVIatch Co.
Apiary Department CHICO, CAL., U. S. A,

?
Y
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Y
Y
Y
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BEE SUPPLIES
The largest and oldest Bee

Supply manufacturer in Min-
nesota can offer you BEE
WARE that will keep that

"satisfied smile" on your face.

Excellent quotations given on

frames, spacing or unspacing.

Write to MONDENG about

hives and supers. Made of

polished white pine.

A word to the wise is usually—RESENTED ?

Send for my 1920 Catalog and Price List.

LOOK for the best bargains I've presented.

Will take your Beeswax in Trade at Highest Market Price

CHAS. MONDENG
159 Cedar Lake Road MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

EARLY ORDER DISCOUNTS WILL

Pay You to Buy Bee-Supplies Now
Thirty years' experience in making everything for

the beekeeper. A large factory specially equipped

for the purpose ensures goods of highest quality.

Write for our illustrated catalog today.

LEAHY MFG. CO., 90 Sixth St.. Hissinsville, Mo.
or I. W. ROUSI. Mexico. Mo.

ELECTRIC IMBEDDER
Price without Batteries $1.50

Not postpaid.

Actually cements wires in the foundation.
Will work with dry cells or with city cur-

rent in connection with transformer. Best

device of its kind on the market.

For sale hj all bee supply dealers

Dadant & Sons, JJJSSfLToriLL.

PAT JU LV 30. I e I

CO.BRUNO NAILING DEVICE
Madeforthr Tliiffman Brood Frames. A combined
Nailingr.WirinK and Wedpe ClampinfC Device. Has
been tried and is guaranteed to do accurate work.

PRICE $7.50
Complete directions foroperatins are furnished

with each device.

Manufactured by C. O. BRUNO
1415 Somtb W«tt Strcat, Rcckford, UUmU
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MARSHFIELD GOODS
BEEKEEPERS

We manufacture millions of sections every year that

are as good as the best. The cheapest for the quality;

best for the price. If you buy them once, you will

buy again.

We also manufacture hives, brood-frames,

section holders and shipping cases.

Our Catalog is free for the asking

MARSHFIELD MFG. CO., Marshfield, Wis.

SECTIONS! SECTIONS!! SECTIONS!!!
We have in stock an over supply of the following sizes and are offering them at a

big reduction

—

while they last. These sections are of a very good grade and mostly stand-

ard sizes. For lack of warehouse room, we are sacrificing them at the following low prices:

Per M.
No. 2

—

4J4x4^x1^. two beeway $10.00
No. 2

—

A%xA\ix\y2. plain or no beeway 9.00
No. 2—3^x5x15^, plain or no beeway 9.00
No. 2—4x5x1 7-16, plain or no beeway 9.00
Mill Run, 4x5x1 7-16, plain or no beeway 9.70

The above prices are net, cash with order. Sold in lots of not less than 1,000.

We arc well prepared to fill all orders for Bee Supplies promptly. Send us your in-

quiries and we will be pleased to quote you our prices. Send us your name and addresS
and receive our next season's catalog and price list when same is published.

AUGUST LOTZ COMPANY, Boyd, Wisconsin

BEE SUPPLIES
We are prepared to give you value

for your money. Our factory is

well equipped with the best ma-
chinery to manufacture the very
A-best supplies that money can
buy. Only the choicest material

suitable for bee hives is used. Our
v/orkmanship is the very best.

Get our prices and save money.

Eggers Bee Supply Mfg. Co.
Incorporated

ROUTE 1, EAU CLAIRE, WIS.

ITALIAN
QUEENS

The Old Reliable Three-Banded Ital-

ians. The best allround beo to be had.
Queens ready to mail April 1. Will
book orders now. Will guarantee safe
arrival in United States and Canada.
Prices for April and May:
Untested., $1.50, 6, $8; 12, $15
Te.'sted, ^.25; 6, $12; 12, $22.
Select tested. $3 each.

Descriptive circular and price list free.

JOHN G. MILLER,
723 C Street, Corpus Christi, Texas.

PORTER ESCAPE
SAVES
HONEY
TIME

MONEY
For sal. by all d.al.r..

if no d.al.r. writ, faatory
R.* E. C. PORTKR, MFRS.
Lawlstown. Illln.ls. U. S. A.

(Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing)

Send for Catalogue of

Honey Labels and Sta-

tionery.

American Bee Journal

HONEY FOR
SALE

We have New York State light

honey, 2 60-lb. cans in a case. Price

on application.

I. J. STRINQHAM, Gl«n Cove, N. Y.

NASSAU, CO.

WESTERN BEEKEEPERS!
We handle the finest line of bee

supplies. Send for our 68-page cata-

log. Our prices will interest you.

The Colorcido Honey Producers' As-
sociation, 1424 Market St.,

Denver, Colo.

Write for Price List and
Booklet descrip-

tive of

HIGH-GRADE
Italian Queens

JAY SMITH
Rout* S

Vinc.nn... Ind.
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DADANT SYSTEM OF BEEKEEPING
BY C. P. DADANT

In this little book the author gives a pleasing account of his experience in honey production for

more than half a century. He describes the many experiments conducted by Charles Dadant and

his descendants in the Dadant apiaries.

The Dadants have been engaged in the production of extracted honey on a commercial scale for

many years. More than 60 tons of honey have been produced in their apiaries in a single year by

the Dadant system of beekeeping.

This book is worth several times its price to any beekeeper with a dozen colonies. The Dadant

system shows how to keep more bees and get more honey with less labor.

Full information about the use of the large hive. 118 pages. Attractive cloth binding.

PRICE $1.00

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL, HAMILTON, ILL.

Friction Top Pails all ready for delivery at Newark, New York

We have first-class basswood comb-honey shipping case, complete with glass and corrugated paper, 6T/2C each, without glass 66c Y
each. A

I
A

2^ pound cans, f. o. b $ 5.50 per hundred '^

3 pound cans, f. o. b 7.00 per hundred .|.

5 pound pails, f. o. b 10.70 per hundred y
10 pound pails, f. o. b 16.00 per hundred X

The above prices are f. 0. b. Newark, or $1 per hundred less f 0. b. Baltimore, Md. ..

Now is a fine time to gather up your old combs and ship them in for rendering. Write for our terms and shipping tags. Higiiest >
cash prices paid for beeswa.\, or we will change your wax for foundation. • . V

We have in reserve a complete line of bee supplies which we can quote you attractive prices on. We also have some special offers *j*

to make on 8-fTame hives, bottom-boards and covers. 't*

Send in your list of requirements and let us quote you on same. ^t.

Address THE DEROY TAYLOR CO., Newark (Wayne Co.), N. Y. I

f MR. BEE KEEPER
X You desire your beekeeping to baeome successful. Then use the best methods and supplies available. A

X These supplies are furnished by us in Dadant's Foundation and Lewis Bee Supplies.
'l*

% Send us samples f your honey and quote your price. ^^

' WESTERN HONEY PRODUCERS, SIOUX CITY, IOWA
|

Send list of your need* or request for new Catalogue to Department B.

lx~X«X~K~XK~X"XK~:~>XK~XK~X«KKK->W~XK~X~K~KKKK^^^
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Crop and Market Report
Compiled by M. G. Dadant

For our November report we asked our correspondents
to answer the following questions: 1. How is your crop

selling? 2. What are you asking, wholesale and retail?

3. What are the best offers from jobbers? 4. Do you an-

ticipate any trouble in disposing of your crop, and what
price will you hoi I for?

HOW IS THE CROP SELLING?
The reports coming in this month have been the most

remarkable, we believe, of any time since this department
was started. They are remarkable from the fact that

practically all reports coming from east of the Missouri
river and north of the Ohio river are identical, and claim

the crop is moving very fast, with a large amount of the

honey sold. For this season of the year we think this is

extremely propitious.

Usually honey does not begin to sell until cold weather
arrives, and this section has not yet had any very cold

snaps. In fact, in Illinois we have not had any extra

hard frosts, and in some localities tomatoes are still

green and growing (Oct. 21).

In the Southeast the crop has been short; at least it so

appears from all reports coming in. The honey is mov-
ing slowly in this region, and there is very little demand
outside for this honey.
The Texas crop is practically disposed of and as the

movement is still good, they anticipate no trouble in dis-

posing of the balance of the crop.

In New Mexico most of the crop is sold.

In Colorado the crop is moving slowly in large lots, but

the local demand seems to be good. The movement in

Montana and Idaho is very slow, as practically all honey
there is shipped out in car lots. The same is true of

Nevada and Utah, with possibly a little better movement
of California honey.

PRICES ASKED
Throughout the New England States the price is at

least as high as last year, beekeepers asking from 2Sc to

40c for their honey. In New York we have reports of a

few lots selling as low as 18c, but practically all are hold-

ing for 20c or above, and anticipating no trouble in get-

ting this. One report from Ohio asks 25c and states that

probably the price will have to be reduced some in

order to sell the honey. Practically all reports from the

Central West, including the States of Indiana, Minne-
sota, Michigan, Wisconsin and Iowa, report good sale

and the prices holding up to about a minimum of 20c for

extracted and $7 per case for comb honey.
This same condition is true of Kansas, Nebraska and

Missouri. In the Southwestern States the price asked
ranges from 17c to 20c, according to grade. In Texas the

price asked is a minimum of 16c for amber and 18c for

white.
In Colorado 20c for extracted and $7 to $8 for comb

seem to be about what it is desired to realize by the bee-

keeper, although many expect that they will have to take

considerably less to move the crop. Montana reports

asking $7 for comb and 20c for extracted honey, as does
Utah. However, there is no movement at this price, and
there seems to be a disposition to cut considerably.
The California Association is asking from 16^c to 20c

for their crop, according to grade.

OFFERS MADE
The lowest price made for any eastern honey is 16c per

pound for a lot of New York honey, which was not ac-

cepted. Illinois reports offers of 17c and Iowa as low as

ISc to 18c, none of which were accepted.
Kansas and other Western States offer prices ranging

from 17c upwards, but in all cases prices on large lots

were below what the producer desired and he is holding
to sell locally if possible.

In the Southeast, offers have ranged around 13c to 15c,

with but very few oflfers from the large jobbers. In

Texas, offers are made at about 14c per pound, but are not

considered by the Texas beekeepers, who are having

no trouble in disposing of their whole crop through the
Association at much better prices.

It is in the inter-mountain territory and in California
that the lowest offers are being made, these being on a

basis from lie for amber to 13c for white honey. Several
cars have been sold in Utah at from 12c to 14c and the
same is true in California.

DISPOSITION OF CROP
There will be no trouble in beekeepers disposing of their

crop any place east of the Missouri River and north of

the Ohio. Practically every report indicates that this

year's crop will move readily and that the demand lo-

cally will absorb all of the crop before the holidays.
The condition is very unsettled in the Southeast, even

though the crop is small, and also in the Inter-mountain
States and in California and the Pacific Coast States.

Practically all the trouble is caused by carload lots

which it is desired to move at once. The large jobbers
and bottlers of honey seem to be off the market, and this

is probably due to the fact that the large wholesale
grocers are only buying as fast as they need it. We be-

lieve that the demand from these will increase with the

advent of cold weather. Heretofore usually honey has
been sold as early as August and September and deliv-

ered in advance of any sale on the part of the whole-
salers. Of course, this year, with a question as to what
prices will do, the wholesalers hold off until they abso-
lutely need the honey.
Reports from one of the large commission brokers in

Chicago, state that one of the main causes for a lack of

demand for honey is the wide range in price, even from
the same locality. We have found this true in our own
reports. Two reporters living in the same section have
stated that their honey was worth in one instance 12c

per pound, in the other 17c. This, of course, is due to a

lack of co-operation on the part of the beekeepers out-

side of the different exchanges who are selling their

goods at a very low price. Of course, this is due in part

to the fact that beekeepers are unable to borrow on
their crop and hold for a better price, as they have done
heretofore. We know of several cars of honey having
been sold for from lie to 12c for the amber and as low as

13J^c for best grade sweet clover honey. There is no
reason for such a price, inasmuch as the price of sugar
is not yet this low. However, as long as there are bee-
keepers who are willing to accept such a low price, there

will always be buyers. The lower the price, the less

ready the buyers will be to accept, thinking probably
that there is to be a crash in the honey market and that

prices will go still lower.
Two points we would like to emphasize in this connec-

tion. One of these is that the beekeepers in the East and
Central West should do everything to dispose not only of

their own crop, but of as much more honey as they can,

so as to clear up the market and maintain a living price.

The other is that the Western beemen should get to-

gether and try to hold for a reasonable figure. There is

no reason for one beekeeper to sell a carload of white
clover honey at 13c per pound when another not many
miles away is holding for 18c, and getting it. The fact is

that honey is in good local demand in the East and Cen-
tral West, at about 30c in 10-pound cans. There is a large

discrepancy somewhere, but this cannot be cleared up
unless there is some disposition on the part of the pro-

ducers to hold for a fair price.

Naturally we cannot expect the price of honey to hold
indefinitely at the high figure obtained last year, but
whether it does hold at a fair price or drops to a below-
production cost depends on the beekeepers themselves
more than on the wholesalers and jobbers. The whole-
salers and jobbers are going to buy as cheaply as possi-

ble, and if the beekeepers do not set a price, they will.

Export figures show that only 27,000 pounds of honey
were shipped during August to all foreign countries. This
is very low, indeed, but we may look for a better de-
mand from foreign countries later on.
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TWO ANNOUNCMENTS
FIRST— MONEY IS SAVED by successfully winter-

ing. Bees and queens represent increasingly

large investments. Save them. Remember
each strong, vigorous colony, spring count is

worth two that come into strength and reach

development only later in the season. Keep

your colonies strong, by proper w^intering.

Keep abreast of the times, and be scientific in

your treatment of wintering problems. Tell

us the location, and the number of colonies

in your yard, and we will tell you what our

ideas are of what will constitute its CHEAP-
EST, SIMPLEST, SAFEST AND ADE-
QUATE protection. And quote too, if you

so desire, on what supplies you may need to

accomplish this successfully.

AND — WE WELCOME the beekeepers of Iowa and

the Great West generally, who plan to attend

the Iowa Association meetings, and the Great

West Horticultural Exhibit to Council Bluffs.

And we extend a cordial invitation to all, to

make the Root Company headquarters, and to

use us in any way that will make your trip to

Council Bluffs more interesting and profitable.

Do not fail to watch this space for developments that will concern and

interest all western beekeepers

THE A. I. ROOT CO., Council Bluffs, la.
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Is Uncle Sam'sWord
Good Enough?

Then Mr. Bee-man, just write for

Volume I of the Cypress Pocket
Library and read what our re-

spected Uncle has to say about
Cypress (''TheWood Eternal.")

You'll then see why any bee-

hive, or bottom or winter case

not made of Cypress is not so

good as it might be. 42 other

volumes all free. The list is in

Volume I. Write and it comes.

SOUTHERN CYPRESS MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION
1251 Perdido Building, New Orleans, La., or J2S] Heard National Bank Building, Jacksonville, Fla.

Insist on TRADE-MARKED Cyprcfs at Your I^cal Lumber Dealer's II be basn'I it. LET US KNOtf IMMEDlATEir

mmm3m\mmm&m\m\mms\m\mmmmmmmm&mmmimi\mm^mmimm&m^

ADVANCED PRICES ON

BEEKEEPERS SUPPLIES
The prices shown in our 1920 catalog have been revised. Write for new

price list before placing orders

EARLY ORDER DISCOUNTS
An early order discount of 6% is allowed on all Lewfis Beeware and Dadant Foun-

dation orders placed during November. Take advantage of this by
ordering your supplies now. A remittance of $94 will be

credited to you as $ 1 00 against your purchases of

LEWIS BEEWARE
DADANT FOUNDATION

ALUMINUM HONEY COMBS

TEXAS HONEY PRODUCERS ASSOCIATION
1105 S. Flores St. P. O. Box 1048 San Antonio, Texas

?Sf^t[?riffly^iiTy^??^?iff^?i??^^

S
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A LEADER in AMERICAN
BEEKEEPING

GEO. S. DEMUTH

Mr. Geo. S. Demuth, for the last nine years

the assistant of Dr. E. F. Phillips in the

department of Bee Culture Investigations

at Washington, D. C, and one of the most
favorably known beekeepers and beekeep-
ing authorities in America, will become
the active editor of Gleanings in Bee Cul-

ture the present month, associating himself

with E. R. and A. I. Root in editorial work.

Mr. Demuth will bring to his new position

very unusual qualifications, not only as a

practical beekeeper in his ov^n apiary, but

as a student and scientist of beekeeping
Few^ leaders in apiculture have ever had the

degree of confidence of the beekeepers

everywhere that Mr. Demuth has. It is

hardly too much to say that beekeepers
generally agree to the proposition that
" When Demuth says it's so, it's so.

"

A Step in Advance

Mr. Demuth's coming to Gleanings in Bee Culture is not only for the purpose

of making it a still better bee journal and still more useful to American bee-

keepers, but also to put him in position to serve the American beekeeping
public in all our literature. He will have a part in the revision of the ABC
and X Y Z of Bee Culture from time to time; in the preparation of revisions

of standard beekeeping books and in the editing of new beekeeping books
now planned. All of his great store of beekeeping knowledge will be placed

at the service of American beekeepers in whatever we may publish. Just as

he has so conscientiously and ably served the American beekeepers at Wash-
ington, he is now going to serve them in the capacity of editor of our Glean-

ings in Bee Culture and our beekeeping books of all kinds.

George S. Demuth needs no introduction to American beekeepers and it is

only to introduce him in his new capacity that his name and likeness appear

on this page at this time.

THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY
MEDINA, OHIO

Bv E. R. Root, Vice-President of A. I. Root Co., and Editor of Gleanings
in Bee Culture

3;,]

I mm il^l
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CAUCASUS APIARY OF MOVABLE-FRAME AND LOG HIVES AT NOVO-FONSK MONASTERY, NEAR
THE BLACK SEA, IN SUKUM PROVINCE. THE TALL, SLIM TREES ARE CYPRESSES, WHICH
ARE AS NUMEROUS THERE AS IN CONSTANTINOPLE. NOTE THE KEEPER'S HOUSE IN REAR.
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WHEN THE BEES STING
YOU'LL NEED AN "IDEAL BEE VEIL"-TRUE

TO ITS NAME

$1.95 Post Paid in V. S. A.

WAX—OLD COMB

We pay you the highest market price for

rendered wax, less 5c per pound rendering

charges. Our rendering process saves the

last drop of wax for you. "Put your name

on all packages."

HONEY

Send us a sample of your extracted honey.

We also buy comb honey. Tell us how

much you have and what you want for it.

We pay the day shipment is received.
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THE BEST BEE
BOOKS

THE HONEYBEE
By Langstroth and Dadant.

A very complete text on

beekeeping. 575 pages, attrac-

tive cloth binding, $2.50, Eng-

lish, French or Spanish editions.

FIRST LESSONS IN BEE-
KEEPING

By C. P. Dadant.

Will start you right. 167 pages,

178 illustrations, cloth binding.

Price $1.U0.

AMERICAN HONEY PLANTS
By Frank C. Pellett.

First book in the English lan-

guage on the subject of the

honey plants.

300 large pages, 155 illustra-

tions, cloth binding; $2.50.

OUTAPIARIES
By M. G. DAdant.

Valuable to every extensive

beekeeper. 125 pages, 50 illus-

trations; cloth bound,. Price

$1.00.

PRACTICAL QUEEN REAR-
ING

By Frank C. Pellett

Gives all up-to-date methods

of rearing queens for the small

beekeeper or for the specialist.

Cloth bound, 105 pages, 40 il-

lustrations.

Price $1.00

1,000 ANSWERS TO BEE-
KEEPING QUESTIONS
By Dr. C. C. Miller.

Answers the questions that

other books overlook. Cloth

bound, 276 pages. Price $1.25.

I.

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL,
Hamilton, Illinois

NEWBingham

BEE SMOKER
PATENTED

/f^i^^^^szr

The Bingham Bee Smoker has been

on the market over forty years and is the

standard in this and many foreign coun-

trie It is the all-important tool of the

most extensive honey producers in the

World. It is now made in five sizes.

Size of shipping
stove weiiiht
inches lbs.

Big Smoke, with shield 4 xlO 3
Big Smoke, no shield... .4 xlO 3

Smoke Engine 4 x 7 2%
Doctor Sl/ix 7 2
Conqueror 3 x 7 154
Little Wonder 3 x d'A IK

The Big Smoke has just been pro-

duced in response to a demand for a

larger-size smoker, one that will hold

more fuel, require filling less often,

from extensive handlers.

East Lansing, Mich., May 10, 1920.

A. G. Woodman Co., Grand Rapids,
Mich.

Dear Mr. Woodman:—I have now
had several weeks* opportunity to try

out the New Smoker, called the Big
Smoke, with the guard about the fire

pot. The smoker is even more than I

anticipated, and unless something else

is brought out that is still better, you
can be assured that this particular one
will be standard equipment for this

place from now on.

B. F. Kindig.
State Inspector of Apiaries.

The Genuine Bingham Honey Un-

capping Knife is manufactured by us

here at Grand Rapids and is made of

the finest quality steel. These thin-

bladed knives, as furnished by Mr.

Bingham, gave the best of satisfaction,

as the old timers will remember. Our
Perfect Grip Cold Handle is one of the

improvements.

The Woodman Section Fixer, a com-

bined section press and foundation fas-

tener, of pressed steel construction,

forms comb-honey sections and puts in

top and bottom foundation starters, all

at one handling. It :s the finest equip-

ment for this work on the market.

TIN HONEY PACKAGES

2 lb. Friction top cans,
2 lb Friction top cans,

2J^ lb. Friction top cans.

2J4 lb. Friction top cans,

5 lb. Friction top pails,

5 lb. Friction top pails,

5 lb. Friction top pails,

1 lb. Friction top pails

lb Friction top pails,

cases of 24
crates of 612
cases of 24
crates of 450
cases of 12

crates of 100
crates of 200

, cases of 6

crates of 100

Ai>k for our special money-saving
prices, stating quantity wanted.

A. G. WOODMAN CO.
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH., U. S. A.

Send us an itemized list of your requirements and let us figure on your goods for

1921, Our new catalog will be issued about January 1.
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•GRIGGS SAVES YOU FREIGHT'

TOLEDO

NOW FOR THE 1920 HONEY CROP We will buy it, both comb and extracted

We want especially White Orange, White Sage, White Clover, Basswood, Raspberry.
Write us what you have, sending samples, and prices asked, in first letter.

SECOND-HAND 60-Lb. CANS
These cans used only once, packed in good cases. 10 cases, 70c; 50 to 100 cases, 65c; 100 to 500, 60c.

BEESWAX WANTED

GRIGGS BROTHERS CO., TOLEDO, OHIO 'l^^-

' GRIGGS SAVES YOU FREIGHT"

•»>•:••:••:•
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THE AULT 1921 BEE SHIPPING CAGE ^^%'i^^
1st. It is a dark cage, much more so than the open screen cages

we have been shipping in in the past.

2nd. The feeder uses pure Sugar syrup. Better than Honey or

Candy to ship on; it contains water as well as feed.

3rd. Feeders are made more suhstantial, one-third larger, ami
have screw cap that will not ja out.

4th. Instead of one small hole, we now use a cotton duck washer
in the screw cap that has proven to overcome all the objec-

tions found to the liquid feed method.
5th. The Cage is one piece screen wire, protected by thin boards

on the outside.

Send for circular describing the cage in detail, prices, etc

ORDERS are coming in daily for 1021 SHIPPING
Five per cent cash discount for Nov, 3 per cen!: for December,

2 per cent for January, on all orders. Or will book your or-

der with 20 per cent down, balance just before shipping.

QUEENS PACKAGE BEES QUEENS
My Free Circular gives prices in detail, etc. Safe delivery guaranteed within 6 days of shipping point. We ship thousands of

pounds all over U. S. A. and Canada.

\ pound pkg. bees $3.00 each, 25 or more $2 85 each
2 pound pkg. bees 5.00 each, 25 or more 4.75 each

3 pound pkg. bees 7.00 each, 25 or more 6.65 each
F. O. B. shipping point. Add price oL queen wanted.

1 Untested Queen $2 each, 25 or more $1.75 each
1 select untested, $2.25 each, 25 or more $2 each.
1 Select Tested Queen 3.50 each, 25 or more $3.00 each.
1 Tested Queen $3.00 each, 25 or more $2.70 each

NUECES COUNTY APIARIES, ^ °p,^^y' CALALLEN, TEXAS

The enormous demand for "SUPERIOR" FOUNDATION signifies high-

est quality. Our 1920 output over 150,000 pounds

Beeswax wanted: For cash or in exchange for foundation or bee supplies. Prices on request

SUPERIOR HONEY CO., Ogden, Utah (Manufacturers of Weed Process Foundation)

DR. G. G. MILLER, ENLARGED PHDTO 8x1

1

SUITABLE FOR FRAMING

A desirable Christmas Gift for any beekeeper

Price $1 Postpaid

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL, Hamilton, III.

BARNES'
Foot Power

Machinei7
Read what J. E. Paren .

of Chariton, N. Y., says:
"We cut with one of your

Combined Machines last

winter 50 chaff hives with
7-in. cap, 100 honey-racks,
500 frames and a great

deal of other work. This
winter we have a double
amount of hives, etc., to

make with this saw. It

will do all you say of it."

Catalog and price list free.

W. F. & JOHN BARNES
995 Ruby St.. ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS
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TESTING DADANT'S
FOUNDATION

From the first year of sale of Dadant's Foundation the Dadant firm

had at least three hundred colonies of bees.

The tests for satisfactory foundation were made with their own bees,

their aim being to manufacture and sell only such goods as would be

satisfactory to their own bees, in their own apiary.

Every square inch equal to sample in every respect was the aim, and it

was done at all times as

thousands can testify who
have used these goods.

Not satisfied with the mills

they were using, they tried

different workmen until

they got a mill that would

make a foundation without

" Fishbone," as the bee-

keeper called it; and also

got mills that would make
foundation of different

weights from five square

feet to the pound for brood

to thirteen square feet for

sections.
A DADANT APIARY

Now the Dadant Apiaries have increased to nearly a thousand colonies

in ten apiaries. The different locations give a chance for tests in heavy

flows, in light flows, in a dearth, for fall crop, for spring. All, so that

the proper tests can be made, and only the most satisfactory foundation

sent out to the many customers.

DADANT'S FOUNDATION every inch, every pound, every ton equal toLTMUMn I a rvui^VMiivi^ any sample we have ever sent out.

Specify it to your dealer. If he hasn 't it write us

DADANT & SONS, HAMILTON, ILLINOIS
Catalog and Prices on Bee Supplies, Bees-wax, Wax Working into Comb Foundation

and Comb Rendering for the asking
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WHY THOUSANDS BUY "BEEWARE 9f

Because the prices are right for the workmanship.

Because the materials are the very best obtainable.

Because you are assured of good service—guaranteed.

These goods marked with the "Beeware" brand, are famous for giving
the utmost return over a period of years at prices which are never extreme.

Conditions this year are causing many men to change their previous
buying methods. Buy cautiously, but be sure you get real quality for your
money, the kind you get in "Beeware" only.

It will pay you to write or visit your "Beeware" distributer.

His name is on the catalog we will send if you ask for it.

acquainted
munication

SERVICE DEPARTMENT
To give users of Lewis "Beeware" better service and information,

we announce the employment of E. W. Atkins, who began work at

Watertown November 1. Mr. Atkins is well known to many Ameri-
can and Canadian beekeepers, has worked in large commercial api-

aries, and for the past four years has been operating his own api-

aries. After taking a degree at the Ontario, Canada, Agricultural
College, Mr. Atkins served with the provincial and dominion apiarists

of Canada. During the war he was in charge of bee culture exten-
sion work for the United States Government in Iowa, Missouri, Kan-
sas and Nebraska. Later he has worked out of the Iowa Agricultural
College at Ames for the U. S. Bee Culture Laboratory, and is well

with the needs of beginners and commercial beekeepers alike. Address all com-
s regarding beekeeping to our Service Department, Watertown.

LOOK
FOR

BtE HIVES AND APIARIAN EQUIPMENT

BEWARE
WHERE YOU BUY YOUR

BEEWARE
^SWIS. s

A
MAKES THE FINEST.
cwTnioiT, >aie. Bv G aLCwis comoamv

THIS

MARK

G. B. LEWIS COMPANY, WATERTOWN, WISCONSIN
MAKERS OF LEWIS "BEEWARE"

NATIONALLY DISTRIBUTED

FACTORY AND HOME^OFFICES: WATERTOWN, WISCONSIN
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MISSISSIPPI

Glimpses of Beekeeping and Some Other Things in the Land of Cotton, as

Seen by the Associate Editor

THERE is a wonderful change
taking place in the South of

late. One having visited Mis-
sissippi five years ago and again now,
is struck by the rapid advancement.
Cotton is the principal money crop in

much of the South, and for a long
period the price of cotton has been
so low that it has hardly paid ex-

penses. With a good price for its

product the South, has developed
during the past few years as no
other section of the country has
done. The negro tenant has felt the

change, and shows it. On my previ-

ous visit to the cotton country, the
darkies were rather a dejected look-

ing lot. The returns from their cot-

ton were so small as hardly to sup-

ply the barest necessities, with noth-
ing left for luxuries. Now, on Sat-

urday and Sunday, one sees such
gorgeous silk dresses among the col-

ored women and silk shirts among
the men as vi^'ould give one the im-
pression that they were millionaires.

Many of them drive Cadillac and
Hudson automobiles and wear dia-

mond pins. Few of them have any
comprehension of the value of money
or realize that hard times may come
again. At Greenville, I was told of

an old darkey who was rather dubi-

ous about his annual settlement with
the land owner. At previous settle-

ments, he had usually found himself

in debt for money advanced during
the year, or, at best, with but a few
dollars left to call his own. Last
year when he presented his check at.

the bank he was astonished to find

something like $2,500 still coming to

him. In order to impress the old

darkey with the amount of his

wealth, the banker paid him in bills

of small denomination. With so

much money in one and two dollar

bills the old fellow thought he had
more money than he ever could use.

On going into a store he dropped a

bill upon the floor. When the fact

was called to his attention, he re-

plied: "Never min' about dat, never
min' about dat, I got plenty mo'."

The delta region, which extends
from Memphis south to Vicksburg,
is a stretch of wonderfully fertile

land. Here cotton grows to perfec-

tion, and one sees thousands of acres

of it. Greenville is in the heart of

the delta and apparently is a splendid

beekeeping territory. It has never

The French mulberry

been my good fortune to meet a
more wide-awake lot of beekeepers
or more interesting people than were
present at the Greenville meeting the
first week in September. Here also

I found some new honey plants, of

which I had not heard before. The
climbing boneset, which is men-
tioned elsewhere, grows abundantly
in the rich lands along the streams.
Mrs. Hill brought to the meeting a

bunch of goatweed, or wooly croton
(Croton capitatus), which she re-

ported as an excellent honey plant

for a short period of time. The
goatweed grows abundantly along
roadsides and in pastures across the

northern part of the State. Al-
though some species of croton have
been mentioned as the source of

honey in T^xas and California, I had
never before heard of honey from
any specie of croton east of the

Mississippi.

One beekeeper present said that

although he was surrounded by cot-

ton fields, he did not think his bees
gathered any honey from it. When
it was stated that cotton seldom
yielded on sandy land, he replied that

probably explained it, as his immedi-
ate neighborhood was sandy. This
confirms the various reports on this

point from other southern regions.

Although white clover is generally

regarded as best in the North, many
beekeepers reported good crops from
clover, although not every year.

Button-bush, locust, persimmon,
chinaberry, holly, heartsease and
cowpeas were also regarded as im-

portant sources of honey there.

That the region is very favorable

for bees can be seen by the fact that

one man present had captured 80

wild swarms in one season. One
drawback is the discrimination
against southern honey in the north-
ern markets. The explanation of
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this is that honey is gathered from
so many different Sources that there
is no uniform quality. Some of the
Mississippi honey is of as fine a qual-
ity as goes to market anywhere.
However, it would be difficult to se-

lect a sample of honey as typical, and
supply the same customer with a sec-

ond lot exactly like it, from a dif-

ferent place or at a different time.

Although the northern bee-man has
fewer sources of honty, his product
is much more uniform and the honey
going to market is very similar year
after year. In the South it may hap-
pen that the bees from one dolony
will be bringing in honey of a dif-

ferent color and flavor from that

coming to another hive at the same
time. It seems to me that the reme-
dy lies in the organization of co-op-
erative associations whicli will blend
the honey of a particular locality and
establish a market for it under its

own trade name. Unle",s this is done
the bottlers are likely to continue
to take advantage of the situation to

force down the price.

There were several colored men
present at the Greenville meeting
and I was told that there were some
very good beekeepers among them.
We drove out to the apiary of Rich-
ard Grant, which was the nearest. It

was well kept and a picture herewith
shows both the apiary ?nd the black
mammy who bottled the honey.

The Agricu'.tural College
Beekeeping is not neglected at the

Mississippi College of Agriculture.
R. B. Willson gives his full time to

beekeeping, most of it being spent in

extension work in the field. Willson
is a live wire chap who makes a good
impression, and who is a good
.booster for beekeeping, and espe-

cially for the State of Mississippi.

To hear him tell it there is no better

State than Mississippi and no better

business than beekeeping. He is do-
ing much to improve the methods in

the localities where he works. Dr.

R. W. Harned, the State Entom'olo-

Field force of the Mississippi Plant Board

gist, has too many irons in the fire

to give much of his personal time to

beekeeping. However, in his official

capacity he helps along at every op-
portunity. As Secretary of the State
Board he supervises the activities of
miore than twenty field men who are
busy with various problems of in-

sect control. The Plant Board men
are fine fellows. All are thoroughly
trained men and several are inter-

ested in bees. A picture of the
group in the field near Gulfport is

shown in connection with this article.

There was a very good meeting at

the college, as there was als^o at

Gulfport.

The Gulf Region
There is great development along

the Gulf Coast. Large orchards of

pecans and Satsuma oranges are be-
ing planted. Some of the land is

very sandy and poor, while in other
neighborhoods it is good. Fine shell

roads are being built which make it

easy to drive from place to place by
auto. The woods are full of titi and
gallberry, and failures of the honey
crop are very rare. Near Pass

R. B. Willson, t.i.Ui IK sintialist. anJ K. VV. Ilariicil, Slate Entomologist of Mississipiii

Christian I again found some honey
plants which were new to me. Mexi-
can clover (Richardia scabra), is not
a clover at all, but a weed introduced
from the tropics. It is common in

cultivated fields in the Gulf States
from Georgia to Louisiana. It cov-
ers the ground in corn and cane
fields after cultivation has ceased.
The blossoms are small, but the bees
seek them eagerly and, according to
reports, gather much nectar from
them. The Mexican clover is often
cut for forage and fed to cattle in

place of hay. The picture will give a

good idea of the appearance of the
plant. The French mulberry, also

called Spanish or German mulberry
in sGme places ( Callicarpa ameri-
cana), is a common plant in South-
ern Alabama and Mississippi. Al-
though the plant grows from West
Virginia to Florida and west to

Texas, I can find no mention of it as

a honey plant in any of the beekeep-
ing literature. It seems to be regard-
ed as valuable in Texas, as well as in

the Southeastern States. The pic-

ture shows the fruit and leaves.

Another plant which seems to be
valuable is a species of Ludwigia,
probably Ludwigia pilosa, which we
found in the swamps. I can find no
common name for the plant, but it is

found in swamps from the Carolinas
to Florida and west to Louisiana.
The bees were working these plants

very busily at the time of the visit 'of

our party, but we were unable to get

much information as to their value to

local beekeepers.

There are many plants common to

Mississippi which are little known to

the beekeepers, even there, and
which are seldom mentioned in the

beekeeping literature. .Since there are

some very active beekeepers in the

State and the college is also taking

up beekeeping seriousl}', we may well

expect that much more will be

known about the honey flora within

a short time.

I was very favorably impressed
with Mississippi beekeepers and bee-

keeping. There are many well-in-

formed commercial ibeekeepers

within its borders and it ranks well
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There are some good beekeepers among the colored population of the South

up to the front in development.
There is a great diversity of condi-

tions within the State, and a visitor

to an isolated locality might find

things very backward, but one who
travels in all parts of the common-
wealth and sees the best as well as

the worst, will be convinced that

Mississippi is in advance of some of

the States which have made more
noise about what they are doing.

There are many side-1'ghts on the

trip which must be passed over for

lack of space; the delightful hos-
pitality of the people, the big planta-

tions with their magnificent old

mansions, and many delightful hours
spent afield, will long remain as

pleasant memories of the land of

cotton.

exposing a set of teeth that a young
man would have been proud of. He
called our attention to his rose beds
that he might be justly proud of,

then to his home apiary. In twenty
minutes of visit my ideal was fully

realized. We bade him farewell and
started away in silence.

I had not been disappointed, but I

wanted to hear what my wife had to

say. Before we reached the public

highway she spoke: "Isn't he a

nice, clean old man?" I cannot recall

a single act of my life that gave me
more pleasure than this short visit

with Dr. C. C. Miller.

P. B. McCABE,
Elburn, 111.

MY FIRST AND LAST MEETING
WITH DR. MILLER

I procured a copy of Dr. Miller's

"Forty Years Among the Bees" in

1909. and through it and his other
writings I have become a great ad-

mirer of the man, to such an extent

that my wife suggested that, since

we lived but 25 miles from Marengo,
we should become personally ac-

quainted with him. So on a Sunday
in August, we motored to Marengo.
Arriving at the town, we enquired

for his home. At the gate, however,
I hesitated, under the impression that

the Doctor might be very much re-

served in his home life, and having
also learned that he had been sick.

But we disliked to turn back after

coming this far. So we drove up a

long avenue of basswood trees, to the

home. Everything looked just as de-

scribed in his book. We drove to

the well and took a drink. By that

time the Doctor came out. No in-

troduction was needed. It seemed as

if I had known him always, although
he seemed very weak. He walked
up to our car, shook hands and ex-

plained to my wife that he had an
affection of the heart from which he
did not expect to recover. He smiled.

MALLOW AS A HONEY PLANT
From G. G. Aylmer, of Quebec,

Canada, we received a specimen of

the common mallow, with the state-

ment that it is very attractive to his

bees. The common mallow, also
called Dutch cheese, doll cheese,
fairy cheese, and sometimes cheeses
(from the shape of the small seed
pod), as well as blue mallow, is a
widely distributed weed introduced
from Europe and generally natural-
ized in this country. It grows com-
monly along railroads, in barn lots

and waste places. It blooms
tlirough a long period, and at this

writing (Oct. 27) is still in bloom
here at Hamilton. The letter men-
tions the fact that it blooms there in

September, and this year, because of
the mild weather, into October. It is

probable that the bees were at-

tracted to it at a time when there
was little else on which they oould
work. While bees work upon it to

some extent, the writer regards it of

little value as a source of nectar. If

any beekeepers have found it other-
wise we would be glad of the infor-

mation.—F. C. P.

MORE ABOUT LAVENDER
On page 375 of our November is-

sue is a short note concerning lav-

ender, together with a picture of

the plant in bloom. The plant is ex-
tensively cultivated in some coun-
tries for the oil which is derived
from it. Von Mueller, in his book on
"Extra Tropical Plants," which is

published by the government at Mel-
bourne, Australia, states that one
species of lavender, Lavandula Stoe-
chas, is one of the best plants to hold
light, sandy soils, and it is also esti-

mated that one acre of it will enable
the bees to store a ton of the finest

flavored honey every year. A plant

which may become the source of a

ton of honey per year from each
acre is well worthy the attention of

the beekeeper. Since lavender is

cultivated for commercial purposes
entirely aside from its honey, it

might very profitably be tried out in

this country.

Mexican clover covers the ground in Gulf Coast tields
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THE EDITOR'S VIEWPOINT
Dr. Miller

The following appreciations of Dr.

Miller were received from Europe:
From Mr. Crepieux-Jamin, of

Rouen, the man who was honored

with the order of Leopold, by the

King of Belgium, for having cared

for 3,000 wounded Belgian soldiers:

"My condolence compliments to

Mrs. Miller. Dr. Miller's death is

to be regretted. Your father and he,

those were two MEN."
From Mr. Ph. J. Baldensperger, of

Nice, France

:

"My cordial sympathy goes to the

Miller family and to you for the loss

of our beloved and venerable dean,

the patriarch, Dr. C. C. Miller. The
sympathy of the apiarian world must

be but small relief for his people.

Who will entertain us as positively

and joyously as he did, on the ups

and downs of beekeeping?"
From Mr. Leon Tombu, of Bel-

"I was very sorry to learn of the

death of the venerable master, who
was Dr. Miller. It is not a sorrow

for the American beekeepers alone,

but for the beekeepers of the whole

world as well. The American Bee

Journal loses with him one of its best

writers."

Meeting Changed.
The meeting of the Minnesota Bee-

keepers' Association has been

changed from December 7-8 to

Thursday and Friday, 9th and 10th. It

will be held in the meeting rooms of

the Hennepin County Medical Asso-

ciation, Donaldson Building, Seventh

and Nicollet, Minneapolis.

American Honey Producers' Emblems
The American emblems to wear as

rallying signs at conventions of bee-

keepers ordered to be struck at the

Buffalo meeting last spring, are at last

ready. We can furnish them of either

gold or bronze, and cither in pins or

screw buttons. They represent a

queen on a comb; they are of the size

of a dime, very neat and pretty, and

are warranted to wear for years with-

out tarnishing. As a much larger

number was ordered than at first in-

tended, they are supplied more

cheaply than formerly announced.

Remit SO cents for single emblem, to

be delivered by mail, or 35 cents each

in lots of 20, to be supplied at con-
ventions.

Diseases of the Adult Bee
We are indebted to Mr. John An-

derson, of Aberdeen, and A. H.
Wood, for a clipping of the Aberdeen
Free Press of November 2, indicating

that the true cause of the Isle-of-

Wight disease is a mite, which it is

proposed to call "Tarsonemus
Wo'odi, which enters a particular

breathing tube of the bee, feeds on
the bee's blood, blocks the air pas-

sage, and thus cuts off the supply of

oxygen from certain muscles and
nerve centers concerned with loco-

motion." We trust this may be cor-

rect and a solution of one of the

most baffling diseases of the adult

bees. In that case, the discoverers

of this cause will have deserved
great praise from the beekeepers,

for it may lead to correct diagnosis

of the cause of the so-called May dis-

ease, paralysis, vertigo, which have
never been fully acounted for. Should
this discovery be confirmed, we will

give a history of it with credits to its

author.

Appreciation of Dr. C. C. Miller

We are in receipt from Mr. Thos.

W. Cowan, President of the British

Beekeepers' Association, of the fol-

lowing resolution :

"The British Beekeepers' Associa-

tion desire to record their sorrow at

the news just received of the death

of Dr. C. C. Miller, at the age of 89

years, who by his work and writings

had done so much for beekeeping,

and by his personality had endeared
himself to those with whom he came
in touch. They also desire to record

their sense of the loss sustained by
the world of beekeepers who valued

his advice, and to extend to Mrs. Mil-

ler and family their deepest sympa-
thy in their bereavement."

A Memorial Fund
The suggestion has been made on

the part of several friends of Doctor

C. C. Miller, that a fund should be

raised by the beekeepers for the pur-

pose of establishing a permanent me-
morial. There is some difference of

opinion as to the form this memorial
should take. We think that the es-

tablishment of a research scholarship

in beekeeping in an agricultural col-

legt would be very appropriate. In
case such a move is started, all the
bee magazines should join together to

raise it. We will be pleased to hear
trom our readers as to what they
think of the plan.

Prayers to Stop Swarms
I have heard from many persons

that there is a prayer which, when
said directly ahead of a swarm of

bees, will compel them to land at

once. Please inform me if I can in

any way get the words of this prayer.
Connecticut.
There has been at all times more or

less belief in the efficacy of certain

forms of prayer. We read lately that
it was once the belief that a printed
copy of a prayer to St. Margaret
would cure pain, if applied on the

seat of the trouble. We have looked
for information, in several ancient
works 'on prayers as applied to bees,

and find the following:
According to Jules De Soignies, a

Belgian author, through a popular be-

lief in the Golden Hills of Burgundy
and in other parts of France, the fol-

lowing prayer was recommended to

stop swarms :

"Bees, the Lord has given you birth

here and asks you to remain here."

This was to be followed by making
the sign of the cross.

In the Ardennes, they kept the

swarms from flying away by planting

a branch of consecrated boxwood in

front of the hives on Palm Sunday.

—

(L'Abeille a Travers Les Ages).
According to Margatet Warner

Morley (The Honey Makers, page

327), an exorcism was found in a

Latin ecclesiastical work as follows:

"I implore thee, mother of the bees,

through God, the King of Heaven,
and through the Redeemer, the Son
of the Lord, that thou fliest not high,

nor far, but that rather thou comest
at once to a tree; there gather with

all thy kind, or with thy companions.
There have I prepared for thee a

good hive, that there thou mayest la-

bor in the name of the Father, the

Son and the Holy Ghost. Amen."
Both of these authors also report

that it was a common belief in Lux-
emburg that the Lord tried to re-

strain the honeybee from working on
Sunday, and that the honeybee re-

plied: "It is often rainy during the

week, and if I do not work on Sunday
I may not be able to supply wax for

the altars." Whereupon the Lord
punished the bees for their disregard

of Sunday, by closing against them
the corolla of the red clover, making
it too deep for them to reach the

base of the calyx.

First or primary swarms rarely fly

away, as they emerge from the hive.

They nearly always settle at least

once, when they may be easily hived.

So if our correspondent tries one of

the above prayers upon a primary

swarm, he will have the pleasure of

seeing it succeed. But if he triesit

upon an afterswarm, it may be quite

a different thing. We would prefer

to rely on a spray of water from a

force pump.
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Mr*. Miller 111

A letter from Marengo brings the
news that Mrs. Miller has been con-
fined to her bed with illness most of

the time since Dr. Miller's death.
Mrs. Miller wishes to convey to the
beekeepers generally her apprecia-
tion of the many kind letters re-

ceived since the doctor passed away,
and to thank them one and all, since

it is impossible to reply to them di-

rectly.

The Quebec Apiary

Editor Vaillancourt, of L'Abeille,

in Quebec, publishes Bulletin 62 of

the Ministry of Agriculture of the

Province of Quebec. It is an 88-page
bulletin, supplying, in a condensed
form, the most important require-
ments for successful beekeeping. In

the matter of wintering, he recom-
mends the "silo," and gives direc-

tions for building a silo. This meth-
od of wintering is certainly good for

cold countries like the Province of

Quebec. We have in our own United
States localities where the silo would
undoubtedly be equally successful.

An Opportunity for
Breeding Experiments

The State Plant Board of Missis-
sippi has recently made a survey of

the plant and insect life on Cat
Island, which is about eighteen miles

off the coast from Gulfport. Prof.

R. W. Harned, the State Entomolo-
gist, who has charge of the work,
writes that no honeybees were found
on the island. There were fourteen
in the party, most of whom were col-

lecting from early morning until late

at night. Everyone had special in-

structions to be on the lookout for

honeybees, and as not one was seen
it is believed that no bees occur on
the island. Prof. Harned is of the

opinion that the flora is sufficient to

sustain a number of colonies. In

case any queen breeder wishes to

secure a suitable place for breeding
experiments, where the matings can

be controlled, it is quite possible that

arrangements can be made with the

owners to lease a suitable site for

this purpose.
Since the breeding of bees for the

northern trade is coming to be quite

an important industry in Mississippi

we would like to see the experiment
station, or similar institution, of that

State establish a breeding station on
the island. There are similar islands

off the coast of other Gulf States

which might be utilized in this man-
ner. It would seem that any of the

States where this branch of bee-
keeping is being developed might well

afford to establish such a breeding
station and undertake to solve some
of the problems that confront the

queen breeder.

Wintering Bees in Canada
We acknowledge receipt, from F.

W. Sladen, Dominion Apiarist, at Ot-
tawa, of an official Bulletin (No. 43)

on wintering bees in Canada, in the
French language "L'Hivernage des
Abeilles au Canada; the English

edition of the same to follow shortly.
Mr. Sladen puts in evidence the

three requirements of good winter-
ing, whether in Canada or elsewhere:
Strong colonies, composed principally
of young bees; plenty of healthy
honey; protection against cold.

For strong colonies of young bees,
Mr. Sladen believes in having a
young queen that will lay freely eggs
that will hatch in August and Sep-
tember. Even in our Middle States,
we believe that September bees are
best for winter. They have plenty of
time to take their early flights be-
fore cold weather.
For healthy honey for winter, Mr.

Sladen recommends white clover, al-

sike clover, and even buckwheat. But
he condemns dandelion honey and
hard maple honey because they
"granulate in the combs." Aster
honey "is harvested to.o late and
does not sufficiently ripen" for good
winter food in Canada. As a matter
of course, he condemns all fruit

juices and honeydew.
For protection he recommends the

4-colony winter case, but warns bee-
keepers against the "drifting of

bees," to which we have always ob-
jected when colonies are shifted
from one spot to another. For this

purpose he advises to "bring the
hives together gradually towards the
end of summer, so as to be in about
the same position that they will ac-
cupy in the winter case."
For cellar wintering he recom-

mends a temperature of 45 to 50 de-
grees in a cellar "not too dry."

Beg Pardon

We may make mistakes in theory
and pass them, but it will not do
to make errors in facts. The editor
made an incorrect statement, on page
226, concerning the music composed
by Dr. Miller, and half a dozen peo-
ple have written us to correct it. The
following are the facts:
Dr. Miller 'wrote the music of "The

Hum of the Bees in the Apple Tree
Tops," "The Beekeepers' Reunion
Song," "Dot Happy Beeman," "Bee-
keepers' Convention Song," and
"Spring Time Joys." But Geo. W.
York, is the composer of the music
in "The Beekeeper's Lullaby" and
"Buckwheat Cakes and Honey." The
words of all these songs were by the
late Eugene Secor. Mr. York pub-
lished all the above some years ago,
with one by himself and one by
James Roat, in pamphlet form, un-
der the title of "Songs of Beedom."
A letter from Mr. York reveals the
fact that he has a few dozen copies
left.

Winter Protection

The information reached us lately,

indirectly, that some beekeepers
quote the Dadants as being opposed
to heavily packed double-wall hives
for winter. Not by any means. When
the bees are packed in ;uch a manner
that the cold weather cannot reach
them, they are in the very best con-
dition for winter. Let me quote the

last paragraph in the chapter on out-

of-doors wintering in the "Dadant
System of Beekeeping":

"If the packing of colonies, singly,
in thick packing boxes, in a way that
they could not feel the cold of winter,
was not so expensive, it would be the
ideal way of wintering bees, even in

very cold regions. We have not
adopted this method because of the
great expense that it entails. Our
method has been sufficient and al-

though we have lost heavily in a few
abnormal winters, we succeeded quite
regularly. Our losses are not over
5 per cent, one year with another."
Winter management is mainly a

matter of location. But beekeepers
can never overdo the protection of
their colonies.

Unsealed Honey for
Winter Stores

Says the British Bee Journal: "Un-
sealed syrup, or honey, will do no
harm to the bees if it keeps sweet,
but during the damp weather of au-
tumn and early winter unsealed
stores take up moisture from the air

and are then likely to ferment."
True, but even if they don't fer-

ment, as in our cold climate, the in-

creased moisture taken up as stated
above produces a noxious effect upon
the bees and leads to diarrhea. Bet-
t2r have all sealed stores, as much as
possible.

To Kill Moths
Carbon disulphide, carbon bisul-

phide, carbon sulphide, according to
the United States Dispensatory, are
one and the same thing. It is a very
volatile, highly inflammable substance,
"prepared by the direct combination
of carbon and sulphur at a moderate
red heat." It should be low-priced,
for it is manufactured- on a large
scale. The above-named book is au-
thority for the statement that "in the
works of Deiss, at Pantin, near Mar-
seilles, France, 5,000 kilograms ((11,-

000 pounds) were turned out daily."

There is another preparation which
is not inflammable, carbon tetra-

chloride, which is also an anesthetic
and will kill moths and other insects

by evaporation. It is made from car-

bon disulphide and dry chlorine.

The latter drug is the cheaper of

the two, its cost being from 25 to 30

cents per pound, in small quantities,

while the disulphide sells at 35 to 60
cents.

Wisconsin Horticulture
and Bee Culture

The little monthly entitled "Wis-
consin Horticulture," is worth read-
ing. It always contains a lot of bee
information. The October number
has a beautiful front page cut.

Big Colonies

Lieut. C. W. Smart, in Australasian
Beekeeper for August, 1920, reports
that a colony which he built up "four
stories high and which had brood
from top to bottom, produced more
honey than any other hive in the
apiary." Large hives.
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PREPARING COLONIES FOR
SHIPMENT

By C. P. Dadant
A reader of the American Bee Jour-

nal asks for an editorial, giving our
experience with shipping colonies of

bees and asking at what time they
had best be shipped.
Our personal experience extends

over a long period, with shipments
to all parts of the country, but we
have rarely shipped carloads. The
shipping of carloads made a great
step towards perfect success when
some practical man packed them in

refrigerator cars.

Bees in colonies may be shipped at

any time. The best time, however,
is when the colonies are the lightest

in both, or either, brood and honey.
At such a time, spring of course, the

danger of breakage and loss by
smothering is at the minimum.
The amount of air to be supplied to

each colony will depend very much
upon the strength of the colony, in

bees. We shipped hives of bees by
express 500 miles or more, in cool

weathe.', during the months of March
and April, with no other ventilation

than was afiforded by the cracks in

the joints of the entrance and cover,

when they were closed. We do not
believe in ever using a screen over
the entrance,, because that is the

place through which the old bees are

accustomed to pass in and out, and
they worry and crowd each other
more at that spot than in any other

spot. The rare instances, in which
we have seen the entrance closed

with a screen, indicated that numer-
ous bees die against that screen, and
it becomes so clogged that it is of no
benefit for air. A preferable way,
when air is given, is over the top of

tile frames, at either end in cool
weather, or over the entire hive body
in warm weather.
A wooden frame, made of inch

square lumber, and as long and as
wide as the hive top, with a fly screen
of the proper size nailed upon it, is

fastened at the top of the brood
chamber, right over the brood frames.
Then another cleat, of the same
thickness, is nailed on top of this, at
each end only, and a light board is

nailed across the top. This gives the
bees an inch of room, above the
frames, under the screen. It also sup-
plies an inch of space, between the
screen and the sheltering board. That
board serves two purposes. It pro-
tects the hive, from the hive above
it, when piled up. It also shelters the
hive from the direct rays of the sun,
in case the colony is left exposed to

it, for a certain length of time. How-
ever, let us insist on the importance
of avoiding exposing the hive to a
strong light; much more important
still is keeping it away from the sun.
But in loading and unloading, it is

next to impossible to always avoid the
occasional exposure.
Bees may be shipped in very hot

weather, if they are given plenty of
air and are on old combs, with very
little honey and but little young
brood. Some people imagine that
they must have water. That is a mis-
take, unless they have young brood.
It is true that they will take water
if given to them. But the experience
of Harbison, who took bees from New
York to California, by way of
Panama, was exactly in line with the
experience which we had at differ-

ent times later. Bees that were sup-
plied with water arrived in poorer
condition, at destination, than those

which were left witho.ut it. Watery
stores, thin honey freshly harvested,
are also less safe than very ripe
honey or good syrup. The advan-
tage of pouring water over the hives
is in cooling them. If they are placed
in refrigerator cars, or if they are
transported in spring, during cool
weather, water will prove niore a
detriment than a benefit.

If it is necessary to cite the experi-
ence of others, besides Harbison and
ourselves, as to the superfluity of
water in shipping cases, we will pick
out, at random, the account of an ex-
perience. On pages 22-3 of the Janu-
ary number of Gleanings, 1920, T.
Dwight Whitman gives his e.xperience
in the receiving of bees from long
distances : "I have received bees in

pound packages that had only candy
feed, no water container, from Cali-
fornia (he is in Washington) that
came through in better condition
than those having water. In fact,

some of these packages having only
candy in them came through in what
I would call perfect condition, there
being not over a dozen dead bees in a
two-pound package."

If you ship bees, let there be no
fresh honey in the hives, and as little

sealed honey as is absolutely neces-
sary for their safety. You must be
the judge as to how much air they
need. If the weather is very hot and
the distance great, it may be best to
have screens at the bottom as well as
at the top of the brood chamber. A
very populous colony may need an
additional chamber of dry combs be-
sides its own brood chamber. In cool
weather, or in a well-managed re-

frigerator car, the average man
would be astonished to ascertain how
little ventilation they need. But it is

better to err on the side of too much
ventilation than too little.

Whether in a car, or on a truck, or

on an ordinary hayrack, the hives

should be placed in such a manner
that they are well fastened down and
will not shake. It is useless to add
that hives are placed with the combs
lengthwise in a railroad car and
crosswise on a road truck, because of

the directions from which the jars are

produced in each case. But bees on
old combs will stand a large amount
of jarring, provided the combs are

well fastened. The Hoffman frames,
objectionable to so many in handling
hives, are a benefit here. But loose

hanging combs are readily fastened,

by cleats at each end, if they are not
sufficiently glued with propolis.

Olives with tops closed with moving screens for short trips in hot weather

WINTER APIARY IN MISSISSIPPI
RIVER WOODS

By Florcnc-c L. Clark

Clayton is a village on the Missis-
sippi, pocketed among high wooded
hills. Stationniastcr and assistant at

the depot are Mr. and Mrs. Adams.
He works one shift and she another.
This is their occupation. Bees are
their avocation, and for a number of

years they have obtained profit and
pleasure, in their leisure hours, keep-
ing bees. They have about 200 hives.

Part of them are kept in town, and
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part in the woods on a 40-acre timber

tract some distance from Clayton.

When it came time last fall to put

away the bees for the winter, Mr.
and Mrs. Adams were face to face

with the problem 'of lack of cellar

room. Only a little more than half

of the hives could be kept in the cel-

lar. It was then they decided to

make "babes in the woods" of the

rest of the bees. Cases large enough
to hold six hives, with a space of 6

inches at the back and 4 inches in

front were built and placed facing

the east to aiford protection from
the northwest winds of winter. All

around and among the cases were
the trees to break the wind and af-

ford some shelter, even though their

branches were bare. The hives were
put in the cases and the spaces at the

back and front filled with leaves. On
top a layer of leaves 18 inches thick

was piled. Mrs. Adams, alone and
unaided^ gathered and carried 165

tubs full of leaves.

Having prepared the bees in this

way to weather the snows and cold

of an Iowa winter, Mr. and Mrs. Ad-
ams abandoned them entirely, and
did not go near until about the mid-
dle of January. The photograph
shows what greeted their vision as

they plowed their way through the

deep snows to their winter apia-ry in

the woods.
So undisturbed were the bees in

winter's snows that not even a dog
track was to be seen. The snow was
a foot or more deep on top of the

cases and drifted up against the

outer walls in a way that made it

seem certain, so Mr. Adams said, the

bees were as snug and warm as they
would have been in the cellar, if not
much more so. •

Iowa.

SEEDS OF HONEY PLANTS FOR
TRIAL

Through the kindness of a corre-

spondent in China, we have received
a few pounds of seed of two of the

best honey plants of that far country.
They are Chinese rape and Chinese
broad bean. Both are said to be
very good for the bees. The rape
grows very much larger than the field

rape grown in this country, some-
times as much as si.x feet high. We
are putting up this seed in small
packages and propose to send it to

our readers without any charge. Our
only stipulation is that it be given a

fair chance to show what it will do
and that the beekeepers receiving it

report to us the result of their trial

next fall. Since we only have a

small quantity of this seed we can-
not hope to supply all who would
like to try it, but will supply all re-

quests as long as the supply holds
out. Only a few secd:^ can be sent
to each person, but they should be
sufficient to get a start in case the
plants prove valuable.
We have also secured some of the

early-blooming sweet clover seed
which we propose to send out in sim-
ilar manner. This is a biennial sweet

clover which blooms about two
weeks ahead of the usual white va-

riety. We will send small packets

of this seed also without charge to

those who wish to give it a trial. A
small quantity properly cared for will

soon give the beekeeper a chance to

introduce this early blooming variety

into his neighborhood. If we can

add two weeks to the length of the

flow from sweet clover we will' add
greatly to the returns from the api-

ary in the sweet clover districts.

Please remember that we have not

tried any of these seed> as yet, but

are oflfering them to our readers free

because they are reported to be prom-
ising.

ECONOMIC ASPECTS OF API-
CULTURE

By E. R. Reppert, Entomologist, Ex-
tension Service, A. & M.

College.

It is safe to say that for the last

two years, and possibly for the last

four years, no subject dealing with
economic questions has been dis-

cussed in our country without ref-

erence to the European war. While
the great conflict was being waged,
our whole economic organization was
disarranged, values were_out of nor-

mal proportion, and prices were high.

Now, although almost two years have
passed since a wave of joy swept
around the globe with the cessation

of hostilities, the people of our coun-
try and of the whole earth still feel

the galling burden of high prices, left

them as a potent remmder of the

period through which they have
passed. Hence it is that, deplorable

as it may seem when viewed senti-

mentally, we have come from neces-

sity to look upon things from the

standpoint of utility, and our field

of vision is marked across with the

dollar sign. Mere sentiment will not

feed a hungry world, and things that

were once done largely as a pleasure,

or not at all, are now done as neces-

sary to the world's sustenance, while

new values have been attributed, to

products to which formerly little

thought was given by the masses.

Such a product is honey.

Honey is considered as a substitute

for sugar. Yet with as much logic,

and perhaps more, can sugar be
called a substitute for honey. Both
are consumed primarily for their

pleasant sweet taste, both are valu-

able nutrients. But, except as we
consider the sugar in various fruits

and vegetables, honey was utilized

first. (Of course, we are speaking of

sugar here, as the manufactured ar-

ticle. Strictly speaking, honey it-

self is 75 per cent sugar, the remain-
der being mainly water.)

Some Ancient History

The writer was somewhat sur-

prised to learn, by referring to an au-
thority, that sugar was unknown in

Europe 500 years ago, being intro-

duced at that time from India as an
incidental result of the Crusades, and
that in the sixteenth century it cost

$2.45 per pound, a consoling thought
to keep in mind when the last

month's grocery bill is presented.

What then satisfied, during the cen-
turies preceding, the sweet tooth oj

the civilized world exclusive of India

and China, granting that the civilized

world at that time had cut its sweet
tooth? It could have been none
other than honey or the juices of

fruits. An instance is seriously stat-

ed of a sealed jar of honey recently

taken from one of the pyramids of

Egypt of as delectable flavor as when
placed there five thousand years ago
— it is supposed the party making the

comparison assumed the quality of

the first samples.

Jacob included honey in his offer-

ings to his unknown son, Joseph,

when he sent into Egypt for food for

his starving people, three thousand
years before the first sugar refinery

was built. Cicero, effusing concern-

ing the joys of farm life, along with

the chickens and pigeons, the cows
and pigs, the butter and eggs, men-
tions also the hard-working bee and
the toothsome product of her indus-

try. John the Baptist sustained him-

self on locusts and wild honey; ob-

tained, the locust from the verdure

of the plains, the honey from the

caves of the bordering cliffs where
innumerable swarms of wild bees

Buried deep beneath the snow
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stored it. And Pliny included api-
culture in his studies of nature.
Thus for ages honey had been the

satisfying sweet. During the latter
centuries it was a luxury and the con-
suming public had demanded only a
limited amount. With the last few
years, as the price of sugar has ad-
vanced, the world has come to look
upon honey increasingly as a nece-
sity, committees have impressed upon
us the need of utilizing to the fullest
extent this undeveloped resource, and
those who have been in best position
to do so have increased their efforts
to accomplish this end.
And how undeveloped the resource!

One hundred million people as indus-
trious and intelligent as any others
that walk the earth; over 3,600,000

square miles of as rich soil as ever
grew a shrub, blessed throughout the
greater part of its extent with a wide
variety of trees and plants that give
in their proper season an abundance
of nectar. And yet, only enough
honey is produced to allow a bare
two pounds annually to each of its

inhabitants; colonies sufficient in

number to harvest but a small part
of the nectar secreted by the flowej-s.

Probably less than one million of
our inhabitants, only one per cent,

are engaged in beekeeping, and but
a small per cent of these own colo-
nies that produce commercial quan-
tities. Fifty to eighty per cent of the
nectar of the United States is prob-
ably lost because of an insufficient

number of bees, and in cur own State
of Texas, it is said that twenty times
the present harvest of honey could
be gathered if there were sufficient

colonies rightly placed. In the face

of the extreme shortage of sugar in

the past, it is little short of criminal
on the part of the American people
that a larger amount of honey is not
produced, and their responsibility is

heightened by the fact that compara-
tively little trouble or expense is

necessary to put it on the market.
Nectar is a natural product.

Comparisons

There is an increasing tendency, in

these days of high cost of living, to

draw comparisons between different

articles of food, taking into consid-
eration their prices and their relative
nutritive value. Merely as a carbo-
hydrate, the value of honey is one-
fifth less than that of sugar, the dif-

ference being due to approximately
twenty per cent of water in the
honey. But its energy-producing
value is 1485 calories per pound, be-
ing ahead of all other foods in this

respect, except dates, and far ex-
ceeding that of meat, eggs, bread,
milk or vegetables. Taking average
prices into consideration, honey is a
more economical food than pears, or-

anges, figs, bananas, strawberries,
and grapes, which are in the same
class of energy-producers. It is also
more economical as an energy pro-
ducer, than celery, tomatoes, canned
corn, and all the meats, with the pos-
sible exception of pork chops. On
the other hand, it is less economical
than bread, cereals, potatoes, baked
beans and apples.

There remains yet one phase of the
subject to be touched upon—namely,
methods and equipment, and a refer-

ence to bee diseases. To properly
solve the problems implied will ne-
cessitate an educational campaign
that will reach to all sections and
that will make the individual realize

that it is to his advantage, as well as

to that of others, that he should prac-
tice the latest and most improved
methods, to secure for himself the

greatest income and for others the
highest degree of safety, and reap in

the fullest measure the harvest boun-
tifully supplied by Nature. It is esti-

mated that previous to last season,
year in and year out, the gum or box-
hive, which does not allow bee or
comb manipulation, produced annu-
ally, in Texas, an average surplus of

three pounds, while hives with mov-
able frames, properly handled, pro-
duced an average surplus of forty-

five pounds, and last year the latter

class produced an average of fifty-

seven pounds. Is it any wonder that

in east Texas, in which are perhaps
some of the richest nectar-producing
sections of the whole State, but

where gums or box-hives are the

rule, beekeeping has not progressed

i
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The sweet clover harvester gathers the seed and leaves the straw on the land

to see for ourselves whether there

was any easier way to harvest sweet-
clover seed than to beat it out with a

fork over a canvas cloth. It was in

October, too late for the seed crop
to be at its best, as much of it had
already shattered off. The machine
was at work on the farm of the Rice
Brothers, near Discus, 111., and sure

enough, it was getting the seed as it

went. There was forty acres in the
field and it was a wilderness of sweet
clover, much higher than a man's
head and so thick that one could
hardly walk through it. Instead of

the horses being hitched atiead of

the machine and pulling it, like a self-

binder, they were' hitched behind,
and pushed it. It was, in fact, a

case of "the cart before the horse."

The first picture will give a good
idea of the appearance of the ma-
chine as it came to the end of the

row.

Four horses are used in reverse po-
sition ; two on each side of the

tongue, so, although they pull the

machine, it really precedes them.
Two wheels carry the machine
while the end of the tongue is sup-
ported by a caster wheel to facili-

tate turning at the corners. A chain
sprocket on the large axle drives an
overhead shaft bearing four large

paddle or threshing wheels at a

high speed. Parting guides tend to

compact the stalks as they are
drawn through a series of fin-

shaped paddles, some rigid, others
mounted on the sides of the thresh-
ing wheels. These notched paddles
mesh loosely. When the seed is ripe

the stalks are stiff, and being drawn
through are bent into a series of an-
gles which hold while the seed is

beaten off. A draft of air drops the

seed into conveyors that carry it

back to a bin, where it is screened
and sacked.

Two men and four horses operate
the outfit. One man drives the team
and the other tends to the screening
and sacking.
The machine is easily raised or

low-ered at will and takes a swath 9
feet wide. It runs easier and faster
than a binder, and when the field is

finished both harvesting and thrash-
ing are done.
The machine is the invention of

G. P. Leudke, of Springfield, III., who
has only placed a few of them on the
market as yet. A number of minor
details present themselves for im-
provement, but in the main he seems
to have hit upon a really practical
plan of harvesting sweet clover. An
economical method of harvesting the
seed seems to be all that remains in

the way of the rapid extension of the
acreage seeded to the best honey-
producing plant known to the Middle
West. After riding across the field

on top of the machine and watch-
ing the seed drop into the troughs
for its retention, the writer was con-
vinced that the trick is done and at

last a practical harvester is here.

Success to Mr. Luedke, the well-
wishing of all beekeepers are with
him.

"SELFISHNESS"
By E. G. LeStourgeon

Ever since men organized them-
selves to build the tower of Babel,
men have organized to protect their

assumed rights or trade interests.

Nations, empires, ententes, labor
unions, churches, lodges, farmers'

and even beekeepers' organizations
are founded on this same desire.

Into each enters the idea of selfish-

ness, and the per cent of selfishness

has generally governed the length of

life of the organization. The big I

and the little you of our modern
slang, because I belong and you do
not, is responsible for the world-
wide unrest today.
The ideal of the narrow, selfish or-

ganization is now fighting its last

stand. No group can exist apart, and
yet e.x-pcct to live from the common
source.
From the organization of the first

beekeepers' association there has
been a line of this narrow self-inter-

est manifest. To be a member one
must not only be a beekeeper, but
also one that believes as we believe.

So strong was this sentiment that al-

most all of the older organizations
became mutual admiration societies,

took in no new members and died

with the last patriarch.
Very naturally these societies did

little but defend the system of bee-
keeping advocated by its members.
Their discussions wer-.; mostly on
theoretical subjects and were settled

by debate rather than experiment.
While the old associations were

dogmatically doing their best, a new
race of beekeepers was coming into

existence. In favored sections men
were building apiaries that num-
bered in hundreds instead of tens.

These men were devoting their whole
time to beekeeping and had to make
it pay. They cared little for theory
and developed practices of their own.
Their problems were disease, trans-

portation, markets and supplies. Con-
sequently there arose a second set

of beekeepers' associations. These
men were forced to band themselves
together for common protection. To
them the object of the association

meant bread and butter, dollars and
cents, not pleasure. By associating

they could put on disease control

measures ; they could buy supplies in

car lots; they could sell direct to

the wholesale dealer; and they could

get hearings from the Railroad Com-
mission relative to freight rates.

But even these groups were too

Side view of harvester, showing how horses are hitched
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narrow. Each group wanted to be
the favored one, each wanted to

dominate the market, and be favored
in the buying of supplies. A few
years of tliis kind of competition con-

vinced the managers of such associa-

tions that even large State or re-

gional associations must either be
united or have some understanding
as to their common interests.

Growing up along with the bee in-

dustry were certain other industries

which were wholly or partially de-

pendent upon the beekeepers.- Manu-
facturers of bee fixtures, comb-foun-
dation and publishers of bee papers

were entirely dependent on the bee-

men, and those of honey containers
partially so. These men, whose liv-

ing depended just as much upon the

bee as that of the bees" owner, were
not included within those asocia-

tions. At the same time the trans-

portation of bee fixtures and prod-

ucts became great enough to attract

the express and railway companies,
and likewise many other firms had
more or less interest in beekeeping.
This multiplicity of interests, clash

of activities and strife for suprem-
acy, resulted in the formation of the

American Honey Producers' League.
If this succeeds, its component parts

will have to give up the selfish idea

of rushing honey to market to get a

high price and spoil future sales. In-

stead of glutting the market, they

must help create a market so that

not only they, but other men, may
sell. They must remember that

manufacturers, printers, transporta-

tion agencies and even schools are

vitally interested in bees, and where
such parties desire, bust be admitted

to the League. It is far easier to

gain the desired point by a co-opera-

tion of allied interests than to gain

the same by sheer force of the dom-
inant party.

A NOTABLE BUILDING
We are pleased to picture in this

issue the new Apicultural building at

the Ontario Agricultural College. It

is of more than passing interest, be-

cause it is the first building of its

kind to be erected especially for bee-

keeping at an agricultural college.

A small frame building was erect-

ed for the beekeeping work at the

Massachusetts College of Agriculture

a few years ago, but it was not in the

same class with this, which is a fully

equipped college building.

We congratulate the beekeepers of

Ontario upon the fact that their col-

lege of agriculture is the first to rec-

ognize beekeeping of sufiicient im-

portance to justify a really creditable

building. We congratulate Prof. F.

E. Millen upon being the first teacher

of beekeeping to attain the rank of

full professor with such a fine struc-

ture built for his exclusive use and

that of his stafl. We congratulate

former Prof. Morley Pettit as

founder of the beekeeping depart-

ment of the Ontario College as being

the first to establish a course in bee-

keeping which has grown to such an

extent as to occupy such a building.

We feel that the dedication of this

building by the Ontario beekeepers

at their convention in December will

mark a new era in the development

of the industry. It is so very re-

cently that beekeeping has received

serious attention at any of the agricul-

tural schools, that it is a matter of

surprise that a college should erect

a building, modern in every respect,

for the exclusive use of the beekeep-

ing department. Minnesota has a

building at its University for bee-

keeping, but it was built for another

purpose and given over to the bee-

keepers when the other department

needed larger quarters. The Ontario

building is a new and fireproof struc-

ture, built especially for the bee-

keeping work.
The building is of red tapestry

brick, with oak trimming; iron stair-

cases, finished with mastic, and with

fire escapes at the rear. On the top

floor is a lecture room 55x40 feet,

and seats to hold 250 students. The
lecture room is fitted with lantern,

enclosed blinds and sliding black-

board.
On the main floor there are offices,

reading room, small lecture room,
laboratory and steel vault set in con-

crete for the preservation of records.

On the basement floor there is a wax
room, a honey room, a stock room,
a bench room and a bee cellar. The
bee cellar is finished with walls 18

inches thick, waterproofed inside and
out, and has a false ceiling with ven-
tilating system. Inside the concrete
walls it is lined with matched lumber,

covered with two thicknesses of in-

sulating paper and two-inch cork
boards.
The building is fitted with steam,

hot and cold water, and gas. It is

also provided with dark room and
elevator. From the above descrip-

tion it will be seen that the beekeep-
ing department at the Ontario Col-

lege has received everything in "^he

way of fittings and equipment that is

provided for any other department.
We have pointed with pride to

Minnesota as the first to establish a

beekeeping course with the rank of a

department on this side of the line.

Let us hope that it won't be long until

all the colleges will not only have
beekeeping courses, but a full staff of

instructors and research men, housed
in such buildings as Millen and his

staff now occupy.

New bee building at Guclph

HONEY FROM PRODUCER TO
CONSUMER

By Arthur C. Miller

Can you sell honey as well as pro-

duce ft? Can you produce a good
article, and do you really know a

good article? You say it tastes good,

looks good; but is it good? All too

often it does not suit the majority of

the consumers, but why?
I have not sold thousands of tons,

but I have sold many tons, many of

my own production and many pur-

chased, and I early found that what
I liked was not always what the pub-

lic liked. I tried putting up differ-

ent kinds, properly designated, and

at once found myself in a sea of

trouble. It was not possible to keep

track of what a customer had previ-

ously had, and if they did not get

the same as they had before, there

was remonstrance, changing or stop-

ping-

Then I undertook blending. Sim-

ply said, but not simply done. It not

only called for a keen sense of taste

and a discerning palate, but it called

for a community palate. Several

promising blends were made and dis-

tributed freely among all manner of

people. The blend which met with

the approval of the widest variety of

folks was adopted and the others

were abandoned. The kinds and pro-

portions used in the blend were care-

fully recorded and closely adhered to.

Sometimes one or more sort^ of

honey were not to be had, and then

tlure was a search to find others

that would as nearly as possible

match those previously used. It was

no easy task, and often the price of
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a desirable sort was such as to seri-

ously shave the profit. But if one
is selling honey in a retail way or

bottling it for a retail trade one
must keep up the uniformity even if

at a temporary shrinking of profit.

Some of the big bottlers have learned
this, while others have not.

And that brings us to bottles and
bottling, a branch of the business
which adds materially to the cost of

the product and which the consumer
has to pay. When the price is high,
the consumer buys reluctantly, uses
sparingly and the smaller the pack-
age, the greater the evil.

I am beginning to believe that the
worst misfortune that has come to

the retailing honey producer is the
small bottle, say one pound or less.

It sounds good to hear that the
honey is bringing 40c to 60c per
pound bottle. But it is not good. A
little honey is bought once or twice
by many people, and then they stop
and turn to some cheaper sweet and
seldom or never go back to honey.
The claim that many people are get-
ting a taste of honey who never had
it before is true as far as it goes.
People who have never eaten honey
seldom buy it. Let many such per-
sons have a free sample and they
will buy it if it is within their means,
but SOc honey is not within the
means of many people. I know, be-
cause I have stood in stores for hours
and listened and quizzed.

From some experiences of my own
and of others I have Qome to the
conclusion that a vastly greater
amount of honey can be sold if put
out in large packages, say one to

five-gallon cans. Many a honey
lover will readily buy a 60-pound can
at 20c to 2Sc a pound, plus transpor-
tation, and then use it freely, but that
same person will hesitate long be-
fore buying anywhere near 60 pounds
in pound bottles. I know of one
producer and dealer who sells hun-
dreds of 60-pound cans directly to

consumers, often shipping the cans
hundreds of miles, and the same cus-
tomers order year after year. Do
you think that man would for an in-

stant consider bottling his honey for

the sake of the slight advance in

price? Not. much he wouldn't.

Then there is the small producer
who has a few hundred or a couple
of thousand pounds to sell. Invari-
ably he turns to the pound bottle,

more's the pity. And these fellows
are seldom good merchants. While
motoring through the country I have
found many wayside stands selling

"honey." It makes one shudder to

think what some of the "stuff" of-

fered will do to the honey trade.

Sometimes very dark, oft ill-flavored.

more or less specks and dirt and
foam, poor labels or none at all,

sticky jars, and to cap the clima.x,

charging more for it than a fancy
article costs in city stores with free
delivery and goods charged. And not
infrequently those roadside stands
are anything but attractive, oft cov-
ered with dust, and perhaps so
placed that there is small chance for

a would-be purchaser to stop his car
without impeding trafiic or necessi-
tating the crossing of the highway
through a stream of autos to get to

the stand. Pity that the roadside
merchants cannot travel and see
themselves as others see them.
But l.oney, particularly comb honey,

does not lend itself to the common
form of roadside merchandising.
l-"irst, even in the best of stands, the

pound jar should be abandoned and
nothing less than a quart jar used,

and gallon cans should be carried. If

a customer wants to sample it, it

is easily done from a jar kept for the

purpose, a little of the honey being
poured onto a slightly salted cracker.

This system works very profitably,

altogether too profitably ofttimes, be-

cause the proprietor is cleaned out
of honey long before the roadside
selling season is over.

Quality, uniformity and cleanliness

are indispensable, and large packages
are the most profitable, both imme-
diately and for continued trade.

I spoke of poor labels. Some are

atrocious. Many of the stock sorts

offered by sundry concerns may be
good as samples of types, borders
and papers, but they do not add to

the good appearance of the honey.
Do not use labels with many colored
inks or papers. Golds and golden
yellows, if used sparingly, make good
backgrounds, and black or golden
brown for the lettering. Labels
should be proportioned to the size

of the package they are to be used
on.
Push the sale of large packages at

reasonable prices.

Rhode Island.

MANAGEMENT TO SECURE THE
BIGGEST CROP

By Frank Coverdale

In treating this subject, many de-

tails must be taken into consideration,

such as location, strain of bees, man-
agement, kind of hives, supers and

method of wintering. Getting all col-
onies strong ahead of the honey flow
to be ready for the harvest, rather
than when the harvest is over, is the
test of good beekeeping. Bees at the
close of the harvest too often are only
boarders, who may die off before the
late flow.

I have found that when a colony is

given an abundance of room to en-
large the brood nest before the har-
vest is ready, followed by reducing
the breeding area when the nectar
begins coming in freely, so as not to
allow more breeding room than is

necessary te maintain the colony, I se-
cure best results. With a hive of
limited capacity the beekeeper can
control things to his liking. Two 8-

franie bodies make a brood chamber
which is too large, while an 8-frame
body placed underneath a half-depth
set of combs will make a brood
chamber which will provide the aver-
age queen an abundance of room.
If these shallow supers are stored
away with sufficient honey, they will
provide stpres and breeding room to
build the colony to full capacity for
the clover harvest. When the flow
begins the excluder should be placed
above the hive-body and the shallow
super placed over it to receive the
honey. If the beekeeper runs for
comb honey he can set two of these
shallow supers of brood on a bottom
board beside the parent colonies,
moving them occasionally when the
bees begin working from them. They
can finally be doubled up in piles of
8 or 9 of these shallow supers, leav-
ing a queen in each. As the remain-
ing brood emerges, the combs will be
filled with honey in case of a good
flow. If desired, all the bees can be
jounced out, paying no attention to
the young queens, a method which I

have practiced for years. For the
breeding period preceding the hearts-
ease flow, I have found an 8-frame
hive to be suflicient for the needs of

any queens which I have ever had.
Feeding must be resorted to to in-

duce the queens to fill even that space

Morley Pettit, founder of the beekeeping department at Ontario College of Agriculture, and
F. Eric Millen, present apiarist, in a Pettit outyard at Georgetown.
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at this season, but it is profitable in a

location like mine. Of late, however,
sweet clover is serving this purpose,
though even with sweet clover there
seems to be no need for more than
8 frames of breeding room. The
queens do not lay under any condi-
tions at that season like they do in

May and June.

Where the queen is given two 8-

frame bodies for breeding during the

entire season and sections placed
over the two bodies, the result will

make the comb-honey producer sick.

Such colonies will swarm as much as
where only one body is occupied by
the queen. By dividing these two
bodies when the flow begins and
placing each one beneath a body of

empty combs or foundation, with an
excluder between, provides plenty of

room and greatly retards swarming.
The point I wish to bring out is, that

in order to secure the most honey,
there must not be a great mass of

brood emerging when the flow is

nearing its close. These late bees
come on just in time to be consum-
ers, and are produced at heavy cost

in honey and care of nurses. When
the honey consumed, together with
that used to develop them are

counted, surplus bees at that season
count heavily on the crop finally se-

cured. This will be readily apparent
to the beekeeper who has noticed

how rapidly the stores diminish when
brood rearing is at its height in

spring. The past season, in my yard,

colonies kept with two full stories of

brood rearing room, throughout the

season produced fully one-third less

surplus of extracted honey. The bee-

keeper with thousands of colonies

may think that he cannot bother with

so many details, but the man with
two or three hundred colonies will

find it a paying manipulation. Where
nectar is available all season the bees
should be kept strong all season, but
it is poor economy to rear liees at a

season when they cannot add to the
production of the hive. Honey used
to stimulate breeding to gather a

harvest can be used to great profit

for the beekeeper.
Iowa.

(I cannot agree with Mr. Cover-
dale that an 8-frame story-and-a-half

hive is sufficient to provide breeding
room for the average queen. I used
8-frame hives for several years, and
later discarded them for 10-frame

hives. I was not satisfied with less

than two 10-frame bodies of brood
and honey at the close of fruit bloom.
There was usually 14 to 16 frames of

brood. After providing storage for

honey and pollen, the story-and-a-
half 8-frame hive leaves only two-
thirds as much breeding space. I

found that the bees in 10-framc hives

in the same apiary and under the

same Iowa conditions in 10-frame
hives would fill as many 10-framc su-

pers as those in 8-franie hives would
fill 8-frame supers. In time I discov-

ered that even the 10-frame hive was
too small for best results in my loca-

tion, where white clover furnished

the surplus and where the season was
short. Mr. Coverdale's point of get-

ting the young bees ahead of the

flo'w, rather than behind it, is funda-
mental to successful beekeeping.
With the larger hives I found much
less manipulation necessary to se-
cure this result.—F. C. P.)

A PREACHER BEEKEEPER
By C. E. Rogers

What have bees got to do with
Christianity?
The Rev. Edward V. Gardner, pas-

tor of the Eureka, Kans., Congrega-
tional church, finds a close connec-
tion. His knowledge of bees helps
him to win souls. The Rev. Mr. Gard-
ner is Deputy State Bee Inspector.
But in addition to inspecting bees he
keeps a quantity of supplies in a com-
modious shop. Every year sees a few
more Gardner bee converts in the
neighborhood of Eureka.
"Bees are my graft," he said not

long ago. "I cash in by the confi-

dence I gain among my rural congre-
gation. A farmer has no respect for

a preacher who doesn't know some-
thing about farming. A good many
members of my congregation become
interested in bees before Christianity.

It's a fair graft."

In addition to getting converts, Mr.
Gardner's bees provide him three
other desirable, if not necessary,
things—exercise, recreation and
honey.
Manhattan, Kans.

THE CENTRAL PLANT AGAIN
An Illinois reader writes to ex-

press appreciation of the article on
the Petfit central plant in the Sep-
tember. He asks for more details of
floor arrangement, bottling equip-
ment, piping to tanks, etc. His letter

was referred to Mr. Pettit, who re-

plies as follows :

Georgetown, Ont., Sept. 14, 1920.

We are more enthusiastic about
the central plant every year. But, un-
fortunately, when we built we could

Edward V. Gardner, the li. «. k»... ping shepherd
of a Kansas Hock.

not "think big enough," and are
very cramped for space. Instead of
25x40 feet the building should be at

least 30x80 feet. I mean for real

comfort in the management of five

or six hundred colonies. Let the
prospective builder count on an ex-
tracting room large enough to hold
at least two-thirds of his crop in

supers. Because, when you start

taking off and the bees are begin-
ning to get a little dark stuff you
do not want to take time to extract
till you have the white honey all

safely under cover. Then if the ex-
tracting room can be reserved for

one purpose only the empty combs
can be stored there until needed
again. To be quite generous with
space this room should accommo-
date all of the supers-for six hun-
dred colonies, at least two thousand
10-L—besides the extracting machin-
ery.

The honey room also wants ample
storage space. We have twelve
tanks like the ones shown on page
304. We fill two in a day and their

total capacity is about thirty thou-
sand pounds. By the time they are
all filled some one generally starts

filling out into selling packages. The
honey all goes into tin where it is

sold in the granulated form, so there
is no answer to your correspondent's
question about bottling arrange-
ments. The tank-benches are three
feet high, allowing the filling from
tanks to be done in a comfortable
position. Windows all along the

wall give light and cheer, and high
ceilings give airy comfort to the bee-
keeper, who is naturally a creature
of the great outdoors. By rights the

tank room should not need to be
cluttered with honey in crates. This
should be piled in a shipping room
nearest the garage.
The garage is 30 feet long, rather

cramped for the two trucks we use
now. The stairway goes up from
it. Two feet is plenty width for this

as very little is carried up it. In the

extracting room the extractor is over
by the window, with plenty of light

and air. The pump is a three-quarter
inch rotary, and the honey pipe is

galvanized iron one inch in diameter.
It goes up beside the window to the

ceiling, across through the partition,

over the door, and ends in a "tee" just

inside the honey room. On one end
of the "tee" is a cap and on the other

end a rubber hose reaching to the

bottom of whatever tank in that end
of the room is being filled. Rubber
hose connects the pump with the ex-

tractor and also with the metal
stand-pipe. Steam from the boiler

is connected to the melter by a pipe

running to the ceiling and along to a

point directly above the meltcr. Rub-
ber hose leads it down to the melter,

which is piped for the two knives as

well as itself. The boiler is heated
by a gasoline stove, which also

warms up the honey room and assists

ihc clarifying of the honey. There
is no stove in the extracting room,
and before another year we hope to

banish the engine as well.
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Upstairs the plan is similar. The
carpenter shop is over the extract-

ing room and the office is over that

end of the garage. Both have a fine

view of the apiary and get lots of

sunshine for the early spring days,

when most of our shop work is done.

Tlie other longitudinal half of the

building is on the cold side during
that period, and is used largely for

storage of new material to be made
up. It has a large pair of trap doors
over the garage, where goods are

handed up or down from the truck.

For heavy boxes a pulley hoist is

used. Both rooms are fitted with
square box cupboards between the

windows. These have heavy plank
tops and are built for work benches
as well as storage. One man can
work comfortably on each. Before
this appears in print we hope to have
the whole building well equipped with
electric lights for the dark mornings
and afternoons which are coming all

too rapidly.

The prospective builder should con-

sider verj' carefully what his space
requirements are going to be. Where
there is a building at each outyard it

is hard to realize what total capacity

is available. Just total up and then
remember that all that space must
be supplied by the central plant. To
use an old piece of advice, calculate

how much room you need and then
double that and you may have nearly
enough. Especially w'here much hired

help is used "a place for everything"
is very important. "Things of a kind
together" is another way we have of

expressing it. For instance, the queen
excluders are all piled in one place.

When they all go out and are in use
that place should be vacant and re-

main so until they come back. Then
the helper with but a dim idea of

order has less excuse for leaving
some in every room in the building

and the rest piled up around the

apiary door.

JLa^~ "
<&-»^i°--'^
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Special rooms for each branch of

the inside work are very helpful.

Then the machinery and supplies can
be left in order for conveniently tak-

ing up that work when the time
comes. In addition to the rooms we
have, I would like a room especially

for rendering wax, and another for

making feed. Our honey room is

just large enough for a tank room.
There should be another room quite

as large for storage of the crated
honey. This would be the shipping
room and have a desk with shipping
tags, stencils, etc. These at present
are kept very comfortably in the

office. We find it an advantage to

buy tins, sugar for feed, and other
supplies months in advance. They
might well be stored in the rooms
where they are to be used.

An old barn, which we found on
the place, has been pressed into ser-

vice for such storage and for winter-
ing material—an item which has not
been previously mentioned.

MORLEY PETTIT.

THE HONEYBEE IN RUSSIA
While the human insect is trans-

forming Russia into a large' plunder
field, giving up that rich country to

famine, and while the bolchevik foul-

brood destroys the most prosperous
colonies, let us examine what the real

honeybees were and are doing; those
little monarchico-democrats who put
in practice so nicely the dream which
has hatched in the heart of the Rus-
sian peasant—A republic with a czar.

If there is a country which may be
called the paradise of honeybees, it

is certainly Russia, that of the Cen-
ter and of the South, of course.

First, it is the country of basswood,
of vast forests with powerful vegeta-
tion, of blooming plains, of numerous
streams, whose capricious meanders
water fat prairie covered with honey
plants and bordered with rows of
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Ground plan of Pettit's central plant

willows, whose golden and silvery

catkins full of pollen announce to the

bees the arrival of spring.

But while nature, in Russia, gener-
ously gives to bees what they need,
the orthodox religion of that country
needs the bee for the production of

beeswax, which is used in the manu-
facture of wax candles, which are of

constant use in the practice of the

cult. So the little intermediary be-

tween nature and man, for the sus-

taining of life, becomes also a link

between man and his Maker, for the
needs of the soul. Whether there is

a favor to ask, a sorrow to calm, a

memory to honor, a festival to cele-

brate, baptism, communion, marriage
or burial, the beeswax is trans-

formed into a little sweet-smelling
flame, burning before the altars to

accomplish the mission of peace and
hope. It is therefore natural that

bees should secure, in Russia, the pro-
tection of the Church and the good
will of the inhabitants.

Since the Church needs the bees, it

sustains their interests by stimulating

the cultivation of rape and buck-
wheat. Rape serves to manufacture
the vegetable oil used in the cooking
of vegetables during the days of ab-
stinence and of Lent. Buckwheat
supplies the meal used in the prep-
aration of the cakes which inaugu-
rate the end of the fasting. Both of

these plants produce large stores for

the active pilferers. So a close rela-

tion unites the bees to the Church,
which carefully protects those little

sisters of charity whose life is de-
voted to celibacy and who work in-
cessantly anl lose their life, some-
times, in the defence of their home.
It is therefore quite natural that each
convent should possess an apiary,
managed by a monk who fulfills this

duty as a sacerdotal office. By de-
stroying religion and abolishing the
traditions of the Greek Church, the
bolchevist has done a great damage
to the bees.

But if each convent has an apiary,
each village has or had one, or more,
great domain where could be found
an apiary installation where the lat-

est methods were practiced. It is

easy to imagine what has been the
fate of those fine apiaries, in the uni-
versal plundering. The country peo-
ple, seeking persona! gain, divided the
colonies among themselves and, in

their ignorance, often allowed the
colonies to perish. So the bees also
have been victims of the revolution.

In order to safeguard them against
dust and bad odors, the bees, in Rus-
sia, are nearly always located at some
distance from the cities and villages.

They place them often in open forest,

in clearings made for the purpose, in

the quiet and peace which they enjoy.
Either the monk or the peasant, as
the case may be, lives by the apiary,
and if the bees are wintered there,

he spends the whole year near them.
As to the kinds of hives used, they

are not very varied. It is first the old

national hive, made of a hollow bass-
wood trunk standing on end. The
weather, which gives to wood the
color of stone, causes these hives to
resemble monuments and likens the
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apiary to a Celtic graveyard, of which
the monk might be considered the
guardian Druid, accomplishing the
rites of his faith. I remember that

one day, while on a botanical excur-
sion, I found myself suddenly in the

midst of the forest, at one of these
apiaries belonging to the convent of

a small district of Kazan. I thought
myself suddenly transported, twenty
centuries back, to the Celtic epoch.
As might be expected, these primi-

tive hives are steadily giving way to

better hives, especially the Dadant
hive, and in less number, the De Lay-
ens hive. As a rule each apiary is

placed under the protection of some
saint, whose image is fixed above the

gate of the enclosure, or sometimes
on a post. Often they place a small

"icon" or holy picture, under the roof

of a hive which needs particular at-

tention.

While visiting a renowned apiary
once, I saw at the gate of the enclos-

ure, which was very low so as not in-

terfere with the flight of the bees, a

pretty little structure of brick in the

shape of a chapel, which contained an
image of St. Serge, protected with a

pane of glass. From this miniature
building a streamlet of water was
running upon a slanting board in

which gradins had been chiseled, to

spread the water upon the width of it.

It was the watering place of the bees,

and I recognized that this was much
more pleasing to them than the long
troughs upon which straws are laid.

Was it an invention devised by the

saint himself, or only by his deacon
who cared for the apiary? Did he
thus find out the secret of having the

greatest possible number of his bees

working under the eyes of their pa-

tron saint?

This apiary was composed of about
100 colonies, with movable frames.

There was active work in that enclos-

ure. Overhead, on the basswood
trees, the bees were very busy; below,

near the ground, they passed in quick

flight, bolting out towards the woods,
the fields, the gardens, and coming
back swiftly. Woe to the intruder

who got in their way. Several times,

before reaching the pretty little house
of the apiarist, I had smarting tes-

timonials of their welcome.
One day I was complaining of the

angry dispn^ition of the Russian bees.

An apiarist answered with convic-
tion : "Russian bees are brave, but
if you fear their stings, go to the
hives that have Italian bees. Those
are mild, with the imprint of the ef-

feminate civilization of the Occi-
dent?" It is a fact that the temper
of the Italian bees, which I thought
cross in Switzerland, was angelic as
compared to the temper of Russian
bees.

But let us return to that apiary,
with its little chapel, its waterfall, its

active work and its deacon, who was
lying in the hallway of his house on
a bundle of dry grass when I knocked
at the door.
"Eh! Brother, wake up. I come to

see your apiary. Will you let me rest

a moment here? It is so hot!" "Will
you have something to drink?" said
he, at once. "It is very thirsty on
the road."' "With pleasure." As he
rose to go to the cellar, he turned to

me and asked me in a very solemn
way whether I was alone. "Yes, I am
alone." "Very well" He went out and
came back promptly with a bottle of

honey mead, on the surface of which
moisture was condensing. "Oh." said

I, "That bottle is too large. I told

you I was alone." "It was not on ac-

count of the drink that I asked you
whether you were alone. I was afraid

there might be a woman with you.'

"And what about it? are you afraid

of women?" "No, but I do not like

women in the apiary. I never let one
enter for fear of giving bad luck to

the bees." I was amazed. To be
afraid of a woman coming to an api-

ary is to carry Paulinism to an ex-

treme point. But our apiarist was a

deacon, and he perhaps had had some
personal experiences; unless it be just

a prejudice which is carried very far

in those backward regions.

On the other hand, if there are
prejudices concerning the presence of

the fair sex in the apiary, we must
acknowledge that the "babas" or

peasant wives give the men to un-
derstand clearly that they should

have nothing to do with the cows.

One day, in a small village, where the

family which I visited owned an iso-

lated farm. I took upon myself to

show my ability in milking cows and
took possession of a milking stool. A
man, milking a cow: what a scandal!

What pleasure can that Franzoze find

in milking? They must be Godless
people! While the cow was consci-
entiously switching the flies and
transforming my clean face into mo-
saics, the women and children were
approving hei However, when I

arose with a bucketful of milk, I felt

sure of securing the approval of the
witnesses. On the contrary, when I

attempted to empty the pail into the
receptacle which was used for that

purpose, the woman took possession
of it and handed it to a young girl.

"There, go give that to the calves."

Lucky if the calves don't refuse it,

also, thought I.

However, as far as bees are con-
cerned, I once saw a very fine apiary
which belonged to the wife of a doc-
tor at Kliottschi, near Kasan. She
cared for them herself and demon-
strated that bees thrive even better

under the care of women than that of

men, for she harvested better and
larger crops than the neighboring
beekeepers.
As to the methods followed for the

management, it is, in Russia as with
us, a matter of experience following
the experiences of others. I saw
with great pleasure that the writings

of Mr. Bertrand. of Nyon, were an
authority among them, that the

translation of his work was in the

hands of many advanced beekeepers.
For when the bee owner was a con-

vinced adept, he did not hesitate to

spend money, and one could see iii

his apiary all the modern improve-
ments.—Ph. Jeanneret (Bulletin de La
Suisse Romande). Translated by C.

P. Dadant.
(To be continued).

WHY WE NEED EXTENSION
MEN

The picture tells the tale, biit I

will endeavor to explain it. I visited

the above back-yard and found the

bees had drawn the comb out across

the frames to an angle of 45 degrees,

and it was impossible to remove the

frames, so I removed one side of

the hive and cut the comb out with a

large knife. I found in one hive a

few bees and a queen; the bees had

dysentery and there were hundreds

of moths. The entrance to the hive

was seven-eighths inches high, win-

ter and summer. In the top of this

hive, which was a story and a half

(hive with a shallow super), on top

of the frames was a mouse nest with

seven young mice. The hive was an

old one and the comb showed signs

of mildew. This man was glad to

have a man visit him to show him

his errors, and now he is an up-to-

date back-yarder, with clean bees,

straight comb, and will get some sur-

plus honey this fall.

ALTON L. LOGAN,
Edwardsville, 111.

Why wc need extension men

HONEY AND ICE CREAM
Albert Peglow, of Brillion, Wis.,

writes to call our attention to the

fact that a teaspoonful of honey

mixed with a dish of ice cream great-

ly improves it. Beekeepers have not

paid sufficient attention to cultivat-

ing a market for their product
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through the ice cream parlors. A
honey sundae makes a delightful
dish, and once eaten, the customer
will call for it again. Beekeepers
can well afford to furnish placards
reading as follows:

"TRY A HONEY SUNDAE"
and give some special inducement in

the way of price to start with,

in order to induce the soft drink es-

tablishment to place it on sale. In a
few places, honey with ice cream has
come into use and has proved very
popular. Should such a use become
general it would increase the market
for honey to an enormous e.xtent.

MEXICO BEEKEEPERS AT
DALLAS

Pledges were given for the co-op-
erative introduction of American
beekeeping appliances; into Mexico
and the international marketing of

honeys from both Mexico and the
United States, as a feature of "Inter-
national Day" at the Texas State
Fair at Dallas, Saturday, October 16.

The beekeepers of the United States
were represented at the reception of
Mexican officials and beekeepers by
Kennith Hawkins, of the G. B. Lewis
Company, and E. G. LeStourgeon, of

the Texas Honey Producers' Asso-
ciation, of San Antonio.
The Mexican beekeepers were rep-

resented by Enrique Veraja Rubio,
Assistant Secretary of the Republic
of Mexico, and Governor Lie. Al-
fonso M. Basaldria, of the State of

Queretaro, who also spoke for Guil-

lermo Brondo, in charge of bee cul-

ture investigations at Mexico City,

who could not be present. Mr. Le
Stourgeon addressed the Mexican
delegation in their own language and
extended the felicitations of Ameri-
can beekeepers.
As a result of the conferences

which followed between officials and
business men from the sister repub-
lic, arrangements have already been
made for the co-operative marketing
of Mexican and American honeys
and the importation into Mexico in

quantities of American made bee
supplies.

Beekeeping in Me.xico is receiving

the attention of agricultural officials,

and the government is issuing litera-

ture and carrying on extensive ex-

periments at the apiaries of the Re-
public and in several States. Bee-
keeping appliances and samples of

honey formed a part of the 1700 sep-

arate articles exhibited at the Dallas
International Fair, which were
brought from Mexico City by the

Government at the expense and cour-
tesy of our sister Republic. Among
several of the business men who at-

tended the conference were those
who are actively engaged in commer-
cial beekeeping and the introduction
of better methods for honej' produc-
ers into Mexico.

pipe alongside the hives that a new
minister came to their parish and
started beekeeping. When visiting
the old Yorkshire man, the minister
was informed that his bees were rob-
bing the hives of his host. "Robbing,
my bees robbing? Never; they
wouldn't do such a thing." "But
wouldn't they?" said the old man, "I'll

show you, then." He thereupon called
"young" Amos, who himself was 40
years old, and told him to take a flour

dredger to t'parson's and dredge t'

bees as they came out of their hives.
Surely enough, in a few minutes came
many floured bees intent en securing
cheap honey. Of course the minister
was very much surprised and pained
to find that he harbored thieves at

the vicarage.—W. S. Turner, in The
Bee World for August.

SUGAR SUBSTITUTE MADE AT
HOME

We who keep bees may well count
ourselves lucky in these days of su-

gar shortage.
We needn't have that guilty feeling

when we are satisfying that "sweet-
tooth" longing. The following is a
most delicious confection, made with-
out white sugar

:

Ma' Honey Penoche
1 cup honey, 3 cups brown sugar, 54

cup of top milk, 2 tablespoons butter
or nut butter (nucoa), 1 cup chopped
nut meats. Boil honey, sugar and
milk to the soft ball stage; add butter
and boil one minute longer. Put the
pan in cold water; when partly
cooled, beat until creamy. Add nuts
when it begins to harden.

We may use honey for sweetening
ice creani, custards and all puddings.
In any recipe requiring baking pow-
der, a pinch of soda should be added
to neutralize the acid contained in

the honey, otherwise we unbalance
the sodium and acid ingredients of
the baking powder, thereby render-
ing the cake, etc., heavy. Then, too,

one should use one-fourth less wet-
ting and rather scant measure of
honey. Our little folks are much
better off when fed honey sweets, as it

is much more easily digested than
sugar, and contains materials for the

building of their little bodies.

They love tapioca pudding made by
soaking J4 cup pearl tapioca in 3 cups
of water over night. In the morning
pour off and add 2 cups boiling water.

Cook until transparent, add pinch of

salt, J4 cup f honey, Yi cup any tart

jellv. Serve plain or with cream.
MRS. G. C. COFFIN,

Seattle, Wash.

BEEKEEPERS BY THE WAY

THE MINISTER'S BEES
Once when visiting an old bee-

keeper of 70 odd years in the York-
shire East Riding, he told me over a

Atkins of U. S. A.
E. M. Atkins is a much traveled

bee-man. As a young man he left

England and started life as a farm
hand in Ontario. There was a good-
sized apiary as part of the farm
equipment and Atkins soon became
interested. He then studied bee-
keeping at the Ontario Agricultural
College under Morley Pettit. Next
we find him as assistant to the Do-
minion Apiarist on the Government
Farms at Ottawa. It is a long jump
from Ottawa to Iowa, but soon At-
kins is found busily at work as re-

search assistant at the Iowa Agricul-
tural College.

Phillips always has an eye open
for good men, and it was not long un-
til he picked on Atkins for a mem-
ber of his extension force, with the
four States of Iowa, Missouri, Kan-
sas and Nebraska as his territory.

After spending some time in this

field, inducements were offered by
the Iowa institution to have Atkins
work in that State exclusively. For
the past two years he has traveled
back and forth over Iowa, until he
knows pretty nearly every flag sta-

tion in the State. His apiary demon-
strations have attracted much favor-
able attention. In several backward
communities Atkins has' takefi over
a portion of the apiary to run ac-
cording to approved methods, while
the balance is conducted by the
owner as usual. The results have
been so striking that great improve-
ment in the beekeeping in these lo-

calities is bound to result.

On November 1, Atkins left Iowa

to become extension agent for the

G. B. Lewis Company. His field will

now be the whole United States,

with headquarters at Watertown.
When beekeepers need a practical

man for a place on their program,
they will do well to write to Water-
town and ask that Atkins- be sent.

E. M. Atkins
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BEST TREES FOR SHADE AND
HONEY

We have been asked for a list of

the best trees for planting for street

and ornamental purposes, which at

the same time will furnish nectar for

the bees. Every section of the coun-
try has a few trees particularly well

adapted to its climatic conditions.

Some of these are worth trying over

a wider area.

The maples thrive over a very wide
scope of country and although they
bloom very early, are extremely valu-

able as a source of nectar. The hard
maple makes a particularly fine tree.

The willows are adapted to every
section of America, from the ex-

treme north to the Rio Grande Val-
ley. They produce both pollen and
nectar. While the willows do not

make attractive shade trees, they
are rapid growers and serve well for

windbreaks and such purposes.

There is no finer shade tree than

the American elm, and the bees fairly

roar among its blossoms when the

-weather is favorable. It is of prin-

cipal importance as a source of pol-

len, however.

The basswood or linden is one of

the best-known trees which fur-

nishes honey in surplus quantity. It

is native of the Northeastern States

and is found as far south and west

as east Texas. It makes a very de-

sirable shade tree and where a suffi-

cient acreage is within reach the

bees gather large crops of basswood
honey. The European linden is also

planted quite generally in some
places for shade and ornament, and
is, perhaps, of equal value to the

bees.

The tulip tree, commonly known as

the tulip-poplar, is found over a

large scope of country in the East. It

is a beautiful tree, with large and

showy blossoms which yield nectar

profusely. It is planted successfully

as far northwest as Iowa.

The sourwood tree of the Carolinas

and Tennessee and adjacent regions,

is one of the best for honey. Al-

though seldom planted in the North

and Middle West, it is well worthy

of trial in these regions. The tupclo-

gum is a wonderful source of honey
in its native habitat. It is grown
successfully as a lawn tree in Iowa,
though seldom seen in the North.
The persimmon tree furnishes shade,

fruit and nectar. The writer has one
growing on his home grounds in

western Iowa. It is worth while for

several reasons. Although the mag-
nolias or bay-trees are probably not
as valuable for the bees as some of

the others, they are very attractive

trees, with showy bloom, and the

bees sometimes visit them freely.

Although not commonly planted

much north of Knoxville, Tenn., some
species can be grown in Iowa and
Illinois and other States with similar

climate. Iowa is mentioned as the

extreme limit of a number of these

trees because the writer happens to

be familiar with Iowa conditions and
knows them to be growing there.

Others can judge whether they are

likely to succeed in a particular en-

vironment by comparing it with the

native home of the various trees. In

the extreme south and west a differ-

ent list would be needed, since they
are able to grow so many things

which we who live in the Middle
West must forego.

"It is well worth every beekeeper's

while to encourage the planting of

trees which are attractive to the

bees, on lawns, along streets, and in

parks and cemeteries.—F. C. P.

BEES ON A SMALL FARM
The photograph is of John Burg-

schat and apiary, near Florence,

Neb., taken June 9. 1920.

Mr. Burgschat has had a colony or

so of bees for several years but never

gave the honey business any great

consideration or attention until 1919.

He joined the County Honey Produc-

ers Association, became interested in

Bee Culture and is now well on the

way to successs -as a beekeeper.

There are 25 acres in the farm under
his supervision and it is devoted to

haising small fruit, vegetables, some
corn, oats and alfalfa. He is also a

breeder of fancy White Plymouth
Rock and Black Minorca chickens.

There were five colonies in the apia-

ry last year. One of these was pur-
chased in the spring as a two pound
package. It was transferred to the

hive April 25 and produced in the

season 248 pounds of comb honey.
Fifteen 2-pound packages of bees were
gotten from the south this spring and
by hatching a few stray swarms he
now has 25 colonies.

EARL W. MAXWELL.
Douglas County Agricultural Agent.

Apiary of a Nebraska farmer

SOME IDEAS

By A. F. Bonney

Cement-coated nails are hard to

get at present, but are easily made in

this way

:

Take one ounce of boiled linseed
oil and three of turpentine, mix it\ a

shallow dish, say a milk pan, and
then dump in a pound of rosin that

has been pounded rather fine, which
may be done by enclosing it in a

piece of cloth loosely and pounding
it with a hammer of mallet. Let it

stand, covered tightly, for a day, and
best in a hot room.
You will now have a sticky mass

into which the points of wire nails

may be dipped for a quarter of an
inch or so and then driven into place.

It will hold as well as the commer-
cial article. Lath nails are not too

coarse for general work.
Insecticides

Bisulphide of carbon is expensive
just now; it is very volatile and ex-

plosive, and the fumes are very
heavy, which gives the bottom of a

pile of hives the bulk of the benefit.

Make a pile of hives, and on top of

them put several thicknesses of

newspapers; put on an empty, shal-

low super, then with a darning nee-

dle punch holes around the edge and
scattering throughout the rest of the

paper. Now scatter an ounce or two
of flake naphthalene on the paper
and then set in a shallow dish and
into it pour a couple of ounces of the

bisulphide.

.'Accidental cracks may be plastered

with clay, similarly to Dr. Miller's

method of preventing leakage.

Experiments seem to show that

this is an infallible cure for ^he
moth-worm evil.

Honey Prices

I recently sent out 100 letters to

beekeepers about prices, and the re-

plies indicated that 20c was the low-

est wholesale price, and 2Sc the

highest, while 30c was the low retail

price and 45c the highest.

Will the time ever come when
honey producers will quit cutting

each other's jugulars? Farmers get

a uniform price for their product,

which fluctuates, of course, but one

does not see one man selling corn at

$1 a bushel and another at $1..W.

Comb Honey
Last season I sold all the comb

honey in 4-pound shallow extracting

frames I could produce, and have a

great demand for it now. Last year I

received 30c, this year 40c. To deliver

it I cut a piece of heavy cardboard

so that it will cover the bottom and

both sides of the frame, tic a string
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around it, and it carries very well. A
wrapping of paper prevents dripping.
I look to see this package very popu-
lar in the near future, for local trade.

Conditions Here
A heavy white clover flow com-

menced here about June 10th. The
bees worked about half the time, on
account of rain, but July 11 I ap-
peared to have an average of 100

pounds to the colonj', and increased
6J per cent, almost entirely with
captured swarms, which introduces a

new wrinkle.
Decoy Hives

This season I sent decoy hives to

farmer friends with a note, telling

them if they would put the box up
a tree and catch me a swarm I'd

come after it and give them a can of

honey. So far I have secured twelve
swarms, the smallest of which
weighed three pounds, the largest

six. I caught eight myself.

Buck Grove, Iowa.

BEEKEEPING IN WESTERN
CANADA

By Norman S. Rankin.

With the exception of British Col-
umbia and Manitoba, beekeeping in

the west can hardly be said to have
attained the status of a prosperous
industry, though the great interest

aroused of late years would indicate

a more general following of this in-

teresting branch of farming on com-
mercial lines. What has been indis-

putably proven is the adaptability of

the prairie provinces to successful

honey production, and that every
farmer in western Canada can profit-

a-bly handle a few hives for his own
domestic production.
Canadian honey is unsurpassed in

quality by that of any country. Owing
mainly to the warmer summer and
abundance of nectar-producing flow-

ers, the average yield per colony is

greater than in the British Isles. Bees
can be raised and honey produced as

successfully in the west as in the east.

The natural bloom of Alberta,

throughout the season, affords abund-
ant food for the bees, and the alfalfa

fields of the irrigated districts of the

south, and clover fields of the central

and northerly sections, give adequate
supplies of nectar and pollen for

countless hives. In British Columbia,
conditions are naturally excellent, es-

pecially in the fruit districts, and
honey production in the Pacific prov-

ince is increasing yearly. In Saskat-
chewan apiaries are successfully op-

erated in many parts of the province,

while Manitoba is fast forging ahead
as one of the leading beekeeping
provinces of the Dominion. In the

latter province apiaries are to be

found where many tons of honey are

produced annually.
Experimentation carried out by the

government experimental farms dis-

covered the following net production
per colony of bees and honey in the

different provinces : Brandon, Man.,

$3.27; Indian Head, Sask., $11.83;

Lethbridge, Alta., $16.49; La Combe,
Alta., $12.79; Invermere, B. C, $13.26;

Summerland, B. C, $11.81.

The production of British Columbia

in 1919 was 344,580 pounds of honey,
there being 1,855 beekeepers and
aliout 10,000 colonics in the province.
Manitoba, in 1918, witli 921 beekeepers
and approximately 15,000 colonies of

bees, produced 944,104 pounds, or 64
pounds per hive. In the Kootenay
district of British Columbia alone last

year 23^ tons of honey was pro-
duced the average surplus per hive
being 50 pounds, as against 38 pounds
for the whole province. One Slocan
X'alley farmer had a surplus of 2,100

pounds from three hives.

As a proof of the adaptability of

the Alberta climate to bee raising

and the profits to be derived there-
from, the experience of an Edmon-
ton farmer may be cited. Starting
out si.x years ago with a swarm of

mixed bees, he managed, by import-
ing high-bred queens, to so improve
his stock that in a few years he had
an almost pure-bred strain of Italian

bees. He keeps from ten to fifteen

hives and disposes of the increase in

the spring or fall. In the year 1919

the 9 hives he possessed in the spring
increased during the sutnmer to 21,

and the honey produced, less that re-

quired for winter feed, was 827

pounds, which sold at from 35 cents
to 40 cents per pound. In 1913 the
record of production from this apiary
was 100 pounds per hive, or at pre-

vailing prices a revenue of $40 from
the honey of each hive.

Everything goes to show that bee
culture and honey production are on
the increase throughout the west. The
Manitoba Beekeepers' Association,
established in 1903 and reorganized in

1914, had 921 active members in 1918,

with 15,000 colonies of bees ; and the

Beekeepers' Association of British

Columbia, 1,183 members, with 6,830
colonies. There is also a Kootenay
Beekeepers' Association.

This colony yielded one division and 196 sec-

tions of honey. The division yielded 75
pounds, making, in all, 271 pounds from one
colony at beginning of season Apiary of L.

Madsen, Gardner, 111.

CLIMBING BONESET, OR DUCK
BLIND

Dear Mr. Pcllett : The climbing
boneset (Mikania scandens) grows in

great natural arbors along the Kan-
kakee marshes, forming festoons
over the bushes. It is known among
the people of the region as "Duck-
blind." The vast marshes along the
Kankakee appear to be a good
honey-producing region, and the
duckblind, with its roots in the moist
soil and its flowers high up in the
air, should be a good nectar-yielding
plant. If there were no danger of"
its becoming a nuisance it would be
worthy of introduction in the low
grounds among the willows that
fringe other rivers. It seems to have
a wide range, according to the bota-
nies, but little seems to be known
about it among the beekeepers.

H. WALTON CLARK,
Fairport, Iowa.

My first introduction to the climb-
ing boneset was in the Mississippi
River bottoms in Arkansas, across
from Memphis, Tenn. A party of
local beekeepers went across the
river to visit an apiary, with W. E.

Drane as pilot. We found the bees
working hard on the climbing bone-
set and apparently getting a good
deal of nectar. None of the bee-
keepers in the party knew what it

was. Later I found it growing in

great profusion in many localities in

Mississippi, but apparently few of

the beekeepers were familiar with it.

So far I have been unable to find

any reference to the plant in the lit-

erature, and Mr. Clark's- letter is

the first reference to it that has come
to this office. It is mentioned inci-

dentally in the article on Tennessee
in the November Journal.
Although the plant is said to occur

in swamps and moist places from
New England and Ontario south to

Florida and Texas, it is evidently not
common over the greater part of

that area, else it would be better

known. It is said to occur also in

the West Indies and South America.
The bloom is similar to that of other
bonesets, and the season seems to be
about the same. It was about the

first of September that we saw it in

Arkansas and Mississippi. It grows
luxuriantly, climbing over fallen logs.

fences, weeds and other objects of

support.
Mohr states that it occurs in low.

damp thickets from the mountain
region to the coast plain of Alabama,
but that it is most common in the

lower pine region and the coast plain.

There are a large number of re-

lated species common in South Amer-
ica, especially in Brazil.

Since the above was written a sam-
ple of this same plant has been re-

ceived from Jess Dalton, of Borde-
lonville. La., with the statement that
it is one of the best honey plants in

that locality. He states that there
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are acres of it, literally covering
shrubs and logs in marshy places. It

is called potato vine and pomme de
terra in this region.—F. C. P.

KEEP YOUR FEET ON THE
GROUND

By H. B. Turrell

I always pay close attention when
the Dadants are talking about their

own bees and business, and think the
readers of the Journal would, per-
haps, like to hear more about their

apiaries; so I am going to suggest
that they might arrange to run a
series of articles, which might be
called "A Beekeeper's Log," through-
out the year, giving their readers an
intimate account of everything that

occurs in their own bee-yards in that
length of time.

From my own experience, I think
that what the beginner lacks most is

a comprehensive view of the various
operations carried on in beekeeping,
giving the when, why and how" of the
game.
My impression is that the average

amateur gets his head heated up with
facts and fancies until he cannot tell

the white things of practical bee-
keeping from the blue things of spec-
ulative apiculture—in plain language,
the amateur should be taught to keep
his feet on the ground.
And just here allow me to suggest

that the novice is the greatest source
of joy and and the greatest curse of

the beekeepers. Witness: (a) the

questions in the "Questions and
Answers" column, (b) how hard it

is for the beekeepers to get a decent
price for their product; (c) the

spread of foulbrood throughout the

country. Maryland.
I am certainly thankful for your

very complimentary letter. We love

to be appreciated, as every human
being surely does.

The reason why we do not give

more of our own experiences is ex-

actly because, as you put it nicely,
the average amateur— in fact the av-
erage man—may "get his head heated
up with facts and fancies .... and
should be taught to keep his feet on
the ground."

If we were to dwell on ourselves
too much, it would be a "one man's"
journal and would probably lose
some of its interest. In fact, it

would be sure to do it. An editor
needs to be constantly reminded of
the necessity of "keeping his feet on
the ground," and the best way to do
this is to publish experiences of oth-
ers, whether successful or unfor-
tunate. We learn from both experi-
ences, and, besides, we ascertain that
we are not the only successful ones.
The novice occasionally causes an

experienced beekeeper to shrug his

shoulders, at the simplicity of his

questions. But he points out to us
where the greatest failures happen.
So we hope novices will read this

paragraph, and take heed.—Editor.

HONEY AT THE GLENN COUNTY
FAIR

By Dora Stuart

"When the golden-hued October
Tells us we have time to spare.

We'll just yoke up Buck and Brindle

And Whoa ! Haw ! Gee ! to the Fair."

So runs a song of forty years ago.

As a means of locomotion. Buck
and Brindle have long since been re-

placed : but the rollicking autumn
spirit is still displaved by the in-

creasing numbers who "steer" vari-

ous motor-propelled vehicles, not
only to the fairs held in their own
coimties, but to those held in adioin-

ing and even distant counties. Thus,
on September 29. notwithstanding her
thin soles, we "yoked up" Liz and
"Forded" our way swiftly, though
cautiously around sharp rocks, lurk-

ing ruts and over precarious bridges
of unfinished highways, from Chico.

Butte County, California, to view the

fair, and particularly the agricultural
booth, at Orland, in the neighboring
county of Glenn.
Bee friends from Butte County

were already at the honey booth. So
were bee friends met the previous
year. Dr. Sayler, Bee Inspector of
Glenn County, was again in charge
of the exhibit and the largest con-
tributor to it. Indeed, Dr. Sayler
may fairly be called the father of
beekeeping in that county, in the
sense that his energy and devotion
are the principal factors in promot-
ing the growth of the industry and
the standardizing of its products.
The honey exhibit, the second for

Glenn County, was a distinct im-
provement over that of last season,
both in variety and the taste shown
in arrangement. It donsisted oS
honey—white, light amber and dark
amber—wax, live bees, modern equip-
ment, and a special exhibit of foul-

brood combs.
The prize winners were:
Comb honey—R. H. Yearnshaw.
Extracted honey—M. A. Sayler.

Beeswax—R. H. Yearnshaw.
Sweepstakes—M. A. Sayler.

The judges who made the awards
were

:

W. H. Dickenson, Manager Depart-
ment of Apiculture, Diamond Match
Company; Charles Edson and J. E.

Edson, his nephew, of Butte County,
where they operate large apiaries

both for queen-rearing and for

honey-production ; and C. D. Stuart,

Chico.
The sources of nectar in Glenn

County are practically the same as

those of Butte County—star thistle,

alfalfa, fruit bloom and miscellane-

ous wild flowers.

As a whole, the display was con-

vincing illustration of the develop-

ment of the beekeeping industry that

is sure to follow the dividing up of

the large land holdings in California.

For, until twenty years ago, Glenn
County was owned almost entirely

by one man, who leased it to renters

in large tracts. But with the sale of

the land to small farmers, and the re-

cent provision by the Federal Gov-
ernment's Stony Creek reclamation
enterprise, of adequate irrigation fa-

cilities, apiculture, aiong with other
industries of little landers, is begin-

ning to come into its own.
The character of settlers that such

enterprises invite, is witnessed by
the unusually creditable display

made at this last fair. Although
housed in a tent, the exhibit was
worthy of an older community, in

which alone apiculture can thrive.

California.

Apicullwrjl booth at Glenn County, California, Fair

THE KINGBIRD

Several letters regarding the king-

bird have come to this office recently.

Since the birds are not as plentiful

as in former years much less is heard
about them than in the past. Some
beekeepers favor shooting the birds

on sight, while others would protect

them. From the writer's observa-
tions, he is inclined to think that the

bee-catching habit is not so common
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as is believed. Fred Slocum, of

Michigan, writes that when one gets

the habit of catching bees he kills it,

but otherwise he lets the birds alone.

Howard Minnick, of New York
State writes a very interesting ac-

count of his observations, showing a

number of cases where the birds have
been quite destructive to the bees.

He mentions having seen a kingbird
fly into a swarm of bees. The bees
returned to the hive -without cluster-
ing and swarmed again on the eighth
day. He thinks that in that case the
bird caught the queen.
The writer had one or more fami-

lies of kingbirds living about his api-

aries at Atlantic, Iowa, for a num-
ber of years, and watched them
closely. It was very rare that he was
able to suspect one of the birds of

catching bees. Considering all the
evidence at hand it appears that oc-
casionally a kingbird will form the

habit of catching bees to a serious
extent. Such a bird should be dis-

posed of. However, generally speak-
ing, the kingbird is valuable about
the farm and garden, as it lives, for

the most part, upon injurious insects.

The individual which is destructive
should not bring distrust upon the

entire species.

NOTED BEEKEEPERS
Would you please give information

in the Bee Journal concerning Ber-
lepsch and his hive, Kanitz, Dzierzon
and Gravenhorst?

PENNSYLVANIA.
August Von Berlepsch was born in

Seebach, Germany, in 1815. He was
so fond of bees in childhood that he
was given a hive of bees when he
was 7 years old. In 1841 he had over
100 colonies. In 185S he invited the
two celebrated scientists, Siebold and
Leuckhart, to come and make experi-

ments upon the Dzierzon theory of

parthenogenesis, in his apiary. In

1860, he published his book "The Bee
and its Production in Movable-Frame
Hives.' The hive of his invention is

of movable frames, but opening at

the rear, and the frames have to be
pulled out with pincers, for the ceil-

ing of the brood-chamber is immov-
able. Even at present, the unwieldy
pincers which he used to draw the

frames out of hives are still offered

for sale by some European manufac-
turers of bee supplies, and his hive

is still used by many in Germany and
German Switzerland, though it is

very inconvenient.

Berlepsch was really only an active

supporter of the Dzierzon ideas,

though he first opposed him on many
points. Most of the above facts were
taken from L'Apicoltore of April,

1877.

J. G. Kanitz was a writer on bees
who published "Beekeeping for

Honey and Wax," 1853-60, at Hen-
richsdorf, Prussia (now Poland). He
published also a Prussian bee maga-
zine at Koenigsberg, about 1860.

Dr. Johann Dzierzon, a Catholic
priest, was born at Lokowitz, Silesia,

January 16, 1811. He was the orig-

inal discoverer of parthenogenesis in

the honeybee. He began writing on
liecs in 1844 and published his first

book "Theory and Practice of the
New Bee Friend" in 1848. From 1854

to 1856 he published a monthly maga-
zine entitled, "The Beekeeper of Si-

lesia." In 1861 he published his best
work, "Rational Beekeeping," which
had numerous editions and was
translated into English, in 1882, by H.
Dieck and S. Stutterd, and published
in London by G. N. Abbott, then ed-
itor of the British Bee Journal.
Dzierzon's hive was a hanging-comb
hive, or bar-hive, in which the combs
were hanging from a top-bar. A side

door permitted of their being cut

loose from the walls at either end. He
wrote, page 53 of the English edi-

tion : "Under the covering of the
hive are separate small, thin and nar-
row pieces of board, from which the

comb which is to be removed is sus-

pended, which are taken out and the

combs attached to them of course ac-

company them, they having previ-

ously been loosened from the side

walls."

It is to be wondered at how, with
such inconvenient hives, 'he could
make the discoveries which are now
universally accepted and are no
longer theories.

Dr. Dzierzon lived 49 years of his

life at Karlsmarket, Silesia, where he
made all his important studies. He
died October 26, 1906, at Lokowitz,
Silesia, his birthplace, aged 96 years.

C. F. H. Gravenhorst, of Braun-
schweig, Germany, was a writer on
bees who invented a movable-frame
hive of straw, the frames of which
were in the shape of an oblong half

circle. This hive is illustrated in the

Dadant-Langstroth book, "The Hive
and Honeybee." Mr. Gravenhorst
published, for a long time, the "II-

lustrierte Bienenzeitung." He was
a contributor of the American Bee
Journal in the seventies, and also of

divers European bee magazines. He
has nothing important to his credit,

in the way of discoveries.

BEE NOTES

The Sentinel Bee

By Rev. A. A. Evans
The alighting board of a hive, to

the bee lover, is always an object of

interest. During the daj'light hours
of hot summer months there is an in-

cessant coming .and going; and unless
the bees are of an unusually cross-

grained strain, at the busy season
they are completely indifferent to the
watcher, if he does not intrude too
closely. But should he trespass too
far on the tolerance of the workers
he will become aware of a rush of
two or three bees, making threaten-
ing circles around him and a distinct

hiss which is a warning to be off un-
less he has previously guarded him-
self with a veil. These are the sen-

try bees—sent'ies which guard the

hive entrance night and day, just as

in olden time soldiers guarded the

gates of human cities. Go wherever
you will, however eager the bees may

be with honey-getting, there are al-

ways some told off, two or three, to
guard the entrance, and should the
danger approaching seem to them
a formidable one, by a note or sign,
at once there is a rush from within of
assistants to wage a defensive war.

The Ventilators
Also observable during hot and

sultry days is the small regiment of
bees engaged at the hive entrance in

ventilating. There is no mistaking
them. They seem like wingless in-

sects, so swift and incessant is

the beat of their gauze appendages,
and in the night, when the alighting
board is free of the throngs coming
and going, and when all around is

still and calm, the vibration of wings
of these ventilating bees sounds in

the ears like the distant roar of the
sea.

Thought-out and Scientific
And notice, the ventilating bees do

not stand in a loose, disarranged
group, but in orderly files, one behind
the other, thus catching and drawing
a steady in-draught and steady out-
draught. There are usually two
groups, one just outside the hive en-
trance and one just inside, and be-
side these, during the time of great
heat, there are parties of ventilators
at regular intervals and regular lines,

up to the combs; and if the watcher
suspends close to the opening a
thread of wool or of cotton, the
strong sway of the current is at once
seen and unmistakable.

Sanitary Experts
Bees need, like human creatures,

fresh, pure air, and unlike many of
the human kii.d who would live in a

corked bottle if they could, they are
at great pains and trouble to ensure
it. Indeed, a beehive is a most won-
derful lesson in a scientific ventila-
tion. Here is a city packed such as
is unknown in the most crowded hu-
man city, and yet living through the
heat of summer and cold of winter
with a temperature uniform and
equable and with breathing air un-
vitiated. How is it done? The meth-
od might be worth the attention of
some of our sanitary experts. For
bees obtain their fresh air by what
may be called a rotary system. They
hate the through draught, that is, a
cold current passing vertically

through the hive. Their method is to

combine the movement of fresh air

with warmth, and to do this the
watchers at the alighting board will

see that the ventilating bees are al-

ways at one side of the entrance,
never the center, and the fresh air is

passed in at one side, made to circu-

late round the walls and then passed
out again at the other side of the en-
trance; and during exceptionally hot
weather, another company of bees

can be seen fanning out the vitiated

air.

The Sound of Far-away Sea
In so assiduously circulating pure

air, bees- have three important pur-

poses in view: good air for breath-
ing: to keep an even temperature in

the hive, and to drive off the evapora-
tion which arises from their bodies
and from the honey they are brewing
in their nectar vats.
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There is no more interesting sight
to the bee watcher than to stand out-
side a hive on a hot summer night
and see the ceaseless beat of wings
from the squadron of ventilators.
Notice their orderly lines, one going
and making way for another, for the
work is hard and cannot be long sus-
tained by the single bee, and listen

to the subdued roar like waves fall-

ing on the distant beach.

A Hint to Beekeepers
Bees are often caused unnecessary

suffering by the beekeeper who
thinks he is wiser than his charges.
The supers and brood nest of the bees
should always have warm covers on
top. Extra ventilation should only
be given by opening, in hot weather,
as widely as possible, the entrance
blocks. A light covering 'only, on the
top, involves to the bees more or less

of vertical draught, and to the bee-
keeper it means a loss of honey, for
the bees will never enter the supers
unless they are kept warm and free
from a down current.
England.

BEES IN THE CUT-OVER COUN-
TRY

The Success of the Apiary in the
Forest Region of Cloverland

By L. D. Tucker.

Ever since the hum of the saw-mill
first pierced upper Michigan's dense
forests of hard wood, a half century
ago, the problem of the profitable
utilization of the idle, cut-over lands
thus created, has been a source of
endless research and study.
There have been any number of

suggestions, and a few of these are
now in operation. But when, just

three years ago, statistics revealed
the fact that there were over 8,000,000

acres of idle cut-over lands in the
peninsula, the lumbermen and other
big landowners began to sit up and
think. "What are we going to do
with it?" they asked. And then and
there began an energetic campaign
for almost any type of industry which
dealt in cut-over grassed lands.

First came the grazer. A two-years'
publicity and advertising campaign
among the sheep and cattle sections
of the west brought 50,000 head of

sheep and .S.OOO of cattle, with some SO

settlers, and they colonized, in all,

appro.ximately 100,000 acres of cut-
over lands. But 100,000 is the merest
fraction of 8,000,000 and, consequent-
ly, the work is only just begun.
And now comes another important

feature, and one which might easily

surpass the other in its relation to

the more rapid growth and progress
of the idle acres—beekeeping.
We sort of happened onto it, a very

short time ago, while making an au-
tomobile trip to the village of Iron

Mountain, Mich., where Henry Ford
and son arc establishing a mammotli
body manufacturing plant. Wo pulled

into the village about one hour ahead
of schedule, and decided to run out

beyond the limits for a short distance

and look over the site of the proposed
plant.

We had gone about a mile and were

rounding a sharp curve, when there
appeared on the side of a hill, to the
right, what seemed to be three or
four long rows of bird houses,
perched up on stakes and nestled
there among the trees as though to
invite the most exclusive of the feath-
ered tribe. We slowed up to view
the sight, and then distinguished a
huge sign board at the juncture of a
road which turned sharply to the
left, leading into the "bird house"
colony. The sign read: "Eskil's
Apiary."

Being more of a "news hound" than
an agriculturist or a bee farmer, the
sign meant little to me, and. in fact,
I went so far as to ponder upon the
possibility of having suddenly come
upon an ape-breeding farm, a zoo
or something of the sort. Imagine
my surprise, then, when a mere road-
side urchin informed me that: "That's
where they raise them stingers.' It

was a bee farm.

I had never seen a bee farm before.
It was something entirely new to me.
Recollecting certain eventful days in

my youth, I admit painful familiarity
with the buzzing species, but the
thought of hazarding one's physical
comfort to the extent of actually cul-
tivating the bee had never occurred
to me as a very healthy occupation.
But, armed with the reporter's curi-

osity, I turned into the road and
drove up to the house. Finding no
one at home, I walked towards the
"bird houses" and encountered a
rather curious sight. It, or she, was
a middle-aged person, and at first

sight I wondered whether or not I

had intruded upon a bridal party, for
she was draped from head to foot in

a long, trailing veil of what appeared
to me to be nothing more nor less
than mosquito netting. The long,
elbow-length gloves added to the
"bridy" appearance.
"Pardon me, but—," I began.

"Oh. that's all right," she broke in

cheerily. "Just stand back far
enough so they won't see you, and

Nest of titmouse under cover of D.i(Iant hive,
at apiary of Ugo Lori near Florence,
Italy.

you won't get bit." I looked around
hurriedly for "they," expecting to
see nothing more nor less than a pair
of broad-chested, long-toothed Eng-
lish bull dogs, or, worse yet, a playful
cub liear or two—but saw neither. A
second glance, however, prompted me
to take a sudden step backward, for,
from the nearest "bird house" there
arose a black cloud of the fattest,
buzziest, busiest bees I had ever seen.
And as they hovered playfully over
my head I looked almost plaintively
to the kindly-faced person for help. I

gazed warily once more, at the "bird
house," and ventured a step forward.
"I was just passing by, and noticing
the sign, thought I'd drop in and find
out what it was all about," I re-
marked.
"Well, to begin with, she replied,

smilingly, "it's a bee farm—an api-
ary." I agreed, with a frantic swing
at a huge drone which hung all too
close to the end of my nose. "So I

see."

"You might tell me, if you will," I

began, "what you think of this coun-
try as a honey producer," and I neg-
lected my friend the bee long enough
to dig up my pencil and paper.
"Well, this particular spot here

used to be ideal for cultivating bees
and producing honey," she remarked,
"but I'm afraid the community is be-
coming too thickly populated lately
to permit sufficient open area for the
bees to work in.'

"We have 110 hives," she remarked,
placing her hand rather affection-
ately, I thought, on one of the "bird
houses." And incidentally, right then
and there I learned the "why" of the
"bird houses." "During the past sev-
eral years we have averaged $35 to
$40 profit on each hive." A hasty
mental calculation placed the aggre-
gate at about $4,400. "This year,
however, we were forced to move
part of our apiary to a less thickly
settled district. My husband is

handling that end of it, and I am
closing the season out here at the old
stand.

"I believe that the open, cut-over
areas are the best type of lands for

the profitable raising of bees," con-
tinued Mrs. Eskil, busily scraping
away on a comb which she had lifted

from the hive. "You will notice that
most of the open areas in this nor-
thern Michigan country are thickly

covered with the different types of

clover-alsike, June red-top and oth-
ers. And the clover, of course, is the
ideal stamping ground for the bee.

"In our several years of operation
in upper Michigan, we have enjoyed
excellent success. With very little

extra help we have found time not
only to care for our apiary of 110

hives, but to do quite a bit of farming
as well,' and she waved a hand to-

wards a narrow valley just beyond
the house, where corn, potatoes and
other truck crops appeared to be
thriving in the best of manner. ".•Xnd

what's more," she remarked, empha-
sizing the statement with a brandish
of the knife she was using, "Mr. Es-
kil has a |)hotographic studio over

there at Iron Mountain, in which he
spends considerable time."
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"We have tried the bee game in

other sections throughout the middle
west," she continued, moving on to

the next liivc, "and experience has
taught us that with a knowledge of
the business the bee farmer can make
good, on a big scale, in this cut-over
country."

Just between j'ou and me and the

twelve bees that left me only when I

sought refuge behind the wheel of my
car, there is a future in bee farming
for the upper Michigan farmer, if he
will grasp his opportunity. It is

somewhat of a "new thought" in the

utilization of upper Michigan's 8.000.-

000 or more acres of clover-laden
cut-over lands, and bee farming is

going to be the subject of a wide-
spread campaign among the farmers
of northern Michigan from this time
on.

Michigan.

DEMAREE SWARM PREVENTION

In March I had a very heavy hive

(A) with 8 frames of brood and some
queen-cells fairly well advanced. 1

decided to try the much-advocated
plan of "anti-swarming," thinking
that a few days would not matter
much, or at least could be easily re-

dressed.

Another hive-body (B) was placed

above A, and in it the old queen,

(saved from a nucleus the previous
autumn), 2 combs of young brood
and the rest filled with frames com-
pletely built, and, of course, an ex-

cluder between.
The 10th day, or about, the queen-

cells in A were all destroyed except
the best one.

Soon began a series of adventures.
On a fine day, the bees m A swarmed
twice, clustered upon a privet at

hand; but, finding that somebody
had played "foul," returned home,
ashamed of their misadventure.

Is not this the evident proof that

the worker-bees swarm out of their

own initiative, without guidance or

"mot d'ordre" from the queen?

In due time the new queen in A
had emerged and was doing pretty

well, not troubling herself in the

liast with swarming. But the bees

surely had gotten the fever and were
always on the lookout for an outing.

So another fine day they swarmed
twice in the morning, and a third

time at 2 o'clock. But, strange to

say, after a while, they returned
home, where there began an earnest
fight, in wliich half a swarm was
killed. I smoked them thoroughly till

anger vanished. Calm having pre-

vailed, I decided to make a thorough
investigation of that queer occur-
rence.

Lo, on the bottom of A there were
two queens being balled—an old one
and a young virgin. The old queen
I understood later, was the one of a

small swarm which had issued just

in the time when the bees of A were
coming back. Both queens were set

free, the virgin caged for a moment.
Fearing more mishaps with those

bees, I determined to divide them
and set them at peace. I opened the
hive B and looked for the queen, but
could not find her. I was at a loss.

Reviewing the frames carefully, I

noticed under the top-bar of the last

frame a group of bees, very earnest
at some business, like they are when
after moths. There was my good old

queen furiously attacked by her
bees—playing "foul!" She must have
the penalty. What to do.' Thinking
the new queen would fare better, I

killed the old one and gave the new
queen in a new hive (C).

Result: The three queens have
been lost—two weaklings instead of

a strong hive which could have
stored 50 pounds of honey. Much
trouble for nothing. Mais peut etre

que la lecon vaut la chanson.
What do you think of that? There

is much said for and against that

anti-swarming plan. Perhaps the

difficulty came from the circum-
stances when it was applied.

Shanghai, China.
Answer.—Undoubtedly the trouble

came, as you say, from the circum-
stances. Had not another swarm
joined this one, there would have
probably been no fight. But two
queens in one hive of two stories

only, separated by a mere queen-
excluder, will sooner oi later cause
trouble, especially at the end of the

honey harvest. At best, the Dem-
aree system serves only as a tem-
porary prevention of swarming, if no
unusual occurrence interferes.

In many instances, the bees of a

colony with a virgin queen attempt
to swarm when their queen goes out
to mate. In such circumstances, how-
ever, they do not usually return, un-
less the queen herself returns.—Ed.

HERE FROM PALESTINE TO
STUDY BEE CULTURE

To study American methods of bee
culture and honey production in or-

der to introduce them into Palestine,

Alexander Livshitz, of Jaffa, Presi-

dent of the Beekeepers' Association
of Palestine, has just arrived in this

country. He plans to spend four

months in California studying mod-
ern agriculture, principally bee cul-

ture.

Mr. Livshitz, who is the leading bee
cultivator in Palestine, heads a finely

developed co-operative association,
which has increased the number of

bee hives in Palestine from 100 eight

years ago, to 4,000 today. With
the machinery he intends purchasing
here, together with the new ideas he
will take back with him, Mr. Livshitz
declares his association will possess
20,000 bee hives within several years.
He expects to disseminate the in-

formation he will secure here by pub-
lishing agricultural texts in Hebrew,
based on his California investiga-
tions, which will be distributed
throughout Palestine by means of

traveling libraries. Mr. Livshitz is a
typical Eastern Europe Zionist, who
studied agriculture in Russia in or-

der to establish himself in Palestine
and aid in developing it into the Jew-
ish national homeland.—New York
Post.

ODDS AND ENDS
Convention Dates

We wish to remind our readers of

the dates of the following conven-
tions which are held near together:
Wisconsin at Madison, on December
2 and 3; Chicago Northwestern at

Chicago, on December 6 and 7; Min-
nesota at Minneapolis, December 7

and 8, and Illinois at Springfield, on
December 14 and 15.

Minnesota Convention

The annual meeting of the Minne-
sota Beekeepers' Association will be
held at the meeting rooms of the

Medical Association, Donaldson
Building, Seventh and Nicollet, Min-
neapolis, Minn., December 7 and 8,

1920.

OTTO L. WILLIE, Secretary.

Illinois Convention

The State Association meeting will

be held in the Leland Hotel, Sun Par-

Part of ai'iary of Ugo Lori at Pratoliiio, ntar l''Iorcnce, Italy
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lor, at Springfield, II!., on December
14 and 15, 1920. Rates $2.00 to $2.50

without bath; $3.00 and up with bath.
Program will be announced later.

Try to be with us and enjoy your-
self; if this is not possible and you
have a question you want discussed,
send it in.

G. M. WITHROW, Secretary.

Kansas Meeting
Kansas will have a "Farm and

Home Week" February 7 to 12, 1921.

The beekeepers will meet and ex-
pect the presence of a number of
leading men at the meeting. For
particulars and program address Dr.

J. H. Merrill, State Apiarist, at Man-
hattan.

Domestic Beekeeper Sold
We are advised that Arthur Rat-

tray has sold the Domestic Beekeeper
to E. A. Little, of Lansing, Mich.
This magazine was established by the

late W. Z. Hutchinson, under the
name of Beekeeper's Review. Since
the death of its founder it has
changed hands several times. E. B.

Tyrrell published it for a time, then
sold it to the National Beekeepers'
Association. E. D. Townsend pub-
lished it for several years after the

National decided against the publica-

tion of an official organ. Townsend
sold it to Rattray.

Want Cuban Honey Excluded
The Manatee beekeepers, at their

meeting at Sarasota, Fla., on Octo-
ber 28, passed a resolution favoring

the exclusion of Cuban and West In-

dian honey, on account of danger of

bee-disease infection.

Since foulbrood is now so generally

scattered over the United States, we
doubt whether it will be possible to

secure such a quarantine as this.

Von Ronzelen to Texas
A. G. Von Ronzelen, formerly of St.

Louis, Mo., has removed to San An-
tonio, Texas. He contemplates going

into the bee business in Texas, and
will possibly establish a queen-rear-

ing yard.

Home From San Domingo
Henry Brenner, who has been for

some years a large beekeeper in

Porto Rico and San Domingo, and
whose observations on West Indian

apiculture have often appeared in the

American Bee Journal, has returned

to his old home in Seguin, Texas,

where he intends to resume the busi-

ness of honey production.

Rich or Poor
When asked about the returns

from bees, J. C. Davis, of Corydon,

Iowa, said that judging irom the best

years one could soon get rich at the

business, while judging from poor

years, one would soon go bankrupt.

On the average, the 1 ces insure a

good living and a little to lay aside,

if properly cared for.

be appointed to take up the question
of having an import duty levied on
honey coming int this country.
There is practically no honey being
now exported, and the great quantity
coming in from the Indies and Latin
America has given impetus to this

project.

Aluminum Honey Comb Company
Mention has already been made in

these pages of the fact that the
Aluminum Honey Comb Company is

bankrupt. The affairs of the company
are now in the hands of a receiver.

George F. Bush is receiver. Any bee-
keepers who have claims against this

company which are unsettled, should
write at once to the receiver and
state the amount, as the assets of the
company will be sold and divided
among the creditors. Creditors should
act promptly in order to protect their

rights.

Newell Edits Bee Department
The Florida Grower has an attrac-

tive bee department edited by Wil-
mon Newell. The Florida Grower is

an interesting periodical, and no bet-

ter man could have been found to

conduct the bee department. More
and more interest is being mani-
fested in beekeeping by the various
farm and poultry publications.

Short Course at Columbia
A short course in beekeeping at

the University of Columbia, Mis-
souri, is announced for five days dur-
ing Farmers Week. A more extended
course is offered the two-year stu-

dents at the college.

A County Agent Gets Some Honey
L. F. Childers, County Agent at

Fayette, Mo., secured about 100

pounds of surplus honey from each of

his 25 colonies the past season, ac-

cording to press reports. County
Agents are highly busy fellows, but
$800 from a few bees in the back
yard is not a bad showing, even for

a County Agent.

Short Courses at Ames
Plans are now being developed for

the beekeepers' short course, which
will be held at Ames during the
Farm and Home Week. The date
for this annual meeting is January 3

to 8, 1921. Many beekeepers were
disappointed last year when the Bee-
keepers' School was abandoned on
account of the influenza epidemic. It

will be their aim this year to have a

program which will be of exceptional
value to every person interested in

beekeeping. We have ?lready heard
many express their intention to at-

tend this short course. Make your
plans now.

Some Want a Tariff on Honey
The suggestion has been made that

a committee of prominent beekeepers

New Course at Iowa College
A new course is to be offered this

year by the Iowa State College,
called the Course for Poultrymcn,
Beekeepers and Horticulturists. The
course begins January 10 and closes
March 23, 1921. This is a specialized
course for those who may have had

practical experience in their lines, but
desire more definite information re-
garding their industry, and for those
who are expecting to do work along
these lines. The work is largely of a
practical nature.
The course is of 12 weeks duration,

divided into two six weeks periods.
The work may be taken continuously
or may be taken six weeks one year
and completed in six weeks another
year.

In addition to the special line, elec-
tives may be chosen from any non-
collegiate subject offered by the col-
lege.

Upon completion of the course and
one year of practical experience, a
certificate will be granted.
A special booklet describing in de-

tail the work of this course will be
offered for distribution in the near
future. A copy can be secured from
the State Apiarist.

Suggestion s

H. Long, of Wooster, Ohio, sug-
gests that for making large tops for
summer or winter use, two-ply felt

roofing with a coat of roof paint pro-
vides a light, dry and cheap roof. He
also suggests bending down the tines
of a four-tine table fork and filing

them sharp to scrape off the heads
of drone-brood when he has the hive
open.

Finding the Queenless Hive
W. H. Bacus, of Pleasant Hill, III.,

writes that in removing the comb-
honey supers from five hives, he
found one in which the old queen
with some bees had remained. He
caged the queen and took her to the
house, but was at a loss to know in

which hive she belonged. It looked
like quite a task to examine the five

colonies and locate the queens in

four of them to determine where she
should go. The next morning he took
five cells from nursery cages and
placed one at the entrance of each
of the five hives. In the evening four
of them had been destroyed and the
fifth was carefuly guarded. He was
thus able to tell where the queen be-
longed and to release her in her own
colony.

Bees Buy Bonds
Chris Jessen, of EUlridge, Iowa,

bought $400 of Liberty Bonds and
supplied the family table with honey
from the product of seven hives in

1918. In 1919 his bees had increased
to 13 colonies, and that year lie

bought $250 of bonds and supplied
the table with their product. In 1920

his returns were very much smaller.

There is a great seasonable variation
in the returns from the bees, but for

a series of ten years they pay as well
or better than other lines of outdoor
effort.

Minnesota Bulletins

Two bulletins of intere.>t to beekeep-
ers are published by the State Uni-
versity of Minnesota. "Care of Bees
in Spring," by Francis Jager, Chief
of the Division of Bee Culture, is
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Special Bulletin No. 38. "Queen
Rearing," by G. C. Matthews, is Spe-
cial Bulletin No. 49. Those interested
can probably obtain copies by ad-
dressing the Division of Bee Culture,
State University, St. Paul, Minn.

British Columbia
I was serry to hear that Dr. Miller

had left us. He hoped for one form
of immortality; he gained a sure one
in the beekeeping world by his great
service to beekeepers.

I signalized my tenth season as
bee inspector by taking a trip to
55 degrees north latitude. Say, I

saw for the first time in my life a

real honey country. I can see that
Bulkley and Nechacco Valleys at no
distant date will beat Southern Cali-

fornia in total production, and in

average per hive. Fireweed abounds
plentifully in the south of British
Columbia, but it is everywhere along
the Grand Trunk Railway—and it is

different, oh, so different. Botan-
ically, no; but in nectar and in gen-
eral effect—vastly different.

F. DUNDAS TODD.

Beekeepers' Congress in Trieste
The annual congress of Italian

beekeepers met in Trieste, in the
"now redeemed" Austrian Italy, Sep-
tember 6 to 9. A commemorative
plate of bronze was donated by them
to the City of Trieste with the fol-

lowing inscription:
"To the city faithful to Rome, re-

turned to the fatherland, the 6th
national congress of beekeepers, Sep-
tember 5, 1920."

Seven of the leading Italian bee-
keepers there joined in mailing a

postal card to our editor, with their

"cordial salutations."

A New Organization
The Madison County Beekeepers'

Association was organized October
1, 1920, at the court house in Ed-
wardsville. 111.

Mr. Alton L. Morgan, of Edwards-
ville. Chairman.
Mr. Earl Waggoner, of Alton, Sec-

retary.

Mrs. F. J. Meyers, of Edwardsville,
Treasurer.
Mr. A. L. Kildow, Chief Inspector

of Apiaries, spoke on foulbrood; Mr.
Albert Waggoner, of Edwardsville,
on "Honey and Extracting," and Mr.
Alton L. Logan on "Standard Hives
and Fixtures."
The Association met again about

November 15, to discuss the proper
way to winter bees locally.

Skunks
J. S. Beermaker, of San Diego, Cal.,

writes that he was troubled with
skunks killing his bees. He placed
some strychnine on bacon beside the
hives and the skunks died within ten
feet. He states that the crop in his

locality was good the past season.

Propolis for Incense
The possible use of propolis for in-

cense in the Catholic churches is re-

called by L'Abeille of Quebec, in the
October number. A letter from Mgr.

P. E. Roy, of Seleucie, states that it

has all the odoriferous properties of
incense and may be advantageously
substituted for the latter, in cere-
monies. AH beekeepers know that
propolis burns with a very sweet
odor. So does beeswax, and that is

probably why the Greek Catholic
churches of Russia use no other
luminaries.

Water Paint

From Illinois, A. Motraz writes in
answer to "Iowa's" enquiry, that
several years ago he bought and ap-
plied water paint to about 200 hives
and supers, but that it was unsatis-
factory. On hives exposed to the
weather, after a few rains it would
rub off on his clothes.

r ^THE EDITOR^S ANSWERS
We answer as many questions as space will permit, in order received.

When stamp is enclosed, the editor will answer by mail. We now receive
more questions than we can answer in the Journal.

Vinegar From Honey—Granulation
1. How do you make vinegar, from honey

or from the washings?
2. Will white clover honey granulate in the

comb very soon? It is in sections, not broken.
MISSOURI.

1. We give the method of making vinegar

about twice a year, in the question department.

Make your honey water heavy enough so it

will float an egg. The egg should show only

about the size of a dime above the surface. If

it shows more, add some water; if it shows
less, add some honey. Heat it so as to kill the

undesirable ferments that may be in it. Then
add some fruit juice, grape juice or fresh

cider. It does not require very much. The
liquid must be kept at a warm temperature,

say about 75 to 80 degrees. It will do at 70

degrees, but will ferment more slowly. It

first has an alcoholic fermentation, but it

soon sours if you allow the air to get to it.

When it is quite well fermented you can
hasten the acetic fermentation by adding a

little vinegar or vinegar-mother.

2. Comb honey rarely granulates, unless it

is one of the thick grades, like heather.

White honey doe not usually granulate in

sealed cells, unless the bees sealed it before

it was ripe. I remember peddling some clover

honey, in the comb, in January. Some of it

was oroken in the trip and leaked down into

the crate. I brought it back home and put

it away in the honey house. Three days af-

ter, that leaking honey was granulated, al-

though the other was still liquid.

You may keep it either in the crates, or

even on shelves, just so you have it in a dry

place away from too much cold, light or dust.

It is not likely that you will have any trouble

with granulation.

Disease Killing Queens
We are sending under separate cover a sam-

ple of brood which is diseased and we have not
been able to decide what it is. Could see no
trace of it a month ago, but now, at the be-
ginning of a honey flow, it has commenced to
show. The workers have killed 12 queens out
of 59 stands. This yard was moved about 30
miles about a month ago. Would that make
any difference? WYOMING.
Answer.—The small sample received con-

tained a number of healthy pups which had

evidently died in transportation. One bee had

hatched and was alive still. There were 4

or 5 cells of deep-colored pollen and 3 dead

larvae which ha \ evidently died of disease. But

these were not similar to the larvx that die of

foulbrood, as they were not rotten, but rather

dried up.

We are not experts, but from the knowledge

we have of brood diseases, we would call the

disease that killed those larvz "sacbrood,*' for

there were none of the appearances of real

foulbrood.

However, I would recommend that you send
sample of the diseased brood to Dr. E. F.

Phillips, at the Bureau of Entomology, at

Washington. They will send you bulletins

that will help you in curing diseases of bees.

Sacbrood is not infectious, and if we surmise
rightly, it will probably diminish and finally

disappear.

As to the bees killing their queens, there is

something incongruous about this. Perhaps
the bees have a touch of paralysis and the
queens died of this. The moving ought not
to be the cause of any trouble.

Since it is very difficult to pass on dead
brood fiom so small a sample, after 5 days of

travel, we urge you not to depend too much
on this diagnosis, but investigate further.The
folks at Washington have means which we
do not possess of distinguishing diseases.

Cost of Moving
1. Do you think it would pay to ship about

16 colonies of bees in car with other goods, to
Michigan or Wisconsin?

2. About how much would it cost to ship
carload of bees and other goods from Illinois
to Michigan, or Wisconsin? ILLINOIS.
Answers.—1. That depends upon what you

can sell your bees for at your place and buy
others at your new location. H the purchase
price be as little or less than the selling price,

then it would not pay to move them. Indeed,
it might be better not to move them if you
had to p-y a little more for the new than you
could sell the old for, because the risk and
trouble of hipping is to be considered. Of
course, I am supposing that the new are in ev-

ery way as good as the old.

2. I've no sort of an idea. There might be

a thousand different answers to the question,

depending on the distance to different points.

Your station agent ought to be able to tell you
about it

Moths
What is the best way to store frames of

comb from one season to the other without
the beemoth getting them. We will have about
1,500 frames, as we will have to remove them
from the bees. LOUISIANA.
Answer.—In the Northern States, there is

but little difficulty in preserving combs through

the winter, as the cold destroys the eggs and
larvae. But in the Southern States, and espe-

cially as far south as Louisiana, it is neces-

sary to use great care.

They should be stored in a moth-proof build-

ing. You can probably make a rough board

house moth-proof by lining it on the inside

with tarred paper. The windows and doors, if

open, must have screens. To make sure of

destroying the moths that are probably in the

combs at the time of putting them away, the

cheapest method is to burn enough brimstone

in the room to kill the flies in it. If the su-
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pers containing the combs are scattered about

the room, they will gain the full benefit of the

brimstone. This material can usually be

bought already prepared for burning, at any

drug store. If you ca..not find it already pre-

pared, buy the rough brimstone or sulphur,

melt it in a pot over a fire, out-of-doors, ana

dip pieces of rag into it. In this shape you

can use more or less, as needed. Set it in a

pan, on a stone, in the room; light it and leave

the room, carefully closing all openings. Re-

peat the operation in two or three weeks, in

case some eggs have hatched or in case the

moths or grubs have not been all killed. Then

keep the room well closed, especially at night,

for the moth is a night bird. A quarter's

worth of brimstone will kill all the moths you

may have.

Yield of Sweet Clover—Foundation—
Candy, Etc.

1. I would like to know if anyone has an
idea how much honey there is in an acre of

sweet clover?
2. Can light section foundation be used in

the broou-chamber?
3. If bees have plenty of honey and are kept

in a very warm place in winter, what will

happen?
4. How can one make candy for bees?

a. Which is the most economical in the pro-

duction of comb honey, the pound or two-
pound boxes? VERMONT.

Answers.—1. I do not remember ever to

have seen any estimate, but it must be quite a

yield.

2. Yes, if sufficiently reenforced.

3. Generally it will happen that they will be

dead by spring, but in some cases they have

been kept over. But there is no gain by it ex-

cept the interest of watching them.

4. You will find particulars in the bee-

books, the main thing being to boil the syrup

till it will crack when dropped into cold water,

but not to burn it.

5. The 2-pound, provided it can be sold for

twice as much as the l-pounu.

Scent to Draw Bees
Can you tell me about a scent to draw bees?

I am hunting bees out of the woods.
PENNSYLVANIA.

Answer.—The odor of burnt wax, especially

old combs, is probably the best odor to draw

bees from a distance. Of course the wind

must be right. The combs should be burnt

slowly, so as to make as much smoke as possi-

ble. However, if the bees are getting honey

out of the fields at the time, nothing will draw

them away from this source.

Cross Combs
I have two swarms that were hived this

spring, one in an 8-frame hive and one in a

10-frame hive. These bees have built their

comb almost solid in their hive from frame to

frame; no chance to take them out. They
seem to have some disease; some dead bees

in front of each hive early in the morning.
Some will come out, try to fly and fall and act

crazy till they die. Have seen some fill up on
water, start to fly and fall and die in 5 or 10

minutes. INDIANA.
Answer.—You are not the only man who

finds that his bees have built their combs criss-

cross in the hive. The only way to avoid this

trouble is to give your bees full sheets of

foundation, well fastened in the frames. It is

often better to use a few built combs, taken

from other colonies, giving the colonies sheets

of foundation to work, as a natural swarra, if

hived on foundation, may pull the sheets

down even when wired.

The only way to get your bees onto straight

combs is to transfer those combs into other

frames, during apple bloom, in spring. That

is the best time, as the combs are then light.

It is difficult to tell, from your description,

what ails your bees. If only a few drag

themselves about in front of the hive, they

may simply be old, worn-out bees. If a large

number this fall, it may be paralysis, though

this does not usually hapi)cn in the fall, in

Indiana. If the population of each hive is

still very strong, there probably but little

danger of anything serious and no cause for

worry.

What Size of Hive?
I am soon to increase my apiary and I can-

not decide on a hive—Langstroth or Dadant.
1 expect to raise comb and extracted . honey,
but would like to have only one kind of hive.

The Dadant is too large for comb honey and
the Langstroth does not prevent swarming, or

produce extracted honey as well as the Dadant.
Can I use the Dadant hive all around and on
comb honey take out about 3 frames and put

in place a division board? KANSAS.
Answer.—Nothing is more annoying than to

have two different sizes of hives in an apiary.

We know that by experience. For that rea-

son we never advise anyone to change from

one style to another. Good use can be made

of the Langstroth hive by using a greater num-

ber of stories. But the deeper frame has

proven better in a number of ways, and espe-

cially for wintering. So if you have only a

limited number of hives and want to increase

largely, you might use your Langstroth hives

and frames for supers or for comb-honey pro-

duction. Of course, the reduction of the num-

ber of frames in the Dadant hive will have as

a result the forcing of the bees more readily

in the supers. But this gives similar results to

those of small hives. Each man must decide

for himself what is best in his case.

Swarms or Nuclei

I lost two swarms this spring. 1 laid it to

the cold weather in the month of May. I shall

start again in the siring. Whether to buy
lUJi swarms, or just nuclei, is the question.

WASHINGTON
Answer.—The answer to this question de-

pends upon the occasions that you may have.

Full swarms are much better than nuclei, if

they are secured at the right time. But you

may be able to uuy nuclei early enough to

make good colonies out of them.

Wintering
I should like to know your opinion on win-

tering a small colony of bees; would you think

it advisaole to put them on top of a strong

coloi y with a screen between the two?
NEW YORK.

Answer.—It might do in the cellar. It does

not iiiipress us as practical for out doors

Moving Hive—Climbing Milkweed
1. During the swarming season, if a colony

is ready to swarm and is moved directly back

7 or 8 feet, on a new stand, and a new hive is

placed on the old stand exactly like the old

hive, and a new queen put into new hive, and
old hive made to look entirely different, would
field uees go to new hive and queen?

2. Can you furnish seed of climbing milk-

weed; if not, can you tell me where it can be

obtained? IOWA.
Answers.—1. Yes, the field bees will go to

that spot, for that is the only spot they know

for their home. The only objections to this

method are: 1st. there will be no young bees

in that new hive to build comb and help take

care of the brood and that is their work. A
quart or two of young bees ought to be

given the new colony. 2nd, the hive which is

removed will have no old bees at all and may

need food if the season is backward or cold.

Yet much increase is made in just about this

manner, with good success, usually.

2. Wc do not believe it s advisable to in-

troduce it in your vicinity, for it appears to

be an undesirable pest in the fields.

Bees Diseased
My bees have had an ailment similar to

Nosema apis. I sent samples to the Govern-
ment Bureau, but they could find nothing
wrong. Lost about 25 colonies last year.

There is a preserving and jelly factory near

me which dumps broken jars and cans of

raspl>crry extracts and apple butter, etc near
my yard in a hollow. I've seen my bees

amongst this stuff. Could that be the cause
nf their trouble? They run from their hives

and flutter their wings as if tliey had paralysis

almost all year around. MISSOURI."

Answer.—It is possible, but not probable,

that the jelly factory has anything to do with

the disease of your bees. However, if the

disease continues all the year round it would

be an indication in that direction. There are

evidently several diseases of the adult bees

which have not yet been very well diagnosed.

We believe that Isle-of Wight disease is due

mainly to the damp climate of the British

Isles. In this country, constipation, caused by

inferior food in winter, has j-robably been the

cause of some deaths in spring of a disease

similar in appearance to th it caused by the

Nosema. It will be advisable for you to note

whether there are times when the disease dis-

appears and whether those coincide with a

stopping of the dumping of the refuse in the

ditch in question. We would welcome further

information on the subject.

Putting Queen Above—Mating
1. In the spring, I am thinking of putting a

hive-body above my old one, with a super and
excluding-board between. Could I take a cou-

ple of frames of brood, with the old queen, out

of the lower story and put them in the upper
story with frames full of foundation, and, if

so, would they rear a new queen below?
2. Should I leave an entrance in the upper

body-hive, or close it up and have just the

lower entrance?
3. Would you advise me to put some supers

between the two bodies, or cne between and

one above?
4. Why cannot a queen nute in her own

hive? NEW HAMPSHIRE.
Answers.— 1. Yes. They usually rear queen-

cells under those circumstances.

2. It is not necessary with gueen above.

3. It will really be better to put supers be-

tween the two bodies if you expect the bees

to retain two queens for any length of time

in the same hive. The tendt ncy is for the

bees to kill one of those queens, even when

there is a queen excluder between them.

4. A queen cannot mate in lier own hive, be-

cause nature has provided that the sexual

organs of the drones require the exercise of

flight in order to exude from the abdomen.

Mating is impossible except in flight. A
queen surrounded with thousands of drones

will not mate except on the wing.

Drone-Brood
Off and on, in my comb honey, I find sec-

tions having drone-brood; otherwise of the

best grade. It has been my way to cut this

out and put the sections back, hoping that the

i)ees would fill them; this rarely is done; the

bees preferring to finish up the under edges

of such sections and letting them go. The
other day it occurred to me that it might be

better not to cut out such broud, letting that

brood develop and the drone emerge; the

cells then being empty, the liees might lui

them out with honey. What do you think of

this? PENNSYLVANIA.
Answer.—The reason why the bees did not

fill them after cutting out the drone-brood was,

probably, because they were nearing the end

of the crop and had room in other parts. Al-

lowing the drones to hatch, the bees would

probably fill those sections with honey. But

they would be darkened with the cocoons of

the drone-brood and would b> of less value

for sale. If this happens much in your hives,

better use a queen excluder.
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Indiana Convention
The Indiana Beekeepers' Associa-

tion will hold their annual conven-
tion at the State House in Indianapo-
lis on Thursday and Friday, Decem-
ber 9 and 10. A good attendance is

expected.

Former King a Beekeeper
Former King Manuel of Portugal

keeps bees at present at Fulwell

Park, somewhere near Richmond,
England; the British Bee Journal
giving a picture of his apiary. But it

appears he has a "Master of the

King's Bees," so he is not much of a

beekeeper, after all.

Washington Joint Meeting
On December 14, 15 and 16, in Spo-

kane, will be held the joint meeting
of the Washington State Beekeepers
and the Inland Empire Associations,

at the same time as the State Horti-
cultural Association, in the famous
Davenport Hotel.
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Outapiaries—166.

Outapiaries—167.

Texas, Beginners' Bulletin—203.

Binding the Bee Journal—205.

Bluevine or Climbing Milkweed—22.

Boneset or Duck-blind—421.

Book»^See Bibliography

Bottom Bars, Short—353.
Breeding Experiments—409.

Brenner Home from Santo D.imingo—426.

British Columbia Notes—427.

Brood Above Excluders—311.

Brood Carried Out by Bees—170.

Brood, Heat and Honey—342.

Brood, Healthy—266.
Brood-nest, Deep vs. Shallow^l70.
Brood, Sealed—353.
Buckwheat, Sowing—206, 814
Building for Apiculture at Guelph—414.

Liumblebees and Smoke—58.

Bureau Hives—241.

Butterflies, How They Hear—377.

C
Canada, Beekeeping in Western—421.

Canada, Beekeeping in—342.

Candy for Bees—353, 428.

Cans, S.jond-hand—271.
Carbon Disulptiide for Moth— 90, 97, 167.

Carniolans- -62.

Catclaw—51.

Caucasian Views—118
Caucasus, Letter From—337.

Cellar, Bees Dying in—279.

Cellar—Partition in—382.

Cellar. Wintering—See Wintering.
Central Extracting Plant—302, 386. 416.

China, Bees in—86.

City Beekeeping—60.

Climbing Milkweed—22, 376, 428.

Clover—60.

Clover, Crimson—278.

Combs, Aluminum—131, 132, 229, 242, 314.

Combs, Care of—313.

Combs, Cleaning—348.

Combs, Cross—428.

Combs. Securing Good—43, 44, 230.

Combs, Space Between—193.

Combs Spoiled by Stretching- 45.

Combs, Straight—279.

Combs, Storeroom for—13.

Como—51
Cook, H. C—58.

Co-operation—27, 97, 276.

Cork for Packing—387.
Costa Rica, Beekeeping in—16, 56, 91.

Cotton—50, 243, 313.

Course in Beekeeping at Iowa—16, 98.

Creosote—61.

Cupule—96.

Cut-ovei Land Bees in—424.

D
Dandelion in New England—237
Davis, J. M.—381.

Death of— See Obituary.
Decoy Hives—313, 421.

Demaree Plan—See Swarm Prevention.
Demuth to Medina—386.

Disappearing Disease in Texas—13.

Disease—23, 90.

Disease—See also Foulbrood, Isle of Wight,
Disappearing Disease, Nosema, Sacbrood,
Etc.

Dismal Swamp, Beekeeping in—193, 270.

Dividing,—95, 244, 312.

Division-bo-rd in Super—315.

Drone-brood—428.

Drone-eggs. Fertilization of—57, 173.

Drones—61, 316, 350, 351.

Drones, Homing Instinction—372.

Drones. Killing—95.
Duck Blind—421.
Dysentery—96.

Dysentery Caused by Late Feeding—268.

Dzi' "zon—423.

. E
Egg Laying Prevented Mechanically—380.

Eggs, How Many Laid in 21 Days—265, 280.

Evolution in Beekeeping Practice—153, 190.

Excluders—314, 387.

Exhibit in Breeding, 409.

Explosives. Honey for—372.

Express Package, Broken—263.

Extension Men. Why We Need—418.

Extracted Honey Production—208.

Extracting too Closely— 192.

Extractors for Honey—192.

Extractors, New—306.

F
False Information—373.

Feeder, a Cheap—276.

Feeders and Feeding—168.

Feeding—170, 242, 243, 313.

Feeding in Cellar—278.

Feeding Fruit Juice—349.

Feeding Outapiaries—25.

Feeding, Spring—96.

Feeding Sour Honey—349
Feeding Sugar—22.

Feeding, Winter—19.

Fertilization of Drone Eggs—67.

Fifty Years Ago—337.

Flora—22, 47, 60, 60, 62, 91. 96, 98, 124,

173, 242, 314, 333, 342, 375, 407.

Florida Apiary in France—196.

Flowers, Blue, Bees' Fondness for—26.

Foulbrcod—24, 60, 62, 94, 96, 132, 193, 207,
312.

Foulbrood, Antiseptic Cure—33.

Fculbrood, European— 167, 226, 264, 266, 379.
Foulbrood Hives—278.

Foundation—133, 315, 350, 428.
Foundation, Full Sheets—24, 88, 132, 170,

231.

Foundation. Hiving Swarms on—202.
Foundation, Moulding—314.
l'"oundation. Sagging— 165, 170.
Frames, Cleaning—61, 129.
Frames, Deep—196, 279.
Flames, Making Large from Small—94.

Frames, Size of in Mod D. Hives—59.
Frames, Wiring—See Wiring.
Franco-Belgian Funds—193, 378.

See also Good Samaritan.
Freight Service Better—385.
Frost in' Hives—96.

Fruit Trees by Roadside—49.

G
Oeorgia Bee Laws—300.
Glass Hives—207, 277.
Goluens—362.

Good Samaritan Fund—10, 48, 82, 118, 150,
193, 228, 300. 372.

Grasshoppers and Bees—378.
Gravenhor^t—423.
Gum Elastic—51.

Hermaphrodite Bees—275.
Hive, Size of—24, 376.
Hives, Double-walled—387.
Hives, Large—62, 88, 92, 96, 117, 123, 277

376.
Hives, Snail vs. Large—12, 242, 313, 350,

428.
Home-made Equipment—380.
Honey-board for Wintering—279.
Honey, Color of—279.
Honeydew—87, 96, 121.

Honeydew, Labeling—207.
Honey, Extracted vs. Comb—60, 61, 349.
Honey, Fermented-—95.

Honey for Baking—234.
Honey, r or gn Shipments of— 228.
Honey from Diseased Colonies—206.
Honey Gate—240.
Honey, 'jranuUted in Combs— 25.
Honey, Granulated—132, 167, 388.
Honey Manufactured—312.
Honey, Marketing—See Marketing.
Honey Plants, Latin Names of—299, 346.
Honey Prices—279.
Honey Producers' League—234, 343, 371,

373, 389, 413.

Honey, Producing Extracted—120.
Honey Remedy—118.

Honey Selling—118, 119, 127, 200, 279.
Honey Selling, Producer to Consumer^414.
Honey, Specific Gravity of-—156. '

Honey Strainer—127.
Honey, Un..pe—316.
Hoovering the Woodshed—271.
House Apiaries—241.
House for Combs—13.

House, Removing Bees From—208, 244, 387.

Hruschka Centenary—157.
Huajillo—60.

I
Ice Cream and Honey—418,
Increase—24, 69, 61, 96, 97, 133, 207, 280.

312.
Increase, Artificial—202.
Incubation, Bee—22.

Insects, Duration of Development of—336.

Insecticides—305, 420.

Inspection, Effective—261.
Instinct and Reason—51.

Insurance of Ajjiaries in Switzerland—48.

Iowa Beekeeping Survey—68.
Iowa, New Course at—16.

Isle of Wight Disease—See Diseases.
Italians, Golden and Three Band— 24.

Italians vs. Blacks—24.

J
Japan, Beekeeping in—16.

Japan, Hoi.ey Plants—98.

K
Kanitz—423.

Kingbird—i-2.

L
L'Apicoltore Changes Home—11.

Larva Honey Fed—234.

Lavender—376, 407.

Laws, Texas—312.

Laying Workers—312.

Ligurian Bees—98.

Liza.J's T.-.il—343.

Locations—204, 206, 233, 363.

Location, Hunting—382.

Longevity in Use of Honey—385.

M
Mallow as a Honey Plant—407.

Manitoba Beekeeping—164.

Marketing of Honey—23.
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Markets on Honey—30, 66, 102, 141, 179,
215, 251, 287, 323, 369, 395, 420, 430.

Martins—351.

Matthews, G. C. at Minnesota— 15.

MEETINGS—
British Columbia—311.
California—310.

Chicago N. W.—62
Economic Entomologists—-49.

Georgia—264.
Illinois—62, 98, 136, 335.
Iowa—26, 353, 384.
Kansas—420.

Maine—205.
Maryland—98, 169.

Massachusetts—62, 275.
Missouri—27.

Minnesota—425.

Montana—81-

National—27, 98, 117.
Nebraska—26, 98, 310.

New Jersey—26, 136.

New York—26, 27, 168, 22S, 318, 384.
Ohio—310.
Ontario—381.
Texas—168, 274, 347.
Washington—97.

West Virginia—63.

Wisconsin—02, 168.

Melilotus Alba—229. Also "Sweet Clover."
Merriam in Central America— 886.
Mesquite—50.

Metal Combs—229, 314, 315.

Metric System—193.

Mexico—385.
Mexico Beekeepers at Dallas—419.

Mice^90.
Michigan, Beekeeping in—89.

Middlemen Necessary.—201.

Middleman, The Poor—128.

Mid-West Horticultural Show—117, 234.

Migratory Beekeeping—269, 380.

Milkweed, Climbing—333.

Miller, Dr.—11, 27, 95, 336, 407.

Miller's Answers, Dr.—23, 69, 130, 169, 206,

241, 277, 311, 348, 373. 388.

Minnesota Experiment Station—193.

Minnesota, New Man at— 15.

Mississippi, Glimpses of—405.

Mistakes, Costly—236
Molasses for Feeding—316, 350.

Moth—60, 61, 242, 243, 278, 279, 313. 386,

409, 427.

Moth, Killing Eggs of—90, 157. 169, 166.

Mould and Bees—203, 207.

Moving Bees—95, 131, 169, 244, 270, 316,

349, 387, 388, 427, 428.

Moving Bees Long Distances—159.

N
National Organization, New—46, 49.

Nectar Secretion, Psychology of—7, 10.

Newell Edits Bee Department—426.

Nosema Disease—49.

Nuclei, Buying—132
O

OBITUARY—
Baldensperger, Mrs. P. J.—157.

Becker, E. J.—93.
Bertrand, Mrs. E.—83.

Bohrer, G—123
Miller, C. C.—336.
Toepperwein, U.—347.

Triaca, E.—265.

Woodman, L. C—202.

Werner, Prof—130.

Observing Hives—197.

Odds and Ends—385, 425.

Odor of Bees—195.

Ohio Fair—276.
Oklahoma Honey Plants—173.

Orchard, Bees in—379.

Outapiaries, Feeding—25.

Outapiary, Beekeeping— 161

P
Packages vs. Wintered Colonics—239.

Package Bees—00, 01, 80, 130.

Package Bees, Buying

—

192.

Package Bees, by Parcel Post—79.

laint, V^ter—427
Palestine Beekeepers Studying Here—125.

Paper Prices Advancing—300.

Paratyphus in Honeybees—90.

Parcel Post for Honey—337.

Parks, H. B. Resigns—386.
i-aste—386.

Pasturage in 20 Acres Clover—25.

Pender, W. S.—229.
Phillips, Dr. E F.— 126.

Plagiarism—49.

Pleasants, J. E.—202.

Poisonous Nectar—315.

Poisons. Bees Getting—206, 242.

Pollen Gathering—69.

Portable Winter Cases—21.

Preacher Beekeeper—410.

Propolis, Use for—193, 801, 427

Protection by Fence—117.
Publications on Bees—82, 118.
Publisher, Troubles of—231.

Q
Queen Age—316.
Queen Breeder, Troubles of—337.
Queen Cells—00, 129.

Queen Cells, Cutting Out—25.
Queen Cells. Egg in—362.
Queen Cells which are Destroyed—125.
Queen Cells, Removing—279.
Queen Clipping—96, 207.
Queen Finding Hive—61, 62, 313, 378
Queen Freak—24.

Queen Introduction—97, 171, 192, 204,350.
Queen Laying in Cells Seen—308
Queenlcssness—313, 426.

Queen Mating—192, 307, 351, 352, 428.
Queen Mating Imperfectly—123, 195, 201.
Queen Mating Upstairs—383, 428.
Queen Rearing for Home Use—163.
Queen Rearing, Pratt Method, 277.
Queen Records—59.

Queen Regulating Sex—170.
Queen Shipping, Attendant Bees for—58
Queen Supersedure—21, 166.
Queen, Worthless—386.

Ujucens—132, 315.

Queens, Color of—265.

Queens Killed by Disease—427
Queen Laying in Cells Seen—308.
Queens and Queen Breeders— 156.

Queens, Selection of Breeding—189.
Queens, Two in One Hive—81, 94, 171, 372,

381.

Queens, Young—383.

Queens, Young, Food for—372.
Questions and Answers—386, 427

R
Races of Bees—361.

Records, Queen—59.

Remedies of Olden Days—3S.>.

REPORTS FROM—
Iowa—205.
Mexico—83.

Michigan—300.

Minnesota—155.

Montano—26.

Oregon—205.

Wisconsin—117.

Requeening—24, 25, 132, 133. 170, 207, 243,
297, 350, 387.

Rheumatism and Beestings—373
Richter, M. C—166.

Robbing—21, 24, 207, 352, 38?.

Royal Jelly—307.
Royal Jelly Needed by Virgins—382.

Russia, Beekeeping in—417.

S
Saltpeter—62.

Santo Domingo. Beekeeping in—135.

Scent for Drawing Bees—428.

Second-hand Cans—385,

Sections, Size—243.

Sections, Unfinished—350.

Seeds of Plants for Trial

—

411.

Sentinel Bees—423.

Shake, Swarming—201, 387.

Shares, Bees on—59.

Shipping Bees—24, 59, 60, HI, 206, 299,

312, 337.

Shii)ping Cases for Tloney—276.

Shipping, Preparing Colonies for—410.

Short Course in Washington—19.

Columbia—426.

Iowa—26, 420.

Kansas—26.

Minnesota— 45.

New York—62.

Ohio—26.

Ontario-^20.
Texas—57.

Washington—384.

Siberia—382.

Sixtieth Anniversary—49.

Skunks—24, 427.

Sladen, Two Queen System—84.

Smelters, Bees Killed by—275, S46.

Smiles, A Few—311.

Smoke. Effect on Bumblebees-—58.

Soldering Cans—94, 341.

Spr.-iying, Bees Killed by— 13f., 168, 243, 277.

Spring Management— 115, 164

Squirrel and Bees Battle—379.
Starkey, J. E.—274.
Stimulation of Brood Rearing—25.

Slings, Cure for—238, 276, 335, 343

Stings, Death from-308. 387
Stings, Money from— 197.

Stings on Horses—24, 88.

Straw Skeps, Shipping—198.

Stretching of Combs—207.

Sugar Bugaboo—371.

Sugar Candy—96, 278.

Sugar Feeding—22.

Sugar Report—160, 386.
Sugar Shortage Abroad—123.
Sugar Substitutes Made at Home—419.
Supers, Cleaning out—373.
Supers, on in Winter—25
Supers, Using Old—25.

Supersedure of Queens—21.

Supplies—277.
Swarm Catcher, A Novel—47.

Swarm Clustering—351.
Swarm Control—240, 312.
Swarm, Hiving—55.

Swarm. Ownerhip of—20.

Swarm Prevention—24, 59, 133, 242.
Swarm Prevention, Demaree I Ian—279, 314,

425.

Swarm Settling—169, 308.
Swarming—60, 132, 133, 171, 315 387, 388
Swarming, Indications of—349.

Swarms from Large Hives—157.

Swarms, Starvation—264, 271.
Swarms vs. Nuclei—428.

Sweet Clover—229, 346, 351, C89, 412. 428.
Sweet Clover, Annual—346.
Sweet Clover Thrips—375.

T
Tariff on Honey—11, 426.
Tar Paper—353.
Taxes on Bees—242.
Temperature of Bees' Flight—278.
Tennessee, Beekeeping in—369.
Tennessee, Experiments—98.

Texas, Disappearing Disease in—13.

Texas Flora—50.

Texas Honey Producers Increase Capital—97.

Tin and Glass Market—385.

Toepperwein, Udo—347.
Toulousan Beekeeping—53.

Transferring—25, 60, 61, 95, 131, 132, 170,
243, 278, 312, 314, 351.

Trees for Honey and Shade—420.

Trips, How Many to Fill a Cell—14.

Trucks and Outyard Beekeeping—101.

Tulip Tree or Tulip Poplar—47.

Tunis Beekeeping—228.

U
Uniting—133, 169, 313. 314.

V
Varnish from Wax—93.

Ventilation—132, 168, 169, 350.
Vermont Beekeeping in—311.

Vetch—59.

Vinegar from Honey—351, 427.

Virgins Need Royal Jelly—382.

Vladivostok, Beekeeping near—265.

Von Ronzeln to Texas—426.

W
Ward, Porter C—238.

Washington Short Course—19.

Wasps in Beehive—370.

Wasps, Honey Making—237.

Watertown, Beemen at—386.

Wax as Varnish—93.

Wax Rendering—235.

Weak Colonics, Saving—116, 312.

Winter Apiary in Mississippi Woods—410.

Winter Cases, Portable—21.

Winter Experiments—265.

Winter Feeding—19.

Winter Losses—278.

Winter Preparation—297.

Winter Protection—25, 88, 40!.i.

Winter Stores, Importance of— 344, 409.

Wintering— 59, 60, 131, 132. 169, 170, 241,

242, 274, 349. 375, 387, 388, 428.

Wintering in Canada—409.

Wintering in Cellar—96.

Wintering in Kansas—193.

Wintering in Montana—374.

Wintering in Nevada—381.

Wintering Outdoors—351.

Wintering Queens—349.

Wire Imbedder on Ford—195.

Wires, Spacing—83.

Wiring Frames—15, 86, 127, 167, 102, 166,

170. 194, 30.1',

Wisconsin as a Bee Country—347.

Wisconsin Law on Beekeeping—92.

Workers or Loafers—15.

Y
Yellow Indigo—342.

Young Bees Dying—171.

ILLUSTRATIONS

American Honey Producers' League But-

ton—234.

APIARY OF—
Alexander, J. H.—91.

Beck, Baptist—54, 65,

Box Hives—90, 154.

Bunger, R.— 159.

Burdctte, Geo. W.—340.

Carrilton F. H.—89.

Chinese—87.
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Conaway, G A.—19.

Costa Rican— 17. 66.

Ehlers, H.—203.
French—196, 197.

Hayek Bros—37.

Hirota in Japan— 16.

Johnson, M. D.— 9.

Lori, Ugo in Italy—485.
Mission des Amis—82.

Madsen, L.—421.
Nebraska—426.

Newell, Wilmon—147.
Ottawa, Canada, Experimental—363.
Polish—105.

Skeps in Normandy—379.
Smith, B. F.—374.
Southern—407.

Virginia—164.

Walker, Curd—147.
Apiary, Arrangement of Colonies in—298.
Atkins, E, W.—419.

Baldensperger, Mrs.—156.
Basket Hives of Chinese—86.
Bees on a Comb—204.

Bees in Packages—79, 80, 81.

Bcrtrand, Mrs. E.—83.

Bluevine or Climbing Milkweed—22, 334.
Bohrer, G.—123.

Bonney, A. F.—384.
Box Hive— 153, 418.
Bunger, R., in Truck—168.

Catclaw—51.

Caucasus, Moving Bees in—73.

Cement Walk for Hives—9.

Central Plant of Pettit—417.
Chinese Basket Hives—86.

Clover, Mexican—407.
Comb Built in Open (Cover)—1.

Comb of Brood—302.
Comb Racks of H. C. Cook—13
Comb Storage House of H. C. Cook—12.

Combs, Basket of—305.
Combs, Poor—230, 231, 232.
Combs. iJrone and Cells of Accommodation

—

268, 269.
Come—53
Conaway, G. A., of Missouri—18

CONVENTION GROUPS—
Georgia—344.
Illinois—384.
Indiana Inspection Force—263.
Iowa—385.
Scott County, Missouri—200.
Texas—67.

Cook, H. C—68.

Davis, J. M.—381.
Diemer, J. F., at Conaway's—18, 19.
Divisible Hive of Heddon

—

19'j.

Division-board for Weak Colonies—116.
Equipment of C. Darling—38u.
Extractor, Markle—306, 307
E.xhibit of California—422.
Exhibit of Dr. Sheldon in Idaho—14.

Feeders, Friction Top Pails tor—115, 116.
Flora, Bluevine—22, 334.

Catclaw—51.

Clover, Mexican—407.
Como—53.

Culver's Root— 124.
Huajillo—52.

Lavender—375.

Mesquite—50.

Mulberry—405.
Ninebark—125.

Sheepberry—124.

Sourwood—371.
Flower Parts—7, 8.

Foulbrood Boiler for Cleaning Frames—128,
129.

Foulbrood, American—338, 339.
Foulbrood. European—226, 22», 267.
Foulbrood, Experimental Apiary—266, 340.
Frames, Wired—43, 44. 46.

French and Belgian Relief Area—378.
^jardner, Edw. V.—416.
Gooderman, C. B.—342.
Grandpre in 1914.—10.

Grandpre After the War—11.
Harned, R. W.—406.

Hives, Langstroth and Dadan: Compared—191.
Honey Display of Pangburn—836.
Honey Gate of Bonney—240.
Honey Hauling and Unloadinp—873.
Honey House Interior—121.
House Apiary in Tiflis—219.
House Apiary in Massachusetts—93.

House, Honey of Lyons—121.
House, Honey, of Pettits—302.
House. Honey—878, 309.
House for Storing Combs—13.

House, Honey, of Sutton—120.
Huajillo—62.

Inspection Tour in Indiana—261.
Jamin, Crepieux—276.
Japanese Honey Label—16.

Lavender—376.

Memphis Beekeepers Group— 370.

Mesquite—50.

Millen, F. E.—342, 416.

Miller, C. C—189, 327, 336.

Mississi])pi Plant Board—406.

Moving Bees in Caucasus—73, 270.

Mulberry, French—405.
Ninebark—125.

Ontario Charts of Sladen—84, 85.

Ontario New Bee Building— 414.

Package for Bees—79, 80. 81.

Packing Case of E. C. Barber—20, 81.

Pender, W. S.—297.
I'ettit, Morley—416.

Phillips, E. F.—125.

Pleasants, J. E.—202.
Prisoners of War Studying Beekeeping—382,

383.

Quinby, Moses—107.

Richter, M. C.—166.

Screens for Hauling Bees—411.

Settling Tank of Sutton—180.

Sheepberry—124.

Shipping Bees, Box of Harbison—899.

Shipping Bees, Screens for—410.

Shipping Honey by Parcel Post—341.

Sladen Charts on Two-Queen System—84, 85.

Sladen, F. W. L.—342.
Snow, Hives in—411.

Sourwood—371.

Starkey, James E.—274.

Stomata on Tissue of Flower— 8.

Storage Tanks of Pettit—305.
Story, D M.—308
Straw Hives—37.

Straw Skeps Packed for Shiorcent—198.

Swarm Catcher—47, 310.

Sweet Clover Harvester—412, 413.

Tennessee Class in Beekeeping—370.

Titmouse Nest—484.
Transferring—262.

Truck of C. W. Aeppler—160. 161.

Truck of R. Bunger—158.

Walker, Curd—369.

Ward, Porter C—238.

Wasps, Honey-making Nest—2i>7.

Wasp, Red. and Nest—376, 377.

Weak Colonies Coniined by Division-board

—

116.

Willson, R. B.—406.

Windbreak for Bees—117.

Winter Case of E. C. Barber—20, 21.

Winter Case, Eight Colony—303.
Winter Case of B. F. Smith—374.
Wire Imbedder, Gates—43.

Wire Imbedder of Winkler—195.
Wired Frames—43, 44.

Wires in Foundation—44,

CORRESPONDENTS
Aeppler, C. Vf -123,

161.
Aigley, J. E.—127.

Anderson, B—201.

Anderson, Jno.— 128.

Arbtin Jno.—166.

Atwi.ler, E. F.—12.

Authelin, L.—378.

Baker, C. C—23.

Baldensperger, P. J-

49.

Baldwin, E. G.—333,
34'!

Barone. D.— 346.

Bart.au, C. M —342

Bartz, A. C. F.—348.

lielieSLrt, H.—129.

Belt, L. B.—346.

Bernaid. A.—20.

Blackbourn, B.—88.

Blui.dtll, I. G.—381.

Bonuiy, A. F.—88.

107, 194, 238, 240,
2rP, 305, 335. 371.

480
Bouvier, R.—371.

Bray, R A.—376.

Brenner, H.—94,,

135
Bunfer, R.—158.

Burhaus, Amos—347.

Campbell, C.P.—370.
Carrillton, H. F.—

89.

Cheney. C. D—871.

Chorin, Mrs.—11.

Clark, Florence L.

—

64, 410.

Clark, H. W—421.

Cobb, Thos. F.—135.

Cockle, Wm—834.
Coverdale. F.—415.

Crane. J. E.—16, 61.

Cutis, J. M.—306.

Dadant. C. P.—115.

297, 299, 376, 410
Dadanf, M. G.—43,

88
Daltoi.,' Jess—303,

3SL.

Darhrg, C—380.

Davidson. Lillian—
88.

Davis, T.—30S.

Davis T. M.—58.

Demuth, G. S.—163.
190

Devinc. K. G.—88.

Die person, G. B.

—

299.

Diemer, T.F .—311.
Du:ii.;s. v.—53„ 196,

303
Dye, A. G.—200.

Ellis, C. A.—263.

Evans, A. A.—233.

874, 307, 423.

Fowlfi, C. E.—14.

Fox, Elias—166.
Fra'-kcr, S. B.—159.

Gannaway, H. P.

—

81.

Gehiels, W.B .—16,
58, 90.

Gift. F. M.—305.

Golding. C. C—86.

Gorbatcheff, Prof. —
336

Graham-Burtt—88,

373.
Graham, C. I.—269.
Gray, W. H—88, 57,

19,1, 342.

Gray, W. L—194.

Grc-ne, R. A.—335.

Greirer, F.—93, 804.

23li

Greiner, G. C.—44.

Griffith, W. C—275.

Ilailry, 11. W.—308.

Hall. E. L.—158.
Hawkins.K.-16, 117,

164, 234, 275, 374.

Ilira'suka, Y.—98.

Hoser, C. F.—307.
Iloxic, S. E.—62.

Tones. S. A- t7b.
Justice, Chas. B.—

160.

Kinc'.ig, B. F.—89,
413

Kirgasier, Geo.

—

3T5.

Knight, C. E.—238.
Lathrm, A.—79.

Le Stourgeon, E. G.
—57. 347, 371.

Lewis, Jno. J.—270.
Logan A. L.—418.

Lovell. J. H.—47.

Lu-iiier, R. E.—380
McCabe, P. E.—407.
McFarland, 0.-168.
McGillivray, A. D
-87. 121.

Mathie, Helen—311.

Maxwell, E. G.—275.
Mead, O. F.—307.
Merrill, T- H.—344.
Mescrve, A.—86.

Milej. Andrew—343.
Miller A. C— 15, 19,

155. 129, 165, 195,
307. 309, 379, 414.

Mil:er C. C—23, 27,
59, 95, 129, 131,
166, 167, 169, 189,
206 241, 877, 298,
311, 348, 388.

Miller E. S.—343.

Mo3'e, C. W.—380.

Murray, H. D.—58.

Muth, C. F.—801.

Normberg, R.—348.

Osier, F. W.—130,
238 353.

Paannan, J. H.

—

194.

Paminel, L. H.—375.
Pangb.irn, W. S. —

90. 127, 162, 236.
Park, Wallace—197,
839 382.

Parks, H. B.—13.

Pashek, Jno.—168.

Pellett, Frank C. —
50, 120, 230, 261,

308. 369, 376, 383.
Pettit, M.—46, 416.

Provensal, P.—83.

Quintien, T.—198.

Rankin, N. S.—421.
Rayui.nt, T.—198.
Reei, O. A.—168.
Repnert, E. R.—411.
Reppert, W. S.—187.
Rice. O. K.—335.
Richards, E. D.—130.

Rogers, C. E.—416.

Sabin, S H.—803.
Sanders, H. W.—164.
Sears, A. D.—68.

Schaiei, Geo. B.

—

381
Schoemaker, E. C.—

166. .

Schoit, L. A.—379.
Shal'ard, Major—94,

93
Sheppard, W. J,—
240
Sladen, F. W. L.—
84

Slovis. Wm.—388.
Smccley, C. O,—82.

'Smi.il. W. M.—275.
Snov, M. S.—308.
Stafford, J. H.—135.
Stewrrt. Mrs. Dora

—

2n. 488.
Stiles. E. P.—270.

Tiddy, F. X.—306,
Timn\ O. E.—232.
Todd, F. Dundas

—

55, 92, 116, 155,
201, 836.

Trelease, Dr. Wm.

—

7.

Tucker, L. D.—424.
Tunell, H. B.—422.

Van Haltern, F.

—

377.

Veith, Brotiier Al-
phpuse—94, 202.

Ward, Porter C—
123.

Webster, Geo. F.—
233.

WhJt« G. F.—825,
866 338.

Whiting, Ivan—341.
Wiggins, Ezra—168
Wiihrow, G; M.—136.
Wolff. W. H.—275.

Yor<, G. W.—186,
374

CLASSlFibD DEPARTMENT.
Advertisements in this department will be

inserted for 5 cents per word, with no dis-

counts. No classified advertisements accepted
for less than 35 cents. Count each initial or
number as one word.
Copy for this department must reach us not

later than the 20th of the month preceding
date of issue. If intended for classified de-
partment it should be so stated when adver-
tisement is sent.

BEES AND QUEENS
SEE ATWATER'S NEW CLASSIFIED

HONEY ADVT.

WE are now booking orders for early spring
delivery of two and three-frame nuclei, with

untested or tested queens. Write for prices
and terms. We also manufacture cypress hives
and frames.

Sarasota Bee Co., Sarasota. Fla.

PACKAGE BEES—Same old prices if you
send cash with order before January 1.

E. A. Harris, Albany. Ala.

FOR SPRING DELIVERY—One good Italian

queen, I Hoffman standard frame emerging
brood. 1 pound live bees, price complete $6.50,

f o. b. Bordelonville. Queen introduced,
mated, laying enroute; loss in transit replaced

if noted on express tag by agent; no disease

in State. References given. Orders booked,
May delivery, one-fifth cash; orders filled in

rotation. jess Dalton, Bordelonville, La.
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NUCLEI for 1921—We beg to advise those

who intend to purchase nuclei to enter their

orders early in order to be certain of being

able to obtain them, as the demand greatly ex-

ceeded the supply during the past season, and
the majority of late orders went unfilled. We
are now booking orders for three-frame nu-

clei of Italian bees, with Italian queen, at

$6.60 Hybrid bees, with guaranteed pure
Italian queen, at $6.60. Terms, one-third down
with order. No di..ease, safe arrival and satis-

fjction guaranteed. A. K Irish,

Doctortown, Georgia.

EDSON APIARIES now booking orders for

queen bees for delivery during season of

1921. Prices: One untested queen, $1.25; 60

untested queens, $57.50; 100 untested queens,

$100. Orders filled in rotation; first shipments

March 1, 1921.
Edson Apiaries, Gridley, Calif.

.ORDERS BOOKED NOW for 1921 shipments

of bees and queens. Send for descriptive

circular and price list.

R. V. Stearns, Brady, Texas.

BEES BY THE POUND—Pure Italians. 1,

2 or 3-pound packages, with or without

queen. We have 1,000 colonies located in thi;

best Kale district of California. Shipping dates

from March 20 to July 1. Write for prices.

Twenty years a breeder.

Garden City Apiaries, San Jose, Calif.

HIGH GRADE ITALIAN QUEENS—Send
for catalog.

Jay Smith, R. 3, Vincennes, Ind.

FOR SALE—Fifty colonies of bees in stand-

ard 8 and 10-frame hives. Write for prices.

James Johnson, Pocahontas, Ark.

DAY-OLD QUEENS—Superior improved Ital-

ians, mailed in saf;ty introducing cages.

Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed any-

where in the U S. and Canada. Send for cir-

cular. Order in advance. Prices, April to Oc-

tober, 1, 76c; 12, $7.20; 100, $60.

James McKee, Riverside, Calif.

A. I. ROOT STRAIN of leather-colored Ital-

ians that are both resistant and honey gath-

erers. The queens and bees need no recom-

mendation for they speak for themselves. Un-
tested, one, $1.60; six, $8.40; twelve, $15. Se-

lect untested, one, $2; tested, one, $2.50; select

tested, one, $3. For larger amounts write,

A. J. Pinard, Morgan Hill, Calif.

PURE ITALIAN QUEENS—Golden or leather

colored, packages and nuclei; 1 untested

queen, $1.50; 6, $7.60; 12, $13,60; 60, $55; 100,

$100; virgins, 60c each; packages, 24 and un-

der, $2.26 per pound; 25 and over, $2 per

pound; nuclei, 1-frame, $4; 2-frame, $6; 3-

frame, $7.50; queens extra. One-story 10-

frame colony with queen, $12.
Golden Star Apiaries,

R. 3, Box 166, Chico, Calif.

BEES AND QUEENS from my New Jersey

apiary. J- H. M. Cook,

lAtf 84 Cortland St, New York City.

PACKAGE BEES AND PURE ITALIAN
QUEENS—Booking orders now for spring

delivery. Circular free. J. E. Wing,
166 SchieU Ave., San Jose, Calif.

FOR SALE—Three-banded Italian queens; un-

tested, $1.25 each; 6, $0.50; 12. $12. Select

untested, $1.50 each. Satisfaction guaranteed.

W. T. Perdue & Sons,

R. No. 1, Fort Deposit, Ala.

FOR SALE—Largi- hardy, prolific queens. 8

banded ''alian only. Pure mating and safe

arrival guaranteed. One queen, $1.30; 6, $7.50;

12, $13.50; 100, $110.
Buckeye Bee Co., Box 443, Massillon, Ohio.

BOOK YOUR ORDERS for QUEENS now—
Goldens, $2; tested, $8; banded, $1.60; tested,

$2.60; six or more 10 per cent less.

Clover Leaf Apiaries, Wahoo, Neb.

FOR SALE^Hardy Italian queens, $1 each

W. G. Lauver, Middletown, Pa.

1920 PRICES for "She Suite Me" queens.

Untested I'talian queen, from May 15 to

June 16, $1.60 each. After June 15, $1.30

each; $12.50 for ten; $1.10 each for 86 or

more.
Allen Latham, Norwichtown, Conn.

FOR SALE—After April 15, our golden Ital

ian queens, untested, one $1.60 or $15 per

doz.; select untested, one, $1.7' or $18 per

doz. ; tested, $3 each. Safe arrival guaran-

teed. Tillery Bros..

R, 6, Geor?iana, Ala.

"QUALITY" THREE-BANDED ITALIANS
from excellent stock; untested queens, 1,

$1.50; 6 for $7.60; 12 for $13.60; BO for $65;
100 for $100. N. J. Junes,

1185 Bird Ave, San Jose, Calif.

BEES BY THE POUND, ALSO QUEENS—
Booking orders now. Free circular gives

prices, etc. See larger ad elsewhere.
Nueces County Apiaries, Calallen, Texas.

E B Ault. Prop.

HONEY AND BEESWAX
SEE ATWATER'S NEW CLASSIFIED

HONEY ADVT.

FOR SALE—Sweet clover extracted honey "n

60-lb. cans First premium at county and
state fairs. Harry McCombs, Sterling Colo.

SOUTHERN AMBER HONEY— Two 60-lb

cans to the case, 15c per pound.
Walter Reppert, Shreveport, La., Gen. Del.

FOR SALE—Choice white clover honey in 60-

lb cans; none finer.

J. F. Moore, Tiffin, Ohio.

WHOLESALE PRICES to beekeepers for

their winter trade, alfalfa, sweet clover ex-

tracted 2 60-pound cans, $22.20.

Foster Honey & Merc. Co., Boulder, Colo.

FOR 'sale—Choice extracted honey, princi-

pally from clover blossoms, put up in 60-lb.

cans, 1 and 2 mostly 2 to case, and also in

small honey jars with colored labels, at 30c a

pound. Address
Frank Johns, Kingsley, Iowa.

FOR SALE—Very fine quality basswood-milk-

weed (mostly milkweed) honey in 60-pound
cans. P. W. Sowinski, Bellaire. Mich.

FOR SALE—Honey in barrel. 16c pound.

John Gakler, R. 1, Memphis, Tenn.

HONEY—Supply your customers, finest alfalfa

clover honey, extra strong cases, any quan-

tity, $24 case of two 5-gal. cans. There are

more cases at 19 cents per pound. All f. o. b.

here. Write for prices on large lots. Cash
with order Reference, First National Bank
here. Sample 20c

E. F. Atwater, Meridian, Idaho.

FOR SALE—Carload or less Nevada's choice

alfalfa and sweet clover extracted honey;

price 17 cents
Nevada Honey Co., Yerington. Nev.

FOR SALE—Clover and buckwheat honey,

either comb or extracted, at reduced prices;

any style container. A postcard will bring our

quotations. The Deroy Taylor *. o.,

Wayne Co., Newark, N. Y.

FOR SALE—Honey of a basswood and clover

grade, put up in GO-lb. cans, IS cents per

pound f. 0. b. here; sample 20c.

W. M. Peacock. Mapleton, Iowa.

FOR SALE—Choice clover extracted honey;

one case of two BO-lb cans, $54; five cases

or more, $23.60. Select No. 1 comb honey, 24

sections to case, eight cases to carrier, $00.

J. D. Beals, Oto, Iowa.

FOR SALE—Colorado's best white sweet clo-

ver honey in 60-lb. cans, any quantity, 20c

lb. C. E. Lindsay, CoUbran, Colo.

FOR SALE—Extracted honey, mostly white

clover and basswood blend. 28 60-lb cans,

two in a box, at 20c per lb.; 150 10-lb. pails,

six in a box, at 22c per lb.; 600 lbs. comb
honey. Sample of extracted honey, and prices

on comb honey on request.

J. W. Bittenbcndcr, Knoxville, Iowa.

WANTED—Comb and extracted honey.

The L. H. Snider Apiaries, Auburn, Ind.

WHITE CLOVER HONEY in 10-lb. pails, 6

pails to case, 25c pound.
W. L. Ritter, Genoa, 111.

FOR SALE—Finest Michigan raspberry, bass-

wood and clover honey in 60-lb. cans, 26c
per pound. Free i mple.

W. A. Latshaw Co., Clarion, Mich.

FOR SALE—Very choice grade of sweet clo-

ver extracted honey.
Thos. Atkinson, Cozad, Neb..

FOR SALE—New crop clover extracted honey,
two 60-pound cans to case, $30 per case; 6-

pound pails, $1.60 each, packed 12 pails to

case, or 30 to 60 to barrel.

H. G. Quirin, Bellevue, Ohio.

WANTED — Extracted honey. State how
packed. Send sample, lowest cash price.

P. Outzen, White Bear Lake, Minn.

WANTED—Shipments of old comb and cap-

pings for rendering. We pay the highest

cash and trade prices, charging but 6c a pound
for wax rendering. Fred W. Muth Co..

204 Walnut St.. Cincinnati. Ohio.

SUPPLIES

SEE ATWATER'S NEW CLASSIFIED
HONEY ADVT.

FOR SALE—500 pounds of Dadant's light

brood foundation, put up in boxes holding 50

pounds. Price 75 cents per pound in 50-pound
lots; will not sell less than one box. This
foundation is in fine shape, as it was left over

from this spring.
M. E. Eggers, Eau Claire, Wis.

FACTORY AGENTS SALE of 5 and 10-lb.

pails, also 5-gal. cans in cleated cases. Get
your next season's supply before too late.

Edw. A. Winkler, JoUet. 111.

FOR SALE—We have a good stock of 6 and
10-lb. pails and can make prompt delivery.

Crate of 100 10-lb. at $17; crate of 200 6-lb.

at $22.60. All orders received this month dis-

counted 5 per cent off these prices

A. I. Root Companv of Iowa,
Council Bluffs, Iowa.

FOR SALE—100 new standard 2-story metal

and inner-covered 10-frame extracting hives,

made of No. 1 pine, by first-class carpenter;

nailed, painted, with Hoffman frames; wired,

with full sheets foundation in 90 of them. The
used part of one season, filled with partly

drawn combs. No foulbrood. Price, in lots

of ten or more, $7 each, f. o. b. Mobile.
H. A. Goering, Crichton, Ala.

ROOT'S GOODS at Root's prices.

A. W. Yates. Hartford, Conn.

FOR SALE To reduce stock, crates of 96

1 gallon cans, with bails and 3-inch screw

caps, at $17.60 per crate, f. o. b. Grand Rapids.

A. G. Woodman Co., Grand Rapids, Mich.

FOR SALE—One-pound jars in two doz. cases,

ten cases or more at $1.75 per case, f. o. b.

factory.

A. G. Woodman Co., Grand Rapids, Mirh

FOR SALE—Good second-hand double-deck

comb honey shipping cases for 4!4x4I4xlJi
sections, 26 cents per case, f. o. b. Cincinnati;

terms cash with order.
C. H. W Weber & Co.,

2146 Central Ave., Cincinnati, O.

FOR SALE—Good second-hand empty 60-lb.

honey cans, two cans to the case, at 60c per

case, f. 0. b. Cincinnati. Terms cash with or-

der. C. H W Weber & Co.,

2146 Central Ave , Cincinnati, O.

SEND us a list of goods wanted and will

quote you lowest prices. We are the money-

saving house. Price list free. Try us.

H. S. Duby & Son, St. Anne, 111.

WANTED
SEE ATWATER'S NEW CLASSIFIED

HONEY ADVT.

WANTED—To correspond with parties hay-

ing bees in 10-frainc standard hives that will

lease them on shares. Will give good contract

and have a good southwest Iowa location.

W. A. Jenkins,

144 Simmons St., Galesburg, 111.
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WANTED—Bees, with or without location.

F. W. Pfase.
1717 Blake Boulevard, Cedar Rapids. la.

WANTED—To buy bees in Georgia. Florida.

Alabama and the Carolin.'is. State price,

style, hives, etc

A. R. Irish, Doctortown, Ga.

WANTED—Several bee outfits, preferably

near home.
H. G. Quirin, Bellevue, Ohio.

WANTED—Second-hand twD-story 10-frame
hives. Must be in good condition. What

have you? W H. Mason, Hastings, Iowa.

WANTED—-To trade, Marlin repeating shot-

gun for typewriter.
H. N. Boley, HiUshorn. Jowa.

WANTED—Beeswax, oM tombs and c:ippint,'s

tor renc'o'ing .u iliares Also vvm c accented
for trade. Top market prices olTcred.

A. I. Root Co., Council Bluffs, Iowa.

WANTED—White extracted honey of fine

quality. Write us what you have, and price.

Longfellow Bros., HoUowell. Maine.

WANTED—Disease-free bees, beehives, brood-
combs and other bee "fixings." What have

you? Lloyd W. Smith, Madison, N. J.

WANTED—Beeswax. At present we pay 36c
per pound in cash and 38c in trade for clean,

yellow wax, delivered Denver.
The Colorado Hor y Producers* Association,

Denver, Colo.

WE BUY HONEY AND BEESWAX. GW^
us your best price delivered New York. On

comb honey state quantity, quality, size,

weight per section and sections to a case. Ex-
tracted honey, quantity, quality, how packed,
and send sample. Charles Israel Bros. Co.,

486-4&0 Canal St., New York City.

WANTED—Extracted honey, also comb honey,
beeswax and maple syrup. State how

packed. Paul Thomae,
1131 3rd St., Milwaukee, Wis.

HONEY WANTED in car load lots or less.

Send samples and price.

Chris Bahr, Cathay, N. l3.

WANTED Your order for "Superior" Foun-
dition. Prompt tbipments at right prices.

Superior Honey Co.. Ogden, Utah.

WANTED—Your old combs, cappings and
slumgum to render into beeswax. We get

enough more wax with our well equipped
presses to pay for our work.

Dadant & Sons. Hamilton. 111.

SITUATIONS

SEE ATWATER'S NEW CLASSIFIED
HONEY ADVT.

WANTED—Young man by year, to begin at

once to sell honey and work with bees. Sate
experience and wages.
Students Bee & Honey Co., Berkeley, Calif.

WANTED—One or two good queen-rearing
men to begin work February 15, 1921.

Nueces County Apiaries. Calallen, Texas.

MISCELLANEOUS

SEE ATWATER'S
HONEY ADVT.

NEW CLASSIFIED

GRANULATED HONEY SLIPS—100, 20c.

Dr. Eonney, Buck Grove. Iowa.

FOR EXCHANGE—Practically new library of

Original Sources, 10 massive volumes in sheep;
Encyclopedia. Value about $75. Want small

foot-power saw machine, Marlin or Winchester
rifle, incubators or bee hives.

H D. Lacey, Route 2, E. Liverpool, Ohio.

DR. MILLER'S BEE SONGS are in "Songs
of Beedom." Ten songs for 20 cents, post-

paid ; 2-cent stamps taken. Also Teddy Bear
souvenir postal cards, 10 for 10 cents. Ad-
dress Geo. W. York, Box 84, Spokane, Wash.

SELL YOUR WARES with sign-boards, the

silent salesmen. Place now to <;ell next
year's crop with them. Signs made to order.
Prices reasonable. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Investigate. H. A. Schaefer, Osseo, Wis.

FOR SALE
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a
f^alcon^^ Helps Swell the Nation's Honey Crop

The last honey crop of the United States is estimated at 250.000,000 pounds, which at the present high prices means a value

of fully $50,000.000.00.— (News item.)

"falcon** bees and bee supplies played an im- We urge you to place orders now for early

porlant part in the attainment of these figures. spring delivery.

"falcon" reputation for quality is nation wide .We have an excellent dealer's proposition for

and universal. Exacting bee-men depend up- beekeepers who wish to handle "TalCOIt" sup-

on "falCOn" for the success of their honey crops, plies. Write

FALCONER MFG. CONCERN, Falconer (Near Jamestown) N. Y., U. S. A.
" Where the best Beehives come from '

'
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TIN CANS AND GLASS JARS
We have been fortunate enough to secure a

fresh supply of all kinds of tin cans and glass

jars for our customers.

The cases for two five-gallon cans are of the

best. Made of three-eighths inch lumber, with

seven-eighths inch heads, and the heads of the

boxes are cleated to make the very strongest

package possible. We recommend them as be-

ing the very best on the market.

Friction top cans in any kind of case you may
require, 2j4-lb., 5-lb., 10-lb., in cases of 6, 12, 24,

SO and 100.

We handle 6-ounce jelly glasses, 2 dozen to the

case.

We also call your special attention to our 16-

ounce screw-cap jars. A tall package that is a

favorite with everyone who has used or seen it.

These are packed 2 dozen in a case. We can

recommend them most highly.

Write today for our prices on all these cans

and jars. They will interest you.

Be sure to ask, also, for our honey label catalog.

DADANT & SONS, Hamilton, III.

ATTENTION, PACIFIC NORTH-
WEST BEEKEEPERS!

We handle a full line of supplies for

beekeepers, including Italian Queens.
Write us your requirements and for

our Catalog A. It's free.

SPOKANE SEED CO.,
906 First Ave. Spokane, Wash.

BEST GOLDEN
ITALIANS

BEN G. DAVIS, ^''TeSn.""^'^

Honey Labels

Stationery

Cards, Tags,

Etc.

Everything for

the Beekeeper

Order Early and get Prompt

Service

New labels, new equipment, more

help. We are better equipped

than ever to supply all kinds

of printing for the bee-

keeper

American Bee
Journal

HAMILTON, ILL.

A NEW BEE BOOK
"Dadant's System of Beekeeping"

Price $1.00.
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QUEENS
III announcing our policy for 1921, we feel that the few changes 'we make will

be to the mutual advantage of our customers and ourselves. The demand for

our queens has become such that we will discontinue the sale of bees in pack-
ages, and will devote all our time and attention to rearing ana developing
our strain of Italians that have proved so satisfactory to our customers in

the past. We will sell but One Grade of Queens, and that the very best that

we are capable of producing. Our original stock was procured from Mr. Doolittlc.

and by constantly breeding for desirable qualities, and by rearing all queens under
the most favorable conditions, queens of high standard are the result.

We are Now Booking Orders for 1921 delivery, and those wishing to get queens at any
specific date ^:hould place orders early, as we fill orders in rotation. Our shipping
season is from May IS to October IS.

Every Queen is reared by me personally, and by me inspected before T put her into

the mailing cage. Safe arrival, pure mating and satisfaction is our guarantee. We are
specializing on Breeding Stock. We do not sell package bees, nuclei or virgin queens.

WRITE FOR OUR 1921 CATALOG

Prices for 1921

1 to 4, inclusive $3.00 each

S to 9, inclusive 2.90 each

10 or more 2.80 each

Breeding Queens 12.00 each

JAY SMITH
Route 3 VINCENNES, IND.

ifai^

HoneyBlendiit^l
G/assIinedSieelTanks I

Every honey dealer recognizes the advantage of produ-
cing uniformly colored honey.

Elyria Glass Lined Sleel Tanks are equipped with ihe

Niels )n Propeller agitator. It operates on the princi-

pal of the ships propeller, requires little power, affords

quick and complete agitation and perfect blending is

assured. During agitation the honey is kept at the re-

quired temperature by circulating hot water in ihe tank
jacket.

Stout steel tanks, lined with hard smooth glass enamel,
are durable, sanitary and easily cleaned.

Elyria Honey Melting Ovens complete the melting
process in four or five hours, and every can is saved

Write to our nearest branch office for detailed

information

THE ELYRIA ENAMELED PRODUCTS COMPANY, Elyria, OHIO
NEW YORK CHICAGO PITTSBURGH S.AN FRANCISCO LOS ANGELES
103 Park Avenue Conway BIdg Oliver Bldg. 16 California St. San Fernando BIdg.

Canadian Representatives, CANADIAN MILK PRODUCTS LIMITED, Toronto, Ont.
MONTREAL. QUE. ST. JOHN. N. B. WI.NNIPEG. MAN. VANCOUVER, B. C.
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We will be in our new home January 1, |

1921 and will be able to take care of all our |

good customers better than ever before. If |

in the city please call and visit us. |

C. H. W. WEBER CO.
CINCINNATI, OHIO

|

2163-65-67 CENTRAL AVE. |
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The Diamond Match Co.
(APIARY DEPT.)

MANUFACTURERS OF

Beekeepers' Supplies

CHICO, CAL, U. S. A.

Dadant's incomparable Foundation
is always kept in stock. Western
Beekeepers can be supplied ad-
vantegeously.

BEEKEEPERS, wherever they may be located, before deciding where
to obtain supplies, should write to The Diamond Match Co. for

prices, and for their Beekeepert' Supply Catalogue.

This Company are the largest manufacturers in the world who make
Bee Supolies. They own thvir own timber lands, mills and factories,

and supply goods direct from the tree to the beekeeper.

Full advantage of this low cost of production is given to the purchater.

The Apiary Department (which is in charge of experienced supply men,
whu are also practical beekeepers) maintains a constant excellence of

product and ofiEers unsurpassed service.

The Diamond Match Co.
Apiary Department CHICO, CAL., U. S. A.
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Quality Bee Supplies

FROM A

RELIABLE HOUSE

Without fear or favor I

.lace my BEE WARE
and SERVICE before you

It is the small annoyances that often grow into disastrous results.

Avoid the so-called "little losses" by using MONDENG'S GOODS.

Quality is first—save time when you put your goods together by

getting supplies that are accurately made. Service is next—no de-

lays \vhen bee supplies are ordered from my factory.

I am ready to meet your urgent needs. Send for my latest price

CHAS. MONDENG
146 Newton Ave. N. and 159 Cedar Lake Rd. Minneappolis, Minn.

EARLY ORUE.R DISCOUNTS WILL

Pay You to Buy Bee-Supplies Now
Thirty years' experience in making everything for

the beekeeper. A large factory specially equipped
for the purpose ensures goods of highest quality.

Write for our illustrated catalog today.

LEAHY MFG. CO., 90 Sixth St., Higginsville, Mo.
or J. W. ROUSE. Maxlco. Me.

ELECTRIC IMBEDDER
Price without Batterie* $1.50

Not postpaid.

Actually cements wirea in the foundation.
Will work with dry celli or with city cur-
rent in connection with tranaformer. Beat
device of ita kind on the market.

For sal* hj all bee aupplr dealers

Dadant & Sons, KAMfex'oN.'ux.

PAT JU LY 30. I S I e

CO.BRUNO NAILING DEVICE
Madeforthe Huffman Brood Frames. A combined
Nailingr.Wiring and Wedpe Clamping Device. Haa
been tried and is guaranteed to do accurate work.

PRICE $7.50
Complete dlrectionaforoperating are furnished

irith each device-

Manufactured by C. O. BRUNO
1413 Somth Wast Stntt, R«ckford. UllMia
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MARSHFIELD GOODS
BEEKEEPERS

We manufacture millions of sections every year that

are as good as the best. The cheapest for the quality;

best for the price. If you buy them once, you will

buy again.

^ We also manufacture hives, brood-frames,

section holders and shipping cases.

Our Catalog is free for the asking

MARSHFIELD MFG. CO., Marshfield, Wis.
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BEEKEEPERS
Place your order for supplies NOW and take advantage of the

Early Order Cash Discount, 5 per cent for December, 4 per cent

for January. Our stock of Standard Hives, Supers, Hive Bodies,
Brood Frames, Foundation and all other Standard Goods is com-
plete. "If you want the Cheapest, buy the Best."

Our aim is to give prompt service, highest quality and Guaran-
teed satisfaction to our customers. Send us a trial order. We feel

confident you will be satisfied.

Our annual catalog will be rtady for mailing January, 1921. It's

free for the asking.

AUGUST LOTZ COMPANY, Boyd, Wisconsin

BEE SUPPLIES
We are prepared to give you value

for your money. Our factory is

well equipped vv^ith the best ma-
chinery to manufacture the very
A-best supplies that money can
buy. Only the choicest material

suitable for bee hives is used. Our
"workmanship is the very best.

Get our prices and save money.

Eggers Bee Supply Mfg. Co.
Incorporated

ROUTE 1, EAU CLAIRE, WIS.

FOR YOUR WINTER TRADE

WHOLESALE

PRICES

ONLY

EXTRACTED HONEY
IN SIXTY POUND CANS

2-60 POUND CANS

$22.20
F. O. B., BOULDER, COL.

Note:—This Honey will be granu-
lated, finest quality white alfalfa

—

sweet clover honey, this years
production

If cash does not ac-
company order sat-

isfactory references
must be given. All
orders subject to
our approval.

'"'FOSTER HONEY *^r
BOULDER, COL.

IMENTION THIS ADVERTISEMENT)

PORTER 0^%^
SAVES
HONEY
TIIME

IMONEY
F«r Mil. by all d.al.rs.

If n. d.al.r. writ, fa.tenr
IL* . C. PORTKII. MFRS.
L.wlst.wn. lillnal.. U. S. A.

(Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing)

HONEY FOR
SALE

We have New York State light

honey, 2 60-lb. i,ans in a case. Price

on application.

I. J. STRIN8HAM, GIm Cove, N. Y.

NASSAU. CO.

WESTERN BEEKEEPERS!
We handle the finest line of bee

supplies. Send for our 68-page cata-

log. Our prices will interest you.

The Colorado Honey Producers' At-
aociation, 1424 Market St.,

Denver, Colo.

BEE SUPPLIES
We carry a complete stock of sup-

plies at all times, and can make
prompt shipments. Our prices will

interest you.
Send Us Your Inquiries

A. H. RUSCH & SON CO.
R..4sTill., Wis.
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DADANT SYSTEM OF BEEKEEPING
BY C. P. DADANT

In this little book the author gives a pleasing account of his experience in honey production for

more than half a century. He describes the many experiments conducted by Charles Dadant and
his descendants in the Dadant apiaries.

The Dadants have been engaged in the production of extracted honey on a commercial scale for

many years. More than 60 tons of honey have been produced in their apiaries in a single year 6y
the Dadant system of beekeeping.

This book is viforth several times its price to any beekeeper with a dozen colonies. The Dadant
system shows how to keep more bees and get more honey with less labor.

Full information about the use of the large hive. 118 pages. Attractive cloth binding.

PRICE $1.00

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL, HAMILTON, ILL.
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yWe have obtained a large amount of 1 pound glass jars that we can offer at $6.85 per gross, F. O. B., Newark, N. Y. X

I

I
2y2 pound cans, f. o. b $ 6.50 per hundred A
3 pound cans, f. o. b 7.00 per hundred
5 pound pails, f. o. b 10.70 per hundred X

10 pound pails, f. o. b 16.00 per hundred \

Friction Top Pails all ready for delivery at Newark, New York

1The above prices are f. o, b. Newark, of $1 per hundred less f. o. h. Baltimore, Md. y
Now it a fine time to gather up your old combs and ship them in for rendering. Write for our terms and shipping A

tags. Highest cash prices paid for beeswax, or w^e w^ill change your wax for foundation. y
We have in reserve a complete line of bee supplies which we can quote you attractive prices on. We also have some special offers i

to make on 8-frame hives, bottom-boards and covers. X
Send in your list of requirements and let us quote you on same, X

Address THE DEROY TAYLOR CO., Newark (Wayne Co.), N. Y.

FRICTION TOP PAILS—GLASS HONEY CONTAINERS

2.Y2 pound pails in 2 doz. shipping crates. 5 pound pails, 100 pei crate.

2^ pound pails, 200 per crate. 10 pound pails, 100 per crate.

t

%

%18 oz. screw cap glass honey containers, 1 doz. per case—fibre shipping cases.

\Vc also carry a full line of Lewis supplies. Send list of your needs, or requests for catalog, to

DEPARTMENT B

WESTERN HONEY PRODUCERS, SIOUX CITY, IOWA t
V
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Crop and Market Report
Compiled by M. G. Dadant

For our December ii'arket page we asked the following

questions of correspondents: 1. What portion of the

honey crop is still in the hands of the beekeepers, in your
neighborhood? 2. How is the demand? 3. At what
price is it selling, wholesale and retail? 4. Will your

market take more honey at present prices than is pro-

duced locally? S. What do you think is a tair wliolcsalc

price under present conditions? 6. What is the condi-

tion of the bees as they go into winter quarters? Of the

honey plants? How do you regard the prospect for next

year?

PORTION OF CROP IN HANDS OF BEEKEEPERS
There is practically an entire agreement on the part of

reports coming in that the smaller beekeepers who sell in a

retail way have almost entirelj' gotten rid of their pres-

ent supply of honey. If it is not already disposed of, they

e.xpect to clean up pretty well by the holid-.ys.

On the other hand, the larger producers who a.-e forced

to seek the wholesale markets, have a very large part or

the crop still on hand. The Eastern States report from
25 to 50 per cent on hand, whereas the inter-mountain

States have possibly a little more than this.

The situation seems to have improved considerably in

California, and they report now a large proportion of the

crop sold.

Throughout the country the demand on the part of

wholesalers is very low, indeed, whereas the retail de-

mand is good. Naturally, owing to the unsettled condi-

tion, the wholesalers are only buying from hand to mouth.
and not getting in their season's supply of honey in the

fall as is usually the case. For this reason the orders

from bottlers and jobbers are at a minimum and they art

therefore not in the market for so much honey as usual.

This would seem to indicate that the demand should
pick up from now on, owing: to the fact that the whole-
salers will run out of honey and will necessarily have to

call upon the jobbers and big packers for a fresh supply.

Prices at which honey is selling in a retail way have
held up remarkably well, and we have only one or two
reports where ten-pound cans are retailing at 25c per

pound. In most instances the price is 30c to 35c, and this

is unjversal throughout the whole country.

With the smaller beekeepers the stock cf honey they
produced themselves will not begin to supply their own
trade generally, whereas the larger beekeepers claim

they will have difficulty in disposing of the crop. This
means, therefore, that the demand on the part of the

wholesalers and jobbers will have to increase if the

larger producers are to dispose of their crop at normal
figures.

FAIR WHOLESALE PRICE
Indications of what the fair wholesale price should be

vary greatly with different sections of the country. There
seems to be no tendfii-cy, however, to a great slashing of

prices, and throughout the East indications are that

beekeepers think a fair price would be from 17c to 20c

for white extracted honey, wiih a price of from $7 to $5
for comb honey. In the west there is an indication that

producers are willing to sacrifice prices in order to move
their crop. In some instances producers who formerly
stated they were holding for 20c are now willing to take
15c to 18c for their crop if they can move the same im-

mediately. The very lowest price we have had any indi-

cations of is in Arizona, where one car of dark amber
honey sold for lie, and the reporter stated he had an-
other car which he is willing to sell for 10c. Utah white
extracted is offered at from 14c to 16c per pound. There
is a tendency on the part of producers in the West to

want to dispose of their crop, and a bujer who could

offer cash for immediate shipment could probably get

some reduction in prices.

This slashing of orices, in the few instances, however,
seems to be on the part of beekeepers who are outside of

the different large associations who are handling the

crop for their memlurs. l''or instance, the California As-
sociation quotes all honey within the exchange as mov-
ing nicely, and at very fair prices. Honey outside of th(.

exchange is from 3c to 5c per pound lower than what is

licing demanded by the exchange.

Thi.s, of course, has a very depressing influence upon
the market, as buyers are not going to pav the Associa-
tion a higher price as long as the lower priced honey is

available outside.
The Texas Association has. of their own accord and by

agreement, reduced their former prices from 3c to 4c per
pound, so that their lowest grade amber hcney is sellini;;'

at about 14c per pound f. o. b. shipping point. However,
there is very little honey left in the hands of producers
there and the Association expects to be able to clean up
the whole Texas crop without difficulty. .

Another thing which has tended to hold the prices
down is the influx of large quantities of West Indian and
foreign honeys into the Xew York market. West Indian
honey is selling from 80c to $1.25 per gallon, or a price
of less than 10c per pound, in many cases.
Of course, most of this is inferior hone}-, which would

not grade up with any 'of our domestic products, but it

will compete with it in many lines, such as in use fo"
bakeries' products, etc.

As stated above, there is a tendency on the part of
producers to willingly take a little less price than they
had wanted per previous report to us. There seems no
indication, however, of a large break in th,' market, and
ihe lowest price at which white alfalfa honey is quoted
is 14c f. o. b. shipping point.

Within the last two weeks there has been a stiffening
of the market, and some reports are now coming in that
there should be no difficulty in disposing of the complete
1920 crop before the new crop is available.
One point which made the producers so anxious to sell

is the fact that in the last two or three years there has
been such an extreme demand for honey that the whole
crop has been sold previous to the holidays. This was
not formerly the case before war times end we see no
reason why beekeepers should demand all honej' sold be-
fore the first of the year. This year conditions are ab-
normal and the demand will probably strengthen as the
season continues, owing to the fact that the wholesalers
only have very limited supplies on hand and must renew
them as fast as they sell any to the retailers and other
trade.

There seems to be no doubt in the minds of many that
honey prices are to see a reduction before the 1921 crop
is sold, and in fact there is novi' a reduction over what
was formerly asked. The California Association is still

holding to their original prices, and we have had no re-

ports of any reduction on the part of any of the other
large western associations.
From all indications, white honey is going to sell for

awhile yet. at least, at a price equal to 15c per pound f.

o. b. shipoing point, while amber honey should command
a price of Ic or 2c a pound less. In fact prices at which
honey is retailing and with good demand in the eastern
and central western market would not indicate that wTiite

honey should have to sell as low as 15c per pound.
As stated before, it is not a lack of demand on the part

of the retailers and of the consuming public for honey,
but more on the part of the wholesaler, who is very con-
servative in his buying, that has kept down the demand
for large lots of honey.
We just have report of the movement of 200 tons of

California honey to New York. This would indicate that
the demand has increased, although we have no idea of

what price was received for this shipment.
Just what the honey market will do within the next

sixty days remains to be seen, and will depend entirely

upon the demand of the consuming public, for the whole-
salers cannot all hold out with their orders if the public

demands honey.
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ANOTHER CHRISTMAS AND ANOTHER NEW YEAR

Haven't all of us connected in any way with beekeeping in America much to be

grateful for at this Christmas time, and much to hope for from the New Year?

Jus/t to suggest Europe and the hard and terrible conditions over there, involving

the beekeepers as much as any other class, makes us glad indeed that we are here and

not there—here where there is law and order and peace and plenty.

In these days of readjustment in this country, when we are getting back to normal,

getting back to times when a dollar will again be a dollar, the beekeeper, with his

honey, is better oflf generally than the farmer with his wheat and wo'ol and fruit—and

where he can secure or make a local market for his product he is far better off than

the general farmer.

Looking forward to the Ne'w Year: It will con>tinue to be a time of readjustment,

but not of so violent readjustment as is now going on. Honey will be in the new
year better and more widely advertised to American consumers than ever before. It

iias fair promise to be more extensively used than ever before, and the beekeeper can

hope with us that the abnormal and monstrously high prices charged t'oday for the iron

and steel and tin and for the white pine and the basswood 'that go into his supplies,

will have to drop, so that his supplies may be made cheaper and the prices reduced

just as fast as costs will permit. We hope for this as much as any beekeeper can.

Then, recalling our beekeeping blessings here and n'ow in America, and hoping for

a prosperous season in 1921, let us wish each other a Merry Christmas and Happy New
Year, and face the future with good courage and good sense.

THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY, West Side Station, iViedina, O.

MODIFIED DADANT HIVE

Glance at this illustration to

compare this hive with "Standard"

Langstroth hive.

Your present' brood equipment

can be put above the Modified Da-

dant hive used as full-depth su-

pers.

You get 40 per cent greater

brood-comb area than in the

"Standard" ten-frame Langstroth.

You get deep frames, large

one-story brood-nest, frame space

ventilation, excellence in winter-

ing, swarming easily controlled.

MODIFIED DADANT HIVE FEATURES
L Eleven frames, Langstroth length, Ouiiiby depth. 4. Dovetailed body, regular reversible bottom and

„ „ J ,,/ • , r .1 metal roof cover with inner cover.
2. Frames spaced 1/2 mches for swarm control.

5 Langstroth "Standard" equipment; easily used

3. Extracting frames 6'/\ inches deep. with Ihis hive.

For free booklet write any distributor of Lewis "Beeware," or to

G. B. LEWIS COMPANY, Watertown, Wisconsin
DADANT & SONS, Hamilton, lilinois
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E TO STUDY WOODS
For the Bee Man
This is the Period

''Between Hay and Grass
While waiting for the honey-season to begin, suppose you investigate the relative values of different commercial woods. Few business

undertakings call for more exacting care on the part of the buyer than getting the best lumber for the bee-man's use. In many respects

bee-hive construction is like Greenhouse construction—both are most trying on the material used.

Cypress is the only wood that "stands up" in Greenhouse work. It resists the rot influences that infest the Greenhouse. No other

wood is so thoroughly certified for this use as is Cypress.

If Cypress will "stand the racket" in Greenhouse construction it certainly will do the right thing by you in beekeeping.

READ CYPRESS BOOKS
Those who would get accurate information regarding Cypress wood and its extraordinary power to resist

rot influences should provide themselves with copies of the Cypress Pocket Library. There are 43 volumes,

each authentic and authoritative. Write us and tell us what subject you are interested in and will send you

the appropriate booklet. We especially suggest you write for Vol. 1, with the unabridged U. S. Govt. Rept. on

Cypress, "The Wood Eternal," that is a buy because it lasts so like—well, it lasts and lasts and lasts and lasts

and lasts.

SOUTHERN CYPRESS MANUFACTURER'S ASSOCIATION
1251 PERDIDO BUILDING, NEW ORLEANS, LA. = 1251 HEARD NATIONAL BANK BUILDING, JACKSONVILLE, FLA-

FOR QUICK SERVICE ADDRESS NEAREST OFFICE

ALUMINUM HONEY COMBS
STANDARD LANGSTOTH SIZE AVAILABLE NOW

PRICE PER COMB 60c

Ideal extracting supers, modified. Dadant and Jumbo Combs will be ready for

delivery after February 1 , 1 92 1

.

Write for our new catalog containing full

description and prices on

LEWIS BEEWARE
DADANT FOUNDATION

ALUMINUM HONEY COMBS

TEXAS HONEY PRODUCERS ASSOCIATION
1105 S. Flores St. P. O. Box 1048 San Antonio, Texas
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Root service
UAidy

That purpose behind our organization

to help Beekeepers get on—prompts us

to remind you that we have a great en-

thusiasm in co-operating with you. We believe that there is

a great future in this interesting profession. So we are happy

to help in your work, in the interests of bigger and better

business for you.

That is the reason w^e want you to use this coupon. It is

self-explanatory. While w^e are mighty plain folks, we believe

•we know something about Beekeeping, as we have made a

life v/ork of it, and w^e are certain that the coupon will bring

o you the individual advice of some one w^ho know^s Bees.

We believe that the results w^ill be gratifying to you.

Not only will this coupon put our Service Department at

your disposal, but it will also bring to you the first three of

our periodical circulars; letters dealing with current problems,

and facts of particular interest to Beekeepers. The letters

live up to their name, "Live Topics for Live Beekeepers."

You cannot afford to be without either of these two services,

as both are extended to you upon receipt of this coupon.

The a. I. Root Co., Council Bluffs, la.

Gentlemen:

Please send me your circulars, "Live Topics for

Live Beekeepers." And as I am interested in

making the most of my honey production, I shall

use your Service Department often. Just now I

am particularly interested in:

Wintering Your New Airco Foundation

Marketing Crops Plans for Spring Activities

I have colonies of bees in frame hives

Name_

Address

^
^

|U5

The A. I. ROOT CO., Council Bluffs, la.

m, iMii
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WHEN THE BEES STING ^''s^n^vVe^^
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WAX-OLD COMB. We pay the highest market price for rendered wax, less 5c per pound rendering
charges. Our rendering process saves the last drop of wax for you. "Put your name on all packages."

HONEY. Send us a sample of your extracted honey. We also buy comb honey. Tell us how much
you have and what you want for it. We pay the day shipment is received.

THE FRED W. MUTH COMPANY, Cincinnati, Oliio

•THE BUSY BEEMEN'

The Diamond Match Co.
(APIARY DEPT.i

MANUFACTURERS OF

DEEKEEPERS, wherever they may be located, before deciding where
-LJ to obtain supplies, should write to The Diamond Match Co. for
prices, and for their Beekeepers' Supply Catalogue.

This Company are the largest manufacturers in the world who make
,^ , , _ ,.

Bee Supolies. They own th^ir own timber lands, mills and factories.

ll66K66D6rS SUDDMBS ""^ supply goods direct from the tree to the beekeeper.

CHICO, CAL., U. S. A.

Dadant's incomparable Foundation
is always kept in stock. Western
Beekeepers can be supplied ad-
vantegeously.

Full advantage of this low cost of production is given to the purchaser.

The Apiary Department (which is in charge of experienced supply men,
wh>.. are also practical beekeepers) maintains a constant excellence of
product and ofiFers unsurpassed service.

Tlie Diamond IVIatch Co.
Apiary Department CHICO, CAL., U. S. A.

MODIFIED DADANT HIVE
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Glance at this illustration to

compare this hive with "Standard"

Langstroth hive.

Your present brood equipment

can be put above the Modified Da-

dant hive used as full-depth su-

pers.

MODIFIED DADANT HIVE FEATURES
1. Eleven frames, Langstroth length, Quinby depth. 4. Dovetailed body, regular reversible bottom and

2. Frames spaced V/, inches for swarri^ control.
,

?^^'=''
'°°l '^,?^f

with inner cover
5. Langstroth Standard equipment; easily used

3. Extracting frames 6% inches deep. with this hive.

For free booklet write any distributor of Lewis "Beeware," or to

G. B. LEWIS COMPANY, Watertown, Wisconsin
DADANT & SONS, Hamiiton, lliinois
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You get 40 per cent greater

brood-comb area than in the

"Standard" ten-frame Langstroth.

You get deep frames, large

one-story brood-nest, frame space

ventilation, excellence in winter-

ing, swarming easily controlled.
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Seed Book
FREE

Every year, for 34 years, thou-
sands of people have adopted

I OidsXatalogastheirfarmand
/ garden guide. The carefully
tested and selected seeds it

offers have produced heavy
field crops and successful gar-

dens everywhere. Customers have
' long since learned that

Olds' Catalog Tells the Truth
' It3 descriptions, both in word and picture, are *

J
truthful in every respect. You can positively

I
dependon garden, flower and field seeds, pota-

I

toes, plants and bulbs listed in

[
this book l>eing exactly as rep-
resented. Ailseedsconform to

[ the strict Wisconsin seed laws.
When yoa buy Olds' seeds, good
yields are assured from the seed
staodpoint. You take no chances.

^ Write forThis BookTonight
A postal willdo. But <ion'td--lay.

Start ri^iit u-ith ri^'ht s-_-ed3.

) L. L. OLDS SEED COMPANY
Drawer 000. Madison. Wis.

tiEwBingham

Bee SMOKER

The Bingham Bee Smoker has been
on the market over forty years and is the

standard in this and many foreign coun-
trie It is the all-important tool of the

most extensive honey producers in the

World. It is now made in five sizes.

Size of shipping
stove weight
inches lbs.

Big Smoke, with shieW 4 xlO 3
Big Smoke, no shield....* xlO 3
Smoke Engine 4 x 7 2%
Doctor 3j4x 7 2
Conqueror 8 x 7 1^
Little Wonder 3 x 6H I'A

The Big Smoke has just been pro-
duced in response to a demand for a

larger-size smoker, one that will hold
more fuel, require filling less often,
from extensive handlers.

East Lansing, Mich., May 10, 1920.
A. G. Woodman Co., Grand Rapids,

Mich.

Dear Mr. Woodman:—I have now
had several weeks' opportunity to try
out the New Smoker, called the Big
Smoke, with the guard about the fire

P<"-,
.
The smoker is even more than I

anticipated, and unless something else
is brought out that is still better, you
can be assured that this particular one
will be standard equipment for this
place from now on.

B. F. Kindig,
State Inspector of Apiaries.

The Genuine Bingham Honey Un-
capping Knife is manufactured by us
here at Grand Rapids and is made of

the finest quality steel. These thin-

bladed knives, as furnished by Mr.
Bingham, gave the best of satisfaction,

as the old timers will remember. Our
Perfect Grip Cold Handle is one of the
improvements.

The Woodman Section Fixer, a com-
bined section press and foundation fas-

tener, of pressed steel construction,
forms comb-honey sections and puts in

top and bottom foundation starters, all

at one handling. It is the finest equip-
ment for this work on the market.

TIN HONEY PACKAGES

2 lb. Friction top cans,
2 lb Friction top can ,

2H lb. Friction top cans,
2^2 lb. Friction top cans,
5 lb. Friction top pails,

5 lb. Friction top pails,

5 lb. Friction lop pails,

10 lb. Friction top pails,

10 lb Friction top pails

cases of 24
crates of 612
cases of 24
crates of 450
cases of 12
crates of 100
crates of 200

, cases of 6
, crates of 100

Ask for our special money-saving
prices, stating quantity wanted.

A. G. WOODMAN CO.
ttRAND RAPIDS, MICH., U. S. A.

Send us an itemized list of your requirements and let us figure on your goods for
1921. Our new catalog will be issued about January 1.
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'GRIGGS SAVES YOU FREIGHT'

TOLEDO

HONEY!—HONEY!—HONEY!
We can supply your wants. We have White Orange, White Sage, White Clover, Buckwheat in

bulk or 5-pound pails. Write us your requirements and we will be glad to quote prices.

BEESWAX WANTED—Second hand 5-gallon

cans used once. Get them now for next season.

GRIGGS BROTHERS CO., TOLEDO, OHIO ^l^^-

GRIGGS SAVES YOU FREIGHT"

f

I

I

t

THE AULT 1921 BEE SHIPPING CAGE ^iliX^
1st. It is a dark cage, much more so than the open screen cages

we have been shipping in in the past.

2nd. The feeder uses pure Sugar syrup. Better than Honey or
Candy to ship un; it contains water as well as feed.

3rd. Feeders are made more substantial, one-third, larger, and
have screw cap that will not jar out.

4th. Instead of one small hole, we now use a cotton duck washer
in the screw cap that has proven to overcome all the objec-

tions found to the liquid feed method.
5th. The Cage is one piece screen wire, protected by thin boards

on the outside.

Send for circular describing the cage in detail, prices, etc

ORDERS are coming in daily for 1921 SHIPPING
Five per cent cash discount for Nov, 3 per cent for December,

2 per cent for January, on all orders. Or will book your or-

der with £0 per cent down, balance just before shipping.

QUEENS
My Free Circular gives prices in detail, etc

pounds all over U. S. A. and Canada.

1 pound pkg. bees $3.00 each, 25 or more $2 85 each

2-pound pkg. bees $5.00 each, 25 or more $4.75 each

3-pound pkg. bees $7.00 each. 25 or more $6.65 each.

F. 0. B. shipping point. Add price of queen wanted

PACKAGE BEES QUEENS
Safe delivery guaranteed within 6 days of shipping point. We ship thousands of

1 Untested Queen $2 each, 25 or more $1.75 each
1 select untested, $2.85 each, 25 or more $2 each.
1 Select Tested Queen $3.50 each, 25 or more $3.00 each
1 Tested Queen $3.00 each, 25 or more $2.70 each

NUECES COUNTY APIARIES, '^Jt^^^- CALALLEN, TEXAS

V
X

The enormous demand for "SUPERIOR" FOUNDATION signifies high-

est quaUty. Our 1920 output over 150,000 pounds

Beeswax wanted: For cash or in exchange for foundation or bee supplies. Prices on request

SUPERIOR HONEY CO., Ogden, Utah (Manufacturers of Weed Process Foundation)

*>*>«I**I**>

DR. G. G. MILLER, ENLARGED PHOTO 8x1

1

SUITABLE FOR FRAMING

A desirable Gift for any beekeeper

Price $1 Postpaid

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL, Hamilton, III.

WESTERN BEEKEEPERS!
We handle the finest line of bee

supplies. Send for our 68-page cata-

log. Our prices will interest you.

The Colorndo Honey Producers' As-
sociation, 1424 Market St.,

Denver, Colo.

POULTRY
TRIBUNE

America's Leading

PoultryPaper
Simwing Champions in all l^recda*

4 MONTH'S TRIAL OC^
SUBSCRIPTION ^DC

II. S. Stumps npocptfd Prncticnl
ariii'li-H l»y forninfL pouhrymoii.
80i>|., I .Vv:irSl.OO; 3 .v.ajd $2.00.

Poultry Tribune Dept. 6, Mt.Morrls.in.
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BACKED BY OUR REPUTATION
HAVE YOU EVER thought how many beekeeping devi-

ces, hives, etc., once boomed and sold extensively have

had a mushroom sale—to be discarded as vs^orthless

vsfhen exposed to the light of careful investigation and

thorough trial?

HAVE YOU EVER gotten anything made and recom-

mended by us that did not stand the test of usage and

time?

Why? Because we put out only such articles as have

proven thoroughly satisfactory to us; those which we have

ourselves used and tested extensively and long.

OUR SPECIALTIES
-DADANTS FOUNDATION—as near to the perfection as

we can make it. Tested in our apiaries, manufactured

and packed under our personal supervision.

ELECTRIC IMBEDDER— It cements the wires in the wax.

Makes hauling of wired combs to outapiaries feasible, re-

duces sagging to a minimum.

BEE BOOKS—containing authentic and comprehensive

information on bee culture. Special books for special

branches of beekeeping. A credit to any library.

MODIFIED DADANT HIVE—The large hive, a hive that

accommodates the prolfic queen, cuts down swarming,

helps in wintering. Booklet for the asking.

nAnAMT'C ErmiMnATIflM every inch, every pound, every ton equal toUAUAN I 9 rUUNUAIlUn ANY SAMPLE WE HAVE EVER SENT OUT.

Specify it to your dealer. If he hasn 't it write us

DADANT & SONS, HAMILTON, ILLINOIS
Catalog and Prices on Bee Supplies, Beesyvax, Wax Working into Comb Foundation

and Comb Rendering for the asking
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A HAPPY ''BEEWARE" YEAR
A Happy New Year to all Beekeepers is our wish

You can make it happier. Make it a "Beeware" year

Look over the list of improved appHances we offer

Each embodies the quaHty found only in our goods

Thousands look for this mark~"Beeware." Do you?

THREE NEW BRANCH HOUSES

Eastern and Southern Beekeepers will be surprised to know that their increasing pat.

ronage has necessitated the opening of three new "Beeware" branches to afford them
the service to which they are entitled. Address the G. B. Lewis Company at

328 Broadw^ay, Albany, New York
Lawyers (Near Lynchburg), Virginia

132 Webster Ave., Memphis, Tenn.

SOME "BEEWARE" SURPRISES

A Lewis 4-WAY bee escape, FASTER AND BETTER; a new Lewis wiring device,

TAKES ANY SIZE FRAME; Woodman's Big Smoke Smoker, FOR THE COMMER-
CIAL HONEY PRODUCER; Muth's Improved Bee Veil, YOUR SHOULDERS
WON'T PUSH IT OFF; Lewis Cappings Melter, NO OVERHEATED HONEY
FROM CAPPINGS; 5-Way Wood-and-Zinc Excluder, WIRE BRUSHED; Honey
Tanks, heavier and ELECTRIC WELDED; Metal Eyelet End-Bars, NO SAGGED
BROOD COMBS; many other improvements FOUND ONLY IN LEWIS "BEEWARE

LOOK
FOR

KC HtVCS AMD APIAOIAN COUIPMENT

BEWARE
WHERE YOU BUY YOUR

BEEWARE
s
A

MAKES THE FINEST.
IS.

THIS

MARK

Only distributors of Lewis "Beeware" sell these. Your "Beeware" catalog gives
your distributor's name. Let us send this surprise catalog. Write us today.

G. B. LEWIS COMPANY, WATERTOWN, WISCONSIN
MAKERS OF LEWIS "BEEWARE"

NATIONALLY DISTRIBUTED
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Sixty Years of Beekeeping in California

BY J. E. PLEASANTS

Beekeeping was introduced into

the west by men of courage and en-

thusiasm. The distance from the

older settled centers was great

;

travel was slow, accomplished by
primitive methods and fraught with

difficulties.

We are indebted to that intrepid

enthusiast, John S. Harbison, for the

beginning of our industry. From Mr.
Harbison's own account we get the

following data of the pioneer apiary

of California. John Harbison came
to California in 1854, and for two
years he studied the flora of the

State, while engaged in the nursery
business. At the end of this time,

he sold out his nursery and returned
to his old home in Lawrence County,
Pennsylvania, with the intention of

bringing out bees.

Mr. Harbison had learned the care

of bees from his father in boyhood,
so was well equipped for his under-
taking. He tells of the care with
which he prepared his shipment,
which was to make the long journey
by water from New York to San
Francisco via the Isthmus. He had
the lumber for his hives sawed three-

eighths of an inch thick to save on
weight, as the freight from Newcas-
tle, Pa., to San Francisco was very
high. The hives, of course, were
small, so Harbison added a chamber
about 3.x8.\13, well ventilated with
screen, as a place for the bees to get

oflF the combs and carry out the dead.

He started with 116 colonies, and
lost only six on the journey.
Being a man of pleasing address.

Mr. Harbison made friends with all

with whom he came in contact, and
was accorded all possible assistance

by the ship's officers.

His first apiary was located in the

Sacramento Valley. He readily sold

all the bees that he was willing to

dispose of at $100 per colony, and
mentions colonies being re-sold at

$200. The cost of bringing the 110

colonies from Pennsylvania to Cali-

fornia was about $1,800.

Mr. Harbison made the first ship-

ment of honey that went east from
California. This was sent with the

first carload of green fruit that was
shipped to Chicago. In 1869 Mr. Har-
bison moved his bees to San Diego
County, in the extreme southern part

of the State, where he continued in

the business until the time of his

death, in 1914. At one time he kept
3.750 colonies, divided into twelve

apiaries. He sent the first carload of

honey to go east from his San Diego
apiaries. This honey was sold in

Chicago at 27 cents per pound.
Mr. Harbison was a producer of

comb honey. He invented a hive

which was used in California until

the introduction of the Langstroth
hive here. He used two-pound sec-

tions. He was at one time one of
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achievements in bee culture are M.
H. Mendleson of Ventura County;
Andrew Joplin, of Orange County;
John H. Martin, whose charming ar-

ticles in Gleanings under the pen-
name of "Rambler" have been en-

joyed by all readers of the magazine;
M. C. Richter, of the San Joaquin
Valley, author of the bulletins on
"The Honey Plants of California";
Willis Lynch, instructor and apiarist

of Stanislaus County, and Messrs.
Hauser and Hogaboom, of the Sacra-
mento Valley. Mr. Joplin's crop of

extracted honey this year was about
25 tons from sage alone. Mr. Men-
dleson is probably at the present

• time one of the world's largest bee-
keepers. He came to California in

1880, and while he had kept bees pre-

vious to this, he worked with the

veteran apiarist, Mr. Wilkin, to

whom he pays this tribute:

"Mr. Wilkin was one of the most
scientific, orderly and practical of

men. He was a good and patient

teacher, and was resourceful, and a

genius in creating conveniences.
It was a pleasure to work in his bee-

yard, everything was so clean and
orderly."

Mr. Mendleson's apiary, at its larg-

est, contained 2.000 colonies, and his

largest yield for one season was 101

tons, taking out and extracting as

much as three and one-half tons in

one day. The cut shows his Piru

apiary of 700 colonies. This is on a

hillside among most picturesque
scenery, and is terraced. Each ter-

race contains two rows of hives fac-

ing the alley-way in pairs, a num-
bered stake between each pair, and
an individual record kept of each
colony. All queens are replaced
every year or two with the very best

Italian stock.

Among the many younger men who

George J. lirown, of lusUn, Lalif.

have made notable success as api-
arists we will only mention two, for

lack of space. Mr. L. L. Andrews, of

Corona, son of the veteran inspector
of apiaries of Riverside County, and
George J. Brown, of Orange County.
L, L. Andrews got his start by dig-

ging 24 colonies of bees out of rock
caves and trees. He added to these
by purchase and increase until he
now has 1,000 colonies, and his crop
this year from orange and sage was
60 tons. Mr. Brown began as a boy,
some ten years ago, and now has 800

colonies. His crop this year was SO

tons.

In the beginning of the bee busi-

ness in California we had several

problems to solve. The package prob-
lem seemed one of the most complex
at the start, but was the quickest
solved. We used kerosene cans
mostly, though some used barrels.

The experience of some of the bee-
keepers who tried barrels was har-
rowing to relate. I had two neigh-
bors who stored their honey in bar-
rels, waiting for a better price. They
never got it. All through that win-
ter, which was quite dry, the honey
leaked out just about as fast as the

bees could take it up. My bees went
through fine that winter, as they
were near enough to my neighbor's
honey barrels to use them as feeders.

Those of us wbo used kerosene cans
will never forget those days of clean-

ing and soldering, when preparing for

a honey flow. But from the ancient
kerosene can was evolved the mod-
ern honey can and case, California's

bequest to the extracted-honey pro-

ducers of the country.

The price of honey was good, at the

beginning, for a few years. Then it

dropped very low. I remember sell-

ing extracted honey in 1877 for 9

cents, but from 1877 until about
1884-1885, the beekeepers were in luck

if their honey netted them 3 cents.

The cause of this was exorbitant

freight rates, on the one hand, and
the treatment we received at the

hands of the commission men on the

other. In fact, matters got so bad
that producers quit sending their

honey to the commission houses.

That forced the buyers to come into

the field; and while prices were not
what they should be, we at least had
the satisfaction of selling our own
honey. Now the California Honey
Producers' Exchange bids fair to

solve the marketing problem. This

was organized over two years ago,

for the purpose of marketing honey
and buying supplies. It was organ-
ized with the assistance of the State

Market Director, and is modeled to

some extent on the plan of the fruit

exchanges. There are about 70 per

cent of the commercial beekeepers of

the State in the membership, with
new members coming in regularly.

In addition to furnishing honey in

carload lots to the buyers, the Ex-
change is now putting up honey in

small packages, which are being sold

to wholesalers, who do the distribut-

ing. The California Exchange is

L. L. Andrews, ot Corona

young, but so far is meeting with a
fair measure of success.
Up to about 30 years ago most of

the honey of the State was produced
in the southern part, and exclusively
from wild plants. Now beekeeping
is a thriving industry in the north-
ern part, also, as well as in the large
interior valleys. While we still de-
pend upon the wild flora for our
mountain apiaries, the bee forage
along the foothills and in the valleys
has been largely increased by the
large acreage planted to oranges and
beans, in the coast counties, and by
the alfalfa fields of the interior val-
leys. The Sacramento and San
Joaquin valleys have hundreds of
thriving apiaries fed by alfalfa and
lipia. Alfalfa does not furnish nec-
tar in the cool coast region, to any-
thing like the extent that it does in

warm inland valleys. Another com-
paratively new section, rich in the
production of honey, as well almost
as other resources, is the Imperial
Valley, lying in the extreme south-
western portion of the State. This
valley is truly one of the wonder-
lands of the Southwest. A re-

claimed desert, as it were, but of a
soil rich in silt washed for ages from
the overflow of the Colorado River;
soil which only needed water to pro-
duce anything in the dry, warm cli-

mate in which it lies. Water is now
had in abundance, and its alfalfa

fields yield an ample supply of nec-
tar to thousands of colonies of bees.

While honey is not produced com-
mercially in all parts of California, in

the last twenty-five years the indus-
try has very materially increased.

We still produce almost as much
from the native plants, and the great

increase of forage from cultivated

plants has enabled many more to en-

gage in the business. The wild pas-
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turage of Southern California is pret-

ty thoroughly stocked, so there is

little room in the sage belt for begin-

ners, unless they buy an old range.

I believe California now leads in

the production of honey. The honey
for the most part is of excellent

quality. There is no more delicately

flavored honey than that produced oy

the sages, and it is of excellent body
when allowed to ripen properly. The
orange honey is also beautiful to

look upon, and is of a spicy flavor,

recalling the fragrance of the orange
blossom itself. It is a very common
practice for beekeepers here who can

obtain suitable locations to move
fnom orange to sage and thus get

two flows in one season. Some then

move to the lima bean fields and get

three. The bees there are largely

Italian, though Cyprians, Carniolans
and Caucasians are used by some. Of
course, there are plenty of hybrids.

Almost all the beekeeping counties

have county clubs, which serve to

keep the members in touch with each

other's work and socially.

The State has a good foulbrood

law. providing for an inspector for

each county where the beekeepers
demand one. The system of inspec-

tion has been thorougli, the inspec-

tor giving his whole time to the work
during the season, and subiect to call

at any time. American foulbrood has

been greatly decreased, and is al-

together under control. European
exists in some localities, but is not

near the menace that it was.
California.

LOOKING BOTH WAYS
By Dr. E. F. Phillips

The anniversary of the founding of

the American Bee Journal gives op-
portunity to look backward over what
has happened during the sixty years

since it was first published. Those who
live in the past and direct their view
only backward fail to see the bigger

things that are ahead and. on the

other hand, if we look forward we
fail to take advantage of the lessons

of the past and lack perspective.

Modern beekeeping is so new that

there has not been time for a long

historical record, but we can learn

some lessons from what is now a

matter of record.

The founding of the American Bee
Journal followed closely the invention

of the movable-frame hive by Lang-
stroth, which made commercial bee-

keeping a possibility. Samuel Wag-
ner, the worthy founder of the Jour-

nal, was a close associate, of Lang-
stroth and did much to connect the

American work with that done in Eu-
rope. The early issues of the Ameri-
can Bee Journal were filled with ex-

cellent articles of scientific interest,

and these early issues are still valuable

for permanent record. In those days

the interest of the beekeeper was
largely in a study of the things that

bees do, and not so much in what the

beekeeper does. This work and that

of early American beekeepers was

the basis for the beekeeping of today,

which rests almost solely on obser-
vations on bee behavior and not on
development in apparatus. There
was a time in American beekeeping
when the sentiment seemed to be that

we can get apparatus to do the work
of the beekeeper, but this almost re-

sulted in the destruction of the indus-

try in the days of comb-honey pro-

duction. Undue emphasis on appa-
ratus and systems of management
took the attention of beekeepers
away from the needs of the bees
themselves, and as a result there was
a tendency to squeeze every possible

drop of the honey away from the

brood-nest and into the supers. This
policy resulted in small colonies, and
in the death of an abnormally large

percent of the bees in winter.

If one could get far enough away
to view the whole industry it would
be clear that, as a result of this sort

of teaching, there is today a lack of

attention to the behavior and needs
of bees and comparatively too much
attention and thought is given to ap-

paratus. As a result of the type of

teaching prevalent thirty years ago,

the common practices throughout the

country are almost everwhere defi-

cient, in so far as the needs of the

bees are concerned. There is almost

always too little honey left witn the

bees, not sufficient protection is given
them in winter and their needs in

spring are not supplied adequately.
This is a remnant of an earlier day
in American beekeeping and is still

greatly retarding the proper develop-
ment .of the industry. It is essential

to call attention to the difference be-
tween the common practices in bee-
keeping and those of the successful
beekeeper, for it is not intended that
the foregoing statement should be ap-
plied to progressive beekeepers who
study their problems adequately.
This look at history and at the

present practices of what we may call

the average beekeeper, which are the

result of what has gone before, should
not fail to point out to us what should
be the line of attack on our problems
for the future. In so far as beekeep-
ers of the past have failed, their fail-

ures should serve us as lessons of

what to avoid. It is equally import-
ant that we avoid the tendency to

claim for the present day all of the
good things in beekeeping. We are
constantly confronted with "discov-
eries" that we later find clearly de-
scribed in Langstroth or Quinby, and
this failure to keep before us the
good things of the past is as bad as

to hold fast to the weaknesses of the

J. S. Harbison, the pioneer honey producer of California.
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past. It is necessary, as suggested by
the title, to look both ways.
The recent tendency to emphasize

the importance of winter protection,

the discussion of the use of larger

hives, the emphasis on the preven-
tion of European foulbrood rather

than its cure, and the many experi-

ments on methods for wiring frames
to prevent sagging, and thus to get

larger brood-nests, all point to a re-

alization that our colonies are often

not strong enough before the honey-
flow. Langstroth, in his first edition,

emphasized the necessity of keeping
all colonies strong, so this is no new
idea. During the period of depres-
sion, beekeepeii departed from this

ideal and we have not yet fully re-

covered from this. It is now coming
to be generally realized that only
strong colonies are profitable and by
some means or other the beekeepers
of the future will have even stronger
colonies than are found today, even
in the apiaries of many good bee-

keepers.
The word "strong" is not suffi-

ciently accurate, because.it does not

mean the same to everybody. Our
books on beekeeping usually state

that a colony of bees in good
strength may consist of 50,000 to

70,000 bees. Years ago Charles Da-
dant had 70,000 cells of brood in some
of his colonies just before the clover
flow, and in the Bureau of Entomol-
ogy apiary it has been possible to

average this amount by the time of

the tulip-tree honey flow in early
May. Some of our colonies have had
brood enough at that time to fill IS

Langstroth frames, and as this is

possible this should, for the present,

be our aim for all colonies. One still

occasionally hears a beekeeper argue
that colonies should not be too
strong in the spring, but this idea is

rapidly passing away, as there is no
logical basis for such a belief, pro-
vided the proper swarm control
measures are practiced.

Looking forward, then, it is safe
to predict that the future is to be
one in which the strength of colonies
is a prime consideration. Whether
we are to get this by the use of larger
hives is still a debatable question, but
the hive alone cannot produce large
colonies. Whatever hive is used, and
after all, the hive is only a tool, it is

clear that the essentials are better
methods of wintering, frequent re-

queening, and especially stores in

spring more abundant than is now
usual.

If only these big essentials can
bore their way into the minds of

beekeepers there is scarcely any
limit to the beekeeping of the future.

Vast stores of nectar are now lost

from lack of colonies to gather ihcm,
and perhaps especially from the

weakness of the colonies at the

proper time. If beekeeping is to

grow, as we hope it will, it must be-
come more reliable by the use of

strong colonies.

Since future success seems to de-
pend on greater efficiency in having
more bees to the colony, it will be

clear that the future successful bee-
keeper will be a student of bee ac-
tivities. Looking backward, we have
seen that the foundations of the in-

dustry were built by such students,
and looking forward we must expect
a great revival in interest in such
work and many new investigations.
The recent rapid development of
commercial beekeeping has naturally
directed attention to the devising of
improved apparatus and to plans for

efficiency in systems of operations.
The depression of the comb-honey
era, however, resulted from undue
emphasis on these things, and we
may well learn a lesson from this.

If the future successful honey
producer is to be a student of bee
behavior, and if success is to depend
on the proper application of the facts

that obtained to colony management,
it will be evident that the future of

beekeeping calls for specialization.

It can scarcely be expected that the
many thousands now owning bees
will sufficiently study the problems
of the beekeeper so as to make their

beekeeping financially profitable. The
spread of the brood diseases also con-
tributes to the confusion of the un-
informed, beekeeper. It does not take
the son of a prophet to predict a

great development in specialist bee-
keepers.
Immediately the question arises,

what will be done with all the honey
produced when so many are engaged
in commercial beekeeping? The same
question has confronted man in all

branches of specialized agriculture.

The questions are not all answered,
but in enough cases increase in pro-
duction has been accompanied by ef-

ficiency in marketing and in making a

market to relieve us of fear on that

score. It is perhaps unfortunate for

the beekeeper that the honey market
is so influenced by the sugar market
but, in spite of this handicap, a

proper organization of commercial
producers will help wonderfully. The
time is ripe for such organization.
In looking back over the sixty

years since the first issue of the
American Bee Journal we can see
many mistakes and blunders. We can
see where well-intentioned men di-
rected the attention of American bee-
keepers into channels which resulted
into disaster. The industry has often
been hurt by poor leadership, yet
through the years there have been
constantly present wise leaders who
have counteracted with helpful influ-
ence. The grand total has led to the
present day success. To look forward
one must be an optimist. If we
profit by past successes and failures
our paths will lie in more pleasant
places. Any one can see that there is

coming on a new generation of bee-
keepers of wide vision, with keen
business sense and scientifically

minded. Under such leadership we
may expect a brilliant future.
Washington, D. C.

Andrew Joplin, of Santa Ana

LOOKING BACKWARD
By J. E. Crane

THE sixty years from 1860 to 1920
well cover the development of
scientific beekeeping in the

United States. True, the Rev. L. L.

Langstroth had brought out the mov-
able-comb hive a few years before,
and Moses Quinby had published his

first book e-xplaining the mysteries
of beekeeping, yet, for the most part,

beekeeping went 'on very much as it

had, for the previous two or three'

thousand years.

Langstroth and Quinby surely laid

the foundations deep and broad on
which the superstructure of scientific

beekeeping in the United States has
been built. In 1860 the first American
journal devoted to beekeeping was
published, a great step in advance of

previous conditions. At about the

same time Italian bees were first in-

troduced into this country, greatly in-

creasing the interest of beekeepers in

the business, for from some accounts
about them we thought they must be
nearly as large as bumblebees and
could work on red clover as well as

white. The publication of the Ameri-
can Bee Journal was discontinued
during the Civil War, and again
started after the war, thus, increas-

ing the interest in beekeeping, and
the more careful study of the habits

of bees.

Soon Beekeeping Associations, both
State and County, sprung up like

mushrooms over much of the north,

and interest in bees increased. There
were no supply houses in those early

days, and we had to make our own
hives as best we could. All sorts of

hives were invented and, of course,

patented, very few of which were as

good as the Langstroth hive, brought
out a few years before.

It was in the spring of 1868 that the

first account of a honey extractor

was published in this country, and of

course in the American Bee Journal.
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As my hands were full at that time,

I did not attempt to make one until

the next spring, when I used a small
molasses hogshead for a tub, with
wooden shaft and reel and a large
wooden wheel with a strong cord
running from the wheel around the
shaft. Well, it Worked! and I took
from one hive that season 240 pounds
of extracted honey. That fall I vis-

ited Moses Quinby, with whom I had
quite an amount of correspondence,
and purchased several hives, for one
of which, containing an imported
queen, I paid $35. He told me he had
made an extractor the previous
spring, using the gearings of an old
farm fanning mill to secure the neces-
sary motion, but as the season was
poor he had been unable to use it.

I was delighted with Mr. Quinby,
for he seemed to be a large-souled
man, as well as an extensive bee-
keeper. Nothing seemed to delight
him more than to be helpful to oth-
ers. Through him I learned of his

brother in New York, a commission
merchant of the old type, as honest
as the day was long. He told me
later that every pound of white honey
sold that year in Vew York for 50

cents a pound; that is, honey, glass
box and all, wholesale, which would
make it about the same as this year.
Moses Quinby was the first to sug-

gest and use a hand bellows smoker.
I believe it impossible for the younger
generation to realize the difficulties

attending the rapid manipulations of
hives without a smoker. We used for

the most part a stick of dry rotten
wood, setting one end on fire by the
kitchen stove. If it was not suffi-

ciently decayed, it was likely to go
out, and if too rotten it burned too
fast and our face and eyes grew red
as we blew the smoke among the
bees, and sparks, too, and our clothes
were sometimes set on fire. So I have
no disposition to say that the former
times were better than today.
Soon after the honey extractor

came into use, extracted honey was
shipped to the city, and I remember
very distinctly D. W. Quinby's letter

in, I believe, the American Bee Jour-
nal, asking beekeepers not to send
any extracted honey to New York, as
there was no demand for it. Some
different todayl
There was no comb-foundation in

those early days, and we saved very
carefully every scrap of white comb,
cutting it into small pieces one inch
or more square, if we had enough of

it, and dipping one edge into melted
wax and sticking it into our supers
for starters and guides.

It was about 1880 that comb-foun-
dation first came into general use,
perhaps a little earlier, and has been
a great help in developing the busi-
ness of beekeeping, giving us straight
combs of even thickness, with a great
saving of wax.
Sixty years ago the wintering of

bees was but little understood, and
largely shrouded in mystery, while to-
day the principles of succesful win-
tering are quite generally known.
Brood diseases have been carefully

studied, the symptoms fully described
and best methods of treatment given,

so the average beekeeper may not
long be in ignorance as to the condi-
tion of his bees. This alone is a

tremendous gain over our knowl-
edge of a few decades ago.
The scientific rearing of queens has

become a well established business,

enabling the small beekeeper to se-

cure queens at a reasonable price or

enjoy the fun, himself, of rearing
enough for his own use.

Magazines devoted to the inter-

ests of beekeepers have multiplied,

some of them to meet with an un-
timely end; yet they have, perhaps,
been the most efficient means for the

spread of a correct knowledge of suc-
cessful beekeeping.
A large number of books on arti-

ficial queen-breeding and beekeeping
have been published, all of which
have been most helpful.

Outyards have become common in

many parts of the country and the
auto-truck has been pressed into the

service of the enterprising beekeeper
and found almost as much a help as
movable combs, the honey extractor,
or a reliable smoker, in increasing
the products of the hive. Little was
known of the honey resources of the
country 60 years ago, while today
we have a very general idea, from the
Atlantic to the Pacific, and from
Manitoba to the Gulf. Some sources
of honey have nearly disappeared, as
basswood; while others, then almost
unknown, have become of great im-
portance, as alsike clover, sweet clo-

ver and alfalfa.

We did not have, in the former
years any houses for the sale of bee-
keepers' supplies, while now you can
buy anything from a three-eighths-
inch nail to a $50 extractor, hives,

foundation, sections, smokers, queens,
cages, etc. In fact, everything a

practical beekeeper wants, and a

great many things he has little use
for.

It was not my good fortune to

become acquainted with many of the
extensive beekeepers of sixty years
ago. I have spoken of meeting Mr.

Quinby; I also met Mr. Harbison in

Sacramento about 1875. He was at

one time very extensively engaged in

beekeeping on the Pacific Coast, and
was perhaps the most successful pro-
ducer of comb honey in California.

He seemed an exceedingly modest, re-

tiring man, for one who had met with
such success, and 1 doubt if his life

and work were fully appreciated by
American beekeepers.

Capt. J. E. Hetherington began bee-
keeping on an extensive scale soon
after the close of the Civil War. He
was an exceedingly active man and
soon became one of the most exten-
sive beekeepers of the east. His life

and work were a great stimulus to

keeping outapiaries here in the East.
It was a great pleasure to have
known him.
What a wonderful period have the

past sixty years been in developing
the business of beekeeping in Amer-
ica I And yet, perhaps, we should not
feel too much elated over what has
been accomplished, when we remem-
ber that today, probably, not more
than one beekeeper in four takes a

bee journal, or one in three who has
bees in a movable-comb hive, ever
handles them any more than if they
were in box hives. There is still

work ahead if we would reach the

high level to which we aspire.

Vermont.

Sweet Clover in Canada
"Its presence this year in quantity

has dispelled some of the notions for-

merly held by many beekeepers. Lack
of acreage must have been the cause
of the claims being made that it is a

slow yielder. A friend of mine near
me had a very strong colony on
scales, and in one day they gained 23

pounds—nothing slow about that.

One very strong colony at one of our
outyards stored just about 500

pounds in five weeks, and fully one-
third of the days were unfavorable
for bees working. But this colony
has during the last three years stored

about double the amount of any oth-

ers in the yard."—J. L. Byer in Octo-
ber Canadian Beekeeper.

Mendleson's famous Piru apiary
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THE EDITOR'S VIEWPOINT
Our Cover Picture
The queenbee shown on this

month's cover is reproduced from
Barbo's famous work, "Atlanta Di
Apicoltura," which was published in

Milan, Italy, about 1873.

These microscopic studies were en-

graved by Designer Clerici and were
published in plates to the number of

30, at 14 lire for the set ($2.80). Count
Gaetano Barbo, the author of these

microscopic studies, was a man of

leisure, who made beekeeping a life

study. He died in September, 1909.

Happy New Year
For the many compliments, praise,

good wishes, that we are relceiving,

perhaps more than ever before, and
from every direction, even from
across the seas, we; return our

thanks. The American Bee Journal
will try to deserve still more.
To you, reader, beekeeper, we like-

wise wish success. May your bees

winter safely, breed early, multiply

freely, harvest honey copiously, and
fight their enemies successfully.

May your honey be well flavored and
light in color. May your children be

healthy and of clear complexion, as

they are sure' to be if they eat honey
in plenty. May your neighbors be

kind, as they should be if you give

them the glad hand and an occa-

sional comb of honey, to smooth over

any bitterness from bee stings or

other troubles, imaginary or real.

And, in conclusion, may you read the

American Bee Journal, as well as all

the other bee magazines, till the end

of your days! Amen I

Stenographic reports.

Only a few of our beekeepers'

meetings are reported wholly by

stenographers, and in few of these

cases are the stenographers ac-

quainted with beeke'eping. This

causes some very incongruous situa-

tions, for a stenographer who does

not understand the meaning. of what
she is reporting is likely to make
some very ludicrous mistakes. A
condition of this kind is frequent in

the published reports of the Illinois

State Beekeepe'rs' Association. While
I was President of that Association I

insisted upon reading the manuscript
myself, before it was printed, which
required two or three days, and oc-

casionally I threw out some 10 or 15

pages of report which had "neither
head nor tail."

The report of 1919 is now upon my
desk and I find the usual number of

"quid pro quos," which must be quite
puzzling to the reader -of such a re-
port. For instance: On the question
of whether the bees could puncture
grapes, I stated that the birds did the
greatest damage and that the bees
gathered only the remnants. The
stenographer made me say: "The
holes made by the birds are usually
all on one side of the bush (read
bunch) .In another place, I spoke of
"having the combs straight in the
frames." The stenographer got "the
combs stretched in the frames."
A beekeeper asked: "What is the

diiference between the modified Da-
dant frame and the Langstroth?"
The stenographer put it: "What is

the difference between the Modified
Dadant Hive and the last issue?"
Langstroth," "last issue!" Sounds

very much alike, don't it? But the
meaning is somewhat different.

Then the reply was similarly gar-
bled. I wonder whether any of the
speakers at these meetings finds his

or her words reported so that he or
she will recognize theml
There are three remedies for this

trouble:
1. Quit employing stenographers

who, however competent in ordinary
matters, are thoroughly incompetent
in beekeeping terms.

2. Employ only stenographers who
are beekeepers themselves.

3. Let each speaker's talks be
sent to him for approval, or let an
official of the Association pass upon
the statements made, rejecting all

that do not seem plausible and intelli-

gible .

In the long ago, Mr. Hutchinson,
who was Secretary of the National,
used to secure for the reports a
stenogropher who was thoroughly ac-
quainted with the terms and technical
expressions in beekeeping, so that no
0M<; needed to blush in finding himself
in print as having stated a lot of non-
sense
These difficulties have existed for

15 years or more in the Illinois .'\:-so-

ciation reports, and they probably ex-

ist also in other stenographic reports

cf bee meetings.

Cure of Foulbrood by Fasting
Schirach (1771) was the first man,

to our knowledge, to recommend
causing the bees to fast in order to

cure foulbrood, or, as he called it,

"false brood." He wrote :

"The most simple remedy for 'false

brood' is to remove all the combs of

the hive, which are infected with it,

and to cause the bees to fast for two
days, after which one may give them
some new combs, and give them the

remedy prescribed at the chapter 39."

This remedy consisted in honey
diluted in hot water and flavored

with nutmeg and saffron.

Deceitful Names
Our attention was called at the

same time and by two separate par-

ties to advertisements of cheap syr-

ups, mi.xed with a small quantity of

honey by two different packers, the

one in the South selling it under the

name of "Honey Gold," the other in

the Central West selling a similar

product under the name of "Red Clo-

ver." The latter product is labeled

as containing 5 per cent of honey and
15 per cent of sugar syrup, with 80

per cent of corn syrup.

Of course, these names of "honey
gold" and "red clover" are intended

to give the impression that they are

high grade products, while the syrups

so named have probably a value, for

sweetening, of much less than honey.
These people are evidently keeping

within the law. We cannot expect

them to change their labels. But we
should take a lesson. When we have
a product much higher in value, we
should advertise it in all possible

ways and let the people understand
what a great difference there is be-

tween real honey and those corn

starch products which sell only be-

cause so well advertised.

Alsike Clover
Farmers' Bulletin 1151, U. S. De-

partment of Agriculture, shows us

that alsike clover can grow better in

a pot completely submerged in water
than in ordinary normal conditions.

How many of us knew that? It is a

wonderfully good plant for honey, in

many districts, and it would pay to

grow it in place of .ed clover, for it

is a better stock food. It has finer

stems.

Iowa Has Good Crop
There are few people in Iowa who

appreciate the amount of honey pro-

duced in that State. A recent esti-

mate was made of the amount of

honey produced in Woodbury County
the past season. As nearly as could

be determined, 1,500,000 pounds were

produced in the one county in 1920.

This particular county probably has

more large producers than any other

in Iowa. Sweet clover is the princi-

pal source of nectar. It would be in-

teresting to know how many coun-

ties in the entire country produce as

much honey as Woodbury County,

Iowa. The crop in the western part

of the State was far better than in

the eastern part.
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Push Local Sales
In the Eastern States many bee-

keepers report their entire crop of
honey sold at good prices. In the
west some large producers report
most of the crop still on hand and no
demand. The future price of honey
depends to a great extent upon the
present activity of the beekeeper in

stimulating the local markets. If

every beekeeper who has sold his

own crop will use every effort to han-
dle some of the crop still in the hands
of the less fortunate producer it will

help greatly toward preventing a

crash in prices. We must expect a

decline to keep pace with the drop in

prices of other commodities, but it

need not be a crash.
Now is the time when every pro-

ducer should do everything possible
to extend the sale of honey. If the
beekeepers of the east will help to

dispose of the surplus in the west our
future markets will benefit greatly
from the effort.

Increasing Consumption
According to F. B. Paddock, State

Apiarist of Iowa, the consumption, of

honey has increased in that State by
one-third in the past three years.
This is the period covered by the
work of his department, which was
established by law on July 1, 1917.

While the department has helped to

increase production by the spread of
information concerning better meth-
ods, the publicity attending such ef-

forts has interested the general pub-
lic and increased the consumption of
honey at home. The beekeepers of

any State can make no better invest-
ment than to secure a department of

beekeeping at the agricultural col-

lege. It is interesting to note that
where the best work is being done at

the colleges of agriculture, prices of
honey rule highest and the demand
is best. In our news columns men-
tion is made of total production of

Iowa beekeepers.

Possible Usefulness of
Moth Larvae
They say that there is "nothing

new under the sun." But I believe
this is news:
Mr. Etienne Giraud, of Le Lan-

dreau, France, writes us of a physi-
cian who is seeking a serum for cur-
ing tuberculosis. This Di. Charron,
of Nantes, holds that the bacillus of

tuberculosis is enclosed in a waxy
envelope which nothing, so far, has
been able to destroy. Knowing that

the moth-worm eats up beeswax, he
is trying to produce a serum which
would have the same power, and
holds that he is succeeding in pro-
ducing it, and that the gastric juice

produced by those wax-moth larvK
serves in dosing it and testing it. He
has so much faith in it that he has
put into the papers .n advertisement
asking for moth-worms, for which
he offers 500 francs per kilogram (a

trifle better than $14 per pound, at

exchange rates). A copy of this ad-
vertisement is under our eyes.
The question is to secure safe ar-

rival of the worms. So we may ex-
pect some day to see advertisements
of moth-worms, safe arrival guaran-
teed. This is earnest. Tuberculosis
is such a dread disease that it is

worth while for the world to try all

sorts of remedies. We are told that
the Academy of Medicine, of Paris,
is to make an investigation of this

discovery and pass upon its efficacy.

In case of success. Dr. Charron
would be immortalized like Jenner,
Pasteur, etc.

Meetings

Our editor has, for years, promised
to visit beekeepers' meetings in the
southeast. He is now planning to be
in Wilmington, North Carolina, at
the State meeting of beekeepers,
January 11. From there he will go to
New Jersey, at Trenton, January 13.

Mr. Elmer G. Carr, of Egypt, N. J.,

reports a membership of 490 mem-
bers in New Jersey, and has ar-
ranged a 2-days' program, in which
there will be addresses from the
following icople: President Richard
D. Barclay; Dr. Geo. H. Rea, of
Ithaca; Howard M. Myers, of Ran-
somville, N. Y.; Charles H. Root, of

Red Bank, N. J.; Dr. Thomas J.

Headlee, of New Brunswick, and C.
P. Dadant. A banquet will be held at

the Carlton Restaurant on the eve-
ning of the 13th.

From New Jersey, the editor will

go back to South Carolina, stopping
at Washington, D. C, the ISth and
16 , and attending a meeting of Vir-
ginia beekeepers at Lynchburg on the
17th. Meetings are to be held at

Clemson College, Anderson, Green-
ville, S. C, January 18 to 21; from
there he will go to Nashville for the
27th.

Beekeeping and Aviation

It is written in the fables of my-
thology that Daedalus, being a pris-

oner in the Labyrinth of Crete, with
his son, manufactured some wings
out of birds' feathers fastened to-

gether with beeswax and that he and
his son escaped out of the Labyrinth
by this means. But the son, heedless,

as many young people are, flew too

high. The sun melted the wax of his

wings and he fell into the Egean Sea.

Our modern aviators have not yet

resorted to beeswax to fasten to-

gether the wings of their planes. Yet
they are not much afraid of the sun's

heat when they fly too high. Many
pretty stories like this are shattered

by the discoveries of modern science

and daring. Too bad I

Does the Queen Know the Sex
of Her Eggs?

It is well known that the queen
rarely makes a mistake, when she
lays her eggs, never laying worker-
eggs in drone-cells, and rarely lay-

ing drone-eggs in worker-cells. Does
she then know the sex of the egg
which she is about to lay? Reau-
mur thought so, and said so, which
excited against him the feelings of

his neighbor's wives in the country,
as they refused to believe that a sim-
ple "fly" was endowed with a faculty
of which they were deprived—that
of knowing beforehand the sex of
their progeny.—(Ruber's Unedited
Letters.)

Poisonous Sprays

The Purdue University Apicultural
Experiment Station publishes in Bul-
letin No. 247, an account of experi-
ments by Dr. W. A. Price upon the
poisoning of bees by solutions of ar-
senic, such as lime sulphur, arsenate
of lead, etc. The tests and tables are
too extensive to take place in our
columns. It is sufficient to quote the
conclusions, which show that a very
small amount of arsenic is sufficient

to kill bees; that the bees work
freely on sprayed trees and that, for

the sake of the bees, fruit trees
should never be sprayed with arsen-
ical solutions while they are in

bloom.

The Mid-West Show

The Mid-west Horticultural show,
held at Council Bluffs, Iowa, from
November 15 to 20, was probably the
biggest thing of its kind ever staged
in America. The exhibits were very
extensive and of fine quality.

Through its fortunate affiliation with
the Iowa Horticultural Society, the
Iowa Beekeepers' Association was
able to have hive products reco;

nized as allied to horticulture.

Honey was accorded a place in the
premium list and a few men made
very creditable exhibits. The bee-
keepers, however, were far behind
the other lines in the extent of their

showing.
There were exhibits from county

associations of potato growers in

Wisconsin, as well as dozens of in-

dividual exhibits from various sec-

tions. There were wonderful ex-

hibits of cut flowers from many
States. Apples from Minnesota and
Wisconsin were arrayed against ap-
ples from Missouri and Arkansas,
but only the Iowa and Nebraska bee-
keepers living in the close vicinity of

Council Bluffs made exhibits.

Beekeepers complain of a falling

market, yet when a great show, put
on at a cost of many thousands of

dollars, offered them space and
premiums, they overlooked the op-
portunity of bringing their product
to the thousands of visitors who at-

tended. The few beekeepers who did

come put up very fine exhibits and
were well paid for doing so, both in

premiums and in the advertising

which their products received.

We are advised by the manage-
ment that bee products will be made
a permanent feature of the show
and that if possible larger premiums
will be offered next year. We sin-

cerely hope that beekeepers of the

middle west will wake up to the

importance of a really big display,

such as is put on by apple growers,
potato growers and florists.
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SIXTY YEARS AMONG THE BEES
By Frank C. Pellett

DR. C. C. MILLER'S beekeeping
and the American Bee Journal
came near being twins. The

Journal was founded in January, 1861,

and on July 5, of the same year, the

Doctor became a beekeeper. Dr. Mil-

ler became a beekeeper without pre-

vious intent. A stray swarm passing

his home was hived in a barrel by
Mrs. Miller while he was in Chicago
on business. Mrs. Miller was so

badly stung that she was sick abed
as a result, and ever afterward was so

sensitive to stings as to prevent her

from having anything to do with

bees. Doctor Miller knew nothing

about bees at that time, but soon be-

gan to feel a great interest in the

colony in the sugar barrel. They
were wintered in the cellar and the

following spring he sawed away that

portion of the barrel which was un-

occupied. Later he bored holes in the

top of the barrel and placed a good-

sized box over it for surplus honey.

The first season he secured a swarm,
which was hived in a new box-hive

made after the directions of Quinby.

He also bought two swarms to be

hived in boxes which he furnished.

He thus came to the close of his sec-

ond season with four colonies of bees.

The next year he bought Quinby's

book and some movable-frame hives.

Asccording to his account in "Forty

Years Among the Bees," it was not

until 1867, when he took 131 pounds

of honey, worth 25 cents per pound,

that he found the balance on the right

side of the ledger. He began the

next year with seven colonies and

had $10.40 more than the total cost

of bees, hives and fixtures to that

date. His experiences were such as

are common to beginners everywhere.

There is no royal road to success in

beekeeping, as in other lines. He
speaks as follows :

"At any rate, my friends could no
longer accuse me of squandering
money on my bees, for there was that

$10.40, and the time I had spent with
the bees was just as well spent in

that way as in any other form of

amusement. Indeed, at that time I

am not sure that I had much thought
that I was ever to get any profit out

of the business. Certainly I had no
thought that it would ever become a

vocation, instead of an avocation."
It is the little things that change

the current of our lives. We often

go about looking for something big,

while neglecting the little things

which would grow big. The incident

of the hiving of a swarm of bees in

a sugar barrel, during his absence
from home, could hardly have been
looked upon as an important event in

his life by the Doctor. Yet, as a re-

sult of it, he became the world's best

loved, if not the world's best known,
beekeeper, leaving untold thousands
to mourn his passing when he crossed
the Great Divide.

When the news came that Doctor
Miller was dead, it was a real shock.
Although we had expected it for

many months, we were not fully pre-

pared for the actual event. The senior

editor and he had been close friends

for many years. We felt that the

American Bee Journal, with which
Doctor Miller had been closely asso-

ciated for so many years, should give

an extended review of his life. None
of us felt equal to undertaking any-
thing 'of the kind just then. It seemed
best to make a simple announcement
of his passing and later, when the

wound was not quite so fresh in the

hearts of the thousands who loved
him, to try to pay a little tribute to

his memory.
In the December, 1915, issue of this

Journal, appears an announcement of

Dr. Miller's personal recollections. In

that announcement, written by Mr.
Dadant, is given something of the

editor's personal appreciation of the

work of our lamented friend. In the

January, 1916, number begins the

series of personal recollections. The
Doctor was rather hesitant in pre-

paring them. He seems to have had
the impression that the editor wanted
them to serve with an obituary no-
tice, and that they were to be care-

fully laid aside until he had passed on
before they were used. It was nearly

two years from the time he was asked
to write them before the letters came
to hand. We believe that our read-

ers who have kept their old Journals
will delight in reading again those

letters in the January, February and
March, 1916 numbers. There is not

much said about his beekeeping ex-

perience, but he gives us a peep at

the principal events of an interest-

ing life. Regarding beekeeping, he

wrote as follows:

"To get a goodly sum of money for

a crop of honey is a pleasure. But I

don't think that alone would have

held me to beekeeping. For every

minute I have spent thinking of the

money I'd get from my bees, I've

spent twenty minutes—more likely

an hour—in studying over plans and

projects for improvement in the man-
agement of bees. And at 84 I think I

have just as many schemes cooking

as I had at 30. Most of them have

turned out the wrong way, but

enough have succeeded to be of some
use. I never made any great inven-

tion, never had the slightest thought

of inventing a hive; but some little

thing here and there, perhaps making
some slight change in the plans and
implements of others, entitles me to

credit some things."

It was in 1869 that he became a

subscriber to the American Bee Jour-

nal, and in 1870 he began writing for

its columns. He wrote very spar-

ingly for many years. It was only

later, when he wrote from long ex-

perience and careful observation,

that he turned out copy freely. It is

for this reason that his writings are

of special value.

At the beginning of the year 1885,

a "Query" department was estab-

lished in the American Bee Journal

by Thos. G. Newman, who was then

editor. His plan was to send the

questions to a number of different

persons who were prominent in the

beekeeping world. Several contribu-

tors would thus reply to the same
question. Within a few months after

this department was established. Doc-
tor Miller's name began to appear.

When George W. York bought the

Journal, in 1892, he had never owned
a bee. For some time previous to

that date -he had been employed by
Mr. Newman, and so was familiar

with the mechanical and clerical du-

ties of the office. Casting about for

expert assistance, he came more and
more to depend upon Doctor Miller.

At the beginning of the year 1894, the

"Question Department" was estab-

lished with the Doctor in charge, and
he continued to answer questions for

this Journal's readers until the time
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Doctor Miller, as he welcomed the associate

editor on his visit to Marengo

of his death, nearly 26 years. In ad-
dition to answering questions, he
wrote much of the editorial matter
and was designated as associate ed-

itor, a position which he continued
to occupy until after the Journal
passed under the present manage-
ment.
Doctor Miller expressed himself as

enjoying his work, answering ques-
tions, best of all his literary endeav-
ors. In addition to his editorial work
for this publication, he also conducted
a department in Gleanings for many
years, as well as contributing fre-

quent articles to such magazines as

Youth's Companion and Country
Gentleman.
Doctor Miller was the most con-

spicuous example of success with the
small hive. With the general adop-
tion of the 8-frame hive, hundreds of

men failed to make a success of honey
production, because their brood-
chamber was too small to enable the
bees to build up to proper strength
in time for the harvest. Dbctor Mil-
ler used two hive bodies for breeding
and later, when the honey-flow began,
confined the bees to one hive body,
thus forcing them at once into the

sections. He was remarkably suc-
cessful as a producer of fine comb
hone}', and' probably secured the larg-

est per colony average for an entire

apiary.

When Dr. Miller explained the

shortest cut to successful treatment
of European foulbrood he rendered
an incalculable service. Up to that

time there was much uncertainty con-
cerning this disease and the general
methods of treatment made matters
worse. He met and conquered the

disease in a single season, with little

available information as to the proper
method of treatment. As a student
of bee behavior he had few equals.

One thing that he preached con-
stantly was the importance of selec-

tion, and breeding only from the best
queens. We reproduce herewith a

brief exhortation on this point in his

own handwriting.

The pictures accompanying this

story were taken by the writer at the

time of a visit to Marengo, some
months previous to his death. The
Doctor took special delight in a bed
of gladiolas. Always a lover of fruits,

flowers and out-door things in gen-
eral, he took to the breeding of

gladiolas in his old age. He had
some very fine ones and originated
some new varieties which might have
become commercially popular had he
lived to continue this work. In his

earlier life he had devoted much at-

tention to fruit growing. The lif!

farm, just outside Marengo, where he
spent most of his life, was at one time
largely planted to fruit trees and
vines. The approach to his house was
lined with a double row of basswood
trees, planted for the combined pur-
poses of supplying pasturage for the

bees and delighting the tree-loving

eyes of the proprietor. In the early

days of his beekeeping experience, he
was employed by a music company
and spent three years in the city of

Chicago. Those were years of long-
ing for the country and the bees on
the farm at Marengo. He has writ-

ten briefly of that period of his life

and mentioned a bunch of weeds that

grew in a vacant lot which were a

real pleasure to him. His special de-

light was a bunch of white clover that

grew on Clark street. All his later

years at Marengo were much brighter

for the three dismal years spent in

the heart of a great city.

Doctor Miller spent a long and tise-

ful life of nearly ninety years, sixty

years of which he was a beekeeper.
He will long be remembered by those
who live by the labor of the busy bee.

We can add nothing .to his fame and
can but poorly express the measure
of appreciation of his labors which
beekeepers generally agree is his

due.

Already a movement is on foot to

erect a permanent monument to his

memory. We hope that the sub-

scriptions will be liberal and that

something worthy of his name may
be done.

OUR SIXTIETH ANNIVERSARY

This is the sixtieth anniversary of

the founding of the American Bee
Journal, the oldest bee magazine in

the English language. The first num-
ber appeared in January, 1861 ; an in-

opportune time for launching a new
enterprise. It will be remembered
that the Civil War began in that year.

Although the Journal continued
throughout the year and completed
the volume, it was then suspended
until after the close of the conflict,

resuming publication in July, 1866.

At the close of the first year the

following announcement was made :

"With this number (which has been
somewhat d'elayed from unavoidable
causes), we conclude the first volume
of the American Bee Journal, and
now announce that the publication
will be suspended for a year, and
then resumed if the state of the coun-
try will admit, and those interested in

bee culture desire it."

The first volume contains many ar-

ticles of permanent interest. Dzier-
zon's theory of parthenogenesis was
outlined at length and the value of

the Italian bee was brought promi-
nently to the attention of the bee-
keepers on this side of the Atlantic.

Samuel Wagner, the editor, had made
an unsuccessful efTort to import bees
from Italy in 18SS, and was probably
the first to bring them to the atten-

tion of American beekeepers. Mr.
Wagner, together with Rev. Lang-
stroth, imported some queens in 1859,

but the imported stock was lost dur-
ing the winter. Their first success-

ful attempt was in 1860, when Mr.
Wagner and Richard Colvin succeed-
ed in getting some queens from Italy.

In the meantime, however, S. B. Par-
sons had secured a shipment a month
earlier, so Mr, Wagner, the first ed-

itor and founder of this Journal, was

Doctor Miller in his apiary toward the end of his active beekeeping career
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not the first to import queens from
Italy whose progeny survived. The
first volume is still in demand by
students of beekeeping, who wish au-

thentic information on scientific

phases of the subject.

Following the resumption of publi-

cation, several beekeepers began to

write for the Journal, whose names
have since become known the world
ovtr. Langstroth was a contributor

almost from the time the Journal was
started. Henry Alley, Adam Grimm.
Moses Quinby, Elisha Gallup and the

Baron of Berlepsch, are among those

whose names appear frequently in

early numbers. A. I. Root's first con-

tributions appeared under the name
of "Novice," and continued for some
time. His first series, entitled "Ex-
periences of a Novice in Beekeeping,"
recite the usual diflfculties of a begin-

ner in an entertaining way. This
series began in March, 1867. His ac-

count of securing his first bees by
paying a man who stood by, a dollar

to catch a passing swarm and hive

it in a box, and how he lost it by
placing it in the hot sun so that the

bees absconded, is typical. Later he

describes his first effort at transferr-

ing and tells how the robbers car-

ried off the honey of the colony while

he did the job. When he paid $20 for

an Italian queen he had started on

his career in earnest. At the end of the

first season, after trying all kinds of

experiments with his new hobby, he

stated that the season had not been
profitable financially, but that if ex-

perience was worth anything he had
done well. Judging from subsequent
events it must have been worth some-
thing.

Charles Dadant made his first con-

tribution in November, 1867, and in-

troduced himself as a newcomer from
France only four years before. He
promised occasional translations of

articles from the French "Apiculteur."

In January, 1868, he began telling of

his early experiences under the title,

"How I Became an Apiculturist." An
amusing account is given of a pastor

at a village near Langres, in France,
who was taking the honey from his

bees when he was visited by a

butcher who was to be married the

following day. The butcher refused

to take care lest he be stung, when
warned by the pastor, saying: "I

kill oxen, I need not fear flies"; he
hung over the open hives until he was
so badly stung that when, on the fol-

lowing day, he called for his bride,

she at first refused to recognize him.

As a little boy, Charles Dadant re-

ceived a colony of bees in a skep from
the old pastor already mentioned. He
soon had made a leaf hive after the

pattern of Huber, and was ready to

enter upon his long lifetime of ex-

periment. A flood destroyed a por-

tion of the village and ruined his bees.

Later he captured another swarm, at

the time of a holiday, when a crowd of

boys found a bee-tree and robbed it

of its honey. He returned at night

with a straw skep and hived the bees,

which were clustered on a limb. The
bees were placed on a roof of the

store-house where he was employed.

Since the roof was of rhetal and very

hot, he was hard pressed for some-
thing to serve for shade. Customers
were waiting and nothing could be

found but the cover of the cistern.

That night he was awakened by the

sound of splashing water and screams,

and in terror awakened all the occu-

pants of his boarding-house to see

whether any had been drowned. In-

vestigation proved that a big white

cat had fallen into the cistern.

From 1868 until his death he con-

tinued as a frequent contributor to

the American Bee Journal, though it

did not come under the editorial man-
agement of his son until many years

later.

/^//
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New Inventions

In these early numbers much space

was given to the discussion of patent

hives, and many different kinds re-

ceived attention which have long
since been forgotten. There were
many bitter discussions regarding the

merits of the various types, and
Langstroth came in for much serious

criticism. The honey plants received

much attention already. The white
sweet clover or melitotus was so

prominently brought to the attention

of the beekeepers that they began to

scatter seed everywhere, although it

was generally regarded as a bad weed,
for many years. Borage, chicory and
others were recommended for cultiva-

tion.

The invention of the extractor, of

comb foundation, the development of

the pound section and the consequent
period of comb-honey production all

received due attention in the Journal.

A great deal of attention was given

to the different races of bees. A num-
ber of men made trips abroad to find

better bees. Although bees from
many countries were introduced and
given a trial, interest in all but the

Italians gradually died out.

In 1869 there were more than sixty

patents recorded on beehives and ap-

pliances. This will give an idea of

the amount of correspondence in re-

gard to appliances. However, Samuel
Wagner was a good editor and most
of the communications which found a

place in the columns of his publica-

tion were of real interest to his read-

ers. It is probably true that the ma-
terial appearing, during his term as

editor, was of greater value than at

any similar period of the history of

the Journal.
It was in October, 1870, that Dr. C.C.

Miller first appeared upon the scene,

but his connection with the Journal is

reviewed at length elsewhere. Soon
after, James Heddon and G. M. Doo-
little began to furnish an occasional

contribution, and the following year
A. J. Cook wrote an article now and
then.

In the seventies, several other bee
magazines were started, some of

which continued publication for sev-

eral years. All, however, except
Gleanings, have long since been sus-

pended. Most of these were started

after the death of Samuel Wagner,
who died on February 17, 1872. He
was nearly seventy-three, so the Bee
Journal was a child of his old age. He
was very modest, and shrank from
anything having the least appearance
of personal display. So far did he
carry this peculiarity that he could

never be prevailed upon to allow his

portrait to be taken. L. L. Langstroth
wrote an account of his death and
paid high tribute to the departed ed-

itor. The Journal was conducted for

a time by the son, George S. Wagner,
although it has the appearance of

having been largely edited by Lang-
stroth. It was in June, 1872, that the

present editor, C. P. Dadant, made his

first contribution to the Journal.

Although the first year of its life the

American Bee Journal was published
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in Philadelphia, it was published in

Washington from the time of its re-

sumption, in 1865, until the close of

1872. The January, 1873 number ap-

peared with Chicago as its place of

publication, and \V. F. Clarke as its

editor. Typographical errors are the

bane of an editor's life. The dropping
of a letter "T" in the heading of an

account of the meeting of the German
Beekeepers' Association, in the Au-
gust, 1873, issue, made it read in this

astonishing way.

"In what manner can he bees be
prevented from making useless excur-

sions in search of honey during the

early spring months?"

This led to a column editorial of

e.Kplanation in the following number
and some rather pointed comments
on the nature of the "He Bees."

'I'lic .Xngust, 1874 issue conveys the

news that the American Bee Journal
has acquired the National Bee Journal
mailing list, that the former editor of

that magazine. Airs. Ellen S. Tupper,
will be joint editor with \V. F. Clarke
and that Thomas G. Newman will be
l)usiness manager. The December is-

sue shows Cedar Rapids, Iowa, as the

place of publication. This was a short-

lived arrangement, however, for the

July, 1875, issue was again sent out

from Chicago. How long Clarke's con-

nection with the Journal continued is

not clear. The May, 1S75 number is

the last bearing his name, or that of

Mrs. Tupper, as editor. A biograph-
ical notice in the July 13, 1881, issue

indicates that he sold the Journal to

Newman in the December following
its purchase in 1873. It is stated that

Clarke never owned more than 24

colonies of bees at one time.

At any rate, after several years of

silence, Clarke again became a con-
tributor to the Journal under the ed-

itorship of Thos. G. Newman.
In the eighties, W. Z. Hutchinson,

later the editor of the Beekeeper's
Keview, became a contributor. In 1884

George \V. York began work for New-
man as an office assistant. He in turn

purchased the Journal and became its

editor in 1892. In 1881 the Journal be-

came a weekly, and continued as such
until July, 1907. During 1883 and 84,

both weekly and monthly editions

were published.

In 1912, Mr. York having decided to

enter another line of business, the

American Bee Journal was purchased
by the present owners, Dadant &
Sons, and removed to Hamilton, 111.,

where it has since been published.

The May number of that year was the

first under direction of the present
editor, C. P. Dadant. It was in the

same year that the name of the pres-
ent junior editor, Frank C. Pellett,

first appeared as a contributor to its

columns. In October, 1915, Mr. Pellett

came to Hamilton and remained until

the following March, assisting the
editor with the work of the Journal.
At that time he became staff cor-
respondent and continued in that ca-

pacity until August, 1918, when he re-

moved his family from Atlantic, Iowa,
to Hamilton and became associate ed-
itor.

Although probably a hundred other

bee magazines have sprung up from
time to time, the American Bee Jour-
nal is the only one in this country
devoted exclusively to beekeeping that

has survived from the early days.

Gleanings was established in 1873, but

in addition to bee culture it has a

home department and gives some at-

tention to gardening, etc. A num-
ber of magazines have attempted to

combine interests of fruit, poultry or

gardening with beekeeping, but most
of these have been short-lived.

HIVE TOOLS, AND HIVE TOOLS
By Arthur C. Miller

Hive tools, what are they? Jack
knives, screw-drivers, putty knives,

chisels, old files, pieces of broken
carriage spring, old pokers, in fact,

any sort of stifT piece of metal which
will serve to pry apart gummed-
fogether hives and frames.
Some beekeepers say they cannot

be bothered with a special tool for

the purpose, that it is always getting

lost or mislaid, that most of them are

awkward to carry, or have sharp,

scratchy corners, etc. The same is

true of substitutes. Look at the

notched hives and supers and the

broken top-bars, and one may readily

guess that something besides a

proper implement has been used.

Of the hive tools on the market,
some are dinkey little toys, too small

to be handled effectively, too thick

to push readily between supers, and
often brittle and easily snapped, or

soft and readily bent. Others are of

proper thickness, but from shape or

size, present disadvantages in use.

Some oflFer no good surface to push

The Miller hive-tool

against when forcing them between
bodies and supers, and the hive once
open, they furnish no means for
prying up frames, cleaning out rab-
bets and getting into sundry cor-
ners.

The tool described below has been
years in "growing." In the beginning
it had a rather narrow blade at one
end and a short and pointed hook at

the other. The hook stood at right

angles to the plane of the blade and
was an unpleasant thing to step on
when it chanced to get on the
ground. The length of the tool was
but S or 6 inches. In use it showed
something to be desired, and a new
one slightly different was made, and
from season to season they were al-

tered and made larger. The hook
was turned parallel to the blade and
the end of the hook was flattened.

The width of the hook was changed,
lengthened, its edge thinned and, in

fact, it took several seasons to de-
velop the hook alone. The curve,
the angle of it in relation to the
blade, its length, the space between
its inner surface and thj flat part of

the tool, all are the result of condi-
tions met in use, and al! have a rea-
son. Today the tool will carry flatly

in one's inside coat pocket, or in

one's hip pocket.
The wide blade will slip r.adily be-

tween the hive edges without mu-
tilating them, the curved hook fur-

nishes a smootli surface to push
against when forcing the blade in,

and the inner surface of the curved
hook has the corners ground square
for scraping either the edges of the
hives and supers, or between top-

bars or cleaning out rabbets. The
width of the blade end is correct to

clean tops of frames or hive edges.

Sometimes the hook is handier on
the edges and sometimes the blade.

Held vertically in the fist the wide
blade readily scrapes floors, super
covers and similar flat surfaces.

Take the picture to your black-
smith and have him make one like it

and temper it to good spring temper.
Here are the dimensions: Length
over all, 8 inches; blade, Ij4 inches
wide; hook, 1j4 inches from inside

of curve to tip. From the taper of

the flat part of tool to inner surface
of hook is 1 inch. Hook is three-
eighths of an inch wide. Get that

curve of the hook, then when the
end is slipped under the end of a

top bar the curved part of the hook
acts as a fulcrum, and will roll

smoothly on the adjacent frame.

Have the end of the blade ground
to a putty-knife edge and the end of

the hook to a thin screw-driver edge.
The edges of the main part of the

tool are rounded and smooth, so also

of the outer part of the hook, but the

inner surface f f the straight part of

the hook is ground flat and square
with the sides to give good scraping
edges.

What do they cost to make? A
few years ago they cost me, all

forged, tempered, ground, nickeled

and polished, 70 cents apiece. Now
they cost $1.50 each. I am particular
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about the grinding. They are made
of Jessop's steel and well tempered.
Once in a while one proves too hard
and an edge may snap, but unless

too large a piece is nicked out, it can

be re-forged
Why the nickel? It retards rust-

ing, and is nice to handle and look

upon. And such is Miller's hive tool.

I have about a dozen made each year
and try to keep several in each yard.

By carrying the tool in my hip

pocket when working about the yard
it seldom gets lost, and is always
ready for use. But some visitors in-

sist on buying one now and then,

so I have to replenish my supply
from time to time.

Rhode Island.

NOTES FROM TEXAS
The past season has been quite

favorable for both bees and honey.
An open spring put the queens to

work early with abundance of pollen

to keep things going until the nectar

started, when all the colonies were
evened up and heavy work com-
menced. Extracting should have
taken place in June, but owing to

forced absence from home it was de-

ferred until July, when the supers

were filled to their capacity. Seventy
pounds average was taken off, and at

this writing (Oct 19) there is about
the same amount stored. The picture

shows stands I am using, which, for

convenience and strength, and also

durability, cannot be excelled. They
measure 2 feet by 4, strong of con
struction, easily accessible on both
ends, and are supported by four ce-

dar blocks 12 inches high, making
them convenient and stout enough
to easily hold all the weight two col-

onies would call for.

WALTER W. DURHAM,

THE QUESTION OF SUPPLIES

Read at the Illinois State meeting
by C. F. Bender.

Having been called upon for a

paper to be read before this conven-
tion, it seemed to me that a full dis-

cussion of this subject from the bee-
keeper's standpoint might be of in-

terest. I wish to assure you at the

outset, that I am in no way interested
in the sale of bee supplies, but view
the matter solely as a purchaser.
Having decided upon my own policy

with regard to the purchase of sup-
plies for the coming season, it may
be useful to give you the facts and
fancies on which that decision is

based.

I have just returned from a month's
vacation in which I visited some of

the largest supply factories, making a

leisurely visit at each, with a view to

learning present conditions, as well

as future prospects. I will confess
that I went as a missionary to these
benighted brethren, saying: Lo, the
poor bee man ! How is he to pay
war prices for his supplies, and take

a chance on selling his honey next
fall?

I was surprised to find that they
were already true believers. They
knew all that I had to tell, and much
more. Instead of darkly plotting

how they were to keep up the prices

of supplies, they were anxiously and
even prayerfully considering how
these prices might be reduced. They
told me that the factories must be
run through the winter, if the de-

mand next summer is to be supplied;

that if they are run through this

winter, materials and labor must be

purchased at prices that average less

than 10 per cent below the highest

war prices. Coal and iron, lumber,
beeswax, labor, were still selling at

astonishing prices. Freight rates on

those materials were higher 'than

ever before. Taxes were a burden,

interest on borrowed capital unus-
ually high, and in many cases bor-

rowed money was not to be had at

any price. Considering all these

things, it would be folly to store a

large stock of supplies, in the hope
of selling them next summer. The
only course left was to run the fac-

tories short-handed, storing only

such a stock as would certainly be

sold, at nearly the present level of

prices. This in the hope, not of

making a large profit, but of avoid-

ing a heavy loss.

It seems to me that our problem,

while apparently the same as that of

the manufacturers, is really diflferent,

because the labor employed is

largely our own. Unless we are to

abandon our business entirely, it

will not profit us to limit the produc-

tion of honey because our supplies

cost us twenty per cent more than

they will probably cost us a year

later. It will not even pay us to limit

increases on account of the high

price of hives, because the net profit

per colony for one season will more
than cover any probable reduction

in the price of hives during that

year.

If these statements are accepted as

facts, there only remains for us one
possible question. Shall we buy our

supplies now, so far as we can fore-

•ja
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bees of light weight colonies will have
carried the honey in toward the

brood-nest and the exchange of out-
side combs can be effected with very
little disturbance.
For the successful production of

comb honey, either comb or ex-

tracted, good wintering is essential,

and good wintering requires not only
strong colonies with ample stores, but
also ample protection. If one is so
unfortunately situated as not to pos-

sess a properly constructed cellar, the

hives must be thoroughly packed out-

side and sheltered. It often happens
that spring losses are much greater
than winter losses. This is especially

true if cellar wintered bees are set

out in the spring without adequate
protection. In order to avoid spring
losses, some advise wrapping with
tar paper, others advocate the use of

hair felt, which can be purchased in

sheets about one inch in thickness
and cut to any size. In using hair

felt, a sheet is slipped in, in place of

each outside comb and another pad
laid over the top. If metal covers are

used, the pad may be placed between
the inner and outer covers, and, as

the escape of heat from the colony is

mostly upward, it is very effective in

retaining the warmth of the colony.

For want of better protection, several

newspapers are sometimes folded and
placed between the covers.

Assuming that the colonies come
through winter and spring in good
condition, a number of them may at-

tempt to swarm with the coming of

fruit bloom. To forestall this, place

above each colony sufficiently strong,

a queen excluder and a hive body.
This hive body should contain at the

sides two frames of honey kept over
from the previous season. The mid-
dle frames should contain one or

two empty drawn combs and the re-

mainder of this second story filled

with frames of full sheets of founda-
tion. Now, why this arrangement?
The full combs are to guard against
starvation in case of bad weather or
shortage of nectar from other causes,

for it must be remembered that if the

colonies are as strong as they should
be, and if there is no other important
source of nectar up to the time of the

opening of the main flow, the honey
of the lower story will practically all

be turned into young bees before
the clover flow begins, and it is these

bees which are of greatest value. Mr.
Geo. S. Demuth, in his bulletin on
comb-honey production, rightly em-
phasizes the fact that it is the brood
reared within the si.x weeks preced-
ing the opening of the main honey
flow that furnishes the bees which
are effective in storing the crop. If

bees run short of stores at this time,

brood rearing ceases, or slows up
just at the time when it should be at

its maximum. For this reason, be
sure that there is an abundance of

food in the hive between fruit bloom
and the opening of the clover flow.

The use of the one or two middle
drawn combs is to induce the bees to

begin working above and thus to re-

lieve congestion of the brood-cham-
ber and to prevent consequent swarm-
ing.

There are two general methods of
procedure which may be used at the
opening of the clover season in or-
der to forestall swarming, methods
which bring about results corres-
ponding to the two conditions follow-
ing natural swarming. One of these
produces a condition corresponding
to that of the parent colony, the

other to that of the new colony. In

case of natural swarming there is, in

the parent colony, no egg laying un-
til a new queen has emerged, mated
and begun her duties, a period of

about 17 days. In the new colony no
brood emerges for three weeks fol-

lowing the issuing of the prime
swarm. To bring about the first con-
dition artificially, the queen is re-

moved about the time the main flow
begins. Nine or ten days later all

queen cells are removed and the col-

ony is requeened with Italian stock
or a ripe cell given from the best

breeder. It is expedient to use this

plan with colonies which need re-

queening, usually weaker stands,

those which have not required the

added hive body.

The second method is as follows

:

Remove the lower story and ail of

the brood, making the second story

the new brood-chamber. Find the

queen, and after shaking the bees in

front of the hive, let her run in. The
brood taken away may be used in

strengthening weaker colonies or for

building up nuclei. Do not make the

mistake of leaving one frame of

brood, as advocated by some, or any
brood at all, as it will often happen
that queen-cells will be started and
swarming follow. If the above is

carefully followed out. and the bees
are properly shaded, there is no dan-
ger whatever of them swarming out
or absconding. It is important that

there be at least one empty comb
available for the queen to begin lay-

ing. The six frames of foundation
serve to retard storing in the brood-
chamber, thus forcing the honey into

the comb supers, two of which are

added at this time, the first super
containing a few bait sections.

It will be observed that the above
modes of manipulation insure a ma.xi-

mum number of bees at the time
when bees mean more honey, and it

cuts off brood-rearing at the time

when an increased amount of brood
would result in a greater number of

consumers, both in the larval stage
and as adults, after the flow is over.

Of course, it sometimes happens that

with a prolonged flow colonies may
become somewhat weakened before
it is over, but, on the whole, it is

preferable to rearing a horde of bees
at the wrong time only to consume
the crop after it is gathered.

In localities where buckwheat,
heartsease, goldenrod or other late

summer or fall flowers furnish the

main crop, the same modes of manip-
ulation may be followed, the work
being done preferably at or about the

time the plants begin to yield nectar.

The surplus brood will be found use-

ful in building nuclei into full colo-

nies for next year's campaign. At
this time it must not be forgotten to

place upon the hives a sufficient num-

ber of supers containing brood-combs
to be filled for next spring's feeding.
Some of the advantages of the

methods described may be enumer-
ated as follows :

1. It brings about conditions similar
to those of natural swarming.

2. It insures continuous brood-rear-
ing in the springtime, resulting in the
maximum number of bees at the right
time.

3. It restricts brood-rearing at a

time when the brood and bees would
become consumers rather than pro-
ducers.

4. It effectually prevents swarming.
5. It guards against starvation in

case of inclement weather.
6. The plan is applicable to com-

mercial outyards.
7. Incidentally, it is an effective

mode of treatment for European
foulbrood. You can cure the disease
and get a crop at the same time.

8. It requires the minimum amount
of labor. In the first plan there are
two manipulations, first removing the
queen, and, secondly, removing cells

and requeening. In the second pro-
cess there is but one operation aside
from adding and removing supers.
The methods above outlined are

not merely theory. They have been
found to work out satisfactorily in

practice, and while certain localities

may require a modification of details,

I believe that the principles are cor-
rect and worthy of careful study.
Indiana.

AN AMERICAN HERO
It appears that Voorhees, son of

one of our active beekeepers, Frank
Voorhees, of Raritan, III., was the
discoverer of the method which en-
abled the American troops to actual-

ly "walk over the wire entangle-
ments" during the world war. "He
took two ordinary rolls of chicken
wire netting, about 40 feet long and
wove them together, making a mat of

double width. This was rolled up
loosely. When they reached the wire
entanglements, they would lay one
end on the ground and push the roll

on before them, over the entangle-
ment. Strange as it may seem, a

body of troops could march over any
entanglement in this manner with as

much ease as they could march
through a field of high grass. "Young
Voorhees died of disease in France.

Keep his memory green.

A WORD FROM AUSTRALIA
We have a letter from James E.

Marshall, of Geelong, Victoria, ob-
jecting to some statements made by
Tarlton Rayment in our June issue.

Rayment (page 199) states: "There is

a beekeepers' association, but it is

very small and not at all representa-

tive of the many progressive api-

arists of the State."

Marshall states that in this he is

wrong, that the number of members
is 200 and that it does contain the ma-
jority of the progressive apiarists

from all sections of Victoria. He fur-

ther states that sixty attended the

last conference and that in member-
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ship and attendance the Victoria As-
sociation compares favorably with
other States. They publish a very
creditable journal, "The Victorian
Bee Journal."
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SIXTY-POUND CANS
What is the best way to drain all

the honey out of 60-pound cans, so
as not to waste any?
Answer: After drawing all the

honey you can get out, heat the can
a little. This will make the honey
S'O thin that it will run out easily.

Then, if you want to get every bit of
it out, you can wash the inside of
the can with hot water, using same
water several times, until it is sweet
enough to make vinegar. It will

make good vinegar if you add some
fruit juice and keep it warm. But
you must leave the vessel open so
as to allow of fermentation. You
can keep flies and insects out by ty-
ing some sort of muslin over the
mouth of the vessel. It first has an
alcoholic fermentation, but soon
turns to vinegar.
However, cans that have been

washed inside with water must be
thoroughly dried, or they will rust.

As a rule it does not pay to use
them twice for honey. Better cut the
top oflf and use them for water pails,

with a handle across the top.

JOINING THE LEAGUE
How can an individual beekeeper

join the American Honey Producers'
League?
Answer.—As we understand it, in-

dividual beekeepers can join through
their home organization, whether lo-

cal or State. The question was re-
ferred to Mr. B. F. Kindig, who has
been very efficient in organization
work, and he replies as follows:
"This question is mostly answered

under Section 2 of Article 2 of the
Constitution of the League, which is

as follows

;

" 'Any organization of beekeepers
may acquire the right to elect a
member of this League by applying
therefor to the Secretary of the
League and accompanying such ap-
plication with a sum equal to $1 for
each member of such applicant as-
sociation; provided, that the Execu-
tive Committee may reject any appli-
cation and shall return any sum de-
posited if such application is rejected.
When once affiliated, such organiza-
tion may continue its affiliation by
paying annually to the Secretary of
the League a sum equal to $1 for
each member then belonging to such
affiliating association, and by the
further payment of a sum equal to $1
for each member subsequently join-
ing such affiliated association

;
pro-

vided, that the minimum fee for
membership from any organization
shall be $100, and provided, further,
that when a State or provisional or-
ganization has affiliated, no other or-

ganization from the same State or
Province shall be received. The Ex-
ecutive Committee may modify or
suspend this section for the year
1920.'

"At the close of the organization
meeting in Kansas City the Execu-
tive Committee met and modified the
above section for the present year so
that any organization may join the
League by paying the initial fee of
$100^ This is the condition under
which the Michigan Association has
joined the League. However, begin-
ning with January 1, 1921, it will
cost an organization $1 per member
for membership in the League. The
matter of joining the League should,
be taken up by the various State As-
sociations at their first annual meet-
ing, and there it should be decided
whether or not they wish to join the
League. So far as I know at pres-
ent, California, Texas, New York and
Michigan are the only ones which
have taken action to date. The join-
ing of the League will in the case of
many States require a readjustment
of the membership fee in order that
they may be able to pay the required
$1 per member.
"The Secretary of the League is

H. E. Parks, Box 1048, San Antonio,
Texas. All applications for member-
ship should be addressed to him.

"Yours truly,

"B. F. KINDIG,
"State Apiary Inspector."

Section 5 of Article II of the Con-
stitution of the League reads

:

"Any person, firm or corporation
may, subject to the approval of the
Executive Committee, become en-
titled to the service of the League
by paying to the Secretary $10 per
year."

As we understand this, the parties
thus joining would be entitled to the
same service as an affiliated organi-
zation.—Editor.

COLONY OF BEES THAT WOULD
NOT ACCEPT A QUEEN

By Eugene HoUoway

Will a colony of bees that is hope-
lessly queenless accept a queen
quicker than a colony that has just
been dequeened, if the hopeless

«
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During the early spring tliese are
fed warm syrup, given to them in an
Alexander feeder at the rear of the
I'ower hive. This stimulates brood-
rearing to a great extent, and within
a short time they begin to gain num-
bers. As soon as the weather begins
to be somewhat settled after fruit
bloom, the colonies are placed each
on its own stand, side by side. If there
is a pair, they are kept in pairs, and if

there are three colonies the three,
and four kept in fours, are kept close
together.
After four or five days the colonies

are examined and the weaker one
placed on the old stand, thus giving
it all of the field bees. Every four
or five days the colonies are exam-
ined, and if one colony is weaker
than the others the weakest one is

placed on the 'old stand, thus giving
it all of the old field bees. The en-
trances to each hive must be as
small as possible.
Mr. Seastream says that this gives

excellent results. The old field bees,
being given to each colony alter-
nately, supply the colony with
plenty of fresh stores and pollen;
this incites the queens to lay, and
they gain very rapidly.

It might be supposed that there
would be some fighting among the
bees, also that some queens might be
lost; but this is not the case. These
colonies having been tiered up with
queen-excluders between each of
them, and then being placed side by
side very close to each other, there is

no difficulty, whatever, in making an
exchange of the field bees in this
manner.
The above manipulations require

considerable attention, as Mr. Sea-
stream has found that four or five

days' interval is as much as should
be allowed in making exchanges. The
results, however, are wonderful, and
the weakest colonies can be built up
in time for a good honey crop. The
plan has saved him hundreds of dol-
lars' worth of bees ready to go to the
field when the honey flow begins.

—

L. C. D.

APIARIAN EXHIBIT AT WASH-
INGTON STATE FAIR

By Geo. W. York

The Washington State Fair was
held at Yakima, September 20 to 26.

1920. As usual, the exhibits in the
Apiary Department were large and
excellent. It is pretty hard to excel
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Cissna and Mr.
and Mrs. H. L. Hart when it comes
to putting up an apiarian display for
a fair.

Other exhibitors were J. C. Wallace
and Fred Mandery, from near the
coast, or "west of the mountains," as
that locality is referred to; also Mrs.
J. B. Cole and H. Christensen, from
the Yakima Valley.

I wish I could do something or say
something, that would induce more
beekeepers to exhibit products of
their apiaries at fairs. I know of
no better way to acquaint thousands
of people with honey and its uses,

and thus induce them to consume
more of it. At the Spokane Inter-
state Fair, Mrs. Arthur Sires gave
away hundreds of sample tastes of
extracted honey on crackers, and
thus helped to advertise honey in a
very tangible way. But more of this
should be done every year, and there
is no better place than at the fairs,
where people are always tired and
hungry, and will not soon forget
the taste of good honey. Of course,
at the same time distribute leaflets
with honey recipes and information
about honey that will be of interest
to everybody.

THE PURPLE MARTIN
By L. E. Webb

I note in the October Journal,
under the editor's answers to ques-
tions, a question by "Kentucky" as
to whether martins destroy bees.
Being a taxidermist and bird fan-

cier and also a beekeeper, I have
given the subject close attention for
years, having many colonies of bees
and large colonies of martins on the
same lot.

The martins referred to by "Ken-
tucky" are the "purple martins,"
which colonize in houses, do not de-
stroy bees, although they feed ex-
clusively on insects.

The name of "Bee Martin" has
been applied erroneously to the pur-
ple or house martin.
A colony of chattering martins is

one of the most beautiful and enjoy-
able things one can have and when
a good house is secured (it ihust be
the right kind, as martins are very
particular, and will not build in a
house unless it exactly suits their
requirements), the colony increases,
as year after year they return from
their winter home in the tropics and
spend the summer in the States.
About the 1st of April the colo-

nies arrive and about July depart as
suddenly as they came. Next to bees,
the martin is the most interesting
thing one can attract They are
strictly a social bird and require
houses with a large number of

rooms, as they prefer to colonize in
large numbers, and the most beauti-
ful scenes imaginable are when hun-
dreds of other martins visit the
colony and the air is full of beautiful,
graceful, chattering birds.
With a colony on your place you

will have practical freedom from de-
structive insects.

The U. S. Department of Agricul-
ture issues a bulletin on making
martin houses and ready-made
houses or plans can be secured from
Jacobs Bird House Co., 404 South
Washington St., Waynesburg, Pa.
Don't make the mistake of stick-

ing up a box with rooms of just any
dimensions, as the martins will not
go about it unless it is properly ar-
ranged in every respect.
North Carolina.

Bair's two colonies in one

TWO COLONIES IN ONE
By Wm. Bair

For intensive beekeeping, the plan
I vvish to describe seems to have pos-
sibilities. Having tried it only on a
small scale, my impressions are fa-
vorable enough to work it more an-
other season.
The only extra equipment needed

is an inner cover bee-escape board
with one of the end cleats taken off.

I start the plan during the white
clover flow by raising brood to the
top story, providing there one, two
or more full-depth extracting supers
on the hive.

"Stagger" the top story to give
the bees an entrance at the top. I

seldom fail to get queen-cells by this
plan, using a queen-excluder between
brood-chamber and first super. Just
before the virgin queens emerge, put
your prepared escape board between
the super containing the cells and the
lower parts of the hiv.e. There is

now no connection between the two
as the escape hole must be closed
and the removed cleat furnishes them
an entrance.

I always leave this entrance at the
front, though it could be left at the
side or back, which would decrease
the danger of the virgin failing to
find the right entrance on her return
from mating trip.

Both queens are now to be left in

their respective places during the
season. Of course, if the old queen
should swarm there would need to
be some special manipulation of the
lower colony. The young queen with
her colony on top could be left, no
matter what plan was used below.

In the fall, when all supers are
taken off, simply leave the top colony
on the lower with the board in be-
tween as before. The two will help
keep each other warm during the
winter.

Now for the next season. As early
as they need the room, give each an
extra hive-body, as shown in illus-

tration.

When the honey flow has well
started, put the hive-body contain-
ing the younger queen and her brood
down on the bottom-board, the su-
pers on top of this and the old queen
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and her brood entirely on top of all.

Now kill the old queen and proceed
to raise a young queen in same man-
ner as previous season.
This throws the field force of both

colonies without any interruption
right in the same supers, and if there
is any nectar to be had they ought
to make some surplus honey.
'Each stand of bees is annually rc-

queened without the danger of hav-
ing them entirely queenless. Should
you fail to get a laying queen in the
top colony you still have the lower
queen on the job.

The removing of the top colony,
for manipulating the lower, makes
extra work, but a very few pounds
more of honey pays for this, and
more honey is what we work for

anyway.
In the illustration the escape-

board cleat is simply sawed in two
and the pieces can be slid in or out,

making the size entrance desired.

The picture was taken at begin-
ning of clover flow before the
change was made.
You will notice there are exclud-

ers between each brood-chamber and
super; these could be left out, giving
each queen the run of two bodies if

needed.
Of course, this plan could be used

only in the production of extracted
h'oney. In place of letting each
stand raise its own queen, a ripe cell,

virgin or laying queen could be given
just the same when the division is

made.
Indiana.

ANOTHER WOMAN BEEKEEPER
During our visit in the northern

part of the south peninsula of Michi-
gan last summer, we paid a visit to a

beekeeper's family which was very
interesting, but which was not men-
tioned because we wanted to accom-
pany the statement with a photo.
Here it is, at last.

At Pellston, 17 miles from the

northern extremity of the State, live

the J. D. Robinson family. Mr. Rob-
inson, being manager of the Levering
Co-operative Market Association, has
but little time to devote to his api-

aries. So Mrs. Robinson, a young and
attractive worker, does the work in

his stead, in spite of having a family
to care for, and she acquits herself of
it with speed and dexterity. She is

shown in the accompanying cut, with
a young lady helper, Miss Ruth Hil-
lock, a school teacher, who earns
something on the side between school
terms, in this way. I accompanied
the ladies to two apiaries. The bees
were gathering honey freely and we
removed just enough honey to give
them space for a few days of harvest.
It was a delightful experience to be
there as a supernumerary, for I have
always felt, in our own apiaries, as
if nothing was done right unless I did
it myself. That is probably why our
own people have "laid me on the
shelf." Mrs. Dadant and I spent a
very pleasant day with the Robinsons,
and we feel as well acquainted as if

we had known them 20 years.
In the cuts they are shown, prepar-

ing the bees for winter.—C. P. D.

CLIMBING MILKWEED A PEST
In a recent number the climbing

milkweed is recommended for honey.
It may do to use it where it is al-

ready a pest, but anybody who plants
it will regret it the rest of his life, as
it is impossible to get rid of it when
started. The floating seeds are bad
about spreading it all over the neigh-
borhood.
The sourwood is fine for honey and

also an ornamental tree. The bloom
resembles valley lillies. It only grows
on sour sandstone soil. It will not
thrive on good limestone soil. The
buckthorn is just opposite. It may
be near the sourwood, but never on
the same soil. The many places that
I have seen, it is always along the
outcrop Kaskaskia limestone, never
above or below it. The Chester
sandstone or other coal measure
sandstone will have plenty of sour-
wood.

C. F. Very, New Albany, Ind.

THOSE HONEY PLANTS FROM
CHINA

Beekeepers wish to know more
about the plants of which we have
lately received seeds from China, and
which were offered free for trial in

tlic Dcceni'ber number. Mr. Golding,

our correspondent in China, writes
about them as follows :

"The broad bean is in flower from
the third week in March to the be-
ginning of May, and a lot of nectar
is obtained from this source, but the
surplus comes from rapesetd, which
is abundantly grown in this neigh-
borhood. Unfortunately, the flow

• from rapeseed is not of long duration,
about three weeks altogether, from
the middle of April to the first week
in May. Rape yields an immense
amount of ntctar throughout the day,
for bees work upon it from dawn to

dark."
It should be remembered that our

correspondent is located in a region
similar to our Gulf States, so the sea-
son will be later in our Northern
States.

Von Mueller, in his work on "Se-
lect Extra-Tropical Plants," states

that the broad bean will bear seeds
still in latitude 67 degrees. He men-
tions it as a source of nectar, as a
table vegetable and s a particularly
valuable fattening food for live stock.

The seed s are large and contain
about 30 per cent of starch. They
are said to retain their vitality for six

years or more.
He describes the rapeseed as valu-

able in a rotation of crops and states

that an acre sown on sandy land in

Victoria sustained twenty sheep dur-
ing the fall and early winter and was
available for other crops the follow-
ing year.

It is the plants which are valuable
for agricultural purposes as well as

for nectar secretion which promise to

be worthy the attention of the bee-
keeper. Such plants he can well en-
deavor to introduce into his neigh-
borhood.
Our supply of seeds was almost im-

mediately exhausted.

Mrs. J. D. Rubins ..1 Ml . . I'.iM, Mill. II k, ,-,1 l'.'ll,.,l Mil 1,1

tor winter in quadruple cases

cparing tlic liees

MARKETS AND PRICES ON
HONEY

By Wesley Foster

The beekeepers of the western half

of the United States have marketed
but a small proportion of their ex-

tracted honey. The great bulk of

them are very much dissatisfied with
the present market situation. A
large number of districts of the West
had poor crops this year, and as a

consequence the income of the pno-

ducers has been very materially cut

down by the short crop and the dif-

ficulty of marketing at a profitable

price. However, the writer feels that

a great many producers are com-
plaining where they have little cause.

The writer is interested in some
4,000 colonies of bees operated in

Colorado, and the past season was a

very unsatisfactory one, so far as

crop conditions go, the average yield

being something like 25 pounds of

extracted honey per colony. On this

basis, a price of 16 to 18 cents for

the extracted honay, which was se-

cured for the entire crop, as this

honey was sold as soon as extracted,

the return from the business was
something like $1 per colony less
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than the cost of production. Half
of these colonies were operated with
hired help, high wages being paid. If

the crop had been 60 pounds of ex-

tracted honey per colony an income
of 20 per cent of the investment
would have been secured, and the

honey could have been sold at 12

cents per pound.
There were some districts in the

Rocky Mountains where average
crops of more than 120 pounds per
colony were secured, and the bee-
keepers who have received between
100 and 200 pounds of extracted
honey per colony, if their system of

operation is economical, should very
easily make good money and sell

lioney at 10 cents per pound, even un-
der present high-priced supplies,

ihe writer certainly would be glad to

contract his entire crop at 10 cents

per pound with present supply prices,

if he could be assured of 100 pounds
per colony or better.

However, it is not that the writer

should like to see lower prices on
honey, but it seems that lowering
prices is the only way the beekeepers
have at present for stimulating con-
sumption. If the beekeepers would
borrow 7 cents per pound on the crop
in the warehouse and put the whole
amount into advertising, and this be
done on a national scale, so the en-

tire crop of honey could be moved,
they would doubtless receive as much
for their honey as they will by wait-
ing for the market to absorb it at a

low price. The public will buy honey
and will pay 30 to 60 cents per pound
for it and will feel that they are get-

ting good value, if we can only bring
it to their attention. The case of

peanut butter is one that I have re-

ferred to a number of times, and I

believe it is a good comparison. As you
know, peanut butter did not meet
with public approval .until but a few
years ago, but now there are thou-
sands of tons of peanut butter con-
sumed in the United States and the

consumption is growing daily. If we
can work with honey along the same
line, as I believe we shall, in another
ten or twenty years honey wll be a

food on almost every table.

The outlook this winter and until

the 1921 crop is off the hive, does not
look any too encouraging, especially

when looked at from the individual

beekeeper's viewpoint; but if he
could look over the country and see

the cars moving steadily to market
and see that this honey is actually

being consumed, he would feel better.

Honey is moving at a quite considera-
ble rate of speed, and before the new
crop is harvested most of the old

honey will be consumed. There are a

number of disturbing factors that

should be noticed by the beekeepers,
one of the principal ones being the

importing of honey from foreign
countries. This is coming in large

quantities from South America, Cuba,
the West Indies, Mexico, New Zea-
land and other countries.

Some legislation to protect the
American honey industry is neces-
sary, and I believe there will be in

the near future. One of the most un-
fortunate features in building up the
honey industry is the lack of profit

there is in it for the honey bottlers.

Tlie profit is so small that the honey
packer and bottler cannot afford to

spend the money in advertising, dem-
onstrating and general publicity that

should be spent. The reason that the
publicity so far attempted has not
been more profitable is that the hun-
dreds and thousands of local bee-
keepers do not take into account the

necessity for the packer making a

profit, and sell honey at the same
price that they e.xpect to sell to the

carlot buyer. The wholesale buyer
or packer of honey has no protection
whatever from the producer going
right by him and selling to the par-
tits he sells to and who spend no
money pushing honey and who han-
dle it only occasionally. They do
not look ahead over ten or twenty
years to see what the honey business
can be made in that territory. What
we want are not honey dealers, but
trade builders, and we cannot get

honey trade builders in any other
way than by raising them up from
among the beekeepers or in firms
that are now very closely allied with
beekeepers.

A great many of the beekeepers
and writers in the bee journals are
finding too much fault with the honey
buyer, whether he be large or small,

for the profit he is making. A point

comes to mind: A peddler buys
honey of the producer, we will say at

15 cents per pound, and goes from
house to house retailing it at 25

cents per pound. The beekeeper
would naturally suppose that this is

too large a profit, but when the work
necessary is taken into account and
the fact that the honey peddler is

doing a missionary work in encour-
aging the use of honey, his profit is

not a bit too large. The writer has
known of men who have made from
$20 to $30 per day selling honey. The
average for a whole year, of course,

would be cut down very materially,

and we beekeepers should not be-

grudge the high wages, even up to

$50 per day that a peddler would
make selling our honey when our

own time in the bee-yards is worth
fully as much during the summer sea-

son. We are entirely too prone to

deny the other fellow a chance to

make a good thing at his business

and we ought to be good sports and
glad that from the honey dealer down
to the peddler who sells our products,

a good profit is made. I have heard
beekeepers make the statement that

honey dealers were robbers. I have
also encountered a wholesale gro-

ceryman who accused the writer of

paying the beekeeper too much for

his honey, stating that it was not

good for the beekeeper to receive

such a high price. He had the idea

that the producer should be paid as

small an amount as possible, and
seemed to think that the lowest price

was all that the producer deserved.

These ideas on the part of both the

dealer and the producer are entirely

wrong, and I am glad to say that they
are not encountered very often. The
average dealer is glad to know of the
prosperity of the beekeeper and in

fact I have heard many of them
speak in glowing terms of some of
the producers whose honey they han-
dle, and tell e.xultingly of the large
checks they had paid these men for
their product. This is certainly the
proper spirit, and I would like to see
more of this among the beekeepers
of the country, although I have heard
very few beekeepers show any ap-
preciation if a honey bottler has had
a prosperous year.

We must realize that American
ideals stand for individual oppor-
tunity and a chance for everyone to

obtain the reward for initiative and
enterprise. We must not limit enter-
prise, for wherever this is done, our
liberties are in danger.
There is one consolation in seeing

the dealer make good profits, for they
are, nine times out of ten, re-in-

vested in the business, and it is en-
larged for greater facilities for han-
dling our products. Honey market-
ing in the United States would be bet-

ter at the present time if twenty or
thirty honey packers had been able

to accumulate fortunes of $100,000 to

$1,000,000, as this money would be re-

invested in the business. It may be
hard for some beekeepers to see this,

but if this money is not forthcoming
from the business men for investment
in honey distribution the beekeepers
will have to put up this money them-
selves.

November Bee Journal report, on
page 395: In the first paragraph
regarding crop selling the statement
is made that all reports indicate that
honey is moving very fast east of the

Missouri River and north of the Ohio.
The writer knows of a number of

carloads in Chicago and Toledo, Ohio,
that have been carried over from last

season, and the sale of this honey
has been exceedingly slow. Of two
or three carloads in Chicago, less

than one-half a car was sold during
the past si.x months. The sale in the

small country districts has doubtless
been very satisfactory, but the de-

mand in this territory for honey in

bulk has been exceedingly slow and
the market is not in a satisfactory
condition.

Colorado.

LOOSE-HANGING OR HOFFMAN
FRAMES, WHICH?

By C. P. Dadant

"I see in the 'Dadant System of Bee-
keeping' that you use loose-hanging
frames. Since you practice more or
less nomadic beekeeping, how do you
manage to keep the combs in place?

Also tell us what advantages there
are to each kind, the loose-hanging
and the Hoffman self-spacing frames."

California.

Answer.—I will begin by saying
that, by the advice of several people,

the standard Modified Dadant hive

is made with Hoffman self-spacing
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frames. So we have both kinds, and
1 now propose to give the weak points
and good points of each style, from
my viewpoint.

First let me say that neither I nor
any one else has any interest what-
ever in supporting the Dadant hive,

outside of the idea of progress. Those
who read of the Dadant hives being
used as far away as Russia, Siberia,

Argentine, Morocco, perhaps think
that some Dadant agent has been sell-

ing hives in those countries, to the
profit of the Dadants. Not by any
means. Not a single Dadant hive has
been sold or even offered in any coun-
try, outside of the United States, at

any time, and the only hives which
we have ever shipped across were
those donated to the Franco-Belgian
fund and half a dozen pattern hives
sent in 1920, to Ancona, Italy. Other
companies, who sell bee supplies all

over the world, can testify to the
truth of this. Their goods, and not
Dadant's, except foundation, have
been sold in far-away countries. The
Dadant hive was never patented and
has been adopted through the reading
of the Langstroth-Dadant book, and
in no other way.
Now to the loose-hanging frame

question. In the sixties of the past
century, the senior Dadant used De-
beauvoys frames with self-spacing by
having a wide V/z inch top-bar, with
openings in it to permit the bees to

go into the sections. Then we tried
side-spacing and did not like it any
better. Every one of those edges of
side-spacing frames was whittled off

by me at some time or other during
my early experience, in order to get
rid of the feature. The objections
were as follows:

1. Whenever we opened a hive in

which the frames were heavily coated
with propolis, it was necessary t use
a chisel to pry the frames apart.

2. When we pushed the frames back
together, we always caught some bees
between the joints.

*

3. As we did not then use comb-
foundation (it was i.ot yet invented),
it was impossible to change frames
around or exchange them from one
hive to another; as the least project-
ing or bulging of a wavy comb would
cause it to come in contact with the
opposite one, and we could not, as
with the loose-hanging frames, set

them a little farther apart, in case of

necessity.

4. In extracting honey out of self-

spacing frames, the projection was in

the way. It was still worse, if the

projection was a nail instead of a

wooden shoulder, for in that case the
honey knife would jam more or less

against it and be dulled.

5. If, through some accident or in-

advertance, some frames were al-

lowed to stay in the hive without be-
ing closely pressed against each other,

the bees always filled those interstices

with propolis. Huber, in his unedited
letters, called attention to the great
celerity with which, in time of honey
shortage, the bees would fill every
crack or crevice with propolis, both to

protect their combs against enemies

and against the danger of their break-
ing down. Wherever propolis is plen-
tiful, and it is plentiful in Hancock
County, they fill with it all the spaces
through which they cannot pass.
Frames having propolis along their

projection had to be scraped in order
to make them fit in the hive.

6. Without the use of a movable di-

vision-board or dummy, it is next to

impossible to remove the first frame
from a hive in which the bees have
been over a year, if the combs are
propolized as we are accustomed to

lind them. While the loose-hanging
frame, they may be readily moved,
each a little, until there is room to

remove one.
I am quite willing to admit that,

with the present comfortable use of

comb-foundation, which secures very
straight combs, some of the above dis-

advantages are eliminated. There are

also some advantages to the Hoffman
self-spacing frames which cannot be
denied. They are as follows:

1. The frames are held in place, so

that they may not move sideways.
When the hive is new and the combs
not yet glued, this feature enables us

to transport the bees easily without
any other fastening. When moving
loose-hanging-frame hives, it is some-
times necessary to fasten the frames
with a rack at the top. We have never
found it necessary in our nomadic
beekeeping, moving bees on trucks a

distance of 20 to 30 miles. The pro-

polis holds them sufficiently.

2. It is possible to handle colonies

with greater speed, because you may
handle 3, 4 or even 5 frames fastened
together by propolis as quickly as

you handle one. When I visited the

Wilder apiaries in the hands of W. B.

Bradley, in southern Georgia, in 1918,

I admired the speed with which he
handled half a dozen combs to reach
the cluster in the center of. the hive.

With the loose-hanging frame, we
have to use a different method and
"spread the frames" to get to the cen-

ter one.

3. If you employ "green help'" there

is no danger of their making mistakes
and putting 9 or 11 frames in a hive

that should contain 10. That is why
the Modified Dadant hive has been
made with Hoffman self-spacing

frames. And, by the way, let me say
that Mr. Julius Hoffman, who invent-

ed them, was a very practical man and
had great regard for Charles Dadant.
I have before my eyes a postal card

from him to Charles Dadant dated
January 11, 1879, in which the follow-

ing words occur

:

"I take the liberty of assuring you
of my highest esteem, as I think you
have done as much or more than any
other man to benefit the bee business

in this country."

know just why this is, but it is con-
firmed by people of experience, and
also that the pails should not be used
foT syrup or honey lore than twice.
I have heard of people selling honey
in pails who would allow for the
return of the pail, provided it was re-
turned unwashed. Perhaps the thing
can be solved by noting the chemical
action of soap on tin.

Tym C Reynolds.

THE CAUSE OF ISLE-OF-WIGHT
BEE DISEASE

Important Results by Investigators
at Aberdeen

HONEY CHANGING QUALITY
In the November number, page 376,

inquiry is made about honey turning
to syrup in tin pails. Around here
it is universally said that if a tin pail

is washed out with soapy water, the

next contents will spoil, e en if the

pail is rinsed afterwards. I don't

For some years past an investiga-
tion has been conducted by Dr. John
Rtnnie and his collaborators. Miss
Harvey and Mr. Bruce White, under
a special Joint Committee of the
University and the College of Agri-
culture at Aberdeen, on the cause of
Isle-of-Wight bee disease. The funds
necessary to finance the investigation
have been provided equally by A. H.
E. Wood, of Glassel, Aberdeenshire,
and the Development Commissioners.
At a meeting of the Royal Society of
Edinburgh held on the 1st of No-
vember, a series of papers illustrat-

ed by micro-photograph lantern
slides was read describing the work
of the investigation, and making the
important announcement that an or-
ganism had been discovered which
the investigators considered had been
proved to be the causal agent in this

disease. The authors stated that
this disease had been known in bees
in this country since 1904, at least,

and it was still highly prevalent
throughout the United Kingdom.
Since 1907 investigations have been
going on in England, and for a
shorter period in Scotland. Eight
years ago certain English workers
claimed that the causal organism
was protozoan, named Nosema apis.

It was due to Mr. J. Anderson, of
Aberdeen, to state that he was the
first to call in question this hypothe-
sis, and more recent work from the
Parasitology Laboratory at Aber-
deen, under the joint committee
above referred to had shown Nosema
apis to be a harmful parasite to bees,

but not causally related to "Isle-of-

Wight" disease. This disease had,
up till now, remained an unsolved
problem. At the meeting of the
Royal Society of Edinburgh, the pa-
pers read by the Aberdeen Bee Re-
search staff revealed the existence of

a hitherto unknown type of parasit-

ism in bees of a remarkable kind. In
Isle-of-Wight disease tlie respiratory

system of the bee was invaded by an
extremely small mite. It belonged
to a genus known as Tarsonemus.
This creature, which was specialized

in structure, was bred within the bee
and was confined to an extremely
limited but very important region of

its breathing system. Within a space
of a few cubic millimetres, scores of

these creatures might be found in

all stages of development, sometimes
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packed in dense columns so as effec-
tively to cut off fhe air supply from
the surrounding organs. The detailed
pathology described in Mr. White's
paper proved the destructive charac-
ter of the parasite's habits. Thou-
sands of bees had been examined
from large numbers of stocks
tliroughout the country and it had
been found that every stock reported
by reliable beekeepers or certified by
the investigators themselves as suf-
fering from the disease, harbored this
parasite. Similarly, every individual
bee, known from its stock history
and individual symptoms to be suffer-
ing from this disease, was likewise
found to contain these parasites and
to exhibit the internal disorders
which caused the disabling symp-
toms. The investigators stated that
they were now able to diagnose the
disease in its earliest stages, while
the bees were capable of flying and
foraging. Infection appeared to oc-
cur mainly in the hive, the conditions
of the cluster making this compara-
tively easy. Mites had been obtained
from the outside of the bee, appar-
ently on their migratory passage. The
tarsonemes included several species
destructive to plants and there were
some which have been found in ma-
lignant growths in man and in ani-
mals. The bee tarsoneme, in its

structure, appeared to be more close-
ly allied to these last.

Many bees from different countries
outside Great Britain had been exam-
ined, and so far Tarsonemus had
not been found in these. All the evi-
dence hitherto obtained points to the
parasite in bees being peculiar to
this country. This coincides with the
general testimony regarding the in-

sular character of "Isle-of-Wight"
disease. The name of Isle-of-Wight
disease had long been regarded as
unsatisfactory, and it appeared that
"Acarine" disease would be more ap-
propriate.
In view of the great practical inter-
est shown by Mr. Wood, of Glassel,
in the work of the research and of
beekeeping generally, the director of
the research proposed to designate
the new species "Tarsonemus woodi."
The investigators recorded their
very high appreciation of the support
of beekeepers throughout the coun-
try in supplying bees, and for other
assistance so essential for the suc-
cessful conduct of the research.

FROM THE FIRST ISSUE OF THE
AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL, JAN-
UARY, 1861.

A Bee Master

He may be regarded as a master in

bee culture, who knows how to winter
his stocks in a healthy condition, with
least loss of bees, the smallest con-
sumption of stores, and with the
combs unsoiled.

Money From Bee*
There are three German adages

which run thus:
I

Bees, sheep and angle-rod, be sure.

Will make thee quickly rich or poor I

Sheep, doves and bees (nought surer).
Will make thee neither richer nor

poorer.

3

Keep plenty of bees and sheep
Then cosily lie down and sleep!

In the Kingdom of Bavaria, over
200,000 hives of bees are kept, accord-
ing to the official returns made to the
Government; and these, it is stated,
yield an average profit of 75 per cent
on the investment. In view of this

result, a late German writer thinks
there is rather more of truth in the
last of these adages than in the first

two.

A Cure For Robbings

When robbing bees attack a weak
colony having a fertile queen, it is ad-
visable to remove it from its stand to

a dark chamber or cellar. Set an
empty hive in its place, strew therein
a handful or two of the stems and
leaves of wormwood, and rub the
front of the hive and bottom-board
therewith. The assailants will soon
forsake the spot, and the colony may

be replaced on its stand -on the eve-
ning of the following day.

January
Not unfrequently the queen begins

to lay eggs already in January, though
this is by no means a desirable occur-
rence, resulting commonly in detri-
ment to the colony and damage to its

owner.
Besides a sufficiency of stores, ade-

quate warmth is indispensable for the
wintering of bees.

If a warm day tempts the bees to fly

when the ground is covered with
snow, a quantity of loose straw should
be scattered on it in front of the hives
to keep the bees from being blinded
by the glare, and aid them in return-
ing to their homes.

An Aid to Prosperity

An extensive traveler, Mr. Keppel-
hoff, remarks: "On close observation
everywhere among the peasantry of

the countries I have visited, I uni-
formly found that small cottagers who
kept bees, were in the enjoyment of a
greater amount of the comforts and
conveniences 'of domestic life than
those who paid no attention to the in-

dustrious insect."

BEEKEEPERS BY THE WAY
A Beekeeping Entomologist

Professor H. F. Wilson was an en-

tomologist a long time before he be-
came a beekeeper. If he had been a

beekeeper first, the chances are that

he never would have been an ento-
mologist, for since he took the bee
fever the bugs have suffered from
neglect. It is not clear as to just

when Wilson first became interested
in bees. Several years ago, while
stationed at the Oregon Agricultural
College, he issued a bulletin on ele-

mentary beekeeping.

When he became head of the De-
partment of Entomology at the Wis-
consin University his beekeeping pro-
pensity first found opportunity for

unlimited development. Beekeeping
is an important industry in Wiscon-
sin and the Department of Entomol-
ogy is an equally important branch of

the University. There are some live

beemen in Wisconsin, and when a

live bunch of beekeepers find their

university ready to co-operate with
them, things begin to happen. Things
have been happening in Wisconsin
for some time past. For two years
they have held a beekeepers' Chau-
tauqua at the side of a lake in Madi-
son, after the close of the main honey
flow in August. The beekeepers have
camped out and cooked their meals
from the university garden, which
Wilson took care to have planted

for them. There have been big

crowds and good times and hard
study as well.

Wisconsin has one of the most com-
plete organizations of beekeepers of

any of the States. In addition to a

strong central organization, most of
the counties where beekeeping is im-
portant have branch associations
which are wide awake. Wilson is

Secretary of the State organization.
The university, in co-operation with
these local organizations, has held
three-days bee schools in all parts of
Wisconsin. Keep your eye on the
Badger State.

H. F. Wilson, of Wisconsin
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THE HONEY-MAKING WASPS
By Frank C. Pellett

In the July number was an account
of the shipment of a colony of honey-
making wasps from Rio Hondo, Tex,,

to Hamilton, by C. S. Engle. A pic-

ture of the big nest inside the cage in

which it came was shown at that

time. The insects were a source of

great curiosity to the people of Ham-
ilton upon their arrival, and caused

many interesting comments.
The cage was opened and the nest

hung beside the dining-room window,
where the activities of the insects

could be readily observed. For a time

they worked away with apparent con-

tent. I was beginning to congratu-

late myself upon my unusual oppor-

tunity of watching the insects at

close range, when they suddenly

swarmed out and deserted the nest.

No one saw them go and we could

find no trace of them. When heavy
frosts came in October and brought
down the leaves a new nest was found

in a small black locust tree only about

a block distant from the site of their

old nest by the window. The new
nest had been made in a small tree,

one of a thick clump. As the nest

grew in size the weight became too

much for the little tree, and it bent

down until the nest rested upon the

ground. It was nearly as large as the

original, and was occupied by a very

numerous population of insects much
resembling our native yellow jackets.

Since these insects are native to a

tropical country and can stand very

little frost, the nest was removed to

the cellar, where it is hoped that they

will pass the winter safely. There was
no way to open the nest to ascertain

whether or not they have a sufficient

supply of honey to carry them
through. It is extremely doubtful

whether insects of this kind, native

to a tropical country, where they have
opportunity to gather nectar every
month in the year, will survive the

long months of confinement in an
Illinois cellar.

Although there were only a few
weeks of time when the nest and its

occupants were under observation, a

number of interesting facts were ob-

served. When the foragers returned
from the field with a load of nectar,

they would pass from one worker to

another on the outside of the nest and
divide the spoil. The drop of nectar

could be very plainly seen as it was
offered, and each recipient took but
little. From three to a dozen individ-

uals would take a portion before the

forager would disappear within the

nest.

Peculiarities of the Insects

The nectarina seem to form a link

connecting the bees with the wasps.
They have a number of characteris-

tics which apply to bees, and others
that are distinctly wasplike. Their
nests are made of paper like the

wasps and greatly resemble those
made by the yellow jackets and bald-

faced hornets. These native wasps,
however, feed their young on animal
food, while the nectarina store honey
.in the cells as do the honeybees. I

did not observe them bringing in any
pollen, and apparently the only pol-

len brought in is such as is contained
in the drops of nectar. There are

several species of these honey-mak-
ing wasps common from Mexico
south to Brazil. I can find no record

Nc8t of honey-making wasps hung beside the window

of their occurrence within the United
States, but from my correspondence
with beekeepers and my visits to that

region, I know them to be quite com-
mon in the extreme lower region of

the Rio Grande Valley. As nearly as

I can ascertain, they only occur a few
miles north of Brownsville, and no-
where else within the limits of our
country. I have never found any of

our native wasps which lose their

stings as do the honeybees. When
the nectarina sting, they lose their

stings in the same manner. I was much
astonished at this the first time one
stung me, and I deliberately repeated

the experience several times to make
sure that it was the normal thing for

them to do.

Although they store a considerable
amount of honey in their paper combs,
they do not cap it over as do the

honeybees. Another resemblance to

the honeybee is the fact that they are

reported to swarm in much the same
manner. I found this colony to be

quite gentle and to show very little

resentment when I examined the nest.

When one does sting, it is very pain-

ful.

Failing to find anything concerning

these insects in any of the publica-

tions on natural history in this coun-

try, I appealed to friends in Wash-
ington to see whether anything was
available elsewhere. Through the

kindness of Doctor Phillips, I have
secured a translation of an account

of a French naturalist which was
published by the Entomological So-

ciety of France many years ago. He
described several species and- de-

voted considerable attention to Nec-
tarina lecheguana, the species under
consideration. He stated that about

one-sixth of the population of a nest

sent him from Brazil consisted of

large females having in the oviduct

eggs ready to be laid. I have not been

able, as yet, to distinguish any of the

insects as queens. Du Buyssen, the

naturalist quoted, is of the opinion

that larvEe are fed on delicate insect

larvae in addition to the nectar. If

he is correct, we find here the food

habit resembling both bees and wasps.

In the regions where the nectarina

are common they are said to be

smoked out of their homes in Decem-
ber and left to start anew while the

nest and honey are taken away. I

learned from the beekeepers about

Brownsville that the nests are miich

sought for by the Mexicans who live

in the vicinity, and we read that

tliey are often sold in Mexico for the

honey which they contain. There are

cases recorded where the cowboys
have become intoxicated from eating

honey from these nests, which was
gathered from daturas.

These insects are principally an ob-

ject of curiosity to us and could hard-

ly become of commercial interest.

Pictures showing the original nest in

which they were received and also the

new nest which they afterwards built

arc shown. Should they survive the

winter, perhaps other facts of inter-

est may later be discovered.
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THE HONEYBEE IN RUSSIA

(Concluded)

Let us now see what resources

Russia offers to the bees. This im-
mense country, whose climate varies

gradually from cold to hot regions,

comprises in its vast extent enough
irregularities to produce a great di-

versity of different plants.

The flora may be divided into

zones, that of the low plains tem-
porarily overflowed; that of the

marshes, half forest and half prai-

ries; that of the high plains upon
which water never stands, and lastly

that of forests proper, which cover
immense territories and which, ac-

cording to local conditions, have a

varied and special flora. There is

also the separate flora of cultivated

fields, parks and gardens.
Traveling from one place to an-

other, one finds first, near the water,

the numerous willows already men-
tioned, which, besides furnishing the

first pollen, also close the season
sometimes with a heavy honeydew
so abundant that it fairly runs from
the leaves. This honeydew is not to

be found everywhere, but only on
those willowis bordering a stream
that dries up during the hot weather.
This honeydew is also produced on
the leaves of basswood, which thus,

also, gives two crops.

In the marshy lands, we find the

magnificent angelica (Archangelica
officinalis). On its large umbels
with numerous flowers, we see the

big golden "cetonia" looking for all

the world like a brooch on a cam-
bric collar. Near it, the large but-

terfly, Parnassus apollo, whose white
wings bear a red "eye" and appear
to be on guard. Between them, the

honeybee alights and rapidly gathers
the honey.

But as the prairie becomes drier,

the bees find pleasure in gathering
honey from valerian, epilobium and
scabious. Soon after, they will find

the vipers' bugloss (Echiuin vuSgare),

whose high-plumed tops draw them.
Then comes the sage (Salvia pra-
tensis), whose honey is of an odor-

recognized at some distance. The
steppes of the southern regions have
several varieties of labiates, growing
in virgin soils and making up for the

lack of forest bloom. Basswood is

one of the boons of Russia and, with
the birch, serves many purposes in

the life of the peasants. Before the
advent of tea, the blossom of bass-
wood was used in a similar way. In

manj' places it is still used as tea,

and during the past few years many
people have come back to its use,

since the tea of China has not been
available, under the rule of Lenine.
Moreover, this blossom also fur-

nishes the sweetening, through its

honey. Metheglin. which took the

place of alcoholic drinks, was usually
prepared by the head of the family
and was served in special vessels,

made of sculptured wood. Basswood,
which is easily worked, is used in the

manufacture of much of the wooden-
ware—spoons, spatulas, dishes, tubs,

furniture, as well as to make kegs,
from trunks hollowed out, in which
honey keeps very well. When honey
is sold it is always weighed with its

container, which, being of basswood,
is very light. After being emptied,
these little kegs are very useful in

the- household. Basswood is also used
in the manufacture of "laptis" or
sandals, made bi basswood bark,
l>raided, and worn by most peasants.
In these later times, since leather has
attained unapproachable prices, it

was not unusual to see city people
wearing "laptis," while the bolche-
vik masters were still wearing leather

shoes.

From the bast, or bass, inner bark
of the basswood, they manufacture
ropes, rugs, sacks, mats and mat-
tresses, and even backs for the seats

of sleighs, etc. It seems as if life

could not be possible, in certain parts

of Russia, without those two trees

—

basswood and birch. The latter is

used to build houses, to make wagons,
tools, plows, etc. It is the brother of

the basswood and one of the gifts of

Nature to facilitate man's existence.

Among the honey plants, we must
also notice the white sweet clover,

the odor of the bloom of which per-

fumes the air at the beginning of a

sunny day. We find it everywhere,
and it is easily seen, around the

houses, (he fields, in the pastures
and the forest. The bees love those
leguminous plants, and the house-
keepers themselves gather bunches
of them, when in bloom, dry them

and put them in the clothes-press to

give a sweet smell to the linen.

Among the cultivated plants, I have
already mentioned rape and buck-
wheat. The latter furnishes not only
the meal of which they manufacture
"blennies," or pancakes, at the end
of Lent and during the Carnival, but
also a breakfast food, mixed with
millet in the preparation of the
"Cacha," which is found daily in

every household, even in the cities,

for the food of the children and of

the servants. How many people re-

turn to the country dishes of their

young days! I have seen rich,

wealthy, society ladies, but especially

children, after dining at a richly-

served table, turn clandestinely to the

kitchen cupboard to tip out a wooden
spoonful from the dish of "Cacha."

In all the landed estates, there are

always large flower and vegetable
gardens, orchards, etc. About these,

one often sees a number of avenues
of cytisus, an ornamental free-flow-

ering shrub, whose yellow blossoms
.are much esteemed by the bees. As
they are very plentiful, they form an
appreciable resource for the apiary.

As the Russians are very fond of

sweets, it is necessary for the house-
keepers to secure the numerous small

fruits of which preserves are made,
such as currants, raspberries and
strawberries. The raspberry flowers

are considered as very good honey
producers and I have seen large

fields of them intended especially for

m
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the good of the apiary, but also use-

ful in their fruits.

The fruit trees also give honey, but

their bloom is of very short dura-

tion. We see that Nature has marked
a role for the bees in the fertilization

of plants, and they are drawn to

them at the proper time by the odor
of their nectar glands.

It is to be regretted that the api-

aries, which suffered a great deal

at first by the seizure of the domains
by the peasants, should have again

suffered when the bolchevik sol-

diers, during the civil war, in their

turn, also pillaged the hives, not in

the way of beekeeping, but in the

way of thieves and robbers, thus de-

stroying many apiaries which consti-

tuted a part of the wealth of the

country. I trust that our own coun-
try may be preserved from such a

calamity.
Ph. JEANNERET.

(Bulletin dc la Societe Romande,
Switzerland).

A CAPABLE BEEKEEPER
By T. C. Johnson

While inspecting bees I have met
many fine beekeepers, and I always
find good beekeepers fine people to

deal with, let them be either men
or women. It seems to depend a

great deal more on the beekeeper
than the locality whether the b^usi-

ness is successful. I wish to mention
F. W. Luebeck, of Knox, Stark Coun-
ty, Indiana, whom' I had the pleas-

ure of meeting for the first time

three years ago. I feel sure that Mr.
Luebeck is a wonder. He gets more
honey with less work than any other

man in Indiana. Mr. Luebeck came
from Germany in his young days,

lived in Chicago 20 years and then

went to Canada. From there he

went to -Alaska, crossing Alaska in a

self-built boat. He traveled by boat

in summer and dog team in winter.

He returned to Chicago in 1902, but

city life did not appeal to him, so in

1902 he came to Stark County, Indi-

ana, and settled on a small, sandy
farm about 7 miles northeast of

Knox, and started beekeeping with

9 colonies the first year. The follow-

ing winter he built SO hives and
bought all the bees he could find

from farmers, in all sorts of hives.

At present he has 300. He has a Ford
1-ton truck and moves his bees, or

a part of them, 29 miles twice a year,

so as to get two crops of honey, and
he sure gets it. He uses the standard

10-frame body with shallow extracting

super on top, and runs entirely for

extracted honey. As strange as it

may seem to good beekeepers, he

never takes out any frames to look

through any colony unless he sees

they are not up to standard. He
claims he has colonies that he has

not had a frame out of in 3 years. It

is not everybody that can get by like

that, but he has all movable frames

and a very fine outfit. He 's a real

mechanic, having made his own 8-

frame extractor, and all his honey
tanks. One holds 3,500 pounds and

he purchases honey enough to fill it

several times every season. He has
a fine home that he has built himself

and finished inside. He has made
all this from his bees, his only busi-

ness. In all my travels in Indiana I

have never seen supers piled so high,

or all colonies so full of bees and
honey from top to bottom. I could

not look in the top without some-
thing to climb up on. He has a crop

of 45,000 pounds or better this year

from 300 colonies, while some of his

neighbors got scarcely anything.

Indiana.

DIRECTORY OF BEEKEEPING
OFFICIALS

An attempt has been made to se-

cure the names of all those engaged
in teaching, inspection or extension

work in beekeeping, and also secre-

taries of beekeepers' associations.

Every State Department of Agricul-

ture and College of Agriculture has

been asked to supply the names of

those connected with its staff. Since

it has been found to be impossible to

get the names of all the secretaries

of county and local beekeepers' as-

sociations, these are not included.

This list was compiled in November,
and several changes have taken place

since that time.

U. S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRI-
CULTURE—
Bureau of Entomology, office 'of

Bee Culture.

Dr. E. F. Phillips, Apiculturist in

charge.
Mr. George S. Demuth, Apicultural

Assistant.

Mr. Lloyd R. Watson, Assistant

Apiculturist.

Mr. Arnold P. Sturtevant, Special-

ist in Bacteriology of Bee Diseases.

Mr. G. H. Cale, Apiculturist in Ex-
tension Work.

BACTERIOLOGY—
Dr. G. F. White, Investigations in

Bee Diseases.

NATIONAL—
H. B. Parks, San Antonio, Acting

Secretary American Honey Produc-

ers' League.

ALABAMA—
Dr. F. L. Thomas, Auburn, Special-

ist in Entomology, Extension Lec-

turer.

ARIZONA—
Charles H. Vorhies, Tucson, Ento-

mologist, in charge of teaching and
experimental work in beekeeping.

Earl F. Matteson, St. David, State

Apiary Inspector.

Geo. M. Frizzell, Tempe, Secretary
State Beekeepers' Association.

Don C. Mote, State Entomologist,
investigations in bee diseases.

ARKANSAS— ,

W. J. Baerg, Fayetteville, Entomol-
ogist, in charge. Secretary State

Beekeepers' Association.

CALIFORNIA—
Prof. G. A. Coleman, Berkeley,

Apiculturist in charge.
Ralph Benton, Berkeley, Instructor

in charge of correspondence course in

beekeeping.
A. B. Shaffner, Los Angeles, Sec-

retary State Beekeepers' Association.

C. E. Millspaugh, Los Angeles, Gen-
eral Manager Honey Producers' Co-
operative Exchange.
A. B. Shaffner, Los Angeles, Secre-

tary Consolidated Honey Producers'
of California, Incorporated.

Miss E. A. Barr, Los Angeles, Sec-
retary Southern California Beekeep-
ers' Association.

Official List of County Inspectors

Alameda—Cary W. Hartman, Oak-
land.

Butte—J. W. Meakins, Chico.
Contra Costa—Geo. W. Moore, An-
tioch.

Fresno—C. R. Snyder, Selma.
Glenn—M. A. Sayler, Orland.
Imperial—A. Logan, Calipatria.

Inyo—E. E. Burdick, Big Pine.
Kern—H. L. Weems, Bakersfield.

Kings—P. H. Bales, Hanford.
Lassen—O. C. Miller, Standish.
Los Angeles—Geo. D. De Sellem,

121 Temple St., Los Angeles.
Merced—W. W. Thompson, Dos

Palos.

Monterey—A. Norton, Pacific

Grove, 518, Fountain Ave.
Napa—W. D. Butler, Napa.
Orange—J. E. Pleasants, Orange.
Riverside—T. O. Andrews, Corona.
Sacramento—B. B. Hogaboom, Elk

Grove.
San Bernardino—B. H. Stanley, Ri-

alto.

San Diego—Fred Hanson, San Di-

ego, 4430 New Jersey St.

San Joaquin—C. H. L. Souder, Lin-

den.

Santa Cruz—Phil J. Strubel, Felton.

Shasta—E. S. Bartell, Anderson.
Siskiyou—Roy D. Tait, Hornbrook.
Stanislaus—Willis Lynch, Salida.

Tehama—J. P. Summers, Los Mol-
inos.

Tulare—S. J. Miller, Tulare.
Tuolumne—H. H. Sherrard, Sonora.
Ventura—Newton Cale, Ojai.

COLORADO—

C. P. Gillette, Ft. Collins, State En-
tomologist in charge
Wesley Foster, Boulder, Deputy

Bee Inspector.

County Inspectors—
W. C. Evans, Ft. Collins, Larimer

County.
S. A. Mendum, Boulder, Boulder

County.
Walter Martin, Brighton, Adams

County.
N. L. Henthorne, Platteville, Weld

County.
George R. Gilmore, Ft. Morgan,

Morgan County.
Chas. Hollingshead, Sterling, Lo-

gan County.
W. H. Birney, Las Animas, Bent

County.
George McMannan, Carlton, Prow-

ers County.
Harry Ingalls, Ordway, Crowley

County.
A. S. Parsons, Rocky Focd, Otero

County.
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E. D. Smith, Durango, La Plata

County.
VV. H. Kendle, Montrose, Montrose

County.

J. G. Jewell, Delta, Delta County.

Wm. Harkleroad, DeBeque, Mesa
County.
Frank Nieubauer, New Castle,

Garfield County.
W. L. Cooper, Pueblo, Pueblo

County.

Associations—
Frank Rauchfuss, Denver, General

Manager Colorado Honey Produc-
ers' Association.

Wesley Foster, Boulder, Secretary

State Beekeepers' Association.

CONNECTICUT—
L. B. Crandall, Storrs, Teaching and

Extension.
Inspectors

—

A. \V. Yates, Hartford.
H. W. Coley, Westport.

Associations—

•

Louis St. Clair Burr, South Man-
chester, Secretary State Beekeepers'
Association.

DELAWARE-
NO regular work. Wesley Webb,

Dover, Secretary State Board of Ag-
riculture, provides an occasional lec-

turer at farmers' institutes, and some
inspection.

FLORIDA—
Wilmon Newell, Plant Commis-

sioner, Gainsville, in charge of bee
disease eradication.

C. A. Reece, Gainsville, Assistant.

University

—

Wilmon Newell, Gainsville, Bee-
keeping Specialist, extension.

Frank Stirling, Gainsville, Instruc-

tor.

Associations

—

K. E. Bragdon, Cocoa, Secretary
State Beekeepers' Association.

H. E. Rish, Wewahitchka, Secre-
tary Tupelo Honey Exchange.

GEORGIA—
T. H. McHatton, Horticulturist,

Athens, answers correspondence re-

lating to beekeeping. Extension work
temporarily suspended, at the Col-

lege of Agriculture.
A. C. Lewis, State Entomologist,

Atlanta; in charge apiary inspection.

Mrs. Madge B. Merritt, Brunswick,
Secretary State Beekeepers' Asso-
ciation.

IDAHO—
W. H. Wicks, Boise, Director Bu-

reau of Plant Industry, State Bee In-

spector in charge.

Inspectors

—

I. F. Carter, Sandpoint.
C. E. Frederich, Kuna.
W. A. Griggs, Nampa.
J. C. Gunderson, Route 3, Rigby.

A. A. Hansen, Lewiston.
Chas. H. Harper, Filer.

James S. Hite. Weiser.
W. G. Moore, Mountain Home.
C. M. Park, Emmett.
D. C. Stahlman, Buhl.

J. W. Stewart, Rupert.
C. H. Stinson, Twin Falls.

James P. Tye, Mountain Home.
Charles E. Sheldon, Couer d'Alene.

Associations

—

Mr. P. S. Farrell, Caldwell, Secre-
tary Idaho-Oregon Honey Producers'
Association.

ILLINOIS—
Prof. J. W. Folsom, Urbana, In-

structor in State University.

Associations

—

G. M. Withrow, Mechanicsburg,
Secretary State Beekeeper's Asso-
ciation.

John C. Bull, Valparaiso, Ind., Sec-
retary Chicago Northwestern Bee-
keepers' Association.
Inspectors

—

A. L. Kild'Ow, Putnam, Chief In-

spector.

Deputies

—

C. F. Bender, Newman.
C. W. Finch, 1451 Ogden Ave., Chi-

cago.
A. L. Logan, Edwardsville.
H. L. King, Route 5, Springfield.

C. H. Wiley, Route 1, Harrisburg.

INDIANA—
John J. Davis, Entomologist Purdue

University, Lafayette, in charge.
Professor Price, Instruction.

James Troop, teaches beekeeping
incidentally with entomology.
Associations—
Ross B. Scott, LaGrange, Secre-

tary State Beekeepers' Association.
Inspectors

—

Frank N. Wallace, State Entomolo-
gist, Indianapolis, in charge.
Deputies

—

T. C. Johnson, Logansport.
James E. Starkey, Bunker Hill.

C. O. Yost, Indianapolis.

IOWA—
F. B. Paddock, State Apiarist,

Ames.
Wallace Park, Ames, Investigations

in Apiculture.
Newman S. Lyie, Ames, Extension.
F. B. Paddock, Ames, Secretary

State Beekeepers' Association.

KANSAS—
J. H. Merrill, State Apiarist, Man-

hattan.
Inspectors

—

A. V. Small, Augusta.

J. A. Nininger, Hutchinson,
Rev. E. V. Gardner, Eureka.
A. W. J'ones, Wichita.
O. J. Jones, Wichita.
Frank Van Haltern, Wathena.
L. P. Whitehead, Wathena.
George Pratt, Topeka.

-Associations

—

O. F. Whitney, Topeka, Secretary
State Beekeepers' Association.

J. H. Merrill, Manhattan, Secre-
tary Kansas Honey Producers'
League.
Mrs. M. F. Latshaw, Manhattan,

Secretary Northwest Kansas Bee-
keepers' Association.

A. W. Jones, Wichita, Secretary
Southwest Kansas Beekeepers' Asso-
ciation.

R. H. Clark, North Topeka, Secre-
tary Eastern Kansas Beekeepers' As-
sociation.

KENTUCKY—
Prof. H. Garman, Entomologist,

Lexington, in charge.
H. H. Jewett, Lexington, teaches a

course in beekeeping at the Univer-
sity.

H. R. Niswonger, Specialist in Hor-
ticulture, Lexington, extension lec-

tures in horticulture, and occasion-
ally in beekeeping.
Association

—

H. Garman, Lexington,, Secretary
State Beekeepers' Association.

LOUISIANA—
E. C. Davis, University Station,

Baton Rouge, Bee Specialist in State

University.
E. C. Davis, Baton Rouge, Secre-

tary State Beekeepers' Association.

MARYLAND—
Ernest N. Cory, State Entomologist,

College Park, Inspector of Apiaries.

Ernest N. Cory, College Park, Sec-
retary State Beekeepers' Association.

MASSACHUSETTS-
NO work in beekeeping at College

of Agriculture.
Inspectors

—

Leland Taylor, Assistant Director
Plant Pest Control, Boston, in charge.
Burton N. Gates, Worcester.
O. F. Fuller, Blackstone.
Ivan Rawson, Pittsfield.

Edward Thome, Worcester.

MICHIGAN—
B. F. Kindig, East Lansing, in

charge of Apiculture at the college.

Russell H. Kelty, East Lansing, In-

structor in Beekeeping.
Edwin Ewell, Ypsilanti, Extension

Specialist in Beekeeping.
Inspectors

—

B. F. Kindig, East Lansing, State
Inspector of Apiaries.

P. T. Ulman, East Lansing, Chief
Deputy Apiary Inspector.
Russel 1 H. Kelty, East Lansing,

Deputy Apiary Inspector.
County Inspectors^

L. C. Retan, Jasper.
O. M. Wallace, Burton.
C. C. Chamberlain, Romeo.
F. G. Layer, Unionville.

F. E. Jones, Mendon.
D. B. Goodspeed, Marcellus.
A. E. Sharrow, Plymouth.
O. Jones, Stockbridge.
Earl Townsend, Flint.

A. B. Ruggee, Traverse City.

C. D. Townsend, St. Johns.
C. Newhouse, Grand Rapids.
A. F. Mead, Battle Creek.
Floyd Markham, Ypsilanti.

.Association

—

Russell H. Kelty, East Lansing,
Secretary State Beekeepers' Associa-
tion.

There are also 33 local associations
in the State of Michigan.

MINNESOTA—
Francis Jager, University Farm,

apiculturist in charge.
G. C. Matthews, University Farm,

."Assistant .A.piculturist.

L. V. France, University Farm, In-

vestigations.

Inspector

—

Charles D. Blaker. State Apiarist,

Minneapolis.
.Association

—

Otto L. Wille, Minneapolis, Sec-
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retary State Beekeepers' Associa-
tion.

MISSISSIPPI—
R. B. Willson, Extension Specialist

in Beekeeping, Agricultural College.

MISSOURI—
Leonard Haseman, State Entomol-

ogist, Columbia. Teaches course in

beekeeping.

MONTANA—
R. A. Cooley, State Entomologist,

Bozeman. Both teaching and exten-
sion work in beekeeping.
Frank E. Clift, Huntley, Secretary

State Beekeepers' Association.

NEBRASKA—
Myron H. Swenk, Entomologist,

Lincoln, teaching and extension.
O. E. Timm, Bennington, Secretary

Nebraska Honey Producers' Associa-
tion.

NEVADA—
George G. Schwcis, Reno, State Bee

Inspector.
Deputies

—

G. A. Norton, Fallon.

Chas. Johnston, Yerington.
R. M. Guthrie, Reno.

J. I. Earl, Overton.

NEW HAMPSHIRE—
W. C. O'Kane, Entomologist, Col-

lege of Agriculture, Durham.
J. R. Hepler, Durham, in charge

College Apiary.
H. B. Stevens, Durham, Secretary

State Beekeepers' Associa'ti'on.

NEW JERSEY—
E. G. Carr, New Egypt, Extension

Specialist in Beekeeping, also teaches

course at the College of Agriculture.

E. G. Carr, New Egypt, Secretary
State Beekeepers' Association.

NEW MEXICO—
No work at college; no State or-

ganization.

NEW YORK—
George H. Rea, Ithaca, Extension

Specialist in Apiculture.
Associations

—

H. E. Gray, Ft. Edward, Secretary
Adirondack Beekeepers' Association.

Stephen Davenport, Indian Falls,

Secretary Eastern New York Bee-
keepers' Association.

J. H. Cunningham, Syracuse, Secre-

tary State Beekeepers' Association.

J. Roy Lincoln, Niagara Falls, Sec-

retary Western New York Honey
Producers' Association.
There are also 29 county associa-

tions in New York.
Inspectors, permanent

—

Charles Stewart, Johnstown.
W. D. Wright, Altamont.
Summer 1920—L. E. Hall, Tribes Hill..

S. D. House, Camillus.

A. W. Smith, Parksville.

O. L. HersKiser, Kenmore.
D. R. Hardy, Watertown.
H. E. Gray, Ft. Edward.

J. H. Sprout, Lockport.
D. L. Woodward, Clarksville.

L. M. Yandoh, Fulton.
T. I. Dugdale, West Galway.
John Dunbar, Phoenix.
R. H. Quick, Nichols.
Lemar Coggshall, Groton.
W. D. Browning, Johnson City.

Schools of Agriculture

—

George C. Norton, Sta'te School of
Applied Agriculture on Long Island,
Farmingdale, Instructor in Beekeep-
ing.

E. Hodder, Schoharie School of Ag-
riculture, Cobleskill, InstrucBor in

Beekeeping.
T. H. Townscnd, School of Agricul-

ture, Morrisvillc, Instructor in Bee-
keeping.

NORTH CAROLINA—
Franklin Sherman, Jr., State En-

tomnlogist, Raleigh.
C. L. Sams, Extension Specialist in

Apiculture, Raleigh.
Z. P. Metcalf, State College, West

Raleigh, teaches a course in bee-
keeping.
Herbert Spencer, West Raleigh,

teaching and investigation.

Association

—

J. E. Eckert, Winston-Salem, Sec-
retary State Beekeepers' Association.

NORTH DAKOTA—
No beekeeping at College of Agri-

culture nor State beekeepers' or-
ganization.

OHIO—
Jas. S. H'ine, Columbus, in charge of

Apiculture, State University.
Inspectors

—

E. C. Cotton, Chief Bureau of Plant
Industry, Columbus, in charge.
Deputies

—

R. J. Porter, Delphos.
R. D, Hyatt, Columbus.

Association

—

J. S. Hine, Columbus, Secretary
State Beekeepers' Association.

OKLAHOMA—
C. E. Sanborn, Entomologist, Still-

water, teaching and research work
in beekeeping.
Inspectors

—

R. L. Blackwell, Oklahoma City,

State Bee Inspector.

Association

—

A'Ir. Howard, Wewoka, Secretary
State Beekeepers' Association.

OREGON—
A. L. Lovett, Corvallis,, Entomolo-

gist in charge.
H. A. Scullen, Corvallis, Teaching

and Research at the College of Ag-
riculture, also some extension work
in beekeeping.
H. A. Scullen, Corvallis, Secretary

State Beekeepers' Association.
Oregon has a law providing for

County Inspectors, but at present
none are serving,

PENNSYLVANIA—
J. G. Sanders, Director of Plant in-

dustry, Harrisburg, in charge.

Chas. N. Greene, Harrisburg, Chief

Apiary Adviser.
Inspectors

—

Calvin C. Brint'on, Pittston.

Oscar L. Rothwell, Gillett.

R. C. Wittman, St. Marys.
George Stroud, Luzerne.
Chas. N. Greene, Troy, Secretary

State Beekeepers' Association.
RHODE ISLAND—A. E. Stene,

Kingston, State Entomologist, in

charge apiary inspection.

Edward D. Anthony, Barrington,

Secretary Rhode Island Beekeepers'
Society.

SOUTH CAROLINA—
A. F. Conradi, Entomologist, Clem-

son College, in charge. Research.
E. S. Provost, Clemson College,

Teaching and Extension.

SOUTH DAKOTA—
H. C. Severin, Entomologist, Brook-

ings, in charge of Apiculture at the
State College of Agriculture.
George Gilberts'on, Brookings,

teaching.

Inspectors

—

L. A. Syverud, Yankton.
Ernest W. Fox, Fruitdale.

TENNESSEE—
G. M. Bentley, State Entomologist,

Knoxville, in charge of Apiculture in

State University.
Hamilton Steele, Instructor, Knox-

ville.

G. L. Herrington, Extension, Knox-
ville.

Floyd Brailliar, Madison, Nashville
Agricultural Institute.

Inspectors

—

J. M. Buchanan, Franklin, State
Apiarist.

Associations

—

G. M. Bentley, Knoxville, Secre-
tary State Beekeepers' Association.
Hamilton Steele, Kno.xville, Secre-

tary East Tennessee Beekeepeirs' As-
sociation.

TEXAS—
S. W. Bilsing, College Station, in

charge of Apiculture, College of Ag-
riculture.

R. R. Reppert, College Station, Ex-
tension Entomologist.
Inspectors

—

M. C. Tanquary, State Entomolo-
gist, College Station, in charge.

C. S. Rude, College Station, Chief
Inspector.
A. H. Alex, College Station.
C. E. Heard, College Station.
H. S. Cavitt, College Station.

Association

—

E. G. LeStourgeon, Manager Texas
Honey Producers' Association.

UTAH—
George E. King, Logan, in charge

of Apiculture at the College of Agri-
culture.

H. B. Terriberry, Capitol Building,
Salt Lake City, State Bee Inspector.
H. B. Terriberry, Secretary State

Beekeepers' Association.

VERMONT—
Rollin H. Barrett, Randolph Center,

Apiculture in State School of Agri-
culture.

Inspectors

—

Elbert S. Brigham, Commissioner
of Agriculture, Montpelier, in charge.

J. E. Crane, Middlebury.
C. E. Lewis, East Shoreham.
F. L. Stearns, North Bennington.

Associations

—

F. B, Manchester, Middlebury, Sec-
retary Vermont Beekeepers' Associa-
tion.

VIRGINIA-
W. J. Schoene, State Entomologist,

Blacksburg.
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W. J. Schoene, Secretary State

Beekeepers' Association.

WASHINGTON—
George VV. B. Saxton, Harwood,

Secretary State Beekeepers' Asso-
ciation.

Mrs. J. E. Thomson,, Cour de Alene,

Idaho, Secretary Inland Empire Bee-
keepers' Association.

Inspection

—

A. L. Melander, Pulhnan, Ento-
mologist in charge.

J. B. Epsy, White Swan.

J. O. Wallace, Chehalis.

W. L. Cox, Elma.
C. H. Junge, Everett.

C. T. Tucker, Oak Point.

Fred Mandery, Tenino.

WEST VIRGINIA—
L. M. Peairs, Morgantown, Teach-

ing and Experiment at College of

Agriculture.
Will C. Griffith, Elm Grove, Secre-

tary State Beekeepers' Association.

M. K. Malcolm, Charleston, Api-
arist State Department of Agricul-

ture.

Inspectors

—

T. K. Massie, Hatcher.
L. D. Sharp, Slaty Fork.
Grant Luzador, Pennsboro.
Adam J. Yahn, Tridelphia.

WISCONSIN—
H. F. Wilson, Entomologist, Madi-

son, in charge of Apiculture at the

State University.

James I. Hambleton, Apiarist at

University, Madison.
H. L. McMurray, Madison, Exten-

sion Specialist in Beekeeping.
Inspectors

—

S. B. Fracker, State Entomologist,
Madison, in charge.
H. L. McMurray, Chief Apiary In-

spector.

C. D. Adams, Wauwatosa.
H. J. McMurray, Madison.
Newton Boggs, Viroqua.

County Apiary Inspectors

—

Barron—Geo. Stowell, Barron. Wis.
Chippewa—Geo. Lotz, Boyd, Wis.
Clark—J. S. Sloniker, Greenwood,

Wis.
Columbia—A. C. Allen, Portage,

Wis.
Eau Claire—M. E. Eggers, Eau

Claire, Wis.
Dane—R. L. Siebecker, Madison,

Wis.
Fond du Lac—H. R. Tavs, Brandon,

Wis.
Forest—J. Gentz, Wabeno, Wis.
Jefferson—W. R. Abbott, Fort At-

kinson, Wis.
Langlade—James Cherf, Antigo,

Wis.
Manitowoc-F. F. Stelling, Reeds-

ville.

Marathon—R. W. Gunzel, Wausau.
Outagamie—G. A. Breitrick, Apple-

ton, Wis.
Price—E. C. Rothe, Kennan, Wis.
Richland—W. I. Hatch, Richland

Center, Wis.
Sauk—F. Hanley, North Freedom,

Wis.
Shawano — R. A. Schwarzkopf,

Bowler, Wis.
Sheboygan — Ivan Whiting, Ply-

mouth, Wis.

Vernon—J. A. Doerr, Viroqua.
Waukesha—C. W. Aeppler, Ocono-

mowoc. Wis.
Walworth—I. A. Travis, Elkhorn,

Wis.
Winnebago — H. E. Greenwood,

Oshkosh, Wis.
Wood—W. A. Sprise, Grand Rap-

ids, Wis.
Associations

—

H. F. Wilson, Madison, Secretary
State Beekeepers' Association.

There are a number of county or-

ganizations, also.

WYOMING—
No organization.

Canada

DOMINION—
F. W. L. Sladen, Government

Farms, Ottawa, Dominion Apiarist.

C. B. Gooderham, Government
Farms, Ottawa, Apiarist.

P. Caron, Government Farms, Otta-

wa, Laboratory Assistant.
Investigations

—

V. Kuhn, Experimental Farms,
Agassiz, B. C.

P. Hamel, Experimental Farms,
Cap Rouge, P. Q.
H. Newson, Experimental Farms,

Charlottetown, P. E. I.

S. P. Pearson, Experimental Farms,
Fredericton, N. B.

J. W. Sootheran, Experimental
Farms, Invermere, B. C.

H. Straiton, Experimental Farms,
Kapuskasing, Ont.

E. D. Craig, Experimental Farms,
Kentville, N. S.

B. C. Milne, Experimental Farms,
Lacombe, Alta.

T. F. Ritchie, Experimental Farms,
Lennoxville, P. Q.

C. A. Crossfield, Experimental
Farms, Lethbridge, Alta.

R. D. L. Bligh, Experimental
Farms, Nappan, N. S.

C. F. Jeffrey, Experimental Farms,
Sidney, B. C.

G. W. Johnson, Experimental
Farms, Summerland, B. C.

BRITISH COLUMBIA—
W. J. Sheppard, Chief Apiary In-

spector, Nelson.
F. Dundas Todd, Assistant Apiary

Inspector, Victoria.

W. H. Gray, Assistant Apiary In-

spector, N. Lonsdale.
W. H. Turnbull, Assistant Apiary

Inspector, Sullivan Station.

A. W. Finlay, Assistant Apiary In-

spector, Huntingdon.
A. Keir, Assistant Apiary Inspector,

N. Lonsdale.
Capt. H. L. Chittenden, Assistant

Apiary Inspector, Bradner.
Associations

—

John Brooks, Vancouver, Secre-

tary B. C. Beekeepers' Association.

W. H. Turnbull, Sullivan Station,

Secretary B. C. Honey Producers' As-
sociation.

MANITOBA—
J. H. Kiteley, Winnipeg, Extension

Service, in charge.

James Redden, Elmwood, Winni-
peg, Secretary Beekeepers' Associa-
tion.

NOVA SCOTIA—
W. H. Brittain, Provincial Ento-

mologijt, Truro, in charge.

ONTARIO—
Prof. F. Eric Millen, Provincial

Apiarist, Guelph, in charge.
Inspectors

—

James Armstrong, Simcoe.
Wm. A. Weir, Toronto.
Wm. Agar, Kleinburg.
Eric Hutchinson, Mount Forest.

Horace Haines, Fenwick.
S. A. Stewart, Cataraqui.
H. C. Harris, Alliston.

O. A. Sipple, Tavistock.
R. M. Taylor, Port Dover,
Chas. W. Houghton, Newton Rob-

inson.

John Myers, Stratford.
R. E. L. Harkness, Iroquois.

Wm. Thompson, Indian River.

PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND—
Prof. Hansuld, Provincial Depart-

ment of Agriculture, Charlottetown.
Harold Newson, Charlottetown,

Bee Inspector for Prince Edward
Island.

QUEBEC—
C. Vaillancourt, Chief Division of

Apiculture, Quebec.
L. J. A. Dupuis, Assistant Chief, Di-

vision of Apiculture, Quebec.
H. J. Plourde, Lecturer Division

of Apiculture, Quebec.
R. Fortier, Secretary Division of

Apiculture, Quebec.
A. Pettigrew, Assistant Secretary

Division of Apiculture, Quebec.
Inspectors

—

H. Beland, Division of Apiculture,
Quebec.

B. Brissette.

A. Lalonde.
Arthur Comire.
Ernest Fortin.

A. Philippon.

J. G. Sylvester.

L. Traversy.
Dr. O. A. Comire.
S. M. Dechene.
E. Girard.
A. Beauchesn '.

Ulysses Thibault.

H. Lupien.
Rev. A. Bouillon.

V. Chercuite.

Associations

—

J. A. Prud'homme, Ste-Philomene,
Secretary Association of Beekeepers,
Province of Quebec.
MacDonold College

—

W. J. Tawse, Lecturer in Horticul-

ture teaching and research in Bee-
keeping.

Institut Agricole, La Trappe, Bro.

M. Maur O. C. R., Professor of Bee-
keeping.

Oregon Beekeepers' Association

The Oregon Beekeepers' Associa-

tion, at a recent meeting at Salem,

elected the following officers : A. J.

Sanford, President;, Redmond; H. A.

Scullen, Secretary-Treasurer, Cor-
vallis. Oregon now has a law provid-

ing for county inspectors, but we un-
derstand none are now serving.
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HONEY PRODUCERS' LEAGUE
The members of the Executive Com-

mittee of the American Honey Pro-
ducers' League met at the Great
Northern Hotel, December 6 and 7.

This meetipt was brought about by
a call issued by the President, E. G.
Le Stourgeon. He invited all those
interested in the work of the League
to meet with the Executive Cooiniittee

as an advisory body. After dis-

cussing the problems of the League
the Executive Committee took the

following action

:

B. F. Kindig, State Apiary Inspector
of Michigan, was elected Vice Iresi-
dent in the place of George H. Rea,
resigned. In place of Charles B. Jus-
tice, temporary Secretary, the Execu-
tive Committee appointed H. B. Parks,

of San Antonio, formerly with the Ex-
periment Station, College Station,

Texas, to be Acting Secretary and
Treasurer.
The following committees, v/ith

power to select their associates, were
elected: Education, B. F. Kindig;
Equipment, C. B. Baxter, Leavenworth,
Kans.; Legislation, Colin P. Campbell,
Grand Rapids, Mich.; Markets, Frank
Rauchfuss, Denver, Colo.; Legal Aid,

O. L. Hershiser, Kenmore, N. Y. ; Ar-
bitration; H. B. Parks, San Antonio;
Research, Dr. lE. F. Phillips, Wash-
ington, D. C.

In order that something might be

accomplished at once to help in reliev-

ing the present market situation a

committee on advertising was ap-

pointed. This committee has the

power to solicit funds and to get ads

relative to the uses of honey on the

market just as rapidly as possible.

Clifford Muth, of Cincinnati, is chair-

man of this committee. C. B. Baxter
and H. B. Parks are also on this com-
mittee.

The regular meeting of this League
will take place in Indianapolis, Ind.,

February IS, 16 and 17. At this meet-

ing, which from now on will be

termed the Annual Meeting, the

above committeemen will report the

activities which have been commenced
and the progress made. Those State

Associations which have become alhli-

ated with the League are entitled to

a representative at this meeting und

should notify the Secretary before

the time of the meeting relative to

their representative, so that proper

credentials may be issued. All of the

committees or bureaus are now ready

for action. Anyone desiring the aid

of any of these bureaus should address

his communications to H. B. Parks,

Secretary-Treasurer of American
Honey Producers' League, Box 104S,

San Antonio, Texas. The letter will

then be sent to the proper man for

action.

The American Honey Producers'

League urges the attendance of every-

one interested in the betterment of

beekeeping at this meeting.

can secure farther information and
a program from Dr. L. Haseman, Col-
umbia, Mo.

New Jersey Beekeepers' Association
^ Beekeepers of New Jersey and sur-
rounding States within easy traveling
distance of Trenton are looking for-
ward with much interest to the an-
nual meeting of the New Jersey Bee-
keepers' Association on January 13-

14, 1921. The interest in the larger
hive is keen at this time, and when
Mr. C. P. Dadant discusses the Da-
dant hive and system of beekeeping
the meeting place will be packed.
In the evening of the 13th Mr. Da-

dant will give an interesting sketch
of American and foreign beekeeping
at the annual dinner of the Associa-
tion. With Dr. Thomas J. Headlee as
toastmaster, a very enjoyable evening
is assured.
To complete the program, Mr. Geo.

H. Rea, Apicultural Expert for New
York State, and Mr. Myers, a practical
honey producer of the same State,

will also address the meeting.
Elmer G. Carr, Sec.-Treas.

Beekeeping Short Courses
Short courses in beekeeping will be

held this winter as follows:
Iowa College of Agriculture, Ames,

January 4 to 7. Lectures by F. B.

Paddock, C. P. Dadant, Wallace
Park, L. H. Pammel, E. W. Atkins,
A. H. Dunn, H. F. Wilson, E. D. Ball,

R. E. Buchanan and R. K. Bliss.

Kansas College of Agriculture, at

Manhattan, February 7 to 12. Lec-
tures by J. H. Merrill, Frank Van
Haltern, Geo. M. Hedges, J. A. Nin-
inger, E. W. Atkins, E. R. Root, Carl
F. Buck, F .B. Paddock, C. P. Da-
dant, E. V. Gardner and E. G. Le
Stourgeon.
Ohio State University, at Colum-

bus, January 31 to February 4. Course
in charge of Dr. E. F. Phillips and
Prof. J. S. Hine; program not yet
received.

New York College of Agriculture,
at Ithaca, February 7 to 12. Course
in charge of Dr. E. F. Phillips and
George S. Rea. Program not yet
received.

An Error
In our December number we

stated that Alton L. Morgan was
chairman of the Madison County,
lUifiois, Beekeepers' Association. It

should be Alton L. Logan. Since or-

ganizing the beekeepers have had
sufificient inquiry through the chair-

man to dispose of all the honey of

the members.

Missouri Meeting
The Missouri Apicultural Society

will hold their regular annual meeting

at Columbia during Farmers' Week,
January 17 to 21. Those interested

Another Association Joins American
Honey Producers' League

The Chicago Northwestern Bee-
keepers' Association held its annual
meeting at the Great Northern Hotel,
Chicago, on Monday and Tuesday,
December 6 and 7. While this meet-
ing was a very interesting one, hav-
ing a very good program, the chief
item of interest centered in the de-
bate on whether the association
should join the American Honey

Producers' League. After much dis-

cussion and debate the resolution
was put before the assembly and
finally voted unanimously in favor of
joining.

Among the speakers were Mr. E. G.
LeStourgeon, San Antonio, Texas;
Dr. Fracker, Madison, Wis., C. O.
Yost, Indianapolis, Ind.; Kennith
Hawkins, Watertown, Wis. The
same oiiftcers were re-elected for the
coming year.

Nebraska Beekeepers to Meet
Secretary O. E. Timm advises us

that the Nebraska Honey Producers'
Association will hold their annual
meeting at University Farm on
Tuesday, January 4, and that a good
program has been prepared.

A Big Sale of Honey
In our columns some months ago

was an account of the sale of a large
amount of honey by the New York
Globe, which bought several cars of

extracted honey in 60-pound cans
from Idaho producers and sold it di-

rect to the consumers in the city of

New York. So much interest was de-
veloped as a result of this cam-
paign that the same publication is

doing the same thing again this year,
this time selling it through the local

stores in 5-pound cans. This honey
is retailing at from 29 to 33 cents per
pound put up in this way, according
to the quality of the honey. A re-

cent issue of the paper stated that

233,700 pounds had been sold so far.

As a result of the publicity attending
this efifort an enormous amount of

honey will be sold to the consumers
in New York this winter.

Honey Inspector

A honey inspector has recently

been appointed by the Wisconsin di-

vision of crops and markets. It is

his business to see that all honey of-

fered for sale in that State conforms
to the law as to grade. Every pack-
age must be stamped with 'he weight
and grade of the honey oftered.

A New Publication

"Fur, Food and Fancy" is the name
of a new publication which now
comes to our desk. It i^ devoted to

rabbits, pet stock, fur farming, bees,

etc. Kenneth Hawkins, of Water-
town, Wis., is the editor of the bee

departmeiit. We are glad to see this

department in such capable hands.

The publication is well printed, at-

tractively illustrated, and is published

at Chicago.

Honey Week Proposed

The beekeepers of Florida have en-

deavored to induce the Governor of

that State to issue a proclamation

designating the first week in January
as honey week. It is proposed to se-

cure the co-operation of the grocers

in inducing everybody to use honey

for the first week of the new year.

At time of going to press we had not

learned whether they were successful.
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Ontario County Beekeei-ers to Meet
F. Grciner, Secretary of the On-

tario Bee Beekeepers' Society, sends

notice that the annual meeting will be
held at the court-house in Canan-
daigua, N. V. on January 11.

Pennsylvania Show
The fifth annual Pennsylvania

Farm Products Show will be held at

Harrisburg, January 24 to 28. All ex-

hibits of honey and wax should be

sent to Charles N. Greene, Depart-
ment of Agriculture at Harrisburg
with exhibitor's name and address

plainly marked on each package.

Concerning Drone Comb
Jes Dalton, of Louisiana, writes to

call attention to the fact that the

queen breeder can overdo the matter
of eliminating drone-combs, saying

that he used great care for years to

remove all possible drone-comb from
his hives until he noticed a dearth of

drones with which to mate the many
virgin queens daily emerging.
Articles regarding the elimination

of drone-comb are intended for the

honey producer, rather than the

queen breeder. Too many beekeepers
greatly reduce their crops by the

rearing of useless drones The queen
breeder, on the other hand, is prin-

cipally interested in the production of

bees, and a large number of drones

at all seasons is esentiul to his suc-

cess.

A Correction
I wish to call your attention to a

mistake in the Journal of November,
1920, page 381, in the article on win-
tering by use of building felt, by me.

It should read "1J4 pound building

felt," meaning IJ/2 pounds to the

square inch, and should be placed un-
der the "cover," not the "corners."

Ira G. Blondell.

ScuIIen to Oregon College of Agri-
culture

The many friends of H. A. ScuUen,
who knew him while connected with
the Iowa College at Ames, or the

Washington College at Pullman, will

be pleased to know that he has been
engaged for beekeeping work at the

Orgon College of Agriculture at Cor-
vallis. Professor Lovett, Entomolo-
gist of that institution, has been de-
voting a portion of his time to the

beekeeping department for some time
past. It is good news to hear that

beekeeping will now receive the en-

tire time of an assistant.

Florida Beekeepers
The Florida State Beekeepers' As-

sociation was organized at an enthu-
siastic meeting of beekeepers from
all parts of the State, held at the
University of Florida, at Gainesville,
October 6, when J. W. Barney, of

Bradentown, was named President.
Other officers of the Association

are: J. K. Isbell, Wewahitchka, Vice
President; K. E. P.ragdon, Cocoa,
Secretary, and J. R. Hunter, Wewa-
hitchka, Treasurer.
Three sessions were held during the

day, with an attendance of 100 bee-

keepers. The organization of the

State Association has been fostered

by Wilmon Newell, of the University
of Florida, who is in charge of the

apiary inspection work in that State.

The State Association is the result

of the crystallization of opinion

among Florida beekeepers as the re-

sult of several strong local associa-

tions which have been organized in

different parts of the State.

Florida now has an excellent apiary

inspection law, and Mr. Newell, who
has been assisted by Charles Reese
and others of the State Plant Com-
missioner's Office, will now be as-

sisted by the more than 100 members
of the Florida State Association in

spreading the gospel of better bee-

keeping.

Another New Beekeeper
Friends of Chas. H. Reese, former

Apiarist of West Virginia and now
in charge of bee inspection in Florida,

will be glad to learn that a new
daughter was born to Professor and
Mrs. Reese on September 12.

CLASSU-lbD DtPAKTMENT.
Advertisements in this department will be

inserted for 5 cents per word, with no dis-

counts. No classified advertisements accepted
for less than 35 cents. Count each initial or

number as one word.
Copy for this department must reach us not

later than the 20th of the month preceding
date of issue. If intended fbr classified de-

partment it should be so stated when adver-
tisement is sent.

BEES AND QUEENS
Lower Price. Top Quality. Atwater's Honey.

BEES in 2-pound packages, with or without
queens. Now booking orders for spring de-

livery. Safe arrival guaranteed. Always glad to

answer questions. Caney Valley Apiaries,

J. D. Yancey, Mgr., Bay City, Texas.

FOR SALE—Italian bees, hives, equipment.
Wm. Hill, Warsaw, 111.

THREE-BAND BREEDERS from one of the

heaviest honey-gathering strains in the State.

$10 each. Delivery May 15.

A. V. Small, Augusta, Kans.

1921 PRICES on nuclei and queens: 1-frarae

nucleus, $3; 2-frame nucleus, $5; 3-frame

nucleus, $6.50; without queens, f. o. b. Macon,
Miss.; 6 per cent discount on lots of 25 or

more. Untested queens $1.25 each, $15 per

doz; tested queens $2 each, $22 per doz. No.
disease; inspection certificate with each ship-

ment. Safe arrival and satisfaction guaran-

teed in U. S.. Queens sold only with nuclei.

Geo. A. Hummer 5i Sons, Prairie Point, Miss

PACKAGE BEES—Same old prices if you
send cash with order.

E. A. Harris, Albany, Ala.

FOR SALE—Three-banded; Italian queens
untested, $1.60 each; 6, $7.50; 12, $14. Se-

lect untested, $1.75 each; satisfaction guaran-

teed. W. T. Perdue & Sons.

R. No. 1, Fort Deposit, Ala.

WE are booking orders for our golden Ital-

ian queens for spring delivery after April 15.

Untested queens, 1, $1.50; doz., $15; select un-

tested queens. 1, $1.75; doz., $18; virgin queens,

1, 75c; doz., $9; tested queens, 1, $3; doz., $36

Safe arrival guaranteed.
Tillery Brothers, Georgiana, Ala.

FOR SALE—Eutopian quality Italian queens,

the kind that satisfy. May 15 to June 10,

untested, $2 each. After June 10, untested,

$1.60 each. 6, $8. Virgins, 90c each; 6, $4.75.

Eutopian Apiaries, Amboy, Minn.

FOR SALE—Hardy Italian queens, $1 each

W. G. Lauver, Middletown, Pa.

FOR SALE—Large, hardy, prolific queens: 8-

banded Italians and golden pure mating and
safe arrival guaranteed. We ship only queens
that are top notchers in size, prolificness and
color. Untested, $2 each; 6, for $11; 25 for

$45; tested queens $3 each. 6 for $16,

Buckeye Bee Co., Box 448 Massillon, Ohio.

WE are now booking orders for early spring
delivery of two and three-frame nuclei, with

untested or tested queens. Write for prices
and terms. We also manufacture cypress hives
and frames.

Sarasota Bee Co., Sarasota, Fla.

FOR SPRING DELIVERY—One good Italian
queen. 1 Hoffman standard frame emerging

brood. 1 pound live bees, price complete $6.50,
f 0. b. Bordelonville. Queen introduced,
mated, laying enroute; loss in transit replaced
if noted on express tag by agent; no disease
in State. References given. Orders booked.
May delivery, one-fifth cash; orders filled in
rotation. Jess Dalton, Bordelonville, La.

NUCLEI for 1921—We beg to advise those
who intend to purchase nuclei to enter their

orders early in order to be certain of being
able to obtain them, as the demand greatly ex-
ceeded the supply during the past season, and
the majority of late orders went unfilled. We
are now booking orders for three-frame nu-
clei of Italian bees, with Italian queen, at
$6.50 Hybrid bees, with guaranteed pure
Italian queen, at $5.50. Terms, one-third down
with order. No di.ease, safe arrival and satis-

faction guaranteed. A. R Irish,

Doctortown, Georgia.

EDSON APIARIES now booking orders for
queen bees for delivery during season of

1921. Prices: One untested queen, $1.25; 60
untested queens, $57.50; 100 untested queens,
$100. Orders filled in rotation; first shipments
March 1, 1921.

Edson Apiaries, Gridley. Calif.

ORDERS BOOKED NOW for 1921 shipments
of bees and queens. Send for descriptive

circular and price list.

R. V. Stearns, Brady, Texas.

DAY-OLD QUEENS—Superior improved Ital-

ians, mailed in safety introducing cages.

Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed any-
where in the U S. and Canada. Send for cir-

cular. Order in advance. Prices, April to Oc-
tober, 1, 75c; 12, $7.20; 100, $60.

James McKee, Riverside, Calif.

A. I. ROOT STRAIN of leather-colored Ital-

ians that are both resistant and honey gath-

erers. The queens and bees need no recom-
mendation for they speak for themselves. Un-
tested, one, $1.50; six, $8.40; twelve, $15. Se-

lect untested, one, $2; tested, one, $2.60; select

tested, one, $3. For larger amounts write,

A. J. Pinard, Morgan Hill, Calif.

PURE ITALIAN QUEENS—Golden or leather

colored, packages and nuclei; 1 untested
queen, $1.50; 6, $7.50; 12, $13.50; 50, $56; 100,

$100; virgins, 50c each; packages, 24 and un-

der, $2.25 per pound; 25 and over, $2 per
pound; nuclei, l-frame, $4; 2-frame, $6; 3-

frame, $7.50; queens extra. One-story 10-

frame colony with queen, $12.
Golden Star Apiaries,

R. 3, Box 166, Chico, Calif.

BEES AND QUEENS from my New Jersey
apiary. J. H. M. Cook,
lAtf 84 Cortland St. New York City.

PACKAGE BEES AND PURE ITALIAN
QUEENS—Booking orders now for spring

delivery. Circular free. J. E. Wing,
165 Schieli Ave., San Jose, Calif.

BOOK YOUR ORDERS for QUEENS now—
Goldens, $2; tested, $3; banded, $1.60; tested,

$2.60; six or more 10 per cent Ics*.

Clover Leaf Apiaries, Wahoo, Neb.

1920 PRICES for "She SuiU Me" queem.
Untested Italian queen, from May 16 to

June 15, $1.50 each. After June 15, $1.80

each; $18.60 for ten; $1.10 each for 8S or

more.
Allen Latham, Norwichtown, Conn.

"QUALITY" THREEBANDED ITALIANS
from excellent stock; untested queens, 1,

$1.60; 6 for $7.60; 12 for $13.50; 60 for $65;

100 for $100. N. J. J»me»,
1186 Bird Ave., San Joae. C«li{.
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HIGH GRADE ITALIAN QUEENS—Send
for catalog.

Jay Smith, R. 3, Vincennes, Ind.

BEES BY THE POUND, ALSO QUEENS—
Booking orders now. Free circular gives

prices, etc. See larger ad elsewhere.
Nueces County Apiaries, Calallen, Texas,

E. B. Ault, Prop.

HONEY AND BEESWAX
Lower Price. Top Quality. Atwater's Honey.

FOR SALE—Choice clover extracted honey,
$21.50 per case of two OO-lb. cans. For

large quantities, write for prices.

J. D. B-_ls, Oto, Iowa.

FOR SALE—Amber honey, 2 60-lb cans per
case, 15c per pound; less in 10-case lots.

Arthur Knerston, Shreveport, La., Gen. Del.

FOR SALE—6,000 lbs choice clover and bass-

wood honey in GO-lb. cans, packed 2 to the

case. Give me an offer.

Rowen Grebin, Preston, Minn.

FOR SALE—Raspberry, basswood, amber and
clover honey in 60-lb. cans. 2 per case, at

20c per pound. Also in 5 and 10-pound pails.

Julius Gentz, Wabeno, Wis.

EXTRACTED HONEY—We sell it in any
quantity. Write for prices.

C. C. Clemons Produce Co.,

128 Grand Ave., Kansas City, Mo.

FOR SALE—Finest quality extracted honey
in 60 lb. square ca-is 2 cans per case State

how much you can use and I wili quote you on
same. Angus M. Paterson,

212 E. 5tn St., Flin;, Mich.

NEW HONEY. NEW PRICES—Supply your
customers, finest alfalfa-clover honey, extra

strong cases, $11.50 for one 60-lb. can, $21.60

case of 2, all f. o. b. here. Write for prices

large lots. Two carloads sold; puenty on hand.

E. F. Atwater, Box 37J, Meridian, Idaho.

FOR SALE—20,000 pounds of choice light am-
ber honey, from Spanish needle and hearts-

ease in new 60-pound cans and 5 and 10-pound
pails. Write for price and sample. Please

state how much you can use.

F. W. Luebeck, R. 2, Knox, Ind.

FOR SALE—White sweet clover extracted

honey in new 60-pound cans, at 17c a pound
f. o. h. Delta, Colo,

J. T. Hartford, Cedaredge, Colo.

FOR SALE—Well ripened extracted clover

honey, 20c per pound, buckwheat and dark
amber 17c, two 60-pound cans to case; clover

extracted in 5-pound pails, $1.25; amber and
buckwheat, $1 per pail. 12 pails to case, or 30

to 50 pails to barrel.

H. G. Quirin, Bellevue, Ohio.

WHOLESALE PRICES to beekeepers for

their winter trade, alfalfa, sweet clover, ex-

tracted, 16c per pound in 60-pound cans,

Foster Honey & Merc. Co., Boulder, Colo.

FOR SALE—Finest white clover and basswood
extracted honey in 60-pound cans.

Noah Bordner, Holgate, Ohio.

EXTRACTED HONEY—Fancy L. A. quality,

60-lb tin, 2 per case, 12c lb.; 10-lb. tin, 6 per

case, 15c lb.; white 20c per lb. in 60-lb. cans.

Hoffman & Hauck, Inc.. Woodhaven, N. Y.

FOR SALE—Sweet clover extracted honey n

60-lb. cans First premium at county and
state fairs. Harry McCombs, Sterling Colo.

SOUTHERN AMBER HONEY — Two 60-lb

cans to the case, 15c per pound.
Walter Reppert, Shreveport, La., Gen. Del.

FOR SALE—Choice white clover honey in OO-

lb cans; none finer.

J. F. Moore, Tiffin. Ohio.

FOR SALE—Very fine quality basswood-milk-
weed (mostly milkweed) honey in 60-pound

cans, P. W. Sowinski, BeMaire. Mich.

FOR SALE—Clover and buckwheat honey,

either comb or extracted, at reduced prices;

any style container. A postcard will bring our
quotations. The Deroy Taylor < o.,

W»yne Co.. Newark, N. Y.

FOR SALE—Honey of a basswood and clover
grade, put up in 60-lb. cans, 18 cents per

pound f. 0. b. here; sample 20c.

W. M. Peacock. Mapleton, Iowa.

WANTED—Comb and extracted honey.
The L. H. Snider Apiaries, Auburn, Ind.

FOR SALE—Finest Michigan raspberry, bass-

wood and clover honey in 60-lb. cans, 25c
per pound. Free . -mple.

W. A. Latshaw Co., Clarion, Mich.

FOR SALE—Very choice grade of sweet clo-

ver extracted honey.
Thos. Atkinson, Cozad, Neb..

WANTED — Extracted honey. SUte how
packed. Send sample, lowest cash price.

P. Outzen, White Bear Lake, Minn.

WANTED—Shipments of old comb and cap-

pings for rendering. We pay the highest

cash and trade prices, charging but 5c a pound
for wax rendering. Fred W. Mutb Co..

204 Walnut St.. Cincinnati. Ohio.

SUPPLIES

Lower Price. Top Quality. Atwater's Honey.

IN going over our stock we find some soiled

articles, good for all practical purposes but
hardly to be sent out as first-grade material.

We offer these at reduced prices, as follows:

2 crates 5-1 sty. S-frm- dovetailed hives,

per crate $16.00
4 crates 5-10 frame supers for 5^ extract-

ing frames, empty, per crate 2.75

2 crates 25 single tier ship, cases, with
glass 4J4. per crate 12.50

1 crate 50 ship, cases for 3^x5 sec-

tions 20.00
1 crate 100 Hoffman frames 6.00

1 crate 100 section holders 4.50

5 crates 5 No. 1 Wisconsin supers, per
crate 3.50

1 crate 6 No.- 1 10-frm. dovetailed su-

pers 5.00

3 crates 6 10-frm. supers for 4j4x4J43tlJ^
sections, per crate 4.60

5 cases 24 24-oz. jars, per case 1.50

7 cases 24 6-02. jars, per case 90
5 cases 25 5-oz. jars, per case 80

1 No. 15 extractor 35.00

1 No. 25 extractor, hand power 60.00

1 Cook's Manual book, cloth bound 76
1 Langstroth book, cloth bound 1.25

S Doolittle Queen Rearing, cloth bound,
each 50

1 Fifty Years Among the Bees 75

1 Productive Beekeeping 1.50

2 Practical Queen Rearing, each 75

1 Miller's Thousand Answers 76

1 Outapiaries 76
1 American Honey Plants 1.50

2 Wright wiring devices, each 2.00

2,000 4%x\Ji 3 si. split sections, per
thousand 12-00

10 Thale bee feeders, each 35

5 No. 4 8-frm. dovetailed supers 4.00

5 10-frm. Lang. Simplicity supers 3 50

5 No. 2 10-frm. Tri-State supers 4.00

5 10-frm. Tri-State extracting supers.... 4,00

Write today, sending cash with order.

Dadant & Sons, Hamilton, 111.

GOING CHEAP—50 eight-frame and 50 ten-

frame standard dovetailed hives, complete

with Hoffman metall-spaced frames, covers

and bottoms, all in the flat, at $2.75 apiece; in

any amount, from one to fifty; cash with

order.
Paul D. Roban, Waverly, Minn.

FOR SALE—We have recently transferred 50

colonies of bees from old-style American
hives with 12x12 frames. The discarded hives

are in good shape, well painted a d would be

desirable to anyone having this size hives.

We offer the empty hives at $1.60 each, if all

are taken in one lot. Write for further par-

ticulars.

Dadant & Sons, Hamilton, 111.

FOR SALE—3,000 como-honey supers for

4x5 section, nailed and painted; run in clean

yards; are practically as good as new. Also,

4,000 Airline shipping cases; also nailed, cor-

rugated paper for same; also 40,000 grooved
sections with full sheets of foundation for

same. This is all Al stuff and prices away
down. L. A. Coblentz, Rigby, Idaho.

ROOT'S GOODS at Roofs prices.

A. W. Yates. Hartford, Conn.

SPECIAL 5-GAL. CANS—Have 300 cases
left, perfect California used 5-gal cans, 2

to case, heavy wood, large screw-cap cans. Will
close out to first buyers 60c case. Order quick.
Hoffman & Hauck, Inc., Woodhaven, N. Y.

FOR SALE To reduce stock, crates of 96
1 gallon cans, with bails and 3-inch screw

caps, at $17.60 per crate, f. o. b. Grand Rapids.
A. G. Woodmaii Co., Grand Rapids, Mich.

FOR SALE—-One-pound jars in two doz. cases,

ten cases or more at $1.76 per case, f. o. b.

factory.

A- G. Woodman Co., Grand Rapids, Mirh

FOR SALE—Good second-hand double-deck
comb honey shipping cases for 4J4x4^xl^

sections, 25 cents per case, f. 0. b. Cincinnati;
terms cash with order.

C. H. W Weber & Co.,

2146 Central Ave., Cincinnati, O.

FOR SALE—Good second-hand empty 60-lb.

honey cans, two cans to the case, at 60c per
case, f. o. b. Cincinnati. Terms cash with or-

der. C. H W Weber & Co.,

2146 Central Ave., Cincinnati, O.

SEND us a list of goods wanted and will

quote you lowest prices. We are the money-
saving house. Price list free. Try us.

H. S. Duby & Son, St. Anne, 111.

WANTED
Lower Price. Top Quality. Atwater's Honey.

WANTED-—Second-hand extractor.

Dr. Smith, Villisca, Iowa.

WANTED—Three to five thousand lbs. of
choice or light amber honey. Mention how

packed. Send sample and lowest cash price.

H. C. Wittmann, Lincoln, Neb

BEES WANTED—100 strong, healthy Italian

colonies in standard hives. Address,
A. L, Foster, 1209 W. Forest Ave.,

Detroit, Mich.

WANTED—A good honey location and bee
outfit.

Delbert Lhommedieu, Colo, Iowa.

WANTED—Back numbers of Gleanings in Bee
Culture, from January, 1899. to June, 1920.

W. H. Humphries, Midvale, Va.

WANTED—Migratory C. I. Graham can han-
dle carload of healthy bees in 1921 season.

Three hundred double colonies for extracted
honey on share basis, fifty-fifty. Ship to

Southern California Sage Belt, where I have
produced 300 pounds of water-white sage
honey per colony in May and June. Then
shipped to later field for second and third

crops. Winter address, Durham, Butte County,
California.

WANTED—White clover honey, 60 pounds
and up. Address,

Frank Coyle, Penfield, III.

I BUY and sell bees. If you have one colony
or more, write

Frank Coyle, -Penfield. 111.

WANTEI^—To correspond with parties hav-

ing bees in lO-frai.ie standard hives that will

lease them on shares. Will give good contract
and have a good southwest Iowa location.

W. A. Jenkins,
144 Simmons St., Galesburg, 111.

WANTED—Bees, with or without location.

F. W. Pease,
1717 Blake Boulevard, Cedar Rapids. la.

WANTED—Beeswax, oil combs and cappings

lor rendc-ing :m shares. Also wa < accepted
for trade. Top market prices offered.

A. I. Root Co., Council Bluffs, Iowa.

WANTED—White extracted honey of fine

quality. Write us what you have, and price.

Longfellow Bros.. Hollowell. Maine.

WANTED—Disease-free bees, beehives, brood-

combs and other bee "fixings." What have

you? Lloyd W. Smith, Madison, N. J.

WANTED—Beeswax. At present we pay 36c

per pound in cash and 88c in trade for clean,

yellow wax, delivered Denver.
The Colorado Hon y Producers' Association,

Denver, Colo.
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WANTED—Second-hand hives, standard 10
frame. Dr. Smith, Villisca, Iowa.

WE BUY HONEY AND BEESWAX. GWe
us your best price delivered New York. On

comb honey state quantity, quality, size,

weight per section and sections to a case. Ex-
tracted honey, quantity, quality, how packed,
and send sample. Charles Israel Bros. Co.,

486-460 Canal St., New York City.

WANTED—Extracted honey, also comb honey,
beeswax and maple syrup. State how

packed. Paul Thomae,
1131 3rd St., Milwaukee, Wis.

WANTED Your order for "Superior** Foun-
dation. Prompt thipmenta at right prices.

Superior Honey Co., Ogden, Utah.

WANTED—Your old combs, cappings and
slumgum to render into beeswax. We get

enough more wax with our well equipped
presses to pay for our work.

Dadant & Sons. Hamilton, 111.

SITUATIONS
Lower Price. Top Quality. Atwater's Honey.

WANTED—Two comb-honey men for season
of 1921. Give experience, age, and wages

expected.
B. F. Smith, Jr., Fromberg, Mont.

WANTED—Two helpers, one with experience,
to begin March, for 700 colonies of bees.

Give age, experience, wages wanted, recom-
mendations, etc. Can sell an apiary so you
can work it out. May lease all after August.

El Centro, Calif., Box 2, R. F. D. 1.

V''ANTED—Young man by year, to begin at

once to sell honey and work with bees. Sate
experience and wages.
Students Bee & Honey Co., Berkeley, Calif.

WANTED—Will give experience and fair

wage to active young man not afraid of

work, for help in large, well-equipped set of

apiaries for season starting April. State pres-

ent occupation, weight, height, age and bee-

keeping experience, if any.
Morley Pettit, The Pettit Apiaries,

Georgetown, Ont.

WANTED—Position with good bee man in

Texas. Have had experience. Wife and 14-

year-old boy also like to work with bees and
chickens. Ready to work by February.

J. H. T. Meurer, 616 S. 8th St.. Fredonia, Kan.

WANTED—Beekeeper with some experience,

for work in our apiary on Key Biscayne
during the season of 1921, to begin February
1, under the direction of C. E. Bartholomew,
who was formerly with the Department of --g-

riculture. Hugh M. Matheson,
1608 Avenue G, Miami, Fla.

WANTED—One or two good queen-rearing
men to begin work February 15, 1921.

Nueces County Apiaries. Calallen. Texas.

FOR SALE
Lower Price. Top Quality. Atwater's Honey.

FOR SALE—"Superior" Foundation (Weed
process). Quality and service unexcelled.

Superior Honey Co., Ogden, Utah.

FOR SALE—Cedar or pine dovetailed hives;

also full line of supplies, including Dadant's
foundation. Write for catalog.

A. E. Burdick, Sunnyside, Wash.

FOR SALE—Fifty 8-frame hive-bodies at a

bargain.
P. W. Sowinski, Bellaire, Mich-

FOR SALE—100 8 and 10-frame hives, Root
and Wilder make, part painted, with half-

depth supers, with shallow frames; only used
this season. No disease here. Am changing
to long idea hive, reason for selling. Price

$200 for the lot, or $2.25 each.
A. Irish, Doctortown, Ga.

FOR SALE—Custer Battlefield Apiaries. 1

will sell my 200 colonies of bees, with a full

outfit for extracted honey, house and 6 acres

of land, quarter mile from Hardin. If inter-

ested, write me. S. F Lawrence.
Harlin, Mont.

FOR SALE—White sweet clover seed, hulled,

20 cents per pound.
Will Gavin, Lake Arthur, New Mexico.

FOR SALE—40-acre farm, 10 acres timber;
nice home; 1 mile from R. R. station; ideal

place for bees and poultry, $3,200. Addi-
tional land if wanted. Write for particulars.

H. J. Koopman, Falmouth, Mich.

FOR SALE—150 colonies in two-story 8-

frame hives, best combs, $15 per colony;

good condition April 1. Some equipment half

catalog price. This will not appear again.

Daniel Danielson. Brush, Colo.

FOR SALE— Biennial sweet clover; white 25c;

yellow 20c pound; makes finest of stock and
bee pasture. Inoculation $1 for bushel seed;

samples. Elmer Eraser, Maryville, Mo.

ALABAMA Farm, especially adapted to BEES.
Mild climate, long flowering season, variety

of crops: BARGAIN. Owner,
ir.9 Uhland Terrace, Washington. D. C.

MISCELLANEOUS

Lower Price. Top Quality. Atwater's Honey.

GRANULATED HONEY SLTPS—100, 20c.

Dr. I onney. Buck Grove. Iowa-

GINSENG and 200 other roots and herbs for

making medicine, perfume and dyes; how to

gather. Address of buyers that pay top prices.

Book only 30c.

O. Twitchell, Box 9 W. Milan, N. H.

WILL EXCHANGE Barnes saw, No. 1 condi-
tion, for Hershiser wax press or 16-ga. ham-

merless double gun, or offers. Enclose stamp.
A. D. D. Wood, Lansing, Mich.

OLD-TIME BEE BOOKS—50 to 250 years
old. Every beekeeper should own at least

one. Send for price list. John E. Miller,

53 S.; 1819 Weeks Ave., New York City.

DR. MILLER'S BEE SONGS are in "Songs
of Beedom.' Ten songs for 20 cents, post-

paid; 2-cent stamps taken. Also Teddy Bear
souvenir postal cards, 10 for 10 cents. Ad-
dress Geo. W. York, Box 84, Spokane, Wash.

SELL YOUR WARES with sign-boards, the

silent salesmen. Place now to «ell next
year's crop with them. Signs made to order.

Prices reasonable. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Investigate. H. A. Schaefer. Osseo. Wis,

QUEENS
Write for our catalog of high grade Italian

Queens. Pure mating and safe arrival

guaranteed.

Prices for 1921:

1 to 4 inclusive $ 3.00 ea.

5 to 9 inclusive 2.90 ea.

10 or more 2.80 ea.

Breeders 12 00 ea.

JAY SMITH ( ?h7e%^ ) Vincennes, Ind.

THAGARD'S ITALIAN QUEENS
Bred for quality. My Three-banded queens are bred from imported stock; they are
hardy, prolific, gentle, disease-resisting and honey producers. They are superior. Try
them and be convinced. Book your orders now for spring delivery.

Untested. 1, $2; 6, $8; 12. $16.

Select untested, 1, $2.25; 6, $10; 12, $18.

Tested. 1, $3; 6, $16; 12, $28.
Select tested, 1, $6; 6, $25; 12, $60.
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i V. H. THAUAKD, Greenville, Ala. %
•I- t

BEES BY THE POUND AFTER MAY 1

One^pound, $4; two pounds, $7.

Hybrid bees—One pound, $2.25; two pounds, $4. Add price of queen wanted.
Lots of ten or more packages, 10 per cent discount.

Safe arrival, pure mating and perfect satisfaction guaranteed. Circular free.

V. R. THAGARD, Greenville, Ala.

Italian Bees by the Pound in

Pacliages
GOLDEN QUEENS 3-BAND QUEENS

We arc better prepared than ever before to handle a large demand for both queens
and bees by the pound. Let us send you one of our 1921 circulars and late price lists.

We are now booking orders almost daily for next spring delivery. Let us book your
order now. so as to assure prompt delivery when the bees or queens ar wanted. Only
a limited number of orders will be accepted for booking, as we are absolutely deter-

mined to take only as many orders as we can handle absolutely on time.

M. C. BERRY & COMPANY, Hayneville, Ala., U. S. A.
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Quality Bee Supplies
FROM A

Reliable House
Without fear or favor, I place my BEE WARE and SERVICE be-

fore you.

It is the small annoyances that often grow into disastrous results.

Avoid the so-called "little losses" by using MONDENG'S GOODS.

Quality is first—save time when you put your goods together, by
getting supplies that are accurately made. Service is ne.xt—no delays

when bee supplies are ordered from my factory.

I am ready to rneet your urgent needs.

Send for my new price list.

Closing out all Langstroth and Wisconsin hives and supers. Also
Langstroth triangular top-bar frames and eight-frame D. T. supers

for 4.x5 section.s. Will sell at cost price. Write for quotations.

CHAS. MONDENG
146 Newton Ave. N. and 159 Cedar Lake Rd. Minneapolis, Minn.

ITALIAN QUEENS
BOOKING ORDERS NOW FOR 1921. QUEENS READY APRIL 1

My Italians are of

strain of bees. They
and the best of honey
parties who are using
orders for one-fourth
guarantee safe arrival

PRICES FOR APRIL,
1

Untested $1.50 ?

Select untested 1.7S

No nuclei or pound

Descriptive circular

an e.xceptionally vigorous and long-lived

are gentle, prolific, very resistant to foulbrood,
gatherers. I have sold a good many queens to

them in stamping out foulbrood. -Will book
cash, and the balance just before delivery. Will

in the United States and Canada.

MAY AND JUNE
6 12 16

S.OO $15.00 Tested $2.50 $12.50

9.00 16.00 Select tested 3.00 each.

packages of bees for sale.

and price list free".

12

$24.00

JOHN G. MILLER
723 C. ST., CORPUS CHRISTI, TEXAS

<t *. •- -« -»- »--»-..-*-*--*.»•-.*- -*- -*--*-'*aj**Aj*««*««*f*t*»* i*n*««*« 1*11*11*11*11*1**1 t*t 1*1 t*tt*i*U*M,*,K**U,*U*U,*Ad,V**AA*AA*<^*a^*A
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FOR SALE
IF YOU WANT THE CHEAPEST, BUY THE BEST

I am prepared to furnish for the season of 1921 twenty-five hun-

dred two and three nuclei of my bright 3-banded Italian bees, headed
with young, vigorous queens. These bees are free from disease and
safe arrival guaranteed. Hoffman frames wired and on full sheets

of foundation ; very few combs over two year sold. 1 am booking
orders now, with first payment to be made February 1, 1921, unless

purchaser wishes to make a payment with order.

Two-frame, $4.25; three-frame, $5.25. If queens are wanted add

$1.25 each.

A. B. MARCHANT, Jesup, Ga.
Reference: Merchants and Farmers Bank of Jesup.

>-.»-JUA-ft»************A^********A*^^

PAINT WITHOUT OIL
Remarkable Discovery that Cuts Down

the Cost of Paint 75%
A Free Trial Package is Mailed to Everyone

Who Writes
A. L. Rice, a prominent manufacturer of

Adams, N. Y., discovered a process of making
a new kind of paint without the use of oil. He
named it Powdrpaint. It comes in the furm of
a dry powder, and all that is required is cold
water to make a paint weather proof, fire

proof, sanitary and durable for outside or in-

side painting. It is the cement principle ap-
plied to paint. It adheres to any surface,
wood, stone or brick, spreads and looks like

oil paint and costs about one-fourth as much.
Write to A. L. Rice, Inc., Manufacturers,

23 North St., Adams, N. Y., and a free trial

package will be mailed to you, also color card
and full information, showing you how you
can save a good many dollars. Write today.

PAT JULY so, 19 I Q

C.O.BRUNO NAILING DEVICE
Madefor the Huffman Brood Frames. A coinbined
Nailinfir.Wiring and Wedge Clamping Device. Has
been tried and ia guaranteed to do accurate work.

PRICE $7.50
Complete directions foroperating are furnished

with each device-

Manufactured by C. O. BRUNO
HIS Somth Wsst Strsat, Rockford, UUmIs

Illinois Beekeepers
Become a member of the State Association. If

you pay the dues of $1.75 you become a mem-

ber, get a years' subscription to your choice of

bee journal and cloth-bound copy of the annual

report issued every fall.

G. M. WITHROW, Secy.
Mechanicsburg, III.

ATTENTION, PACIFIC NORTH-
WEST BEEKEEPERS!

We handle a full line of supplies for

beekeepers, including Italian Queens.
Write us your requirements and for

our Catalog A. It's free.

SPOKANE SEED CO.,

906 First Ave. Spokane. Wash.

BEST GOLDEN
ITALIANS

BEN G. DAVIS, ^"TeS'n."'"-

BINDING FOR BEEKEEPERS
We do all kinds of book bind-

ing, such as magazines like the

"American Bee Journal," or any
other publication. Also make
any style blank book, either

printed or unprinted heading.

LUTZ & STAHL, Keokuk, Iowa
i~».>.:~:~:~:~:~:~:~K~:-:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:-:~:~:~>
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NOW IS THE TIME
When the market is slow is

the time to push local sales by
means of well-placed advertis-
ing. Our line of honey labels is

the finest in the market. I^ you
have not yet received a copy of
our catalog, send for one 'oday.

CALENDARS, PLACARDS
We are prepared to furnish

tlie queenbee in color like the
one on this month's cover,
either as a placard or a alen-
dar. These are printed on white
enameled cardboard 7x11 inches
in size. Price, with your ad-
vertisement printed thereon, $2
per dozen, or $11 per hundred,
postpaid.

We also have the children's doll party, little girls eating honey,

on similar enameled cardboard, 9.k11 inches, in either calendars or

placards, at $2 per dozen, or $11 per 100. Make your advertisement

brief, as it can be read more readily without too much printing.

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL, Hamilton, III.

V
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BEEKEEPERS
Place your order for supplies- NOW and take advantage of the

Early Order Casli Discount, 5 per cent for December, 4 per cent

for January. Our stock of Standard Hives, Supers, Hive Bodies,

Brood Frames, Foundation and all other Standard Goods is com-
plete. "If you want the Cheapest, buy the Best."

Our aim is to give prompt service, highest quality and Guaran-

teed satisfaction to our custjmers. Send us a trial order. We feel

confident you will be satisfied.

Our annual catalog will be rtady for mailing January, 1921. It's

free for the asking.

AUGUST LOTZ COMPANY, Boyd, Wisconsin
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BEE SUPPLIES
We are prepared to give you value

for your money. Our factory is

well equipped writh the best ma-
chinery to manufacture the very

A-best supplies that money can

buy. Only the choicest material

suitable for bee hives is used. Our
workmanship is the very best.

Get our prices and save money.

Eggers Bee Supply Mfg. Co.
Incorporated

ROUTE 1, EAU CLAIRE, WIS.

SELL YOUR CROP OF HONEY TO

HAUFMAN & HAUCK, Inc.
WOODHAVEN, N. Y.

No lot too large or small, and purchase your containers. Prompt

shipment.

2>4-pound pails, case 2 doz., $1.90 each; crate 100, $ 7.25

S-pound pails, case 1 doz., $1.80 each ; crate 100, $11.00

10-pound pails, case Vz doz., $1.60 each ; crate 100, $17.50

S-gal. cans, used 2 to case, 60c case.

White Flint Glass Jars, Screw Caps-

Quart honey, 3-lb. size, 1 doz cartons $1-25 eacr

1-lb. size, 2 doz. cartons $1-70 each

J^-lb. size, 3 doz. cartons $2.00 each

ESCAPE
SAVES
HONEY
TIME

IMONEY
F or sal. by all d.alars.

If >• d.al.r, writ* fa.tanr

R. « L C. P«irrUI, MFRS.
Lawl.town, llllaala. U. •. A.

(Pleaie mention Am. Bee Journal when writinc)

HONEY FOR
SALE

We have New York State light

honey, 2 60-lb. i-ans in a case. Price

on application.

I. J. STRIRQHAM, aian Cove, N. Y.

NASSAU, CO.

BARNES' FOOTPOWER MACHINERY
Read what J. E. Parent,

of Chariton, N. Y. says:

"We cut with one of

your Combined
Machines last winter SO
chafi hives with 7-in.

cap, 100 honey-racks,

500 frames and a great

deal of other work."

W. F. & JOHN BARNES
995 Ruby St., ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS

ELECTRIC IMBEDDER
Price without Batteries $1.50

Not postpaid.

Actually cements wires in the foundation.

Will work with dry cells or with city cur-

rent in connection with transformer. Best

device of its kind on the market.

For sal* by all b«e aupply daalara

Dadant & Sons, ffiSuLTONTiLL.

BEE SUPPLIES
We carry a complete stock of sup-

plies at all times, and can make
prompt shipments. Our prices will

interest you.
Send U* Your Inquiries

A. H. RUSCH & SON CO.
Ro^stUI.. Wis.
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Place Your ''falcon'' Order Early

r^ELIVERlES will be more certain; everything will be on hand
•L' ready for spring. Special discount to early buyers.

INCLUDE an Ideal Bee Veil in this season's supplies. Made of

A light weight indestructible wire and strong cloth. Will not
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ANOTHER NEW BOOK

BEEKEEPING IN THE SOUTH
BY KENNITH HAWKINS

There is a general demand tor a book giving detailed

information relating to beekeeping conditions in the

South. Kennith Hawkins, as a beekeeping specialist

for the United States Department of Agriculture, visited

all the Southern States and has made a special study of

the characteristics of this region. This is not a text-

book of beekeeping, but rather a book of information

about a great region where beekeeping offers exceptional

possibilities and where there is a great variation of the

nd flora of different sections. Illustrated with many photo-

Mailing weight one pound. Price $1.25.

climate a

graphs

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL, "'"''*°"
Illinois

FOR SALE 1000 NUCLEI ITALIAN BEES WITH QUEENS
I am offering to the trade for the season of 1921, 1,000 nuclei Italian bees with pure inated Italian queens.

My combs are built from full sheets foundation in Hoffman frames; prices as follows:

Prices on Nuclei with Untested Italian Queens
Two-frame nuclei, $5.50 each; 25 or more, $5.00 each.

Three-frame nuclei, $6.50 each; 25 or more, $6.00 each.

Price on Italian Queens
Untested queens, $1.50 each, $15.00 per dozen; 25 or more, $1.00 each.

Tested Italian queens, $2.50 each, $25.00 per dozen; 25 or more, $1.75 each.

I am booking orders now and will be glad to have your order or part of same. I shall be ready to make
shipments April 15, and assure you prompt attention, and orders filled when promised, or money returned. I

guarantee safe arrival, no disease in any of my yards.

SOUTH GEORGIA APIARIES ^^p?„°;?e1i;'°'' HebardviUe, Ga.

.».:».>

MR. BEEKEEPER—
We have a large plant especially equipped to manufacture the sup-

plies that you use. We guarantee all materials and workmanship.

We ship anywhere. We allow early order discounts and make

prompt shipments. Write for free illustrated catalog today

LEAHY MFG. CO., 90 Sixth Street, Higginsville, Missouri
J. W. ROUSE, Mexico, Missouri A. M. HUNT, Goidthwaite, Missouri
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Crop and Market Report
Compiled by M. G. Dadant

For our January market page we asked the following

questions of our contributors:

1. How much honey remains on hand in your section?

2. How is the demand? Local? Wliolesalc?

3. At what price is honey being offered? At what price

sold?
4. How did bees go into winter quarters?

HONEY ON HAND

There seems to be very little honey left in the New
England States and the bulk of the crop has moved in New
York and Pennsylvania, except with some of the large

producers, who have from 20 to 50 per cent on hand.

Practically the whole crop seems to have moved in the

Southeastern States, and at fair prices. In Texas there

is not a great deal of honey left, probably 10 to 20 per

cent would cover it. The Central States, including the

States of Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Iowa, Missouri Kansas
and Nebraska, have disposed of a majority of their honey
in a retail way. There are, of course, still a number of

large producers who are holding a part of their crop, but

there seems to be no inclination to a very large drop in

prices to dispose of it. In Michigan practically all the

small producers have sold their crop and some of the

large producers are out. A majority of the big beekeepers,

however, have probably SO per cent or more of their honey
on hand. The same is true in Wisconsin and Minnesota.

There are varying reports from Colorado and the Inter-

mountain States. Probably a majority of the beekeepers
within the Association have disposed of their honey, es-

pecially the combs.. Throughout the whole territory there

is possibly 30 to SO per cent left in the hands of the pro-

ducers. In Montana honey has moved very well and
there is probably not 20 per cent of the crop left. The
Idaho crop seems to have moved a little slower, as did

that of Utah and Nevada. Washington and Oregon seem
to be cleaning up pretty well on their honey. The re-

ports from California are conflicting. Some of the large

beekeepers have disposed of their entire crop, others

have from 2S to 40 per cent on hand. The Association

there is making an extensive campaign and should have
no trouble in disposing of the output of its members.

DEMAND FOR HONEY

Throughout the whole country the wholesale and job-

bing demand for honey seems to be still slow, with prob-
ably considerable improvement over when our last report

was written.
Throughout the eastern half of the country the retail

demand is good and those who have made any campaign
for pushing the local sales have gotten rid of their honey
without difficulty. Within the last week or ten days there

seems to have been a quickening of the demand on the

part of the wholesalers. This is probably due to the

fact that retailers are asking for holiday stocks and as

the wholesalers' holdings are light, it is necessary for

them to restock.

PRICES OF HONEY

The honey price is holding up very well. The lowest
prices suggested by any of the reporters was 16c for

white honey, and many have written that they have dis-

posed of their crop at from 18 to 20c. Theie were one or
two suggestions that a drop of 2S per cent over last year's

price might be necessary in order to dispose of the bulk
of the crop.

Texas honey is selling for 14 to 16c for extracted. Other
southern honey seems to be moving at about the same
figure, with a tendency to cut the price 2c or more in

order to make quick sales.

One Iowa reporter suggests he will let loose of the bal-

ance of his honey for 19c for extracted and 6.S0 per

case for comb. The majority of reports, however, sug-

gest a wholesale price of 20c per pound for best white
extracted honey.
The honey of the Inter-mountain territory is mostly

extracted, practically all the comb having been disposed
of. Most of this honey is being held at a price of from
17 to 20c per pound for the best white extracted, with

a few sugestions on the part of the large producers that

they would accept 12c for amber and ISc for white to

dispose of their whole crop.

One of the Idaho reporters suggested ISc for carload

lots of white honey, whereas practically all reporters

from Montana desired a higher price, approximately 18c

for extracted and $7 per case for comb.
The California Association is holding to its prices,

based at about 14c to 18c, depending on the grade.

CONDITION OF THE BEES

There is a remarkable unanimity on the part of all

reporters in stating that bees are in excellent shape and
should winter very well through having large amounts of

stores and plenty of young bees. Usually at this time of

year there are many reports of colonies going into winter
short of stores, but the fall of 1920 seems to have been
especially good for filling up the brood-chambers of the

colonies. There is also the fact that the beekeepers were
able to obtain sugar more readily and feed more plenti-

fully.

SUMMARY

The California Association has just put on a big cam-
paign for honey-selling, with considerable advertising,

and feel that they should have no difficulty in disposing of

their crop at the prices they have been asking. Although
there is a slight tendency on the part of some beekeep-
rs to cut the price to make sales, the general inclination

on the part of all is to hold for a price of at least IS to 16c

for white extracted honey, with 2 to 3c per pound less

for amber. Some sales are reported for amber honey as
low as 10 to lie in carload lots. It seems that the honey
crop should move fairly well at remunerative prices, pro-
viding some section of the country does not break the
market by offering large lots at a very low price. This
might necessitate other communities also unloading with
a very demoralizing influence on the general honey mar-
ket. There has been very little cold weather, so far, and
therefore the honey demand has not been so large as it

would have been with a hard winter. One thing which
has helped push the market down is the fact that there are

large quantities of West Indian honey coming into the
different ports. We have an offer of West Indian honey
put up in SO-gallon new gumwood barrels at 7Sc per gal-

lon f. o. b. New York. This is a price of less than 7c per
pound. Of course this is a very inferior honey, probably
which cannot rank with any of our domestic product.
Still it can be used in certain lines to compete with our
amber honey and, therefore, it has a depressing influence

on the market. We can see no reason for demoralization
at present, hut conditions do suggest two things neces-
sary. One is that the beekeepers will have to push harder
on local sales, and those who are sold out should deem it

their duty to buy more honey to help reduce the supply.

The other necessstiy is for some thorough advertising
campaign caried out co-operatively, which will bring
honey before the people and create a demand. When we
realize what a small amount of honey is used per capita in

this country we can see that there would be no trouble in

disposing of the whole of the present crop at excellent

prices, with a proper marketing and advertising organi-
zation. The development of the Honey Producers' League
should certainly be a great help.
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AIRCO FOUNDATION WHY?
We are now beginning to get the beekeeper's own verdict on Airco Foundation, the new Root-

Weed process, announcement of which we made a year ago.

We then told the beekepers that the new process had to do with both the refining of the

wax and the milling of the wax sheets. We said that we believed that we had made one of the

greatest of all improvements in the manufacture of comb foundation.

Today, with reports coming in from beekeepers who have now used this new foundation, we
are sure that all the claims we have made for the Airco are fully proved. Let's have some of

the testimony:

BEES DRAW IT OUT SOONER
"The bees accept it quickly; draw it out with less labor, and sooner.

I have used over 200 pounds of Airco the past season."

Marietta, N. Y. J G. Burtis.

SIMPLY PERFECTION

"This foundation may be called the crown of all betterments in

modern beekeeping. It is simply perfection. The fact is that we
need nothing better, and I am convinced that it cannot be surpassed."

Sabanna, Brazil. Victor Jungers.
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Lumber that Lasts?
Here's a Convincing Case of an
Experienced Beekeeper who—

(But let the gentleman tell It himself:)

BUCK GROVE, 10 IVA, February z, /p/d.
"/ ha\e been a Cyf^rcss man for lo, these many moons. Almost all my dovetail

lines arc of Cyf^ress, as are bottom-boards, and 1 think, shallozv telescope covers. My
hive stands are of Cypress, and stand in the mud and wet all the time and are as solid

as Tc/ifti / got the first one some years ago. Cypress is a trifle heavier than white
(cork) pine, but not much more than the heavier grade of pine now used. The fact
that it is 'everlasting' compensates for all this." (Signed) A. F. BONNEY, M. D.

For a job of repairing or for equipment, the lumber that will give you the greatest real investment value in the market is Cypress, com
Tionly known as the "Wood Eternal." This wood does not rot down like most woods; it lasts and lasts and LASTS, and LASTS anc
LASTS. It is the Gopher Wood of the Bible
endurance under the most trying conditions.

boards are another.

Noah built his ark of Cypress. Since the days of Noah, Cypress has been famous for
Cypress is the one certified Greenhouse wood. That's "some" test. Bottom
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GET A BOOK—IT IS FREE
There are 42 volumes in the internationally famous Cypress Pocket Library, and each is authoritative in its field, and all are FREE.
Vol. 1 is the U. S. Gov't Report on Cypress—that is a good authority, surely. Vol. 4 is the Barn Book, with plans and specifications
for building. Vol. 3C is the Carpentry Book, making easy a dozen hard jobs of carpentry. Vol. 19 is the Canoe and Boat Book. Vol.
S7 is the Silo Book. All are free for the asking. Suppose you ask for one or a dozen, right away.

WORTH INVESTIGATING
This Cypress wood matter is worth investigating. Just write our "All-round Helps Department."

SOUTHERN CYPRESS MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION
1251 HEARD NATIONAL BANK BUILDING, JACKSONVILLE, FLA. 1251 PERDIDO BUILDING, NEW ORLEANS, LA-

FOR QUICK SERVICE. ADDRESS NEAREST POST OFFICE

STANDARD LANGSTOTH SIZE AVAILABLE NOW

PRICE PER COMB 60c

Ideal extracting supers, modified. Dadant and Jumbo Combs will be ready for

delivery after February 1 , 1 92 1

.

Write for our new catalog containing full
description and prices on

LEWIS BEEWARE
DADANT FOUNDATION

ALUMINUM HONEY COMBS

TEXAS HONEY PRODUCERS ASSOCIATION
1105 S. Flores St. P. O. Box 1048 San Antonio, Texas

ALUMINUM HONEY COMBS
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Here to Serve You ih

UJxi^
At Council Bluffs, the focal center
of western shipping facilities, where
we can ship your order out over any
one of eleven roads, saving you
freight and valuable time.

And with a complete and guaranteed line of supplies.

Allow us to quote on your needs, large or small. We
are certain we can interest you and save you money.
Try us.

Our business-quality goods, our code—service all the time.

In making the announcement that this coupon would not only put our Service

Department at the disposal of Western Beekeepers, but bring to them also the first

three of our "LIVE TOPICS FOR LIVE BEEKEEPERS," we knew that many enthu-

siastic producers would respond. One writes : "I have faith in my business, and am
on the lookout for new ideas and suggestions. Send me Topics." And another, in

mailing the coupon, writes across the bottom of it: "Fine!" The general response

has convinced us, therefore, that we are filling a want in this direction. As we desire

to aid beekeepers in making their work 100 per cent efficient, we repeat the announce-

ment with this word, "Why haven't you clipped this coupon?"

Watch the suggestions we list on the coupon, and when you note one that is of

particular importance to you, mail it. Send it along today, if we can aid you in an3'

way, or if you desire "Topics."

The a. I. Root Co., Council Bluffs, la.

Gentlemen:

Please send me your circulars, "Live Topics for

Live Beekeepers." And as I am interested in

making the most of my honey production, I shall

use your Service Department often. Just now I

am particularly interested in:

Wintering Your New Airco Foundation
Books that will make Beekeepiing more Inter-

esting and Profitable.

Marketing Crops Plans for Spring Activities

I have colonies of bees in .frame hives

For your further information I wish to state that

Name.

Address

The A. I. ROOT CO., Council Bluffs, la.
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UHUPM TUr RFFC CTIM#2 you'll need an ideal "bee veil" true towwrlbn I nc DbCiS 9 I in VI its name. $1.95 post paid in u. s. a.

WAX—OLD COMB. We pay the highest market price for rendered wax, less 5c per pound rendering
charges. Our rendering process saves the last drop of wax for you. "Put your name on all packages."

HONEY. Send us a sample of your extracted honey. We also buy comb honey. Tell us how much
you have and what you want for it. We pay the day shipment is received.

THE FRED W. MUTH COMPANY, Cincinnati, Oliio

•THE BUSY BEEMEN'
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The Diamond Match Co.
(APIARY DEPT.)

MANUFACTURERS OF

Beekeepers' Supplies

CHICO, CAL, U. S. A.

Dadant's incomparable Foundation
is al'ways kept in stock. Western
Beekeepers can be supplied ad-
vantegeously.

BEEIKEEPERS, wherever they may be located, before deciding where
to obtain supplies, should write to The Diamond Match Co. for

prices, and for their Beekeepers' Supply Catalogue.

This Company are the largest manufacturers in the world who make
Bee Supplies. They own th^ir own timber lands, mills and factories,

»nd supply goods direct from the tree to the beekeeper.

Full advantage of this low cost of production is given to the purchaser.

The Apiary Department (which is in charge of experienced supply men,
whu are also practical beekeepers) maintains a constant excellence of

product and oflFers unsurpassed service.

Tiie Diamond IVIatcii Co.
Apiary Department CHICO. CAL., U. S. A.
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MODIFIED DADANT HIVE
Your present brood equipment can]

be put above the Modified Dadant

hive used as full depth supers.

Features are : Deep frames, large

one-story brood-nest, frame space

ventilation, excellence in wintering,

swarming easily controlled.

Glance at this illustration to com-

pare this hive with "Standard" Lang-

stroth hive.

Yiou can get 40 per cent greater

brood-comb area than in the

"Standard" ten-frame Langstroth.

MODIFIED DADANT HIVE
FEATURES

1. Eleven frames, Langstroth

length, Quinby depth.

2. Frames spaced V/i inches for

swarm control.

3. Extracting frames 6^ inches

deep.

4. Dovetailed body, regular re-

versible bottom and metal roof cover

with inner cover.

5. Langstroth "Standard" equip-

ment easily used with this hive.

For free booklet write any distributor of Lewis "Beeware," or to

G. B. LEWIS COMPANY, Watertown, Wisconsin
DADANT & SONS, Hamilton, Illinois
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Seed Book
FREE

[
Every year, for 34 years, thou-
sands of people have adopted

I
Olds' Catalog as their farm and

,

garden guide. The carefully
,
tested and selected seeds it

offers have produced heavy
field crops and successful gar-

dens everywhere. Customers have
; since learned that

Olds' Catalog Tells the Truth
' Itsdescripti'ins, both in word and picture, are *

J
truthful in every respect. You can positively

I
dependon garden, flower and field seeds, pota-

[

toes, plants and bulbs listed in

I

this book being exactly as rep-
1
resented. Allseedsconform to

I
the strict Wisconsin seed laws.
When yoa buy Olds' seeds, good

' yields are assured from the Boed

J
Btandpoint. Yoa take do chances.

^ Write forThis BookTonight
A postal will do. iiut don't delay.
Start right with nght seeds.

I L. L. OLDS SEED COMPANY
Drawvr OOO. Madison. Wt».

NEWBiNGMAM

BtE SMOKER
PATENTED

The Bingham Bee Smoker has been

on the market over forty years and is the

standard in this and many foreign coun-

trie It is the all-important tool of the

most extensive honey producers in the

World. It is now made in five sizes.

Size of shipping
stove weight
iocbcB lbs.

Big Smoke, with shield" 4 xlO 8
Big Smoke, no shield....4 xlO 3
Smoke Engine 4 x 7 2J4
Doctor 354x 7 2
Conqueror 3 x 7 1J4
Little Wonder 3 x 6^ 1^^

The Big Smoke has j ust been pro-

duced in response to a demand for a

larger-size smoker, one that will hold

more fuel, require filling less often,

from extensive handlers.

East Lansing, Mich., May 10, 1920.
A. G. Woodman Co., Grand Rapids,

Mich.

Dear Mr. Woodman :—I have now
had several weeks' opportunity to try
out the New Smoker, called the Big
Smoke, with the guard about the fire
pot. The smoker is even more than I

anticipated, and unless something else
is brought out that is still better, you
can be assured that this particular one
will be standard equipment for this
place from now on.

B. F. Kindig,
State Inspector of Apiaries.

The Genuine Bingham Honey Un-
capping Knife is manufactured by us

here at Grand Rapids and is made of

the finest quality steel. These thin-

bladed knives, as furnished by Mr.
Bingham, gave the best of satisfaction,

as the old timers will remember. Our
Perfect Grip Cold Handle is one of the

improvements.

The Woodman Section Fixer, a com-
bined section press and foundation fas-

tener, of pressed steel construction,

forms comb-honey sections and puts in

top and bottom foundation starters, all

at one handling. It is the finest equip-

ment for this work on the market.

TIN HONEY PACKAGES

2 lb. Friction top cans, cases of 24
2 lb Friction top can , crates of 612
2H lb. Friction top cans, cases of 24
2J/^ lb. Friction top cans, crates of 450
5 lb. Friction top pails, cases of 12
5 lb. Friction top pails, crates of 100
5 lb. Friction top pails, crates of 200
10 lb. Friction top pails, cases of 6
10 lb Friction top pails, ..rates of 100

Ask for our special money-saving
prices, stating quantity wanted.

A. G. WOODMAN CO.
aRAND RAPIDS, MICH.. U. S. A.

Send us an itemized list of your requirementf and let us figure on your ffoods for
1921. New catalog free for the asking.
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FOR SALE 1000 NUCLEI ITALIAN BEES WITH QUEENS
I am offering to the trade for the season of 1921, 1,000 nuclei Italian bees with pure mated Italian queens. My
combs are built from full sheets foundation in Hoffman frames, prices as following:

PRICE ON NUCLEI WITH UNTESTED ITALIAN QUEENS PRICE ON ITALIAN QUEENS
Two-frame nuclei $5 each. 25 or more $4.50 each Untested queen $1.50 ea,. $15 per doz.. 25 or more. $1 ea.
1 hree-frame nuclei $6 each. 25 or more $5.50 each Tested Italian queens $2.50 ea., $25 doz.. 25 or more $1.75 ea.

I have just purchased 200 colonies black bees in modern hives with standard equipment, such as combs built

on Hoffman frames with full sheets foundation. I am offering these bees in three-frame nuclei with pure
Italian queen at $5.00 each; will accept orders for 500 and no more. So, if you wish to get in on this bargain,
I advise you to plac order at once.

I am booking orders now and will be glad to have your order, which I assure you the best of service that

can possibly be given. Will begin shipping April IS. Safe arrival guaranteed anywhere in United States and
Canada. I have no disease in any of my yards.

For references I refer you to the following two banks : American Exchange Bank, Apalachicola State Bank,
both of Apalachicola, Florida.

SOUTH GEORGIA APIARIES ^^pP„°?e1i;'°'' Hebardville, Ga.

*:•:••:•::

THE AULT 1921 BEE SHIPPING CAGE-Patent Pending
1st. It is a (lark cage, much more so than the open scrten cages we have

been shipping in in the past.

3nd. The feeder uses pure sugar syrup. Better than Honey or Candy to
ship on; it contains water as well as feed.

3rd. Feeders are made more substantial, one-third larger, an have screw
cap that will not jar out.

4th. Instead of one small hole, we now use a cotton duck washer in the
screw cap that has proven to overcome all the objections found to the liquid
feed method.

5th. The Cage is one piece screen wire, protected by thin boards on the
iiutside. Send for. circular describing the cage in detail, prices, etc.

ORDERS are coming in daily for 1921 SHIPPING.
Will book your order with 20 per cent down, balance just before shipping

QUEENS PACKAGE BEES QUEENS
My free circular gives prices in detail, etc. Safe delivery guaranteed

within 6 days of shipping point. We ship thousands of pounds all over
I'. S. A. and Canada.

pound pkg. bees $3.00 each, 25 or more $2 85 each
2-pound pkg. bees $5.00 each, 25 or more $4.75 each
3-pound pkg. bees $7.00 each, 25 or more $6.65 each.

F. O. B. shipping point. Add price of queen wanted.
1 Untested Queen $2 each, 25 or more $1.75 each
1 Select untested, $2.25 each, 5 or more $2 each.

1 Select Tested Queen $3.50 each, 25 or more $3.00 each
1 Tested Queen $3.00 each, 25 or more $2.70 each

NUECES COUNTY APIARIES ^ Iv^p""- CALALLEN, TEXAS
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I The enormous demand for "SUPERIOR" FOUNDATION signifies high-
|

I
est quality. Our 1920 output over 150,000 pounds

^

!• Beeswax wanted: For cash or in exchange for foundation or bee supplies. Prices on request j[«

V ^

i SUPERIOR HONEY CO., Ogden, Utah (Manufacturers of Weed Process Foundation) |

X

PURE ITALIAN QUEENS, NUCLEI, FULL COLONIES
1921 Prices. Orders booked for spring and summer delivery.

Untested, 1 to 12, $1.50; 12 or more, $1.25 each.

Select untested, 1 to 12, $1.75; 12 or more, $1.50 each.

Tested, 1 to 12, $2.50; 12 or more, $2.25 each.

Select tested, suitable for breeders, $5 each.

Two-frame nuclei, $5 each. Add price of queen wanted.
Bight-frame colony, $15; 10-frame colony, $17.50.

Tested queen in all of these, and all good combs.
Health certificate with each shipment. Safe delivery in United

States guaranteed. Satisfaction everywhere. Twenty-five per cent

books your order, balance at time of shipment.

JENSEN'S APIARIES, Crawford, Miss., R. F. D. No. 3

WESTERN BEEKEEPERS!
We handle the finest line of bee

supplies. Send for our 68-page cata-

log. Our prices will interest you.

The Colorndo Honey Producers' As-
sociation, 1424 Market St.,

Denver, Colo.

POULTRY
TKinUNE

America's Leading

PoultryPaper
tfliiiwing Champions iu all Breoda*

4 MONTH'S TRIAL OC-*
SUBSCRIPTION ZuC

1'. S. Sfutiipg arcopteit. Prnclical
;irli-l.-M hy r..riii..t.c p-Miliryincii.

MO,. I., t yiiir Sl.nO; 3 .vr:,, » ? J.OO.

Poultry Tribune Dept. 6, Mt.Morrls.lll.

"•""""
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WHY BUY NOW?
Winter is the time to make up your hives, supers and
supplies for spring. Prospects are good. Bees are
in good shape, clover looks promising. Be prepared.

CONGESTED DEMAND in the spring owing to a hesitancy of many
to order, will be apt to cause the extra delays in the busy spring months.

Get your order in ahead of the rush.

3 % DISCOUNT in February makes buying early, advantageous.

SLOW FREIGHTS are apt to delay your material and may result in

goods arriving too late unless ordered early.

WHY BUY OF US?
REPUTABLE GOODS. We handle only such goods as we can ab-

solutely recommend as first class, perfect fitting, perfect using.

PROMPT SHIPMENT. We carry always a large stock of goods and
pride ourselves on the promptness with which we can get out orders

for our customers. Delays in transit are largely obviated by rushing

tracers after the goods on request of the customer.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED. We guarantee absolutely that

our goods will be satisfactory in material and workmanship. In fact

we guarantee satisfaction in every way.

Wnte giving list of your requirements. We ivill give

you jur [oivest cash price

nAHANT'^ FOUNDATION every inch, every pound, every ton equal tounuMn I 9 rvui^uMiivn any sample we have ever sent out.

Specify it to your dealer. If he hasn 't it write us

DADANT & SONS, HAMILTON, ILLINOIS
Catalog and Prices on Bee Supplies, Bees-wax, Wax Working into Comb Foundation

and Comb Rendering for the asking
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NATIONALLY KNOWN BEEKEEPERS
COME TO BUY

NATIONALLY KNOWN "BEEWARE
93

Standing before the "Beeware" Office these men represent

A. G. Woodman Company, F. W. Muth Company, B. F. Smith Jr., Montana Honey
Producers, Otto Schwill & Co., Dadant & Sons, Western Honey Producers, Colo-

rado Honey Producers, Texas Honey Producers, Louis Hanssen's Sons,

Charles H. Lilly Company, Howard W. Brandt, G. B. Lewis

Co., Memphis, Albany, Lawyers

LOOK
FOR

BCE H1VC5 ANO EOUIPMENT

BEWARE
WHERE YOU BUY YOUR

BEEWARE
^^^ISJ'ty/l TEffTOWM'

MAKES THE FINEST.
CO^r«*l(l«T, 1BI«, BV G KlCWiS COMBAMV

THIS

MARK

FOLLOW THEIR LEAD

ASK US FOR A "BEEWARE" CATALOG. IT'S FREE.
THERE'S A DISTRIBUTOR NEAR YOU. WRITE NOW.

G. B. LEWIS COMPANY, WATERTOWN, WISCONSIN
MAKERS OF LEWIS "BEEWARE"

NATIONALLY ADVERTISED AND DISTRIBUTED
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THE HONEY REGIONS OF INDIANA
BY EDWIN G. BALDWIN

The honey-producing possibilities

of any State were judged, a quarter
century ago, largelj' by its white clo-

ver, and no wonder. Then the main
crops of the major portions of the

United States, apiculturally, were
gathered from the inconspicuous
white clover. But few other honeys
ever saw the larger marts of the
country. That is speaking broadly, of
course. It was probably for that rea-

son Indiana has been much misunder-
stood as a honey State, certainly un-
derestimated. For her white clover
honey has not (nor probably ever can
do so) placed her in the class with
Iowa, Michigan, Wisconsin, Minne-
sota and New York; but albeit this is

all true, few States can boast a more
varied honey-flora than the Hoosier
State. It is hoped that the following
outline and map of the honey regions
of Indiana may help to show just

what the State has to offer to pros-
pective beekeepers.

Her Geology

The State lies well inside the lim-

its of the limestone glaciation, and
therefore, logically, she should afford

excellent soil for the white clover, al-

sike and sweet clovers. But later gla-

ciers carried a lot of debris, in the
form largely of clay, gravel and sand,
down over the limestone deposits,

burying the northern part of the

State under a layer of surface soil not
so favorable to the clovers. As a con-
sequence, the soil cannot endure
drought, and leaches badly, easily be-
comes acid and lacks the ideal ele-

ments and conditions for best clover
development, and hence for best clo-

ver honey secretion. That is the
main reason, no doubt, why Indiana
does not make the same showing in

honey from clover as does northern
Iowa, for example, and northern Illi-

nois. From a temperature standpoint,
and from the point of view of rain-

fall, the northern part of the State

should be ideal for clover; it is the
Miami soils that forbid this.

The limestone, that is one essential

of the clovers, is buried too deeply
for best sweetening effects on the

crops grown there; in the northeast-
ern part, for example, in Steuben and
DeKalb counties, the limestone is 23

or 30 feet below the surface, while on
the northwestern boundary, in Jasper
and Benton counties, the terminal
moraine shows the limestone close to

the surface, huge boulders marking
the edge of the later glaciations. As
a result of the soil deposits, their na-
ture and extent, the best region for

the white clover is about a hundred
miles south of the Michigan line. In

the first two tiers of northern coun-
ties, the clovers are not to be relied

on for surplus honey, and for the rea-

£. G. Baldwiii

sons given. Moreover, the extreme
northwestern part is given up to the
Kankakee marsh, not primarily a clo-

ver soil.

Region 2; the Best Clover
It is the lands along the Wabash

river, from Cass county in the west,
to Adams and Wells counties in the
east, that form the region pri-

marily a clover belt, the best, in fact,

in the whole State. It extends from
about the southern line of Pulaski
county on the north, and as far

southward as Tipton and Randolph
counties, the latter on the Ohio line.

It just also happens that this is the
only region in which the. basswood
remains in a degree sufficient to make
a showing worth while in the supers.

Crops of 150 and 200 pounds are not
unknown from a single colony in this

region, and an average of 100 per col-

ony is not uncommon. The average
of the seasons for clover honey seems
to be about as follows: One good
ieason, one fair season, and then a

poor season. (See map.) Sweet clo-

ver is on the increase in the region
just named. So also is alsike.

Region 3; Fair Clover
The area bounded by, say Tippeca-

noe on its northwest and by Ran-
dolph county, on the Ohio line ; by
-about Fayette county on the south-
east and by Parke county on the

southwest, may be called the region
of fairly good clovers. Indianapolis
lies about central of this area. Here
the lighter soils, the more southern
latitude, and the lessened rainfall, as
compared with the parts along the

lake country, are, collectively, respon-
sible for the lessened output of clover
honey from this second region. White
clover in this section is uncertain to

a greater degree than in the region
just north of it, and the level surface
of the ground renders tilling easy and
general; as a result, therefore, the
extensive areas planted to the cereal

crops have driven out much of the
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white clover. It is interesting and
encouraging to note, however, that

the farmers of this area are sowing
an increasingly large acreage in al-

sike clover every year, either alone
or, more often, with the red clover,

and for that reason the honey-flows
are gaining in amount pretty steadily

of late years. White clover alone in

this region is not dependable. If the

farmers of the section named ever get

to sowing alsike clover for seed, as

they are doing in western Ohio, for

example, the beemen there will find

they are located in one of the very
best parts of Indiana. Along the east-

ern side of the region white sweet
clover is decidedly increasing, both
sown and as a volunteer, and the

writer has bought considerable honey
from beemen of that part, which has
had more of sweet clover in it than

j^^Ve Xn'K\\inc»n..^

white clover, though sold primarily as

a white clover honey.
Region 4; Best Sweet Clover Region
The east portion o' the State is the

part especially hopeful for honey
from sweet clover, for in general, the

soil is thin or gravelly and clayey in

nature, broken in large portions, and
often acid. This plant, with white
clover about once in five years, makes
about all that most of this section

can count on for surplus honey, with
the exception of a narrow strip near
Wells county, where the good white
clover belt overlays this region.

Region 5

—

Locust
While it is hardly fair to call locust

a main source of surplus honey, it

comes nearer to being that in south-
ern Indiana than anywhere else in

the United States. Locust (Robinia
pseudacacia) in this part lof Indi-

1 ^ 7)nf\»-n-Q-;

KeT)t\ickv^
Principal honey regions of Indiana

Region 1— —Kankakee Kiver marsh lands.

Region 2—xxxxxxxxx—Best white clover and basswood.
Region 3—oooooooooo—Fair white clover, with alsike and sweet clover increasing.

Region 4—o-o-o-o-o-o—Best sweet clover.

Region 6—vvvvvvvvv—Locust.
Region 6—xoxoxoxox—Climbing milkweed.
Region 7—-x-x-x-x-x-x—Sraartweed or heartsease.

Circle—Poorest region for commercial beekeeping.

ana is so common that it is met with
in the woods about as commonly as

oaks further north, or beeches in mid-
dle Indiana. In fact, it is one of the

most common trees there. If the lo-

cust-leaf Miner, a troublesome pest

on the leaves of the tree in May and
June, can be controlled or eradicated,

the tree bids fair to be a source of

considerable surplus honey to the

best beekeepers. We say best, for

only those can secure crops from a

blossom that comes so early and lasts

so short a time. The writer, at the

State fair in Indianapolis, saw and
tasted honey that was called locust

honey, and which he is fully con-
vinced was mainly from that source.

Needless to say, colonies must be
strong early to secure any surplus

from locust. It so happens, too, that

this very part of the State is the

best apple and fruit section, and early

strong colonies can get a start in the

supers from that source.

Red bud (Cercis Canadensis) is very
common in this part of Indiana, and
is an aid to good work in the brood-
chambers and in the supers as well.

In pioint of time, it is the precursor of

fruit bloom, as the latter is of locust.

The main sources of surplus honey in

the section named must ever be from
fall flowers. Goldenrod yields here

and with asters and some Spanish
needle often makes out a fair crop.

Rarely white clover gives a lift, as

it did in 1918.

Poorest Part of the State for Honey
The most unpromising part of In-

diana for honey, and the one that

offers least attractions to the com-
mercial producer, is that marked with

the circle in the accompanying map.
It has a few beemen that by good
management do secure sometimes a

fair crop, but it is hilly, poor soil,

rough and acid, and has little to rec-

ommend it apiculturally, for it is not

the native habitat of any plant or

tree that is extremely good in nectar

secretion.

Region 6; Vining Milkweed
It is a truism, in Florida, that it is

but "two whoops and a holler" from
the best to the poorest honey re-

gions of the State. The same is true,

if one steps from the poor section

just considered, to the extreme so'Uth-

west of the State of Indiana. That is

called by some, the very best honey
region of any. It is the unique region

of the vining milkweed (Gonolobus
laevis), in the bottom lands of the

lower White River, the lower Wa-
bash, and about 60 miles of the Ohio
River. (See map. See also, Ameri-
can Bee Journal, October, 1920). Not
•only is the vining milkweed, or blue-

vine the main source of honey here,

but the honey is delicious and exceed-

ingly fine for table use, light colored

and of a good body. It is almost a sure

yielder, is absolutely so if the weather
remains dry during the blossoming
period. One beeman in that region

owns and operates over 600 colonies,

another reports 175 pounds per col-

ony, average, in five months, from
this source, and much larger gains

have been reported. The commercial
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importance of this limited section is

increasing yearly. It does not ex-
tend much farther nort hthan Knox
county, nor farther east than Spen-
cer county.

Region 7; Smartweed
Where the bhievine ends, however,

the region of best yields from smart-
weed begins. That is to say, from
Knox county northward to Vermillion
county. In this limited area smart-
weed, following clover, makes a sec-

tion for surplus honey not to be de-
spised; in short, one of the very good
ones in the entire State. If clover
happens to be good, also, the j'ields

may become astonishing, and all the
honey is white and saleable, and sells

as readily as pure clover honey.
Smartweed may be considered the
main source of surplus honey in Sul-

livan, Vigo and Vermillion counties.

An average of 100 pounds per colony
is not infrequently reported here.

From Vermillion county northward,
to the Kankakee valley lands, in

Fountain, Warren, Benton, Tippeca-
noe and White counties, the farming
land is the best in all the State, but
there is in all this section no distinc-

tive source of surplus honey, none
very dependable. White clover is but
fair, having been almost eradicated
by the high degree of tilling of the
lands for farming; alsike clover is

but scantily sown, and sweet clover

has not yet gained much of a foot-

hold. The fall flows are good only in

limited areas. Goldenrod does not
seem to yield much, if any, honey,
and the bees are almost never seen
working it. Smartweed does not
count much except in very wet sea-
sons. Some Spanish needle is found,
but only local and scattering.

Just east of Warren county, begin-
ning about Tippecanoe county, and
extending for a narrow strip along
the Wabash river northeast, the
white sweet clover is about as good
as anywhere in the State; for miles
along the highways and railroads, in-

terurban lines and in the waste lands
generally, the sweet clover yield is

the best in any county, save possibly

the eastern strip of Indiana named
above. It reaches into the region of

best white clover.

Region 8; Kankakee Valley Marsh
It remains to consider the north-

western section as unique and dis-

tinct in honey-flora, as is the south-
western section. The valley lands of

the Kankakee River are almost an-
nually inundated where not well

drained by the large irrigation and
drainage ditches. Much of the sur-

rounding land is marshy, and only
partially reclaimed, and that, too,

rather recently. Reclamation is still

going on. In general the region in-

cludes large portions of Laporte,
Starke, Lake, Newton and Jasper
counties. Some of the best and best-

known beekeepers of all the Hoosier
State are located in this region, both
in Indiana and also across the border
in Illinois. Here white clover can
not be counted on for surplus oftener
than once in five years. The main
flow is in fall, from buckwheat (the

one buckwheat region of Indiana),
from Button-ball (Cephalanthus oc-
cidentalis), ' Spanish needle (Bidens
Bipinnata), milkweed (Asclepias in-

carnata), boneset or thorowort (Eu-
patorium), together with wild asters.

.'Ml these make up a flow that is very
dependable. When white clover hap-
pens to have its "innings," as it did

two years ago, the yields secured are
astonishing. In those cases, the con-
ditions are much like northeast Ohio,
where, though the main flow is from
fall sources, the years when the clo-

vers do make good give a double
chance for surplus that makes the

smile of the beemen one "that won't
come off."

A glance at the accompanying re-

gional map of Indiana may help to

make plain the seven more or less

overlapping areas here described.

The regions, while more or less dis-

tinctive, are not bounded by hard and
fast lines, of course, except for the

southwest and northwest portions of

the State. The Kankakee region and
the bluevine region could almost be
outlined with a rope. Of these seven
regions, four or five offer consider-
able inducements to commercial bee-
keeping, some of which are as good
as are to be found in the central west.

Specialists are to be found in almost
every part of the State, and as the

number of colonies is variously

given from 150,000 to 250,000, the

aphorism of Mr. Townsend is proba-
bly as true for Indiana as for the bal-

ance of the United States, viz.:

"'Nine-tenths of the honey of the

markets is produced by one-tenth of

the beekeepers."
Indiana has not a honey flora that

will give big yields without good bee-

keeping methods, and the slogan is

especially true for Hoosier beedom:
'"Better keep bees better, or better

not keep bees."

WILD THYME IN NEW YORK
We have received some interesting

information in regard t wild thyn.e

from J. B. Merwin, of Prattsville, N.

Y. Mr. Merwin lives in a section

where this plant has successfully es-

tablished itself over several square
miles 'of territory. He writes that he
never fails to secure a good crop from
that source each year, although in

wet seasons it does not do so well. In

1914 the thyme was established over
an area of about ten miles square, but

the past summer he has found it

growing 18 fniles east and about the

same distance north of his home.
The honey from thyme is very light

amber in color, of good body and
very good flavor. Customers like the

flavor very much and once tried, the

customer always wants the thyme
honey again. Mr. Merwin states

that although the quality is very good
the bees do not winter on it quite as

well as on clover honey. It begins

to bloom about the 15th of July, just

at the close of the basswood flow, and
lasts until killed by frost, sometimes
blooming into November. In 25 years
it has never entirely failed, even when
no honey was secured from anything

else. As high as 125 pounds per col-

ony average has been secured from
thyme in one season.
Thyme came originally from Eu-

rope, and IS gradually spreading in

the regions where it has become es-

tablished. It is now reported from
various localities from Nova Scotia
to Southern New York, and also from
North Carolina. In a few localities

in Massachusetts it is a well-known
source of honey, as it is also in south-
western Vermont. It occurs also in

Connecticut, but we can find no rec-
ord of any locality where it is suf-
ficiently established to furnish honey
in large quantity.

In Delaware County, New York,
where Mr. Merwin lives, it is com-
monly called "summer savory" or "sa-
vory." This name is incorrect, as the

savory is a different plant. Britton
and Brown state that it has the fol-

lowing old English names: Brother-
wort, hillwort, penny-mountain and
shepherd's thyme.
Where it is well established the

thyme covers the ground with a car-

pet and it furnishes a good forage for

animals as well as bees, coming as
it does in midsummer. Mr. Merwin
states that there is no land too poor
for it, nor winter too cold or summer
too dry to prevent the plant from
thriving in his region. In a very dry
summer it has covered a gravelly hill-

side with a luxuriant growth. Many
of the farmers keep cows which are
grazed on thyme during the summer
months. It is very persistent and
hard to eradicate, once it gets estab-

lished. Farmers who tried to get rid

of it made but poor progress. One
who tried to kill it out by plowing,
only made a better seedbed for it and
it grew more luxuriantly than ever.

TAKE AN INVENTORY
By E. S. Miller

Do not fail at the beginning of the

year to take a complete inventory of

all supplies, as well as ill honey, wax,
etc., if you are a business beekeeper.
To get at the value of hives and other
paraphernalia, ascertain from the

catalogs the replacement value, or

what it would cost new. Then deduct

for depreciation. For example, if the

average hive-body with good care

will last fifty years, the depreciation

will be 2 per cent for every year the

hives have been in use. If a cover

is good for 25 years, then 4 per cent

should be deducted. If the life of a

bottom-board is 20 years, deduct from
replacement value 5 per cent for each
year of use. Of course, the life of a

hi\e, and consequently the rate of

depreciation, will depend upon the

care given. With outdoor wintering,

depreciation is a much larger item

than if colonies are wintered in a dry
cellar. The diflerence between an-

nual inventory values plus cash re-

ceipts, less cash expenditures, less

cost of labor and other items such as

rent, interest, etc., will enable one to

figure net profits and cost of pro-

duction. The commercial honey pro-

ducer will, of course, have a more
elaborate system of accounting.
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THE EDITOR'S VIEWPOINT
Death of Franz Richter

Our readers will recall that in

April last, mention was made of help

sent to the Austrian publishers of

"Der Bienenvater" by the members
of the National Convention of Buf-

falo. Franz Richter, to whom the

food orders were forwarded, sent us

a very hearty letter of thanks, say-

ing that the people of Vienna were

actually starving. As he did not ask

for further help, we Concluded that

the year's crop was relieving them.

But our friend, Mr. Aeppler, of Wis-

consin, now informs us that he has

just received a letter from Editor

Alfonsus, of the above mentioned

publication, announcing the death of

Franz Richter, at 73, December 1,

and that his death is directly trace-

able to the meager nourishment of

the past few years, which lowered his

vitality and caused his untimely

death. Mr. Alfonso acknowledges the

receipt of $5 lately sent to him by

Mr. Aeppler, saying that this has

enabled his family to eat meat, for

the first time in si.x months.

So people are still starving in

Vienna, while we live in plenty! And
this is the Twentieth Century! All

as a result of the World War, so

cheerfully declared by the late Fran-

cis Joseph and the self-admiring

Kaiser 1

The Plagues of Beekeeping
N'ow what would you describe as

the plagues of beeke-ping? Movable-

frame hives, honey extractors, comb-

foundation, artificial swarming, prac-

tical queen-rearing, the use of smoke

in opening hives, feeding sugar syrup,

keeping down the drones, supplying

built combs to avoid wax production,

and generally everything which mod-

ern beekeeping has devised? That

is the statement made in two pages 'oi

warning, condemning the "immoral"

practices of progressive beekeeping,

by a facetious writer in our contem-

piorary magazine, L'Apiculteur, the

oldest bee magazine extant. If it was

written for a hoax, it is well got-

ten up. But the man appears to be in

dead earnest. What next?

Sell in Larger Quantity

Beekeepers often make the mistake

of encouraging sales in too small

quantity. It takes little more trouble

to secure the sale of a 10-pound pail

'of hioney than a quart jar. If the bee-
keeper will put up his produce in 5

and 10-pound pails and 30 and 60-

pound cans for the retail trade, and
leave the small jars of a pound or

less to the bottlers, he will profit

thereby.
The article on marketing by Arthur

C. Miller, in the December Journal
hits the nail on the head. In my own
experience in building up a trade for

honey, I began by pushing the sale of

small packages, and sold large num-
bers lof quart jars. I also sold

through the grocery trade a liberal

amount of honey put up in jars hold-
ing about one pound. While these
small packages sold readily, I later

found that the ordinary producer can
ill afford to devote the necessary
time to bottling. Bottling is a busi-

ness by itself and the extra oost is

very large. The cost of labor, jars,

labels, etc., together with a small
profit to justify the trouble, makes
the product sell at a very much
higher price than is necessary in

larger containers. The bottler is en-

titled to his extra profit and the bee-

keeper who puts up his product in

such small packages should receive

the extra price. However, by selling

in larger containers the beekeeper
moves his honey much faster, the cus-

tomer uses more and everybody
profits by the transaction.

As time passed and I became more
experienced in selling the product of

my hives, I was surprised to find that

it was far easier to sell the same
amount of honey in 10-pound pails

than in the smaller packages. It is

easy to sell one quart of honey by it-

self, but much harder to sell 1,000

pounds of honey in quart jars than

to sell 100 lO-pound pails. One cus-

tomer living on a large ranch in the

west bought seventeen 60-pound cans

at one time. There were numerous
customers living in adjoining States

who bought their year's supply in

60-pound cans. City customers in

Chicago and Dcs Moines took 30-

pound cans, which were shipped by

express.

The consumer usually buys in the

kind of packages tso which he has

been accustomed, and the beekeeper

in building up a trade can determine
for himself the kind of packages in

Adulterated Honey
The Chicago Evening American of

December 18, carried a signed arti-

cle by Brice Belden, M. D., which
makes the charge that honey is very
generally adulterated. We quote Dr.

Belden as follows

:

'"Honey is one of the things most
extensively adulterated, and it has
become almost impossible to obtain

pure honey in city markets. Glucose,

flavored with a minimum amount of

honey, is the substitute sold in this

case."

This newspaper goes into the homes
of many thousands lof people who
should be customers for the beekeep-
ers' products. If the facts are as

stated, it is high time for the bee-

keepers to take action to place their

product in a pure state before the

city consumers. If they are not as

stated, then the American owes it

to the beekeepers to place the infor-

mation before its readers as promi-

nently as it has given the information

concerning adulteration. If pure

honey is not to be had in Chicago,

the beekeepers of America should

know it as well as the people of Chi-

cago. If an adulterated product is

not generally offered there, such a

statement will do untold harm to the

beekeepers' market by making con-

sumers afraid to buy, for fear of be-

ing imposed upon.

Dr. Miller's Memorial

The mere mention of a campaign
for a permanent memorial to Doctor
Miller, will enthuse many of our
readers, especially the older ones who
have learned to love him, and dozens

of whom have been aided by his

timely and kindly advice. At the

suggestion of Mr. E. R. Root, the

editor of this journal, C. P. Dadant
has been made chairman of a com-
mittee of five to formulate plan . The
other four members of the commit-
tee are Dr. E. F. Phillips, of Wash-
ington, D. C. ; E. R. Root, of Medina,
Ohio; E. G. LeStourgeon, of San An-
tonio, and B. F. Kindig, of East Lan-
sing, Mich.

The end in view will be to get the

ma.ximum number of subscribers to

the fund, and anything from a dime
up will show a fellow's heart is in

the right place. The campaign will

start soon and find its maximum point

on or about June 10, which is Dr. Mil-

ler's ninetieth anniversary.

Likely we should await the commit-
tee's action before proceeding, but the

"boss" is on a southeastern trip, hob-
nobbing with the beekeepers down
there, and we're going to risk his dis-

pleasure by opening the campaign
right here. Come on, beekeepers, I'm

putting the first dollar in; who's go-

ing to match me?—M. G. D.
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Should Beekeepers Study

Entomology?
The above questioii s asked by a

practical honey producer of Tennes-
see, who has had but a common
school education.

I am perhaps hardly fit to answer
this question in a positive way, be-

cause my own knowledge of entomol-
ogy, as a science, is very limited.

Were it not for the entomologists
who have preceded us, what would
we know today about bees? We
would still be groping concerning
the mysteries of the beehive, won-
dering, perhaps, as our ancestors
did, whether the king was really one
and whether the setters (drones) did

the hatching of the eggs.

Years ago, when I was a young
man, I made some collections of in-

sects. Then I read Packard's "Guide
to the Study of Insects," or rather I

read "at it." Later I procured Com-
stock's up-to-date work and scanned
it, more as a reference work than as

a textbook. The study of insects is

immense, intricate, not only because
of the millions of diflf rent insects,

but also because of their various
forms and their wondrous habits.

Grown-up farmers, who are honey
producers and did not get a college

education, would waste their time
trying to master the details of ento-
mology. But they should learn to

distinguish a hymenopter like the

bee, the wasp, the hornet, from a

coleopter, like the potato beetle, the

lady bug, the June bug. or from a le-

pidopter, like our beemoth. or the

little codling moth.
Of course, we need to read the

writers on bees, most of whom give

the entomological side, or natural

history of the bee, in their works.
Without some of these, we cannot
call ourselves fully informed bee-
keepers. I read and re-read Reau-
mur, Schirach, Huber, Dzierzon,
Langstroth, Barbo, Cheshire, Cowan.
Phillips, Snodgrass. No one who
reads these, or part < f them, care-

fully, will fail to get a fairly inti-

mate view of the bee's natural his-

tory.

When it comes to the general fea-

tures of entomology, if we wish a

study divested of almost all scien-

tific terms and having to do mainly
with observations upon the curious
habits of insects, nothing equals
Fabre's immortal descriptions, which
have been translated and are sold in

this country. Whether you read of

the "praying mantis" that makes a

meal of her husband during the

honeymoon, or of the dung-beetle
which lays its eggs in 'aalls of dung
and buries them deep in the ground,
each description is as interesting as

a novel and often much more won-
derful.

I bought Fabre's "Souvenirs Ento-
mologiques," 10 volumes, in his own
language, and found them delightful

reading. Perhaps more than any-
thing else did I enjoy the narration
which he made of "My school." in a

backward village of southern France,
in the first half of the 19th Century.

The school-room was at the same
time kitchen, dining-room, bedroom,
chicken-coop and pig-pen, for the

pigs trotted around the scholars at

the lunch hour, to gather the crumbs.
If it was possible for a man of tal-

ent to overcome such a handicap of

his young days and become one of

the greatest entomologists, why can-
not anyone of our farmer beekeep-
ers, with a common school education,
acquire a smattering of this science,

enough at least to give him a glimpse
of the immense variety in the world
of insects? Each of Fabre's works
is worth reading.
We have, in this country also, some

interesting writers on insects. Mr.
Floyd Bralliar, of Madison, Tennes-
see, wrote a very charming, I might
say fascinating, little work, "Know-
ing Insects Through Stories," in-

tended for children, but very pleasing
to the grown-ups.
Though the bee is one of the rare

insects directly beneficial to man,
many other insects are also beneficial

to him in an indirect way, such as are
predaceous and live upon injurious in-

sects which would become a scourge
without their beneficial interference.

Yes, study entomology, you will

not regret it.

But why answer this question in

the editorial columns? Would it

not find its place better in the

"Answer" department? No, because
the question and answer department
has only to do with the technical part
of practical beekeeping, the bread-
and-butter side of it. This has to do
with the science of the business and
deserves a more aristocratic place.

Without the science of beekeeping,
the practice would be poor.

Iowa Short Course

Dr. E. D. Ball, Assistant Secretary
of Agriculture at Washington, D. C,
spoke at the Short Course at Ames.
He is authority for the statement
that wherever empty hives that had
once contained foulbrood were sold,

there foulbrood developed. He gave
names and dates. If such is the case,

we should carefully singe our empty
hives when we transfer a foulbroody
colony out of them. It does not cost

much. If there is a doubt, better be
on the side of safety.

Dr. Wallace Park, of Ames, gave a
very interesting address on swarm-
ing. He quoted an old writer who
stated that the beating of tin pans, to

prevent the bei.s from flying away in

swarming, was useful in keeping the

bees from hearing the queen give
her orders for departure. Others
say that the beating of tin pans is to

imitate the peals of thunder and
make the bees think a storm is immi-
nent.

Dr. Park states that there are scent
glands at the extremity of the abdo-
men, which give oflf a strong odor and
attract other bees of the same hive,

when they are fanning their wings at

the entrance of the hive. This, I be-
lieve, is after Sladen. who believes
that it is not at all the "hum," but
the scent of these glands that at-

tracts the other bees, when the

swarm is hived. These glands are

called "glands of Nassanoflf," after

the man who originally discovered
them. Snodgrass mentions them on
page 85 of his "Anatomy of the
Honey Bee."

Dr. Wallace Park is making careful
and thorough experiments upon the
flight of the bees, the amount of
honey which they may or may not
carry, the number of flights of

worker-bees per day, and similar sub-
jects. From the data gathered, it

w*ould appear to us that bees are as

varied as human beings in their apti-

tude and willingness to work, their

activity, their speed and the amount
of honey with which they are willing

to load themselves. It wiould seem
that there are th'ose among them
who prefer to play a good part of

the time. Dr. Park is to continue his

experiments, but he has promised to
give us some facts, when the time
comes.
For the first time, I heard at Ames

that Adam Grimm, of Wisconsin,
who has been dead many years, was
the man who introduced foulbrood
in the United States, by bringing
colonies of bees from Europe. Was
there no foulbrood in the United
States? His importations were in

1867.

Influence of Male and of

Female on Offspring

Which has the most influence upon
the offspring, the queen or the drone?
I would like to see this answered by
those who have cause to know. I am
told by Mr. , of Ventura, Califor-

nia, to get queens of Dadant, because
they use large hives, large brood-
chambers. This matter ought to be
discussed, early, before May if possi-

ble. N. Y.

Answer : We do not rear queens
for sale, as it pays better to produce
honey. Besides, our large hives do
not make the queens prolific, but
just give to the prolific queens a

chance to display what they can do.

The question of the influence of

either sex was discussed at the In-

ternational meeting of Paris, in 1900.

I was present. The consensus of

opinion was that the drones give the

moral qualities, temper, activity, etc.,

while the queens furnish the phys-
ical qualities, endurance, prolificness,

acuity of senses.

Can ouF readers enlighten us? Here
is a good occasion to use Dr. Miller's

bvword : I don't know.

Good Samaritan Fund
Funds are still coming for the vic-

tims of the war in France and Bel-

gium. They are needed, and we
should not forget the suiTerers. We
list:

Acknowledged in November —$ 6.00

Miss Annette Ozanneau, Keo-
kuk - 1.00

Fresno Co. Beekeepers, Cali-

fornia S.OO

Total of new list -—$12.00
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THE FUTURE EDUCATION OF
THE BEEKEEPER
By H. F. Wilson

When Mr. Demuth remarked, at

our Chautauqua last summer, that

scientific application of any formula

was just a common-sense use of it, I

think he opened the way for all of

our beekeepers to become scientific

investigators. In fact, some of our

btst-known beekeepers of the past

and present were and are investiga-

tors of the science of beekeping. In

beekeeping terms they are known as

practical beekeepers, but these men
have been successful, because they

studied the bees and their actions un-

der certain conditions and learned

from these studies w-hat was best to

do and why certain things should not

be done.
Many observations are made and

recorded in the bee journals by our

beekeepers that are scientific, but

seldom do these observers attempt

to reason out the direct application of

their observations.
One of the finest methods of in-

creasing the knowledge of beekeep-
ing is through observations of the

(scientific) practical beekeeper, who
takes time to study the reasons for

normal and abnormal conditions in

the bee colony and is able to reason

in a logical manner on the results.

Scientific investigations are noth-

ing but careful observations of nat-

ural phenomena, which reach a

greater degree of exactness with in-

creased observations. Take, for in-

stance, the temperature of the bee

cellar. For a long time certain of our

beekeepers have realized that near

SO degrees F. was the best tempera-

ture for the bee cellar. This conclu-

sion was reached after a long series

of observations of the condition of

bees at different temperatures in the

cellar. Lately this scientific fact has

been proven by actual .observation of

the temperature requirements of the

honeybee cluster during winter.

The real difference between the av-

erage beekeeper and a well-trained

investigator is that the beekeeper has

not had the advantage of special

training in chemistry, physics, zool-

ogy, and other subjects necessary for

the study of the economy of the bee
colony. While Dr. Miller is no longer

able to defend himself, I do not think

it any reflection on his wonderful
career to say that his early education

in medicine must have helped him
greatly in studying the ways of bees.

The words "practical" and ""scien-

tific" really have the same meaning
as applied to beekeeping, and only

scientific beekeepers can hope to

keep in the game of the future. Hun-
dreds of thousands of dollars are

going to be invested in bees and thou-

sands of colonies will be found where
liundreds now exist.

The beekeeper of the future must
be a trained man. Not only must he

have training in the manipulation of

bees, but he must have a knowledge
of physics, chemistry, soils, botany,

zoology, business methods, and other

minor subjects.

Given unlimited time, a certain

knowledge of these subjects may be

obtained through reading or coming
in contact with other men. But the

world of today is moving too fast for

such methods and we must learn

quickly or be left by the wayside.

Where are we to go for this train-

ing? Like other agricultural sub-

jects, it must be taught in our schools

and colleges, where it will take the

more technical name of "Bee Hus-
bandry."
Bee husbandry is rapidly being in-

cluded in the curriculum of all agri-

cultural colleges, and in a few years

this subject will be a recognized part

of higher agriculture. At the On-
tario Agricultural College, Guelph,

Canada, a building has recently been

completed which, I understand, is

the first building erected exclusively

for beekeeping in America. We
should have many such buildings in

the United States.

During the last few years, bee hus-

bandry has become a recognized part

of the curriculum of the College of

Agriculture in the University of Wis-

consin and plans are under way to

provide a laboratory, complete in

every detail.

The following courses are now be-
ing offered to students who wish to

take up this work:
1. A five-weeks' short course in

beekeeping in connection with the
regular fifteen-weeks' farmers short
course. This course is primarily
meant for farm boys who^re doing
general farming, but has been ar-

ranged so that practical beekeepers
may receive special instruction in a

course combined with poultry or hor-
ticulture. Given in 1921 from Febru-
ary 7 to March 17.

2. An elementary course for be-

ginners covering one semester of

eighteen weeks.
3. An advanced course for begin-

ners extending over the second pe-

riod of eighteen weeks 'of regular

work. Students who have had work
in apiaries are also allowed to enter

this class.

4. A complete short course in bee-

keeping for all who cannot afford to

remain for longer than one year.

This course is intended to give the

full year's practice and includes ac-

tual care of one apiary throughout
the year. Four apiaries, two com-
mercial and two experimental, are

available for study at all times. Each
student is also given a series of prob-

lems in management corresponding to

the four seasons of the year.

5. A four-year course in bee hus-

bandry, which includes all fundamen-
tal studies, such as physics, chemis-
try, zoology, botany, business admin-
istration, etc. Each student must
have spent two summers in a co^m-

mercial apiary before graduation and
must have carried on a certain series

of experiments along the line of gen-

eral beekeeping practice. He must also

participate in marketing one crop of

honey. It is expected that every stu-

dent w'ho finishes this course will be

able to successfully engage in the

business side of bee husbandry or

take up college experiinental work as

he desires.
' Wisconsin.

lUaO clnsb HI ilcrncnlary betkccpiiig at VVi.scuMi>m Uiuvcrbity

DO BEES NEED SALT?
Some years ago I 'had a California

cooler for milk and butter and other

things; it had gunny sacks 'on sides

all around and water on top, with

small holes in side of tank, so the

water trickled down over the sacks

and kept them wet all the time. Bees

were all over the sacks to get water,

and so I put a lot of salt in the tank

so the water would be very salty, and
that increased the number of bees

getting the salt water, so the cooler

was entirely covered with bees. But
the lady of the house objected to get-

ting anything in ami out of the

cooler; so I had to give it up, and

since have had nothing of the kind.

But now some California beekeep-

ers in the Western Honey Bee say

ihey s'oak combs that have been in

foulbrood colonies in salt water, and

use them again, and no foulbrood ap-

pears; salt may have soiuething to do
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with keeping bees licaltli.v, and if so.

why don't we have some practical

way to give bees salt? We might
have some big water bags like the

automobile t'ourists use, filled with
very salty water, and hang them in

the apiary and let the bees help them-
selves. I wish some one would give

us advice from a Government Experi-
ment Station, as to whether bees
really need salt.

Daniel Danielson.
Colorado.

QUEEN-INTRODUCTION

Can It Be Made One Hundred Per
Cent Successful?

By Allen Latham
Of all the trials to which beekeep-

ers are subjected, few try the patience
beyond the killing of a choice queen
by some b'olshcvik bees. The subject

of queen-introduction has, perhaps,
been brought into the cohmins of the-

bee journals as often as any, and
countless ways of introducing queens
have been offered. Many of these
suggested methods have their merits,

but all have one comm'on weakness

—

they all fail at times. Tom succeeds
with one method while Dick fails

with that but succeeds with another.

Is there some O'ne method which is

fool-proof, which will work with all

varieties of bees, and which will work
under all conditions? Am I about to

offer such a boon to the beekeeping
world ?

No; I cannot offer this boon, but I

do think that I can offer a method
which is simple and within the reach
of all, and one which comes as near
reaching the 100 per cent mark as we
shall ever find unless we are willing

to adopt a method which costs more
than the death of an average queen.
A breeding queen should never be
subjected to any other method than
that of letting her loose upon combs
of hatching brood, kept warm by
artificial heat, and from which all old

bees are excluded. This is a 100 per
cent method, but is too costly for tlie

regular procedure.
The method I am about to explain

will not work with colonies that are
queenless. It can be used only with
colonies which have a queen that is

to be replaced by another. As at the

present development of beekeeping a

very large per cent 'of all quetn intD-
duction is requeening, this new meth-
od will iirove usable in the vast ma-
jority of cases.

Proceed as follows: Find the old

queen and cage her, with or without
attendants. This cage need have no
candy nor exit hole It may be a

piece of half-inch board 1J4 inches

square with an inch hole sunk in one
side, over which hole is tacked a

square of wire-cloth. Place this cage
with that which contains the new
queen side by side on the top-bars of

the frames. So place them that they
are wire down over a space between
two frames. Also adjust them so that

the candy-plugged exit of the cage
containing the new queen is closed to

the bees of tlie colony by the other
cage. Close the hive and leave it

thus for forty-eight to sixty hours.
It is well to place several thick-

nesses of burlap or other loose ma-
terial over the cages before putting
on the cover. A cold night, or a hot,

sunny day will, perhaps, ruin the

caged queens. Right here let me ask:
How many caged queens are prob-
ably lost every summer because only
a thin cover is between the cage in

which the queen is confined and the

sunshine of a mid-summer day?

After the lapse of '^wo or three days
rcTuove the cage containing the old
queen. In ninety-nipe cases out of

one hundred the other cage will be
found with no angry bees about it,

and its inmates will be found well

fed by the bees of the colony. Slight-

ly loosen the cardboard over the

randy, or punch a small hole in it.

Frequently, in the case of weak colo-

nies, the bees will not release the new
queen for weeks, if they do not get a

taste of the candy. I have even known
them to propolize the cardboard en-

tirely over, thus sealing the queen in

for eternity unless the beekeeper in-

tervenes. Now close the hive and let

it be undisturbed for four or five

days.
This method has several features

of unusual value, some of which I

will enumerate and enlarge upon.
Of prime importance is the fact that

the colony is never dequeened. Not
being dequeened, it does not acquire
the frenzy which a dequeened colony
is likely to acquire. Not acquiring
that frenzy, it omits, usually, the re-

sults of that frenzy. In other words,
it will not commonly construct queen-
cells under the treattnent which I

have outlined. Of even more im-
portance, it will not acquire the ani-

mosii}' against the new queen which
it would have if the old queen were
not present.

This last statement is most sug-
gestive. I will not take space to go

into it further, but every student of
bees will find it a very resourceful
subject for study. I wi'l barely men-
tion that I have had colonies care
for and feed upwards of ten queens
for weeks at a time, each queen with-
out any attendants and all cages
without food. I once thought to win-
ter surplus queens after such manner,
but found that eventually all queens
but one would be deserted as the rig-

ors of winter set in.

Another very important fact devel-
ops from this absence of animosity
towards the new queen. She is fed
by the bees very soon, if not at once.
Consequently queens thus introduced
fare much better than those which
have to subsist upon the candy in the
cage. All the attendants of the 'new
queen can be retnoved, and even the
candy, and usually all will be well. I

find, however, that sometimes a queen
is allowed 'to starve, and for that rea-
son I furnish the cage with a moist
candy, if no escort bees are present,

and the usual ca'ndy if the escorts are
there. In most cases both escorts
and queen are soon fed, and after

several days the candy in the cage
will be but slightly diminished. Hence,
the new queen is in a plump condition
by the time she is released, and gets
to laying very promptly.
Another consequence of this plan

'of introducing queenbees is the abso-
lute certainty that a colony need not
remain queenless for more than a day
or two. Why do I make this state-

ment? I will tell you. The old

queen is no't killed. When I intro-

duce queens by this plan and feel at

all doubtful about the outcome, I put
the old queen into a cage stocked
with candy and escort bees at the

time I remove her from beside the

other queen. This cage is placed in

the upper part of the hive, between
the cushion and inner cover. Four
days later, when I look into the hive

to see if the new queen is O. K., if I

find that through some defect the in-

Sbort course class in ueckecpitig, Wiscyn&in, 1920
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troduction has been a failure, I sim-

ply put the old queen down where the

bees can release her and let the col-

ony go until I can try again.

That last paragraph suggests that

this method has its failures. I will

say that I simply take that precau-
tion. I have never had to carry it to

fulfillment more than two or three

times. I think that in those two or

three times failure was not due to

the method, but was due to some de-

fect in the queen. Do the best we can,

some queens are weaklings, doomed
to a short existence. In one of those

few cases the queen was found dead
in the cage, had probably been sub-

jected to an injury when put into the

cage, which injury eventually proved
fatal, but was at first overlooked.

I have, in a great many cases, left

the old queen over the top-bars and
instead of removing her, shifted the

cages so that the new queen could be

released. In the majority of cases

the new queen would be released and
soon be laying, but in other cases

they have turned up missing. Some
queens are too nervous to bear the

presence of another queen in the hive,

and so conduct themselves that the

bees cannot endure them. I am fully

persuaded queens introduced by this

method would be peifectly safe if

they would behave themselves .
in a

quiet manner and not go on a ram-
page. As I could not control this fac-

tor I adopted the plan of removing
the old queen on the third day.

Another modification I have tried

is as follows : Both cages are shoved
into the entrance wire up. The third

day, as before, the cage with the old

queen is pulled jout. Unfortunately,

when this modification is tried there

are many failures. I think this is due
to the fact that the bees in the upper
part of the hive are of a diflFerent age

from those on the bottom-board.
One 'of the charming features of

this method is that it works with
Italians, blacks, Carniolans, hybrids,

etc. I have succeeded repeatedly

with it with colonies of the most
vicious hybrids.
There is one feature which I have

not decided upon as to the merits. I

said above that the old queen could
be with or without escorts. I have
n'ot yet decided whether it is better

to give her escorts or not. If my
readers try this method of introduc-

tion ne.xt season, I hope that they will

experiment along this line. I have
practically always put the old queen
back with no escorts, but it has oc-

curred to me of late that if escorts

were furnished, the colony might
show even less uneasiness about its

queen than when the queen has no es-

corts. Though the colony does not go
into a frenzy, it does show that some-
thing is wrong.
Connecticut.

THE INDIAN BEE
Our readers who knew Leslie A.

Kenoyer when he was engaged in a

study of the problems of nectar se-

cretion at the Iowa College of Agri-

culture, will be interested in the pic-

ture of the combs of the giant rock

bee hanging from the underside of

a projecting rock. This picture of

the combs of Apis dorsata was taken
by Mr. Kenoyer at Gwalior, India.

Mr. Kenoyer is now connected with

the Allahabad Agricultural Institute.

We hope that he will find time to

make a detailed study of the habits

of the giant bee of India and give us

further information concerning them.

OBITUARY

Noah D. West
Mr. Noah D. West, one of the quar-

tet of New York bee inspectors,

passed to the other side on November
9, 1920, in his 76th year, after several

months of illness. He was a native

of the town of Broom, Schoharie

County, where he engaged in farming
and beekeeping and occasionally

taught in district schools. He experi-

enced much success and later re-

moved to Middleburgh. where he en-
larged his holdings of farm property,
and largely increased his apiaries,

which for some time consisted of sev-

eral hundred colonies. He was a
careful and conservative apiarist and
produced large quantities of comb
honey until recently, when, I believe,

he produced mainly e.xtracted.

Mr. West was on the State bee in-

spection force for nearly twenty
years; he was faithful and interested
in the work and of much assistance in

our beekeepers' institutes and con-
ventions; we shall sadly miss his

counsel and the results of his ripe ex-

perience in our gatherings. Some
years ago he invented the West spiral

queen cage and queen-cell protector,
which he once told me was suggested
by the spring which is sometimes used
in hanging bird cages; it was well

adapted for its purpose, with its car-

tride shell, feeder, tin cover, etc. He
held patents for the United States

and Canada on this device and manu-
factured and sold large quantities of

them.
Mr. West resided in the village 'of

Middleburgh for twenty years past

and has been more or less connected
with its activities since. He was a

lifelong member of the M. E. Church,
a member of its official board and
active in its varied work.
He is survived by his wife and

seven children by a former marriage.
Wheeler D. Wright.

Altamont, N. Y.

Combs or the Indian Rock Bcc, Apis dorsata. hanging from uniicrsiUc of projecting rock

at Gwalior.

A GROWL
By A. F. Bomney

In the current issue of Gleanings,
Mr. Coverdale reports the honey
crop out of the hands of the produc-
ers. This may apply to the eastern

part of this State, Iowa, and the

western half of Illinois, but will not

for the west half of Iowa and the

east half of Nebraska lor the north-
western part of Missouri, where
we had a very heavy white cl'over

flow. Woodbury County. Iowa, pro-

duced one-and-a-half million pounds
•of honey, and, I am told, much of it

is still uinsold. Only two-fifths of my
heavy crop is disposed of (December
15), and other beekeepers report a

similar trouble.

I do not think there is anything to

get excited about. The average de-

mand for honey is increasing rapidly,

and there is no reason why local

State demand' should: not absorb

every pound of honey produced, more
particularly the comb. I have s'old a

considerable amount of comb honey
here in shallow extracting frames,

which average about 4 pounds each.

1 make a container by bending heavy
millboard, such as packing boxes are

made of, to cover sides and bottom
of frame, wrap all in heavy paper and
deliver. The cost is only the time. I

got 35 cents a pound, gross weight.

The great advantage is : I sold four

pounds instead of one. Persistent ad-

vertising will sell even the granulated
honey.
This is the first season I ever had

honey on hand after November IS.
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The cause: People arojnd here sold

as low as 20 cents a pound, for both
comb and extracted, and one man
sold S-p'Ound pails, by express,

charges prepaid, at $1.40 each.

He that hath plenty of good Home
Brew,

And giveth his neighbor none.
Shan't have any of my Home Brew
When his Home Brew is gone.

O! won't it be joyful, joyful, joyful,

0, won't it be joyful,

When his Home Brew is gone?
And won't it be joyful when the

price cutters are out of honey, for

then we shall get fair prices. In the

meantime, the Producers' League
shall have made a start, and condi-
tions will gradually improve.

1, for one, am inclined t'o withdraw
my help from the back-yard, barn-
yard beekeeper, the one who has bees
this year, none the ne.xt, who is the

cause of the big half of the foulbrood
in 'the country, who buys no books
and reads no journals, joins no asso-
ciations and dumps 50 to 5,000 pounds
of honey on the market at less than
wholesale. The man who wants to

start in beekeeping, as a vocation or
avocation I shall help all I can; I

mean the man, wherever he is, who
wants to keep bees, a few colonies or

many, year after year.

Iowa.

SPECIFIC GRAVITY OF HONEY
By F. Dundas Todd

The editor suggests that many
readers would probably like t'o know
what is meant by specific gravity,

how it is measured, and what advan-
tage it will be to a beekeeper to

know the specific gravity of his

honey.
This runs along the line of prog-

ress, for in these days of exact meas-
urements the time is coming when
big buyers of honey will pay tor it on
the basis of its sugar co'ntent as defi-

nitely ascertained, not as guessed at

in the present system, whereby a jar

is tilted and honey is roughly classi-

fied as thick or thin according as the

air-cell rises slowly or quickly. Some
years ago, when a big baking con-

cern bought honey by the carload,

their chemist stated that all honey
bought by the firm was tested for

sugar content and paid for accord-
ingly. It was the same in the re-

cent "wet" period, all alcoholic bev-

erages were tested for alcoholic con-
tent, and the amount of that was
the basis on which price was calcu-

lated. The amount of water present

was not considered at all, but flavor

was an important factor, just as it

is in honey, cheese and many other

foods.

In the United States Pharmaco-
paeia, the authoritative book for all

druggists in the United States, honey
is defined as having a minimum spe-

cific gravity of 1.37, while the Cana-
dian minimum legal standard is 75

per cent solids, or a specific gravity

of 1.3790. For export abroad, as I

pointed out in the American Bee
Journal of May, 1920, the New Zea-
land Government honey graders re-

fuse all honey with a specific gravity
of less than 1.420, which is about 82
per cent solids. New Zealand honey
as sold abroad has 10 per cent more
sugar content than honey of the
minimum legal standard on the North
American continent, and ought to be
worth just that much more monoj'.
I have judged many hundreds of

samples of honey at exhibitions, and
found them range turn 75 to 84.6 per
cent solids, a difference of almost 13

per cent between the two extremes,
yet all producers expected to sell

their honey at the same price, whi^n

as a matter of actual value the best

was worth 3c a pound more than the

poorest at prevailing wnolesai;
prices. When the facts were plainly

stated to the betkeeper who had pro-

duced the thick honey he at once saw
the point, and used the data as a

selling argument with so much efifecl

that he got two cents a pound more
for his crop than he had previously
been asking, no small item on a total

output of 6,000 pounds, being an ac-

tual gain of $180.

The specific gravity of a substance
is simply the ratio of its weight to

that of the same bulk of water. For
instance, a cubic foot of water weighs
1,000 ounces, a cubic foot of brass

8,000 ounces—that is, it is eight times
heavier than water, therefore its

specific gravity is 8. A cubic foot of

alcohol weighs 790 ounces, milk 1,030

ounces, glycerin 1,260 ounces, hence
their specific gravities are .790, 1.03

and 1.260 respectively. It is merely
the old story of adopting some one
thi'Ug as a standard by which to

measure a certain quality of every-

thing else. We simply cannot
measure a thing by itself, the note-

worthy example of this absurdity is

when we try to measure all minds by
one, that is our own mind. If we
could only, devise some means of

F. Dundas Todd

measuring a miiiv. by something else

we would unhappily realize the ful-

fillment of Burns' prayer:
"O wad some Power the giftie gie us
To see oursels as ithers see us 1"

But it looks as if for all time we
will be in the ridiculous position of

being able to define insanity, but not
sanity, that is: the negative condition
but not the positive.

To weigh a cubic foot of any one
thing would be quite a task, for the

first problem woull be to get a block
of the substance exa.tly one cubic

foot in bulk, an almost impossible
undertaking. So in practice, as far

as fluids are concerned, a rather sim-
ple method has been devised based
on the fact that in the case of an
object lighter than water, one that

will float, the amount of water, it dis-

places will be exactly of the same
weight as the object. For example, if

we take a block of oak one inch

square and 14 inches long, that is of

14 cubic inches capacity, and dip it

in a vessel containing waier, we -find

it will sink to a certai depth, dis-

placing some water, and raising the

water level until the weight of water
displaced is exactly equal' to that of

the wood it buoys up. Now if we
guide the wood to a perfectly upright

position, we will find that it will

sink to about 10 inches in the water,

and has therefore displaced 10 cubic

inches of the fluid. Therefore we
find that 10 cubic inches of water are

equal in weight to 14 cubic inches of

oak. The latter then is, cubic inch

by cubic inch, or cubic foot by cubic

foot, just ten-fourteenths !of the

weight of watei, or expressed in the

regular form of a decimal fraction, 10

divided by 14 is equal to .714, the spe-

cific gravity of oak.

Our oak stick can now be used as

a measuring rod for a great many
other liquids. For instance, we may
have a strong solution of salt in

water, brine in fact, so we dip our

oak stick in it and find it will sink

only 9 inches. So 9 cubic inches of

brine equal the weight of the stick,

but so did 10 cubic inches of pure

water, hence 9 cubic inches of brine

and 10 inches of pure are equal in

weight to each other. We might say

that brine is 10-9ths, or 1 and l-9th

times the weight of pure water; that

is, its specific gravity is l.H. We
could try the same experiment on

honey, say a sample of well ripened

honey such as is guaranteed by the

New Zealand honey graders, and we
would find that our oak stick would
sink only 7 inches. Therefore 7

cubic inches of such honey would be

equal in weight to 10 cubic inches of

pure water, consequently the honey
would be 1 i-1 times the weight of

water, or, expressing it in proper

form, the specific gravity of the

honey would be 1.42.

Our block of wood is really a me-
ter or measure, and as it is mostly

used in water solutions, it is called a

hydrometer. It has, however, a few
drawbacks. In the first place it is

rather bulky, necessitating a very

large quantity of fluid to float it,
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then it has a ratlier nasty habit of

trying to flop over. So the scientific

world has devised something very
much more convenient in the form of

a glass tube containing some mercury
or small shot iii a bulb at the bottom
of the stem so as to make it float

vertically in any liquid. The depth to

which the instrument sinks indicates

the specific gravity of the liquid,

which is recorded on the stem. We
saw that our stick sank deepest in

pure water and less in water contain-

ing common salt, so in graduating all

hydrometers, zero is at the top.

Now we all know by practical ex-

perience it is utterly impossible to

make a measuring rule that can be
used with equal facility for deter-
mining the thickness of the smallest

screw m a watch and the diameter of

one 'Oif :Our British Columbia cedars,

one of which I know to be 13 feet in

diameter, 10 feet above the ground.
There is quite a long range between
pure alcohol with a specific gravity of

0.79 -and the honey of my beekeeper
friend with a specific gravity of

of 1.443, so the usual plan is to devise

a hydrometer for the special work in

hand, where much has to be done, as

for instance, determining the amount
of alcohol in various brands of

hquors in Government bonded ware-
houses.
Broadly speaking, there are two

groups of hydrometers, one to use
in solutions lighter than pure water,
such as alcoholic beverages, oils, am-
monia, etc., the other for s'olutions

heavier than water, sirch as blood,

milk, brine and honey. It is with
hydrometers of the second group we,
as beekeepers, are concerned.
When hydrometers were first de-

vised the natural thing to do was to

make the scale with equal divisions,

and the Baume scale in use on the

continent of Eur^ope is so graduated.
Experience ultimately showed that

the relationship was more complex,
so Twaddle devised a scale in which
the divisions are not at equal dis-

tances apart, but closer together at

the bottom, thus compensating the

instrument. Users of a Baume scale

necessarily have to refer to tables to

learn what specific gravity is indi-

cated by the observed figures, where-
as users of the Twaddle scale simply
multiply the reading by S, place a

decimal point in front of the answer,
then place 1 for the specific gravity
of water in front of the decimal point.

Either scale is good, so long as one
knows what one is doing.

Between the legal minimum of 1.37

and that of 1.443, the densest honey
I have yet se> n, the range on the

Twaddle hydromeltr would be from
76 to 88, or 12 degrees. The reading
on a Baume would be from 41 to 85.

In an ordinary hydrometer, such as

is used in chemistry classes of high
schools and by photographers, the

graduation is generally from 'to 80

on tlie Twaddle system, and there-
fore is not available for testing
honey. Even if it were, the readings
would be a little vague, as the 12 de-
grees essential would fall within the

compass of 3-8 of an inch, much too
close for fairly accurate reading.
However, we can buj hydrometers
that are adapted for a short range of

work. For instance, a Twaddle num-
ber 4 is available for readings from
72 to 100, and on such an instrument
the range of 12 degrees essential for

honey occupies a space of 1J4 inches,

enabling an ordinary individual to do
fairly accurate work. This instru-

ment is about a foot in length and is

used in a test tube 10 inches long and
l'/2 inches in diameter. The one I

bought in Vandouver for $1 I find

was made by the Taylor Optical Co.,

of Rochester, N. Y.; the test tube,

which, by the way, has a wide, solid

glass base, cost 90 cents. Twelve
ounces of honey load it very nicely.

As we all learned at school, the

bulk of a liquid varies with its tem-
perature, and honey is no exception.

It expands with increase of temper-
ature, consequently a cubic inch at

90 degrees will c'ontain kss honey
and weigh less than when the tem-
perature is 60 degrees. The hydro-
meter will therefore sink deeper and
read lower with honey at 90 degrees
than at 60 degrees. Just to see for

myself what the variation amounted
to, I arranged for a test the samples^

of my honey I mentioned in my pre-
vious article as having a specfic
gravity of 1.418 when tested by Mr.
Dawson. So I loaded the test tube,
inserted the Twaddle and let it sink,

then slipped in a small therm'ometer,
the kind sold by the Eastman Kodak
Co. for about 35 cents. I found the
temperature to be 52 degrees, and af-

ter half an hours waiting, the Twad-
dle reading was 85.

The honey was far too thick for a
fair test. We were having a little

cold spell at fhat time, so I put a

board above the furnace, placing on
it the test tube with contents. Two
days oi this kind of thing gave me
quite a variety of temperature. I

found a fairly constant reading of

84.5 with temperature from 54 to 66,

then 83.5 at 74, 82.5 at 86. Hence, if

possible, read at ab.ut 60 degrees,
and add 1 for each 10 degrees higher.

So my own reading of my honey is

1.422, as aganst Mr. Dawson's 1.418,

which is not too bad for a novice
using an ordinary thermometer.

Next I took a sample of last

year's honey, getting a reading of 85.

with temperatures varying from 58

to 64, indicating a specific gravity of

1.425.

I am glad I spent $1.90 for this sim-

ple outfit. I have always tried to

raise good honey, but never before
knew in Cold figures just exactly how
it compared in sugar content, which
is the one really measurable quality

of honey; with that of good honey
producers. Color, flavor and aroma
are intangible, especially flavor and
aroma. If year by year the Twaddle
shows a reading of 84 'or higher, with
a temperature of 60 degrees, I will

feel I have some reason to respect

both my honey and myself.

British Columbia.

Ru^bian ])risoncrs of war at apiary of Mr. Alcxcicv near \'la<livostok

RUSSIAN BEEKEEPING
By William Slovig

According to my promise, I send
you photos of Russian apiaries.

We took them on our excursion at

Parvaia Rietcbka near Vladivostok,

that we made for the special design of

study. .

No. 1. The apiary of Mr. Alexeiev.

In the middle there is a trunk-hive,

or "duplauka," as the Russians call it.

The Coreans living in the neighbor-
hood of Vladivostok excavate such
trunks, daub the outside and inside

of their entrance with honey and
place them anywhere in the woods or

Held, where swarms are flying.

No. 2 shows the apiary of Colonel
Smoknsky, who now gets his living

from the busy bees.

No. 3. Colonel Smolensky shows us

one of his colonics. (First person loft

is myself.)

Though I wasn't fortunate cnougli

to leave for home on board of the

"President Grant," I hope to do so

next month. According to the treaty
of peace appertaining to that terri-

tory of Hungarian Hanat, which was
given to Rumania, I have to return

to Rumania, whence I shall go back
to Hungary to continue my studies

in mining science at the academy
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which I frequented three years before

the war broke out. That time of my
sojourning in Hungary I will also de-

vote to the translation and publish-

ing of the "Hive and Honeybee."
Meantime I shall send you any pho-

tos concerning beekeeping which I

may be fortunate enough to get.

Rumania.

THE FLYING TIME OF A BEE
By S. H. Sabine

^While out driving on a country
road a short time ago I had the in-

teresting experience of following a

bee for nearly half a mile, and under
such circumstances as to enable me
to time its flight.

I was driving at perhaps 20 miles

an hour, when I discovered her flying

just ahead of me and to the right of

the road. I slowed down the car so

as to keep her in sight, and at the

same time noted the speedometer,

which showed a speed of 17 miles.

She was flying parallel with the road
against a slight breeze and in as

straight a line as if following a

beaten path. The only variation

which I noted was that she darted

up and down occasionally, sometimes
flying ten or twelve feet above the

ground and again settling down to

about five or six, although the field

along the roadside was level and
there were no obstructions in her

path.
I concluded the reason for the up

and down flight was that the wind,

being against her, carried her up like

a kite, and then she would gradually

settle to her former level.

I lost her at a turn in the road, as

I had to follow the man-made high-

way, while she was following the in-

visible highway which, no doubt, led

to some distant source of nectar sup-

ply.

On page 351 of the October num-
ber, following your answer to the

question "Why do bees cluster before

flying to their new home?" you ask

for. suggestions.
It has occurred to me that per-

haps one reason may be that the old

queen, not having been outside the

hive for a considerable period of

Colonel Smolensky opening a hive. Wni. Slovig at extreme left.

time, is not in any condition to take

an extended flight, and stops at the

nearest resting place to recuperate
for a breathing spell.

This may be compared to a man
who has been confined to his bed for

a time and going out for his first

w-alk. He would probably stop at

the first street corner and lean

against the fence for r. few minutes'

rest before going on.

This, however, does not seem to

be the only reason, as a swarm with

a clipped queen will cluster when
the queen is not with them.

Dallas, Texas.

THE NATIVE CHINESE BEE
By C. G. Golding

In "Beekeeping," by Dr. E. F. Phil-

lips—MacMillen Rural Science Series

—the author writes, anent "Races of

Bees," on page 203:

"Chinese-Japanese. These bees are

placed by von Buttel-Reepen as sub-

varieties of indica. The Chinese bee

has a heavy coat of long, dirty, grey

hair; the Japanese bee lacks this."

Never having seen one. I am unable

to contradict the von Buttel-Reepen
description of the native Japanese
honeybee, but I can state that this de-

scription of the Chinese honeybee is

Apiary, honey hou^c ami -.vinter shclltr ot CoIoik! Smolensky, near \'ladivostok

incorrect. Von Buttel-Reepen must
have had the common Chinese wild
bee in mind; this insect .appears

about the end of March, or begin-
ning of April, and dies out by the end
of May. During its brief lifetime, it

appears to devote its attention almost
exclusively to the broad bean (Vciia
faba). The Chinese wild bee, which
is a trifle larger than the native
honeybee, and very thick in build, is

covered entirely with a heavy coat ;of

long, dirty grey hair. It does not, to

my knowledge, live in colonies. In

habits, it. resembles the common
Ijumblebee, which occurs througliout
China. It would be interesting to

learn when von Buttel-Reepen vis-

ited China, how long he was in the

country altogether, and what prov-
ince he visited.

Now for a short description of the

Chinese honeybee:

In common with all honeybees, the

abdomen consists of six rings. The
top is marked with four bands, the

first is a broad one and the remain-
ing three are narrow. The bands 'on

the average worker are dull yellow
in color; those on young, or nurse
bees are ligliter yellow. The belly

is yellowish brown. The head, thorax
and legs are very dark brown; the top

of thorax is thinly covered with a

short yellowish-brown down, which
is thicker on the sides and under-
neath. The queens are dark colored,

and the drones are black. So much
for markings. Now for traits:

The Chinese honeybee is, I opine,

the gentlest of its kind in the world,

and I never use smoke when handling
a hive, neither do I wear gloves nor

a veil. I often stand in front of a

hive when examining the frames! and
have never been stung when in this

position. Not that the Chinese
lioneybee never stings; it can, and
does sting like fury on occasion. A
hive, however, can generally be
opened between 9 a. m. and 5 p. m.
without fear; but after 5 p. m. the

l)ees almost invariably sting directly

they alight on one. Chinese honey-
bees are good workers, never enter

the wrong hive (except, of course,
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when robbing), remain very quiet
when being handled, cap their cells

white, and winter well out of doors.
Winter losses do occur, but I think
this is the fault of defective hives. In

any case, the percentage of such
losses is not high—less than 5 per
cent—for the Chinese honeybee is a

very hardy creature. In regard to

propolis, they certainly cannot be ac-

cused of using this lavishly. Burr
and brace-combs do occur occasion-
ally, but a knife soon remedies these
defects. In regard to swarms, not
every hive casts one. Eight of my
colonies, although filled with bees,

have not cas't a single swarm within
the past two years. Some hives cast

one or two prime swarms a year, the

first in spring, which as likely as not

is followed in a few days by an after-

swarm, if queen-cells are not cut out,

and the second in Autumn (end of

August or early in September), but I

believe it is rare for an afterswarm
to follow the prime swarm in autumn,
even if queen-cells are not cut out.

The average number of queen-cells

found in a hive after the issue of a

prime swarm is three. I have on one
or two occasions seen four. I be-

lieve it is unusual to find more than
four cells in a hive after a swarm has
issued, although in one instance, in

my apiary, when a virgin was lost on
her wedding flight, the bees started

six queen-cells. These, however, did

not mature, for I gave the colony a

ripe queen from another hive, and
directly the vingin emerged she
promptly tore down all six cells. The
Chinese queen, however, is not all

that can be desired in the matter of

egg production. The rearing of brood
is curtailed, sometimes entirely

stopped, in a dearth of nectar. What
age does a Chinese queen attain?

Well, this is a question I cannot
answer, but I have noticed a number
of instances the queens were super-
seded after the working year. One
thing must be said of Chinese honey-
bees: they keep their hives clean.

The average colony defends its hive

well, against both robbers and wax-
moths, but a weak colony quickly

goes under.

SELFISHNESS IN AMERICAN
HONEY PRODUCERS' LEAGUE

By W. E. Joor

Unfortunately, selfishness is not
confined to the League, neither is it

absent from among beekeepers. As
a rule, I believe all real beekeepers
are gentlemanly in heart, but in ad-
dition to beekeepers there are honey
producers and keepers of bees who
are out only for the coin there is in

it; and they, as a rule, lose much
that they might have, because they
are not beekeepers. There is also

much selfishness and petty jealousy
in State amd County Associations,

and wherever such exist, they are a

severe handicap to the organization.

I have known prominent honey
producers who would not join or
work with any association. They
would not give any information they
mig'ht possess to fellow beekeepers,

nor to beginners, because they feared
both as competitors. For them "the
quality of mercy is strained."

I wonder how many of us would
be keeping bees if we did not have
the teachings of such men as Lang-
stroth, Quinby, Miller, Alexander,
and the Dadants? These men all

made discoveries and inventions or
worked out methods and freely gave
them to others. Shall we not "pass
it on?"

In "'Scientific Queen Rearing,"
Doolittle says : "All that I have done
has been done with the hope that I

might be of benefit to the world,
benefiting some one by smoothing
over the rough places a little the
same as some of the writers of the
past have smoothed the way before
my tender feet, when they were still

youthful in the pursuit of apiculture."

'As I have freely received of the
good things in the bee literature of
the past, so I as freely give of the lit-

tle 1 know, that I may, in a measure,
pay the large debt I owe to those
who have preceded me in the way of

our delightful pursuit.'

The very being of our country rests
on the sacrifice of the individual for
the benefit of the many, and the
benefit of the one through prosperity
of the many, "E Pluribus unum."
This is the day of co-operation. The
United States is a co-operative con-
cern, both as between States, and be-

tween individuals and other units.

We must have sectional (State or
otherwise) co-operative organiza-
tions and these should combine into

a national concern, the American
Honey Producers' League. If any
special interests or sets of men try

to exploit it for their benefit, it will

be a failure. The interests that must
work unselfishly in the League are
the manufacturers, the honey dealers,

the journalists, the educators and
also the producers themselves. Any
of these classes, by attempting to

dominate or by striving to exclude
the other, will cause injury.

There is another form of selfish-

ness that can cause serious injury to

the project. This is well expressed
in the slang phrase, "Let George do
it." Such is the man who refuses to

join, or help in the work, but who is

perfectly willing Co sit by and receive

more money for his honey and other
benefits; to sit in meetings and ab-
sorb all the information he can, but
never gives any himself; to use the

inventions and methods of others,

but does not help others at all.

The objects of the League are so

broad that when it is functioning
normally every beekeeper will be
benefited. Some of these are :

1. The standardization of equip-
ment or the reduction of the number
of different types of equipment to be
manufactured', and also carried by
the dealers. There are several types
of comb-honey supers and as a rule

these are not suitable to use as ex-

tracting supers. If we use sections

(as I suppose we always will), we
could use a section that could be used
in the standard extracting super with

"T" tins (a la Dr. Miller) and thus
have a super that could be used for
shallow extracting frames.

2. The standardization of race
markings for bees. There is no ac-
cepted standard at present.

3. The definition of what is meant
by a pound of bees; a one, two or
three-frame nucleus; a full colony.

4. The influence to secure just
freight rates; uniformity in regula-
tions regarding disease control; ship-
ping bees and queens; power to con-
test unjust laws.

5. Universal advertising cam-
paign; assist beekeepers in buying
supplies and in selling their products.

6. The promotion of broader edu-
cation in apiculture, and research
along lines of general interest to bee-
keepers.
Sectionalism and sectional selfish-

ness must be held down and all ac-
tions taken in a broad spirit for the
best interests of the beekeeping in-

dustry of the whole country.
But a reasonable selfishness, if

such a term is permissible, is abso-
lutely necessary to make the League
a success. Does that sound paradox-
ical? Well, it's so. Man, the aver-
age human, is, in a sense, inherently
selfish. How can that trait be made
useful in the working of the League?
By making the League an organiza-

tion of service to the individuals of

its member associations and the al-

lied traders, this selfish trait can be
made especially useful. The trouble
with the old National was that it was
too altruistic and theoretical (with-
out teeth, as some would have the

League of Nations) and of no practi-

cal use to its members. The result

was that no one received any direct,

definite benefit, and where no defi-

nite benefit was visible the beekeep-
ers refused to part with their money,
and gave the National very little

thought, and less support. Also it

was too expensive for individual

members from all the States to

gather at a single meeting plac?, and
the meetings were almost the only

benefits.

In the League plan, representatives

of member associations, chosen by
those associations, gather together,

like the United States Congress, and
transact such business as may be

timely. These representatives should
and will, if they carry out the consti-

tutional objects and policies of the

organization, set machinery in motion
that will be of direct aid to individual

beekeepers; thus making the human
selfish trait a means of drawing sup-

port. Care must be exercised that

these benefits be for all individuals,

whether producer, manufacturer or

dealer. It must be an association for

the industry at large and not for spe-

cial interests or sections.

Texas.

SOURCES OF KANSAS HONEY
By A. V. Small

South central Kansas is very dif-

ferent from the white clover region.

Alfalfa is the main source of honey
with considerable sweet clover in
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some localities. There is consid-
erable sweet clover seed raised here.
."Vs a source of surplus it is rather un-
certain, as the dry weather very
often sets in before the plant has a
chance to bloom. Last year I secured
some of the white annual sweet clo-
ver seed and found that under our
conditions it cannot make a success-
ful growth. I have received from
the American Bee Journal a package
of the white biennial, which ought to

do exceptionally well in this locality.

Last year I planted half a bushel of
unhulled yellow biennial along the
roads and have engaged a bushel to

plant ne.xt spring. The soil is rich in

lime.

For several years I kept bees in

Topeka, within a quarter of a mile
of a large alfalfa field. It was very
exceptional for bees to work alfalfa

at Topeka, and I did not list it as a
honey plant. Coming out here where
it is the main source of nectar, I was
very curious to know just what made
the difi'erence and at just what place
between here and Topeka was the di-

viding line. After a careful study of

conditions and careful weather charts
and after running for hundreds of
miles up and down the streams, I

find that in this part of Kansas al-

falfa above 1,000 feet elevation is one
of the main honey plants, and below
that level it is one of the minor
plants. It yields practically nothing
at somewhere between 800 and 900
feet. It is surprising how sharp the
line is drawn.
Alfalfa is a clover, and while it

thrives under conditions where while
clover cannot grow, the nectar secre-

tion responds to heat and rn'oisture

very much as does white clover, after

the bloom is once out.

Another rather interesting thing
that I find is that the smart-weed of

this locality is an entirely diflferent

variety from what we have at Topeka
and at St. Joseph Mo., and the honey
is very different.

Augusta, Kans.

WINTERING
By A. E. Hale

I winter on summer stands, each in

a separate case. Use a bottom-board
two inches longer than the hive body,
with the seven-eighths inch space un-
der the frames summer and winter.
About November 1 I prepare for

winter by nailing a metal entrance
guard to the front of hive, leaving an
opening 5-16x6 inches as a protection
from mice.

I make the guards of light galva-
nized iron, cut 2 inches wide and 14

1-2 inches long bent over 3-8 inches
at top so as to make it double where
nailed to hive. Use the escape boards
on top with cleat side down, thus
leaving five-eighths or thrCjC-quar-
ters of an inch over top of frames.
Tack a piece of wire screen over the
hole in the escape-board and cover
with a piece of burlap. The cases
are made of seven-eighths inch
stuff for the frame, covered with VA
ply roofing paper, tacked to frame
with bill posters' tacks. Use 36-inch

paper cut in two, 18 inches wide.
The inside measurement of the bot-
tom of the frame is one-fourth inch
larger than the hive-body and slips
down to its place without moving the
hive and rests on the 2-inch projec-
tion of the bottom-board in front and
on a cleat one-half inch thick, nailed
on back end, projecting about three-
eighths inch above bottom-board,
and covering joint between bottom-
board and hive-body and preventing
the hive from slipping back when
raised in front to e.xamine or clean
out. The side pieces of frame cover
joint on sides. As the end pieces are
nailed on top of the sides of bottom
of frame the paper projects seven-
eighths inch below ends, closing the
entrance to wind and snow except a
piece about 4 inches long, which is

cut on sides and turned upward for
an outside entrance. There is a
space of 2 inches on sides and ends
of hive-body and 8 inches on top
which is packed with leaves; and
when taken off in the spring we save
the leaves for future use. The pack-
ing is left on until settled weather in

May. The rims of the covers are 3
or 4 inches wide to telescope over
the top. The top of the cover is

made of thin stuff, covered with
roofing paper. The paper costs me
about 30 cents per case. For the
frame and top I use old crating and
boxes. If bought new the lumber
would cost 30 to 40 cents each.
Iowa.

Wintering

At the meeting of the Des Moines
County beekeepers at Burlington,
Iowa, October 20, Mr. Wm. Judd, of
Danville, 111., who succeeds wonder-
fully in wintering bees safely, gave
his method. He packs his bees very
heavily in clover shaff, with about 8
to 10 inches of packing. Instead of
wintering the colonies in one story,
he places two stories and divides
the comb half and half, S in each
story, with the balance of the hive
packed, behind division-boards. This
has the advantage of supplying the
bees with a large amount of stores
above the cluster, so that they do
not need to move sideways in cold
weather. He packs only two hives in

one winter case and leaves them on
the same spot all summer. In this
way he avoids the "drifting" of bees,
which is always to be feared when
moving them together at the ap-
proach of winter. The attendance at
the Burlington meeting was small,
but the beekeepers present were very
much interested and well pleased.

Length of the Sting

The British Bee Journal quotes the
following from "Punch":
"The length of a bee's sting is only

one thirty-second of an inch." We
are grateful for this information, be-
cause when we are being stung we
are always too busy to measure it for
ourselves.

BEEKEEPERS BY THE WAY
A Man From Tennessee

Prof. G. M. Bentley, of the Uni-
versity of Tennessee, is a worth-
while chap, no matter which way
you approach him. He gives one the
impression that Tenness'ee*. is the
garden spot of the world, and you
can't much blame him for that, even
though you believe that Indiana—or
Texas, is better. Judging from the
picture, Bentley is a thorough-going
horticultural inspector, at least a

judge of good melons.
He takes beekeeping seriously and

is making it an important subject in

his branch of the University. Last
year he had a class of 67 returned
soldiers in his beekeeping classes. It

is as Secretary of the Section of Api-
culture of the Association of Eco-
nomic Entomologists that Bentley
gets in his best licks for the industry.
Many of the members of this organi-
zation are officially responsible for

the enforcement of foulbrood laws
as well as for teaching and extension
work in beekeeping. Since Bentley
has been Secretary, the apicultural

section has been looking up decid-
edly. The programs are confined to

such problems as are likely to face
the members in their official capacity
and must come under one of the
three heads of research, education or
inspection.

When you see Bentley just tell him
you are a beekeeper and he will be
glad to see you, but he will probably
invite you to move to Tennessee.

A Tennessee booster.
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TREES FOR HONEY
By EHas Fox

In the December issue, "Best Trees
for Shade and Honey," by accident or

otherwise, the box elder is omitted.

It is one of the very best from the

beekeeper's standpoint. It is a fast-

growing tree, with spreading
branches and dense foliage, providing

a quick and beautiful shade. Since it

is a species of maple it can be tapped

in early spring and will provide a lib-

eral How of sap, which can be boiled

down to a delicious syrup, or even to

sugar. It requires an expert to de-

tect it from maple sugar cr syrup.

The tree blooms profusely and yields

as much pollen and nectar as the ma-
ples. Sometimes a liberal supply of

honeydew is secured from the foliage.

Pollen, nectar, honeydew and sap pro-

vide really four crops in the season.

Blooming early, it furnishes very ma-
terial aid to the bees for brood-rear-

ing, thus providing a field force to

gather the surplus crop later in the

season.

A SERIOUS MIS-STATEMENT

L. A. Schott, a Missouri reader,

sends us the following clipping, which
is reported as coming from the Jour-

nal of Agriculture, published at St.

Louis

:

Honey From Grapes
"In the vicinity of Jefferson C'ty,

Mo., during the past season, beekeep-

ers obtained a much larger yield of

honey than usual, but did not know
from whence the surplus came, as the

supply 'of nectar-bearing plants was
not in excess of former years, until

owners of Concord grape vineyards

went out to gather their fruit and
discovered that most of their grapes

\vere not as plump and juicy as they

should have been and they were at

loss to account for it until they kept

a watch and noticed that bees

swarmed into tlie vineyards and set-

tled on the grapes.

"Beekeepers also soon discovered

that they were getting more honey
than usual. The result was- that

grape owners had but little left with

which to make jams, jellies and grape

juice, while the beekeepers had mot

only a surplus of honey, but will in

future be able to profit by the ex-

perience and obtain an additional

nectar supply for their bees by the

cultivation of grapes as a sideline of
their business.

"When the fact is considered that

the value of the increased production
of honey from the grape juice far ex-

ceeds the reduced value of the grapes,

it will be seen that grape raising in

connection with beekeeping cannot
fail to be very profitable."

The Journal of Agriculture, should

refer articles similar to the above
quotation to some practical man be-

fore allowing them to appear. Grape
juice has never made anything but

wine, and has at all times caused dis-

ease and winter losses among bees.

W'c know this by experience. Dam-
aged grapes are originally injured by
birds, or cracked open" by wet
weather, and when the bees come and
get the remnants, the juice is usually

already fermented and causes them
to die, often before they, can reach
the hive. \\"e have had hundreds of

colonies of bees and 12 acres of vine-

yard at the same time. The season o,f

1879 was the hardest we ever saw on
bees and grapes, and we positively

know that there is no profit for bees

in feeding from the damaged grapes.

Tlie shape of their tnandibles prevents

them from puncturing whole berries.

THE BOX ELDER BUG HEARS
In regard to "How Butterflies

Hear" on page ill. No ember issue.

Late last summer I noticed box elder

bugs clustered in knots on the bot-

tom of the trees, so shouted at them
one day, and, to my astonishment,
they scattered.

Several days ago I captured one in

the house and made a sh'arp sound
at him, and he jumped. So I de-

prived him of his antennae and re-

peated the sounds, at which h :

would not move. Another thing that

must go to prove the antennae con-

tain the organs of hear.ng is that the

bee and box elder bug gener-iUy live

in clusters, and the butterflies, spiders

and moths do not live in clusters.

The reason it cannot be proven that

the bee hears is because it is not as

cowardly as the box elder bug.

M. Earl Townsend.
Nebraska.

Apiary of Frank IJ^art. of Linc.ln. 111., in doulik-w.ilU-cl liivi-s. He reports good wintering

with little trouble in these hives.

WINTER JOBS
By Arthur C. Miller

For the fortunate few who can
toast their shins before the crackling
wood fire, let me suggest a few
things worth doing. They may scoff

now, but when hot summer comes
they will wish they had listened and
heeded. Get ready to make more
money next year, or, in other words,
to save labor, trouble and stings, to

be able to do more in the hours at

your command or to do all you have
to do and time left over to loll in

the hammock and enjoy that fine

smoke—from your bee smoker, of

course.

It is surprising the amount of lost

effort which is due to out-of-order

hives and other apparatus and to ap-

pliances which do not match or fit.

Let me tell you specifically some of

the things to look for and correct.

First, overhaul your smokers, clean

out accumulated creosote and soot,

renew the bellows leather if cracked,

or moisten and soften with water
if it is hard and stiff, and while it is

soft and damp, rub in a liberal dose
of neatsfoot oil, mutton tallow, or

any good oil or grease. The smok-
ers are the most important tools the

beekeeper has, and the inspectors

find many more poor and ineffective

ones than good ones. If you need
new smokers, order them at once and
get good big ones, the little ones are

only toys, and like the Yankee's raz-

ors, are good just to sell at a low

price.

Next buy, or have made, several

good hive tools, enough so you can

keep several in each yard. One fully

realizes what a useful article a good
hive tool is when one has lost it.

Another essential is a good bee-

veil, and one made of wire cloth is

the most satisfactory in the long run.

One something like the Alexander
veil is good, but is much better if a

hat forms the top, then it does not

slip about on the head. Better have

the wire cloth wide before the face

and narrow at the back of the head,

then if you tip your head up to gaze

into a tree top the hat does not piish

down over your eyes like an extin-

guisher. And be sure and have the

cloth "skirt" below the wire ainply

long, so it will tuck in under the vest

or coat securely, or fasten with a

tape, as your fancy dictates. Keep
one or more veils in each yard. Bet-

ter more than one.

Go over all the empty hives, supers,

honey-boards, escape-boards, etc.,

rcnailing where necessary, and in the

naughty corners," put screvi-s. While

going over these things cast aside

lor kindling all odd-sized things. "A
waste," you say. Not nearly as, much
waste as the time lost in busy mo-
ments of summer, trying to adjust

misfits and plug up leaky corners and

edges.
.

When all hives, etc., are repaired,

s.rape out all propolis. Enough of it

accumulates in one season without

carrying over any from the last. The

delay in handling bees due to a mass

of propolis is scarcely appreciated
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till one liaiuUcs hives free ironi it.

All this wooden ware costs good
money and new will cost more, so
conserve it by painting it well. To be
sure, some of the good men of the
craft have long advocated no paint,

but in tliose palmy days hives did not
cost much and the lumber was good.
Wonder il those people do not now
wish that they had kept those fine

Iiives well painted.
When going over the hives for re-

pairs, stack the combs where you can
get at thetn readily and, wliile the
paint is drying, look critically at

everj' comb; discard every one with
many drone-cells, or stretched cells,

or warped, or buckled places. Scrape
all the propolis from the frames just

to facilitate handling next season as
well as to ensure accurate spacing.

Combs with only small patches of

drone-cells can be repaired. Cut ou
such places, taking out a rectangular
piece, scrape from the base a row or
two of cells about the opening thus
made, lay in a piece of foundation
and with a brushful of melted wa.\
make it fast. Such repaired combs
are not as fine as new combs built

from fresh foundation, but they are
valuable when built combs are
needed.
When discarding whole combs, cut

them from the frames, wire and all,

and re-wire with No. 26 wire, stretch-

ing it tight; then put in the new foun-
dation, embedding the wires careful-
ly, preferably with an electric im-
bedder. Xo" matter how carefully

you adjust the wedges at the top, it

is worth while to run a little melted
wa.x along the tip, because it pre-
vents an occasional slip, and the bees
fasten the top sooner than they
otherwise would.
After all the foregoing is done, go

at the new goods, which bj' that

time should have arrived. It will be
found profitable to dip in linseed oil

all bodies, supers, honey-boards and
escape-boards, allowing the excess of

oil to drain oflf. This is quicker than
a priming coat of paint, and far bet-

ter.

There is one other small item

worth mentioning: Attend to

gummed-up bee-escapes. Drop them
into a boiling solution of strong lye

with a liberal dose of powdered soap.

Why the soap? Well, it helps sep-

arate the gum from the metal and
makes a cleaner and slicker job.

Much of the foregoing sounds like

"old stuff," I know, but if one may
judge by the mess one finds in so

many yards, it will stand a lot of re-

pealing. Winter time is a slack time

and does not yield much cash, but it

can be turned into cash via time and
labor saved in operation during the

rush season.
Providence, R. I.

my beekeeping experience has been
with Langstroth hives; however, 1

use, both summer and winter, two
brood-chambers, 16 or 20 frames, and
think of the two combined as a hive.

1 am in thorough accord with the

principles involved in the large
brood-chamber, as e.xeniplified in the

IJadant hive.

l-"or a number of years I have en-
tertained the belief that the brood
compartment of a hive should be
large enough to hold a reserve stock
of honey, or residual honey, a credit

balance that would never be needed
except in the unusual or extremely
bad season. Due to the fact that the

bees' cluster is nearly spherical, iny

imagination pictured this hive as
nearly cubical.

Hives have been constructed in

conformity with standard lumber di-

mensions, rather than in conformity
v/ith the natural requirements of the
bees. The lumber dealer and not the

bee student decides the depth of our
brood and surplus frames. The pat-
tern has been made to fit the cloth,

with little or no consideration for
the physical well-being of the wearer,
and with this clothing and equipment
the bees have demonstrated a mar-
velous adaptability.

I was particularly impressed with
the conclusions reached in "The Da-
dant System" regarding the winter-
ing of bees, based as they are on long
years of patient experiment, and they
have my fullest indorsement.
With no desire to be pedantic, I be-

lieve there are three essentials that
must be understood and observed in

order to avoid severe winter loss in

this climate:
1. Quality and quantity of food for

winter stores.

2. Quality of the air, or ventila-

tion.

3. Protection from the elements.

Putting bees in packing cases does
not appeal to me, especially those
cases that provide a thick layer of

sawdust on all sides of the hive. It

is based on the erroneous idea that

they will provide a steady warmth.

They are in reality a small ice box,
the cold gets into them very slowly
and it is, if anything, slower in get-
ting out. In other words, when the
cold gets in, it has come to stay, like

an unwelcome mother-in-law, and, as
pointed out in the httle vo'.ume, the
bees are likely to miss the only op-
portunity for a cleansing flight; with
no opportunity to smooth out their

bed and rearrange their stores, dis-

ease, disaster and death are at hand.
Assuming that these packing cases

do not become refrigerators, and are
in reality little hot-houses, then an-
other equally vicious horn to the di-

lemma is presented. We have brood-
rtaring out of season.

A few winters ago, a. beekeeper
with 40 or 50 colonies, living in a

neighboring city, packed all his hives
individually after the ice-box plan.

Over half of them died outright be-
fore spring, and those that survived
were weak. Just over his fence a

neighbor had one lone colony of bees,
provided with a makeshift flat cover
which had blown oH early in the win-
ter, leaving a gunny sack as the only
protection above the cluster. This
cover stayed off all winter, and the
beekeeper said, in relating the cir-

cumstances to me, that they were a

strong, vigorous colony in the spring.

If the alternative confronted me of

leaving my bees with only a gunny
sack cover, or placing them in bo.xes

well lined with sawdust, I would un-
hesitatingly choose the gunny sack.

Under the erroneous idea that cold
is the worst enemy of bees, sealed
covers have been provided and the
bees literally exist in their own efl3u-

via and, like a strong constitution
that sometimes combats ill-advised

drugs and a blighting disease and
overcome both, so the bees often sur-

vive pernicious but well-intentioned
measures provided for their wel-
fare. These packing-box and tight-

cover fellows, with no knowledge of

biology, will stigmatize the rest of

us by saying that we neglect and do
not provide for the comfort of our
bees.

THE DADANT SYSTEM OF WIN-
TERING BEES

By A. E. Burdick

I have just finished reading the new-

manual : "The Dadant System of

Beekeeping."
With a few exceptional hives all

t.
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We have observed that bees by
preference store their honey over

and above the brood-nest. We take

advantage of this fact and place

empty dravirn comb at that place. To
the same extent that nature abhors a

vacuum, so the bees abhor empty
comb at that place, and strive to fill

it with all their splendid energy; but

if possessed with reason, they would
see the futility of trying to fill a hole

that was continually being prepared

for them by the apiarist, and continu-

ally emptied.
We grope about without success to

find attributes in the bees that cor-

respond with memory, reason or vo-

lition in ourselves, and try to satisfy

ourselves by saying that all the vari-

ous phenorriena of the hive are purely

reflex, excited by various stimuli, all

mere verbiage to obscure the pov-

erty of our minds.
"And as imagination bodies forth

The forms of things unknown, the

poet's pen
Turns them to shapes and gives to

airy nothing
A local habitation and a name."

—Midsummer Night's Dream.
Washington.

We do not believe that the packing

case should be condemned as posi-

tively as our esteemed correspond-

ent does in the above article. Be-
tween the ice-box which gets cold

and stays cold, and the hot-house
packing case, there is a middle line;

a packing case which simply con-

serves the warmth of the bees and is

heavy enough to keep the bees com-
fortable. Sawdust, to our mind, will

never do, as it is indeed a refrigera-

tor packing in very cold seasons. But
many of the packing cases now used

preserve the heat of the cluster with-

out furnishing undue warmth. That
we do not use them ourselves, be-

cause of their cost, should not deter

beginners from trying them. Winter-
ing bees is, more than any other part

of the management, a question of lo-

cality.—Editor.

HONEY AS A SALES PROMOTER
By Smith C. McGregor

Many apiaries that yield a gener-

ous supply of honey are not the sole

business of their owners. Perhaps
garden truck or poultry furnishes the

balance of the income. In such cases,

the honey is often disposed of with-

out due consideration of its value as

a sales builder for the other products.

If you are a part-time beekeeper,

you may think you haven't time to

devote to honey selling campaigns. If

you want to market it to better ad-

vantage, and seek methods of time-

saving in the care of the bees, why
not try time-saving devices?

Time can be saved in dozens of

places in the apiary, and the ones

who do save it are usually those who
make a success of their honey sales.

Does the actual sale of honey end

the transaction? If it does, you are

missing one of the chief benefits of

the apiary.

Most business men feature one line

or article that they have explicit con-

fidence in. The profit on the actual

sale of the featured article may not

be worth the trouble involved; but

the other articles sold, because of

this first sale, bring in the profit. It

is much the same with honey. If you
have confidence in your product, why
not let people know about it, calling

their attention to anything else you
wish to sell at the same time?
Perhaps you have sold your honey

without difficulty; yet other farm
products wasted because you could
not find buyers. At the same time,

many of your honey customers would
have purchased the products you lost,

had they known you had them. Mar-
ket your honey in a special container,

thus making it an attractive advance
agent for your other products.
Take the 5-pound pail, for exam-

ple. This is a convenient size for the

small family, or for those who are

buying for the first time. A good, at-

tractive label on it reading, "This
Honey is Only One of Our Products.
If You Like It, Ask for Them," would
let the buyers know you sold addi-

tional produce, and an advertising
tag on the pail would list the season-
able bargains you ofifered.

Quality advertising labels and tags

cost more than those of inferior

quality; but if the honey is good,
doesn't it deserve a good label? In-

deed, people are getting so they judge
a product by its advertising, and if

they are pleased with the original

purchase they will give preference

to your line when they make addi-

tional ones.

It is as a trade promoter that honey-

brings its real profit; the 5-pound pail

will not add much to your bank ac-

count, but if it lands the farm pro-

duce trade of the family who bought
it, that is worth the time involved.

Housewives are not bashful about
telling about bargains, and honey is

a good subject for gossip, especially

if it is high grade enough to please

the critical.

Do not expect the honey sales to

provide an immediate outlet for all

your other produce, for they cannot
bring this about at once. But if you
have confidence in your products, and
wish to build up a permanent trade,

it will be worth your while to give

more attention to the marketing of

the honey. If you are not in direct

touch with a town or city, the parcel

post system makes it possible for you
to try it from your home. You can
save the consumer money, and the in-

creased sale of your other products
will make it worth your while.

New York.

through fine, had their flight and are
now in the cellar. Had springs on
the wagon to take up the jar.

Thos. Dildine.
Minnesota.
(While bees can be moved in this

way in cool weather, they would
smother in hot weather without more
ventilation.—Editor.)

MOVING BEES
Reading about moving bees in the

December number of the American
Bee Journal, I thought I would tell

you of my experience this fall. I

moved 56 colonies of bees in two
wagon loads, with covers nailed down
tight and wire screen nailed over the

entrance. The bees were moved nine

miles over rough roads, but came

COREOPSIS AS A SOURCE OF
HONEY

By Charles B. Shortlidge, M. D.

Along the Delaware river, on its

islands and in the sw^-mps adjacent
thereto, grow two flowers of the same
order, Compositae annuals.
People call them the yellow flower

and coreopsis. They are called core-
opsis because the seeds resemble a
bed-bug, and coreopsis is Greek for

bed-bug. (Coris, bed-bug; opsis, ap-
pearance.—Editor.)

They belong to the same family as
Spanish needle, but the seeds do not
stick to the clothing like the former
and are easily brushed off.

I give the true botanical names:
Bidens trichosperma, much divided

leaf; also sometimes commonly called

the tickseed sunflower. This plant
grows in bush form about 5 feet

high. I grew a specimen in my yard
in a shady location, 8 feet high. This
is the main honey plant blooming
from August 20 to the middle of Sep-
tember.
Bidens laevis, nearly entire leaf, base

of which grows around the stem of

stalk from which it grows and nar-
row. Also is commonly called showy
hue marigold. It grows about 2

feet high and starts to bloom about
the last of August. It requires a

damper location than the first named
variety and is not so wide spread.
In Delaware county and adjacent

sections of Philadelphia county, near
the river, for a mile inland, there are
several hundred acres of more or less

swampy land, where the tall variety
is very plentiful.

I was informed by good authority
that these plants are found along the

Mississippi river and in Florida.

For the past six years I have moved
from 30 to 100 colonies of bees 14

miles to catch the flow. Three differ-

ent beekeepers of Lancaster ooubty
moved 18, 30 and 100 hives from 40 to

59 miles to do the same, and others
shorter distances.

I have averaged 20 pounds of ex-

tracted honey per colony and 25

pounds left for the bees to winter on.

A complete failure of the flow has
never been known by beekeepers liv-

ing there.

The honey is the color of melted
butter, light yellow, and has the

characteristic faintly spicy odor or

flavor of the blooming flowers.

I am scattering the seeds in

swamps near by and hope some day
I will not have to move my bees, but

have flowers enough near home.
Last season I had my bees on Tini-

cuni Island, in sight of the great Hog
Island shipyard.
Pennsylvania.
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fT
THE EDITOR'S ANSWERS^
^ J

Questions are answered in order re

than we can answer in space available,

before answers appear.

Wintering in Southern California

—

Cross Bees
1. Should I. in this climate (Southern Cali-

fornia), take off the supers? Would it do any
harm to leave them on over winter?

2. Would it not be better to contract hive

entrances during cold weather, and about how
many inches should be open?

3. I have one colony quite hostile, but lots

of honey. CALIFORNIA.
Answers.— 1. Having never practiced bee-

keeping in Southern California, I should say,

like Dr. Miller: "I don't know." However,

since a reply is expected, I will suggest that, if

the supers are removed, put into a moth-proof

building and fumigated, the colonies will be

better off without them, until the opening of

the crop. Besides, if any of those colonies

should happen to become weak, there would ue

much more danger of the moths damaging the

combs on such a hive than in a good honey

house. So the answer would probably de-

pend upon the accommodations at hand.

2. It is always best to contract entrances in

a time of dearth, to prevent accidental rob-

bing. But the size of the entrance should be

according to the strength of the colony, and it

is impossible to give that as an invariable

rule.

3. A colony of cross bees should be deprived

of its queen and a queen given it of a more

gentle breed Sometimes, however, cross bees

are made so by mismanagement or by being

exposed to the attacks of other bees, when

there is nb crop.

Two Queens in One Hive
I note in the Journal an editorial which

states "more and more we are getting reports

of two queens in one hive."
Here is another: I have a colony that 1

know positively has had two queens in it for

the last two months, that were still in there

the last time I looked.

On one occasion I saw the old queen (which
is clipped) and her offspring within one-half

an inch of one another, apparently very peace-

able and contented.
I raised a few queens in second story ear-

lier in the season, which may have gotten the

workers accustomed to more than one queen
in the hive.

I would like to know now if the two queens
will survive the winter
On account of our first light frost kilUng

goldenrod and tender plants in early October,

my winter stores are not as plentiful as I

would like. Our first real frost was October
29, temperature dropped from summer heat to

29 degrees. A late spring will call for lots of

feeding. KENTUCKY.
Answer.—Whether the old queen will sur-

vive the winter is a matter of opinion, for we

"don't know." But it is prouable that the old

queen will disappear in some way. Evidently

neither the workers nor the young queen con-

sider her any longer as a queen, and she

probably does not lay.

It is somewhat strange that frost should

have killed a part of the vegetation in early

October, at Louisville, on the Ohio, just above

the 38th degree, when it did not kill anything

at Hamilton, on the Mississippi, just above the

40th. Those are some of the freaks of tem-

perature. We had tomatoes ripening on the

vines till October 28.

ceived. As we receive more questions
two or three months sometimes elapse

be safe to feed bees in winter, or is there too

much danger of foulbrood?
2. Can it be heated enough to ki.. the

germs?
3.1s the bee sting in the ear or on a blood

vessel dangerous ? Has it proved fatal, to

your knowledge? OKLAHOMA.
Answers.—1. I would not, under any con-

sideration, feed to bees honey of which I did

not know the exact source. In many cases

this honey would be safe, but the risk to run

is too great.

2. Yes, if you heat it, and keep it at the

temperature of boiling for half an hour, we

are told by those who experimented, that it

kills the germs. But such honey might not

be very good for wintering. Sugar syrup

would be safer.

3. Of course, a bee sting on a blood vessel

will diffuse its poison faster than in the mus-

cles; but as there are blood vessels all through

the body, the sting on a large blood vessel will

not increase the trouble, but will probably

make it a little more acute at first. Stings

reaching a nerve are probably the most pain-

ful. But the very few people who have been

stung with fatal results have probably been

stung a number of times at the same moment.

Probably a doctor could give a more positive

answer.

Top Entrances
1. Do you know of any experiments with

top entrances? How would bees clean up
from the bottom, then ?

2. What drug in food would act as a laxa-

tive? I am experimenting with a case of
mild Isle-of-Wight disease and think aperient
treatment would be good. ENGLAND.
Answers.— 1. Top entrances have not usu-

ally proven satisfactory for the very objection

which you raise.

2. A laxative, to our mind, is perhaps need-

ed to cure Isle-of-Wight disease, but we doubt

the efficacy of anything of that kind. A tonic

would perhaps act well towards preventing the

coming of the disease. At any rate, we would

try a tonic if we were in a Isle-of-Wight lo-

cality. The Italians recommend a tea of

rosemary, cinnamon, ginger, saffron, thyme,

etc., boiled in water and mixed in honey.

Honey for Feeding- -Stings

1. Will honey from Texas and other SUtcs

Cleaning Connbs
Is it necessary to return combs to bees to

clean out?
I had American foulbrood, two cases of it,

and am afraid to let the bees clean them. I

usually extract the combs the second time,
and that leaves a very little honey in them.

INDIANA.
Answer.—We usually return the comos to

the hives to be cleaned by the bees, imme-

diately after extracting, or the same evening.

Some people give them out to the bees, in

the open. This method would be deadly if

there is any trace of foulbrood. To avoid the

spreading of the disease, the only way is to

return to each colony its own combs, so that

there will be no increase of danger of con-

tagion, to any other colonies than those al-

ready contaminated.

Whether there is much or little honey left

in the combs, there is always a danger if

there is any disease at all. It would perhaps

be best for them to be cleaned before win-

ter, as the honey left in them would not run

the risk of spreading the disease in spring,

since it might be consumed. But it is now
too late to do anything of the kind. If you

treated your bees and did away with the dis-

ease, there is a probability that your combs are

immune.

Carbon Disulphide
Will honey in comb that has been treated by

carbon disulphide, to kill the wax moth, be
poisonous to eat? MISSOURI

Answer.—Although we have never made a

positive test of this, I do not hesitate in say-

ing that those combs and the honey in them

would be perfectly safe to eat, for the very

simple reason that it is the fumes that kill the

insects and those fumes evaporate readily.

Moreover, I find in the "United States Dis-

pensatory," 19th edition, the statement that

the disulphide has been used "in diarrhea, in

a 3.5 per cent solution, a dose of which is

two tablespoonfuls four or five times a day."

The disulphide is very volatile, so that it

vaporizes rapidly, therefore very little of it,

if any, would remain on the surface of the

combs. When we add to this the fact that

comb-honey, when treated, is usually sealed,

we can see no danger whatever in its use to

asphyxiate the moths.

It is unnecessary to add that the liquid car-

bon disulphide is not intended to be used in-

ternally. The man who would use it would

be on a par with the good woman who bought

"bedbug powder" to kill the bedbugs that an-

noyed her sick husband, in bed, and after

having treated him to a dose of it, was very

much astonished that it should have made
him sick, while "it did not seem to affect the

bedbugs."

Bui]ding Up Nucleus
How many pounds of sugar would it take

to feed a three-frame nucleus to enable them
to build up to a six-frame colony in as short
a time as possible, when there is no honey
flow on? MISSOURI.
Answer.—This cannot be done without per-

mitting the bees to fly each day, the amount
of sugar necessary is problematical, for bees

will find honey while they are hunting for

pollen. They need pollen as well as hcney.

The quantity of sugar needed will therefore

depend upon the conditions if the field. The
warmth of the atmosphere will also influence

the result. In cool weather the bees would

consume a great deal more than in warm
weather. They would also sr read the brood

less readily in cool weather. So you will see

that an answer given in pounds might lead

you astray.

Laws in Illinois

1. What are the laws of Illinois in regard to

taking bees into the State ? Do bees have to

have a certificate of inspection ?

2. If I should want to ship bees to New
York State, 800 miles, can 1 ship them by
freight in December ? My hives are all

double- wall dovetailed hives. ILt-INOIS.

Answers.— 1. The State law, as far as we
know, does not forbid the introduction of bees

into the State. But it declares diseased bees

and their appurtenances a "nuisance," and any

one who sells, barters or gives away bees that

are diseased exposes himself to a fine. It

would evidently be the same for the man who
imported diseased bees into the State.

2. Do not ship bees by freight to any gseat

distance, unless you go with them, or ship

them in carload lots. If you want to ship

bees to New York State, better send them by

express, if there are not enough of them to

make a carload.
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ODDS AND ENDS
Inspectors' Meeting

A meeting of the Apicultural In-

spectors of the Upper Mississippi

Valley was held at Chicago on De-
cember 6, at the request lof B. F. Kin-
dig. Uniform methods of inspection

and certification were discussed. The
States represented by the official Api-
ary Inspectors were: Michigan, Wis-
consin, Minnesota, Illinois, Indiana,

Iowa, Ohio. New York and Ontario.

Collier to Move
W. C. Collier, long of Gol'ad, Texas,

is making arrangements to move
to Hillsboro, in Hill County, in the

cotton belt. We understand that he

expects to combine the shipping of

live bees with production of honey.

Collier is one of the well-known
Texas producers, prominent in the af-

fairs of the Co-operative Association

of that State.

Bees Go to Store for Honey
A New York newspaper recently

gave an account of a case where the

bees found a way into a store where
comb honey was kept on open
shelves and carried away a goodly

portion before the owner was able

to shut them out.

Ca'.ifornia Meet
The thirty-second annual meeting

of the California State Beekeepers'

.Association will meet for a four-days'

session March 1, 2, 3 and 4, 1921, in

Oakland.
Gary W. Hartman, President of the

Alameda County Beekeepers' Asso-

ciation and Chairman of the Pro-

gram Committee for the annual

meeting, writes that they expect to

make it the biggest and best meet-

ing in the history of the organization.

The Chamber of Commerce of Oak-
land and University of California at

Berkeley, joined with the Alameda
County Beekeepers' Association in

their effort to get the meeting place

at Oakland, and were successful.

Mr Hartman is anxious to get in

touch with beekeepers from the East,

who expect to be in California at the

time, so as to see they are supplied

with literature and in every way kept

informed in reference to the meet-

ing.

On the program will be found the

leading beekeepers of the West, as

well as some of the best from the

East. Those inferested can have
programs mailed to them as soori as

they are off the press, by addressing:

Cary W. Hartman, Chairman Pro-

gram Committee, 400 Hutchinson

Building, Oakland, California.

program to such iriatters as are of

direct interest to those engaged in

ttlucational or research work. Prof.

H. F. Wilson, of the W'isconsin State

University, was elected chairman of

the section for the coining year, and
Prof. G. M. Bentley was re-elected

secretary. The following resolutions

were adopted :

"The Section of .\piculture of the

-American .Association of Economic
Ent'omoiogists hereby axpresses its

approval of the informal agreement
made by the apiary inspectors of the

north Central States and Canada at

a recent meeting, December 6, 1920.

held in Chicago, 111., as follows:

"Section 1. Resolved, That the

under.signed apiary inspectors of the

North Central States and Canada, be-

lieve and agree that inspection cer-

tificates for the interstate transpor-

tation of bees and used apiary sup-

plies should be given only to apiaries

which have never been infected, or

which have been free from American
foulbrood for at least one year.

"Provided, however, that bees in

combless packages supplied with food

made from pure sugar only, are ex-

empted from the provisions of the

section.

"Section 2. It is further agreed

that whenever a case of the inter-

state transportation of bees or used

bee supplies, with or without an in-

spection certificate, comes to the at-

tention of the apiary inspector of any

State, fuill information will be sent to

the State inspector of the State of

destination.

"It is the further belief and recom-
mendation of the Section of Apicul-

ture that Federal Legislation provid-

ing for the regulation of the inter-

state transportation of bees and used

apiary supplies sbould be enacted."

E. D. Ball,

E. C. Cotton,

S. B. Fracker,
Commiittee.

A Notable Meeting

The Chicago meeting of the Ameri-

can Association of Economic Ento-

mologists during the holiday vacation

was well attended. The program of

the section devoted to apiculture was

the best in its history. It is the

policy of the section to cionfine its

A Co-Operative Association

The newly-organized W'isconsin

Honey Producers' Co-operative As-

sociation will be guided in its des-

tinies by A. Swahn, of Ellsworth,

President, and F. F. Stelling, Reeds-

ville. Vice President, and H. F. Wil-

son, Madison, Secretary-Treasurer.

These temporary officers were chosen

at a recent meeting of the new asso-

ciation at Madi.son, and the Wiscon-
sin movement has received the sanc-

tion of the State authorities by in-

corporating for $1,000. This tempor-
ary incorporation capital is to be in-

creased to $25,000 by the end of the

season, shares being sold by solicita-

tion of the officers at $10 each,

,At the last State convention the

movement received the official ap-

proval of the beekeepers of Wiscon-
sin and the organization has been
completed as rapidly as possible. The
purposes of the body are to "aid its

members in marketing their honey
crop at a reasonable and just price,"

accordi'ng to statements issued by

the Secretary. It is proposed to de-

velop some plap of advertising and

distilibutfing the honey crop. The
movement is necessitated, according
to Mr. Wilson, because thousands of

pounds of honey are being dumped
on the market by small dealers at

prices which do not justify the time,

labor and expense involved in their

beekeeping work.

Speed in Honey Production

A farmer desirous of keeping bees

decided tO' buy a swarm from one of

his neighbors. So he bought an

empty hive. The swarm was late in

coming, but it came at last. As the

parents were not at home, the neigh-

bor who brought the bees followed

the advice of the daughter of the

house and placed the bees in the new
hive. There were neither combs nor

comb-foundation. The following day
the same lady happened to have the

visit of a few girl friends. She
served tea, butter sandwiches, pastry.

Then a happy thought struck her:

"We have bees, we will have
some honey. Yes, it will be so nice!"

Quick as lightning she goes to the

looking glass, puts on her hat, and
runs to the neighbor with a glass jar.

"Oh, please will you not take some
honey from Our bees for us? I

have some visitors." Just think; they

were hived yesterday!—.Adapted from
the "Bulletin de la Societe Ro-
mande."

Honey Sales

Co-operation is in the wind. The
beekeepers of the "Federation Vau-
doise," Switzerland, are organizing a

'sales agency" for honey. No one

will be compelled to sell through th[s

agency, those who sell through it

paying a premium for the benefit of

the association upon the quantity sold

through this agency. The margin

thus made, after paying expenses, will

be expended in advertising, sending

out slips and pamphlets, for the pur-

pose of making honey more popular

and increasing the demand.
The editor of the "Bulletin" com-

ments upon this by saying that al-

though honey has always sold re-idily

in Switzerland, it would be a mistake

to wait till the shipwreck before

building salvage boats. That is very

well put. The Swiss can give us good

example in many things

Loss of Bees in Maryland
According to available 1920 census

figures, there are only 16,117 colonics

of bees in Maryland, as against

25,156 colonies in 1910, or a loss of

nearlv .30 per cent. The honey crop

for 1920 was 215,685 pounds, or a per

colony production of 13^i pounds.

Gleanings $1.50

In a recent issue of Western
Honeybee the .A. 1, Root Co. an-

nounce that after February 1 the

subscription price of Gleanings will

be $1,.50 per year. In view of the

fact that publishing costs have in-

creased out of proportion to costs in

other lines, and also of the fact that

many publications have increased

their subscription rates from two to
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four times, the increases made by

the bee magazines are very moder-
ate. The bee papers held off for two
years after most other publications

iiad advanced their rates and then

made a much smaller advance than

most other pul)lications.

Beekeeping in School

By the way, did you know that

beekeeping is taught in the schools in

Louisiana, in both the grades and
liigh school?
The elementary arithmetic has one

division in it on "Farm Arithmetic."

along with a division on "poultry."

"'swine," "cattle," etc. and the agri-

culture for seventh grade has one

chapter on beekeeping, along with

the above subjects. Jess Dalton.

Bordelonville, La.

A Czechoslovak Beekeeper
.•\n enthusiastic follower of Ameri-

can methods in beekeeping, in the new
Republic of Czechioslovakia has lately

passed away, Wenceslaus Svarc. He
founded a bee magazine which was
published from 1903 till the outbreak
of the war. He also founded a bee-

keepers' school in Tynice, near

Prague. He was called in that coun-

try "the father of beekeeping." He
was also author of a book in Bohe-
mian, on "Progressive Beekeeping."

New Oregon Association

The beekeepers of Descliutes Coun-
ty, Oregon, met at Redmond on De-
cember 7 and organized a county as-

sociation with the following officers:

President, A. J. Sanford, Redmond,
Ore.; Vice President, B. D. Becker,

Tumalo, Ore.; Secretary, County
Agent Jamison, Redmond, Ore.;

Treasurer, Jiohn Marsh, Tumalo, Ore.

West Virginia Meeting
The West \"irginia Beekeepers' As-

sociation meeting will be held, as

usual, in the State House of Charles-

ton, on March 25 and 26. All West
Virginia beekeepers interested are

requested to attend.

Will C. Griffith, Secy.,

Elm Grove, W'. Va.

Honey Not a Luxury

In a recent issue of "Science," M. (..

Tanquary, State Entomologist of

Texas, has an article taking issue v.'ith

a previous corrp=.pondent who regards

honey as a luxury. Tanquary very

properly takes the position that such

persons usually buy in very small

quantity and thus pay more for the

container and labor of packing than

for the honey itself. He urges that

honey be purchased in large quantity,

and mentions the 60-pound can as a

desirable size for family use.

Tariff on Honey
From the Department of Com-

merce we learn that from 1867 to

1894 a duty of twenty cents per gal-

lon was assessed on honey, imported
from other countries. From 1895 to

1897 the duty was ten cents per gal-

lon. From 1898 to 1913 the duty was

again 20 cents per gallon, and since

that date ten cents per gallon. The
present rate of ten cents per gallon

is less than one cent per pound. Im-
ports from Cuba under the recipro-

city treaty are ten per cent less

twenty per cent, while importations

from Porto Rico, a United States

possession, are free of duty. Impor-

tations from the other islands of the

West Indies, as well as other for-

eign countries pay the full rate of

duty.
Beeswax, on the other hand, comes

in free of duty and large quantities

have been coming in from .Africa and
South .America for some months
past.

Quality Bee Supplies
FROM A

Reliable House
Without fear or favor, I place my BEE SUPPLIES and SERVICE

before you.

It is the small annoyances that often grow into disastrous results.

Avoid the so-called "little losses" by using MONDENG'S GOODS.

Quality is first—save time when you put your goods together, by

getting supplies that are accurately made. Service is next—no delays

when bee supplies are ordered from my factory.

I am ready to meet your urgent needs.

Send for my new price list.

Closing out all Langstroth and Wisconsin hives and supers. Also

Langstroth triangular top-bar frames and eight-frame D. T. supers

for 4x5 sections. Will sell at cost price. Write for quotations.

CHAS. MONDENG
146 Newton Ave. N. and 159 Cedar Lake Rd. Minneapolis, Minn.

Italian Bees by the Pound in

Packages
GOLDEN QUEENS 3-BAND QUEENS

We are better prepared than ever before to handle a large demand for both queens

and bees by the pound. Let us send you one of our 1921 circulars and late price lists.

We are now booking orders almost daily for next spring delivery. Let us book your

order now, so as to assure prompt delivery when the bees or queens are wanted. Only

a limited number of orders will be accepted for booking, as we are absolutely deter-

mined to take only as many orders as we can handle absolutely on time.

M. C. BERRY & COMPANY, Hayneville, Ala., U. S. A.
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Death of Lady Beekeeper
Mrs. Beulah Reed, wife of Earl C.

Reed, of Ranchester, Wyoming, died
on November 3. at the age of 34 vears,
leaving four children and her husband.
Mr. and Mrs. Reed had recently taken
up beekeeping as an exclusive busi-
ness. Mrs. Reed was keenly inter-

ested in the bees and will be greatly
missed, both in the home and in the
apiary.

Inspector's Report
A copy of the si.xth annual report

of the Minnesota Inspector of Api-
aries recently came to the editor's

desk. It contains the usual statis-

tical information regarding the activi-

ties of the inspectors for the past
year and in addition discusses brood
diseases of bees, transferring, etc It

contains 18 pages and can jirobably

be secured by addressing Charles D.
Blaker, Minneapolis, Minn.

II inois

Illinois is asking $10,000 for bee in-

spection work for 1921. The State
Association has also recommended
the establishment of a complete de-

partment of Beekeeping at the Uni-
versity for education and extension.

The budget for the University^ in-

cludes recommendations fior a* de-

partment of beekeeping. Favorable
action on the part of the Illinois Leg-
islature will assure a fair start to-
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wards better work on beekeeping in

the State.

Exhibit Sells Honey
I am the first beekeeper in this

part of the country that got the mov-
able-frame hives.

I had an observation liive with
golden Italian bees and queen at our
township fair this last fall, and it

sure was a treat to everybody. Lots
of old men had never seen a queen;
it kept me busy pointing out the
queen.

I sold all my honey that I had to
sell, at 40 cent a pounid, and could
have siold a thousand pounds more,
if I had had it. Geo. W. Jones.
Keota, Okla.
(Compliments for your good man-

agement. You can surely sell honey
if you only let people know that you
have it. Your example shiould be
followed by others.—Editor.)

Illinois Joins Honey Producers'
League

At its recent meeting the Illinois

State Beekeepers' .'\ssociation voted
to join the American Honey Produc-
ers' League.

Census Reports
Advance census reports give the

1920 bee population of Ohio as 105,-

675 colonies, as against 98,242 colonies
in 1910.

February

The honey production for the State
in 1920 is given -as 835,894 pounds, or
less than 8 pounds per colony.
On the other hand, data, carefully

collected by Paddock, of Iowa, shows
that Woodbury County, Iowa, pro-
duced one and one half million
pounds of honey in 1920.

All of which leads us to wonder
how valuable the census will be, espe-
cially in view of the fact that no
statistics for bees or honey were col-
lected in cities.

Iowa Association
Secretary Paddock reports a total

of 365 paid-up members for the Iowa
Beekeepers' Association, with 162
who are in arrears for dues, making
a total of 527 members It would be
interesting to know what the total*
membership of all American bee-
keepers' organizations would number.

Good Queens
Professor Paddock, of Iowa, has

made very interesting observations
on purchases of three-pound pack-
ages with queens and three-frame
nuclei with queens. His conclusions
show that by closer selection of
queens the per colony production
could be increased and even doubled.
Some queens showed such poor pro-
duction as to have lost their owner
$18 each.
We hope to have more on these

experiments later.

We have obtained a large amount of 1 pound glass jars that we can offer at $6.85 per gross, F. O. B., Newark, N. Y

Friction Top Pails ail ready for delivery at Newarit, New York
2% pound cans, f. o. b $ 6.50 per hundred
3 pound cans, f. o. b 7.00 per hundred
5 pound pails, f. o. b 10.70 per hundred

10 pound pails, f. o. b 16.00 per hundred

The above prices are f. o. b. Newark, of $1 per hundred less f. o. b. Baltimore, Md.

Now is a fine time to gather up your old combs and ship them in for rendering. Write for our terms and shipping
tags. Highest cash prices paid for beeswax, or we will change your wax for foundation.

We have in reserve a complete line of bee supplies which we can quote you attractive prices on. We also have some special offers
to make on S-frame hives, bottom-boards and covers.

Send in your list of requirements and let us quote you on same.

Address THE DEROY TAYLOR CO., Newark (Wayne Co.), N. Y.
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MR. BEEKEEPER—
We have a large plant especially equipped to manufacture the sup-

plies that you use. We guarantee all materials and workmanship.

We ship anywhere. We allow early order discounts and make
prompt shipments. Write fo r free illustrated catalog today

LEAHY IVIFG. CO., 90 Sixth Street, Higginsville, IVIissouri
J. W. ROUSE, Mexico, Missouri A. M. HUNT, Qoidthwaite, Missouri
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A New York Meeting
The Ulster County, New York,

Honey Producers' Co-operative As-
sociation Iield their annual meeting
January 8, 1921. The association is

affiliated with the State Association
and this winter is buying supplies co-
operatively. Later they e.xpect to

sell their surplus honey through the

State Association in the same way.
It was voted to have an outing trip

(by autos) May 25, 1921, visiting

many of the apiaries of Ulster County
and making an advertising campaign
of the trip as well.

Mrs. Blaker Dies
We regret to have to announce the

death of Mrs. C. D. Blaker, wife of

the efficient Minnesota State Bee In-

spector, which occurred in Minneapo-
lis on December 30. Our sympathy
goes to Mr. Blaker.

Watson to Texas
Mr. Lloyde R. Watson, Assistant

Apiculturist in the Bureau of Ento-
mology at Washington, will shortly
take up his duties as assistant to Dr.
Tanquary, at College Station, Texas.
Mr. Watson will have charge of the

State Experimental Apiaries, and will

devote his entire time to experimen-
tal work in apiculture.

Queen Best Second Year
"There is no doubt whatever that

the queenbee is in her prime for

breeding, the second year of her ex-

istence, after which her vigor sensi-

bly declines."—American Bee Jour-
nal, 1866.

Italian Bees and Alsike Clover
In an early issue of the American

Bee Journal the fact is stated that

Samuel Wagner, first editor of this

Journal, was the first to call the at-

tention of American beekeepers to

Italian bees and alsike clover. Both
have proven to be especially adapted
to American conditions and have be-
come so widely established in this

country as to be taken as a matter of

course. Their introduction has been
worth untold millions of dollars to

agricultural interests in this country.

Honey as an Energy Producer
A new bulletin recently issued by

the Department of Agriculture of the

Province of Quebec, gives a table of

comparative values of honey and
other sugar as producers of energy.
Honey, according to this authority,

produces 100 calories of heat with
one tablespoonful, while granulated
sugar requires two tablespoonfuls to

produce 100 calories, or twice the

amount.

Honey Changing Quality
American Bee Journal, November,

1920, page 376: "What is the trou-

ble? Who can tell"?. Answer: Per-
centage of invert sugar in honey
varies from 49.59 to 93.96. (Neufeld
Der Nahrumgsmittelchemiker als

Sachverstandiger, Berlin, 1907, page
275). In this case, too low percentage
of sugar allowed activity of some

kind of organism which might have
been prevented had temperature of
honey been raised slowly to 150 de-
grees and then dropped quickly. A
saccharometer might determine the
necessity of using heat. Capped honey
does not always contain same per-
centage of sugar.

William O. Dyer.
Rhode Island.

Bee Hunting
The September number of the Dixie

Beekeeper has a two-page article by
its editor, on bee hunting in the Blue
Ridge Mountains of Northern Geor-
gia. Mr. Wilder is an enthusiastic
man and enjoys the sports of hunting
game, fishing and bee hunting, and
his descriptions make us wish to be
with him a few days at such times.
He does not think only of making
money, and evidently can see the
beauties of nature and enjoy the re-
laxation from work which such sports
entail.

Queenless Swarm Filling Its Hive
The British Bee Journal of October

21 inserts the letter of a beekeeper,
A. Lewis, giving the account of a
natural swarm which lost its queen,
but filled the hive full of comb and
honey, without a single one of the
cells having been occupied with brood.
I remember a similar occurrence
which I witnessed in my young days.
Having gone to buy bees from a box-
hive beekeeper, we examined to-
gether all his colonies, about the last

of October. We found one, a new
swarm, in which there was not over a
handful of bees, and no queen. The
hive had been filled with honey to the
bottom, leaving not over 4 square
inches of empty comb. But I cannot
remember whether there had been no
brood at all. It was a fine box full

of virgin honey. The swarm must
have been very strong and the sea-
son good. I never saw anything like

it since.

British Bee Magazines
'

We have had several enquiries for

the addresses of British bee maga-
zines. The following are the ones we
know of:

The British Bee Journal (weekly),
23 Bedford St., Strand, London, W.
C, England.
The Bee World appears only quar-

terly, at present, Benson, Oxon, Eng-
land.

Bee-Craft (very small), J. C.

Whettam, 18 Kingswood Avenue,
Chatham, England.
Beekeepers' Record (monthly),

same address as British Bee Journal.
The Irish Bee Journal, Lough

Rynn, R. S. O., Co. Leitrim, Ireland.

Iowa Beekeeping Important
F. B. Paddock. State Apiarist of

Iowa, estimates that in 1919 there was
produced 13,350,000 pounds of honey,
worth $2,670,000, and that the total

investment in bees and equipment
amounts to $4,500,000. He states,

further, that Iowa produces 6 per cent
of the total output of honey of the

nation, and that it is exceeded only
by California, which produces IS per
cent, and Texas with 7 per cent of
the whole. According to his informa-
tion, the consumption of honey in

Iowa h^s increased 33 1-3 per cent in

the last three years.

Honey So!d
The Illinois crop of honey for 1920

is largely disposed of. In fact, likely
many localities will be under sup-
plied. Another case of lack of
proper distribution of our product.

Lavender Seed
There have "been numerous letters

from our readers asking where' lav-
ender seed can be secured. We find
by correspondence that many of the
seed houses carry it at 10 cents per
packet. Look in your flower-seed
catalog.

Salt
Of two drinking vessels, that con-

taining slightly salted water seemed
to be slightly preferred by the bees.
—Bienen-V'ater, quoted by the Bee
World).

A New Kind of Honey
A lady stopped and enquired for

honey. I asked what kind she
wanted, and she replied: "She (fe-
male) honey. He (male) honey is bit-
ter." I showed her some comb honey.
She then said: "That is all right;
there is no 'he' honey in that."

'\'ew York

What Puzzled Her
Lady to Beekeeper: "So you keep

bees! I think they are just perfectly
adorable little creatures; I have just
read Maeterlinck's 'The Life of the
Bee.' But one thing has always puz-
zled me: How do you put that little

wooden box around the cake of
honey without crushing that delicate
wax?"—Beekeepers' Item.

CLASSIHED DEPARTMENT.
Advertisements in tliis department will be

inserted for 5 cents per word, with no dis-
counts. No classified advertisements accepted
for less than 35 cents. Count each initial or
number as one word.
Copy for this department must reach us not

later than the 20th of the month preceding
date of issue. If intended for classified de-
partment it should be so stated when adver-
tisement is sent.

BEES AND QUEENS
Lower Price. Top Quality. Atwater's Honey.

FOR SALE—Utopian quality Italian queens,
the kind that satisfy. May 15 to June 10,

untested, $2 each. After June 10, untested,
$1.60 each. 6. $8. Virgins, 90c each; 6, $4.76.

Utopian Apiaries, Amboy, Minn.

FOR SALE—Twelve colonies Italians in 2
stories packed in quadruple cases according

to Government Bulletin; 5 hives, 12 tons and
bottoms; all 10-frame Standard Hoffman; 25
supers equipped for comb honey; 1,000 sections,
10 lbs. foundation, feeders, excluders, traps,
etc. All new equipment; $400 cash.

Wm. Elges, Heyworth, 111.

FOR SALE—50 colonies Italian bees in 8-frame
new hives, on full sheets foundation and

wired, equipment. All in good condition. All
goes together for $10 per colony. No disease.

Lee Elliott, Greenview, 111.
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FOR SALE—We have a few hundred fine

packages of three-band and golden bees for

sale that we have not sold or taken orders for;

they are as fine honey gatherers as can be
started, a cross of the Davis, Root and Geo.
B. Howe strain of bees that get the goods, pile

up the honey. First come first served. We do
not care for more orders than we can properly
care for, and will not accept more than that.

Write for prices, delivered spring 1921.

H. B. Murray, Liberty, N. C.

GOOD STOCK, plus long experience in ship-

ping bees make it profitable to buy package
bees or nuclei. Write for my new circular.

R. V. Stearns, Brady, Texas.

THE ITALIAN QUEENS OF WINDMERE
are superior three-banded stock. Untested,

$1.50 each, six for $8; tested, $2.50 each; se-

lect tested, $3. Bees by the pound; write for

prices. Prof. W. A. Matheny,
Ohio University, Athens, Ohio.

FOR SALE—Day-old queens, disease resistant

Italians. Arrival guaranteed in United
States and Canada. High quality, low prit-c,

satisfaction. Safe introduction deicribe-1 in cir-

cular. Order early, prices: April 15 to Sep-

tember 30, 1, 76c; 12, $7.20; 100, ^60.

James McKee, Riverside. Calif.

FOR SALE—Bees for strengthenimj purposes,

3-frame nuclei of hybrid or black bees on
frames containing brood, at $5.25 f. o. b. Lyons,
Ga. No queens included; none for sale. Will be

able to start shipping April 20. No disease;

safe arrival guaranteed if express ai^ent notes

loss on express tag. One-third cash with or-

der. Book your orders at once, as number of

nuclei for shipment will be limited.

Otto Diestel, Elza, Ga.

FOR SALE—Golden Italian queens, untested,

$1.50 each, doien $14. Bees by the pound a

specialty. Write for prices on bees.

E. A. Simmons, Greenville, Ala.

FOR SALE—Queens and bees, Italians and
goldens, $1.50 each, $15 per dozen; 1 lb.

bees, $5, 2 lbs. bees, $9. If queen is wanted
with bees add the price of queen. Safe arrival

and satisfaction guaranteed in United States

or Canada. Cash or certified checlc must ac-

company all orders where parties are not

known or satisfactorily rated,

Graydon Bros., Rt. 4, Greenville Ala.

FOR SALE—Root's strain of golden and
leather-colored Italian queens; bees by the

pound and nuclei. Untested queens, $1.50

each; select untested, $2 each; tested, $2.60

each; select tested, $3 each. For larger lots

write. Circular free. A. J. Pinard,

440 N. 6th St., San Jose, Calif.

FOP ir'ALE—Bees in 10-frame Ho.Tman iiives.

All foundation drawn comb, about 35 hives.

Also extra hives and supers with drawn
comb. Bees located near Kingston, N. V.

J. O. Stewart, 742 Elmore PI., Brooklyn, N. Y.

NUCLEI FOR 1921—Now booking orders for

1921 delivery. Italian nuclei (with queen),

$6.50 each. Hybrid bees, with pure Italian

queen, $6.50 each. Terms, one-third down with

order. No disease. Safe arrival and satis-

faction guaranteed.
A. R. Irish, Docto.' own, Ga.

I BUY BEES n olc nies If you have ni 5r

more, write. Frank Coyle, Penfield, 111.

FOR SALE—Will now book orders for our

high-grade 3-banded Italian bees on wired

Hoffman frames, for May and June delivery,

beginning May 20. In 1920 we shipped 60

8-frame nuclei to a party in Montana without

a single loss; no foulbrood. Our bees have

been inspected by State Bee Inspector, in 1920.

One full colony in Sframe D. D. hive, with

select tested queen, $17; one 3-frame nucleus,

with select tested queen, $8; one 2-frame nu-

cleus, with select tested queen, $7; one 2-lb.

package bees, with untested queen, in June,

$6.50; one 1-1.. package bees, with untested

queen, in June, $4. Prices on queens given

later. Terms, 10 per cent with order; balance

first of month in which bees are to be shipped,

or 5 per cent discount cash with order. Safe

arrival guaranteed.

J. W. Bittenbendor, Knoxville, la.

THREE-BAND BREEDERS from one of the

heaviest honey-gathering strains in the State.

$10 each. Delivery May 16.

A. V. Small, Augusta, Kans.
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FOR SALE—Italian bees with comb and ex-

tracting equipment.
Wm. Kruse, Jr., Godfrey, 111.

BEES in 2-pound packages, with or without
queens. Now booking orders for spring de-

livery. Safe arrival guaranteed. Always glad to

answer questions- Caney Valley Apiaries,

J. D. Yancey, Mgr., Bay City, Texas.

1921 PRICES on nuclei and queens: 1-frame
nucleus, $3; 2-frame nucleus, $5; 3-frame

nucleus, $6.50; without queens, f. o. b. Macon,
Miss.; 5 per cent discount on lots of 26 or

more. Untested queens $1.25 each, $15 per
doz; tested queens $2 each, $22 per doz. No.
disease; inspection certificate with each ship-

ment. Safe arrival and satisfaction guaran-
teed in U. S.. Queens sold only with nuclei.

Geo. A. Hummer & Sons, Prairie Point, Miss

FOR SALE—Three-banded; Italian queens
untested, $1.50 each; 6, $7.50; 12, $14. Se-

lect untested, $1.76 each; satisfaction guaran-
teed. W. T. Perdue & Sons,

R. No. 1, Tort Deposit, Ala.

WE are booking orders for our golden Ital-

ian queens for spring delivery after April 15.

Untested queens, 1, $1.50; doz., $15; select un-

tested queens, 1, $1.76; do>., $18; virgin queens,

1, 76c; doz., $9; tested queens, 1, $3; doz., $36
Safe arrival guaranteed.

Tillery Brothers, Georgiana, Ala.

FOR SALE—Large, hardy, prolific queens; S-

banded Italians and golden; pure mating and
safe arrival guaranteed. We ship only queens
that are top riotchers in size, prolificness and
color. Untested, $2 each; 6, for $11; 26 for

$46; tested queens $3 each. 6 for $16,

Buckeye Bee Co., Box 448 Massillon, Ohio.

WE are now booking orders for early spring
delivery of two and three-frame nuclei, with

untested or tested queens. Write for prices
and terms. We also manufacture cypress hives
and frames.

Sarasota Bee Co., Sarasota, Fla.

FOR SPRING DELIVERY—One good Italian

queen, 1 Hoffman standard frame emerging
brood, 1 pound live bees, price complete $6.60,

f o. b. Bordelonville. Queen introduced,
mated, laying enroute; loss in transit replaced
if noted on express tag by agent; no disease

in State. References given. Orders booked,
May delivery, one-fifth cash; orders filled in

rotation. Jess Dalton, Bordelonville, La.

EDSON APIARIES now booking orders for

queen bees for delivery during season of

1921. Prices: One untested queen, $1.25; 60

untested queens, $67.60; 100 untested queens,

$100. Orders filled in rotation; first shipments
March 1, 1921.

Edson Apiaries, Gridley, Calif.

PURE ITALIAN QUEENS—Golden or leather

colored, packages and nuclei; 1 untested

queen, $1.50; 6, $7.50; 12, $13.50; 60, $65; 100,

$100; virgins, 60c each; packages, 24 and un-

der, $2.25 per pound; 26 and over, $2 per
pound; nuclei, 1-frame, $4; 2-frame, $6; 3-

frame, $7.50; queens extra. One-story 10-

frame colony with queen, $12.
Golden Star Apiaries,

R. S, Box 166, Chico, Calif.

BEES AND QUEENS from my New Jersey

apiary J. H. M. Cook.
lAtf 84 Cortland St., New York City.

PACKAGE BEES AND PURE ITALIAN
QUEENS—Booking orders now for spring

delivery. Circular free. J. E. Wing.
166 Schieli Ave., San Jose, Calif.

BOOK YOUD ORDERS for QUEENS now—
Goldens, $2; tested, $3; banded, $1.50; tested,

$2.60; six or more, 10 per cent less.

Clover Leaf Apiaries, Wahoo, Neb.

"QUALITY" THREE-BANDED ITALIANS
from excellent stock; untested queens, 1,

$1.60; 6 for $7.50; 12 for $12.60; 60 for $50;

100 for $100. N. J. James,
1186 Bird Ave., San Jose, Calif.

HIGH GRADE ITALIAN QUEENS—Send
for catalog.

Jay Smith, R. 3, Vincennes, Ind.

BEES BY THE POUND, ALSO QUEENS—
Booking orders now. Free circular gives

prices, etc. See larger ad elsewhere.

Nueces County Apiaries, Calallen, Texas,
E. B. Ault, Prop.

February

HONEY AND BEESWAX
Lower Price. Top Quality. Atwater's Honey.

FOR SALE—25 barrels amber extracted
honey, 12>^c per pound.

H. G. Quirin, Bellevue, Ohio.

FUR SALE—Finest quality alfalfa-sweet clo-

ver extracted honey in 60-lb. cans, ICc. Pure
alfalfa, water- white, 17c.

J. A. Green, Grand Junction, Colo.

HONEY FOR SALE in 5 and 60-lb. cans.

Van Wyngarden Bros., Hebron, Ind.

FOR SALE—Extracted clover-basswood honey;
finest quality, put up in 10-lb. pails.

S. E. Angell, Clear Lake, Wis.

Fur SALE—Choice clover extracted honey,
$21.50 per case of two 60-lb. cans. Write for

price for large quantities; 50 cases of No. 1.

comb honey. J. U. Beals, Oto, Iowa.

FOR SALE—Guaranteed pure extracted honey,

new crop clover and basswood, 60-lb. cans

$15, 10-lb. pails $2.80. Sample ISc.

Ed. B. Klimaschesky, Mahnomen, Minn.

FOR SALE—Finest white clover honey. JO-lb.,

pails, C to case, 25c lb.

W. L. Rittea-, uenoa. 111.

FOR SALE—1,000 Ibs; of extracted honey, a

blend of white alsike and sweet clover and
heartsease. This honey was left on the hive

until the last of November. One case of two

6-galIon cans, $27.20; if more is wanted, write

for prices. A. L. Kildow, Putnam, 111.

FOR SALE—Finest Michigan raspberry, bass-

wood and clover honey in 60-lb. cans, 20c per

pound. Heartsease and aster, 18c. Free sam-

ple. W. A. Latshaw Co., Carlisle, Ind.

HONEY FOR SALE—Immediate N. Y. ship-

ments, clover or sage qualities. White grade

at 18c lb., or light amber grades at 16c per

lb. Two 60-lb. cans in case. Light amber

West Indian grade (50 gal. barrels) 90c per

gallon. All f. 0. b. New York City.

Hoffman S: Hauck, Inc., Woodhaven, N. Y.

FOR SALE—3,200 lbs. of fancy '. asiwood-

clover extracted honey in new 60-jh. cans;

also 1,215 lbs. of buckwheat.
A. Blanchard, Naples, N. Y.

FOR SALE—Fine grade of clover honey in

60-lb cans, 18c a i
fund f. o. o. Dcs Monies,

la. Light amber 16c f. o. b

Bert A. Brown, Des Moines, !r..

FOR SALE—9 000 lbs. of fine clover and bass-

wood extracted honey, put up -n new GO-lb.

cans, 16c f. o- b. Grangeville. .

C. E. K. ister, 0..iiit;evi.l':, 111

WANTED—White clover honey, comb and

extracted, one case up.
Frank Coyle, Penfield, 111.

FOR SALE—Extracted honey in 60-lb. cans,

2 cans in a box, white clover and basswood

blend, per can $11.40. Light amber, fine,

$10.80; amber $10.20. Sample 10c.
"

J. W. Bittenbender, Knoxville, la.

FOR SALE—Choice New York State clover

honey in 60-lb. cans, two cans per case, at

14c per lb. f. 0. b. Delanson.

F. C. Alexander, Delanson, N. Y.

FOR SALE—Amber honey, 2 60-lb cans per

case. 15c per pound; less in 10-case lots.

Arthur Knerston. Shreveport, La.. Gen. Del.

NEW HONEY. NEW PRICES—Supply your

customers, finest alfalfa-clover honey, extra

strong cases, $11-60 for one 60-lb. can. $21.60

case of 2. all f. o. b. here. Write for prices

large lots. Two carloads sold; plenty on hand.

E F. Atwater. Box 37J. Meridian, Idaho.

FOR SALE—Finest white clover and basswood

extracted honey in OOpound cans.

Noah Bordner, Holgate, Ohio.

SOUTHERN AMBER HONEY — Two 60-lb

cans to the case. 16c per pound.

Walter Reppert. Shreveport. La., Gen. Uel.

FOR SALE—Very fine quality basswood-milk-

weed (mostly milkweed) honev in 60-pound

cans P- W. Sowinski, Bellaire. Mich.
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FOR SALE—Finest quality extracted honey
in 60 lb. square ca^is 2 cans per case State

how much you can Mse and I wilt quote you on
same. Angus M. Paterson,

212 E. 6tn St., Flini, Mich.

FOR SALE—Clover and buckwheat honey,
cither comb or extracted, at reduced prices;

any 6tyle container. A postcard will bring our
quotations. The Deroy Taylor Co.,

Wayne Co., Newark, N. Y.

WANTED—Comb and extracted honey.
The L. H. Snider Apiaries, Auburn, Ind.

WANTED—Shipments of old comb and cap-

pings for rendering. We pay the highest
cash and trade prices, charging but 5c a pound
for wax rendering. Fred W. Muth Co.,

204 Walnut St., Cincinnati, Ohio.

SUPPLIES
Lower Price. Top Quality. Atwater's Honey.

FOR SALE—New Standard Hoflfman frames.
K. D. crates of 100; new Standard Root ten-

frame reversible bottom-boards, K. D., crates

of 25; also used ten-frame Standard Root hive-

bodies, painted, no disease. Money-saving
prices.

Warner Apiaries, Asheville, N. C.

FOR SALE—White sweet clover seed in hull,

$1.25 peck, $4.25 bushel.
Stover Apiaries, Mayhew, Miss.

FOR SALE—100 cases new 60-lb. cans in sec-

ond-hand cases, packed two to the case. Cases
are sound, but have been used once, 60c per

case. Dadant & Sons, Hamilton, III.

FOR SALE—We have recently transferred 50

colonies of bees from old-style American
hives with 12x12 frames. The discarded hives

are in good shape, well painted, and would be

desirable to anyone having this size hives.

We offer the empty hives at $1.50 each, if all

are taken in one lot Write for further par-

ticulars,

Dadant & Sons. Hamilton, 111.

FOR SALE—3,000 como-honey supers for

4x5 section, nailed and painted; run in clean

yards ; are practically as good as new. Also,

4,000 Airline shipping cases; also nailed, cor-

rugated paper for same; also 40,000 grooved
sections with full sheets of foundation for

same. This is all Al stuff and prices away
down. L. A. Coblentz, Rigby, Idaho.

ROOT'S GOODS at Roofs prices.

A. W. Yates, Hartford, Conn.

FOR SALE- To reduce stock, crates of 96

1 gallon cans, with bails and 3-inch screw

caps, at $17.50 per crate, f. o. b. Grand Rapids-

A. G. Woodman Co., Grand Rapids, Mich.

FOR SALE—One-pound jars in two doz. cases,

ten cases or more at $1.75 per case, f. o. b.

factory.
A. G. Woodman Co., Grand Rapids, Mirh

FOR SALE—Good second-hand double-deck
comb honey shipping cases for 454_x4j4xlJi

sections, 25 cents per case, f. o. b. Cincinnati;

terms cash with order.
C. H. W Weber & Co.,

3146 Central Ave., Cincinnati, O.

FOR SALE—Good second-hand empty 60-lb.

honey cans, two cans to the case, at 60c per

case, f. 0. b. Cincinnati. Terms cash with or-

der. C. H W Weber & Co.,

2146 Central Ave., Cincinnati. O.

SEND us a list of goods wanted and will

quote you lowest prices. We are the money-
saving bouse. Price list free. Try us.

H. S. Duby & Son, St. Anne, 111.

WANTED
Lower Price. Top Quality. Atwater*s Honey.

WANTED—Old bee magazines. We have sev-

eral customers who wish to complete their

files of American ee Journal and other maga-
zines relating to beekeeping. The early vol-

umes are especially desired. State what you
have and price wanted in first letter.

American Bee Journal, Hamilton, 111.

WANTED—Second-hand 10-frame empty hives.

Will pay cash.

Dr. R. B. Smith. Villisca, Iowa.

WANTED—Second-hand hives, standard 10-

frames. Geo. Harris, Dundas. Minn.

WANTED—Second-hand 10-framc comb honey
supers, complete, 4x5 plain sections pre-

ferred. Must be good and clean and within
400 miles of Sioux City.

M. G. Beals, Oto, Iowa.

WANTED—Bees in straight-combed Standard
L-framed hives.

Amos Burhans, Waterloo, Iowa.

WANTED—200 or less colonies of bees for
spring delivery. Any style hive or box. Re-

membering 10c honey is in sight for 1921.

A. W. Smith, Birmingham, Mich.

FOR SALE—Fifty 10-frame beehives with
metal covers.

Thos. Cordner, R. 7, Sparta, Wis.

WANTED—Extractor. Will pay cash. Laiig-
slroib frames 6c.

Lorenzo Clark, Winona, Minn.

WANTED—10 or 12 inch foundation mill.

State condition and price.

Elbert Armentrout, Irving, 111.

WANTED—A good honey location and bee
outfit.

Delbert Lhommedieu, Colo, Iowa.

WANTED—Bees, with or without location.

F. W Pease.
1717 Blake Boulevard, Cedar Rapids, la.

WANTED—Beeswax, old combs and cappings
tor rendering ;)n shares. Also wdc accepted

for trade. Top market prices offered.

A. I. Root Co., Council Bluffs, Iowa.

WANTED—Beeswax. At present we pay 36c
per pound in cash and 88c in trade for clean,

yellow wax, delivered Denver.
The Colorado Hor y Producers* Association,

Denver, Colo.

WANTED—Your order for "Superior" Foun-
dation. Prompt shipments at right prices.

Superior Honey Co., Ogden, Utah.

SITUATIONS
*

Lower Price. Top Quality. Atwater's Honey.

WANTED—Position by single man experie-
nced in bee-culture. Prefer queen-rearing

and pound package business.
S., care The American Bee Journal.

WANTED—Two young men, able-bodied, will-
ing to work, clean in body and mind, who

want to learn beekeeping and are willing to
exchange faithful services for instruction from
a man with almost forty years of extensive ex-
perience in beekeeping, board and some finan-
cial remuneration. Have twelve apiaries.
R. F. Holtermann, Brantford, Ont., Canada.

WANTED—Alsacian lady who can furnish
good references and speaks English, French

and German, wishes to spend a season working
at beekeeping. K., care American Bee Journal.

WANTED—Man with, some experience to
work with bees coming season. State age,

experience and wages wanted, based on our
furnishing board.

The Rocky Mountain Bee. Co.,
Box 1319, Billings. Mont.

WANTED—-One experienced man, and stu-

dents or helpers, in our large bee business;
good chance to learn. Modern equipment and
outfit, including auto truck; located near sum-
mer resorts. Write, giving age, height, weight,
experienc, reference and wages wanted.

W. A. Latshaw Co., Clarion, Mich.

WANTED—A live young man to help me dur-
ing season of 1921.

Allen Latham, Norwichtown, Conn.

WANTED—A queen breeder for the coming
season, to rear commercial queens. Address,

M. S. Nordan, Mathews. Ala.

WANTED—One or two good queen-rearing
men to begin work February 15, 1921.
Nueces County Apiaries, Calallen, Texas.

WANTED—Two comb-honey men for season
of 1921. Give experience, age, and wages

expected.

B. F. Smith, Jr., Frombcrg, Mont.

WANTED—Will give experience and fair
wage to active young man not afraid of

work, for help in large, well-equipped set of
apiaries for season starting April. Slate pres-
ent occupation, weight, height, age and bee-
keeping experience, if any.

Morley Pettit, The Pettit Apiaries,

^_^ Georgetown, Ont.

FOR SALE
Lower Price. Top Quality. Atwater's Honey.

FOR SALE—Southern amber honey, f. o. b.,

30 and 33 gallon barrels, 12'/ic per lb.

G. F. Tucker, Blounstown, Fla.

FOR SALE—Fifty colonies of bees in old
style Dadant double-walled hives in excellent

condition; located in eastern Iowa. If inter-
ested, write. E. J. B., care American Bee Jour-
nal, Hamilton, III.

FOR SALE—Biennial white and yellow sweet
clover seed, $6.50 per bushel in bushel lots

and over. Send for samples.
N. H. Barnett, Howard, Kans.,

Rt. 1, Box 74.

FOR SALE—6 acres of fine land in good lo-
cation. A honey house with cement floor,

and 300 colonies of bees. Best location for
bees in southwest Texas. Will sell by the
first of March.

Chas. Heim & Sons, Three Rivers, Tex.

FOR SALE—150 colonies in ten-frame hives,
with 2 shallow extracting supers, in good

shape, $15 per colony.
A. A. Lyons, Ft. Collins, Colo.

FOR SALE—14 apiaries, one or all. Fine cli-

mate, health and stone roads, American
church and school. Last season's crop 44 tons.

M. C. Engle, Herradura, Cuba.

HOME—9 acres fruit trees, raspberries, black-
berries and pasture. Bees and poultry in-

cluded. Excellent location and home markets.
Good buildings.

Eber Coate, Georgetown, 111,

FOR SALE—100 cases second-hand cans,
packed two to the case, at 60c per case.

Dadant & Sons, Hamilton, III.

FOR SALE—30 Standard bodies, $17; 4 Jumbo
bodies, $3; 10 Woodman double-wall Jumbo

hives, $35. new; 100 1J4 spaced Jumbo frames,
K. D

, $5; 200 Hoffman frames, K. D., $9; 2
shallow extracting bodies, $1; 10 4^ix4I4 plain
comb supers, complete, $8, new; 1 Cowan re-
versible extractor, $18; 20 queen excluders, $6;
5 telescope covers, $5; 14 bottoms, $8; 1

Woodman section press and lamp, $3; 85-lbs.
Dadant medium brood foundation ifor Hoffman
frames, $18; 15 lbs. Dadant medium brood
foundation for Jumbo frames. $10; 5 lbs. Da-
dant surplus foundation, $4. All in good con-
dition. D. H. Maunsell, Midland, Mich.

FOR SALE—Ei3;ht/ 8-frame hi.-es with tops
and bottoms, Root and WiId^.r make, part of

them painted; used but one se^soii (no disease
in yards). Price $2 per hive, or $150 to.- the
lot. A. R. Irish, Doclortown. Ga.

FOR SALE—"Superior" Foundation (Weed
process). Quality and service unexcelled.

Superior Honey Co., Ogden. Utah.

FOR SALE—Cedar or pine dovetailed hives;
also full line of supplies, including Dadant's

foundation. Write for catalog.

A. E. Burdick, Sunnyside, Wash.

MISCELLANEOUS
Lower Price. Top Quality. Atwater's Honey.

THE DOMESTIC BEEKEEPER, becoming
known as "the livest bee journal published."

reaches every interest, contains good articles,

timely information, all the news worth print-
ing. Monthly, $1.50 per year. Sample copy
free.

The Domestic Beekeeper, Lansing, Mich.

GRANULATED HONEY SLIPS—100. 20c.
Dr. Eonney, Buck Grove, Iowa.

DR. MILLER'S BEE SONGS are in "Songs
of Beedom.' Ten songs for 20 cents, cost.

paid; 2-cent stamps taken. Also Teddy Bear
souvenir postal cards, 10 for 10 cents. Ad-
dress Geo. W. York, Box 84, Spokane, Wuh.
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HONEY BROOK FARM
TWO AND THREE POUND PACKAGES ITALIAN BEES

ALSO THREE-BANDED ITALIAN QUEENS

Delivered to you by parcel post.

My bees are untiring wiorkers—gentle, prolific, properly priced.
Pure mating absolutely gaaranteed.

Ready for shipping April 10. To be in line, let me book your
order now. Only 10 per cent cash required with 'order, balance just

before you desire shipment.

No package bees sent without a queen.

Prices: Two-pound package, including untested queen $6.30
Three-pound package, including untested queen 9.00

Twelve or more packages, 25c per package less.

Queens: Untested, $1.50 each or $15 per dozen. Tested, $2 each,
straight..

I will pay all the postage on package bees and queens. Empty
cages to remain my property, and to be returned at my expense.

JASPER KNIGHT, Prop., Hayneville, Ala.
Prompt Service, Safe Arrival and Satisfaction

Guaranteed
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FOR SALE
IF YOU WANT THE CHEAPEST, BUY THE BEST

I am prepared to furnish for the season of 1921 twenty-five hun-
dred two and three frame nuclei of my bright 3-banded Italian bees,
headed with young, vigorous queens. These bees are free from dis-

ease, and safe arrival guaranteed. Hoffman frames wired and on
full sheets of foundation; very few combs 'over two years old. I am
booking orders now. One-fourth or one-half cash with order, bal-
ance before shipping.
Two-frame, $4.25; three-frame, $5.25. If queens are wanted, add

$1.25 each.
After May 5th I will be ready to mail queens at the following

prices: Untested, single $1.50, si.x for $8, twelve for $15. Tested, $2.50
each. Select tested, $3.50 each. Write for prices for large lots.

A. B. MARCHANT, Jesup, Ga.
Reference: Merchants and Farmers Bank of Jesup.

y
y

HONEY CANS
Let us figure with you on your requirements of Honey Cans.

We ship any quantity desired.

WRITE FOR PRICE LIST

VIRGINIA CAN COMPANY, Roanoke, Va.
BOX 577-D

SHE-SUITS-ME queen-bees, prices
for 1921: Untested Italians, $2 each;
$1.75 each for 10 or more, prior to

June IS. After June IS, 1 to 9 queens
$1 SO each, 10 to 24 $140 each, 2S and
up $1.2S each.

ALLEN LATHAM,
Norwichtown, Colin.

BEST GOLDEN
ITALIANS

BEN G. DAVIS, ^''Tenn""-'-

PAINT WITHOUT OIL
Remarkable Discovery that Cuts Down

the Cost of Paint 75%
A Free Trial Package is Mailed to Everyone

Who Writes
A. L. Rice, a prominent manufacturer of

Adams, N. Y., discovered a process of making
a new kind of paint without the use of oil. He
named it Powdrpaint. It comes in the f..m of
a dry powder, and all that is required is cold
water to make a paint weather proof, fire
proof, sanitary and durable for outside or in-
side painting. It is the cement principle ap-
plied to paint. It adheres to any surface,
wood, stone or brick, spreads and looks like
oil paint and costs about one-fourth as much.

Write to A. L. Rice. Inc., Manufacturers.
23 North St., Adams, N. Y., and a free trial

package will be mailed to you, also color card
and full information, showing you how you
can save a good many dollars. Write today.

Florida Queens and Bees
Two-frame nuclei with queen, $6

each. Tested queens, $2 each. Se-
lected tested, $3 each.

This golden and three-band Italian

stock I am offering has predom-
inated and reproduced itself in the
Sand Ridge section of Central Florida
for 30 years.

DIXIE BEEKEEPER
A 32-page monthly publication now

two years old, devoted to beekeeping
and its possibilities, as well as the
general interest of beekeepers here
in Di.xie, $1 per year. Sample free.

WILDER'S CYPRESS HIVES are
durable and satisfactory. A full line

of beekeeper's supplies at low prices.

Write for catalog.^

J. J. WILDER, Waycross, Ga.

AT JUI.V 30. I 9 I e

C.O.BRUNO NAILING DEVICE
Madeforthc Hitffman Brood Frames. A combined
Nailing:.Wiring and Wedge Clamping: Device. Has
been tried and \a guaranteed to do accurate work.

PRICE $7.50
Complete directionsforoperating are furnished

with each device.

Manufactured by C. O. BRUNO
1413 Somtb W««t Straat Rockford, llliuU

Illinois Beekeepers
Become a member of the State Association. If

you pay the dues of $1.75 you become a mem-

ber, get a years' subscription to your choice of

bee journal and cloth-bound copy of the annual

report issued every fall.

G. M. WITHROW, Secy.
Mechanicsburg, III.

A NEW BEE BOOK
"Dadant't System of Beekeeping"

Price $1.00.
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BEE SUPPLIES
We are prepared to give you value

for your money. Our factory is

well equipped with the best ma-
chinery to manufacture the very

A-best supplies that money can
buy. Only the choicest material

suitable for bee hives is used. Our
w^orkmanship is the very best.

Get our prices and save money.

Eggers Bee Supply Mfg. Co.
Incorporated

ROUTE 1, EAU CLAIRE, WIS.

DOW
COSTsV^ TINS AND GLASS JARS

NOTE:
ORDER NOW FOR NEXT CROP PACKING
LOW PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE AT ANY DATE

Following tins f. o. b. Baltimore factory. For New York shipment add 15 per
cent extra:

21^^-15. cans, 2 doz. reshipping cases, $1.46 per case net.
" in lOO-can crates, $6.50 per crate net.
"

in 200-can crates, $11.00 per crate net.
"

in 500-can crates, $24.50 per crate net

6-lb Pails with Handles—1 doz. reshipping cases, $1.35 per case net.

In crates of 100, $8.30 per crate net.

In crates of 200, $16.25 per crate net.

10-lb. Pails with Handles—In J^-doz. cases, $1.10 per case net.

In crates of 50, $6.70 per crate net.

In crates of 100, $12.75 per crate net,

5-gal tins, used, good condition, 2 to case, 50c per case
5-gal. tins, new, 3 tins to wood case, $1.35 per case.

White Flint Glass, with gold lacqd. wax-lined caps
F. O. B. Wheeling, W. Va., factory, or add 15 per cent for New York delivery:

8-oz. honey capacity, cylinder style, $1.50 carton of 3 doz.
15-oz. honey capacity, table jar style, $1.40 carton of 2 doz.
Quart or 3db. honey capacity. Mason style. $1.00 carton of 1 doz.

HOFFMAN & HAUCK, Inc., Woodhaven, N. Y.
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HONEY PRODUCERS TAKE NOTICE
Do }ou realize that it is only a short time until your bees will be

taken out of winter quarters? Have you thought about supplies

for next season ? Do not wait until swarming time for that means
dollars out of your pocket. Order your supplies NOW.
We manufacture and carry in stock a complete line of bee supplies

ready for prompt shipment. Send us a list of supplies you will need

and we will be pleased to quote you our price. Our 1921 descrip-

tive catalog and price list is now ready for mailing; send us your

name and address and we will mail you our catalog.

AUGUST LOTZ COMPANY, Boyd, Wisconsin

PORTER ESCAPE
SAVES
HONEY
TIME

MONEY
Far aala ky all daalars.

If aa daalar, wrtta faatary
R. a L c. pcirrni, mfrs.
Lawlalawn, llllnala. U. S. A.

(Pleise mention Am. Bee Journtl when writing)

HONEY
If interested in either extrac-

ted or comb write for our

prices before buying. They
are right.

C. C. CLEMONS CO.
OEPT. A

KANSAS CITY, MO.

BARNES' FOOTPOWER MACHINERY
Read what J. E. Parent,

of Chariton, N. Y says:

"We cut with one of

your Combined
Machines last winter 50
chaff hives with 7-in.

cap, 100 honey-racks,
500 frames and a great

deal of other work."

W. F. & JOHN BARNES
995 Ruby St., ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS

ELECTRIC IMBEDDER
Price without Batterie* $1.50

Not postpaid.

Actually cements wires in the foundation.
Will work with dry cells or with city cur-

rent in connection with transformer. Best
device of its kind on the market.

For •*!• by all b«« mpply d«al«r«

Dadant & Sons, ??:satLTON."iLL.

BEE SUPPLIES
We carry a complete stock of sup-

plies at all times, and can make
prompt shipments. Our prices will

interest you.
SencI U* Your Inquiries

A. H. RUSCH A SON CO.
Raa4«TiUa, Wit.
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Early Orders Bring Savings
NATURALLY we want your order for

bee supplies now, when we can give

it better attention. Spring will soon be

here, with its usual rush for supplies. So
we offer an early-order discount to bee-
keepers who buy now.

Write today for our red catalog.

We are exclusive manufacturers of the

Dewey Foundation Fastener

Many exacting beeraen claim it is the best machine yet devised Over-

comes objections common to all others Include the Dewey in your order

W. T. FALCONER MFG. CO., Falconer (near Jamestown) N. Y., U. S. A.

" Where the Best Bee Hives Come From "

I

BEE SUPPLIES
ROOT'S GOODS AT FACTORY PRICES WITH WEBER'S SERVICE

We carry several carloads of bee supplies, and are able to give prompt shipment at all times. Our motto

is a customer must be satisfied. Give us a trial and we will show you how quickly we will answer your cor-

respondence. Send }iour order and it will follow 24 hours after we receive it. Our new catalog will be

ready about January 15; send for same. We have thousands of satisfied customers, why mot you? Send a

list of yo'ur wants and we will quote you.

C. H. W. WEBER & C0.,2163-6S-67 Central Ave., Cincinnati, O.
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Crop and Market Report
Compiled by M. G. Dadant

IiKlitutions were when the last report was written, that

by the time February arrived there wo. Id be a change
in the market conditions, so that honey would be moving
m'. re ireciy. Unfortunately, this has not Iieen the cast,

and many beekeepers are still with considerable stocks

of honey on their hands. This applies, of course, to the

larger producers who were not able to sell their honey
through local channels. Practically all of the smaller bee-

keepers have disposed of their entire stocks, and, of

course, many of the large beekeepers have also. The con-
dition is better than it was a month ago, although it has
not moved with any great speed.

With reference to honey prices, these are lower than
they were a month ago, with no indication of any rise

in price, since sugar also has maintained a very low level.

The only redeeming factor is that foreign e.xchange has

risen considerably and there should be a larger market
for honey in the foreign field before long.

We have seen an offer of Chilian honey put up in five-

pound cans at 16c per pound, or 80 cents for five-pound

cans. This is indeed very low. The quotations of one
California commission merchant are as follows: fancy

white sage honey, ISc; fancy white orange honey, 16c;

choice light amber sage honey, 13c; fancy white sweet

clover honey, lie.

Thej' also quote some special trade in a few cars of

honey which they fish to move promptly and which are

as follows : Fancy light amber alfalfa honey 8c, Hawai-
ian honeydew Sc. All of these are f. o. b. common ship-

ping points California.

The reader will note from these that the honey price

has dropped very materially, and my private opinion
would be that right now is hardly the best time to sell,

since the above prices very likely reflect the quotations as
made by beekeepers who are forced to move thir honey
and are willing to sacrifice the same at a considerable re-
duction. The large co-operative associations are not in

line with the offers quoted above and are holding consid-
erably higher.
Comb honey has moved very well and there will be lit-

tle of this left after the first of March.
Naturally, we are going through very peculiar times at

present and it is difficult to say what the honey market
will do. It hardly seems plausible, however, that prices
should remain at the present low ebb unless all other
produce does.
There has been decided improvement in the prices of

grain and some other farm products and evidently honey
will follow in turn.

No doubt that a great deal of the unfavorableness in

the honey situation is due to the low price of sugar and
the fact that many manufacturers are returning to sugar
in their products instead of using honey as was done
during war times. However, probably the main reason for
the surplus of honey is the fact that our exports are so
very low.

We understand that there is under consideration an in-

creased duty on honey which would tend to raise the price
of foreign honey entering these markets. However, the
United States is ordinarily a honey exporting country
rather than a honey importing, and these will only have
a temporary influence.
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AT LAST MR. BEEKEEPER
MAC DONALD ALIMINIM HONEYCOMBS YOU MAY ORDER

FROM I to 10,000

AND:KN0W that you will RECEIVEITHEM ONITIME

The New Brood

Rearing

Aluminum Comb

55c f . o. b. Pasadena

Hoffman, 60c f. o. b.

Pasadena

Langstroth, 60c f. o. b.

Pasadena

Jumbo, 70c f. o. b.

Pasadena

Shallow, 50c f. o. b.

Pasadena

Prompt and Safe Delivery Guaranteed

DUFFY-DIEHL, Inc., 17-19 South Chester Street, Pasadena, Cal.
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AIRCO MILLS

TURNING
And we are making that

famous product, the New

Process Root-Weed Foun-

dation on our own machines,

here at Council Bluffs. Let

us send you a sample, for

we believe it is absolutely

the last word in foundation.

And you'll want to give it

a trial in your own apiaries.

We are willing to abide en-

tirely, the results of sever-

est test.

We must have, of course,

large amounts of beeswax

to keep up with the de-

mand for Airco. We will

be glad to quote on all you

hold, and we believe that

our schedule of price, credit,

or of working wax into

foundation will interest you.

And our quotation on your

total foundation needs for

1921 will interest you also.

Use Airco—It Pays

THE A. I. ROOT CO.
OF IOWA

COUNCIL BLUFFS, lA.

FOREHAND'S THREE BANDS
THE THRIFTY KIND

The year of 1921 brings us to the 29th year of our

experience in rearing queens for the market. It will

bring our queens up to a higher standard, one that is

still surpassed by none, but superior to many.

WRITE FOR CIRCULAR

W. J. FOREHAND & SONS
FT. DEPOSIT, ALA.

TENNESSEE-BRED QUEENS
Forty-nine Years' Eperience in Queen-Rearing

Breed Three-Band Italians Only

•
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CYPRESS by TEST
Substitutes by TALK

The PR0OF?=Two Letters FROM BEEMEN:

"Our correspondent makes serious complaints against and MAKES A PLEA FOR CYPRESS as

a BEEHIVE MATERIAL. We hope you will look into this matter," (Etc.)—and here's another:

-, of -, just came into the office. He informs us that they tried a car of CYPRESS"Mr.

LUMBER last year for the first time, and are so well pleased with it that they are ORDERING ANOTHER
CAR for use in making HIVE BOTTOMS."

Is there value to you in a.i endurance test of 51 years in greenhouse sash? It is reported to us that sach

made of heart Cypress by a prominent greenhouse contractor in Chicago, and placed in position in a green-

house at Des Plaines, 111., in 1868, are Still Doing Service.

It will serve you as well and save you the nuisance and expense of repairs and replacements.

The argument backed by such facts cannot be answered by mere talk. Ask the manufacturer or contrac-

tor who wants to give you a "substitute" for Cypress to cite you an endurance test of 30 to 45 years to

the credit of the so-called "substitute."

That is no more than a fair precaution on your part—good, ordinary business sense.

Write us for Vol. 1 of the Famous Cypress Pocket Library with Full U. S. Government

Report on "The Wood Eternal"

SOUTHERN CYPRESS
1251 PERDIDO BUILDING, JACKSONVILLE, FLA.

MFRS/ ASSOCIATION
= 1251 HIBERNIA BANK BUILDING, NEW ORLEANS, LA.

FOR QUICK SERVICE, ADDRESS NEAREST OFFICE
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ALUMINUM HONEY COMBS
PRICE LIST

Standard Langstnoth (Hoffman brood-frame) Prices are f. o. b. San Antonio, Texas.

size, each 60c Parcel Post weight, 1 comb 2 lbs.

Shallow E.xtracting {5^ in. deep) size, each— 50c Parcel Post weight, 10 combs 11 lbs.

Modified Dadant (Jumbo depth) size, each 70c Parcel Post weight, 20 combs _ -20 lbs.

We receive hundreds of letters about this valuable beekeeping appliance, of which this is a

fair sample :

Te-xas Honey Producers' Association, Hiram, Ohio, January 3, 1921.

1105 S. Flores Street, San Antonio. Texas.
Dear Sirs: I purchased a set of the Aluminum Honeycombs—^of the Company in California-

last year, in time for a test this last season, and am so well pleased that I am anxious for more.

I divided the set between two strong colonies, one set in brood-chamber and balance in extract-

ing supers. In the brood-chamber every comb was filled with brood—both sides, as nice a set of

5 brood-combs as I ever saw. The 5 in extracting super were filled twice with clover and ex-

tracted and once on fall honey. The frames averaged 8 lbs. net. The colonies that made the

extracted boney gave me 440 lbs. of surplus honey, the largest yield I ever secured from a sin-

gle colony, and I lay it to the Aluminum Honeycombs, and I am glad to know I can get more.

Please send me price list and circulars.

Respectfiilly,

H. M. LEACH.
Write for our nezv catalog containing full description and prices on

LEWIS BEEWARE, DADANT FOUNDATION, ALUMINUM HONEY COMBS

TEXAS HONEY PRODUCERS ASSOCIATION
1105 S. Flores St. P. O. Box 1048 San Antonio, Texas

E. G. LE STOURGEON, Mgr.
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BEE SUPPLY PRICES
We are here going to make an absolutely frank statement about bee-supply prices, for we know

that many beekeepers feel that the present prices are not warranted. They are under the impression
that prices of the material we use in manufacturing bee supplies have fallen greatly, and that a drop
in bee-supply prices is due. We wish this were true; but, unfortunately, it isn't true.

For more than a year, during all the time when prices of materials used in our manufacturing
were m'ounting higher and higher, we refrained from advancing our prices. W^e hung to the old prices,

hoping every day that the turn d'ownward in material prices would come. But this turn didn't come.
The result was that we found ourselves manufacturing much the largest part of our bee supplies at

an actual loss. We couldn't continue this, and on July 1, last, we made the advance to present prices.

Some commodities in general public use had begun to fall by that time. So it seemed to many that

our price advance came when the turn downward in all prices was at hand. But the fact is that the

prices of material we had to have in our manufacturing lof bee supplies did not turn downward. These
prices were still holding level, or going up. Clothing prices could go down because wiool and cotton

took a tremendous drop. We don't use wool and Cotton in our manufacture. We do use high grade
lumber and metals—and these didn't go down.

Only today, January 7, 1921, the best quotations we can get on the grade of white pine lumber we
require for manufacturing our hives and hive parts, is exactly the same quotation that was made us

on April 1, 1920—and we cannot get a lower qutotation. Lumber comprises fully 75 per cent of our
product.

SOME PLAIN FIGURES
We ask every fair-minded beekeeper to study the following table a moment. This table takes as

a basis of comparison $100 worth of raw material in 1913, and shows what thii same $100 worth of

raw material cost us in 1920, and the per cent 'of increase. It also takes $100 worth of our goods in

1913, and shows what this same $100 worth of goods costs the beekeeper in 1921, and the per cent of

increase. Note how very much less the increase of our prices than the increase of the raw material

(and our labor cost has increased 70 per cent since 1913, also).

PRICES OF RAW MATERIALS
1913 Costs. 1920 Costs. Per Cent Increase.

Pine $100 ^273.33 to $333.00 173% to 233%
Basswood 100 419.00 to 451.00 319% to 351%
Cypress 100 273.52 to 302.00 173% to 202%

PRICES ON ROOT'S GOODS
Per cent Increase

1913 1920 1921 1920 1921

$100 worth of hives $164.32 $253.81 64% 1547o

$100 worth of sections 226.08 382.60 126% 282%
$100 worth of foundation 141.70 157.49 41% 57%

You can learn from this table that lumber prices as quoted in 1920, can fall more than 100% of

the price of 1913, and yet show a greater increase of cost than the increase of the present prices of bee
supplies.

Railroad freight rates have so greatly increased that our freight bills amounted to $75,000 more
in 1920 than the same amount of freight from and to the same points would have cost us in 1913.

We would have been justified in advancing to our present prices a year earlier than we did, as

most manufacturers in all lines did do. Had we done so then, our beekeeping friends wiould have ex-

pected it—but they would not have got one year's supplies, much of which they bought at a figure

below the manufacturer's cost.

THE SITUATION TODAY
Prices of lumber of the grade we mostly use are not lower today than the average price of the

same grade of lumber during 1920. Large lumber operators tell us this price is up to stay up, because

of scarcity. This is the big item in our manufacture. The price we pay for labor is still the high-

est figure. The price of metals is somewhat lower, but that price is still higher than the advance pro-

vided for in our catalog prices.

With these price facts placed squarely before our beekeeping friends, we say to them that our

prices are warranted and necessary. Another season we expect they may be lowered. But we do not

Ivope that we can lower them during the beekeeping season of 1921. We wish we could.

THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY, Medina, 0.
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SKEPS COVERED WITH STRAW ROOFS. COTSWOLD, ENGLAND.
Photo bv .\. H. Bowcn.
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MUTH'S IDEAL BEE VEIL
$1.50

MEET GUY LESTOURGEON, SAN AN-
TONIO, TEXAS, the president of the Ameri-

can Honey Producers League. He's a real

man, fighting for a real League, wearing a

real Bee Veil.

WE HAVE A STOCK OF LEWIS BEEWARE
waiting for your order. Send us a list of your re-

quirements and we will quote attractive prices on
quality goods. Write for our catalog.

SEND US A SAMPLE OF YOUR HONEY
and name your most attractive price delivered to
Cincinnati. We pay you the day shipment is re-

ceived.

WAX—OLD COMBS
We pay you the highest market price for rendered
wax less 5c per pound rendering charges. Our
rendering process saves the last drop of wax for
you. Write for shipping tags.

BEES—Two Frame Nuclei with Queens $8.50

ORDER THEM EARLY

THE FRED W. MUTH CO.
PEARL AND WALNUT STREETS

CINCINNATI, O.
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MODIFIED DADANT HIVE
Your present brood equipment cai I

be put above the Modified Dadant'

hive used as full depth supers.

Features are: Deep frames, large

one-story brood-nest, frame space

ventilation, excellence in wintering,

svi^arming easily controlled.

Glance at this illustration to com-

pare this hive with "Standard" Lang-

stroth hive.

Yiou can get 40 per cent greater

brood-comb area than in the

"Standard" ten-frame Langstroth.

'1 MODIFIED DADANT HIVE
FEATURES

1. Eleven frames,

length, Quinby depth.

Langstroth
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2. Frames spaced 1J4 inches for

swarm control.

3. Extracting frames 6]/^ inches

deep.

4. Dovetailed body, regular re-

versible bottom and metal roof cover

with inner cover.

5. Langstroth "Sl:andard" equip-

ment easily used with this hive.

For free booklet write any distributor of Lewis "Beeware," or to

G. B. LEWIS COMPANY, Watertown, Wisconsin
DADANT & SONS, Hamilton, Illinois
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Good stock, plus long ex-

perience in shipping bees
make it profitable to buy
package bees or nuclei.

Write for my new circular

R. V. STEARNS
BRADY. TEXAS

Double Your Dollars
You can gather Roots and Herbs and

Grow Medicinal Plants while
Hunting Bees

Ginseng $15 Golden Seal $5 per pound
and many olhers

The most profitable. The most healthful
and the most enjoyable

OUTDOOR OCCUPATION
Send for price list and free particulars

How to know them and how to grow them

0. A. TWITCHELL. Reg. Ph. and Herbalist

Box 9, West Milan, N. H.

FOREHAND'S THREE BANDS
THE THRIFTY KIND

In the year before us it is our intention to give the very best ser-

vice possible and to please every one that does business with us. It

is our intention to give better service and better bees and queens

than we have ever done before.

We have spent 29 years rearing queens on an extensiive scale. Dur-

ing this time it has always been our intention to bring our bees up

to a standard surpassed by none, but superior to many. We have been

constantly improving the thriftiness, hardiness, gentleness and beauty

of our bees.

We are now booking order.s for May and June delivery. We still

have several hundred pounds of bees with queens and several hun-

dred extra queens to offer for May delivery. Write for circular

giving full information and prices.

W. J. FOREHAND & SONS ft. deposit. ala.

QUEENS AND BEES
We are nuw booking orders for spring delivery.

NUCLEI ON ALUMINUM COMBS

2-Frame nucleus without queen $6.00

3-Frame nucleus without queen 7.50

PACKAGE BEES
1 lb. Package 1 package, $3.00; 12 packages, $2.85

2 lb. Package 1 package, '$5.00; 12 packages, $4.75

3 lb. Package 1 package, $7.00; 12 packages, $6.60

.\dd price cf qu'een desired.

QUEENS 1 12 SO

Untested 3-band Italian $1.50 $15.00 $55.00

Tested 3-band Italian 2.50 27.50 112.50

Select tested 3-band Italian 3.50 37.50 150.00

We guarantee safe arrival.

PATTERSON & WINTERS, Jourdanton, Texas

Pure Italian Queens of the Best Known Strain
Booking orders now for spring delivery of two-frarae nuclei, two-pound packages,

and full colonies

Prices 1 12
Untested $1.60 $14.50
Tested 2.25 84.00
Select tested 3.00 30 00
Two-frame nuclei with untested queen, $6; 86 or more, $5.50.
Two-frame nuclei with tested queen, $6.75; 25 or more, $6.25.
Two-pound package hybrid bees, each $4. Add price of queen wanted.

I have for sale 50 colonies -lack and hybrid bees in factory-made pine hives, 8-

frame Langstroth dimensions, most comb drawn from wired foundation, shallow super,
with frames included.

Price on board Bag%vcll. Texas. $8.50 per colony. Will sell in lots of five or
all to one party.

No disease near here. Health certificate with all I have for sale. Safe arrival
and satisfaction guaranteed.

P. S. Terms one-fourth with order, balance due at shipping time.

BAUGHN STONE, Manchester. Texas
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IIIDETAILED CYPRESS
HIVES

We are manufacturing a full line of supplies from good, soft light

Cypress. For hive bodies, covers and bottoms we do not think it can

be excelled. People are just beginning to appreciate the good quali-

ties of this wood. All of our supplies are of standard dimensions,

bodies are dovetailed. We make both one and two-piece covers.

Bottom boards are made of full seven-eighths inch lumber tongued and

grooved together.

Five dovetailed cypress hives, complete, lO-frame $16.00

Five dovetailed pine hives, complete. 10-frame 10.50

Five one-piece covers, cypress, 10-frame 5.00

Five bottom-boards, full seven-eighths cypress 4.00

Hoiflfman frames, per 100 7.50

Send for Catalog

ITALIAN BEES AND QUEENS

QUEENS—Nothing but three-banded Italian Stock

All we have to say for them is, if they don't suit you, return them within six months and get your

money back.
Untested one, $2; $18 per d'o^zen

NUCLEI

Choice three-banded Italian stock on good worker combs full of brood, with plenty of bees. We
have a splendid lot of these that we can ship early; queens were reared late last fall and can be

shipped loose on the combs witlroiut being caged.

Two-frame nuclei, with tested queen $10 each

TWO-POUND PACKAGES

We can furnish two-pound packages of bees, full weight given and satisfaction guaranteed in every

respect.
Two-pound package, no queen $7.50

Write for discounts on orders of ten packages or more.

FULL COLONIES ITALIAN BEES WITH TESTED QUEENS

This is the dheapest way to l)uy bees, as they will cost less than the hives nailed and painted and

the bees bought elsewhere.

Full colony, with tested queen, in eight-frame hive $20.00

Full colony, with tested queen, in ten-frame hive 22.00

"fel"* THE STOVER APIARIES "*M.gs™

Bees quoted from Mayhew, Miss., only.

<~:~:«<~:«<kk~:k-k«*<~>*<'«***<~>>m~k~x~x~kk~h~k~k«^:~k~:~k^
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HEADQUARTERS FOR

LEWIS BEEWARE
DADANT

FOUNDATION
WESTERN PINE

HIVES

Write Us. It Pays

te^
The Chas. H.Lilly Co.

Seattle. Yakima. Portland

FOR SALE
We make a specialty of shipping 2-

frame nuclei. Combs are drawn from
full sheets of foundation wired in

Hoffman frames. Combs will be well

covered with bees, and filled mostly
with sealed brood and sufficient

stoires to do them while on their jour-

ney. Health certificate With every
shipment. Safe arrival guaranteed.
No n^ore orders taken than can be
filled promptly. Price of each two-
frame nucleus, without qu'cen, $5.00.

Prices of queens are as follows

:

Untested: 1, $1.50; 6, $8.00; 12„ $15.00;

50, $60; 100, $100. Tested queens each,

$2.50. When queen is wanted, add
price of queen to that of nucleus. We
begin shipping nuclei with untested

queens May 1, but can ship nuclei

with tested queens and without

queens as early as April 15. Book
your order now by sending in one-

fourth of the amount of order. The
balance you may send just before

shipping date. Three-banded Italians

only, and as good as can be pur-

chased.

COTTON BELT APIARIES
ROXTON, TEXAS

Lewis 4-Way Bee Escapes

Four exits from supers. Fits all standard board Springs

of coppered steel. Made of substantial metal.

Made by

G. B. LEWIS COMPANY,
Watertown, Wis., U. S. A.

Sold only by Lewis "Beeware"
Distributors.

WINTER PROBLEM SOLVED
—BY THE -

HIVE WITH AN INNER OVERCOAT

Furnished with Jumbo depth or Standard Hoffman Frames.
In your purchase of hives for the coming season, consider the fact

that if well taken care of, they should last a life time. A life time
matter is a serious one and nothing but the best that money can buy
should have your consideration. The Hive with an Inner Overcoat is

the best on the market as to material, workmanship, and efficiency.

The outside wall is made of % material, the best for the pur-

pose. Any extra cost over ordinary hives, spread over its life time, is

very low. The saving in bees in a single winter, may more than pay
for the entire investment. Winter losses in ordinary hives during the

winter of 1919-20, in many cases, were 75 per cent, or more. What a

tremendous loss. The Hive with an Inner Overcoat will winter
normal colonies, without loss.

Send for a special circular showing large illustrations. New 1921

illustrated catalog of beekeepers' suipplies now ready. Send us a

list of your requirements for the coming season.

TIN HONEY PACKAGES

2 lb. Friction top cans, cases of 24
2 lb Friction top can , crates of 612

2J^ lb. Friction top cans, cases of 24

2J4 lb. Friction top cans, crates of 460
5 lb. Friction top pails, cases of 12
5 lb. Friction top pails, crates of 100
5 lb. Friction top pails, crates of 200
10 lb. Friction top pails, cases of 6

10 lb Friction top pails, ..rates of 100

Special prices on shipments direct from factory in the East or West:
100 5-lb friction top pails $ 8.50

200 5-lb friction top pails 16.00

100 10-lb. friction top pails 12.50

Pint Mason jars, flint glass, per gross 9.00

Quart Mason jars, flint glass, per gross 10.00

A. G. WOODMAN CO.
aRAND RAPIDS, MICH., U. S. A.
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The Diamond Match Co.
(APIARY DEPT.)

MANUFACTURERS OF

Beekeepers' Supplies

CHICO, CAL., U. S. A.

Dadant's incomparable Foundation
is always kept in stock. Western
Beekeepers can be supplied ad-
vantegeously.

BEEIKEEPERS, wherever they m«y be located, before deciding where
to obtain supplies, should write to The Diamond Match Co. for

prices, and for their Beekeepers' Supply Catalogue.

This Company are the largest manufacturers in the world who make
Bee Supplies. They own thtir own timber lands, mills and factories,
ind supply goods direct from the tree to the beekeeper.

Full advantage of this low cost of production is given to the purchaser.

The Apiary Department (which is in charge of experienced supply men,
whu are also practical beekeepers) maintains a constant excellence of
product and ofiFers unsurpassed service.

The Diamond Match Co.
Apiary Department CHICO, CAL., U. S. A

THE AULT 1921 BEE SHIPPING CAGE-Patent Pending
1st. It is a dark cage, much more so than the open screen cages we have

been shipping in in the past.

2nd. The feeder uses pure sugar syrup. Better than Honey or Candy to

ship on; it contains water as well as feed.

3rd. Feeders are made more substantial, one-third larger, an have screw
cap that will not jar out.

4th. Instead of one small hole, we now use a cotton duck washer in the

screw cap that has proven to overcome all the objections found to the liquid

feed method.

6th. The Cage is one piece screen wire, protected by thin boards on the

outside- Send for circular describing the cage in detail, prices, etc.

ORDERS are coming in daily for 1921 SHIPPING.
Will book your order with 20 per cent down, balance just before shipping

QUEENS PACKAGE BEES QUEENS
My free circular gives prices in detail, etc. Safe delivery guaranteed

within 6 days of shipping point. We ship thousands of pounds all over

U. S. A. and Canada.

pound pkg. bees $3.00 each, 25 or more $2 85 each
2-pound pkg. bees $5.00 each, 25 or more $4.75 each
3-pound pkg. bees $7.00 each, 25 or more $6.65 each.

F. O. B. shipping point. Add price of queen wanted.

1 Untested Queen $2 each, 25 or more $1.75 each

1 Select untested, $2.25 each, 5 or more $2 each.

1 Select Tested Queen $3.60 each, 25 or more $3.00 each

1 Tested Queen $3.00 each, 25 or more $2.70 each

NUECES COUNTY APIARIES ^Irt^"- CALALLEN, TEXAS

"SUPERIOR" FOUNDATION. Yes, we are ready for the rush
Many tons now ready for shipment, and our machines are running to utmost capacity. Use the best. If

your dealer can't supply you, write us for price, stating quantity required. We also accept beeswax for

foundation or supplies.

"Everything in Bee Supplies."

SUPERIOR HONEY CO., Ogden, Utah (Manufacturer, of Weed Process Foundation)

X
?
?V

PURE ITALIAN QUEENS, NUCLEI, FULL COLONIES
1921 Prices. Orders booked for spring and summer delivery.

Untested, 1 to 12, $1.50; 12 or more, $1.25 each.
Select untested, 1 to 12, $1.75; 12 or more, $1.50 each.
Tested, 1 to 12, $2.50; 12 or more, $2,25 each.
Select tested, suitable for breeders, $5 each.
Two-frame nuclei, $5 each. Add price of queen wanted.
Eight-frame colony, $15; 10-frame colony, $17.50.

Tested queen in all of these, and all good combs.
Health certificate with each shipment. Safe delivery in United

States guaranteed. Satisfaction everywhere. Twenty-five per cent
books your order, balance at time of shipment.

JENSEN'S APIARIES, Crawford, Miss., R. F. D. No. 3
"•"•"•"•""•"

WESTERN BEEKEEPERS!
We handle the finest line of bee

supplies. Send for our 68-page cata-

log. Our prices will interest you.

The Colorado Honey Producers' As-
sociation, 1424 Market St^

Denver, Colo.

POULTRY America's Leading

PoultryPaper
Showing Cliainpiona in all llrueda*

4 MONTH'S TRIAL OC-*
SUBSCRIPTION ^OC

V. S. Starnpa arrpptoc! Prticticat
arlii'Ira liy formuci:. poulirvrimii.
SOpp; I y.jirSl.OO; 3 jcard J2.00.

Poultry Tribuna Dept.6, Mt.Morrls.in.
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THE LARGE HIVE
has proven to us through fifty years' experience its superiority. In

fact we have yet to learn of a single beekeeper, once having used

our larger hive ever returning to the smaller one. Its use is con-

vincing of its superiority.

BEST WINTERING, because if properly handled it gives strong

colonies in fall, with abundance of stores on few frames, imme-
diately above and behind the brood-nest.

BEST HONEY PRODUCING, because it gives large, strong colo-

nies for the honey flow, and abundance of room for brood and
honey. Shallow supers do away with queen excluders.

BEST NON-SWARMING, because there is ample laying room for

the most prolific queen, ample storing room for the workers and
ample ventilation for all.

THE MODIFIED DADANT HIVE has embodied in it.all these ad-

vantages and lends itself readily to use with Langstroth equipment.

Frames are Langstroth length, Quinby-Dadant depth, regular

HofTman style spaced, l'/2 inches from center to center. Hives

regular dovetailed, metal cover and reversible bottom.
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UNCLE SAM ON COMB HONEY

POSTON; (Jan. 15) : 1 car Porto Rico via New York City arrived since last report
Corab honey movement slow but is steady bscauoe of light supply, which is all In
hands of dealers.

CI^TCItP.'flTT : ( Jan. 1 5) : Heceipts lishti Vfi Oi no carlot arrivals reported.

COMB- Supplies liAt, Demand nodeiate, raartet steady, prices holding firm.

^^T^TEA^LTS; (Jan. 17): Extractad si:pplleB mode rata, Demand and movement alow,

market weakor,

COMB : Althoudi demand and movoment is slow, market la firm because auppllea
veiy llgIght.

BOSTON: Sinca last report, 45 barrels Porto Hco arrived, Markat unsettled
extracted stock account declininrr su^a r and syrup market,

:r:rv

—

rD
CHICAGO: Car Colo. , car Cilif, , ciir Minn, arrived. Ve ly slow demand and movemant,

market weak and lower prices are generally anticipated on extracted, but it ia

believod comb prices will hold up pretty well.

MTNTTEAPOLTS : Supplies light. Dealers continuing to buy only for immediate neods.

-Markit weaker on 3xtiact?d, but steady on comb.

This Proves Comb Honey is your best bet

Get First Grade Prices with Lewis Sections

See a 1921 "Beeware" Catalog. Write today

Ask us for your Distributors Name. It's free

LOOK
FOR

BCE HIVES AND APIAPIAH COUIPMtNT

BEWARE
WHERE YOU BUY YOUR

BEEWARE
MAKES THE FINEST.

THIS

MARK

"BEEWARE" IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK

G. B. LEWIS COMPANY,
HOME OFFICE

AND WORKS WATERTOWN, WIS.

Branches: Albany, N. Y., Memphis, Tenn., Lawyers (near Lynchburg,) Va.
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GLIMPSES OF CALIFORNIA BEEKEEPING
BY BEVAN L. HUGH

BEEKEEPING as an industry has
taken great strides during re-

cent years in California as in

other places. Comb-honey produc-
tion is carried on by so few beekeep-
ers and on such a small scale in

California that it requires no mention
here. Extracted honey is produced
by the carload. In spring, when or-

anges bloom in the southern San
Joaquin Valley and the prunes and
apricots bloom in the Santa Clara

Valley, beekeepers rent their bees to

fertilize the blossoms at from $1 to

$3 per colony. One beekeeper of

whom I have recollection had over a

thousand colonies in prune, pear and
apricot orchards, averaging better

than $2 per colony. Until after blos-

som time the bees are hauled by truck

to sage, and later to alfalfa locations.

In many localities bees are moved
to honeydew pastures later in the

season. When sage is in bloom no
number of colonies can overstock a

location.

The most interesting, most scientific

of all the vocations under the name
of beekeeping, is the rearing of queen
bees in the modern way and turning
them out by the thousands. After

July 1 until the season closes about
October, J. E. Wing, of San Jose,

Calif., ships over a hundred queens
per day. From March until July

1 this well-known queen rearer

devotes his time to shipping queens
and pound packages of bees, nuclei

and colonies. (With the production of

honey he has nothing to do). He de-

votes his time exclusively to the pro-

duction of bees and queens. Hun-
dreds of pounds are shipped every

day in the spring, and it is stated that

San Jose ships more bees and queens
than any other center in the world.

Several other beemen ship from the

San Jose express office besides Mr.
Wing. In his work Mr. Wing has

departed from almost all the set rules

as advocated by Doolittle, Root, Pratt

and other experts, and "according to

Hoyle" has no place in his vocabu-
lary. He has worked out a system
of his own.
During 1919 his staff consisted of

ten, including himself. Of these, six

were queen producers, the others de-

voting their time to the package busi-

ness. The motive power used to haul

bees and appliances consists of a

truck and trailer. Ford delivery and
trailer, and Cadillac touring car. On
the premises is an electrically driven

saw that is used to cut all frames,

stock hives, frames for cell-builders

and nursery cages, boxes for shipping

and many other necessities. For this

work one man devotes part of his

time. The bees in the home yard and
in lone of the outyards, are placed on
swinging stands on account of Ar-
gentine ants. The stands are sus-

pended by wires that are kept wet
with crude oil. Ants will never cross

this oil unless it dries or there comes
a dearth of nectar, when they will

rush over the wet wires in such num-
bers that they dry the oil and create a

"bridge" for those following. Once
on the stands it is all up with the

bees, for they stand no chance what-

The baby nucleus for mating young queens.

ever, the ants gaining complete mas-
tery. They attack the bees and
queen and carry off the honey. In a
short space of time powerful colo-
nies are reduced to lugubrious ceme-
taries. The ants are always victors
when they once are able to get on the
stands. It is necessary to see that the
wires are kept constantly wet with
the thick molasses-like oil.

When grafting, one has to be very
careful not to lay a stick of cells

where ants may reach it, for the
pests at once attack the chyle and
larvae and get into the frame of brood
held by the operator and thus spoil

some cells.

The season for rearing (Queens and
shipping packages usually commences
around San Jose (pronounce it Sano-
zay) during March. In early seasons
February is the month when opera-
tions begin, but owing to cool rains
and heavy frosts, nothing much of im-
portance in actual bee work was done
last year until the middle of April.

During the winter a thousand twin
mating baby nuclei were made up
in addition to a great variety of other
supplies, such as putting frames in

shape for use, nailing and painting
hives, etc. The baby nuclei with their

thousands of midget frames and
newly-invented covers were what in-

terested me most. Mr. Wing and his

assistant breeders, prior to this year,

used the Root cover on their mating
nuclei, but they wanted a system
whereby they could tell at a glance
just what was going on within each
hive without having to open it or
refer to a note book. Last season
a block of wood that could be put in

several positions was used as a sig-

nal. There were two drawbacks to

this system, however, and these fail-

ings led to the present system. These
drawbacks were that when a cover
was lifted for the purpose of inspec-
tion the block might fall off or
change its location, which would re-
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suit in confusion. The O'ther disad-

vantage was that the date had to be
written when virgins or cells were
introduced or when queens were
caged. The Root nucleus box is em-
ployed, but instead of the inner wood
and outer paper covers being used,
,a double wood telesco'pic aofver, with
ventilating air space between, is

found to serve to better advantage.
On the side of the cover are galvan-
ized iron signals pointed one end
and square the other, made to pro-
trude above the level of the covers
or to fold below the level of the cover
so as to allow nuclei to be piled on
the truck when moving. On the
painted cover is a set of figures ar-

ranged in a circle representing the

dates of the month to 31. From the

center radiates an arrow after the

manner of the hand of the clock.

With these signals all that is to be
known about the interior workings
of the nucleus may be read at a

glance, and after the operator has
learned the different signals he may
walk by a nucleus without stopping,

and know whether it needs a cell or

a virgin, whether a laying queen re-

quires to be caged or whether the

nucleus requires bees, brood or

honey, or all three.

All are represented by one signal

on the side of the nucleus and the

dates on the cover. Bees, brood,
honey, bees and brood, bees and
honey, honey and brood required are

all represented by the other signal,

and it seems queer that so much can
be said with so few signals; and the

beauty of the whole system is that

absolutely no writing is required
whatever, and everything goes along
in fine shape. No queen is allowed to

leave the yard that has not laid a

frame full of eggs, then there is no
guess work, and customers are satis-

fied.

Another inniovation is the "stock-

hive." It is the "mother" to all the

baby nuclei. One stock-hive takes

care of the needs of from forty to

fifty nuclei. It is a hive containing
frames as used in the nuclei with
seventeen to the body and may be
tiered three or four high if neces-

sary. In it is housed a regular colony

A big load of package bees on the way to the ex.press office.

with queen, workers, drones, eggs,
larvae, pollen and honey. It's pur-
pose is to supply whatever is required
by the nuclei, such as eggs or larvae,

bees or brood, and it is much more
convenient than putting three of the

frames into a regular Langstroth
frame. All that is necesary is to

open a colony and remove the re-

quired frame and replace with the
one taken from the nucleus.

Mr. Wing's system of swarm box,
cell builder and nursery cage is sim-
ilar to those in use by most queen-
men, with slight variations. The
cell cups, in wliich the grafts are
made are all home-made, being
dipped forty at a time by a scheme
of his own. Instead of the cells be-
ing forced into the little blocks with
a fastener the reverse end, they are
secured by means of hot wax to flat

pieces of wood one-eighth inch thick

and seven-eighths inch square.

Twelve of these are put on a bar by
means of hot wax and are then ready
for grafting. After the sticks have
once been waxed they are good for

all time, and when working in the

sun are always ready for immediate
use; all that is necessary is to press

the cell stick on with the thumb and
forfinger. The larvse used for graft-

ing are about twelve hours old. All

Bliss Damon with a mating yard of baby nuclei, in .Saii Juaiiuiii Valley,

in willow honeydew region.

grafting is done dry, no jelly being
used, and we find that fully as many
are accepted by this method as when
jelly is used, without all the extra
trouble and time wasted. The grafts
are then put in the swarm box to be
accepted by queenless bees. The
swarm bo.x is in use all summer with-
out changing bees, young emerging
bees and sealed brood being given
whenever necessary to keep up the
strength of the cluster. The swarm
bo.x holds three frames, two of brood
and honey and one containing grafts.
It is always queenless except when
a virgin drifts in and later com-
mences to lay, then all operations are
delayed until she is removed. The
frame of cells, containing three bars
of about 36 to 40 cells, is placed be-
tween the two frames of brood and
honey, and in the specified time is

removed and any unaccepted cells re-

moved and replaced with accepted
cells from another swarm box. Re-
inoving the sticks from the bars is a
simple process, a slight pressure of a
hive tool between the cell stick and
the bar soon pries them loose, and an-
other cell put in place by a pressure
of the thumb and forefinger. The
swarm box bees give the cells all the
chyle that is necessary for them to

be accepted by the cell builders.

The cell builder is a colony with
young larvae above and queen be-
low an excluder. Two or three frames
of cells are placed between frames of

young larvae and left for ten days
from the time of grafting, for the bees

to complete. After coinpletion they
are put either in nursery cages or are

introduced direct to a queenless nu-
cleus. Sometimes in the spring they
are put into an incubator run by
electricity, but this is not always
necessary. If the completed cells are

put in nursery cages they are re-

turned to the colony from which they

were removed until emerged, when
the virgins are placed wherever re-

quired.

But queen-rearing is only part of

the business. The combless package
branch takes considerable time in

shaking bees, building up colonies in

order to make them of sufficient
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strength to shake, making and re-

pairing cages, making candy for long
distance shipments, repairing the tin

cans used for liquid feed, making the

liquid feed and a great deal more as

well. A large number of nuclei and
colonies are also shipped. This is a

part of the work of the package men,
not the queen men.

Many packages have gone as far as

the upper country in British Colum
bia and have arrived in good condi-
tion. Orders for packages are mostly
for the two-pound size, as the one-
pound package is found to be insuf-

ficient in bees. Tons of bees are ex-
pressed every year, and many thou-
sand queens sold.

In San Jose during the latter part

of June the flow practically ceases
and the queen-rearing outfit is moved
to the San Joaquin Valley, where
there is an abundance of honeydew.
This is very valuable for makmg m-
crease, as the bees gather consider-
able honeydew. The drawing of

comb progresses rapidly and the bees
in the baby nuclei require little help

from the stock hives. During this

flow (which lasts from July until

winter rains wash the sweet secre-

tion from the willows) a great num-
ber of queens are reared. Queens
reared during this flow are much
larger and finer than those reared at

any other time of the year. Thou-
sands of queens are sent to honey
producers at this time of the year,

since they find fall the best time to

requeen, as the queens will be young
and energetic in the spring.

The moving of the queen-rearmg
yard to the San Joaquin Valley makes
it possible to continue rearing queens,

as heretofore it has been necessary
to discontinue operations when the

flow ceased at home. The remark-
able feature about the moving of the

yard was that everything was in full

operation, grafting having been done
the day the bees were loaded and
layers caged the day they were un-

loaded. The bees were loaded after

sundown and unloaded before day-
light at their destination, 80 miles

distant, and operations were re-

sumed as soon as the bees had set-

tled down. Queens were in all stages

of development, and no time was lost

by moving.

A METEOR IN BEEKEEPING

(Adapted from the Swiss Bulletin

D'Apiculture.)

June 15, 1918.

My Dear Friend : I have become a

beekeeper, like yourself. That will

interest you, because it was after my
visit at your apiary that I took up
the idea to have bees also. I am an
enthusiast, although my apiary is

just a beginning (4 hives), but in

such fine condition that all I had to

do after buying them was to put on
supers. I spend all my spare time
there. It is just fun to smoke them,
take up the supers and examine them.
Every week there is some gain. I am

going to have a big crop of honey. It

is delightful.

July 2o—1 believe I am getting the
bee lever. My bees have all tilled

their supers and 1 put on several
more, i am sorry 1 bought only 4

colonies, according to your advice, li

I had had a little more backbone, i

should have bought 4U instead ot 4.

and I'd be in clover, literally. Lots
ot clover honey, as it is.

August 20. My Dear Friend: Bee-
keeping IS a gold mine, i leel as it 1

were a Dee niysell and had wiags. l

could Hy. Just think, 1 have har-
vested qUU pounds ot honey and had
3 swarms besides. It 1 had only
bougnt 4tJ colonies, it would make a

small lortune. 1 am going to make a
big success of beekeeping. its a
regular gold mine, especially ii a man
understands it as i do. they talk ot

bad seasons, but there are tlowers
every year, aren't there.' Ihe only
thing to do IS to learn how to man-
age tliem. I'm making lots ot plans.

iou read about that man who had
IZ queens laying, all at one time, in a

hive. 1 believe i can beat that and
have hives as large as a small house.
Ihen well get the honey I Just let

me show you, if you're from Mis-
souri 1 It's getting late in the season,
but next year, well be in the wind.
Just wait a bit.

May, 1919^Here we are again. I

have 25 colonies. I bought 18 and
they cost me a heap of money, but
it pays. I'll have 50 by fall and some
3,000 pounds of honey. I believe I

ought to more than double them, if I

manage it right, and I am sure I

know how.

July, 1919—Can you tell me why it

is that some colonies don't prosper,
while others are doing well? I tried

to put several queens in 3 hives, and
now instead of having more bees,

they are queenless. It's befuddling.

It's raining too hard when they

ought to be piling in the sweets.
There is a little honey, but not much.
The bigger the hives, the less bees.
These Dadant hives ain't got any bees
in them—just a handful! They're a
humbug. And the bees are cross I

Never knew them to be so mean.
November 15—My bees don't have

honey enough to winter. 'What shall

I do? Sugar is too high to feed.
Could I winter them on corn syrup?
I'm going to try it. Those fellows
who say that corn syrup isn't good
for bees, likely never tried it.

March, 1920—Have lost half my
bees in winter. I am getting dis-

gusted. The bee business ain't what
it's cracked up to be.

October, 1920—For sale immedi-
ately, 10 colonies, short of stores,

and 40 empty hives, with about half
the frames full of combs.

STAR THISTLE
I wish to call attention to a weed

that is even more important as a
honey source throughout the Sacra-
mento and San Joaquin Valleys than
alfalfa. It is called "Star thistle." In
its early growth it resembles the dan-
delion and has no stickers. Its growth
is very slow, and about the middle of

May it tops out and has many
branches. On every branch form the
buds of many flowers. The buds and
flowers are the only part of the plant
which have the stickers. The buds
are entirely covered with long jag-

gers, and when they open out the jag-
gers turn out in every direction, form-
ing a star from which the plant gets

its name. The bloom is a deep yellow.

It is spoken of as a pest throughout
the State, as neither cattle nor sheep
will eal it. Every vacant lot, pasture
and the river bottoms are- a yellow
mat from the 10th of June until the

heavy frosts come in the fall.

G. L. Ensign.
California.

Group at the Wing apiary. Left to right: W. A. Rafael. Harry R. Warren, J. E. Wing,
Alice Salisbury.
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THE EDITOR'S VIEWPOINT
The Honey Producers' League

As we go to press word comes from
Indianap'oli? that the annual meeting
of the American Honey Producers
League was a big success. There w-is

much enthusiasm manifested and
$6,t'00 was raised by those present for

an advertising campaign to br'.n

;

hoi.ey to public attention. The poli-

cies of the League were endorsed by
beekeepers and members of allied

trades. The success of the new or-

ganization now seems assured.

Kansas Honey Producers'

Association Joins

After a talk from Mr. Paddock on

co-operation, and a few words from
our editor, the Kansas Honey Produc-

ers' League voted to join the Ameri-
can League. Tally one more.

The officers of the Kansas League
for the ensuing year are : President,

Frank Hi'U, Sabetha; Vice President,

A. V. Small, Augusta; Secretary-

Treasurer, Dr. J. H. Merrill, Manhat-
tan.

These men are all "live wires."

(This is a modern e.xpr.essio^n, but

there is none better). Mr. Frank Hill

insisted that he was not a good par-

liamentarian and would make a poor

President. But he is energetic, a

good beekeeper and not afraid to

speak. So we are aissured that he

will study parliamentary usage and

will prove to be just the man for the

place.

The Spanish Needles as

Honey Producers

Some of our beekeepers have ex-

pressed doubts as to the Spanish

needles being a good honey plant, be-

cause they have never seen the bees

working upon them. If they had at-

tended the Kansas tneeting at Man-
hattan, they would have no longer

aniy doubts upo-n 'this. Dr. J. H. Mer-

rill, apiarist in charge, is a very good

man tio draw out everything there is

in a meeting, and his calls for reports

from the diflfercnt counties of the

State were readily and fully an-

swered. Nearly every county re-

ported honey from Spanish needles.

At that meeting the statement was

renewed that alfalfa does not produce

honey at an elevation loi less than a

thousand feet above sea level. There
is an exception, however, and that is

in a district below sea level, the Im-
perial Valley of California.

Some beekeepers criticised the

statement that honey is sometimes
harvested from the sunflowers. But
there are many plants which furnish

honey in one country and not 'in an-
other. During my visit in Switzer-
land, in 1913, a beekeeper asked me
whether I was sure that bees secured
honey from white clover in America,
because, he said, none is produced
from white clo'ver in Switzerland.
And that appears to be true, in some
localities at least.

Fire at Henry Dadant's Home

In the forentoon of the 17th of Feb-
ruary, the Dadant people were very

much startled by a fire a'larm from
the home 'O'f Henry C. Dadant. Sparks
from the flue caused a fire in the

roof. A strong breeze was blowing
and before the Hamilton fire depart-

ment could get two lines of hose

pouring water on the building the

roof was almost completely de-

stroyed. The furniture was removed,

much damaged 'by water. Our friends

will be glad to hear, however, 'that a

good portion of the loss is covered by

insurance. But it is a great incon-

venience to be driven out of one's

home in winter. The two little girls

shown on the February cover page

are Henry's daughters.

How Small a Colony May be
Wintered?

The required size of la colony to "be

wintered successfully depends much
upon the location, the winter, the

food, the number of flying days, etc.

We have wintered colonies wihich

might have been called nuclei, con-

taining 'perhaps not over a quart of

bees. A mild winter like the present

one is exceedingly favorable to weak
colonies, if the food is right. But un-

til March and April are over, we can

hardly be sure of safe wintering. We
have seen bees dwindle as late as

May, when the spring was backward
and Cold. Better not take Chances,

in the northern countries at least, and

'have all your colonies strong foir win-

ter.

The condensation of moisture into

frost, inside of the ihive, during the

coldest days, is not necessarily a bad
sign, if on warm days the bees have
enough warmth t'o thaw it and it ruis

out of the entrance. But a colony
which is kept warm by ample cover-
ing will have but little condensation
of moisture, because it will consume
les'S than a weaker one and because
its moisture will evaporate in the
absorbents above, if such absorbents
have been supplied.

Whatever you do, if yo'uir bees are
out-of-doors, beware of cold weather
in March and April. This is for our
middle and northern States, because,
in the South, the only requirement is

to see that the bees are not short of
stores, and in many places they har-
vest htoney, after March 1.

The Work of the Colleges

I wonder whether the average bee-
keeper realizes how much good work
the colleges are doing for our busi-

ness. There are but few agricultural
institutions now that do not teach
the elements of practical beekeeping.
There are but few of them that are
n'oit fitted to examine samples of bee
diseases and give information and di-

rections on treatment.
Some of our people seem to think

that it would be better if beekeeping
was not taught. They are afraid that

it will increase the number of honey
producers to where the business will

noit pay. But beekee'pers are not
made by any proces's O'f education.
Those only who like bees and bee-
keeping can be educated to take
proper care of bees, and it is right

that they should be, for the slovenly

bee owner is responsible for the dis-

seminati'on of disease, just in the

same way that the careless frjit

grower is responsible for the dissem-
ination of San Jose scale, codling
moth, curculio, etc. The more prac-
tical beekeepers we will have, the less

slovenly ones, the better they will

unite upon advertising and holding

prices at a reasonable level that will

bring fair returns and secure ready
sales.

There is no more danger of ruining

the market by producing too much
honey than there is of producing too

much wheat. Some people are starv-

ing, just now, on this eirth of ours,

for want of bread. It is the distribu-

tion which is wrong and inadequate.

Let uis remedy it.

Friendly Friends

Our friends' friends are our friends.

By the same token our subscribers'

friends should become our subscrib-

ers.—Italian Exchange.

Honey-Soap

A honey soap is made in southern

France, which they call "sapolimel."

It is claimed that this soap foams and
lathers abundantly, does not crumble,

and helps the healing of chapped
hands, chilblains, eruptions or other

diseases of the skin.
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Attending Conventions
It is delightful to attend a conven-

tion of beemen in a strange locality

and find smiling faces at the station.

The first man that greeted me at

Wilmington was Mr. C. L. Sams, who
recognized me at the station. I was
not left by myself a single minute
after I reached my destination.

Wild Beasts in North Carolina
Bears, deer, wild cats are not rare

in some districts. W. B. Robinson, of

Belvidere, N. C, had a lot of beehives
destroyed by the depredations of

bears.

Pollen in January
W. W. King and C. L. Sams saw

bees carrying pollen January 5 to 10

near Wilmington. Some say it is

alder, others credit it to soft maple.
The gallberry here gives the best

honey crop. They have also a plant

which they call "love vine," which
yields honey.

Tin Pans to Settle Swarms
Mr. J. A. Ratclitt'e, of Washington,

N. C, told of seeing a swarm pass
over the church roof and arresting it

with the beating of a bread pan with
a big spoon. It not only settled the

swarm, but broke up the church
meeting, which ended in confusion
and laughter. Did the bees hear the

Quebec Beekeeping _

The report of the Minister of Agri-

culture, for the Province of Quebec,
for the season 1919-20, contains a de-

tail of the work done in b.eekeeping

schools and demonstrations in Levis,

Montreal and Joliette, by Messrs.
Vaillancourt and Prudhomme. As
many as 250 persons attended the

beekeeping course in Montreal.
To those who might imagine that

the Province of Quebec is too cold Tor

good results in beekeeping, we will

say that this report shows that the

best crop in Quebec was harvested at

Roberval, in the apiary of the Ursu-
line Sisters, and was of 4,020 pounds
for 22 colonies.

Errors in Renewals

It is not our custom to "talk shop"

to our readers. But it is important to

suggest to them that there are mis-

takes made by everybody in this

world and that we are not infallible

ourselves. So if any errors are made
concerning your subscription, please

drop us a card, with as much good
nature as you are able to assume, and
we will endeavor to correct mistakes.

Other publishers make mistakes also.

Organization Wins
A very good argument in favor of

a Honey Producers" League may be
seen in the fact that the industries

which arc best lOTganized secure best
recognition. See the Railroad Broth-
erhoods. They got about everything
they wanted during the war, while
many industries went a-begging.
UNITED WE STAND.

Cause of Foulbrood

It looks quite evident now that Ba-
cillus alvei is a bacillus of putrefac-

tion and not the cause of the death

of the larva:, in foulbrood. Cheshire

must evidently have made some err-or

in the test mentioned by him on

pages 554-5 of his work, as he also

made a very evident error when he

stated that honey was not likely the

means of transmitting it.

Altitude and Nectar Secretion

In our February issue Mr. Small
brought out an interesting point con-
cerning the behavior of alfalfa in

Kansas. The fact that below 1,000

feet it secretes little nectar, while
yielding abundantly above that alti-

tude is worthy of more than passing
note. It stands to reason that if al-

falfa behaves differently under such
conditions lother plants may do so
also. Careful study of the influence
of altitude as well as sioil and climate
on the secretion of nectar is import-
ant.

The Miller Memorial

We would call attention again to

the memorial to Doctor Miller. The de-
cision as to the form it shall take will

be left to the committee in charge
and will be influenced by the amount
raised. It is hoped to have all funds
in hand by June 10, which is the anni-
versary of the Doctor's birth. Mem-
bers of the committee are anxious
that every beekeeper who admired
Doctor Miller shall be represented in

the tnemorial, whether his contribu-
tion amounts to a dime or a dollar.

Contributions may be sent to this

office or to any member of the com-
mittee, which was announced in our
last issue.

Marketing

Just now conditions looking to the

future of the honey market are in

the balance. There is a large surplus
of extracted honey in certain quar-
ters, while many local markets are
bare. It is important that the bee-
keeper who has sold his own crop re-

alize that the future market de-

pends upon his assistance in moving
the unsold honey. If the beekeepers
who have sold out will help to handle
this surplus the market will be sta-

bilized at a higher price than will be

the case if it is dumped upon the city

markets to bring what it will.

The bottlers and big buyers gener-
ally are interested in buying at the

lowest possible price. Should any
considerable amount of honey be
dumped onto the market under pres-

ent conditions the price is likely to be
depressed to the old-time low levels.

There never was a time when it was
more important to cultivate the local

market.

with the opportunities thus presented,
there is nothing better than a careful
plat of your territory.

Topographical maps of most sec-
tions are available and may be ob-
tained either by writing your State
Geological Survey or the U. S. Geo-
logical Survey. These maps give alti-

tudes of all points. Your own map,
based upon these and including all in-

formation you already have, com-
bined with actual trips for observa-
tion when the principal plants are in

bloom should provide data worth a

great deal Get in touch with your
county agent. He may apprise you of

areas of sweet clover or alsike worth
moving for.

Acquaintance With
Your Territory

The automobile and truck make it

possible to take advantage of a honey
crop located as far as fifty miles or
more from your present apiary sites.

In order to be thoroughly conversant

Watch for Shortage
of Food
With the extremely mild winter we

have had so far there is danger that
the inexperienced beekeeper may
allow his bees to become short of feed
this spring. A mild winter means in-

creased activity of the bees, and m-
creased activity means increased con-
sumption of honey. Bees which were
put into winter quarters with a su-
per-abundance will not yet be in

need, but there are many cases where,
for some reason or other, bees went
into winter with only moderate stores.

The danger of starvation is not the-
only danger. When stores become
short in spring, the queens stop lay-
ing, no more young bees hatch, and
unless remedial steps are taken, the
colony may dwindle away; or if it

doesn't completely dwindle, its value
for nectar gathering is seriousOy im-
paired.

Now is the time to see that your
colonies have plenty of stores, not
only to keep them alive, but to allow
brood rearing to proceed uninterrupt-
edly.

Unseasonable Weather
The past winter has been unusually

mild and for that reason bees with
plenty of stores have wintered well.

However, there is an element of dan-
ger for the spring season. As this is

written (February 15) the weather is

balmy as May, and the first of the

soft maples are in full bloom at Ham-
ilton. Fruit buds are swelling and
there is every reason to expect severe
iniury to the fruit crop by later froists.

The bees are humming merrily
among the blossoms of the maples,
and this new nectar and pollen will

start brood rearing in earnest. Un-
less the beekeeper have a care, the

brood-nests will be expanded beyond
the ability of the clusters to protect

when a change of weather comes, and
there will be much chilled broiod.

Bees protected wth suitable packmg
material are not likely to be seri-

ously aflfected.

Brood rearing requires large quan-
tities of honey, and this undue ex-

pansion so early in the season will

rapidly deplete the supplies. It is very
important tjiat all colonies with a

short supply be fed liberally to save

from later disaster.
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THE PLEASURES AND PROFITS
OF BEE DRIVING

By A. H. Bowen

The old straw bee-skep yields up
its harvest of honey but once a year,

and August and September are the

two months when the rivral s'keppist

"takes up" his surplus stocks which
have accumulated during the swarm-
ing season, and appropriates what he
feels to be his due.

Knowing no better or quicker way
of honey taking than by killing the

bees, he places the heaviest hives at

dusk over a pit of lighted sulphur,

and very soon the bee population
tumble from their luscious combs
into the pit below.
Happily, however, the number of

villager's bees sulphured each au-

tumn is growing fewer; for the skep-
pist nowadays is only too glad to rid

himself of this distasteful massacre,
by allowing the expert apiarist to

drive out and save the bees; taking
them away for the trouble of doing
it.

The advantage of this practice is

mutual. The skeppist receives his

hives of honey free from bees, and
without the taint of sulphur to the

combs; whilst the apiarist can util-

ize the bees secured in a number of

useful ways.
Given good weather, autumn bee-

driving excursions prove both pleas-

urable and interesting, but the api-

arist must first equip himself Avith

some suitable bee-gear to enable the

driving to be done rapidly, and with-

out causing robbing 'or commotion in

the cottager's bee-garden. To carry
the bees away, light skeps are fre-

quently used. My choice is for light

boxes with screened top and ven-

tilated sides, as these are compact
and easily handled. Half a dozen of

these, a pair of driving irons to

hinge the skeps together while driv-

ing, a couple of skewers, a large

skep with dome top, and some sul-

phur matches complete the outfit.

Personally, I usually carry a few
queen mailing cages provisioned with

candv, as it is sonietinies cnnvenient

to cage the queens when found there

and then, as then one knows where
to find them.
\\'hcn the bees are to be sent away,

a little box of bee candy is screwed
to the bottom of each crate to give

extra food during confinement.
Of the old stocks, current swarms,

and casts, the skeppist prefers to

"take up" his new casts and the old

hives because there is "virgin honey"
in the former, whilst the latter being

wrongly supposed to have an "old

queen," are not thought suitable for

stock. Thus the swarms with their

freshly-combed hives are retained

and being heavy are usually expected

to stand the winter, for the skeppist

abhors feeding of any kind.

As soon as the skeps have been
marked for "taking," the bee driver

is ready to commence operations.

Nothing is handier to stand the

seething upturned hive upon while

beating it than the stout cottage

"pig bench," and this is generally

pressed into service.

By means of the driving irons and

skewer an empty skep is fixed above

the inverted hive, and the junction

made bee tight by winding round a

length of sacking.

A vigorous tapping soon drives the

bees with their queen into the dome
above and in a few moments the

lower skep is deserted. The tough

nut sticks placed crosswise in each

hive when first the bees are put in,

act as do wires in a standard frame,

and prevent the coinbs being broken

or loosened.
When the queen has been caged, a

sharp shake throws the bees into the

traveling crate, the queen dropped in

and the box is then placed back on

the stand for the flying bees to set-

tle.

Bee driving is not all "beer and

skittles," however, owing to the curi-

ous kinds of beehives used.

Circular butter boxes and square

cheese boxes are troublesome to deal

with. The bees are slower than ever

to run upwards. They collect in the

corners, and the queen, if young aiiu

A Colswold bee garden in Kngland.

shy, finds plenty of places in which
to hide herself.

Lard buckets, cardboard hat boxes
and tin trunks are little better,

though if only half occupied by
combs they can be cut out, and the

bees brushed directly into a carrying
box.
When a field of charlock is in

blossom over the hedge, much new
honey will drop from the combs, and
robbing then is only too easy to

start.

A dull day, or a wet one has its ad-

vantages, for if shelter is near, un-
der which to work, there is no rob-

bing or stings; and the bees settle

early.

As rapidly as emptied, each skep
is placed for a moment over a hole

containing a sulphur match, to stu-

pify the remaining half dozen bees,

which might*- have tormented' the

cottager's wife.

After a cup of tea, in the cool par-

lor, while the bees settle, and as dusk
approaches, the boxes are closed up
and conveyed back to the apiary.

Dealing With the Bees
Frequently two or three pounds of

bees are obtained from large, strong

skeps.

Hived in the dark upon 6 drawn-out
combs and rapidly fed, they develop

into splendid oo'lonies for the follow-

ing season.

Where heather abounds the bees

collect sufficient to keep themselves

without feeding.

The surplus queens, after uniting

two or three smaller tots together,

can be utilized for re-queening pur-

poses.

Many driven lots are distributed

each autumn to districts where these

cannot be obtained, and three to four

dollars each is the average price

which is paid. The true old English

black bee is not now so frequently

met with, hybrid bees being more
numerous.
But in the more remote hamlets 'of

our country-side, native bees are still

found and preserved in the time-

honored way.
Though the quaint owners permit

their bees to be driven in the autumn
time, they stoutly maintain tliat no

bee home is more healthy or better

than their own warm skep. Maybe
ihey are right. At any rate their

views and doings form an interesting

link with the past.

England.

This inte'resting article reminds

me that, in the Carolinas, there are

still tens of thousands of apiaries in

box-hives and gums, wliich ought to

to be transferred or driven in a sim-

ilar manner to that described above.

.\t Greenville, S. C, an old-timer

greeted me with: "Do you reckon

the kind of wood the gum is made of

has anylliing to do with the crop of

li'oney?" My daddy allowed that he

could get twice as muc'h hioney out of

the gum-tree hive as out of any other

kind." Likely (those old country

skeppists similarly consider the skep

as much better than any other hive.

—Editor.)
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A PLANT HONEYDEW FROM
THE DOUGLAS FIR

By John H. Lovell

British Columbia and Washington
State west of the Cascade range are

hirgely covered with a magnificent
coniferous forest, in which the trees

are 200 to 300 feet tall. This dense
forest in which the great trunks are
separated by only a few feet is due
to a mild temperate climate, and an
annual rainfall exceeding 60 inches.

The most common tree is tlie Doug-
las lir (Pseudotsuga Douglasii), also

called red or yellow fir. which f.ornis

not far from seven-eighths of the

timber. Occasionally there come re-

ports of large quantities of honey-
dew gathered from the Douglas fir.

A beekeeper at Victoria states that

in the forenoon the ground under
many of the firs, particularly isolated

trees, will be well spattered with the

exudation, and the needles studded
with pale amber diamonds. If there
are bees in the neighborhood there
will be a large number of them busy
gathering the sweet liquid. In some
years two or three supers of sections
will be gathered from this source.
The honey is fair in quality, pale am-
ber in color, with rather dark cap-
pings. It crystallizes quickly.

"Fir sugar" was known to the In-

dians of British Columbia long be-
fore the discovery of America ; and in

recent years its presence has been re-

peatedly reported by beekeepers, but
it docs not occur every year. The
writer has been inclined to believe
that it was an e.xcretion of either
plant lice or bark lice. Some years
ago Gates observed honeybees col-

lecting liberal stores of honeydew
from spruce trees on the campus of
the Agricultural College at Amherst,
Mass. The sweet excretion came
from scale insects (Physokermes pi-
ceae), wliich resembled dormant
buds on the twigs. Pellett has also

reported honeybees as gathering
honeydew from the Norway spruce
on the grounds of the Ontario Col-
lege at Guelph, Canada. Examina-
tion showed that the sweet liquid

came from the same species of scale
insect. The pine-leaf scale (Chionas-
pis pinifoiiae) also occurs on various
species of pine and spruce in all parts
of the United States. From t'he base
of tin- leaves of the spruce pine
(Pinus glabra) in Florida, honeybees
have l)ecn seen to gather a sweet
liquid, which was undoubtedly of in-

sect origin. Thus, in the absence of
any dtfinite evidence to the contrary,
it seemed probable that the sweet
substance gathered from the Douglas
fir was also an excretion of Hemip-
terous insects.

But recent investigations by Dav-
idson and Teit show that this sugar
is an exudation from the tips of the
leaves of the Douglas fir, and is thus
a purely vegetable honeydew. The
sugar is not found on trees in the
dense forests, but only on those in

comparatively open areas, chiefly on
gentle slopes facing east and north.
It occurs on the leaves and branches

in white masses ranging from one-
fourth inch to two inches in diameter.
The sugar-bearing trees are confined
to dry sections, and the sugar is ex-

creted only during hot summer
droughts. Under the action of con-
tinuous sunlight a larger quantity of

carbohydrates are formed during the

day than can be carried away to the

growing tissues; and the atmosphere
being very dry, trans]riration ceases
and the leaves become gorged with
water, which is forced out through
their tips. By the evaporation of the

water, the liquid is transformed into

a white solid, which may again be
disolved by rain, and recrystallize in

patches at the base of the trees.

If these observations are correct,

and they do not seem to adinit of

question, then we must admit the ex-

istence of a plant honeydew. The
sweet liquid secre'ted by the glands
on the stems and leaves of plants, as

in the case of cotton and partridge
pea, is as truly a nectar as the liquid

produced within flowers, for in both
instances the nectar is 'secreted by
specialized cells known as nectaries.

The organs of the flower are, indeed,

only modified leaves. But the liquid

found on the foliage of the Douglas
fir, it will be noted, is forced out
through the tips of the leaves, with-
out undergoing any modification,

and is thus a honeydew, not a nectar.

A beekeeper living in the Olympic
National Forest, Oregon, 21 miles

from Port Angeles, writes: "Four or
five years ago my bees stored 150

pounds of fir sugar during a dry sea-

son. The following winter I lost

many bees from dysentery, which I

attribute to the effects of the sugar."

This is very probable, as the compo-
sition of the fir honeydew is very dif-

ferent from floral honey. It contains,

among other constituents, nearly 50

per cent of the rare trissaccharide,

melezitose.

Do any other species of cone trees

exude honey? If we admit it in the

case of one species, it is not improb-

able that it may occur in other spe-

cies. In the American Bee Journal
for November, 1916, J. A. Heberle
writes: "In Switzerland about 40

per cent of the honey crop is from
honeydew, princip:illy from the

weisstanne (Picea excelsa. Synonym,
Pinus Abies), a fir tree. From this

fir tree the beekeepers in the Vosges
,
Mountains, the black forest, and in

parts of Switzerland, harvest large

crops of honeydew, also called 'wald-

honig.'" Heberle believes that this

honeydew is of plant origin, since

meteorological conditions seem to de-

termine its production. When used
as winter stores it produces diarrhea,

and may cause a loss of 50 per cent

of the bees. Whether the honeydew
gathered from fir trees in Switzer-

land is of plant origin or not, it is im-
possible for the writer to determine
positively, as no critical observations
were made. But in the case of the

Oregon fir the investigations of Pro-
fess(?r Davidson and Mr. Teit appear
to establish beyond question the ex-

istence of a plant honeydew.
Maine.

THE AMERICAN HONEY PRO-
DUCERS' LEAGUE

By Wesley Foster

There have been a number of arti-

cles in the bee magazines recently

concerning the .American Honey Pro-
ducers' League, and considerable in-

terest has been manifested by the

beekepers in this organizatio-n.

One of the things that might be

criticized in the League, as at pres-

ent outlined, is that. the entire honey
trade, bee supply manufacturers and
beekeepers are not included on equal

membership. It will be impossible to

build American beekeeping and honey
production to the proportions desira-

ble unless all of these elements can

be united.

The very fact that bee supply ma'U-

ufacturers and honey dealers are eli-

gible to associate membership only

Bee driver's uullU loaded uii sideear,
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may arouse suspicion on the part of

the honey dealer and supply manufac-
turer that he is not welcome, or is

an interloper. The motive behind the

movement to make it entirely a bee-

keepers' organization i the suspicion

that some beekeepers have of hcney
dealers. Some think that their inter-

ests are not identical. The largest

and most successful honey dealers

and bee supply manufactiwers are

those who are most intimately con-

nected with honey production. In

fact, they develop intoi the handling
of honey and the manufacturing of

bee supplies for the reason that they
were first successful beekeepers.

The movement will encounter oppo-
sition unless it is all-inclusive and
unless the competitive elements can
be united in co-operation. One of

the unfortunate features of all bee-

keepers' organizations is that good
speakers, intelligent men, but who are
very distantly related to the bee-
keeping industry, join the associa-

tions, probably for the reason that

they seek the opportunity to push
ahead and think there is an oppor-
tunity for creating a position for

themselves. They are doubtless at-

tracted first to- the beekeepers' or-

ganizations because they own a few
colonies of bees and became inter-

ested in them in this way. They at-

tend the beekeepers' conventions,
have a good time, make friends, and
the first thing you know they have
been elected to some office and im-

mediately propose a lot of new ideas

which have been brought up every
year during the last ten or twenty
years, but eventually play out or are

turned down by the beekeepers' or-

ganizations upon mature considera-

tion.

I believe we would do well if in our
beekeepers' organizations we would
elect no one to an office who had not
been a member of some beekeepers'
organization for at least five years.

It would be preferable if he had been
a member of some organization for

ten years. We would have more sta-

bility in our as'^ociations and would
try to pull off less fool stunts than
have bec'n done in the past.

There is no doubt that the honey
produced during the next twenty
years is going to be very much larger

in volume than has been produced
during the last twenty years, and new
means for distribution will undoubt-
edly need to be developed. However.
we should bear in mind that we have
new well-developed channels of trade

that are valuable and have taken a

great deal of time to develop and
they should not be discarded until

something better has been found.

The entering of beekeepers into

actual marketing operations !s going

to increase, and the officers of these

organizations should realize that the

distributor is in the business as well

as they and that he has to have pay
for his services or he cannot continue

in business. The beekeepers' organi-

zations will, of course, have a steady-

ing influence on the trade and
wherever unfavorable conditions are

developed or where any one dealer or
bottler is taking an excessive profit

they can stop this through proper
means, and the marketing organiza-
tions of beekeepers will be strong
enoiugh to accomplish this. However,
honey dealers are a distinct benefit to

the beekeeping industry, and it would
be very detrimental to the honey
.trade if they should cease their op-
erations.

An unfortunate idea that seems to

be quite prevalent in the beekeeper's
mind is that the honey dealer is mak-
ing an undue profit. If he could real-

ize the conditions that confront the
honey dealer and bottler, he would
not fee! as he does, but the idea is ex-

pressed at nearly every beekeepers'
convention. The average beekeeper
does not understand the difficulties,

and his lack of imderstanding is the

reason for his suspicion. If he knew
more of the other fellow's business
he would be much less likely to com-
plain.

Boulder, Colo.

We believe an American organiza-
tion requires a union of all who are
interested in bees and honey and all

that pertains to these. So we should
hear from every side. Let it be borne
in mind that the American Honey
Producers' League does not propose
to be a commercial honey-selling
agency, leaving the question of sales

to State and local organizations and
dealers. It should be beneficial to all

who keep bees or handle honey. Mr.
Foster is both a beekeeper and a

honey dealer, therefore doubly inter-

ested.—EditoT.

NEW TEXAS APICULTURIST
Lloyd R. Watson, who has been for

some time past an assistant to Dr.

E. F. Phillips at Washington, has
taken up his duties in charge of the

experimental apiaries at College Sta-

tion, Texas. Mr. Watson takes up
his work under favorable circum-

stances, as he is especially well

equipped by training and experience
for work of this kind.
After graduating from Alfred Uni-

versity in 1905, he taught for a time,
serving as principal of the high
school of Alfred, New York. He tlien

engaged extensively in beekeeping in

Pennsylvania for three years, when
he returned to Alfred University as
professor of chemistry and beekeep-
ing. In 1918 he became extension
specialist in beekeeping and profes-
sor of apiculture in the Connecticut
Agricultural College. From Con-
necticut he went to Washington,
where he has since remained.
We look forward to much practical

good to the beekeepers of the south-
west as a result of the Texas experi-
mental work. We believe that in

Mr. Watson, Texas beekeepers have
found a man who brings both scien-

tific training and practical experi-
ence to bear upon their problems.

Lloyd R. Watson, the new Texas Apiarist.

SMOKING AND SMOKERS
By Arthur C. Miller

The last sixty years have brought
many advances in bee culture and in

appliances, the extractor, comb-foun-
dation, excluders, escapes, etc., but
above all, the smoker; and for this

latter we are indebted to the Father
of Commercial Beekeeping, Moses
Quinby.
Think of taking a lot of black bees

in box hives and handling them suc-

cessfully and profitably year after

year with only smoke from a pan of

smouldering wood or smoke blown
from a roll of rags, and those were
all that Quinby had for years. Just

try it some time with your modern
Italians in frame hives with perfect

combs. It is no pleasure, as you will

soon discover. Oft does an inspector

in an emergency have to resort to the

roll of smouldering cloth and blow till

his head reels. If he chances to be a

user of tobacco, the pipe, cigar or

cigaret does fairly well. I was relat-

ing this at a bee meeting recently

when one charming young lady spoke
up, "Yes, a cigaret does nicely in an
emergency," and then, in a sudden
panic added, "I borrowed one of

fathers at times.' How fortunate to

have a father who smokes. No, I

won't tell who it was, and though
Gates knows, he doesn't tell.

Quinby found tobacco more effica-

cious than rags or rotten wood, and
he devised a little tin tube with a

perforated wooden plug in each end
for burning the tobacco, for he was
not a smoker. The little tube was but

S inches long and only a little over

half an inch in diameter. One of the

wooden plugs was flattened like a

pipe stem and was held between the

teeth and blown tlirough as smoke
was needed. Just think of handling

a big yard of cross hybrids with no
better device than that, and yet get

along with it for years.

If you like diversion, make such a

smoker and try handling your bees

on the rapid fire system, brushing the

bees from the extracting combs, etc.

And that reminds me that a genial
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fellow, out west, at least far enough
west from here to be safe, proposes
to make bee brushes with bristles of

white or pink or blue oir gimlet color,

because he thinks black bristles irri-

tate the bees. I presume he will scent
the bruslies with lavender water and
tie a dainty ribbon on the handle of

the brush. I suppose he would be
equally fussy when kicked over and
over by a mule as to the color of the
mule who elected to do the kicking.

To return to smokers. Quinby
later affixed a small can to the nozzle
of a common fire bellows. This was
an advance, but necessitated the use
of both hands, or to be operated by
another person. Did you ever have a

kindly novice try to "help" you by
operating the smoker while you were
at work? It's lots of fun—for the
novice.

From the fire bellows tin can ar-
rangement it was but a step to affi.x-

ing a can directly to the side of the

bellows, and about 1873 Quinby made
a small bellows, much like those now
in use, and affi.xed a very small can
to one side, and behold, the bellows
bee smoker was born. The can or
tube was a tiny affair only about an
inch in diameter and five or six inches
long. A stick or pencil of rotten

wood was cut to fit it, and after being
ignited on one end was slipped into

the tube, and was ready for use. Un-
less the bellows were frequently op-
erated the fire would go out. Little by
little it was changed, permanent draft
arranged, firtpot enlarged, and today
we have a nearly perfect implement,
the one indispensable implement of

•our craft. All praise to Moses Quinby.
Rhode Island
(On page 47 of the "Dadant System

of Beekeeping" the author speaks of

having been often dizzy from blowing
smoke over the bees, before the in-

vention of the bellows smoker.—Ed.)

PEDDLING HONEY
By G. W. Leckenby

Mr. Foster, in January, speaks of

peddlers being missionaries to intro-

duce the honey to consumers. He
has hit the right point to sell honey.
I have been peddling honey in a

town not far from him, with beans
and vegetables, for nine years. The
town has grown to a small city, and
my trade has grown with it.

We only had a few stands of bees
until two years ago, when my son
decided to give up chickens and go
to bees. The first year he produced
about three tons of extracted honey.
We peddled it and had it sold in No-
vember. I have bought a lot more
and give half a day now and then. I

am so impressed with the plan that

one can do well even on a small

profit that I am now making my plans

to give all of my time this fall to

peddling honey. I shall make my
specialty of S and 10-pound pails. I

found people were prejudiced against

strained honey and granulated. I

even found one of Mr. Foster's per-

sonal friends who had half of a 10-

pound pail candied and felt he had
been cheated, whereas he had been

given something extra good. I took
the pail and explained to him that he
had the best of honey, and also how
to bring it back to a liquid state.

The people must be shown why
honey is a cheap food, a cheaper food
than syrups, and even if it is more
per pound.
Beekeepers are not producing, nor

ever can, at a good fair price, one-
half the honey people would use if

they, knew how good a food it is. I

know, for I have customers who use
ten 'pou«ds now who used one pound
or none three years ago. As a

writer in the December number says,

the small package makes it cost too
much and the customer is apt to

gauge the price by it, never thinking
a 10-pound pail costs only a trifle

more tiian a gallon of Karo corn
syrup.

I have always contended that a

house to house peddling was the only
system to sell honey. But a poor ped-

dler hurts. There is only one consola-
tion, he soon starves out. The bee-
men in ome section could afford to

keep a good man out all the time. Mr.
Foster says there is lots of honey
not sold. It is because you are try-

ing to sell a jelly glass full instead of

a S or 10-pound pail.

Colorado.

G. H. CALE TO HAMILTON
G. H. Gale, formerly of the Mary-

land College of Agriculture, and more
recently of the staff of Dr. E. F.

Phillips in the U. S. Department of

Agriculture, joined the force of Da-
dant & Sons on February 1. Mr.
Gale will have charge of all work in

the Dadant apiaries, now numbering
about 800 colonies, and will be on the

.\merican Bee Journal staff as Ex-
perimental Apiarist. During the life

time of the late Gharles Dadant ex-

tensive experiments were carried on
for many years. The younger gen-
eration of Dadants have long felt the

need of more practical experiments
in methods of commercial honey pro-

duction on a large scale. An effort is

being made to determine the actual

cost of production of honey as well as

the comparative value of different

systems of management.
It is expected that Mr. Gale's

thorough training along scientific
lines, together with the many years
of practical experience in honey pro-
duction by members of the firm, will
make possible some developments
which will be of interest and value to
beekeepers generally. The thing to
be sought for especially will be the
method which will produce the larg-
est crops of honey with the least la-

bor and the smallest cost.

G. H. Cale,

EXPERIENCE ON REARING AND
PURCHASING QUEENS

By Phillip Rudolph

In May, 1912, I sent to a Southern
well-advertised golden quetn breeder
for 3 of his best golden breeders, for
which I paid $15 eaih. I introduced
them to fairly strong colonies. When
the young bees made their appear-
ance they were beautiful, bright
goldens. I at once placed my order
for 58 more. This time 1 ordered un-
tested queens to be sent to me in

August of the same year.
Everything went along fine. The

goldens bred up fairly. When the
honey flow opened, I was very anx-
ious to see the work aside of my own
bred queens. The goldens were slow
to start for the fields, and my own
bees started at least two hours earlier.

About 5 o'clock in the afternoon you
would scarcely see a golden start for
the fields. My own bred bees, at that
hour and later, were doing^ their best
work. I watched these three colo-
nies day after day during the honey
flow. Their movements were slow,
they would cluster on the outside of
the hive. There was no reason for
this, for they were well supplied with
supers of drawn comb.

I commenced to feel cold toward
the goldens. I discovered I had not
the bees that were expected. These
queens produced beautiful bees. It

seems as though the queen breeders
are losing sight of what we Wiscon-
sin honey producers are looking for.

We want bees that will fill the supers
quickly. We don't care much for the
fancy points of a bee; we want
hustlers.

Last year I called on an old Mil-
waukee Gounty beekeeper. He had
138 colonies in his yard, spring count.
He had the best goldens I ever saw.
We had a long talk on bees. I asked
him how he liked the goldens as
workers. His answer was this : "If I

was a young man I would at once re-

queen back to the kind I always had.
I haven't seen anything yet that

would beat the three-banded Ital-

ians. I know I am short fifteen or

more pounds per colony each year."

Let us see what fifteen pounds per
colony would mean in dollars and
cents: 138 times 15 would mean 2,070

pounds. At the present retail price of
30 cents per pound, 2,070 pounds equals
$621.

I regretted that I had ordered these
58 queens. They came to me on time.

I introduced them at once, not losing

a single one, hoping they would turn
out to be workers. But the following
year, during the best of honey flow,
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I found that I had a bunch of loafers.

I gave these goldens a fair chance,
keeping them two seasons, but I was
keeping them at a loss. I decided to

come back to the old reliable three-

banded Italians. I still had 21 colo-

nies headed with my own bred Ital-

ians. I commenced to requeen back
with my own reared queens. After
making increases and requeening, I

was still short 13 queens to clean up
my yard of goldens. I sent for 13

more three-banded Italians, 12 from
one breeder and one froin a New
York State queen breeder. These
queens produced fairly good workers.
The one queen bee which I got from
the New York breeder proved to be
the best. I did not trust this queen
breeder when I sent for the one
queen, he not being well advertised.

I thought he did not know his busi-

ness. You dont have to wait until the

honey season is over to pick your best

working colonies, as breeders. If you
make a practice of going through
your yard early each morning, when
the honey flow is on, you will find a

big difference in working colonies.

You may find one or more whose Pees
are coming and going from the hive

long before sunrise. You may say

that these early returning bees were
out all night. Well and good, for

that shows that they started out late

the evening before and were over-

taken by darkness. That's my way
of picking working colonies for

breeders.
The following year the State of

Wisconsin furnished me 5 queens.

I introduced them to 5 colonies that

had failing queens, which did not

breed up as they should. I gave them
the best of care to get them in winter
quarters in good conditions. These
five colonies died during the winter. I

decided there was something wrong. I

could see that these brood-frames did

not show up right, only thinking that

it must be chilled or starved bro'od, I

mailed a sample of this Ijrood to

Madison, and in three days' time I re-

ceived my answer. It read as fol-

lows : "American foulbrood in its

highest stages." I had made a mis-

take in introducing these qutens in

diseased colonics.

After finding 1 had American foul-

brood in my apiary I decided not to

purchase any more queens until I was
cleaned up of that disease. This year
again I bought three queens of a

well advertised Indiana queen breeder.

Placing my order rather late, I did not

receive these queens early enough to

breed up for the honey flowT, so I am
unable at this date to say whether
these queens will produce workers or

loafers.

Wisconsin.

BEEKEEPING IN THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
By H. A. Scullen

Beekeepers who have never visited

one of our Western States can
hardly appreciate the variety of con-
ditions found in such a State as

Washington. With a rainfall vary-
ing from 6 inches to nearly 200, and
an elevation from sea level to per-

petual snow, we have a honey flora

of great variety.

From the standpoint of bee culture,

however, we may divide the State
into five distinct regions. They will

be found to blend into each other, in

most cases, but in general they pre-

sent quite distinct flora and climatic

conditions.

First in importance, from the

standpoint of present production are

the irrigated districts where sweet
clover and alfalfa are the main honey
plants. This so-called irrigated re-

gion would include portions of the fol-

lowing valleys : Yakima, Coluinbia,

Methow, Okanogan and the district

about Walla Walla. The acreage un-
der the ditch is being added to fnom
year to year and there is at present

an irrigation project being consid-
ered which, if completed, would more

Sweet clover by a Wasliingtuii ruatlsidc

than equal the present projects com-
l)iued.

Most irrigated sections are quite
well occupied, but there are a few ex-
ceptions.

A second region might be repre-
sented by that portion of the State
which is too arid for cultivation and
as yet is not under irrigation. In
general, it consists of all of the State
east of the Cascade Mountains which
is not included in the preceding or
the two following regions.
The flora is largely sages and sim-

ilar arid plants, most of which are of

little value to the beekeeper. This
region may, however, prove to be of

more value than is expected when
further investigated, since many spe-
cies of plants found here are closely

related to flora of considerable value
in honey production in other sections
of the West. The annual rainfall is

as low as six inches in some portions
of this region.
The third region is the extreme

northwestern part of the State,
where the annual rainfall increases
to considerably over 20 inches, and
with it the growth of timber in-

creases. Here we find a variety of

honey plants which under favorable
conditions yield a surplus. Among
these are fireweed (Epilobium angus-
tifolium) white clover, snowberry
(Symphoricarpos). .dandelion and al-

falfa. Due to less rainfall, fireweed is

far less dependable than in the coast
region.

There are very few commercial
apiaries in this region, but there are

some promising locations.

The fourth region includes the east

and southeast counties of the State,

where wheat raising is the leading
industry. As would bci expected,
honey flora is not abundant in most
localities. There are, however, a few
small beekeepers who are doing we\l.,

Wliite clover is the principal honey
plant, but many native plants are of

considerable value.

The fifth and largest region in-

cludes all that portion of the State ly-

ing west of the Cascade Mountains.
Here we find the largest number of

apiaries, the greatest variety of flora,

the most disease, the largest number
of box hives and neglected bees, the

best market and the most failures.

Fireweed (Epilobium angUstifoUum
L.) is the leading honey plant, but

white clover, alsike clover, Oregon
maple, vine maple, Cascara, huckle-

berry and- many others become im-

portant locally. The annual rainfall

varies from 20 inches to nearly 200.

Foulbrood in the State
American foulbrood is found in

most localities in the Yakima Valley,

about Walla Walla, Spokane and
Colville. West of the Cascade Moun-
tains it is found in nearly every coun-

ty. No samples of Eui^opean foul-

l)rood were seen on the east side of

the mountains, but it is very bad in

many counties on the west side. It is

doubtful whether there are any
west iiide counties without at least

some trace of European foulbrood.

It is reported serious in British
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Columbia west of the Cascades and
has been identified by the writer at

St. Maries, Idaho.
The Spray Problem

The loss from poisoning of bees
with orchard spray was apparently as
serious as the loss from disease. Our
estimate, based on a questionnaire
sent to a large list of beekeepers in

the fruit districts, places the loss at

$50,000 for the summer of 1919. Many
of the large honey producers in or-
chard districts are contemplating
moving to other locations.

THREE WEEKS AT BEE CON-
VENTIONS

By C. P. Uadant

Following the announcement on
page 13 of the January number, I

went to Wilmington, Niorth Carolina,
for the State meeting of January 11.

Wilmington, close to the ocean shore,
is a fine place, one of the old-

cities of the original 13 colonies, and
a ship-building port, on Cape Fear
River. When I reached the station
from the train, I saw a smihng face
looking at me. It was Mr. C. L. Sams,
Extension Specialist in Beekeeping.
We had never met, but he had seen
my photo, and was looking for me.
The meeting was well attended,

though it was held at the extreme
southeast corner of the State. The
Association has a live secretary, Mr.
J. E. Eckert, who works without pay,
with great enthusiasm. The weather
was mild, which is perhaps not as-

tonishing in a winter like the present
one. Mr. W. W. King reported hav-
ing seen bees carrying pollen on the
5th, probably from the soft maple or
the alder.

The Carolinas are geologically di-

vided into three
.
quite distinct sec-

tions—-the coastal plains, low and flat,

with marshes and sandy lands; the
piedmont regions or foothills; the
mountain sections, covered mainly
with timber. These differ slightly in

vegetation, and consequently in the
number and quality of the honey
plants. But all are good for beekeep-
ing. Cotton is grown everj'where, and
in most places it yields some honey,
especially from extra-floral nectaries.
However, some of their best honey
pnoducers are the -tulip-tree, which
many call "tulip poplar" or even sim-
ply "poplar," and the sourwood, witli

gallberry, goldenrod, etc., in the low
lands.

Traveling through the immense
areas of sandy lands of the coastal
'plans, I was reminded of the "Landes"
of southwestern France, south ,of

Bordeaux, near the Gulf of Gascony,
where wife and I visited some ex-
tensiive honey producers in 1913;
those lands produce very similar
vegetation to these—pitch pine, scrub
oaks. But they also produce heather,
a splendid honey plant, which does
not exist in the Carolinas. Could not
the heather be acclimated in this

country? If so, another very import-
ant resource would be added to those
already known. Heather makes
honey which is rather dark and

strong in flavor, but of good quality
otherwise. I spoke of it to several
of our southern friends and propose
to secure some seed for a trial. It

grows wild, wherever the trees are
not too thick, and needs no cultiva-
tion.

There must be some wild sections
in North Carolina, for one of the
members, Mr. W. P. Kobinsion, living
at Belviderc, south of the Dismal
Swamp, gave an account of the dep-
redations of bears in his apiary.
A great deal of enthusiasm was

shown towards increasing the mem-
bership and joining the League, but
no action was taken in this respect.
The officers elected were B. Ander-
son, of Terra Ceia, President; D. W.
Monroe, of Chadbourne, Vice Presi-
dent, and J. E. Eckert as Secretary.
The very next evening I took the

train for New Jersey, and arrived at

Trenton the following day at noon.
New Jersey beekeeping has several
live wires: Dr. Headlee, the State
Entomolog*ist ; Richard D. Barclay,
the President of the Association, and
Elmer G. Carr, Secretary, who is also
Extension Specialist and Teacher.
Mr. Carr is indefatigable.
A laughable incident occurred in my

making the acquaintance of Dr.
Headlee. I was very anxious to meet
him, and at different times asked
about him, when he was not present.
After one of the sessions a large
bald-headed man came to me to ask
for addresses of reliable queen-
breeders of Italy, as he said they in-

tended to secure some, through an
Italian entomologist, whose name 1

did not retain. I furnished him the
addresses. A little later, talking with
other beekeepers, I again said that I

would like to meet Dr. Headlee.
"Why, there he is. See that big
bald-headed man? That's Dr. Head-
lee." The joke was on me, but I re-

turned to him and grabbed his hand.
He lauglied heartil}'. But I'll not for-

get his face, after this.

The Beekeepers' Association of

E. G. Carr.

New Jersey is making an interesting
experiment. There is, in Burlington
County, a large plain, of some 25,000
acres, barren, sandy, where the vege-
tation of scrub pines and oaks is so
short that a man can look over their
tops. In this practical desert, sur-
rounded by civilization, they have es-
tablished an apiary for the fertiliza-
tion of queens, bringing to it both
breeding nuclei and colonies contain-
ing many choice drones. In this iso-
lation they are bound to succeed in
securing -select matings. Seventeen
queens were mated there the past
year. The experiment is to be en-
larged and imported stock is to be
used. This is certainly very inter-
est ing.

Leaving Trenton at 9 a. m. January
14, I reached Washing'ton, D. C, in
the afternoon and found our good
friend, Dr. Phillips awaiting me at
the station. We went directly to Ihis

home, some IS miles from the city,
in Maryland, where I had the pleas-
ure of meeting his father and mother,
who were about to leave for another
visit farther south among their chil-
dren. Mr. and Mrs. Phillips Sr., live
in Ohio, near a very much traveled
road, and I learned incidentally that
he sells all his honey and several tons
from others, to travelers that pass by
in autos. All that is required is the
sight of the apiary and a sufficiently
conspicuous sign of "HONEV FOR
SALE." Is this not another evi-
rence that if people only believe that
our honey is pure, there will be un-
limited sale for it? Of course! What
is sweeter than honey?

I was somewhat astomished at the
young-looking appearance of both
Mr. and Mrs. Phillips, Sr., having a
son of apparently mature age, like
Dr. Phillips. But why should I call
them old? Mr. Phillips is only 3
months older than I, and I don't feel
very old yet.

Dr. Phillips has a delightfully pleas-
ant wife and 3 fine boys. I spent a
very pleasant afternoon there.

I saw the office, laboratory and
apiary, at Somerset, just about a
block away from Dr. Phillips' home.
That is where the studies are made
of all the samples of bee diseases
which come for examination from all

parts of the country. That is aiso
whence start the extension workers
who urge the better management of
bees, upon all bee owners. Much
good has been done, by the study of
diseases^, and much is still done fay

diagnoses of the numerous cases of
foulbrood and similar troubles. The
study of wintering has gained a great
deal by the researches made here.
For all this, method, activity and
punctuaUty are necessary. These
qualities are evident in a visit to the
laboratory. Nothing is neglected
which may bring about a step for-
ward. They are constantly on the
lookout for good workers. But good
workers are rare, in a specialty like
this. I met several, in my trip, w-ho
are certainly w-ell chosen. There, I

met A. P. Sturtevant and G. H. Caie.
We spent the next day at the Capi-
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tal. I had never yet been in Wash-
ington, although I have visited nearly
every State. So one may know that
my day was well filled. In fact, 1

was tired out before the day ended.
The ne.xt night, I again took a

sleeping-car (seven times in all dur-
ing my trip) and the next moirning I

was at Lynchburg, Va.

DEMONSTRATION APIARIES IN
IOWA

By E. W. Atkins

During the seasion of 1920 the Ex-
tension Department of the Iowa State
College, in co-operation with the U.
S. Department of Agriculture, out-

lined a project entitled "Increased
Honey." The object of this project
was not to necesarily increase honey
production by making more beekeep-
ers, but rather to incease the crop
by making the apiaries which already
e.xisted more productive by better

methods of beekeeping. The project

called for a series of demonstration
meetings in a county to be conducted
in five visits throughout the year in

order to discuss the subject in hand
just previous to the time of its appli-

cation in the apiary. In carrying out

this work the underlying principles of

bee behavior were emphasized rather

than methods. This gave rise to the

feeling" that the work was largely

theory, which sounds very nice, but

fails to function in bringing in the

dollars and cents. Such being the

case, it was decided to apply the

work by the specialist managing a

number of colonies in different parts

of the State, hence demonstration
apiaries were established.

Six were started last spring. Where
possible, five colonies in each apiary

were taken over by the specialist and
the remainder of the colonies were
maintained by the owners for the

purpose of comparing the results

with those obtained by the specialist.

These were called check colonies. The
first thing done where the bees were
not in modern hives was to purchase
two-story 10-frame Langstroth hives

and four shallow extracting supers

for each colony. These were fitted up
with full sheets of comb-foundation.
On the second visit to the apiaries,

which was made at the time the dan-

delions were coming into bloom, the
queen was given plenty of room for

egg-laying. To do this where 10-

frame Langstroth hives are used it is

necessary to give an extra hive-body,
as the average queen is capable of

laying sufficient eggs to have at least

tlie equivalent of twelve Langstroth
frames of brood by the beginning of
the main honey flow. In some cases
the bees were in immovable frame
hives. In transferring them the prin-

ciple of giving plenty of room was
followed by placing a new 10-frame
hive-body on top. As s-oon as the

queen became established in the up-
per body the bees were drummed
from the lower body, with the e.x-

ception of enough to care for the

brood. The lower body, with its bot-
tom-board, was then placed just to

the rear of its stand and the entrance
was contracted. The upper hive-

body was then given a bottom-board
and placed on the old stand and the

queen given all the room she re-

quired. Twe.nty-one days after this

operation all the bees had emerged
from their cells in the old hives. Each
old, immovable frame hive was then
drummed again by placing an empty
bo.x on top which the bees could run
directly into. The bees from each
hive were shaken out of the box at

the entrance of the new hive, which
contained their old queen. The
combs were then cut out of the old

hives and rendered into wax. The
bees were only transferred in this

way when it was found that they
were free from American foulbrood.

In one apiary of ten colonies, both
American and European foulbrood

were present in every colony in the

spring. Four of the colonies were
very weak; these were united, leav-

ing six fairly strong colonies each in

one-story hives. This manipulation

was the first step in the treatment of

European foulbrood. At the begin-

ning of the white clover flow the col-

onies were shaken for American foul-

brood. If this disease had not been
present the shaking treatment would
have been omitted, as it was found
that since the colonies had been
strengthened, and with honey coming
in, the European disease became less

serious. Shaking necessarily weak-
ens the colonies, as they are withoDt

Preparing demonstration culunicb loi winter.

daily emerging bees for at least three
weeks. This is not a desirable condi-
tion for bees with European foul-
brood, but the operation is absolutely
necesary in the case of American.

Towards the end of the clover
honey flow untested Italian queens
were introduced to the colonies, this

completing the treatment for Euro-
pean foulbrood. In this apiary all

the colonies were treated for the dis-

ease, although only five were used in

the demonstration grou'p. This was
necessary because none of the colo-

nies would have survived the season
had they not been treated, and those
that were treated would have again
been exposed to American foulbrood.

Swarm Control

Three colonies in one of the other
apiaries were treated for American
foulbrood at the beginning of the
clover honey flow. Also at that time
all the other colonies were manipu'-

lated to control swarming. To do this

the queen of each colony with one
frame of brood was placed in the cen-
ter of another hive-body containing
nine frames of full sheets of founda-
tion The remainder of the colony
was stood to one si 1 ; until the body
containing the queen was placed on
the bottom-board. A queen excluder
was then placed over this hive^body
and two shallow extracting supers
given. The remainder of the colony

was then placed above the supers.

Queen-cells were, of course, started

on the brood which was isolated from
the queen. However, these were not
destroyed, and in only one case from
twenty-two colonies treated in this

way did a swarm issue. This ocurred
in the western part of the State, in

an apiary where the twelve check
colonies all swarmed. The reason for

the colony swarming was that a

swarm from one of the check colonies

went into it and two days later came
out, taking with it most of the bees

from the demonstration colony.

The clover flow was exceptionally

good in the western part of the State,

where three of the demonstration
apiaries were located. In the south-

eastern section the flow was only

moderate, as it terminated rather

suddenly. Absolutely no honey was
obtained in the fall, with the excep-

tion of in one of the sou'theastern api-

aries where most of the surplus was
obtained from Spanish needle, and
one of the western apiaries where a

considerable quantity of honeydew
honey was obtained. Before 'prepar-

ing any of the light honey produced
by the demonstpation colonies for

sale, five combs, or approiximately 25

pounds of honey were set aside for

each demonstration colony. This

quantity was in addition to that

which the bees had in the hive-body
occupied by the queen. The follow-

ing table gives the amount oi honey
which can actually be sold from each

apiary. The entire crop produced
above the hive-body occupied by the

queen in tlie check colonies is cred-

ited to their production:
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bees had all left her over Sunday and
gone out through the bee-escape over
the window. She was returned to the

hive bearing the number on the su-

per tag.

Another advantage lof those tags is

that I can credit each colony with

the number lof sections it has finished

during the season. Thus I find which
are the best to breed from the fol-

lowing year.

Calit'ornia.

LUMBER CONDITIONS IN THE
UNITED STATES

I have before me copy of an ad-

dress given by Mr. Edward Hines,

the celebrated lumberman of Chi-

cago, and who handles in the neigh-

borhood of one billion feet of lumber
yearly, as delivered before the Fifth

Annual Convention of the National

Association of Purchasing Agents at

Chicago. Hines, in the course of his

remarks, gave statistics on the

amount of lumber available in this

country, as follows :

Fir 762 billion feet

Yellow pine 312 billion feet

Western pine 246 billion feet

Redwood : 74 billion feet

Cedar 62 billion feet

Hemlock 37 billion feet

Hardwoods 39 billion feet

Spruce 35 billion feet

White pine 28 billion feet

Cypress 23 billion feet

Miscellaneous 341 billion feet

This shows that the amount of

white pine and cypress available is

very small as compared with the

harder woods, which so far have

been deemed unsuitable for use for

beehives.
Mr. Hines gives figures to show

that we use in this country from is

to 45 billion feet of lumber yearly.

But he further states that the

United States owns publicly about

200 million acres of forest lands and

that if this amount was doubled the

Government would own practically

enough timber to supply the needs

of the country in perpetuity.

Mr. Hines contends from his fig-

ures and from his experience that

the price of lumber cannot drop ma-
terially, in fact, he says he expects

to see lumber prices hold practically

to where they are at present. Of

course, his ideas should be shaded

somewhat, but it remains to be seen

whether or not his predictions are

true. However, the figures given

above as to lumber available and
lumber used yearly are authentic and

we believe will be of interest to our

readers.

SOME QUEEN EXPERIENCES
By Allen Latham

The past season has been unusu-

ally prolitic in its yield of happenings

in the queen-bee world of the unex-

pected and even abnormal. It is be-

cause these happenings interested the

writer that he is now offering them
to the readers of the American Bee

Journal.
Twice during the summer of 1920

have I found while cutting out queen-

cells, the occupant with its head to

the base of the cell. One of the won-
derful instincts of insect life is the
ability of the caterpillar before en-
tering the pupal stage to take its

posture with head towards the end of
the cocoon which has been prepared
for the exit of the moth. So the
queen-bee larva, after it has spun its

imperfect cocoon, assumes a position
in which the head is adjacent the ex-
ternal end of the cell. Why did the
tW'O larvas mentioned above fail in

this instinctive procedure? Does this

offer only another example of the
"survival of the fittest"?

Once this past summer I opened an
artificially reared cell in which were
two occupants. These two qween pu-
pae were not of the same age, one be-
ing about 3 days older than the other.
1 believe, as a rule, that when by mis-
take a queen-breeder puts two larvae
into a queen-cup the bees afterwards
remove one of the two. That they do
not always do so I have had occasion
to verify upon two cr three occasions.
Ihe past summer has given stronger

belief in the theory that queens have
an antipathy for one another only
for a brief period, or periods, of their
lives. This antipathy is in evidence
even before the queen emerges from
the cell and lasts for several days, and
in some instances much longer. Gen-
erally, however, it disappears as soon
as the young queen becomes pregnant
and lieavy with eggs. After that it is

only slightly in evidence, and is often
so quiescent that a queen will not tear
down unguarded cells. The following
experience will illustrate my point

:

Colony 34 was dequeened and pre-
pared for cell-buildmg by the removal
of brood and the giving of cups. The
cups were accepted and a fine lot of
cells were developed and capped.
A day or so before the cells would

normally be removed, the hive was
opened to see how many cells would
be available. A third or half of the
cells were torn down, and a search re-

vealed a queen nearly ready to lay.

The cells were removed and also the
queen, and a new set- of cups were
given, as the colony had a large force
of good nurse bees. Upon opening
the hive the following day to gratt
the cups given early that morning,
the cups were found rather mutilated
and evidence suggested a laying
queen. The removal of the next comb
showed a patch of some thousands of
eggs freshly laid. Search revealed a

beautiful young queen heavy with
eggs.

It is difficult to explain with any
certainty the presence of these two
yo'Ung quieens in that co/lony, but there

is every reason to believe that both
were there at tile same time and there
with those queen-cells. W'liy had tlicy

not fought, and why liad they not cut

down every cell ?

One day this past summer, while
taking up queens from the mating nu-
clei, I found one in which the bees re-

vealed restlessness. The queen was
lightly balled, but unharmed, and I

caged her with attendants. I gave an
other look into the hive and there was

another loose ball of bees. In this

was a second fine looking queen,
which I also caged. Probably the ex-

planation here is that one nucleus

had recently swarmed out and that

the queen had entered this other one.

Up to that time the bees had not al-

lowed the two to get into mortal com-
bat.

It is my custom to cage the old

queen when introducing a new one,

and to set lioth queens side by side

for two days or so. The old queen is

then removed. Sometimes, in the

hasty picking up of the old queen, she

is injured, no special care being used.

Even if killed she is put into the cage
beside the caged new queen. Upon
one occasion, in September, an old

queen was so severely pinched in

grabbing her from a mass of bees into

which she was scurrying, that a por-

tion of one of her ovaries was ex-

uded; the exuded mass was about the

size of a large radish seed. The queen
was caged with the expectation that

she would soon be dead. Two days

later, as she appeared as lively as a

cricket, she was given some escorts

and plans were made to introduce

her into a home colony to see

whether she would ever prove useful

again. I regret to state that she died

about the tenth day. It seems re-

markable that she could have lived

even that long, and the fact that .she

did may help to explain why queens

survive their trips through the mails

as well as they do.

One day, while catching a queen,

the wing which was grasped came off

and the queen hustled along the comb
apparently unharmed. This sug-

gested a new way of clipping a queen.

Grasp one large wing with thumb
and finger of one hand and the other

large wing with thumb and finger of

the other hand. Give a quick jerk of

the hands apart. One wing will be

yanked ofT, the other is usually un-

injured. I tried this with a number
of queens, and so far as I observed

no harm resulted. In one case a

small drop of liquid appeared at the

spot where the wing was attached to

the body. I regret to state that 1

did not keep track of this particular

queen and cannot say now whether

she suffered permanent injury. I do

not recommend this method of clip-

ping with valuable breeding queens,

but can recommend it for the run of

queens, because of its ease of car-

rying out. One's tools for such a

procedure are always to be found.

Queen ants, soon after mating de-

liberately get rid of their wings.

Difring the height of the honey

flow last summer 1 could not at once

take care of several hundred virgin

queens. It is my custom to give vir-

gin qu«ens, very soon after their

emergence, to the mating nuclei, but

for two weeks last summer I prac-

ticed caging them with attendants

and giving them to nuclei as soon

thereafter as i>ossil)le. It was while

caging some 70 virgins one day that

I had a surprising thing happen. To
cage the virgin 1 allowed her to lie

in my closed fist and ran her into
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the cage, disliking to liaiiiUc the

wings of virgins. Suddenly a sharp
sting was felt inside the hand which
held tlie virgin. So sharp was the

pain that 1 involuntarily slapped

my quickly opened hand against my
thigh. A virgin queen dropped in the

process to the ground, but I could

find no worker bee. I said to my
son who was helping me, "1 really

think that I was stung by a queen-
bee then."

A few days later, while caging an-
other lot of virgins, the same thing
happened. And again my quick in-

voluntary movement prevented me
from stating with absolute certainty

that no worker was present, though
none was seen as the queen fell to

the ground.
In neither case was any sting left

in the wound and the pain was iden-

tical with that of a worker sting. It

was possibly a little more sharp at

first, but it did not last long, and
very quickly changed from the usual

sensation into an itch. I was now
positive that I had been twice stung
by queen-bees, but I realized that

mj' proof was not beyond doubt. The
nursery cage might in each case have
had a worker clinging to it unseen,
and when I shook the queen into my
hand this worker went in unseen by
me.
Fortunately, I was privileged with

a third trial. This happened a few
days later as some 80 queens were
being caged. This time I so far con-

trolled my involuntary inovement as

to open my hand quickly, and there

was the queen—alone— and she was
just in the act of withdrawing her
sting from my skin. I now knew
beyond all doubt that I had been
stung three separate times by virgin

queens. I also knew that many oth-

ers had tried to sting my hand, for I

would have the itching sensation and
also the smell of the royal poison on
the palm of my hand. All three

stings were inflicted upon the thin

skin between the fingers, suggesting

that the queen would more fre-

quently sting but for the toughness
of the skin of the human hand.
Connecticut.

TOO MUCH HONEY
By John Protheroe

Nearly as startling a phrase as "too

much money!" Can there be such a

situation? Go, ask any queen-bre-dcr
at the height of a heavy honey flow.

As long as it lasts, he grumbles and
digs out his smothered cells from
the sticky bars, and longs for that

"Better Land," where there is a gen-

tle, stimulative flow from dawn to

dusk, from March till October; no
dead intervals and no violent spates

of nectar. A couple of days' gentle

rainfall, then a hot sun on acres of

sweet clover; these are conditions

which make the honey producer
chuckle, "."Kha, my supers!" and the

queen-breeder groan, "'Oh, my cell-

bars !"

Of the superlative wisdom of bees

the world in general has long been

convinced, tliough there arc moments
when the most experienced beekeep-
ers have serious doubts and have
been known to call them pesky little

idiots. Several German writers, not-

ably von Buttel-keepen and Pastor
Gerstung, would have us believe that

they are reflex automata, blindly fol-

lowing the irresistible dictates of.

mass or community instinct. Elderly
moralists of all denominations, on
the other hand, delight in pointing out

the wisdom and virtue of the busy
bee, the prize Sunday-school scholar

of the animal world. The next occa-
sion on which you observe a band
of crazed robbers desperately at-

tempting to burgle a hive through the

blind hand-cut, d'o not go for the

kerosene jar, pause awhile and cogi-

tate 'Oil individual volition, on free

will, on responsibility and culpability,

on the impelling force of instinct, on
aberrations and conflicts within this

force—and if the boss gets after you
try and entangle him in the same
train of speculation.

The subject is an avenue into the

deepest profundities. Consider for a

moment the ethical side of the matter.

Should you allow yourself to give way
to a feeling of anger towards an indi-

vidual bee that has stung you? Where
there is no respontibility there can be
no culpability. To relax one's philo-

sophic "self-restraint may become not
merely an illogical action but a lapse

into the grossest injustice. To swat
the dogoned little beast, whi has
sacrificed his sting and life in obedi-

ence to community instinct—how are

we to describe such unmanly con-

duct?
Still, it is not always good poli:y

for a practical beekeeper to cultiva'e

philosophy; most of us are too mucii

inclined that way by nature.
Let us, therefore, content ourselves

with saying that there is all the ap-

VV. J. Sheppard. Chief Inspector of Apiaries

of British Columliia. The Province pro-

vides fully for extended inspection, with a

corps of seven inspectors.

pcarance of foolish 'jehavior on the

part of apis mcllifica in tending a bar
of queen-cells with assiduous care only
t'o bury them alive in a wall of honey-
comb, thereby rivalling in horror the
culmination of the opera "Aida." The
bees indeed, do seem to have mo-
ments of doubt as to the outcotne of

this change of policy—-they some-
times make an eleventh hour compro-
mise, leaving the tip lof the cell ex-

posed, so that the hatching queen can
just escape imminent burial. Very
often they don't. Is this immuring of

unfortunate virgins due to some ob-
scure conflict between warring im-
pulses in the mass mind of the colony,
or is it due to a conscious change of

policy brought about by changed con-
ditions, as when a tentatively moist
politician becomes bone dry?
Leaving the philosophical side of

it to beguile the chores of winter,

let us examine it as a matter of prac-
tical difficulty. If the larvae were all

well fed up to the time of capping,
then an incubator would ofYer a sat-

isfactory solution to the problem. It

need not be a very accurate or deli-

cate machine. I have seen good
queens hatch from cells discarded
in an ordinary lumber-built shed, af-

ter three days and nights (in an Ala-
bama, summer.) Unfortunately, the
slackening of the suipersedure im-
pulse affects the feeding of the new-
ly grafted larvae, and a cure for this

trouble is harder to find. Does it lie

in weakening the cell-building colo-

nies a little, in letting them simmer
down, so t'o speak, below boiling
point? This does not appeal to me
as sound procedure. Will relief be
found in giving them an intermedi-
ate super (forgive the nonsensical
expression), in which they can store
tlie honey? Theoretically, this is a

beautiful idea; everything will work
out perfectly. The field bees will de-
vote their energies to this empty su-

per, and the nurse bees, unimpeded,
and stimulated by the general pros-
perity of the colony, will feed the

queen-cells better than ever, for

lield bees never bother with larvae,

and nurse bees know . nothing of
comb building. Practice, however,
works out differently; it is found
that the cells are neglected; the will

and the energies of the community as

a whole have 1 een diverted; the su-
persedure impulse has beeir super-
seded by the storing impulse. What
liappens it is difficult to say. The
nurse bees either go afield sooner in

obedience to "the will to store' or

neglect their charges for some other
function. The directing force, the
spirit of the hive seems to become
wavering and uncertain, and confused
fluctuations occur in; the beautifully

balanced division of labor.

Doolittle was never tired of preach-
ing the necessity of working with
and never in opposition to these hive
impulses. Skill lies in creating con-
ditions that bring about desired im-

pulses in a colony, and then working
with them and turning them to ac-

count. This, of course, is the foun-
dation of modern queen-rearing, in
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contrast with the crude methods of

early experimenters, who impris-

oned or removed the laying queen.
It remains to be seen whether or not
it is possible to create hive conditions
that will cause the supersedure im-
pulse to remain more powerful than
the storing impulse during a heavy
flow of nectar. Both have the same
ultimate purpose, the continuoillsly

projected life of the community, that

insistent, imperative that drives the

bee to work or sting itself to death.

Any sign of failure on the part of the

queen has the more immediate effect

on the well-being of the colony, and
one would argue that an impulse
founded on this condition must take
priority; but bees become victims of

a hoarding mania—for us a benefi-

cent mania—creating the honey sur-

plus far greater than their needs.

During the height of a flow this col-

lecting fury remains dominant. What
is the puzzled breeder to do?
Let him locate in a neighborhood

blessed with a steady succession of

moderate flows, without too much of

anything, not cursed with alternate

feasts and famines, where there is

always a taste of something to be

had, where throughout July and Au-
gust the hives do not "grow beards,"

as the French say. Let him experi-

ment with incubation. Let him de-

velop strains which show constancy
in cell feeding. (Is it possible to

breed in the marvelo'US cell-building

qualities of Carniolans and breed out

the swarming habit? Are these at-

tributes complementary and insep-

arable ? )

These are the best suggestions I

can offer. What advice have others

to give?
Rustburg, Va.
Our witty contributor has given us

a problem indeed. But it is one of

those that do not worry the bee-

keeper much, even when he tries to

rear queens, for queens reared in

such rare conditions are successful

enough to make up for the little

trouble of an extra storing of honey.

—Editor.

FIVE QUEENS IN ONE HIVE

In company with Mr. Frank I^ills-

bury, Secretary of the Monroe
County Beekeepers Association, I

was examining some very strong

hives of bees in one of my yards and
was very much surprised to find two
queens apparently living in harmony.
As we further examined the hive

we found three others apparently

working and contented, and there

were sixteen queen-cells which had
not been torn or touched. Mr. Pills-

bury, who is an old, experienced bee-

keeper, declares that he never before

saw any such thing, and he does not

understand it, and neither do I, nor

any others whom we have made in-

quiry of, and there are some ex-

perienced beekeepers in this part of

the country.

The five queens that are working
in the hive, which is a Jumbo hive,

are apparently contented and happy,

and the hive is full of larva; and

brood. Did you ever hear of any-
thing like this, or has any one of

your acquaintances ever heard of a

.similar occurrence?

J. S. BRYAN.
Rochester, N. Y.
Answer.—Yes, we have heard of

such happenings, but mainly in

swarming time, and never in October
or after the season was ended. A
few of our leading beekeepers have
held that several queens could be
kept in one hive. I3ut when all is

said, the queens disappear, all but
one, when the beekeeper thinks he
has succeeded in this wonderful
achievement.

I would venture the assertion that,

before spring, all will have disap-
peared but one. However, we have
seen an old queen and her daughter
quite a while in the same hive, the
old queen evidently being tolerated
because .she has lost her queenly dis-

position. As Huber writes : "Would
you readily believe that an insect,

a simple bee, be susceptible to jeal-

ousy? Yet you must accept this

statement, for nothing is truer. . .
."

Jealousy of each other causes queens
to light one another. In your case,

by some unaccountable cause, those
queens are not susceptible to jeal-

ousy. It is a freak.

We will be glad to have further
statemerts from you after winter.

—

Editor.

tice can make an honorable demand
for the title of bee-master.—Dr.
Dzierzon (Unedited letter translated
from original manuscript by C. W.
Aeppler.)

THEORY AND PRACTICE
Berlepsch wrote: "Learn theory,

otherwise you will be bungling all

your life." Indisputible is also the
proposition: "Experience is the bcs

teacher." Theory and experience
must go hand in hand completely and
correctly if perfection in anything is

is to be attained. "The keeping of

bees according to the principles of

theory and experience" is, therefore,

the title of the latest edition of the

work written by the above genius.

Only he who is well conversant and
harnessed in theory and who can look

back upon a long and extensive prac-

DIFFERENT RACES OF BEES
"I do not know Apis Indica in In-

dia itself, where I understand there
are two varieties, yellow in the
plains and black in the hills; but I do
know it well in Ceylon, where only
the black variety is native, and where
A. Dorsata and A. Florea are also
found. It is quite black and about
two-thirds the size of the German
bee (common bees). Its drone-cells
are exactly the same size as the Ger-
man worker-cells and, so far as I

remember, its worker-cells run
rather less than 6 to the inch. My
experience is that it is good-tem-
pered and an energetic worker, but
rather prone to the production of fer-

tile workers.
A. Florea is about half its size (or

rather less), black-brown, with very
pronounced white stripes. It builds

in the open, usually choosing the

middle of a dense bush. It is fairly

gentle, and I think its poison must be
of a different composition from that

of A. Mellifica, as it does not seem
to act so quickly on the blood.

A. Dorsata is a handsome yellow

bee about the size of a hornet, and is

a perfect devil. I undeTStand Mr.
Benton handled it with comparative
impunity; but my experience was
that, even- when clustered in a swarm,
it is dangerous to approach. It builds

a single comb, 5 or 6 feet in diame-
ter from the branch of a tree, and
migrates to follow the flowering of

the "nillu" (a species of balsam), de-

serting its nest completely and
frightening away large mammals, in-

cluding the elephant."—H. Campbell
in the June-September Bee World.
We do not think that either of

these bees can ever be acclimated,

in the United States, but the matter

is interesting.

(T
THE EDITOR^S ANSWERS

=^

Questions are answered in order re

than we can answer i^i space available,

]>cfore answers appear.

Queen Rearing

I am trying to go into the business of rais-

ing queens next spring. I was thinking of buy-
ing some good Italian queens direct from Italy,

which I saw advertised in the bee papers.

Would you advise inc to start my business that

way? Can you k-t iiic know of several good
queen men, where I can get some good breed-

ing stock? I have been in the bee business for

10 years, but for extracted honey only.

VIRGINIA.

Answer.—Since the world war, it has been

very diffii-ult to secure queens from Italy, ow-

ing to the slowness of the mail, both in this

country and in Europe. We ourselves im-

ported queens from the well-known Italian

breeder, Enrico Penna, and have received but

very few alive. On the other hand, if you

wait until you receive queens from there to

J
ceived. As we receive more questions

two or three months so!?ietimes elapse

breed from them, you will find yourself de-

layed so that it will be next to impossible for

you to rear any queens for salp the same sum-

mer. It is very necessary that the queens

from which you breed should be tested for at

least one summer in order to make sure of the

honey-producing qualities of their workers.

So, if you decide to import, we would ad-

vise you to wait until the following year to

try to rear queens for sale.

Otherwise there is no doubt that it is pref-

erable, if possible, to breed from imported

stock. Mr. Gaetano Plana, of Castel San Pie-

tro, Bologna, is a very reliable breeder.

Situated as you are, I doubt -whether you

will find it as profitable to rear queens for sale

as to produce extracted honey. The South is

the most suitable section for queen-raising.
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because bees are produced there much earlier

than in the North.

However, those matters can only be settled

by actual trial.

Increase

I am just a beginner. I want increase by
the Alexander plan, but a little different:

Queen killed in old hive and one frame given to

new hive. Set new hive under and old hive

upon queen-excluding board Introduce a

queen to each hive by cage method. Afttr 4

or 5 days take down the old hive and set both

side by side on old stand. After some days

separate little by little each hive. Will it

work or not? WASHINGTON.
Answer.—Yes, it will work; but a much

more simple way would be to divide the colony

in two and put a new queen in the queenless

part. As bees are more likely to go where

their old queen is, you must put the new queen

and hive a little nearer than the other to the

spot originally occupied by the old colony.

Improving Pasture
What would you do for beekeeping, if you

lived in a vicinity where the only resources for

honey were flowers in August, with nothing

between ?

Answer.—In such a dilemma I can see but

two things *o do, either move the bees to bet-

ter locations or get your farmers to plant

alsike clover in place of red clover. If they

try it they will be pleased with it. You might

also secure the sowing of sweet clover in out-

of-the-way places and in land that needs reno-

vating. Nothing is better than sweet clover

for this purpose, as its roots reach 2 feet or

more in the soil. It is not a dangerous weed,

for it is easily eradicated when you no longer

need it.

Italians

Please tell me if Italian queens of pure

stock are ever marked with black on the au-

domen, similar to the workers. I bought two
colonies of pure Italian bees and tried to re-

queen my hybrid colonies. The two Italian

queens were solid leather colored and the bees

were all three-banded. T; e o.ueens I raised

were marked with black on the back like my
hybrid queens and produced hybrid bees. Were
these queens pure and all impurely mated, or

do you think my bees were not pure Italians?

There were no drones in my hybrid hives, and
an abundance in the Italian hives.

NORTH CAROLINA.
Answer.—Queens are very irregular in their

markings, and I have seen very dark queens

that looked like hybrids produce as fine bees

as any. The only way to test this matter is to

judge by the worker progeny of those queens.

Nothinc can be positively decided by the color

of either queen or drones.

Size of Hives

1. I am making a permanent brood-nest

out of one 10-frame deep body and a standard

extracting super. How does this compare in

size with your large hives?

2. Will I have to rotate these shallow su-

pers every year to keep candied honey out of

the brood-nest?
3. Do you have trouble with candied honey

in your large hives? I do not want to rotate

supers, for the reason that I use only S-frarae

in my extracting supers. I want to leave that

super of honey there year after year., I know
that more or less brood will be reared in it,

but I expect some of the honey in the out-

side combs will remain there for years.
OHIO.

Answers.—1. The story-anda-half Lang-

Langstroth 10-frame hive is a little larger

than our Modified Dadant, so it would be large

enough if the queen went readily up and

down, especially down.

2. If you have candied honey every year in

your supers and the bees do not remove it, it

may be necessary to "rotate," as you call it;

but if the bees will remove that candied honey

when the super is put below, which I under-

stand is what you mean by "rotating." they

will surely remove it from the upper story

when they are in need.

3. We have never had any trouble with

honey candying and embarrassing the bees.

But we do not believe it is due to large hives,

only to climatic conditions. Your 8-frames in

a 10-frame super ought to keep the queen

out of it generally, for the cells of such

combs are too deep for her to lay in. The

workers have to cut them down for her use,

and she must be very positively short of room

for them to do this. Without the shallow su-

per for brood the 10-frames hive is much

smaller than the Modified Dadant hive.

Melon Juice—Size of Hives

1. Does watermelon juice do any harm to

old and young bees; also to brood in fall and
winter?

2. I have introduced queens in three

swarms of black bees. First I killed the old

queen and smoked them good ; then I let the

young queen run in at the entrance. The
queens are good layers now. Was this the

right way to requeen them?
3. I have two swarms of bees and gave them

full sheets of foundation in spring, wired the

frames and extracted forty pounds of honey
from each swarm, eighty pounds in all. The
bees are in good condition now and are still

working. They were well shaded from the

sun. Was this a correct way to keep bees?

4. My bees are in eight and ten-frame

standard, regular depth hives. Which is the

best hive, eight or ten-frame?
SOUTH DAKOTA.

Answers.—1. Watermelon juice has very lit-

tle sweetness in it and would probably prove

inj urious for winter. But the bees rarely

gather enough to m. ke it a matter of consid-

eration. If it could be reduced enough to

make fairly sweet syrup, it might do for them

to use in breeding in the summer and fall.

2. Smoke introduction is safe during the

honey crop. We never succeeded with it at

any other time.

3. Yes, shade is not injurious to bees,

though some people think too much shade rs

objectionable.

4. Eight-frame hives are too small for good

queens to develop their fertility. Kven ten-

frame hives are a little short for a good queen.

Many people use two stories at the time of

breeding. We prefer deeper frames and at

least ten of them.

Dark Honey—Uniting Swarms

1. A year ago last spring, I sent for a

three-banded golden queen from California.

The comb honey they have gathered is dark

in color and the capping is much different in

its makeup—much rougher than from my
other Italians. This hive gave a swarm this

summer; they, too, make the same kind. It

surely must be sweet and white clover honey,

as that is our main crop here. This honey is

the same color the whole season through.

2. Can I treat honey with carbon oisulphide

without hurting the honey for sale?

3. Would gunny sacks be all right to put

next to the brood-frames, and then make a box

that will extend down over each hive, half

way or more, then chuck straw between hive

and box, for outdoor wintering?

4. This summer I had three swarms come
out about 15 minutes apart. The first one 1

hived, and the other two hived themselves in

the same hive. A few days later three more
swarms issued, a few minutes apart, and they

all clustered in one bunch in an apple tree.

Does this happen very often? IOWA.
Answers.—1. The bees have nothing to do

with the color of the honey. However, some

colonies may gather honey from some flowers

farther away than others, and of a different

kind. We have seen some colonies gather

boneydew, while other colonies in the same

apiary gathered white honey.

2. Yes. The carbon bisulphide will not in-

jure the honey. It evaporates readily.

8. Yes; but it is best to shelter hives all

the way down and even on the underside.

4. Yes; swarms are likely to unite when is-

suing, and the oldest writers on bees give di-

rections on separating swarms when they have

united. Usually, the best way is to find the

queens and cage them, putting each queen in

front of a separate hive, and trying to give

each a portion of the swarms.

Partly FiHed Supers
1. Is it good to put the haK-filled sections

back on the supers next spring so the bees can

fill them, or eat them out? I have about 65 of

them.
2. I put 24 supers on the 12 hives; is that

right?

Answers.—1. It is all right to put the sec-

tions back on the hive next spring so the bees

can either fill them or use the honey. The

only drawback is if the honey is not of the

same quality as that which is already in the

sections. In that case, it' might be better to

extract it in the fall and let the bees clean

them, so the honey will all be of one grade.

2. Your colonies were probably not strong

enough to fill two supers each. That is why

so many sections were not filled. There are

seasons when colonies will Jill -several supers

and others when one super is even too much.

It takes a great deal of experience to foresee

such things, and even the best beekeepers

make those mistakes.

Bees on Roof
Please tell me what you think of keeping

bees in an upper story or attic, two or three

stories above ground, compared to the usual

way on the ground. As bees seem to naturally

choose a home high above ground in a tree or

building, T see no reason why it will not

prove successful. GEORGIA.
Answer.-—No, there is no objection whatever

to keeping bees in an attic, if you have room

for them and can supply them with entrances,

so they may fly back and forth without hin-

drance. Several large apiaries have been

kept on top of buildings, in cities, and there

are certainly many such yet. Mr. Chas. F.

Muth, of Cincinnati, used to keep quite a

large apiary on the top of his house, as he

had a flat roof.

Feedingr for Winter
I began feeding about September 10 for

outside wintering, bringing the average weight

per hive to 75 pounds. But the weather was
exceedingly warm for the season; frost, which
generally appears September 12 to 15, held off

until October 2. Upon re-weighing them I

find a reduction of about 6 pounds, in one

case even 12 pounds. There has been much
brood-rearing, hives being full of bees. Should
feeding have been postponed until cooler

weather, or until first killing frost?

WISCONSIN.
Answer.—Part of that loss is probably evap-

oration, part wax production and another part

breeding. The condition which you describe

is excellent and the bees should winter splen-

didly, with sufficient feed.

Sowing Sweet Clover—Increase
1. I live adjoining the railroad right-of-way,

and was thinking of sowing the right-of-way in

sweet clover, any particular variety. When
is the best time to sow it?

2. I noticed in your questions and answers
in the Journal for September, page 312, you
outline a plan for increase. Can one expect

any surplus from a division like this? This

boy's case fits mine. I am a farmer and my
farm lies two and a half miles from where I

live. My bees swarm too much for best re-

sults. I usually have two swarms per colony

a season.
3. Why is it bees don't work on buckwheat

after dinner. INDIANA.
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Answers.—1. Sow the white sweet clover.

Better sow it in the fall or early winter.

2. This answer, on page 312, was by Dr.

Miller, one of the last answers he made. If

there is enough of a crop, both the divisions

might give a surplus. But this is always a

doubtful matter. If you want as much honey

as possible, better make no divisions.

3. Apparently the honey in the blossoms of

buckwheat is produced only early in the day.

We sometimes see the bees on it in the early

afternoon, and conclude that there has been a

little more honey produced than usual, on such

days.

Red Clover Bees
I would like to know something of the red

clover bees, and where I may obtain them.
WEST VIRGINIA.

nswer.—The Italian bees work a little

oftener upon the red clover bloom than the

common bee, but none of them succeed in

getting honey from it, except at irregular

periods when the corolla is shorter probably

owing to dry weather. The so-called red clo-

ver queens have not yet, so far as we know,

produced bees that would work on red clover

at all times. Every breeder keeps trying,

but the goal i^ probably far y?t.

Spanish Needles
I am situated in close proximity to thou-

sands of acres of meadow on niarsli land,

which is sometimes flooded in tlie fall by tHe

waters of the Great South Bay, the meadows
being submerged for the period of one or two
tides only. Goldenrod, asters, heartsease and
some wild carrot thrive on these meadows. 1

am wondering it Spanish needles would grow
here, and if so, where seed could be pur-

chased. Can you advise me regarding the

probability, also as to the seed ?

Brookhaven, L. I.

Answer—We have no doubt that the golden-

yellow Spanish needle of our marshes would

thrive .on land inundated with fresh water.

Whether it could be made to thrive upon land

flooded with brakish water, remains a question.

We would gladly send yon a few seeds during

the winter, if you remind us of it.

The Spanish needle is a Bidens and there

are other varieties of the Bidens that thrive

on brackish soil. The B. bidcntoides belongs

to the shores of the Delaware River and the

Bay. The B. Eatoni is found on the brackish

shores of the lower Merrimac River, in Mas-

sachusetts. The E. laevis also belongs near

the coast of the Atlantic. The same is said

of the B. trichospernui. Whether these would

be honey producers remains to be tested. Ours

is the Bidens aristosa. The western bur-

marigold {Bidens ini'olucrata), (American

Honey Plants, Pellett) is also a very good

honey plant. Both grow on vet soil.

Perhaps some of our American Bee Journal

readers will be willing to inform us concern-

ing those seashore varieties of the Bidens. if

they have ever taken notice of them.

ODDS AND ENDS
Dr. Miller's Memory

At the meeting of the l'\'(kTazi(iiie

Apistica Itahaiia, at Ancoiia, Italy,

January 23, official mention was made
of the death lof Dr. Miller which had
heen already annomnccd in the maga-
zine puhlished in that city, "L'Apic.ol-

tura Italiana." Resolutions of regret

were passed to be forwarded to Mrs.

Miller and to Dr. Miller's friends in

this country.

Idaho Bees
Idaho reports 35,900 colonics of

bees in 1920, compared to 21,903 colo-
nies in 1910. The honey crop for
1920 was 1,208,229 pounds, or a per
colony production of 34 pounds.

cause you say this weed is a serious
pest to the farmer, I hesitate to in-

troduce it.

Bro. Alphonse Veith.
Indiana.

Inspection Work in Utah
We have before us the biennial re-

port of Mr. F. B. Terriberry, State In-
spector of .'\piaries for Utah, for the
period ending November 30, 1920.

The report, though short, strikes us
as illustrating what can be done by
efficient management, combined with
active co-operation on the part of the
good beekeepers of the State. '

Under the foulbrood law, inspec-
tion is carried on by the county sys-
tem, under the State Bee Inspector.
Although the appropriation for in-

spection is only $6,000 and although
the per diem pay .of county inspectors
is but $3.50, inspection was efficiently

carried on in all counties but five, and
some of these have very little bee-
keeping. Only one bee inspector re-

signed owing to the small pay.
There were 39,131 colonies of bees

in Utah in 1920, or an increase of
about 2,400 colonies over 1919. The
total honey harvested was 3,002,245

pounds, or a per colony average of 76
pounds, of which it is estimated that
35 per cent is consumed within the
State.

Both American and European foul-

brood are to be found in Utah, but in-

spection, combined with education, is

gradually overcoming these diseases.

The State Inspector makes spring and
fall trips over the State for a general
survey of conditions.
The inspector of Salt Lake County

reports that practically all the bees
within 10 miles of the Murray smel-
ter were either killed or badly dam-
aged by fumes in September and Oc-
tober, 1920.

Mr. Terriberry and the beekeepers
of Utah are both to be congratulated
upon their efficiency.

Census Reports
Washington shows 53,940 colonies

of bees in 1920, as against 33,884 in

1910. The 1919 crop of honey was
1,502,843 pounds. West Virginia
claims 89,873 colonies, as against

110,673 colonies in 1910, and the honey
crop for 1919 was 919,689 pounds.
Massachusetts has 6.573 colonies as

co-mpared to 7,464 in 1909. The honey
crop for 1919 was 70,769 pounds.

Poor Season

Last season was the poorest in this

locality for many years, as far as a

honey crop is concerned. To some
extent this was due to adverse
weather conditions in time of the

main honey flow. Many colonies had
to be united and fed in the fall to

keep them from starving in winter.

In this locality we have no climbing
milkweed, but some of the adjacent

counties are blessed with it and bee-

keepers extract honey by the thou-

sands of pounds. A beekeeper with

100 colonies extracted 10,000 pounds
of honey from this source in 1911. Bc-

Extent of Bee Culture in Spain
It is calculated that Spain has ap-

proximately 1,600,000 beehives, nearly
all of which are found in the Valencia,
.dragon, Valladolid, Guadalajara and
Majorca districts. The annual pro-
duction of honey amounts to about
19,000,000 kilos (appro.ximately 41,887,-

400 pounds), which at the price of 2.50

pesetas per kilo represents a value
of 47,500,000 pesetas (1 peseta equals
$0,198 at par value). To this figure
there must be added the value of the
beeswax. Under normal conditions
some 60,000,000 pesetas worth of
honey and wa.x are yearly produced
in Spain.

—Commerce Reports..

Increased Honey Production in

Guatemala

"At the present rate of increase in

number of hives," writes Vice Consul
Goforth, "Guatemala will soon be-
come an important producer of
honey." Climatic and other condi-
tions prevailing on the entire Pacific
slope of that Republic very nearly ap-
proach the ideal for the successful
operation .of apiaries. Bees work
throughout the year and, conse-
quently, the production of honey per
hive is very much greater than in the
United States. Moreover, it is of ex-
cellent quality and flavor. During the
calendar year 1919, honey to the value
of $48,917 was exported from Guate-
mala to the United States. It is prob-
able that this amount will be ex-

ceeded during the current year; in

fact, present indications are that the

figures for 1921 will show ex-'ports of

honey exceeding $1(X),(.XX) in value.

—Commerce Reports.

Ten-Frame Hives

I make my 10-frame hives 14- J^
inches wide on inside, that makes 32

4J4x45<4,xl^ inch sections just fit; then
on one side of the super I use screws
to put it together instead of nails, so
when taking the honey out of the
super I just remove the one side that

is screwed on and pry the ends out a
trifle and in that way the sections are

removed without any trouble.

In your Journal you say after-

swarms are not desirable. I had one
come off June 15 last year. 1 put

them in an 8-frame hive. They made
me 70 pounds surplus, wliich I sold

for 30c per pound—$21. Not bad, do
you think?

Jolin W. K'Orb.

Kansas.

Florida Bees

Preliminary re'port of the census tor

I'liirida gives the number of colonies

in 1920 as 41,237, an increase of 7 per

cent over 1910.

The production of honey was 962,488

pounds, or a per colony production «of

nearly 24 pounds.
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Rhode Island and Deleware Census
Report

The 1920 census gives 2.976 colonies

of bees, as compared with 6.910 colo-

nies in 1910. The value is given as

$11,819, or about $4 per colony.

Honey production is valued at $6,371

on 27.703 pounds, or an average of less

than 10 pounds per colony.

To what is the rapid decrease in

number of colonies due? Possibly

foulbrood is rampant in Delaware.
Rhode Island reports 686 colonics

of bees in 1919 (our fritnd Miller

must have a majority of them),

against 1,267 colonies in 1909. The
amount of honey produced in 1919

was 6,488 pounds.

Nuova, or the New Bee
"Nuova, or the New Bee," is the

title of a new book written by Ver-
non Kellogg, well known entomolog-
ical authority. It is a story book for

children "from five to fifty," though
possibly the subject matter would
hardly suit those of so tender an age

as five years. The book is well writ-

ten and is brightened by several

songs written by Charlotte Kellogg,

besides fifteen fine colored engrav-
ings by Milo Winter. It contains 150

pages, is cloth bound, and retails for

$2.25. Houghton, Mitflin & Co., of

New York, are the publishers.

"New" Ideas

A conical top, to direct smoke
against the bees, was used by Colu-

mella, over a pan of burning wood.
"New ideas" are not always so new.

Arthur C. Miller.

Honey Exports
According to a recent report of the

Secretary of Agriculture approxi-

mately 25 per cent of our farm prod-

ucts are exported. Certainly honey
has not and is not keeping up its end
in this volume.
We may be excellent honey produc-

ers, but we are as yet "infants" in

the marketing of our product. If 2:i

per cent of all honey produced found

foreign markets there would un-

doubtedly be no stagnation in honey
prices at home.

The League in Action
Beekeepers generally will be inter-

ested in knowing that the American
Honey Producers' League, through its

tariff committee, has filed a brief at

Washington showing why a tariff

should be enacted to protect the

.American markets from foreign

honey. Mr. Colin P. Campbell, of

Grand Rapids, Mich., is chairman of

this committee, J. C. Henager of Salt

Lake City, Utah, and Kennith Hawk-
ins lof Watertown, Wis., the other

members.
The brief shows the number of col-

onies of bees and the annual produc-
tion of honey in this country, together

with some figures on the cost of pro-

duction, and also information as to

the amount of foreign honey im-

ported into this country.

The League asks a minimum of 5

cents per pound duty on foreign

honey.

The new National organization

promises to secure results for the bee-

keepers on such a scale as has never
before been attempted". Freight rates,

tariffs, legislation, markets and every

possible interest of the l)eeman will

be watched constantly. Enoiigh or-

ganizations have already joined the

League to insure that it will succeed.

As soon as there is tim^ to show what
can be accomplished, the rest will

hurry to get into the band-wagon.

The Kansas State Meeting
We were fortunate in having with

us E, W. Atkins, J. F. Dicmer, Carl F.

Buck. A. V. Small, O. A. Keenc and
F. W. De Temple. Secretary of the

Quality Bee Supplies
FROM A

Reliable House
Without fear or favor, I place my BEE SUPPLIES and SERVICE

before you.

It is the small annoyances that often grow into disastrous results.

Avoid the so-called "little losses" by using MONDENG'S GOODS.

Quality is first—save time when you put your goods together, by

getting supplies that are accurately made. Service is next—no delays

when bee supplies are ordered from my factory.

I am ready to meet your urgent needs.

Send for my new price list.

Closing out all Langstroth and Wisconsin hives and supers. Also

Langstroth triangular top-bar frames and eight-frame D. T. supers

for 4x5 sections. Will sell at cost price. Write for quotations.

CHAS. MONDENG
146 Newton Ave. N. and 159 Cedar Lake Rd. Minneapolis, Minn.

QUEENS
Write for our catalog of high grade Italian

Queens. Pure mating and safe arrival

guaranteed.

Prices for 1921:

1 to4inclusive $ 3.00 ea.

5 to 9 inclusive. 2 90 ea

10 or more 2.80 ea.

Breeders ^ 12 00 ea.

JAY SMITH ( ?sre'f ) Vincennes, Ind.

Italian Bees by the Pound in

Packages
GOLDEN QUEENS 3-BAND QUEENS

We are better prepared than ever before to handle a large demand for both queens

and bees by the pound. Let us send you one of our 1921 circulars and late price lists.

We are now booking orders almost daily for next spring delivery. Let us book your

order now. so as to assure prompt delivery when the bees or queens are wanted. Only

a limited number of orders will be accepted for booking, as we are absolutely deter-

mined to take only as many orders as we can handle absolutely on time.

M. C. BERRY & COMPANY, Hayneville, Ala., U. S. A.
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Western Beekeepers' Association, and
they each gave of their experience in

a manner that was very much appre-
ciated by the people in attendance.
Taken as a vv'hole, our meeting was
quite a decided success.

O. F. Whitney, Secretary.

Texas Honey Producers

January 17, 18 and 19, the stock-

holders of the Texas Honey Produc-
ers' Association met at the headquar-
ters in San Antonio. This was the

largest meeting of the Association

ever held. Many who have been mem-
bers of the Association since its be-

ginning visited the headquarters for

the first time.

The financial report showed that

even in these unsettled times, things

were in fine shape. Because of the

increased capital stock from $15,000 to

$65,000, nine directors were selected

Of the $65,000 only a very few shares

are unsold.

The members voted to become af-

filiated with the American Honey
Producers' League and to help in the

advertising campaign of that body.

The following directors were elect-

ed:
W. C. Collier, Hillsboro (formerly

Goliad), President.

W. O. Victor, Uvalde, Vice Presi-

dent.

Alma M. Haselbauer, San Antonio,

Secretary.

Louis H. Scholl, New Braunfels.
Wm. Zimmerman, San Antonio.
Ambrose Johnson, Laredo.
R. A. McKee, Velasco.
E. G. LeStourgeon, San Antonio,

Manager.

The annual meetings are always ac-

companieid by social meetings, as

this is conducive to the fraternal

feeling of the Association. The an-
nual Mexican supper was held at

Casa del Rio with a large number
present.
The last day was spent in inspecting

the packing plant. The new blending
tanks, with their attendant net-

weight fillers and can pluggers, were
in operation. This was the first visit

of the members to the packing plant,

and it was of such interest to them
that the most of the day was spent

there. On the final meeting a num-
ber of resolutions were adopted,
among which is the following:

Whereas, The beekeeping world has

lost through death its most beloved
member,

Resolved, That the Texas Homey
Producers' Association hereby ex-

presses its debt of homage and grati-

tude to the memory of Dr. C. C. Mil-

ler, and sanctions the movement for

the establishment of a Fellowship in

Beekeeping in some one of our Agri-

cultural Colleges as a fitting me-
morial to him, and requests that its

members support the movement for

the establishment of this memorial,
and further
Resolved, That they ooTnmend the

action of the beekeepers of America
who inaugurated this movement and
upon whose shoulders falls the bur-
den of its establishment, and assure
this committee that they have the

support of the Texas Honey Produc-
ers' Association.

Use of Honey
The Department of Agriculture of

the Province of Quebec is issuing

Bulletin No. 68 in both English and
French, upon "The Use of Honey and
of Maple Sugar in Cooking." It is a

16-page pamphlet which contains
about 50 different recipes for making
honey food preparations, drinks and
candies, and a few similar directions

for the use of maple sugar and syrup.
The bulletin was prepared by Mrs.
B. L. Vaillancourt.

Heavy Loss Last Winter
The last year was a very good

honey year. The fatality of 1920 will

niQit be forgotten for a long time, 75

to 80 per cent would be placing the
loss below the actual count. The
colonies that were left did well dur-
ing the season. Honey sold at 35 to SO

cents per pound; good markets in

coal towns. I have been in the bee
business over 50 years.

Alonzo Sides.

Pennsylvania.

Y

I

Here's your chance to Save Many Dollars from our Bargain List, part of which is given

Send for Complete List
Evtrything new and fully guaranteed. Prices f. o. b. New York.

12 and 16 oz. tall, round glass jars, with cardboard lined caps, in 2 dioz cardboard shipping cases, gross $7.15

500 8 and 10-frame Excelsior Covers 39c each 1,000 Unspaced all wood Fr., Reg. Top Bar SJ/2C each

300 8-frame Reversible Cypress Bottom-boards 65c each 2,500 Shallow Extracting Fr. 5c each

4,000 All wood Frames, Langstroth size AYzc each 500 Shallow Extracting Supers, with Frames $1 each

A complete list and samples mailed on request.

Let us render your old combs. We guarantee to extract the last drop of wax. Send for price list and

shipping tags.

Address THE DEROY TAYLOR CO., Newark (Wayne Co.), N. Y.

I MR. BEEKEEPER—
We have a large plant especially equipped to manufacture the sup-

plies that you use. We guarantee all materials and workmanship.

We ship anywhere. We allow early order discounts and make

prompt shipments. W'?'ite for free illustrated catalog today

LEAHY MFG. CO., 90 Sixth Street, Higginsville, Missouri
J. W. ROUSE, Mexico, Missouri A. M. HUNT, Goldthwaite, Missouri
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CLASSIHED DEPARTMENT.
Advertisements in this department will be

inserted for 6 cents per word, with no dis

counts. No classified advertisements accepted
for less than 36 cents. Count each initial or

number as one word.
Copy for this department must reach us not

later than the 20th of the month preceding
date of issue. If intended for classified de
partment it should be so stated when adver
lisement is sent.

SWEET CLOVER SEED
FOR SALE—White blossom svi-eet clover seed,

pure and clean, can't be beaten for soiling,

pasture, hay or ensilage. Grows well in any
climate and thrives on run-down or depleted
soils or waste land. Price $10 per bushel.
Special prices on large quantities. New bags
66c each.
O. Honsberger, Rt. No. 1, Stouffville, Ontario.

BEST quality white ^weet clover seed, raised
on my farm in Nebraska, cleaned and scari-

fied, at $12 per bushel. In less quantities 2uc
per pound. Frank C. Pellett, Hamilton, 111.

FOR SALE—^\\'hite sweet clover seed. By ex-

press, collect, 100 lbs., $15; 50 lbs. $8, and
25 lbs., $4.25. Smaller quantities by mail in

not less than 5-lb. lots, for 20c a pound, de-
livered to buyer's address.

Mammoth Sweet Clover Seed Co.,

HayneviUe, Ala.

HEEb AMD QUEENS
Lower Price. Top Quality. Atwater's Honey.

PACKAGE BEES and nuclei, also Italian

queens. No disease in this section. Years
of experience in shipping bees. For prices and
terms address

Allenvile Apiaries, Allenville, Ala.

PROLIFIC GOLDEN QUEENS, each- ?2;
tested $4. F. Barber, Lowville, N. V.

HEAVY LAYING Italian queens that produce
hustling 3-banded workers. Untested, $1.25;

tested, $2. Safe delivery and satisfaction guar-
anteed. There is no disease in my apiaries.

Order now and get them on time.
P. M. Williams, Ft. Deposit, Ala

QUEENS—H. Brenner strain. Three-banded
Italian. Equaled only by the best. Untested,

$1.50 each, $15 per dozen.
Dr. A. Wright, Kingsbury, Texas.

FOR SPRING DELIVERY—One good Italian

queen, 1 Hoffman standard frame emerging
brood, 1 pound live bees, price complete $6.50,

f. o. b. Bordelonville. Queen introduced,
mated, laying enroute; loss in transit replaced

if noted on express tag by agent; no disease
in State. ' References given. Orders booked,
May delivery, one-fitth cash. Orders filled in

rotation. Successor to J. F. Archdeken,
Jess Dalton, Bordelonville, La.

MOTT'S NORTHERN BRED ITALIAN
QUEENS—Select untested, $1.50; 6, $8.50;

12, $15. Select guaranteed pure, or replace,

$1.75. Select tested, $2.50 each. Plans
*'How to Introduce Queens, and Increase,"

25c. E. E. Mott, Glenwood, Mich.

FOR SALE—35 stands of bees. Ten hives are

standard, 25 are sectional hives. All are 10-

frame. 35 section supers: 25 extracting supers
with drawn combs, all for $375, or best offer.

Buver to ship same. L. A. Schwab,
1340 Merchant St., St. Louis, Mo.

FOR SALE—Pure Italian queens and nuclei.

One untested queen, $1.50; 12. $15. Tested
queens, $2.50 each. Nuclei, 2-frame nucleus,

$5; 3-frame, $6.50. Add price of queen wanted
to price of nucleus. Frank Bornhoffer,

Rt. 17, Mt. Washington, Ohio.

BEES AND QUEENS from my Carolina api-

aries, progeny of ray famous Porto Rican
pedigreed breeding stock.

Elton Warner, Asheville, N. C.

FOR SALE—Golden or 3-banded virgins, 60c
each, or $6 per dozen; safe arrival.

R. O. Cox, Rt. 4, Luverne, Ala.

FOR SALE—Nuclei and queens. See our

display advertisement.
Cotton Belt Apiaries, Roxton, Texas-

DAY-OLD ITALIAN QUEENS—High qual-

ity, low price, satisfied customers. Safe ar-

rival guaranteed in U. S. and Canada. Safe
introduction Pricts: 1, 75c; 12, $7.20; 100.

$00. Write for circular early.

James McKec, Riverside, Calif.

BEES BY THE POUND—Also pure-bred
queens. Booking orders now for delivery af-

ter March 15. Everything guaranteed.
Brazos Valley Apiaries, Cause, Texas.

FOR SALE—June delivery, 1 untested queen.
$1.50; 12, $14. One select, $1.75; 12, $17.

One pound bees. $3.50; 2-lbs. $5.50.

T. F. Miller, Brookville. Pa.. R. No 2.

BEES—2-pound packages, with queens from
our best breeders. 3-band strain; 1 package

and queen $5.50; 25 or more, $5.25 each. One-
fourth cash books your order. Safe arrival

guaranteed. Promptness and efficiency our
motto. Caney Valley Apiaries,

J. D. Yancey, Mgr., Bay City, Texas.

GUARANTEED 3-band and golden queens.
Booking orders now. Begin shipping March

15. Ask for 1921 circular, free.

Dr. White Bee Co., Box 71, Sandia, Texas.

FOR SALE—Black bees, 3 lbs. and queen for

$6.25, parcel post prepaid. One-fourth down,
balance just before shipping. Can ship be-

ginning April 10.

Carl L. Wilson, Mount Vernon, Ga.

FOR SALE^—Leather colored Italian queens,
tested, until June 1, $2.50; after, $2. Un-

tested, $1.25; 12, $13. Root's goods at Roots
prices. A. W. Yates,

15 Chapman St., Hartford, Conn.

HARDY ITALIAN QUEENS, $1 each.

W. G. Lauver, Middletown, Pa.

MR. BEEKEEPER—If you enjoy preparing
supers and removing honey, then you will be

wise to head your colonies with my vigorous
Italians. See larger ad elsewh

Herman McConnell, Robinson, 111-

FOR SALE—Honey Brook Farm can supply
you promptly, beginning April 10, with the

very best three-banded Italian queens, one
grade, select untested, $1.50 each, or $15 per

dozen. Tested, $2 each, straight; ready April

1. Should you find some queenless colonies

this spring, send me your order for a young
queen to save them. I will not disappoint you.

I have the bees and can deliver the goods.

Pure mating, safe arrival, and satisfaction

guaranteed.
Jasper Knight, HayneviUe, Ala.

1921 PRICES on nuclei and queens: 1-frame
nucleus, $3 ; 2-frame nucleus, $5; 3-frame

nucleus, $6.50; without queens, f. o. b. Macon,
Miss. ; 5 per cent discount on lots of 25 or

more. Untested queens $1.50 each, $15 per

doz; tested queens $2 each, $22 per doz. No.

disease; inspection certificate with each ship-

ment. Safe arrival and satisfaction guaran-

teed in U. S.. Queens sold only with nuclei.

Geo. A. Hummer & Sons, Prairie Point. Miss

GOLDEN and 3-banded Italian queens, tested,

$1.25 each; untested, $1 each. Will begin

shipping April 1.

C. B. Bankston, Buffalo, Texas.

PURE 3-BAND ITALIAN QUEENS—Order
now for April and May delivery. Untested.

$1.25; select untested. $1.50. Delivery, mating
and quality guaranteed.

D. W. Howell. Shellman, Ga.

WE want to please you. Our reliable three-

banded queens and bees will be ready May
1. All bees are shipped on a standard frame
of brood and honey. 1-lb. package bees, no
queen, $3.25; 2-lb, $4.50; 3-lb. $5.75, One
frame nuclei, no queen, $2.75; 2-frame, $4.

Queens, untested, $1.50 each. One-fourth

down will book your order.

Oscar Mayeux, Box 15, Hamburg, La.

FOR SALE—Bees for strengthening purposes,

3-frame nuclei of hybrid or black bees on

frames containing brood, at $525 f. o. b. Lyons,

Ga. No queens included; none for sale. Will be

able to start shipping April 20. No disease;

safe arrival guaranteed if express agent notes

loss on express tag. One-third cash with or-

der. Book your orders at once, as number of

nuclei for shipment will be limited.

Otto Diestel, Elza, Ga.

FOR SALE—Utopian quality Italian queens,
the kind that satisfy. May 15 to June 10,

untested, $2 each. After June 10, untested,

$1.50 each. 6. $8. Virgins, 90c each; 6. $4.75.

Utopian Apiaries, Amboy, Minn.

THE ITALIAN QUEENS OF WINDMERE
are superior three-banded stock. Untested,

$1.50 each, six for $8; tested, $2.50 each; se-

lect tested, $3. Bees by the pound; write for

prices. Prof. W. A. Matheny,
Ohio University, Athens, Ohio.

FOR SALE—Golden Italian queens, untested,

$1.50 each, do»en $14. Bees by the pound a

specialty. Write foT prices on bees.

E. A. Simmons, Greenville, Ala.

FOR SALE—Queens and bees, Italians and
goldens, $1.50 each, $15 per dozen; 1 lb.

bees, $5, 2 lbs. bees, $9. If queen is wanted
with bees add the price of queen. Safe arrival

and satisfaction guaranteed in United States

or Canada. Cash or certified check must ac-

company all orders where parties are not

known or satisfactorily rated.

Graydon Bros-, Rt. 4, Greenville. Ala.

FOR SALE—Root's strain of golden and
leather-colored Italian queens; bees by the

pound and nuclei. Untested queens, $1.50

each; select untested, $2 each; tested, $2.60

each; select tested, $3 each. For larger lots

write. Circular free. A. J. Pinard,
440 N. 6th St., San Jose, Calif.

NUCLEI FOR 1921—Now booking orders for

1921 delivery. Italian nuclei (with queen),

$6.50 each. Hybrid bees, with pure Italian

queen, $5.50 each. Terms, one-third down with
order. No disease. Safe arrival and satis-

faction guaranteed.
A. R. Irish, Doctortown, Ga.

I Bl]Y BEES -n col< nies If you have >pt ar

more, write. Frank Coyle, Penfield, 111.

FOR SALE—Will now book orders for our
high-grade 3-banded Italian bees on wired

Hoffman frames, for May and June delivery,

beginning May 20. In 1920 we shipped 50

3-frame nuclei to a party in Montana without

a single loss; no foulbrood. Our bees have
been inspected by State Bee Inspector, in 1920.

One full colony in 8-frame D. D. hive, with
select tested queen, $17; one 3-frame nucleus,

with select tested queen, $8; one 2-frame nu-

cleus, with select tested queen, $7; one 2-lb.

package bees, with untested queen, in June,
$6.50; one J-l^ package bees, with untested

queen, in June, $4. Prices on queens given

later. Terms, 10 per cent with order; balance

first of month in which bees are to be shipped,

or 5 per cent discount cash with order. Safe

arrival guaranteed.

J. W. Bittenbender, Knoxville, la.

THREE-BAND BREEDERS from one of the

heaviest honey-gathering strains in the State.

$10 each. Delivery May 15.

A. V. Small. Augusta, Kans.

FOR SALE—Three-banded: Italian queens
untested. $1.50 each; 6. $7.50; 12. $14. Se-

lect untested, $1.75 each; satisfaction guaran-

teed. W. T. Perdue & Sons.
R. No. 1, I'ort Deposit, Ala.

WE are booking orders for our golden Ital-

ian queens for spring delivery after April 15.

Untested queens, 1, $1.50; doz.. $15; select un-

tested queens, 1. $1.75; doi., $18; virgin queens,

1, 75c; doz.. $9; tested queens. 1, $3; doz., $36

Safe arrival guaranteed.
Tillery Brothers, Georgiana, Ala.

FOR SALE—Large, hardy, prolific queens: S-

banded Italians and golden; pure mating and
safe arrival guaranteed. We ship only queens
that are top notchers in size, prolificness and
color. Untested, $2 each; 6, for $11; 25 for

$45; tested queens $3 each. 6 for $16.

Buckeye Bee Co., Box 448 Massillon, Ohio.

EDSON APIARIES now booking orders for

queen bees for delivery during season of

1921. Prices: One untested queen. $1.25; 60

untested queens. $57.50; 100 untested queens,
$100. Orders filled in rotation; first shipments
March 1, 1921.

Edson Apiaries, Gridley. Calif.

BOOK YOUR ORDERS for QUEENS now—
Goldens. $2; tested, $3; banded. $1.50; tested,

$2.50; six or more, 10 per cent less.

Clover Leaf Apiaries, Wahoo, Neb.
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WE are now booking orders for early spring
delivery of two and three-frame nuclei, with

untested or tested queens. Write for prices
and terms. We also manufacture cypress hives
and frames.

Sarasota Bee Co., Sarasota, Fla.

PURE ITALIAN QUEENS—Golden or leather
colored, packages and nuclei ; 1 untested

queen, $1.50; 6, $7.50; 12, $13.50; 60, $55; 100,
$100; virgins, 50c each; packages, 24 and un-
der, $2.25 per pound; 25 and over, $2 per
pound; nuclei, l-frame, $4; 2-frame, $6; 3-

frame, $7.50; queens extra. One-story 10-

frame colony with queen, $12.
Golden Star Apiaries,

R. 3. Box 166, Chico, Calif.

BEES AND QUEENS from my New Jersey
apiary J. H. M. Cook,
lAtf 84 Cortland St., New York City.

I'ACKAGE BEES AND PURh ITALIAN
QUEENS—Booking orders now for spring

delivery. Circular free. J. E. Wing,
166 SchieU Ave., San Jose, Calif.

HIGH GRADE ITALIAN QUEENS—Send
for catalog.

Jay Smith, R. 3, Vincennes, Ind.

BEES BY THE POUND, ALSO QUEENS—
Booking orders now. Free circular gives

prices, etc. See larger ad elsewhere.
Nueces County Apiaries, Calallen, Texas,

E B- Ault. Prop.

MUNtY AINU lil!.l:.^WAA

Lower Price. Top Quality. Atwater's Honey.

FOR SALE—White clover comb honey;, also
extracted in 10-lb. pails.

W. L. Ritter, -Genoa, 111.

FOR SALE—Choice clover extracted honey,
$20 per case of two 60-lb. cans. Write for

price for large quantities. Fifty cases No. 1

comb honey.

J, D. Beals, Oto, Iowa.

FOR SALE—Well ripened extracted clover
honey, 20c per pound. Amber and buck-

wheat extracted 17c, in 60-Ib cans. Five-pound
pail clover $1.25. Buckwheat and amber $1
per pail. Lig^^t amber in barrels 12>$c per
pound ; also have a dozen cases buckwheat
comb at $5 and $6 per case of 24 sections.

H. G. Quirin, Bellevue, Ohio.

FOR SALE—Choice white clover extracted
honey, $20 per case of 2 60-lb. cans, f. o. b.

Holgate. Noah Bordner, Holgate, Ohio.

FOR SALE—Extra quality white sweet clover
extracted honey in 60-lb. cans; candied, very

white, $12.50 per can, 2 cans $24; new cases.

J. B. Sanderson, Fredericksburg, Ohio.

FOR SALE—Choice light amber honey in 60-

lb. cans; also in 10 and 5-lb. pails. Please
write for price and sample.

F. W. Luebeck, R. 2, Knox. Ind.

FOR SALE—Clover honey ot the hnest qual-

ity, very light in color, excellent body and
flavor surpassed by.none; 60-lb cans, two to the

case, at $24 per case.

Longfellow Bros.. Hollowell, Maine.

FOR SALE—Extracted honey. Write for

prices. A. L. Kildow, Putnam, 111.

FOR SALE—Honey. Immediate shipment f.

0. b. New York, in 60-lb tins: Calif, white

orange, 19c lb.; Calif, white sage, 16c lb.; whitL-

sweet clover, 14c lb.; Calif. L A. sage, 13c lb.;

West Indian L. A., 10c lb.; West Indian L. A.,

10-lb. tins, per case, 15c lb.

Hoffman & Hauck, Woodhaven, N. Y.

FOR SALE—Honey. A car load of white

honey, about 70 cases of 60 lbs-, 160 cases

10-lb. pails. 80 cases 5-lb. pails, 40 cases 2J<2-II'

pails. Address
L. A. Coblentz, Rigby, Idaho.

FOR SALE— Finest Michigan raspberry, bass-

wood and clover honey in 001b. cans. 20c per

pound. Heartsease and aster, 18c. Free sam-

ple. W. A. Latshaw Co., Carlisle, Ind.

NEW HONEY. NEW PRICES-Supply your
customers, finest alfalfa-clover honey, extra

strong cases, $11.50 for one 601b. can, $21.60

case of 2, all f- o. b. here. Write for prices

large lots. Two carloads sold; plenty on hand.

E. F. Atwatcr, Box 37j. Meridian, Idaho.

FUR SALu—9,000 lbs. of fine clover and bass-
wood extracted honey, put up in new 60-lb.

cans, ICc f. o. b. Grangeville,
C. E. Keister, Orangeville, 111.

WANTED—White clover honey, comb and
extracted, one case up.

Frank Coyle, Penfield, 111.

FOR SALE—Extracted honey in 60-lb. cans,
2 cans in a box, white clover and basswood

blend, per can $11.40. Light amber, fine,

$10.80; amber $10.20. Sample 10c.

J. W. Bittenbender, Knoxville, la.

FOR SALE—Amber honey, 2 6U-lb cans per
case, 15c per pound; less in 10-case lots.

Arthur Kuerslon, Shreveport, La., Gen. Del.

FOR SALE—Finest quality extracted honey
in 00 IL. square cdus 2 cans per case State

how much you can use and I will quote you on
same. Angus M. Paierson,

212 E. 5tn St., Flinc. Micb.

FOR SALE—Clover and buckwheat honey,
either comb or extracted, at reduced prices;

any style container. A postcard will bring our
quotations. The Deroy Taylor <Jo.,

Wayne Co., Newark, N. Y.

WANTED—Comb and extracted honey.
The L. H, Snider Apiaries, Auburn, Ind.

WANTED—Shipments of old comb and cap-
pings for rendering. We pay the highest

cash and trade prices, charging but 6c a pound
for wax rendering. Fred W. Muth Co..

204 Walnut St., Cincinnati, Ohio.

SUPPLIES
Lower Price. Top Quality. Atwater's Honey.

FOR SALE—200 -2lb. shipping cages. These
are of the E. B. Ault make. Ault shipped me

200 packages last spring without a single loss.

Will take $30 cash, or trade for 7 2-lb. pack-
ages of bees, shipped April 10.

C. E. Keister, Orangeville, III.

FOR SALE—Full line of new and second-hand
Jumbo and Langstroth bee supplies at mod-

est prices. Send for complete list.

The Hoffman Apiaries, JanesvJlle, Minn.

FOR SALE—New and second-hand hives,

frames, supers, covers, inner covers, bottoms,
division-ooards, hive-stands. Ask for particu-

lars. F. D, Bowers, Sugar Grove, Pa.

FOR SALE—200 absolutely new 10-frame
hives complete, consdsting of hive-bodies,

tops, bottoms, tin rabbets, nails and Hoffman
self-spacing frames knocked down, in lots of

5, $14; 200 full-depth supers with frames, $1.20
each; 500 lbs. of medium brood-foundation at

78c per pound
A. Irish, Doctortown, Ga.

WANTED—To quote special prices on queen
cages in quantity lots, to breeders. State

quantity.
A. G. Woodman Co., Grand Rapids, Mich.

HOFFMAN FRAMES and cypress reversible

bottom^boards, new, in flat. Money -saving
prices. Elton Warner, Asheville, N. C

SAVE MONEY on your sections, shipping

cases, tin and glass honey containers, etc.

Our free price list tells you how.
The Rattray-Hamilton Co.. Almont. Mich.

WRITE FOR PRICES on my cypress bee-
hives and supplies.

J. Tom White, Dublin, Ga.

FOR SALE—500 section holders, used but
little. $3.25 per 100.

Edwin Collins, R. R. 1, Emporia, Kans.

FOR SALE—Several hundred used comb-honey
supers for 1^ sections, 8 and 10-frame, good

condition, no disease.

A. F. Lewis, Leroy, Minn.

HONEY EXTRACTORS at half price. Must
vacate right soon. Send for particulars.

A. R. Seaman, S. ConnellsviUe, Pa.

FOR SALE—100 cases new 60-lb cans in sec-

ond-hand cases, packed two to the case.

Cases are sound, but have been used once.
$1.30 per case.

Dadant & Sons, Hamilton, 111.

FOR SALE—Good second-hand double-deck
comb honey shipping cases for 4l4x4J4xlJi

sections. 25 cents per case, f. o. b. Cincinnati;
terms cash with order.

C. H. W Weber & Co.,

2146 Central Ave., Cincinnati, O.

FOR SALE—Good second-hand empty 60-lb.

honey cans, two cans to the case, at 60c per
case, f. 0. b. Cincinnati. Terms cash with or-

der. C. H W Weber & Co.,

2146 Central Ave., Cincinnati, O.

SEND us a list of goods wanted and will

quote you lowest prices. We are l.he money-
saving house. Price list free. Try us.

H. S. Duby & Son, St. Anne, III.

WANTED
Lower Price. Top Quality. Atwater's Honey.

..ANTED—One copy Alexander's writings on
Practical Bee Culture.

Lynn Z. Silsbee, Dansville, N. Y.

WANTED—Beeswax; also old combs and cap-
pings to render on shares.

F J. Rettig, Wabash, Ind.

WANTED—Second-hand extractor.

E L. Garrow, 209 E. Magnolia St.,

Lakeland, Fla.

WANTED—Beeswax. At present we pay 34c
per pound in cash and 36c in trade for clean

yellow average wax, delivered Denver.
The Colorado Honey Producers' Association,

Denver, Colo.

WANTED—Partner, beekeeper with $1,000;

must be good, honest Catholic. Write xor

particulars Paul Jackson, Klaber, Wash.

WANTED—Bees in straight-combed Standard
L-framed hives.

Amos Burhans, Waterloo, Iowa.

WANTED—200 or less colonies of bees for

spring delivery. Any style hive or box. Re-
membering 10c honey is in sight for 1921.

A. W. Smith, Birmingham, Mich.

WANTED—A good honey location and bee

outfit.

Delbert Lbommedieu, Colo, Iowa.

WANTED—Bees, with or without location.

F. W Pease.

1717 Rlakr Boulevard. Cedar Rapids. la

THAGARD'S ITALIAN QUEENS
BRED FOR QUALITY

After years of breeding from some of the best three-banded stock imported from
Italy, we have brightened the color and retained the good qualities of their mothers. I

do not breed for quantity, but breed for quality. My queens have proven this to thou-

sands of beekeepers who have tried them. They are hardy, prolific, gtntle, disease-

resisting and honey producers. Book your Drder early for spring delivery.

Untested, 1, $8; 6, $8; 12. $16.

Select untested, 1, $2.86; 6, $10; 12, $18.

Tested. 1, $3; 6, $16; 12, $28.

Select tested, 1, $6; 6, $26; 12, $60.

Safe arrival, pure mating, and perfect satisfaction guaranteed. Circular free. J^

V. R. THAGARD, Greenville, Ala.
|
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WANTED—Beeswax, ol.l com')s anj cappings

tor rendcing iiii shares. Also w.i i aci;c.jted

for trade. Top market prices offered.

A. I. Root Co., Council Bluffs. Iowa.

WANTED—Your order for "Superior" Foun-
dation. Prompt shipments at right prices.

Superior Honey Co., Ogden, Utah.

SITUATIONS
Lower Price. Top Quality. Atwater's Honey.

WANTED—Young men with some experience,

to work with bees coming season. Modern
equipment. Give experience, age, wages, ref-

erence. J. B. Merwin, Prattsvile, N. Y.

WANTED—Position by young man in apiary.

One year's experience.
F. L. Schultz, 1445 7th St., Milwaukee, Wis.

WANTED—Position in apiary; 21 years old,

understand beekeeping: prefer location in

Iowa. Minnesota. Michigan or Illinois. State

living conditions, etc., fully in first letter.

Harold Achtenhagen,
2433 Prairie St., Milwaukee, Wis.

WANTED — Situation by experienced bee-

keeper; shares or salary. Good references.

State proposition in first letter.

N. B. Armstrong, 406 Center St., Ithaca, N. Y.

WANTED—Helper in beeyard. Give age, ex-

perience and wages wanted on basis of

board furnished.
Mathilde Candler, Cassville, Wis.

WANTED—E.xperienced beeman; married man
preferred. State in first letter experience

and ability, age, nationality and wages wanted.
W. J. Stahmann, Clint, Texas.

WANTED—An experienced queen breeder for

the season of 1921. Give age, reference and
state wages demanded in first letter.

M. C. Berry & Co., Hayneville, Ala.

WANTED—One experienced man and stu-

dents, clean habits, able-bodied and willing

workers, as helpers with our more than 1,000

colonies. Opportunity to learn the business
from A to Z; 1920 crop 122,000 pounds; theory
also. Write immediately, giving age, height,

weight, habits, former employment, experience,

references, wages, photo, all in first letter.

E. F. Atwater, Meridian, Idaho.

(Former Special Field Agent in Beekeeping,

U. S. Department of Agriculture).

WANTED—Position with good beeman, wages
or shares. Ten years experience in all lines

of beekeeping. Willett J. Cass,

1029 W. 7th Ave., Denver. Colo.

WANTED—Two young men, able-bodied, will-

ing to work, clean in body and mind, who
want to learn beekeeping and are willing to

exchange faithful services for instruction from
a man with almost forty years of extensive ex-

perience in beekeeping, board and some finan-

cial remuneration. Have twelve apiaries.

R. F. Holtermann. Brantford, Ont., Canada.

WANTED—Man with, some experience to

work with bees coming season. State age,

experience and wages wanted, based on our
furnishing board.

The Rocky Mountain Bee. Co.,

Box 1319, Billings, Mont.

WANTED—One experienced man, and stu-

dents or helpers, in our large bee business;

good chance to learn. Modern equipment and
outfit, including auto truck; located near sum-

mer resorts. Write, giving age, height, weight,

experience, reference and wages wanted.
W. A. Latshaw Co., Clarion, Mich.

WANTED—A live young man to help me dur-

ing season of 1921.

Allen Latham, Norwichtown, Conn.

WANTED—Two comb-honey men for season

of 1921. Give experience, age, and wages
expected.

B. F. Smith, Jr., Fromberg, Mont

WANTED—Will give -xperience and fair

wage to active young man not afraid of

work, for help in large, well-equipped set of

apiaries for season starting April. State pres-

ent occupation, weight, height, age and bee-

keeping experience, if any.

Morley Pettit, The Pettit Apiaries,
Georgetown, Ont.

FOR SALE
Lower Price. Top Quality. Atwater's Honey.

FOR SALE or EXCHANGE—2 H. P. Bull's

Eye engine equii)|<cd with Webster Tiiagneto.

in first-class condition. First check for $30

takes it, or will exchange for bees in good

hivts; or what have you to trade? Also large

calibre rirtc for sale cheap.

F. J. Shotwell, Martelle, Iowa.

FOR SALE—At cut prices, 1% section hold-

ers, flat. Plain sections, two sizes 8-frame

empty bodies. Write.
Specialty Farm, Rockford, Minn.

FOR SALE—Owner wants use on one of our

outside warehouses, so we inust move this

stock; slightly dusty and shopworn: 1-story 8-

frame hives, packages of 6, $16. Also a tew

lO-frame, $17.60. Offer good only as long as

this stock lasts.

A. G. Woodman Co., Grand Rapids, Mich.

FOR SALE—Twenty-acre farm with ginseng

and seal bed; good land and location. Nice

builuings, equipped with furnace, gas lights and

water system. Modern bee cellar and honey

house. Will sell, or rent with 200 colonies

bees. L. Francisco, Dancy, Wis.

FOR SALE—Five hive-bodies, 10 Hoffman

frames, $17; also 5 Danz hives.

S. Collyer, Black Mt., N. C.

FOR SALE—30 colonies of bees in 10-frame

hives spaced 9 frames to the hive. Shipment

to be made about June 1, after they are un-

packed. Also write for prices on what you

may want in bee supplies.

F. J. Rettig, Wabash, Ind.

FOR SALE—2^-acre cherry orchard, situated

in a small town on the shore of Kootenay

Lake, in the mountains of British Columbia.

An ideal spot for a bee location. Price $6,000.

Last season's fruit crop returned 26 per cent

of the price asked.

J. W. Cockle, Kaslo, B. C.

FOR SALE—4,000 4^xlH p'ain sections, one-

half of them split three sides for foundation;

500 4'/ixiyS plain sections; 600 cleated sep-

arators to use with above, all Root Make; sep-

arators never used; $57 money order takes all,

less than half present price.

E. F. Atwater, Meridian, Idaho.

FOR SALE—Brand new 6x10 Excelsior print-

ing press, types, rules, $65 cash. Some bee

supplies, magazines. Offer on magazines.

Edwin Dahlquist, North Branch, Minn.

FOR SALE—Fifty colonies of bees in old

style Dadant double-walled hives in excellent

condition; located in eastern Iowa. If inter-

ested, write. E. J. B., care American Bee Jour-

nal, Hamilton. 111.

FOR SALE—"Superior" Foundation (Weed
process). Quality and service unexcelled.

Superior Honey Co., Ogden. Utah.

FOR SALE—100 cases second-hand cans,

packed two to the case, at 60c per case.

Dadant & Sons. Hamilton. Til

FOR SALE—5 acres of fine land in good lo-

cation. A honey house with cement floor,

and 300 colonies of bees. Best location for

bees in southwest Texas. Will sell by the

first of April.

Chas. Hcim & Sons, Three Rivers, Tex.

FOR SALE—150 colonies in ten-frame hives,

with 2 shallow extracting supers, in good
shape, $15 per colony.

A. A. Lyons, Ft. Collins, Colo.

FOR SALE—Cedar or pine dovetailed hives;

also full line of supplies, including Dadant's
foundation. Write for catalog.

A- E. Burdick. Sunnyside. Wash,

MISCELLANEOUS
Lower Price. Top Quality. Atwater's Honey.

BLACK SinlvRIAN HARES—Enormous sizes,

delicious meat and beautiful fur. vVrile for

information and prices.

Siberian Fur Farm, Hamilton, Canada.

FOR SALE—White Pekin duck eggs; good
laying strain, $2.50 per setting of 12 eggs,

postpaid.

J. B. Sanderson, Fredericksburg, Ohio.

IN answer to inquiries, I will send enough
coreopsis seeds, the great fall swamp honey

plant, to plant a plot in your flower garden,

where you can raise your seed, with direc-

tions, for 50 cents. C. B. Shortlidge, M. D.,

Lima, Del. Co., Pa.

I will gladly send to my customers postage

money for the leturn of my 2-pound bee-

cages, sent them with bees the past two sea-

sons. I need them. They are worth $1

apiece to me. Please notify me how many
you have.

Jasper Knight. Hayneville, Ala.

WANTED—Information as to the whereabouts

of my sister, Mrs. Emma or Wm. Lafferty.

I last heard from her in Sioux County, Neb.,

from where the family moved to some point in

Illinois. An estate awaits her or her children.

W. B. Wheelock, Greenville, Plumas Co., Cal.

THE DOMESTIC BEEKEEPER, becoming

known as "the livest bee journal published."

reaches every interest, contains good articles,

timely information, all the news worth print-

ing. Monthly, $1.50 per year. Sample copy

free.

The Domestic Beekeeper, Lansing, Mich.

GRANULATED HONEY SLIPS—100, 20c.

Dr. lonney, Buck Grove, Iowa.

DR. MILLER'S BEE SONGS are in "Songs

of Beedom." Ten songs for 20 cents, post-

paid; 2-cent stamps taken. Also Teddy Bear

souvenir postal cards, 10 for 10 cents. Ad-

dress Geo. W. York, Box 84, Spokane, Wash.

WANTED—Old bee magazines. We have sev-

eral customers who wish to complete their

files of American ee Journal and other maga-

zines relating to beekeeping. The early vol-

umes are especially desired. State what you

have and price wanted in first letter.

American Bee Journal. Hamilton. 111.

GOLDEN ITALIAN QUEENS
May 1 to July 1. July 1 to Nov. 1.

1 6 12

Untested ^^-S" *'2 ^O $22.00

Select Untested - 2-75 13.50 24.00

Tested *-00 22-50 "•(">

sekc? f«ted :::::::;:::::: ^^o ss.oo 45.00

BREEDERS $12.50 TO $25.00

10 per cent additional for Exported Queens. Queens for Export will be carefully

packed in long distance cages, but safe delivery is not guaranteed.

NO NUCLEI. FULL COLONIES OR POUND PACK.A.GES.

BEN G. DAVIS, Spring Hill, Tenn.

1 ,
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TENNESSEE-BRED QUEENS
Forty-nine Years' Eperience in Queen-Rearing

Breed Three-Band Italians Only
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BEE SUPPLIES
We are prepared to give you value
for your money. Our factory is

vs^ell equipped with the best ma-
chinery to manufacture the very
A-best supplies that money can
buy. Only the choicest material

suitable for bee hives is used. Our
w^orkmanship is the very best.

Get our prices and save money.

Eggers Bee Supply Mfg. Co.
Incorporated

ROUTE 1, EAU CLAIRE, WIS.

DOWN IN COST

TINS AND GLASS JARS
ORDER NOW FOR NEXT CROP PACKING

2 1-2-POUND CANS
2 dozen reshippinfi cases $ 1.45 per case net
In 100-cao crates 6.50 per crate net
In 200-can crates 11.00 per crate net
In 500-can crates — 24.50 per crate net

5-POUND PAILS WITH HANDLES
1 dozen reshipping cases S 1.35 per case nei
In crates of 100 8 30 per crate net
In crates of 200. 16.25 per crate net

lO-POUND PAILS WITH HANDLES
In one-half dozen cases $ 1.10 per case net
In crates of 50 6.70 per crate net
In crates of 100^ , _ 12.75 per crate net
S-gallon tins, used, good condition. 2 to case $0.50 per case
5-gallon tins, new, 2 tins to wood case 1.35 per case

White Flint Glass, with gold lacqd. wax-lined caps
8-oz. honey capacity cylinder style $1.50 carton of 3 doz.
15-oz. honey capicity, table jar style 1.40 carton of 2 doz.
Quart or 3-pound honey capacity. Mason style 1.00 carton of 1 doz.

NOTE: LOW PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE AT ANY DATE

HOFFMAN & HAUCK, Inc., Woodhaven, N. Y.

f
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HONEY PRODUCERS TAKE NOTICE
Do you realize that it is only a short time until your bees will be

taken out of winter quarters? Have you thought about supplies

for next season ? Do not wait until swarming time for that means

dollars out of your pocket. Order your supplies NOW.
We manufacture and carry in stock a complete line of bee supplies

ready for prompt shipment. Send us a list of supplies you will need

and we will be pleased to quote you our price. Our 1921 descrip-

tive catalog and price list is now ready for mailing; send us your

name and address and we will mail you our catalog.

AUGUST LOTZ COMPANY, Boyd, Wisconsin

PORTER ESCAPE
SAVES
HONEY
TIME

MONEY
Far sal* by all daalara.

If na daalar. wrtta faatani
R. a . C. POIITKR, MFRS.
LawlatawR. Illlnala. U. S. A.

(Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing)

HONEY
If interested in either extrac-

ted or comb write for our

prices before buying. They
are right.

C. C. CLEMONS CO.
DEPT. A

KANSAS CITY, MO.

BARNES' FOOTPOWER MACHINERY
Read what J. E. Parent,
of Chariton, N. Y says:

"We cut with one of

your Combined
Machines last winter 50
(haff hives with 7-in.

cap, 100 honey-racks,
5OO frames and a great

(jeal of other work."

W. F. & JOHN BARNES
99S Ruby St., ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS

ELECTRIC IMBEDDER
Price without Batteriea $1.50

Not postpaid.

Actually cements wires in the foundation.
Will work with dry cells or with city cur-
rent in connection with transformer. Beit
device of its kind on the market.

For sal* bjr all b«e supply dealan

Dadant & Sons, ??amilI'5^."ill.

BEE SUPPLIES
We carry a complete stock of sup-

plies at all times, and can make
prompt shipments. Our prices will

interest you.
Send Us Your Inquiries

A. H. RUSCH & SON CO.
RaaJaTiUa, Wi*.
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EARLY SPRING— BUY NOW
INDICATIONS point to an early spring.

^ You'll want bee supplies on hand when
the season starts.

in plenty of time. For 40 years "•ftdcon**

bees and supplies have been giving satis-

faction. Let them help you make this year

the biggest and best ever.Order now. Deliveries can then be made

Write for our red catalog

W. T. FALCONER MFG. CO., Falconer, (near Jamestown) N. Y., U. S. A.

" Where the best bee-hives come from '

'

<<<<<<<<<<<<'<<'<<<<'<~>:-<^^^

BEE SUPPLIES

I

ROOT'S GOODS AT FACTORY PRICES WITH WEBER'S SERVICE

We carj-y several carloads of bee supplies, and are able to give prompt shipment at all times. Our motto
is a customer must be satisfied. Give us a trial and we will show you how quickly we will answer your cor-

respondence. Send your order and it will follow 24 hours after we receive it. Our new ca alog will be

ready about January IS; send for same. We have thousands of satisfied customers, why not you? Send a

list of yoiur wants and we will quote you.

C. H. W.WEBER & CO., 2 163-65-67 Central Ave., Cincinnati, O.

I
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•{• BOYER'S "QUALITY-FIRST" '^

1 TIN HONEY and SYRUP CONTAINERS
|

> are the best and cheapest in the long run A
• Prompt shipments of all standard sizes and styles y

CAN MANUFACTURERS SINCE 1892 1
y LARGE CAPACITY Y
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Crop and Market Report
Compiled by M. G. Dadant

AMOUNT OF HONEY ON HAND
The amount of honey still remaining on hand varies

greatly with different localities. Practically all small bee-
keepers report honey all disposed of, ot only a small
portion on hand, which can be sold before the new crop
comes on. This is true from the Missouri River eastward
except for some large producers in Pennsylvania, New
Yiork, and a few in Michigan, Wisconsin and Minnesota.
Even sortie of these claim they will be able to dispose of
tlieir crop by extra effort, selling same at retail. There
is, of course, some honey left in the southeast, but not a

large quantity, probably IS per cent of the total crop
wooild catch it.

A few reporters in Iowa, Nebraska and Kansas still

have some honey on hand.
Texas reports practically the entire crop disposed of,

probably not 5 per cent remaining in the hands of the
beekeepers. In the Inter-mountain territory and in the
West Coast region is where most of the honey is still held.

Colorado, Montana and Idaho still report some 20 to 40

per cent of the honey on hand, as does Washington and
Oregon. The reports from these States vary, however,
some beekeepers with large crops having disposed of the

entire amount. Many of them are encouraged by the ef-

forts they have made toward increasing local sales.

In California it is probable that at least 25 per cent ot

the honey still remains to be sold.

HOW IS HONEY SELLING
Honey has be'en selling very slowly, both wholesale and

retail, although in the last two or three weeks there has
been an increased activity. Within the last few days
sugar has advanced from one to three cents a pound, and
this, of course, will have an influence upon the honey mar-
ket, especially if the sugar prices continue to rise.

RETAIL PRICES OF HONEY
The prices reoommcnded and asked for honey are very

similar over the entire United States, with an average of
about $1.35 for a S-p!ound pail and $2..S0 for a 10-pound
pail. The very lowest prices suggested were 85c for 5-

pound and $1.60 for lO-'piound, and the highest were $2
for a S-pound pail gnd $3.75 for the 10-pound. One party
reporting suggested that a 10-pound pail of honey should
never sell at less than $2.50, and that it would be better
to spend the extra 50c advertising than to make a sacri-
fice and sell at $2. No doubt he is right.

SUMMARY
It does not seem in any way impossible that the pres-

ent supply of honey should be disposed of before the new
crop comes on. There is a tendency towards export of
honey just now, and more has been exported within the
last mtonth than in any like period within the past few
months. Sugar is on the advance and probably there will
be added tariff pult on sugar and on honey also. Very
likely the large amounts of honey coming in fnom foreign
countries to the Eastern markets have had a depressing
influence upon our markets here. Cuban honey is now
selling as low as 4c to 5c per pound in the New York mar-
kets. This being the case, buyers of honey will, of course,
insist that prices on domestic honey be shaded, and we
have heard frtom one source that some beekeepers in
Arizona were offered as low as Sc per pound for amber
honey. The usual prices at which car lots are selling are
from 8c to 12c for amber honey and from lie to 15c for
the light grade.
Our idea would be that beekeepers should take advan-

tage of a rising market to dispose of their honey. We
are of the impression, and we ho'pe, that such a rising
market will develop within the next month to six weeks.

<~:~>x~K~:~X":~:~x~XK~:~:~x~:~x~>:~x~:~:~KKK~>x~:~XKK~x«^^^
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AT LAST MR. BEEKEEPER
MAC DONALD ALIMINIM HONEYCOMBS YOU MAY ORDER

FROM I to rO.OOO
AND KNOW THAT.YOU WILL RECEIVE THEM ONETIME

The New Brood

Rearing

Aluminum Comb

55c f. o. b. Pasadena

Hoffman, 60c f. o. b.
Pasadena

Langstroth, 60c f. o, b.
Pasadena

Jumbo, 70c f. o. b.

Pasadena

Shallow, 50c f. o. b.

Pasadena

Prompt and Safe Delivery Guaranteed

DUFFY-DIEHLJnc, 17-19 South Chester Street, Pasadena, Cal

"•"•"•"•' '"""•"•"'
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MARCH, APRIL, MAY
And the months hurry on to the bee-

keepers' harvest. You will want to be

ready for it with a full line of Root sup-

plies and enough Airco Foundation to

see you through. Later, delays will be

costly indeed. A single hour of idleness,

in the days of honey flow, in ten colonies

of bees counts up in dollars and cents.

JUNE, JULY, AUGUST
Will be w^elcome and profitable months

if you are thus prepared. Save money
by ordering now. If w^e can be of any

assistance to you, call on us. And clip

the following coupon if any suggestions

listed thereon are of interest to you.

That's our job, and has been for fifty

years—boosting beekeepers everywhere.

The a. I. Root Co. of Iowa, Council Bluffs, Iowa.

Gentlemen:

I agree with you, in that it isn't fair for you to do all the talking. Things

are "Looking Up" for me in my Beekeeping, and I am preparing for an

interesting and profitable season. For that reason, I am particularly in-

terested in the following:

^Plans for Spring Activity- .Spring Feeding

Books that help make Beekeeping more Successful

Copy of "Gleanings in Bee Culture", the Beekeepers' Magazine

The New Process Foundation—AIRCO.

Your Latest Catalog.

I have_^ colonies in frame hives

For your further information I wish to state

Name

Address

.

The A. I. Root Co. of Iowa
Council Bluffs. Iowa

Seed Book
FREE

[
Every year, for 34 years, thou-
sands of people have adopted
Olds' Catalog as theirfarmand
garden guide. The carefully
tested and selected seeds it

offers have produced heavy
field crops and successful gar-

' dens everywhere. Customers have
I since learned that

Olds' Catalog Tells the Truth
'

Its descriptions, both in word and picture, are
' truthful in every respect. You can positively

I dependon garden, flower and field seeds, pota-
toes, plants and bulbs listed in

[ this book being exactly asrep-
j
resented. AUseedsconform to

I;

the strict Wisconsin seed laws.
When you buy Olds' seeds, good

' yields are assured from the seed

\ standpoint. You take no chances.

, Write forThisBookTonight
A postal willdo. But don'tdelay.

, Start right with right seeds.

t L. L. OLDS SEED COMPANY
Draw* I ?Midlson. Wis. j.

TYPEWRITER SENSATION
<Cfl or4IC a month^**—M»0 WILL Buy
AStandard. Guaranteed TYPE-
WRITER With Every Modern

Writing Convenience

SMITH TYPEWRITER SALES CO
(Harry A. Smith 314 218 No. Wells St.,Chlcasa, III.

QUINN'S QUEENS OF QUALITY
Have no superiors—"There's a rea-

son." Are Mendel'ian bred, good qual-

ities accentuated. Gray Carniolans,
Gray Caucasians, most gentle of all,

prolific, hardy, vigorous, disease-'re-

sistant, white comb builders—^they de
liver the goods.
ITALIANS, 3-banded, line-bred, pedi-

greed; need no boosting; they speak
for themselves.

CHAS. W. QUINN, Sabot, Va.

PACKAGE BEES
Dependable Three-Band

Queens. Prompt service.

Prices right

E. A. HARRIS, Albany, Ala.

STRAWBERRIES AND RASPBERRIES
this summer, if you set our Everbearers. Raise

your own small fruits; easier than garden

truck. Ever hear of Gibson, that large new
strawberry that yields over 7,000 quarts per

acre under ordinary weather conditions? If

you have one square rod in back yard plant

Everbearing strawberries. The coming sea-

son means big money for berry growers. On
trial grounds our stock ii proven before we
sell. Our plants arc the kind that grow,

heavy yielders and true to name. Let us send

you free catalog now of wonderfully reduced

prices. Currants, grapes, etc.

Fry Bros. Co., West Lafayette, ind.
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South Dakota Meeting

The South Dakota beekeepers will

hold their annual convention at Ver-
million on Marcli 8 and 9. A good
ptogram is promised.

Early Sweet Clover

Shreveport, La., Jan. 22, 1921.

Enclosed you will find a sprig of

sweet clover in bloom. How is that

for early blooming, when you arc

probably sitting close to the stove to

keep warm? We also saw a bee work-
ing on a white clover blossom yester-

day. But I do not want you to think

this is general. Only here and there

we can find them.
The sweet clover was sown by Mr.

Pease 3 years ago and is quite a

stand now. Am sending you this,

thinking it might interest you because
it is so early. Arthur Kuersten.

Bees Busy Early Down South

Just a line from the Sunny South.

The bees are humming just like it was
June (January 28). \\e have a little

yellow flower in bloom and the ma-
ples are budding.
The bees are loaded w^ith pollen-and

bringing in some honey.
The queens have begun to lay in

spots.

Don't know where the bees are

finding honey unless it's violets or the

little wild yellow flowers in the fields.

Can't find any other source.

J. W. Sprott.

Mississippi.

West Virginia Meeting

The annual meeting of the West
Virginia Beekeepers' Association will

be held at Charleston, W. Va., March
25 and 26.

Co-operative Effort

The Iowa Beekeepers' Association

is undertaking to buy supplies for its

members this season. The first esti-

mate amounts to about $9,000. It is

possible to secure much better prices

on this quantity of goods thaff individ-

ual beekeepers could get in small lots.

Secretary Paddock is handling this ex-

tra work without charge to the mem-
bers. This Association. certainly

gives big returns for its membership
fee.

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY

GOOD STOCK, plus long experience in ship-

ping bees make it profitable to buy paclcage

bees or nuclei. Write for my new circular.

R. V. Stearns, Brady. Texas.

FOR SAl^E—500 lbs. of Dadant medium brood
foundatipn at $75 per hun('red. In not less

than 501b. lots.

M. C. Berry & Co., Hayneville, Ala.

FOR SALE—Incubators, one-fourth price; ex.

change for extractor, double gun, repeater.

Lorenzo Clarke. Winona, Minn.

FOR SALE—60 colonies of Italian bees,

enough extra supers and supplies to run an
apiary of 150 colonies, for extracting honey.

The outfit is worth $1,600; will sell for $800.

A good honey location. Buy soon so that you
can 'prepare for the spring crop. No bee dis-

ease. P J. Thullen.

387 Walker St., Huntsville, Ala.

July
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NOW IS THE TIME
When the market is slow is the time to push
local sales by means of well-placed advertis-

ing. Our line of honey labels is the finest in

the market. If you have not yet received a

I^ifci C^^W""- J^ ^%, copy of our catalog send for one today.

-^^]^^' ^ CALENDARS, PLACARDS
j^^^^^K I 'x We are prepared to furnish the queenbee in

color, like the one on January's cover, either

as a placard or a calendar. These are printed

on white enameled cardboard, 7x11 inches in

size. Price with your advertisement printed

thereon, $2 per dozen, or $11 per hundred,
postpaid.

We also have the Children's Doll Party, little girls eating honey, on similar

cardboard, 9x11 inches, in either calendars or placards, at $2 per dozen or

$11 per hundred. Make your advertisement briet, as it .can be read more
readily without too much printing.

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL, Hamilton, Illinois

ANOTHER NEW BOOK

BEEKEEPING IN THE SOUTH
BY KENNITH HAWKINS

There is a general demand for a book giving detailed in-

formation relating to beekeeping conditions in the South.

Kennith Hawkins, as a beekeeping specialist for the United

States Department of Agriculture, visited all the Southern

States and has made a special study of the characteristics of

this region. This is not a text book of beekeeping, but

rather a book of information about a great region where

beekeeping ofTers exceptional possibilities and where there

is a great variation of the climate and flora of ditTerent

Illustrated with many photographs. Mailing weight one pound.

PRICE $1.25

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL, Hamilton, Illinois

sections.
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THIS IS THE
CYPRESS "MARK OF
DISTINCTION"

"ALL

HEART
FOR
BEE-

KEEPERS'

USE
(Of Course)

liuDc M«R Rt&- U.S. P-w-OFTwe

IT'S STAMPED
ON EVERY PIECE OF
"TIDEWATER"
CYPRESS

Trade Mark Reg. U.S.Pat.Officc

THE MAN WHO BUYS CYPRESS MINUS THE
ARROW TRADE-MARK AND THINKS HE IS

GETTING

"TIDEWATER" CYPRESS
" The Wood Eternal "

IS EITHER EXTREMELY "SHORT-SIGHTED"
OR EASILY SATISFIED, OR BOTH.

WISE MEN SAY "SHOW ME"

(THE TRADE MARK)

SOUTHERN CYPRESS MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION
1251 PERDIDO BANK BLOG.. NEW ORLDANS, L4 , or

t251 HEARD BLDG.. UCKSONVILLE. FLA.

'ALL

HEART
FOR
BEE-

KEEPERS'

USE
(Of Course)

T^AOc Mask Reg. U.S. Px-r-Qma

'4ALUMINUM HONEY COMBS
Have you Extracting Combs sufficient for those short

heavy honey flows?

The shallow extracting Aluminum Honey Comb gives you imme-
diate and adequate storage

PRICE LIST

Standard Langstroth (Hoffman brood-frame) Prices are f. o. b. San Antonio, Texas.
size, each 60c Parcel Post weight, 1 comb 2 lbs.

Shallow Extracting (5^^ in. deep) size, each 50c Parcel Post weight, 10 combs 11 lbs.

Modified Dadant (Jumbo depth) size, each 70c Parcel Post weight, 20 combs 20 lbs.

Write for our nezo catalog containing full description and prices on

LEWIS BEEWARE, DADANT FOUNDATION, ALUMINUM HONEY COMBS

TEXAS HONEY PRODUCERS ASSOCIATION
1105 S. Flores St. P. O. Box 1048 San Antonio, Texas

E. G. LE STOURGEON, Mgr. I
X
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Airco

Foundation

Use It This Season

We Want YOU
to be the Judge.

The A. I. ROOT COMPANY
MEDINA, OHIO

K For your convenience, prompt service and saving on carriers' charges you can address llu- A. 1. Root
-j' Co. at any of the following points, where Airco Foundaliom is always in stock:

X Chicago, 224 W. Huron St. San Antonio, P. O. Box 763. New \'ork. 23 Leonard St.

•j- St. Paul', 290 E. Sixth St. Los Angeles, 1824 E. 15th St. Philadephia, 8-10 Vine St.

X Indianapolis, 873 Mass Ave. San Francisco, 52-54 Main St. Norfolk, 10 Commerce St.

•!• Council Bluffs. Lowa. New Orleans, 224 Poydras St. Syracuse, 1631 W. Genesee St.

A
,t. Agencies all over the country

I
-- .. .- .. .». -•- -•. .»-,- .. -*- -*- -*- ---- -*fcj*.a*M**A»** *»«*«*»•%«****« ***«*««*******************4>**********%«**************a****aA*«**a
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MUTH'S IDEAL BEE VEIL
$1.50

Order direct from us or any of the G. B.
Lewis Co. distributors

We have a complete stock of Lewis Beeware
Have you taken advantage of our attractive prices on Bee
Supplies? Send us a list of your requirements for quotation.
Send for catalog.

We are again in the market for shipments of honey.

What have you? Send sample with your best price delivered
to Cincinnati.

Old combs and wax
Don't muss around rendering old comb, it often spreads bee
diseases. Send for shipping tags and bag it up at once. We
pay you the market price for wax rendered, less 5c per pound
for rendering charges.

Bees—two-frame nuclei with queen, $8.50

Our nuclei will make a strong colony by fall.

Queens

Jasper Knight's famous Three-Banded Select Untested Queens
$2. For quantity orders write for special prices.

This smiling chap is Jasper Knight. Hyyneviile, Ala.

There is not a better Queen Breeder in the South than

"Jap." Notice he w ears a Muth Veil. It's cool even

in Alabama.

THE FRED W. MUTH CO.
PEARL AND WALNUT STREETS

CINCINNATI, O.

A SUPERIOR QUALITY AT
LESS COST SUPPLIES A SUPERIOR QUALITY AT

LESS COST

We have in New York a complete stock of Apiary Supplies manufactured

by The Diamond Match Co. They are the largest manufacturers

in the world who make Bee Supplies

SAYS A BEEKEEPER WHO HAS USED OUR SUPPLIES:

"Just a few lines to inform you that 1 am very much pleased

to hear that you are going to have a warehouse in New York,

as 1 am certainly pleased with the Hives you make'"

HOFFMAN & HAUCK, Inc., Woodhaven, N. Y.

GET OUR PRICES
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Lewis 4-Way Bee Escapes

Four exits from supers. Fits all standard board Springs

ol coppered steel. Made of substantial metal.

Made by

G. B. LEWIS COMPANY,
Watertown, Wis., U. S. A.

Sold only by Lewis "Beeware"
Distributors.

WINTER PROBLEM SOLVED
—BY THE—

HIVE WITH AN INNER OVERCOAT

Furnished with Jumbo depth or Standard Hoffman Frames.

In your purchase of hives for the coming season, consider the fact

that if well taken care of, they should last a life time. A life time

matter is a serious one and nothing but the best that money can buy
should have your consideration. The Hive with an Inner Overcoat is

the best on the market as to material, workmanship, and efficiency.

The outside wall is made of Ji material, the best for the pur-

pose. Any extra cost over ordinary hives, spread over its life time, is

very low. The saving in bees in a single winter, may more than pay
for the entire investment. Winter losses in ordinary hives during the

winter of 1919-20, in many cases, were 75 per cent, or more. What a

tremendous loss. The Hive with an Inner Overcoiat will winter

normal colonies, without loss.

Send for a special circular showing large illustrations. New 1921

illustrated catalog of beekeepers' supplies now ready. Send us a

list of yofur requirements for the coming season.

TIN HONEY PACKAGES

2 lb. Friction top cans, cases of 24
2 lb Friction top can , crates of 612

2i^ lb. Friction top cans, cases of 24

2% lb. Friction top cans, crates of 460
5 lb. Friction top pails, cases of 12

5 lb. Friction top pails, crates of 100

5 lb. Friction top pails, crates of 200
10 lb. Friction top pails, cases of 6

10 lb Friction top pails, urates of 100

Special prices on shipments direct from factory in the East or West:
100 5-lb friction top pails $ 8.50

200 5-lb friction top pails 16.00

100 10-lb. friction top pails 12.50

Pint Mason jars, flint glass, per gross 9.00

Quart Mason jars, flint glass, per gross 10.00

A. G. WOODMAN CO.
aRAND RAPIDS, MICH., U. S. A.
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BEE SUPPLIES
ROOT'S GOODS AT FACTORY PRICES WITH WEBER'S SERVICE

We carry several carloads of bee supplies, and are able to give prompt shipment at all times. Our motto
is a customer must be satisfied. Give us a trial and we will show you how quickly we will answer your cor-
respondence. Send your order and it will follow 24 hours after we receive it. Our new catalog will be
ready about January 15; send for same. We have thousands of satisfied customers, why not you? Send a
list of your wants and we will quote you.

C. H. W. WEBER & CO., 2 163-65-67 Central Ave., Cincinnati, O.
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THE AULT 1921 BEE SHIPPING CAGE-Patent Pending
1st. It is a dark cage, muc more so than the open screen cages we have

been shipping iu in the past.

2nd. The feeder uses pure sugar syrup. Better than Honey or Candy to
ship on; it contains water as well as feed.

3rd. Feeders are made more substantial, one-third larger, an have screw
cap that will not jar out.

4th. Instead of one small hole, we now use a cotton duck washer in the
screw cap that has proven to overcome all the objections found to the liquid
feed method.

5th. The Cage is one piece screen wire, protected by thin boards on the
outside. Send for circular describing the cage in detail, prices, etc.

ORDERS are coming in daily for 1921 SHIPPING.
Will book your order with 30 per cent down, balance just before shipping

QUEENS PACKAGE BEES . QUEENS
My free circular gives prices in detail, etc. Safe delivery guaranteed

within 6 days of shipping point. We ship thousands of pounds all over
U. S. A. and Canada.

1 pound pkg. bees $3.00 each, 25 or more $2 86 each
2-pound pkg. bees $5.00 each, 25 or more $4.75 each
3-pound pkg. bees $7.00 each, 25 or more $6.65 each.

K. O. B. shipping point. Add price of queen wanted.
1 Untested Queen $2 each, 25 or more $1.76 each
1 Select untested, $2.25 each, 5 or more $2 each.
1 Select Tested Queen $3.50 each, 25 or more $8.00 each
1 Tested Queen $3.00 each, 25 or more $2.70 each

NUECES COUNTY APIARIES
E. B. AULT,

Prop. CALALLEN, TEXAS
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"SUPERIOR" FOUNDATION. Yes, we are ready for the rush

% Many tons now ready for shipment, and our machines are running to utmost capacity. Use the best. If

^» yiour dealer can't supply you, write us for price, stating quantity required. We also accept beeswax for

*J* foundation or supplies.

•|« "Everything in Bee Supplies."

|: SUPERIOR HONEY CO., Ogden, Utah (Manufacturers of Weed Process Foundation)

I
y
y
y

ITALIAN BEES AND QUEENS OF PURE THREE
BAND STOCK

Bred from best hustlers, by methods that years of experience have taught us are
best, including the use of large, strong, nuclei, which insures young queens emerging
strong and vigorous. .Safe arrival in U. S. and Canada. Health certificate with each
shipment. Satisfaction guaranteed.

Untested, 1 to 12, inclusive, $1.50 each; over 12, $1.25 each.
Select untested, 1 to 12, inclusive, $1.76 each; over 12, $1.50 each
Tested. 1 to 12, inclusive, $2.60 each; over 12, $2.26 each.
Select tested, suitable for breeders, $5.00 each.
Two-frame nuclei, $6.00 each. Three-frame nuclei, $7.00 each.
Add price of queen wanted with each.
Eight-frame colony, $15.00. Ten-frame colony, $17.60.
All standard cf|uipnicnt and wired frames.

JENSEN'S APIARIES, Crawford, Miss. R. F. D. No. 3

WESTERN BEEKEEPERS!
We handle the finest line of bee

supplies. Send for our 68-page cata-

log. Our prices will interest you.

The Colorcflo Honey Producers' As-
sociation, 1424 Market St^

Denver, Colo.

POULTRY
TliiUUNE,

America's Leading

PoultryPaper
tShuwing (.'luiinpiotit} ia nil llrQods*

4 MONTH'S TRIAL OC«
SUBSCRIPTION ZDC

V. S. .Stuinpaarrppi^'il. PraoficRl
lirlii'li'H I'V f')rii(OKt imtlltryim^n,

M)i.i>; 1 y.iirSl.OO; n .viirrt SJ.OO.

PpuHry Tribune Depl-S. Mt. Morfls.lll.
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THE DADANT FOUNDATION
FACTORY

requires many thousand pounds of beeswax to keep running full force.

The accompanying photograph shows a truck load of beeswax being
unloaded at the foundation factory.

There were shipments from 62 different parties, coming in by freight,

express, parcel post and by boat.

So carefully checked, weighed and cared for are these that it is a rarity to

have a lost shipment, a complaint of weights or dissatisfaction in any way.
Some wish cash, some bee supplies, but most want Dadant's Foundation

The same

cajre is used

throughout

the process

of Dadant

Foundation

manufacture,

packing and

shipping

As much
pains is taken

to be correct

and give

satisfaction

\vilh a one

pound lot as

with a two

ton shipment.

Satisfaction

guaranteed.

Dadant's Foundation is not the quick invention of a week's or a

month's time.

But it is the evolution of years of time combined with the test of new
methods variously tried and painstakingly improved ; and the finished

product put to a thorough test on a large scale.

DADANT'S FOUNDATION every inch, every pound, every ton equal toi/HUMn I 9 r wurii/Mi iwi^ any sample we have ever sent our!

Specify it to vour dealer. If he hasn 't it write us

DADANT & SONS, HAMILTON, ILLINOIS
Catalog and Prices on Bee Supplies, Beesvfox, Wax Working into Comb Foundation

and Comb Rendering for the asking

imM
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III NOT RAISE DRONES
e 3

® ® ®

Wires, cut into all-wood frames and lose tension.

Portions of honey comb may sag when wires loosen.

Worker brood is not reared in sagged comb parts.

Drone brood may be; honey may clog sagged combs.

Smaller crops, increased swarming often result.

Eyeletted end-bar frames will help remedy this.

Eyeletted frames made available by Lewis "Beeware"

Wires do not rust at contact with eyelets. Less tension is needed in wiring

eyeletted frames. Wires do not cut metal eyelets. Sold only in packages of

frames. No eyelets or end-bars sold. End-bars have to be specially bored;

eyelets fitted by automatic machinery.

FURNISHED ONLY BY "BEEWARE" DISTRIBUTORS

SEND FOR "BEEWARE" CATALOGUE TODAY. IT'S FREE.

LOOK
FOR

BCC HIVES AND APIARIAN EQUIPMENT

BEWARE
WHERE YOU BUY YOUR

BEEWARE
^^^^^rr IS.

u
s
A

make;s the finest.

THIS

MARK

'BEEWARE" IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK

G. B. LEWIS COMPANY,
HOME OFFICE

AND WORKS WATERTOWN, WIS.
Branches: Albany, N. Y., Memphis, Tenn., Lawyers (near Lynchburg,) Va.
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PACKAGE BEES
BY DAVID RUNNING

MY experience with package bees
began in the spring of 1917,

and has continued each year
since. My records show as follows :

1917—Twenty 2-pound packages of

bees delivered at my station April 27,

cost $3.25 each, at shipping point. Ex-
press charges were 27c each and they
were fed about 5 pounds (one comb)
of honey each, which at 17c per pound
would equal 85c, making a total cost

of $4.37 -per colony or package.
These 20 packages produced a total

of 1,675 pounds of honey, or an aver-
age of 83^ pounds per colony, which
at 17c per pound would bring $284.74.

of $14.23J4 per colony, making a net
return of $9.86J4 per package.

Ten 2-pound packages delivered
May IS, or 18 days later than the
other 20 cost $3 per package at ship-

ping point. The express charges were
37j^c per package, and these were also

fed about S pounds of honey each,

which at 17c per pound equals 85c,

making a total cost of $4.32}-4 per
package or colony. These 10 colonies

produced 585 pounds of honey, or an
average of 58^ pounds per colony,

which at 17c per pound would equal

$99.45, or $9.94^ per colony, making a

net return of $5.72 per colony.

You will notice from these figures

that the packages received first gave
me $4.14^ per package more than
those which were delivered 18 days
later, or an average of 23c per day for

each package for the 18 days. .'\11 30

arrived in good condition.

1918—100 2-pound packages were
ordered for delivery between April 25

and May 1. Owing to the congested
conditions of transportation and to

the fact that not enough food was al-

low-ed, this lot of bees arrived in very
poor condition, many being entirely

dead, so that only 39 were built up out
of the lot. The shipper made good a

portion of the loss, so that the 39 cost,

delivered at my station, $356.50, Three
hundred pounds of honey was fed at

25c per pound, equaling $75, making
an average cost of $11.07. These 39

colonies gave an average of 140

pounds per colony and a total of 5,460

pounds of honey, which netted 25c

per pound, making an average of $35,

and a total of $1,365, or a net average
of $23.83, and a total net of $933.50.

1919—Fifty 2-pound packages re-

ceived April 21 by parcels post; 2 dead,

5 about 50 per cent dead, 3 queens
dead, so far as detected. The 5 partly

dead were made into two colonies.

Fourteen packages April 25, in appar-
ent good shape. Thirty-three pack-
ages April 26 in apparent good shape.

Soft maple not yet in full bloom, an
occasional blossom open iin tops of

trees. Three packages April 28, in

apparent good shape. May 6 and 10

all cages removed from hives. Total

queens dead or missing, 23; these

were replaced by the shippers. The
above 95 2-pound packages cost, de-
livered by parcels post, $555. Five
hundred pounds of honey was fed at

25c, equaling $125, making a total cost

of $680, or an average of $7.16 per
colony or package.

The 95 colonies averaged 34j4 lbs.

at 24c, making $8.34, and gave a total

of 3,300 pounds at 24c—$792. Seventy
colonies of increase was made from
the above, worth $4 per colony—$280;
making an average gross income of

$11.29^4 and a total of $1,072, or a net

income of $4.13}^ per package, and
total of $392 for the lot. This was
the poorest season for bees during my
19 years in the business, owing to cold

weather and drought.
1920—May 7, fifteen 3-pound pack-

ages received, all in fine condition

;

May 8 11 packages received in fine

i-illiiig packages with bees in a Southern apiary.
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condition; May 10 14 packages re

ceived in fine condition; May 11 10

packages received in fine condition ; all

queens alive and very few dead bees
in cages. May 18 all package colonies
inspected and all queens laying but
four. Two by accident not yet out of

cages, one other seen and found lay-

ing following day, and one missing.

Fifty 3-pound packages delivered by
parcels post cost $377.50, fed 300 lbs.

of honey at 2Sc—$75, making total

cost of $452.50, or an average cost of

$9.05. These 50 packages gave a total

yield of 7,552 lbs., worth at 20c per

pound, $1,510.40, or an average of 151

poimds, worth at 20c $30,20, making a

total net profit of $21.15 per colony, or

$1,057.90 for the 50 packages. 1920

was an exceptionally good season. In

all of the above experiments no brood
or other help was given except in

cases where the queen was missing, in

which case a comb with small amount
of brood was given to hold bees to-

gether until other queens would ar-

rive.

You will note in all of the above
that the original packages with such
stores as they contained at end of

season are not considered. During
the first three years of my experi-

ments with packages many queens
were liberated in transit and many
colonies found queenless later, and by
keeping tab on conditions I discov-

ered that nearly all losses of queens
were where the queen had been lib-

erated in transit. This led me to be-

lieve that since a newly introduced
queen is apt to be balled if the hive

is opened or disturibed too soon after

introducing, that the missing queens
were likely balled on account of be-

ing liberated while bees were in

transit and being disturbed; so in the

spring of 1919 I made a note when
putting packages in hives of all cages
where queens were liberated and, as

I expected, found that nearly all

queens liberated were lost. This led

me in 1920 to request the shipper to

fasten the queens in the small cages

with a piece of wood or tin and place
among the bees so that they could get
acquainted, but not liberate her; and
out of the 50 received all arrived alive,

and only one got lost in introduction.
I think this is a good stunt, and would
advise shippers of packages to confine
queens in cages so the package bees
cannot let them out until after in-

troduction in the hives. They should
lie placed in the package with the bees
and close enough to the food so that
the bees will not neglect t'hem in case
of cold weather, when it is necessary
for the bees to cluster close to the
stores.

I think a 3 pound 'package is much
preferable to a smaller one, and if re-

ceived two months before main honey
flow, will equal the best home-win-
tered colonies, provided that they are
given drawn combs, shelter and plenty
of stores.

My method of handling packages
is as follows: The hives with combs
aire placed on stands before bees ar-
rive, entrances closed, and if 2-pound
packages are expected, all combs are
removed but 4, one of which should be
full of honey. If 3-pound packages
are to be hived, I place a bo.x of combs
on the top with one or more combs of
honey for food, and see tbat no open-
ings are left. When packages arrive
t'hey are taken inside where it is

warm and fed all the thin syrup that
they will take. (Syrup is made two
parts water and one part sugar). They
are then placed in a quiet, cool, dark
place until evening. I like a tempera-
ture of about 60 degrees, as they keep
nice and quiet then. In the evening,
when it is too late for bees to fly, I

take them to the hives, remove queen
cage with the bees clustered on it

and hang it between two combs near
the top. The openings at both ends
of large cage are opened, all food re-

moved, and in the case of 2-pound
packages, the package is placed in

the hive alongside of the 4 combs, the

first comb next the cage being the one
containing the honey; replace the

\m*'

cover, open entrance so that one bee
can pass out at a time and leave alone
for at least a week. I always run a

match through the candy in the queen
cage so the bees will release the
queens as soon as possible after hive
becomes quiet. The 3-pound package
is handled the same as the 2^pound ex-
cept it is placed in the empty hive
body under the bo.x of combs, with
one end raised up until it touches the
bottom of the combs. After one week
from the time bees were put in hives
remove cages, note if all queens are
laying, place a good tight chaff di-

vision board up next the fourth comb
in the hives containing the 2-pound
packages; see that there are no
cracks or other openings to let in

the cold air or, let out the heat; see
that there is a wind protection and
leave entirely alone for at least three
weeks. You can't overdo this leaving
alone, early in the spring, so long as

you are sure they have stores and
protection. The 4 combs will be all

that they can use if received early.

With the 3-pound colonies I remove
the empty hive-body, place upper
story wit'h bees and combs on bottom-
board and otherwise treat same as the
2-pound colonies, except that I leave

all of the 8 combs in the hive. I use
the 8-frame hive. When young bees
begin hatching plentifully, more room
should be given as needed, being care-

ful not to give too much at once. From
this time on, packages are given same
management as home wintered bees.

Michigan.

Package bees as they go to the Northern beekeeper.

PRELIMINARY NOTES ON THE
RELATIVE VALUE OF THE
PHYSICAL FACTORS CON-
CERNED IN HONEY GATHER-
ING.

By J. H. Merrill,

Apiarist Kansas State Agricultural

College and Experiment Station.

(Contribution No. 67, from the En-
tomological Laboratory, Kansas State

Agricultural College. This paper em-
bodies some of the results obtained in

the prosecution of project No. 126 of

the Agricultural E.xperiment Station.)

The fact that some colonies in a

beeyard greatly exceeded other colo-

nies in the atnount of honey which
they stored during the honey flow,

has long been known. Advice has been

given to have all of the colonies

strong before the honey flow, and

that they ibe of as nearly equal

strength as possible. Yet, even when
this advice has been followed, it has

been found that bees of the same race

and of the same age, raised from

(lucens bred by one breeder, differed

in the amount of honey which they

stored, even though the colonics were

brought to as equal a strength as pos-

sible. In order to learn why these

facts existed, the following experiment

has been started at the Experiment

Station of the Kansas State Agricul-

tural College. While the results given

here are not as conclusive as they

would be after the experiment had

been carried on a few more years, yet
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some of tlicin arc so strikingly sug-
gestive tliat it seems worth while to
make them public at this time.

Just before the honey flow began,
four colonics, numbers 5, 6, / and 8,

were selected to be used in this ex-
periment. The hives were weighed
early in the morning, before the bees
had started lo the.licld. and then later
the total weight of the hives and hive
'parts were subtracted from the
weights taken earlier in the morning,
the difference in the weights represent-
ing the number of pounds of bees in

each hive.

For the purpose of this experiment.
we estimated 5,000 bees to each pound,
and in this way we were able to close-
ly approximate the number of bees in

eadh hive. In addition to learning the
number of be«s in each hive, the
amount of brood was measured, and
by allowing 5,000 bees to each frame,
we were able to arrive at w'hat we
termed the potential sti-ength of each
colony.
The actual number of bees and the

potential number are given in Table 1.

Table 1.—Number of Bees in the Fall
and Spring

Hive \o. Actual No. Potential No.
5 12,500 19,375

6 19,375 35.625

7 20,000 42,580

8 18,750 37,500

The reason for using the potential
number of bees was to indicate
wTiether any of the queens were lag-

ging behind the others in brood-rear-
ing. It will be seen that although
hive No. 5 was not as strong as hives

6, 7 and 8, yet the difference among
the three latter, both in the actual
number of bees and the potential
number, is very small.

Throughout the summer 10 worker
bees returning from the field were
captured daily at each one of the four
hives, and when possible two daily

collections were made. The bees were
then taken to the laboratory, where
each bee's tongue was measured, and
the length recorded. The honey stom-
ach was removed from each bee, and
the nectar in each stomach was
weighed and recorded. The tongue,
the empty honey stomach, and the

bee's body Were then weighed in

order that we might learn the relative

weights of these bees with empty
honey stomachs.

In the fall of the year, by the same
system of weighing that we used in

the spring to determine the number
of bees, we again ascertained the
number of bees in each hive. The to-

tal amount of honey in each colony
was also learned from these weigh-
ings. During the summer, 720 bees
were examined from each one of the
four hives, and at the end of the sea-
son the average was taken of the
length of tongues, the weight of the
bees and the size of the honey stom-
ach, and these averages were then
compared with the amount of honey
stored in each colony. It was found
that hive No. 5, which had a potential
strength of 19,375 bees in the spring,
increased this number during the sum-
mer to 33,333, but in the length of its

tongue stood fourth, and third in the
weight of the bees, fourth in the size
of its honey stomach, and had gath-
ered 61-3'^ lbs. of honey during the sea-
son, which entitled it to third iplace.

Hive No. 6, with a potential strength
of 35,625 in the spring, increased this

to 43..S40 bees by the fall. It had the
second longest tongue, the second
heaviest bee, but in its honey stom-
ach, or carrying capacity, it far ex-
celled any of the other three. It

brought into the hive 116>^ pounds of
honey, which was the greatest amount
Iiroup^ht in by any one of the four
colonies. Hive No. 7 had a potential
strength in the spring of 42,580. This
was lowered in the fall to 41.2.S0. It

had the second largest honey stomach,
but had by far the largest bees. It

brought in and stored 74^ pounds of
honey, which was the second largest
amount stored. Hive No. 8 had a po-
tential strength in t'he spring of 37,500

bees, and this was reduced by fall to
.•?7,082. It had the third longest
tongue, ranked fourth in weight, third
in the size of its honey stomach, and
as it only stored 53j^ pounds of honey,
it ranked fourth in the amount of
honey stored.

The comparison of these figures

shows that hives 6 and 7 were either
first or second in the length of
tongues, weight of each bee, the size

of each honey stomach, and in the
amount of honey stored. This sug-
gests that the length of the tongue,
the weight of the bee (or its size) and
the size of the honey stomach inay
account for its honey-storing abilities.

It would seem very probable that
where the bees were gathering from
flowers which had a deep nectary,
that the length of tongue would be a

very deciding factor. However, the
bees gathered the lioney this year
from two main forces—alfalfa and
sweet clover—and it is evident from
the above figures that the tongue
length was not the most important
factor, but rather it was the size of
the honey stomach which determined
how much honey could be gathere'd
during the season. When colonies
No. 5 and No. 8 are studied, it will be
seen that there was a difference of 8

pounds of honey stored, but the fact

that colony No. 5 gained about 14,000

bees during the season, whereas No. 8
lost 500, would easily account for the
difference in the amount of honey.
Table 2, showing the standing of

each colony for the different points
considered, is rather interesting:

Table 2.—Summary of Results

ffi
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THE EDITOR'S VIEWPOINT
Manitoba Beekeeping
Manitoba is coming to the front in

beekeeping. The February number of

the Western Gardener, of Winnipeg,
contains a report of their Manitoba
meeting, January 13. If Manitoba
and the western provinces succeed
well in honey production, there is

room for fine apiaries there. Their
next President is G. M. Newton. The
Secretary is J. H. Kitley.

The wintering problem is the stum-
bling block for those countries, and
Mr. G. F. West, of Medicine Hat, tells

of the Chinook winds, which some-
times change the temperature in one
day from -30 degrees to -|-S0 degrees,

a variation of 80 degrees. In cases of

this kind, cellar insulation is difficult.

The Chinook wind, which descends
the eastern slopes of the Rocky
Mountains, is called "snow-eater." We
know, through a correspondent in

central Alberta, about the S4th degree,

that wintering bees is very precarious

there.

Mr. Baldensperger and A. B. J.

Perhaps the nicest compliment the

American Bee Journal ever received

was written by Mr. Baldensperger to

us February 5. He was then at Pau,

visiting with his daughter, a professor

in the College. We quote from his

letter:

"When the January number of the

American Bee Journal arrived, I had
been charged toy my daughter to look

after the dinner, as she was in her

class. I don't pretend to compare my
self to King Arthur, in charge of the

cakes of the good woman, and which
he burned or allowed to burn, but you
put so much interesting stuff in that

number that I jumped from one page

to another; when a big smoke and
smell brought me to my senses—the

dinner was a dish of coals—all by the

fault of that anniversary number,
with the wonderful queeli. My daugh-

ter was sorry, but she pardoned my
absence of mind when she saw the

number."

A Larger Journal

For several months past we have

added a few pages to our regular size

of issue as conditions would permiit.

This month we have added eight

pages. It is our purpose to give our

readers just as much as possible for

the money they pay us in subscrip-
tion. There has been a slight decline
in the cost of paper from the high
point of last yea.. It is still about
four times the old price. However,
as yet there is no decrease in the
cost of printing, binding, engravings
or other items that enter into the
making of a publication like ours. We
purpose to add new features as op-
portunity offers, and to put any sav-
ings from lowered cost of production
into the making of a better Journal.

Advertising Honey
Since the Honey Producers' League

proposes to advertise honey to in-

crease its sale, for the benefit of the
beekeepers, it is well for the honey
producers to consider the matter.
Advertising is an expensive affair.

Yet, it very clearly pays those who do
it judiciously. Fortunes have been
made in very indifferent products, by
thorough advertising, and St. Jacob's
Oil, Sozodont, Hostetter's Bitters, ad-

vertised fifty years ago, are still pop-
ular. Things as unimportant as Wil-
liams' shaving cream, Canthrox, Mus-
terole, etc., are enriching their pro-
ducers because they are spending tens

of thousands in proper advertising.

"He pays the freight," "His master's
voice," and other advertisements, have
become household words, because they
have been repeated till the people be-
came accustomed to them.
That advertising lasts a long time

in its effects is, perhaps, not appre-
ciated by the average honey producer.
Let me give here a persona! experi-

ence :

The Dadants have sent catalogs to

Iieekeepers for about SO year's. In

1891, we began to send addressed re-

turn envelopes to the customers. We
did it in a mod'cst way, fearing the

expense, but they brought back the

returns. These first return envelopes
were of a small size, easily recognized.

Some of them still come back once in

a great while, with an order. These
have evidently been preserved by the

customer, who finds use for them
after 30 years ! Is it worth while to

advertise ?

But there is an important question

to this advertising. It is its cost. Per-

haps some of those who are joining

the Honey Producers' League think

that all that will be required of them.

in order to reap the benefits of thor-
ough advertising through the League
will be to pay a dollar a year through
their State Association. This is only
a drop in the bucket.

I firmly believe that we can main-
tain the price of honey at 4c above
what it would sell at normally (with-
out advertising), if we advertise it as
thoroughly as the "Sunkist Oranges"
are now advertised. If the American
honey producers harvest and sell a
hundred million pounds, annually,
which is certainly below the mark,
they would increase their income by
four million dollars. Let us count it

at a fourth of that, or an increase In

selling value of one cent per pound,
this will still make a bonus of a mi-
Iron dollars a year. Can we afford

to spend one-tenth of a cent per pound
for this purpose? Figure it out for

yourselves, you producers who sell

10,000 pounds of honey annually. Your
share woud be a hundred dollars per
year. You will need to spend it, in

some way, either by advertising your
own honey locally, or by joining oth-

ers for this purpose.
What I have wished to bring out is :

that we cannot expect success to fully

crown our efforts as long as we
grudgingly pay a $1 membership in

an association and ask: "How soon is

that $1 coming back to me with inter-

est at five hundred per ceret?"

The Making of a Bee Journal

We are always glad to get letters,

articles and pictures from our read-

ers, although it is impossible ti use

them all in the Journal. When an
article is returned it should not be

considered as a reflection either upon
the article or upon the writer. The
editors of any magazine worth while

must read a great many more articles

than they can possibly have room for

in their publication. The more ma-
terial the editor has to select from,

the bigger variety he can give his

readers and the more interesting his

publication should be. The editors of

some of the larger popular magazines
have eight hundred or more manu-
scripts submitted each month, while

they only use a dozen oi- two.

Some articles cannot be used be-

cause they are too long, some be-

cause similar material has already

been accepted, some because they are

of local interest only, some because

they come at a time when the editor

plans material of an entirely differ-

ent nature, and many more simply be-

cause the editor cannot use more
material than the number of pages

printed each month will accommo-
date. It is often very hard for the

editor to decide just which articles to

print and which cannot be used.

When he has a limited amount of

space to fill and has several articles

of equal merit, he can only guess

which one will interest the greatest

number of readers. Since the read-

ers live under such a wide diversity

of conditions and are composed of so

many kinds of people, a good variety

must be selected. The article that one
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man will pass over without reading
will be of great interest to another.

It usually happens that we send
more matter to our printer every
month than can go in. Some articles

now in type have been standing for

several months with the e.xpectation

of using them at once. When the

forms are made up, the type matter
must fit the space, and one article

may be held over because it is too
short and another because it is too

long. The article that is just the

right length to fit the space is the

one that goes in at the last moment.
The principal articles are planned

some time in advance of the appear-
ance of the magazine. Our reading-
pages go to press on the tenth of the

month previous to date of issue. All

type must be set, proof be read and
engravings made, before that time.

While it sometimes happens that

we take out something already in type
to make room for something of imme-
diate importance, as a general rule

articles are at hand several weeks
before they a'ppear in print. This
does not apply to brief notices of

conventions and news items that are

included in the last forms, which go
to press on the 20th of the month.
The last advertisements and news

items go to the printer at least ten

days before the Journal is mailed
The work of making a publication

like ours must be distributed over the

entire month, otherwise our help

would be idle part of the time, and
that would greatly increase the cost

of publication.

Henry C. Wallace as
Secretary of Agriculture

The announcement of the selection

of Henry C. Wallace as Secretary of

Agriculture in the new cabinet, meets
with very general commendation.
Mr. Wallace is well equipped for the

work, having lived for a number of

years on a farm, where he specialized

in pure-bred stock. He is a graduate
of the Iowa College of Agriculture

and has been for a number of years

the editor of Wallace's Farmer. He
has the confidence and support of a

large circle of admirers among both
farmers and business men.

A Dangerous Bill

Xew York beekeepers should be

awake to the dangers of a bill now
under consideration in the State Sen-

ate which proposes "To regulate and
prohibit the keeping of bees within

village limits.' Such a law, while

probably unconstitutional, would
cause no end of annoyance to bee-

keepers of the Empire State and
should be vigorously opposed both by
the various organizations and bj- indi-

vidual beekeepers. Let the lawma'K-

ers know that such a measure will be

very popular.

A Missouri Bee School

A three-day bee school will be held

at Benton, i-.f o , from April 4 to 7 A
good attendance of beemen fro n
Southeastern Missouri is expected and

an interesting program is being ar-

ranged. L. A. Schott, of Benton, is

the Secretary of the local associati'Mi

and will furnish further information
on request.

C, C. Miller Memorial
Regarding the subscriptions of bee-

keepers to the C. C. Miller Memorial
Fund, it is desired by the Committee
to secure at least $5,000 to establish a

scholarship bearing this name, using
only the interest of the money gath-
ered, annually through a trustee
committee, for a scholarship in bee-
keeping and allied sciences.

Although it was first suggested by
Gleanings that the subscription be lim-

ited to $1, it has been decided not to

put any limit upon the amounts to be
accepted, but as small a sum as 25

cents will be welcome.
The members of the Committee,

named below, will receive the funds.

All the amounts will be acknowledged
in the American Bee Journal or

Gleanings, or both.

It is desirable that the greater num-
ber of subscriptions be forwarded by
the subscribers before June 10, at

which date Dr. Miller would have
been 90 years of age. It behooves the

beekeepers of America to thus cele-

brate the anniversary of this great

man, who is acknowledged by the

beekeepers of the entire world as one
of the most deserving members of the

craft.

We shall be glaid' to have the other

bee magazines lend a hand in' this

and publish such lists of subscriptions

as they may be able to secure. If all

pull together, we should secure a

worth-while sum. Send subscriptions

to:

B. F. Kindig, East Lansing, Mich.
E. G. LeStourgeon, San Antonio,

Texas.
Dr. E. F. Phillips, Bureau of Ento-

mology, Washington, D. C.

E. R. Root, Medina, Ohio.

C. P. Dadant, Hamilton, 111.

Injurious Insects

I wrote some time ago of some in-

teresting works in entomology. At
that time I had not yet read Professor

Conradi's book entitled "Farm Spies."

It is written for the South, with the

collaboration of Prof. W. A. Thomas.
It treats of injurious insects, such as

boll-weevil, the grasshopper, the chinch

bug, and ought to be read by every

farm boy in the Southern States. It

is well illustrated and ought to be

worth five times its cost to any cot-

ton or corn producer in Dixie. As our

readers know, A. F. Conradi is Pro-

fessor and Entomologist at Clemson
College, South Carolina. He also

teaches beekeeping.

Damages From Germany
and Good Samaritan Fund
Our correspondents inform us that

there is at last a likelihood of ob-

taining reparation of some of the

damages inflicted by Germany, in the

apiarian line, as follows:

Belgium: 1,000 honey extractors,

1,000 wax rendering kettles, 500

Rietsche w.ax foundation moulds, 2,000

bee smokers.

France, 60,000 straw skeps, with
bees, to average 35 to 40 pounds each.
All of this is to be supplied the coming
fall, 3 years after the armistice.
We were asked at what price the

U. S. beekeepers could furnish colo-
nies in straw skeps? Do our sub-
scribers know of any? We don't
Very few of us realize how much

suffering there is yet in the devas-
tated regions.
By the way, we have a small

amount to add to the Good Samaritan
fund:
February list $12.00
John Desmond, Milwaukee 2.00
L. C. Hartman, Lassen', Calif 1.00

J. E. Keys, Frankfort, Ind 2.00

Total $17.00

Flora of France, Belgium
and Switzerland
One of the finest works, or perhaps

the finest, ever issued on botany is

the "Flore Complete" of Gaston Bon-
nier, the publication of which was
delayed by the World War. Three
volumes have been issued. The
fourth will be out this month, and the
.printing on the matter of the fifth

has begun.
In the three volumes which have

reached us, 950 different plants have
been described, with color cuts. In
some cases, as many as 16 different
varieties are reproduced in colors.

As an instance of the completeness
of this work, we will say that Melilo-
tus is described under genus 175. Ten
varieties of it are described, with 15
color cuts. Four sub-varieties are
shown.
Should any of our readers wish to

secure this immense work, which will

probably not be complete in less than
10 volumes, we will gladly send them
information. The cost, at present ex-
change rates, is about $8 per volume.
The text is in the French language.

Who Should Keep Bees

In the same mail with the article by
Mr. Skow, given on page 136, we re-
ceived another advising every farmer
to keep a few colonies of bees. We
believe this would be a great mistake.
No one should keep bees who does
not actually enjoy working with them.
The greatest hindrance to success by
the average beekeeper comes from
the man who owns bees but does not
care for *hem. It is exactly as in or-

chard growing. The man who has
only a few apple trees or peach trees

and lets them go haphazard is produc-
ing injurious insects for the careful
orchardist to fight. If you are not go-
ing to take care of your bees, sell

them to some one who will, and buy
your supply of honey from him.

California Meeting

Mr. Cary W. Hartman, President of

the California State Beekeepers' As-
sociation, reports that the March
meeting at Oakland was the best, in

every way, in the history of the

State Association. May they have
many more meetings as good as this

one.
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QUEENLESS BEES AND DRONE-
COMB

The photo of a sheet of foundation
upon which irregular drone-cells

were built, by a queenless colony, in-

dicates why the beekeepers of the

old days thought that the queen di-

rected and ordered the work. When
we compare the work of a normal,

queenright colony, with this, we feel

very much inclined to believe that the

work upon this comb was done with-

out order, without control. It seems
as if the work was begun at different

spots at the same time, so that the

joints were irregularly formed. They
appeared to have felt the need of

drones. Yet of what use would drones

be to them in such an occurrence?

When we witness such work, such

waste, we can readily agree with

Fabre, who tried to explain nothing,

in the actions of insects, leaving only,

as he said, "a big interrogation point."

Under ordinary conditions founda-

tion insures worker combs.

INFLUENCE OF THE DRONE
By Alois Alfonsus

Editor des "Bienen Vater," Vienna,

Austria.

Translated from the original nianu-

script by C. W. Aeppler.

Breeders of dairy cows have learned

from e-xperience that- (he inheritance

characteristics of the sire are more
pronounced than those of the cow.

If a certain sire is descendant from a

cow that has established a record in

milk production, this sire would pos-

sess the characteristics of high milk

production in a very much hig'her de-

gree than would a cow descending

from the same mother. Also, it has

been found that certain sires, born

from exceptional milk-producing cows,

inherit these milk producing charac-

teristics to a remarkable degree. It

has been found that daughters of such

sires produce 1,000 liters of milk per

year more than their mothers.
Undoubtedly somewhat similar con-

ditions exist in the case of bees, inas-

much as the Mendelian law of inher-

itance is also operative. Dzierzon has

proved to us that a drone is not re-

lated to the drone that mated with

his mother, but to the drone that

mated with his grandmother. There-
fore, the inheritance characteristics

of a drone cannot be disregarded.

In every apiary there are a few col-

onies that stand out above the others

in honey production. These colonies

can be utilized in rearing the bulk of

the drones in the apiary. At the

same time every effort should be made
to prevent the rearing of large num-
bers of drones in theother colonies.

Several drone-combs should be

given to these chosen colonies. As
soon as the combs contain young lar-

Vce, they may be given to other colo-

nies. Even though so distributed they

contain brood from the chosen queews.

It would not do to distribute combs
with eggs only, inasmuch as the work-
ers might remove them, if the colo-

nies were indisposed. However, one

must not believe that colonies that

are used in this way will yield no sur

plus honey. It has been established

by Professor Dr. Zander at the Uni-

versity of Erlangen that such colo-

nies may give as much surplus honey
as any. To begin with, they posses."

exceptional honey-producing quali-

ties, and while they might produce
more honey if the queens were not al-

lowed to fill several drone-combs, this

sacrifice must be made to secure the

good drones. Even so, the sacrifice

is not as great as might be expected

with these exceptional colonies.

During the past 20 years, systematic

breeding of queens has been going on

in Switzerland. All over the land

there are observation! stations. In

1918 and 1919 an extensive experi-

ment was carried on. The production

of 1,500 colonies, headed by queens

from selected breeders, was compared
with the production of 1,500 colonies

as ordinarily found over the country.

The e.xperiment was conducted with

the greatest possible care under ex-

pert supervision.

The season of 1918 was a good one,

and the well-bred colonies produced

an average of llYz pounds per colony

;

whereas the others yielded only 525^

pounds per colony.

The season of 1919 was a poor one.

Uronc-cclls liuill on wuikti fuumljtiuii by .nitcnk-ss colony.

the well-bred colonies yielding 10 kg.

and the others 8 kg per colony. With
honey worth 6 Fr. per Kg., the well-

bred colonies yielded 36,000 Fr. more
in 1919, and 144,000 Fr. more in 1918

than the others.

Every beekeeper cannot be a queen
breeder. However, every beekeeper
can practice the rearing of select

drones. In time the quality of the

drones in his apiary will be better,

with the result that his profits will

be increased.

AN APPEAL TO THE MANUFAC-
TURERS OF BEE SUPPLIES

By Allen Latham
Since receiving the 1921 catalogs

of bee supplies I have been doing
some figuring. The results of this fig-

uring foretell the doom of comb-
honey production, unless the industry

is rescued through the invention of

cheaper supplies for the comb-honey
producer. Sections, cartons, shipping

cases, are now so costly that one can-

not produce and market a first-class

crop of comb honey and make a

profit. Look at these estimates, most
of which are under rather than over

the mark. Follow a section of honey
from producer to consumer.

Item. Cost

Section 2 cents

Foundation 1 cen-t

Labor of preparing Y2 cent

Percentage of loss 2 cents

Carton 3 cents

Labor of marketing 1 cent

Share in shipping case 4 cents

Overhead V2 cent

Total 14 cents

By percentage of loss I refer to

broken sections of honey, to unfin-

ished sections, to poorly finished sec-

tions, etc., an item often overlooked

in comb-honey production.

In regard to cartons. One can get

along without them, but it is not fair

to the consumer. Dusty sections of

honey will kill the trade also, and all

will concede that we should not get

along without cartons.

The overhead charge is merely that

of buildings, machines, insurance and
the like. It does not take into ac-

count the labor of the bees. No ac-

count of this last item is taken at all.

Item Income.
Wholesaler 2 cents

Retailer 6 cents

Producer 3 cents

Total 11 cents

11 plus 14 equals 25.

These last figures are assuming that

the section retails for 25 cents. As-

suming it to retail for 30 cents, these

figures meet that price.

Item. Income.

Wholesaler 3 cents

Retailer ^ cents

Producer 6 cents

Total 16 cents

14 plus 16 equals 30.

It will be seen from these figures

that a producer of comb honey gets

a return from $3 to $6 for every hun-

dred sections of honey he produces.
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This is a return lliat is prohibitive.

Few localities exist that would war-
rant a man's undertaking to produce
comb honey for such returns.

It may be argued that 1 have given
too low a figure when 1 offer 25 and
30 cents as the retail price for a sec-

tion of honey. True, we have been
getting from 40 to 75 cents for a sec-
tion of honey. If those prices were
to hold it would pay well to produce
comb honey even with the present
cost of supplies. Unfortunately, those
prices are not going to hold. I am
confident that comb honey will not
move in the fall of 1921 at over 30
cents per section. It is now a very
slow seller at 40 cents in many mar-
kets. Only the fact that the market
is low renders this price possible. If

comb honey were abundant the retail

price today would come down to 30

cents, or the honey would stay on the

shelves and counters of the stores.

I do think that we shall be able to

dispose tf our comb honey next fall

so that it will retail for 30 cents, pro-
vided the grade is good and sections

well filled. Off-grade sections will

not bring that sum.
How, then, are we to meet this

contingency? Shall most of us stop

the production of comb honey and let

it become altogether an article of lu.x-

ury, to be sold at a high figure to a

few consumers who can afford to pay
for it? Or shall we cut down the cost

of production and marketing so that

an average person can eat comb honey
if his palate demands it?

Two items at least can be cut down
in the e.xpense sheet. Cartons will

be made for less, and should before

next fall come down to V/z to 2 cents

each. Shipping cases can be made
for far less than they are listed.

Lumber is high. Use a substitute.

Several makes of wall board would
serve well for bottom, sides and top

of shipping cases. I can make ship-

ping cases for my own use for less

than half the listed price, and they

will be well made, too.

I urge the manufacturers of bee

supplies to come to the rescue and
get out cheaper forms of shippnij,

cases, and if possible to cut the cost

in other items connected with comb-
honey production. Let us not allow

comb honey to become altogether ob-

solete.

Connecticut.
(,When Mr. Latham's article was

received it was referred to Mr. Hawk-
ins, of the G. B. Lewis Company, for

reply. We believe that both the bee-

keeper and the supply dealer should

be heard. The following is the sup-

ply dealer's side of the case.—Ed.)

Why Supplies are HigK

A reply to Mr. Latham by Kennith
Hawkins

Sections and shipping cases are

higher in price than they should be.

It is not our desire that they should
be, for when prices of contaiilers are

too high to allow the honey producer
a fair margin of profit on his product,
the sales by the manufacturer are re-

duced to a figure which does not war-

rant the heavy investment in build-

ings and machinery.
It is not possible to sell beekeepers'

supplies below present prices when
the prices are based on lumber and
labor at the costs to us which entered
into the goods we are now selling.

Prices of supplies were not advanced
early in the season of 1920, although
nearly all other lines were advanc-
ing. Beekeepers' supplies were not
advanced in price at that time because
we gave the beekeepers the benefit of

pricts based on raw materials bought
at lower costs in 1919. When these

were exhausted, prices on beekeepers'
supplies had to be advanced to pro-

vide an industrial living. While pres-
ent indications point to lower prices

on most items for the season of 1922,

it is not possible to reduce prices at

this time.

This company maintains that supply
prices have always been higher on
some items than they should have
been, and that this may be charged
to the beekeeper we will try to show
in this statement.
The producer and shipper of comb

honey is to blame for the higher cost

of shipping cases, because he de-

mands a show case in which to ship

his produce instead of a simple con-
tainer designed to carry the contents
to the retailer in proper condition.

The name "shipping case," as ap-
plied to the article furnished today
for the shipping container for comb
honey is a misnomer. A "shipping
case," so called, constructed as it is

demanded by the beekeeper, of abso-
lutely clear lumber, and with a glass

front, is nothing more or less than a

show case, pure and simple. If this

article were listed in bee supply cata-

logs under the correct heading of

"show cases," the prices listed today
would be low.

Why should the producer furnish

the retailer with a show case for ev-

ery 24 sections of comb honey sold?

When the retailer has sold the honey,
the case is most frequently scrapped.
Retailers are not continuously fur-

nished show cases gratis with other
articles they sell, even jewelry.

In securing a new customer, it

would be good business to furnish
him gratis with two or three of the

glass front show cases, for display

purposes, but why continue to do this

with every 24 sections of comb honey?
A change in the shipping container

for comb honey should be made, and
is no doubt necessary. If such a

change necessitates a change in the

standard package size, such a change
will have to be made. An old rule is

of no use whatever if it does not meet
present day conditions. Mr. Latham
suggests a substitute for the present
shipping cases. This would be very
easy for us. Has Mr. Latham the

power to force beekeepers every-
where to change their standards of

grading honey and to get them to ac-

cept such changes? This requires
concerted effort by American bee-
keepers. We will welcome the ad-

vent of this change.
A similar proposition confronts the

manufacturer in the matter of sec-

tions. The grading rules require
white sections. This is unnecessary.
We agree that sections are too high,

and no one regrets this more that the

(j. B. Lewis Company, whose tiien in-

vented the one-piece section honey
box. Section prices are based on bass-
wood lumber, which had to be bought
under contract in 1919, or very early

in 1920 for 1921 sections, at prices then
prevailing. Such lumber can be con-
tracted for today at less, but is being
cut in the woods, and will not be fit

for sections until the present season
is practically over.

All this is because the beekeeper in-

sists on a white section. Honey
tastes as sweet and could be sold as

well in a brown basswood section as

in a white one. If we did not have
to throw out the brown basswood,
which frequently runs as high as 40

per cent of the stock, the cost for ma-
terial would be less. To consume this

brown stock, it is necessary to figure

it at less than cost, disposing of it at

a loss as best we can, in one way or

another, and which procedure, of

course, increases the cost of the

white, in .order to make the average
equal the original cost of the stock as

received.

Hence the beekeeper has to pay
for what he insists upon. Until the

grading rules for comb honey are
changed, and they should be at once,

we cannot help much in that respect.

We make what the beekeeper insists

upon, and in soma such items, those
who have made the grading rules have
not asked the advice of the manufac-
turer, who knows costs, and fre-

quently a poor choice was made.
Many minds are better than a few.

We welcome constructive criticism

like Mr. Latham's, and we have the

facilities for experimenting. Most
suggestions we get are' useless be-

cause they do not take the quantity
manufacturing problems into consid-

eration, or the beekeeper demands
more for an idea than the profit on
the article over a period of several

years.

The G. B. Lewis Company has e.x-

perimented extensively during the

past winter with other kinds of wood
than basswood for sections. We have
found some that would make cheaper
sections, which look just as good as

basswood, but the wood could not be
purchased in required quantities. In

others, the percentage of waste wood
ran too high. Consequently, the

quickest relief is a change in the

grading rules, and to continue to use

basswood, which is available.

Mr. Latham wisely suggests an al-

ternative, if supplies will not cheapen
in price this season, of decreasing the

cost of producing and marketing
honey. Put yourself in the supply
manufacturers' position. Suppose we
(lid no advertising? Suppose we did

not buy in advance of our raw ma-
terial needs for each season? Sup-
pose we made our goods and then let

some one else sell them at litrtle

profit to us? These points can be
remedied in the production and sale
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of bee products and will fit in as sug-
gestions along with Mr. Latham's ideas

for the consideration of the bee-

keeper who is willing to try to help

himself.

The present honey grading system
of American beekeeping is at fault and
beekeepers .should get behind some
national body which can change the

honey-grading rules, and bring them
up to date, which can advertise to

create a demand for honey because it

is honey, and not because it is a sub-

stitute for something else, or because

it is being pushed as a luxury. The
American Honey Producers' League
is attempting to do this. We do not

say they alone will succeed, but we
will work with them as long as they

honestly try to help the beekeeper.

TOO MANY BEEKEEPERS
By Oscar Skuw

Too much can be said in the farm

papers and on the street corners

about how much money there can be

made from a few stands of bees. This

creates a class of beekeepers who
think that great wealth can be ac-

cumulated without cost or labor.

Consequently they will produce two

or three hundred pounds of honey m
box hives, without much cost or labor,

and as a rule will sell their crop at

whatever they can get, and establish

a price with which the professional

beekeeper cannot compete. Thus, for

the last three months I've been un-

able to sell a single pound of honey

in the neighboring towns, where 1

used to dispose of a good deal of

honey . Consequently, I've had to

seek a different market. When our

professors and lobbyists also get

these distant territories covered by

novice beekeepers, where will the

professional with his large crop dis-

pose of his honey?
It would be much belter, I am sure,

if the professor and others who seem

so determined to increase honey pro-

duction would help the fellow who
has already produced heavy crops,

to find a legitimate market.

Iowa.
(There seems to be a general im-

pression that there is a large increase

in the number of beekeepers in this

couinitry. The census shows the con-

trary 'to be true in many States. The

fact of the matter is that with the

general teaching of better methods

hundreds of beekeepers of the class

mentioned are going out of business.

The work of the colleges instead of

attracting a large number of irre-

sponsible people to take up honey

production is having the opposite ef-

fect. The fellow whose only interest

is in finding a snap does not listen to

one of ithese college professors very

long until he decides that beekeeping

is entirely too difficult for him.

It is true that more honey is pro-

duced than in the past, but it is pro-

duced by fewer and better beekeep-

ers, who use better methods. The

colleges are making a study of the

marketing problem and doing much

to assist in extending the market for

our product. This is a free country

and there is nothing to prevent a man
from engaging in beekeeping if he
wishes. Neither is there any way to

prevent him from selling his honey
below the cost of production if he
will. It is far better to make good
beekeepers of those who engage in

the business, and this the colleges are
doing.

We quite agree with Mr. Skow that
too much loose talk about the easy
profits in beekeeping may do some
harm by starting men to keeping bees
who are not fitted for the work. Such
however, will not last long.—F. C. P.)

A SUCCESSFUL CALIFORNIA
APIARY

By Bevan L. Hugh
The photo showing the mountain

scene is remarkable in view of the
record made by the bees last summer.
Lyie Robertson had 100 colonies of

bees and decided to make his living

with their aid, so in the spring of 1919
he divided the 100 and introduced 100

virgins to the 100 increase. He rented
the whole 200 in orchards, and by the
time he moved' the outfit to the sage
he had 200 strong colonics. Weather
conditions and everything else favored
him, so that he was able to get 26,000

pounds of honey. He took off a su-

per a week from each colony while
the honey came in, a.n'd at the end of

the season he was making prepara-
tions to divide the 200 to 400 colonies

by giving laying queens. He made
over $6,000. The picture shows a

view of his mountain yard. There
were two other yards in these moun-
tains near San Jose in nearby can-
yons, both owtned by Mr. Robertson,
His only helper was his life partner,

who wielded a hive tool and pufTed a

smoker as well as anyone could. His
good wife helped in the extracting,

moving and everything else about the
yards, in addition to cooking for the
household, for they have two healthy
youngsters, a boy and a girl. Mr.
Robertson, prior to keeping bees in

earnest, operated a truck, but now he
uses the truck in moving his bees, and
he finds that there is more money in

bees than in trucking. After the sea-
son's work in the Santa Clara Valley
the beemen take their guns and hunt
ducks and quail in the swamps and
mountains.

A ralifornia apiary which produced $6,000
worth of honey last season.

DADANT SYSTEM OF WINTER-
ING BEES

Ktply to Mr. E. A. Eurdick by Dr.
D. W. Gibson

On page 65 of American Bee Jour-
nal for 1-ebruary is an able paper un-
der above title. The paper is clothed
in pleasing rhetoric in treating the
negative of outdoor wintering in
packing cases. With the consent of
Friend Burdick 1 will ask the privilege
of presenting the positive side of the
method.
Having just re-read the Dadant Sys-

tem of Beekeeping, I failed to find
therein adverse principles to those
which I tenaciously adhere to. This
is a neat little volume of 115 pages
full of constructive information, which
is carefully read in some three eve-
nings, and each progressive beekeeper
can ill afford to be without it. I

heartily subscribe to the large hive
doctrine, the difference being that 1

insulate and the author does not.
When one adopts the use of the pack-
ing case, and specially if one insulates
the brood-chamber all year, the 10
frame Langstroth hive at once be-
comes too small for the size of colo-
nies produced. The proper use of the
packing case will greatly assist the
beekeeper in raising his bees before
and for the harvest, and not upon' the
honey flow.

Now it is distinctly understood that
FViend Burdick and I are merely
treating opposite sides of the ques-
tion of insulation; his contention be-
ing that it is a disadvantage and mine
being that it is an advantage.
He speaks of the theory of the

packing case being based upon the er-

roneous idea that it will provide a
steady warmth. Technically, neither
the packing case nor the insulation
provide the warmth, but conserve is

the word. The bees provide the
warmth, and the insulation is used
simply for the purpose of conserving
the animal heat and maintaining an
even temperature. My consideration
is not confined to any one kind of
packing material, sawdust having
been mentioned, but to the various
insulating' materials used by tliose

following the method.
In saying "They are small ice boxes"

he fails to recognize the fact that the
function of the ice box is very differ-

ent to the function of the insulation.

The ice box is made to exclude heat
and maintain a low temperature of
mere inert matter void of life and
without the ability to raise or lower
its own temperature. The insulation

serves as a sort of balance wheel or
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kind of god-father to protect the clus-

ter from the inclement rigors of win-
ter which prey upon and in many
cases sap the last atom of warmth and
vitality from the cluster.

In saying the cold gets in slowly,

and out more slowly, it must not be
forgotten that there is no frost nor
frozen material nor moisture in nor
about the packing case. The ideal

packing material would be of a

porous, dry nature, and a good non-
conductor of heat and cold, and one
that will exchide as nearly as possi-

ble all the air from 'between the hive

and packing case. Right here lies the

secret of success of insulation, in us-

ing a material that excludes most of

the air and yet is a good non-conduc-
tor of heat and cold. Exclusion of air

from insulation prevents fluctuation of

temperature. When all conditions are

right the insulated colony will have all

hive walls and cloth cover dry enough
that you can strike a match upon
them any day in winter. It is but
little short of crime to leave bees
e.xposed to the inclement rigors of

winter so they will be forced to fairly

drench themselves with moisture from
respiration, from laboring so hard to

keep warm. This condensed moisture
given off from cluster while violently

exercising will saturate their cloth

cover, combs and inner cover of hive

and often run out of hive and make
a puddle on the ground. This damp
condition within the hive is hard on
bee life, the same as it would be on
people. When kept warm, their quiet

state of rest prevents moisture forma-
tion.

In missing an opportunity for flight

I must say that my findings have been
different to that of Friend Burdick.

My bees are comfortable and easy
every hour of the winter, and when
the sun shines out warmly they are

ready for a good voiding flight. Theo-
retically, he may be right in saying

bees come out more readily from
the single-wall hive than from the

packing case, but the reasonable ap-

plication of science has proven the

ideal wintering conditions to be where
they appro.ximate that perfect state

of quiescence, for in its last analy-

sis, good wintering means nothing

more nor less than the nearest possi-

ble approach to absolute quiescence.

Seldom, if ever, does a month pass in

this State without a flight from pack-
ing case, but possibly it is because our

bees are of a rustling kind, though I

doubt it. It is alleged that the pack-

ing case keeps them hidden away so

far from the light that they miss their

voiding flight on many nice days; but

take it from me that you can trust

them for that. You can no more keep
them indoors on a suitable day than

you can keep a bunch of children in

the house on. a fine warm day after a

bad spell of weather. In fact, we feel

that our bees fly more than is neces-

sary in winter when there is several

inches of snow and when things are

frozen hard. It is just possible that

some folks may have lazy bees ; if so,

better change the strain.

Relative to brood-rearing out of

season, we have never noticed one

case where there was much brood be-

fore there was natural pollen avail-

able, and from then on there has al-

ways been a regular development of

brood, unless something out of the
ordinary prevented.
As to the neighbor whose bees win-

tered poorly from insulation, some
essential was neglected, and proper
conditions did not ol)tain. It is diffi-

cult to get things just right the first

time, and a person seldom makes the

same success at first as later by ex-

perience.

The atmosphere within the hive

must be dry, fresh and pure, and yet

maintained at an even temperature
wliich will give the bees comfort and
ease with a minimum cluster tem-
perature of 57 degrees and a maxi-
mum of not much above that. If there

is any way to obtain thvs in cold cli-

mates without some form of insula-

tion we are an.xious to get the formula.

The cellar is one form of insulation,

also a number of other methods are

in use, but insulate you must for best

results.

The bare gunnysack alone for win-
ter compares with a warm cloth cover
with 12 or more inches of warm, dry
insulation on top of it, similar to a

luan sleeping under a sheet in zero
weather, while the other fellow is

snugly covered with sufficient blan-

kets to keep him comfortable, or

with the modern "Seemore" ball

gown compared with the comfort of

a sealskin overcoat. In each case
one generates and gives off as much
heat as the other, the difference bt

ing in the conservation of that heat
-Actual experiments of science have

proven that a wind blowing 20 miles

an hour will blow through a 13-inch

brick wall, and due to this fact it is

unreasonable to claim that in zero
weather bees will be comfortable
within a one-inch wall, and some with
cracks and holes in them.
One pound of honey will produce

1.485 calories—the calory being the

unit of heat required to raise the

temperature of one gram of water
1 degree C. This means that the

pound of honey will produce enough
energy heat to raise the temperature
of one gram of water 2,673 degrees F.,

or raise the temperature of 2,673

grauis of water 1 degree F. Take 45
pounds of honey for the average col-

ony—this being the amount recom-
mended by the Bureau of Entomology—^and when consumed you will find

the colony has generated and given
off enough energy heat to raise the
temperature of 120,285 grams of water
1 degree F. In view of this fact I

fail to understand how a man thor-
ouglily grounded in theory and prac-
tict can consistently claim that it is

not beneficial to conserve all this ani-

mal heat for the comfort of the clus-

ter.

It has been proven through scientific

experiments that live stock will reap
as much benefit from 2 pounds of food
when they are warmly housed as they
will from 3 to 4 pounds when kept
out in bad weather. Then does not
the same principle hold true with
bees?
Were it not impolite and lacking in

courtesy, I would say that the claim
tliat insulation is a refrigerator that
keeps bees Chilled and causes heavy
losses is a fallacy, for in reality this

fallacious statement is harmful to the
undecided man who is earnestly
casting around for a better method
to tide him over the winter losses. No
theory is stronger than the actual re-

sults it will give through scientific ex-
periments.

I have been making experiments
with wintering some colonies in cel-

lar, some in packing cases and some
on their summer stands unprotected.
As a rule those in cellar and those out-
side do not vary much in final results,

while those kept insulated all year
give a marked advantage over the

ones taken out of packing in spring,

and the ones in packing case from
fall to spring do better "than the cel-

lared bees.

It must be reinembered that the de-

tails of insulating can not be carried

out in the same manner in all locali-

ties. In a dry region you triay put
your insulation directly on the ground,
being careful to prevent all moisture
from getting under, but in a region of

much precipitation the packing case

must be raised well up from the
ground. One can. insulate anywhere
where hay or forage will keep dry in

the barn, but in exceptionally humid

Some colonies produced 300 pounds of clover and basswood honey in the apiary of F. J. Thurn,
Edgewood, Iowa, in 1920.
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sections it may be a failure. The first

cardinal requisite is that there must
be absolute dryness or else your in-

sulation will be a failure. The indi-

vidual must be able to meet the exi-

gencies of the time and place and con-
ditions.

Utah.
(From the foregoing article the

reader should not get the impression
that the Dadants do not use winter
packing. They pack all colonies win-
tered outside, with dry leaves, held in

place with wire netting. They do not

use wood packing cases, because of

the high cost and because with 800

colonies the labor of packing is much
greater than by their present method.
—F. C. P.)

THE ORANGE AS A SOURCE OF
NECTAR

By Frank C. Pellett

In the markets of America, orange
honey is famous for its high quality.

Of light color, heavy body and fine

flavor, it is much in demand. Usually

the buyer is willing to pay a premium
over prevailing prices in order to se-

cure it. Since the area where oranges
can be profitably grown is confined

to limited regions in California, Flor-

ida and the Gulf Coast, it can never

be produced in such quantities as is

honey from alfalfa or the clovers.

Under favorable conditions, orange
trees yield nectar so freely that it

seems almost impossible for the bees

to gather it all. As high as 400

colonies are kept in a single yard
where there are large orange or-

chards within reach, and the aver-

age is often 60 pounds or more per

colony. In the interior valleys of Cali-

fornia the nectar flow seems to reach

its heaviest yield. Not only does the

orange yield more freely in the in-

terior than along the coast, but the

crop is much more dependable. Along
the coast the fogs are unfavorable

and the orange flow is much lighter

and very uncertain. In conversation

with the beekeepers, located near the

groves of Satsuma oranges, along the

coast of Mississippi, I learned that

they did not regard orange as of much
importance to them, except under un-

usual conditions. Likewise in Florida,

where climatic conditions are differ-

ent, orange is much less important

thani in the California valleys al-

ready mentioned. There are small or-

ange groves in the Rio Grande Valley

of Texas, but as yet there are no

areas comparable in size to those of

California.

At Visalia, beekeepers report that

the flow from oranges is so heavy
that the clothing of men and harness

of horses engaged in cultivating the

groves become saturated with it.

Some years it lasts three weeks or

more.
The extent of the flow can be best

understood from the results obtained

by individual colonies. A Tulare

County beekeeper stated that he ex-

tracted 171 pounds of honey from one

colony in ten days' time. He had
previously extracted 24 frames of

honey, from this same colony, that

had not been weighed. This probably
amounted to more than 100 pounds.
Another beekeeper who moved his

bees to the orange orchards was
troubled by drifting when the bees
were released. This made some very
strong colonies, while leaving others
weak. Some of these extra strong
colonies stored four full-depth supers
in four days. While these were ex-

ceptional cases, they do show what
could be done generally if all colonies

were strong at the beginning of the

orange flow.

In visiting with the beekeepers of

California, one finds two plans for

utilizing the orange flow. One class

of beekeepers count on building up
their bees ready for later flows from
other plants. The other class winter
their bees with a big reserve supply

of stores and count on getting the

bees into condition ahead of the flow

so as to harvest a good crop from the

orange. Since the orange flow usu-

ally comes early in April it requires

some attention on the part of the

beekeeper to get his bees into proper
condition sufficiently early to make
the most of the orange crop. I found
beekeepers who extract everjrthing

possible in the fall, leaving only

enough to carry the bees through the

winter. This plan makes it impos-
sible for the bees to start heavy
breeding early. On the other hand,

some beekeepers count on leaving at

least SO pounds of stores with each

colony and sometimes more, to insure

early brood rearing. This latter plan

usually brings a big return from the

orange crop and leaves the beekeeper
in equally good shape for the later

flows.

There are few good locations in the

best orange territory in California

where the bees can be kept in the

same location with prof.t throughout

the year. In many cases the bees are
moved several times to secure crops
from several different sources.

Orange blossoms. (By FI.mc.I.i I'liul.. I on-

cern.)

THE RELATION OF BEEKEEPING
TO FRUIT GROWING
By Dr. A. L. Melander

Entomologist, State College of Wash-
ington

Bees have long been known to be of
value in pollenating plants, but just

how far fruit trees are dependent on
bees is not so thoroughly known to
the general fruit grower. A number
of carefully conducted experiments
have been recorded in various bulle-

tins and reports from which the fol-

lowing citations have been gleaned:
Different varieties of fruit are

either self-sterile or else partially

self-sterile. In the first instance, bees
or other agencies for the transfer of
the pollen grain are an absolute es-

sential if the fruit is to set at all. In
the second instance, where flowers are
only partially self-sterile, a full crop
of fruit would not result if all insects

or other agencies for the transfer of

the pollen were eliminated. In the

third instance, of complete self-fer-

tility, there are abundant records to

show that crossing produces better
fruiti Hence, in every case the fruit

grower will profit by having bees in

his orchard. In no case are bees
detrimental.

Among the varieties of apples that

are known to be self-sterile are the

Arkansas Black, Gravenstein, Gano,
Jonathan, King, Mammoth Black
Twig, Missouri Pippin, Rome Beauty,
Rhode Island Greening, Transcendant
Crab, Wealthy, Winesap, Yellow
Belleflower and York Imperial.

Among those only partially self-

fertile are included the Ben Davis,

Spitzenburg, Wagener and Yellow
Transparent.
Among those that are self-fertile

are the Baldwin, Grimes Golden,
Dutchess of Oldenburg and Yellow
Newton.
Experiments conducted by the Ore-

gon Experiment Station have shown
that w'hile the Spitzenburg is re-

garded as partially self-fertile, it pro-

duces only 3 per cent of fruit when
self-pollenated, but when receiving

pollen from the Arkansas Black it will

set 70 per cent of its fruit. Similarly

pollen from the Ortley, Jonathan,
Baldwin or Red Cheek Pippin pro-

duces a heavy set on Spitzenburg,

while pollen from the Yellow New-
ton produces only about 40 per cent

set. Such e.xperiments are the result

of hand pollenation, but are indica-

tive of what would happen when bees

visit from flower to flower.

Other varieties of fruit show a sim-

ilar variation as to fertility.

Most pears require cross pollen-

ation, since they arc only partially, if

at all, capable of setting fruit when
self-fertilized. The California Ex-

periment Station has demonstrated

that plums and prunes will present a

vastly heavier crop when oross-pollen-

ated, both being more or less self-

sterile.
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Of the cherries, the Royal Ann,
Bing, Black Tartarian, Lambert and
Black Republican are self-sterilc.

Thirteen varieties of almonds experi-

mented with at the California Experi-
ment Station were wholly self-sterile.

Peaches have also been demonstrated
to be almost entirely dependent on
the visits of bees if a good crop is to

ensue.

Of the smaller fruits, raspberries,

blackberries, strawberries, cranber-
ries, etc., are all abundantly visited by
bees, and the amount of fruit that

would set is entirely proportional to

the number of visits.

The question of the distribution of

pollen by wind has been settled at the

Oregon Experiment Station by fasten-

ing slips of vaselined glass in and near

apple trees. So few pollen grains were
caught on the sticky glass as to prove
conclusively that wind is not at all

an agency in carrying across apple

pollen grains from one flower to an-

ather.
It has been proved that if blossoms

do not receive pollen grains they fail

to set. This is the main explanation

for the familiar "June Drop."
It requires one pollen grain for each

seed, five pollen grains must, there-

fore, fall upon and enter each apple

flower, while the strawberry or rasp-

berry would require many more
grains.

When a pollen grain falls on the

sticky stigma, the female part of the

flower, it starts to grow down a tube

carrying the sperm cells into the in-

nermost parts of the blossom. The
union of a sperm cell with an egg cell

starts the growth of the seed. Unless

all seeds are started, the fruit becomes
misshapen in its growth, if it does

not drop entirely from the tree.

Hence, a complete poUenation with

healthy viable pollen is the first requi-

site in the setting of a fruit crop. As
shown in the preceding page, some
varieties of pollen seem to be better

adapted than others in insuring a com-
plete fertilization. Even in case of

self-fertile varieties, pollen from other

blossoms, or better from other trees,

or perhaps better still from other va-

rieties, is needed for best results.

It is interesting to note that, contrary

to popular opinion, pollen grains do

not afTect the color of the apple. A
Spitzenburg poUenated by an Arkan-
sas Black is no darker than if poUen-

ated by a Newton, but many more ap-

ples would set from the Arkansas
Black pollen than if the pollen were
obtained from a Newton tree. The
former polen is more effective, more
likely to start the complete produc-

tion of seeds, hence the result is

larger and better formed apples, even

though the color is not affected.

Many millions of years ago the first

flowers came into existence and also

the first bees. Since that time these

two developments of nature have

worked up an inter-dependence, so

that the modifications of flowers as

we know them have been developed

through the agency of bees. In a cor-

responding way the bees have become
modified in their body parts, as an
adaptation to floral structure.

Flowers develop showy petals to

attract the bees. Nectar is produced
at the bottom of the floral parts to

force the bees to dip down as far as

possible in securing it. Pollen is pro-
duced in over-abundance as a delic-

ious food for the bees. Bees in their

turn have developed a long tongue for

lapping up the nectar, a crop for stor-

ing it for the flight home, a body
covered with remarkable pronged
hairs for collecting the pollen and
adaptations on the legs, the pollen

baskets, for scraping together and
transporting the pollen load.

PoUenation
In the visits to flowers, bees come

in contact with the pollen; the little

grains covering their body are then

ru'bbed on the sticky stigma, often as

a result of a remarkable arrangement
in the formation of the flower parts.

After pollenation, the stickiness of the

stigma dries up so that the flower is

receptive only for a few days, usually

at the beginning of the blossoming
period. As a further result of pollen-

ation, the nectar ceases to be pro-

duced and the petals drop quickly.

The flower is no longer attractive to

bees.

Some trees that have a tendency to

overset fruit, requiring costly thin-

ning in commercial orchard practice,

might be rendered less prolific if bees

are withheld, or if sprayed with some
corrosive spray that would destroy

the stigma surface. The only draw-
back to such a recommendation is

that if carried out one would not be

sure of a setting of fruit at all. Most
fruit men would prefer to thin a

superabundance of fruit than to run

the risk of getting no setting.
_

At the beginning of the fruit blos-

som season an orchard should be hum-
ming with bees. In fact, by actual ob-

servation in normal orchards, t!he

honeybee has been found to outnum-
ber all other visitors of flowers a

hundred to one. Other insects may be

present, as for example, a few bum-
blebees, some wild bees, a few but-

terflies and several species of flies;

but all of these combined would

have but little effect in cross-pollen-
ation if the honeybee were excluded.
Where actual tests have been made
where either branches or whole trees

have been inclosed in netting so as to

exclude bees, it has repeatedly been
found that the fruit crop suffers.

Many practical orchard men hire bees
for the blossoming period, the usual
price to beekeepers being $5 per col-

ony.
Keeping a small apiary in the orchard

will bring returns many times greater
than the cost of the colonies. Every
one has noticed how fruiting has been
interfered with by bad weather at

blossoming time. When bees are not
flying, the trees hold out the induce-

ment of their blossoms a longer time,

but if cross-pollenation is not forth-

coming a heavy June drop may be
expected. This is an important fac-

tor in growing prunes, berries and
other fruit, especially in western
Washington.

In this mutual arrangement of give

and take the fact must not be lost

sight of that it is the fruit grower who
profits most. The bees insure a crop
of fruit. Due to their activity the

crop is increased, perhaps by 10 per

cent, perhaps doubled. In return,

during the day or two that each
flower is visited, they get some pollen

and nectar, not enough to build up
stores, but only enough to stimulate

brood rearing.

THE LARGEST FAMILY OF BEE-
KEEPERS

We reproduce herewith photo of the

family of Mr. and Mrs. P. Mohr, of

Bettendorf, Iowa. There are fifteen

in this family and they are a healthy
looking lot. We are interested in

knowing whether there is a larger

family of beekeepers anywhere than
that of Mr. Mohr. If any of our read-

ers know of a larger family of bee-

keepers we will be glad to have a pic-

ture and some information concerning
them. Mr. Mohr writes that all the

members of his large family like

honey, but that only one—Anthony-
likes the bees.

A large family of beekeepers. P. Mohr and family, of Iowa.
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IRREGULAR LAYING OF EGGS
The queens need to lay an immense

number of eggs during the breeding
season previous to the honey crop. In

order that the laying be continuous,

it is necessary that it should be regu-

lar, with as little skipping of cells as

possible.

The photo which we give is good of

larvae in the cells. But the regularity

of the laying, in this case, is far

from satisfactory. Whether this

queen was too old, or perhaps too

young and not yet accustomed to reg-

ular actions, or whether she is, in

fact, an inferior layer without method,
it is quite probable that such a queen
would fall very far short of the maxi-
mum laying of a good breeder.

THREE WEEKS OF BEE CONVEN-
TIONS

By C. P. Dadant

Lynchburg, Va., is among the hills,

at the south foot of the Blue Ridge
Mountains. I reached it on Sunday
morning, January 16, invited by my
old friend, Dra'per, to his home, a

short distance in the country.

This is the same Draper who caused
the Root people to manufacture for

sale what is called by them the "Jum-
bo" hive, which is simply a modifica-

tion of the hive adopted by us, with

frames of the same depth as the

Quinby and the same length as the

Langstroth frame. Draper, who is 4

or S years younger than I am, and
has been a beekeeper since childhood,

visited us as early as 1874, when he

was only 18 years old. Our acquaint-

ance was maintained and he thought

we had a good method of beekeeping.

So in the nineties he urged upon the

Roots the adoption of our style of

frames, for they had also recognized

that the large hive was a progress.

The "Jumbo" hive was also called the

"Draper barn" for that reason. It is

almost identical with the "Modified
Dadant," having the narrow spacing
of 13-^, however, instead of the l/'j

inches from center to center of

frames, which we prefer. We have
often given the reasons we have for

this preference. And by the way,
how many of our readers know that

the preference of the manufacturers
for the shallow frames was caused by
the greater facility of obtaining nar-

row lumber ? "'Stock boards" ten

inches wide, were a standard size, and
tlie Langstroth hives could be made of

that lumber, while it took 13-inch

lumber to make Quinby size hives.

Had it not been for that difficulty, I

do not hesitate in saying that the

deeper frames would have been
adopted long ago.

Draper was at the station, waiting

for me, but we had not met for some
30 years and each of us was looking

for the young man of 30 years ago.

Tempus fugit ! So we hesitated in rec-

ognizing each other.

The Draper home is on the ape.x of

a hill, on a IS-acre triangular farm,

with the railroad on one side and a

creek forming the other two sides. It

is in full view of the Blue Ridge and
surely a healthy place, though rather

difficult of access in winter. But we
got there from the little station of

Leftwich, in spite of 6 inches of snow,

with the help of a very nice neighbor

beekeeper whom he had invited for

dinner, and who volunteered to carry

my suit case, saying that he "reck-

oned he could tote it along" and did,

with hearty good nature. I spent a

very pleasant day with Mr. Draper,

his wife who is still young looking,

msf.

lirood sliowing int-gul.-ir l.iying of a qiu-cn.

and his two daughters. He has what
appears to me a splendid location for

bees, on the sheltered side of the hill,

with thousands of the tulip trees and
sourwood, be'sides suiruic and fall

flowers, in close proximity. He has
been there only one year and does not
yet know just how the location will

turn out. His home was originally at

Alton, 111.

The following morning we went
back to Lynchburg, for the bee meet-
ing, which 'had been arranged with a

great deal of zeal by Prof. W. J.

Schoene, State Entomologist, who
lives at Blacks'burg, and Mr. Brandt,

of Lawyers. Professor Schoene had
cautiously warned me that we might
find only half a dozen beekeepers at

this meeting, for, he said, "the Vir-

ginia beekeepers are lukewarm." He
was as pleasantly surprised as I was
when we faced a crowd of some 35

or 40 honey producers, crowding the

room of the Chamber of Commerce.
They wanted to exchange thoughts
and e.xpeiriences. We had a splendid

meeting, and I have since heard that

they propose to stay together perma-
nently.

Their honey plants are quite num-
erous: maple, willow, dandelion, tulip

tree, sourwood, clover, both white
and sweet, holly, laurel, basswood,
etc. besides a lot of fall blossoms, such

as goldenrod, asters, etc., which
should put Virginia in the front rank
of honey-producing States. There
are still too many "gums" or box
hives. I was told that in 1920 the bees

secured pollen on the first of January.
But this year they had more snow
than any other place that I visited.

As I had an appointment for the

next day, at Clemson College, S. C,
I left that same evening for Calhoun,

which is their railroad station. At
8:50 the ne.xt morning, I found an-

other smiling face at the station.

Prof. A. F. Conradi, Chief Entomolo-
gist. Clemson College is also in the

shadow of the Blue Ridge Mountains,

but close to the Georgia State line.

This college is an extensive insti-

tution, comprising some 20 or 30

buildings. There is no oity near it,

but it has adjoining it a village of

some 300 people, with the usual coun-

try stores and a bank. Professor Con-
radi has with him Mr. E. S. Prevost,

of the U. S. Extension in Beekeeping,

a young and active man, who works
in conjunction with their department;

Mr. H. S. McConncll, a research

worker in entomology; J. A. Berley,

quarantine entomologist, and D. M.
Anderson, extension entomologist.

Much of their entomological vork has

to do with the boll-weevil that in-

fests the cotton.

The meeting at Clemson College

was attended mainly by students. But

the following day, at Seneca, we had

a meeting composed of a number of

practical beekeepers, though some of

them were box-hive beekeepers. Mr.

Geo. Briggs, the County Agent, had

called them together. One of the

men present, R. L. Boggs, was a 35-

year subscriber of the American Bee
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Journal, and he and I felt as if we
were old acquaintances.
That same evening Mr. Prevost and

I went on to Anderson, where he lives

and where I stayed over night in his

home, after making the acquaintance
of his wife, as nice a young woman
as I ever met, and who welcomed me
as if she had known me for years.

It had been very cold that day

—

that is, cold for South Carolina—and
my fur cap, brought from Illinois,

served very well, but was very much
laughed about among our friends,

though I thought they would have
been glad to have such headgear
themselves.

Anderson is a fine city, up to date

in every reslp.ect, with water works,
paved streets washed every morning,
electric lights, trolley cars and inter-

urban connections. It has a popula-

tion of about 15,000. We had there

one of the most interesting meetings,

with some 50 people present. There,

as elsewhere, the County Agent
rounded up the beekeepers. We
talked bees and cotton, for cotton is

the staple crop, and is grown in ter-

races which follow the ridge of the

hills to keep the land from washing.

Those terraces, sometimes as many
as 20 or 30 in a 20-acre field, have a

very picturesque as'pect. Grass and
weeds grow on their edges and some
bee pasture is in this way maintained

among the plowed fields.

There does not appear to be much
enthusiasm about the yield of honey
secured from cotton, whether floral

or extra floral, so I do not take it to

be a very important source of honey
production in that vicinity. Profes-

sor Conradi says their whitest honey
is gathered from the sourwood.

Before leaving Anderson, I was
taken to an immense cotton mill, run-

ning 1,500 looms and 70,000 spindles.

Cotton mills abound everywhere and
the ne.xt city in which we met, Green-

ville, was comparatively as smoky as

Pittsburgh.

An instance of what might be

called "local color" must be men-
tioned. On a cool morning, while tak-

ing a walk, I saw a darkey, driving a

team, who had a fire to warm hirn-

self, in a pan, on some ashes, in his

wagon.

On the 21st, after four South Caro-

lina meetings, I took the train for

Asheville, N. C, to visit with Mr. and

Mrs. Elton Warner and take a couple

of days' rest, before going to the last

meeting of my trip, at Nashville.

A NEW CLOVER
I am sending a sample of clover

about which I would like some infor-

mation. There is a great deal of this

clover in the meadows of the valley.

Sometimes it seems to show a liking

for soils that are alkaline. Otherwise

it grows under the same conditions

as does timothy. It makes a good

grade of hay, growing from 12 to 18

inches in height. As a honey plant

it seems to be almost unequaled in

this locality—the honey being of

lighter color than is either white
sweet clover or alfalfa.

R. N. Sears.

Alturas, Calif.

The specimen is cow clover (Tri-

folium involucratum.) It is listed by
Jepson in his flora of Middle Western
California as "freciucnt along streams,

by springs and in salt marshes." The
plants have much the appearance of

the alsike clover common in the east,

except that the heads are more nearly

the color of the well-known i ed clo-

ver.

Alturas is the county seat of Modoc
County, the extreme north and east

county of California. I can find no
record of this species of clover any-

where outside of California, where it

evidently is native, though no dou'bt

it must occur in Southern Oregon also.

There are more than 20 species of

clover found in California. Probably

all yield more or less nectar, although

some, like the red clover, have corol-

las so deep that the bees cannot read-

ily reach it.

From the appearance of the sam-
ples received, this cow clover has

every characteristic of a valuable for-

age plant. Apparently it has never

been brought to general attention and

it may prove adapted to climatic con-

ditions over a wide range of territory.

Since it seems to thrive on alkaline

soils it may prove valuable in many
places where the better known varie-

ties do not succeed well.

Perhaps if beekeepers living in that

region would gather the seed and

offer it for sale in small packets, it

might serve to introduce it into other

regions and increase the available

nectar for beekeepers of other sec-

tions.—F. c. p.

NEWELL, DEAN OF AGRICUL-
TURE

It gives us real pleasure to an-

nounce that Dr. Wilmon Newell has

been selected as Dean of the Florida

College of Agriculture, Director of the

Experiment Station and Director of

the Extension Service, to succeed

Dean Rolfs, who recently resigned.

Newell is one of the leaders among
American entomologists and has al-

ways been much interested in bee-

keeping. As Plant Commissioner he

was successful in eradicating citrus

canker from Florida, work which at-

tracted wide attention.

The Florida institution has recently

been giving serious attention to bee-

keeping, with a course at the college

taught by Frank Stirling and a force

of inspectors under Newell to eradi-

cate bee diseases. With Newel! in his

new position, we feel certain that

work in all lines of beekeeping will be

advanced just as fast as funds avail-

able will permit and interest on the

part of Florida beekeepers will just-

ify.

R. Watson, indicates that this com-
mon impression is in error

:

Composition of Venom in a Bee Sting
By F. Fleury

1. Compound of the indole series.

2. Qu'inoline.

3. Glycerine.

4. Phosphoric acid.

5. Palmitic acid.

6. Unsaturated fatty acid of high
molecular weight.

7. Volatile fatty acid, probably bu-
tyric.

8. A non-nitrogenous fraction.

Jour, de Pharm. et de Chimie (7) 22

December 1, 1920), p. 438.

NATURE OF THE BEE'S POISON
Formic acid has been popularly cred-

ited as the source of the poison in the

sting of the bees. The following

analysis, recently sent us by Mr. L.

FIRST ANNUAL MEETING OF
AMERICAN HONEY PRODUC-

ERS' LEAGUE
By H. B. Parks, Secretary

About thirty organizations were
represented at the first annual meet-
ing of the American Honey Produc-
ers' League.
The President, E. G. LeStourgeon,

of San Antonio, Texas, called the

meeting to order and H. B. Parks,

Acting Secretary, reported on the ac-

tivities of the League up to the pres-

ent time.

B. F. Kindig, of East Lansing,
Mich., Chairman of the Committee
on Education, gave a very full re-

port on the work done in Apiculture
in the various State Schools. Dr. J.

H. Merrill, of Manhattan, Kans., also

a member of this committee, assisted

Mr. Kindig in compiling this report.

The Bureau of Legislation, repre-

sented by C. P. Campbell, of Grand
Rapids, Mich., gave an account of the

activities of this Bureau in compiling

and presenting a brief to the Chair-

man of the Ways and Means Commit-
tee of Congress, asking that a tariff

of not less 'than 48c and not greater

than 60c per gallon be placed on
honey. Mr. Campbell stated that he
had been assured by Hon. Rodney
Fordney, the Chairman of the above
committee, that there was but little

doubt that this item would be placed

in the regular tariff bill which will be

voted upon early this summer. A
number of minor activities of this

bureau were reported, especially one

in which there is a case between a

beekeeper aiid a smelter company in

Arizona. The League is planning,

through its committees, to assist in

the fighting of this case.

The most interesting occurrence of

the meeting occurred the afternoon of

February 15, when Clifford Muth,
Chairman of the Special Advertising

Committee, reported on their activi-

ties.

Mr. Wayne Calhoun, representing

Proctor & Collier Advertising Agents,

very briefly outlined an advertising

program for the League, advising the

papers in which the advertising mat-

ter would reach the greatest number
of housewives, and exhibiting samples

of the proposed advertisements.

The subject of the American
Honey Producers' seal on each con-

tainer of honey was discussed. It was
the consensus of opinion that for
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some time the League should not in-
sist upon the honey being so labeled,
but allow the buying public to become
familiar with the League seal before
the seal should be placed upon the
honey containers.

However the secretary already has
application for seals from a very large
number of honey producers who are
League members. Mr. Muth sug-
gested that we pledge the money for
the advertising campaign at once,
'ihis met with the approval of those
present, and after many spirited
bpeechcs and considerable e.vhorting
on the part of Mr. F. W. Muth, of
Cincinnati, the following amounts
were subscribed:

American Bee Journal $ 300.00

C. H. Weber, of Cincinnati — 500.00

G. B. Lewis Co., Watertown._ 400.00
Texas Honey Producers' Ass'n 700.00
K. W. Muth Co., Cincinnati— 500.00

A. L Root Co., Medina 1,000.00

Wesley Foster, Boulder, Colo. 150.00

Hlyria Enameled Prod. Co.,

Chicago 200.00
Wisconsin Beekeej)ers' Ass'n. 200.00

J. J. Wilder, Waycross, Ga. .- 50.00

Georgia Beekeepers' Ass'n 100.00

Michigan Beekeepers' Ass'n — 300.00

Utah State Beekeepers' Assn. oOO.OO

Indiana Beekeepers' Ass'n 100.00

Texas Beekeepers' Ass'n 100.00

C. H. Wiley, Harrisburg, 111... 50.00

The Secretary and the Advertising
Committee were instructed to obtain
further subscriptions to the adver-
tising fund, and it is very probable
that between ten and twelve thou-
sand dollars will be raised. The Ex-
ecutive Committee was instructed to

place a contract for advertising
which will consist of six one-quarter
page ads in "Good Housekeeping,"
these ads to be backed up by articles

on honey in the body of the maga-
zine; also articles in farm and coun-
ty papers published by three of the
newspaper syjidicates. In addition to

this a recipe booklet is to be pre-
pared for general distribution in

answer to advertisement.
The officers were re-ekcted for

1921 and it was announced that the
payment of dues made during 1920

would be ipplied on the present year.

The problem of raising additional
funds foe advertising was thor-
oughly discussed and Mr.' A. L. Boy-
den suggested that we ask for two
per cent of the value of last year's
honey crop and Mr. H. F. Wilson, of

Wi-sconsin, suggested five cents per
colony. It was agreed that those so-

liciting for advertising ask that the

beekeepers ta.\ themselves either one
or the other.

H. B. Parks was selected as Secre-
tary-Treasurer of the League for the

ensuing year and was required to give

a bond in the sum of $10,000. The
Committee instructed the Secretary
to solicit contributions to the general
expense fund of the League and to

issue another number of the League
Bulletin as soon as practicable.

The following assoOiations have
already voted to become members
of the League:
Michigan Beekeepers' Association.

Montana Beekeepers' Association.
New York Association of Beekeep-

ers' Associations.
Indiana Beekeepers' Association.
Tennessee Beekeepers' Association.
Wisconsin Beekeepers-' Association.
Illinois Beekeepers' Association.
Kansas Beekeepers' Association.
Kentucky Beekeepers' Association.
Iowa Beekeepers' Association.
Nebraska Beekeepers' Association.
Chicago Northwestern Beekeepers'

Association.
Texas Honey Producers' Associa-

tion.

Texas Beekeepers' Association.
California Honey Producers' Asso-

ciation.

Utah Beekeepers' Association.
Colorado Beekeepers' Association.

MORE SEEDS FOR TRIAL
Thruugli the kindness of our cor-

respondent in China, Mr. C. G. Gold-
ing, we have received another lot of
'Seeds which we propose to send to

our readers for free trial. The seeds
which we offer now are Sesamum.
Sesamum is widely grown in Asia for

the oil which is secured from the
seeds. Sesamum oil is one of the best
vegetable oils available for table use.

It is said to be free from any unpleas-
ant taste and to congeal far less

readily than olive oil. It is cultivated

as far north as latitude 42 in Japan,
and is said to succeed well in the
milder regions of Victoria, Australia.

It should be adapted to a large por-
tion of America. The seeds are said

to be very rich in oil, yielding from
45 to 50 per cent. Nearly a million

acres of sesamum are grown in the

Madras Presidency, India, with large

areas in China, Japan, Africa, etc. It

is also extensively grown in Turkey.
It is reported to be a good bee plant.

We have also received from Daniel
E. Robbins, of Payson, 111., a limited

amount of the annual sweet clover

which has been attracting so much
attention of late. We will send sam-
ples of this also as long as the sup-
ply lasts.

Persons interested should send
stamp to cover postage, and write ad-

dress plainly.

SUPERS IN WINTER
By M. H. Mendleson

I notice that one of your subscrib-

ers in a late issue asks about leaving

supers on in California. In my loca-

tions, where bees are sheltered from
the winter and have the whole day
sunshine, I leave my supers on with

good results; but I leave the hive and
supers full of honey for the winter,

and they go through in good condi-

tion. I have always made a practice

of leaving my colonies rich in stores

for the winter, and that is one of the

main requisites to give good wintering

and successful production. So many
extract so close at the close of tlic

honey season that the bees have no
chance to breed up strong with plenty

of young bees to winter. Supers on
with abundance of honey has always
been a great advantage to me. Cali-

fornia is the worst for moth, and bees

can take better care of comb than the
apiarist. For extra surplus" combs a
good fumigating house is a great con-
venience. Use carbon bisulphide. It

is the most penetrating of any that I

have used.

I contract my hive entrances from
one to about three inches in length,
according to strength of colony. I

leave the opening in front of the
cluster as a protection from robbers,
should any weaken in strength.

California.

THAT EARLY BLOOMING SWEET
CLOVER

Great interest has been manifested
in the new early blooming variety of
sweet clover. The American Bee
Journal has distributed many hun-
dreds of free samples to all parts of
America and soine to foreign coun-
tries. Blooming as it does, ahead of
the ordinary white sweet clover, we
believe that it will prove to be a dis-

tinct addition to the honey resources
of the country. The following arti-

cle is copied from the Grundy County,
Illinois, "Farm Bureau News":
"Grundy County sweet clover is a

white blossom, biennial clover that

grows to a height of three and one-
half to four feet and matures an
abundance of seed that ripens three
weeks ahead of the common white
blossom sweet clover.

Several outstanding advantages
credited to this clover by those who
have grown it, are: 1st. It grows to

a good height for harvesting, but does
not require cHpping, thereby elim-

inating the hazard of killing. 2nd. It

ripens early, ahead of weeds, and is

ready to thresh and hull before small

grain. 3rd. It is a heavy seed pro-

ducer. 4th. It has superior soil build-

ing qualities. 5th. It is unusually
hardy to withstand dry summers and
hard winters.

This new sweet clover has been
present in Grundy County, Illinois,

for five years. Not having heard of

it elsewhere, we have named it Grun-
dy County sweet clover. The first

year its varying habits were not no-

ticed. The second year, when it blos-

somed and seeded, its unusual habits

of shorter growth, earlier ripening

and heavy seeding were observed but

it was thought this might be due to

local influences. When succeeding

crops came on the variations from the

common sweet clover became more
evident, and since then a closer ob-

servation and more detail d compari-

son has followed.

There is a difference of nearly three

feet, on an average, between the com-
mon, tall growing sweet clover and
the Grundy County sweet clover. The
Grundy County sweet clover was ripe

for seed harvest July 15 this year, and
the common sweet clover August 5,

making t> difference of just three

weeks.
This new sweet clover branches

thickly about a foot above the ground

and is a heavy seed-producing plant,

ripening seed quite uniformly. Seed

was harvested on eight different

farms in the county this year with
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yields varying from S to 14 bushels
per acre. The early ripening habit of

this crop makes possible the sc d har-
vest before weed seeds and other
seeds are mature.
There are several botanical differ-

ences between this and the con.mon
sweet clover in the color of leaf, shape
of leaf, size of plant and size of seed.

These were very noticeable when
comparisons were made this year of

the two clovers on the same farm,
and same type of soil in different in-

stances, and when the two clovers

were on adjoining plots in one field.

The smaller size of the Grundy
County sweet clover seed makes it

practicable to sow less seed per acre.

Tests made in the county this year in-

dicate that 8 pounds of seed is suffi-

cient.

The heavy residue in the form of

12 to IS-inch stubble, in addition to a

large fleshy root, makes the crop
valuable in its humus and nitrogen
reinforcements of the soil.

The characteristics of Grundy
County sweet clover make it adapt-
able to a wide usage and a crop that

is practicable to grow for cash and
soil building."

WAX PRODUCT
By Harry Lathrop

I believe Dadants once published
the statement that the wa.x produced
in their various apiaries in a certain

season was sufficient to pay for the

labor of extracting the honey. This
will serve to call attention to the im-

portance of wax as constituting a

part of the profits of beekeeping.
The writer has prepared quite a lot

of wax for market by the use of the

Hatch-Gemmel press, but I never
could succeed in getting real bright,

clean wa.x, and concluded there was
some defect in my method. There are

a great many handicaps in working
with a small outfit. I have concluded
that I will never use the press again.

For a small apiary this is my pres-

ent plan : Take a strong, clean sugar
barrel with the head out, dump into

it well-drained cappings, bits of comb,
old combs to be discarded, breaking
them out of the frames preferably in

cold, frosty weather. Have a tamper
and keep pounding down the comb
and bits of wax as you proceed to fill

the barrel. You will be surprised to

find how heavy this barrel will be

when full to the top. I have just fin-

ished one that weighed 160 pounds
net. It consists of about a bushel of

cappings, the balance old comb of all

descriptions, some badly moth eaten.

When the barrel is full, head it up
securely and ship to some factory to

be rendered. Do this in the dead of

winter and obviate all danger of

spreading disease, as no bees are out

foraging in cold weather. For larger

apiaries I would have a good sized

melting tank. I would heat up my
cappings and scrap by a slow, steady

heat. When ready I would dip clear

wax out of the tank into heated molds
such as a flaring tin bucket with

about four inches of hot water in the

bottom. In this way one would get

a lot of nice wa.x at once without
pressing. The balance contained in

the tank after cooling and draining,
would be tamped down in the barrel
and shipped as before stated This
operation would be best performed
in warm weather, and no spread of

disease should occur from such prac-
tice. I consider the movement of

manufacturers to do tins work one of
the best things that have happened
for beekeepers of late.

Any ordinary beekeeper trying to

save all his wax by the use of small
and inadequate equipment has a job
on his hands, and a dirty one.
From now on such efforts will not
pay.
Wisconsin.

GEMS FROM THE PAST
Selected by C. W. Aeppler

Beekeeping is not an occupation in

which one can easily become wealthy.
It can be depended on to furnish a

comfortable living, and perhaps en-
able a man to lay up a few thousand.
Fortunately, however, the profes-
sional man's happiness bears -little

relation to the size of his fortune; and
the man with the hum of the bees
over his head finds happiness deeper
and sweeter than ever comes to the
naerchant prince with his cares and
his thousands.

—W. Z. Hutchinson.

Do not think you are rich when you
have hived a lot of young swarms.
Fewer hives with lots of bees in each
one is better. —Hase (1771).

In order to be a beekeeper, one
must use his head.

—J. L. Christ (1783).

A bee that has learned to rob will

find it 'difficult to return to an honest
living. —Langstroth.

Every insect provides a world of
wonder; but in the case of bees, two
worlds must have come -together.

—Bonnet.

The more help a colony of bees re-

quires in the spring, the more evi

dence is manifested that the owner is

a poor beekeeper.
—Ziwansky.

BEEKEEPERS BY THE WAY

Menditrson talking bees to a group of California beemen.

A Successful Californian

For SO years a beekeeper and for

40 years a Californian, M. H. Men-
dleson, of Ventura, is one of the best-

known commercial honey producers
in all .A.merica. He has owned as high
as 2,(X)0 colonies of bees at one time
and has produced more than 100 tons
of honey in a single year. For 30

years he has practiced migratory bee-
keeping, so there are few men who
have had such wide experience as
he. He was one of the first to dis-

cover the fact that to winter the bees
with a big reserve supply of honey
is the best insurance of a good crop
the following year. Mendleson says
he can get his bees through with 2o

pounds of stores per colony but that

he counts on leaving at least double

that in each hive, and that it often
pays to leave even more.
Mendelson was first attracted to

California by the shipment of ten
cars of comb honey to the New York
market by the late J. S. Harbison.
That was in 1878. At that time
Mendleson was a young man keep-
ing bees in New York. After seeing
the Harbison shipment he decided
that California was the place for him
and we soon find him working for R.
Wilkin at Sespe, where he remained
for two years before starting out
again for himself.

Because he has had such wide ex-
perience in every phase of honey pro-
duction and has been so constantly
successful, he is a popular speaker at

conventions. The picture shows him
talking bees at an outdoor meeting.
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FITTING THE ALEXANDER
FEEDER

By John Protherue

I have always been a firm believer in

the advantages of the Alexander
feeder. To me the bottle eivtrance
feeder is an abomination. It has many
objectionable characteristics. It is the
cause of nine-tenths of the outbreaks
of fighting in queen yards, where feed-
ers of one sort or another have to be
almost constantly employed. It is in-

curably messy; the best that one can
do with it is to dip it in a bucket of
water after filling, dry carefully, and
wipe around the neck with a kerosened
rag—a lengthy and tiresome opera-
tion. Theoretically, the wooden
holder should always be dry and
clean

;
practically, owing to some of

the holes being a fraction too large,

they manage to get into a puddly con-
dition. The "shiny professionals"
know all about it; wherever there is a

leak or a messy bottle, there do they
congregate, furtive, hairless, sneaking,
parasitic rascals; starting up trouble
and demoralizing respectable bees.

The best that one can say for the bot-
tle feeder is that with a large three-
pint bottle and holes of exactly the
right size you can get a continuous
flow of small volume, instead of small
regular doses given in the Alexander.
In the case of hot sunshine the bottle
is also liable to develop fermentation.
Nectar naturally comes in doses, and
not in a steady flow all night, so
that the process is not copying nature.
Nectar naturally comes with a rush
in the morning and then gradually
tapers off to nothing. If you wish to

copy nature, that is how you should
feed. So don't produce the "nature"
argument against the Alexander.
When preaching the advantages of

the Alexander feeder, I have usually
been met with the objection, "It is so

unsatisfactory to fit. You cannot get
the hive to rest evenly over the
feeder.". Now, that is just exactly

what you can do; that is the strong
point of the Alexander. It is possi-

ble to use it year in, year out, without
spilling a drop. It is the cleanest and
most easily refilled of all feeders, and
undoubtedly the warmest for feeding
in the cold weather of early spring. It

can be used for rapid feeding in the

fall, a purpose for which the bottle

feeder is most inefficient. It can be
used for getting reserve combs filled

with syrup and sealed during slack

times—a dangerous process for whicli

you require an isolated, bee-tight

feeder and no open covers. The large

Canadian tank feeder is serviceable

only for rapid work in the fall; fur-

ther, it entails removing the hive

cover, as does also the Doolittle

feeder (with its soup of drowned
bees). Taking it all round, there is
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no feeder like the Alexander. It lies

snugly under the brood-nest, far from
temptation to entrance robbers. When
properly applied, it is absolutely clean
and bee-tight.

The advantages of having hive-
stand, floor-board, alighting-board,
and feeder combined are obvious, so
I make no apology for pointing out
the merits of my design. European
hives nearly all incorporate hive-
stand, floor-board, and alighting-
board in one piece. Americans have
hitherto insisted on portability, and on
the reversible feature of the floor-
board—to my mind unnecessary—
seven-eighths inch, with contracting
device is perfectly good enough. .And
is it not a fact that manufacturers
have paid too e.xclusive an attention to
the needs of the cellar wintering com-
munity, to the disadvantage of those
to whom portability is not as neces-
sary as other features? The spread
of large-scale beekeeping through the
southeast makes it curious that the
pattern supplied by dealers is still that
deisigned for the cellars of the North.
The-combined hive-stand and alight-

ing-board supplied at present as an
extra is a poor sort of compromise. It

certainly does not go with the reversi-
ble feature; it cannot fit both sides.

It is not a close fitting, and it is liable

to be jolted out of place; there is an
objectionable gap just at the hive en-
trance. In my design you lose the
three-eighths inch feature; butfor'the
trivial sacrifice you gain the advan-
tage of having permanent hive-stand
with alighting-board, floor-board,
and the most efiicient feeder concen-
trated into one close-fitting hive part.

The design speaks for itself. The
floor slides into grooves cut in the
sides (as in the present reversible

pattern). The feeder is held on the
back projection either by a couple of

upright metal strips nailed to the
ends of the side pieces or by a board
across. The board has one advantage
in that when drawing the hive back
over the feeder less accuracy is neces-
sary.

There is an alternative to the de-
sign I enclose. In this the feeder is

thrust through holes in the sides of

the stand just large enough to admit
it, the top of the feeder being flush

with the surface of the floor and
forming pant of it. There are objec-
tions to this which make preferable
the design that allows the hive to be
slid back and forth over the feeder at

will.

Virginia.

(While the Alexander feeder will do
very well for stimulative feeding
where queen rearing operations are

under way, as described by our cor-

respondent, a friction top pail with a

few holes punched in the toii, turned

April

upside down in the super is far better
for ordinary purposes.—Ed.)

HEARTSEASE
Would Mr. Pellett care to describe

why "heartsease" is known otherwise
as smartweed, while "hearts-ease" is

a violet or pansy?
It seems to me that there is more

than a hyphenated difference between
smartweeds and pansies, at least when
considered from a honey-yielding
standpoint. The poetical version of
the word makes it a good name for a
farm and I have been considering it

for such, but first I want to know
which is the more generally accepted
meaning of the term; whether it

would signify peace and tranquillity
or merely a place overrun by a cer-
tain rather noxious weed.

Illinois.

Heartsease indicates peace and
tranquillity, but just why the common
smartweed or lady's thumb should
be called by that naine I could never
quite understand. There is no ac-
counting for common names. Some
common plants are known by a dozen
different names, while the same name
is applied to as many different plants
in different localities.

The pansy (Viola tricolor) has long
been known as heartsease, or prefer-
ably heart's ease, written in two
words. As far as the hyphen is con-
cerned, there seems to be no regu
larity in its use. The name is written
as one word and as two words as

above, and also with a hyphen, as ap-
plied to either plant.

In addition to the pansy, the name is

applied to the wallflower. In Austra-
lia it is used in connection with still

another group of plants, the Gratiola.
Among -beekeepers "heartsease"

means the lady's thumb, or smart-
weed Polygonum persicaria. Weed
though it be, it yields an abundant
supply of fair quality honey. A good
crop of honey tends to the peace and
tranquillity of the beekeeper. In any
case, it would seem that "heartsease"
would be a very appropriate name for

a farm home, especially if it be occu-
pied by a beekeeper.—F. C. P.

Prother's method of attaching the Alcxamlcr feeder to hive hottom.

KEEPING COLONY RECORDS
A subscriber asks for information

regarding the system of records kept
by M. H. Mendleson, who is one of

the most extensive producers of

honey on the Pacific Coast. This
query was submitted to Mr. Mendle-
son, who replies as follows:

"My records are kept something like

the following:

Date of examination, health first

;

No. of colonj', queen, age of, amount
of brood if any, strength ; amount of

honey; a colony for swarms, etc. If

I run for comb honey we cannot pre-

vent swarming, and my locations are

great for swarming, as a wet winter
is followed with a long spell of stimu-

lation before the honey flow com-
mences. I have a column for record

of date of swarms and to what ter-

race and number the swarm is located

in the apiary. By so doing I know
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where to locate any particular colony
or queen.

I have a separate hook to keep a
record of scale hive, which is an aver-
age colony; thermometer, barometer,
and conditions of weather, etc.

The moving of bees, of late years,
plays havoc with individual records,
as thieves cause me such great losses
that I have to move my bees away to
the coast, where I can catch them.
This is done after the sage flow is

over; so then I take advantage of the
bean flow, which commences about
July 1 to 10, following wet winters.
As you are well aware, I am the

pioneer in moving bees to the lima
bean fields, as one favorable season 1

extracted 140 pounds of surplus |p;er

colony from the beans. This was an
exceptionally favorable location.
Many of the farmers are prejudiced
against bees; so this favorable loca-
tion was sold and I could not secure
it again. There are other locations
where I secured two good extractings,
about 100 pounds per colony.
To return to records. If a person

permanently ' locates his colonies of
btes, a good system of records is a
saving of time and a great satisfaction
to the owner. Any particular colony
in an apiary that needs attention,
you don't have to hunt to find it.

Your record will direct you to the
number, and you will know the exact
attention needed.

I have had as high as 900 colonies in

one apiary, and in such a large apiary
a record is a great convenience.
My Piru location used to be able to

support (following a wet winter) 1,000

colonies, but many mountain fires

during a series of dry years have
kilkd out a great area of the sages,
so that it will not support ov r 500 to

700 colonies now, or following a wet
winter. ,

California.

A VENTILATED HONEY HOUSE
In the Sunny South, where there

are many warm days when it is

necessary to work among the bees,
we sometimes find honey houses par-
tially screened to give free access to

every breeze that blows. In our No-
vember, 1918, issue we pictured a

honey house in West Texas which
had an open strip clear around the
building which was covered with
wire cloth to keep out the bees, while
freely admitting the air.

The picture shown herewith of a
honey house on the plantation of W.
VV. Worthington, of Wayside, Miss.,

shows the ends covered with wire
cloth, while the rest of the building
is closed in the regulation way. These
ventilated buildings are used for e.x-

tracting, mostly.

THE CORNELL SHORT COURSE
By Gove Hambridge

A large group of the beekeepers
of New York State spent an instruc-
tive and enjoyable week at Cornell
University February 7 to 12, in at-

tendance at a short course for com-
mercial beekeepers held under the
auspices of the New York State Agri-
cultural College. The week was

crowded with lectures from 8 a. m. un-
til bed time, and the writer of this
does not remember getting quite so
solid a block of information in any
other single week of liis life.

There were two types of lectures

—

those by experts in apiculture and
those by experts in other branches of
agriculture closely related to bee-
keeping, the latter being something of

a «ew departure in courses of this

sort. Dr. E. F. Phillips was the prin-
cipal speaker. Beginning with "The
F'all Period," he considered in succes-
sive talks "The Behavior of Bees in

Winter," ''Outside Wintering," "Cellar
Wintering," "Symptoms of the Brood
Diseases," "Spring Management,"
"Variations in Locality," "The Treat-
ment of American and European
Foulbrood," and "Variations in the
Virulence of European Foulbrood."
His talks were crowded with valuable
fundamental data regarding the exact
qualities of nourishment by weight
that bees require at the various stages
of their development, calories of heat
in larval growth, and similar scientific

underpinnings for sound practice.

Most novel, perhaps, was his careful
analysis of all the chief honey regions
in the United States, with the effects

of soil, temperature, rainfall, and ele-

vation, on nectar secretion ; and the
results of his original investigations
into the regional variations in the viru-

lence of European foulbrood, in which
he showed the effects of soil condi-
tions as factors strongly affecting the
disease.

G. S. Demuth was able to be present
on one day only, during which he
crowded in two rapid-fire talks on
"The Honey Flow and Control," which
kept pencils dancing across note
books. George H. Rea admirably sup-
plemented the discussions of Dr. Phil-

lips with lectures on certain practical

aspects of beekeeping: "Little Known
Honey Sources of the State," "Re-
queening," "Wintering in New York,"
"Prevalence of Bee Diseases in New
York," "Preparation for the Clover
and Buckwheat F'lows." His intimate
knowledge of almost every corner of
the State enabled him to correlate the

practices of widely scattered beekeep-
ers and present principles applicable
to various regions.
Not the least interesting talks were

those by experts outside the apicul-
tural field. All of these talks centered
on beekeeping and were valuable to
the beekeeper, giving him accurate
and authoritative information which
he would not ordinarily obtain save
by painful research. Professor G. H.
Collingwood, for example, talked on
trees, as sources of nectar, as wind-
breaks, etc.; Professor Robert Mathe-
son on "Sources of Honeydew" (a
very complete exipose)

; Professor G.
W. Herrick on "The Value of Bees in
Pollenation"; Professor E. L. Worthen
on "Soils and Their Treatment," espe-
cially as affecting nectar secretion;
and Professor K. M. Weigand on "The
Mechanism of Pollenation and Nectar
in Plants." A. Gordon Dye, besides
presiding at some of the sessions, gave
a graphic account of the development
and construction of his winter packiiig
case, illustrating his talk with a com-
plete little model.
Dr. J. G. Needham, as chairman, en-

deared himself to everyone by his in-
exhaustible humor and consummate
skill in introductions. He also gave a
talk on "The Society of Bees and
Men," and there were other very en-
joyable evening addresses by members
of the Cornell faculty, including Presi-
dent A. W. Smith, Dean A. R. Mann
of the College of Agriculture, and Pro-
fessor A. A. Allen, the ornithologist.
Professor G. W. Whitney, of Cornell,
decidedly aided the spirit of solidarity
by conducting group songs.
Four features stand out in the miml

of the writer:, the wide range of sci-
entific data presented by Dr. Phillips;
the valuable side lights given by au-
thorities in related lines of activity;
the indefatigable efforts ' of George
H. Rea. resulting in a week that ran
as smoothly as clockwork, and the
cordiality of the University's spirit ot
co-operation toward the State bee-
keepers. To this must be added the
fine spirit of mutual helpfulness and
friendliness evidenced among those
who attended.

The Worthington honey house is screened at both ends to provide a comfortable work room
hot weather
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INCREASING CONSUMPTION
By E. S. Miller

Those who attend bee conventions
or who read the journals seem to be
divided into two camps. There are

the beekeepers whose desire is partly

for entertainment and partly to learn

of any new stunts in handling bees.

On the other hand, there are the

honey producers who are in the game
for business purposes, and whose
chief interest lies in marketing the

crop. It must be conceded that the

beekeepers are in the majority, but it

is the producers who deliver the

goods. However, there is no law to

prevent a fellow from belonging to

both parties. No good reason appears

why a beekeeper should not be a

business man as well.

For many years the pages of our

bee journals have been devoted al-

most entirely to increased production

of honey. The efforts of supply nianu-

facturers and dealers and of govern-
ment officials have been toward the

same end until now, under prevailing

conditions, the supply exceeds the de-

mand. The present ne d is for in-

creased consumption, to be brought

about by more extensive and more
judicious advertising and by better

distribution. In my opinion this can

be done most eiiectively by organi-

zations of the producers themselves.

For advertising and for general di-

rection in the process of distribution,

the American Honey Producers'

League promises to be the most ef-

fective agency. I do not believe that

it is wise or practicable for this or-

ganization to undertake the sale of

honey, but it should encourage and

assist the producers' selling agencies

that are being established in various

parts of the country. Such organiza-

tions will tend to eliminate some of

the unnecessary costs between pro-

ducer and consumer.
At the present time the honey bot-

tler seems to be having his innings.

But bottling is an expensive process

and nearly doubles the cost to the

consumer. It must be conceded that

honey put up in glass is more attrac-

tive, but people do not buy it in this

form for food, as a rule. They take

it in homeopathic doses as a •"medi-

cine." Of course, the consumer "de-

mands" the small package. He (or

rather she) would buy it in thimble-

fuls if possible, but the final result is

a much smaller consumption of honey.

I believe that our advertising should

call attention to the economy of pur-

chasing in larger packages. If the

consuming public can be indiiced to

buy honey granulated hard in S-pound

and 10 pound pails it is by all odds the

most practical and least expensive

way of handling it.

Indiana.

The Missouri, as it sometimes has the

habit of doing, changed its course
somewhat and took away a good por-

tion of the farm. A succession of dry
seasons helped to put Mr. Snodderly
in bad financial circumstances. In the

spring of 1918 he was induced by a

sister to turn his attention to bees. At
that time he had 14 colonies in

boxes of various kinds. He joined the

County Honey Producers' Associa-

tion and began in earnest the study

of the bee business.

In the spring of 1920 the apiary con-

sisted of 27 strong colonies in modern
hives. He increased to 46 colonies and
produced 3,000 pounds of honey during

the year.

BEEKEEPERS AND ENTOMOL-
OGY

By Henry W. Sanders

In the February number of the

American Bee Journal is the answer
to a question as to whether beekeep-

ers ought to study the vast and intri-

cate science of entomology, and

while the editor covered the matter

very fully, there is one aspect of the

case that has great practical import-

ance, yet is seldom mentioned in the

journals. The only textbook that we
know of that deals adequately with

the matter in question is Phillips

"Beekeeping."
The matter referred to is the fre-

quent comparisons that are drawn be-

tween the life and behavior of bees,

and of human beings. This is ex-

ceptionally frequent in English books

on the subject, but our American ones

are by no means free from it. It is

something that easily provokes won-

der and amazement to point to the

works and actions of a hive of bees

BEES AND FRUIT

The accompanying photographs

were taken at the apiary of J. W.
Snodderly, near Omaha.
Mr. Snodderly, some years ago, pur-

chased 30 acres of hilly and bottom

land near the Missouri River, with the

idea of raising small fruit and truck.
Mr. Snoddcrly's n.lvi-rtisinR sign for atlinct-

ing tustumcrs (ruin passing lounsts.

with the idea in one's mind that they
"think" just like we do, but even a
cursory study of entomology will re-

veal the absurdity of such compari-
sons. Therefore, if it is asked
whether beekeepers should study en-
tomology, the reply should be given
that studies of other individual orders,
species or varieties of insects (how-
ever interesting) will not aid them as
beekeepers, but that an understand-
ing of the structure and general place
in the creation of insects as a group
will give them the key to much that
is astonishing in their behavior, and
will aid in the avoiding of incorrect
ideas, for these latter always breed
bad practices sooner or later, and the
art of keeping bees is only sue essful

as long as it follows closely to the
natural laws that govern the life his-

tory and habits of the honeybee.-
Maeterlink has dealt with the busi-

ness from the philosophic standpoint,
and tries hard to establish a common
ground of consciousness between man
and bee. How far he succeeds it is

not for me to say. The point I do
wish to emphasize is that humanity
and bees present such a series of flat

contradictions, such a contrast in

modes of structure and life that we
are physically unable to meet on the
same plane of thought or motive. Let
us look at a few of the main contrasts.

In structure we have our skeleton

inside and a fleshly covering—-the bee
carries her skeleton outside. We are
centralized with the brain in the
head and our nerves centering there.

The bee has her nerves scattered all

over the body, uniting in "local brains"

(ganglia), where the nerves meet.

The fact that the ganglia at the head
of the insect are rather larger is

merely due to the presence at that

point of the sense organs of eyes and
antennae. The eyes of the bee are

compound, and non-adjustable, one
fact which alone might explain a vast

difference in comparison with a being

whose organs of vision are instantly

focused as ours are.

Turning from structure to develop-

ment, we find that the insect life is

divided generally into three distinct

periods, corresponding with the

changes in metamorphosis. In the

first, all the eating is done; in the sec-

ond all the sleeping, and in the third

all the breeding; this in contrast with

our development, wherein we begin

as perfect, though small, individuals,

and grow larger, interspersing our

eating, sleeping and breeding,

tliroughout life. The bee is an anom-
oly through its communal develop-

ment, but essentially the last or per-

fect stage of its life is really the

breeding stage of the insect, greatly

elaborated and complicated.

When we cut our finger it heals.

The hand of the workman wears per-

petually away, and as steadily is re-

placed from beneath. Our bodies con-

tain myriads of cells that are at work
repairing and replacing tissue all the

time. The result is that until an in-

jury or disease actually stops our es-

sential organs, we live. An insect,

however, wears out like a garment.
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and has no such renewal. There is

something infinitely tragic and inconi-

prehensible in the wondrous garments
and beauty of many insects, who wear
their splendors for but a day, and
having bred, and laid their eggs, die.

In the honeybee we have a form of

life which, with the ants and a very
few allied species, takes the same re-

lationship to the lower orders that

man does to the warm-blooded, verte-

brate animals. They display a highly

complex organization, and a great

elaboration of the simpler forms and
processes of life. Within hist rical

times they have not changed ii the

least, and their actions can be calculat-

ed with certainty if we know the sur-

roundings and impulse that are acting

upon them. The art of beekeeping,
as expressed in the production of

honey is strictly empirical, that is, it

has resulted from the observing of

these actions and stimuli, and the de-

vising of apparatus, etc., to meet
them. We do not, however, under-
stand in the least the underlying mys-
teries, and we in all probability never
shall.

Manitoba.

QUEEN INTRODUCTION
By C. E. Fowler

On page 57, January American Bee
Journal, Allen Latham gives us a very
good article on ''100 Per Cent Intro-

duction," but he doesn't say whether
he means 100 per cent of queens in a

week or a month or 100 per ceivt of

the amount of time required or the

financial advantage of the different

methods of introduction. He hints at

the advantages and disadvantages of

different methods.
A few years ago I introduced 12

queens in 12 swarms of about 4

pounds of bees in each by the regu-

lar cage method without losing a

queen; 100 per cent, but in a month's

time five queens were superseded,

leaving 58 1-3 per cent. Why they

were superseded, I am like Dr. Miller,

"I don't know," but I can guess. When
a queen is laying 2,000 eggs a day and
is mailed a thousand miles in a cage

where she can't lay an egg and is put

in the hive in the cage for a few days

and can't lay any eggs, and the bees

release her and think she looks nice

and are well satisfied; but she can-

not lay a regular supply of eggs for

several more days, why should they
not begin to worry and start a queen-

cell and take a notion to destroy the

queen? So I have studied up a new-

way of introducing queens which I

think not only saves most of that

41 2-3 per cent but gives the queen

about 4 days extra laying, which
would equal one or two pounds of

bees and some seasons of the year
may be worth dollars.

I make two wire cloth frames and
put one on each side of a frame of

hatching brood, take the perforated

tin off the cage and put it on one
side of the brood on the side where
the most bees are trying to get out.

In 24 hours there may be 1,000 bees

hatched out and the queen has 1,000

places to lay, and if you let her out

by taking the wire frames off she not
only has 1,000 friends (more or less),

l)Ut she has her laying machine in

working order, and I think 100 per
cent of your queens are safe from su-

persedure, but not safe from accident.
If a greenhorn looks in the hive

every day and occasionally (if smoked
at the entrance) the queen is on the
lid and he puts it on the ground lean-

ing against something, and then hunts
for the queen in the hive and can't

find her, and while he is looking for

the queen she crawls off the cover and
he leaves her in the grass, the 100

per cent is broken.
Allan Latham says a breeding queen

should never be subjected to any
other method than that of letting her
loose upon combs of hatching brood,
kept warm by artificial heat.

I tried that method once on a select

untested queen and left the entrance
open and never saw the queen again.

100 per cent—100 per cent. The queen
would not be in a natural position,

with nothing but hatching brood (I

will say emerging brood) and artificial

heat, especially if the heating ap-

paratus was made by some amateur.
I am surprised that Latham should

put the cages on: the top of the

frames. I always put them between
frames in the middle, so the bees will

keep them warm and get acquainted
more easily. The frames I spread far

enough so the bees can get on the

wire of the cage and the cage resting

on two nails pushed in the comb.
I made my frames of wire netting,

8 to the inch, and the bees can feed

through and get acquainted more eas-

iiy.

Some mosquito netting is 14 to the

inch, and should not be used.

A friend of mine had foulbrood and
[ was helping him, and he killed the

old queen against a small pear tree,

and the swarm clustered on the tree,

where the odor of the queen was lo-

cated.

We scrubbed the tree with soap
and water. The bees clustered again.

We brushed them off and dumped
them in the hive. Then we put car-

bolic acid on the tree, but they would
cluster. He cut the tree down, then

the bees tried to get into the wrong
hive and got killed by the quart.
The next time I introduced queens

I tried this way: I caught the old
queen and killed her against the new
queen cage, but never saw much ad-
vantage, and I hated to do it.

Now when I kill the old queen I

make a hole in the ground with my
toes and bury her so the bees cannot
find the odor, as I have seen the bees
find a new queen (in cage) in a shed
and a hundred bees covered it in a
few minutes. I don't know why they
did it, but I had to hide the queen
cages.

I have nothing against Latham, for
I have used his queens and think they
are very fine.

While talking about queens I want
to ask Latham a question.

I bought some queens last year. I

am not sure, but I think they were
Latham's. It was 4 or 5 days before
I put them in, and in one cage every
bee was dead but the queen, and in

another cage every bee was alive but
the queen, and I noticed the queen
was curled up, but I did not know
why, so I put the live queen in with
the live bees, and before I knew it

one bee stung the queen to death and
the queen curled up same as the other
one.

Why did the bees sting the first

one? Why the second one? It was
perhaps my fault, for not introducing
as soon as I got them. I only lost $3.

Some queens are worth $10 for the
extra amount of honey their bees
store in one year.

New Jersey.

LAVENDER
By Ph. J. Baldensperger

In your recent numbers you re-

produced various articles on lavender.

Here is what we have in the Alps :

1. Lavendula Stoechas (Linn). The
bushes carrying this lavender grow all

along the lowlands in porphyraceous
soil, and going up the rocky hills to

a hundred metres (330 feet) above the

level of the sea, from Menton to

Toulon, in the pine forests of the Es-
terel and Maures regions.

The bushes grow densely and are

Mr. Snodderly's apiary in Omaha, where bcckci. -uibincd with fruit growing.
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sometimes a half meter (20 inches) or
thereabouts, in height. The leaves are
grayish or almost shriveling—or
frUees. The dark purple flowers are
in a dense ear or spike containing a
dozen or more. The top of the spike
is furnished vv-ith long bracts, same
color as the flowers, or sometimes
violet. I counted over 30 such spikes
on a single plant. They flower from
March to May and are visited by bees,
though not to compare with the other
kind. Their odor is very agreeable.

2. Lavendula latifolia Spica. This
kind grows higher up—from two to

four hundred meters (.000 to 1320 feet)

above the sea level, in calcareous soil

—equally along the maritime line

—

some distance inland, except where
the mountains fall directly into the

sea, as about Monte Carlo or Beau-
lieu. The bushes are few and far be-
tween. The bush proper is very low,

but the spikes grow up to nearly 75

centimeters (.2J/2 feet) and with alter-

nate and long, lanceolate, grayish
leaves, sometimes more than b centi-

meters long (2 inches). The flowers

grow in thni spikes, though elongateid

at the top of the stems, bluish in

color. They flower about June and
sometimes till the end of July. Bees
visit them when other flowers are

scarce.

, The plants are sometimes mistaken
for true lavender; but on nearer ex-

amination, and by the odor rather

than by the flowers, they are recog-

nized. They are also used for per-

fume, but only when the other kind
is wanting.

3. Lavendula officinalis, vers. These
are the queens of flower and per-

fume. The bushes are usually very
denisely covered with very odorifer-

ous leaves, longer than in Stoechas
but shorter than in Spica. As a rule,

they grow only above 400 meters
(1320 feet) above the sea level and
up to 2,000 meters (6600 feet). They
do not like the forests, as do the other

two congeneres, but seem to be

wholly independent and want the

whole field for themselves. The bushes

sliow any number of flower stetns,

growing up to half a meter, each

stem crowned with a dense spike of

bluish flowers, beginning to open to-

wards the end of June. Though some
plants may slip down till near the- sea,

they are never worth while for bee

fodder. Whilst all the arid mountains

are covered witli millions of bushes,

mostly growing wild, they give the

most delicious honey of a yellowish

amber or whitish color. The peasants

gather them in donkey loads and sell

them by the hundred kilos for the

Grasse perfumes, or some enterpris-

ing peasant distils them, on the spot,

near running water. This distilling

is done in the open air, as during the

long summer months, in our southern

climate, there is never a drop of rain.

An alembic (still) is set up, and the

lavender is boiled then and there.

The prices vary very much. Before

1914 they were paid from .'' to 10

francs per hundred kilos (44 to 90

cents per hundred weight). In 1920

the peasants left everything to go

for lavender, as some speculators paid
them over a hundred francs per hun-
dred kilos ($9 per cwt.). A good
hand with a mule or a donkey to
carry the bundles, can gather ISO

kilos or over in a day. The mountain
sides are so abrupt that not all can
be reached—a good chance for the
beekeepers—since they are cut in the
honey season. Happily, there are, in

some places, more flowers than hands
to cut them and the bees are happy as

well as the beekeeper.
In the Basses-Alpes, Vaucluse and

other places, they are cultivated on a

high scale for perfumery.

UINTAH BASIN BEES
By Frank L. Arnold

Transcontinental tourists who
traveled this summer from Denver to

Salt Lake by the Pike's Peak high-

way may have noted an unusual
honey flow in the two Utah cotinties

of Uintah and Duchesne, two coun-
ties that have always been famous
for the abundance and quality of

their honey. These two counties lie

in what is known as the Uintah ba-

sin, and are made up of a former In-

dian reservation lying in the Du-
chesne valley and of the land in the

Ashley and Green River valleys.

Here bee conditions are among the

best in the United States, and have
two unique features in the bee world.

The average flow of honey is certain

every year and the beekeeper on a

small scale is encouraged to entrust

his colonies to experts and to share
in the returns rather than to care

for them himself.
The country rolls in sweet clover

and alfalfa bloom. Mr. Dan H. Hill-

man, President of the Uintah County
Bee Association, said in July that he
could not work fast enough to give

his bees room; that he often had to

put on as many as five supers, and
that the Uintah Basin honey flow

never was a failure, though it was
often less than this year. This, ac-

cording to Mr. Hillman, is the car-

dinal excellence of the country as

a bee pasture. It ofifsets the long,

cold winters, when only bees win-

tered in cellars do well, and there is

much loss from spring dwindling.

He, himself, has spent three winters

in California, looking for a better

bee country, but has been unable to

find it, though he studied the Im-
perial Valley, the Los Angeks and
San, Luis Obispo districts with great

care. California, according to him,

often has a greater honey flow than
these two Utah counties, but it often

has an entire failure, while Utah is a

surer average country. Even in the

poorest season, the Uintah basin has

an average of 87 pounds per colony,

with some colonies producing as high

as 120 pounds. Most summers there

are tons of nectar going to waste and
you can see miles of sweet clover

l)loom by the roadside and ten-acre

tracts without a l)ee on them.
Of course, nearly everyone keeps

bees, but the cattle man and the hay
rancher are naturally not so expert

in the work as the professional bee-
man. So it has been the policy of the
county agent, backed up by the farm
bureau, to encourage the small in-

expert beekeeper to take his bees to
an experienced beeman, who will look
after them carefully and return a
certain share of the profits to the
owner. Thus Mr. Hillman took last

year a lot of 20 colonies, hived in

candy buckets, soap boxes, coal oil

cases and other makeshift hives. He
put them into movable-frame hives,
which the owner paid for, cared for
them through the season and re-
turned to the owner 30 pounds per
colony, and, like a good cattle man,
was ready to make the old stock
good.

This, Mr. Hillman thinks, is a fair

contract between the expert and the
inexpert ,and in such contracts he
sees a necessary condition to making
the Uintah Basin a banner bee coun-
try. Some foulbrood has been
brought in from Salt Lake City, and
only experts can control it. In like

manner only e-xperts can handle a

colony so that it will produce its

limit, and it is an old principle that
a cobbler should stick to his last.

Some people were never meant to

work with bees, and never can learn.

With regard to the marketing of

honey,Uintah Basin has still much to

learn. It is mostly sold in 5-gaIlon
cans and, though tlie automobile
tourist will eventually want as much
as that, it looks big to him for a first

taste. There are no posters along
the highway exalting the excellence
of Uintah's sweet clover honey, and
many tourists who stop at the public
camps are apt to pass through with-
out knowing that they are in a honey
country. If they stop at a hotel they
are pretty sure to get the honey on
their hot cakes. It would be excel-
lent advertising for the commercial
clubs to present every tourist with
a small jar of the honey. It would
make him a life-long booster for the
honey.

France has her wine always on the
table, Normandy drinks cider like

water, and the United States would
do well to adopt the Swiss custom
of the breakfast honey pot. Utah
honey could easily become more fa-

mous than Utah celery. At Mof-
fatt, near Duchesne, one of the best

ranchers, with bees as a side issue,

is C. W. Bodily. He and his wife are
making money from bees and tur-

keys, though their chief object in

life is a l(X)-acre hay ranch. Mr.
Bodily has worked with bees ever
since he was a child and says that

never in the history 'of the world
has there been honey like that which
the bees gather from the sweet clo-

ver around Fort Duchesne. And
you'll say the same if you taste of it.

It often brings 50 cents a pound in

Denver, and customers cry for it.

The bees work on the sweet clover
in preference to alfalfa, and the

honey is less sharp than alfalfa

honey and sweetens as it ages. Peo-
ple that never care for other honey,
like it.
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From liis 100 colonies on July 27.

Mr. Bodily extracted 60 cans, that is

3,600 pounds, and that was just the

lieginning of his season's work. His

wife helps him in the uncapping of

the comb, hut her chief success is

with turkeys.

The State Farm Bureau helped last

year in the sale of Uintah honey.

The bee men had contracted to sell

their boney to a local firm at the

Denver market price, less the cost

of freight. The contract was not

lived up to, and the Uintah bee men
were feeling rather sore, when the

county agent began to sell it for them
through the other county agents of

the State. The first sold in Coal-

ville at $3 less than the local price

for 5-gallon cans. It sold everywhere
in the State, from Grouse Creek to

Kanab, at a better price than the

Denver market price which had been

offered, although in every case it was
lower than the local price and came
into competition with honey from
other parts of the State. Some of

the honey even traveled to Oklahoma
and, though it cost the buyer there

$17.50, he sent back for two more
cans. "Beats anything in honey I

have ever .eaten," was his comment.
An agricultural college professor

ordered five cans, thinking that there

was a gallon in each. He was much
surprised when his bill was over $50.

However, as he was a botanist with

much sympathy for bee men, he

coughed up the cash cheerfully and
his children are the happier for his

carelessness.

Utah.

food, waiting for the cell bars. In

using artificial ccll-cu'ps I found that

the bees eat up the given royal jelly

first and clean the cups before they

take care of the transferred larvx.

In doing this work some of the larvae

perish. I advise beekeepers to read

Pellett's book on queen-rearing.

Texas.

CELL PRODUCTION
By H. Brenner

To receive the largest percentage of

prolific .queens it is important that

the larvas be supplied, from the earli-

est stage, abundantly with food. Take
a comb with just hatching larvae from
the best hreeders. Cut out single

cells containing larvae of the same age

and fasten with hot wax to the top-

bar of the empty frame, space the

cells so you will have about 18 to the

bar. Destroy with a toothpick the

larvas in the double cells and on the

under side of the mid rib and give

the frame to the cell-rearing colony.

Prepare according to the strength of

the colony another bar or two, and
fasten in the same frame. If the

colony is in the right condition for

cell-rearing you will find the cells un-

der the top bar started already when
you insert the second bar. With this

method the larvae are never starving

or without food. I take larvae of the

same age so the cells ripen at the

same time. To prepare the colony

for cell rearing. I make it queenlcss

and do not bother it for three days.

The third day I take away all the

sealed brood, larvae and eggs, de-

stroy ihe queen-cells and leave in the

center, between two frames of sealed

brood, space for the cell frame. I

have then a queenless colony without

any larvae or eggs, ready to supply

any number of queen-cells with larval

ODDS AND ENDS
Where Bees May Be Kept

Whereas some country yieldeth one

fruit, some another; some beareth one

grain, some another; some breedeth

one kind of cattle, some another;

there is no ground, of what nature

soever it be, hot or cold, wet or dry,

hill or dale, woodland of chamlpian,

meadow, pasture or arable; in a

word, whether it be hattle or barren,

which yieldeth not matter for the lice

to work upon. —Chas. Butler. The
Feminine Monarchic, 1623.

accusations from beekeepers in the

Chicago district, nor was any such

statement made at the December,
1920, meeting of the Chicago North-
western Beekeepers' , Association, I

believe it is the duty of the American
to inake a statement defending the

article mentioned. If they have iproof

of their statement, then the beekeep-

ers should, through the League and

the bee journals, oorreot this situa-

tion. If the paper cannot show that

adulterated honey was commonly
sold, then this paper owes to the bee-

keepers and honey dealers of Amer-
ica an apology. H. B. Parks,

Secretary American Honey Produc-
ers' League.

Gypsum for Alfalfa Yields

A recent article in "Cement, Mill

and Quarry" calls alitention to the

great value of agricultural gypsum in

increasing the yield of alfalfa in the

west. Who knows but that the addi-

tion of some fertilizer may result in

increasing secretion of nectar from

alfalfa in the east? Our experiment

stations are yet in their infancy.

A Live Organization

The Vigo County, Indiana, beekeep-

ers have an organization which keeps

things moving. They hold summer
tours and winter meetings, and never

allow interest to lag. They held a

short course of two days at Terre

Haute on February 24 and 25, attend-

ed by about 60 beekeepers. The in-

structors were C. O. Yost, Jay Smith.

E. W. Atkins, beside local beekeepers,

including R. B. Davis, of Staunton, In-

diana, and the officers of the Associa-

tion.

William A. Hunter was re-elected

President, Frank Teel Vice President

and George E. Osburn was chosen to

succeed Mr. Rainbolt as Secretary.

Adulterated Honey

Relaitive to the article in the Chi-

cago Evening American by Brice

Belden, M. D., stating that honey is

one of the things most extensively

adulterated, I wish to say 1;hat the

editorial in the February issue, is

timely. Some action must be taken

when charges like these are made.

On December 28, 1920, I received a

letter from Frank C. Pellett, contain-

ing the same information as published

in the Journal. The same day I

wrote to the American and to Dr.

Belden through that paper asking for

a confirmation of this statement and

offered the aid of the League to help

in rectifying this situation. Up to this

day (Feb. 4, 1921), I have received no

reply to these letters, neither have

the letters been returned.

As I have no such information or

Bee Stings Kill Team
Danville, Va.—Two horses belong-

ing to a Patrick County orchard com-
pany were stung to death, and Mrs.

Audrey Rickman was rendered un-

conscious when attacked by a swarm
of bees. The horses, harnessed,

overturned a beehive in their rest-

lessness, and brought out the bees.

Goaded hy stings, the team ran amuck
and upset 18 more bee stands, with

the result that a cloud of many thou-

sands settled on the beasts which, be-

coming entangled in the harness, fell

helpless to the ground.—News Item.

A Good Start

I had one colony on 10 Langstroth

frames and 6 shallow extracting

combs to begin with. I have trans-

ferred onto Jumbo frames with V/i-

inch spacing. I have increased that

one colony to six colonies, all on

Jumbo frames, in Dadant hives. July

4 I bought a 3-pound package of bees

and queen. My first nucleus was
made June 25, and the last one on

July 10. I bought queens to introduce

to the new divisions. As to the

amount of honey: I have taken 101

sections, the lightest weighing 14J4

oz. net, and the heaviest weighing 16^
oz. net. Then I have 80 pounds of ex-

tracted honey, beside frames of

honey that weigh 38 pounds that I

saved to feed if it were necessary.^ I

have now 7 rousing big colonies, with

their combs solid full of honey for

winter, and have stored away 56

shallow extracting combs for use

next spring.

This has been my introduction to

the bees, and I have had royal good

time, beside a profitable one, having

sold 73 sections for SO cents each, and

50 pounds extracted honey for SO

cents a pound.
I am afraid spring is a long time in

coming.
Yours truly.

Ransom A Race.

Massachusetts.

Honey From City Shade Trees

In the city of Washington there are

al)out 10.000 basswood trees within a

radius of two miles of Iowa circle.

An enterprising beekeeper, Harold L.

Kclley, of Forest Glen, Maryland,

moves his bees into the city for the

flow and gets an average crop of
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about 35 pounds per colony of bass-
wood honey.
There are many cities where bass-

wood, maples or other trees which
yield nectar freely are sufficiently
plentiful to aflford a good flow of nec-
tar for a short period. It sounds like

a novel idea to move the bees to the
city for a honey flow, but Mr. Kelley
seems to have found it profitable.

Shart Courses for Beekeepers in

Western Washington
During Janu ry and Kebruary there

were eight schools or short courses
for beekeepers in Western Washing-
ton. They were held at Wishkah,
Elma, Olympia, Puyallup, Seattle,
Shekon, Everett and Bcllingham.
There was a total of nearly 1,000

present at all the short courses.
The Seattle school was best attend-

ed, there being nearly 400 people who
were interested enough lo remain
for five-day sessions and two night
sessions. And the interest was in-

tense throughout the entire eight
short courses.

The principal instructors were
Dr. A. L. Melander, of the State Col-
lege at Pullman; W. L. Cox, of Elma,
the bee inspector for Gray's Harbor
County; Fred Mandery, of Tenino,
the bee inspector of Thurston County,
and George W. York, of Spokane.

Hives Too Close Together
"When in New Zealand, 1 told the

beekeepers there that I thought their

method of placing colonies so close to-

gether was largely responsible for

the spread of foulbrood. My experi-
ence since, in the United States, con-
firms me in that opinion."—W. S.

Pender, in Australasian Beekeeper.
Since the keeping of colonies too

close together is already responsible
for the loss of young queens, by mis-
takes in entering the hive upon the
return from their wedding flight, we
see an additional objection in the
above statement from a man who has
very practical knowledge. The colo-

nies should always be so placed that
the bees may readily recognize their

own hive.—Editor.

More Census Reports

There were 47,285 colonies of bees
in Oregon in 1909, as compared with
45,254 in 1919. The 1919 honey crop
was 929,566 pounds, or a per colony
production of 19 pounds.
Indiana reports 87,045 colonies in

1919, as against 80,938 in 1909. No re-

port on honey yields given.

Colorado had 63,253 colonies in 1919

as against 71,434 colonies in 1910.

Tennessee Joins the American Honey
Producers' League

Tennessee did herself proud on the

question of joining the League at the

January meeting. The Secretary
had just given out a financial state-

ment showing that the association

had only $29 in the treasury. There
were not more than 60 members pres-

ent. But when the circular letter

from the secretary of the League
was read, urging all State Associa-

tions to join, Mrs. Grace Allen made
a motion to join. It was seconded.
Our editor, who was present,

made a few remarks upon the advis-
ability of the beekeepers of the Unit-
ed States being united for the pur-
pose of advertising their honey, to
foster extension work, fight diseases,
standardize equipment, get pure food
laws in the States, keep every one
posted in regard to prices and mar-
kets, etc. A wave of enthusiasm ran
through the meeting. Mr. Ben G.
Davis offered $25 of the $100 needed,
in his and his father's names. The
balance of the subscription was put
together in a few minutes. Glory to

Tennessee! If the beekeepeers thus
support an American League, suc-
cess in steady 'honey 'prices will be
assured. All we need is to unite, as
the citrus producers did.

Beekeeping in Canada
The Canadian Government has sev-

enteen apiaries on the various ex-
perimental farms scattered over the
Dominion. In the January number of
the Horticulturist and Beekeeper, F.

W. L. Sladen states that records of

the returns from these apiaries are
available since 1912. The average per
colony production per year varies
from 18 pounds in the least pirofitable

apiary to 133 pounds in the most
profitable one. It is presumed that

the difl:'erence is largely one of loca-
tion. An average of 133 pounds per
colony for a period of eight years
is certainly a good record. However,
the fact that all the apiaries in the 17

different locations in all sections of
Canada averaged 63 pounds indicates
that Canada offers very favorable
conditions for honey production.

Revival of Split Sections
So little has been said about split

sections of late that many of the
younger generation of beekeepers
have never heard of them. It is pos-
sible to get a very fine article of comb
honey by the use of the split section,

since the foundation is held in place
between the split edges of the wood.
Since some extra labor is necessary
in their use, they have never proved
popular.

We were greatly surprised to learn
that a patent has very recently been
issued to Harry C. Hartman, of Brad-
dyville, Iowa, on split sections. It

seems that no application for patent
on such use of the sections for comb
honey had ever been filed.

We are interested in learning just

when split sections were first used
and where they first appeared.
Mr. Hartman has also received a

patent on a vertical metal support in

the center of the brood-frame to be
used in place of wires. It is some-
what similar in effect to Dr. Miller's

wood splints, except that it is at-

tached to the frame both at top and
bottom.

C. W. Feiganspan, of Newark, was
elected Honorary President; Rev. A.
S. Zimmerman, Newark, President;
Julius Meier, Newark, First Vice
President; B. B. Osborn, Kearney,
Second Vice President, and Chas.
Ledig, Irvington, Secretary-Treas-
urer.

J. H. M. Cook, of Roseland, and
Rev. Zimmerman gave interesting
talks, assisted with lantern slides.

At the second meeting, held Febru-
ary 10, C. H. Root, of Red Bank, and
E. G. Carr, Deputy Bee Inspector for
the State, both gave very instructive
talks.

The next meeting was held Thurs-
day, March 10, in City Hall, Newark.

Chas. Ledig, Secretary.

League Notes

J. J. W^ilder, of Waycross, Ga., ed-
itor of the Dixie Beekeeper, repre-
sented the League in the Southern
Tariff Congress held at Atlanta, Ga.,

January 27-29. Mr. Wilder was suc-
cessful in having honey placed on
the list of agricultural products which
that body is recommending for tariff

to the National Congress. Mr. Wilder
reports that the interests allied m
this Congress were glad to receive
the aid of the beekeepers.

Clifford Muth, Chairman of the
Special Advertising Committee, re-

ports that his committee is progress-
ing nicely and has m de arrange-
ments for the advertising and has
secured a greater part of the funds
required.

C. B. Baxter, of Leavenworth,
Kans., and Corona, Calif., writes that

he is getting material together on
standardization and finds that he has
a big and important job. He further
states the League is creating much
favorable comment and action on the

West Coast.

The California prune growers are to

spend $325,000 in 1921 advertising
prunes. How's that, fellow beekeep-
ers? Is the League going to get your
support?

C. W. Kitchen, of the Bureau of

Markets, Washington, D. C, writes

that he desires to co-operate with

the League's Marketing Committee
and asks the aid of the League in giv-

ing the honey producers of America
a better market report.

H. B. Parks, Secretary.

Use of Propolis
Propolis is reconmunded for ladies

to use on their faces in place of cold

cream, to putty up the wrinkles be-

fore putting on rouge and powder.
The old bachelor beekeepers, readers

of the Air Line Review, are sure to

be taken in by this treatment.—B. B.

Gum, Hot Town, La.

Essex County Meet
The Essex County Beekeepers' As-

sociation was formed January 20, at

Newark, N. J..

Bees Winter Well in Ohio

Bees went into winter quarters in

good condition following a heavy
honey flow. The winter was very
mild, the temperature dropping to
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zero only once. I winter on summer
stands, with three or four inches of
packing on top of the frames, and
have never lost a single colony so
protected. We have woods to break
the wind. C. W. Chambers,

Brookville, Ohio.

British Columbii Beekeeping
A new publication entitled "Bee-

keeping in the Interior of British Col-
umbia," has recently been issued by
the British Columbia Honey Produc-
ers' Association. It contains sixteen
pages, illustrated with photographs
and drawings. The methods of honey
production best suited to the condi-
tions of the Province are briefly and
clearly outlined. Our Canadian
friends set a good example, which
may well be followed by organiza-
tions of beekeepers elsewhere.

and interestin'g to all bee fanciers. The
last issue, dealing with the annual
convention of the State Association
which met with the Alameda folk"',

contains 32 pages and has the ap-
pearance of quite a pretentious hce
magazine.

California has some live ones in

the honey producing business. Ever
since the days of Harbison, they have
insisted on producing moio hcney
than anybody else, and not only do
they produce good honey, but they
advertise the fact in a way to make
the rest of the world sit up and take
notice.

Bees and Honey
"Bees and Honey" is the name of a

little publication issued every little

while by the Alameda County, Cali-

fornia Beekeepers' Association. It

seems that whenever the secretary
has important news for the members,
the paper is issued. It is a novel idea

Chicago Beekeepers Meet
On February 15 the be'^kecpers of

Chicago and vicinity held a meeting
at the Chicago Business Co'lcge Hall.

The hall proved too small for the

number that attended, so it became
necessary to diviae the cumpany and
hold two meetings. It is expected
that a permanent organization v.'ill re-

sult and that beekeepers of thai vicin-

ity will hold frequent meetings in

winter) with apiary demonstrations
in summer.

just mail us a plant, root, stem and blossom,

and we will do our best to give you its name.

2. If you feed at once as large a quantity as

they will take readily, they will not do much
brood-rearing. It is when you feed slowly, a

little at a time, that the bees do much brood-

rcarinj

3.An active man might take care of 500 to

700 colonies, if things are conveniently ar-

ranged.

4. Better figure on 30 to 40 pounds of honey

for a colony to reach from one crop to the

other, unless you have plenty of bloom yield-

ing honey in spring, which is rather excep-

tional.

6. Brood should be reared as long as bees

fly freely every day. The quantity lessens

from day to day at the approach of cold

weather.

6 That dark honey may be honeydew. Send
us a sample of it.

Locations

tTHE EDITOR'S ANSWERS
=^

Questions are answered in order re

than we can answer in space available,
before answers appear.

Repairing Combs
1. (a) In replacing drone-comb is it best

to fit in pieces of worker-comb singly and let

the bees straighten out crushed cells, or can
foundation be fitted in? (b) Is it true that
brood-comb should be cut out every 4 or 5
years, as some claim that bees become smaller,
owing to a lining accumulated in cells by
hatching of the young bees?

2. Bees wii.tered in cellar with a queen-
excluder on hive to keep out mice, should the
cover be pulled back to give ventilation, and
how far?

3. How soon can bees be taken out of cel-

lar? WISCONSIN.
Answers.—Yes, fit pieces ot worker combs

in the spaces formerly occupied with drone-

comb. Otherwise the bees will rebuild drone-

comb. It is better to have some pieces of

already built comb, as they can be adjusted

better than pieces of foundation.

b. No, it takes 15 years or more to make
cells too small for workers.

2. We would give a certain amount of ven-

tilation according to the strength of the

swarm. We have wintered bees in the cellar

with the entire top open. Give them an inch

or so at least.

3. Take bees out of cellar &t the first warm
days of spring. Dr. Miller said "when the

first soft maple bloom is out." Do not take

them out on cold days

ceived. As we receive more questions
two or three months sometimes elapse

strong colonies. On the average it goes 10
degrees below zero.

5 How late should brood be reared to pre-
vent spring dwindling?

6. There is about one pound of real dark
brown honey (cappings) in each hive. Please
tell me what it is. OREGON.
Answers.—1. We are not acquainted with

the flora of Oregon. You are better placed

than we are to find the plant on which your

bees gather that white pollen. If you find it,

1. Having had some experience with bees,
I intend to move to some place where I can
embark in the bee business. Can you give me
ai.y information as to Colorado, Southern
Utah, Southern California, or Texas?

2. In Mr. Frank C. Pelletl's book, "Ameri-
can Honey Plants," does he give the location
of all the different plants?

MINNESOTA.
Answers.—1. Colorado, Utah. California and

Texas are the best State for bees, but you
must go there and make your selection for lo-

cations, for there are good and bad spots in

all those States A trip in either of them
will give you the necessary information.

2. "American Honey Plants" gives the loca-

tion of the different plants and also gives a

list of the honey plants of each State.

Flight of Queen
1. Does a laying queen take exercising

flight? A queeii breeder has told me he does
not believe in cutting a queen' wings, as it

prevents her from taking exercising flights.

2. When keeping royal jelly from one sea-
son to another, must the larv.-e be picked out?

MARYLAND.
Answers.—1. No, a queen never flies ex-

cept when she mates, at the age of 6 to 10

days, or when she goes out with a swarm. Tell

Oregon
1. There is a late flow here now (Sept. 11).

The bees are coming in with a white pollen
all over their bodies. Could you tell me what
it is?

2. If I feed the colonies short of stores about
the last of September would much of the
honey be used in brood-rearing?

3. How many extracting colonies could one
man keep successfully (keeping bees only)?

4. About how much honey does one colony
require here for winter stores if they are
wintered in double-walled hives, medium

Quality Bee Supplies
FROM A

Reliable House
Without fear or favor, I place my BEE SUPPLIES and SERVICE

before you.

It is the small annoyances that often grow into disastrous results.
Avoid the so-called "little losses" by using MOXDENG'S GOODS.
Quality is first—save time vvfhen you put your goods together, by

getting supplies that are accurately made. Service is next—no delays
when bee supplies are ordered from my factory.-

I am ready to meet your urgent needs.

Send for my new price list.

Closing out all Langstroth and Wisconsin hives and supers. Also
Langstroth triangular top-bar frames and eight-frame D. T. supers
for 4x5 sections. Will sell at cost price. Write for quotations.

CHAS. MONDENG
146 Newton Ave. N. and '159 Cedar Lake Rd. Minneapolis, Minn.
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that queen-breeder to get better informed.

2 I can't see any u-e in keeping royal jelly

from one season to another. But when you do

keep any, you should, of course, remove the

larvae. If you don't, they will either get cold

and die and decay, or they will eat up your

royal jelly and then die anyhow.

Honey for Candy
How long should honey be boiled for use in

queen candy? I notice in Professor White's

article, in October number, that the time seems

to have been lengthened since Dr. Phillips*

experiments a few years ago.
CALIFORNIA.

Answer.—The bacteriologists and entomolo-

gists have warned us for some time past of

the necessity of boiling honey for a half hour,

when it is used to feed bees.

Dr. Burton N. Gates, Bulletin No. 75, De-

partment of Agriculture, 1908, page 29, "Bee

Diseases in Massachusetts," wrote:

"It is safe to feed honey to bees only when

it has been vigorously boiled for at least a

half hour. . . .
'*

Dr. E. F. Phillips, "Treatment of Bee

Diseases," Bulletin 442, Department of Ag-

riculture, 1911, page 17, wrote:

"Honey can safely be used for feeding bees,

provided it is diluted with at least an equal

volume of water, to prevent burning, and

boiled in a closed vessel for not less than one-

half hour, counting from the time that the

diluted honey first boils vigorously." This

authority repeats the same recommendation

in Bulletin 1084, of the same Department,

"Control of American Foulbrood," dated

March, 1920.

On page 340 of the October number of this

magazine, Dr. White wrote: "When the

spores from the scale material were suspended

in water and heated to boiling point (212 F.J

they were all killed in 11 minutes. A half

hour or more may be necessary when they

are in honey "

In our own work, "The Hive and Honey-

Bee," Langstroth Revised, we have recom-

mended for years, paragraph 799, "when
cither honey or beeswax is heated to kill the

germs of foulbrood, to keep the liquid at the

boiling point for a couple of hours at least."

A thing that we did not know until lately,

though we may have simply overlooked it, is

that tlie bacilli die more quickly in hot water

than in hot honey. See paragraph above from

Dr. White. It behooves all queen-breeders to

rather overdo the heating of honey, for noth-

ing will hurt a queen-breeder's reputation

more than to have it thought that he is

careless about such a matter.

Fence For Apiary
I am living on the outside of town, but in

the city limits I have only one neighbor
near rae. I am trying hard not to interfere

with anybody. 1 have at present 78 colonies

and am thinking of increasing to 160. 1 have
begun to make a high board fence and think-

ing of having a high fence all around them.
There is no shade in the bee-yard yet. Would
it be too warm in summer to have an almost
tight fence around them? Would you think

that the city could compel me to move the

bees? I have 5 lots where I have my bee-

yard, so I am not too near the road.
WISCONSIN.

Answer.—It would probably be rather

warm in the summer to have a tight board

fence all around your bee-yard. But this is

not indispensable. A wire netting 10 or 12

feet high would be just about as efficient as

a tight fence. Bees will not fly through a

mesh one-half to one inch in diameter. At

least such a mesh is sufficient to induce them

to fly above it, so they get out of the way of

passing teams, etc. So we would suggest that-

you build a tight fence only on the windy

sides and use netting on all other sides. This

will avoid making the yard too hot in sum-

mer. We have seen such netting in use in

Peoria, with very good results.

To sweeten a mean neighbor, give him a

jar of honey occasionally. 1 1 may seem hard

to do it the first time. But you will see his

face brighten, and the second time you give

him some he will be quite a different man.

To prevent trouble with neighbors and

passers by, you should never handle your

bees without smoke Never allow any one to

jar a hive unless it has been previously

smoked, at the entrance first, and over the

combs when opened. There is no necessity

for cross bees. If some colony is unreason-

ably cross, change the queen in the spring as

soon as you can get one. Keep only pure Ital-

ian bees. They are much more gentle than

the common or black bee, or the hybrid. Make
it 3 point to have gentle bees.

As to the city compelling you to move your

bees, that is out of the question. They can

have you fined, if your bees do any damage.

People who get stung by them may obtain

damages. But no law can be passed making

bees a nuisance within a city. It has been

tried before. But you should keep your bees

in such a way as not to make them obnoxious

to any one. It can be done by following

these suggestions.

f?~

The Diamond Match Co.
(APIARY DEPT.)

MANUFACTURERS OF

Beekeepers' Supplies

CHICO, CAL, U. S. A.

Dadant's incomparable Foundation
is always kept in stock. Western
Beekeepers can be supplied ad-

vantegeously.

B EEKEEPERS, wherever they may be located, before deciding where
to obtain supplies, should write to The Diamond Match Co. for

prices, and for their Beekeepers' Supply Catalogue.

This Company are the largest manufacturers in the world who make
Bee Supplies. They own their own timber lands, mills and factories, and
supply goods direct from the tree to the beekeeper.

Full advantage of this low cost of production is given to the purchaser.

The Apiary Department (which is in charge of experienced supply men,
who are also practical beekeepers) maintains a constant excellence of

product and offers unsurpassed service.

The Diamond Match Co.
Apiary Department CHICO, CAL., U. S. A

-«^

MR. BEEKEEPER—
We have a large plant especially equipped to manufacture the sup-

plies that you use. We guarantee all materials and workmanship.

We ship anywhere. We allow early order discounts and make

prompt shipments. Write for free illustrated catalog today

LEAHY MFG. CO., 90 Sixth Street, Higginsville, Missouri
J. W. ROUSE, Mexico, Missouri A. M. HUNT, Goldtliwaite, Texas
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CLASSIFIED DEPARTMENT.
Advertise incuts in this department will be

inserted for 5 cents per word, with no dis-

counts. No classilied advertisements accepted
for less than 35 cents. Count each initial or

number as one word.
Copy for this department must reach us not

later than the 20th of the month preceding
date of issue. If intended for classified de-

partment it should be so stated when adver
tisement is sent.

SWEET CLOVER SEED
ANNUAL WHITE SWEET CLOVER SEED
—The new forage plant that will grow from

4 to 8 feet high and bloom and mature seed in

90 days. Our seed was grown at Ames, Iowa,
and is first-class seed, hulled and scarified.

We have only a small quantity to offer, put up
in 1-ounce packages, at $1 each, postpaid.
Colorado Honey Producers, Denver, Colo.

BEST quality white sweet clover seed, raised
on my farm in Nebraska, cleaned and scari-

fied, at $12 per bushel. In less quantities 25c
per pound. _ Frank C. Pellett. Hamilton, III.

BEES AND QUEENS
Lower Price. Top Quality. Atwater's Honey.

EARLY QVEENS—Beginning to ship about
May 20, 3-banded Italians; don't monkey

with poor queens; get something worth while.
One untested queen, $1.50; 6 for $8; select

tested, 1 $3; 6 for $15. See prices for bees
in the February and March numbers of the
American Bee Journal.

J. W. Bittenbender, Knoxville, Iowa.

CARNIOLANS~ forleason of 1921. Gentle,
prolific; wonderful honey gatherers. Circu-

lar and prices free. Alfred Hann,
Box 81, Glen Gardner, N. J.

ITALIAN QUEENS—Three-banded, select un-
tested, guaranteed. Queen and drone moth-

ers are chosen from colonies noted for honey
production, hardiness, prolificness, gentleness,
and perfect markings. Price, May and June:
$1.50 each, 12 or more $1.25 each. Send for
circular.

J. H. Haughey & Co., Berrien Springs, Mich.

FOR SALE—Queens—Limited quantity, price
$1.25 each. One-third books order for June

delivery, balance one week before delivery.
Willard A. Friend, R. 2, Box 113, Bedford, O.

PURE ITALIAN QUEENS, $3 each.

F Barber, Lowville. N. Y.

BY RETURN .uAIL—Tested Italian Queens.
$2.50 each. We guarantee safe arrival, sat-

isfaction and tio disease.

J. W. K. Shaw & Co., Loreauville, La.

FOR SALE—Three-frame nuclei, with leather-
colored Italian queen (frames with nrood and

honey and about 2 pounds of bees), $10 ea^h.
by express, not prepaid. Delivery from May
15 J. S. Morales.

115 Vermilyea Ave. New York City, N. V.

QUEENS ON APPROVAL—Bees by package
or colony. Have your order booked now.

Send money by May 1. A. M. Applegate,
840 Main St., Reynoldsviue, Pa-

FOR SALE—Three-banded Italian queens
ready June 1. Day old virgins. 55c each.

Select untested, $1.50 each; 6, $8; 12, $15; 50,
$60. Nuclei with queens, 2-frame $7.50; 3-

frame $10.50. No disease; satisfaction guar-
anteed and correspondence answered promptly.

A. E. Crandall, Berlin, Conn.

MR. BEEKEEPER—If you enjoy preparing
supers and rt moving honey, then you will be

wise to head your colonies with my vigorous
Italians. See larger add elsewhere.

Herman McConnell, Robinson, 111.

FOR SALE—A limited number of leather col-

ored Italian queens, the kind that gets the
honey. L. C. Keet. in 1919, produced 40,000
pounds of honey from 200 colonies.

Geo. B. Howe, Sackets Harbor. N. Y.

QUEENS ON APPROVAl^Bees by pack-
age or colony. Have your order booked now.

Send money by May 1st.

Birdie M. Hartle, 924 Pleasant St..

Reynoldsville, Pa.

FOR SALE—Nuclei and queens. See ourj
display advertisement.

Cotton Belt Apiaries, Roxton, Texas-

l-'UR SALE—Unsurpassed Italian queens,
r<.ady June 1; untested, $1.50; 6, $7.50; 12,

$14; 60, $55; 100, $105. Tested, 1, $2.50; 6,

$13.50, My queens are actually laying before
tht-y are sent out.

J. D. Harrah, Freewater, Oregon.

HEES from my queens would not excel at an
exhibit, but they are hard to beat any place

else. Circular tells more about them.
R. V. Stearns, Brady, Texas.

FOR SALE—Limited number of three-frame
nuclei, pure three-banded Italians with tested

'lucens only. For April delivery. No disease.

Inspection certificate. Satisfaction or money
back guarantee. Price $9.

Geo. R. Mitchell, BoonevlUe, Miss.

FOR SALE—Three-banded Italian bees and
queens, April and May, untested queen

$1.50, tested $2.50; 2-lbs. bees $4.50. Add
price of queen wanted. Safe delivery and sat-

isfaction guaranteed.

J. L. Leath, Corinth, Miss.

FOR SALE—Hardy northern bred Italian

queens and bees, each and every queen war-
ranted satisfactTy. For prices and further
information write for circular.

H. G. Quirin, Bellevue, Ohio.

WONDERFUL QUEENS at wonderful prices;

no complaints last year. Untested, $1.50;
tested, $3; virgins, 50c.

F. M. Russell, Roxbury, Ohio.

THAGARiyS ITALIAN QUEENS—Axy 3-

banded are "bred for quality"; try them and
be convinced. Circular free.

V. R. Thagard, Greenville, Ala.

GUARANTEED ITALIAN QUEENS AND
Bi-ES. Orders filled day received. See

larger add elsewhere. Dr. White Bee Co.,

P. O. Box 71, Sandia, Texas.

PACKAGE BEES and nuclei, also Italian

queens. No disease in this section. Years
of exjierience in shipping bees. For prices and
terms address

AUenvile Apiaries, AUenville, Ala.

HEAVY LAYING Italian queens that produce
hustling 3-banded workers. Untested, $1.25;

tested, $2. Safe delivery and satisfaction guar-
anteed. There is no disease in my apiaries.

Order now and get them on time.

P. M. Williams. Ft. Deposit, Ala

FOR SPRING DELIVERY—One good Italian

queen, 1 Hoffman standard frame emerging
brood, 1 pound live bees, price complete $6.50,

f. 0. b. Bordelonville. Queen introduced,
mated, laying enroute; loss in transit replaced

if noted on express tag by agent; no disease

in State. References given. Orders booked.

May delivery, one-fifth cash. Orders filled in

rotation. Successor to J. F. Archdeken,
Jess Dalton, Bordelonville, La.

MOTTS NORTHERN BRED ITALIAN
QUEENS—Select untested, $1.50; 6, $8.50;

12, $15. Select guaranteed pure, or replace,

$1.75. Select tested, $2.50 each. Plans

"How to Introduce Queens, and Increase,"

25c. E. E. Mott, Glenwood, Mich.

FOR SALE—Pure Italian queens and nuclei.

One untested queen, $1.50; 12, $15. Tested
queens, $2.50 each. Nuclei, 2-frame nucleus,

$5; 3-frame, $6.50- Add price of queen wanted
to price of nucleus. Frank Bornhoffer,

Rt. 17, Mt. Washington, Ohio.

BEES AND QUEENS from my Carolina api-

aries, progeny of my famous Porto Rican
pedigreed breeding stock.

Elton Warner, Asheville. N. C.

FOR SALE—Golden or 3-banded virgins, 60c

each, or $6 per dozen; safe arrival.

R. O. Cox, Rt. 4, Luverne, Ala.

SWARTS* Golden queens produce golden bees

of the highest quality. Untested $1.50 each,

C for $8; tested, $3. Satisfaction guaranteed.

D. L. Swarts, Lancaster, Ohio, Rt. 2.

HEES—2-pound packages, with queens from
our best breeders. 3-band strain; 1 package

and queen $5.50; 25 or more. $5.25 each. One-

fourth cash books your order. Safe arrival

guaranteed. Promptness and efficiency our

motto. Caney Valley Apiaries,

J. D. Yancey, Mgr.. Bay City, Texas.

DAY-OLD ITALIAN QUEENS—High qual-
ity, low price, satisfied customers. Safe ar-

rival guaranteed in U. S. and Canada. Safe
introduction Prices: 1, 75c; 12, $7.20; 100,
$(iO. Write for circular early.

James McKee, Riverside, Calif.

BEES BY THE POUND—Also pure-bred
queens. Booking orders now for delivery af-

ter March 15. Everything guaranteed.
Brazos Valley Apiaries, Cause, Texas.

FOR SALE—Black bees. 3 lbs. and queen for
$6.25. parcel post prepaid. One-fourth down,

balance just before shipping. Can ship be-
ginning April 10.

Carl L. Wilson, Mount Vernon, Ga.

FOR SALE—Leather colored Italian queens,
tested, until June 1, $2.50; after, $2. Un-

tested, $1.25; 12, $13. Roofs goods at Roots
prices. A. W. Yates,

15 Chapman St., Hartford, Conn.

HARDY ITALIAN QUEENS, $1 each.
W. G. Lauver, Middletown, Pa.

FOR SALE—Honey Brook Farm can supply
you promptly, beginning April 10, with the

very best three-banded Italian queens, one
grade, select untested, $1.50 each, or $15 per
dozen. Tested, $2 each, straight; ready April
1. Should you find some queenless colonies
this spring, send me your order for a young
queen to save them. I will not disappoint you.
I have the bees and can deliver the goods.
Pure mating, safe arrival, and satisfaction
guaranteed,

Jasper Knight, Hayneville, Ala.

1921 PRICES on nuclei and queens: 1-frame
nucleus, $3; 2-frame nucleus, $5; 3-framc

nucleus, $6.50; without queens, f. o. b. Macon.
Miss.; 6 per cent discount on lots of 26 or
more. Untested queens $1.50 each, $15 per
doz; tested queens $2 each, $22 per doz. No.
disease; inspection certificate with each ship-
ment. Safe arrival and satisfaction guaran-
teed in U. S.. Queens sold only with nuclei.

Geo. A. Hummer & Sons, Prairie Point, Miss

WE want to please you. Our reliable three-
banded queens and bees will be ready May

1. All bees are shipped on a standard frame
of brood and honey. 1-lb. package bees, no
queen, $3.25; 2.-lb, $4.60; 3-lb. $6.75. One
frame nuclei, no queen, $2.75; 2-frame, $4.
Queens, untested, $1.50 each. One-fourth
down will book your order.

Oscar Mayeux, Box 16, Hamburg, La.

FOR SALE—Bees for strengthenini? purposes.
3-frame nuclei of hybrid or black bees on

frames containing brood, at $5.26 f. o. b. Lyons,
Ga. No queens included; none for sale. Will be
able to start shipping April 20. No disease;
safe arrival guaranteed if express agent notes
loss on express tag. One-third cash with or-

der. Book your orders at once, as number of

nuclei for shipment will be limited.

Otto Diestel, Elza. Ga.

FOR SALE—-Utopian quality Italian queens,
the kind that satisfy. May 15 to June 10,

untested, $2 each. After June 10, untested,
$1.60 each. 6, $8. Virgins, 90c each; 6, $4.75.

Utopian Apiaries, Amboy, Minn.

THE ITALIAN QUEENS OF WINDMERE
are superior three-banded stock. Untested,

$1.50 each, six for $8; tested, $2.50 each; se-

lect tested, $3. Bees by the pound; write for

prices. Prof. W. A. Matheny,
Ohio University, Athens, Ohio.

FOR SALE—Golden Italian queens, untested,

$1.50 each, dos^en $14. Bees by the pound a

specialty. Write for prices on bees.

E. A. Simmons, Greenville, Ala.

FOR SALE—Queens and bees. Italians and
goldens. $1.50 each, $16 per dozen; 1 lb.

bees. $5, 2 lbs. bees, $9. If queen is wanted
with bees add the price of queen. Safe arrival

and satisfaction guaranteed in United States

or Canada. Cash or certified check must ac-

company all orders where parties are not

known or satisfactorily rated. *

Graydon Bros., Rt. 4, Greenville Ala.

WE are now booking orders for early spring

delivery of two and three-frame nuclei, with
untested or tested queens. Write for prices

and terms. We also manufacture cypress hives

and frames.
Sarasotm Bee Co., Sarasou, Fla.
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THREE-BANDED ITALIANS only, that have
been bred to a high standard of excellence.

I never had any disease in my apiary. Safe
arrival and satisfaction guaranteed. Untested
queens: 1, $1.50; 12, $15. Tested queens: 1,

$2.2r.; 12. $25.

Jul Buegeler, New Ulm, Texas.

FOR SALE-—Three-banded; Italian queens
untested, $1.50 each; 6. $7.50; 12, $14. Se-

lect untested, $1.75 each; satisfaction guaran-
teed. W. T. Perdue & Sons.

R. No. 1, ort Deposit, Ala.

FOR SALE—Root's strain of golden and
leather-colored Italian queens; bees by the

pound and nuclei. Untested queens. $1.50
each ; select untested. $2 each : tested, $2.50
each ;' select tested, $3 each, r or larger lots

write. Circular free. A. J. Pinard,
440 N. 6th St.. San Jose, Calif.

NUCLEI FOR 1921—Now booking orders for

1921 delivery. Italian nuclei (with queen)

,

$6.50 each. Hybrid bees, with pure Italian

queen, $5.50 each. Terms, one-third down with
order. No disease. Safe arrivnl and satis-

faction guaranteed.
A. R. Irisht Doctortown, Ga.

THREE-BAND BREEDERS from o^e of the

heaviest honey-gathering strains in the State.

$10 each. Delivery May 15.

A. V. Small, Augusta, Kans.

WE are booking orders for our golden Ital-

ian queens for spring delivery after April 16.

Untested queens, 1, $1.50; doz., $15; select un-
tested queens. 1, $1.75; do.,., $18; virgin queens,
1, 75c; doz., $9; tested queens. 1, $3; doz., $36
Safe arrival guaranteed.

Tillery Brothers, Georgiana, Ala.

FOR SALE^—Large, hardy, prolific queens: 3-

banded Italians and golden; pure mating and
safe arrival guaranteed. We ship only queens
that are top iiotchers in size, proHficness and
color. Untested, $2 each; 6, for $11; 25 for

$45; tested queens $3 each. 6 for $16.

Buckeye Bee Co., Box 448 Massillon, Ohio.

BOOK YOUR ORDERS for QUEENS now—
Goldens, $2; tested, $3; banded, $1.50; tested.

$2.50; six or more, 10 per cent less.

Clover Leaf Apiaries. Wahoo, Neb.

EDSON APIARIES now booking orders for

queen bees for delivery during season of

1921. Prices: One untested queen. $1.25; 60
untested queens, $57.50; 100 untested queens.
$100. Orders filled in rotation; first shipments
March 1, 1021.

Edson Apiaries, Gridley, Calif.

PURE ITALIAN QUEENS—Golden or leather

colored, packages and nuclei; 1 untested
queen, $1.50; 6, $7.50; 12, $13.50; 50, $56; 100,

$100; virgins, 60c each; packages, 24 and un-

der, $2.25 per pound; 25 and over, $2 per
pound; nuclei, 1-frame, $4 ; 2-frame, $6; 3-

frame, $7.50; queens extra. One-story 10-

frame colony with queen, $12.
Golden Star Apiaries,

R. 3, Box 166, Chico, Calif.

BEES AND QUEENS from my New Jersey
apiary J. H. M. Cook,
lAtf 84 Cortland St., New York City.

PACKAGE BEES AND PURE ITALIAN
QUEENS—Booking orders now for spring

delivery. Circular free. J. E. Wing.
155 Schiele Ave., San Jose. Calif.

HIGH GRADE ITALIAN QUEENS—Send
for catalog.

Jay Smith, R. 3, Vincennes, Ind.

BEES BY THE POUND. ALSO QUEENS—
Booking orders now. Free circular gives

prices, etc. See larger ad elsewhere.

Nueces County Apiaries, Calallen, Texas,
E. B. Ault. Prop.

HONEY AND BEESWAX
Lower Price. Top Quality. Atwater*s Honey.

HONEY-irjc per pound. Walter Reppcrt.
• Gen. Deliv., Shreveport, La.

FOR SALE—Very fine quality ..asswood-milk-

weed ''mostly milkweed) honey in fiO-pound

cans. F. W. Sowinski, Bellaire, Mich.

FOR SALE—Gallberry honey in cypress bar-

rels; will sell for host offct'.

J. G. Puett, Americus, Ga.

F(_)R SALE—White clover comb honey ; also
extracted in 10-lb. pails.'

W. L. Ritter, Genoa, 111.

FOR SALE—Finest grade honey, in 10-lb.

pails; same quality as bottled, $2.40 per pail
in single pail or case lots of 6. Also in glass
jars of 1 pound, lyi pounds and 3 pounds.
Packed and guaranteed to carry safely any-
where. Prices on application.

Merton Church, Highland Park, III.

FOR SALE—Choice clover extracted honey.
State quantity wanted.

J. D. Beals, Oto, Iowa.

FOR SALE—Best quality clover-basswood ex-
tracted honey; two GO-lb. cans in case.

Gelser Bros., Dalton, N. Y.

FOR SALE—Louisiana honey.
Arthur Kuersten, Burlington, Iowa.

FOR SALE—Well ripened extracted clover
honey. 20c per pound. Amber and buck-

wheat extracted 17c, in 60-lb cans. Five-pound
jiail clover $1.25. Buckwheat and amber $1
per pail. Lig^t amber in barrels 12j4c per
pound ; also have a dozen cases buckwheat
comb at $5 and $G per case of 24 sections.

H. G. Quirin, Bellevue, Ohio.

FOR SALE—Choice white clover extracted
honey, $20 per case of 2 60-lb. cans, f. o. b.

Holgate. Noah Bordner, Holgate, Ohio.

FOR SALE—Choice light amber honey in 60-

lb. cans; also in 10 and 5-lb. pails. Please
write for price and sample.

F. W. Luebeck, R. 2, Knox, Ind.

FOR SALE—Extracted honey. Write for

prices. A. L. Kildow, Putnam, 111.

FOR SALE—Honey. Immediate shipment f.

o. b. New York, in GO-lb tins: Calif, white
orange, 19c lb.; Calif, white sage, 16c lb.; white
sweet clover, 14c lb.; Calif. L A. sage, 13c lb.;

West Indian L. A., 10c lb.; West Indian L. A.,

10-lb. tins, 6 per case, 15c lb.

Hoffman & Hauck, Woodliaven, N. Y.

NEW HONEY. NEW PRICCS—Supply your
customers, finest alfalfa-clover honey, extra

strong cases, $11.50 for one 60-lb. can, $21.60

case of 2, all f. o. b. here. Write for prices

large lots. Two carloads sold; plenty on hand.
E. F. Atwater, Box 37J. Meridian, Idaho.

WANTED—Helper in beeyard. Give age, ex-

perience and wages wanted on basis of

board furnished.
Mathilde Candler, Cassville, Wis.

WANTED—Comb and extracted honey.
The L. H. Snider Apiaries, Auburn, Ind.

WANTED—Shipments of old comb and cap-

pings for rendering. We pay the highest

cash and trade prices, charging but 5c a pound
for wax rendering. Fred W. Muth Co..

304 Walnut St., Cincinnati. Ohio.

SUPPLIES
Lower Price. Top Quality. Atwater's Honey.

FOR SALE^-200 new 10-frame Lewis white
pine extracting supers; painted ; new white

frames, wired, full M. foundation; perfect
workmanship. $5 each.

Francis Jager, St. Bonifacius. Minn.

SAVE BIG MONEY—Bargain supi)ly catalog
free. R. Kramske. 1104 Victor St.,

St. Louis, Mo.

FOR SALE—New hives and frames made to

order. Let me save you money. Satisfaction
guaranteed. F. D. Bowers, Sugar Grove, Pa.

FOR SALE—45 8-frame supers, K. 0.\ never
been used, $55; 30 wood and 7 wire queen

excluders, slightly used, $24. Ten Stirling
cuvers with inner covers, nailed and painted,
$20, Everything as good as new; $85 takes
everything.

Earl H. Conrad, Lamoille, Nevada.

FOR SALE—200 absolutely new 10-frame
hives complete, consisting of hive-bodies,

lops, bottoms, tin rabbets, nails and Hoffman
sclf-siiacing frames knocked down, in lots of

5, $14; 200 full-depth supers with frames. $1.20
each; 500 lbs. of medium brood-foundation at

78c per pound
A. Irish, Doctortown, Ga.

HONEY EXTRACTORS at half price; com-
pulsory sale. Write for particulars.

Seaman, South Connellsville, Pa.

FOR SALE—33 one-half depth supers with
frames and 6 without frames, for 8-frame

hives. These supers are white pine and dove-
tailed and in good condition; used but little,

$25 takes the lot.

A. B. Marchant, Jesup, Ga.

FOR SALE—Full line of new and second-hand
Jumbo and Langstroth bee supplies at mod-

est prices. Send for complete list.

The Hoffman Apiaries, Janesville, Minn.

WANTED—To quote special prices on queen
cages in quantity lots, to breeders. State

quantity.
A. G. Woodman Co., Grand Rapids, Mich.

SAVE MONEY on your sections, shipping
cases, tin and glass honey containers, etc.

Our free price list tells you hpw.
The Rattray-Hamilton Co., Almont, Mich.

WRITE FOR PRICES on my cypress bee-
hivcs and supplies.

J. Tom White, Dublin, Ga.

FOR SALE—Good second-hand double-deck
comb honey shipping cases for 4^^x4^Jixl^

sections, 25 cents per case, f. o. b. Cincinnati;
terms cash with order.

C. H. W Weber & Co.,
2146 Central Ave., Cincinnati, O.

FOR SALE—Good second-hand empty 60-lb.
honey cans, two cans to the case, at 60c per

case, f. o. b. Cincinnati. Terms cash with or-
der. C, H W Weber & Co.,

2146 Central Ave., Cincinnati, O.

SEND us a list of goods wanted and will
quote you lowest prices. We are the money-

saving house. Price list free. Try us.

H. S. Duby & Son, St. An ne, 111.

WANTED
Lower Price. Top Quality. Atwater's Honey.

WANTED—Bees in colonies, comb and ex-
tracted honey. Frank Coyle. Penfiela, 111.

WANTED—Brood foundation mill. Slate con-
dition and price.

The Henseler Apiaries, Marshfield. Wis.

WANTED—Apiary on shares or to buy, by
two experienced beemen. Address,

L, care American Bee Journal.

WANTED—Extractor; will pay cash; 100
Langstroth frames, $6.50.

Lorenzo Clarke, Winona. Minn.

WANTED—To exchange bees and queens for
Hershiser wax press; same must be in good

condition.

A. B. Marchant, Jesup, Ga.

WANTED—Comb honey; also 10 stands of
bees. A. K. Reed, Barnett, Mo.

WANTED—Beeswax; also old combs and cap-
pings to render on shares.

F J. Rettig, Wabash, Ind.

WANTED—Beeswax. At present we pay 34c
per pound in cash and 36c in trad* for clean

yellow average wax, delivered Denver.
The Colorado Honey Producers' Association,

Denver, Colo.

WANTED—200 or less colonies of bees for

spring delivery. Any style hive or box. Re-
membering 10c honey is in sight for 1921.

A. W. Smith, Birmingham, Mich.

WANTED—Bees, with or without location.

F. W Pease,
1717 Blake Boulevard, Cedar Rapids, la.

WANTED—Beeswax, old combs and cappings
for rendering :)n shares. Also wac accosted

for trade. Top market prices offered.

A. I. Root Co., Council Bluffs, Iowa.

WANTED—Your order for "Superior" Foun-
dation. Prompt shipments at right prices.

Superior Honey Co., Ogden, Utah.

SITUATIONS
Lower Price. Top Quality. Atwater's Honey.
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WANTED—Position by experienced bee-
keeper; can furnish diploma and give refer-

encts. Dimitri Petrechenko,
P. I » Box 325, Cruni Lynne, Pa.

WANTED—Work at an apiary as helper, by
Catholic. Slate wages if possible.

C. Prescher, 143 Bowery St., New York City.

WANTED—One experienced man and stu-
dents, clean 'habits, able-bodied and willing

workers, as helpers with our more than 1,000
colonies. Opportunity to learn the business
from A to Z; 1920 crop 122,000 pounds; theory
also. Write immediately, giving age, height,
weight, habits, former employment, experience,
references, wages, photo, all in first letter.

E. F. Atwater, Meridian, Idaho.
(Former Special Field Agent in Beekeeping,

U. S. Department of Agriculture).

WANTED—Two young men, able-bodied, will-

ing to work, clean in body and mind, who
want to learn beekeeping and are willing to
exchange faithful services for instruction from
a man with almost forty years of extensive ex-
perience in beekeeping, board and some finan-
cial remuneration. Have twelve apiaries.
K. F. Holtermann, Brantford, Ont., Canada.

WANTED—Man with some experience to
work with bees coming season. State age.

experience and wages wanted, based on our
furnishing board.

The Rocky Mountain Bee. Co.,

Box 1319, Billings. Mont.

WANTED—One experienced man, and stu-

dents or helpers, in our large bee business;
good chance to learn. Modern equipment and
outfit, including auto truck; located near sum-
mer resorts. Write, giving age, height, weight,
experience, reference and wages wanted.

W. A.^ Latshaw Co., Clarion, Mich.

WANTED—Two comb-honey men for season
of 1921. Give experience, age, and wages

expected.
B. F. Smith. Jr., Fromberg. Mont.

FOR SALE
Lower Price. Top Quality. Atwater's Honey.

FOR SALH^lo Sframe hives, empty; 13 S-

frame supers; 5 hive stands. All painted and
in good shape; used 2 years; no disease. Will
sell all at a bargain. Will furnish inner fix-

tures if wanted.
John Hendricks. Zeeland, Mich.

FOR SALE—300 new Lewis beeware beeway
sections, 77 section holders, separators, fol-

lowers, springs for ten supers. Price $10.

J. M. Suliber,
542r> Minnesota Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

FOR SALE—"Superior" Foundation (Weed
process). Quality and service unexcelled.

Superior Honey Co., Ogden, Utah-

FOR SALE—Brand new 6x10 Excelsior print-

ing press, types, rules, for cash. Some bee
supplies, magazines. Offer on magazines.

Edwin Dahlquist, North Branch, Minn.

FOR SALE—Too many bees in town; will sell

40 colonies; also 1 No. 15 Cowan extractor.

1 f interested write.

Geo. F. Schilling, State Center, Iowa.

FOR SALE—35 stands of bees. Ten hives are

standard, 25 are sectional hives. All are 10-

frame. 35 section supers: 25 extracting supers
with drawn combs, all for $375. or hest offer.

Buyer to ship same. L. A. Schwob,
1340 Merchant St., St. Louis. Mo.

FOR SALE—One 10-inch foundation mill, 2J/
inch rolls, nearly new; can save cost of same

in first 100 pounds foundation made. Also
t>-inch mill. 2-inch rolls, in good condition.

W. D. Wright, Altamont, N. Y.

FOR SALE—20 10-frame used dovetailed
hives in good condition; 300 Hoffman

frames, some with good extracting combs, the
balance good starter left from cut-out comb
honey. All in good condition. No disease.

B. A. Manley, Milo, Iowa.

!•'( )R SALE—Six colonies in 10-frame Stand-
ard hives, with suptrs, at $10 each. f. o. b.

Tupelo. Also five new hives at half price.
Write. Ben G. Lumpkin, Tupelo, Miss.

FOR SALE—Lot of new supplies. Lewis
make; sections, foundation, hives, supers,

covtrs, etc., at bargain prices. If interested,
write for complete list.

C. C. Brinton, Bloomsburg, Pa.

FOR SALE—During the Mexican revolution,
while unable to work on my ranches, I

bought a few colonies of bees as a pastime.
They have done wonderfully well, and I now
have 200 good, strong colonies. As conditions
have improved so much that I can again go
lack to work. I cannot give them needed per-
sonal attention, so will sell at a bargain. Good
location, new equi])ment. no disease, and I

own or control other localities suitable for
out apiaries. This is a good opportunity to

enter and develop a new field. Address
J. H. White, Tuxtepec, Oaxaca. Mexico.

FOR SALE—Owner wants use on one of our
outside warehouses, so we must move this

stock; slightly dusty and shopworn: 1-story S-

frame hives, packages of 5, $1 5. Also a lew
10-frame, $17.50. Offer good only as long as

this stock lasts.

A. G. Woodman Co., Grand Rapids, Mich.

FOR SALE—30 colonies of bees in 10-frame
hives spaced 9 frames to the hive. Shipment

to be made about June 1, after they are un-
packed. Also write for prices on what you
may want in bee supplies.

F. J. Rettig, Wabash, Ind.

FOR SALE—Cedar or pine dovetailed hives;

also full line of supplies, including Dadant's
foundation. Write for catalog.

A. L. Burdick. Sunnyside, Wash.

MISCELLANEOUS
Lower Price. Top Quality. Atwater's Honey.

FOR SALE—Silver Spangled Hamburg Cock-
erels and eggs; rare old violin.

Elias Fox, Union Center, Wis.

BLACK~SIBERIAN HARES—Enormous sizes,

delicious meat and beautiful fur. vVrite for

information and prices.

Siberian Fur Farm, Hamilton, Canada.

GRANULATED HONEY SLIPS—100, 20c.

Dr. lonney, Buck Grove, Iowa.

DR. MILLER'S BEE SONGS are in "Songs
of Beedom.' Ten songs for 20 cents, post-

paid ; 2-cent stamps taken. Also Teddy Bear
souvenir postal cards, 10 for 10 cents. Ad-
dress Geo. W. York, Box 84, Spokane, Wash.

WANTED—Old bee magazines. We have sev-

eral customers who wish to complete their

files of American Bee Journal and other maga-
zines relating to beekeeping. The early vol-

umes are especially desired. State what you
have and price wanted in first letter.

American Bee Journal, Hamilton, 111.

EAGLE'MIKADO" PENCIL No. 174

Regular Length. 7 inched

For Sale at your Dealer. Made in five grades
Conceded to be the Finest Pencil made for general use.

EAGLE PENCIL COMPANY, NEW YORK

QUEENS
Write fur our catalog uf high grade
Italian queens. Pure mating and safe
arrival guaranteed.

Prices for 1921
1 to 4 inclusive $ 3.00 each
5 to 9 inclusive 2.90 each

10 or more 2.80 each
Breeders 12.00 each

JAY SMITH, Route 3
VINCENNES, IND.

THREE BAND AND GOLDEN QUEENS

that produce hustling bees. Bred to
fill the supers. Our breeding stock
produced 400 pounds surplus honey in

1920. Our breeding yards are several
miles apart. We breed from the very
best non-svi'arming, gentle, long-
lived, prolific strains of bees and
drones that thirty years' constant
work can produce and money can buy.
No disease. Satisfaction guaranteed.

1 Untested $1.75; 12, $1.50 each
1 Tested $3.00; 12, $2.75 each

DR. WHITE BEE CO., Sandia, Texas

Not the best in color or the
gentlest, but mothers of colo-
nies that bring in the honey.
My circular tells more of my
queens. Prices in line. Also
a few more package bees to

spare.

R. V. STEARNS
BRADY, TEXAS

QUEENS
THREE BAND ITALIANS

Order now for early deliverv. Untested,
$1 25, Select Untested, $1.50 each

D. W. HOWELL, Shellman, Ga.
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TENNESSEE-BRED QUEENS
Forty-nine Years' Experience in Queen-Rearing

Breed Three-Band Italians Only
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Preparedness

—

One Secret of Success
The world around, but in honey production, all other

factors being equal, it is the one qualification for a

successful season. You will agree that w^hen the

honey flow is on, a single hour of enforced idleness

in any one of your colonies is real money lost. De-

lays then mean dollars and cents to you. Prepared-

ness then will spell the difference between an indifferent

season, or a failure, and a highly satisfactory yield.

That's why we urge beekeepers to be ready for any
circumstance that may develop. And because we
realize that time is so important to honey producers

this month, and on thru to fall, we are prepared to ship

all orders promptly, from a full stock of supplies. Check
the list over and if we can send to you or price for you,

any of the supplies named, let us know.We are prepared

to serve you, in the interests of your success. Use us.

Root -Hoffman Frames

All sizes—The New Process Foundation,

Airco, Root's Quality Sections-Root
Hives and Supers-Soft Pine-Thorough-

ly Dried and Cut-Smokers—the Root
kind -Veils, Root's Improved Shipping

Cases, Single and Double -Tier-Honey
Containers.

THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY OF IOWA
COUNCIL BLUFFS, IOWA
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Honey Blending
GlasslinedSteelTanks

Every honey dealer recognizes the advantage of produ-

cing uniformly colored honey. *

Elyria Glass Lined Steel Tanks are equipped with the

Nielson Propeller Agitator. It operates on the princi-

ple of the ship's propeller, requires little power, atTords

quick and complete agitation and perfect blending is

assured. During agitation the honey is kept at the re-

quired temperature by circulating hot water in the tank

jacket.

Stout steel tanks, lined with hard, smooth glass enamel,

are durable, sanitary and easily cleaned.

Elyria Honey Melting Ovens complete the
melting process in four or five hours

and every can is saved

Write to our nearest branch office for detailed

information

THE ELYRIA ENAMELED PRODUCTS COMPANY, Elyria, Ohio
NEW YORK CHICAGO PITTSBURG SAN FRANCISCO LOS ANGELES

103 Park Avenue Conway Building Oliver BuilJiniS 16 California St San Fernando Buildin

Canadian Representatives, CANADIAN MILK PRODUCTS LIMITED, TORONTO, ONT.
MONTREAL, QUE. ST. JOHN. N. B. WINNIPEG. MAN. VANCOUVER. B. C.

QUEENS THAT ARE REARED to PLEASE
Our Reliable Thrcc-banded Italian Queens will be ready by return mail promptly after April S. We will

have 1,500. Nuclei in full operation and can take care of orders by return mail. All orders will be filled

promptly or moifey refunded. Requeen your colon>ies early for the honey flow.

WHY ORDER FARMER QUEENS?
They are bred by as skillful and experienced queen breeders as can be found in the United States. There

are very few places where queens are reared under as favorable conditions as in our queen-rearing yards.

We devote our time to rearing as good queens as possibly can be reared. We spare neither labor nor money
in developing our queens. Our first original stock was procured from the highest quality obtainable and it

has always been our intention to improve our original stock each year, which we have improved to the high-

est point! They are very resistant to foulbrood and the very best for honey gathering.

SUPERIOR QUALITY AND SERVICE
"Box 184, Long Branch, Ontario, Canada.

"My Dear Mr. Fanner: Enclosed find the sum of $3.50 for three untested queens, which I received in

good order. Let me thank you for your kind consideration and proimpt action in mailing the queens. I also

received your letter. Let me again recite that I am well ipleased with your stock and your business methods.

When I require any more queens I am glad to know with confidence that I am going to get a square deal."

"Yours truly, JAMES KELLEY."

We will treat you equally as well.

You take no risk in buying our queens. Safe arrival and satisfaction in U. S. A. and Canada. Satisfaction

is left entirely to purchaser. Prompt service given to all orders. Every queen guaranteed to be purely mated.

Prices: 1 6 12 100

Untested $1.50 $ 8.00 $15.00 $100.00

Select Untested 1.75 9.50 17.00 120.00

Tested 3.00 14.75 25.00

Select Tested 4.00 23.00 42.00

Write for prices on larger quantities than 100.

THE FARMER APIARIES, RAMER, ALABAMA
where the Good Queens come from

=i>
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FOR SALE
We make a specialty of shipping 2-

frame nuclei. Combs are drawn from
full sheets of foundation wired in

Hoffman frames. Combs will be well
covered with bees, and filled mostly
with sealed brood and sufficieivt

stores to do them while on their jour-
ney. Health certificate with every
shipinent. Safe arrival guaranteed.
No more orders taken than can be
filled promptly. Price of each two-
frame nucleus, without queen, $5.00.

Prices of queens are as follows:
Untested: 1, $1.50; 6, $8.00; 12„ $15.00;

50, $60; 100, $100. Tested queens each,

$2.50. When queen is wanted, add
price of queen to that of nucleus. We
begin shipping nuclei with untested
queens May 1, but can ship nuclei

with tested queens and without
queens as early as April 15. Book
your order now by sending in one-
fourth of the amount of order. The
balance yooi may send just before
shipping date. Three-banded Italians

only, and as good as can be pur-
chased.

COTTON BELT APIARIES
ROXTON, TEXAS

COLONIES OF ITALIAN
BEES

In practically new 10-frame

hivesat$15each. Nodisease.

These colonies will consist of

at least five frames of brood,

plenty of bees with young

Italian queens. All combs
are wired, straight and built

from full sheets of foundation

Satisfaction Guaranteed

VAN WYNGARDEN BROS.
R. F. D. No. 4 HEBRON, |ND.

BUY YOUR HIVES OF VOSS WOOD
AT EXIRA, IOWA

Standard sizes and widths, half-lock corners,
reversible bottoms, lock-cap cover. Made of
selected white pir.e, well machined and accu-
rately made.

Prices are in lots of 5, with frames; no foun-
dation.

S-frame. 10-frame.
$14.50 One Story Standard $15.90

8.10 Hive Bodies 9.10
9.45 Jumbo Bodies 9.95
4.00 Reversible Bottoms 4.25
4.25 Lock Cap Cover 4.60
3 per cent discount in lots of 1*^0

Odd sizes and special, same price, if not us-

ing more material. Send sample. Prompt
shipments.

VOSS WOOD SHOP,
Exira, Iowa.

1 6

$1.50 ?S.OO

1.75 9.75

3.00 each

12

$15.00

1C.80

QUALITY QUEENS AT QUANTITY PRICES « ^tlnHl/Smr"

I'KICES FOR 1!)2I

Nov. 1 to June 30. July 1 to Nov. 1.

1 6 12

Untested , $2.00 $ 9.75 $18.00
Select Untested ; 2.25 11.25 19.80

Select Tested 3.50 each
Breeding queens after June 15, with Z-frame nuclei, $15.00 each

Queens are reared from mothers whose colonies are GENTLE, HARDY, and as
HONEY GATHERERS will compare with any. Each and every queen reared by the
latest and most approved methods, thus insuring queens that are capable of duplicat-
ing the excellent characteristics of their mothers.

I rear all my queens personally, and strive for QUALITY instead of quantity. You
may rest assured that when you order queens of us you are getting among the best
that can be produced. You take absolutely no risk in getting our queens for SAT-
ISFACTION and safe arrival guaranteed in the United States and Canada. Foreign
shipments at receiver's risk. I sell no bees by the pound, nor nuclei, only with
breeding queens. Try and estimate your needs for the approaching season and place
your order early.

HERMAN McCONNELL, Robinson, Illinois

HONEY CANS
Let us figure with you on your requirements of Honey Cans.

We ship any quantity desired.

WRITE FOR PRICE LIST

ADDRESS
THE UNITED STATES CAN CO., Cincinnati, Ohio

VIRGINIA CAN COMPANY, Roanoke, Va.
BOX S77-D

f
Y
?

I
V

QUEENS, Select Three -Banded
Write for descriptive circular of our Select Italian Queens. Pure

mating, safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed

Untested $2.00 $10.00
Select Untested 2.50 12.00
Tested 3.50 19.50
SelectTesled 4.00 22.50

May 1 to June 15

1 12

June 15 to Nov. 1

1 12

$18.00 $1.50
20.00 2.00
36.00 3.00
40.00 . 3 50

$ 9.00
10.00
16.00

19 50

$15.00
1800
30.00
36.00

HARDIN S. FOSTER, Columbia, Tenn.

GOLDEN ITALIAN QUEENS
May 1 to July 1. July I to Nov. 1.

„ ,
1 6 12 1 6 12

Untested $2.50 $12.00 $22.00 $2.00 10.00 $18.00
Select Untested 2.75 IS.M 24.00 2.25 12.00 20.00
Tested 4.0n 22. .'iO 40.00 3.50 10.50 3«i.00
Select Tested 4.50 25.00 45.00 4.00 22.50 40.00

BREEDERS $12.SO TO $2S.OO
10 per cent additional for Exported Queens. Queens for Export will be carefully

packed in long distance cages, but safe delivery is not guaranteed.
NO NUCLEI, FULL COLONIES OR POUND PACKAGES.

BEN G. DAVIS, Spring Hill, Tenn.
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Crop and Market Report
Compiled bj M. G. Dadant

CONDITION OF BEES
Througliout the whole of the Uiiitcil States the condition

of bees is excellent. In fact they are a little too forward
for this time of year, and the warm weather has induced
so much brood-rearing that precautions must be taken to

prevent starvation among the bees during the later spring.

We advise all beekeepers to look carefully after their bees
at every available opportunity and make sure they have
plenty of stores, so that brood-rearing will not be ham-
pered through lack of honey.

HONEY PLANTS
It is too early yet to make any guess on honey plants in

the Rocky Mountain region and in the northern half of

the United States.

California, however, has had abundant rain and pros-
pects seem very flattering out there. Throughout the
white clover region immediately north of the Ohio River,
rain has. in part, offset the lack of snow, and clover is

coming forward rapidly, conditions seeming very much
better than a month ago. The Southern States predict a

very good year, as prospects seem excellent.

HONEY
Contrary to expectations, honey has not risen any in

price since our last report. In fact, California is now
transporting honey in carload lots as follows: White al-

falfa Syic, amber alfalfa 7c. Package honey is being
quoted in carloads, also as follows : 24 2-lb. cans $9.50, 12

5-lb. cans $10, 6 10-lb. cans $10, with carload freight rate

allowed to destination.
In the central West honey prices are holding up fairly

well, althoug'h there is practically no sale in carload lots

and only small sales in a wholesale way.
The main stumbling-block on honey prices seems to be

the glutted condition of the New York market, which has
large quantities of foreign honey still unsold and which is

being offered as low as SOc to 60c per gallon.
In fact, the price is now so low in New York that very

little honey is coming in, the tendency being to ship di-

rectly to Europe at a price which will -net as much as ship-
ment through the New York market into the United
States.

There is a tendency throughout the whole country for
retailing of honey. In fact many producers have bought
a stock of friction-top pails and are now putting up their
honey in 2'/2, 5 and 10-lb pails.

The bulk of honey left in the hands of producers remains
in the Inter-mountain States, Arizona and New Mexico,
and in California, with scattering lots held by large bee-
keepers in the Southeast, in Michigan and Wisconsin, and
some in New York and Pennsylvania. In other parts of
the country conditions seem to be favorable towards a

disposal of all honey before the new crop comes in.

It is probably at its lowest point now and there will likely

be a tendency for prices to stabilize at a little higher
value as soon as foreign stocks are disposed of.

Recommendations have also been made for duty on
honey coming into this couwtry of 40c to 60c per gallon.

Without much doubt some duty will be placed upon
honey in the new tariff bill. This, of course, will tend' to

raise the price of all honey in this country. Just where
the market will stabilize is a hard question.

44falcon" BEES AND BEE SUPPLIES
Recommended cheerfully because used successfully for over 40 years.

Safe arrival on shipments guaranteed. ORDER NOW.

Distributor for fhe Central West

WILLIAM H. RODMAN, 2027 Main Street, Gateway Sta., KANSAS CITY, MO.

Send for our red catalog

FALCONER MFG. CONCERN, Falconer, (near Jamestown) N. Y., U. S. A.
" Where the best Beehives come from"

DPPICPPPPPC WE MANUFACTURE DOVETAILED HIVES. HOFFMAN•^^*^^" ^»^ FRAMES. SECTIONS AND SHIPPING CASES

Our hives are made of best grade White Pine, cut accurate and smooth to standard measure

ections are made of Basswood polished on both sides. There are no better made.

We carry a complete line of everything used in the apiary. Our shipping facilities are as good as

can be found anywhere. We want your business. We guarantee prompt and satisfactory service.

Price list free.

MARSHFIELD MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Marshfleldp Wis.

PACKAGE BEES
Dependable Three-Band
Queens. Prompt service.

Prices right

E. A. HARRIS, Albany, Ala.
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BEE SUPPLIES
We are prepared to give you value

for your money. Our factory is

vv^ell equipped with the best ma-
chinery to manufacture the very

A-best supplies that money can

buy. Only the choicest material

suitable for bee hives is used. Our
w^orkmanship is the very best.

Get our prices and save money.

Eggers Bee Supply Mfg. Co.
Incorporated

ROUTE 1, EAU CLAIRE, WIS.

PORTER

DOWN IN COST

TINS AND GLASS JARS
ORDER NOW FOR NEXT CROP PACKING

2 1-2-POUND CANS
2t'ozen reshipping cases S 1.45 per case net

In 100-can crates 6.50 per crate net

In 200-can crates - --- 11.00 per crate net

In SOO-can crates 24.50 per crate net

5-POUND PAILS WITH HANDLES
1 dozen reshipping cases J 1.35 per case net

In crates of 100 8 30 per crate net

In crates of 200 16.25 per crate net

lO-POUND PAILS WITH HANDLES
In one-half dozen cases ---$ 1.10 per case net

In crates of 50 - - - 6,70 per crate net

In crates of 100 -- 12.75 per crate net

5eallon tins, used, good condition. 2 to case S0.50 per case

5-gailon tins, new. 2 tins to wood case 1-35 per case

White Flint Glass, with gold lacqd. wax-lined caps

8oz. honey capacity cylinder style $150 carton of 3 doz.

15oz. honey capicily. table jar style 1.40 carton of 2 doz.

Quart or3pound honey capacity. Mason style 1.00 carton of 1 doz.

NOTE: LOW PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE AT ANY DATE

HOFFMAN & HAUCK, Inc., Woodhaven, N. Y.

y
I

y

X

HONEY PRODUCERS TAKE NOTICE
Do you realize that it is only a short time until your bees will be

taken out of winter quarters? Have you thought about supplies

for next season ? Do not wait until swarming time for that means
!
t

I
?
y
y

dollars out of your pocket. Order your supplies NOW.
We manufacture and carry in stock a complete line of bee supplies

ready for prompt shipment. Send us a list of supplies you will need

and we will be pleased to quote you our price. Our 1921 descrip-

tive catalog and price list is now ready for mailing send us your

name and address and we will mail you our catalog.

AUGUST LOTZ COMPANY, Boyd, Wisconsin

ESCAPE
SAVES
HONEY
TIME

MONEY
F ar sal* hy ail dsalara.

if na daalar, writa tmmttn
IL « K. C. PORTKR, MFRS.
Lawlatown, lllinala. U. S. A.

(Please mention Am. Bee Journml when writing)

HONEY
If interested in either extrac-

ted or comb write for our

prices before buying. They
are right.

C. C. CLEMONS CO.
DEPT. A

KANSAS CITY, MO.

BARNES' FOOTPOWER MACHINERY
Read what J. E. Parent, ^ln^s^.-
of Chariton, N. Y. says:

'^—

'

-

"We cut with one of

your Combined
Machines last winter 50
chaff hives with 7-in.

c«p, 100 honey-racks,

5OO frames and a great

deal of other work."

W. F. & JOHN BARNES
995 Ruby St., ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS

ELECTRIC IMBEDDER
Prica without Batteries $1.50

Not postpaid.

Actually cements wires in the foundation.

Will work with dry cells or with city cur-

rent in connection with transformer. Beit

device of its kind on the market.

For Mil* by all b«e supply deaUn

Dadant & Sons, ha33ilton."ill.

BEE SUPPLIES
We carry a complete stock of sup-

plies at all times, and can make
prompt shipments. Our prices will

interest you.
Send Us Your Inquiries

A. H. RUSCH A SON CO.
RaWsTiUa, Wis.
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QUEENS AND BEES
We are now booking orders for spring delivery.

NUCLEI ON ALUMINUM COMBS

2-Frame nucleus without queen $6.00

3-Frame nucleus without queen 7.50

PACKAGE BEES
1 lb. Package 1 package, $3.00; 12 packages, $2.85

2 lb. Package 1 package, $5.00; 12 packages, $4.75

3 lb. Package 1 package, $7.00; 12 packages, $6.60

Add price of queen desired.

QUEENS 1 12 50

Untested 3-band Italian $1.50 $15.00 $55.00

Tested 3-band Italian 2.50 27.50 112.50

Select tested 3-band Italian 3.50 37.50 150.00

We guarantee safe arrival.

PATTERSON & WINTERS, Jourdanton, Texas

Bees in Packages by parcel post by return mail, or soon. 10,000 pounds of

Italian Bees ready to ship commencing April 5.

Three-Band Queens or Golden Queens
l-lb. swarms with young queens, $5.00 each; 6 or more, $4.90 each

IJ^-lb. swarms with young queens, $6.25 each; 6 or more, $6.00 each
2-Ib. swarms with young queens, $7.00 each; 6 or more, $6.90 each
3-lb. swarms with young queens, $9.00 each; 6 or more, $8.90 each
5-lb. swarms with young queens, $12.50 each; 6 or more. $12,00 each

The lJ/2-lb swarms are especially prepared for our two-pound Canadian parcel

post trade. Larger packages over weigh postal limit. You get full IJ^ pounds of bees
to the package. We tried this size package ourselves in Northern Ontario last sea-

son and had them build up from June 1st to strong colonies which, on an average,

made over 50 pounds of surplus honey, besides going into winter quarters with plenty

of stores.

WHAT OTHERS SAY ABOUT OUR BEES
"The two 3-lb. packages bought of you last May did all right. One made 185 sec-

tions and gave one swarm, and the other made 296 sections and gave two swarms."
(Name on request), Kimmell, Ind.

"The ten l-lb. swarms bought of you last spring, although delayed in transit, and
therefore taking five days to reach me, arrived in fine condition, not a cupful of dead
bees in the lot. They did well, more than paying for themselves the first season, and
went into winter quarters in fine condition." (Name on request), Alabama, N. Y.

"We are only one mile from Lake Erie, and exposed to high, cold winds, in fact

this is the windiest place along the Great Lakes. Your bees were able to winter with

only an insignificant loss. As for honey, they averaged 176 lbs. each of extracted

surplus, did not swarm, and gave an artificial increase of 39 per cent, which is as fine

record as can be had in this locality, especially when the work is done entirely by
amateurs." (Name on request). North East, Pa.

(The above were l-!b. packages and were worked by students going to college at

this place.)

M. C. BERRY & CO., Hayneville, Ala., U. S. A.

Pure Italian Queens of the Best Known Strain
A. I. Root and H. D. Murry Three-Banded only

Booking orders now for spring delivery of two-frame nuclei, two-pound packages,

and full colonies

Prices 1 1»

Untested $1 50 $14.50

Tested - - - 2.28 84.00
Select tested _ 3.00 30.00

Two-frame nuclei with untested queen. $6; 2S or more, $5.50.

Two-frame nuclei with tested queen, $6.75: 25 or more, $6.25.

Two-pound package hybrid bees, each $4. Add price of queen wanted.

No disease near here. Health certificate with all I have for sale. Safe arrival

and satisfaction guaranteed.

P. S. Terms one-fourth with order, balance due at shipping time.

BAUGHN STONE, Manchester. Texas
FORMERLY MURRY & STONE

-C

QpALITY

First

^ANUFACTUKEKS

'NqwiiuES soil'
CJlEO

\m

Seattle
Yakima
Ellensburg
Wapato
Portland

[ILUOS
^Aiet/fsA^ /S8S

HEADQUARTERS FOR

LEWIS BEEWARE
DADANT

FOUNDATION
WESTERN PINE

HIVES

Write Us. It Pays

imis
,^TheChas. H.Lilly Co.

Seattle, Yakima, Portland

CstobiluttHi *«4j"

TYPEWRITER SENSATION
4>fI or£E a month^H-—^O WILL Buy
.\ Standard. Guaranteed TYPE-
WRITER With Every Modern

Writing Convenience

SMITH TVPEWRrTER SALES CO
(Harry A. Smith 3 1 4 218 No. Wells st.,Chlcago, III.
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MODIFIED DADANT HIVE
Your present brood equipment can]

be put above the Modified Dadant'

hive used as full depth supers.

Features are: Deep frames, large

one-story brood-nest, frame space

ventilation, excellence in wintering,

swarming easily controlled.

Glance at this illustration to com-

pare this hive with "Standard" Lang-

stroth hive.

Yiou can get 40 per cent greater

brcyod-comb area than in the

"Standard" ten-frame Langstroth.

MODIFIED DADANT HIVE
FEATURES

1. Eleven frames,

length, Quinby depth.

Langstroth

2. Frames spaced 1^4 inches for

swarm control.

3. Extracting frames 6% inches

deep.

4. Dovetailed body, regular re-

versible bottom and metal roof cover

with inner cover.

5. Langstroth "Standard" equip-

ment easily used with this hive.

For free booklet write any distributor of Lewis "Beeware," or to

G. B. LEWIS COMPANY, Watertown, Wisconsin
DADANT & SONS, Hamilton, Illinois
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Bee Supplies from the Wood Eternal
Bottoms, Covers and Bodies that Defy Decay, Good Material, Good

Workmanship, Good Prices

Five ten-frame dovetailed hives, complete $16.00

Five best ten-frame wood covers made 5.00

Five ten-frame cypress bottoms, full Ji in. thick 4.00

ITALIAN BEES AND QUEENS

Guaranteed to give you Batisfaction

Untested queens $2.00 each $18.00 per dozen

Tested $3.00 each

NUCLEI

One frame, no queen $3.50

Two frame, no queen 6.00

Three frame, no queen 8.25

FULL COLONIES

New painted hives, good combs, young tested queens
Colony in eight-frame hive $20.00
Colony in ten-frame hive 22.00

POUND PACKAGES
One pound package, no queen $3 50
Two pound package, no queen. . 6 00

OUR SPECIAL PACKAGE
Customers claim this is the best package going

One frame brood with one pound bees, no queen $6.00
Car load bees in eight frame hives shipped from Hele-
na, Ga.,each 12.50

Send for Catalog. Give us a trial order

THE STOVER APIARIES, MAYHEW, MISSISSIPPI
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Is Uncle Sam'sWord
Good Enough?

Then Mr. Bee-man, just write for

Volume I of the Cypress Pocket
Library and read what our re-

spected Uncle has to say about
Cypress (''TheWood Eternal.")

You'll then see why any bee-

hive, or bottom or winter case

not made of Cypress is not so

good as it might be. 42 other

volumes all free. The list is in

Volume I. Write and it comes.

SOUTHERN CYPRESS MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION
1251 Perdido Building, New Orleans, La., or i^SJ Heard National Bank Buildinp, Jacksonville, Fla.

Insist on TRADE-MARKED Cyprees at Your Local Lumber Dealer^s II be basn'lil. LET VS KHOIV IMMEDIATELY
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ALUMINUM HONEY COMBS
Have you Extracting Combs sufficient for those short

heavy honey flows?

The shallow extracting Aluminum Honey Comb gives you imme-
diate and adequate storage

PRICE LIST

Standard Langstnoth (Hoffman brood-frame)
size, each 60c

Shallow Extracting (Sj^ in. deep) size, each.. SOc

Modified Dadant (Jumbo depth) size, each 70c

Prices are f. o. b. San Antonio, Texas.
Parcel Post weight, 1 oomb 2 lbs.

Parcel Post weight, 10 combs 11 lbs.

Parcel Post weight, 20 combs 20 lbs.

Write for our neiv catalog containing full description and prices on

LEWIS BEEWARE, DADANT FOUNDATION, ALUMINUM HONEY COMBS

TEXAS HONEY PRODUCERS ASSOCIATION
1105 S. Fiores St. P. O. Box 1048

E. G. LE STOURGEON, Mgr.

San Antonio, Texas
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THIS SEASON
USE AIRCO FOUNDATION
PUT YOURSELF IN A POSITION

TO JUDGE ITS MERITS

Srr ICtnr Apiarips

Ifanqi Exlrartfli Snnrq

?er.ruary 24, 1921.
""'"'J-m

V A. I, Hoot and Co:n?any,

Medina, Ohio,

Gent;snen:

"'^

Juet Fi faw liiies froo an appreci^^tive cuatoraor and a word

of re'Qonenlatioi for tho A. I, Root and Uor.pany naw Airco

Cs'ib foundation anJ bee auppliaa, I have used a largo anount

.f fo'indatior. 1 . tho p»i3t and bellerra I have tried eoae froii

aX,.ost 9very ainnufriaturor in the United Ststoe :«d have been

In 3oae of the p'.ants v'-.ere it ia niail**, I have been in ycm*

plant ift irediiia, UUo -is -je:! ao the council Blu.Ta, Iowa plant

ajri liava oaoa wliore froiioo hul « etrip tf£ ..our n*iJ ^rco, t;;tin

one of the ordinary weed proeeso and then anoth'^r Airco and one

of the weod prose ga, in! «o on until the ^ti^q *a3 filled -.vith

foundation, tho Btrips bein.-; porpondlcular in iho frames. The

be63 in every Ijiotance worlto-i first an thf* ^)ow Air:o .'c* :i. i-it -on

and thia ia the real tart, T)ie baan any it la tho bert foundation

made* I fully believe then, I hevg received lately over two

thousand tliree liundred pounds of Airco foundation for r.y own

peroonal use and you can believe ie» I had to be a!io^^'. c^roro

1 believed it w^s the beet. It ie beot by teat,

Sinoerely yours,

BUC/liH.

ci

For your convenience, prompt service and saving on carriers' charges you can address tlio A. I. Root
Co. at any of tlie following points, where Airco Foundation is always in stock :

Chicago, 224 W. Huron St. San Antonio, P. O. Box 765. New York, 23 Leonard St.

St. Paul, 290 E. Sixth St. Los Angeles, 1824 E. ISth St. Philadephia. 8-10 Vine St.

Indianapolis, 873 Mass Ave. San Francisco, 52-54 Main St. Norfolk, 10 Commerce St.

Council Bluffs, Iowa. New Orleans, 224 Poydras St. Syracuse, 1631 W. Genesee St.

Agencies all over the country
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MUTH'S IDEAL BEE VEIL
$1.50

Order direct from us or any of the G. B.

Lewis Co. distributors

We have a complete stock of Lewis Beeware

Have you taken advantage of our attractive prices on Bee
Supplies? Send us a list of your requirements for quotation.
Send for catalog.

We are again in the market for shipments of honey.

What have you? Send sample with your best price delivered
to Cincinnati.

Old combs and wax
Don't muss around rendering old comb, it often spreads bee
diseases. Send for shipping tags and bag it up at once. We
pay you the market price for wax rendered, less 5c per pound
for rendering charges.

Bees—two-frame nuclei with queen, $8.50

Our nuclei will make a strong colony by fall.

Queens

Jasper Knight's famous Three-Banded Select Untested Queens
$2. For quantity orders write for special prices.

This smiling chap is Jasper Knight, Hayneville, Ala.

There is not a better Queen Breeder in the South than

"Jap." Notice he wears a Muth Veil. It's cool even

in Alabama.

THE FRED W. MUTH CO.
PEARL AND WALNUT STREETS

CINCINNATI, O.
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A GOOD QUEEN
may bring you $.50 worth of honey, while a poor one may bring you nothing; therefore, the cost of a good

queen is trifiing compared with the returns she brings. Every queen we send out is reared by me person-

ally, and I spare no labor or expense to produce those "good queens" we all desii-e. I give the strongest

guarantee with all queens sent out, and if any should prove other than a first-class queen, I will gladly re-

place her upon request. The customer's word is good. I could not afford to do this if I did not have faith

in the queens I sell.

THEY CLEAN UP EUROPEAN FOUL BROOD
"Your bees last year made me the biggest crop I ever had and, besides, they cured the European foul-

brood I had, while I lost all my black bees with it."—Martin Bettheuiser, Tunnel City, Wis.

THEY ARE GOOD HONEY GETTERS
"Your queens proved themselves to be what their producer claimed, 'fine gatherers.' "—E. A. Palmer,

Empire, Panama Canal Zone.

THEY AREIGENTLE
"Your bees are very gentle. I also find them to be very prolific, good workers and,

in my 12-frame Jumbo hives, not given to swarming."—Harry G. Fesenfeld, Black

Earth, Wis.

THEY ARE PRETTY
. „

"Queens bought of you are producing some fine yellow bees. They are beauties.

—J. E. Beck. Arnold. Penn.

OUR BREEDERS MAKE GOOD
"The breeder I got from you last year is the finest queen I ever had."—John

Rhodes, West Salem, Wis.

OUR METHOD OF SHIPPING GIVES PERFECT RESULTS
"Queens arrived in perfect condition, not a nurse bee dead in the cage."-

—

Arthur Sturges, Shenstone, Hartford, Cheshire, England.

1921 Prices:

1 to 4, inclusive, $3.00 each. 10 or more $ 2.80

5 to 9, inclusive $2.90 each. Breeders $12.00

We are usually booked some time ahead, so we suggest that you book your order

as far in advance as possible in order not to be disappointed in getting your order

filled when desired. Write for our catalojr.

JAY SMITH, Route 3, VINCENNES, INDIANA

each
each
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Lewis 4-Way Bee Escapes

LE \A/I 5

Four exits from supers. Fits all staodard board Springs
of coppered steel. Made of substantial metal.

Made by

G. B. LEWIS COMPANY,
Watertown, Wis., U. S. A.

Sold only by Lewis "Beeware"
Distributors.

TYPEWRITER SENSATION
4^fl orCC > month^**—^'O WILL Buy
A.'Standard. Guaranteed TYPE-
WRITER With Every Modem

Writing Convenience

SMITH TYPEWRITER SALES CO
(HarryA.Smlth'314 -21SNa. Wall* St.,Chlca(e, III.

NEWBingham

BtE SMOKER
PATENTED

Buy Bingham Bee
Smokers

On the market over 40 years. The bel-

lows of best quality sheep skin, is

provided with a valve, which gives it

pep and makes it respona quickly to

the most delicate touch, giving as much
or as little smoke as is required. The
Big Smoke size, stove 4x10 inches, with
asbestos lined shield, permits the hold-
ing of the smoker between the knees
without danger of burning the trousers
or one's legs. This size is much ap-
preciated by extensive operators.

Size of Shipping
stove. weight,
inches lbs.

Big Smoke, with shield 4 xlO 3

Big Smoke, no shield.... 4 xlO 3

Smoke Engine 4x7 2J4
Doctor Syix 7 2

Conqueror 3x7 IJ^
Little Wonder 3 x S'A I'/i

Buy Bingham Honey Un-
capping Knives

Made of the finest quality steel for the
purpose that money can buy. These
knives of the proper thickness and qual-

ity have given the best of satisfaction,

as the old-timers will testify. For over
thirty years the men engaged in the
manufacture of these knives have been
at this work. The perfect grip cold
handle is one of the improvements.

Buy Woodman Section
Fixer

A combined section press and founda-
tion fastener of pressed steel construc-

tion It forms comb-honey sections and
puts in top an I bottom starters all at

one handling. Top and bottom starters

insure combs attached to all four sides,

a requirement to grade fancy. By us-

ing this machine you always handle
large pieces of foundation. The diffi-

culty of handling the small i^ottom ^-art-

ers is eliminated, which is not the case
with other machines. The section comes
away right side up, with the large

starter hanging down, which is a de-

cided advantage in rapid work, espe-

cially in hot weather.

Special Sale Honey
Packages

60-Ib. cans, 2 in a case, per case in

quantity lots, f. o. b. Chicago, $1.30;

Detroit, $1.30; Baltimore, $1.25. Fric-

tion top pails, f. o. b. Chicago, 5-lb. size,

crates of 100, $7.75; crates of 203. $15;

10-lb. size, crates of 113, $12.60 f. o.

b. Baltimore, 5-lb size, crates of 100,

$7.50; 10-lb size, crates of 100, $11.

Clear flint glass Mason jars, with lac-

quered tin caps and wax liners, pints,

per gross, $9; quarts, per gross, $10.

Quotations « n other packages made on

request.

A. G. WOODMAN CO.
•RAND RAPIDS, MICH., U. S. A.
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BEE SUPPLIES
ROOT'S GOODS AT FACTORY PRICES WITH WEBER'S SERVICE

We carry several carloads of bee supplies, and are able to give prompt shipment at all times. Our motto
is a customer must be satisfied. Give us a trial and we will show you how quickly we will answer your cor-

respondence. Send your order and it will follow 24 hours after we receive it. Our new catalog will be

ready about January 15; send for same. We -lave thousands of satisfied customers, why not you? Send a

list of your wants and we will quote you.

C. H. W. WEBER & CO., 2163-65-67 Central Ave., Cincinnati, O.
r'>

THE AULT 1921 BEE SHIPPING CA6E-Patent Pending
1st. It is a dark cage, much more so than the open screen cages we have

been shipping in in the past.

2nd. The feeder uses pure sugar syrup. Better than Honey or Candy to
ship on; it contains water as well as feed.

3rd. Feeders are made more substantial, one-third larger, an have screw
cap that will not jar out.

4th. Instead of one small hole, we now use a cotton duck, washer in the
screw cap that has proven to overcame all the objections found to the liquid
feed method.

5th. The Cage is one piece screen wire, protected by thin boards on the
outside. Send for circular describing the cage in detail, prices, etc.

ORDERS are coming in daily for 1921 SHIPPING.
Will book your order with 20 per cent down, balance just before shipping

QUEENS PACKAGE BEES QUEENS
My free circular gives prices in detail, etc Safe delivery guaranteed

within 6 days of shipping point. We ship thousands of pounds all over
U. S. A. and Canada.

1 pound pkg. bees $3.00 each, 26 or more |2 85 each
2-pound pkg. bees $5.00 each, 26 or more $4.75 each
3-pound pkg. bees $7.00 each, 25 or more $6.65 each.

F. O. B. shipping point. Add price of queen wanted.
1 Untested Queen $3 each, 25 or more $1.75 each
1 Select untested, $2.25 each, 6 or more $2 each.

1 Select Tested Queen $3.50 each, 25 or more $S.OO each
1 Tested Queen $3.00 each, 25 or more $2.70 each
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NUECES COUNTY APIARIES = Iv^" CALALLEN. TEXAS
X

i

y
"SUPERIOR" FOUNDATION. Yes, we are ready for the rush |
Many tons now ready for shipment, and our machines are running to utmost capacity. Use the best. If X

your dealer can't supply you, write us for price, stating quantity required. We also accept beeswax for A
foundation or supplies. i

"Everything in Bee Supplies." X

SUPERIOR HONEY CO., Ogden, Utah (Manufacturer* of Weed Process Foundation) X
V

t
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ITALIAN BEES AND QUEENS OF PURE THREE
BAND STOCK

Bred from best hustlers, by methods that years of experience have taught us arc

best, including the use of large, strong, nuclei, which insures young queens emerging
strong and vigorous. Safe arrival in U. S- and Canada. Health certificate with each
shipment. Satisfaction guaranteed.

Untested. 1 to 12, inclusive, $1.50 each; over 12, $1.25 each.

Select untested, 1 to 12, inclusive, $1.75 each; over 12, $1.50 each
Tested, 1 to 12, inclusive, $2.50 each; over 12, $2.26 each.
Select tested, suitable for breeders, $5.00 each.
Two-frame nuclei, $5.00 each. Three-frame nuclei, $7.00 each.
Add price of queen wanted with each.
Eight-frame colony, $16.00. Ten-frame colony, $17.50.
All standard equipment and wired frames.

JENSEN'S APIARIES, Crawford, Miss. R. F. D. No. 3

WESTERN BEEKEEPERS!
We handle the finest line of bee

supplies. Send for our 68-page cata-

log. Our prices will interest you.

The Colorcdo Honey Producer*' As-
sociation, 1424 Market St.,

Denver, Colo.

Shipmint Aft.r M»a 'S, Alton L.Lopn,EJwinl«villi, III.
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MADE BY SPECIALISTS
This is the age of speciaHzation.

Men now spend their whole time on the manufacture of a

single article—they often spend their whole lives. No wonder we
have the enormous progress in modern industry.

Dadant's Foundation is such a product manufactured under

such conditions.

A life specialty of specialists.

Our employees as well as ourselves make a constant effort to

increase the quality of Dadant's Foundation, thus assuring best

returns to themselves, best service to us, and best quality to you.

i''"'5- , ,"l•^i'«^...^".

"Joe" Saugier at the right has been milling foundation
now for forty years. Leon, his brother, at the

left, for thirty-four years

To the end that we may further improve, we invite honest

criticism of Dadant's Foundation and comparison of Dadant's

Foundation by your bees, with any you have ever received from

us, or from anyone else.

riAnAMT'C cmiMnATIOM every inch, every pound, every ton equal toUMUM ri I 9 r\M\fnut%tt\m any sample we have ever sent out.

Specify it to your dealer. If he hasn 't it write us

DADANT & SONS, HAMILTON, ILLINOIS
Catalog and Prices on Bee Supplies, Beeswax, Wax Working into Comb Foundation

and Comb Rendering for the asking

"•"•——"
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"BEEWARE" LINES TO YOU
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STORES AS CROP INSURANCE
BY G. H. CALE

FEEDING has at times been a
much abused practice and a
subject of considerable discus-

sion in the bee magazines. In the
spring it is common to have colonies
run short of stores, and since usually
there is a possibility of minor nectar
flows occurring to make good the de-
ficiency, feeding is often neglected.
Nature is ever a fickle dame, how-
ever, and colonies should be watched
to insure that sufficient food is con-
stantly present to prevent starvation.
As long as there is capped honey in
the hive, additional food is, for a
time, unnecessary.

However, since the object of all

well directed work in the apiary pre-
vious to the honeyflow is to have a
strong gathering force when the flow
begins, there comes a time in spring
when feeding is done not only to
prevent starvation but also to insure
the continuance of brood rearing.
When the queen breaks her winter's
rest and starts to lay, the daily quota
of eggs gradually increases until a
high level is reached when the num-
ber of eggs in a day may average
three or four thousand. Under fa-

vorable conditions there is no other
period in the year when the amount
of brood present at one time is as
great as at this peak in the first part
of the season. Strong colonies may
then increase their population from a
force of 15,000 to 20,000 bees to one
of 80,000 or more, an increase of 12
to 13 pounds of bees.

Food Required
Unfortunately, conditions are not

always favorable to this increase and
one of the frequent drawbacks is the
lack of the stimulation which comes
from the presence of an abundance
of food for the development of the
brood. Where there is a limited food
supply the number of mouths must of
necessity be restricted, and unless
nectar is to be found in plenty out-
side the hive, the daily additions to

the brood inside will be reduced
some time before the reserve food is

exhausted. Strong colonies with
large amounts of brood often do not
retrench quickly enough, and when
stores are scant such colonies must
be watched carefully, since they fre-

quently die of starvation in a very
short time.

This behavior places an emphasis
on feeding which has not been given
often enough. A few figures on the
requirements of brood are available

which are interesting and of much
practical value. In looking over the

results of the experiments in bee-

keeping cond-cted by R. L. Taylor
at the Michigan Agricultural Experi-
ment Station, Demuth obtained fig-

ures from which he was able to ex-

press the total food requirements of

the honeybee from the hatching of

the egg to the emergence of the

adult. It requires approximately 5

pounds of honey to a pound of bees;

or one frame of honey to one frame
of brood. The probable accuracy of

these figures will be readily supported

by those who have observed the swift
disappearance of stores when brood-
rearing is at its height. To increase
in numbers from 3 or 4 pounds of
bees in early spring to the 16 or 18
pounds which we like to have before
the honeyflow, takes a minimum,
therefore of 60 to 70 pounds of
honey, not figuring the food con-
sumed by bees which emerge and are
removed by death.

There is also another factor which
enters the feeding question at this

time. The mere production of bees
is not so important as the need for
bees of the right age at the right

time. Pig. 1.

Since the honeybee is not capable
of materially renewing its energy,
the life of the worker is not measured
by time, but by the amount of work
done. For the maximum efficiency

of the honey-gathering force, there-

fore, the workers must not have con-

sumed much energy in field labors be-

fore the honeyflow begins. Bees may
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easily be too old for the production of
the largest crop. On the other hand,
it is equally true that a working force
with a majority still too. young to en-
gage actively in field work will not do
justice to the honeyflow until the
bees age a bit. It then frequently
happens that the best of the flow is

over. There is evidently a definite

period previous to the honeyfiow,
during which the raising of bees is

the most favorable thing a colony
can do.

For practical discussion, the fac-
tors which may be considered as de-
termining this period, as above indi-

cated, are the length of life of the
worker and the age at which bees
first go to the field. Since the usu-
ally accepted average for the life of
the worker is six weeks, bees emerg-
ing previous to the sixth week before
the honeyflow are of no use during
the flow. Hence, brood-rearing, from
the beekeeper's standpoint, assumes
first importance in the colony activity

for a month and a half before the
honeyflow. Yet of the workers pro-
duced then only those that are just

becoming field bees when the flow
starts will be of maximum value.
When brood-rearing is at its best, it

is not unusual to see 75,000 cells of
brood at one time, and we would like

to exert some magic which would in-

sure all this brood present as eggs
about 35 days before the flow.

Should the harvest last over six

weeks, of course, it is important to

continue with a renewed force of
workers until it ends.

There are regions and seasons
when, under a natural stimulus, this

peak of favorable population is long
past before the flow begins and the
beekeeper's problem is then compli-
cated iDy the need of delaying the
peak in some way, or of continuing

the heavy brood-rearing. No two sea-
sons are alike in this and the bee-
keeper must be alert enough to be
able to shift his program to meet the
needs of the occasion.

It is generally unsafe to depend
entirely on the nectar resources at
this time of year to supply the rich
abundance of stores so essential to
the development of numerous honey
gatherers. Each three days, for
weeks at a time, a fertile queen may
easily flll two frames with eggs which
hatch into thousands of hungry lar-

\x. The enormous growth which
these tiny creatures make in the six

days of their larval life is indicative
of their food requirements, and there
are periods when over 6 pounds of
honey a day are needed to keep up
the development. When sufficient

nectar is obtained, to furnish this

amount of food daily, it comes pretty
near being a honeyflow for which the
bees should have already been devel-
oped.

Providing the Food
The result of this discussion is to

bring us back again to the need of
providing the colony with at least a
part of its spring food requirements
in some other way. The feeder is

usually resorted to and frequently of
necessity. There are years when the
early consumption of stores is exces-
sive, due to unusual climatic condi-
tions; or the honeyflow the year be-
fore may hi,ve failed to supply
enough for reserve stores; or other
obstructions due to unavoidable cir-

cumstances may leave the feeder as
the only way out. It can scarcely be
disputed, however, that from all

points of view, the ideal way to pro-
vide stores is to leave an abundance
of sealed honey with each colony in

the fall; enough to last the winter
through and, under normal condi-

Fig 2.-—riatc of canjy in place over frames for emergency feeding.

tions, to provide for brood-rearing in
the spring. There seems to be only
two excusable situations for using the
feeder, (a) to prevent actual starva-
tion or an undesirable shortage due
to unavoidable conditions; (b), to
stimulate brood-rearing between
honeyflows or in queen-rearing.

In either case syrup, or candy
made of granulated sugar or honey
free from disease, are the only foods
which can be universally recom-
mended. In feeding to make good a
deficiency, the syi-up is usually made
of one or two parts of sugar to one
of water, but for stimulative pur-
poses a much thinner syrup is more
effective. A common formula is two
parts of water to one of sugar, but
it is frequently made even thinner
than this. Unless feeding for winter
stores, no attention need be paid to
securing the inversion of the sugar to
prevent granulation, since the bees
readily take care of this part of the
process. The heaviest feeding is best
done during the six weeks' period
when brood-rearing is of most value
and it must be remembered that at
this time large amounts of food are
necessary.

Stimulative feeding is a matter
which can be overdone, especially in

the early season, when the weather is

still cool. The practice of stimula-
tion at this time is often inadvisable
and, in the hands of the inexperi-
enced, it is easy to overcome the good
judgment of the bees and induce
them to rear more brood than they
can care for properly. Later stimu-
lation may be valueless, since usually
when it would do the most good there
is sufficient nectar available to serve
the same purpose. It should be again
emphasized here that, in the spring,

neither stimulative feed nor nectar
alone take the place of an abundant
reserve of stores. Whenever there
is a dearth of nectar, however, or it

is necessary to keep up brood-rearing
out of season, as in queen-rearing,
stimulative feeding is an acceptable
practice.

Candy feed is most useful in cool

weather to prevent starvation from
lack of stores. The ordinary Good
candy, or queen cage candy, in

amounts sufficient to give five or six

pounds to each colony, is satisfactory.

The receipt for this candy is well

known and calls for honey or invert

syrup mixed to a stiff dough with
confectionary sugar which contains

no starch. If honey is used in mak-
ing the candy it must be free from
disease. When mixing, it is a good
scheme to heat the ssmip or honey,

since the resulting candy will then

remain stiff at ordinai-y tempera-

tures. Paper pie plates serve well as

inexpensive containers. Fig. 2. Two
of these filled with candy and in-

verted over each cluster of bees will

last a long time, unless brood-rearing

becomes too great. It is also im-

portant to keep the cluster covered

with some protecting material, to pre-

vent the escape of heat and, where
packing of any kind is used, this may
be reijlaced about the plates. Loose
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packing may be kept from sifting
down between the frames by cover-
ing the top of the hive with a burlap
or cloth before replacing the packing.
Receipts are also available for mak-
ing fondants, which are useful for
feeding in this manner and which do
not require the use of honey.

Preparing the Syrup
When using syrup it is most prac-

tical to make, at one time, amounts
sufficient to care for all the colonies
that may need help. The sugar and
water may be mixed and heated in a
large container until the sugar is en-
tirely melted. To carry the feed to
outapiaries, five-gallon cans are con-
venient. We use five-gallon oil cans
for this purpose, since it is easy to
pour the feed from them, and they
are stout enough to stand consider-
able handling. Fig. 3. Of all the
feeders used, we find the inverted or
atmospheric feeder to be by far the
most useful. Two of these, holding
five pounds each, are inverted at the
edge of the hive with the oil

cloths, which we use, turned back
just enough to let the bees get to the
feed. In settled warm weather this
is not of importance. Shallow pans
of feed placed on the frames and
covered with grass to serve as floats
will do very well, but they are not
satisfactory unless the weather is

warm, since the bees may not take
the feed readily. Outside feeders
are not satisfactory, since they not
only create considerable disturbance
but usually colonies already well
supplied with stores, being the
stronger, get most of the feed, and
the object of the work is thus partly
defeated.

It is better to be beforehand than
behindhand when colonies are in dan-
ger of becoming short of stores, and
in a country where the roads to out-
apiaries quickly become impassable
to machines after rains or thaws, it

is important to watch the chances
for visits to the yards. Each yard
should be supplied with sufficient

cans of feed and with feeders enough
to care for later emergencies.

GARDEN PLANTS WHICH AT-
TRACT THE BEES

An Iowa reader asks for an arti-

cle on flowers and ornamental plants
which are at the same time good for
the bees. There is a long list of such
plants, although it seldom happens
that a sufficient quantity is planted
to help out much as a source of
honey. Sometimes in the cities a
particular plant becomes so popular
that a large number of persons plant
it in the gardens. In such cases the
bees sometimes get surplus from
these garden flowers.

In our grandmothers' gardens a
number of flowering plants were
common which are seldom seen now-
a-days, except as they have escaped
and established themselves as weeds
in waste places.

Garden Flowers
Bee balm (Melissa officinallis) is

still listed in the flower seed catalogs.

Catnip has established itself quite
generally, although it is no longer
commonly cultivated. Bachelor's but-
ton (Centaurea Cyanis) is still gen-
erally cultivated. Cosmos is also a
common garden flower which at-
tracts the bees in large numbers.
Hollyhock was formerly included in

almost every garden and is very
easily grown. Apparently it is the
source of much nectar and the bees
fairly revel in its blossoms.

Heliotropes, Marjoram, Horehound
and Lavender are all good. Laven-
der has been mentioned frequently
in recent issues of this Journal. In
Europe it is an important source of
surplus honey. There are several
species, but apparently all are good
for honey. Which is most desirable
will probably depend upon the soil

and climate where it is to be grown.
Mignonette has attracted much atten-
tion from the beekeepers in the past,
some thinking that it might be profit-

able to grow it extensively for honey
alone. Rosemary in Europe is an-
other important source of surplus
honey, which is found in this country
only in gardens.

The Siberian squill (Scilla si-

berica) is a hardy little flower that
can be naturalized in the grass on
northern lawns. All that is neces-
sary is to plant the bulbs about two
inches below the surface in the fall

of the year. The blossoms apnear
very early in spring, when the bees
are most eager for nectar. Often
snow will cover the blossoms which
come out so early. Usually they will

be gone and the top will die down be-
fore it becomes necessary to cut the
grass with a lawn mower. Every
beekeeper who is a flower lover will

do well to buy these bulbs by the
hundreds and plant them on the lawn.
At my old home, at Atlantic, Iowa,
there are many of these little flower'
which were planted years ago and
which have never received any fur-
ther attention.

The yucca is a very attractive

flower which thrives with little atten-
tion and which yields some nectar,
also.

Vegetables

Among the vegetables there are
several which yield nectar freely
and are important to the beekeeper
where they are grown for seed ex-
tensively. Among these may be men-
tioned the onion. When the country
was new the wild onions on the
prairies were visited freely by the
bees. Where large seed plantations
are grown, surplus honey may be
gathered from this plant. Turnips
yield so freely that the late J. S.

Harbison stated that it would be
profitable to grow them for the honey
which might be gathered from them.
Cabbage, celery, carrots and parsnips
are all important, and beekeepers in
the vicinity of seed gardens are for-
tunate.

Small Fruits

The blossoms of nearly all the
fruits commonly grown are valuable
as sources of nectar. In addition to
the tree fruits, there are severa' va-

rieties of bush fruits or small fruit
which may easily be grown in the
garden, thus furnishing attractions
for the bees as well as table delica-
cies. Those most commonly grown
are strawberries, raspberries, black-
berries, currants and goosetfrries.

Shrubs and Vines

There is a good variety of shrubs
suitable for ornamental purposes
whif-h furnish the bees with soc"
provender. White clematis, wild cu-
cumber and Virginia creeper are
among the best of the vines. Bush
honeysuckle and snowberry, or wax-
berry, are good shrubs.
The above meager list does not by

any means exhaust the list, but it of-
fers suggestions. The flowers that
attract the bees give double pleasure
to the beekeeper, even though he
had so few of them that he cannot
detect the honey which they yield.

—

F. C. P.

Fig. 3.—Loading feed in 5-gallon cans for use at the outyard.
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THE EDITORS' VIEWPOINTS
Advertising That Counts
From California comes the report

that the California Peach Growers'
Association will spend $125,000 in a

special advertising campaign during

the spring months. This money is to

be spent in the region east of the Mis-

souri River, where it is desired to call

attention to the fine quality of Cali-

fornia peaches.
If California peach growers can

advertise with profit in a territory

2,000 miles from home, it is certainly

time for the beekeepers to awake to

the value of printers' ink in calling

public attention to the product of

the apiary. Honey was once almost
universally used, but various sugars

and syrups have replaced it in thou-

sands of homes. The war was re-

sponsible for its return to many of

these tables, but it will take action on
the part of the honey producers to

keep it there. Printers' ink is the

most effective means. The Honey
Producers' League is making a start

in that direction, but cannot go far

without funds. If the peach growers
of California can afford to spend
$125,000 for advertising within a

few months, how much should the

honey producers of the whole country
spend during the coming year?

A Visitor From the Orient

We had a vei-y interesting visit, the

last Monday in March. It was from
Mr. Alex. Livshitz, professor of bee-

keeping and poultry keeping at the

Jaffa Agricultural College, estab-

lished by the Alliance Israelite Uni-

verselle, under French and Hebrew
support at Jaffa, Palestine. Jaffa is

^west of Jerusalem, on the Mediter-
ranean shore. It is a country where
oranges, almonds and other fruits are

grown, with irrigation, while olives

and grapes are raised without irriga-

tion. They also produce silk, poultry

and bees. The honey crop there is of

very short duration and exceedingly
early. So they need strong colonies,

made so by stimulation, early in the

spring. Mr. Livshitz' method is to

divide the colony, in the fall, in two,

with a division board, perforated with

a number of very small holes, so that

the bees may retain or acquire the

same odor. Then the smaller half of

the colony is supplied with a queen-

cell. The queen hatches, is fertilized

and begins to lay. This gives double
results in egg laying. When there is

no longer any demand for an increase
of numbers, the poorer of the two
queens is done away with and the
bees re-united.

Mr. Livshitz is a very interesting
talker, speaking five languages

—

Russian, which is his native tongue;
English, French, German and He-
brew. He has also quite a smattering
of Italian, and appears to have mas-
tered all systems of beekeeping. He
teaches the Dadant methods, with the
help of the Russian edition of "The
Hive and Honey Bee." But he la-

ments the fact that the fourth edition
of this book is now out of print and
that there is little prospect of getting
anything printed in Russian for some
years to come, in this line.

He considers the Palestine bees as
better for that country than the Ital-

ians, which he has also tried. The
bees of Palestine have whitish bands
on the abdomen and a very heavy
coat of grayish hairs, which causes
them to resemble the Caucasians. But
when they lose their hairs by old age
and activity they are vei-y black-
looking. They are very peaceable,
and hang well to the combs.

During the conversation, a» he
mentioned the appearance of the
country, in Palestine Mr. Dadant,
Senior, remarked that the best in-

formation which he had secured of
that countiy was from the writings
of a French author of 1832, Lamar-
tine, the latter having spent several
years in Palestine and the Lebanon,
and having for a number of months
lived in Jaffa. "Yes," said Mr. Liv-
shitz, "my apiary is located in a
garden which they call 'Lamartine's
Garden,' because Lamartino lived in

the house which is surrounded by
that garden, and the inhabitants en-
joy retaining the remembranca of
this noted v^Titer's stay. Lamartine's
particular writings on this subject are
entitled "Voyage En Orient." He
had chartered ;. ship for this voyage
and lived like a potentate during his

stay in Asia Minor. But his sole in-

come was his pen.
Mr. Livshitz remained only a day

with us, and after giving us an invi-

tation to visit Palestine and promis-
ing us, in that event, "a beekeepers'
convention" for, said he, "they know

South Carolina Progress
Professor A. F. Conradi, State En-

tomologist, is sending out several
leaflets to beekeepers, in which he
shows the advisability of quitting the
box hives and gums. He gives 13
reasons for using movable-frame
hives in preference. He also shows
the advantages of association and co-
operation and, in addition, advises as
to the location of the apiary. Ad-
dress him or the Beekeeping Exten-
sion Specialist, Mr. E. S. Prevost, at
Clemson College, S. C.

Pennsylvania Beekeeping La'w
Pennsylvania has passed Bill No.

863, for the prevention, control and
eradication of diseases among bees.
This law permits the Secretary of Ag-
I'iculture to establish quarantines to
control shipment of bees into or
within the State. The Chief Apiary
Adviser is to examine all queen-rear-
ing apiaries twice each summer. Ev-
ei-y beekeeper rearing queens for sale

must apply for inspection.
Besides, Section 9 orders that, af-

ter July 1, 1923, it will be unlawful
to keep bees in any other than a mod-
em movable-frame hive, which per-
mits every comb to be examined to

determine the presence of bee dis-

ease. The attention of those of our
friends in Europe, who still support
and recommend the use of skeps or
box hives, is called to this regulation,
which already exists in several coun-
tries. The day is not far distant
when they will realize themselves
that it is as good a measure as that
of compulsory vaccination or inocula-
tion against contagious diseases in

human beings.
The te.xt of the Pennsylvania law

may be secured by those interested,

by addressing the State Chief Apiary
Adviser, Chas. N. Greene,Harrisburg,
Pa.

A Newspaper Story
"Stung 4,000 Times! —At 85, Dr.

C. C. Miller, of Marengo, 111., looks
back on 59 years of successful bee-
keeping. He had tried fourteen dif-

ferent kinds of work before that. In

1861 his wife caught a swarm of bees
and hived them in a sugar barrel. Dr.
Miller became so interested that he
made beekeeping his life work. Now
he sells 20,000 pounds of section
honey yearly and is worth nearly
$2,000,000. He has been stung 4,000
times, has become immune from bee
.sting, and has invented a successful
treatment which brings him a consid-
erable income."—LaCrosse Leader-
Press, April 13.

The above clipping was sent to us
by Mr. C. F. Lang, of LaCrosse, with
the question: "Where do they get
such news?" Echo answers. Where?
Where did you get this, Mi\ LaCrosse
Leader-Press?

Is it possible to put so many false-

hoods in so small a space? This is

just silly, but when they exercise
their ingenuity in trying to create ill-
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feelings between nations, as some
publishers are doing all the time,

ought they not to be punished as

criminals? Many people are inclined

to believe as gospel truth everything
they read in the "paper." Yet there

is probably "more fiction than truth"

in the statements of the average
newspaper, and whenever a piece of

news looks too fanciful, better dis-

credit it till it is proved.

The Miller Fund
Don't forget the C. C. Miller Me-

morial subscription. We will publish

the list in July.

Changinsr Styles of Hives

In spite of the fact that we wrote
persistently that it is not advisable to

change one's style of hives, when suc-

cessful, we get letters almost daily

asking advice about it and showing
that the wi-iters of those lettei-s are

desirous of adopting the deeper
frame. Let us repeat, here again,

that there are plenty of very success-

ful men who use small, shallow hives

and manage to overcome the difficul-

ties which they present. At this time,

especially, when hive material is so

very high in price, we cannot advise

any one to cast aside his outfit, un-

less he is actually unsuccessful with

it. Economy is at the bottom of the

pyramid of success.

We do not wish it understood, how-
ever that the box-hive beekeepers
should i-etain the old gums, boxes,

skeps, etc. It is imperative for the

beekeeper to control his apiary and
to be able to examine every hive

thoroughly as often as possible. This

cannot be done with the immovable-
frame hives, whether they be modern
hives, with the combs built crooked in

them, or skeps, or plain boxes. A
movable-frame hive with crooked
combs is worse than the old box or

gum. But there is no excuse what-
ever for crooked combs, in these days
of comb foundation. The removal of

the excess of drone combs which the

movable frame hive pex'mits, is a

sufficient economy to pay for the cost

of a very expensive hive.—C. P. D.

About Changing Hives

There are times when I find it nec-

essary to disagree with the boss. The
above editorial by C. P. Dadant ap-

plies to the man who is well estab-

lished and who has full equipment for

a particular system of honey produc-
tion. In my opinion it does not apply

to the beginner who has started with

the wrong hive and who expects to

extend his apiaries. There is room
for a difference of opinion as to

which style of hive is best , and the

one which is best for one person
might not always be best for another.

In my own case I started beekeeping
with the eight-frame Lang.stroth hive

and found that it paid me to change
to the ten-frame, even after I had a

full outfit of equipment for a fair-

sized apiary. Later I again changed
a good-sized apiai-y from the ten-

frame hive to the deeper frame, and
believe that this paid also, because of

the saving in time and labor in ma-

nipulation. As a producer of ex-
tracted honey I am very sure that I

secured enough larger crops with the
ten-frame hives than I did with the
smaller ones to make it pay. The
difference in the crop secured be-
tween the ten-fi'ame hives and the
larger ones was not so noticeable as
the saving in labor in manipulation.
I must add, however, that supplies
were cheaper then than now.

—

F. C. P.

Opening the Hive

Let us say that we do not agree at
all with those of our friends who
think that the opening of a hive while
the bees are at work will disturb the
colony sufficiently to make it lose a
day s harvest. If a colony of Italian
bees is properly handled, it may be
opened, examined and closed, with
very little disturbance. Many experi-
enced beekeepers will agree with us
in stating that field bees often start

for the field from an open hive, with-
out apparently being at all disturbed.

Removal of Drone Comb
In most of the northern tempera-

ture latitudes, the month of May is

the proper one to remove arone
combs from the hives that have more
than desired. At this time, there is

less honey in the hive, than before or
after. The temperature is usually
right to examine the colonies. Dx'one
combs, in undesirable spots, should
be cut out and pieces of worker
combs of the same size inserted in

their place. If worker comb is se-

cured from colonies that have died
during the winter it may be used for
that purpose, by cutting it so as to

fit closely in the place of the removed
drone comb. If a neat job is done
the joint will be hardly perceptible,
after the bees have repaired the dam-
age. If wires or twine are used to
hold the comb in place, they may usu-
ally be removed within a week, for if

the bees cover the combs thus repaired
they will soon fix them up. Comb
foundation is not so desirable as built

comb, for this patching work, for it

is less readily adjustable. If comb
foundation is used, it may be best to
remove entire combs, and this is not
always advisable. But it is well to
remove a comb entirely when it is

mainly drone comb.
Dr. Brunnich, of Switzerland, tells

us that, in order to secure as large
and useful males as possible, he be-
lieves in allowing the bees to rebuild
their drone combs every few years,
for he says, and will show us, in a
coming contribution, that drone
combs are much more quickly soiled

and thickened, by drones, than
worker combs of similar age, by the
breeding of workers.

In the second place, it shows that ex-

tracted honey is coming to be recog-
nized by the brand under which it is

sold, the same as other package prod-
ucts.

The following packages were found
offered by Baltimore grocerymen:

"Airline," put up by the Root Com-
pany.

"H. & H.," Hoffman & Hauck,
Richmond Hill, N. Y.

"Miss North," Genesee Jam Kitch-
ens, Geneseo, N. Y.

"Premier-," Francis H. Leggett Co.,

New York.
"Pure Brand," C. H. Weber, Cin-

cinnati, O.
Sunbeam," Austin Nichols & Co.,

Brooklyn, N. Y.
"Tea Garden," Pacific Coast Syrup

Co., San Francisco, Cal.

An interesting portion of the re-

port is the list of 68 retail grocery
stores that carry NO honey. Only 17
cari-y "Airline" and 15 carry Weber's
"Pure Brand." Two stores carry
"Premier" and four others each carry
honey from one of the othei's listed.

From the above it is apparent that
but for the bottler, honey would
hardly be available to the housewife
in the city of Baltimore. With 68
retail stores which do not carry honey
it is still apparent that honey is not
available to the large number of fam-
ilies who depend upon those stores

for their supply.
This report should open our eyes

to the fact that the marketing of our
product has been neglected too long
and that unless more effort is ex-

pended in this direction our industry
will not prosper as it should.

Baltimore is probably representa-
tive of conditions in most of the
cities of the eastern States. We
hardly need fear an over supply when
more than half of the stores are with-
out honey on their shelves. Under
present-day conditions the housewife
depends upon the gi'ocer t^ supply
her table, and unless he has a product
in stock, she goes 'without.

From the above report it is very
evident that thex-e is an unlimited
market for sevei'al times the honey
now produced, if pi'oper attention is

paid to getting the product before
the consumer.

Selling Honey in the City

We have before us a survey of the
extracted honey trade in the city of

Baltimore, prepared by the "Balti-

more News." It is interesting for
several reasons. In the first place, it

shows very plainly that honey is no
longer a staple product as it was once.

Colorado Teaches Beekeeping

The College of Agriculture at PT;.

Collins has recently provided for a
two-year course in apiculture, com-
bined with poultiy raising, small
fruit culture or gardening. Prof. C.

R. Jones, of the Entomology Depart-
ment, is in charge of the course.

Twenty-one students have already
registered for the course, six of whom
are regular students and the others
vocational men.

The 1919 Honey Crop

Preliniinai-y figures issued by the
Census Bureau estimate the total

honey crop for the U. S. in 1919 at

49,100,000 pounds, with a value of
$12,800,000. Considering that bees
in cities are not counted, this prob-
ably approaches the actual figure.
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HONEY PRODUCTION COSTS
By M. G. Dadant

How many of us have given care-
ful consideration to the costs of pro-
duction of honey under individual
circumstances? Probably a majority
even of large producers only know
whether they are making headway or
facing loss, without a comprehensive
system of accounting which will give
actual profit or loss, including all the
items such as interest on investment,
depreciation, etc.

Naturally, if the beekeeper is not
making much over interest on his in-

vestment, it will be better for him to

place his capital in some safe inter-

est-bearing investment and spend his

time in a more leisurely fashion than
does the busy beeman in the height
of a prolonged honey season.

Mr. Frank Rauchfuss has recently
prepared some tentative figures cov-

ering the season of 1920, which
should be of interest. They are as
follows:

Cost of Extracted Honey production
in Colorado and Adjoining States

Season of 1920

Basis 500 Colonies in Four Yards

Equipment

—

Spring, 1920
500 colonies bees in 1-story

10-frame dovetailed hives,

metal roof cover and in-

ner cover, frames with
full sheets wired foundation

at $12 $6,000.00
50 1-story 10-frame hives,

frames with full sheets
foundation, wired, at

$5.75 287.50
1,500 extracting bodies with
combs, complete, at $3.75 5,625.00

8-frame power extractor. _ 150.00
Peterson Capping melter._ 20.00
Steam Uncapping Knife 4.75

Honey Straining Apparatus 10.00
150-gallon Honey Tank__. 20.00
Fairbanks Scale 20.00
Hershiser Wax Press 41.70
Miscellaneous Tools and

Fences for Out Yards .__ 150.00
Buildings

—

Extracting and Honey House 600.00
Storage for Extracting Sup-

plies 400.00
"Vehicles

—

One Ford Truck 900.00

Total Invi'stment in Busi-
ness $14,228.95

Overhead Expenses
6 per cent Interest on In-

vestment, less 2nd year__ 853.74
10 per cent Depreciation on

Buildings, etc. 1,422.90
Insurance on Buildings and
Equipment 200.00

10 per cent Winter Loss on
5-year average 600.00

Salary of Owner 8 months
at $200 per month 1,600.00

2 Helpers, 3 months at $80
per month (without
board) 480.00

Expenses of running Truck
for 6 months, at $40 240.00

Location Rent for 4 Yards 80.00

Total $5,476.64

Another set of figures for comb-
honey production, based on 8-frame
hives, is as follows:
Equipment value

—

500 Colonies of Bees in 1-

story 8-frame Hives, on
full sheets of Foundation,
Metal Covers and Inner
Covers, at $10 per colony$5,000.00

50 1-story Hives for In-

crease, full wired sheets
of Foundation, at $5.25
per hive 262.50

Wild thyme. Thymus Scrphyllum.

2,000 Comb-honey Supers,
made up and painted,
without sections, at $1
each 2,000.00

Miscellaneous small Items
(escapes, smokers, veils,

etc.), and fences 100.00
Buildings

—

Honey House 600.00
Storage House for supers

and supplies 400.00
Vehicles

—

One Ford Truck „ 900.00

Total $9,262.50

Overhead Expenses
6 per cent Interest on In-

vestment 555.75
Depreciation, 10 per cent on

Equipment 926.25
7 per cent Winter Loss (on

a 5-year average) 350.00
Insurance on Equipment,

Bees and Honey 187.25
Salary of Owner as Man-

ager, 8 months at $200---l,600.00
One Helper for 4 months

at $25 per week (vsdth-

out board) 425.00
Location Rent for 4 bee-

yards 80.00
Expense of running Truck

for 6 months at $40 240.00

Total $4,364.25
In extracted honey production the

total investment is approximately $30
per colony, including all equipment
necessary for handling the bees dur-

ing the whole year. For comb honey,

the investment would only be a little

less than $20 per colony.

These figures cannot be far from
correct, assuming that the beekeeper

had started in the spring of 1920
with new hives bought at market
prices.

Overhead Expenses
There will probably be more criti-

cism of his figures on the overhead

expenses. To stand the test of in-

come tax officials, the item of depre-

ciation would have to be split up and
different rates charged on buildings,

bees, equipment, supplies and truck.

Some may object to deductions for

winter loss, since these are made up

in spring by the help hired and
charged.

The expenses of running truck

are certainly not too high. Nor is the

item of rental for locations. In the

central western States it would be

necessary to have more locations for

the same number of yards, which

would increase the labor, truck ex-

pense, location expense, etc.

On the other hand, Mr. Rauchfuss

has omitted taxes on his investment,

and suggests also that there should

be some provision covering disease,

losses from theft, renewal of stock

through purchase of queens, feeding

of bees, and moving operations.

Profits and Losses

Taking the above figures of in-

vestment and expenses as a basis and

figuring extracted honey at 15 cents

per pound, comb honey at $7, $6.50

and $5.50 per case, according to

grade, and beeswax at 38 cents per
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pound, the profit and loss account
would stand something: like this:

• Extracted Honey
Average 40 lbs. per colony

—

Loss $2,680.38
Average 50 lbs. pei- colony

—

Loss $1,981.62
Average 70 lbs. per colony

—

Loss $ 482.88
Average 100 lbs. per colony

—

Profit $1,502.96
Comb Honey

Average of 20 lbs. per colony

—

Loss $1,943.08
Average of 30 lbs. per colony

—

Loss $733.27
Average of 40 lbs

Average of 48 lbs

per colony-
Profit $478.09

per colony

—

Profit $1,448.15
In other words, it would take a

100-pound per-colony production of
extracted honey to net the producer
as much as a 48-pound per-colony
production of comb honey, figuring

all supplies at the prices prevailing
when the 1920 crop was harvested.

Just whether 500 colonies in 8-

frame hives would be able to pro-

duce 48 pounds or more per colony
while 500 colonies in lO-frame hives

were producing 100 pounds per col-

ony would be a much mooted ques-

tion. Likely much would depend
upon location, management, and the

man.
It would be interesting if some of

our subscribers could give us their

figures on costs as actually in opera-

tion. It is a question which has been
too long neglected by the average
beekeeper.

SCARIFYING SWEET CLOVER

If unhulled sweet clover seed is

planted it is likely to remain in the

ground from one to three years be-

fore it grows. In the case of a small

field sowed by the associate editor,

few plants came up the season fol-

lowing, but the third spring there ap-

peared a good stand. Ever thoug'i

the seed is hulled, much of it will

•not grow unless it is scarified The
object of scarifying is to scrad.h the

hard cover so that water can pene-

trate and thus start germination.
Where large quantities of seed are

to be scarified a machine is used for

the purpose, but it often happens that

one will have a small quantity of the

seed which could hardly be put
through such a machine, even though
one was within reach.

It is easy to hull and scarify small

quantities of seed by wrapping a

block of wood with sandpaper and
rubbing the seed between the block

and a cement floor. No expensive
equipment is necessary, as a sheet of

sandpaper can be had for a trifle, and
a cement floor is nearly always at

hand.

HOW SMALL A COLONY MAY BE
WINTERED?

In the March number of the
American Bee Journal you have a
statement under the above head. In
early May, 1920, I came across a hive

which in some way had been left in a
12-frame hive with only three combs
in it, and without a division board.
It wintered well and, remember, dur-
ing the severe winter of 1919-20.
The hive was one of four wintered
outside in a quadruple wintering
case, and the hives packed in forest
leaves.

The Pan to Settle Swarms
For twenty or more years, I have

had no doubt that a pan, or any
other noise that would drown the
sound of the queen flying, would
bring the bees down. The reason is

that they lose the evidence that the
queen is still with them. Probably
some one will try to shoot this all to
pieces—go ahead.

R. P. Holterman.
Canada.

WILD THYME IN NEW YORK
By J. E. Crane

No less than seven different names
are given this plant, mentioned on
page 53 of the American Bee Jour-
nal for February, not one of which
would seem to be correct.

I became acquainted with this

plant some years ago while inspect-
ing bees in the southwest part of
Vermont, where the beekeepers
called it "horse-mint," still another
name for it. I was so much inter-

ested in it that I brought some of it

home and set in my back yard, where
I could watch its behavior and get

some estimate of its value for bees.
The account given it in this article
appears to be quite true except the
name. It surely grows on the poor-
est gravely soils and yields an abund-
ance of honey of fine quality, where
vei-y little other surplus honey is to
be had. Mr. Merwin states that bees
do not winter as well on this honey as
on clover. I presume this is true, as
it appears to be of lighter body. This
may be from the fact that it is gath-
ered the latter part of summer while
clover honey is stored eai'ly and has
the entire summer to ripen in.

The quality of the honey is cer-
tainly fine, fully equal, I believe, to
clover, but quite distinct in flavor.

Believing this plant was likely to
prove of considerable value, as it

spread over waste land and unpro-
ductive pastures, I felt that it should
be correctly named, and showed
some of the dry stalks to a local bot-
anist, who thought it wild thyme, and
I think I gave it this name in writing
to some bee journal ; but I was not
satisfied, and later, when I had some
of the flowers, I sent some to John H.
Lovell, of Maine, and he pronounced
it "wild marjoram." I also gave some
of the flowers to my neighbor, who is,

perhaps, one of the best botanists of
this state, and he said the correct
common name was "Wild Marjoram,"
and the botanical name Origanum
vulgare. So we conclude it is not
wild thyme at all, but wild marjoram.

Wild marjoram. Origanum vulgare.
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a near relative of the wild thyme, but
none the less valuable.

Gray's Manual describes it per-

fectly as wild marjoram.
One statement in this article inter-

ested me gi'eatly, that the farmers
keep their cows on pastures covered
with this plant in summer, for I had
the impression it was of little value

for cattle or sheep and farmers re-

garded it as a pest. If it should prove
a good forage plant as well as a good
honey plant it should add much to the

unproductive pastures of New Eng-
land, and other sections of like soils.

I have hesitated about putting it

where it would spi'ead over my neigh-

bor's land to his injury. Where it

has become well established it seems
to spread with considerable rapidity.

Presumably the birds cari-y the seed,

which are quite small, to new loca-

tions. It looks now as though it

would cover a large territory in New
England and New York in time and
prove of great value to beekeepers;

but let us all recognize it by its

right name, wild marjoram.

CORRECT NAME FOR THE WILD
THYME

A Reply to Mr. Crane

By Frank C. Pellett

The plant which was described on
page 53 of our February issue, to

which Mr. Crane refers, is correctly

named "wild thyme," the scientific

name of which is Thymus Serpyl-

lum. Wild marjoram, (Origanum
vulgare) is a near relative of the

thyme and there seems to be much
confusion in regard to the two plants.

Undoubtedly the specimens sent by

Mr. Crane to Lovell were marjoram,
while the plant we describe is thyme.

Both were introduced from Eui-ope

and both are found in New England
and New Yoi-k. Since there has been

so much confusion regarding not

only thyme and marjoram but also

other related plants, such as savory
and pennyroyal, we have refeiTed the
matter to Dr. Trelease, botanist of
the University of Illinois, and asked
him to help present the matter in such
a way as to make clear the differ-

ences. Doctor Trelease has kindly
sent the photographs and drawings,
which appear herewith. By referr-

ing to the photographs of the plants

it will be noted that they are more or

less similar in appearance and it

would, perhaps, be difficult to deter-

mine from the photograph alone, in

every case, which plant a particular

specimen might be. However, in the
drawings, Doctor Trelease has
sketched the differences in the leaves

and flowers so that one should have
no difficulty in making a con-ect iden-

tification.

Regarding thyme, Doctor Trelease
writes as follows:

"In Europe Thymus Serpyllum,
the classic thyme, occurs in a number
of forms which have been considered
as distinct species by some botanists.

One group of these has the square
stems haii-y all around; another has

the hairs on opposite sides of the

stem, not immediately below the

leaves but breaking joint with them.
Your plant is of this group, and ap-

pears to be the variety ovatus, which
does not produce sterile runners such
as we are accustomed to seeing on
thyme, and grows as much as a foot

and a half high."
While all four of these plants are

of interest to the beekeeper as

sources of nectar, it is probable that

the thyme is most important since it

is present over a sufficient area to

furnish a liberal amount of surplus

honey in several localities.

LARGE HIVES

By E. S. Miller

Speaking of large hives, we tried

this year, as an experiment, with

about 40 colonies, the plan of giving
the queen the range of two 10-frame
hive-bodies, placing an excluder and
supers above. In the light of this ex-
periment, I am not recommending the
plan. Picking out a quart or more
of queen-cells every eight or ten days
for six weeks was not to my liking,

especially since it required ths exam-
ination of twenty combs in each hive.

And then to find that a swarm had es-

caped from nearly every hive and
that one-third or more of the colo-
nies had become queenless, somewhat
dampened my enthusiasm for this

nietliod of "swarm prevention."
Indiana.

1. Pennyroyal. Mentha Pulcgium.
2. Summer Savory. Saturci hortcnsis.

4. Thyme. Thymus Scrfyllum.

"WHO PAYS THE FIDDLER?"
By E. C. Shoemaker

During the past two or three years
the cost of equipment, and supplies
has become a very important factor
for the progressive beekeeper to take
into consideration when trying to
determine what price he should place
on his crop of honey. Five or ten
years ago this question was just as
important, as the relations between
market on product and investment in

equipment and supplies were not
greatly different in ration from fig-

ures prevailing during the two-year
period ending about July 1, 1920.
During the years 1918 and 1919 the
increase in cost of supplies was of
no great consequence to the average
small producer as the steady increase
in wholesale and retail honey mar-
kets enabled him to market his crop
at a reasonable profit, even though,
in some cases he was branded as a
profiteer by the buying public; this

condition, however, not being in evi-

dence a great deal until the year just

closed.

The year of 1920 opened up bright
with promise for all lines of business,

and beekeepers everywhere looked
forward to an especially remunera-
tive season. The first six months in

almost every line were record break-
ing, and neither the business inter-

ests nor the public in general realized

we were on the crest of the "Wave
of Prosperity,' and, therefore, the
slump came unexpectedly and caught
manufacturers, wholesalers, retailers

and jobbers in many instances with
high-priced stocks on hand. The
whole problem of merchandising re-

solved itself into one question, "Who
pays the fiddler?" Many manufac-
turers wisely chose to dispose of part

of their high-priced stocks before the

close of 1920 and revalued their re-

maining stocks on the basis of mar-
ket or below rather than at cost, thus

assuming part of the loss themselves

and only passing part of the balance

to the consumer as the market stead-

ily declined.

This article owes its inception to

the arguments used in recent adver-

tisements appearing in the American
Bee Journal and Gleanings defending

the policy of manufacturers of bee

supplies in their failure to reduce their

prices for the season of 1921. One
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prominent manufacturer pleads his

failure to advance price in 1920 as a

reason for maintaining practically the

same schedule of prices for 1921. In

my humble judgment this argument
is a little short on logic, for it would
have only reflected good business
judgment to advance prices when the

market and wage scale were both in-

dulging in a "balloon ascension." On
the other hand, I very seriously ques-

tion the advisability or justice of at-

tempting to maintain a high selling

price in the face of declining com-
modity prices and an inevitable ad-
justment of the wage scale. This
same manufacturer states that lum-
ber prices are no cheaper than July
or August, 1920.

I am working under a little handi-
cap, as I do not know just what kinds
and grades of lumber supply manu-
facturers use. This matter interested

me greatly, even though I am not ac-

tively in the market for supplies, and
I have accordingly assembled some
data on prices which I believe will

prove to be of interest to all of my
fellow beekeepers. I will not burden
the reader with a recital of percent-

ages and will only state that these
figures bear out my contention that

the present trend of the market is

steadily downward. It is true, of
course, that this may stop at any
time, but up to the present time a

steady decline has been in evidence,
in fact most of the prices presented
in the appended table have been
shaded since January 1. California

sugar pine and Northern white pine

prices have not suffered so much of

a cut as the other woods in common
use, but reduction in price has also

hit these two woods, and there has
been some recession in prices since

the high point of 1920.

Cypress—Cincinnati, Ohio. Base

July 1,1920 Jan. 1,1921
4-4 5-4 . 4-4 5:4

Fas $135.00 $140.00 $117.00 $127 00
Selecis 125.00 130.00 103.00 112.00

Shop 90.00 liO.OO 67.00 87.00

No. 1 Com 65.00 68 00 47.00 50.00

No. 2 Com 55.00 60.00 37.00 42.00

Basswood. F. O. B. Mill..

Michigan Points
July 1, 1920

4-4 5-4

F«s -- $135.00 lo $140.00 $145.00 to $150.00
Selects 120.00 10 125.00 130.00 to 135.00

No. 1 Com 110.00 to 115.00 115 00 to 170.00

No. 2 Com 70.00 to 75.00 75.00 to 80.00

January 1. 1921
4-4 5-4

Fas $115.00 to $120.00 $120.00 to $125.00
Selects 95.00 to 100.00 100.00 to 105.00
No. ICom. -. 75.00 to 80.00 80.00 lo 85.00
No. 2 Com. .. 45.00 to 50.00 50.00 to 55.00

Western White Pine, F. O. B. Chicago
Selects

July 1.1920 B&BTR "C" "D"
1x4, 6x8 in.. 10 fl. and longer $ 98.50 $ 93.50 $ 87.50
IxlO 102.50 97.50 91.50
1x13 and wider 113.50 108.50 101.50
1x12 108.50 103.50 %.50

January 1, 1921
Selects

B&BTR "C" "D"
1x4, 6x8 in.. 10 ft. and longer $ 87.00 $82.00 $76.00
1»10 91.00 86.00 80.00
1x13 and wider 102.00 97.00 90.00
1x12 97.00 92.00 85.00

The other manufacturer bases his

appeal for sympathy on the state-

Calyx and leaf of wild marjoram. Origanu»
vulgare.

ment that hives and supplies for 1921
are to be made out of higher priced
lumber than the previous year's
stock. If the figures quoted in cir-

culars sent out by distributors are
correct, we cannot help but wonder
what price was paid for stock in

1917, 1918 and 1919, and what re\::-

tion they bear to prices asked in

those years for equipment. The cii-

culars referred to above also convey
the information that Lheir lumber
supply iiiust be purchased at least a
year in mlvanie in order to be prop-
erly seasoned at time of manufacture.
The writer has been in the employ of
a nationally known sash, door and
millwork house for upwards of 15
years, who purchases annually sev-
eral million feet of lumber for manu-
facture into millwork, and do not
usually find it necessary to keep lum-
ber in piles for a greater period than
four to six months.

The prices quoted by these two
manufacturers have always been
pretty close together, but compari-
son of their arguments at the pres-
ent time shows one of them basing
costs on 1920 market and the other
anticipating 1921 prices on lumber as
justification for equipment quotations
for 1921.

The writer is familiar with manu-
facturing problems to a sufficient ex-
tent to realize that there are many
things that the consumer cannot com-
prehend, but that does not alter the
fact that we are now in a buyer's
market, and if prices are unreason-
able a declining volume of sales will

automatically force a lower price.

Business men generally admit that
turnover of capital invested plays a
very important part in earnings.
Some of our local retailers seem to be
keenly alive to this fact and have put
on "discount sales," thus disposing of

their higher priced stocks, making
ready cash available for purchase of
materials on a lower price level,
which in turn can be disposed of to
the consumer at a price level below
last year's figures.

If manufacturers of equipment
have the advancement of the industry
at heart, now is the time to do a little

missionary work; in other words, sac-
rifice a little ; do not ask the bee-
keeper to stand more than his share
of the loss during the period of re-
adjustment. Co-operation now be-
tween manufacturers, jobbers and
producer will put our business where
it should be; yes, where it must be,
to succeed.

Since the organization of our
County Association, the writer has
consistently advocated co-operation
among our members, both as to the
purchase of equipment and supplies
and also in the sale of our crops.
Some opposition has arisen each year
to the suggestion of co-operativj pur-
chase of supplies that has its origin
in the preference of individual bee-
keepers for some one particular
brand of equipment. Our State Api-
arist has, I believe, been making a
very systematic canvass of the State
in the interest of co-operation, which
will undoubtedly result in placing this
very important matter before the
rank and file for thoughtful consid-
eration.

Manufacturers will no doubt prefer
to deal with Associations rather than
individuals, because of the fact that
large orders on a cash or sound credit
basis can be handled more econom-
ically and with a minimum amount of
trouble as compared with smaller or-
ders from individuals of unknown
credit. The saving thus effected will
inevitably find its way back through
the Association to the individual pur-
chaser. Let the good work go on,
but until we are thoroughly organ-
ized, the individual purchaser should
not be unduly penalized while he is

being taught the value of co-opera-
tion.

Iowa.

Leaves and calyx of Thyme. Thynius Scr/>yl-
lum. A varietal form.
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THE DEMAREE METHOD OF
SWARM PREVENTION

Much has been written' concerning
the Demaree method of swarm pre-

vention and numerous modifications
have appeai-ed. Since many of the
younger generation of beekeepers
seem somewhat confused as to just

what the method is, we reproduce
herewith Mr. Demaree's original de-
scription, which was published in the
American Bee Journal on April 21,

1892. Some modification of this plan

is in very general use among bee-

keepers who use the Langstroth hive:

How to Prevent Swarming

By G. W. Demaree
When discussing this subject the

temptation to argue the question,

rather than to rely upon a simple de-
scription of the manipulation resort-

ed to, to accomplish the object in

view, is very great. So many api-

arists have imbibed the idea that

some sort of contraction of the
brood-nest is essential to the produc-
tion of comb honey, if not the ex-

tracted article, that any new discov-

ery that runs counter to this idea of

contraction meets a deaf ear, if not
open opposition.

Let me say, once for all, that when
a new discovery is applied to an old

system, it often becomes necessary to

revise the old system to accommodate
it to the newly-applied discovery.

These remarks apply not exclusively

to the old system of bee-culture, but
to all systems pertaining to all indus-

tries. Those persons who are deter-

mind to stick to the old paths of the

past, are not in position to profit by
any new discovery; and this essay is

not written for that class of readers.

When your apiary is as large as

you want it, what would you give to

be able by a simple, practical manip-
ulation at the beginning of the

swarming season, to hold all your
colonies in full strength of working
and breeding force steadily through
the entire honey harvest? You can
do it beyond a doubt, by practicing

my new system of preventing swarm-
ing; and if you have the ingenuity to

apply proper management to suit the

new condition, your surplus yield vdll

be larger than by any other method
heretofore made known to the pub-
lic

J'ciiiiyroyal. Mc}ilha PuU'ffiuvi.

I have practiced the new system
largely for the past two seasons, and
my surplus yield was never so large,

though it is well known that the past
two seasons were not above the av-
erage as honey-yielding seasons.

As I have already intimated, my
plan of preventing swarming, and en-

tirely preventing increase, is accom-
plished by one single manipulation
right at the commencement of
swarming. Only one hive and its

outfit is used for each colony. Any
system that requires a divided condi-

tion of the colony, using two or more
hives, is not worthy of a thought.

In my practice, I begin with the

strongest colonies and transfer the

combs containing brood from the

brood-chamber to an upper story

above the queen excluder. One comb
containing some unsealed brood and
eggs is left in the brood-chamber as

a start for the queen. I fill out the

brood-chamber with empty combs,

and I have a full outfit for my apiary.

But full frames of foundation may
be used in the absence of drawn
combs.
When the manipulation is com-

plete, the colony has all of its brood

with the queen, only its condition is

altered. The queen has a new
brood-nest below the excluder, while

the combs of brood are in the center

of the super, with the sides filled out

with empty combs above the queen

excluder.
In 21 days all the brood will be

hatched out above the excluder, and

the bees will begin to hatch in the

hatcher out above the excluder, and

so a continuous succession of young

bees is well sustained.

If my object is to take the honey

with the extractor, I tier up with a

surplus of extracting combs as fast

as the large colony needs the room

to store surplus. Usually, the combs

above the excluder will be filled with

honey by the time all the bees are

hatched out, and no system is as sure

to give one set of combs full of

honey for the extractor in the very

poorest seasons; and if the season is

propitious, the yield will be enormous

under proper management.

The great economy of this system

is, all the colonies will produce as

nearly alike as can well be—a condi-

tion of things that never occurs in

any apiary swayed by the swarming

impulse. If my object is fancy comb

honey, I tier the section cases on the

super that contains the brood, and

push the bees to start all the combs

they can; at the close of the season

I extract the honey from the combs

in the super, and feed it back to

properly prepared colonies to have

the partly-filled sections completed.

The nicest honey in sections that I

ever produced was obtained in this

way.

To feed back successfully requires

as much experience as any other

work connected with the art of pro-

ducing honey, but the theme is too

broad for a place in this connection.

The system above described works

perfectly if applied immediately af-
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ter a swarm issues. The only differ-

ence in the manipulation in this case

is, that no brood or eggs are left in

the brood-nest, where the swarm is

hived back.

THE DEMAREE PLAN
By E. S. Miller

The "Deniaree Swarm Prevention."

as described in the December number,
page 425, apparently is not the Deni-

aree plan at all. A number of years

ago, being rich in inexperience. I

tried with about fifty colonies, this

scheme mentioned by the gentleman
from Shanghai. My notion was that

by putting the old queen above an

excluder with a frame of brood and
empty combs, and allowing the young
queen to emerge below, the colony

might thus be requeened. Well, the

result was that in nearly every case,

later examination showed that not

only was the young queen missing,

but, also, a weakened condition of

the colony indicated that swarming
had occurred. Over ten years' use of

the real Demaree plan has for the

most part proved satisfactory.

In the November number, respect-

ing mating from above an excluder, I

neglected to state that in order to

make the plan a success, there must
be no queen-cells or unsealed brood
at the time the cell from your breed-

ing queen is introduced. Do it this

way: Put the old queen in the lower

hive-body with one frame of brood,

filling out with empty combs or foun-

dation. Next, place a queen-ex-
cluder, then one or more supers, then

another excluder, and lastly, at the

top, the brood. After the brood is

all sealed and all queen-cells removed
from the top story, insert a ripe cell

from your best breeding queen. Shove
the upper hive-body slightly forward.

so that the young queen can get out

at the back of the hive. The purpose
of the two excluders with intervening

supers is to separate the two queens.

If there is unsealed brood or queen-

cells the virgin will, in most cases,

disappear, whether there is an old

queen in the hive or not, often taking

with her a swarm.
The scheme for requeening advo-

cated by some writers, namely, killing

the old queen and at once inserting a

cell, simply will not prove a success

at any time when conditions are fa-

vorable for swarming. To be sure, if

the beekeper comes around a month
or so later, he is very likely to find

a young queen, but it must not be

assumed that it will be a queen from
the choice cell introduced.

Grocery keepers that usually sold

one and two cases per week are not

selling one a month, and I have one
store that has not sold one case in

the last two months. There is some-
thing wrong somewhere. Why is

honey not a staple, the same as syrup?

I find plenty of syrup in every grocery

that I visit, but many stores have no
honey at all, and whem asked to buy
honey they give the same old answer
—too high in price. Honey is not a

staple, but a luxury. Honey should

not be compared to syrup in price for

it is not compared to honey in quality.

Before the war when I sold comb
honey at $4 per case I got my sections

for $4 and $5 per thousand, mow they

are $22. One thing sure, we bee-

keepers and supply dealers must get

together somehow and make honey a

staple in place of a luxury, so that all

American children can have at least a

taste of nature's best sweet.

I trust that the Honey Producers'

League will do something worth while

to put honey where it belongs,, in ev-

ery American home.

VARIATION IN DISEASE RESIST-

ANCE

By T. A. Myers

Why not use these differences in

controlling American foulbrood?

The behavior of bees, in any respect,

and under any given conditions, de-

pends not alone upon those conditions,

but also upon the stock of their

mother, the queen. When we con-

fine ourselves to Italians we can still

notice those many little differences, in

the way they work, how they finish

honey, in wintering, in building up in

the spring, in accepting a strange

queen, in robbing, and many other

things. These various dispositions

which individual colonies show, are

inherited to a greater or less extent.

But how can these various disposi-

tions help us in American foulbrood?
Whenever an individual larva gets

the germs of this disease, it dies, be
the colony strong or weak. As
strong colonies are the most active

and progressive they are the first to

get the disease. Therefore keeping
healthy colonics strong is no protec-
tion against American foulbrood.
Take a yard of 100 colonies in an

American foulbrood district with a

limited source of infection, as it usu-
ally is. This method will be especially

useful in a locality where it is diffi-

cult to find all the infection and elim-

inate it. Say one-half of the one hun-
dred colonies get foul the first year.

They are shaken and the brood piled

two or three high to hatch out, and
raise a queen. In twenty-one days

this brood is again shaken and the

infected combs removed. If we have
done this work properly the yard is

now free from disease: but have we
done everything we can to keep it so?

Yet this is where most beekeepers
stop.

Suppose in the fall, when we kill

all poor queens, we include those

which got foul, together with the

queens raised from them, and replace

with cells from a good queen whose
bees staid clean. (In no case does

the queen carry the disease, but she

does keep on raising bees of the same
quality and character as before.')

By working along this line for a few
years the amount of American foul-

brood can be greatly reduced. We are

working in harmony with the law of

the survival of the fittest, by killing

those queens which would have died

if we had not taken the disease away

IS HONEY TOO HIGH?

By T. C. Johnson

Honey is moving very slowly this

season and I have made a great deal

of inquiry of both storekeepers and
consumers, and every time I get the

same answer—too high priced. I

have several customers that used a

whole case when it was $4 per case

that have only used one or two sec-

tions this winter. Summer Savorj'- Satiirci harlciisis.
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by shaking. We are assuming that

the beekeeper does not hand the dis-

ease around by changing combs.
The beekeeper must buy some

queens, and as most of the queen-
breeders are in clean territory and
have not had the chance to select bees

along this line, their queens are not

usually as good along this line as bees

the beekeeper could select. In other

words, a larger per cent of colonies

with queens from a healthy district

will get American foulbrood from a

given source of infection than colonies

of our native Italian stock. This is a

big chance for some queen breeder

who has had to discontinue selling be-

cause of American foulbrood.

Great progress will never be made
along most lines without selection for

that particular quality. Bees that are

good in some respects are not neces-

sarily good in every respect, espe-

cially if they have never been selected

along those lines.

To reduce the number of colonies

that would get American foulbrood

from any unknown source would be a

great help where the disease is com-
mon. This can be accomplished by
selection. Selection will not keep the

colony from having the disease after

it has been brought in and fed to the

brood. Neither will it help to cure

American foulbrood. Shaking is the

remedy after the disease is estab-

lished in a colony. But prevention is

better than cure. Selection with this

quality in mind will bring results

worth while.

Idaho.

EFFECT OF SHIPMENT ON
QUEENS

By C. P. Dadant

Is the shipping and mailing of

queens injurious to them? This is

an important question which I dis-

cussed with Mr. Elton Warner, while

visiting him in January last. As I

stated elsewhere, Mr. Warner trans-

ported hundreds of queens to and
from Porto Rico, and thousands from
one apiary to another in Porto Rico

(in some eases distances of over 50

miles) and from his South Carolina

apiaries to his apiaries in western
North Carolina, a distance of 200
miles. Since nearly all of these

queens were of his own rearing, his

opinion on the decreased value of a

queen, owing to transportation, is of

some weight, for most of us either

ship or receive queens, but rarely

do both.
If we take up Doolittle's "Queen

Rearing," chapter 21, we find some
interesting statements concerning the

decrease in value, as to prolificness,

of some queens, after a sudden trans-

lation from a populous hive to a small

cage and confinement in a small space,

with additional rough handling, at a

time when the queen is heavy with

eggs. Doolittle also quotes Alley's

"Handy Book," which is no longer to

be purchased. Both of these men,
who were authorities on queen rear-

ing, agreed in stating that when a

queen's laying is suddenly inter-
rupted, she is likely to suffer in her
future prolificness. Mr. Warner's
opinion is that a queen which is long
confined in a cage may be injured as
to her prolificness, especially if she
was laying abundantly when taken.
Such a queen may be permanently in-

jured, as far as her personal worker
progeny's numbers are concerned,
though as a mother, of other queens,
she would transmit the qualities

which she possessed before her con-
finement. This agrees so fully vdth
the writings of the experts above
mentioned, and with my own past ex-

perience that I feel sure there is

some truth in it.

The additional experience of Mr.
Frank C. Pellett may be quoted on
this matter. Mr. Pellett, in his

"Practical Queen Rearing," wrote:
"Much dissatisfaction arises from

the sale of breeding queens at high
prices. The buyer who pays $5 or

$10 for a breeding queen will too

often expect too much of her.

Queens that have been laying heavily

suffer seriously from the confinement
in a small cage and the journey
through the mails.

"Buyers should bear in mind that

old queens which have laid heavily,

for one or more seasons, cannot be
expected to repeat their former per-

formances after a journey by mail.

Such queens can only be shipped
safely on combs in a nucleus, where
they can continue laying lightly for

some time. Someone has compared
the sudden checking of the work of

a laying queen with the shipment of a

cow, which is a heavy milker, without
drawing her milk for several days.

Neither can be expected to be as

good again."
To ship a valuable queen, Mr.

Warner would forward her in a nu-

Elton Warner-

cleus, in which she could continue
laying to a certain extent. Starting
from this, since it is the sudden in-

terruption of heavy laying which is

objectionable, it follows that there is

less danger of injury to a young
queen which has not yet extended her
laying to its full capacity in a colony.

Warner says, and the experience
of leading men strongly supports his

statement, that the shorter the con-
finement, the less difficulty there is

in introduction. Evidently the bees
are better able than we are to know
whether the queen given them is in

good shape. "That is why queens that
are just exchanged from one hive to

another, in the same apiary, may be
introduced safely by methods, such
as the smoke method, which fail ut-

terly in the introduction of queens
that have been confined a week or
more. In the one case their lajring

capacity is absolutely uninjured ; in

the other case, the queen may seem
at first as unable to lay as an old

worn-out queen, even though she
would be quite likely to recuperate
promptly. That is why we sometimes
see the bees preparing to supersede a
queen which has just been given them
and which has been, perhaps, recom-
mended as an extra-prolific queen. In
other words, a queen which is able to
lay eggs immediately upon introduc-
tion, in liberal numbers, is more cer-

tain of safe introduction than one
which is fatigued and slow to lay, at

first.

This experience, which tallies with
that of the three master breeders al-

ready mentioned, also tallies with my
personal expriences. Let me recall

something which I have mentioned
before in this inagazine:

It is a commonly accepted opinion

that it is impossible to succeed in in-

troducing a laying queen to a colony
with drone-laying workers. Yet I

have never failed in doing so. But, as

such an introduction is well-nigh un-
desirable, owing to the worthlessness
of the drone-laying colony, I never
risked any valuable queens in this

operation. When receiving queens
from Italy and using them to super-

sede hybrid queens or queens of

common stock, if I had a drone-lajdng
colony, I would select the best,

among those queens to be killed, and
introduce her to this worthless stock.

The queen, fresh from a full colony,

and in fine laying condition, would
at once go to work and the bees evi-

dently respected her for that reason.

Let it not be understood that travel

and confinement always damage valu-

able queens, but such confinement
and subsequent travel are not desir-

able. A good way is to confine such

a queen to a small colony, for a few
days previous to shipping her. But
as a rule, young queens, whose laying

capacity is not yet fully developed,

are less likely to be injured by travel

than a queen which is heavy with

eggs at the time of shipment.

This may be also the reason why
the queens which we used to import

from Italy in small boxes, with two
combs a few inches square and a
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retinue of about 50 workers, gave
better satisfaction than those which
are sent now-a-days in cages of lim-

ited space with -no comb at all.

Again, for safe shipping of queens
at long distances, Mr. Warner sug-
gests a method which he has tried:

Make up a strong nucleus a couple of

days beforehand, with plenty of

young bees, allowing them a flight so

as to let all the old field workers re-

turn to their home. Then place the

queens to be sent (any number of

them) securely fastened, in individ-

ual cages, in a frame, within the cen-

ter of this nucleus, accompanied by
only a few bees each, but surrounded
with the young bees of this strong
nucleus, to keep them warm and feed
them. The combs of the nucleus must
be old enough and strong enough to

withstand rough usage and there

must be an ample amount of good
honey, or, better yet, sugar syrup.

The queens sent in this way would
be kept warm, they would be well

fed. This would enable the shipping

of queens earlier in the season than
is safe to do under present condi-

tions, when they are sent in cages. A
nucleus may be boxed so that it will

be in a pyramidal shape, with a cush-

ion on the underside and a rope han-

dle at the top. There is thus no in-

ducement to lay the box on its side,

and express shipments would be like-

ly to arrive safely, more so than mail

shipments.

But for a very valuable queen,

Warner is in exact agreement with

Alley, Doolittle and Pellett, suspend
the laying gradually and keep the

queen in nucleus. Ventilation is

needed, but darkness should accom-
pany it, as the bees and the queens
worry much less in darkness than in

daylight.

Mr. Warner told me of having ac-

companied a shipment of over 200

queens in a single large package of

this kind. The package used was an

ordinai-y ten-frame hive body. The
queens, in small and large mailing

cages, were securely fixed on frames

hung within, the hive body with its

specially prepared population of bees.

Ample air circulation was provided

for, but the inside was made as dark

as practicable. The queens had a 25-

mile automobile ride, a two-days'

wait for a steamer, a 1,400-mile sea

voyage, from Porto Rico to Brooklyn,

a taxicab ride across the Brooklyn

bridge and up Fifth Avenue, a train

ride by express 800 miles, with a

final automobile ride to their new
home in South Carolina. Most of

these queens were introduced

promptly, but a few of them were

placed in a queenless colony and kept

for about a month. These queens

were observed once or twice a day, on

the sea voyage and also while in the

express car; that is, the outside of

the package was observed as to sight,

sound and smell, as well as for tem-

perature. In this form of shipment

a small cage is as good as a large one,

and takes less space; a half dozen ac-

companying bees better than more.

Mr. Warner reported the loss as in-

consequential, with the total elapsed
time from caging the queens till their

release, almost two full weeks.

MAKING RAPID INCREASE

By Frank C. Pellett

The following is an account of an
experiment with fourteen colonies
which was designed to test the
amount of increase and honey that
could be secured in two seasons.

Without at any time running the risk

of weakening the parent colonies to

the danger point in making increase,
the first season the colonies were di-

vided as often as conservative meth-
ods would permit. The second sea-

son the colonies were pushed for
honey production. Swarming was
prevented as far as possible and no
artificial divisions were made. At the
close of the second season we had in-

creased to 67 colonies in good condi-
tion for winter, and at pre-war prices,

sold $700 worth of honey. In addi-
tion to the increase and honey above
mentioned we had 180 or more sets

of new combs drawn, which at $1
each, would be worth $180. This is

about half the value at which newly-
drawn combs in full depth extracting
frames are usually estimated. We
also had resei-ved about $100 worth
of honey, which had not been ex-

tracted, for use in starting new colo-

nies the following season. The total

net return, in addition to the in-

crease in bees, was then nearly one
thousand dollars from 14 colonies in

two years.

Right here it should be stated that

such a result was possible only be-

cause there happened to be two very
favorable seasons together. During
the first season of the experiment,
there was an almost continuous honey
flow, which made it easy to increase

rapidly. Had it been known in the

beginning that the season would
prove so extremely favorable, it

would have been possible to make a

much larger increase in the number
of colonies, but we did not at any
time increase beyond the point of

safety, in case the honeyflow ceased
abruptly. The second season proved
to be one of the best for several

years, so that the crop was much
above the average, and very favorable

for the success of the experiment.

Given the same favorable advantages,

a beginner could hardly expect to

even approximate such a result, al-

though an expert beekeeper might
make a better showing. This is not

written with any intention of claim-

ing any remarkable result, but rather

to show the possibilities of beekeep-
ing when proper attention and favor-

able conditions are combined.
Making Increase

The bees were left in their pack-

ing cases until after fruit bloom was
over in May. The colonies had been
wintei-ed in two-story hives in pack-

ing cases. The two-story hives gave
them plenty of room for spring brood
rearing and the packing cases fur-

nished them with good protection

against the changing weather of
March and April. Although the
weather was not as warm as it is

most years at the season, the packing
material around the hives made it

possible for the bees to build up rap-
idly and the hives were soon full of
brood and honey. As soon as the
weather seemed warm enough to
make it advisable, queen rearing op-
erations were started, so that we
were prepared to provide each new
colony with a queen. Whenever a
colony became strong enough so that
it could be divided without leaving it

too weak, part of the sealed brood
was taken away and placed on a new
stand and given a sealed queen cell.
If the colony had ten frames of brood
it seemed safe to take four frames
with the adhering bees and use them
to start a new colony. By the time the
queen had emerged and began to lay
there would be a nice cluster of bees
and the colony would build up rap-
idly. If the weather continues favor-
able it is an easy matter to build up
a nucleus of only two frames, but if

there is a sudden check of the honey-
flow such weak divisions will require
a lot of nursing to get them through,
and it may easily happen that the
beekeeper will lose much of his newly
made increase. By taking only such
an amount of brood as a colony can
spare without greatly weakening it,

and if necessary combining the avail-

able brood from two or more hives, to
make a nucleus strong enough to
weather unfavorable conditions, one
need run little risk of failure. Later
in the season, when we did not wish
to lose the time necessary to wait for
the emergence of queens from sealed
cells, and the delay in mating, we se-

cured a supply of laying queens. The
queens were introduced immediately
when a division was made, and would
be laying in a very short time. The
hives were placed in pairs on cement
stands, where they were expected
to remain permanently. Ten-frame
hives were used, for the most part,

and in addition to the frames of
brood taken from the parent hives

the remaining space would be filled

with drawn combs, so that the bees
were not taxed to build combs when
the colony was weak. Sometimes it

became necessary to give full sheets

of foundation because of a lack of a
sufficient supply of drawn combs, but
genei'ally we succeeded in getting

combs drawn above the parent colo-

nies.

At the close of the first season we
had 59 strong colonies from the orig-

inal 14. and at no time during the

season had we weakened the colonies

seriously. In addition to the increase

of 45 colonies we secured several

hundred pounds of honey and some-
thing like forty sets of newly-drawn
combs.

The Second Season
Since it was honey we wanted, in-

stead of bees, the second season,

every effort was put forth to make
the colonies as strong as possible and
to keep them from swarming. While
it is impossible to entirely control
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natural swarming in large apiaries, it

is considered as undesirable. If

some increase is desired, it is much
better to break up a few colonies and
make as many as possible from them,
using the poorest colonies for that
purpose and giving queens from the
best stock. Strong colonies are the
ones that harvest the big crops and
for this reason the medium or poor
colonies are the ones to use foi- in-

crease. It would be a mistake, of
course, to breed the queens from
these inferior stocks. The queens
should be reared from the colonies
producing the largest amount of
honey.

However, no attempt was made to

get increase the second year. The
close of the season found our 59
colonies increased by natural swarms
to 67.

The bees were wintered as before
and permitted to build up in the same
manner during early spring. At the
close of fruit bloom many of the colo-

nies were getting crowded and re-

quired some attention to prevent
them from swarming. When the colo-

nies had become strong, each was ex-

amined carefully, and if there was
any indication of a desire to swarm,
such as newly-started queen cells, the

queen was removed with a frame of

brood and placed in a new hive. A
second frame containing eggs or

newly-hatched larvae was also re-

moved and placed beside the one on
which the queen was found. The rest

of the space was filled with drawn
combs or full sheets of foundation.

The hive body containing the queen
was then placed in the same position

where the hive had been and a queen
excluder placed over it. The old hive

was then placed directly over it so

that the bees could pass freely up and
down from the old brood-nest to the

new, but the queen was compelled to

remain below, where the supply of

empty combs gave her an abundance
of room to lay. A few days later, it

became necessary to remove all queen
cells from the upper story to prevent
swarming.
A sudden drop in temperature, just

after lifting the brood above, resulted

disastrously for a few colonies, since

the bees went into the upper story

and left the queen and her newly-

laid eggs without suitable protection

below. There is this element of dan-

ger when it is done too early in the

season. A better plan is to place a

super of empty combs directly above
and to let the queen begin laying in

this, and later set it below with an

excluder between the bodies, if the

weather is still cold.

When the honeyflow began in earn-

est, the supers of full depth combs
were set on the hives as fast as the

bees were ready for them. As soon

as they showed the least signs of

crowding, another super was placed,

so that there was never lack of room
in which to store. No effort was made
to extract any of the honey until the

clover flow was nearly over. At that

time nearly all the colonies were four

stories high, many were five stories,

and the best were six stories high,

and all were nearly full of brood and
honey from top to bottom. The
stronger colonies occupied two
stories with brood and had four su-
pers full of honey. About 140 sets of
new combs were drawn the second
season. Getting new combs drawn
during a heavy honeyflow, such as
this proved to be, is expensive, and
had we been supplied with sufficient

combs to take care of the honey dur-
ing the height of the season, our
showing would have been still better.
When the clover flow was nearing

a close, the surplus was extracted
and supers replaced on the hives. The
clover honey is of better quality than
the fall honey and it is seldom advis-
able to mix it. About five thousand
pounds of clover honey was taken
and something more than a thousand
pounds of fall honey, making more
than three tons in all. It found a
ready sale at 12 V2 cents wholesale.
As already stated, something like

half a ton was left in the combs for
use in starting new colonies the fol-

lowing season, so that, including
that taken the first season (exact fig-

ures as to amount were lost), more
than $800 worth of honey was pro-
duced during the two summers, be-
sides a sufficient quantity to winter
the bees. Nearly 100 pounds of wax
was also secured.
It will be noted that no account of
expense of supplies is mentioned
here. Most of the supplies were for
hives, foundation and fixtures to be
used as a permanent investment, and
the increase in the number of colonies
of bees would far outweigh such inci-

dental supplies as containers, labels,

etc.

ECONOMY IN THE PRODUCTION
OF QUEEN BEES

Part I—A Swarm-box Hive

By Geo. D. Shafer

In the extensive queen-breeding
yards of Mr. .1. E. Wing, of San Jose,

Calif., there have been developed
from well-known methods, certain

modifications of practice which are
decided improvejiients from the

Hi

'J'hc s\varin-bo.\ hive.

standpoint of time and bees in the
production of first-class queens. Mi-.

Wing has always been generous in
explaining his methods to others, and
with his consent a series of three ar-
ticles has been prepared for the
American Bee Journal in the belief
that they may be of use to other
queen breeders and to beekeepers
generally. The principal points for
special consideration are:

1. A swarm-box hive for getting
gi-afted queen-cell cups accepted or
started.

2. The practice of "dry grafting"
into artificial cups of wax fastened
upon thin, flat wooden cell bases.

3. The use of a "stock hive" in

connection with the maintenance of
baby nuclei mating hives.

In this first article the origin and
manipulation of the "Swarm-box
Hive" is described.

It was during the period of 1904
to 1906 that Mr. E. L. Pratt, under
the pseudonym of "Swarthmore,"
published his series of little pamphlets
on "Increase," "Baby Nuclei," "Cell

Getting," "Simplified Queen Rear-
ing," "Golden All Over Queens," and
"Forcing the Breeding Queen to Lay
Eggs in Artificial Queen Cups." Mr.
Wing had been making use of strong
colonies (rendered queenless), from
which all young brood had been re-

moved, for starting grafted queen
cells according to the early Doolittle

plan. He read Pratt's little books
and tried the Swarthmore swarm-box
principle. Excellent results were ob-

tained at getting grafted queen cell

cups accepted and started. Under
proper manipulation the rim of every
cup would be drawn down with a thin

edge of new wax, and after twenty-

four hours almost evei-y larv" would
be found surrounded with the beau-
tiful white royal jelly. It will be re-

membered, however, that the bees

were confined, in the case of the orig-

inal swarm-box. They could not make
a cleansing flight. For the best re-

sults it was therefore necessary to

return all the bees to their original

hive (or to use them in some other

way) after a batch of queen-cells had
been started. Before another batch

of grafted cell cups could be intro-

duced, the box must be filled with a

new lot of bees. The process of con-

stantly refilling and emptying swarm-
boxes was laborious, wasteful of time,

and all but impossible when hundiods
of colls must be started daily to sup-

ply a larg3 and growing demand for

queens. Yet the fact remained that

the swarm-box did "get the cells"; it

did so just as well as the strong,

queenless colony from which all but

the sealed brood had been removed,

and it was much less expensive of

bees. If only this swarm-box could

be used over and over without the

necessity of changing the bees—and
then the notion occurred: "Why not

make the swarm-box in the shape of

a small hive so that the bees, after

their first confinement, might be re-

leased and allowed to establish them-

selves as a small but crowded queen-

less colony"? This idea was carried
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out. A small thick-walled hive, which
would just take easily three Hoffman
frames, was constructed. Into this

hive were placed two frames of hatch-

ing brood and one frame (in the mid-
dle) of young brood and honey, all

with adhering bees. Enough bees

were included to thickly cover all

three of the frames. Of course, care

was used not to take the queen from
the full colony. This three-frame
queenless nucleus was not set aside

to establish itself in the usual way.
That is, the entrance was screened
and the nucleus left in a cool shaded
place until the third day, when it was
set in the location desired and the en-

trance opened. Most of the bees re-

mained with the nucleus and by about
the fifth day the greater part of the

sealed brood had emerged so that the

little hive was crowded and running
over with bees—a large proportion

of them young bees. The older bees
were at work bringing in nectar and
some pollen. The middle frame, with

its young brood which had served to

start the little colony off right, was
now gently lifted up and the adher-

ing bees shaken down between the

other two frames. Any queen cells

started on this frame were destroyed

and it was returned to its original

hive. In its place in the little colony

were placed gi-afted queen-cell cups

on cell bars supported in a specially

prepared Hoffman frapie. The tops

of the frames were sprinkled with

thin syi-up and covered, and thus was
established the swarm-box hive—

a

permanent cell starter.

Once established, the swarm-box
lasts the whole queen-rearing season

through, and under proper manipula-

tion it will yield a daily quota of 80

per cent to 100 per cent of started

queen cells fi-om grafted cups. It

pi-oves to be practically as efficient as

the original swarm-box or the ideal

strong queenless colony, and, as will

be readily seen, it is much more eco-

nomical in the matter of time and
bees. In daily practice it is certainly

more dependable as a cell starter

Ihan the upper story of a queenright

colony separated from its brood-

chamber by a queen excluder. Mr.
Doolittle showed how such a colony

might be prepared for use both as a

cell starter and a cell finisher. Under
ideal conditions his plan with the

queenright colony does yield excel-

lent results. In practice day after

day, however, colonies kept by this

plan are apt to prove much more de-

pendable at cell finishing than at

cell starting. That is to say, they will

finish cells well that are already

started when they will not accept and
start a very large percentage of

freshly grafted queen-cell cups. Mi-.

Wing uses such colonies, therefore,

for finishing the queen cells that have
been started in his swarm-box hives.

After a little practice, it is easy to

keep the swarm-box hive in perfect

working order as a cell starter. We
may designate its two combs as No.
1 and No. 2. As soon as all the

brood has emerged from one of these

combs (say No. 1) this comb is lifted

up and its adhering bees shaken

down into the box. The comb is

then taken to a strong colony (pi-ef-

erably from the colony from which
it was first obtained) and exchanged
for one of sealed brood that is

iiU'rged or almost ready to emerg''
By this time part of the bees will

have emerged from comb No. 2 of the

swarm-box and the field bees will be
filling the newly vacated cells with
fresh nectar and pollen—the ideal

food for the nurse bees. During even
a very moderate or slow honeyflow,
the food presented the nurse bees in

this way is so abundant that feeding
is entirely unnecessai-y. During the

time of the manipulation when start-

ed cells are taken from the swarm-
box hive and newly grafted queen-
cell cups are being prepared for it,

the bees fill up on their freshly-stored

food so well that they are all ready
to cluster in masses on the queen
cups as soon as these are given, and
the nurse bees begin immediately to

furnish the little larvae with royal

jelly. If, for any reason, abundance
of new honey is not present during
the manipulation just described, the

tops of the frames should be sprinkled

with thin syrup when new queen cups

ai'e given. As the brood in the new
(omb, which was placed in the posi-

tion of No. 1, emerges, the bees will

begin storing vacated cells with nec-

tar so that there will be plenty of

fresh food in this comb by the time

it is necessary to take No. 2 away and
exchange it for a new frame of sealed

brood. By changing the frames al-

ternately and working thus as occa-

sion demands, the swarm-box hive

may be kept constantly in prime state

for cell starting as far as proper

food and abundance of bees are con-

cerned.
In carrying out the above practice, .

however, care must be used to avoid

two other possible conditions which
could cause failure or partial failure.

First, in a yard where many virgins

are mating, it not too infrequently

happens that a young queen having

missed her own nucleus on returning

from a flight, approaches the swarm-
box hive and is accepted there. This

circumstance, of course, quickly

changes the functional attitude of

the entire unit of bees, and the

swarm-box hive vdll be a failure at

cell starting until the young queen is

removed. Trouble of this kind may
usually be avoided by fitting the en-

trance of the swarm-box hive with a

queen excluder. In the second case,

the bees sometimes find a young larva

and start a queen cell on one of the

newly introduced frames of sealed

brood. This will cause partial fail-

ure on the day after the cell was
started. On each succeeding day, if

this cell is not destroyed, fewer and

fewer grafted cell cups are likely to

be accepted by the bees until prac-

tical failure results. Trouble on this

account does not often arise. It may
be avoided entirely by examining the

frame of sealed brocfd again on the

second day after it has been given

to the swarm-box hive, and destroy-

ing any such cell before new queen-

cell cups are given.

ARGENTINE ANTS

By C. S. Ford

Have just finished reading
"Glimpses of California Beekeeping,"
by Bevan L. Hugh, in the March is-

sue.

Argentine ants do not destroy
strong colonies, sometimes small nu-
clei. I have known a queen and es-

corts in mailing cage to stand them
off for hours. They go right over
crude oil, nectar flow or no nectar
flow. It is coal oil that stops them,
and then, if the coal oil is not at least
an inch deep, they bring little pieces
of rock and build a bridge. The flow
of nectar does not have anything to
do with it, as they live on other
things. They are very fond of
sweets, but dead bees and meat are
what will attract them most of all. I

have seen strong colonies brush aside
a dozen trains of ants and the colony
still keep right on working. The ants
are very small and light, and the
draft from the enti'ance blows them
away. However, why have ants at
all?

These ants ti-avel in long trains and
pack food back to the young all day
long. Take a small stick or tooth-
pick and dip it in Kellogg's ant paste
and make two or three marks across
the line of march of the ants, and the
deed is done. Come back in an hour
and the ants are done for. If the
ants are on the hive and it is difficult

to find their main line of march on
account of the grass, take an old

queen cage, close it all up tight and
put in a little of Kellogg's ant paste;

the ants will go through the screen-

ing and the result is the same as

crossing their line. In the evening,

after the bees have gone in, draw a

few lines of the paste on side of the
hives, and you have same result. But
get this: Argentine ants do not hurt
strong colonies.

California.

(In 1913 a bulletin of 98 pages was
issued by the Bureau of Entomology
at Washington, dealing with these

ants. Wilmon Newell and T. C. Bar-

ber, who made extended studies of

the species in the Southern States

were the authors. The following

statements are quoted from the above
publication :

"The keeping of bees is made well

nigh impossible in sections heavily in-

fested by the Argentine ant. Single

colonies of ants often contain more
individuals than a colony of bees, and
in addition the colonies of ants are by
far the most numerous. The Argen-
tine ants are not only exceedingly

fond of honey, but they attack the

bee larvae in the cells with a ferocity

that is amazing. Thousands upon
thousands of the ants will enter the

hive, carrying away honey and at-

tacking the lai-vae. The bees are

themselves unable to cope with such

small enemies."

"The number of apiaries destroyed

in southern Louisiana has been con-

siderable, and one of the first lines of

experimejital work was to devise some
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means of protecting the beehives

from the foraging ants."

"One can successfully keep a few
colonies of bees in any portion of the

ant-infected area by making use of the

special stands described, but eternal

vigilance is the price of success, for

when the ants do gain access to the

bees the latter are likely to be dis-

organized within a few hours and the

swarms will abscond."—Bulletin 122.

Possibly our correspondent lives in

a locality where the infestation is not

yet as heavy as that occupied by Mr.

Wing's apiaries, or those mentioned
in the above bulletin. Mr. Ford's re-

port is the first to reach us which in-

dicates that the bees may protect

themselves from the Argentine ant

without assistance.—Editor.)

THREE WEEKS OF BEE CONVEN-

TIONS

By C. P. Dadant

If you wish to see a picturesque

place, away from the Rocky Moun-
tains, go to Asheville, N. C. It is

located between two ridges—the

Great Smoky Ridge and the Blue

Ridge. Its many hills are like the

waves of the sea and its waters drain,

through the French Broad River, into

the Tennessee. It is therefore in the

Mississippi Valley. Asheville is a

tourist city, has immense hotels,

beautiful views and a delightful cli-

mate. The famous Vanderbilt es-

tate, Biltmore, adjoins it.

Elton Warner, whom I visited, is

one of the largest apiarists in the

United States. He has some 1,500

colonies in Porto Rico, where he lived

many years as an official, and some
600 in both of the Carolinas. His

method of locating apiaries is orig-

inal. He secures from the govern-

ment, either Geological Survey topo-

graphic maps or Soil Survey maps of

the different counties, and from the

topography of the country or nature

of the soil shown, makes a selection

of the locations to be examined in

detail. In this way he succeeds in

establishing apiaries in the most

promising spots.

Mr. and Mrs. Warner left Porto

Rico to live at Asheville, because of

the health of Mrs. Warner, which re-

quires a cooler climate. They have

apiaries close to them in the moun-
tain coves or valleys, and in several

places of the Coastal Plains of South

Carolina. My personal acquaintance

with him dates back two years, when
I attended a week's course at Cornell.

Leaving Buffalo in a Pullman coach, a

pasenger seated across the aisle at-

tracted my attention by his pleasant

appearance. We exchanged a few
words and I was astonished then to

hear him say: "I believe this is Mr.

Dadant." We chatted all the way to

Cornell and roomed together there;

we promised ourselves to visit each

other at the first opportunity. This

was what drew me to Asheville, for a

short stay between bee meetings.

One of the important requirements

in a large producer who keeps more

bees than he can care for himself, is

executive ability. He must be able

not only to teach the indispensable
performances, but also to select men
of action who will promote his inter-

est at all times. Such men may not

be found everywhere, and they are

of more value than the fellows who
are constantly studying how little

they can do for the money they get.

A good share of Mr. Warner's suc-

cess is without doubt due to his busi-

ness ability and to his loyal and ef-

ficient helpers. Several of his men
have children nearly grown, who were
literally "born and raised" in his

apiaries.

We rode back and forth through
the city, until I became quite well ac-

quainted with it. Yet if there is any
town with a labyrinth of streets run-

ning in all the directions of the com-
pass, it is surely Asheville. We
talked bees, of course, and I am
giving, in another article, Mr. War-
ner's experience in transporting

queens, for he has shipped back and
forth several thousand queens for

and from his Porto Rican apiaries.

He confirmed my opinion that young
queens dislike to lay drone eggs, by
stating that he had seen such young
queens refuse to lay in drone cells,

although the drone comb had been

placed in the center of the brood-

nest.

He asserted, as others have done,

from time to time, that bees of queen-

less colonies sometimes rob eggs out

of other hives to rear queens. This

I have never seen.

Here are two subjects upon which

his experience, which should have

great weight, tallies with mine:

Bees may travel for honey as far

as 6 miles, or perhaps more, if they

follow a bait or a valley in which

honey plants or trees are found. But

they will not go 3 miles without such

bait. They will go twice as far up a

valley as across a hill.

During a big flow it is almost im-

possible to overstock a location. It is

between the flows thc^t a location may
be unsatisfactory for a large apiary,

as colonies are likely to suffer from
the overrunning of a short pasture.

Since I propose to return to the

Warner experiences in beekeeping, I

will now proceed to the last of the

meetings of my 3 weeks' trip, that of
Nashville, Tenn. I arrived there the
day before the meeting and made
several valuable acquaintances.
One of the reasons of the success

of the Tennessee meetings is the ac-

tivity and determination of the Ento-
mologist, Prof. G. M. Bentley. He ap-

pears to be the propelling power, not
only of the beekeepers' conventions,
but of several others, horticulturists,

entomologists, nurserymen, etc. He
is an example of good selection by
the associations who are under his

management.
The program was full and well

carried on, though some of the best

speakers were missing. But there
were plenty of good ones left. W. R.

Walling, of Knoxville, Tenn., who
keeps bees in Harding, Mont., during
the summer, then puts his bees in

winter quarters and comes home
every fall to sell his crop, was one of

the good producers there. His sub-

ject was "Producing Honey by Tons."
He does.

Mrs. Grace Allen, the contributor

of a department in Gleanings, had
her usual delightful annual address,

which she always delivers in an ex-

quisite manner. She was the prime
mover in the step taken by the Ten-
nessee Association to join the Ameri-
can Honey Producers' League. They
had only $29 in the treasury, but she

aroused the enthusiasm so that the

subscription of $100 was covered in

less than 15 minutes.
Here I met for the first time Tom

Lewis, grandson of the man who
originated the G. B. Lewis Co. He
represents the third generation of

the same family in the bee business.

That should make me feel old, for I

did business many years with his

grandfather. Mr. Lewis reported a

little experiment of his, made at

Memphis, where he resides. He made
some very light shavings of beeswax.

These he placed in a dish with a little

syrup poured on them, at the time of

comb building, and placed this over

the colony which had been given

sheets of foundation. They took it

readily and finished 8 combs in 18

hours.
I went home from this extensive

trip, on the 28th, but a week later I

was again at another meeting, Man-
hattan Farmers' Week, in Kansas.

More live wires, and more progress!

The world does move!

"EARLV PREPARATION"
Drawn liy Marion Grace Brittain, a Washing-

ton girl of 12 years.

THE FARM EXTRACTING PROB-
LEM

By L. H. Cobb

Working for extracted honey looks

good to most farmers who have be-

come interested in bees with the in-

tention to make the most from them,

but the cost of an extractor for the

small number of colonies that most

of them plan to keep looks prohibi-

tive. This is one of the difficult prob-

lems for the small producer to work

out, and it has prevented many from

giving bees much consideration. They

do not want to work for section

honey or comb honey in frames, and
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they do not think they are justified in

buying an extractor.
Several years ago, in Oklahoma,

when bee pasture there was not very
good, I had an apiary of a couple of
dozen stands and an extractor. Some
four or five other people around had
from two to fifteen colonies each;
they had no extractors, and they
would borrow mine. I loaned it wil-

lingly enough, though it was some-
what of a nuisance to keep this up
year after year. Now it was an easy
matter for the whole of us to use that
extractor and as many more could
have used it without much inconven-
ience to any of us. This suggests a
method by which farm communities
can overcome the difficulty. They
can own an extractor in partnership.

This is much fairer than borrowing,
and there is nothing about the ex-

tracting that will work much of an
inconvenience in passing the machine
around. Honey does not have to be
extracted at any certain time, and it

will not lose flavor or value if left on
the hives or stored in a warm, dry
place in the frames.

Another point farm beekeepers
should aim at in working for ex-

tracted honey is to have full frames
throughout their whole equipment,
for it is no more trouble to uncap
and extract a full frame than a shal-

low extracting frame, and you get so
much more honey, thus cutting down
the labor. The extractor pockets
take a full frame as well as a shallow
frame, and when we are using frames
any way for storing the honey I can
see but little advantage in using su-

pers and shallow frames except the
weight of the filled super. A full-

sized hive-body filled with ten full

frames of honey is heavy to handle,
but it will be easy to take out frames,
or we can make an overhead pulley
and hooks to catch the hive, and thus
make it easier yet. Having all the
frames alike simplifies the equipment
greatly. Then the frames are inter-

changeable, and can be used for
brood or honey, as we think best.

Kansas.

HONEY GATHERERS IN MID-

FEBRUARY
By A. C. Burrill

A visit to apiaries near Poplar
Bluff, Mo., showed, on February 15,

1921, that both pollen and nectar were
coming in freely in this foothill i-e-

g:ion of the Southeast Missouri "sunk
lands." One beekeeper has adopted
the two-hive-body stand for winter-
ing and had an extra large swarm at

work inside. About eight frames had
fresh nectar in the cells, very few of
which had just been capped. This was
roughly equal to two full frames of
new honey and about one-half fi-ame
of bee-bread, made out of a whitish
green pollen. As only a few soft red
maples had been noted blooming, it

was rather a mystery where this rec-
ord early flow of the season was com-
ing from, the swamp maples in the
overflow lands or the town red ma-
ples. The warmth of the three days,

February 13-15, broke the Topeka,
Kans., record for high heat in Feb-
ruary. No dandelion or other flow-
ers were yet out, save a leafless orna-
mental bush with yello..' bloom, not
unlike flowering cuirant, but larger
flower bloom, noted at the shoe fac-
tory plantings at Poplar Bluff.

The unusuually warm winter, cou-
pled with the poor fall honeyflow, re-

sulted in the extinction of one colony
entirely, due to starvation from lack
of stores. Until there is unlimited
sweet clover nectar on waste lands, to

provide a nectar flow in late summer
drouth's. Southeast Missouri bee-
keepers are confronted with a seri-

ous problem in seasons like 1920. It

is doubtful if the recommended Fed-
eral winter packing could have
availed much in saving some strong
colonies in a winter so warm and open
as 1920-21, since there was such
shortage of stores.

A little sealed brood confirmed the

suspicion that brood-sealing began in

January. Mr. Julius Nebel says there
has never been a time all winter when
there was not a little brood rearing
going on at Jackson, Mo.

Missouri.

THE LEAGUE AT WORK
By H. B. Parks, Secretary

Before this article reaches you,
the League Bulletin will be in the
hands of a large number of the bee-
keepers of America. If you have not
received a copy, write for one. The
League wants every beekeeper to

know just what it stands for, what it

plans to do and what it is doing. The
Bulletin will give you this informa-
tion.

Many think the League is organ-
ized as a huge selling machine, plan-
ning to handle all of the honey pro-
duced. This may never come; if it

does, it is in the very distant future.
It is not the idea of the present move-
ment to propose such a thing.

The policy of the League is to sell

through regular channels of trade
and where none exist, create such
out of the already established gro-

cer's trade. It is the future produc-
tion and the future sale of honey the
League is planning for. If the bee
industry grows, there must be a
great enlargement in the sale of
honey. Talk as you will about honey
not being in competition with su-
gars, syrups, jellies and jams, it is

and always will be. Honey must sell in
a reasonable ratio to these commod-
ities. Thus, to create a great de-
mand for honey its claims must be
put before the public. It must be
available and its price must be right.
If the producer can obtain 8 cents
per pound for every pound of honey
he can produce and get that price
when he offers his honey for sale, he
has a paying proposition. No League
or private firm could finance a cor-
ner on the honey market and force
its sale. So the League has deter-
mined upon the policy to nationally
advertise honey, to help State and
county organizations in increasing
the local demand, and to keep all

sellers of honey informed as to when
and where to sell. The above may
seem at first a queer statement, but
is not so queer as it may seem.
Honey, in many places, is a quick
money crop. In many places only
small amounts are raised. In these
localities, when the honey crop is

taken, the market is well supplied for
a short time and a trade is developed.
When the supply runs out there is no
more honey until next year. It is in
this kind of a place that if honey
were shipped in as soon as the home
supply ended, advantage could be
taken of the already established trade
and continuous sales be made. Only
a body such as the League can ever
give this service.

The League advertising campaign
is on. The time seems ripe for it.

You will notice in the bee magazines
that men knowing little or nothing
about the work of the League are
proposing such a scheme. The League
has the machinery in action. It has
already a fine start. Your State Sec-
retary will give you a chance to help.
If you believe in beekeeping and bee-
keepers, support the advertising cam-

Ma Grace Bnttain, the 12year-oId girl who drew the picture on the opposite
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paign of the League. If you want to
help, personally tax yourself 5 cents
per colony and mail your check to the
League Secretary.
The League movement has caused

activity in regions where beekeeping
is seldom heard from. Letters from
beekeepers from everywhere indicate
this interest. Many of the States not
known as honey producers will be
League members before some of the
more noted ones. The result is easy
to be seen. These men are develop-
ing their own market and creating a
market for others.

San Antonio, Texas.

SALT FOR BEES
While making some obsei-vations

along a roadside, the previous season,
I made casual acquaintance with a
man whose name and address I regret
to state I failed to procure. We soon
became absorbed in conversation
concerning bees and of the things
which he said, the following im-
pressed nie greatly:

"I worked for years with a man in

the East (east Pennsylvania), who
had great success with 1 ees, never
having any bee disease or winter
losses, and the bees were just as tame
as kittens; this was due to a discov-
ery the bee man had made and held
secret from others, but seeing that
you are interested I will tell you. If

you want to have success, see that
your bees get salt."

That was the secret. That salt.

plays such an important part is

doubtful, but that it has some effect

I am almost positive. Following the
receipt of this "secret" many experi-

ments were made and results tabu-
lated.

Dry salt was not noticed. Moist-
ened salt was lapped by a few bees.

A heavy salt solution was ignored,
even though it was covered with bur-

lap, so as to keep the cloth moist. A
lighter solution was somewhat suc-

cessful, but not sufficiently so to ren-

der cari-ying on further experiments
profitable, and for a time no consid-

eration was given the subject.

Some time later, bees were noticed
frequenting a swampy place to the

exclusion of several others near by.

Examination of the soil showed it to

be slightly saline, merely perceptible

to the taste. Spurred to other ex-

periments by this, handfuls of salt

were placed or scattered on several

nearby swampy places, and the num-
ber of bees that frequented the salted

swamps a few days later convinced
me that salt is important. The late

season prevented further study.

Whether bees require salt for

brood rearing, or at all times, the

short observation period did not re-

veal exactly. No doubt other bee-

keepers will be able to give further

information after this season.

J. W. Nordstrom.
Pennsylvania.

Another Observation
I am located on a sheltered harbor

in western Washington, and during

the summer everyone here notices

bees on a seaweed and grass next to

the water, evidently after the salty
water. Richard J. Thaine.

Washing-ton.
Wisconsin Bees Like Salt

Replying to Daniel Danielson's ar-

ticle, February issue, "Do Bees Need
Salt?" permit me to say: whether or
not they need it, one thing is cer-
tain, they surely like it, and I doubt
very much if the Government Experi-
ment Station knows any more about
it than observing beekeepers do.

When I embarked in beekeeping we
had numerous springs of pure hard
water on the farm and the bees
watered at various places. Then a
salt barrel was installed under the
eaves of the house to catch rain
water for washing, and after it was
soaked and wet thousands of bees
patronized the outside of the staves

and around the top as a watering
place.

For the last 25 or 30 years I have
kept a candy pail in my beeyard filled

with pure but haixl well water in

which a good big handful of salt is

dissolved, and covered with cork
chips, and while this is more or less

patronized from early spring to late

fall every day, yet at the same time
the majority of the bees carry water
from seeping springs 15 or 20 rods
distant. They seem to be very anx-

ious for the salty water, yet by put-

ting in two handfuls they will quit,

and if none at all is used they scarce-

ly notice the pail. What they seem to

desire most as a watering place is

pure black mud or sand thoroughly
soaked and warmed to some extent

by the sunshine, and barely possible

some such places may contain the

requisite amount of salt used in

brood rearing. Elias Fox.

Wisconsin.

DIVERSITIES
By E. P. Stiles

On page 64 of the American Bee
Journal for February, Mr. Arthur
C. Miller, of Rhode Island, recom-

mends the oiling of the stiff leather of

bellows smokers with "neatsfoot oil,

or any oil or grease." That is good

advice in some parts of the North, but

not so good for the South. Numerous
varieties of ants in the South are very

destructive to leather greased with

any animal grease, especially that

greased with tallow. Users of bee

smokei-s should, first of all, not leave

these indispensable instruments ex-

posed to rain and sun. If, in time,

the leather needs oil, vaseline, in the

South, is far preferable to animal oils,

as it makes the leather obnoxious to

ants and some other Southern insects

which destroy leather.

Again Mr. Miller says: "Scrape all

the propolis from the frames, just to

facilitate handling next season as well

as to insure accurate spacing." Of
course Mr. Miller is referring to Hoff-

man frames. If propolis was as

abundant in Providence as in Austin,

he wouldn't use Hoffman frames at

all, not even if he had to move his

bees two or three times a year.

So far south as this, the beekeeper
has very little "slack time," in fact,

if he acts on Mr. Miller's wise sug-
gestions, for which I thank him, he
vrill have no slack time at all. This
advice is, however, two or three
months too late for us. Work in the
South for 1921 has begun. Today
(February 9), at Austin, Texas, I

find several combs of sealed brood in

my colonies. A month ago there was
not even an egg. Bees are bringing
in pollen and honey from several
trees and shrubs when the weather
permits.

Texas.

Government Position Open
The Civil Service Commission an-

nounces an examination for the posi-

tion of Apicultural Assistant in the
U. S. Department of Agriculture,
with salary of $2,250 to $3,000, for
work within the depai-tment or in

the field. Those interested should ap-
ply at once to the Civil Service Com-
mission at Washington, stating the
position for which they wish to qual-
ify.

BEEKEEPERS BY THE WAY

W. A. Weir^ of Toronto.

A Handy Canadian
W. A. Weir, of Toronto, is the fel-

low the Canadians fall back on for
most any emergency. On two differ-

ent occasions, when thei-e has been a
vacancy in the position of Provincial

Apiarist at Guelph, Weir has been
called upon to keep things going un-
til the place could be filled. Like-

wise he has served as editor of the

bee department of the Canadian
magazine published for the purpose

of serving the mutual interests of

fruit growers and beekeepers.
Weir lives in the city, and in com-

pany with his brother has a line of

outyards within reach in the sur-

rounding counti-y. The honey, for

the most part, is of light color and
fine quality and the local market

takes a large portion of the crop.
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HIGH YIELDS FROM COLONIES
HAVING SWARMED EARLY

By F. Greiner

Under normal or ordinary condi-

tions almost every colony makes the
attempt to swarm. After the crea-

tion God said : "Be fruitful and mul-
tiply." All creatures obey this com-
mand. The instinct to propagate its

kind was imparted unto every living

thing, the bee included, and we can-
not get away from it. The modern
beekeeper would like to control the
instinct of the honeybee, which he
cultivates or keeps, as the case may
be. Especially is this true in case of

the comb-honey producer who is pes-

tered in a greater degree with the

swarming nuisance than one who pro-

duces extracted honey. He might
have plain sailing if it was not for

that trouble, and all our methods of

successful comb-honey production
center largely around it. In this ar-

ticle I do not intend to deal with the
different methods to produce comb
honey, but confine myself to one
emergency method, which gives me
exceedingly gi-atifying results. If

one of my readers should have occa-

sion to use it, even on but one colony,

the extra gain will pay for his Jour-
nal several years. When we visit our
bees in early May when the fruit

trees bloom, it is not an unusual
occuiTence to find here and there a

colony having already swarmed and
the swarm having absconded. Of
course this is quite a loss, and we
can do no more than to save the

pieces. I sometimes utilized the

queen cells or broke up the whole
colony into nuclei or mating colo-

nies. I have reared very fine queens
in this manner. But I did not care

to handle the colonies I found in my
yard this season this way; they had
good queens, to be sure, but were not
of pure Italian blood. I resorted to

the entrance guard to prevent fur-

ther swarming for the time being. I

have learned not to depend on the

cutting out of queen cells to prevent
afterswarnis. I have made too many
misses. With the entrance guard I

acomplish the object much easier. So
these were adjusted. Three or four

days later I returned to the yard.

There were a number of other colo-

nies which were making preparations

for swarming. These had to be

shaken or brushed or driven and were
so treated, for this is our method of

forestalling swarming. The so gained

beeless brood-combs were placed over

an excluder upon the colonies having

cast the formerly mentioned run-

away swarms, two brood-chambers
full to a hive. Before doing so we
made an examination to see whether

or not the queen cells had hatched or

were destroyed. Not until this is

done can the entrance guard be re-

moved with safety. After the beeless

brood-combs are so placed upon the

colonies, the bees from below will

soon cover them and young bees will

be hatching day after day by the

thousand and fill up their hives with

an abundance of them. At 5 days

old they make their first flight. They
do this for the two-fold purpose of

voiding their accumulated feces and
to mark their location. It is said,

and it is orthodox teaching, that

honeybees do not become field work-
ers until 16 or 18 days old, doing
house work during this time. But the

condition in these hives is i-ather ab-

normal and there is really little house
work to be done, although there are

three brood-chambers to take care of;

but the lower hive-body contains no

open brood; in the upper two the

open brood is constantly decreasing

and soon all is sealed. What would
you expect this vast number of young
bees—full-fledged bees—would busy

themselves about under these condi-

tions when there is plenty to do out

of doors? Let me tell you. They
have horse sense enough to take hold

and do any kind of work that needs

doing. It is an undisputed fact that

old bees under the stress of circum-

stances will attend to the kitchen

woi-k, nurse the young, etc., and these

young bees, now 5 days old, will go

out and gather honey and pollen in

the fields in common with' the older

sisters. How do I know this to be

so? If you will try the experiment

outlined, you will find that these colo-

nies with this disproportioned large

number of young bees will beat any

of the other colonies in the game of

storing comb honey in the yard. But

I have other proof. Some years ago

my experiment was published of how
I built up a colony of young bees

only, bees just emerging from their

cells. By carefully watching this

colony I found that bees became field

workers under these abnormal condi-

tions when 5 days old. The proof

was convincing, and I believe, consid-

ering the other evidence, that the

same happens in the colonies under

the described treatment. But now to

return to these colonies. On the 12th

day, after the extra hive-bodies of

brood were given them, they were

removed with the bees therein and

given new locations for the purpose

of forming increase. It pays to give

these new colonies queens. Thus

favored, they will build up and give

an account of themselves during the

buckwheat honeyflow. If no queens

are at hand, queen cells would be

given. It is a simple way of forming

new colonies. Remember, now, that

all the bees 5 days old that had

formed or marked their location, will

return to the hives they were moved

from. Provision must be made that

they will find a suitable place to ex-

pend their energy, and section cases,

all sections filled with full sheets of

comb foundation, are at once given,

for the white clover flow has by this

time begun. Attend to it, that these

colonies with this host of young bees

will not lack store room, and remove

all honey as fast as finished. I ob-

sei-ved recently in an illustration, a

colony of bees having 15 or 16 sec-

tion cases on, piled up so high that

a step ladder was needed, also shown

in the illustration, to reacl> to upper

supers. Do not make such a mistake

as piling up supers 15 high, even if

you are fortunate enough to have
such a yield. I have taken that many
full section cases from single colo-

nies, but never had more than four on
the hive at any one time. From such
colonies as I have described in the
foregoing it will not be impossible to

reap such a yield.

New York.

COLLEGE GIRLS BOOST HONEY
By F. B. Paddock

On Saturday, February 12, Home
Economics Day was celebrated at
Iowa State College. This annual
event is prepared for by more than
a thousand girls and looked forward
to by twenty-five hundred boys. The
Home Economics building is filled

with exhibits to display the work of
the girls in the college course. One
has an opportunity to view the styles
of today, labor-saving devices in the
home, a good and a poor dinner, and
to taste the excellent cooking of the
future home-makers.
Among the courses required of

some of the girls is a general elemen-
tary course in beekeeping. Although
some girls shudder at the thought of
a bee and its sting, yet it is remark-
able how many of these college girls

have had somewhat of an acquaint-
ance with bees. In the work of the
beekeeping course the girls have
proved to be very apt students and in

time overcome a large part of their
fear of stings. There is a phase of
the work which especially appeals to

the girls—that of honey and its utili-

zation. These girls are taught nutri-

tion and food values and they are
ever keen to learn all about all foods.
Of the students to recently com-

plete the course. Miss Imogene Dean
became exceedingly interested in the
uses of honey in the home. The
class room work was supplemented
greatly by baking cakes and cookies
and making candies at home. One of

the exhibits found in the Home Eco-
nomics building on February 12, was
bees and honey. This was on a large
table, and attracted the attention of
everyone who visited the building.

There were those girls who expressed
the desire to see a real queen with
her circle of attendants and those
loitered around the observation hive
for a farewell glimpse of the royalty.

Some of the boys were interested in

the samples of honey collected from
California, Utah, Louisiana, Florida
and many other States. Often those
of artistic turn of mind admired the

oil painting made by Dr. A. F. Bon-
ney. There were housewives who
were very much interested in the

grades of extracted and comb honey,
as well as the commercial packages
of honey. All of these phases of the
exhibit had a special class of inter-

ested spectators but there was not

a single visitor who was not inter-

ested in the wonderful display of

cake, cookies and candies made with

honey. The girls viewed with envy,

the boys viewed with a lingering
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longing and the housewife with seri-

ous interest. Calls for recipes were
numerous and lengthy inquiries were
handled by Miss Dean, who was ever
willing to explain in detail how
honey had entered the make-up of
these good things to eat. The tempt-
ing appearance of that lovely cake
with the end slice lying down will

long be remembered by all visitors.

This is the first time that honey
and its uses have been brought to
the attention of those at Iowa State
College. The success of the exhibit
is due to Miss Dean, who is ever tire-

less to urge the extended use of
honey in the home.

Iowa.

tTHE EDITOR^S ANSWERS
V J

When stamp is enclosed, the editor will answer questions by mail. Since
we have far more questions than we can print in the space available, several
months sometimes elapse before answers appear.

Removing Honey—S'.varms, Etc.

1. What method is practiced among the

large beekeepers of emptying the supers of

bees when taking off honey?
2. Late in the fall, when one is taking oflE

honey, would it be a dangerous practice to

feed one's bees the scraps in the open and to

let them clean up the supers and frames be-

fore putting away for winter?
3. I use the regular ten-frame hive with

single-wall and Excelsior cover. Do you
think that it would be a good plan for winter
to wrap hives in tar paper and to put a piece

over the top of hive? Would the black paper
draw the heat too much when the sun was
shining, and we happened to have a nice,

pleasant day?
4. I have always tried to give mv bees

plenty of room early in the spring, but seem
to have too many swarms come off; I only put

on one empty super at a time. Do you think

that it might help to put on two, early in the

spring? Is there any objection to tiering up
a number of empty supers on one hive?

5. Suppose a hive did not swarm for a
number of years, say two or three, it would,
I believe, still have the original queen; in

this case, should one introduce a new queen?
6. Do bees really work on the weed com-

monly known as Spanish needle? I was told

by an old beeman that, contrary to the com-

mon belief, they did not work on it. He told

me to let him know if I ever saw a bee on a

single plant I have looked for it a number
of times, but have never discovered a single

bee on a Spanish needle blossom.

7. Suppose one had a very strong colony

that had not swarmed had three supers on

and seemed to be literally overflowing with

bees, could it be possible that there be so many
that, when closing down for winter, the brood-

chamber would not hold them?
8. What causes a large number of bees to

come out of a hive and circle around almost

as though they were going to swarm? 1 have

one hive in particular that I have noticed do-

ing this—one of my best colonies.

9. Are diseases apt to appear in a small

apiary? I have had but little experience, but

have never lost or had a diseased colony.
MISSOURI.

Answrs.— 1. Use a bee-escape, between the

supers and the hive body. Put it on, the af-

ternoon previous.

2. Some people practice giving the emptied

supers for the bees to clean, in the open. We
have never liked it, as it causes them to try

robbing. Try both ways and decide for your-

self.

3. Yes, tar paper makes a very good protec-

tion. It would not be too warm at any time,

except summer.

4. The number of supers to put on should

be according to the strength of the colony and

the crop expectation. Dr. Miller sometimes

put 2 and 3 supers on very powerful colonies.

5. Yes, if the queen has not been super-

seded by her bees and a young one reared,

it is best to change her.

6. Bees work on some kinds of Spanish

needles an not on some others. It is the

same with goldcnrod. We rarely sec bees on

the goldcnrods that grow here, but in some

localities they produce a large crop. Even

the same plant will not produce honey equally

in every location We have never been able to

secure alfalfa honey here. But we have har-

vested thousands of pounds of Spanish needle

honey

7. No, we have never seen a colony so over-

flowing with bees that they would not all be

held in the brood-chamber for winter. Such
strong colonies are very desirable.

8. Those are the young bees taking their

first flight, fr?>m strong colonies, usually in the

afternoon. You will find that information in

any text book.

9. Diseases do not depend upon the size

of the apiary; but I kept bees for 40 years

before I ever saw any foulbrood.

Swarms Clustering

In the October number of the American Bee
Journal, in reply to a question, you give a
reason for bees forming a cluster when the
swarm first leaves the hive, and ask if any
one knows a better explanation, that he give
it. John Burroughs, the American naturalist,
states that he believes that they send out
scouts to find a new hive, the rest of the bees
clustering meanwhile, and as soon as the
scouts return the swarm leaves. I cannot
tell you in which of his books he states this,

for it is found in one of four essays on
"Birds and Bees," selected from his works
and published together in a classic for study
in high school English classes. This was when
I first acquired an interest in bees.

KANSAS.
Answer.—The suggestion which you Quote

from John Burroughs about the question on

page 351, was already made by Mr. Lang-

stroth. See paragraph 415 of the revised edi-

tion. However, it is a fact that first swarms

always settle, although there is out little doubt

that scouts hunt for a home as well before as

after swarming. But Mr. Langstroth wrote,

paragraph 419 of the Revised Edition:

"The fact that the bees have clustered makes
it almost certain that, unless the weather is

very hot, or they are exposed to the burning
heat of the sun, they will not leave for at

least one or two hours. All convenient dis-

patch, however, should be used in hiving
swarms, lest the scouts have time to return,

which will entice them to go, or lest other

colonies issue, and attempt to add themselves
to it."

However, the fact that secondary swarms
rarely settle would indicate that the weight
of the old queen has some influence upon their

action.

Feeding
1. I have three swarms that I got in August,

too late for them to gather enough honey for
the winter. I have been feeding them sugar
and water, equal parts; they will take a cupful,
each swarm, three times a day, and they have
filled some comb and sealed it, but don't seem
to have used half the amount that I have
given them to put in combs. Where do you
suppose they have put it ? Or do they eat
that much while feeding?

2. Two of my swarms are large. I plan to
divide them, each into three swarms, and give
each an Italian queen, in the latter part of
May, as I want to increase and get more colo-
nies. Will that be practical?

3. In buying a pound of bees, and queen,
and hiving them the last of May, will they
gather enough honey for the coming winter,
if it is a good honey season? Or would they
gather enough to use a super for them? I in-

tend to put them on full sheets of foundation
in frames.

4. Upon examining the frames in one of the
large colonies, I did not find any brood in the
cells. Is there a time of the year when the
queen does not lay eggs?

5. Can I leave the super on and put some
section honey there, and will they find it in

case they run short of sugar syrup ? I have
a good dry basement, and plan on wintering
them there.

6. Is dandelion honey good for winter feed?
IOWA.

Answers.—1. You have used twice as much
water as necessary and they have evaporated

it. That is why there does not seem to be

as much in the cells as you have given them.

Use half as much water or twice as much su-

gar."

2. It is impossible to advise this early as to

how many colonies you can produce from

each one of your colonies, spring count, be-

cause you do not know, neither do I, how
weak or strong they will be in • May. Don't

divide too much. Make one division from

each, when they are strong, and another later

if they fill their hives. Of course, the better

Display of the Domestic Science girls at Ames, Iowa, showing uses of honey in the home.
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you take care of them and the more founda-

tion you give them, the quicker they will

build up.

3. It is out of the question to tell you

whether your swarms will fill the hive, or

whether they will make a lot of surplus or

starve. All depends upon the season and upon

the care you give them.

4. Certainly, the queen ceases laying, usu-

ally in October, until the first warm days of

early spring.

5. Yes, but it is better to have the honey

in the brood-combs, especially in the cellar.

6. I don't know. I have never wintered

any on dandelion honey. Do any of our read-

ers know anything about this?

ODDS AND ENDS

Introducing Queens
1. I raised a few queens last summer. 1 had

no trouble in introducing some, but some of

the colonies I tried to requeen would swarm
about two weeks or so after I put the new
queen in. I also had a few that didn't ac-

cept the new queen and are now queenless

and worthless. I introduced the queens in

a cage. What do you think the trouble was?
2. When I open a hive, usually the bees, or

quite a lot of them, will fly out and sting

wherever they get a chance. Is it just that

the bees are cross, or could there be something
else? WISCONSIN.

Answers.—1. Either the colonies were too

strong and wanting to swarm when you in-

troduced your queens, or you made them

queenless a few days ahead of introduction, in

which case they reared queen-cells and would,

of course, reject the new queens. You should

examine colonies within 2 or 3 weeks, or even

sooner, after introducing queens, and if they

are queenless, give them another queen or

some young brood, so they may rear one.

2. When you open a hive, you should at

first smoke it carefully at the entrance, so as

to frighten the guards. Many people overlook

this requirement, with the result that they

have angry bees around during the entire ma-

nipulation. If your bees are more cross than

the average, you should use more smoke on

them. They can De tamed. Read a book on

this subject.

Keeping Honey
1. How and whefe is the best place for an

ordinary farmer with only a few bees, to keep
comb honey? 1 have 5 stands of bees and will

have about 150 pounds of honey in sections.

I wish to keep it for my own use, but I am
afraid of moths.

2. Does an 8-frame hive hold sufiScient

honey to winter a swarm, or would it be bet-

ter to leave some in the super? KANSAS.
Answers.—1. A dry place, such as an attic,

or an upstairs room, or a closet in the kitchen,

is good to keep comb honey. If you suspect

that the moths have laid eggs about the boxes,

put them in a tight closet and spread a little

bisulphide of carbon on a rag in the closet; or,

if you prefer, in a cup. It will evaporate and

smother the moths. Do it again in a couple

of weeks. In winter there is no longer any

danger, as the moths cannot enter your

rooms. If you cannot get bisulphide of

carbon, burn some orimstone in a metal dish.

You can buy the brimstone from any druggist.

Do not bring a ught next to the bisulphide

of carbon, as it is inflammable like gisoline.

2. An ordinary 8-frame hive, if the combs

r e one-half to two-thirds filled with honey,

will have enough to winter a colony. The bees

probably will need more in spring, however,

before the honey crop.

Nevada, Also

Washoe County, Nevada has a lo-

cal organization which will meet the

third Thursday in each month at

Reno. George G. Schweis is Presi-

dent, O. D. Downin, Vice President,

and L. D'A. Prince, Secretary.

Sugar Maple

The Department of Agriculture of

the Province of Quebec classifies the

bee industry with that of the sugar
maple, both of these industries pro-

ducing sweets of high quality.

We have before us a bulletin upon
the maple sugar industry, from that

Department, in French, entitled "Nos
Erablieres" (Our sugar maple
camps), written by C. Vaillancourt.

It is quite interesting and shows the

methods employed in the extensive

maple groves of Eastern Quebec, to

produce maple sugar on a large scale.

The typical sugar camp of Quebec
appears to be that of L. J. A. Dupuis,

in the Comte I'lslet, about 75 miles

from the City of Quebec, almost on

a line with the northern limits of the

State of Maine.

New Law for Montana

Montana is one of the latest of

the States to provide a law for the

control of bee diseases. There are

few States which do not now have
some provision of this kind.

hived them on drawn combs and they
seem quite contented.

There is some disease, but the bee-

keepers have it under control, so with

the promise of a good honey crop,

they are in good spirits.

Glenn Ensign.
California.

Oregon Convention

The Oregon State Beekeepers' As-
sociation met in Portland March 16

and 17, with an average attendance
of well over one hundred. Consider-

able enthusiasm and interest were
shown at the meeting and efforts are

being made to form local and
county associations in various por-

tions of the State. Some fifteen or

sixteen counties were represented at

the meeting. The following officers

were elected:
President—A. J. Sanford, Red-

mond, Oregon.
Vice President—K. D. Baker,

Nampa, Oregon.
Secretary-Treasurer—H. A. Scul-

len, Corvallis, Oregon.
Definite steps are being taken to

join the American Honey Producers'

League in the near future.

H. A. Scullen, Secretary.

Good Year in California

This past winter has been the best

one for many years. We have had
plenty of rain and very little frost.

The almonds started blooming
early in February and they were
closely followed by the peaches,

prunes and apricots. The pears are

still in bloom and the bees are also

working on wild mustard and burr
clover. Alfalfa is knee high and will

be blooming in a few weeks. The or-

anges are budding and soon the bee-

keepers will be moving to their midst.

When I examined my bees on

March 15, I found that in most of the

colonies at least eight or nine frames
were covered with bees and they had
about six or seven frames of brood.

In some I found that queen-cells had
been started. I destroyed them to

prevent swarming, but I neglected

cutting them since, and today, March
28, a fair sized swarm issued. I

A New Organization
The Cook County, Illinois, Bee-

keepers' Association was organized at

a meeting of one hundred and fifty

local beekeepers on March 21, at the

Great Northern Hotel, Chicago.
The officers elected are: S. Cush-

man, President; C. O. Smith, Vice
President, and A. G. Gill, of 230 W.
Huron Street, Chicago, Secretary and
Treasurer.

More City Bees

The Harrisburg, Pa., Telegram, in

a recent issue, gives an account of

three colonies of bees kept at the car

barns in that city by A. F. Rexroth.
These bees produced an average of

150 pounds of honey per colony last

season. Incidentally, there was some
good information about honey and
bees which should be interesting to

the readers of that paper.

South Dakota Beekeepers Meet

Vermillion, S. Dak., March 10. The
South Dakota State Beekeepers' As-
sociation has just concluded a two-day
session here. The President, Ernest

W. Fox, of Fruitdale, in the Black

Hills region, gave very interesting ac-

counts of his methods in securing

large yields of honey year after year

from sweet clover. Mr. Atkins, of

the Lewis Company, gave a number
of instructive talks on technical op-

erations in beekeeping, and Mr.

Southworth, of the Western Honey
Producers, Sioux City, Iowa, gave an

interesting account of swarm control.

Prof. J. C. Tjaden, of the State Uni-

versity, gave an illustrated lecture

touching On a number of specific

problems of apiculture. Mr. R. A. Mor-
gan, Who has had more bee exiperi-

ence in this State than anybody else,

gave it as his opinion that South Da-

kota's possibilities in honey produc-

tion are exceeded in no other State.

Mr. McBride, who recently came to

this State, after e.xtensive experience

in other States, including the South,

gave the same opinion. Among the

leading topics touched upon quite fully

may be mentioned legislation relative

to standardization of grades and pack-

ages; legislation toward the control

and suppression of bee diseases, and

organized membership drives. The
officers for the coming year are Er-

nest W. Fox, Fruitdale, S. D., Presi-

dent; E. L. Borton, Scotland, Vice

President, and Prof. J. C. Tjaden, Di-

rector of the Extension Division, State

University, Vermillion, S. Dak., Secre-

tary. The next annual meeting will

be held at Mitchell, Brookings or

Yankton, the final choice to be an-

nounced later.

Early Annual Sweet Clover

F. A. James, of Alabama writes that

annual sweet clover seed dropped last
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fall came up in December and bloo.ned
on March 4. No plant in recent years
has attracted such widespread intt-r-

est as this annual sweet clover. Sev-
eral firms are taking advantage of the
big demand and high price for seed to

plant considerable areas, which will

be cultivated' in an effort to increase
the yield.

A Big Crop
According to Californiia Cultivator,

Riverside County produced 820 tons
of honey in 1920, which was sold for

$328,000.

Mississippi Organizes
The Yazoo and Mississippi Delta

Beekeepers' Association is the name
of a new organization which recently
came to life. W. E. Elam is Presi-

dent and Thos. Worthington Vice
President.

Wild Bees
A party of seven from Portland,

Ore., and from New York City, called

at my home to come to their place
about six miles south from me to take
a wild swarm of bees which were in

an old cedar tree about 8 feet at the

roots and about 80 feet up in the tree.

The tree was hollow about 65 feet and
from 22 to 18 feet of empty space—

a

fine home for bees. We felled the

tree over a canyon and I had an
empty hive handy to save the bees.

To my surprise, we did not damage
the comb or the bees.

I took out 232 pounds of honey and
comb together, and about the biggest
bee family I eveir took out from the
wilds. I put them in an attic, gave

them 10 frames of drawn comb and
fed back about 39 pounds of the
honey. They are building comb right
now as I feed them. They are the
leather colored Italian. The bees have
been over 11 years in that tree, and as

healthy as any swarm could be.

Geo. Jenison.
Oregon City, Ore.

Minnesota Rears Queei.is

The Bee Division at the University
of Minnesota is rearing queens for
Minnesota beekeepers in an effort to
improve the stock of the State. Not
more than five queens are sold to one
beekeeper, and only one tested queen
is sold to an individual. Time of de-
livery and prices at which they may
be had, may be obtained from Francis
Jager, Chief of the Division at Uni-
versity Farm, Minn.

A Courteous Mayor
The Mayor of Oakland, Cal.. issued

a Iproclamation designating the first

week in March as honey week, in

honor of the convention of the Cali-

fornia beekeepers which met in that

city.

Pennsylvania Beekeepers, Also
The beekeepers of Lehigh and ad-

joining counties recently organized
with A. L. Brodhead President, J. E.

Linde, Vice President, and' O. E. Urf-
fer, of Emaus, as Secretary.

New Association in Oregon
The beekeepers of Linn and Ben-

ton Counties, Oregon, recently organ-
ized the Linn-Benton County Bee-
keepers' Association with the follow-

ing officers. Mr. George Collins, Al-
bany, President; W. C. Christie, North
Albany,. Vice President, and John
Blasser, of Lebanon, Secretary.

Census Returns
Connecticut had 6,960 colonics of

bees in 1919, as against 9,445 in 1909.

The 1919 honey crop was 83,091

pounds, or a per colony production of

12 pounds.
Missouri has 157,678 colonies, as

against 203,569 in 1909. The honey
production for 1919 was 1,220,611

pounds.
Tennessee has 191,898 colonies of

bees, as against 144,481 colonies in

1909, and the honey crop for 1919 was
1,969,425 poun'ds.

Alabama ranks below Tennessee,
having i)roduced 1,347.644 pounds of

honey in 1919 from 153,760 colonies of

bees. The number of colonies in 1909

was 135,140.

But look at Hawaii, 14,608 colonies

of bees in 1919, with a honey produc-

tion of 953,375 pounds, or an average

of 65 pounds per colony. The largest

average of any State reporting so far

is Idaho, with 34 pounds per colony.

Evidently all beekeepers are modern
in Hawaii, with no box hives to pull

down the average.

Maine Beekee;:<ers

At Auburn, on February IS, was or-

ganized tbe Maine State Beekeepers'

Association, with the following offi-

cers : President, Lester W. Longfel-

low ; First Vice President, O. D. Grif-

fin ; Second Vice President, W. L.

Maloon; Secretary, F. L. Mason, Me-
chanic Falls; Treasurer, H. W. Mat-
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MODIFIED DADANT HIVE
Your present brood equipment can]

be put above the Modified Dadant'

hive used as full depth supers.

Features are : Deep frames, large

one-story brood-nest, frame space

ventilation, excellence in wintering,

swarming easily controlled.

Glance at this illustration to com-

pare this hive with "Standard" Lang-

stroth hive.

Yiou can get 40 per cent greater

brood-comb area than in the

"Standard" ten-frame Langstroth.

MODIFIED DADANT HIVE
FEATURES

1. Eleven frames, Langstroth

length, Quinby depth.

2. Frames spaced I'A inches for

swarm control.

3. Extracting frames 6% inches

deep.

4. Dovetailed body, regular re-

versible bottom and metal roof cover

with inner cover.

5. Langstroth "Standard" equip-

ment easily used with this hive.

For free booklet write any distributor of Lewis "Beeware," or to

G. B. LEWIS COMPANY, Watertown, Wisconsin
DADANT & SONS, Hamilton, Illinois
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thews. Mrs. Ella Stockman, J. Put-
nam Stevens, Frank H. Dudley, State

Horticulturist, together with the

President and Secretary, ex-officio,

form the Board of Directors.

The immediate object of the Asso-
ciation is that there may be an organ-
ized effort in sujiport of a foulbrood
law which is fortunate to have the

support of State Horticulturist Frank
H. Dudley, and it will be under his de-

partment that the inspection work will

be carried on.

January Exports of Honey
The United States exported 207,654

pounds of honey valued at $29,641

during January, 1921, as compared
with 282,016 pounds valued at $27,829

during December, 1920. Belgium was
the chief purchaser, taking 142,413

pounds, or 69 per cent of the total

amount exported. Germany furnished

the next most important market, tak-

ing 31,743 pounds, while England and
Canada took slightly more than 14,000

pounds each.

low?. Census
According to the census there were

160,025 colonies of bees in Iowa in 1909

and only 138,319 colonies in 1919. The
honey crop for the latter year was
2,840,025, or 21 pounds per colony.

Maryland Beemen Meet
The second monthly meeting of the

Maryland Slate Beekeepers' Associa-

tion was held in the Hotel Rennert on
the night of February 26, with an at-

tenidance of approximately 75. The

Secretary-Treasurer, Prof. E. N. Cory,
delivered a lecture on the relation of

the structure of the bee to its several

functions, particularly emphasizing
honey, pollen collection and wax se-

cretion. The next meeting, which will

take place on the 18th of March at the

Motel Rennert, at 7:45 p. m., will be
addressed by Dr. E. F. Phillips, on
'"Spring Management."

Tongue anci Sting Lengths
"I know little, and care less, about

the tongue-reach of my bees, but I

care a lot about their sting-reach. . .

One of them stung me on the turned-
up tip of my poor nose, for, not ex-

pecting such activities, I had omitted
to don even an old lace curtain. I

didn't measure that bee's tongue-
reach, nor even her sting-reach, but
I calculate the latter an inch and a

half! I don't want to buy queens
guaranteed to produce workers with
a 27-100 of an inch tongue-reach; I

want to buy queens that will produce
shorter stingers. That would be be-

ginning at the right end, indeed!"

—

(R. Stanistreet, in Irish Bee Journal.)

Tara Gifu-ken, Japan, Feb. 26, 1921.
Dear Mr. Editor.

Reading January issue in which
"the Seastream Plan" to build up
weak colonies is stated, I like to vmte
you about my opinion. If "they are
tiered up in pairs, with a queen ex-

cluder between," or "three colonies

are placed on top of one another, bees
will gather into one cluster by and by,

especially to the lowest hive from the

top or tops. Of course, so doing most
part of brood should be deserted very
poorly, because decrease of guarding
power. On your side of the "sea-
stream" it must be truth; but on this

side of the "sea-stream" it is rather
questionable that plan will pay or not.

I remain, yours faithfully,

Yasuo Hiratsuka.

Blue Melilot
Bonnier, in his "Flore Complete,"

describes a blue-flowered Melilot
(Melilotus csrulea Pers), growing 6
to 24 inches in height, and sometimes
cultivated, in Europe, as an ornamen-
tal plant. We have never seen it in

this country. Can any of our foreign
readers supply us with seed of this

Melilot? We are willing to pay for it.

He does not mention it as a honey
producer, but it might yield some
honey.

The Henry County Honey Producers'
Association

The beekeepers of Henry County,
Illinois, believe in organization for
mutual benefit. There are about 135
people in Henry County who maintain
an apiary of one size or another. So
far, 30 have joined the association
and new members are being added
from time to time.
On March 11 they met and ar-

ranged for a field meeting to be held
in Galva, 111., about the middle of
June, date of which will be announced
later. Hives will be opened at that

time and evidences of disease or other
apiary troubles will be discussed by
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AT LAST MR. BEEKEEPER
MAC DONALD ALIMINIM HONEYCOMBS YOU MAY ORDER

FROM I to 10,000

AND KNOW THAT YOU WILL RECEIVE THEM ON TIME

Hoffman, 60c f. o. b.

Pasadena

Langstroth, 60c f . o. b.

Pasadena

RAFAEL & WING, Inc.
16 Stuart Street

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Are our distributors of aluminum combs
- for

Washington
Oregon
Nevada
Northern California

Hawaiian Islands

Beekeepers in the above districts should get in

touch with them

Jumbo, 70c f. o. b.

Pasadena

Shallow, 50c f. o. b.

Pasadena

Prompt and Safe Delivery Guaranteed

DUFFY-DIEHL, Inc., 17-19 South Chester Street, Pasadena, Cal-
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Mr. C. P. Dadant and one of the

State Bee Inspectors.

A resolution asking for added ap-

propriation for bee inspection worK
was sent to the Senator and Represen-

tatives of the 37th Illinois district. Fa-

vorable responses have been received

from these representatives, stating

that they will support any such meas-

ure placed before the State Legisla-

ture.
O. W. Holmes, Secretary.

Alabama in Line
Alabama now has a live beekeepers'

association, with J. M. Cutts, of Mont-

gomery, as President and M. C. Ber-

ry, of Haynesville, as Secretary.

TWO SORTS OF HONEY
By H. L. McMurray

The Honey Man says, says he,

"Thar be 2 sorts of honey, such as

Honey No. 1, which the bees gather

from the flowers. It is very sweet—it

is good to eat. According to the doc-

tors, it is very healthful and good for

the complexion."
Eat honey and keep well.

Then he says, says he, '"Thar be

Honey No. 2, which is different. It is

extremely sweet—can't eat (only

taste!) Usually begins to develop in

the high school (if not sooner!)

Grows sweeter and sweeter (some-

times!) Always plural (two or

more!)".
He says, says he, "Thar be often

one of them thar gol darn 'triangles.'"

Honey is sweet.
Honey Its Own Antidote

At first Honey "No. 2" makes folks

sick. But all you have to do is to

follow the directions of the doctor(?)
selling patent medicine on the street

corner.
"Gentlemen," says he, "this is the

most stupendous discovery! The most
wonderful reviver! The most extra-

ordinary of all remedies! If you're

sick, take a bottle and it will make
you well!" (No response).

"Gentlemen !" he shouted, with a

look of intense pain spread on his

face, "I am most profoundly inter-

ested in your physical health. I tell

you this is the most colossal exagger-
ation ever offered to a suffering

world. If you'ire not sick, take a bot-

tle; it will make you sick and then

cure you!!! (The buying was furi-

ous).

Honey makes you sweet.

The Honey Germ
About the first indication of the

presence of the "germ" ( Bacillus

luna) is a tendency on -he part of the

"afflicted" to "pair off" and wander in

the "moonlight," especially along the

river or the lake, or any old place.

The "symptoms" grow more pro-

nounced and "aggravating" until

"they" reach the last stage, when
they appear to get "loony" and "go

off" on a "honeymoon." (There's al-

ways a pair). The last stage is hope-

less ! The older people stand about

and look on with profound pity!—
disgust!! (and envy!!!)

The Process
When "Honey No. 2' sours it pro-

duces a "scum" called "divorce," after

which it sweetens up and goes
through another "honeymoon" stage.

Sometimes there are four or five

such "stages!" This inclination to

turn "sweet" and "'sour" is one of the

unbelievable, inexplicable and
"damnable" characteristics of the
"germ."
Feed wifey honey—not "taffy."

Feed hubby honey—not "sass."

Incurable and Universal
The doctors claim that there are no

drugs to be given nor vaccine to be
injected that will in any way check
the ravages of this "deadly germ."

It thrives equally among the rich

and the poor, the black and the white,

the red and the yellow, the Eskimo
and Hottentot. Among the very rich

there seems to be an increased ten-

dency to develop many "'points" to

the "triangle."

"If you're not sick, take a bottle

—

it will make you sick and then cure
you! !

!"

'"Oh, it's a grand and glorious feel-

ing."

You've had it!!! The dog-gone
thing's "oatchin'."

You couldn't help it, if you would,
and you wouldn't if you could!
You know that's the truth!!!

Don't blame me!!!
Eat more honey.

The Diamond Match Go.
(APIARY DEPT.)

MANUFACTURERS OF

Beekeepers' Supplies

CHICO, CAL., U. S. A.

Dadant's incomparable Foundation

is always kept in stock. Western
Beekeepers can be supplied ad-

vantegeously.

BEEKEEPERS, wherever they may be located, before deciding where

to obtain supplies, should write to The Diamond Match Co. for

prices, and for their Beekeepers' Supply Catalogue.

This Company are the largest manufacturers in the world who make
Bee Supplies. They own their own timber lands, mills and factories, and
supply goods direct from the tree to the beekeeper.

Full advantage of this low cost of production is given to the purchaser.

The Apiary Department (which is in charge of experienced supply men,
who are also practical beekeepers) maintains a constant excellence of

product and offers unsurpassed service.

The Diamond Match Co.
Apiary Department CHICO, CAL., U.S. A
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MR. BEEKEEPER
We have a large plant especially equipped to manufacture the sup-

plies that you use. We guarantee all materials and workmanship.

We ship anywhere. We allow early order discounts and make

prompt shipments. Write for free illustrated catalog today

LEAHY MFG. CO., 90 Sixth Street, Higginsviiie, Missouri
J. W. ROUSE, Mexico, Missouri A. M. HUNT, Qoldthwaite, Texas
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Kentucky Bees
Bees have increased in Kentucky

in the past ten years, there being now
156,889 colonies, as against 152,991

colonies in 1909. The honey crop for

1919 was 1,604,519 pounds.

CLASSIHED DEPARTMENT.
Advertisements in this department will be

inserted for 6 cents per word, with no dis-

counts. No classified advertisements accepted

for less than 36 cents. Count each initial or

number as one word.
Copy for this department must reach us not

later than the 20tb of the month preceding

date of issue. If intended for classified de-

partment it should be so stated when adver-

tisement is sent.

SWEET CLOVER SEED
SWEET CLOVER—Biennial yellow; ideal tor

bee pasturage and soil improvement. New
seed, recleaned and graded. unhuUed So per

pound. K. M. Hanna, Skillman, N. J.

ANNUAL WHITE SWEET CLOVER SEEU
—The new forage plant that will grow from

4 to .8 feet high and bloom and mature seed in

90 days. Our seed was grown at Ames, Iowa,

and is first-class seed, hulled and scarified.

We have only a small quantity to offer, put up

in 1-ounce packages, at $1 each, postpaid,.

Colorado Honey Producers, Denver, Colo.

BEES AND QUEENS
QUEENS ON APPROVAL—Bees Dy package

or colony. Tested queen, $2; select un-

tested, $1.50; all other grades, $1. Bees with

out queen, 1 lb., $3; 2 lbs., $5; colony, $10.

Birdie M. Hartle,

924 Pleasant St., Reynoldsville, Pa.

QUEENS—Italian. 1 untested. $1.50; 0, $S.

See my ad on page 201 of this issue.

Willard A. Friend, Bedford, Ohio.

FOR SALE—Three-banded; Italian queens
untested, $1.60 each; 6, $7.60; 12, $14. Se-

lect untested, $1.75 each; satisfaction guaran-

teed. W. T. Perdue & Sons,

R. No. 1, Fort Deposit, Ala.

PRITCHARD QUEENS (Three-banded Ital-

ians)—My first season selling direct to the

trade. June price: 1 untested, $1.75, 6 for

$9.50; 1 select untested, $2, 6 for $11. After

July 1: 1 untested, $1.60, 6 for $S; 1 select

untested, $1.75, 6 for $9.50. Write for prices

on larger quantities. I have a few e-xtra se-

lect tested queens one year old at $5 each.

Queens clipped free of charge on request.

Acknowledgement and directions for introduc-

ing sent on receipt of order. Safe delivery

and satisfaction guaranteed. Let me book your

order now for early delivery, specifying the

date of shipment desired. Otherwise orders

will be filled in rotation.

Arlie Pritchard, Medina, Ohio.

JUST to let all my customers know I am
still breeding 3-banded bees. Dr. Miller stock

queens: 1 untested queen, $8, 6 for $11. Se-

lects 25c each higher.

Curd Walker, JeUico, Tenn.

BOOKED to capacity on packages. Thanks.
Queen orders considered later.

Jes Dalton, Bordelonville, La.

"NOT the best in color, or possibly not the

gentlest, but mothers of colonies that bring

in the honey," is what my customers tell me
of my queens. My circular tells about them,

R. V. Stearns, Brady, Texas

QUEENS OF QUALITY'-Our Hand-Moore
strain of three-banded Italians are beautiful

and good honey gatherers Bred strictly for

business. Untested, $1.50; half doz., $S; se

lect, $2. W. A. Latshaw, Clarion, Mich.

QUEENS—H. Brenner strain, 3-banded Ital-

ian. Equaled only by the best. Untested,

$1.50 each, $15 per dozen
Dr. A. Wright. Kingsbury, Texas.

FOR SALE—Thrce-banded Italian queens, af-

ter May 25, untested, $1.50 each, 6, $8, 12,

$15. Tested queens, $3 each. The above
queens are all select. Robt. B. Spicer,

Wharton, N. J.

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL
FOR SALE—Pure Italian queens, after May

:iO $1 each; $10 per dozen.
A. R. Irish, Doctortown, Ga.

GOLDEN ITALIAN BEES—Bees on standard

frame of honey with untested queen, 1-lu.,

$4.50; 2 lbs., $(i.60. Sixteen years' experi-

ence in shipping combless package bees. Will

sup[ily them if specially desired.

Rosedale Apiaries, Big Bend, La.

MY famous three-banded Italian queens, .^1.50

e.-ich, 6 for $8. after June 1.

J. W. Romberger, Apiarist,

3113 Locust St., St. Joseph, Mo.

QUEENS ON APPROVAI^-Bees by package
~

or colony. Tested queens, $2; select un-

tested, $1.50. All other grades $1. Bees
without queen, 1 pound, $3; 2 pounds, $5:

colony, $10. A. M. Applegate,
840 Main St., Reynoldsville, Pa.

FOR SALE— Italian queens. In June, un-

tested, 1, $1.50; 6, $8.25; 12, $16. Tested,

$2.60 each. From July 1 to October 1, un-

tested, 1, $125; 6, $7; 12, $13.50; tested $2.

Mismated queens will be replaced if returned

in 30 days. Dead queens will be replaced it

returned by return mail.

R. B. Grout, Jamaica, Vt.

FOR SALE—Dark Italian queens, Brenner
strain, H. Brenner, queen breeder, untested,

$1.50; breeders, $3; 2-frame nuclei, $7.50.

Add price of queen desired. For larger orders

apply for prices. My guarantee. Every queen,

dead or alive, returned at once in original

cage, will be replaced, or money refunded.

Can ship at once, any amount. Full instruc-

tions will accompany every order.

Mrs. J. T. FitzSimon, Castroville, Texas.

QUEENS from real producers, three-banded
Italians: 1, $1,50; 6, $8.25; 12, $16.

Trinity Valley Honey Co.,

Route 8, Dallas, Texas.

200 ITALIAN NUCLEI—2-frame, $6; 3-fraiie,

$7. Tested queen $2 extra. Prompt deliv-

ery. Half cash. Supplies at cost.

R. Kraraske, 1104 Victor St., St. Loais, Mo.

SIMMONS QUEENS, bees and nuclei, fcold-

ens and three-band.
Fairmount Apiary, Livingston, X. Y.

EARLY QUEENS—Beginning to ship about
May 20, 3-banded Italians; don't monkey

with poor queens; get something worth while.

One untested queen, $1.50; 6 for $8; select

tested, 1 $3; 6 for $16. See prices for bees

in the February and March numbers of the
American Bee Journal.

J. W. Bittenbende r, Knoxville, Iowa.

CARNIOLANS'Tor season of 1921. Gentle,

prolific; wonderful honey gatherers. Circu-

lar and prices free. Alfred Hann,
Box 81, Glen Gardner, N. J.

ITALIAN QUEENS—Three-banded, select un-
tested, guaranteed. Queen and drone moth-

ers are chosen from colonies noted for honey
production, hardiness, prolificness, gentleness,

and perfect markings. Price, May and June:
$1.50 each, 12 or more $1.26 each. Send for

circular.

J. H. Haughey & Co., Berrien Springs, Mich,

FOR SALE—Three-banded Italian queens
ready June 1. Day old virgins, 55c each.

Select untested, $1.60 each; 6, $8; 12, $16; 50,

$60. Nuclei with queens, 2-frame $7.50; 3-

frame $10.50. No disease; satisfaction guar-

anteed and correspondence answered promptly.
A. E. Crandall, Berlin, Conn.
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MR. BEEKEEPER—If you enjoy preparing
supers and rf moving honey, then you will be

wise to head your colonies with my vigorous
Italians. See larger add elsewhere.

Herman McConnell, Robinson, 111.

FOR SALE—A limited number of leather col-

ored Italian queens, the kind that gets the

honey. L, C. Keet, in 1919, produced 40,000
pounds of honey from 200 colonies.

Geo. B. Howe, SackeU Harbor, N. Y.

FOR SALE—Nuclei and queens. See our
display advertisement.

Cotton Belt Apiaries, Roxton, Texas,

FOR SALE—Unsurpassed Italian queens,
ready June 1; untested, $1.60; 6, $7.60; 18,

$14; 50, $66; 100, $106. Tested, 1, $2.60; 6,

$13.50. My queens are actually laying before
they are sent out.

J. D. Harrah, Freewater, Oregon.

FOR SALE—Hardy northern bred lulian
queens and bees, each aid every queen war-

ranted satisfactory. For prices and further
information write for circular.

H. G. Quirin, Bellevue, Ohio.

THAGARD-S ITALIAN QUEENS—iiy 3-

banded are "bred for quality"; try them and
be convinced. Circular free.

V. R. Thagard, Greenville, Ala.

GUARANTEED ITALIAN QUEENS AND
Bi^ES. Orders filled day received. See

larger add elsewhere. Dr. White Bee Co.,

P. O. Box 71, Sandia, Texas.

HEAVY LAYING Italian queens tiat produce
hustling 3-banded workers. Untested, $1.25;

tested, $2. Safe delivery and satisfaction guar-

anteed. There is no disease in my apiaries.

Order now and get them on time.

P. M. Williams, Ft. Deposit, Ala

FOR SALE—Pure Italian queens and nuclei.

One untested queen, $1.60; 12, $16. Tested

queens, $2.60 each. Nuclei, 2-frame nucleus,

$5; 3-frame, $6,50. Add price of queen wanted
to price of nucleus. Frank Bornhoflfer,

Rt. 17, Mt. Washington, Ohio.

BEES AND QUEENS from my Carolina api-

aries, progeny of my famous Porto Rican
pedigreed breeding stock.

Elton Warner, Asheville, N. C.

FOR SALE—Golden or 3-banded virgins, 60c

each, or $6 per dozen; safe arrival.

R. O. Cox, Rt. 4, Luverne, Ala.

DAY-OLD ITALIAN QUEENS—High qual-

ity, low price, satisfied custorfiers. Safe ar-

rival guaranteed in U. S, and Canada. Safe

introduction Prices: 1, 75c; 12, $7.20; 100,

$60. Write for circular early.

James McKee, Riverside, Calif.

FOR SALE—Black bees, 3 lbs. and queen for

$6,25, parcel post prepaid. One-fourth down,

balance just before shipping. Can ship be-

ginning April 10.

Carl L. Wilson, Mount Vernon, Ga.

SWARTS' Golden queens produce golden bees

of the highest quality. Untested $1.60 each,

6 for $8; tested, $3. Satisfaction guaranteed.

D, L. Swarts, Lancaster, Ohio, Rt. 2.

WE are now booking orders for early spring

delivery of two and three-frame nuclei, with

untested or tested queens. Write for prices

and terms. We also manufacture cypress hives

and frames.
SarasoU Bee Co.. SarasoU. Fla.

EAGLE'MIKADO" PENCIL No.l74

Regular Length, 7 ioches

For Sale at your Dealer. Made in Hto grades
Conceded to be the Finest Pencil made for general use.

EAGLE PENCIL COMPANY, NEW YORK
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HARDY ITALIAN QUEENS, $1 each.

W. G. Lauver, Middletown, Pa.

BEES—2-pound packages, with queens from
our best breeders, 3-band strain; 1 package

and queen $5.60; 25 or more, $5.25 each. One-
fourth cash books your order. Safe arrival

guaranteed. Promptness and efficiency our

motto. Caney Valley Apiaries,

J. D. Yancey, Mgr., Bay City, Texas.

FOR SALE—Honey Brook Farm can supply

you promptly, beginning April 10, with the

very best three-banded Italian queens, one

grade, select untested, $1.50 each, or $15 per

dozen. Tested, $2 each, straight; ready April

1. Should you find some queenless colonies

this spring, send me your order for a young
queen to save them. I will not disappoint you.

I have the bees and can deliver the goods.

Pure mating, safe arrival, and satisfaction

guaranteed.
Jasper Knight, Hayneville, Ala.

1921 PRICES on nuclei and queens: 1-frame

nucleus, $3; 2-frame nucleus, $5; 3-frame

nucleus, $6.50; without queens, f. o. b. Macon,

Miss.; 6 per cent discount on lots of 25 or

more. Untested queens $1.50 each, $15 per

doz; tested queens $2 each, $22 per doz. No.

disease; inspection certificate with each ship-

ment. Safe arrival and satisfaction guaran-

teed in U. S.. Queens sold only with nuclei.

Geo. A. Hummer & Sons, Prairie Point, Miss

FOR SALE—Bees for strengthening purposes,

3-frame nuclei of hybrid or black bees on

frames containing brood, at $5.26 f. o. b. Lyons,

Ga. No queens included; none for sale. Will be

able to start shipping April 20. No disease;

safe arrival guaranteed if express agent notes

loss on express tag. One-third cash with or-

der. Book your orders at once, as Tiumber of

nuclei for shipment will be limited.

Otto Diestel, Elza, Ga.

THE ITALIAN QUEENS OF WINDMERE
are superior three-banded stock. Untested,

$1.50 each, six for $8; tested, $2.50 each; se-

lect tested, $3. Bees by the pound; write for

prices. Prof. W. A. Matheny,
Ohio University, Athens, Ohio.

FOR SALE—Golden Italian queens, untested,

$1.60 each, doien $14. Bees by the pound a

specialty. Write foir prices on bees.

E. A. Simmons, Greenville, Ala.

FOR SALE—Queens and bees, Italians and

goldens, $1.60 each, $16 per dozen; 1 lb.

bees, $5, 2 lbs. bees, $9. If queen is wanted

with bees add the price of queen. Safe arrival

and satisfaction guaranteed in United States

or Canada. Cash or certified check must ac-

company all orders where parties are not

known or satisfactorily rated.

Graydon Bros., Rt. 4, Greenville Ala.

FOR SALE—Leather colored Italian queens,

tested, until June 1, $2.50; after, $2. Un-

tested, $1.25; 12, $13. Root's goods at Roots
A. W. Yates,

prices.
15 Chapman St., Hartford, Conn.

THREE-BANDED ITALIANS only, that have

been bred to a high standard of excellence.

I never had any disease irt my apiary, bate

arrival and satisfaction guaranteed. Untested

queens: 1, $160; 12, $16. Tested queens: 1,

'

Jul Buegeler, New Ulm, Texas.

FOR SALE—Roofs strain of golden and

leather-colored Italian queens; bees by the

pound and nuclei. Untested queens, $1.60

each; select untested, $2 each; tested, $2.60

each select tested, $3 each. For 'a^K" '°"

write. Circular free. A. J. Pmard,

440 N. 6th St., San Jose, Calif.

THREE-BAND BREEDERS from one of the

heaviest honey-gathering strains in the btate.

$10 each. Delivery May 16.
*

A. V. Small, Augusta, Kans.

WE are booking orders for our golden Ital-

ian queens for spring delivery after April 16.

Untested queens. 1, $1.60; doz., $16; ,«l«t un-

tested queens, 1. $1.76; do.., $18; virgin queens,

1, 76c; doz., $9; tested queens, 1, $3; doz., $3«s

Safe arrival guaranteed.
Tillery Brothers, Georgiana, Ala.

BOOK YOUR ORDERS for QUEENS now—
Goldens; $2; tested, $3; banded, $1.60; tested,

12.60; six or more, 10 per cent less

Clover Leaf Apiaries, Wahoo, Neb.

FOR SALE—Large, hardy, prolific queens: 8-

banded Italians and golden; pure mating and
safe arrival guaranteed. We ship only queens
that are top notchers in size, prolificness and
color. Untested, $2 each; 6, for $11; 26 for

$45; tested queens $3 each. 6 for $16.

Buckeye Bee Co., Box 448 Massillon, Ohio.

EDSON APIARIES now booking orders for

queen bees for delivery during season of

'921. Prices: One untested queen, $1.25; 60

untested queens, $57.60; 100 untested queens,

$100. Orders filled in rotation; first shipments
March 1, 1921.

Edson Apiaries, Gridley, Calif.

PURE ITALIAN QUEENS—Golden or leather

colored, packages and nuclei; 1 untested
queen, $1.60; 6, $7.60; 12, $13.50; 60, $66; 100,

$100; virgins, 60c each; packages, 24 and un-

der, $2.26 per pound; 25 and over, $2 per

pound; nuclei, 1-frame, $4; 2-frame, $6; 3-

frame, $7.60; queens extra. One-story 10-

frame colony with queen, $12.
Golden Star Apiaries,

R. 3, Box 166, Chico, Calif.

BEES AND QUEENS from my New Jersey

apiary J. H. M. Cook,
lAtf 84 Cortland St . , New York C ity.

PACKAGE BEES AND PURE ITALIAN
QUEENS—Booking orders now for spring

delivery. Circular free. J- E. Wing,
166 Schiele Ave., San Jose, Calif.

HIGH GRADE ITALIAN QUEENS—Send
for catalog.

Jay Smith, R. 3, Vincennes, Ind.

BEES BY THE POUND, ALSO QUEENS—
Booking orders now. Free circular gives

prices, etc. See larger ad elsewhere.

Nueces County Apiaries, Calallen, Texas,

E. B. Ault, Prop.

HONEY AND BEESWAX
FOR SALE—V ry fine quality i,ass./ood-milk-

weed 'mostly milkweed) honey in 60-pound

cans. P. W. Sowinski, Bellaire, Mich.

FOR SALE—Clover extracted honey, 15c per

pound; amber and buckwheat, 12;4c, two 60-

pound cans to case; amber in 60-gallon barrels,

10c per pound.
H. G. Quirin, Bellevue, Ohio.

FOR SALE—Honey, very fine; supply your

customers, always available.

E. F. Atwater, Meridian, Idaho.

HONEY—15c per pound. Walter Reppert,

Gen. Deliv., Shreveport, La.

FOR SALE—Choice clover extracted honey.

State quantity wanted.

J. D, Beals, Oto, Iowa.

FOR SALE—Best quality clover-basswood ex-

tracted honey; two 60-lb. cans in case.

Gelser Bros., Dalton, N. Y.

FOR SALE—Extracted honey. Write for

prices. A. L. Kildow, Putnam, 111.

FOR SALE—Honey. Immediate shipment f.

o b New York, in 60-lb tins: Calif, white

orange, 19c lb.; Calif, white sage, 16c lb.; white

sweet clover, 14c lb.; Calif. L A. sage, 13c lb.;

West Indian L. A., 10c lb.; West Indian L. A.,

10-lb. tins, 6 per case, 16c lb.

Hoffman & Hauck, Woodhaven, N. Y.

WANTED—Shipments of old comb and cap-

pings for rendering. We pay the highest

cash and trade prices, charging but 6c a pound

for wax rendering. Fred W. Muth Co.,

204 Walnut St., Cincinnati, Ohio.

SUPPLIES
FOR SALE—75 new 7-wire 10-frame lueen

excluders, 75c each, or 70c each for the lot.

O. W. Bedell. Earlville, N. Y.

FOR SALE—200 new 10-frame Root hive

bodies, with frames; all in flat; were never

uncratcd, $340 takes the lot.

Herbert Kietzer, Vernon Center, Minn.

FOR SALE—Boiler Wax press and Biiigbam

knife; new. _ , ,,.
F. O'Donnell, Rock Creek, Minn.

TWENTY DOLLARS takes my twc.uy I"-

frame painted supers. ,, , , ,

O. Biermann, Malcolm. Iowa.

FOR SALE—12 new and used hives; no foul-

brood. Otto Spiess, Oakwocd, Wis

FOR SALE—Following, in flat: Hoffman
frames, $7.50 per 100; unspaced, $7; 10-

frame bodies, $1.20; reversible bottoms, 95c;
telescope covers with inner cover, $1.75. All

new, clean stock.

F. D. Bowers, Sugar Grove, Pa.

FOR SALE—200 absolutely new 10-frame
hives complete, consisting of hive-bodies,

tops, bottoms, tin rabbets, nails and Hoffman
self-spacing frames knocked down, in lots of

5, $14; 200 full-depth supers with frames, $1.20
each; 500 lbs. of medium brood-foundation at

78c per pound
A. Irish, Doctortown, Ga.

WANTED—To quote special prices on queen
cages in quantity lots, to breeders. State

quantity.
A. G. Woodman Co., Grand Rapids, Mich.

SAVE MONEY on your sections, shipping

cases, tin and glass honey containers, etc.

Our free price list tells you how.
The Rattray-Hamilton Co., Almont, Mich.

FOR SALE—Good second-hand double-deck

comb honey shipping cases for 4}4x4JixlH
sections, 25 cents per case, f. o. b. Cincinnati;

terms cash with order.
C. H. W Weber & Co.,

2146 Central Ave., Cincinnati, O.

FOR SALE—Good second-hand empty 60-lb.

honey cans, two cans to the case, at 6pc per

case, f. 0. b. Cincinnati. Terms cash with or-

der. C. H W Weber & Co.,

2146 Central Ave., Cincinnati, O.

SEND us a list of goods wanted and will

quote you lowest prices. We arc the money-
saving house. Price list free. Try us.

H. S. Duby & Son, St. Anne, 111.

WANTED
WANTED—Novice extractor, cheap and in

good repair. Will sell, cheap. 24 sections T
supers for 8-frame hives.

Deibert Lhommedieu, Colo, Iowa.

WANTED—Bees on shares; 100 to 200 colo-

nies in Northern Michigan, for season of

1921. Years of experience on a large scale.

iV. A. Latshaw, Clarion, ^.ich.

WANTED—Good second-hand extractor for

Hoffman frames, 18J4 inches length.

Arthur E. Norton, Rowley, Iowa.

WANTED—Extractor, Cowan No. 15 pre-

ferred. Hamilton Bros., Marcus, Iowa.

WANTED— Second-hand two-frame Cowan
reversible extractor. Send price.

Louis Hubert, Mexico, Mo.

WANTED—An extractor.

Ernest Manske, Ceresco, Neb.

WANTED—Bees in colonies, comb and ex-

tracted honey. Frank Coyle, Penfield, 111.

WANTED—Apiary on shares or to buy, by

two experienced beemen. Address,
L, care American Bee Journal.

WANTED—Beesw.nx, ol.l combs and cappings

lor rendering on shares. Also «at accc.>ted

for trade. Top market prices offered.

A. I. Root Co., Council Bluffs, Iowa.

WANTED—Your order for "Superior" Foun-

dation. Prompt shipments at right prices.

Superior Honey Co., Ogden, Utah.

SITUATIONS
WANTED—Position in apiary; ten years' ex-

perience; no bad habits; willing worker.

G. O. Bosche, Rt. 4, Bx. 38, West Allis, Wis.

WANTED—Work with bees, by experienced

man, age 47; cannot do much heavy lifting.

M. Knudsen. 3447 Le Moyne St., Chicago, 111.

WANTED—One experienced man, and stu-

dents or helpers, in our large bee business;

good chance to learn. Modern equipment and

outfit, including auto truck; located near sum-

mer resorts. Write, giving age, height, weight,

experience, reference and wages wanted.

W. A. Latshaw Co., Clarion, Mich.
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WANTED—Man with some experience lo

work with bees coming season. State age,

experience and wages wanted, based on our
furnishing board.

The Rocky Mountain Bee. Co.,

Box 1319, Billings. Mont.

WANTED—Two comb-honey men for season

of 1921. Give experience, age, and wages
expected.

B. F. Smith, Jr., Fromberg, Mont.

FOR SALE
FOR SALE—Five hive bodies with ten Hoff-

man frames and supers, $17; used two sea-

sons. S. Collyer, Black Mt., N. C.

FOR SALE—21 colonies of bees, 25 supers

for comb honey, 50 extracting supers, ex-

. tractor, 60 empty hives, 10-frame; will go for

best offer. Inquire.
E. H. Kenyon, Blossvale, N. Y.

FOR SALE—50 standard hives with metal

cover, inner cover and reversible bottom, at

$3 each; 60 extracting supers, 6)4 in. deep, at

75c each; all 10-frame, nailed and painted;

used two years; no frames or bees.

A. H. Hattendorf, Ocheyedan, Iowa.

FOR SALE—"Superior" Foundation (Weed
process). Quality and service unexcelled.

Superior Honey Co., Ogden, Uuh.

FOR SALE—Cedar or pine dovetailed hives;

also full line of supplies, including Dadant's

foundation. Write for catalog.

A. E. Burdick, Sunnyside, Wash.

MISCELLANEOUS
WANT to hear from owner having farm ior

sale; description, price.

Care Lakenvelder Farms, Toccoa, Ga.

CAVIES (Guinea Pigs)—Needed by the

thousands; profitable side line with bees.

Write for particulars.

Maple Row C^vy Farm, Glenwood, Mich.

FOR SALE—Silver Spangled Hamburg Cock-

erels and eggs; rare old violin.

Elias Fox, Union Center, Wis.

BLACK SIBERIAN HARES—Enormous sizes,

delicious meat and beautiful fur. Write for

information and prices.

Siberian Fur Farm, Hamilton, Canada.

GRANULATED HONEY SLIPS— 100, 20c.

Dr Bonney, Buck Grave. Iowa.

DR. MILLER'S BEE SONGS are in "Songs
of Beedom.' Ten songs for 20 cents, post-

paid; 2-cent stamps taken. Also Teddy Bear

souvenir postal cards, 10 for 10 cents. Ad
dress Geo. W. York, Box 84, Spokane. Wash

WANTED—Old bee magazines. We have sey

eral customers who wish to complete theii

files of American Bee Journal and other maga
zines relating to beekeeping. The early vol

umes are especially desired. State what you

have and price wanted in first letter.

American Bee Journal, Hamilton, 111.

Italian Queens— raised

from Italian Bees
Untested $2.25 each; Tested $4.00 each

Cha». Boone Saunders, "f„'r

QUINN'S QUEENS OF QUALITY

Have no superiors
—"There's a rea-

son." Are Mandelian bred, good qual-

ities accentuated. Gray Carniolans,

Gray Caucasians, most gentle of all,

prolific, hardy, vigorous, disease-re-

sisiting white comb builders—they
deliver the goods.
ITALIANS, 3-band3d, line-brod,

pedigreed; need no boost '.r.g; they

speak for themselves.

CHAS. W. QUINN. Sabot, Va.

QUEENS
Select Three-Banded Italians of the highest quality (one grade)
Kight hundred honey gathering colonics from which lo select the very hcst breeders.
No one has better bees than I. Can make prompt delivery by return mail. I have not
yet disappointed a customer.

PRICKS
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FOR SALE
*Vktfe**>**aAtk«V>*,u*,u.*,u.'''.u*'.u*j^*.u*'.u*.

IF YOU WANT THE CHEAPEST, BUY THE BEST
I am prepared to furnish for tlie season of 1921 twenty-five hun-

dred two and three frame nuclei of my bright 3-banded Italian bees,
headed with young, vigorous queens. These bees are free from dis-

ease, and safe arrival guaranteed. Hoflfman frames wired and on
full sheets of foundation; very few oombs over two years old. I am
booking orders now. One-fourth or one-half cash with order, bal-
ance before shipping.
Two-frame, $4.25; three-frame, $5.25. If queens are wanted, add

$1.25 each.
After May 5th I will be ready to mail queens at the following

prices: Untested, single $1.50, six for $8, twelve for $15. Tested, $2.50
each. Select tested, $3.50 each. Write for prices for large lots.

A. B. MARCHANT, Jesup, Ga.
Reference: Merchants and Farmers Bank of Jesup.

TENNESSEE-BRED QUEENS
Forty-nine Years' Experience in Queen-Rearing

Breed Three-Band Italians Only
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FOREHAND'S THREE BANDS
THE THRIFTY KIND

are bred from the best stock that can be gotten from Italy and from our own apiaries. We are con-
stantly breeding and selecting to improve the thriftiness, hardiness, gentleness and beauty of our
bees. Twenty-nine years of select breeding have brought our strain of bees up to a standard sur-

passed by none but superior to all.

We guarantee pure mating, safe arrival and satisfaction in the U. S. and Canada.

Write for circular giving full information about our bees and queens

PRICES UP TO JUNE 30

1 6

Untested $2.00 $10.00

Select Untested 2.25 11.50

Tested 3.00 16.00

Select Tested... 4.50 25.00

12 100 or over ea.

$18.00 $1 40

21.00 1.65

30.00

45.00

one pound package: 1, $3.75; 25 or over, $3.50: 50 or
over, $3.25; 100 or over, $3 00.

Two pound package: 1, $6 00; 25 or over, $5.80; 50 or
over, $5 40; 100 or over $5.00.

Prices are quoted per each package. Add the price of the
queen wanted. No three pound packages for sale. Safe
arrival is not guaranteed on queenless packages.

W. J. FOREHAND & SONS, Fort Deposit, Ala.

Quality Bee Supplies
FROM A

Reliable House
Without fear or favor, I place my BEE SUPPLIES and SERVICE

before you.

It is the small annoyances that often grow into disastrous results.

Avoid the so-called "little losses" by using MONDENG'S GOODS.

Quality is first—save time when you put your goods together, by
getting supplies that are accurately made. Service is next—no delays
when bee supplies are ordered from my factory.

I am ready to meet your urgent needs.

Send for my new price list.

Closing out all Langstroth and Wisconsin hives and supers. Also
Langstroth triangular top-bar frames and eight-frame D. T. supers
for 4x5 sections. Will sell at cost price. Write for quotations.

CHAS. MONDENG
146 Newton Ave. N. and 159 Cedar Lake Rd. Minneapolis, Minn.

QUEENS
May Queens for the early Honey.

Order Now.
GENTLE THREE BAND ITALIANS
Untested $1.2.5, select untested ^L.^O

p. W. HOWELL, Shellman, Ga.

HONEY, ROOTS, FURS
Why not increase your pi-oflts? A

32-page booklet describing books on
Bee Hunting, Medicinal Root Grow-
inpr, Fur Farming, Tanning, etc., free.

A. R. HARDING, 75 N, Ohio Ave., Columbus, 0.

Italian Queens of Quality

Prices for 1921:

1 6 12
Virgins $1.00 $5.00 $ 9.00
Untested 1.50 8.00 15.00
Tested 2.00 11.00

One-third down books order, bal-
ance one week before delivery.

Why not give my queens a trial?
They are reared from mothers whose
colonies are gentle, hardy and good
honey gatherers. I rear all of my
queens, personally, and strive for
quality, not quantity. Safe arrival
guaranteed in the United States' and
Canada.

WILLARD A. FRIEND
Box 112, Bedford, Ohio

QUEENS
I. F. Miller's strain Italian queen bees.

Northern bred for business; from my best Su-
perior Breeders (11 frames brood on Apn. 7).
Gentle, roll honey in, hardy, winter well, not
inclined to swarm, 3-banded; 27 years' breeding
experience. Satisfaction guaranteed. Safe ar-
rival in U. S. and Canada. Untested, $1.50;
6. $8; 12, JH. Select, $1.75; 6, $9; 12, $17.
1 lb. bees, $3.50; 21bs., $5.50; 3 lbs., $7.£0
(No queen).

I. F. MILLER, Brookville, Pa., R 2
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QUALITY
SERVICE

/Oyuyxi^

..tnid/

ARE THE DEMANDS OF THE DAY

We Guarantee our Quality

And in accepting any order from you, obli-

gate ourselves to serve you, in making your

beekeeping more interesting and profitable to

you.

Use us.

The coupon will get our immediate attention,

if we can be of any service to you regarding

the matters suggested.

The a. I. Root Co of Iowa, Council Bluffs, la.

Gentlemen:

It looks as if 1921 were going to be a fine Beekeepers' year.

For that reason I am preparing for an interesting and profitable

season. To thai end, I am particularly interested in the fol-

lowing.

Plans for Spring Activity

r~l Spring Feeding

Books that make Beekeeping more Interesting and Profitable

Q A sample copy of "Gleanings in Bee Culture," the Bee-

keepers Magazine

Q] The New Process Foundation, Airco

Your last catalog. I have colonies in frame hives

For your further information I wish to state that

THE A. I. ROOT CO. OF IOWA
COUNCIL BLUFFS, IOWA
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Statement of the Ownership, Man-
agement, Circulation, Etc., required
by the act of Congress of August
24, 1912, of American Bee Journal,
published monthly at Hamilton Illi-

nois, for May, 1921:
STATE OF ILLINOIS, )

County of Hancock. |
*

Before me, a Notary Public, in and for the

State and County aforesaid, personally ap-

peared M. G. Dadant, who having been duly
sworn according to law, deposes and says that

he is the Business Manager of the American
Bee Journal, and that the following is, to the

best of his knowledge and belief, a true state-

ment of the ownership, management, etc., of

the aforesaid publication for the date shown
in the above caption, required by the Act of

August 24, 1912, embodied in Section 443,

Postal Laws and Regulations, printed on the

reverse side of this form, to-wit:

1. That the names and addresses of the pub-

lisher, editor, managing editor and business

manager are:
Publisher, American Bee Journal, Hamilton,

111.

Editor, C. P. Dadant, Hamilton, III.

Aianaging Editor, Frank C. Pellett, Hamil-
ton, 111.

Business Manager, M. G. iJadant, Hamilton,
lU.

2. That the owners are:
C. P. Dadant, Hamilton, 111.

H. C. Dadant. Hamilton, 111.

V. M. Dadant, Hamilton, 111

Leon Saugier, Hamilton, 111.

L. C. Dadant, Hamilton, 111

M. G. Dadant, Hamilton, 111.

Jos. Saugier, Hamilton, 111.

That the known bondholders, mortgagees
and other security holders owning or holding

1 per cent or more of the total amount of

bonds, mortgages or other securities, are:

None.
(Signed) M. G. DADANT.
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 11th

day of April, 1921.
MARY McCOY, Notary Public.

My commission expires January 17, 1984.

Books on Beekeeping
First Lessons in Beekeeping, by C. P.

Dadant. 167 pages, 178 illustrations.

Cloth $1.

Dadant System of Beekeepii g, by C.

P. Dadant. 118 pages, 58 illustra-

tions. Cloth $1.

The Honeybee, by Langstroth and
Dadant; 575 ipages, 229 illustrations.

Cloth $2.50.

Outap'iaries, by M. G. Dadant. 125

pages, 50 illustrations. Cloth $1.

1000 Answers to Beekeeping Ques-

tions, by C. C. Miller. 276 pages,

illustrated. Cloth $1.25.

American Hon-'y Plants, by Frank C.

Pellett. 300 large pages, 155 illus-

trations. Cloth $2.50.

Practical Queen Rearing, by Frank C.

Pellett. 105 pages, 40 illustrations.

$1.00.

Productive Beekeeping, by Frank C.

Pellett. 326 pages, 134 illust-rations.

Cloth $2.50.

Beginner's Bee Book, by Frank C.

Pellett. 179 pages, illustrated. Cloth

$1.25.

Beekeeping in the South, by Kennith

Hawkins. 120 pages, 58 illustrations.

Clnth $1.25.

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL
HAMILTON, ILL.
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FOR SALE
We make a specialty of shipping 2-

frame nuclei. Combs are drawn from
full sheets of foundation wired in

Hoflfman frames. Combs will be well
covered with bees, and filled mostly
with sealed brood and sufficient

stores to do them while O'U their jour-
ney. Health certificate with every
shipment. Safe arrival guaranteed.
No more orders taken than can be
filled promptly. Price of each two-
frame nucleus, without queen, $5.00.

Prices of queens are as follows

:

Untested: 1, $1.50; 6, $8.00; 12„ $15.00;

50, $60; 100, $100. Teste! queens each,

$2.50. When queen is wanted, add
price of queen to that of nucle-.,. We
begin shipping nuclei with untested
queens May 1, but can ship nuclei

with tested queens and without
queens as early as April IS. Book
your order now by sending in one-
fourth of the amount of order. The
balance you may send just before
shipping date. Three-banded Italians

only, and as good as can be pur-

chased.

COTTON BELT APIARIES
ROXTON. TEXAS

COLONIES OF ITALIAN
BEES

In practically new 10-frame

hives at $15 each. No disease.

These colonies will consist of

at least five frames of brood,

plenty of bees with young

Italian queens. All combs

are wired, straight and built

from full sheets of foundation

Satisfaction Guaranteed

VAN WYNGARDEN BROS.
R. F. D. No. 4 HEBRON, IND.

"Not the best in color, or possibly

not the gentlest, but mothers of colo-

nies that bring in the honey," is what

my customers tell me of my queens.

My circular tells about ther.i

R. V. STEARNS, Brady, Tex.

Breed
Ita
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SOUTHLAND ^^Kl, APIARIES

\
W. S. TATUM, Prop. '•W^^^^fe^^pU^I^^-s Box S8S. HATTIESBURG, MISS.

DISTRIBUTORS OF

ROOT QUALITY BEE SUPPLIES
AIRCO FOUNDATION

We sell Root, Hoffman frames, full depth, $9.00. 15% off on all

hives and supers, 10% off on all other supplies. Discount
on quantity orders

PURE ITALIAN QUEENS

Untested - - - $1.50 ea. 12 or more -
_ - $1.25 ea.

Tested - - - 2.50 ea. 12 or more - * - 2.25 ea.

Select Tested - - 3.00 ea. 12 or more - - 2,75 ea.

BEES IN POUND PACKAGES
Shipped on Comb of Foundation

1-pound package bees, no queen, $3.00 25 or more, $2.75

2-pound package bees, no queen, 5.00 25 or more, 4.75

3-pound package bees, no queen, 7.00 25 or more, 6.50

TWO AND THREE-FRAME NUCLEI

Two-frame nucleus, no queen . . . -
- $4.50

Three-frame nucleus, no queen - - - -
- 6.00

SPECIAL

One-frame brood and pound bees, no queen - - $4.00

Two-frame nucleus, with young tested queen - - 6.50

Bees will build up faster with frame of young brood in the hive.

FULL COLONIES

Good strong colonies on good combs, well filled with brood and in new painted

hives.

Colony in new 8-frame hive, no queen - - - $18.00

Colony in new lO-frame hive, no queen - - - 20.00

Select your queen from above and add her price.
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Crop and Market Report
Compiled b^ M. G. Dadant

CONDITION OF BEES
Bees came through the winter with very little loss, but

the warm weather resulted in a maximum use of stores,

with a result that many colonies arc now running very
short of food. In fact, we believe that the losses from
starvation this spring have more than equalled the loss

during the winter. Such bees as have plenty of stores

are more populous than usual at this time of year, and if

kept provided until crop time, should be in the best of

condition to take advantage of the flow.

HONEY FLORA
California reports copious rains, and the outlook for

the early flows was never better. Lack of moisture led

to pessimism in the clover regions, but plentiful rains

lately have tended to counterbalance the lack of earlier

snows. In many localities the prospects are now very
favorable for an average flow from the clovers. Condi-
tions seem to be as last year, spots with much clover, and
spots with little.

The late freezes have damaged to a large extent all the
early blooming trees, such as the fruit trees. However,
very little surplus nectar is produced from these. But it

will mean more liberal feeding to offset the short and
light flows from these sources. In Texas the damage has
been considerable, and prospects are not as flattering as

earlier. In the balance of the South conditions seem good.

HONEY AND PRICES
Prices of honey still remain low. In fact it seems as if

they might have reached their low point, except for the

fact that there are still producers anxious to sell, while
buyers are scarce. Foreign honey prices are about at a
minimum. They have reached a point where they can
profitably seek European markets to better advantage.
This is reflected in the export and import statement for
January, just issued. Thirty-six thousand pounds of
honey were imported, while 207,000 pounds were ex-

ported.
The New York mai-ket is still flooded with foreign

honey, but the interior markets are gradually cleaning
up. Some dark foreign honeys have sold as low as 5c

per pound, while domestic amber has sold for 6c in car
lots, with white at from 7 to 10c in car lots.

Comb honey is pi'actically off the market, with a slow
but steady call for it on the part of the consumer. Evi-
dently many will return to the production of comb, hoping
for a better demand than for extracted.

With hopes of a larger duty on honey this summer, and
a gradual demand on the part of Europe, it is vei-y possi-

ble that conditions will improve materially in the honey
markets of this country. The optimistic are hoping for a
stabilization in the fall at 10 to 12 cents for white honey
in car lots.

Sugar conditions are not reassuring. Europe is rap-
idly regaining normal production, and sugar stocks in

those countries are much higher than at any time since
the war.

The last news is that much fruit is killed. This will

increase the demand for honey.

select

THE BEES AS BUYERS
IF bees could choose the wares required to do their work best, chances are they'd

"falcon" supplies to keep them contented and help them produce more honey.

Because "f'SalcOtl'* stands for 40 years satisfaction

among successful beekeepers and their colonies.

Our guarantee of safe arrival follows every article

shipped from our factory.

Order the best— Write for our red catalog

DISTRIBUTOR FOR THE CENTRAL WEST

WILLIAM H. RODMAN, 2027 Main Street, Gateway Station, Kansas City, Mo.

FALCONER MFG. CONCERN, Falconer, (near Jamestown) N. Y., U. S. A.
" Where the best Beehives come from"

BEE SUPPLIES
THE VERY BEST QUALITY AND SERVICE

We have a large stock of Hives, Bodies, Supers, Foundation and
other supplies ready for immediate shipment.

Give us an opportunity to quote you our prices. We are certain

you will find them attractive.

If you want the. Very Best Quality at the Lowest Price, send us

your orders at once. All correspondence will have our immediate at-

tention.

AUGUST LOTZ COMPANY, Boyd, Wisconsin

Pure Italian Queens of the Best
Known Strain.—A. I. Root and

H. D. Murry 3-Banded Only.

Booking orders now for immediate delivery
of 3-frame nuclei, 2-lb. packages and full colo-
nies.

Prices: Untested, 1. $1.50; 12, $14.50.
Tested. 1, $2.25: 12, $24. Select tested, 1, $3;
12, $:iO. Two-frame nuclei, with untested
queen. $6; 25 or more, $.">.50:. Two-frame nu-
clei, with tested queen, $fi.7'j: 25 or more,
$0.25. Two-ll). package hybrid bees, each $4.
Add price of queen wanted. No disease near
here. Health certificate with all I have for
sale. Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed.

P. S. Terms, one-fourth with order, balance
due at shipping time.

BAUGHN STONE, Manchester, Tex.,
Formerly Murry & Stone.
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A SUPERIOR QUALITY

AT LESS COST SUPPLIES A SUPERIOR QUALITY
AT LESS COST

Prices of Honey as well as most commodities have come down.

There is no reason why prices of Hives and Supplies should be as high

as the prices which are being charged by most supply manufacturers.

Our prices as will be noticed by comparing prices on items listed be-

low are so reasonably low that competitors claim superiority on the

mere strength of their higher prices.

When you order Diamond Match Co.'s Supplies you get the best that

is obtainable at any prices.

On orders amounting to $50.00 or over deduct 5 per cent.

Hives, Supers, etc., listed below are in the flat and are complete with Hoffman

frames, nails, metal rabbets and all inside fixtures

ONE STORY DOVETAILED HIVES

Five 8 Frame
Five 10 Frame

$16.00

16.00

SHALLOW EXTRACTING SUPERS

Five 8 Frame
Five 10 Frame

$6.00

6.50

STANDARD HOFFMAN FRAMES

100 $8.50 500 $40.00

FULL DEPTH SUPERS

Five 8 Frame
Five 10 Frame

$8.00

9.00

NO. 1 STYLE COMB HONEY SUPERS

Five 8 Frame - - $5.75

Five 10 Frame - - 6.25

SHALLOW EXTRACTING FRAMES

100 $6.70 500 $32.50

OUR INCOMPARABLE QUALITY FOUNDATION

Medium Brood 5 lbs., 82c per lb. 25 lbs., 81c 50 lbs., 80c

Thin Surplus 5 lbs., 90c per lb. 25 lbs., 89c 50 lbs., 88c

Especially prepared beehive white paint '/2 gallon cans $2.10

HOFFMAN & HAUCK, Inc., Woodhaven, N. Y.
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QUEENS AND BEES
We are now booking orders fcr sprang dedivery.

NUCLEI ON ALUMINUM COMBS

2-Frame nucleus withooit queen $6.00

3-Frame nucleus without queen 7.50

PACKAGE BEES
1 lb. Package 1 package, $3.00; 12 packages, $2.85

2 lb. Package 1 package, $5.00; 12 packages, $4.75

3 lb. Package - 1 package, $7.00; 12 packages, $6.60

Add price of queen desired.

QUEENS 1 12 SO

Untested 3-band Italian $1.50 $15.00 $55.00

Tested 3-band Italian 2.50 27.50 112.50

Select tested 3-band Italian 3.50 37.50 150.00

We guarantee safe arrival.

PATTERSON & WINTERS, Jourdanton, Texas

DOWN IN COST

TINS AND GLASS JARS
ORDER NOW FOR NEXT CROP PACKING

2 1-2-POUND CANS
2 dozen reshippinfi cases $ 1.45 per case net
In 100-can crates 6.50 per crate net

5-POUND PAILS WITH HANDLES
1 dozen reshipping cases '--$ 1.35 per caic net
In crates of 100 _ 8.30 per crate net

lO-POUND PAILS WITH HANDLES
In one-half dozen cases $ 1.10 per case net
In crates of 100 12.75 per crate net
5-gallon tins, used, good condition, 2 to case $0.50 per case
5-gallon tins, new, 2 tins to wood case 1.30 per case

White Flint Glass, with gold lacqd. wax-lined caps

8-oz. honey capacity cylinder style — $1.50 carton of 3 doz.
16-oz. honey capicity. table jar style 1.40 carton of 2 doz.
Quart or 3-pound honey capacity. Mason style 1.00 carton of 1 doz.

NOTE: LOW PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE AT ANY DATE

HOFFMAN & HAUCK, Inc., Woodhaven, N. Y.

QUEENS THAT PLEASE
Our Reliable Three-banded Italian Queens are ready by return mail, promptly. We

nave 1,500 nuclei in full operation and can take care of orders by return mail. All

orders filled promptly or money refunded.

WHY ORDER FARMER QUEENS?
They are bred by as skillful and experienced queen breeders as can be found in

the United States. There are very few places where queens are reared un-
der as favorable conditions as in our queen-rearing yards. We devote our time to

rearing as good queens as possibly can be, and guarantee that no better can be reared.
We spare neither labor nor money in developing our queens. Our original stock was
procured from the highest quality obtainable, which we have improved to the highest
point. Every queen must give satisfaction or the deal is not closed.

You take no risk in buying our queens. Safe arrival and satisfaction in U. S. A.
and Canada. Satisfaction is left entirely to purchaser. Prompt service given to all

orders. Every queen guaranteed to be purely mated.

Prices: 1 6 12 100
Untested $1.50 $ 8.00 $15.00 $100.00

Select UntesteJ 1.75 9.50 17.00 120.00

Tested 3.00 14.75 25.00

Select Tested 4.00 23.00 42.00

Write for prices on larger quantities than 100.

THE FARMER APIARIES, Ramer, Ala.
Where the Good Queens come from

tes
^£*MAjfsA«»c/ raas

HEADQUARTERS FOR

LEWIS BEEWARE
DADANT

FOUNDATION
WESTERN PINE

HIVES

Write Us. It Pays

tes
Cjrofi/fo*-^ M!4J

TheChas. H.Lilly Co.

Seattle, Yakima, Portland

PORTER ESCAPE
SAVES
HONEY
TIRiE

RAONEY
Far aala by all daalara.

If aa daalar, wrlta tmatmwy
R. « 1. C. P«irrUI, MFRS.
Lawlatawn. Illlnala. U. S. A.

(PleMC mention Am. Bee Joamal when writing)

A NEW BEE BOOK
"Dadant's System of Beekeeping"

Send for a copy today.

Price $1.00.
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Italian Bees in Packages and Queens by Return Mail or Soon
I

Prompt and safe arrival of all bees and queens guaranteed. X

Y Untested queens, $1.50 each. Select untested queens, $1.75 each. ^'

* Tested queens, $3.00 each. Select tested queens, $3.25 each. %
Y Wings clipped free of charge. •!•

A 1-lb. swarms with young queens, $5.00 each; 6 or more, $4.90 each. *j*

Y iy2--lb. swarms with young queens, $6.25 each; 6 or more, $6.00 each. X
X 2-lb. swarms with young queens, $7.00 each; 6 or more, $6.90 each. y
* 3-lb. swarms with young queens, $9.00 each; 6 or more, $8.90 each. X
Y 5-lb. swarms with young queens, $12.50 each; 6 or more, $12.00 each. •!•

t
*»* The 1%-lb. swarms are especially prepared for our two-pound Canadian parcel post trade. Larger y
A packages over-weigh postal limit. You get full 1% pounds of bees to the package. We tried this size X
{ package ourselves in Northern Ontario last season and had them build up from June 1st to strong colo- '^»

|. nies which, on an average, made over 50 pounds of surplus honey, besides going into winter quarters with X
y plenty of stores. .|.

X What Others Say About Our Bees y
•|« "The two 3-lb. packages bought of you last May did all right. One made 185 sections and gave one X
X swarm, and the other made 296 sections and gave two swarms." ^'

4» (Name on request) , Kimmell, Ind. X
S> "The ten 1-pound swarms bought of you last spring, although delayed in transit, and therefore tak- X
j* ing five days to reach me, arrived in fine condition, not a cupful of dead bees in the lot. They did well, A
X more than paying for themselves the fii'st season, and went into winter quarters in fine condition. I have *j*

y tried queens from several different places and like yours best of all." X
X (Name on request), Alabama, N. Y. y
t y
X "We are only one mile from Lake Erie, and exposed to high, cold winds; in fact, this is the windiest y
•!• place along the Great Lakes. Your bees were able to winter with only an insignificant loss. As for honey, X
[j^

they averaged 175 pounds each of extracted surplus, did not swarm, and gave an artificial increase of 39 ^
.|. per cent, which is as fine a record as can be had in this locality, especially when the work is done entirely X

by amateurs." (Name on request), North East, Pa. .|.

I
y (The above were 1-pound packages and were worked by students going to college at this place.) •'

V M. C. BERRY & CO., Hayneville, Alabama, U. S. A.

Bee Supplies from the Wood Eternal
Bottoms, Covers and Bodies that Defy Decay, Good Material, Good

Workmanship, Good Prices

Five ten-frame dovetailed hives, complete $16.00 FULL COLONIES
Five best ten-frame wood covers made _ 5.00 New painted hives, good combs, young tested queens
Five ten-frame cypress bottoms, full % m. thick 4.00 Colony in eight-frame hive $20.00

Colony in ten-frame hive 22.00

ITALIAN BEES AND QUEENS p^^^^ PACKAGES
Guaranteed to give you satisfaction One pound package, no queen $3 50

,, , d.-. n^ . o-.o «/» ,
Two pound package, no queen 6 00

Untested queens $2.00 each $18.00 per dozen
Tested- $3.00 each SPECIALS FOR THIS MONTH

Now is your chance to get rid of all inferior covers and

I^IJQI_^I replace them with the best wood cover made at a bar-

gain. Eight-frame one-piece covers in lots of 25 at

One frame, no queen $3.50 the low price of 60c each.

Two frame, no queen 6.00 Special discount on Hoffman frames in lots of 500 to

Three frame, no queen 8.25 lO,000.

Send for Catalog. Give us a trial order

Nuclei and Pound packages shipped from Mavhezv, Miss, or Helena, Ga.

THE STOVER APIARIES, MAYHEW, MISSISSIPPI

<~:"X~x~XK">KKK~x~x~:~x~x~XK~XK~:~:~x~K~K~^^^
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THIS IS THE
"SIGN" ON EACH
CYPRESS BOARD

Trade Mark Reg. U-S-Pat-Office

For all uses that invite decay (for in^ance,
bottoms) demand

"ALL-HEART"

"Tidewater" Cypress
"THE WOOD ETERNAL"

The "arrow" on the end of each board identifies the
genuine produdt of the cypress mills ^vhose CHAR-
ACTER of timber, methods of manufacfture, and
complete responsibility enable them to be members

of the Association.

THIS FACT IS YOUR PROTECTION.

ACCEPT NONE BUT TRADE-MARKED "TIDEWATER " CYPRESS

DON'T GUESS
MAKE SURE.

•HAVE A LOOK*

SOUTHERN CYPRESS MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION
1251 Perdido Buildine, New Orleans, La., or 1251 Heard National Bank Building, Jacksonville, FU.

Insist on TRADE-MARKED Cypress at Your Local Lumber Dealer's If he hasn't It, LET US KNOW

y

i

ALUMINUM HONEY COMBS
Have you Extracting Combs sufficient for those short

heavy honey flows?

The shallow extracting Aluminum Honey Comb gives you imme-
diate and adequate storage

PRICE LIST

Standard Langstroth (Hoffman brood-frame) Prices are f. o. b. San Antonio, Texas.
size, v:ach 60c Parcel Post weight, 1 oomb 2 lbs.

Shallow Extracting {5}i in. deep) size, each— SOc Parcel Post weight, 10 ctombs 11 lbs.

Modified Dadant (Jumbo depth) size, each 70c Parcel Post weight, 20 combs 20 lbs.

Write for our nezv catalog containing full description ana prices on

LEWIS BEEWARE, DADANT FOUNDATION.'ALUMINUMrHONEY COMBS;

TEXAS HONEY PRODUCERS ASSOCIATION
1105 S. Flores St. P. O. Box 1048 San Antonio, Texas

E. G. LE STOURGEON, Mgr.

<KK~x~:~KK~x~K~:~:~KK":~:-:-:":-:«VK<^:~:-x«<s-fr<K~:~:~:~^>:~:««*«*<^^^^
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AIRCO COMB FOUNDATION

Wh

Nq.

WHY do AIRCO sales run 50% more than last year?

THINK IT OVER

WHY were many thousands spent to develop AIRCO?

THINK IT OVER

WHY was AIRCO tested in the hives for two years?

THINK IT OVER

WHY was the old wax-refining process improved?

THINK IT OVER

Od_^ why do bees prefer AIRCO to all other foundations?

''Ep THINK IT OVER

WHY will the use of old style foundation mean a defi-

nite loss to the beekeeper?

. THINK IT OVER
t

WHY pay the AIRCO price for foundation that is not
AIRCO?

THINK IT OVER

I Q_^ WHY pass up an opportunity to test AIRCO yourself,

DA-, this year?

^Y THINK IT OVER

Immediate shipment will be made from our branches and agencies

as listed on the back of our catalog, or your order mailed direct

_ to Medina will be filled from our nearest branch or agency,

^M saving you all possible transportation charges.

For your convenience we copy from page 21 of our catalog, or-

der number and prices as follows:

Price per pound packed in boxes as follows

Medium Light Brood Thin Extra Thin

One Mb. box... B511001 $1.00 B521001 $1.03 B535001 $1.08 B545001 $1.10

One2-lb. box B5U002 .95 B521002 .98 B535002 1.03 B545002 1.05

One5-lb. box B511003 .92 B521003 .95 B535003 1.00 B54S003 1.02

Write for our discounts on quantity lots

THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY, West Side Station, MEDINA, OHIO
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LATHAM'S DISPLAY IN A STORE WINDOW. THE BUILDING ACROSS THE STREET IS REFLECTED
IN THE GLASS SEE HIS ARTICLE !N THIS ISSUE,

^ 1 ^ 1 1
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This is a MUTH IDEAL VEIL
$1.50 will bring this Veil to you.

from us or any G. B. Lewis
distributor

Direct
Have you been stung much
this year ?

So have I, but I mean by BEES. If you
had an IDEAL BEE VEIL you could smile,

too (if the photographer told you to).

Really, they're good—Get one.

Did you get a list of our special quota-

tions on supplies? There's a saving on

your dollar when you buy from us.

Got any honey you want to sell?

We render WAX from your old combs.

Send for shipping tags.

Need any good queens? Dandys, f2.00;
six for .$10.50. By the way

—

That's a good veil.

Do you know thi.s fellow?

I can't say anything nice about him here;

he wouldn't like it. Funny smile, isn't it?

The photogi'apher's not to blame either, be-

cause it's just ME—Clif. Muth.

THE FRED W. MUTH CO.
PEARL AND WALNUT STREETS

CINCINNATI, O.

THE DIAMOND

MATCH CO.
(APIARY DEPT.)

MANUFACTURERS OF

Beekeepers' Supplies

CHICO, CAL, U. S. A.

Dadant's incomparable Foundation

is aWays kept in stock. Wes-

tern Beekeepers can be supplied

advantageously.

BEEKEEPERS, wherever they may be located,

before deciding where to obtain supplies,

should write to the Diamond Match Co. for prices

and for their Beekeepers' supply catalog.

This Company are the largest manufacturers in the

world who make Bee Supplies. They own their

own timber lands, mills and factories, and supply

goods direct from the tree to the beekeeper.

Full advantage of this \ovf cost of production is given to

the purchaser.

The Apiary Department (which is in charge of ex-

perienced supply men, who are also practical beekeepers)

maintains a constant excellence of product and offers

unsurpassed service.

ALUMINUM HONEYCOMBS
The Diamond Match Co. and their agents are the sole

distributors in the U. S. of the Aluminum Honeycombs,
manufactured by the Duffy-Diehl Co., Inc., of Pasade-

na, Cal. Write for descriptive pamphlets. Eastern bee-

keepers should send their orders for the Diamond
Match Co.'s supplies to Hoffman & Hauck, 1331
Ocean Avenue, Woodhaven, N. Y.

DIAMOND MATCH CO., Apiary Department, Chico, Cal.
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Lewis 4-Way Bee Escapes

Four exits from tupcra. Fits all itandard boards
Spria£B of coppered steel. Made of

lubilantial metal.

Made by

G. B. LEWIS COMPANY,
Watertown, Wis., U. S. A.

Sold only by Lewis "Beeware"
DistributioTS.

NEWBingham

BEE SMOKER
PATENTED

>>--THDMa REST

1

[ [ Buy Bingham Bee
Smokers

On the market over 40 years. The bel-

lows of best quality sheep skin, is

provided with a valve, which gives it

pep and makes it responu quickly to

the most delicate touch, giving as much
or as little smoke as is required. The
Big Smoke size, stove 4x10 inches, with
asbestos lined shield, permits the hold-

ing of the smoker between the knees
without danger of burning the trousers

or one's legs. This size is much ap-

preciated by extensive operators.

Size of Shipping
stove. weight.
inches lbs.

Big Smoke, with shield 4 xlO 3

Big Smoke, no shield.... 4 xlO 3

Smoke Engine 4x7 2J4

Doctor Syix 7 2

Conqueror 3x7 1J4
Little Wonder 3 x 5J^ IJ^

Buy Bingham Honey Un-
capping Knives

Made of the finest quality steel for the

purpose that money can buy. These
knives of the proper thickness and qual-

ity have given the best of satisfaction,

as tlie old-timers will testify. For over
thirty years the men engaged in the
manufacture of these knives have been
at this work. The perfect grip cold

handle is one of the improvements.

Buy Woodman Section
Fixer

A combined section press and founda-

tion fastener of pressed s'eel construc-

tion It forms comb-honey sections and
puts in top and bottom starters all at

one handling. Top and bottom starters

insure combs attached to all four sides,

a requirement to grade fancy. By us-

ing this machine you always handle

large pieces of foundation. The diffi-

culty of handling the small bottom start-

ers is eliminated, which is not the case

with other machines. The section comes
away right side up, with the large

starter hanging down, which is a de-

cided advantage i" rapid work, espe-

cially in hot weather.

Special Sale Honey
Packages

60-lb. cans, 8 in a case, per case in

quantity lots, f. o. b. Chicago, $1.30;

Detroit, $1.30; Baltimore, $1.25. Fric-

tion top pails, f. 0- b. Chicago, 6-!b. size,

crates of 100, $7.75; c.ates of 203. $15;

10-Ib. size, crates of 113, $12.50 f. o.

b. Baltimore. 51b size, crates of 100,

$7.60; 10-lb size, crates of 100, $11.

Clear flint giass Mason jars, with lac-

quered tin caps and wax liners, pints,

per gross, $9; quarts, per gross, $10.

Ouotations on othtr packages made on

reql.est.

A. G. WOODMAN CO.
•RAND RAPIDS, MICH., U. S. A.
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A SUPERIOR QUALITY

AT LESS COST SUPPLIES A SUPERIOR QUALITY
AT LESS COST

C In offering supplies at our low prices, we are interested primarily in reduc-

ing the beekeeper's cost of producing honey.

C We realize it is impossible for the honey producer to reduce his cost of pro-

duction unless he can buy his supplies at a reasonably low cost.

C Our superior quality supplies at our low prices are the solution to this problem

C We invite comparison of our prices on items listed below with the prices be-

ing charged by other manufacturers, and we wish to again emphasize the fact

that the Diamond Match Go's supplies which we are offering are the best ob-

tainable at any price, notwithstanding competitors' claims of superiority on the

mere strength of their higher prices.

On orders amounting to $50.00 or over deduct 5 per cent.

Hives, Supers, etc., listed below are in the flat and are complete with Hoffman
frames, nails, metal rabbets and all inside fixtures

ONE STORY DOVETAILED HIVES

Five 8 Frame - - $16.00

Five 10 Frame - - 16.90

SHALLOW EXTRACTING SUPERS

Five 8 Frame
Five 10 Frame

$6.00

6.50

STANDARD HOFFMAN FRAMES

100 $8.50 500 $40.00

FULL DEPTH SUPERS

Five 8 Frame - - $8.00

Five 10 Frame 9.00

NO. 1 STYLE COMB HONEY SUPERS

Five 8 Frame - - $5.75

Five 10 Frame - - 6.25

SHALLOW EXTRACTING FRAMES

100 $6.70 500 $32.50

OUR INCOMPARABLE QUALITY FOUNDATION

Medium Brood 5 lbs., 82c per lb. 25 lbs., 81c 50 lbs., 80c

Thin Super 5 lbs., 90c per lb. 25 lbs., 89c 50 lbs., 88c

Light Brood 5 lbs., 85c per lb. 25 lbs., 84c 50 lbs., 83c

Especially prepared beehive white paint '/a gallon cans $2.10

HOFFMAN & HAUCK, Inc., Woodhaven, N. Y.
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ANY KICKS—KICK JOE
^ Our foundation mill man "Joe" who has been with us for thirty-nine years re-

marked the other day that we showed him the complimentary letters on "Dadant's

Foundation" but never the "Kicks."

^ Fortunately criticisms come to us so seldom that we were unable to comply
with his desire for adverse criticism of his and our product.

^ Joe started work-

ing in the Dadant fac-

tory when the whole

process was by hand.

^ Boards were dipped

in hot wax, the result-

ing sheets being piled

to cool, and eventual-

ly milled on hand
mills.

fl Foundation trimm-

ing, papering, lumber

sawing, boxing, all

was done by hand.

^ During Joe's time

enough Dadant's
foundation has been

made to fill two mil-

hon hives and 150

million sections, with

full sheets.

^ The sheets if placed

end to end would
reach from New York

across the Atlantic,

through Europe and

Asia, thence across

the Pacific to San
Francisco.

^ We invite letters of honest criticism on Dadant's Foundation. Joe wants them,

we want them, that we may if possible increase the value of our product to the

beekeeper and his bees. This follows our policy of continuous improvement of

Dadant's Foundation.

^ Comparison of Dadant's Foundation with others from the mill or under test

with the hive invited.

HAnANT'C PmiNnATIfkM EVERY INCH, EVERY POUND, EVERY TON EQUAL TOvnvni^ I a rwi^vmivn any sample we have ever sent out.

Specify it to your dealer. If he hasn 't it write us

DADANT & SONS, HAMILTON, ILLINOIS
Catalog and Prices on Bee Supplies, Beerwax, Wax Working into Comb Foundation

and Comb Rendering for the asking

V
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DOLLARS AND SENSE
^ "The Olympian," a trans-continental train, passes the

window every morning at 7:55, rushing toward Chicago.

Millions of dollars invested and hundreds of men are

required to keep this train "On Time." None object

to the fare if the schedule is met, for we pay for service.

^ Mr. Beekeeper outside Wisconsin asks prompt and

complete shipment of "Beeware" from his distributor.

The investment of thousands of dollars and hundreds

of men in w^oods, railroad, factory and branch make

this possible. National distribution is costly but w^e

willingly pay for service.

^ Beside quality and workmanship, distribution is a part

of the legitimate cost of "Beeware" to you. Thus bet-

ter service is possible than a small organization can

give. Don't take our word. Spend your Dollars and

Sense. A trial will convince you today.

LOOK
FOR
THIS

BEE MIVE8 AND APIARIAN EQUIPMENT

BEWARE
WHERE YOU BUY YOUR

BEEWARE
s
A

MAKES THE FINEST.
COPVm&MT, 1010. BV G aLCWIS COMO*NV

REGIS-
TERED
MARK

G. B. LEWIS COMPANY,
HOME OFFICE

AND WORKS WATERTOWN, WIS.

Branches: Albany, N. Y., Memphis, Tenn., Lawyers (near Lynchburg,) Va.

Carlot Distributors Throughout the V. S. A.
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The Honey Producing Possibilities in North CaroHna

By Vernon R. Haber, North Carolina State Department of Entomology

BY botanists the plants of North
Carolina long have been rec-

ognized as unsurpassed in va-
riety by those of any other State,

with the probable exception of cer-

tain States bordering upon the Gulf
of Mexico. The flora of this State is

intermediate between those of north-
ern and more southern botanical dis-

tricts, for it is within North Caro-
lina's boundaries that many typically

northern plants reach their southern
distribution limits, and some of those
which typify southern flora have
their most northern dispersal limits.

An additional feature which makes
possible a much greater variety in

the vegetation is that the mountains
bordering the western extreme are
sufficiently high that the difference in

elevation existing between them and
the ocean is equivalent to that of
from 10 to 12 degrees of latitude.

Upon the higher summits of these
mountains occur species in both the
fauna and flora which are peculiar to
those of the mountain regions of
New Hampshire, northwestern New
York and Canada.

That North Carolina lies in a
transition zone is a fact long recog-
nized. The State is located approxi-
mately between the parallels 34 de-
grees and 36% degrees north lati-

tude, and between the meridians 75%
degrees and 84 % degrees west longi-
tude. Fi'om eastern to western ex-
tremes it is 503% miles long, its

most extreme (north and south)
width is 187% miles, with an average
of 100 miles. The area of the State
is 52,286 square miles, of which
48,666 square miles are land and
3,620 square miles are water.
Swampy regions occur chiefly along
the Atlantic coast. Their area is

approximately 4,500 square miles.

Concerning plant distribution,
there are three rather distinctly

marked districts or regions in the
State. Naming them from east to
west they are: ' (1) the Coastal
Plain, (2) the Piedmont or foot-
hills, (3) the Mountain.

The Coastal Plains
The -coastal plains region lies in

the Austro-riparian or Lower Aus-
tral Life Zone. It extends from the

ocean inland about 200 miles to the
eastern limit of the Piedmont section,

and contains approximately half the
land area of the State. The soil is

composed of clay, silt and sand. The
most eastern portion of the coastal

plains frequently is referred to as the

tide water region. It contains num-
erous rivers, lakes or swamps. The
climate is of a marine character.

The influence of the adjacent ocean
lessens chances for abrupt tempera-
ture changes, both daily and sea-

sonal and favors a fair average rain-

fall, which is of rather even seasonal
distribution. The normal average
precipitation for this region is 54
inches.

These conditions encourage the
growth of the following favorite nec-
tar-producing plants : Tupelo or gum
trees, gallberry, huckleberry, holly

and yellow poplar or tulip. The tu-

pelos and rattan occur in thousands
of acres of swamp land and along
rivers, while the gallberry, huckle-
berry and holly usually grow upon the
higher soils. The honey flow usually
begins early in April.

The coastal plains offer the best
opportunities for apiculture. The
possibilities for honey production on
a commercial basis are indicated by
the numerous apiaries which contain
over 100 colonies. There is a fair

average in honey production, regard-
less of the fact that in many in-

stances strictly modern apicultural
methods are not practiced. Some
apiaries contain from 200 to 250
colonies and report average produc-
tions of from 45 to 50 pounds of
honey. In 1910 eight counties of
this section reported 25,500 colonies
and a yield of 247,000 pounds of
honey. There is an abundance of un-
occupied territory in the lowlands of
the eastern counties which is well
adapted to apiculture.

The Mountain Region
Among the mountains the elevation

influences predominate, for the sum-
mers are cooler; the winters are more
severe than in the east, but mild as
compared to those of the middle
northern States. The dryness of the
atmosphere renders the climate a
healthful one. The normal average
precipitation for the I'egion is 55
inches. The area of the mountain
plateau is about 6,000 square miles.

It extends from the Tennessee line to

Yvrgmio.

^""^^
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the Blue Mountains. The valleys are

fertile, affording some of the most
profitable farming areas. This area

includes about one-sixth of the land

area of the State. It is included

mostly within the AUeghanian Life

Zone, although upon the higher

mountains one comes into the Cana-
dian, while here and there it is inter-

spersed with the Upper Austral or

Carolinian. Forests everywhere are

composed of numerous kinds of

trees. More than 100 different kinds

are recorded. The more prominent
bee-visited plants are tulip poplar,

basswood, sourwood and the clovers.

Other plants which yield available

nectar are maple, fruit trees, wild

cherry, locust, sumac, goldenrod and
aster. The honey flow usually begins

about mid-May for tulip, and in lat-

ter June for basswood and sourwood.
Usually the fall flow from aster is suf-

ficiently heavy to supply all colonies

with an abundance of honey for win-

tering purposes. Sourwood is more
abundant upon the eastern slope of

the Blue Ridge Mountains and in the

counties west of Yancey. Basswood
is of common occurrence upon the

larger mountains and usually is more
abundant upon the northern slopes.

Buckwheat is raised extensively in

Alleghaney, Watauga, Ashe and
Avery Counties. Tulip poplars are

abundant throughout most of the

mountain regions. The best locali-

ties are in the sourwood regions or

where there are mixtures of sour-

wood and basswood. There is much
unoccupied territory in the moun-
tains, but the beekeepers must exer-

cise careful judgment in selecting

localities, for most of the honey
comes from forest trees and in cer-

tain localities the timber has been
mostly i-emoved.

Piedmont Plateau
Between the previously mentioned

regions is the Piedmont Plateau. The
Piedmont Plateau extends from the

Blue Ridge Mountains eastward to

the western limits of the Coastal

Plain. In it may be found all gr.ida-

tions of climate between those just

mentioned. The climatic conditions

of this region favor the growth of a

great variety of field, garden and or-

chard crops. The normal average
precipitation is .52 inches. It lies in

the Upper Austral or Carolinian Life

zorie. It is the general farming sec-

tion! and includes (eibout one-third

the land area of the State. It has no
especially favored localities for honey
production, excepting that the upper
portions (those nearest the moun-
tains) have a more luxuriant growth
of sourwood. The favorite nectar-

yielding plants are tulip-poplar, sour-

wood and the clovers, both crimson
and alsike. Many other plants are of

nectar-yielding importance. Among
them are persimmon, holly, black

gum, goldenrod, aster, willow, cow
peas, sumac, blackberry, maple and
fruit trees. Frequently surplus honey
is made from the nectar of aster,

which usually yields a prolonged au-

tumn supply. The nectar-producing

plants are of rather uniform distribu-

tion over the entire area. The honey
flow usually beginsin mid-April. There

are many beekeepers, but the number
of colonies kept by each (taken on
the average) is rather small. In sev-

eral counties there are apiaries which
contain more than 100 colonies. Many
kinds of plants of this section are not

reliable sources of nectar every year,

but very seldom is there complete
failure, and good beekeeping prac-

tices soon should overcome any ob-

jectionable features which may pre-

sent themselves. Often from 25 to

30 pounds of sui-plus honey per colo-

ny are pi'oduced in autumn from
aster alone. The best locations usu-

ally are along creeks and rivers,

where tulip poplar is more plentiful.

General Conditions
The mean temperature for the

State is 59 degrees F. By seasons it

is: Spring, 58 degrees; summer, 76

degrees; autumn, 60 degrees, and
winter, 48 degree. Usually January
is the coldest month, with an average
temperature of 31 degrees, while

July, with its average temperature
of 81 degrees, is the warmest. The
normal average precipitation for the

entire State is 52 inches. Although
the rainfall is rather uniformly dis-

tributed throughout the year, during
the months that crops reciuire most
moisture, usually, the amount re-

ceived is the greatest.

Throughout the entire State sur-

plus nectar is obtained from trees and
shrubs, comparatively few kinds of

which are of much importance in that

particular. Among important sources

are tulip poplar, basswood, sourwood,
tupelos, gallberry and clovers. Sour-
wood is found chiefly in the moun-
tains and upper Piedmont sections.

Clover is most abundant in the Pied-

mont regions. Tupelos and gallber-

ries are restricted to coastal plains,

chiefly to the tide water regions. Es-

pecially is this true of tupelos, while

gallberries usually occur further in-

land upon the coastal plains. Tulip

trees are found wherever bees are

kept, but are most abundant in the

mountains. They rank among the

most constantly reliable and the

heaviest yielders of nectar. The trees

bloom in early spring, and in the

Coastal Plain section there is an ex-

ceedingly early flow from tupelos

and gallberry.

In most localities the main honey
flow comes early in spring and in the

Coastal Plains section it comes ex-

ceedingly early. Ordinarily this ne-

cessitates exceptionally good bee-

keeping practices if a maximum
honey yield is to be expected. Most
of the literature has been produced
by beekeepers in the clover sections

of the North, where the honey flow

comes later and as a consequence,
where the colonies in spring have a

longer preparation period for it. In

these regions usually the queens are
longer-lived, for they have longer
rest pei'iods during the winters; but
the fundamental requisites for maxi-
mum honey production are the same
everywhere, in that the colonies must
reach the maximum point of brood-
rearing just previous to the begin-
ning of I he main honey flow. In other
words, the period of maximum honey
flow must be met with an excess num-

ber of individuals (that is, an excess
number to that ordinarily or usually
present). In the South, this spring
prepai'ation period is very short,

making prompt apicultural practices
preparatory to honey flow necessai'y
in rather a more limited or shorter
time than they are where the spring
preparation period is longer. To
meet such requirements most suc-
cessfully, the bees should have passed
the previous autumn under favorable
environmental circumstances, such as
can result only from the best of api-

cultural methods. In North Carolina
the beekeepers' autumn begins in

about mid-August, and after that
date a sufficient number of bees must
be reared to successfully over-winter
the colony.

Raleigh, North Carolina.

STATE AND LOCAL ORGANIZA-
TION

By E. S. Miller

Now that the success of the Ameri-
can Honey Producers' League seems
assured, it would appear that the
honey producers of each State
should organize along business lines.

The old form of beekeepers' asso-

ciation, with its social and educa-
tional features, has served its pur-
pose in the past and doubtless will

continue to do so in the future, but
the time has arrived when the most
important problem for beemen is not
the increase of production nor the
multiplication of beekeepers. To in-

crease production without increasing
marketing facilities means lower
prices; it means more honey carried

over from year to year with conse-

quent loss to the producer; it means
the ultimate junking of high-priced

equipment by those forced out of the

business. But production is increas-

ing enormously, and there is a pros-

pect of a vastly greater increase in

the future. To those with foresight

it is evident that something must be

done to bring about a more effective

method of marketing if the business

is to be conducted on a profitable ba-

sis.

Honey producers are beekeepers,

but only a small percentage of bee-

keepers are producers of honey to

any noticeable degree. It is, there-

fore, impossible to organize beekeep-

ers, as such, along commercial lines.

I believe, however, that honey pro-

ducers can and will be organized, and
the purpose and objects of such an

organization should coincide with

those of the National League. Its

work may be outlined as follows:

1. Marketing

—

Supervision of grading.

Advertising.
Standardization of package.

Crop and market reporting.

Distribution.

2. Education

—

Disease control.

Dissemination of information.

3. Equipment

—

Standardization.
Securing and disposing of bees.

Purchasing of supplies.
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4. Lepislation

—

Appropriations.
Other legislative matters.

In view of the fact that more
honey is being produced than can be
disposed of under present marketing
conditions, the question of distribu-
tion and marketing, as above stated,
is a matter of prime importance to
those in the business commercially.
What is the solution of this prob-
lem? As a suggestion, I will venture
to offer the following

:

Let local units be established; the
county, perhaps, being the unit.

Where conditions will warrant, elect

manager or special agent who will

inspect and grade, according to speci-
fied rules, all honey belonging to its

members and which is to be placed on
the market under a State or National
seal or guarantee. A State inspec-
tor of honey should visit the various
local centers from time to time to

determine the conditions of sanita-

tion under which honey is being put
up and to see that the proper grading
rules are enforced. Only members
of the State and local organigations
are to be permitted the use of the
seal, and only after proper local or
State inspection.

The State organization may be in

the form of a producers' league or

association which shall provide for

supervision of local exchanges, au-
thorize the use of the seal under
stated restrictions and provide a pen-
alty for its misuse ; require of local

exchanges a semi-monthly report of
crop and marketing conditions on
blanks provided for the purpose, re-

port to local agents suitable informa-
tion concerning crops and mai'keting,

report to the national body, which
in turn will report to the State mem-
bership through the State manager.
The State Central Association,

thi-ough its manager, should serve as

a bureau of information in the dis-

tribution of honey, bees and equip-

ment, furnishing information both to

buyer and seller, thus avoiding un-

necessary freight charges to and
from large distributing centei's as un-

der the present system, and largely

eliminating the profits of numerous
handlers which often increase the

cost to the consumer to three times

the amount received by the producer.

In case of shortage or surplus within

the State, the manager, through the

American Honey Producers' League
can be placed in communication with

conditions of supply or demand out-

side the State. A system of adver-

tising of League honey should be car-

ried on in the State by the State As-

sociation and local advertising by the

local agents with the advice and as-

sistance of the State manager. The
State manager should, through the

local exchanges, see that every retail

grocer is constantly supplied with

certified honey, put up in standard

containers bearing the seal of the

National League.

It should be the duty of the State

organization to work in harmony
with the American Honey Producers'

League in the matter of grading and
standardization of packages as well
as in crop reporting and marketing
and in the dissemination of informa-
tion. In forming a State League,
buyers, supply dealers and all allied
interests should be permitted an as-
sociate membership.

In order to carry out the plan out-
lined, a considerable amount of
money will be necessary, but I am
confident that producers are willing
to pay for actual service that will as-
sist in making the business profitable.
The project may be financed in one
or more of several ways. The man-
ner of securing funds must be de-
termined by the needs of the asso-
ciations formed. The following is

suggested

:

1. A charge for use of seal.

2. A membership fee with privi-
lege of use of seal.

3. A charge for inspection of
honey.

4. A commission on sales through
County or State Manager.

5. A per colony tax on bees be-
longing to members.
Under a system of careful inspec-

tion and grading, an approved sys-
tem of handling, proper advertising
of certified product under National
seal, honey should bring a higher
price and no real producer can afford
to stay out of the association. In
case honey not certified is sold by
non-members, either at a higher or
lower price, it will not materially
aff'ect the retail price of certified

honey.

Is the scheme outlined above prac-
ticable? Probably in certain States
and under certain conditions it would
not be. I am offering it as a sug-
gestion only, and many defects
doubtless will appear. Many diflicul-

ties will be encountered in putting it

into operation, but after eliminating
the unworkable features, I believe
that here is the nu':-!eus of the system
which ultimately will prove practica-

ble and will bring about a better dis-
tribution and consequently! an in-
creased deiiiand and better prices for
our product. What do you think?

Indiana.

Mr. Alex. Livshitz, of i^alestine, and the senior

editor. Mr. Livshitz's visit was mentioned
in our May number.

TWO AND ONE-HALF PER CENT
By E. G. LeStourgeon

Steady now, beekeepers. Don't
jump to any ra.sh conclusions. The
heading of this article does not refer
to any ruling of Mr. Kramer relative
to the kick" allowed in "home-
brew. Things are not always what
they seem.

The other day I took a look at awhole lot of statistics. Let us say
musty statistics. All good writer
now-a-days use the good word
musty ' when referring to statistics.
Anyhow your humble s:-ribe was do-
ing this very musty thing in the hope
of finding a moral for the beekeepers
of America. While absorbed in this
rnore or less meritorious but very
slightly remunerative task, we (note
the modest pronoun

) , discovered that
there are over 80,000 beekeepers in
the United States. Now this must be
true, because several sets of the
aforesaid musty statistics average the
same, and no one has contradicted it.

As we (still modest), delved more
deeply into the figures of the erudite
and bespectacled statisticians and
their array of facts and figures we
uncovered the 2% percent that we
started our sermon about. No, assur-
edly, it was not alcoholic content. It
was something good. While being
good. It was small, pitifully small. It
IS up to you, dear reader, to tell me
why it was so small, and to help make
it larger.

We issued, last month, a bulletin of
the American Honey Producers'
League. We mailed it to exactly
2,280 beekeepers. We mailed it to
every member of the League and
many who we hoped would become
members. We mailed it to 2 V2 per
cent, only, of the beekeepers of
America.

The League movement has been on
foot nearly two years and only 2Vi
per cent of the beekeepers of America
are enrolled. Why? How much have
you done? Do the beekeepers of
America want a National League? Do
you want one badly enough to send in
some names for us to send our litera-
ture to?

Whether your State is aflSliated or
not, you can become a sustaining
member of the League upon the pay-
ment of 1 10 into the League treasury.
The League needs the money. It is

doing a great and good work for the
beekeepers of America, and you can
help yourself and the honey-produc-
ing industry by giving the League
your financial and moral support. We
are awaiting your answer. This is a
personal message to YOU and to ev-
ery American beekeeping interest.
Are we only 2% per cent, or are we
100 per cent interested in our busi-
ness?

San Antonio, Texas.
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THE EDITORS' VIEWPOINTS
Government Recognition of

Beekeeping in France
An unknown friend sends us a

copy of the April 8th number of the

"Journal Officiel" of the French Re-

public, in which we find a speech by
Senator D'Estournelles de Constant,

comparing recovering France to "a

hive which barbarians have devas-

tated, but whose bees are reconstruct-

ing their home." From this simile, he

turns to a consideration of beekeep-

ing and calls attention to the fact

that bees "not only furnish the honey
which would have proved so service-

able in war time, but are a blessing

for several of our crops. Bees are

the hyphen between the flowers in our
meadows as well as in our orchards.

They fertilize our gardens, our plains

and even our mountain slopes."

This leads to an eulogy of beekeep-
ing and of the products of the bees,

while mentioning the writers on bees

from Virgil to Maeterlink and Bon-
nier. The upshot of this speech is a

demand for a greater official recogni-

tion of beekeeping and laws to abso-

lutely prohibit the sale of artificial

honeys. A promise is made for

greater recognition of beekeeping in

the Agricultural Ministry, in future.

A Similie on Bees in

Homer's Iliad

We have just mentioned a similie

on bees in the speech of the French
Senator D'Estournelles de Constant.

We find in the New Standard Diction-

ary a quotation from Anthon's Ho-
mer:

"As the bees came forth continu-

ally in fresh numbers, so fresh bands
of Greeks keep continually pouring
forth from the ships and tents."

Bees often prove a good example to

human beings.

Misunderstanding
It seems that some have not un-

derstood the reference to the failure

of the Aluminum Honeycomb Com-
pany which appeared in our December
1920 issue. This w.,s the original

Aluminum Honeycomb Company, of

California, and not the Texas Com-
pany, which manufactures a similar

comb. The company first organized

was placed in the hands of a receiver

some months ago. Later the equip-

ment was sold to Duflfy-Diehl, of

Pasadena We believe i-hat both

firms now advertising aluminum
combs in this journal are responsi-
ble, and that they will fill orders
promptly. We especially regret that
one foreign bee paper confused the
bankrupt concern with the Aluminum
Honeycomb Company of Texas, of
which E. G. LeStourgeon is manager.

C. C. Miller's Memorial
The subscription for a scholarship

to the memory of Dr. Miller is going
very slowly. Of course, many will

expect to send their donation this

month, at the anniversary of Dr. Mil-
ler's birth, when he would have been
90 years old. Besides, we can hardly
blame the American people, for being
slow on a subscription of this kind, in

view of the fact that so many millions

are going to the starving people of
Europe, China and Armenia. That is

laudable. But now, friends, if you
intend to do your part in this Miller
memorial, do it now. If we don't get
enough for a scholarship we may
build a monument. But if Dr. Miller
has ever done you any good through
his advice, and he has done good to

many, remember him, if it is ever so
little.

John Burroughs

The death of John Burroughs, on
his way home from California, on
March 29, removes one of the great-

est nature lovers, with keen powers
of observation and a most pleasur-

able ability in descriptions. He was
a bee-lover. His essays, in "Birds and
Bees." giving "An Idyl of the Honey-
Bee" and "Pastoral Bees," are de-

lightful reading, though at times
there are slight errors in his appre-
ciations. But there are jewels, also.

We read:
"T have a theory that when bees

leave the hive, unless there is some
special attraction in some other di-

rection, they generally go against the
wind. They would thus have thj
wind with them when they returned
home heavily laden, and with these
little navigators the difi'erence is an
important one. With a full cargo, a
stiff head-wind is a great hindrance,
but fresh and empty-handed they can
face it with more ease. Virgil says
bees bear gravel stones as ballast, but
their only ballast is their honey bag.
Hence, when I go bee-hunting, I pre-

fer to get to windward of the woods
in which the swarm is supposed to

have taken refuge."
And, of course, the bees cannot

smell the flowers, unless these are in
the windward. So Burroughs was
surely right.

A Good Move
The American Honey Producers'

League is undertaking a number of
things for the benefit of the craft.

One of the latest is the appointment
of a committee which will endeavor
to arrange the conventions of the
various associations in consecutive or-
der. This is an arrangement very
much to be desired by the speakers
who make a practice of attending
conventions, since they can attend
more meetings with less travel and
with great saving in expense. It will

often make it possible for conven-
tions to secure speakers who would
otherwise be unable to attend. There
are many beekeepers, also, who will

find it easy to attend two or three
conventions where they have only
been attending one. Such a plan
should serve to increase the attend-
ance at the meetings as well as mak-
ing it much easier to prepare the
programs.

It Looks Easy

Beekeeping looks like a "snap" to

those who know nothing about it. A
newspaper clipping recently came to

this office which paints a pleasing pic-

ture of the profits gathered for the
farmer by the bees. According to

this particular newspaper story, the
only time which the farme." leods
gi\e them is the time necessary to
hive the swarm. He can then move
the bees after dark, to the place
where they are to remain, and need
not bother to remove the hon;y until

late in the fall, when his other work
is all done. It is stated that only a
few minutes are necessary to do this,

and almost any odd time will serve
the purpose. This is about the idea
of beekeeping entertained by the av-
erage man. It reminds us of one of
Secor's poems which runs as follows

:

"I am one of them happy beemans
Who don't have to work any more;

I sit all day in the apple tree shade
And smoke mine pipe by the door."

One very good turn thai the col-

leges are doing for the industry is to

educate the public to the fact that

beekeeping is a man's size job, which
requires a full day's work to make
any profit.

Our Exchanges

Although the American Bee Jour-
nal is probably the most costly pub-
lication on bees, published each
month, we are exchanging free, with
every bee publication in the world,

in any language, that desires the ex-

change. A number of publications

that came to us either stopped tem-
porarily or disappeared, since the be-

ginning of the world war. These pub-
lications which resume will bo wel-

come and the Journal will be sent

them when we receive their magazine
marked "Exchange."
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Not All Dead Yet
There is a common saying that

"Fools are not all dead yet." In
proof that the saying is true one has
only to read the current comment on
beekeeping subjects appearing in the
newspapers. It seems that no matter
how fantastic a statement may be,

the average newspaper reporter is

always ready to pass it on as a gos-

pel truth.

For some time past there has been
a story going the rounds of the press

of an immense cave somewhere in

Texas that is occupied by hundreds
of swarms of bees. These bees, ac-

cording to the story, have been there
for many years and have been storing

up their honey until there is now
available some millions of pounds. In

fact, the latest clipping to come to

our attention has increased the quan-
tity from mere millions and now gives

the figures in billions of pounds.
It is reported that the delegates

to the recent Indianapolis meeting
enjoyed a whole evening of fun at

the expense of a gullible promoter
who had secured an option on this

mythical cave and who proposed to

organize a stock company to secure

and market the enormous store.

It now appears that some eastern

people have taken the story so seri-

ously that they have employed an en-

gineer to visit Texas and locate the

cave and ascertain whether the build-

ing of an immense packing plant

there is feasible. At last accounts

the engineer had arrived in Texas,

but was having difficulty in finding

the location of the cave.

Workers and Queens
"Whilst most bee books speak of

the marvelous manner in which the

workers can raise a queen from a

worker egg, the reverse is actually

the case, and the miracle performed
thousands of times oftener, since the

queen is bound to reproduce herself

each time she lays a fertile egg, and
the rearing of workers from queen
eggs the more wonderful occurrence."

(Gilbert Barratt, quoted in October-

April Bee World.)
Why did we never see it in that

light? Even Mr. Langstroth spoke of

the wonderful change which the

queen-cell and the better food pro-

duced, while it is really as Mr. Bar-

ratt says; for the wonder is that

the bees be able to rear neuters in-

stead of fully developed females in

each worker cell.

Swarms
Most of us do not wish our bees to

swarm naturally. Our apiary may
be located among high trees, where a

swarm is unpleasant to bring down.

Or we may be away on business, with

no one to watch the bees. We may
not want any increase in the number
of our colonies and, if we do, we
prefer to make the selection our-

selves of the hives that will furnish

the increase.

If we have young queens in our

hives, few drones, large brood-cham-

bers, plenty of empty combs, or at

least plenty of room in the supers,

ample ventilation secured by rais-

ing the hive from the alight-
ing board until the bees do not lie

outside in clusters, and, last of all,

good shade, either artificial or nat-
ural, we have our colonies in the best
possible condition to avoid swarming.
The amount of natural swarming will
then be probably less than 10 per
cent, and often less than 5 per cent,
of the number of colonies, spring
count.

But if our bees do swarm, let us
enjoy the pleasure. If we have
empty hives in readiness, so that they
may be placed in a suitable spot im-
mediately after the swarm has clus-

tered, we may enjoy the sight of the
most exciting of all bee pranks.

Did you ever watch a hive during
the exit of the swarm? No matter
how large the entrance, there does
not seem to be enough room for all

the bees that try to go at one time.
If you open the hive during that ex-
odus, you will see them fly out from
every comb, just as if they were so
many robbers frightened away after
filling themselves. The "home feel-

ing" is gone; their thought is on go-
ing, no matter where.

If you can catch the queen, as she
emerges (and she does not always
emei'ge among the first), you may
make the hiving of the swarm a very
short business. All you need to do
is to put her in a cage, remove the
old colony to another spot, with the
cage containing the queen on the
alighting board. In a little while,
though the bees may have clustered,
they will perceive that the queen is

not with them and will return to the
old spot. But the old colony may be
too much deprived of bees by this

method, and it is well to either re-

place it on its stand, putting the
swarm in a new spot, or give it a
quart or two of young bees from the
swarm.

The hum of swarming bees is a de-
lightful sound. Read what the great
Huber wrote concerning it:

"Do you hear any discord in this

numerous concert? This soft hum->
ming is, to my sense of hearing, com-
posed only of accurate tones. This
aerial music goes straight to my
heart; I acknowledge that I never
heard it indifferently; is it possible

that what I find in it expressive,

touching, melancholy and even sol-

emn, comes only from myself or my
imagination? I will not deny the

natural exaltation which rises within

me through this interesting event and
this apparent agreement in will and
sentiment in beings that are placed
(by us it is true) almost at the foot

of the scale.

"Are the people with imagination
moi-e or less happy than the others?

If the pictures which they paint for

themselves always come to life, they

are surely to be envied, for, being

masters of their palette, being al-

ways able to select their colors and
assort them properly, their horizon is

made up mainly of pleasant perspec-

tives. They are accused, however, of

sometimes painting too flattering im-

ages and to welcome with too much
partiality air castles upon which wise

and cool minds would never have
stopped."

Huber holds that the humming of
the bees in a swarm composes harmo-
nics which form a perfect chord "to
me the most ravLshing of all, when it

is performed by 15,000 or 20,000
bees, workers and drones."

In the issue of a swarm, there is
not only a very harmonious sound;
there is also a highly perfumed odor
composed of the different scents of
the honey, the pollen and the wax,
all blended together in the natural
odor of the little honeybee. There is

no odor of the sting, if they are prop-
erly handled, for bees, at swarming,
are always peaceable, since they are
all filled with honey and are bent
upon seeking a new home, where they
will again begin their active life of
work.

The Beeswax Market
From the Oil Paint and Drug Re-

porter, we glean some interesting sta-
tistics regarding the imports and ex-
ports of beeswax, together with
prices in this country for the past
four years. The imports have been
as follows:

1917—2,858,190 pounds, worth
$994,159.00.

1918—1,558,048 pounds, worth
$584,194.00.

1919—2,383,901 pounds, worth
$896,327.00.

1920—4,142,931 pounds, worth
$1,418,023.00.

Duinng this same time our exports
were small in comparison to our im-
ports, as the following figures will
show:

1917—256,467 pounds, worth $95,-
751.00.

1918—165,382 pounds, worth $63,-
244.00

1919—210,046 pounds, worth $92,-
285.00.

1920—632,811 pounds, worth
$294,592.00.

During the year 1919, the market
price is given as 3'.'> cents per pound,
at the low point, and 45 cents at the
highest. By the close of 1920, the
price had fallen as low as 18 cen*^s

per pound, on the same markets. It

will be seen that the foreign wax
coming into American markets in

1920 was nearly three times the
amount received in 1918 and the
price had fallen to less than half that
of the year 1919.

To Stop Robbing
Mr. Charles Boone Saunders, of In-

diana, writes about a method of stop-

ping robbing; he says:
"The best method I ever learned is

to use half kerosene and half water,
in a Mason jar with holes in the lid

as in a pepper box, and sprinkle the
colony with it that is being robbed.
The robber bees soon leave it, but it

will kill bees if you get too much on
them. One should be careful and use
it sparingly.

"Let those who have never tried it

give it a trial."

.A.11 unpleasant smelling drugs are
good, but they should be resorted to

only when ordinary means fail.
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HONEY PRODUCTION IN THE
DADANT APIARIES

Showing the Results of Two Seasons
During Adverse Conditions in

the Central Mississippi

Valley

By H. C. Dadant

FOR many years past the Dadait
apiaries have not had the sole at-

tention of one person. Yet on the

avei'age the apiaries pay well. The
past two years were among the dis-

couraging ones. 1919 was turned to

good account by moving a large num-
ber, and 1920 paid out in spite of con-

siderable expense and crop shortage
caused by too much flood, followed by
drought at nectar secretion time. The
poore-st season in years was tided

over without loss, which helps ma-
terially to bring up the average. Crops
like that produced in 1916, of 23.5 lbs.

per colony on a spring count of 525
are worth building for.

Colony records were kept on the

hives as usual. A daily record, as

shown, can be written up in a minute
of time before leaving the apiary, and
is an accurate basis for figuring the

season's expenditure as well as relia-

ble notation for reference before the
next trip is made to that apiary.

The Dadant home apiary is well lo-

cated in hilly country among pastures
producing white clover. Here, as at

the outapiaries, a large crop of white
clover honey is harvested one year
and a fair crop two seasons out of

every five, on the average. Fruit
bloom in April and May, and locust

in May, precede the white clover

crop of June and July. Then conies

some basswood the latter part of

June, followed by buckbrush, horse-

mint and catnip in July, these latter

preceding the fall crop of heartsease
and Spanish needle, which usually

lasts from August 10 to September
15. This fall crop may even continue
until frost early in October. At the

end of the season come, also, some
asters, goldenrod and other fall blos-

soms. Our main crops, however, are

white clover, June and July, and
Spanish needle and heartsease, Au-
gust and September. It is those dates

for which we build up our colonies.

Volunteer and cultivated sweet clo-

ver and an occasional field of alsike

are good yielders and sometimes pro-

Dadant Apiaries
I9l9-19il

Scale r=*!if™i

PermanentBluffLineApiaries

Per/r}mrTent UplanJ •• Cy
Tgripcrarf Lotvlart/ • (*)

* Abti/it/ti/jii( - o

Principal Hi^hivufs

Principal Creeks

Lowlarri/ Sloughs
'~^—

H^ //roa tfs '*~' '

"cc.
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duce some surplus from June until

September.
Our apiaries may be classified as

upland and bluff line apiaries. The
latter are those located from the Lima
Lake region north towards Warsaw,
Illinois, along the highway which bor-

ders the east side of the Mississippi

River lowlands shown. These include
the apiaries of Koch, Sack, Gillam,
Hill and Spencer. Heartsease and
Spanish needle are the pi-incipal

yielders for these places. A good
white clover crop is also harvested in

favorable seasons, as broken pasture
lands lie just east of them. The per-

manent upland apiaries of LeMaire,
Poland, Holland and Home are best
located for the white clover crop of

June and July, although during fa-

vorable wet seasons a very good fall

crop is also secured.
The circles of four miles diameter

around each apiary show the average
area which bees will cover, as it has
been ascertained by observation that

they usually do not fly over two miles

for nectar. Frequently, however,
they may go in certain directions to

good fields, depending considerably
on the contour of the country, and
perhaps elevation. We have very fre-

quently noticed that the color and
flavor of honey harvested at the api-

aries of Koch and Sack are difl'erent.

With a 1919 spring count of 530
colonies and the advance knowledge
that there was fair prospect for a flow
of fall honey on the Mississippi River
bottom, located on an average of 25
to 30 miles from the five upland api-

aries, an increase of almost 30 per
cent was made during May and June
by the aid of considerable feeding of
sugar syrup. Most of these new colo-

nies were built up to six-frame
strength in advance of the moving.

The apiaries of Spencer, Hill, Sack,
Koch and the new permanent location,

Gillam, very seldom fail furnishing a
fall crop from the river bottoms,
their location being three to four
miles apart along the bluff line of this

territory. Many of these bottom
land locations, along various rivers

tributary to the Mississippi, as well as
flat and undrained high prairie lands,

are as good fields for nectar as the
best upland districts are for clover, on
the average. Favorable seasons for
clover usually occur in this locality

twice to three times in five years. Oni.

year in five a fair fall crop may be
secured in the upland districts. It is

conservative to say that during two
years not more than ten to twenty-
five colonies of bees, on an average,
can be profitably kept in most drained
upland districts. Therefore it is

highly advisable to find temporarv bee
pastures in localities from 5 to 30
miles from the permanent apiary site.

By the chart, notice that the range
for bees at Spencer apiary is some-
what restricted by being direct'y east
of the heart of Lima Lake. This lo-

cation may be abandoned soon for one
farther south.

Ninety per cent of the colonies and
supers comprising the five upland api-

aries—totaling about 300—of the Da-
dant home, Poland, LeMaire, Milliken
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and Holland were moved about .Tuly

20, 1919 by two motor ti-uoks and
placed in the midst of the waste land
fields grown up in Spanish needle,

heartsease and other fall blossoms.

These locations, as shown, were Kir-

lin, Nichols and Jenkins. The map
shows how well this lowland territory

was covered by 700 colonies of bees
in eight locations. As permanent out-

apiary locations are hardly practical

in the lowlands, on account of bad
roads during spring months, and the
spring clover crop would be limited,

the three temporary locations were
thus established and placed three or
four miles apart, in a line about paral-

lel to the five permanent apiai'ies on
the bluff. In this way, wedge-shaped
territory measuring about four miles
wide at the south end and one mile at

the north end, seventeen miles long,

was occupied. No doubt if this migra-
tion had not been done, heavy feeding
to save these upland apiarie.s, during
August, September and October,
would have been necessai-y in order to

carry the spring count of 544 colonies
over for the next year. It is doubtful,
too, whether a sufficient quantity of
sugar or good honey could have been
obtained to feed all the colonies. The
result from the colonies comprising
the 30 per cent increase was also
gratifying. They built up well by
October 1 with plenty of honey for
the W'inter, and many of them pro-
duced as much as one to two supers
of surplus. The crop resulting shows
an average of 75 pounds per colony
for a spring count of 544, or 60
pounds for a fall count of 700.

Because of the failure of the spring
flow, some hea\'y feeding of sugar
syrup was done, as the 6,000 pounds
of sugar recorded testifies, same being
used dui-ing the spring and summer
months. Half was used to build up
the 30 per cent colony increases, made,
while the other half was fed to carry
the bees through the summer until the
fall crop arrived. About 500 pounds
of sugar was fed after the fall honey
flow, to provide brood-chambers which
contained a very large percentage ot
brood and a small quantity of honey.

There was but little annoyance or Although there was not sufficient

loss of bees from swarming. The honey flow at any of the apia'-It-j in

swarming recorded is about 4 per cent 1919 to carry the colonies along prop-
in 1919 and 2 per cent in 1920. V^ith erly before August 1, there was not
a little closer attention during the an entire lack of nectar. Vo; in-

height of the honey crop, :he last len stance, at the Dadant home apiary,
days of August, swarming could have where an increase of 50 colonies was
been reduced one-half in 1919. A made from a spring count of 59,
shortage of supers for some oi the there was a little steady honey flow
stronger colonies caused a crowded from 16 acres of sweet clover, during
condition, which must always be July, which was sufficient to furnish
avoided ahead of the height of a about as much nectar as the quantitv
honey flow. A few swarms came fron. of sugar syrup fed. At the Hiii a])i-

colonies headed by old queens The ary, there was a light flow of honey
various factors well known to control from various sources, after June 10,
and almost prevent swarming were lasting until the fall crop, which be-
practiced, and may be mentio!..Hl in gan about August 1. At the Sack
the order of their importance: apiary there was one light flow dur-

1—Young queens. ing the last 10 days of May, which
2—Large brood-nests with combs was only sufficient to help brood-

huilt from full sheets of comb-founda- rearing for about two weeks. Con-
tion. sequently, more feeding had to be

3—Plenty of extracting supers done, there, before the fall flow-

filled with drawn combs in snallow started. At the Koch apiai-y, there
supers. was the usual ten days' flow from

4—Plenty of ventilation and shade, black locust during the last days of
including spacing of frames I Ya May. This necessitated the placing
inches center to center. of many supers on hives and destroy-

5—No queen excluders. ing some queen-cells in order to pre-
6—Very few drones. vent swarming among colonies

I r?':Ĵ - .^*v". '
*i_ 1

Investment
1919 1920

Honey houses and equipment $1000.00 .$1000.00
(owned previous to 1916).

550 1-story hives, no bees, at $6.50 3575.00 3575.00
150 1-story hives, new, no bees at $9.75 1452.50
1375 supers at $1 1375.00 1375.00
375 supers, new, at $1.50 562.50

$5950.00 $7965.00
550 colonies bees at $5.00 2750.00
700 colonies bees at $5.00 3500.00

Receipts
$8700.00 $11465.00

1919
41,800 lbs. amber fall honey at 18c $7524.00-
462 lbs. beeswax at 40c 184.80
156 colonies increased bees at $5.00 780.00
13000 lbs. clover honey at 20c
12000 lbs. amber fall honey at 15c

lbs. beeswax at 35c

Expenditures
$8488.80
4603.10

1920

2600.00
1800.00

96.25

$4496.25
4361.16

Profit $3885.70 $ 135.09

Expenditures
1919 1920

_$ 704.00 133 hrs. at $1 $ 133.00

Labor

—

Dadant, 704 hrs at $1.
Help 3053 hrs. at 40c-.

Mileage (without driver)—
Ford, 3334 miles at 10c__
Dodge 1380 miles at 12 %c
Trucks 1638 miles at 22 %c

Sugar—
6000 lbs. at $9.85
500 lbs at $12.51

Queens

—

658 at 80c
Small equipment
Ban-els used 1 year

—

76 at $1
Rentals—Cash
Decrease in Colonies

—

Bees only
Depreciation on Investment—

5 per cent on $5950.00. _

1221.20 2325 hrs at 55c 1278.75

333.40 530 miles at lie 58.30
172.50 3464 miles at 14c 484.96
368.55 782 miles at 25c 195.50

591.00 6532 lbs. at 20c 1306.40
62.55

526.40
50.00

76.00
200.00

none

297.50

131 at $1 131.00
50.00

45 at $1 .».. 45.00
200.00

16 colonies at $5 80.00

5 per cent on $7965. 00__ 398.25

$4603.10 $4361.16
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headed by old queens. Later all this

nectar was consumed, and a little

feeding was done before the fall

flow began. The apiaries at Milli-

ken's and Holland's both experienced

a little flow, from white clover, which
was sufficient to carry them through
the month of June. The remaining
apiaries, Spencer, Poland and Le-

Maire, were heavily fed with sugar

syinip, and most colonies in those

apiaries were short of stores before

June 1.

In beekeeping, perhaps as much or

more than in any other occupation,

the operator must know what to do

and do it in time. Even the older,

experienced beekeeper, cannot af-

ford to slight his bees at a time when
they need attention. An example of

this occurred at our Sack apiary, dur-

ing the middle of May, when 70 of

the 81 colonies were found on the

point of starvation. This shortage of

food had gone to such an extent that

not only had the queens ceased lay-

ing and no honey could be found in

the hives, but the bees had actually

killed all their drones and were un-

capping sealed worker brood, as well

as dragging out the larva. An ex-

perience of this kind, to amateurs,
might easily be mistaken for a bad
case of disease throughout an apiary.

In spite of this setback, however, this

apiary, upon being promptly fed, was
carried for two weeks, until the

honey flow from black locust came,
the latter pax-t of the same month.
Eventually, this apiary did very well

for the season, as the record testifies

10 barrels of nice fall honey har-
vested.

Annual migration, for honey crops,

is not a common thing in the Missis-

sippi Valley, but is being practiced
with profit more and more in recent
years. 1919 was our first on a large
scale. To get full returns for the ef-

fort and expense, bees must reach the

field in time to get the full benefit of

crop yield at the temporary location.

When the spi-ing of 1920 opened
the prospects were about the same as

the previous year. Considerable
moisture, however, brought about a
small flow of white clover, which
eventually turned out to be 12,000
pounds, half of the year's crop. Too
much moisture caused a late growth
of the producing weeds of the low-

lands and many of them did not ma-
ture before September. Added to

this drawback, a drought set in at the

time when nectar secretion should
have been at its best, and in that way
the fall crop for 1920 was cut in two.

ECONOMY IN THE PRODUCTION
OF QUEEN BEES

Part II.—Dry Grafting Into Artifi-

cial Wax Cups

By Geo. D. Shafer

At least as early as 1888, and per-

haps before that, Doolittle had graft-

ed very young worker larvse directly

into "perfectly dry queen cells," and
had succeeded in having these accept-

ed and finished on the combs of a

colony preparing to swarm. When
he began using artificial cups of wax,
however, he followed the practice of

placing a portion of fresh royal jelly

(about the size of a BB shot, taken
from any unsealed queen-cell) in the

bottom of each cup, just before graft-

ing. By smearing the bottoms of ar-

tificial cups with royal jelly in this

way he found that a much larger pro-

portion of them would be accepted.

This practice of "wet grafting," as it

may be called, is generally recom-
mended by queen breeders and by
books on beekeeping. Pratt, how-
ever, claimed that his "Swarthmore
swarm-box" made it entirely unneces-

sary to place royal jelly in the cups

The home-made cell-cup dipping machine of Mr. J. E. Wing, San Jose, Calif., used for dipping
48 cell-cups at one operation, "b," cell-stick board; "s," cell-sticks; "w p," wax pan; "f,"

supporting frame for cell-stick board, "b," which is raised and lowered by turning "c." "d,"

slot device for adjusting the supporting frame "f" quickly, so that the cell-sticks will dip

into the wax to the proper depth, as the work of dipping proceeds, and the melted wax is

gradually used from the wax pan.

before grafting, and he did not fol-

low that practice. He saved time by
grafting directly from the worker-
cells into the dry artificial cell-cups,

and the bees in his swarm-box were
so eager to feed young larvae that
they accepted the little larvae in the
artificial cups and began feeding
them royal jelly at once. "Dry
grafting" in this manner is practiced
by Wing in preparing bars of cell

cups to be given his swarm-box hive,

with the same excellent results. In

"dry grafting" it must not be in-

ferred that the little larvae become
at all dry themselves during the
transfer, for such is not the case, if

proper larvae are taken. Huber es-

tablished the fact that larvae in

worker cells are fed with royal jelly

for about the first three days after

they hatch. Doolittle says (Page 29,

"Scientific Queen Rearing," Sixth edi-

tion) : "So far as I am able to judge,
the larva in a worker cell is sur-

rounded by three times the food it

can use for the first thii'ty-six hours
of its existence." This certainly
seems to be true in the case of all

worker larvae in colonies where there
are plenty of well-fed nurse bees.

In the "dry gi-afting" refeiTed to

here, only such larvae, about two days
old, surrounded in the worker cells

by an abundance of white royal jelly

are used. In taking up these larvae to

transfer them to the artificial cell-

cups, a goodly amount of the jelly is

taken up and transferred with the
larva to the cups. The little fellows
can sufl^er in no way, therefore, since
within a few minutes after the graft-
ing process they are being fed again
by the eager nurse bees in the swarm-
box hive.

The artificial cell-cups of wax
used by Wing are home-made by dip-

ping—cups being obtained like those
described by Doolittle. These are
preferred, because the edges of the
cups are thinner than those of the
waxen cups made by compression

—

more like the edges of queen-cells un-
der construction by the bees. In the
long run, he believes, the thin-edged
cells made by dipping yield a greater
proportion of large well-finished

queen-cells than the thicker edged,
shallower compressed cups. More-
over, he has learned how to make the
cups, by dipping on a large sca'e, just

as cheaply as the compressed cups
may be turned out. Forty-eight of
the usual cell-sticks are nested 'n a
board (9x14 inches) so that all the
sticks may be dipped into water at

the same time and then into a pan of
melted wax, uniformly, five or six

times. The machine shown in the
accompanying figures makes it possi-

ble to raise and lower the nest of cell-

sticks uniformly by simply turning
the crank "c." Forty-eight cell-cups

are thus dipped at one operation just
as quickly as a single cup is turned
out by twirling one stock in the man-
ner first described by Mr. Doolittle.

The cell-stick board "b" may be read-
ily removed from the apparatus. In

practice, three separate boards of
cell-sticks are provided. While one
set of cell-sticks is undergoing the
preparatory soaking and cooling in
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water, a second is being dipped by the
machine, and i>om the sticks of the
third board, which has just been re-

moved from the machine, an attend-
ant is removing the finished cell-cups.

Thus, as fast as one board is ready
to be removed, another is ready to be
inserted, and the uniformly neat cell-

cups are turned out at a rapic? rate.

These home-made cell-cups are fas-

tened with a drop of melted wax upon
thin, flat wooden cell-bases, irstead
of upon the well-known cylindiMcal

wooden cell-cup bases. Each flat

wooden base is about three-fo jrths

of an inch square and one-sixteenth
of an inch thick. The flat cell-bases

are stuck, with wax, upon plain
wooden cell-bars three-fourths of an
inch wide, and the latter are sup-
ported in an ordinary IfLiffrnan

frame. In practice it is not found
necessary to melt the wax each time
in order to fasten these banes to the
cell-bars. After they are once coat-
ed with beeswax, it is only necessary
to press the little bases down firmly
upon the bar to make them stick.

This may be done most rapidly before
the cell-cups are fastened to the
bases. The advantages of thpse thin,

flat cell-bases are that they may be
cheaply made at home in l.ira:e or
small numbers, cheaply replaced if

lost, and in introducing a ripe cueen-
cell into a colony or nucleus by
pressing it against a comb, the thin
edge of the flat base will mutilate the
comb much less than is apt to be the
case with the larger cylindrical cell-

cup base.
The author has sometimes made use

of the flat cell-cup bases in another
way, which may be of interest to those
acquainted with the "Alley plan" of
obtaining queen-cells on strips of
comb or vrith any similar plan of ob-
taining queen-cells on new comb.
Alley placed a new comb of worker
cells in the brood-nest of his breeding
queen for about four days, until he
obtained eggs and hatching larvae in

this comb. He then carefully brushed
it free of bees, took it to a warm
room, and with a thin, sharp, warm
knife, so as not to bruise the comb,
he cut it through every other par-
allel row of cells into long strips. The
cells of the row on one side of each
strip were now trimmed, or "cut
down to within one-fourth inch of
the midrib, and from this row of cells

on each strip a row of queen-cells
was obtained. Now in case of the
Alley plan (or any similar plan) the
queen-cells must necessarily be sep-
arated and carefully cut from the
strip of comb before they can be dis-

tributed to different queenless colo-
nies or nuclei, or to nursery cages.
This distribution of queen-cells can
be much more conveniently accom-
plished, of course, when the cells are
built on separate bases; and it is pos-
sible to so modify the Alley plan
(for example) as to have queen-cells
started on the flat wooden bases with-
out the necessity of grafting or us-
ing artificial queen-cell cups. Having
prepared strips of "cut-down" comb
by the Alley plan, carefully cut
across these so as to divide them into
many small pieces, each containing a

single cut-down cell. Ten or twelve
pieces (with larvae of the same size)

are now selected for each cell bar,
and one of these little pieces of comb
is fastened to each flat cell base on
the bar with a drop of wax just above
the melting temperature—the un-
trimmed side of the little piece of
comb having been touched to the
drop of wax in evci-y case. By this

means each cell base on the bar will

present one "cut-down" cell contain-
ing its little larva surrounded with
royal jelly. When cell bars prepared
thus are suspended in a swarm-box
hive in the usual way, the bees ac-
cept most of the larva in the "cut-
down" cells and so start queen-cells
on the separate cell bases. Grafting
into artificial cell-cups is to be pre-
ferred; nevertheless the method just
described is practical, and might be
used to advantage by those who for
any reason find grafting difficult.

California.

TOO MUCH HONEY FOR QUEEN-
REARING

By Nathan Martin

I was interested in the article en-
titled "Too Much Honey," by John
Protheroe (March number), and feel
prompted to tell you some of my ex-
perience along similar lines. It is

coming eight years, this spring, since
I started beekeeping, with two colo-
nies. I now have 48 colonies.

I was much interested in queen
rearing, almost from the start, and
feel much indebted to Mr. Doolittle.
It appears there is still considerable
controversy about this question. I

feel convinced that it is far better,

to rear the queens than buy them of
breeders. I have bought only a few,
and always found that queens reared
here were superior, in that their colo-

nies were better for honey gathering.
I run for extracted honey and have
averaged over 100 pounds per colony
for the past 3 years. I like to have
good colonies requeen themselves,
which they often do in second or
third season. I have had colonies that
stored over 150 pounds when queen
was in third year, so I have no use for
too frequent requeening. To avoid
having the cells buried in comb, and
comb honey at that, I provided a new
frame, last season, in which the cell

bars are near the bottom, and where
the top part is screened. If this va-
cant space wasn't screened, comb
would be built in it, or the sides of
adjacent combs bulged in, greatly in-

terfering with its manipulation.
The nearer the bottom they are,

the less honey bees put there. This

worked fine in height of honeyflow,
when used on strong queen-right
colonies in second super, and I got a
nice lot of queens from colonies that

stored between 1.50 and 200 pounds
of honey.

In practice I find some things dif-

ferent from what noted authors
claim. For instance: I have never
found it necessary to feed cell-build-

ing colonies, but I don't attempt such
work in a dearth of nectar. Early in

the season, before supers are on, I

am obliged to dequeen a colony if I

want grafted cells built out, but not
afterwards, when the honey season is

good. When selecting strong colo-

nies for cell building, I take the gen-
tle ones, those that need no smoke for
opening the hive; for I look at them
quite often. My plan is to restrict

swarming, but I like to make use of
swarming queen-cells when they oc-
cur on valuable and gentle stocks.
From this means I have propagated
some of my best colonies.
You aver that a queen doesn't lay

in a completed queen-cell (one made
at beginning for that purpose). I

think she does. Here is my proof:
Take a strong colony having several
incipient queen-cells built, but no
brood in them. If you dequeen this

stock, no cells will be completed on
these foundations, but rather over
worker cells. If you let this colony
go ahead with its swarming program,
you will find, at first, eggs in these
previously built queen-cells, and later
on, the fully developed peanut-
shaped swarming cells, so different

from those emergency cells.

Canada.

THE PRINCIPLES OF BREEDING
APPLIED TO BEES
By Geo. A. Coleman

It is now a commonly accepted and
well understood fact that the physical
b; sis of all li^nng things is the ce:l. a
.'^mall portion of living matt3r usually
enclosed in i thin membrane and con-
taining a v.ell defined center called
the nuclHUij. The great majority >f

cells are coi.cemed only in the buili!-

ing up and maintainance of body
structures (tissues, organs^ blood,
etc.), but a few, called the germ c^^lls,

are set apart for the sp 'Oial function
of reproduction. Thesd. are devel-
oped in the generative organs as eggs
in the ovaries of the fem.ile and as
sperm in the testes of the mal?.

The Beginning of a New Individual

The germ cells contain living ma-
terial known as germ-plasm, vvnich is

composed of elements a part of which
pass unchanged from generation to
generation and carry the characteris-
tics of the individual and of the race
down the line of descent. As a result
of mating there is a mingling of the
germ plasm of two individuals carry-
ing inherited characters of both. The
queen mates but once, when she re-

ceives enough sperm from the drone
to fertilize her eggs throughout her
period of active production.
The characteristics of the new in-

dividual, resulting from the union of
male and female germ cells is found
to be determined by certain bodies in
the nuclei of the cells known in sci-

entific parlance as chromosomes (col-

ored bodies) , which are brought over
in equal numbers from each parent
with the exception of an odd body
known as the X chromosome, which
determines the sex of the new individ-
ual. All the chromosomes but the
latter are in pairs, and their number
varies with the kind of animal or
plant, varying in the domestic ani-
mals from 40 to 48. The cells of the
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queenbee have 32, while those of the
drone have only 16.

Usually, before fertilization, the
male and female germ cells pass
through a preparatory process dur-
ing which the number of chromosomes
is reduced one-half and at fertiliza-

tion, therefore, the union of the egg
and sperm gives rise to a cell having
the characteristic number of chromo-
somes, one-half coming from the
mother and one-half from the father.

The peculiar odd chromosome may be
present in the fertile egg from only
one parent, or from both parents, and
it has been found that the pairing of
this body from both parents always
results in the new individual being a
female. The male results from an
egg bearing only one X chromosome.

In the honeybees, the process of
parthenogenesis (virgin birth) gives
an unusual result, because the un-
fertile egg of the queenbee is able to

produce a new individual, but since it

cames only one of the X bodies, from
the mother, this individual is always a

male. The sperm of the drone also

always carries one X body and its

union with the X body in the egg of
the queen, therefore, always gives
rise to a female. This easily explains
the peculiar phenomenon so confus-
ing to beekeepers but so valuable in

breeding.
Mendelism

Scientific breeding has been devel-

oped from the investigations of Gre-
gor Mendel, an Augustinian monk,
who first published his results in

1865. Essentially, Mendelism is an
attempt to explain heredity on a sta-

tistical basis, and its operation is best
illustrated by some of Mendel's own
experiments. By crossing tall and
dwarf sweet peas he obtained hybrid
plants, all of which were tall like the
tall parent, but when the seeds from
these tall hybrids were grown, three-
fourths of the plants were tall, like
the original tall variety, and one-
fourth were dwarf, like the original
dwarf variety. Continuing the ex-
periments, Mendel found that these

dwarf plants of the second generation
bred true, producing only dwarf
plants; but of the tall plants, one-
third only bred true, the other two-
thirds producing three-fourths tall hy-
brids and one-fourth dwarfs.

Mendel studied hybrids involving
several pairs of contrasting characters
and found that, in every case, one
member of each pair of characters
was expressed unchanged in the hy-
brids, whereas the other member of
the pair became latent, and its pres-
ence could only be detected by grow-
ing the progeny of the hybrids. Those
characters, which were expressed un-
changed, Mendel termed dominant
characters, while the latent ones he
called recessive. In the above ex-
periments, for example, tallness was
dominant and dwarfness was reces-
sive. The dominant character pos-
sesses a double significance, since
either a uniform progeny of dom-
inants can be secured or hybrid pro-
geny in which one-fourth of the off-

spring displays the contrasted reces-
sive chai'acter.

Since Mendel's time a vast number
of experiments have been canied on,
using animals like rabbits, guinea
pigs, or white mice, which breed very
rapidly, and insects like the fruit fly,

which can be produced under artificial

conditions with great rapidity. The
principle of Mendelism has been
found to hold good in all. Recent ex-
periments by Wilmon Newell in the
breeding of selected queens and the
crossing of races show that the honey-
bee is no exception. He found that
pure Italian queens, mated to Carni-
olan drones, produce only Italian
drones, and Carniolan queens, mated
to Italian drones, produce only Carni-
olan drones, which is strictly in ac-
cordance with Dzierzon's theory.
However, the daughters of these hy-
brid queens produce both Carniolan
and Italian drones, produce them in

equal numbers and do not produce
any other kind. The practical appli-
cation of this is that the only test of
an Italian queen's mating is found in

r3s^: >- -^^ J.'-i^s^miM&^M^

A group of Italian railrnail ni n receiving instruction in l)eckcciiing from Inspcclui loseiili
Montagano, of the Construction Office at Vcllctri. Province of Komc.

the color of the drones produced by
her daughters. The term "tested
queen," therefore, as it is ordinarily
used, is a misnomer, as far as pure
mating is concerned.

Hereditary Characters

Every breeding animal should be
absolutely perfect physically, since it

has been found that animals, physic-
ally defective at birth, are apt to
transmit their defects to their off-

spring. It is therefore necessai-y that
the breeding queen be absolutely per-
fect physically, and just as much at-
tention should be given to producing
and having, in the mating yard, only
the most mature and perfect drones.

Fertility and Fecundity

Fertility is of next importance.
The term signifies the ability of the
mother to produce active, living
young. Fecundity is used to desig-
nate the potential reproductive capac-
ity of the individual. In the mother-
bee it can be measured accurately
and directly by keeping a record of
the number of full frames of brood
produced during the season. A few
seasons' work of accurate record-
keeping will show that there is a wide
variation, even with the best selected
stock. In general, it will also be
found that queens of the greatest fe-
cundity are' those of the largest size
and the most perfect physical devel-
opment.
The factors which affect fecundity

are varied. The environment of the
queen undoubtedly has much to do
with her egg-laying ability. For ac-
curate results, therefore, the queen
breeder must supply the proper equip-
ment, especially an abundance of
room in the brood-chamber, and plen-
ty of food, in order that there may be
no checking of egg production. 0th-
ei-wise how can he expect the queen
to demonstrate her ability? Get rid
of all cramped brood-chambers, small
hives and baby nuclei.

Inbreeding

Darwin concluded that all organic
beings benefit from an occasional
cross, and that the inevitable result
of continued inbreeding is loss of size
and a decrease in vigor and fertility.

At times, also, there is an increased
tendency towards malformations.
Recent investigations, however, have
shown that inbreeding, accompanied
by selection for high productiveness,
results in maintaining the fertility of
the race. It was also found, though,
that low fertility sometimes acts like
a Mendelian recessive, appearing in
alternate generations, and it would
seem, even from these experiments,
that inbreeding holds dangerous pos-
sibilities.

Prepotency

It was an early observation of ani-
mal breeders that some animals pos-
sess a supei'ior power of impressing
their offspring with their character-
istics. This peculiar power is tei-uied
prepotency. The existence of prepo-
tent animals cannot be denied, al-

though by just what means the.r yve-
potency is expressed has not yet been
determined. Bees are no exception,
since we have instances of gi-eat fer-
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tility in certain queenbees wl-.i'.'h hiiVL'

become of unusual value as broeders.

Inheritance of Disease

Disease is an abnormal process ex-

hibited in some part of the body and
dependent for its initial impetus upon
some external cause. Obviously, if

we accept such a definition as this,

there cannot be such a thing as the
inheritance of disease. It has been
demonstrated, however, that certain

conditions in the body which predis-

pose it to disease are inhei-ited. The
fact that a disease may reappear in

successive generations does not con-
stitute inheritance, since successive

generation may often be subjected
to the same conditions of life which
favor predisposition to the disease,

and the disease will, therefore,

appear as often as the proper external

stimulus is applied.

Fortunately, it appears that in gen-
eral, the normal state of health is the

dominant condition and that predispo-

sitions are dependent for the most
part upon the action of recessive fac-

tors. The most striking examples of

heredity taints occur in the human
race and it is a matter of grave con-

cern that fully 30 per cent of the

population of the earth should be bur-

dened with some physical defect in-

herited from ancesti-y. The animal
breeder does not propagate his defec-

tives. He rigidly culls them out, and
the few defectives which do occur
from generation to generation are im-
mediately condemned, as far as breed-
ing purposes are concerned. We
should follow this rule persistently,

and with the greatest care, in queen
breeding.

Immunity to Disease

As far as bees are concerned, im-
munity to disease is a matter of pro-

ducing queens of such perfect phys-
ical development that they are able to

produce practically one hundred per
cent perfect workers which will give

lai-vae adequate attention and food,

producing in them a high degree of

resistance to disease.

Use of a Pedigree System

The only rational method of deter-

mining which individuals are best for
breeders is one in which a careful rec-

ord is kept of the ancestry for at

least four generations, and of the be-

havior of the individual queen for at

least two generations. It is not neces-

sary to go back of the fourth genera-
tion, since in the fifth generation
there would be thirty ancestors to re-

cord, and beyond this it would be an
endless task with no practical benefit.

The most important part of the rec-

oi-d is the behavior of the individual
breeding queen. In order that we
may have such a pedigree system es-

tablished, the author proposes the fol-

lowing, which has been in use in his

own breeding yard for the pa.st n/e
years, and has been practical and of

value
First—The selection of all bi-eeding

queens upon a basis of constitutional

vigor and vitality, measured by p ?r-

formance in egg-laying and the ler.uth

of breeding season, the number of full

frames of worker brood, in a year, to

be the test of fecundity.

Second—The jjerformance of the
workei's as shown by their record in

honey production.
Third—Selection of queens whose

progeny have never shown a disposi-

tion to disease of any kind.

Fourth—The selection of drones
for mating from queens which show
as good a record as the breeding
queens, and preferably from a dif-

ferent strain of bees.

Fifth—The use of a pedigree by
which it will be possible for the

breeder to tell the parentage, for four
generations at least, of any breeding
queen.

In the establishment of such a sys-

tem, it is first necessary to discover
the queens which have the quality de-
sired, and the best way of doing this

is by selection. The breeder should
first secure tested queens from as
large a number of proved strains as
possible and from these queens, and
their daughters, he may select for his

own stock. The author has been us-
ing this system and the results have
been surprising in many ways, disap-
pointing in some, perhaps, but finally

resulting in a few strains of Italians

which have given a good account of
themselves. From these strains, the
author proposes to select tested
queens and breeders, and to give them
as wide a distribution as possible, in
order that they may be tried out un-
der varied conditions. Record cards
will be furnished with each queen, for
a record of her performance, and this

card is to be returned so that we may
have a check on our breeding stock.
We will thus be able to eliminate
queens which are not strictly up to
standard.

California.

CONTRADICTIONS
By Jess Dalton

A common method of requeening
is to kill the old queen and give a ripe
cell. I have never had uniform success
by this method, often losing three-
fourths of the cells introduced. No
matter whether I waited two minutes
or two days before giving the cells.

Last summer in raising queens and
making increase, I often had a sur-
plus of cells. To use these cells I often
took three frames of brdod and
placed them in a nucleus box, insert-

ed a cell between them, shook a few
pounds of bees into it, closed the box
and placed on a stand. I iosl practi-

cally none of these cells.

I have practiced running virgin

queens in with smioke for years with
fair success. Last summer I had 18

small colonies to requeen. Just 18

virgin queens were saved, and choos-
ing favorable conditions I smoked
them in. I had grown so confident of

success that no provision was made
for failure. I never had such a fail-

ure, nor have I any clue as to the

cause. I lost 17 of the 18.

I have had two queens in one hive
time and again under the supersed-
ure impulse. I have also had a few
mate from an upper story over an ex-
cluder accidentally, with a laying
queen below. Although I have tried

to repeat the same condition, I have
never been successful—not Once.
To introduce a laying queen I

placed her with the cage open be-

tween two frames of emerging Lrood,
from which all bees had been
brushed. These frames are placed in

a super with a newspaper between it

and the colony below. This greatly
reduces the loss.

There are a lot of things very hard
to account for. There are more con-
tradictions in the bee business than
in any other with which I ai.i ac-

quainted.
Louisiana.

CARE OF MAILED QUEENS
It often happens that a beekeeper

receives a few queens from the
breeder and cannot use them at once.

Perhaps the weather is bad and he is

unable to vvnork in his apiary, or he
fails to find promptly the old queens
which he desires to replace. In order
to preserve, in the best possible shape,

the queens which have been received,

they should be kept in a dark, quiet

place, of even temperature. If there

are several queens and the beekeeper
uses only a few at a time, each cage
should be looked over carefully and
the one which appears to be the least

lively should be used first. Very
often the cages contain a dead bee
or two, and these should by all means
be used as promptly as possible.

Queens, if packed properly with the

right kind of sugar candy, live sev-

eral days in quiet confinement. The
quieter they are kept, the less they
are handled, the longer they will live:

if handled in daylight they attempt to

get out of the cage, and worry.
Sometimes the candy does not have

sufficient moisture, and it is well to

put a drop or two of water lO'U each
cage. It is not because the bees need
water, as they can go a long time
without it, but if the candy is hard,

it helps them to soften it.

Keeping caged queens right over
brood-combs in a qu'cenright or

queenless colony is practiced also, but
one must be sure that the bees of the

hive cannot get to the candy of the

cage. The bees of a hive will feed

any nirmber of queens, in cages, even
if they have one of their own, but
they will allow the caged workers to

starve.

In any case, queens should be used
as promptly as possible after being
received, and instructions for intro-

ducing must be very carefully fol-

lowed. If introduced during a dearth
of honey, late in the evening is the

best time to put the queen in. The
old queen may be killed at any time

during the day. or she may be caged
and the new queen introduced in her
place after everything is settled and
robbers have ceased to roam about.

The queen is then introduced with
much less danger of the bees taking a

dislike to her than if she is put in

while the colony is still excited.

As a matter of course, if queens
die while held in this way, the ship-

per is not responsible. Breeders guar-
antee safe arrival and should not be
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liable for any delays after arrival. But
many a queen could be saved that is

lost because of careless handling. I

have seen queens in cages handed
around for hours among the children

of the family out of curiosity and as

if they were a thing to play vifith.

They require great care, their future

fertility depending upon the atten-

tion given them, and that is what
prompts this statement.

BEES WHICH WOULD NOT AC-
CEPT A QUEEN

By Rev. Albert R. Rue

In your January issue I read with
interest the article by Eugene Hol-
loway entitled "Colony of Bees that

Would Not Accept a Queen." It is

of much interest to me because of

some unique experiences I had this

summer along the same line. In June
I ordered a dozen pure Italian queens
from a well-known breeder of queens
in the South. I introduced them ac-

cording to directions, as I had often

done before. Most of the colonies

accepted the queens as soon as they

were gnawed out of the cages. Two
gave me difficulty.

One aO'lony had a young queen in

the spring, superseding a pure Ital-

ian that I had introduced the year

before. I did not like her, and so

killed her, immediately introducing

the new queen from the South. After

about a week I opened the hive, as

I did the others. I found most of the

queens laying, but there was no sign

of a queen in this hive. I was pretty

sure they had killed her, because they

had a fine array of queen-cells

started. I took all the cells out and
sent for another queen in the South-

land. She arrived in six days. I

introduced her in the same way.
About ten days later I went into the

hive to see what had happened. I

found not a sign of a queen any-

where. I then sent South for an-

other. In about a week she arrived.

I went into the hive and looked it

through very carefully to be sure

they had not slipped one over on me,
and hatched a queen for themselves.
There was no sign of anything to in-

dicate a living queen. Then I intro-

duced the third queen in the same
way. After a week I looked into

the hive and found no queen. I wait-
ed another week and looked again,

thinking that maybe the third queen
was there, but was delayed in laying
because of the long trip from the

South. But there was no queen in

the hive.

Then I was just wondering what
to do next. I felt I had spent enough
money and time on that swarm. I

planned to let them raise one of their

own. I took a frame of fresh eggs
from a hive that two months ago ac-

cepted their queen, and gave it to this

swarm. They immediately started

queen-cells, and in due time hatched
out a fine queen. She was certainly

a beauty. I think I never saw a finer

young queen the second day after

she had emerged. It was getting

late, and there were few, if any,

drones in my apiary besides those in

the hive with the young queen. She
was fertilized during the week fol-

lowing, and had time before going
into winter quarters to lay just a

few eggs on two different frames.
The other . of the two colonies

worked differently. They had a jet

black queen, being a wild swarm I

found on a bush. I killed her and in-

troduced one of the twelve queens,

the same as all the -others. While
she remained in the cage waiting for

the bees in the hive to release her,

the bees had built some queen-cells

on one of the outer frames. I saw
them there when taking the center

frames out a week later to see if the

bees had accepted the new queen. I

found her on the center frames and
laying. It was at this time I saw
the small quen-cells on the side

frames. Three weeks later I opened
the hive to take a little look at things.

I saw a few fine Italian bees crawl-

ing about, just as baby bees. There
was some other capped brood emerg-

ing and ready to emerge. Then there
seemed to be nothing else but fresh
eggs. I knew something was wrong,
and on further investigation I found
the pure Italian queen was gone, and
they had raised a young queen, black
as black could be, from the eggs of

the former queen in the hive.

Those two colonies are in winter
quarters, both with queens of their

own choice, and not those that I

wanted them to have.
Iowa.

Fart of the apiary of O. E. Timm, Secretary of the Nebra-.k:i Honey Produ<?ers' Association.

This yard averaged 76 pounds per colony of surplus.

DIFFICULT QUEEN INTRODUC-
TION

By W. E. Jaor

After reading the experience of Mr.
Eugene Holloway in the January
Journal, and also the editor's answer,
it has occurred to me that a little fur-

ther comment might be of interest.

Of course the editor is right that

the best time to introduce a queen is

immediately after the removal of the

old queen, but sometimes we have to

introduce her to a colony that has
been queenless some time.

I had a colony at one time that re-

fused everything I offered them.
They were blacks that I was trying to

Italianize. It was getting late in the

season and I had about concluded to

break them up. However, I had a

queen (fine, pure-blooded, but old)

that had been superseded several

times successively, having been
switched several times to other hives

while being superseded. She appeared
very feeble and I despaired of her
living more than a week or two. I

opened the black hive without smoke
and dripped her on the frames and
put back the cover. Three days later

she was laying "to beat the band,"

and brought the colony safely

through the winter. I secured sev-

eral good queens from her the next
spring before she was finally super-

seded.
Another case : A colony swarmed

and lost its virgin and had devel-

oped laying workers. I had been sick,

so I could not get to them before this

condition developed.
I also had a colony with a 2-year-

old queen that was not holding her

end up. I took her out and in a very
careless, hurried way, smoked her

into the laying worker colony, which
was in a leaky hive, all of which was
against probable success. In due
time there was plenty of capped
worker brood.

Now why? Other experiences sup-

port my explanation, which suggests

the remedy for a colony long without

a queen.
A queen that is old or apparently

failing, or even feeble from starva-

tion, will ivot be attacked by bees,

(sometimes in a queen-right colony,

until she has recovered.) Therefore,

introduce to the long queenless hive

an old or feeble queen, by either the

smoke or starvation methods. You
do not value the colony much, for the

bees are generally old, and you do
not value the queen much, because

she also is old and perhaps never was
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much good. Therefore the risk is

small. By old age or starvation (till

the queen is nearly dead) or the
smoke method, they will generally be
accepted. Never use a cage method
under such circumstances, unless you
keep the queen confined nearly a

week, making sure no young queen or
cells are developed, and then, gen-
erally, you are likely to fail.

When your old worthless queen is

at work and thoroughly at home,
then as the colony is queenright, re-

place her with the queen you want in

the hive, by any method that you
normally succeed with.
Another oversight, I think, by Mr.

Holloway, is given in his article. Two
virgins hatched on two different oc-

casions. Why was this permitted?
Only one cell should have been al-

lowed to emerge.
However, these long queenless

colonies are generally not worth
much anyway.
Texas.

Surely there is much yet to be
learned about the burly, noisy, hungry
drone.
Rhode Island.

WHY IS A DRONE?
By Arthur C. Miller

Search me, I don't know; but I do
kinow they are strange fellows of

many peculiarities. Their coming,
staying and going is as the wind
which blpweth where it listeth. One
year they appear weeks ahead of the

usual time in almost all of the colo-

nies, and perhaps in mid-season
scarcely one can be found. Again
some fall, as in this one, the workers
start early to drive forth the drones,

and then suddenly the drive ceases
and then drone-brood in all stages ap-

pears in the hives. Also this year
much superseding has been observed
as late as the first of October. Why
are drones allowed in solid ranks to

cover outlying sealed brood? I ven-

ture to say they gathered there to

keep themselves warm and the work-
ers withdrew to the inner recesses.

And why did the workers desert the

outlying brood and leave it to the

care of the drones?
Why are colonies with an excess of

drones more apt to swarm than are

those with few drones? What have
the big, lumbering, lazy fellows to do
with the swarm impulse, anyway?

If odor of a colony is carried by a

bee and governs its reception by an
alien colony, then why are drones per-

mitted to come and go at will into any
colony they chance upon? • Surely
they did not shed their home odor.

Now drones do possess a sex odor
and when they are abundant in a hive

their presence is easily detected by a

smell at the entrance if the apiarist

has a keen sense of smell. Some per-

sons have an exceptionally keen sense
of smell and can develop and train it,

and make it useful in bee culture,

even if it is oft an annoyance to its

possessor when compelled to enter a

crowded conveyance.
Can we, by a more complete knowl-

edge of drones, their presence, abund-
ance, habits, retention and expulsion,

judge of colony, weather and crop
conditions?

BEE FEED
By A. F. Bonney

During the past few years the price
of cane sugar was so high, and it was
so difficult to get, that I fed honey,
both for winter stores and brood
rearing, and am now glad that it hap-
pened, for there is no question in my
mind that honey, the natural food of
the bees, is the best thing to give
them. Of course we know they will

live when given sugar syrup, just as a
child will exist on a makeshift diet,

but as we know the child will not im-
prove, either physically or mentally,
we may assume the bees will not.

They will lack something.
At a time in the past I secured a

sanmple of the "invert sugar," largely
advertised as a winter feed for bees.
An examination of it led me to think
it was not made of cane sugar. While
investigating this I had been trying
to invert cane sugar without using
an acid. I knew that a syrup made by
percolation would not crystallize in

months, but as I could not figure out
any chemical change, I finally gave up
and wrote to Park, Davis & Co., who
turned my letter over to Mr. J. M.
Francis, their head chemist, as I ex-
pected them to do. I wish to call at-

tention to his remarks, that "the in-

vert sugar which you refer to as be-
ing put on the market is probably not
made from cane sugar .... and

:

"I should be very wary of feeding
those bees before I had demonstrated
by practical experience that it would
not cause disease during the winter
months."
The Francis letter follows

:

"Invert sugar can be prepared, and
in fact is prepared, from cane sugar
by heating in the presence of a little

dilute acid.

"There is absolutely no reason to

assume that invert sugar would be
formed from cane sugar by age or ex-

posure to the oxygen of the air.

"Theoretically, cane sugar syrup, if

slightly acidulated might produce a
trace of invert sugar on long standing
at comparatively warm temperature.
One could hardly expect, however,
that there would be any appreciable
amount produced in this way.

"I am rather inclined to believe,

therefore, that if you could learn the

true history of the sample of syrup
which you found not to show any
tendency to crystallization, you
would find that it originally had been
invert by heating after the addition

of a little citric or tartaric acid in

preparing it for bee feed.

"The invert sugar which you refer

to as being put on the market is prob-
ably not made from cane sugar at all,

but is undoubtedly prepared by a

chemical process from starch or some
other very much cheaper material.

In other words, this commercial invert

sugar is very likely to rank pretty
close to the artificial dextrose or glu-

cose which is now prepared in enor-
mous quantities and procured at a
relatively cheap price. I should be
very wary of feeding these to 1 ees be-
fore I had demonstrated by practical
experience that it would not cause
disease during the winter season."

HONEY BUTTER
By Allen Latham

One of the greatest drawbacks to
succeessful marketing of extracted
honey is its tendency, indeed almost
certainty, to candy. I find people in
general very suspicious of candied
honey, and that much argument and
considerable skill are required to con-
vince the average person that granu-
lated honey is pure. Even when con-
vinced, they are convinced against
their will, and, I fear, "are of the
same opinion still." A very deter-
mined campaign of education is vi-

tally necessary, and this article is in-

tended as a gun to help in this cam-
paign.

One of the strongest arguments
that can be offered is that arising
from the injury done to honey
through heat. I find that people will

listen when I tell them that unless
honey is heated and kept hot for a
long time before it is bottled it is

very likely to granulate. As granu-
lation in the glass jars hurts the sale
of the honey, the bottler is likely, in

his efforts to prevent this granula-
tion, to carry the heating so far that
he seriously injures it, as he
causes the loss of the aroma and fla-

vor, for these are volatile oils and
heat drives them out of the honey.
The heating also causes the loss of
vitamins, those mysterious some-
things which are apparently so very
essential to our health and well-
being.
Then one can follow up this argu-

ment by saying that honey hardened
into a solid mass is very edible as
soon as one gets over his suspicions
that it is not pure honey. This hard
honey carries all the good points of
fresh, liquid honey, except that it is

not a liquid. What of that? Use it

like butter. Spread it on bread and
biscuits. Use it like real butter, or
like peanut butter.
When this point is reached a coun-

ter argument is advanced. "But I

don't like it, it feels as if I had some
sand on my tongue." Now, how are
we going to meet that argument? It

is real. It is no phantom of the im-
agination. One cannot pooh-pooh it

away.
A few years ago a well-known bee-

keeper of another State presented
me with a jar of candied honey. He
told me that he sold most of his honey
in that form. Well, if his customers
ate it in that form I think that they
must have been very indifferent to
what they put into their mouths. That
honey was granulated very coarsely,
with almost nothing between the
granules. The grains were so coarse
and hard that they dissolved very
slowly, so that the flavor and sweet-
ness were almost completely camou-
flaged. I can frankly say that if that
were the only form in which honey
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were served to me, I should go with-
out eating honey.

It seems quite an obvious thing
that, if we are to get the public to

eat candied honey, we must serve it

to them in a form which is palatable
• to the average person. There are
some people who do not differentiate

in such matters, but this is not true
of the majority. We must serve the
majority. Consider our present day
confections. Is there one form of
confection more universally popular
than the chocolate cream? Unless one
dislikes chocolate, there is scarcely a
person who does not love a chocolate
cream. The reason is simple. The
smooth, velvety interior of the choco-
late drop melts down upon the tongue
in a most satisfying manner. It does
not separate into a lot of granules to

suggest sand to the tongue, as does
coarsely granulated honey.

You see the lesson taught. We
must make the candied honey take the

consistency of the fondant of the con-
fection. Once let the public into the
secret of honey candied to the vel-

vety smoothness of a high-grade choc-
olate cream, and our campaign is won.

To turn the trick is the next thing.

Can we control the candying of our
honey? Can we, at will, make it turn
out smooth rather than coarsely
grained? I wish that I could surely
answer yes to this, but fear that some
difficulties lie here, which only time
and study can possibly remove, if at

all. Some honeys will not candy at

all, other honeys will candy very
quickly; some tend to candy in coarse
grains while others take a fine texture
when granulation occurs. Two things,

however, help greatly in producing a
fine grained honey. These two things
are density and agitation. _
No honey which is extracted while

insufficiently ripened will take a good
grain when candied. We have herein
another sound reason for extracting
honey only after it is well ripened.
Green honey is one of the worst ene-
mies of the extracted-honey producer.
Well ripened honey, if it will candy
at all, can readily be made to take a

smooth, velvety consistency upon
granulation.

I have for some years sold candied
honey as honey butter. I never have
made a special matter of selling my
honey this way, for the simple reason
that some seasons I cannot get my
honey to granulate. My main crop is

from sumac, and this variety of honey
will sometimes not granulate for
years. It will get gummy, but will

not grain. But if clover yields, and if

I get some fall honey, I can blend
these three and get an exceedingly
fine article. The conditions this past
season were favorable, the product
being about 40 per cent clover, 50 per
cent sumac and 10 per cent golden-
rod. I might say here that the golden-
rod honey in my locality is the same
color as clover honey. Upon the ar-

rival of cold weather a blend of these
three honeys can be made to take the
form of butter in a few 'days. Daily
agitation is desirable. The honeys
are put into a barrel and the contents
stirred a little every day. Much
Stirring is not essential, simply a dis-

turbance of the centers of crystalliza-
tion.

I wished to make a specialty of
my honey butter this winter and pre-
pared about a ton. I filled nearly
2,000 pound cartons of the waxed
variety with the butter when it was
nearly ready to become hard. My
daughter is an artist, and she pre-
pared for me a carton or poster, and
some lettered borders for a window
display. A photograph of this win-
dow display is seen on the front cover
of this magazine. Coincident with
starting this window display in one of
the central grocery stores of Nor-
wich, I put several little advertise-
ments in the morning paper. The day
before these advertisements appeared
I went about to all the stores which
might handle the goods, grocery
stores, drug stores, delicatessen
stores, etc., and offered to place the
honey in the stores at my risk. I

placed the honey in about 22 stores.

The sales exceeded expectations. I

had to renew the stock in some of
the stores early the following week.
The sal^s were not transient, either,
but have kept right up. My stock is

nearly exhausted. A large number
of people have become acquainted
with honey in this form, and have
fallen in love with it. "Simply de-
licious," "Mighty good," and similar
expressions, are very common. I

clearly foresee that another season
will bring a great demand for honey
in this form.

We all recognize the desirability of
disposing of our extracted honey in
the candied state. I wish this article
to be an entering wedge to lift ex-
tracted honey to a higher plane. We
must see to it that our product meets
the demands of the people of keen
tastes, and sensitive palates. Coarse,
sandy honey will never become popu-
lar, whereas the finely grained prod-
uct speaks for itself and creates popu-
larity unaided.

Connecticut.
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May. From now till then, the bees
will indulge in the rosemary flowers,
which abound in all Spain.

The beauty of the Alhambra, the
red building where Aisha, the mother
of the king, lived, can hardly be ap-
preciated by the present generation.
Up in the garden were the apiaries
which furnished the exquisite honey
of rosemary. Moslems never drink
any fermented liquors, but "pure
honey, given directly from Allah" to

wise people, as the Coran says in its

.ird chapter, was largely used at
Court.
The Moorish-Spaniards thought so

much of their bees and of their honey,
without which they could not imag-
ine a delicate dish, than on their ex-
peditions to the newly-discovered
Continent of America, they caiTied
bees along in their caravels. So the
ancestors of the bees of the United
States and West Indies were brought
from Spain, and it was through the
ports of Cartagena and Malaga that
they were carried through their long
journey, by sail. The Moors and
Neo-Spaniards must have been great
experts, to can-y bees with them at a
time when neither wire-cloth nor any-
thing equivalent to it was known, to

close up the hives.

In Northern Spain, progress is

much slower than in the South, on ac-
count of the commerce of the latter

with sea-faring nations. The} old

Islamitic or Arabian hives are still

in use all through Navarre and the
Basque countries. In the South, their

colonies are either in jars or in alfa-

wicker baskets, set upright, the Euro-
pean fashion. The Moorish, or rather
the Oriental fashion, was to keep the
hives in horizontal position, 10 inches
in height, by about 32 inches in

length. I have met with these hives
all over Cyprus, Palestine and Egypt,
through North Africa and some parts
of Spain. This fashion is Islamitic,

as the bees were and are considered
sacred, and honey was to be taken
away only from the end, using a lit-

tle smoke to drive away the bees, but
not destroying them with sulphur,
which is the Northern fashion. Al-
though the Spaniards are now Chris-
tian, in the sense of keeping Sunday
instead of Friday, which is the sa-

cred day of Islam, they have inhei--

ited the Moslem respect for apicul-
ture and agriculture in general. The
names of many towns and villages,

and especially of rivers, are of Arab
origin, and they have the flat-roofed
houses and cactus hedges around
the villages. They draw water from
the wells with the Arabian wheel.

The orange gardens along the plain
of the Guadamar give plenty of bee-
fodder in April, when the trees are
white with the strongly scented flow-
ers of the Hesperides trees.

The South Spaniards distinguish
two kinds of bees: the smaller ones
are commonly called "accarrago
billadas"; they are very active and
gather pollen and honey much faster
than the larger kind; they are per-
haps called after an Arab term "El
Karagoz," which means "circus
player," on account of their quick
ways. They have a pretty orange-

yellow band on the first ring of the
abdomen, but so small is it that it is

hardly visible. They are quite ag-
gressive.

I stopped at a village called
"Muchemiel," and thought that its

name must be derived fi-om the
French "Mouche a miel," or "honey
fly." They laughed at my suggestion,
although their word for honey is "la
miel," feminine; while in French it

is "le miel," masculine.^ But I ob-
tained what I Wanted; I saw their
larger bees, which ai-e of the same
size as the Southern French bee, but
won't gather honey sa fast as the
"accaragos." They take honey from
them by smoking them with a roll of
cloth made of sack or burlap, lighted
on the end. In the summer they look
for queen-cells, and if they find any,
they cut out the part of the comb
upon which they hang and insert it

in a new hive or "colmena," which is

placed on the spot occupied by the old
stock. Thus Rodriguez, the owner of
the apiary visited, told me he man-
aged his bees, for he had "no time to
i-un after swarms." But he believed
that they had a "king" to lead them
out at swarming time, but at other
times the king reigns in tranquility."

They melt their honey combs by
sun heat, and afterwards sell the wax
to "wax workers."

Wax is used for purposes which are
peculiar to that country. In a church
near Alicante is kept the authentic
veil with which St. Veronica wiped
the face of Christ as he was taken to
Calvary. The Church is therefore
called "Santa Fax, ' Holy Face. Ail-
ing people come there to pray for a
cure and, when their prayers ai-e

granted, they donate to the church a
wax representation of the part of
limb or of body which has been cured.
This is made of pui-e beeswax; a
hand, a limb, a face, etc. So bees-
wax brings a good price for this pur-
pose, especially as wax candles are
also offered at the same time, on ac-
count of their sweet odor when burn-
ing.

"The bees," said Rodriguez, "are
better chemists than men; they
gather the remedies for all diseases.

in all kinds of flowers and offer them
to human beings."
On the feathery palm trees at

Elche, how many tons of sweets are
gathered, by our good little friends,
who wisely bring home the wonderful
drug, liked by children and by grown
people as well

!

I am now gleaning information
among the Algerians and may go
among Saharian bees. If so, I will let

you hear. But I must hurry, for my
own bees will soon claim me, north
of the blue Mediterranean.

Ph. J. Baldensperger.

PRONUNCIATION
By Arthur C. Miller

Don't shy. This is a bee article,
as you will find out if you will read it,

and perchance it may help you.
Once upon a time, there was a good

and learned man who was so exer-
cised by the mixture of terms applied
to bee culture and the confusion and
loss which arose therefrom, that he
compiled a dictionai-y expressly for
beekeepers and for those of you who
never knew it—and the appearances
are that few have seen it and fewer
own it, let me call your attention to
the Dictionary of Apiculture by Dr.
John Phin, and while I am about it,

I will append a few additions and
comments caused by more recent oc-
cui-rences.

A dictionary, as you should know,
contains not only a list of the words
and their meaning, but also their
pronunciations; but to prove that
most of you don't know, just try to
get the rank and file of the boys to
pronounce and define "Nuclei." First
they will call it nuclee. nucle, nuclay
and if they want to refer to a flock
of them they herd them by calling
them nuclees, nucleusses, and as
many more calls as you will find in

a flock of blue jays. And you will

find many of the boys will pronounce
it by saying "a small colony." By
the way, what is a colony? Our good
English cousins pronounce it a Stock,
but we pronounce it all the way from
Colony to Nucleus, Swarm, Stock,
Hive, Skep, Gum, and if we have been
floored by disease we wind up by

The .Mhambra, Oanada, Spain. There is a swarm ol bees at the angle of the building beyond
the fountain.
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pronouncing it a delusion and a

snare. We mix up the container with
the contents, just as we did in the

old "wet days" when we tried to see

the inside of too many containers.

The mixed terms for a bunch of

bees is no worse than the mixed di-

mensions of supplies which the mak-
ers blandly pronounce Standard.
And that reminds me of my friend

Brown, of Spiral Springs, 111. Brown
pronounces our supplies a jumble,
says trying to successfully assemble a

lot of supplies from several makers
is about as pleasurable as trying to

replace broken parts of your Rolls-

Royce from junk scraps of a Tin
Lizzie. Brown is a chap you should

know. He is a real genius as a bee
crank. Got more than enthusiastic

about bees and plunged into outyards.

Used to be seen at all hours toiling

from home, laden with all the bee
supplies he could stagger under. Pro-

nounced it fun until Mrs. B. began
to figui-e costs, and then became quite

dumb and seemed to lose his enthu-
siasm for lugging things back and
forth, so gathered together ten shek-

els of silver and bought a white horse.

The owner pronounced it several

ways, a bargain, kind, gentle, a little

old but still useful, and sure to stand
without hitching. That last was its

strong point, or four of them, for not
one of its four legs would it budge
when it was so inclined or declined;

in another word ,it was pronounced
"balky." Brown knew that, but he
thought he might say something to

move him. So after acquiring the

aforesaid white horse and not know-
ing of any red-haired maid to go with
it, also being more or less dubious as

to how Mrs. Brown would pronounce
such an addition to the assembly, he
proceeded to lace some hairs of red

copper wire into the breeching of the

harness for the white horse, doing it

secretly and surreptitiously. Also, he
connected those red copper wires

with the reins of said harness.

From some source, the origin of

which it were not wise for us to in-

quire, Brown acquired a wagon of

unknown antiquity, and to this he
affixed the white horse, and in a se-

cluded and hidden part of the wagon

he put a dry battery and tied it to the
red copper hairs. Next he loaiied the
wagon with the standard supplies,

pronounced all complete, bade Mrs.
Brown a fond farewell, headed the
outfit for the country via the neigh-
borhood of the seller of the white
hoi'se and started. After standing
longer than he liked, while Brown was
doing the loading, the white horse
started well, went a little way and
paused. Brown pronounced some
persuasive words, but the white horse
seemed not to know the language.
My secret opinion is that Brown's
language had been corrupted by con-
tact with bee literature; anyway he
pronounced several different things,

then pushed on the reins with their

red hairs, stepped on the connection
to the storage battery, and instantly

the white horse went away from
there. He shot by his former owner,
nearly going over him. What the said

former owner pronounced. Brown
failed to hear, but the goods were
widely and thoroughly distributed

over Cook County, Illinois. Brown is

still undecided whether to pronounce
this trip a success or not, for some
of the supplies are still missing and
he does not know whether those are
the pieces which fitted or not. But
from that day on the white horse
never failed to go when Brown or

anyone else pronounced the right

word, and in due time Brown sold

him for many times ten shekels of sil-

ver, so that Mrs. Brown, after per-

suading Brown to part with a goodly
part of the silver, joined him in pro-

nouncing the White Horse deal a

success, though its former owner
still pronounces its renovation a mys-
tery.

But when it comes to trying to use
together the supplies from different

makers, all pronounced "standard,"
Brown looks all around to see if he is

out of hearing before he pronounces
anything. One special set of parts

which are never the same from two
different makers, and seldom the

same from the same maker for two
successive years, particularly in-

censes Brown. He pronounces them
the greatest curse in all beedom, and
the cause of troubles and misfits in

more different places than any other
bee supply thing he knows, to-wit:

the ends of the top bars of frames.
Just a little variance in the thick-

ness of these ends will throw the
frames too high or too low, upset
lower or upper chambers, floors, cov-
ers, honey boards, escape boards,
temper of all handlers and of many
more bees than a hive can hold.

Brown is fully justified in pronounc-
ing them—but excuse me, I cannot
just repeat Brown's pronunciation,
though I can, and do, fully endorse
it.

I said "honey boa ds" just above.
Say them to Brown and—no, don't,

it isn't safe. Last time I did it I

was sorry, very soiTy.

But between you and me, what is

the thing? I am in a hurry just
now, so write your answer and hand
it to me the next time I meet you.
Brown is a pronounced success

when experimenting with bees. Just
ask him about packing his bees in the
meal trough while the combs were
stored safely in the house where
moths could not corrupt or honey
break through and leak. The white
horse had gone then, but I wish I

dared tell you the remarks of all con-
cerned when the tax collector hitched
his hoi'se to the meal chest one day.
Mrs. Brown pronounced it a scream,
Brown pronounced it a case for a
damage claim for bees destroyed.
While the tax collector was too out
of breath chasing the horse to pro-
nounce even a part of what he felt.

Brown has a glorified idea of keep-
ing bees in winter without combs,
just packing them up in small boxes,

a slab of food on top, a handful of

meal below and bran all about. At
present he pronounces it a dream.

I know another chap, a down east

Yankee, who tried a similar scheme
and he pronounced the results mixed.
Yes, quite, meaning the bees, meal,
food, chaff and ideas.

I was about to add another of

Brown's pronouncements, but I just

heard he is badly stirred at the ad-
vanced prices of bee fixings, and
think I will wait until another time.

Don't pronounce all this visionary,

for you may awake and find a lot of

it true; they would not be the .first

bee visions which came true and con-
founded the sages.

I have some other pronouncements,
but they will keep, and keep the

editor happy by keeping, for he likes

things short and sweet. He isn't very
tall himself.

Rhode Island.

Aiali liuuj.c!> and palm Irccs at Klche, Spain.

THE VALUE OF LAVENDER
By Mrs. I. A. R. Pick

Two items, one in the November is-

sue of the American Bee Journal,

and the second in the December num-
ber, regarding the dual purpose in the

cultivation of lavender (Lavandula
vera), for its commercial value to

druggists and distillers of perfumes,
and also for its value as a honey pro-

<lucing plant, ought to be of more
than passing interest to large and
small beekeepers.
When it is stated: "In Italy it is
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eminently nectariferous" and in Aus-
tralia it is estimated "one acre of
lavender will enable the bees to store
a ton of the finest flavored honey
every year," further information
seems well worth the seeking'.

Lavender thrives best in light and
rather dry soils, well supplied with
lime, but it may be grown in any
light, well drained loam, fully ex-

posed to the sun, and in altitudes
from 1,300 up to 6,600 feet above
sea level. In favoi'able climates the
leaves are persistent, or nearly so,

and in colder regions it requires pro-
tection of coarse litter or evergreen
boughs. In ideal localities it proves
hardy and evergreen, and grows from
2 to 5 feet high.

Specific information obtained from
prominent nurserymen and the Bu-
reau of Plant Industry states: The
Lavandula vera is not easily grown
from seeds, but may easily be jropa-
gated from cuttings and, if they are
properly cared for, every one should
grow.

The plants grow profusely, and
when used for oil, the flowers are dis-

tilled at once without diying. If the
flowers are wanted the tops are dried
in the shade and the flowers later

stripped off by hand.
On ordinary soil yields of 600 to

1,200 pounds per acre of fresh bloom-
ing tips are obtained. The dry weight
is about four-fifths of the green
weight. Under good conditions the
yield of oil varies from 12 to 15
pounds per acre. During the first

week in March, 1921, prices quoted
in the wholesale market of New York
for these products were as follows:

Lavender, flowers, ordinary 18 to 24c
per pound; select flowers, 21 to 25c
per pound. If in addition to this

may be placed the value of 1,000
pounds of honey (authority. Von
Mueller, in his book, which is pub-
lished by the Government at Mel-
bourne, Australia," December Ameri-
can Bee Journal, 1920), it will be
readily seen the cultivation of laven-
der serves a double purpose in its use-
fulness and in its increased honey
profit to the beekeeper.

Inquiries sent to the leading drug
houses and to distillers of perfume in

the North, East, South and Middle
West brought replies of great similar-

ity:

"Lavender blossoms sold commer-
cially in this counti-y are imported
fi-om Europe, for we find the plants
do not bloom as freely here."

"The American lavender is unsuit-
ed for perfumery purposes. The
French lavender is always used."

"All lavender flowers used for the
manufacture of lavender oil are pur-
chased abroad, and not in this coun-
try."
"We use only imported lavender

flowers in our manufactory opera-
tions."

To the question, "Why is lavender
imported?"
"Owing to high cost of labor."
"We are inclined to think it cannot

be cultivated here to an advantage,
because of the cost of production."

"Lavender blossoms and oil are im-
ported into this country. The reason

given is that the lower wages and
cheaper living costs which obtain in
most foreign countries make it possi-
ble for them to produce and send
their commodities to this country at
l)rices lower than those necessary to
yield a reasonable profit to the Ameri-
can producer."

Replies to the question, whether it

wore worth while to attempt the cul-

tivation of lavender on a commercial
scale, revealed the fact that, "There
is a considerable demand for lavender
flowers." Samples of flowers would
be welcomed. If the quality were
satisfactoi'y, they would meet with a
sale, "but your price must- be lower
than that of the imported article."

A very great number of firms, both
drug and perfume manufacturers,
buy from 5 to 10 tons a year.

After all is said, is it worth while?
The writer thinks it well worth test-

ing its merits as a honey producer,
and also for its blossoms. As the
writer has been fortunate enough to

procure seeds from abroad, time will

tell the conclusion of the story.

The Lavender officinalis, vera is

the specie producing flowers of su-
perior quality.

New York. '

MISSOURI PROVIDES INSPEC-
TION

I have some good news for bee-
keepers in Missouri. After years of
waiting for State aid, we have finally

got a bill through the Legislature and
signed by the Governor, which will be
a blessing to all beekeepers in the
State. Most of the bees in this part
and some other parts of the State
were completely killed by disease, ex-
cept bees in the hands of men who
knew how to treat it. Not many
knew how, either.

A year ago I sent over $1,000 back
to customers who had made first pay-
ment to book orders for queens.
This was done as soon as I found
foulbrood was getting too close, as
you know a man is not supposed to
ship out queens when foulbrood is

in the neighborhood. And it was a
good thing I quit, because it showed

up among my bees last summer and
fall; don't know how bad it may be
this spring.
The appropriation is only $3,000.

The State Board appoints a State
Apiarist, he to appoint as many local

deputies as needed to do the work.
This saves traveling expenses, and
will make the money go further than
it did under the old law, which pro-
vided for only one inspector to do
all the work in the State. Here is

hoping that we get it cleaned up.
When the inspector comes to my
house we will give him the best
eats and the best bed in the house,
for he is a very important animal, to
be sure. A. F. Diemer.

(The appropriation mentioned
above is not sufficient. But "half a
loaf is better than no bread," and
beekeepers may secure all the help
they need by and by.—Editor.)

MORE ABOUT FIR SUGAR
Since the publication of Mr. Lov-

ell's ai-ticle on fir sugar in our March
issue, we have been endeavoring to
secure a photograph showing this un-
usual occurrence. Through the kind-
ness of Mr. John Davidson, Botanist
of British Columbia, we are able to
reproduce the picture herewith. In
response to our letters Mi-. David-
son furnishes some further informa-
tion, as follows:

"I beg to acknowledge receipt of
your letter of April 13th, and also a
copy of the American Bee Journal
containing the article by J. H. Lovell.
In it I observe that he mentions that
a beekeeper in Victoria speaks of the
ground being covered with an exuda-
tion, and to me this article would
lead one to infer that the Douglas fir

sugar has been found in that vicinity.
I have no reason to believe that such
is the case; on the contrary, it is most
unlikely, owing to the climatic con-
ditions.

Samples of Douglas fir with a white
incrustation have been forwarded
from Victoria to this office by cor-
respondents anxious to know if this
was the sugar described in my arti-

^- .-.
-'--"^
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cle in the 'Canadian-Field Naturalist.'
All specimens received from that lo-

cality proved to be resin, which the
merest amateur could easily have as-

certained.
The distribution of the sugar-bear-

ing trees in British Columbia is lim-

ited to certain dry belt areas; and
through correspondence I have re-

ceived from botanists in certain o/
the West States; I have reason to bf-
lieve that this Douglas !ir sugar is

found on trees growing in regions
presenting similar ecological condi-
tions to the limited area in British
Columbia where sugar-bearing trees
are found.

I would sti-ongly discourage apply-
ing the term 'honeydew' to this prod-
uct, as the term is usually applied to
the result of the work of insects.

In replying to the query contained
in the article 'Do any other species of
cone trees exude honey?' I have a
recollection I hat in some districts in

Europe this sugar is obtained from
young shoots of the Larch; in fact,

Melezitose indicates its connection
with the Larch. (Meleze-Larch tree.

French).
The point of scientific importance

which interested me most was ;he
fact that this particular sugar is

found in a greater percentage on
Douglas fir than any other known
plant, so that for commercial sup-
plies it is possible that British Colum-
bia will replace Turkestan and Perriia

in furnishing melezitose.
From a botanical point of view the

account was of interest from the fact
that it had not previously been re-
corded." John D. Davidson,

Botanist in Charge.

MARKETING HONEY
By Charles C. Schneider

In regard to the advisability of
marketing honey locally, I fully re-
alize it is the paramount issue with
the modern beekeeper.

While at no time an extensive bee-
keeper, I have, however, been in close
touch with bees in the past thirty-five
years.

When a boy of 16, it was my for-
tune to be a near neighbor to an old-
time beekeeper, Mr. Christopher
Fronce, in the suburbs of Erie, Pa.
(I do not know that he is still living.
The last I heard of him he was situ-

ated at Springfield, Pa.) It was often
my pleasure to help him in his apiary
of from two to three hundred colo-
nies, from which he produced from
three to four tons of comb honey,
mostly basswood and white clover.

Mr. Fronce was the only beekeeper
in that locality, at that time, lu-oduc-
ing honey in quantity, and invariably
sold his entire crop to commission
houses. It has often struck me as
odd that he did not try to market his
honey locally, as he was not more
than one mile from the center of the
city, having, at that time, a popula-
tion of about 50,000.

I am sure there are a great many
beekeepers located near populous
centers, who could work up an ex'-

tensive trade in nearby towns to an
advantage to themselves in the way
of greater remuneration for their
product, and in this I wish to state
my experience in local marketing.
At one time I had an apiary in the

South, and as I could not get more
than 8 cents for comb honey by ship-
ping it, I concluded to follow the last
shipment of 3,200 pounds to Detroit
(my home town) and market the
shipment locally, and had no difliculty
in handing it out at from 15 to 20
cents per pound. I will state, how-
ever, that the sections were well
cleaned and white. The honey being
from Spanish needle and fall asters,
was capped from yellow to dark. I

did not hear one complaint on color
of cappings; also, as might be ex-
pected, there was considerable leak-
age, owing to a shipment of 800
miles, and I did not find it necessary
to discount one comb on account of
leakage. On the contrary, in numer-
ous cases, it increased sales to more
combs, and in some instances whole
cases, by the customers getting a
taste of the honey, on the spot, from
their fingers. True, the grocery-
men found all kinds of fault with it,

and I did not make any sales to them,
but they had the satisfaction of see-
ing me hand out more honey on the
public market in two weeks than most
of them possibly sold in their whole
career. This set me to the notion
that there is more to be made in pro-
ducing less honey, with less equip-
ment, where a local market is af-
forded.

Our trade is mostly from the api-
ary, the past few years, and I feel

certain we could dispose of ten tons
of honey per year, could we produce
so much, without going more than a
city block from the apiary. Our api-
ai-y is located on the main highway
leading from Detroit to Mt. Clemens,
and not more than 200 feet from the
highway, in full view of all traffic be-
tween these two cities, five and one-
half miles from Detroit City Hall,
and eighteen miles from Mt. Clem-
ens, and we have some very good
customers in Mt. Clemens, who in-
vai-iably stop at our apiai-y for their
winter's supply of honey, although
they have neighboring beekeepers at
home. To this I would say, "Appear-
ances." Note "Appearance" of view
of part of our apiary inclosed, with
the "French-German" sitting on a
box of "dynamite." Tourists from
all parts of the country stop to take
a sample of Michigan honey home
with them, and they say that appear-
ances induced them to stop. (For-
give me if I am vain enough to be-
lieve it). When painting up the api-
ary and keeping the grass cut, the
sale of honey was farthest from my
mind. It was prompted by the pride
and pleasure I have in bees, and I

am more than pleased to find the
public in the same frame of mind,
and reason tells us that the more
wholesome and pleasing an article ap-
pears, the more salable it is; it being
understood, of course, that all per-
sons passing by know a beehive when
they see one. For instance, the city
youngsters, whom we frequently hear
remark to dad, "Oh, Papa, look at
the little dog houses."

There are some who may think it

too laborious and costly to paint an
apiary every year. This is quite true,
and not necessary. It is much better
not to paint until it becomes neces-
sary to do so to preserve the hives,
as too much paint is nearly as bad as
no paint at all. On the other hand, it

is quite possible to clean up the hives
as bright as new, every season, by
washing them down with a good
standard washing powder until the
time comes when they need painting,
and then apply two coats of good
grade white lead and oil, using one-
fourth turpentine in the first coat.

Michigan.

Apiary of Cliarlcs C. Schneider, in Detroit, Michigan.

SHOULD EVERY FARMER KEEP
BEES?

By J. H. Tichenor

Reader, would you hesitate to in-

duce your neighbor to keep cows,
lest you damage the dairy industry?
Or hogs lest you hinder the pork in-

dustry? Or hens, lest you bring the
production of the hen to naught?

Co-operation in bees, like cows, will

mean greater production, with the
minimum cost to producer. It will

demand the best, in quality. It will

make inspection laws worth while. It

will create the habit of honey eating,
which, once acquired, is seldom
abandoned. It will cure your neigh-
bor of that spraying disease, as he
can no longer poison your bees with-
out poisoning his. Where I used to

live years ago, farmers were all

growing the Wealthy apple. Did it
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bring down the price? No, but it at-

tracted buyers, created competition.
Results: Good prices to the grower
at his door. In this world we are, in

a measure at lea.st, our brother's
keeper, and to defeat his interests is

but to defeat our own.
Wisconsin.

SUPPLIES AGAIN
By J. E. Crane

I have just received the American
Bee Journal for April and was much
interested in my friend Latham's ap-
peal to the "manufacturers of bee
supplies," and Kennith Hawkins' re-

ply, pages 134-135. Mr. Latham has
stated the matter fairly, as the av-
erage beekeeper will look at it, and I

believe Mr. Hawkins shows very con-
clusively why it is impossible for sup-
ply manufacturers to reduce their
prices and live. He, too, is right, as
some beekeepei's will look at it.

I believe he is quite right when he
says there is no necessity for snowy
white sections or show-case shipping
cases. Indeed, I believe the average
eastern honey looks quite as well, or
even better in brownish sections than
in very white ones. Unless the honey
is very white the white section makes
it look a little off color. As for high
prices for sections, we have not felt

it much as yet, for we ordered a two
years' supply some two years ago,
getting a discount for putting in our
order early, and also, I believe, an-
other discount for the large number
ordered at one time. As for shipping
cases, we may save much. In a cata-
log before me I notice they are quoted
with glass, at $87.50 per hundred.
We use corrugated shipping cases with
coiTugated partitions, costing but one-
fifth as much. These are quite as
good, or even better, and are pre-
fen-ed by dealers here in New Eng-
land. Here is what one dealer says
of it: "We have no words but praise
in speaking of it. * * * As you
know, we ship this honey over all New
England, and wherever it has gone we
find the same words of praise for this

package, and that it accomplishes all

it claims."
Here is what another says of it

:

"I believe you have an excellent thing
in the corrugated shipping case, and
hope it will come into general use."
We have used this case for fifteen

years, with entire satisfaction. Not
only does it carry honey safely and is

less expensive, but it can be set up in
half the time required to nail up a
wooden case. This is not an adver-
tisement. While we have a patent on
this case, we are not selling patent
rights, and anyone can use them who
desires to do so.

In the matter of sections, we can
get along \vithout them if we choose.
We can take our surplus in shallow
frames, cut it out, let it drain, and
then put it up in two-ounce cartons,
placing four dozen of these in a
larger corrugated case. Some bee-
keepers are already doing this, but I

believe it will not suit the average
beekeeper as well as another way I

will now speak of, and practiced by
a friend of mine. He takes all his
surplus in shallow frames and cuts

it out, all that is nice, and puts it in

small fruit jars holding five pounds,
with edge of the combs on the bot-
tom of the pail. In selling, he
charges so much a pound for the
honey and enough more to cover the
cost of the pail. He does not pour
extracted honey into the pail to fill

the interstices, as is done in Texas
with chunk honey. He informs me he
has had no trouble in shipping it to
distant markets, without breakage.
He is no slouch of a beekeeper, for his

crops of honey will average nearly
10,000 pounds a year. He sells much
of it at the door, where he has a
large trade, and ships the rest away.
Now, by this method he pays nothing
for sections, and saves the work of
setting them up, cleaning them and
weighing each section separately. His
method requires no cartons, another
saving. If he ships his honey away, 6
of these small pails can be put in a
corrugated or fibre shipping case cost-
ing not more than 10 or 15 cents; so
the entire cost of his surplus honey,
aside from the labor, will be but ont!-

half cent a pound. As I have said
above , he charges the cost of the
pails over to the buyer.
Mr. Latham is very modest in his es-

timates of beekeepers' supplies, as he
does not mention the cost of crates
or cai-riers in which to ship tne fine
honey cases, which would add one or
two cents more to the cost of each
section. And now, Mr. Hawkins,
let us see what would be the cost
of putting up 10,000 sections of
honey with beekeepers' supplies:
10,000 sections $200.00
Foundation 100.00
Per cent of loss 200.00
Cartons 300.00
Expense of marketing 100.00
Shipping cases 400.00
Carriers $150.00
Labor 600.00

$2,050.00
Add to this freight and profits
of wholesale and retail dealer 850.00

Total $2,900.00
Or 29 cents a section. Where does

the beekeeper's profit come in?
Vermont.

MATERIAL FOR GOVERNMENT
INVESTIGATION

Duiing the summer the Bee Cul-
ture Laboratory of the Bureau of En-
tomology desires to obtain whatever
information is possible regarding the
presence of adult diseases of bees in

the United States. It is ah-eady
known that Nosema apis, a proto-
zoan parasite found in the alimen-
tary canal of adult bees, is rather
widely distributed, but the amount of
damage done by the organism is not
well known. It is not known whether
the mite found by Dr. .Jno. Rennie and
his associates in the so-called Isle-of-
Wight disease is present in the Unit-
ed States. The Bureau will greatly
appreciate the assistance of beekeep-
ers who note any abnormal condition
of adult bees, if they will mail sam-
ples in for examination. In most
cases it will probably not be possible

to give directions for treatment, since
so little is known concerning dis-

eases of adult bees. A report will,

however, be made on each sample,
telling what has been found in it.

Since there will usually not be time
to send to the Bureau for a mailing
box, it is suggested that live diseased
bees be mailed in a queen mailing
cage, or dead bees in a wooden or
stout cardboard box. Live bees are
desired when possible. Bees sent in
glass bottles or tin cans i-arely reach
the laboratory in fit condition for ex-
amination. A letter stating the con-
ditions observed and the amount of
disease will be helpful. Address
Dr. E. P. Phillips, Bureau of Ento-

mology, Washington, D. C.

Dr. S. B. Fracker,

The Entomologist of Wisconsin
Dr. S. B. Fracker, State Entomolo-

gist of Wisconsin, whose picture is

shown herewith, is responsible for
the enforcement of the foulbrood
laws of his State. Dr. Fracker has
under way a vei-y energetic campaign
to rid Wisconsin of bee diseases. His
plan of operation is spoken of as the
area clean-up plan. When work is

undertaken in any region it is the
purpose to be very thorough and to
make sure that every diseased colony
receives attention. Di-. Fracker con-
tends that since it is possible to rid
a small area of disease in this man-
ner, that it is therefore possible to do
the same thing in a larger territory
and he hopes to demonstrate that it

can be done for an entire State. We
certainly wish him success and are
pleased to note that the beekeepers of
the Badger State seems to be co-oper-
ating freely. Ready co-operation on
the part of the beekeeper is the first

essential to success of any movement
in this direction.
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UTILIZING STRONG HONEYS
By L. H. COBB

Several years ago I had my bees
gather a big crop of honey from hoar-

hound along the creek and roadways
around her, and while it looked as

nice as any honey we had, it was so

bitter that we could not eat it at all.

It had been stored in the same frames,

partially, that contained the last of

the main flow honey, and because of

this some of it was rather mild in fla-

vor, and this gave us an inspiration.

We had eaten some of this mildly

flavored honey anc^ it was very much
like hoarhound candy in flavor. We
sold some of it for cough syrup, and
then found that people liked it for a

change from the regular clover honey
for table use. In fact, we extracted

the whole late crop and by adding
some clover honey to it had a splen-

did new honey that was in ready de-

mand.
One year we had a big crop of

heartsease honey. While some are

prejudiced against this honey, oth-

ers liked it, but we found that it

sold much better if we mixed it with

the clover honey. Goldenrod honey
is rather strong flavored, also, but

not objectionable to us, but probably

we get little goldenrod honey not well

mixed with other fall flowers. There

are many patehes of mint plants

along the roads in many parts of the

country, and where these occur I

imagine they will flavor the honey al-

most as strongly as did the hoarhound
I mentioned, although not so objec-

tionably. Yet I am sure mixing the

flavored honey, to tone down the

rankness, will make it more appreci-

ated by the consumers.
A local honey trade will welcome a

change in flavor now and then, and it

is well worth while to give it to them
if we can.

One year I was short of honey to

fill my orders and I sent to Michigan

for some raspberry honey, and bought

some California honey also, thus pro-

viding a change with the honey I

would have to secure from outside

sources anyway, and my patrons

showed their appreciation. One pa-

tron who had quit using clover

honey for the time, saying that they

were getting tired of it, began on

the raspberry honey and pronounced

it the finest honey they had ever had

at their house. A couple of months

later they were back on clover honey,

but they had enjoyed the change, even

though they soon tired of the new
• honey.

Kansas.

sack. Turn the sack inside out in

front of the hive and start the bees
in a little smoke. Joe R. Sterling.

Mississippi.

great addition to any American re-

gion where they would grow.

A SWARM SACK

Take two pieces of lumber %x2
in. by 16 or 18 ft. long; put the flat

sides together and nail all but about

5 or 6 feet. Then take a sack (bur-

lap) and in its mouth fit a wire or

steel hoop. Fasten this hoop in se-

curely with thread or wire and staple

the hoop to the pole by spreading the

end where it is not nailed, and nailing

to the inside.

To hive a swarm of bees, slip the

sack over it and give it a sharp jar.

Most of the bees will then be in the

HONEY PLANTS OF FRANCE
By Cannell

Most of the native honey flora be-
longs to the labiatas, cousins of the
California sage; lavender of three
kinds, thyme, sage, mountain penny-
royal (Satureja montana), rosemary,
wild marjoram, horchound, mints.
Among plants belonging to other

families are two kinds of heather
(spring and fall), borage (escaped?)
various thistles, absinthe, a kind of

goldenrod (Mula viscosa), and oth-

ers. I do not mention introduced
trees and plants such as locust, fruit

bloom, orange, alfalfa, sainfoin, car-

nation, clovers (five kinds), and I

might say that these last are rare

around me.
1. Lavandula spica (probably

L. vera), limestone hills above 2,500

feet. Sometimes cultivated. (From
this plant is distilled the oil of lav-

ender from one drop of which, prob-
ably, is made the many gallons of

lavender extract so well and favor-

ably known to the American barber).

The plant blooms in July and August.

July 1-10, August 10-20). It_ yields

slowly, but steadily, from 25 to /5

pounds of rich, perfumed golden

honey, much prized over here, and
selling f'or about 60 per cent more
than white clover (8 to 15 francs at

present writing).

2. Lavandula grandifolia (or big-

leaved) grows on same hills, but at

from 1,200 to 2,500 feet, as it blooms
later than spica the yield is light, ex-

cept in wet years. N. B. I never saw
this plant.

3. Lavandula stoechas grows in

sandy soil near coast and seems to

prefer a granite residual of colluvial

soil devoid of lime. It is usually found

with heather, which likes an acid

soil. The yield is pretty fair, I be-

lieve, but in this region the L. stoech-

as or maritima, grows with heather,

which spoils the quality. I never

heard of this plant being distilled like

L. spica
,

4. Thyme (Thymus serpyllum and

another) neither important.

5. Sage (several, not important).

6. Mountain pennyroyal blooms after

L. spica in same region, and yields

heavily some years a honey of good

quality somewhat darker than lav-

ender honey (or so reputed) ; as the

pines yield in August a dark honey-

dew of vegetable origin, the pmes
may be responsible for the darker

color. 7. Rosemary blooms from

about October 1 to April 1 ; a very

slow but sure yielder of a very choice

honey. The famous Narbonne honey

is partly rosemary. I would not care

to keep bees in this region if rose-

mary were not fairly alnindant.

8, 9, 10 and 11. Marjoram, hore-

hound and twio or three mints; all

useful, none exciting.

But the two lavenders (Stoechas

and Spica) and rosemary would be a

MANITOBA BEEKEEPING
By H. W. Sanders

In your April issue you make edi-

torial mention of the possibilities of
Manitoba beekeeping as outlined in

our reports of the Manitoba Beekeep-
ers' Association last month. The ar-

ticle is worded, however, in such a
way that it might be supposed that we
have here in Manitoba conditions sim-
ilar to those described by Mr. West
in his article called "Beekeeping in

Sunny Alberta," in which, as you
say, the winter problem caused by
the "Chinook" winds are very seri-

ous.

As a matter of fact we hardly
ever get a "Chinook" as far east as

Manitoba. I have known them in

the Western part of Saskatchewan to

come along and thaw the snow in

winter, but we very seldom have a

thaw of any importance here in Mani-
toba. There is usually plenty of snow,
and the best wintering we have seen
here has been in specially constructed
outdoor bee cellars constructed along
the usual lines. I have been wintei'-

ing my bees in one of these and the
temperature has scarcely varied from
43 degrees all winter.
Our problems have been along the

lines of those of Minnesota beekeep-
ers—the difficulty of getting bees to

full strength in time for the flow, the
occasional dry season that gives no
crop and that leaves the bees in poor
shape for winter, dysentery on ac-

count of poor food, and so on.

Personally I am coming to favor
a hive consisting of 1 V2 stories, Lang-
stroth, with a telescopic cover 10 to

12 inches deep and lined with some
non-conducting material. This gives
us a capacity equal to all demands,
and which will contain any amount of
stores. It also allows the bees a
means to get across the hive in win-
ter (an important matter where they
are often in the cellar for six months)
and at the same time it employs
standard goods, and allows the bee-
keeper to change his combs around
into supers, or to extract them, etc.,

as methods of swarm control are urg-
ently necessary here in some seasons,
and also because our honey will some-
times granulate solid in the comb.

I am pleased to say that we have
as yet no disease problem.

There are great possibilities for
honey production in the North here,

and any amount of market, as Mani-
toba still imports large quantities of
honey.

Manitoba, Canada.

RAPE
In the December Journal yoi say

something of free seeds on page 411.

Now this Chinese rape must be the

same rape that they have in Europe.
I have seen large fields of it in the

Netherlands. Beekeepers there will

move their bees near fields of rape
and give sometimes a good rent for

a location. The seed is sowed prefer-

ably in August on sunmier fallow in

a very fine seedbed, in rows about
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3 feet apart. The plants are culti-

vated like corn and early in the

spring cultivated again and laid by
as corn. It will bloom before white
clover and the seed is pressed as flax-

seed and the oil is used for cooking
purposes. The oil cake is used for

stock food. I do not think it a

profitable crop for this country, as

the seed is saved by hand.
G. W. Osterhouse.

Idaho.

A LITTLE EXTENSION WORK
By Alton L. Logan

One beautiful afternoon in August,
with the goldenrod and Spanish
needle in full bloom, the telephone
bell rang and the excited words I

heard were: "One of our 'hives' of

bees has swarmed out and we don't

know what to do."

Arriving at the farm I noticed the

farmer and his wife standing at a

safe distance watching the swarm,
which was clustered on some weeds
intermingled with wire. I took an
empty hive and a newspaper. I then

shook the bees on the newspaper in

front of the empty hive, and we
watched for the queen, and clipped
her wing.

I removed the cover from the

empty hive the bees were entering,

and it was not long until I discovered
the bees returning to the old stand.

I opened the parent hive and discov-

ered it was full of honey except a

part of two frames, which was filled

with sealed brood covered up with a

handful of bees. I placed a super of

sections with foundation in them on
top of the hive-body. By this time

nearly all of the bees had returned,

so I then released the queen at the

entrance and she soon joined her

colony once more.
About 10 days after, I returned to

this farmer's home and placed an-

other super on this hive-body and
later on I took off forty sealed sec-

tions filled very nicely. I showed the

farmer how to winter his bees. To
date he has enough honey for winter,

with a hive-body full of stores.

Too many bees have swarmed out

and have perished on account of

crowded conditions in the hive which
can be easily avoided if understood.

[the EDITOR'S answers'—

^

When stamp is enclosed, the editor will answer questions by mail. Since

we have far more questions than we can print in the space available, several

months sometimes elapse before answers appear.

Honey and Syrup

Recently my attention was directed to a

syrup which was said to have honey in it. Its

taste suggested a honey flavor. On inquiry I

can find no one who knows whether honey is

ever used to flavor any of the table or com-
mercial syrups. Can you enlighten me or di-

rect me to a satisfactory source, of answer?
OHIO.

Answer.—Quite a number of dealers in

syrups give their products a pretty name, such

as mentioned in the American Bee Journal for

January, "Honey Gold," or "Red Clover," in

order to draw customers to a product which is

mainly corn syrup or glucose, made artificially

from corn starch. Those dealers add a small

per cent of honey, and sometimes a little

sugar syrup, in order to improve the flavor-

They usually buy strong flavored honey for

that purpose, because it is cheaper, and also

because it adds to the flavor. Strong honeys

like the heather of Europe, are in demand for

that purpose.

poison as a cure for some kinds of rheumatism.

But when we have to deal with "sciatica,"

bee poison is not effective. I suffered from this

complaint foy some years, until, during a

visit to Europe, I was advised by a competent

doctor to abstain from eating meat. This was

in 1913. Since that time, I have consumed

less than one-fourth the meat that I used to

eat, and have not suffered a single day from

"sciatica." If your friend's complaint is of

this sort, I would urge that you advise him to

try that very simple remedy.

What we eat, what we drink and what we
do have everything to do with our health or

disease.

Stings for Rheumatism

I have a friend in the Senate who is very

anxious to try out the bee-stinging treatment

for rheumatism, and you have something on

that somewhere. We receive your Bee Jour-

nal, but have been unable to find anything in

it on the bee-stinging remedy for rheumatism.
NEBRASKA.

Answer.—We have no regular set of instruc-

tions for this treatment. The best information

which I ever received concerning this treat-

ment was ootained from the late Wm. Stoiiey,

of Grand Island, in your State. He was a

large honey producer and quite a physician

after Nature. His method was to give one sting

of bee on the arm every other day and to in-

crease the dose, after the patient became used

to the poison, giving as many as 3 stings daily

until relief came.

There is no doubt of the efficacy of bee

Beekeeping as a Business
1. How many hives would it take to provide

a net income of $2,500 to $3,000 per year in

an average location such as we have in the
farming districts of the middle west, assuming
that the apiary is given proper care and prices
remain about as they are now?

2. Would one man be able to handle this

number with very little help?
3. Do most of the one-man apiaries dispose

of their honey to commission men, or sell it

locally, or some other way, and which do you
think is the most satisfactory way ? Is there
ever any trouble getting a market?

4. Would you advise working for comb
honey, or extracted, or both, and which method
requires the most equipment?

.5. What would you estimate the least ground
necessary for the best arrangement of the num-
ber of colonies one man can take care of?

6. Do you think success would be more
certain if the outapiary system was used?

OHIO.
Answers.—1. It is impossible to give, in dol-

lars and cents, the approximate amount that a

man can make out of bees, just as it would be

impossible to tell how much a farmer might
expect from a farm, because bees, like farms,

depend so very much on location, seasons.

prices, etc. In paragraph 715 of "The Hive

and Honey Bee," we wrote that at least 50

pounds of honey may be expected fr-m a

colony of bees, on the average, every season.

Some localities will yield twice that, average,

others will probably fall far short. Of course

much depends upon t'.e management. Half of

that, at least, would go in expenses.

2. One man could hardly expect to net

$2,500 out of bees without help.

3. Beekeeper are usually poor salesmen and

they often dispose of their honey to whole-

salers or to commission men, but it would ue

much better if they would do some retailing.

Yes, there is often trouble getting a market, if

one is not a good salesman.

4. Extracted honey is more profitable to me
than comb, but it requires a little more cap-

ital at the start.

5. You can keep all the bees that should go

in one spot on a single town lot of land.

6. If you go into beekeeping largely, you

will need outapiaries.

Commercial Beekeeper

At a school for beekeepers held in .»^alla

Walla. Wash.. March 21, there were 75 pres-
ent, and the Walla Walla (Washington)
County Beekeepers' Association was organized.
This question was asked, and I said, "I'll ask
the editor of the * American Bee Journal:"
"What is a 'Commercial' Beekeeper?"

WASHINGTON.
Answer..—I believe that a very good man

to answer that question is the one who asks it.

Mr. York, the former editor of the American
Bee Journal. However, I'll try to reply.

A commercial beekeeper is a man who keeps

bees for money as well as for pleasure, and

who studies the matter so as to get as large

returns as possible. We are, none of us, as

good commercial beekeeper' as we ought to be.

In the first place we should keep bees in the

most favorable spots. Then we should do

what we say should be done, in order to suc-

ceed. We should not imitate the old parson

who told his parishioners: "Do what I say;

don't do what I do." Let us all try to be a

little nearer the ideal "commercial beekeeper."

Clipping Queen's Wings—Crooked
Combs

1. Please tell me how to clip a queen's
wings.

2. What is the best thing to do with a hive
that has crossed combs? NEBRASKA.
Answers.—I do it as follows : Catch the

queen across the thorax with the fingers, then

slip the blade of the scissors under one wing
and clip about half of its length, or you may
clip one-third of each wing. Dr. Miller ad-

vises cutting the two wings on one side as

short as they can be conveniently be clipped.

2. Transfer the combs, during fruit bloom,

to other frames Or, if you don't like the job.

put another story on top. By and by, if you
use foundation, the queen will move to the

upper story. Then put an excluder between.

In a few days the brood will all be hatched

out of the crooked combs. You can then re-

move that hive and transfer the combs at

leisure. If you wish to hurry matters, you
may drive the bees and queen to the upper
story, then put on the escape so she may not

be able to go down again.

Bees in the City
I have 64 colonies of bees here that are in

the city limits and have no complaint of any-
one ever being stung, but I have a neighbor
that is trying to have the City Council make
me move them '^ut of the city limit

IOWA.
Answer.—If your bees do not sting people
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the fact that they are kept within a city can-

not be made a nuisance. In the case of "Clark

versus the City of Arkadelphia, Ark., the Su-

preme Court held that, "Although bees may
become a nuisance in a city, an ordinance

which makes the owning , keeping or raising

of bees within the city limits a nuisance.

whether it is in fact so or not, is too broad.

and is not valid.*' There were other cases de-

cided in the same way.

However, if your bees should sting people.

they could recover damages and force you to

remove them.

Bees will not fly through a wire luesli 1

inch or less in diameter. So a very safe thing

for you to do is to establish a small net fence

around your apiary, on the sides next to the

street or the neighbor. I have seen this in

the City of Peoria. 111., with very satisfactory

results,

A little gift of a comb of honey, tn the

neighbor who dislikes the bees, donated at the

time of harvesting the crop, may smooth down

much dissatisfaction or prejudi(je.

hive, on top of the frames of the other hivi.-

but the fiueen will probably be slower in go-

ing down to it than she would be in going up.

The same precautions are necessary in either

case, to close up any openings that would give-

too much exposure of the combs.

cause of Isle of Wight disease, it

might be killed by smoking the bees
with sulphur smoke, and says: "To
my mind it may be a question of de-
ciding how little will kill the mites
without harming the bees."

A Drone Layer
The hive of bee^*; in my apiary that T exam-

ined to see if they were short of supplies had
4 or ft pounds of honey and lots of pollen

stored, and they seemed to be working strong.

They are Goldens, and have one of the finest-

looking queens you ever saw, but there was
not a bit of worker brood in the combs, but
lots of drone brood in worker cells. This is

a young pueen, about 8 months old. Now
what is the trouble, laying workers, or an
infertile oueen. or what? MISSOURI.
Answer.—That queen is a drone-layer and

absolutely worthless. The sooner you replace

her with another, the better it will be for the

colony. If the colony is strong, you might

save it by killing the queen and giving them at

once some brood just batching from the eggs,

in place of their drone brood. If you can give

them a good queen it would be still better.

As far is I am able to judge, the queen

must have been disabled by chilling. That

sometimes makes a fertile queen a drone-layer.

However, she may simply De an inferior aueen

which has already lost her fertility. Such ac-

cidents happen more readily among the Gold-

pns than among the others, because of their

being too much in-bred.

Transferring
1 have a colony of bees in a box hive and

would like to transfer it. I have a lOframe
Jumbo depth dovetailed hive with five frames
of drawn comb and the rest with full sheets

of foundation. I have had no experience, and
would like to know the easiest way to transfer

to this hive. IOWA.
Answer.—When the colony becomes sli»ng

enough, which ought to be in May or June,

turn the box hive bottom side up, and fit the

other hive, right side up, on top of it, without

its bottom board, using such slats or short

boards as may be needed to close any too

wide openings to the outside. In short, fix

your hives so that the bees can go from one to

the other, and also so they can go back and

forth to the field.

The queen will go up into Ihc movable-

frame hive as soon as she is crowded for

room below. If she docs not move soon

enough to suit you. you may drive her up by

using a little smoke and drumming the bees

for a few minutes. After the queen has bec-n

in the upper hive 21 days, the brood will all

be hatched out below. You may then re-

move that lower story and use it as you see

fit.

Vou can also put Ihe lower story, or box

Goldens
Are the Golden Italians as good hniiey gath

crers and geiiera!-|nirpose bees as the three-

banded ? Also, what was their origin?
OHIO.

Golden Italians are not a special variety of

the Italian race, although there are occasion-

ally in Italy bees of a slightly lighter shade

than the average. The bees which may be seen

in Italy, from one end of the country to the

other, have three yellow rings on the abdo-

men next to the thorax. These rings being

more or less transparent, the color of the

honey within their abdomen has some influ-

ence upon their yellow appearance. In ordi-

nary conditions, the yellow resembles more a

fair leather color. Their temper is mild and

they hang quietly upon the combs when prop-

erly handled, while the common bees cluster

under the combs and often fall to the ground

in spite of the care taken. This is the pure

race of Italian bees.

By selecting yellow queens from the yel-

lowest 'bees, beekeepers, especially in America,

have succeeded in producing an artificially

made variety of "golden bees." Their color is

brighter and the rings of the abdomen have

nearly all more or less of the transparency of

the three rings common to all the bees of their

race. Usually the "goldens" are as quiet on

the combs as the ordinary Italians and as

peaceable in temper, but they are often less

prolific, because of having been selected for

color at the expense of other qualities.

Some "goldens" have been bred through a

mixture with Cyprian bees. The Cyprians

are of brighter hue than the Italians, having

a golden shield upon the tip of the thorax.

They are really "copper-colored." It has often

been remarked that their color is well matched

with the name of their native island, Cyprus,

the name of which is derived from, or similai

to, the Latin word "cuprum" (copper). The

Cyprians are very active, very cross, and al-

most impossible to subdue. The Golden Ital-

ian bees which have been produced by the

mating of Italian mothers with Cyprian drones

retain to a certain extent the activity and ir-

ritable disposition of the Cyprians. So when

we meet golden Italian bees which are of iras-

cible temper, we usually suspect them of hav-

ing inherited those traits, at some time or

other, from the Cyprian ancestors.

Thus it is impossible to say whether the

goldens are as crood honey gatherers as the

ordinary pure Italian bees. Much depends upon

their descent. Personally. I have no desire to

breed from golden Italian bees. At least, the

question of color is, a very secondary question,

in my mind. The qualities we should seek in

our bees arc : honey-gathering qualities, pro-

lificncss, gentleness, with color as an adjunct

which may be pleasant to have, but not in any

way indisitensahlc.

ODDS AND ENDS

Wintered Without Loss
My bees, 32 colonies—have win-

tered without loss. They are working
fine on fruit bloom and dandelion. I

have never seen clover look more
promising at this time of year than it

does now. Surely the indications are
for a good honey crop.

B. A. Manley.
Milo, Iowa, April 21.

Ellis County Beekeepers Meet
The Beekeepers' Association of El-

lis County, Texas, held their annual
field meet April 8, at the home of T.
W. Burleson, in Waxahachie. In
spite of very inclement weather, the
meeting was well attended. One of
the main features of all field meets
is the picnic dinner, and those pres-
ent certainly thank Mrs. Burleson for
the wonderful "eats" placed before
them. The work of the afternoon
was of a character that is seldom
found at beekeepers' gatherings. A
regular school of instruction was
held. Several box hives were trans-

ferred to movable-frame hives and
the full process of shipping pound
packages and the building of colonies
from pound packages was gone
thi'ough with. Every one present was
highly delighted with the methods
that were used by Mr. Burleson and
it is needless to say that everyone
learned much of value. Visitors were
present from both Dallas and Johnson
Counties. The Ellis County Bee-
keepers' Association is one of the
best in the State and has been ex-

tremely active in the work of en-

couraging better beekeeping in North
Central and Eastern Texas.

Can the Mite Be Killed?

A. J. Ridley, in British Bee Jour-
nal, suggests that if the newly-discov-
ered mite which is called Tarsonemus
Woodi, is shown to be actually the

Guadalupe Valley Field Meet
Five of the prominent beekeeping

counties of Texas, located along the
valley of the Guadalupe River, have
been united in the Guadalupe Valley
Beekeepers' Association for a number
of years. Their annual picnic was
held April 13 on the Guadalupe
River near Seguin, over fifty bee-

keepers were present and quite an
elaborate program was carried out.

After a bountiful picnic dinner,

the beekeepers were addressed by Mr.

.

Louis H. Scholl, editor of the Bee-
keepers' Item. Mr. LeStourgeon, •'f

the Texas Honey Producers' , then
told of the coiTect packing of honey,
emphasizing the fact the beekeepers
must develop their local trade to a
far greater extent than ever before.

H. B. Parks, Secretary of the
American Honey Producers' League,
spoke on the relationship between the
nectar-yielding plants of the San An-
tonio district and the problems of
beekeeping.

Miss Alma Hasselbauer, Secretaiy
of the Texas Honey Producers' Asso-
ciation, spoke of the work of asso-

ciations as a help to the beekeeper.
Mr. Alex, of the Texas Experiment

Station, told of the work of the State
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Queen Rearing Yard and explained
the new policy of the foulbrood in-

spection.
The Guadalupe Valley Association

has held regular meetings for fivo

years and has been one of the fore-
most associations in making displays
at County and District Fairs.

League Notes
The announcement that the Leu<?uo

will have a trade mark or seal oas
met with approval of a large number
of the prominent honey producers of
the United States and many sugges-
tions are being received relative to

the design. Mr. C. W. Aeppler, of
Oconomowoc, Wis., who has had ex-
perience in the designing and regis-
tering of trade marks, has offered his

services to the League in designing a
trade mark. Mr. Aeppler desires,
if beekeepers have ideas which they
consider worthy of consid -latioii,

that they will communicate the sug-
gestions either to the Secretary of
the League or to himself. Mr. Aep-
pler is well qualified to do th;s work
as, in addition to being a designer
and teacher, he operates a large api-

ary.

Dr. E. F. Phillips, Chairman of the
Bureau of Research, has named Dr.
J. H. Merrill, of Manhattan, Kans.,
and Prof. H. F. Wilson, of Madison,
Wis., as his committeemen. Dr.
Phillips is to be congratulated on his

choice of associates, as the beekeep-
ing public has come to recognize Dr.
Merrill and Prof. Wilson as being
foremost among those engaged in the
investigation of apiary problems.

Clifford Muth has named the fol-

lowing as his committeemen: A. L.

Boyden, Medina, Ohio; Wesley Fos-
ter, Boulder. Colo.; C. H. W. Weber,
Cincinnati, Ohio, and Ernest Kohn,
Grover Hill, Ohio. Mr. Muth has se-

lected these gentlemen, as in each
case the man named is not only a
large beekeeper, but also is engaged
in the selling of honey and of bee fix-

tures; so knows both sides of the
game. They bring to the Committee
the strength of years of experience
in advertising, aiid should give the
beekeepers of America the very best
service which can be rendered.

Reports coming to the Secretary
show that the money pledged for ad-
vertising purposes at the Indi.inai-olis

meeting is now largely available. In
cases where the money had to lie col-

lected by the Secretary of the State
Association, the money has largely
been collected and considerab'e of it

has been turned in. The appeal inade
through the Bulletin for individual
beekeepers to tax themselves has met
with approval of many of our large
beekeepei-s and the Secretary has re-

ceived quite a number of cjutribu-
tions from this source.

The League movement is gaining
headway in almost every section of
the country and the Secretary has
been informed by H. A. Scullen,
of the Oregon State Beekeepei-.s' As-
sociation, that that Association has
taken definite steps to jo'n ^he
League.

Again the Legal Aid Bureau and
the officers of the League have been

called upon to assist the beekeepers
in obtaining justice in legislation.

Pennsylvania is attempting to pass
a law, which will necessitate Jie in-

spection of new bee fixtures betore
they can be delivered into that. State.

This provision seems foolish to tVie

beekeepers, and a very vigorous pro-
test is being made against the nassage
of this portion of the bill.

H. B. Parks, Secretary.

Introducing Virgins
I have read, in February Joui'nal,

by Allan Latham, "A System One
Hundred Per Cent Successful." Like
most good things, it takes care and
patience. I practice making swarms,
small, about one pound. I buy pack-
age bees in the South and some I

shake, from home colonies, onto two
combs, with a little brood, if I can
furnish it, but very often none; I

give them a virgin queen, also from
the South, by hanging the cage be-
tween the combs, candy end down
(directions with cage), only I put the
queen in first. Some writer has said

that "It is possible to introduce a vir-

gin, but not practical. I am getting
some vigorous bees by thus crossing
pure bred virgins with hybrids.

L. H. Snyder, Altoona, Pa.

A Note From California
We have had a short rainfall in this

section of California, while north
they have had an abundance. Re-
cently we have had an unusual killing

frost, which will cause the shortest
fruit crop that we have had for years.
In many places the bees are using
stores much faster than they are
coming in, except among the orange
blossoms. It is now too late to ex-
pect any more heavy rains, but with-
out hot east winds to take the sur-
face moisture, we expect some honey.
Southern California will produce a
short crop this season, unless condi-
tions change.
M. H. Mendleson, Ventura Calif.

Do It in Time
The beekeeping axiom is "Learn

what is to be done, and do it in time."
The importance of the last five words
cannot be overestimated

Ontario to Rear Queens
The recent Legislature gave us a

grant of $4,000 for the establishing
of a queen-rearing apiary in Ontai-io
and we expect an annual grant of
$2,000 for maintenance. This should
enable us to establish an apiary in
the southern part of the Province
with two objects in view; the supply-
ing of pedigreed and resistant stock.
While it would undoubtedly take us a
few years to achieve our first object
of sending out a very much improved
stock of queens, we hope to be able
to make a continual improvement
along these lines. European foul-
brood is still very prevalent in parts
of the Province, and by sending out
goodly numbers of resistant stock, we
should be able to overcome this dis-

ease to a large extent.
Our Annual Summer Short Course

in beekeeping runs from June 13 to
17, and we hope to have with us at

that time Prof. Rea, of Cornell, and
Prof. Kindig of Michigan. This
course is largely practical and free to
those desiring to gain experience in

beekeeping.
F. Eric Millen,,

Provincial Apiarist.

Sugar Statistics
The annual report of the American

Sugar Refining Company for the year
1920 is out. Its President, in his
message to stockholders gives a very
thorough and comprehensive explana-
tion for the extreme fluctuation in

sugar prices during 1920.
During governmental control of

sugar, prices remained fairly con-
stant. France was the first to de-
control sugar, and the result was a
mad scramble on the part of French
interests to get all the sugar possible.

This, coupled with the fact that our
government refused to make an-ange-
ments for buying the sugar crop,
made a steady outflow of sugar from
here to Europe.

Then, suddenly, without warning,
control was abandoned in the United
States. Sugar was scarce and a still

wilder scramble ensued. Naturally
sugar began to be diverted from Eu-
rope back to this country, some sugar
exported being returned on the same
ship, to take advantage of our higher
prices.

There could be but one result. The
influx of sugar was so great from
everywhere (some even coming from
the interior of China) that a break in

the prices was inevitable.

During the year, the extreme vari-

ation in prices was 19% cents, a

much higher variation than ever ex-

perienced in the history of the

United States.

The report is very interesting and,

we believe, can be obtained by ad-

dressing a postal to the American
Sugar Refining Company at 117 Wall
street. New York City.

The Queen, According to Butler

If by her voice she bid them go,

they swarm; if being abroad she dis-

like the weather or lighting place,

they quickly return home again.

While she cheereth them to battle

they fight; while she is well they are

cheerful about their work; if she

di-oop and die they will never again

enjoy their home, but either languish

till they be dead too, or yielding to

the robbers, fly away with them.^—
Chas. Butler. The Feminine Monar-
chic. 1623.-

The Mid-West Horticultural Show
The Iowa Legislature, in its clos-

ing day, provided an appropriation of
$16,000 for the Mid-We.st Horticul-
tural Show for the coming two years.
While this show is held in Iowa, it is

open to exhibitors of the whole mid-
dle west, and attracts exhibits from
Wisconsin to Arkansas, and from
Colorado to Ohio. Beekeeping is

made a special feature of this expo-
sition, and we hope that the exhibits
of apiary products at the next show
will be more nearly equal to those
presented by the fruit and vegetable
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growers. When the time and place
of holding the next exhibition is an-
nounced, we will endeavor to give
the information place in our columns.
A splendid opportunity will be open
to the beekeepers to advertise their

products to the thousands of visitors

who will attend and at the same time
secure the premiums offered by the
management. Secretary Herrick
writes that they hope to increase the
amount of premiums offered on
honey exhibits.

Census Reports
Nevada has 11,998 colonies of

bees, as compared to 8,401 colonies

in 1909. The honey crop for 1919
was 577,576 pounds, or a per colony
production of 50 pounds.

Utah has now 25,061 colonies and
their production in 1919 was 1,232,-

239 pounds, of 50 pounds per colony.
Masachusetts had 7464 colonies in

1909 and only 6573 now. The per
colony production is 10 pounds.
No honey item is included in the

Alaska census report. Evidently there
are no bees there, although we have
subscribers there.

Kansas had 81,337 colonies of b-x>",

in 1920, as against 73,737 in 1909.
The per colony production in 1919
was a little over 7 pounds, or a total

of 597,875 pounds.

"Eat Mississippi Honey" Week
The beekeepers of Mississippi in-

augurated a special campaign, "Eat
Mississippi Honey," which extended
over the week April 10 to 16: The
object, of course, was to interest the
public in honey in general, and Mis-
sissippi honey in particular. All ho-
tels, cafes, drug stores, mei'chants
and especially the buying public,

were appealed to to help make the
movement a real success. Judging
from some newspaper clippings com-
ing to this office, much desirable pub-
licity through the press was given to

the project.

Beeswax Refuse Now Third Class

The Consolidated Classifications

Committee of the railroads has acted
favorably on the change of rate in

"Beeswax refuse" from first to third

class in the Southern classification,

making a uniform rate of third class

throughout the country. Refined
beeswax takes first-class rates. Any-
one shipping slumgum, refuse, etc.,

should make sure that it is billed out
as "Beeswax Refuse."

Wisconsin Averages 28 Pounds
According to the census, Wiscon-

sin bees averaged 28 pounds of sur-

plus honey per colony in 1919. There
are 107,646 colonies of bees in Wis-
consin, as against 95,638 colonies in

1909. The honey crop for 1919 was
2,676,683 pounds.

A Tribute to McCray
The report of the Montana Board

of Entomology, recently issued con-

tains a fine tribute to the memory of

Dr. A. H. McCray, who died of spot-

ted fever June 14, 1919. Doctor
McCray will be remembered by the

beekeepers for his work on bee dis-

eases. After leaving the Depart-
ment of Agriculture he went to Mon-
tana, where he was engaged in in-

vestigation of spotted fever, a disease
which is not yet fully understood. It

was while attempting to learn some-
thing concerning the disease that he
was stricken. His passing was men-
tioned in our .\ugust, 1919, issue.

Accompanying: the article above
mentioned is a photo of Doctor ivtc-

Cray and extracts from the funeral
oration.

North Dakota Bee Census

Bees are scarce in North Dakota,
according to the census. There are
now 708 colonies, as against 495 in

1910. The honey production for
1919 was 12,514 pounds.

Oregon Again
The beekeepers of Clackamas

County, Oregon, at a recent meeting
formed the Clackamas County Bee-
keepers Association, with the follow-
ing officers:

President—W. T. Lee, Canby.
Vice President—George Dennison,

Oregon City.

Secretary—J. Sickler, Milwaukie,
Ore.

Treasurer—Mrs. E. McFarren,
Walluga.
The beekeepers of Multnomah

County, at a recent meeting, organ-
ized with the following officers :

President—E. J. Ladd, Portland.
Vice President—E. H. Bauer, Port-

land.

Sesretary-Treasurer — Edgar W.
Stahl, Portland.

Another New One
The beekeepers of Glenn County,

California, met at Orland March 18
and organized the Glenn County Bee-
keepers' Association. Officers elect-

ed were:
President—M. A. Sayler.
Vice President— A. Eferlein.
Secretary-Treasurer—H. M. Gillas.

Directors—H. H. Hill and E. M.
Gripe.

Lehigh Valley Beekeepers Organize

The beekeepers of the Lehigh Val-
ley have recently organized an asso-
ciation with an initial membership of
34. The oflSccrs are: A. L. Brod-
head, President; J. E. Linde, Vice
President, and O. H. Urffer, Secre-
tary.

New Jersey Bees

There were 12,451 colonies of bees
in New Jersey in 1919, as compared
with 10,484 colonies in 1909. The
honey crop for 1919 was 157,717
pounds.

Bees in West Virginia
West Virginia reports 89,873 colo-

nies of bees in 1919, as against 110,-

673 colonies in 1909. The honey
crop for 1919 was 919,689 pounds, or
about 10 pounds per colony. It will

be noted that there has been a big
decline in the number of bees in ton
years.

LESSONS FROM THE HIVE
By B. Remain

Division of Labor—A hive is like a
gigantic factory, where every one of
its 50,000 workers is at work accord-
ing to its capacity—using its talents
for the benefit of the community.
There are carriers, soldiers, sentinels,

detectives, nurses, architects, scouts,

scavengers. Even youngsters are
turned into use for home duties.

Our modern manufacturers have
copied the bees in allotting each man
a part of the work, in which they can
attain such a wonderful speed and ac-
curacy.
Economy—Bees in the midst of

their stores never use more than
needed; no wasteful banquets, no
squandering, no scattering. Their
New Year's day, that is their swarm-
ing day, seems to be the only excep-
tion. Then permission is granted to
give full scope to their digestive
powers. Yet, that liberality is turned
to good account, for the production
of the material needed for the new
home.
We can only mention the bees' love

of order, cleanliness, patriotism, har-
mony, entente cordiale, their spirit of
democracy, from the queen mother
down to the last new-born babe.

Bees make their nectar from the
sweetest juice of flowers, and that
little theft they repay by an immense
good in helping their fructification.

Bees go out only to work and come
back as soon as possible. They never
loiter out of doors. Conmunity life

is essential to their existence. What
a precious example of family life,

which parents and children should en-
joy at home for the benefit of all.

The bees have more honey than
venom, so our general disposition
should be mildness, with occasionally
a point of pungency.
To recapitulate, we should learn

from bees:
1—To use our time well, not only

for our profit, but for others.
2—To save money and economize

food—for future needs, so great in

war time.
3—To lay up for ourselves, while

on earth, treasures of good deeds
which we will enjoy for life everlast-
ing—that we call to make invest-
ments for eternity.

In ending, may I suggest that St.

John the Baptist be honored as Pa-
ti'on of beekeepers (feast 24th of

June) ? He who was depending most-
ly on honey—found in trees or in"

rocks. The non-Christian may take
Samson, the inventor of frame hive
(from the lion's ribs).

China.

FROM THE OLD FILES

"I don kno ov enny bissiness on the
breast of man so lazy and useless

without actually killing him, az hun-
tin' wild bees in the wilderness."—J.

Billings. (American Bee Journal,
November, 1871, page 119.)

"Where did Noah preserve the bees
during the flood? In the archives."

—

(American Bee Journal, 1872.)
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CLASSIFIED DEPARTMENT.
Advertisements in this department will be

inserted for 6 cents per word, with no dis-

counts. No classitied advertisements accepted
for less than 36 cents. Count each initial or
number as one word.
Copy for this department must reach us not

later than the SOtb of the month preceding
date of issue. If intended for classified de-
partment it should be so stated when adver-
tisement is sent.

SWEET CLOVER SEED
SWEET CLOVER—Biennial yellow; ideal lor

bee pasturage and soil improvement. New
seed, recleaned and graded. unhuUed 8c per
pound. R. M. Hanna. SkiUman, N. J.

FREE SAMPLE (iluljamj annual sweet clo-

ver (scariried). Genuine Hughes strain, 2c
postage. Jas. H. Kitchen,

R 5. Springfield. O.

BEES AND QUEENS
QUEENS ON APPROVAI^-Bees by package

or colony. Tested queen, $2 ; select un-
tested, $1.50; all other grades, $1. Bees with-
out queen, 1 lb., $3; 2 lbs., $5; colony, $10.

Birdie M. Hartle,
924 Pleasant St., Reynoldsville, Pa.

QUEENS—Italian. 1 untested, $1.50; 6, $S.

See my ad on page 247 of this issue.

Willard A. Friend, Bedford. Ohio.

FOR SALE — Three-banded Italian quetns
untested, $1.50 each; 6, $7.50; 12, $14. Se-

lect untested. $1.75 each; satisfaction guaran-
teed. W. T. Perdue & Sons.

R. No. 1, Fort Deposit, Ala.

JUST to let all my customers know I am
still breeding 3-banded bees, Dr. Miller stock

queens: 1 untested queen, $2, 6 for $11. Se-

lects 25c each higher.
Curd Walker, Jellico, Tenn.

QUEENS—H. Brenner strain, 3-banded Ital-

ian. Equaled only by the best. Untested.
$1.50 each, $15 per dozen.

Dr. A. Wright, Kingsbury, Texas.

FOR SALE—-Three-banded Italian queens, af-

ter May 25, untested, $1.50 each, 6, $8, 12,

$15. Tested queens, $3 etch. The above
queens are all select. Robt. B. Spicer,

Wharton, N. J.

MY famous three-banded Italian queens, .^l.JO

each, 6 for $8, after June 1.

J. W. Romberger, Apiarist,

3113 Locust St.. St. Joseph, Mo.

QUEENS ON APPROVAI^Bees by package
or colony. Tested queens, $2; select un-

tested, $1.50. All other grades $1. Bees
without queen, 1 pound, $3; 2 pounds, $5;
colony, $10. A. M. Applegate,

840 Main St., Reynoldsville, Pa.

QUEENS from real producers, three-banded
Italians: 1, $1.50; 6, $8.25; 12, $16.

Trinity Valley Honey Co.,

Route 8, Dallas, Texas.

SIMMONS QUEENS, bees and nuclei, gold-

ens and three-band.
Fairmount Apiary, Livingston, X. Y.

ITALIAN QUEENS—Three-banded, select un-
tested, guaranteed. Queen and drone moth-

ers arc chosen from colonies noted for honey
production, hardiness, prolificness, gentleness,
and perfect markings. Price, May and June:
$1.50 each, 12 or more $1.25 each. Send for
circular.

J. H. Haughey & Co., Berrien Springs, Mich.

FOR SALE—Three-banded Italian queens
ready June 1. Day old virgins, 55c each.

Select untested, $1.50 each; 6, $8; 12, $15; 60,

$60. Nuclei with queens, 2-framc $7.50; 3-

fram« $10.50. No disease; satisfaction guar-
anteed and correspondence answered promptly.

A. E. Crandall, Berlin, Conn.

MR. BEEKEEPER—If you enjoy preparing
supers and r* moving honey, then you will be

wise to head your colonies with my vigorous
Italians. See larger add elsewhere.

Herman McConnell, Robinson, 111.

HARDY ITALIAN QUEENS. $1 each.
W. G. Lauver, Middletown, Pa.

FOR SALE—Unsurpassed Italian queens,
rrady June 1; untested, $1.50; 6, $7.50; 12.

$14; 50, $55; 100. $105. Tested. 1, $2.50; 6.

$13.50. My queens are actually laying before
tliey are sent out.

J. D. Harrah. Freewater, Oregon.

FOR SALE—Hardy northern bred Italian
queens and bees, each c id every queen war-

ranted satisfactory. For prices and further
information write for circular.

H. G. Quirin, Bcllevue, Ohio.

THAGARD-S ITALIAN QUEENS—ftiy 3-

banded are "bred for quality"; try them and
be convinced. Circular free.

V, R. Thagard, Greenville, Ala.

GUARANTEED ITALIAN QUEENS AND
Bii-ES. Orders filled day received. See

larger add elsewhere. Dr. White Bee Co.,
P. O. Box 71. Sandia, Texas.

HEAVY LAYING Italian queens that produce
hustling 3-banded workers. Untested, $1.25;

tested, $2. Safe delivery and satisfaction guar-
anteed. There is no disease in my apiaries.

Order now and get them on time.
P. M. Williams. Ft. Deposit. Ala

BEES AND QUEENS from my Carolina api-

aries, progeny of my famous Porto Rican
pedigreed breeding stock.

Elton Warner, Asheville. N. C.

FOR SALE—Golden or 3-banded virgins. 60c
each, or $6 per dozen; safe arrival.

R. O. Cox. Rt. 4. Luverne, Ala.

SWARTS' Golden queens produce golden bees
of the highest quality. Untested $1.50 each,

6 for $8; tested, $3. Satisfaction guaranteed.
D. L. Swarts, Lancaster, Ohio, Rt. 2.

FOR SALE—Golden Italian queens, untested,
$1.50 each, doaen $14. Bees by the pound a
specially. Write for prices on bees.

E. A. Simmons, Greenville, Ala.

FOR SALE—Queens and bees, Italians and
goldens, $1.50 each, $15 per dozen; 1 lb.

bees, $5, 2 lbs. bees, $9. If queen is wanted
with bees add the price of queen. Safe arrival

and satisfaction guaranteed in United States
or Canada. Cash or certified check must ac-

company all orders where parties are not
known or satisfactorily rated,

Graydon Bros-, Rt. 4, Greenville. Ala.

FOR SALE—Leather colored Italian queens,
tested, until June 1, $2.50; after, $2. Un-

tested, $1.25; 12, $13. Roofs goods at Root's
prices. A. W. Yates,

15 Chapman St., Hartford. Conn.

THREE-BANDED ITALIANS only, tha'tlia"^
been bred to a high standard of excellence.

I never had any disease in my apiary. Safe
arrival and satisfaction guaranteed. Untested
queens: 1, $1.50; 12, $15. Tested queens: 1,

$2.25; 12, $25.

Jul Buegeler, New Ulra, Texas.

FOR SALE—Root's strain of golden and
leather-colored Italian queens: bees by the

pound and nuclei. Untested queens, $1.50

each; select untested. $2 each; tested, $2.50

each; select tested, $3 each. For larger lots

write. Circular free. A. J. Pinard,
440 N. 6th St.. San Jose, Calif.

THREE-BAND BREEDERS from one of the

heaviest honey-gathering strains in the State.

$10 each. Delivery May 15.

A. V. Small. Augusta, Kans.

WE are booking orders for our golden Ital-

ian queens for spring delivery after April 15.

Untested queens, 1, $1.50; doz., $15; select un-

tested queens, 1, $1.75; do_.. $18; virgin queens.
1, 75c; doz., $9; tested queens. 1. $3; doz., $36
Safe arrival guaranteed.

Tillery Brothers, Georgiana, Ala.

BOOK YOUR ORDERS for QUEENS now—
Goldens, $2; tested. $3; banded. $1.50; tested.

$2.60; six or more, 10 per cent less.

Clover Leaf Apiaries. Wahoo, Neb.

EDSON APIARIES now booking orders for

queen bees for delivery during season of
•921. Prices: One untested queen. $1.25; 50
untested queens, $57.50; 100 untested queens.
$100. Orders filled in rotation; first shipments
March 1, 1931.

Edson Apiaries, Gridler, Calif.

BEES AND QUEENS from my New Jersey
apiary J. H. M. Cook,
lAtf 84 Cortland St., New York City.

HIGH GRADE ITALIAN QUEENS—Send
for catalog.

Jay Smith, R. 3, Vincennes, Ind.

BEES BY THE POUND. ALSO QUEENS—
Booking orders now. Free circular gives

prices, etc. Sec larger ad elsewhere.
Nueces County Apiaries, Calallen. Texas,

E. B. Ault, Prop.

GOLDEN and 3-banded Italian queens; tested,
$1.25; untested, $1. No disease. Safe deliv-
ery and satisfaction guaranteed.

C. B. Bankston, Buffalo, Texas. Box 65.

FOR SALE—Golden Italian queens, tested
queen, $3; untested queen, $1.50.

J. F. Michael, Winchester, Ind.

HUMMER QUEENS—Untested. $1.50 each,
$15 per doz.; Tested, $2 each. $22 per doz.

A trial will convince you that they cannot be
beaten. Safe arrival and satisfaction guaran-
teed. Nuclei at same old price.
Geo. A. Hummer & Sons, Prairie Point, Miss.

,
WILL SHIP a few choice queens with frames

of brood, $4 each. Jes Dalton,
Bordelonville, La.

PRITCHARD QUEENS—(Three-banded Ital-

ians). My first season selling direct to
the trade. June prices: Untested, $1.75 each,
6 for $9.50; select untested $2 each, 6 for $11.
For delivery after June 30, deduct 25 cents for
eac'n queen. A liberal discount will be given
on larger quantities. I will have a few choice
virgins, tested, and breeders to spare. Write
for prices. Queens clipped free of charge on
request. Acknowledgment and directions for
introducing sent on receipt of order. Safe
delivery and satisfaction guaranteed. Specify
date of shipment desired. Otherwise orders
will be filled in rotation.

Arlie Pritchard, Medina, Ohio.

FOR SALE—Golden or 3-banded queens, un-
tested only. Safe arrival and satisfaction

gijaranteed- Prices till July 15: One, $1.50;
six, $S; dozen, $15.

Ross B. Scott, La Grange, Ind-

ITALIAN QUEENS. $1 each, or $10 per doz.
after June 1. Will book a few more three-

frame nuclei of black or hybred bees with
Italian queen, for delivery after June 15, at
$5.50 each. These will be fine to winter for
early spring work.

Otto Diestel, Elza, Ga.

DAY-OLD ITALIAN QUEENS—High qual-
ity, low prices. Safe introduction described

in circular. Delivery and satisfaction guaran-
teed in U. S. and Canada. Price, 1, 50c; 100,
$50. Order early.

James McKee. Riverside, Calif.

SELECT QUEENS only. Three-band and
leather colored Italians. Tested, $2.50; un-

tested, $1.50 each.
Geo. W. Coltrin & Son, Malhis, Texas.

BEGINNING June 5, I can supply you with
3-banded Italian queens by return mail. Se-

lect untested, $1.50 each, or $15 per dozen.
Tested, $2.50 each. I also have nuclei for im-
mediate shipment; 2-frame nucleus, $5; 3-frame
nucleus, $6.50. Add price of queen wanted to

price of nucleus. Frank Bornhoffer,
Rt. 17, Mt Washington, Ohio.

NUCLEI—2-frame hybrids with queen, $5.50.

Clarence Foote, Delanson, N. V.

FOR SALE—Nuclei and queens, leather-col-

ored, heavy producers. Nuclei, 2-frame. $5;
3-frame, $7. Queens, untested. $1.50; tested,

$2. Single story hives, flat crates of 5 at $16.

R. Kramske. 1104 Victor, St. Louis, Mo.

QUEENS—Good Italian stock, selected and
reared with utmost care, especially for re-

queening. Foresee your needs and receive
particular attention. Each, $1.50; 5, $7; 10,

$13. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Elsa J. Fischhaber, 1320 Genesee Ave.,

Saginaw, Mich.

FOR SALE—Select untested queens, $2 each,
6 for $11. No very large orders solicited-

Ready about June 10. Dr. C. E. Sheldon,
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho.
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CALIFORNIA ITALIAN QUEENS at spc
cial prices. After June 15 and to October 1,

1, $1.25; 6, $7; 12, $13; 25 ond over, $1 each;
100, $90. See larger ad elsewhere. Circular
free.

J. E. Wing, 155 Schiele Ave., San Jose, Cal.

NL'tXEI—We make a specialty of shipping 2-

frame nuclei. Write for special prices for

June delivery. Queens at the following prices:
Untested, $1.50 Lach; C, $S; 12, $15; 50, $U0;
100, $100. Tested queens. $2.50 each.

Cotton Belt Apiaries, Roxton, Texas.

FOR SALE—Fine ttsted queens, year old, $2;
Silver Spangled Hamburg chickens and eggs;

rare ohi violin.

Elias Fox, Union Center, Wis.

THE ITALIAN QUEENS OF WINDMERK
are superior Ihree-banded stock. Untestt-d,

$1.50 each, G for $51; tested $2.50 each; se-

lect tested, $3. Prof. W. A. Matheny,
Ohio University, Athens, Ohio.

LARGE, HARDY, PROLIFIC QUEENS—
Three-band Italians and goldens, pure mat-

ing and safe arrival guaranteed. We ship only
queens that are top notchers in size, prolific-

ness and color. After June 1, untested queens
$1.50 each, fur $S, 12 or m'orc $1.40 each.

25 or more $1.25 each. Tested queens $3 each,

a for $10.

Buckeye Bee Co., Justus, O.

^'OR SALE^Pure three-banded Italian queens,
reared from the best lioney producing moth-

ers, mated to pure drones. Untested, each
$1.50, six. $S, twelve, $15. Tested, each $3,

six $14, twelve $25.
II. N. Eoley, Hillsboro, Iowa.

WE believe we have the best Italian queens
obtainable. Our new system is working

wonders. Book your order now for 1921. Un-
tested, $1.50; tested, $3; virgins, imported
mothers, 50c. F. M. Russell, Roxbury, Ohio.

FOR SALE—Young three-banded Italians bred
from best honey producers. Untested. $1-50;

tested, $3. Ready June 1. Book orders now.
W. C. Young, Box 2i9, Des Plaines, 111.

SIMMONS strain Italian queens, golden and
three-band. Virgins, $1 each, $10 pcT dozen.

A few line breeders for sale.

Fairmount Apiary, Livingston, N. Y.

QUEENS—I am now offering queens at pre-

war prices. Untested, 1, $1.25; 25 or more.

$1 each.
W. H. Moses, Lane City, Texas.

FOR SALE—20 colonies of Italian bees in S

and 10-frame dovetailed hives.

Carl Franke, Mauston, Wis.

CHOICE ITALIANS—Select queens, tested.

$2.50; untested. $1.50 each,

Geo. W. Coltrin ^ Son, Mathis, Texas.

HOtHEY AND BEESWAX
WHITE sweet clover honey with sniall i>er

cent of basswood, in 5-gallpn cans, case of 2

cans, $14, one can $7.50. Ten cases at 10c

per pound. Sample 10c. C. S. Engle,
200 Center St., Sioux City, Iowa.

FOR SALE—-One ton white clover extracted

honey in GO-lb. cans, at 15 cents a pound.
Harry Chandler, R. D. 5, New London, O.

GIVE me your best offer for 2.000 lbs. nice

cbtver and basswood extracted honey. Put

up in lO-lb. pails or 60-lb. cans.

Walter Jaster, St. Peter, Minn.

ATWATER and his crew are working almost

day and night to produce a big crop to supply

you and your customerst
,

Meridian, Idaho.

I'OR SAI<E—Very fine quality basswood-milk

weed mostly milkweed) honey in GOpound
cans. P. W. Sowinski, Bellaire, Mich.

FOR SALE—Clover extracted honey, 15c per

pound; amber and buckwheat, 12i^c, two GO-

pound cans to case; amber in 50-gallon barrels,

lOc i)cr pound.
H. G. Quirin, Dellevuc , Oh io.

HONEY—16c per pound! ^Walter Reppcrl,

Gen. Dcliv., Shreveport, La.

FOR SALE—Choice clover extracted honey.
Slate quantity wanted.

J. D. Beals, Oto, Iowa.

FOR SALE—Extracted honey. Write for
prices. A. L. Kildow, Putnam, 111.

FOR SALE—Honey. Immediate shipment f.

o. b. New York, in 60-lb tins: Calif, white
orange, 19c lb.; Calif, white sage, 16c lb.; white
sweet clover, 14c lb.; Calif. L A. sage, 13c lb.;

West Indian L. A., 10c lb.; West Indian L. A.,
10-lb. tins, 6 per case, 15c lb.

Hoffman & Hauck, Woodhaven, N. Y.

WANTED—Shipmems of old comb and cap-
pings for rendering. We pay the highest

cash and trade prices, charging but 5c a pound
for wax rendering. Fred W. Muth Co.,

204 Walnut St., Cincinnati, Ohio.

SUPPLIES
FOR SALE—Hoffman extracting frames in

original boxes, $4.50 per 100.

Bert Willard, Plainview, Ark.

SAVE MONEY on your shipping cases, tin

and glass honey containers, etc Our free
price list tells you how. If you rear queens
for sale, be sure to send for our price card of
mailing cages. The Rattery-Hamilton Co..

Almont, Mich.

FOR Srti-.E—One new Cowan reversible ex-

tractor, with brake No. 18; has 12-inch comb
pockets; never been used, $35. 25 10-frame
Excelsior covers, used, in goou condition. OUc
each en- $12 for the lot; 25 10-frame comb
honey supers, used for Danzenbaker sections,
in good condition, $1 each, or the lot for $20.

Lynn Z. Silsbee,

20 Leonard St., Dansville, N. Y.

FOR SALE—Ten 10-frame beehives and 22
automatic rifle; or will exchange for bees.

Thos. Cordner, Sparta, Wis.

TEN DOLLARS takes my 10 10-frame painted
4x5 section supers.

O. Biermann, Malcom, Iowa.

FOR SALE—50.000 Lewis No. 1 sections at $5
a thousand. Sizes ilixiyz beeway, 4%xl}i,

4^4x1 15-16, 414x7 to ft, 4^x2, 4x5x1^, 4x5x
1^»» 35^x5. Also supers, covers, bottoms, etc.

Write for list.

C. C. Brinton, Bloomsburg, Pa.

FOR SALE—Push-in comb queen introducing
cage, 25c postpaid. Try it. Safest way known.

O. S. Rexford, Winsted, Conn.

FOR SALE—Owner wants use of outside
warehouse, we must vacate, and offer for

quick sale, 1-story 8-frame single-wall hives
per package of 5 at $15, 10-frame size at $17.50.
Staple spaced frames, per package of 100, at

$9; 4x5 shipping cases with glass, per package
of 25 at $15. Goods first-class. Offer good
only as long as this stock lasts.

A. G. Woodman Co.. Grand Rapids. Mich.

FOR SALE—200 new 10-frame Root hive
bodies, with frames ; all in fiat ; were never

uncrated, $340 takes the lot.

Herbert Kietzer, Vernon Center, Minn.

FOR SALE—200 absolutely new 10-frame
hives complete, consisting of hive-bodies,

tops, bottoms, tin rabbets, nails and Hoffman
self-spacing frames knocked down, in lots of

5, $14; 200 full-depth supers with frames, $1.20
each; 500 lbs. of medium brood-foundation at

78c per pound
A. Irish, Doctortown, Ga.

WANTED—To quote special prices on queen
cages in quantity lots, to breeders. State

quantity.
A. G. Woodman Co., Grand Rapids, Mich.

FOR SALE—Good second-hand double-deck
comb honey shipping cases for 4^x4j4xl^

sections, 26 cents per case, f. o. b. Cincinnati;
terms cash with order.

C. H. W Weber & Co.,

2146 Central Ave., Cincinnati, O.

FOR SALE—Good second-hand empty 60-lb.

honey cans, two cans to the case, at 60c per

case, f. 0. b. Cincinnati. Terms cash with or-

der. C. H W Weber & Co..

2146 Central Ave., Cincinnati. O.

SEND us a list of goods wanted and will

quote you lowest prices. We arc ihe money-
saving bouse. Price list free. Try us.

H. S. Duby & Son. St. Anne, Ml

FOR SALE
FOR SALE—25,000 pounds scrap candy, 2y^c

per pound in barrel lots; about 200 pounds
per barrel.

Sterling Products Company, Evansville, Ind.

FOR SALE—Boiler wax press, like new, $18.

F. O'Donnell, Rock Creek, Minn.

FOR SALE—Real estate in San Joaquin Val-

ley, Calif.; great dairying and beekeeping
section. If coming to California let us locate

you. Inquiries cheerfully answered.
Bradley & Robertson, Riverdale, Calif.

FOR SALE—Cheap—My 20 10-frame painted,

4x5 section supers for $20.

O. Jewell, Mineral Point, Wis.

FOR SALE—70 strong hives of bees, 1,000

brood-frames and lots of other supplies.

$2,000. Also, 7-room house, all improvements,
lots 125x125, $6,500. A. H. Opfer.

6259 Patterson Ave., Chicago, 111.

FOR SALE—Several hundred used 60-pound

honey cans. 2 to the case. Used only once.

65c each. P- H. Outzen,
White Bear Lake, Minn.

FOR SALE—Cedar or pine dovetailed hives;

also full line of supplies, including Dadant's

foundation. Write for catalog.

A. E. Burdick, Sunnyside. Wash.

Queens of Unsurpassed Quality
3-BANDED QUEENS GOLDEN QUEENS

Our queens are reared from selected stock taken from the best

strains of Italians known. Neither trouble nor expense is spared to

produce queens of unsurpassed quality. They have proved them-
selves to be not only great honey gatherers but also, vei-y resistant

to disease, especially European foulbrood. Every queen sent out by
us we guarantee to give fullest satisfaction.

Price List of Our Queens

Untested $1.50 each, 6 to 25, $1.40 each; 25 and up, $1.25 each
Sel. Untcst. _.$1.75 each, 6 to 25, $1.60 each; 25 and up, $1.50 each
Tested $2.50 each, 6 to 25, $2.40 each; 25 and up, $2.25 each
Sel. Test. $3.00 each, 6 to 25, $2.75 each; 25 and up, $2.50 each

We clip wings free of charge. Safe arrival we guarantee.

Ohio Valley Bee Company, Catlettsburg, Ky. fs?
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FOR SALE~"Superior" Foundation (Weed
process). Quality and service unexcelled.

Superior Honey Co., Ogden. Utah.

WANTED
WANTED—Bees on shares. Stump land with
many berries and considerable cultivation;

excelttnt harvest. No other bees within lb

miles. A. Win. Koch, Mercer. V* is.

WANTED—Cowan extractor; pay cash; 100
Langstroth frames, $G.50; Incubators, one

fourth price. Exchange for gun.
Lorenzo Clark, Winona, Minn.

WANTED—Bees on shares; 100 to 200 colo-

nics in Northern Michigaif for season of

1H21. Years of experience on a large scale.

vV. A. Latshaw, Clarion, A.ich.

WANTED—Bees in colonies, comb and ex-

tracted honey. Frank Coyle, Penfield, 111.

WANTED—Beeswax, old combs and cappings
tor rende'-ing jn shares. Also wa< acccjtea

for trade. Top market prices offered.

A. I. Root Co., Council Bluffs, Iowa.

WANTED—Your order for "Superior" Foun-
dation. Prompt shipments at right prices.

Superior Honey Co., Ogden, Utah.

SITUATIONS
WANTED—One experienced man, and stu-

dents or helpers, in our large bee business;

good chance to learn. Modern equipment and
outtil, including auto truck; located near sum-
mer resorts. Write, giving age, height, weight,

experience, reference and wages wanted.
W. A. Latshaw Co., Clarion, Mich.

WANTED—Man with some experience lo

work with bees coming season. State age.

experience and wages wanted, based on our
furnishing board.

The Rocky Mountain Bee. Co.,

Box 1319, Billings, Mont.

MISCELLANEOUS
SAMPLE FREE—They say "It's as good now
^s when Hutchinson ran it." Under new

ownership, our bee journal is growing fast,

better every issue, a "different" kind of a

journal. Let's get acquainted. $1.50 a year,

and worth it.

The Domestic Beekeeper, Lansing, ..xich.

WRITE for prices on two and three-frame nu-

clei and uueens, cypress hives and frames.

Sarasota Bee Co., Sarasota, Fia.

AIREDALE TERRIERS—Fine puppies, pedi-

greed, and from choice strains. At stud.

Tack Dempsey, IV. A. K. C. No. 292,34'J. Fee
$15.; IO-V4 in. head at 10 months old.

The Airedale Kennels, Glenwood, Mich.

LEAGUE EMBLEMS—We still have a num-
ber of U. S. Beekeepers' emblems, buttons

or pins, bronze or gold. Send 50 cents and
get one

American Bee Journal, Hamilton, 111.

WANT to hear from owner having farm ior

sale; description, price.

Care Lakenvelder Farms, Toccoa, Ga-

BLACK SIBERIAN HARES—Enormous sizes,

delicious meat and beautiful fur. vVrite for

information and prices.

Siberian Fur Farm, Hamilton, Canada.

DR. MILLER'S BEE SONGS arc in "Songs
of Beedom.' Ten songs for 20 cents, post-

paid; 2-cent stamps taken. Also Teddy Bear
souvenir postal cards, 10 for 10 cents. Ad-
dress Geo. W. York. Box 84. Spokane. Wash.

QUEENS
A good queen for June means more

honey for the supers.

Pure Three-Band Italians

Untested, $1.25; select untested

$1.50.

D. W. HOWELL, Shellman, Ga.

QUEENS
Select Three-Banded Italians of the highest quality (one graded
Eight lunulrcd linncy-gatlKring colonics from which lo select the very bt.st brucdcrs.

No one has better bees than I. Can make prompt delivery by return mail. 1 have not

yet disappointed a customer.

PRICES
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FOR SALE
IF YOU WANT THE CHEAPEST, BUY THE BEST

I am prepared to furnish for the season of 1921 twenty-five hun-
dred two and three frame nuclei of my bright 3-banded Italian bees,
headed with young, vigorous queens. These bees are free from dis-

ease, and safe arrival guaranteed. Hoflfman frames wired and on
full sheets of foundation ; very few combs 'over two years old. I am
boioking orders now. One-fourth or one-half cash with order, bal-

ance before shipping.

Two-frame, $4.25; three-frame, $5.25. If queens are wanted, add
$1.25 each.

$ After May 5th I will be ready to mail queens at the following
X prices: Untested, single $1.50, six for $8, twelve for $15. Tested, $2.50
•j* each. Select tested, $3.50 each. Write for prices for large lots.

I
A. B. MARCHANT, Jesup, Ga.

V Reference: Merchants and Farmers Bank of Jesup.
«*a»VAAAA^*.^*^^*-^*-^--*„»--*,,*-.«--*,-»^.*... .*... .^ .*^.^^. .. .». .«. .*. .*. .*. .«. .*. .». .». .*. .*. .».. .». .. .. .. .*. . ». .*. .•. >. .*„*>-.«.^

TENNESSEE-BRED QUEENS
Forty-nine Years' Experience in Queen-Rearing

Breed Three-Band Italians Only
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BE PREPARED
DEES wintered better than for a number of years, due to mild winter.

Early breeding will be heavy.

Be prepared for swarming. Do not lose the honey crop on account of lack of sections, or

extracting frames. Order before it is too late.

"f^alcon" quality has stood supreme for over 40 years. Write for our new red catalog*

We guarantee safe arrival on all shipments.

W. T. FALCONER^MFG. CONCERN, Falconer, (near Jamestown) N. Y., U. S. A.

"Where the best Beehives come from"

Distributor for the Central West, WM. H. RODMAN, 2027 Main Street, Gateway Station, KANSAS CITY, MO.

I

I

I
?
Y

I

I
I

ROOT GOODS—PROMPT SERVICE
We are well supplied with a complete line of Root Goods, and Airco Foundation.
Our prices will save you money. We are now listing many exceptional bargains in

eight frame e-quipment. Getour figures, if you want quality goods at best possible prices.

WERTZ SEED COMPANY, Sioux City, Iowa

MR. BEEKEEPER
We have a large plant especially equipped to manufacture the sup-

plies that you use. We guarantee all materials and workmanship.
We ship anywhere. We allow early order discounts and make
prompt shipments. Write for free illustrated catalog today

X
X

LEAHY iVIFG. CO., 90 Sixtli Street, Higginsville, IVIissouri
J. W. ROUSE, Mexico, Missouri A. M. HUNT, Qoldthwalte, Texas

QUEENS AT PREWAR PRICES
Fine, large Italian queens, guaranteed to be of very high grade and
to give the best of satisfaction. Prices:

Untested, $1 each, ?10 per dozen, $80 per 100. Tested $2 each.

Will also sell during the month of June, a limited number of 3-Ib.
packages of hybrid bees with Italian queen, shipped on 1 frame of
honey and brood, at $4.50 per package.

A. R. IRISH, Doctortown, Ga.

BUY YOUR HIVES OF VOSS WOOD
SHOP AT EXIRA, IOWA

Standard sizes and widths, half-lock corners,
reversible bottoms, lock-cap cover. Made of
selected white pine, well machined and accu-
rately made-

Prices are in lots of 6, with frames; no foun-
dation.

8-frame. 10-frame.
*H.50 One Story Standard $15.90

8.10 Hive Bodies 9.10
9.45 Jumbo Bodies 9.95
400 Reversible Bottoms 4.26
4-25 Lock Cap Cover 4.60
3 per cent discount in lots of 100.
Odd sizes and special, same price, if not us-

ing more material. Send sample. Prompt
shipments.

VOSS WOOD SHOP
Extra, Iowa
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QUEENS
Write for our calaloij oi high grade Italian

Queens. Pure mating and sale arrival

guaranteed.

1 to 4 inclusive,

$3 each

5 to 9 inclusive,

$.'.90 each

10 or more $2.80

each

Breeders, $12.00

each

JAY SMITH, Route 3
VINCENNES, IND.

LOWER PRICES
Order from these quotations

Untested Italian queens $ 1.25

Per hundred 98.75

Two pounds bees with queens 5.75

100 packages 550.00

Section honey boxes, No. 2
grade 12.60

Hoffman brood frames, per M 65.00

Extracting bodies with frames
10-frame size, crate of 5__ 7.50

Medium bi-ood foundation,
"Airco," 100 pounds 75.00

Ex. thin foundation, "Airco,"

100 lbs. 82.00

5-lb. friction top pails (200)- 20.50
Cases 5-gal. cans (2 in case). 1.35

5-gal. cans in bulk (100) _.- 41.75

Double tier glass front ship-

ping cases (100) 50.00

The Foster Honey & Merc. Co.
Boulder, Colorado

Write for our Price List

"Foster your Business'*

COMB HONEY PRODUCERS MAKE
MORE HONEY

By using the Rauchfuis Combined
Section Press and Foundation Fas-
tener. This is the most simple, accu-

rate and rapid device of its kind to be
had. Will put up 4,000 sections in a

day, and each will be exactly right.

One Bcckct'pcr writes: "If you have but ten colo-

nies of hccs you cannot afTord to be without this

llreiit time saver."
Write for our tJcscriptive circular.

I'rice $9.10. Maiiirif! weidht fr>ur pounilK.

H. D. RAUCHFUSS,
Englewood, Colo.

QUALITY QUEENS AT QUANTITY PRICES ^ Tt-n^nroMr"

PRICES FOR 1921

Nov. 1 to June SO. July 1 to Nov. 1.

1 « 12 1 fi 12

Untested $2.00 $ 9.75 $18.00 $1.50 $8.00 $16.00

Select Untested 2.85 11.25 19.80 1.75 9.75 16.80

Select Tested 3.50 each 3.00 each

Breeding queens after June 15, with 2-fraine nuclei, $15.00 each.

Queens are reared from mothers whose colonies are GENTLE, HARDY, and as

HONEY GATHERERS will compare with any. Each and every queen reared by the

latest and most approved methods, thus insuring queens that are capable of duplicat-

ing the excellent characteristics of their mothers.

I rear all my queens personally, and strive for QUALITY instead of quantity. You
may rest assured that when you order queens of us you are getting among the best

that can be produced. You take absolutely no risk in Letting our queens for SAT-
ISFACTION and safe arrival guaranteed in the United States and Canada. Foreign

shipments at receiver's risk. I sell no bees by the pound, nor nuclei, only with

breeding queens. Try and estimate your needs for the approaching season and place

your order early.

HERMAN McCONNELL, Robinson, Illinois

I
V

I

I

QUEENS, Select Three- Banded
Write for descriptive circular of our Select Italian Queens. Pure

mating, safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed
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CROP AND MARKET REPORT
CROP PROSPECT

ThrouKhout the whole clover region represented from

Maine to Nebraska, prospects are usually very Rood, al-

though about half the reports from New York state there

will be very little clover. Other States in which the crop

seems to be spotted are Illinois, Wisconsin and Minnesota.

One State which has had very poor crops for several sea

sons, now reports without exception, that the prospects

are excellent, and that there should be a good crop of

clover honey. This is Missouri.

Colorado and the Inter-mountain territory report good

prospects for a crop, but most of the reports coming
from Southern California are adverse, and state that the

beekeepers will do well to get 2.5 per cent of a normal

crop, although recent rains have somewhat changed the

situation and make the outlook a little brighter. Pros-

pects in Northern California are much better.

There seems to be a tendency still to hold up the retail

prices to about 20 to 2.5 cents a pound in 10-pound cans.
This, likely, is about in line with what prices should be,

figuring honey on a 10c jobbing basis.

There have been a few sales of nice white honey at
about 8c a pound in carlots, but the most of the honey in

the last month or two has been moving at a price of from
12c to 16c per pound in a wholesale way. This, of cour.se,

includes the sales of the smaller producers who have not
had to sacx-ifice.

As a whole, honey seems to be moving a little better
than a month or two months ago, that is, to the retailer.
There is still a lack of buying on the part of the jobber.?
and brokers, so that it is difficult to dispose of honey in

carlots.

It is not likely that all of the 1920 honey will be cleaned
up before the new crop comes on, but very probably condi-
tions will be much improved over what was expected two
or three months ago.

Italian Queens of Quality

Prices for 1921:

1 6 12

Virgins $1.00 $5.00 $ 9.00

Untested 1.50 8.00 15.00

Tested 2.00 11.00

One-third down books order, bal-

ance one week before delivery.

Why not give my queens a trial?

They are reared from mothers whose
colonies are gentle, hardy and good
honey gatherers. I rear all of my
queens, personally, and strive for

quality, not quantity. Safe arrival

guaranteed in the United States and
Canada.

WILLARD A. FRIEND
Box 112, Bedford, Ohio

QUIGLEY'S QUEENS AND BEES
fhrt-e-banded Italians, are bred from ideal

colonies by double grafting, producing queens
of superior quality; 20 years building this

strain from the best honey-producing colonies

Xo disease; 35 years in this location. June
delivery. Bool<ing orders now.

Tested, $3; untested, $2. e $11. 12 $20;

breeders $10, shipped on brood. Three-frame
nuclei, untested queen, $9; tested. $10. Ten
frame colony, tested queen. $20. Two-pound
package, untested queen, $8; tested. $9.

Purity and satisfaction guaranteed. Send
for circular.

E. F. QUIGLEY & SON,
Unionville, Mo.

QUINN'S QUEENS OF QUALITY
Have no superiors

—"There's a rea-

son." Are Mandelian bred, good qual-

ities accentuated. Gray Carniolans,
Gray Caucasians, most gentle cf all,

prolific, hardy, vigorous, disease-re-

sisiting white comb builders—they
deliver the goods.
ITALIANS, 3-band3d, line-brcil,

pedigreed; need no boost'.ng; th('y

speak for themselves.

CHAS. W. QUINN. Sabot, Va.

Establiihed 1885

Beekeepers should send for our
new catal'jg, free. Beehives made of

white pine. Root Co.'s old standby
make of supplies. Order early. Bees-
wax in exchange for supplies or cash.

J. Nebel & Son Supply Co^
Hig'i Hill. Mo.

Quality Bee Supplies
FROM A

Reliable House
Without fear or favor, I place my BEE SUPPLIES and SERVICE

before you.

It is the small annoyances that often grow into disastrous results.
Avoid the so-called "little losses" by using MONDENG'S GOODS.
Quality is first—save time when you put your goods together, by

getting supplies that are accurately made. Service is next—no delays
when bee supplies are ordered from my factory.

I am ready to meet your urgent needs.

Send for my new price list.

Closing out all Langstroth and Wisconsin hives and supers. Also
Langstroth triangular top-bar frames and eight-frame D. T. supers
for 4x5 sections. Will sell at cost price. Write for quotations.

CHAS. MONDENG
146 Newton Ave. N. and 159 Cedar Lake Rd. Minneapolis, Minn.

THREE BAND AND GOLDEN QUEENS

that produce hustling bees. Bred to

fill the supers. Our breeding stock
produced 400 pounds surplus honey in

1920. Our breeding yards are several

miles apart. We breed from the very
best non-swarming, gentle, long-

lived, prolific strains of bees and
drones that thirty years' constant
work can produce and money can buy.

No disease. Satisfaction guaranteed.

1 Untested $1.75; 12, $1.50 each
1 Tested $3.00; 12, $2.75 each

DR. WHITE BEE CO., Sandia, Texas

MOTT'S NORTHERN BRED
ITALIAN QUEENS

Have a World-wide reputation.

Sel. Unt., 1, $1.50; 6, $8. .50; 12, $15.

Sel. guaranteed pure mated or re-

place, 1, $1.75; 6, $10; 12, $18.

Sel. tested, $2.50 each.

Filling orders by return mail at this

present writing by the aid of my
Southern branch. Plans, "How to In-

troduce Queens" and "Increase," 25c.

E. E. MOTT, Glenwood, Mich.

HONEY, ROOTS, FURS
Why not increase your profits? A

32-page booklet describing books on
Bee Hunting, Medicinal Root Grow-
ing, Fur Farming, Tanning, etc.. free.

A. R. HARDING, 75 N. Ohio Ave., Columbus, 0.

ITALIAN QUEENS
$1 EACH

Write for Quantity Prices

O. E. TIMM, Bennington, Neb.

ITALIAN QUEENS
Raised from Italian Bees

Untested $1.75 each
Tested 3.25 each

CHAS. BOONE SAUNDERS
Meroni,Mnd.
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CALIFORNIA ITALIAN QUEENS
The ok) reliable three-band stock that delivers the goods. This stock is descendant from the A. I.

Root Co.'s best breeders. Then the J. P. Moore long tongue, red clover strain was added. Next some

of Doolittle's famous stock was secured, one breeder in particular, one which was selected by Mr. Doo-

little himself and caged with his own hands a short time before his death, proved extra remarkable.

This season the Jay Smith strain has been secured, and these are proving equal, if not superior, to

anything I have ever seen. In order to keep running to maximum capacity till fall, I am offering

SPECIAL PRICES FOR JUNE, JULY, AUGUST AND SEPTEMBER

Delivery June 15 to October 1, for orders booked in advance:

Select Untested 1, $1.25; 6, $7.00; 12, $13.00; 25 to 50, $1 each; 100, 90c each

Tested 1. $l-'?5; 6, $10.00; 12, $18.00

Superior breeder, 1 year old, $5.00

Every queen actually laying before being caged, and fully guaranteed. I also guarantee safe ar-

rival in United States and Canada. Circular free.

155 SCHIELE ST. I. E. WING SAN JOSE, CAL.

GOOD WILL AND GOOD QUEENS
ARE BACK OF

FOREHAND'S THREE BANDS
The Thrifty Kind

Good will has made our success.

Our good queens will make your success.
, , , j.

These two forces working together have made it possible for us to serve the beekeepers for over a quar-

ter of a century.
Hearty support for twenty-nine years.

Good queens for twenty-nine years.
•„ , , ^ , •

v.

Each is the proof of the other. Both are proof that you will not make a mistake when you requeen

with Forehand's Throe-bands—the bees that are surpassed by none, but superior to many.

Good queens are the success of an apiary. Your success is ours. We try to help you in every way. We
give you good queens and good service. We guarantee pure mating, safe arrival, and satisfaction.

We are now booking orders for immediate delivery.

Write for circular giving full information on bees and queens.

Prices:

Up to June 30 Pound Bees from May 1 to June 15

1 6 12 One pound package: 1, $3.75; 25 or over, $3.50;

Untested $2.00 $10.00 $18.00 50 or over, $3.25; 100 or over, $3.00.
6
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SOUTHLAND ^^Pt APIARIES

W. S. TATUM, Prop. '^lAS^B^^^Hf^'^^^^^^ Box 585. HATTIESBURG, MISS.

DISTRIBUTORS OF

ROOT QUALITY BEE SUPPLIES
AIRCO FOUNDATION

We sell Root, Hoffman frames, full depth, $9.00. 15% off on all |

hives and supers, 10% off on all other supplies. Discount i

on quantity orders I<:

t

Untested - - - $1.50 ea. 12 or more - - $1.25 ea ^

PURE ITALIAN QUEENS
$1.50 ea.
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BEE SUPPLIES
ROOT'S GOODS AT FACTORY PRICES WITH WEBER'S SERVICE

We carry several carloads of bee supplies, and are able to give prompt shipment at all times. Our motto
is a customer must be satisfied. Give us a trial and we will show you how quickly we will answer your cor-

respondence. Send your order and it will follow 24 hours after we receive it. Our new catalog will be

ready about January IS; send for same. We have thousands of satisfied customers, why not you? Send a

list of your wants and we will quote you.

C. H. W. WEBER & CO., 2 163-65-67 Central Ave., Cincinnati, O.

I

i
y
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. ONE REASON WHY—
we can serve western beekeepers to their ad-

vantage is because nine trunk lines run from

our siding into all parts of the west. That's

why we can get supplies to you quickly, and at

a saving of time and freight charges. If you

are in need of supplies let us serve you.

HOFFMAN FRAMES
TINNED WIRE

HONEY CONTAINERS
ROOT SMOKERS

THE ROOT QUALITY SECTIONS
THE NEW FOUNDATION AIRCO

ALL OF THE ROOT QUALITY

Our Business—Producing Such a Quality
Our Specialty—Service all the Time

HIVES
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HIGHEST QUALITY OF ITALIAN QUEENSIY
•|> 3-BANDED Twenty-Five Years of Select Breeding from the Best GOLDEN
Y After 25 years of select breeding, not all of the time in a commercial way, but as large honey produc- .,.Y After 25 years of select breeding, not all of the time in a commercial way, but as large honey produc- A
X ers, therefore rearing a great number of queens for our own use, we have a strain of pure Italian bees which »•

•!• we believe are unexcelled for honey production, disease-resisting qualities and gentleness. Owning about A
'l* 1,500 colonies of bees which we run for honey, gives us ample opportunity to test them out in every way. y
•!• As our apiary interests extend as far north as Northern Ontario, we have a chance to test them from a %
V climatic standpoint, in person. We therefore iind that our bees will stand the long winters with very sat- »^>

X isfactory results. You will find them very hardy and long-lived. 't*

•|« What Others Say About Them A
X M. C. Berry & Co., Hayneville, Ala.

. j;
.|. "The queens I got from you have all others 'skinned.' They are very gentle, besf of workers and X
y stand the long winters here fine. Other queens coming from shorter distances do not hold a candle with ^
X them." Gilbert Plains, Man., Canada. (Name on request). 't*

;< M. C. Ben-y & Co., Hayneville, Ala.
'J;

,*. "The best queens I ever had have come from you." Great Harrington, Mass. (Name on request). X
X M. C. Berry & Co., Hayneville, Ala.

;»;

>|. "I wish to inform you that one of your queens made the most honey of any in the yard. It made 250 .»,

X pounds of honey against an average of 10.3 pounds for the yard. All of your queens made good. I never y
X have had a queen from you that did not return a big per cent on the investment." X

Marion, Ind. (Name on request). •!•

X M. C. Ben-y & Co., Hayneville, Ala. X
4" "I am pleased to say that your bees have given me every satisfaction in every way."

.|.

•^ Toronto, Canada. (Name on request). y
X M. C. Ben-y & Co., Hayneville, Ala. X
y "The introduction of your queens into six colonies of bees that had European foulbrood cleaned up the ^
X disease." Pine Ridge, N. Y. (Name on request)

.

't*

y Price List of Our Queens A
y Untested $150 each; to 50. $1.25 each; 5(1 to 100 and up, $1.00 each A
¥ Select untested $1.75 each; 6 to 60, $1.60 each; 60 to 100 and up, $1.25 each y
T Tested •. $2.25 leach; 6 to 50. $2.10 each; 50 to 100 and up, $2.00 each y
*t* Select Tested $3. 00 each; 6 to 50, $2.76 each; 50 to 100 and up, $2.50 each V
A Queens by return mail when desired. Wings clipped free of charge on request. Satisfaction and safe X
y arrival guaranteed. y

I
M. C. BERRY & CO., Hayneville, Alabama, U. S. A.

|
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ITALIAN BEES AND QUEENS
Guaranteed to Give You Satisfaction

Untested Queens, $1.25 each; 12 or more $1.00 each

After June 15

Untested Queens $1 each: 12 or more 75c each Tested Queens $2 each; Breeders $5 to $25

NUCLEI BEE SUPPLY SPECIALS
One frame, no queen $2.00

100,000 "A" grade sections in 4'4 x4'4xl-^: 4-4:x4>^xlTwo frame, no queen 3.75 ^ and 4x5x1 K, at $15.00 per 1000.
I hree rrame, no queen. j,Zj

POUND PACKAGES Shipping Cases for above sections at 65c each. Quality

One pound package, no queen 2.00 as good as can be had.

Two pound package, no queen 3.75

Three pound package, no queen 5.25 A job lot of good standard Cypress Covers and Bot-
Add price o( queen wanted toms in packages of five, made of Js lumber thruout at

_ 55c each.
FULL COLONIES

M . J u J u . . J HOFFMAN FRAMESNew painted hives, gooci combs, young tested queens
Colony in eight-frame hive 20.00 Made of Cypress at $6 per 100

Colony in ten-frame hive 22.00 White pine, best frame made 8 per 100

A lot of other bargains. Let us quote you. Send for catalog of Cypress Bee Supplies

THE STOVER APIARIES, MAYHEW, MISSISSIPPI
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Lumber that Lasts?
Here's a Convincing Case of an
Experienced Beekeeper wlio—

(But let the gentleman tell It himself:)

BUCK GROVE, IOWA, February ;, 1916.

"I have been a Cypress man for to, these many moons. Almost alt my dovetail

hires are of Cypress, as are bottom-boards, and I think, shallow telescope covers, My
hive stands are of Cypress, and stand in the mud and wet all the time and are as solid

as when 1 got the first one some years ago. Cypress is a trifle heaz^ier than white
(cork) pine, but not much more than the heavier grade of pine now used. The fact

that it is 'everlasting' compensates for all this." (Signed) A. F. BONNEY, M. D.

For a job of repairing or for equipment, the lumber that will give you the greatest real investment value in the market 13 Cypress, com-
monly known as the "Wood Eternal." This wood does not rot down like most woods; it lasts and lasts and LASTS, and LASTS and
LASTS. It is the Gopher Wood of the Bible—Noah built his ark of Cypress. Since the days of Noah, Cypress has been famous for
endurance under the most trying conditions. Cypress is the one certified Greenhouse wood. That's "some" test. Bottom
boards are another.

GET A BOOK-IT IS FREE
There are 42 volumes in the internationally famous Cypress Pocket Library, and each is authoritative in its field, and ill are FREE.
Vol. 1 is the U. S. Gov't Report on Cypress—that is a good authority, surely. Vol. 4 is the Barn Book, with plans and specifications

for building. Vol. 36 is the Carpentry Book, making easy a dozen hard jobs of carpentry. Vol. 19 is the Canoe and Boat Book. Vol.

87 is the Silo Book. All are free for the asking. Suppose you ask for one or a dozen, right away.

WORTH INVESTIGATING
This Cypress wood matter is worth investigating. Just write our "All-round Helps Department."

SOUTHERN CYPRESS MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION== 1251 PERDIDO BUILDING, NEW ORLEANS, LA1251 HEARD NATIONAL BANK BUILDING, JACKSONVILLE, FLA.

FOR QUICK SERVICE, ADDRESS NEAREST POST OFFICE

OUR INTRODUCTORY OFFER OF

ALUMINUM HONEYCOMB
At 50c f. o. b. Pasadena

Makes them cheaper than Wax Combs. Figure the cost

Cost of frames : ?

Cost of foundation ?

Cost of wire - ?

Cost of labor (Nailing, wiring, putting in foundation) ?

How much honey is used in drawing out foundation ?

Value of this honey ?

Total cost

Compare your figures with our price for a complete aluminum honeycomb $. 50

which cannot be destroyed by moths or rodents. Increases production. Makes extracting

of heavy honey easy. Prevents loss by melting. Controls production of drones. Can be
Sterilized. Lasts forever with reasonable care.

DUFFY-DIEHL, Inc.
17 S. Chester Street Pasadena, Cal,

DIAMOND MATCH CO., Apiary Dept., CHICO, CAL., Sole Distributors



A GREAT RECORD
MADE BY=

AIRCO COMB FOUNDATION
In this chart, the total sales for the year ending August 1, 1915, is used as the meas"

uring stick for the following years. Sales from August 1 , 1 920, to date are at a rate

that will make the full year's sales fully three times (or 300% of) the sales for 1915.

This will be a 200% increase over 1915.

RATE IN PERCENTAGE
Growth in Foundation Sales since 1914-1915

300S 1
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A SOUTH TEXAS APIARY UNDER MESQUITE TREES. TEXAS IS FAMOUS FOR THE QUANTITY AND
QUALITY OF ITS HONEY
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You Know this is the Best Veil
DON'T DO WITHOUT

$1.50 will bring this Veil to you direct
from U8 or any G. B. Lewis

distributor

f
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Ulster County Beemen
The Ulster County Honey Produc-

ers' Co-operative Association held

their annual picnic at Forsyth Park,
Kingston, N. Y., May 26.

After lunch Geo. H. Rea gave a

talk on "Swarming," which any bee-

keeper could listen to with profit.

The association roll was enlarged
by many new members and all

seemed to enjoy themselves greatly.

Lewis 4-Way Bee Escapes

Four exits from supen. Fits all itandard boards-
Springs of coppered steel. Made of

substantial metal.

Made by

G. B. LEWIS COMPANY,
Watertown, Wis., U. S. A.

Sold only by Lewis "Beeware"
Distributors.

NEW Bingham

BEE SMOKER
PATCNTED

^^^^mmm

Buy Bingham Bee
Smokers

On the market over 40 years. The bel.

lows of best quality sheep skin, is

provided with a valve, which gives it

pep and makes it responu quickly to

the most delicate touch, giving as much
or as little smoke as is required. The
Big Smoke size, stove 4x10 inches, with
asbestos lined shield, permits the hold-
ing of the smoker between the knees
without danger of burning the trousers
or <nc"s legs. This size is much ap-
preciated by extensive operators.

Size of Shipping
sfo,rc. weight,
inches lbs.

Big Smoke, with shield 4 xlO 3

Big Smoke, no shield.... 4 xlO 3

Smoke Engine 4x7 iV^
Doctor 3}4x 7 8

Conqueror 3x7 IJi
Little Wonder 3 x 6J4 xy^

Buy Bingham Honey Un-
capping Knives

Made of the finest quality steel for the
purpose that money can buy. These
knives of the proper thickness and qual-
ity have given the best of satisfaction,
as the old-timers will testify. For over
thirty years the men engaged in the
manufacture of these knives have been
at this work. The perfect grip cold
handle is one of the improvements.

Buy Woodman Section
Fixer

A combined section press and founda-
tion fastener of pressed seel construc-
tion It forms comb-honey sections and
puts in top and bottom starters all at

one handling. Top and bottom starters
insure combs attached to all four sides,

a requirement to grade fancy. By us-
ing this machine you always handle
large pieces of foundation. The diffi-

culty of handling the small bottom start-

ers is eliminated, which is not the case
with other machines. The section comes
away right side up, with the large
starter hanging down which is a de-
cided advantage i- rapid work, espe-
cially in hot weather.

Special Sale Honey
Packages

60-Ib. cans, 2 in a case, per case in

quantity lots, f. o. b. Chicago, $1.30;

Detroit, $1.30; Baltimore, $1.25. Fric-

tion top pails, f. 0. b. Chicago, 5-lb. size,

crates of 100, $7.75; c.ates of 203. $15;

10-lb. size, crates of 113, $12.50 f. o.

b. Baltimore, 5-lb size, crates of 100,

$7.50; 10-Ib size, crates of 100, $11.

Clear flint giass Mason jars, with lac-

quered tin caps and wax liners, pints,

per gross, $9 ;
quarts, per gross, $10.

Quotations on other packages made on

reqi est.

A. G. WOODMAN CO.
•RAND RAPIDS, MICH., U. S. A.
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A SUPERIOR QUALITY

AT LESS COST SUPPLIES A SUPERIOR QUALITY
AT LESS COST

A 15% REDUCTION IN PRICES

Our campaign to secure lower prices on supplies has been successful.

Our beekeeper friends have been writing us complaining bitterly of

the high prices of supplies charged by most supply manufacturers.

Knowing their attitude to be right we have made continuous efforts

to get the prices of supplies down.

The Diamond Match Co., whose agents we are, now write us in re-

gard to our efforts: "Remember that you have the assistance and help

of the Diamond Match Co. solidly behind you, and that we are in

the supply business to stay."

We are glad to pass on this good news and a 15% reduction to our

beekeeper friends.

Deduct the 15% from prices listed below when ordering.

Hives, Supers, etc., listed below are in the flat, and are complete with Hoffman
Frames, nails, metal rabbets and all inside fixtures

ONE-STORY DOVETAILED HIVE
Five 8-franie $16.00

Five 10-frame 16.90

SHALLOW EXTRACTING SUPERS
Five 8-frame $6.00
Five 10-frame 6.50

STANDARD HOFFMAN FRAMES
100 $8.50

500 40.00

FULL-DEPTH SUPERS
Five 8-frame $8.00
Five 10-frame 9.00

NO. 1 STYLE COMB HONEY SUPERS
Five 8-frame $5.75
Five 10-frame 6.2.5

SHALLOW EXTRACTING FRAMES
100 $ 6.70
500 32.50

PRICES ON OUR INCOMPARABLE QUALITY FOUNDATION ARE NET

Medium Brood

5 lbs. 74c per lb.

25 lbs. 73c per lb.

50 lbs. 72c per lb.

Thin Super

5 lbs. 80c per lb.

25 lbs. 79c per lb.

50 lbs. 78c per lb.

Light Brood

5-lb. lots 76c per lb.

25-lb. lots 75c per lb.

50-lb. lots 74c per lb.

Especially prepared Beehive White Paint, one-half gallon cans $2.10

HOFFMAN & HAUCK, Inc., Woodhaven, N. Y.
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NOW IS THE TIME
when every minute counts, for you as for your bees.
You know, Mr. Beekeeper, the great saving of a
drawn comb over a sheet of foundation.

Just so, there must be a saving, when the bees draw
out foundation without hesitancy. Dadant's Foun-
dation is such a product, so received by the bees.

Combs are drawn once
for all. Make sure the
foundation you furnish
your bees insures as near-
ly perfect combs as is

possible.

There is a great satisfac-

tion in driving a good
horse or a good car.

Just so w^ith giving your
bees a good foundation.

REMEMBER: Dadant's Foundation is the result
of years of patient experimentation combined with ex-
tensive use in our own apiaries.

We send out no product which has not proven its

superiority by actual test in our own apiaries.

We announce the following reductions from our 1921 catalog prices

Dadant's Foundation 12c per pound
32 % discount on Lewis Famous No. I Sections
30^^ discount on Bee Hives and other Wooden Goods
25% discount on Bee Veils and Wood and Wire Excluders
20% discount on Bees and Queens and all other Excluders
10% discount on Honey Extractors and Metal Goods
Special low prices on Tin Cans
Immediate shipment. Order NOW

DADANT'S FOUNDATION every inch, every pound, every ton equal to""""•" ^ r ^rwi-^l^mi I VI^ ANY SAMPLE WE HAVE EVER SENT OUT.

Specify it to vour dealer. If he hasn 't it write us

DADANT & SONS, HAMILTON, ILLINOIS
Catalog and Prices on Bee Supplies, Beesyvax, Wax Working into Comb Foundation

and Comb Rendering for the asking
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LOWER PRICES
Did you get our announcement mailed to our list in June of new, low

retail prices on "Beeware" effective at once? If not, write

us. Our catalog is free. There is a distributor near

you. "Beeware" quality is the same

BARGAIN LIST
Write for our bargain list. There are dozens of good bargains in it.

We will send it free upon request. A few of the 95 good

buys are listed below, f. o. b., Watertown

8 and I O-frame wood and zinc excl., old style ' at 50c each

30G frame wire, 335 foot spools at 6c each

Black bristle bee brushes at 1 5c each

Pepper box bee feeders, pint size at 5c each

Lewis section formers at 90c each

Boardman feeders, old style, K. D. at 1 5c each

Colorado Section presses at 57c each

A lot of No. 2 Lewis sections, odds at $7 per M.

LOOK
FOR
THIS

BCe HIVES ANO APIARIAN EQUIPMENT

BEWARE
WHERE YOU BUY YOUR

BEEWARE
MAKES THE FINEST.

REGIS-
TERED
MARK

G. B. LEWIS COMPANY,
HOME OFFICE

AND WORKS WATERTOWN, WIS.

Branches: Albany, N. Y., Memphis, Tenn., Lawyers (near Lynchburg,) Va.

Carlot Distributors Throughout the I). S. A.
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MOVING BEES ONE THOUSAND MILES
BY C. S. ENGLE.

WHEN I was a small boy my
parents moved from a beauti-
ful farming country in middle

Tennessee to Beeville, Texas. At
that time there was a terrible drought
in southwest Texas. In some places
the plains were covered with car-

casses of dead cattle. We were told

that no rain had fallen for six

months, and would have as readily be-
lieved none had fallen in six years,

from the appearance of the counti-y

through which our train traveled.
The country in which we settled

was very healthful, with a mild cli-

mate. Cattle raising was the chief

occupation. There were also located
here a score of beekeepers, with
many thousand colonies of bees. In

favorable seasons good crops of
honey were gathered from the hua-
jillo, catclaw and mesquite, small

trees and bushes. This honey is

white and of fine body and flavor.

There was the horsemint plant that

produced a strong, amber honey. Cot-
ton was not grown extensively in this

locality and could not be termed a

honey plant.

Beekeeping never interested me
until the spring of 1911. Then I

was taking an agricultural course at

the Agricultural and Mechanical Col-

lege. Prof. Wilmon Newell an
nounced to all entomology students
that he was going to organize a class

for the study of beekeeping. I be-

came interested and attended every
class in beekeeping.
When vacation came I secured two

colonies of bees and worried them
to death by too many experiments
and investigations. At the end of the

season I had several empty bee-
hives and a desire to become a real

beekeeper.
The next year I bought 75 colonies

of bees and secured a crop from some
of them. In that land of extremes, a

late, cold spell had injured the early
blooming honey flora, while terrible

rains held back later honey flows;

then a cessation of rain for the rest

of the year cut short the only flow

that materialized. This is about the

way the seasons continued to run for

several years.

In 1914 a fair crop of honey was
secured, but the market was ruined
by a few honey producers who tried

to unload all of their honey at once
by cutting prices. A great deal of

the 1914 crop was carried over to

1915. There was no spring crop, and
much of this honey was used for bee
feed. The winter of 1915-16 was
extremely dry and pi'ospects, from a

beeman's viewpoint, were bad. How-
ever, in March the mesquite trees

and bushes put out a heavy crop of

buds and blooms and yielded a crop
of fine white honey. The flow kept
up for four weeks through hot and
cold weather, also through showery
weather. Most of the bees were not
quite ready for the flow, but aver-
aged about 50 pounds per colony.

The beekeepers were agreeably sur-

prised at this sudden flow from
mesquite, as it is not a cei'tain yielder

of nectar in this section. Other
honey flows did not materialize, but
the dry weather continued. Bees
went into winter with very little

honey.

When the Spring of 1917 arrived
the whole southwest section of the
State was terribly dry. I had nearly
three hundred colonies of bees that I

had to feed early in the season. The
lack of rain killed all chances of a
flow from any of the many plants and
shrubs. I made weekly visits to the
apiaries and filled the outdoor feed-
ers with syrup made of high-priced
sugar.

It was in the early summer that
three of the largest beekeepers left

this dry country. B. M. Caraway and
W. H. Laws each moved a car of bees
to Wyoming. H. B. Murray moved to

north Texas.

That fall I tried to feed the bees
enough sugar syrup to carry them
through the winter. The lack of

pollen kept the bees from rearing
brood, and they went into winter
quarters weak. Two apiaries had
stored a little honey in the brood-
nests and wintered fairly well. The
balance came through in poor condi-
tion and many of them dwindled
away. That spring we had a few
vei-y light showers that helped plant
life considerably. I fed more syrup
until the bees gathered honey enough

Bees loaded in freight car, ready to go.
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to live on. Up to this time I had fed
the bees 30 sacks of sugar.

"Distance lends enchantment" is

no doubt a truthful saying when ap-
plied to beekeepers upon reading or
hearing of good bee ten-itory many
miles away. It has always been a
fascination to me to read of beekeep-
ers harvesting fine crops of honey in

the various parts of our country and
some of the distant lands. The sea-
sons I got fair crops of honey I would
not take much interest in the distant
bee territory. The poor seasons would
always turn my thoughts to far-away
localities where I knew good crops
of honey had been secured. At such
times I read a great deal of what suc-
cessful beemen were doing in good
localities and studied maps to see just
where they were located. My con-
stant dream was of a place where
good crops could be expected every
year. I was told that there were a
few such locations. Dreaming of bet-

tering our condition does little good
until we set about making our di-eams
come true.

All winter I planned and dreamed
of moving my bees to a locality where
I could be sure of a crop every year.

I viTote to nearly everyone that I

thought could help me secure such a
location. Letters came in reply to

my inquiries, telling me of fine unoc-
cupied territory in South Dakota. Wy-
oming and Nebraska. That spring
Mr. Frank C. Pellett was touring
Texas, making a study of beekeeping
conditions and honey flora. I met
him and asked him to tell me what
he knew of the different territories

under consideration. What he told

me helped me in my determination
to find a better place.

My time was short and money
scarce, or I would have made a trip

to look at a few of the places under
consideration. I felt as though I

would lose all my bees if I kept them
in this country another year.

At last I decided to locate in

northeast Nebraska. The Western
Honey Producers, of Sioux City, la.,

had recommended a basswood-sweet-
clover location in the Winnebago In-

dian Reservation.
While I was learning of bee terri-

tory I was also doing all I could to

get my bees built up and in shape to

move. A light flow of honey saved
the day and I was able to rear good
queens and increase my bees to .315

colonies. My hives were 10-frame
and, in preparing the bees for ship-

ment, I stapled on the bottom-boards
and pushed seven combs to one side
and nailed the outside comb to hold
all combs in place. This allowed the
bees a clustering space where the
three combs were missing. A screen
was nailed on and the cover put on
and left until the bees were hauled to
the railroad. Several of my bee-
keeper friends, who had experience in

shipping cars of bees cautioned me
not to ship heavy combs of honey in

my colonies. They ai-gued that heavy
combs would most likely break down
in moving and, as the bees would
be on the road only a few days, little

honey would be needed. To my sor-
row I followed their advice.

First of all I hauled in all supers
and supplies not in use, and last of
all I hauled in the bees. The apiaries
were located from ten to eighteen
miles away. All the hauling was
done with a Ford roadster with a
truck body on it. Only small loads
could be hauled and many trips were
necessary.

E. R. Jones, bee inspector of Bee
County, made a set of racks out of
seven-eighths by one and one-half
inch strips to fit in a stock car. These
i-acks were very light in weight and
allowed the hives to be pushed in be-
tween two racks, just as drawers slide

into a wardrobe. This is the sim-
plest, cheapest and best method that
I know of. Mr. Jones had superin-
tended the loading of four cars of
bees and all went through without
breaking down.

I started loading the car on Friday
and put in and secured, in their
places, supers, covers and other sup-
plies; then the Ford. On Saturday
the bees were put in. The car was
not loaded in time to be picked up by
the train it should have gone out on.
The next morning was very warm and
I filled my water barrel and then
sprayed the car and bees, to cool
them.

About 5 o'clock p. m., May 19, I

was picked up by a northbound
freight and started on my l,200iTiile

journey to an unknown country. I

supposed that I would be enroute five

days, but did not arrive at my desti-

nation until 3 a. m., Sunday, May 26.
I was supposed to be traveling on a
fast freight, but it was too slow to
carry bees on in warm weather.

I made it a rule to get out of the
car each time we came to the end of
a run and hunt up the yardmaster and
ask him to see that my car was not

'1 he bn> loaded on tiiicks at llic cud of the long journey.

delayed in getting out of the yards on
the next train. One time the train
was going out without my car. I

asked the different train crews to
bump my car as little as possible, and
explained to them that if the car was
hit hard bees would probably get out
and sting everybody. As a rule the
ear was handled carefully.

Several times each day I sprayed
the bees and also threw water on the
the car ceiling and floor to lower the
temperature. I found that bees
should have very little water sprayed
over them at a time. A good deal of
time was spent trying to keep the
bees cool and watching for hives
whose bottoms were worked loose.
The staples that are listed in every
bee supply catalog and sold to fasten
bottom-boards to hives are not good
for a long trip. The vibrating of the
car kept working staples loose, while
a few bottoms nailed on with. 7-

penny nails held. A hive with a loose
bottom I had to slide out of the rack
and re-nail.

The weather was not overly warm,
but the bees were in a constant up-
roar on cool nights. When the car
was stopped in a freight yard, in the
sun, the bees became greatly exciied.
Wetting the car thoroughly helped
quiet them. This continued excite-
ment caused them to consume a great
amount of stores. On the fifth day
I found several colonies had starved,
and about twenty starved by the time
the trip was completed. The colonies
averaged four combs of brood upon
being loaded, but nearly every colony
had eaten all of its combs of brood
by the time they were unloaded. The
few colonies that were heavy with
honey came through in the best condi-
tion.

The bees were unloaded near the
railroad at Winnebago and allowed to
fly. I bought a sack of sugar and
for several days fed each colony a
little syrup through the top screen.
As I arrived after dandelion and
fruit bloom, no honey was coming in,

and the bees had to be fed till the
10th of June.

A large tract of basswood timber,
two miles east of town, was selected
and the bees moved there. Upon go-
ing through the bees, I found nearly
fifty queenless colonies, many of
which had developed laying workers.
These queenless colonies I united
with queenright colonies. Had I or-
dered some queens and had them ar-
rive a week later than I arrived,
many colonies could have been saved.
Most of the bees had worn themselves
out in the excitement of being moved,
and hardly enough bees remained to
care for the new brood. I made ev-
ery effort to get each colony ready for
the honey flow, which local beekeep-
ers said would start about June 20,
from white sweet clover, to be fol-
lowed by basswood early in July.
These flows arrived on schedule time,
but were preceded by a light flow
from yellow sweet clover. The bees
were not built up to strong colonies
till basswood was thi'ough yielding
nectar, and as most of the sweet clo-
ver was growing along the roadside
and not cultivated, it soon w?nt to
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seed. Cool, wet weather prevailed
during basswood bloom and the bees
only had five good days in which to

gather this honey. Dry weather fol-

lowed and cut short the clover flow.

If stock had been allowed to graze
upon this clover, it would have
bloomed much longer. The bees av-

eraged 40 pounds of honey per col-

ony, although many made much more.
If this small crop of honey had not

been sold fqr 20 to 2.5 cents per
pound my move would not have paid
expenses. As it was, I did not feel

•jubilant over the outcome. I re-

ceived letters from Texas that told

of the continued drought and of
many beekeepers who had lost large
numbers of colonies. Many of the
farmers had to have State aid in or-

der to survive. This kept me from
feeling that I had made a mistake in

moving.
After the honey was extracted and

sold, I built a 16x16x7 foot house to

store all of the supplies in. During
the summer I had slept in a tent and
stored supplies under a large tar-

paulin. A large cellar was next dug
and made ready to winter the bees in.

As some beekeeper friends agreed
to put the bees away when winter
really came, I made preparations to

"Ford it" back to Texas.
I might say here that the Texas

drought was broken by heavy rains
that ff.ll. Bees gathered more than
enough honey for winter. Everyone
looked for good seasons, which they
have had since.

As I now look back over my experi-
ence in shipping this car of bees, I

see where I made mistakes. At the
time of preparing the bees and fix-

tures for shipment everything was
done that I knew how to do to make
the trip successful. I now realize
that where bees are shipped in warm
weather, with combs of brood and
honey, they should be shipped in iced
refrigerator cars , if on the road over
two days. This would cause the
bees to cluster and keep quiet. Many
bees have been shipped successfully in

refrigerator cars. At least 20 pounds
of honey should be in each colony,
and extra combs of honey carried
to give the bees upon arrival, unless
honey is known to be coming in and
good weather prevailing. The bot-
tom-boards should be nailed on with
7-penny nails instead of staples. A
box car or a stock car is good to ship
bees in, if shipped without brood, in

cool weather.
In the spring of 1920 I wanted to

ship about 200 colonies of bees from
near Brownsville, Texas, to Sioux
City, Iowa. The distance and high
freight rates caused me to decide to
ship three-frame nuclei in light-

weight cages. I shipped strong nu-
clei with an average of one and a half
combs of brood and from one comb
to one and a half of honey. The
bees were shipped by express and
went through in from three to four
days' time. One nucleus was smashed
by the express company and was the
only one lost in transit. The bees
were given combs of honey upon ar-
rival and built up to strong colonies
by July. They averaged 120 pounds

per colony, besides honey for winter
and spring use. Each colony drew
out an average of 25 Langstroth
combs. From the outcome of this

shipment, I am led to believe that it

is cheaper to sell all bee supplies and
ship the bees as nuclei by express if

they are to go any great distance.
Supplies would have to be prepared
for the nuclei in advance. If 300
colonies or more are to be shipped to

arrive at the beginning of the honey
flow, they should be strong colonies
and go through in a refrigerator car.

This will enable them to be in honey
gathering strength when placed in

the new location.

Iowa.

DZIERZON LETTER
We are indebted to Editor Alfon-

sus, of the Vienna "Bienenvater," for

an autograph, signed letter, from the

world-renowned Dzierzon, discoverer
of parthenogenesis in bees. We are

also indebted to C. W. Aeppler, of

Wisconsin, for a translation of this

letter. We give the letter below. Our
readers will notice that Dr. Dzierzon
praises his own hive. No one who has
used the Langstroth principles of

free-hanging frames can for a mo-
ment contemplate accepting the bar
hive of Dzierzon. But a father is sure
to love his son best, and we can only
look indulgently upon Dr. Dzierzon's
preference, and admire his wonder-
ful experiments and discoveries with
so inconvenient an implement.
The letter is without date, but it

must have been written some 40 years
ago, if we judge by the yellowness of

the paper and the faded appearance
of the ink. Dr. Dzierzon has been
dead IS years.

The Dzierzon Hive
By Dr. Dzierzon

The most practical and at the same
time the cheapest movable-comb
hive is without a doubt my twin hive.

Many will imagine in this new home
for bees something very elaborate

and costly, while as a matter of fact it

is simplicity itself, and through this

simplicity I see only the greatest pos-

sibilities for the future. Its practica-

bility will be substantiated by its

many good points, of which I will tell

in future articles, but for the present

will describe its manufacture, which
also goes to show how simple it really

is. I believe that I can do this most
clearly by comparing it with some
other good movable-comb hives.

At the time that I was pursuing my
university studies at Breslau, my at-

tention was called to an article in bee
literature by one of my colleagues

who was also an interested bee-

keeper; this article arousing my keen
interest. The work of the English-

man, Stutt, was announced, who had
patented a hive that was claimed to

give a surplus of 100 pounds of honey
in a single season. Immediately a

sample was purchased. The Stutt hive

was quite practical. It consisted of a

large box in which was a compart-
ment for the brood and the wintering
of the colony, and two compartments
half as big on the gable sides. This

must he called quite practical, since
on either side of the brood-chamber
is a convenient place to have the ex-
tracting combs. But the price of this

hive was enormous, more than twice
as much as my twin hive. One twin
hive will entirely replace two Stutt
hives, the latter consisting of 6 pieces.
Each of the two compartments fur-
nish in the center the brood-nest,
which usually consists of 8 combs, and
on either side the surplus compart-
ments in which there are 4 combs
each, or together there are 16 combs.
These furnish an inner depth of 60
centimeters. The twin hive, however,
on account of its mobility, stands
forth as a practical home for bees-
something that one cannot have if he
uses a house-apiary. Four pieces of
plank or two pieces of lumber ordi-
narily used for sills will make 3 or 4
twin hives ready for use, the only
other thing needed being the cover,
which consists of tin properly
shaped and fastened. On account of
the unobstructed daylight, and the
l^nlimited room for a hive-stand in

using this hive, it is a real pleasure to
work with the bees, whereas in a
dark house-apiary it is a veritable
torture. He who adheres to the use
of house-apiaries, which the Ameri-
cans do not recognize, will never ac-
complish very much in beekeeping.
My motto has, therefore, always been
do away with house-apiaries!

Dr. Dzierzon.

FIR SUGAR AGAIN
I was vei-y glad, indeed, to see the

photograph of fir sugar in the last

number of the American Bee Journal.
I have just read Davidson's note and
should like to call attention to one or
two of his remarks. I am unable to
say positively without further infor-
mation whether the sweet Substance
gathered at Victoria was an
excretion of Homoptera or of the
leaves of conifers. The beekeeper,
however, states that it was gathered
mainly from the Douglas fir, chiefly
from isolated trees; it was stored in

mid-summer, the dryest and hottest
time of the year; and the "honey"
seems to have been similar to that
stored from the Douglas fir. There
certainly seems reason for thinking
that it may have been an exudation
of this tree. It is not altogether safe
to lay down too rigid rules for the be-
havior of either plants or animals.
Manifestly it would be an absurdity
to imagine that the substance was
a resin, since bees would not g.ither
two or three supers of it in secti>ns
and cap it over, neither would it have
a fair flavor.

I fully agree that fir sugar should
not be called honeydew. I would
restrict the use of this word to the
sweet exudations of insects gathered
by honeybees.

Maine. John H. Lovel!

"It is really disgraceful for such a
country as ours to import wax or
honey. We ought ourselves to export
thousands of tons of each every
year." (American Bee Journal, De-
cember, 1871.)
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THE EDITORS' VIEWPOINTS
Belgium Appreciates

As an evidence that the Belgian
Government appreciates the modest
efforts made by our beekeepers to

help the French and Belgian suffering

beekeepers, our editor was awarded
the "Order of the Crown of Belgium"
by King Albert. While thankful for

this honor, he realizes the fact that

this recompense was earned by the

concerted action of the numerous sub-

scribers who sent their share of the

Good Samaritan fund since October
1919. Each of you, friends, is there-

fore entitled to a share of the credit.

Good Samaritan Fund
Statement April, 1921 $17.00

E. M. Cole, Audubon, Iowa .. 1.00

Total of last subscription $18. uO

This last amount was foi-warded,

as before, one-third to Belgium, two-

thirds to France, on May 5. The
amounts were 74 francs to Belgium
and 149 francs to France, the re-

mittance having been purch.,3ed be-

fore the rise in value of the francs.

In a few months we will be able to

give a statement from the committee

in charge. The totals sent by us

were all published in the American
Bee Journal from time to time.

Too Much Pollen

The May number of the Swiss

"Bulletin de la Societe Romande"
contains an article by Jules Comtat,

complaining of too much pollen in

the hives in the spring, some colonies

filling two and three combs, especially

if empty combs are given them to in-

crease the breeding space. We have

often seen too much pollen in queen-

less colonies, but never in queenright

colonies when they are breeding

heavily. This must be a question of

locality.

His remedy is to place the combs of

pollen in a tub of water, held down
with a weight, for two days, then

wash the pollen out with a spray

pump and put the combs in the air

to dry.

Unfair Discrimination

In the May number of the Western

Honeybee, F. W. Redfield calls atten-

tion to the fact that market quota-

tions do not deal fairly with honey of

similar quality from different sec-

tions. He mentions especially the

white alfalfa honey of the Rocky
Mountain region, which is light in

color and of good quality, but which
is quoted at prices similar to Hawai-
ian and Imperial Valley honey of in-

ferior quality.

There is no apparent reason why
such a difference in price should pre-

vail as market quotations indicate.

Southern beekeepers make similar

complaint, stating that their white
honey, which is equal in quality

to the best, is quoted on a basis little

if any above the dark and poor qual-

ity produced in the same region.

We suggest that right here is an
opportunity for the National Honey
Producers 'League to render a real

service to beekeepers living in regions

where discrimination is the rule.

Drone-Laying Queens

Huber ascertained that the queens
who become ,di'one-layers, whether su-

perannuated, or rendered drone- pro-

ducing through retarded impregna-
tion, never take offense at the build-

ing of queen-cells. He tells, in his

Twelfth Letter, of experiments made
upon such queens, and also upon
queens which have been deprived of

one or both of their antennae. The
removal of one antenna, from either

queen or worker, has no ill influence

upon them; but if they are deprived
of both, they become absolutely

worthless and incapable of doing any-
thing. Probably no observer has

made as many experiments upon this

subject as Huber did.

It is a strange fact that a drone-

laying queen will pay less attention

to queen-cells or young queens than

even a virgin, for the first thing that

a virgin queen does, when she

emerges from her cell, is to seek

other queens, whether in the royal

cells or at liberty, and try to kill

them.
The fact that a colony will rear a

queen, when the old mother is still

alive in the hive, and that the young
queen will become fertile and will

lay eggs, sometimes for several

months, while the old queen is still

present, indicates that a fertile queen
pays, also, little, if any attention to

a superannuated queen. But how do

they know whether their rival is or

is not a drone-layer?

Imports and Exports of Honey

It is not a bad plan to see ourselves
once in a while from the viewpoint of
others. It is also desii'able that we
should understand that others are
suffering from the very troubles
which we notice in our own selves.

Lack of union, lack of understanding,
and especially international ill will,

are causes of depression in prices.

The following report, abridged from
an Italian statement, shows us for the
first time a fair statement concerning
United States honey. When it comes
to commerce, each country seems to

consider all other countries as ene-
mies

An Italian Statement Concerning
Honey Imports and Exports

The market of honey, which ought
to be regulated in a modern way by
the Bee Associations, is constantly in

the position of an interrogation point,

the avidity of the producers and the
want of precise information are the
causes of the prevention of the regu-
larity of the market.

The statistics of the Ministry of Fi-

nances illustrates the movements of
Italian exports and imports of honey
in the nine years from 1911 to 1920.

Imports Exports
1911—Quintals -__ 1037 2825
1912—Quintals __- 1152 2090
1913—Quintals __. 2120 3070
1914—Quintals ___ 743 2868
1915—Quintals ._- 228 6944
1916—Quintals .-_ 741 325
1917—Quintals .-.11822 17
1918—Quintals ._. 12877 49
1919—Quintals ._- 1284 19

It will be noticed that, while the av-

erage of importation of honey annu-
ally, previous to the war, was about
1,000 quintals, during the years 1917-
18 it was about 12,000 quintals.

We have now returned to the an-
nual average of importation of 1,200
quintals. But it is to be noted that,

while before the war Germany was
the principal country which supplied

us, now the first place is held by
North America, especially by the
United States, where beekeeping has
taken great development. Neither is

it correct to say that that country
produces only inferior grades of

honey; it also produces table honey of

the very best quality, for direct home
consumption.

The Little Bees

This is not beekeeping, but it is

entitled to a place, gratis, almost any-
where :

Les Petites Abeilles (The little

bees), under the patronage of Prin-

cess Marie-Jose, of Belgium, an-

nounces that, in a few days, they will

inaugurate their Sanatorium for

rachitic children of 16 months to 6

years, at their country seat of La
Chise a Pietrebais, Brabant, Belgium,
and they hope that notice will be
taken of this by charitable people who
will take to heart the co-operation for

the cure of rachitic childhood. Gifts

of any kind will be welcome, at the

Sanatorium Des Petites Abeilles, at

the above address.
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Translations of Huber
Most of our beekeepers know what

an immortal observer Francis Huber
was and how much his writings en-

riched the bee literature of a hundred
years ago. I have his work, "New
Observations," in the original French.
Lately I secured the translation which
was published in England in 1821.

Wishing to ascertain how correct this

translation is, I compared the two and
found, to my great astonishment, that

the 1821 edition of the translation,

by an anonymous translator, does not

contain more than two-thirds of the

contents of the original 1814 edition.

It also contains gross errors.

Since then, I secured, for perusal,

another English translation, that of

1841, which advertises itself as fol-

lows: "The text has been carefully

revised and rendered more agreeable

to the English idiom than that of for-

mer translations." In reality it is a

servile copy of the 1821 edition, with

the same errors, even including an er-

ror by the printer, who had put the

words "strange hive" when "strong-

hive" was meant. The English edi-

tions give but plates, while the

Swiss edition contains 12 plates.

So, after all, the English and
American readers of Huber have had

but truncated editions of the admir-

able work.—C. P. D.

Utah Honey Producers
Utah has fallen into line and is

keeping step with other wide-awake
honey-producing States in the march
of progress for better methods of

marketing honey and buying supplies.

A meeting called by the Utah Bee-

keepers' Association was recently

held at Price, and an organization

perfected to Be known as the Utah
Honey Producers' Association. It is

a non-profit, co-operative organiza-

tion for the purpose of marketing the

products of the beekeeper and buying

supplies collectively. Bids on cans

were submitted and an order has al-

ready been placed for 24,000 five-

gallon cans, one carload of five and
ten-pound friction top pails and two
carloads of cases, at a considerable

saving to the beekeepers of the State.

The order for five-gallon or 60-pound

cans will, in all probability, be in-

creased to 40,000 before extracting

time. It is the intention to do some-

thing in the way of marketing honey
collectively this fall.

The board of directors elected to

serve until the first regular meeting
are Thos. Chantry, of Wellington,

who represents the beekeepers' inter-

ests on the State Board of Agricul-

ture; M. J. Stewart and C. T. Beggs,

of Myton; Wm. McKenzie, of Ferron;

Andrew Vernon, of Vernal; Wilford

Belliston, of Nephi, and R. T. Rhees,

of Ogden. The office and storehouse

of the new association will be at Salt

Lake City, and C. T. Beggs will at-

tend to the business and act as secre-

tary until the first regular meeting.

A constitution was adopted similar to

that of the California Exchange.
The outlook at the present time is

very good for a big crop of honey for

1921.
Dan H. Hillman, SUte Inspector.

A Live County Organization
Vigo County beekeepers are peo-

ple who believe in upholding the
reputation of the State of Indiana
and, besides, doing a work which is a
benefit and monument to themselves
and furnishes the example for better
beekeepers.

They have recently finished a five-

day field trip which took in all of
their county and parts of Park, Clay
and Sullivan Counties besides. Stops
were made at the apiaries of seventy
beekeepers, little and big, during the
five days.
Nor have their past and present

efforts been in vain, for the county
is now practically free of foulbrood
and has scarcely any box-hive bee-
keepers left. The persuasive effect

of a group of up-to-date beekeepers
meeting in the yard of a more lenient
member of the profession more often
than not has the desired effect. He
is likely changed to the ranks of the
progressives.

W. A. Hunter, the efficient Presi-
dent of the association, had the trip

in charge.

Truth in Honey—Truth in Wool
Congress is now considering the

French-Capper "Truth in Wool" bill,

making it imperative that the manu-
facturers of fabrics label all materi-
als made as to the ingredients,
whether all wool, what per cent shod-
dy, etc.

The bill has the backing of all

wool growers, of all the large tailor-

ing establishments and associations,

as well as of many independent or-

ganizations. Truly, is there any rea-
son why we should not know the
makeup of our clothing as well as the
content of our jelly glass or honey
bucket. The bill should go through.

Many Scrubs Are Ousted
According to the latest report, the

project leader, sixteen Missouri coun-
ties have replaced a total of 156
scrub bulls with purebred sires since

January 1. A good hint for every
good beekeeper to pinch off the head
of that worthless queen today and re-

place her with something which will

at least earn its way.

Unscrupulous Beekeepers?
Unscrupulous Newspapers

In its issue of Tuesday, May 24,

the Philadelphia Evening Ledger criti-

cises a bulletin sent out by the State

Department at HaiTisburg advising
farmers to feed their bees on account
of the lack of bloom caused by frost.

The Ledger comments in a semi-
humorous vein, coupled with the us-

ual number of mis-statements, among
which is the one that beekeepers are
sometimes unscrupulous and feed to

their bees a syrup made of half glu-

cose and half honey. They suggest,

also, corn meal and sweet puddings.
We have protested to the editors of

the Ledger, who are located in Phila-

delphia.

of Mr. P. Mohr, the happy father of
13 children shown on page 139 of
our April number. An open air din-
ner was enjoyed by some 30 bee-
keepers, with discussions and apiary
visits. In the afternoon the meeting
was held some 3 miles iMrther, at the
apiai-y of W. W. Myers, an old bee-
keeper who once lost all his bees by
foulbrood, but who picked up courage
and now has some 60 healthy colonies
and good prospects. Later the editor
and Ml-. Atkins enjoyed a visit at the
Academy of Sciences, of which Mr.
Paarman is Curator. It would take
pages to describe this. Mr. Paarman,
who is an enthusiast, had also ar-
ranged a banquet for the beekeepers
for the same evening. So the day was
well filled.

On the 3rd, an afternoon meeting
was held at Muscatine, on the porch
of Mr. H. C. Klaffenbach. The editor
must acknowledge the charming hos-
pitality of this gentleman's pretty
wife, who served an excellent dinner
in honor of the two guests from
away, Mr. Atkins and himself. At
this meeting a vei-y interesting and
unusual display was made by Mr. H.
W. Clark, of the Fairport fisheries.
It consisted of about an ounce of pol-
len, gathered by hand, upon the cat-
tail blossoms (Typha) of the fish

ponds managed by the Government.
We owe thanks to the County

Agents of both these places for ar-
ranging the meetings and helping to
make them successful.

The C. C. Miller Fund
It is still time for subscriptions to

the Miller fund, for we will have to
put off the publication of the list till

we get everything together. So we
trust the other American magazines
who have taken the matter in hand
will send us their list at once. There
is one list, at least, in Europe, but it

may be added later. We will expect
the "big guns" of the business to
help round up the sum. It will not
be too large, at best, but Dr. Miller
would be pleased, anyhow, if he could
see the effort made.

Blue Melilot

In our May number, page 195, we
spoke of "Melilotus caerulea Pers"
(blue melilot), described by Bonnier
as gi-own in Europe as an ornamental
plant, and asked our foreign read-
ers for seed of it. We acknowledge
with thanks the receipt of a little

package of this seed from Mr. A.
Zeier, of Lyons, Fx-ance. We will try

it next spring and report, in these
columns, in regard to it.

Field Meets in Iowa
The editor attended field meets in

Iowa, June 2 and 3. On June 2 there

was a forenoon meeting at the apiary

Dr. C. C. Miller

On June 12th, the Presbyterian
Sunday school of Marengo unveiled
a large picture of Dr. Miller, with
very beautiful exercises. A former
scholar of Dr. Miller, Judge E. D.
Shurtleff, gave the principal address.
I should like to give you a copy of
his speech, but he did "not have it

written. Mrs. C. C. Miller.

June 13. Marengo, 111.
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CONTROL OF THE WAXMOTH

Notes on Fumigation of Combs to Prevent Destruction

When Not in the Care of the Bees

By G. H. Cale

Beemoths are most effective de-

stroyers of honeycomb, and it re-

quires care to protect combs, which
are not in use, from injury. It is in-

teresting to note that the larvse of the
moths prefer to feed on pollen and
on the cast skins and debris left in

the cells of the brood-combs, a habit
which directs them to the most valua-
ble part of the colony equipment.

Paddock shows (Bulletin 128,

Texas Agricultural Experiment Sta-

tion, "The Beemoth or Wax Worm")
that temperature greatly influences

the life history of the larger beemoth
(Galleria meilonella) , and the great-

est number of generations occur in

the South, where the summers are
longer and the mercury stays higher
on the scale. At least three broods
develop annually at College Station,

Texas. Some beekeepers in the

South report large losses of colonies,

due to moth injury, but much of this

loss may come after the colonies are

weakened from other causes. Where
conditions are so favorable for devel-

opment, greater watchfulness is ob-

viously necessary. In the North, the

average life history is longer and at

best there are probably seldom more
than two generations a summer, al-

though when the summers are espe-

cially long and hot, the chance of

added generations increases.

Natural Enemies
The most effective natural enemy

of the beemoth is the honeybee itself.

It is an axiom that strong colonies of

bees will rarely tolerate the presence

of moths, but when the bees are not

sufficiently numerous to care for all

the combs the moths may then infest

unoccupied areas. Some races of

bees, however, show less of a dispo-

sition to rid the hives of intruders

than others. It is characteristic of

good Italians to clean house thor-

oughly, and the use of strong colo-

nies of Italian bees is now considered

a necessity in the control of European
foulbrood. Their value is still further

emphasized in the control of the bee-

moth, since there is no better insur-

ance against the loss of combs from
moths than to leave them as long as

possible in the care of such colonies.

Moths and moth larvae are both

quickly killed by freezing tempei-a-

tures, and in the fall, in the North,

when the temperature becomes low

enough, there is no further danger of

moth injury. It is usually sufficient

to stack the supers or hives of combs
away, tightly covered, until again

needed, but where zero temperatures

do not occur, some of the moth eggs,

at least, will probably live over winter

to hatch in the spring. In the South,

although the temperatures may be

sufficiently low to kill the moths if

they are exposed in different stages

of their life history, the more pro-

tected ones will escape and remain as

a constant source of injury.

Carbon Bisulphide

The most effective control for
moths, when combs are not in use and
the temperature is favorable for de-
velopment, is the ordinary practice of
fumigation. The usual carbon bi-

sulphide, or "high life," is efficient in

its action, and readily obtained. It

is purchased as a liquid, but when ex-

posed to the air it volatilizes rapidly
as a gas, about two and one-half times
heavier than air, which settles rapidly
to the lowest possible level. This gas
is dangerously inflammable when
mixed with air, and often explosive.
It is not poisonous, as frequently sup-
posed, but kills by suffocation, and
honey with which it comes in contact
is perfectly safe to use. The action
of the gas is most effective when the
temperature is sufficiently high to al-

low rapid evaporation of the liquid

and it is therefore obviously most ef-

fective in warm weather, which is

also the time when moths are the
most active.

Combs to be treated may be left in

hives or supers and the latter piled in

stacks. To prevent the escape of gas,

the bottom body should be set in an
inverted hive cover on a newspaper
so arranged that a tight joint is made.
The edges of the hives should be
scraped to remove propolis and other
adhering materials, and the remain-
ing spaces due to unevenness may be
closed easily with refuse wax, or with
mud. A measured amount of carbon
bisulphide is poured in a dish set on
the frames of the top hive. A large,

flat dish is preferable, since it exposes
a considerable amount of the liquid to
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to the beehive, one and one-half
ounces of sulphui- will be sufficient

for each tier of ten hives. Sulphur in

proper amounts may also be burned
in a room which is tightly closed and
the hives of combs well exposed to

the fumes.
Paradichlorobenzene

This strange looking language
names a chemical which is coming
into prominence as a fumigant and
promises to be effective against the

beemoth. The gas given off is heavy
and non-poisonous and is not inflam-

mable, which makes it 100 per cent

safe. It is obtained in flakes similar

to naphthalene flakes, and is used in

the same way as bisulphide.
Carbon Tetrachloride

This chemical is also a liquid which
quickly evapoi'ates as a heavy, suffo-

cating gas and is sometimes recom-
mended as a fumigant. However, it

is not effective against the beemoth.
L. R. Watson, of Texas, who is a good
chemist, experimented with it to some
extent, but was unable to kill the

moths in the usual confinement of

tiered hives, even with large doses of

the gas. The gas is considerably
heavier than carbon bisulphide and,

while it tends to suffocate the moths,
and probably does kill many larvae

and pupje, the higher levels of air are
so free from it that the adult moths
collect in the upper parts of the tiers

and thus escape injui-y. Large quan-
tities of the gas, used in an abso-

lutely air-tight space, might be ef-

fective, but this would probably re-

quire amounts of the tetrachloride,

which would make the process more
expensive than the use of bisulphide.

Hydrocyanic Acid.
The most effective of all iumigants

is produced when potassium cyanide
reacts with sulphuric acid to form
hydrocyanic acid gas, and there is no
doubt of its ability to kill beemoths
in all stages almost at once. Unfor-
tunately, however, every other form
of life that breathes it is also killed,

and only a chemist or a fumigant ex-

pert should handle it. It has a prom-
inent use against insect pests of many
plants, but requires tight containers

to prevent the escape of the gas.

It is interesting to learn that one
of the chemists of the United States

Department of Agriculture tested its

use with combs of honey and found
that when four ounces of cyanide
were used to 100 cubic feet of space,

a dose four times greater than that

given dormant nursery stock, sealed

honey absorbed none of the gas. Un-
capped honey absorbed about 21
parts of the gas per million, but after

exposure to the air for 24 hours there
were only 2.4 parts per million re-

maining. After standing for two
days the uncapped honey was safe for
consumption.

A SUBSTITUTE FOR ROYAL
JELLY

By J. A. Nininger

Those who have reared queens re-

alize how difficult it is at times to

secure royal jelly. It has been a

question in my mind whether the lar-

vae deposited on such small quantities

of jelly find proper nourishment at

the start. I have adopted a simpler
method and one which, according to

my experience, gives as good results,

if not better.

I prepare the cell cups as usual, but
instead of putting a bit of royal jelly

in each cell, I put in a drop of honey
from a comb filled with unripened
nectar. For this purpose I use a
match or toothpick. Any small stick

will serve.
For grafting, I select a comb with

larvae of the desired age and shave it

down to a very shallow depth. Larv'ae

from 12 to 24 hours old are selected.

I have found this method so simple
and satisfactory that I have aban-
doned the use of royal jelly alto-

gether.
Kansas.

DISCOVERY OF THE ACARINE
MITE

An Account of the Investigations re-

lating to Isle-of-Wight Disease

By P. Bruce White, B. Sc.

In the opening years of the present
century a serious epidemic disease of

bees broke out in this country. The
earlier outbreaks were probably re-

stricted to the south of England, but
the disease is now disseminated
throughout the length and breadth of
the isles and has become the most
serious of the pests with which the
British beekeeper has to cope. As
the disease was first recognized and
examined in the Isle of Wight, it has
come to be known "faute de mieux,"
as "Isle-of-Wight" disease.

The disease is characterized both
by the symptoms of the individual bee
and by the disorganization of the
communal life of the hive.

The onset of the disease in a stock
may be marked by various pre-

monitory symptoms. The foraging
bees, leaving and returning to the
hive, may show a certain listlessness,

lingering before the hive. Pres-

Fumigating in a tight stack oi in

bodies.

ently the first crawlers appear, bees
which, incapable of flight, crawl aim-
lessly on the ground. As the disease
progresses the number of crawlers in-

creases, and on warm days hundi-eds
of stricken bees may be seen before
the hive. The disease may run a
varying course; it may progress stead-
ily till the depleted and disorganized
stock perishes or may wax and wane,
often showing signs of periodicity. In
badly affected stocks the routine of
the hive is upset, foraging is half-
hearted, the hive becomes soiled with
feces, the brood may be neglected,
and the bees no longer withstand rob-
bers, which enter with impunity. It

is seldom, if ever, that a diseased
stock survives the winter.

The stricken bee falling to the
ground in its attempt to fly from the
hive may, for a short time, perform a
series of short flights, a few feet in
length, but eventually it takes to
crawling. In some cases there is dis-

location of the wings; in others there
is dragging of the legs. Death is

probably due to cold and starvation.
The abdomen is usually found dis-

tended by an accumulation of faeces
in the intestine, which is filled to the
limit of its capacity.

In 1907 Imms reported on the dis-

ease, but made no suggestion as to
its cause. He laid stress upon the in-

testinal symptoms. His work was fol-

lowed up by Maiden, who was of the
opinion that the site of the primary
disease was in the chyle stomach,
and suggested that an organism,
called by him bacillus pestiformis
apis, was the causal organism. In
1912 Fantham & Porter held that the
disease was due to the microsporidian
parasite, Nosema apis, mainly attack-
ing the chyle stomach. This view
quickly gained acceptance and "Isle-

of-Wight" disease was considered
identical with "Bee microsporidiosis"
and "Nosema disease." Later this

theory was called in question by An-
derson, of Aberdeen, and then by An-
derson and Rennie. Following up
this work, Rennie and Harvey showed
the existence of two distinct diseases

of the bees, Nosema disease and Isle-

of-Wight disease, each having its own
symptom-complex.

A special joint committee of the
University and College of Agriculture
of Aberdeen was formed and with
funds provided by A. H. E. Wood,
Esq., of Glassel, Aberdeenshire and
the Development Commissioners, the
search for the cause of Isle-of-Wight
disease was renewed under the direc-

tion of Dr. Rennie, of the Parasit-

ology Department of the University
of Aberdeen.

In June, 1919, the writer joined the
research to attack the problem on the

bacteriological side in Professor
Shannon's Pathological Department.
An interesting excursion was first

made into the normal bacteriology of

the bee which brought to light some
interesting facts in the bacterial bi-

nomics of its intestine. The bacteri-

ology of Isle-of-Wight bees was then
taken up, but after much work no
clue as to the causation of the disease

was forthcoming.
In May, 1920, however, the writer,
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while examining atrophied muscle
fibres from the thorax of a diseased

bee noted a number of oval bodies

within a fragment of a tracheal tube
included in the same preparation.

These bodies proved to be acarine lar-

vae.

Examination of the thoracic tra-

chea of other crawling bees showed
certain of the major tracheae to be ex-

tensively obstructed by mites in all

stages of development, from ova to

adult forms.
An examination was made of 150

bees from several diseased stocks and
the parasite was found in every case.

One hundred apparently healthy bees

from apparently healthy stocks were
also examined and the parasites were
absent in 95 per cent.

With these data to hand, the writer

reported his observations to his col-

leagues and advanced the theory that

this parasite was the cause of Isle-of-

Wight disease.

At the same time he learned that a

solitary mite had been seen in the

trachea of an apparently normal bee

by Dr. Rennie and Miss Harvey
in the previous December, but no
causal relationship was then sus-

pected.
Dr. Rennie, Miss Harvey and the

writer then commenced a routine ex-

amination of a large number of dis-

eased and healthy stocks involving

the examination of upwards of 3,000
individual bees.

The results of this work may be

summarized as follows:
1. The mites were found present

in every stock exhibiting symptoms
of the disease, and in every crawling

bee.
2. The mites were absent in the

great majority of apparently healthy

bees from apparently healthy stocks

(approx. 80-90 per cent of those ex-

amined between May and October,

1920).
3. In approximately 35 per cent

of seemingly healthy stocks derived

from the British Isles, a varying, al-

though usually low, percentage of in-

fection was present. A number of

these stocks kept under observation
later developed the disease.

4. No mites were discovered in

samples of bees sent from the Conti-

nent.
The results, therefore, strongly

support the view that the mites are a

"sine qua non" of the disease.

Dr. Rennie, after a systematic

study of the parasite, has relegated it

to the genus Tarsonemus, giving it

the specific name, T. Woodi (nova
spec.) in token of gratitude for the

interest and support of Mr. Wood
throughout the investigation. Dr.

Rennie has further made progress
with the study of the life history of

the mite.
The writer took up the pathology

of the disease.

The parasites were found to enter

the bee through one or both of the

first pair of spiracular orifices and
apparently through these alone. They
remain located in the system of major
tracheae and air sacs of the anterior

moiety of the thorax and in the ves-

sels of the head—these latter being

less frequently invaded. No mites
have been found in the respiratory

system of the abdomen.
In the earlier stages of the attack

the microscope reveals the almost col-

orless ova and embryos lying within

the lumen of the otherwise normal
trachea. The parent mites may usu-
ally be found in their vicinity.

As development proceeds, the tra-

cheal lumen becomes markedly ob-

structed and the wall becomes en-

crusted and bronzed with fsecal de-

posits. In the later stages this color

generally deepens to black.

The aff'ected tracheae now appear
deep brown or black to the eye. They
have lost their elasticity and have be-

come hard and brittle. This is the
condition found in the majority of

bees ci'awling from the disease.

In a high percentage of Isle-of-

Wight "crawlers" atrophic changes
of the thoracic muscles of flight oc-

cur. As a rule only a few fibres show
marked changes. The aft'ected fibres

are white, thread-like and brittle,

thus contrasting with the flaccid grey-
ish-yellow normal fibres. There is

advanced wastage of the fibrillar sub-

stance, loss of fluid and condensation
of the granules of the fibre. The
atrophied fibres are frequently re-

duced to one-half the normal width
during relaxation. It seems probable
that such fibres are dead ; they are
certainly functionless.

Occasionally the black spots de-

velop in the muscle fibres of infected

bees, but their causation is not yet

definitely elucidated.

The examination of the alimentary
and other systems has revealed no
other characteristic lesion associated

with the disease.

The primary eff'ect of the mites

upon the bee has a double aspect. The
parasite living and developing at the

expense of the body fluids of the bee
must threaten nutrition. Possibly,

too, they are actually venomous. The
actual importance of this active in-

jury is, however, a matter of surprise.

In the second place, there is the

partial or complete obstruction of

certain of the thoracic tracheae by the

parasites and their products. The im-

portance of this passive factor is

much more readily estimated. In the

great majority of crawling bees the
efl'ective lumina of certain major tho-

racic trachese are reduced to the la-

cunae between the closely packed
parasites and the air which filters

through must be depleted of oxygen
by the mites themselves. The organs
which are supplied by such ti-acheae

must suflfer from oxygen starvation.

Among the organs of which the re-

spiratory exchange is thus endan-
gered are the thoracic muscles of
flight and the cerebral ganglia.

With this in view, a series of con-
trolled experiments were made upon
normal bees in which one or both of

the first pair of spiracles had been
closed with wax. A condition of

crawling closely simulating Isle-of-

Wight disease was produced, and in a

few days muscle atrophy identical

with that found in diseased bees ap-

peared in many cases.

These experiments support the
view that mechanical blocking of the
tracheae is a factor of great import-

ance—perhaps capable in itself of oc-

casioning all the symptoms by which
we are wont to recognize the disease.

Through the impairment of the re-

spiratory exchange of the thoracic

musculature and the cerebral centers

the power of flight is lost, and with
loss of flight a series of secondary
conditions arise. The fseces, normal-
ly voided on the wing, are retained

and accumulate, compressing the ab-

dominal air sacs—another blow at the

respiratory function.
It is probable that toxins are ab-

sorbed from the stagnant gut and
that excretory stasis in the Malpigh-

ian tubules is reflected back upon the

body of the bee.

Once the flightless bee leaves the

hive, unable to return, it perishes

from cold and starvation. Should it

remain it is faced with the condition

of functional stagnation which can-

not be infinitely maintained.
It is impossible in this condensed

paper to touch on several important

matters, as for instance the transmis-

sion of the disease and its seemingly
insular distribution. Certain details

have been omitted, together with

such matters as the special character-

istics and life history of the parasite,

of which others can speak with

greater authority than the writer.

It would now seem advisable to re-

place the rather meaningless term
Isle-of-Wight disease by the term
"Acarine" (or mite) disease. This

is not likely to lead to confusion for,

though several species of mite are

known to occur on bees, T. woodi
alone appears to be associated with

pathological phenomena.
Scotland.

A. The acarine mite. B. Fourth leg of fe-

male. C. Fourth leg of male.

PEDDLING HONEY
By Patrick J. Murphy

Interesting indeed is the article in

the January issue, from Mr. Wesley
Foster, concerning marketing of

honey and the profits taken by honey
peddlers.

The producer forgets that the per-

centage of profit that the average

vender of honey takes is less by far
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than that of the retail merchant. I

am speaking of averages.
The consuming public get their

honey at a lower price from the

house-to-house honey) peddler than
the same thing can be secured from
the average grocer. The reason for

this is that the vender generally uses

the kind of containers that the grocer
would not accept. Then, again, the

housewife who buys from the grocer
a tiny glass of honey and pays per-

haps 25 cents, will take two or three

times as much honey from the honey
peddler at a less price. The honey
peddler centralizes his energy upon
the one item—honey—and usually, if

he makes a sale at all, it is more
than Mrs. Housewife buys from her
grocer.

I have found that the great trouble

is, there are not enough peddlers.

Moreover, there is a decided" scarcity

of good honey peddlers. Men who
have salesmanship to any great de-

gree generally get into somethmg
more lucrative than the peddling of

honey. It is an exceedingly interest-

ing line, just the same. Really, it's a

pity that more men do not avail them-
selves of the opportunity offered in

the sale of extracted honey from
house to house.

It's a burning shame that the pub-
lic is so ignorant of honey.
Many still believe that honey is

manufactured to some degree.

If ever a commodity needed adver-
tising , it is honey; yet it is the most
difficult food product to bring to the

attention of the American public.

The Chinese herb doctors, so gen-
erally knowai in the west, use a great

deal of honey in compounding their

herbs, of which they make claim to

numerous cure-alls. Whether or not

there are any real cures in their con-

coctions, these Oriental medicine men
seem to think so.

Anybody with a little business sense

can get into the honey business, at

least in a small way.A good way is to

select some place on the highway
where motorists are passing. It's in

the average person to want to buy
any food product in the country. They
like to do it. Simply put honey up in

jars, bottles or pails and stick up a

sign with the word "HONEY" on it,

and you will find people will stop and
be glad to purchase. It is well to se-

lect some wide portion of the high-

way, so that parties who stop to pur-

chase do not block the way.
One man I know, who has sold

honey for years, and who is a suc-

cess as a vender, has one kind of

dark honey that he sells as "wild

honey." He has a class of trade who
want to buy the wild product, and he

does his best to satisfy them.

Whether or not this is a wise thing to

do, I cannot say; however, all honey
is more or less wild, so to speak.

As honey seeks a lower market
level than it has during the last few
years, the sales will increase, beyond
doubt; yet we must all bear in mind
that every little bit of advertising we
can give any honey is good propa-

ganda.
And do not begrudge the other fel-

low a profit, for, as Mr. Wesley Fos-
ter says, "The honey peddler is do-

ing a missionary work."
California.

ECONOMY IN THE PRODUCTION
OF QUEENS

Part III.—A Stock Hive for Support-
ing Baby Nuclei

By George D. Shafer

For years Mr. Wing mated queens
from twin nuclei made by separating
the standard 8-frame hive into two
equal parts by a tight lengthwise di-

vision board, using two or three Hoflf-

man frames in each nucleus. He tried

smaller frames, too, however, and
gradually began to gain experience
with baby nuclei.

In "Simplified Queen Rearing" Mr.
Pratt has a paragraph in which he
mentions special chambers (holding
sixteen small combs stocked with a
full colony and used "for the purpo.se
of securing brood and honey in small
frames." Following the suggestion
made there, Mr. Wing tried out a
similar hive, and he has developed
its use to the point of making it a
very essential factor in the successful
maintenance and manipulation of
baby nuclei throughout the season.
This stock hive is made up of units or
bodies each 18% inches long, by
8Vi inches wide by 6% inches high,

inside. They are open at top and
bottom so that they may be tiered
up like the ordinary hives of today.
Separate top and bottom boards are
provided, and the entrance is at one
end. The small frames for brood
and honey are suspended crosswise of
the length of the hive, and supported
in the usual way by tin rah bets set

into the top sides of the hive body, a
one-fourth inch bee space being left

above and at the ends of the frames.
The top bars, sides and bottoms of the
frames are made of the same size

wooden strips, viz. : one-fourth inch
thick by three-fourths of an inch
wide. Each hive unit will hold 17
frames properly spaced. The length
of the top bar of the frames is 9 Vs

inches, so that they may be used di-

rectly in the baby nuclei twin mating'
boxes described by Pratt in "Simpli-
fied Queen Rearing," and supplied for
the past several years by dealers in

bee supplies. Instead of the separa-
ble wood and fiber covers supplied
with the older boxes, however, Mr.
Wing prefers a box equipped with a
light, double wooden cover made to

handle all in one piece. The usual
enamel cloth, over the twin box,
tacked to the top edge of the division

board, is used under this wooden
cover.
The advantage of the stock hive lies

in the ease with which transfers may
be made between it and the nucleus
boxes and vice versa. Strong colo-

nies are kept in the stock hives and
two, three or four of the long bodies
are tiered up as needed to accommo-
date the colony. Quite strong colo-

nies are needed, of course, for draw-
ing out the new combs and filling

them with honey, and for supplying a
large amount of brood through the
season. During a light honey flow,
when the little cluster of bees in the
baby nucleus cannot gather enough
food for its own use, the stock hive
will still be storing a surplus, and this

surplus may be drawn on at any time
to supply the nucleus with stores,
frame for frame being exchanged.
Thus the feeding of syrup in the nu-
cleus may usually be avoided by this
plan, so that time is saved and danger
from robbing is reduced to a mini-
mum. If feeding of syrup should be-
come necessary, it is much safer to
feed the strong colony in the stock
hive, and then give the filled or
partly filled combs to the nuclei.

But a further and even greater ad-
vantage of the stock hive comes about
from the fact that it always contains
abundance of brood for easy inter-
change with the baby nuclei during
the queen rearing season. It often
happens that a nucleus becomes weak
in bees—a frame of hatching brood
from the stock hive will quickly re-
cruit it. Furthermore, if a virgin is

lost on her mating flight (or in any
other way) all brood in the nucleus
may become sealed or even emerge
before the next virgin, accepted by
this particular nucleus, is ready to
make her mating flight, and in that
case practically all the bees in the
little colony may sometimes swarm
out with the virgin as she leaves the
mating box. This causes confusion
and may break up the nucleus. Prac-
tically all such trouble may be avoid-
ed by supplying any such nucleus that
may need it with young brood from
the stock hive at tlie time a virgin or
ripe queen cell is given. This young
brood will hold the attention of the
bees in the little nucleus when the
virgin leaves on her mating flight.

It must be noted that the "swarm-
ing out" of a baby nucleus with a
virgin does not correspond in any
way to "swarming out with a laying
queen," which is prone to happen in
case of baby nuclei during a honey
flow, when the newly mated queen
quickly fills the little frames with
eggs. Swarming out in the latter
case can be prevented only by re-
moving the young queen as soon as
she be.gins to lay, or by confining her
with a queen excluder for a few
days until she may be sold or used
othei-wise.

The stock hive, therefore, as the
name implies, is the stock or store-
house , or mother colony—ready at
any time to supply all the wants (out-
side of virgins or ripe queen cells) of
a number of baby nuclei. Such a
hive will support 15 to 2.5 baby nu-
clei, according to the strength of the
colony and the character of the honey
flow; and it certainly makes for suc-
cess in the management of baby nu-
clei for economic queen production.
A study of the various methods of

queen rearing, found in literature on
beekeeping, shows that in every case
an attempt has been made either to
imitate, with more or less success in

an economic way, the situations and
accompanying conditions that normal-
ly lead to natural queen rearing by
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the bees, or to take advantage of
these as they arise. Three situations
of this kind are known. The first of
these relates itself to the various con-
ditions which together generate the
swai-niing impulse; the second, to that
condition of decline or gradual fail-

ure of the reigning queen which leads
to supersedure, and the third situa-
tion is presented by removal or loss
of the queen from any cause, when
eggs or young larvae are present in

the colony. The loss of the queen
may happen to a colony at any time,
of course, in season or out of season,
but the attempt to rear a new queen
is most apt to be successful when the
loss occurs during a honey flow; it

is least apt to end successfully under
the conditions attending a dearth of
nectar and pollen. The first two sit-

uations normally come about only
during a honey flow, queen cells for
swarming being usually built during
the early part of a major flow, or
perhaps at the height of the flow; and
supersedure cells, during the latter
part of the flow, when the queen may
have become exhausted. A "honey
flow" and those conditions which al-

ways accompany fresh nectar and pol-
len in the hive, are therefore of the
very highest importance for the pro-
duction of large fertile queens. It is,

perhaps, needless to say that these
same conditions are likely to insure
also the presence of well fed drones

' in the queen rearing yard. When
many queens are to be reared, it is

best to make the operations continu-
ous over a long period, and on that
account a location is desirable where
a long flow of nectar may be expected
in connection with a faii'ly continu-
ous supply of pollen. No shortage of
pollen is likely to be experienced, but
at times, in some locations, it happens
that the bees do not gather enough
pollen, even when a surplus of honey is

being stored. A scant flow of nectar
may be supplemented by feeding, but
all pollen must be brought in by the

bees, and unless at least a little pol-
len and nectar are coming in it is very
difficult, if not impossible, to rear the
best of young queens. The pollen is

necessary as a food to keep the rear-
ing of brood of all kinds in progress
during the season; the supply of royal
jelly will be scant if the amount "of
pollen available to the nurse bees is

too little, even though sufficient nec-
tar may be available. Forty-five to
fifty-five per cent of the constituents
in royal jelly has been found to be
nitrogenous in character. The ulti-

mate source from which the nurse
bees must elaborate all this nitrogen-
ous or protein portion of the jelly is

pollen. Conditions of this kind per-
taining to the food supply have been
taken into account in the manage-
ment of the Wing yards. Sometimes,
in order to keep both pollen and nec-
tar coming in over a long period, it

has been found necessary to carry on
the work in one locality dui-ing the
first half of the summer and then
move the entire queen-rearing outfit
to a different location where a "honey
flow" was available for the remainder
of the summer and fall, and this prac-
tice also has been made to yield eco-
nomic results.

Physiology Department, Stanford
University, California.

SOME NUTS FOR THE LEAGUE
TO CRACK

By E. G. LeStourgeon

Can the interests of Colorado and
California, and the interests of Michi-
gan and Wisconsin (both producers
of high grade honeys and both seek-
ing a market) be harmonized?

Are their interests antagonistic?
Should the large producer, already

established, boost the game of a com-
petitive beginner or novice?

If certain supply interests are an-
tagonistic, have they sufficient ground
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Harmonizing Sectional Interests

Can the interests of Colorado and
California, the interests of Michigan
and Wisconsin, all producers of high
grade honeys and all seeking a mar-
ket, be harmonized?

Emphatically, these interests can-
not be consolidated or harmonized on
the present business status. The
League is larger than any state or
group of states. It can see the con-
sumers' world as a whole. It can see

that if all the honey of these states

is rushed to some marketing center,

price cutting, market stagnation and
strife will continue. If the yield of

honey is great or the number of bee-
keepers increase the inevitable result

is the lowering of prices. What is the

result? The beekeeper is starved out;

gives up and quits. If he were the

only one affected, it would be a mat-
ter easily remedied, but he is not, he
is a cog in the transmission gear, a
broken cog, and the whole machine is

out of order. The manufacturer of

bee supplies loses a buyer; the bee
paper, a subscriber; the can maker, a
sale; the railroad, some freight, and
so on through a long line of others de-

pendent on bees for a livelihood.

The League cannot press any
magic button and quiet the troubled
business sea, but it can by the ma-
chinery of the beekeepers' association

now extant, so change the marketing
situation that complete harmony can
be foreseen in complete organization.

How is the League to do this? By
its organization to hold the honey and
force the price? No, that would be a
trust, would make the beekeeper a
profiteer of the first water. The so-

lution offered by the League is to

create a demand for the honey. To
create a demand that will absorb all

the honey offered, to have this de-

mand throughout the States and then
so distribute the offerings of honey
that there will be no clash of regional
interests in some restricted market.
When the demand is created, the

supply will determine the price. It

must be remembered, however, that
the price of honey will always be
governed to a greater or less degree
by the price and availability of sugar
and syrups. To create this demand,
the League must advertise and adver-
tise heavily. It must reach the most
remote village of the continent. It

must place before the housewife all

the virtues of honey. It must do this

in a way pleasing, convincing and at-

tractive, yet not lavish. But how can
the League advertise? Printers' ink,

printers' paper, magazine space and
billboards cost money, and lots of it.

Men capable of carrying out such a

campaign are high-priced men, and
are worthy of their hire. The League
has no money? Its officers are gen-
erous, but are not millionaires. The
League is not the officers. The League
is not the representative of the State
associations. The League is the
united force and power of every
member of every interest or body in-

cluded in the League. The officers,

in handling demands for money, act
just as they do in the distribution of
honey. Now, there are ten of the
most important co-operative honey-

marketing associations and several

private firms ready to stand behind
this movement. Each has its own
way to raise funds. Each is ready
to raise its fair share. Just as soon
as these large associations make the

start, the smaller ones will be glad to

join. Should all these not be able

to finance the movement, an organiza-
tion campaig^n will be of greatest
value. Let each association decide
how to raise its quota, whether by
voluntary subscription, assessment
per member, per colony, or other-

wise.
That extensive advertising will

create a wide demand has been
proven so many times that it needs no
discussion. With this demand comes
the greatest problem of the League;
one that will require the greatest
changes in our present system. To
create a demand and not be able to

fill it is a triple loss, the loss of the

initial sale, the loss of a permanent
buyer and, gi'eatest of all, the loss of

the buyer's confidence in the firm ad-

vertising.
Better Distribution

Distribution is our greatest prob-
lem. Solve that and the clash of

States and of regions is solved. But
to solve it, vast and radical changes
must occur. Our present system of

supply and demand reports must be
converted. Instead of wholesalers
and commission firms reports, which
no one pretends to belie\?e, we must
have the managers of the separate as-

sociations get a report on honey pro-

duced and sold by each member of

his association. As such reports are

all in the family, as it were, a very
true estimate of the supply can be
compiled. To get the demand, a new
system will have to be devised. The
reports will have to come from the

stores selling directly to the con-

sumer. This can be done, but re-

mains the big job of the League Sec-

retary. With these two systems per-

fected, a traffic system can be effected

that will give adequate and accessible

nation-wide supply.

The League has two sets of prob-
lems to solve—internal and external.

We have, in a way, touched the high

points of our internal troubles.

Outside we have two that demand
immediate attention. The first is so

close that while it is small, it is an
aggravation. Can we give the com-
petitive beginner or novice the bene-
fit of our experience and of our grad-
ing and sales system? Our business

depends not only on what the buyers
think about League packed honey,

but about all honey. Let one such
novice put a lot of poorly packed, in-

fei'ior honey on the market, and not
only the novice, but we, will be the

losers. We can, and must, adopt or

regulate these beginners.
Of the minor problems little need

be said. They disappear with the so-

lution of the big ones. The question

of gi-ading and standardizing honey
is one that troubles many. Can the

many flavors and colors be marketed
on a standard pack system? They
can, just as many grades and sizes of

peaches or apricots are sold. So can
the honey from localities v/hich have

lai'ge supplies of a certain flavor. This
honey should be packed and sold as
a named standard. But where there
is little supply, even a very choice va-
riety, with the exception of the local

market, all honey marketed should
be blended and sold as such. It is

highly probable that all honeys, in-

cluding our choicest flavors, should
be blended, and often the blend is

better than the pure flavor, the New
York Globe to the contrary notwith-
standing.

The big outside problem is with
whom shall we join to get the best
service and aid. There are many men
of many lines of endeavor who de-
pend as much on the bee for a living
as we. The manufacturer of bee ap-
pliances and honey containers, of
tanks, of bottles and numerous other
articles; editors and publishers of
bee and farm papers, printers and
lithographers, transportation and
storage companies, and in a less man-
ner many other lines of business have
interests in common with the owner
of bees. With these industries allied

with us, we can do much more busi-

ness, and do it in a far more satisfac-

tory manner, than if we are at outs
with them.
We most certainly should welcome

into the League any interest that has
common cause with us.

Our ruling or governing body is a
problem in itself. Because of the na-
ture of the work it must perform, it

seems advisable to restrict this body
to its lowest limits, as we know from
sad experience that numbers in leg-

islative halls spell delay and perver-
sion of measures. Where large num-
bers vote, a man with a glib tongue
and an axe to grind often kills or de-
moralizes the wish of the majority.
Let us pick, as the members of the
League Council, the shrewdest busi-

ness men in the bee world and let us
keep the representation small. Let
each association send one man ; a man
in whom they trust, in whom they
have faith, to represent them, and
under the guidance of such a body of
chosen men the League cannot help
being a success.

SUPER CLEANING
By J. F. Dunn

You ask for a description of the
Deadman super cleaner and my modi-
fication of the same. The ones we
have been using for a number of
years, except that they are of lighter

construction, are substantially the
same as those used by Mr. G. A.
Deadman, the inventor of this (to us,

at least), indispensable arrangement
for having extracting combs cleaned
bone dry by one colony of bees. One
platform will take care of all th6
combs from an apiary of 50 colonies.

The frame under the platform is of
1x4 inch lumber, laid flatwise. The
floor is of three-eighths inch stuff and
must be either tongued and grooved
or have very tight fitting joints. The
strips dividing the platform into six

sections are three-eighths of an inch

thick, and wide enough to admit of

the covers being placed on the supers
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without touching one another. We
make them 6 inches wide. The outer
border strips against which the others
butt are 2 inches in width. The reader
will notice that on the dividing three-
eighths by 6 inch strips there are
shown white marks, which indicate
the position of the %x3V2 inch en-
trances from the colony hive to the
supers containing the combs to be
cleaned.

Here is where we have varied the
construction, and like it much better
than the super cleaner as originally
made. By the individual entrance
from the colony to each row of su-
pers, separately, the bees are obliged
to cari-y the honey from the supers
straight into their hive, and will place
it all in the super above the colony.
Where the spaces under ^ihe rows of
supers are left entirely opeii and free
access given, the bees will, under cer-

tain conditions, place a portion of the
robbed-out honey in the combs of a
neighboring super instead of placing
it in the super above the colony,
where we want it. This is the more
apt to happen if the ^uper abova the
bees is more tb m two-th'rds filled.

In choosing a colony to do th.? cloan-
ing, we select one that is not strong
enough in field bees to brinp- honey
from the fields, and yet has lots of
"oung bees ;;nii plenty of hatching.''

I'rood. If kept well supplie.l with
supers to be cleaned, few bees will

go to the fields, as they ha /e plenty
of better stuff to salvage right at

home. About nil the bees tfia. do go
to the fields will gather pollen, and
the queen will be pretty busy laying
eggs. We like to have this iiive sup-
plied with a ycung queen. The en-
trance to i'u- colony, which niiiy be
seen in the center front of tho j hoto.
should not be more thai %xZ%
inches. We place the combs on the
platfoi-nis just at evening; everything
is quiet by morning, and we have
never had a "cleaner-up" colony
robbed; they are always among our
best colonies in the spring, and we
have never had one used for this

purpose die in winter.
One thing has always puzzled us.

We have several times had European

foulbrood develop in the apiary, and
although super combs were given to
these bees, the disease has never ap-
peared in any of the "clean-ups," as
we call them. We certainly would
not risk it if we had American foul-
brood.

The photo shows 25 supers on the
platform. We frequently place more
than twice as many at one time.

The colony (center front) shows a
comb-honey super above the brood-
chamber. When we use a comb-
honey super over the brood-chamber
we have no queen excluder under it,

but when the honey taken from the
(shallow) extracting frames is to be
stored in extracting combs we put a
queen excluder under the super. Care
must be taken when sections are over
the brood-chamber that the queen is

not crowded by a congested brood-
chamber.

We have farmer beekeepers about
us who raise some comb honey but
seldom have the "dishes right side up
to catch it." We furnish them supers
filled with sections and foundation

;

the supers have the weight marked on
them. Just before the close of the
clover flow, which is our extracting
time, we run the light truck out to
gather them up and pay them the
price agreed upon net weight of
honey. We get a fair pei-centage of
sections filled plump to the corners,
and a good many unfinished ones.

Here is where our super cleaner
"scores big." The unfinished sec-

tions are carefully graded and placed
in the supers to be filled from the
wet combs, and the bees certainly
make a good job of it, for we have
very few unsaleable sections at the
close of the season. We frequently
have three or more supers over the
colony at once, and as the honey
stored in them is thoroughly ripened
they are ready to be capped about as
soon as they are filled.

We find it a good plan, with the
best filled or nearest perfect sections,
to take them away from the colony
as soon as they are filled and ready to

cap, and give them to a strong colony
that is storing and cappfng honey.

placing a fresh super on the
"cleaner" about the same time.

If the super is placed on a colony
that is not storing honey they would
be very apt to rob it out and carry it

below.
It will be noticed that the hive do-

ing the cleaning has the regular hive
cover over the super. We use the
same on each tier. The ones shown
are the galvanized covers, without
the rim. We were short of finished

covers at the time.

Ontario.

The Dcadman super cleaner. A colony of bees is placed in the middle of front row. Supers of
wet combs are piled over the other positions with entrances opening into the hive to permit
the bees to clean them readily without exposing them to robbers.

FIFTY-FIVE NORTH
By F. Dundas Todd

The northern limit of beekeeping in

Europe, with the exception of Scot-
land and the Scandinavian peminsula,
is the parallel of 55 degrees. British

Columbia's most northerly important
valley with railway transportation
lies pretty well, along this parallel

once bearing about 20 seconds north
of it. As I have told my readers be-
fore, I have long felt interested in

this region for its beekeeping possi-

bilities, but never oould find time
to investigate. At the opening of

the past seasion I decided to have a

look at it, especially as there were
not less than half a dozen beekeep-
ers scattered at intervals whose ex-

perience would be worth hearing. One
was a beginner at Telkwa, who re-

ceived a hive at the beginning of

June, 1919, and reported he had taken
from it 186 pounds of extracted honey
in August, and had left plenty of

stores for winter, plenty being about
80 pounds of honey. And he enthused
greatly iover the superb flavor

At the end of May I shipped two
nuclei to a town called Terrace, which
is located where the eastern and
western climates meet. It has much
less rainfall than the western slope of

the Cascades, yet produces the enor-

mous cedars and fir trees of that

region, but has a shorter and less se-

vere winter than that farther east. I

planned to go straight to Telkwa,
thence to Terrace and back to Vic-

toria.

I boarded the big, fine steamboat
of the Grand Trunk Pacific Co. at

Vancouver on the night of the 9th of

August on my way to Prince Rupert.
When morning broke I found we
were rapidly nuoving over a per-

fectly calm sea between Vancouver
Island and the mainland. I will not

attempt to describe the voyage north.

It is a most delightful experience,

among hundreds of small islands,

each covered to the very top with
evergreen firs and cedars, while the

background is a range of snow-cov-
crcd mountains. Wednesday noon
saw me on the train for Telkwa,
which I hoped to reach at midnight,

but the fates interposed a small imi-

tation of the nether regions in the

way. At Hazelton the railway skirts

a magnificent canyon for quite a dis-

tance, and at one point crosses a

small arm by a bridge. Shortly be-

fore wo reached Hazelton two cars
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laden with sulphur, on a west bound
freight train, jumped the tracks,
flopped over the side of the bridge
and found a resting place at the bot-
tom of the canyon 150 feet below.
This was bad enough, but the sulphur
caught fire, and then there was a
powerful odor for many miles round.
We had bo wait about ten hours until
the fire burned out. At dawn we
could see whjte smoke lazily hanging
in the air for many miles, just the
tips of the trees in the lower valley
showing above the haze. No human
beings lived there, as far as known,
and I feel certain no living thing
could survive that night.

A late breakfast at Telkwa, then
about 11 o'clock I was in a motor car
for a 12 mile run to the nearest bee-
keeper. The town stands at the
junction of the Bulkley and Telkwa
Rivers, in the midst of wonderful
scenery. The valley, I fancy, is about
30 miles wide, dropping down by slow
degrees from snow-clad mountains
9,000 feet high. My route lay along
the banks lof the Telkwa. Sweeping
out of the town the car in a couple of
minutes landed me among the fire-

weed, and for 30 seconds I gazed at it

puzzled; there was something about
it very different from the fireweed I

knew in the Frazer Valley. The bloom
was all right, but sticking out con-
spicuously were thousands and thou-
snads of white crosses that had never
attracted my eye before. The car
was stopped and I grabbed a head.
The cross was merely the anthers,
big, fat, white, healthy, not like the

ones I knew, which were short, lean,

grey. What did this mean? Next, to

tear the bloom to pieces to see if it

contained nectar, an old trick of
mine. No need, just look at that

blob, a big drop of nectar caught at

the bottom of the stamens and pis-

tils; it must in itself be a load for a

bee. More blossoms were examined,
thousands of them, every one with a

cargo of nectar for a honeybee—and
not 'One in sight. Miles and miles,

and again miles of fireweed, tons and
tons of nectar available for the use
of man, but only one hive to gather
it, and it 50 miles from its nearest
neighbor. So for 12 miles I sat, ob-
served, and wondered if that region,

that day, were but specimens of other
regions and other days in the Grand
Trunk country of British Columbia.
Again and again I got out and ex-

amined the plants and the surround-
ings. Wild strawberries low down,
wild raspberries higher up, the fire-

weed above all, a solid mass in length,

width and depth of nectar-bearing
flowers, with no ferns to choke their

growth. The half had not been told

me by my son, who knows the region
well.

At my journey's end I find the bee-
keeper and his hive, both towering
pretty high in the air. "How's the

crop-" "Well, I have taken ofif a hun-
dred pounds; want to taste it?" I

did, and did again. Fine, very fine;

could not be otherwise with so much
wild raspberry around.
"Now, go to the hive and say how

much more I may take off." Three
stories of 10 frames each oi solid
honey, then one with 3 frames of
brood and 7 frames solid honey, a
total of 37 frames of homey. My
judgment was, take two supcrfulls,
leave the rest to the bees.
He was selling his crop to neigh-

obrs at 40c a pound, the customer pro-
viding the container. Eighty dollars
for one hive. I asked him, "Do you
realize that 12 colonies will give you
a living?" "Sure, but the beggars will

not swarm; what am I going to do
about it? I ordered a queen weeks
ago, but she has not come yet." Two
seasons, no swarm; why? April and
May are unsettled months, then
comes the heat and the nectar, and
the bees are busy.

I explored the country round as
far as a car would go, and saw hun-
dreds of square miles of raspberry
and fireweed. Then people said:
"this is nothing, you ought to see
so-and-so, the real stuff is there."
But good gracious, if last year and
this year are fair sam'ples of the Bulk-
ley Valley, every acre of fireweed is

worth $50 to $100 a y^ar and will pay
far better as it lies right now than it

will ever do under cultivation.

Then to Terrace, where terraces
marking old beds of the Skeena
River, rise one behind another. It

brags about its fine strawberries,
best in the world. So I asked the
cook on the train where he bought
his supplies, leading deftly up to my
objective, which was strawt)erries.

These he bought in Terrace. Why-
Well, he thought I had never eaten a

really fine strawberry if I had not
eaten one grown in Terrace.

I did not get around much from* the

town itself, so saw only a few square
miles of the country, and did not en-
thuse much over its honey possibili-

ties. But one nucleus I shipped up at

the end of May, consisting of 6 shal-

low frdnies of brood, had drawn out
16 ordinary and 16 shallow frames,
and filled them all with fine honey. I

gave the owner over 60 pounds, and
insisted that he leave /S in the hive.

His wife was eager to know what she
could sell it for, but the twinkle in

the eyes of half a dozen young folks

told me she would not sell a poowid.

A similar nucleus had been man-
aged by two different people, just as
they happened to come around, with
the result the queen got killed, and
one swarm had issued. Both were in

fine shape, but the honey on hand
was just a little more than sufficient

for winter stores. So probably I was
mistaken in my snap judgment of

Terrace.
I left the valley with the feeling I

had seen a regiom that some day
will be the heaviest honey producer
of this continent, a district where a
man could put down all the hives he
could personally manage in one spot

and get a big crop from them all. I

also think it will be a land of simple

beekeeping, one where swarming will

be the e.xceptioS rather than the

rule. The thaw comes about the be-

ginning of April, but the sea.son does

not warm up until towards May,
then by the time the warm weather
has developed in June, nectar is be-
ing freely secreted.
The only meteorological records

available are those of 1919, and these
give a minimum temperature of 9
degrees below zero and a maximum
of 85 degrees above. The average
mean temperatures are, January, 27;
February, 23; March, 25; April, 40;
May, 47; June, S3 and July 57 degrees.
The rainfall is about 40 inches, well
distributed throughout the year

—

about 2 inches each in June and
July, which accounts, probably, for
the fireweed's profuse secretion.
Snowfall is about 5 feet.

East of Terrace the timber con-
sists mainly of jack pine, alder and
poplar. There are very few trees
with a bole of a foot in diameter, so
there is little likelihood of wild bees
in the timber.

SAVE THE COMBS
By L. H. Cobb

I have seen hives filled with built-

out combs left to the tender mex-cies
of the moths when the bees had died
in winter, and most of them were de-
stroyed before any use could be made
of them. Now in these combs the
beekeeper has a definite value, of
which regular beekeepers are well
aware, but which the amateurs and
the farm beekeepers have not con-
sidered. Building comb is a costly
process, and I have known times wher
a colony would give no surplus at all

if forced to build comb, when with
ready built comb there would be a
slow but gradual gain. On a very
slow flow, built-out combs in full

frames will get the honey if there is

any to be had.
One young beekeeper, who had

gathered together fifteen or sixteen
colonies during two years, lost all but
six of them one bad winter. He took
the empty hives and stacked them
alongside the barn, and while I did
not investigate them, I know that
during that summer those combs were
ruined. Bees going into winter pro-
vide a supply of pollen for the young
in the spring, and this pollen attracts
the larvEe of the beemoth. With no
bees to keep them out, and no atten-
tion from the owner, they will tun-
nel every comb until it is ruined.
Even with bees in the hives they are
hard to keep under control—except
with pure Italians—and they work so
fast that it takes early and sure
work to prevent trouble.
When it is discovered that the bees

are gone, it is a good idea to pile

the hive-bodies one on top of an-
other with the frames in them and
with a tight board bottom. Place an
empty super on top of the pile, and
on the frames of the upper hive set a
saucer with an ounce of bisulphide of
carbon in it, being very careful to

have no fire about. The gas will set-

tle down through the frames and kill

anything in the larva line, and then
you can set the hives so no moths can
enter and keep them away from
moths pretty securely, but it is best
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to give another fumigation now and
then until you want to use the frames.

If you can put the old hive over a

strong colony the bees will clean it

up, removing the pollen and any
honey that it may contain, as well

as the dead bees. After the hives
have been cleaned up well they can be
piled and fumigated. I have kept
hives with frames free from pollen

for months without fumigating and
had no trouble with them. (Better
not risk that too long.—Editor.)

Kansas.

CANDIED, GRANULATED OR
CRYSTALLIZED HONEY

By E. M. Cole

If it is correct to use the term
"crystallized honey" I suggest that
we use it in talking and writing about
honey instead of candied or granulat-
ed honey. I think it would make a
better impression on the mind of the

customers—an idea of something de-

sirable instead of something to be
avoided.

It seems to me we ought to avoid
using any expressions on our labels

that tend to create a doubt in the
mind of a customer, such as, "Some
people imagine granulated honey is

impure," or "Pure honey will granu-
late in cool weather, but is in no way
injurious."

Better to simply urge the use of

"crystallized" honey.
Some plan ought to be worked out

by our State Associations whereby a
producer who cannot supply all his

local trade might procure honey from
some nearby beekeeper who has an
over supply. This would tend to

higher prices on the general market
and ought to be reflected by better

prices for local sales.

I could have sold last year twice
the amount of honey I produced, and
handled it all in 60-pound cans, but
the two lots I bought for my custom-
ers were unsatisfactory, and entirely

on account of uncleanliness. When
straining honey through cheesecloth,

its weight forces a good many parti-

cles of beeswax through the cloth, and
when the honey is drawn at once into

60-pound cans there is soon floating

on top of the honey a pretty heavy
layer of beeswax refuse ; a sample
from the top of one of these cans is

anything but inviting to the customer.
I hope our State Associations adopt

some label to be used by its members
which will carry an assurance of the

quality and cleanliness of all honey
sold under that label.

Iowa.

HONEY DISTRIBUTION

By A. G. Woodman

With stronger beekeepers' associa-

tions in the different States it is to be
hoped that they will soon get into a

position to engage in the packing and
distributing of some of the crop of

their respective States, at least do
enough business in this line to estab-

lish prices. This would have a ten-

dency to line up the beekeepers who
are selling honey in their different lo-

calities. For instance, a beekeeper
about 30. miles from here a few days
ago inquired about our present prices.

He stated he did not know much
about market conditions, but tried to

keep in line with our prices. There
are any number of beekeepers who
would, to a large extent, follow such
leadership in case there was reliable

guidance for their consideration.
The above, as a local or State

proposition, can be worked out in a
national way. The cost of distribu-

tion should be figured on large city

costs. Some small communities would
figure out considerably less; this

would be up to the individual.
To give you some idea of the costs

of distribution, we mention a local

concern here, located across the
street from us. This is the Grand
Rapids Daii-y Company, a corporation
of farmers organized for the purpose
of distributing their product direct
from producer to consumer. This
was supposed to be a short cut and
to benefit both the farmer and the
consumer. At the present time they
are paying their members 20 cents
per gallon for milk. The retail price

is 13 cents per quart, or 7 cents per
pint, making the retail price 52 and
54 cents per gallon. One would nat-

urally think that this would be a

money-making proposition for the
stockholders, the farmers, who pro-

duce this milk and sell it to their own
organization. However, it has never
as yet paid a cent in dividends. Re-
cently one of the stockholders offered

his $500 worth of stock for $200.
From this the beekeepers and others

ought to be able to get some idea of

the cost of distribution. These peo-
ple have a fine building and the best

impi'oved machinery for the work.
Before this organization was formed
there was one large concern engaged
in the milk business and a good many
individual farmers v/ho were peddling
their own product. In organizing this

Grand Rapids Dairy Company, all of

these milk peddlers were taken into

the organization, or forced out of

business on account of the producers
or farmers who had joined the organi-

zation, refusing to sell their milk to

them. In this way practically all

competition was eliminated, leaving

only two large concerns, the farmers'
organization, the Gi'and Rapids Dairy
Company, and the Sanitary Milk Com-
pany, a private concern.

Based on the cost of distribution of

milk as shown above, the retail price

of honey in 5 and 10-pound tins

should not be less than 100 per cent

above carload prices, plus the cost of

packages. In other words, 12 1/2 cent

honey should not retail for less than
25 cents per pound, plus the cost of

the packages, or in the neighborhood
of 30 cents per pound. We have had
some men out selling honey in a

house to house canvass the past win-

ter. It has cost us about 7 or 8 cents

per pound for the selling. The cost

of delivery would run from 2% to

5 cents per pound, depending upon
number of orders, location to one an-

other, etc. In figuring on the smaller

glass packages, the percentages will

have to be more than on the larger.

The retailer ordinarily wants a larger
percentage of profit on a 10 to 25-
cent sale than on one of a dollar or
more.

The beekeeper, in order to put the
honey business on a substantial basis,

should so conduct his business as to

protect those who wish to engage in

the sale of his product. All large busi-

nesses that are successful are based
on organization and systematic meth-
ods of distribution, with ample re-

wards for all who are engaged in the
work. The more people the bee-
keeper can interest in the sale of his

product, the more competition there
will be, and competition in buying
means a strong market and higher
prices. In order to interest people in

the sale of honey, these salesmen
must have a legitimate working profit,

so as to keep them in this line of
work. The only way that the bee-
keeper can do this is to protect the
honey salesman by not selling retail

quantities at wholesale prices.

Production should be considered as

one end of the business. ; distribution

another end. Each should be so con-

ducted as to result in a profitable

business by itself. If the beekeeper
engages in the distribution of his

crop, he should figure what it is worth
at wholesale as his cost price. On
this he should figure a profit that will

pay him for his time and some be-

sides to keep the distribution end of

the business healthy.
In discussion at a convention, I

once heard a nationally known bee-

keeper call another beekeeper a

honey peddler, not a honey producer.
This beekeeper, producing a compar-
atively small amount of honey, was
giving his methods of disposing of his

crop. He really was devoting more
time to the selling end than he was
the producing end. He was not se-

curing enough margin above the
wholesale price to make it a healthy

business proposition. There are some
who are better fitted for the sale of

honey than for the production, and in

such cases it would be to their ad-

vantage to quit production and de-

vote their entire time to distribution.

For a good many years we were
quite extensively engaged in the pro-

duction of fruit. Along with other

large quantities of all kinds of fruit

we produced on an average of one to

five thousand bushels of peaches for

20 years. At that time we had a lo-

cal organization known as the Grand
Rapids Fruit Growers' Association.

We did not attempt to sell our fruit

at retail ourselves, but sold wholesale

by the load only. The only thing that

we did was to advertise the crop in an
effort to get buyers into our Grand
Rapids market from many different

States and parts of the country. The
more buyers we could get in here, the

more competition there was, and the

stronger the market. I have seen

the market go up gradually 10 to 25

cents per bushel each morning, until

finally prices reached such a height

that the market would break. I have

seen the price break in a single morn-

ing as much as 50 to 75 cents per

bushel. From this you will see that

there was even danger in getting too
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much competition and too strong a
market, prices so iiigh that the buy-
ers could not make any profit, which
worked to our advantage. At this

time, in a single morning the Grand
Rapids market had as high as 65,000
bushels of peaches on it, all of which
would be disposed of and out of the
farmer's hand by 9 a. m. At this

time there were numerous efforts on
the part of the city people to estab-
lish retail markets, but without much
success. The larger growers pi'e-

ferred to devote their entire time to
production and leave the distribution
of the crop to established trade chan-
nels, the wholesale or carlot buyers,
grocers and hucksters.

There is advantage to the beekeep-
ers in interesting as many people in
the sale of honey as possible, and a
necessity for protecting their inter-
ests and making it profitable for
them.

Michigan.

HIVE RECORDS
By L. A. Schott

In the spring of the year I tack on
each hive, on inner cover, a card, and
every time I look at a swarm and note
its condition, I date the card and
mark the percentage in the space. I

use the 100 per cent for a good strong
colony, there being ten frames, it is

easy to calculate the percentage. I

also note the queen, age, etc. 1 use
the following method in regai'd to
queens: x queen is an extra nice one,
but do not know about her offspi'ing;

(x queen x) marked thus shows the
queen is extra good and her offspring
is extra good. But when I mark one
thus, o queen, it shows she is poor;
00, she is very poor, and should be re-

placed at once. Also, if I mark one
X or XX in front of the word "queen"
and follow with an o or oo, it shows
she is nice, or queen, but has mated
with a bad drone.
When a queen dies or is replaced

with another, I run a line through her
record and stai't a new one below,
there being four spaces, which I find

to be a plenty. When a colony swarms
out I make a record on the hive that
it is hived in and start a new record
with the virgin. Whenever I taKe
any honey I always mark about the
amount taken. Whenever a super
has as many as 20 or 24 complete
sections, I put underneath a new one
with a bee-escape board between the
two. In that way they are never
crowded and seem more contented.
The honey is taken off the next day
and the unfinished sections are left in

the super and filled in with empty
ones. I then give the super to the
next hive that needs one. In that
way I do not have travel-stained sec-

tions, and, besides, the partly filled

sections act as a bait for the next
swarm.

I also have a record on my stool

of all hives that have any honey in

supers. I use the following method

:

Whenever I peep into a super and see
one half full I put a circle half way
around its number on my stool rec-

ord, and when I look again, in a few
days, and it is three-fourths done I

increase my circle until it is as full as
I want it. So when I look on my
stool and see a hive that has only a
small dot under the number I know I

do not have to bother it for a few
days. My stool record is re-copied
every 10 or 12 days, as the case mav
be.

I also note the ripe cells in a col-
ony. If it should be queenless, num-
ber 44 has 7 ripe cells, by the dots
around the number. So I can teil at
a glance where I can get a ceil if I

need one.
Whenever a colony gets back to

normal it is erased from the virgin
list, or queenless list, as the case may
be. I have now tried this out for
several years and find it works fine;
but one must use hives with inner
covers or it will not do, for the
weather would soon destroy it.

Missouri.
(We give the above letter because

Mr. Schott appears very methodical.
We can give one suggestion addi-
tional : We used to keep a similar
record, when we worked with a less

number of apiaries than now. In
order to avoid lifting the hive cover
to get to the record, we used to fasten
it on the back of the hive with a tin

holder, made as per engraving. If it

is rightly placed there is no danger of
its being damaged by rains. But one
might use the precaution of covering
it with a sheet of tarred paper.—Ed-
itor.)

BEES OF AFRICA, ALGERIA AND
MOROCCO

By Ph. J. Baldensperger

As I wrote you, after leaving
Spain, I went over to Algeria and
looked for bees. Since about 10 years
my attention was called to two kinds
of bees existing in North Africa. In
vain did I try to get hold of some of
the yellow bees. Mr. Bernard, who
gave you a description of them in the
American Bee Journal for October,
1917, page 341, was the only person
who has had possession of any of

them, and his description is too short
to give an idea. He had promised to
let me have some queens, but he
failed in his raising scheme, at Al-
giei-s. Another gentleman who had
also promised me some could not keep
his promise. So I resolved to go and
hunt for those bees myself.

North Africa, from the Gulf of
Gabes, east of Tunis, to the Atlantic
Ocean, consists of Tunisia, Algeria
and Morocco. Three mountain chains
cut these three countries diagonally,
from northeast, between Tunis and
Sfax, to southwest between Agadir
and the mouth of the i-iver Draa, on
the Moroccan coast of the Atlantic.

The different chains are: the Small
Atlas, starting from near the Medit-
erranean; the Great Atlas, from Al-
geria towards Agadir, with peaks over
10,000 feet high and covered with
snow, running down to 3,300 feet,
south of the provinces of Algiers,
Gran and Constantino; then the Anti-
Atlas, south of Sus and Agadir. The
description of these mountain chains
is necessary in order to show why the
black bee of the "Tell' (hills) in the
north, has never come in contact with
the yellow bee of the south regions
near the Sahara. Fully 125 miles of
arid steppes and high mountains lie

between the black and yellow bee re-
gions. Only halfa, diss and drinn (all

coarse grasses) grow there. These
3 graminaceae are fit only for fodder
for the camels which the nomadic
Arabs keep in great herds on these
steppes. Not a single flower could I

detect in the long trip on the high
plateaux. Of course not a bee will
venture across these cold plains in
spring, as they are all over a thousand
meters above sea level. Besides, what
would they look for in these lands, fit

only for camels? These animals are
not as large as those of Palestine and
of Syria.

I studied the black bee or "Tel-
lian," which I think is a proper name,
because she is found all along the
hilly region, north of the Atlas,
wherever bees can live, and I found

Metal holder for records, once used in the Dadant apiaries.
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her wide and far spread, from Tunis
to North Morocco. This bee has been
called the Punic, the Kabyle, the Al-

gerian bee, but is the same insect all

along the "Tell" or hilly region. So

I propose to call her the "Tellian" in

opposition to the "Saharian," found
only south of the Atlas.

The natives of North Africa are

not all of the same race. There are

the Arabs, who came from Arabia,

and although they imposed their Mos-

lem religion and, to a great extent, a

corrupt Arabic language, the Kabyles

and Berbers have conserved their own
tongue, and their customs, though
they all speak Arabic. The Arabs in-

troduced Arabic manners and bee-

keeping customs all along the north

of the Atlas, as they brought the

hives with them in their migrations

between the eighth and twelfth cen-

turies of our era. They invariably

adopted the horizontal hive, known as

"Jibha." Some use a soi-t of fennel-

stalk hive, forming a long square, not

over 8 inches wide, but over 3 feet

long. Others use a cork-bark hive.

Being nomads, they always laid their

hives down near their camps, ready

to take them up and load them on

their camels in their march towards

the west, from Arabia to the Atlantic

Ocean.
For fear of having their bees

stolen, they usually laid them near a

"marabout," the tomb of a Mohamme-
dan saint, of which many are found

in the vicinity of the Sahara. There

the bees were in greater security.

Centuries have passed away, but still

the hives are laid down upon the

ground near such sanctuaries, ready

for an emergency. I saw groups of

such hives in North Morocco and
North Algeria, and it would be diffi-

cult to recognize that they are hives

if the bees did not show by their

buzzing and humming that they are

as vigilant guardians as their lords,

ready to pounce upon the enemy with

rapidity.

In 24 hours' time, a train landed

me safely near Figuig. I lost no time

and at once went to the Moroccan vil-

lages. I saw the beautiful bee in

Figuig first. She closely resembles

the Cyprian, including the golden
crescent on the base of the thorax.

It was a cloudy day and a single bee

started from a hole in the wall; for

that day it was not possible to have
more than a look at the coveted beau-

ties. I tried my best, compliments,

flowery sentences, but to no avail.

Two hives were plastered into the

wall and nobody could have detected

that there were bees behind that wall.

The flying hole alone, slightly pro-

polized, showed that bees were pass-

ing there.

I wandered over the oasis, in

search of flowers, but found only

some tiny turnip flowers, the stems

of which were hardly a foot high. I

saw three bees, in all, trying to suck

out the scarce nectar. I wonder how
in the world bees have contrived to

pull through for many centuries,

south of the Atlas. The swarming
season, El Hadj Oud Moussa told me,

would come in about a month, in the

middle of April. If I came back then

he might possibly sell me a swarm

—

if his bees swarm. It was then the

middle of March and the ground was
white with frost every morning, while

at noon the thermometer would mark
about 70 degrees. These bees there-

fore, stand cold winters, hot summers
and scant pasturage. There had just

been a year without rain. Of course

each owner had seen his apiary re-

duced by half, and of course "it was
the moths." Certainly the moths de-

stroy the combs, but the bees died

first of privations. So the poor moth
gets the blame, though only responsi-

ble for damage to the combs.
In the five villages of Figuig I do

not believe there are more than 20

colonies in all, if there are as many.
I went to the French officer in com-
mand and asked him whether he could

not help me to get a swarm. He was
very accommodating and gave order

to a Moroccan soldier to accompany
me in a hunt for bees. We enquired

of every beekeeper, without success.

I went to the farthest station; all in

vain. Having traveled from one oasis

to another; I found that bees were

scarce all along, in the palm tree
groves. In the Black Mountains,
some 5 or 10 miles away, the inhab-
itants signalled to me some stray
hives of bees lodged in the rocks. I

wonder how bees have escaped at all,

taking refuge in the rocks and gath-
ering enough to last them through
the year.

In the difl'erent oases, the tribes
have fought each other; and from
time to time, the mighty chiefs of
Morocco, Tlemcen or Tunis, pounced
upon the miserable Sahara villages,

destroyed evei-ything or replaced the
population with their own. Under
such circumstances, how cculd hives
of bees resist? The houses of the
Berbers are made of sun-dried bricks,

which resist as long as the weather is

dry, but heavy rains, which come sel-

dom, are disastrous. The poor in-

habitants have been changing mas-
ters and religion for 2,000 years.
How did the yellow bees come

there? There are many Jews in the
region, who came to the country af-

ter the destruction of the Temple of
Jerusalem. In those days the Jews
were good at agriculture, and it is

very likely that they introduced the
yellow bee into the Sahara, bringing
her from the Greek colony of Cyrene,
near Tripoli. We know by old manu-
scripts found in the oases of Oued
and Guerara, that the Jews influenced
the original tribes (then pagans) to

embrace Judaism, and that they
taught them Greek Culture and indus-
try. The north of Africa was held

by the Phenicians, later known as
Carthagenians (now Tunis) and the
part farther south by Greeks and
Jews. As the travel was always car-

i-ied from east to west, it is most
likely that the Cyprian bee was car-

i-ied westward to the Saharian part
of west Africa. Be it as it may, the
two bees resemble each other, in color

at least. As I found a few days later,

these are much more gentle than the
Cyprian, and possess a well-devel-

oped smelling organ. I will tell of

this farther along.
(To be Continued)

SOME EARLY BEEKEEPING HIS-

TORY

Incidents in Massachusetts Colony
Prior to 1654

Arkakeba school apiary near Algiers.

By George W. Adams

IT
would be difficult to find a local-

ity in New England less adapted
to beekeeping than Essex Coun-

ty, in Massachusetts; for, although
we have here many productive farms
and beautiful estates, yet the severe

winds in winter and othei'' climatic

conditions, as well as the fact that

along the sea coast the salt meadows
and red oak forest land give no pas-

turage, and veiy curiously the white
clover which yields so richly in Ver-
mont is not nectariferous, or vei^y

slightly so, make a serious handicap.
In spite of all of these disadvan-

tages, bees have been kept, and would
seem to have been fairly plenty by
1660, for under this date I find in
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our Essex Registry the inventory of

an estate in what is now Danvers,
where a "stand of bees" was ap-

praised at 5 pounds, which, taking

into consideration the purchasing
power of money, is not far from
present prices.

Some one has said that "new
truths" are usually the "old errors"

and, when I read how municipal own-
ership will solve all economic trou-

bles, it recalls the early experiment of

the town of Newbury in municipal
bee-keeping.

The writer has spent a good deal of

time in tracing this, perhaps the first

attempt in the colony at municipal or

public control of a utility.

Fortunately for the historian, how-
ever unfortunate for the "expert"
who was put in charge of the enter-

prise, he became our first pauper, and
the controversy over his support put

the apiarian experiment on record, in

town, county and province.
The town received its first settlers

in 1^5, and five years later the

"seven men," or, as we should say
now, the select men, established a
town apiary, which was also undoubt-
edly intended as an educational "ex-

periment station," on the farm of one
Davis, who is described as a "renter,"

which would certainly imply that it

was plantation or "common" land;

the old records saying about this

time "Quacacunquen is allowed to be
a plantation and the name thereof to

be Newberry." There were at that

time 91 free-holders.

This town bee-yard was put in

charge of a man named Eels, who was
brought from what is now the town
of Hingham "with," say the colonial

records, "ye expectation of his doing
service that ye town was not ac-

quainted with." It would be inter-

esting to know where the bees were
obtained, and one or two "clews" are
now being followed with that purpose
in view. A little story is told of a
local Indian, who curiously observed
the bees at work. He had seen the
horse and ox—animals previously un-
known to him and his people—and
marveled that they should toil at the

command of the settler. The honey-
bee was also a stranger, and the situ-

ation seemed to have become serious.

"Huh I white man work, make horse
work, make ox work, now make fly

work; this Injun go away.!"
The winter following the establish-

ment of Newbury's apiary was per-
haps the most severe this locality has
ever experienced, there being in all

probability no possible flight from
early in November until March. It

will be remembered that Boston Har-
bor was closed by ice from November
18 to Febi-uary 21. It is probable
that the second year saw the bees in

very poor condition. Eels was an old

man and evidently discouraged. In
a year or two he seems to be "living
with" John D^vis, rather than con-
ducting a business, and, homesick,
perhaps, he "swarmed out" and got
as far as Ipswich, on his way to his

old home, where he was hived in the
jail by an alert constable, and the
controversy began as to what town
should support him.

A petition was sent to the "Great
and General Court," and after due
consideration the Colonial Legisla-

ture sent down the following order:

"May ye 14, 1645. It is conceived
John Eels should be placed in some
convenient place where he may be
implied in his trade of beehive mak-
ing, etc., and ye town of Nevvbury to

make up what he wanteth of defray-

ing ye charge of his livelyhood."

One might infer from the term
"livelyhood" that the clerk himself

had some personal experience in bee-

keeping; at any rate the spelling is

singularly appropriate.
At the time of which I write there

must have been a very considerable
interest in bees and beekeeping, for,

during the same year that Newbury
was maintaining a municipal yard,

the question of the ownership of an
escaped swarm was adjudicated by
the full bench of the Superior Court,
"Mr. John Endicott, Deputy Gover-
nor, presiding, with Mr. Symon Brad-
street, Mr. Emanuel Downing, Esq.,

Mr. William Hawthorne and Mr. Ed-
ward Holliocks on the bench."

The defendant was brought in on
a warrant or "presentment," which
charged "having sinned against ye
county not only in taking away ye
good of his neighbor, but by Lying
and insineuating to deceive." The
Court came in at Salem, on the 25th
of the eleventh month, which wouiu
be, according to our present calendar,
January 13, 1641, and the case was
tried before a jury.

The details of the trial are quite
fully given, but as the testimony was
taken in long hand, the peculiar long
hand of a man who wrote in the char-
acters of the 16th century, and as the
tongue of the witness frequently out-
ran the quill of the clerk, I found it

by no means easy to read. It is, of
course, devoid of punctuation, and
the paper crumbling with age.

John Kirtland, living in what is

now Lynn, evidently had a small
apiary and to him came his good
neighbor, Jno. Deacon, who testified:

"I heard a noyes of bees, and thought
they were my neighbor Kirkland's

bees and so told him: If you will

come I will show you where they are,
and so did show him ye place, but ye
bees were gone, next morning; said
he could not find them, and I pittied
him, for ye bees were not found
there."

The summer passed and in Novem-
ber the defendant came to Kirkland
and presented a claim for damage to
his corn, the previous season, offering
to settle for a certain tree in Good-
man Kirkland's woodland. This de-
layed claim for unproved damage
does not seem to have aroused sus-
picion, and the tree was freely given.
The new owner, however, made the
mistake of employing a man to cut it

who was evidently of a practical
mind, for he testifies: "I put myself
to all ye conceits I could know what
he would do with that tree; at last I

laid my head to ye tree and there a
humming and I said there is bees."
"Goodman Deacon also testifieth

there is bees in it."

Kirtland testifies: "I gave him ye
tree but not ye bees."

The jury found as follows : "We
find for plaintiff his bees and if living
and well in spring only to pay ye
charges of court; if all dead to pay
30 shillings." Coui-t charges were
15 shillings, and two days later an
execution was entered in that amount,
but the Court, with a leaning to

mercy, ordered that, considering "it

was ye first time, and ye estate not
great, the punishment shall bee only
a fine of 20 shillings."

Thus, 280 years ago, the Massachu-
setts Court established a precedent,
and fixed the value of an absconding
swarm.

At this time, a first-class carpenter
received 18 pence per day, while a
good "stok of bees" was woii:h from
1 pound to 1 pound 6 shillings, or the
equivalent of about 15 days' labor.

Honey in the comb was appraised
at 1 shilling 9 pence.

In the old days when Ipswich was
our shore town, there came before
the court, "the Hon. Judges, Mr. Sy-
mon Bradstreet, Mr. Samuell Sy-
monds. Major General Dennison, Mr.

Araliian apiary in Algi-na.
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Wm. Hubbart and Maj. Wm. Haw-
thorne" on the bench, one Isa-

bel Holdred, to ask protection
from an "infernal" bee. This
was in February, 1659, thirty years
before the witchcraft trials which
were held before the same court. The
records say, "Isabel Holdred testi-

fieth shee was tormented night and
day and several apiticions appeared
to ye deponent in the night, the first

night a Humble bee. The Deponent
was exceedingly affrightened and
skipped to Nathan Gold, who was in

the opposite chimney corner and
caught hold of ye hayre of his head,
and her speech was taken away for

ye space of half an hour."
There is a chance for much specu-

lation here upon which the faded and
crumbling records of that early day
give no light. Why was Nathan in the

opposite corner? Her speech was
taken away, but Nathan may have
said a good deal, if she grasped his

"hayre" the full half hour! We
hear nothing more of the bee, but Isa-

bel's troubles were not ended, for we
find in the "Records and Files Vol. I,"

that she was "presented" for "un-
seemly carriage," the case being left

to "Refen-ees" who "found no cen-

sure on her, as she was troubled with
fits and her own husband present in

the house."
One wonders if the Referee consid-

ered the "fits" or the "husband in the
house" the greater excuse for her
"unseemly carriage"; also, the infer-

ence from the records is that, al-

though the bee is not mentioned
again, the husband was "stung."

Massachusetts.

GREEK BEEKEEPING IN 1675

(From "A Journey in Greece," by

George Wheeler, Esquire).

This Mountain (Hymettus) is cele-

brated for the best Honey in all

Greece, of which it makes a great
quantity to send to Constantinople,
where it is much esteemed for making
Sorbets. They use therefore to bring
all the Honey made hereabouts, to be
marked with the Mark of this Monas-
tery of Cosbashi, to make it sell the

better. We eat of it freely, finding it

to be very good ; and were not at all

incommodated with any Gripings af-

ter it. This Mountain was not less

famous in times past for Bees and ad-
mirable Honey, the Antients believ-

ing that bees were first bred here, and
that all other Bees were but Colonies
from this Mountain; which is so, we
assured ourselves, that it must be
from this part of the Mountain that

the Colonies were sent; both because
the Honey here made is the best, and
that here they never destroy the

Bees. It is of a good consistence, of a
fair gold-colour, and the same quan-
tity sweetens more water than the

like quantity of any other doth ; which
they sufficiently experience in making
Sorbets. They wondered at my Com-
rade, in that he preferred the white
Honey of France (as that of Pro-
vence is), telling him the white Honey
was raw, and not perfectly concocted,
either by Nature or the Bees. Strabo,

I remember, saith The best Honey of
Hymettus was by the Silver Mines:
But where they were is now unknown

;

unless hereabouts by the same reason.
Now the best Argument to prove that
Bees had their original from hence, is,

that here they never destroy or impair
the Stock of Bees in taking away their

Honey. A thing which I no sooner
knew, but I was inquisitive to under-
stand their Method in Ordering- the
Bees; which being an Art so worthy
of the Knowledge of the Curious, I

shall not think it beside the purpose,
to relate what I saw, and was in-

formed to that effect, by such as had
Skill in this Place.
The Hives they keep their Bees in,

are made of Willows or Osiers, fash-
ioned like our common Dust-baskets,
wide at the Top and narrow at the
Bottom; and plaister'd with Clay or
Loam, within and without. They are
set the wide end upwards, as you
see here, the Tops being covered with
broad, flat Sticks, are also plaister'd
with Clay on the Top; and to secure
them from the Weather, they cover
them with a Tuft of Straw, as we do.
Along each of those Sticks, the Bees
fasten their Combs; so that a Comb
may be taken out whole, without the
least bruising, and with the greatest
ease imaginable. To increase them in

Spring-time, that is, in March or
April, until the beginning of May,
they divide them; first separating the
Sticks, on which the Combs and Bees
are fastened, from one another with
a Knife; so taking out the first Combs
and Bees together, on each side, they
put them into another Basket, in the
same Order as they were taken out,
until they have equally divided them.
After this, when they are both again
accommodated with Stocks and Plais-

ter, they set the new Basket in the
Place of the old one, and the old one
in some new Place. And all this they
do in the middle of the day, at such

time as the greatest part of the Bees
are abroad ; who, at their coming
home, without much difficulty, by this

means divide themselves equally. This
Device hinders them from Swarming
and flying away. In August they take
out their Honey; which they do in
the day-time also, while they are
abroad; the Bees being thereby, they
say, disturbed least. At which time
they take out the Combs laden with
Honey, as before ; that is, beginning
at each outside, and so taking away,
until they have only such a quantity
of Combs in the middle, as they
judge will be sufficient to maintain
the Bees in Winter; sweeping those
Bees, that are on the Combs they take
out, into the Basket again, and again
covering it with new Sticks and
Plaister. All that I doubt concerning
the Practice of this here in England,
is, that perhaps they gather a less

quantity of Honey from the Bees
here in England, and that, should
they take the like quantity of honey
from the Bees here in England, they
would not leave enough to presei-ve
them in Winter. But this hinders not
much; for being less covetous, and not
taking so much Honey from the poor
Bees, the great encrease and multi-
plying of them would soon equalize,
and far exceed the little Profit we
make by destroying them. This is

done without Smoak; wherefore the
Antients call this Honey "Akapni-
son," Unsmoaken Honey; and I be-
lieve the Smoak of Sulphur, which we
use, takes away very much of the
Fragrancy of the Wax, and sure I am,
the Honey can receive neither good
Taste nor Smell from it.

Ancient Grecian hive

FOOD SCIENCE AND THE
HONEYBEE

By H. W. Sanders

The study c' foods, their chemical
composition, their function in life, is

a branch of applied science that has
made remarkable strides during the

past few years, both in agricultural
experimentation and in medicine.
The first attempts to formulate
rules and principles of feeding from
a scientific view point were by no
means a success, because of their en-
deavor to use a living organism as
if it were a laboratory retort, but
latterly, since the nature and func-
tions of vitamins have become more
plain, and since a greater allowance
has been made for such uncontroll-
able factors as idiosincracies of the

individual or changes in the general
health of the subject and consequent
variations in the aliility to assimilate
the chemical constituents of food,

real progress has been made, and the

true value of much of the patient

work of the first investigators real-

ized.

It is rather surprising that the

honeybee has so far missed the at-

tention of scientists working along
this line,' because this insect, in com-
mon with the rest of the order, sep-

arates the different functions of life

into well-defined periods correspond-
ing to its metamorphosis. In the

first period the entire energy of the
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larva is used up in growth ; in the sec-
ond it is consumed in the production
of the organs of maturity. In the
imago the food is used solely for the
maintenance of bodily energy, and,
during the winter, in the production
of heat by muscular, not by chemical
action. Consequcntl}', in theory at

least, the insect offers a fruitful field

for study if the practical diflicullies

could.be overcome. Whetlicr this is

a matter of reasonable e.xpectation,

time alone will show, but the import-
ance of the considerations outlined
above to the practical beekeeper is

considerable, in view of its effect on
practical apiary management.

It has been often stated by well-

known beekeepers that sugar syrup
affords a well-nigh ideal winter food
on account of its low ash content,
which is necessarily left in the in-

testines of the bees after the carbo-
hydrate has been dissolved in the
stomach and converted into heat
through the medium of muscular en-
ergy. Honey shows a larger ash,

and so must be considered inferior

for purely wintering purposes. It

should be borne in mind that insects

have no means of building up their

wasted tissues as have the higher
animals, and therefore this winter
food is used for one purpose only,

that of supplying the energy neces-
sary for the heat-producing activi-

ties of the cluster.

When the progress of the season,
however, involves the commencement
of the labors of brood-raising, the

food used by the bees has a double
purpose to fulfill. There is the heat
necessary to "hover" the brood dur-
ing chilly spring days, and there is

the necessity for nourishing the lar-

vsE, as they emerge from the eggs.

There is also the feeding of the

queen to produce the large amounts
of eggs necessary to re-populate the

hive, but so little is known of this

matter that it need be only men-
tioned herq. Undoubtedly the
worker-bees feed the queen upon
some food that is given in a partly

or fully digested condition.

It is at this point that the spring
gathering of pollen becomes of great
importance. This forms the nitro-

genous or protein portion of the ra-

tion, so necessary for rapid growth,
and as the larva has no drain on its

energies for motion, heat, or any
bodily function save only that of

growth, it is able to consume suffi-

cient food to make enormous prog-
ress when judged by the standards of

other organisms. Finally, when it be-

comes full-fed it has sufficient

stored-up nourishment to enable it

to elaborate the organs of the per-
fect bee.

Finally the insect emerges from
pupation, and from then on she has
no growing or repairing of her anat-
omy to be effected by the fuel con-
sumed in her stomach. The sole ne-

cessity is the production of muscular
energy for the work of the hive, and
the heat regulation which, as stated,

is purely a mechanical affair, whether
it consist of hovering the brood on a

cold day, or ventilating the hive r.n

a warm one. The food that is pre-

pared for the queen or brood is not
consumed in the body of the worker,
but only receives a chemical treat-
ment there.
Translated into actual practice,

therefore, the philosophy of feeding
lices seems to conic out somewhat
like this:

1. Whenever there is brood in the
hive there should be abundance of

pollen, natural or artificial, and
honey, as the constituents of honey
apart from the pure sugar are of a

protein nature, and in addition prob-
ably contain' necessary vitamins.

2. When there is no brood, the
food should consist of the purest sac-
charine matter obtainable. In prac-
tice this is usually syrup made from
the best sugar. Its ash content is so
low that to compare it with honey is

like comparing hard and bituminous
coal. The hard coal is rendered
nearly all into gas during combustion
and there is much less ash than with
the soft coal. Similarly, the sugar
burns hotter in the laboratory or
furnace of the stomach and leaves
less ash to trouble the bees with dys-
entery.

Even where cleansing flights are
possible, the use of inferior food is

bound to have its effect in sapping
the vitality of the colony through
the energy consumed in digesting
and separating the actual food from
the impurities and water in the food,
and it is quite a question whether it

would not be profitable to feed bees
exclusively upon the finest honey
gathered. It certainly is one factor
in improving the strains of bees
through breeding that does not ap-
pear to be considered. In improving
other lines of stock through breed-
ing, environment is considered as
well as heredity, and every effort to

give the pure-bred scion the utmost
assistance in developing constitu-

tional strength by assimilating the
best of food is made. Why not in

"breeding for the best" try to feed
the improving race of bees in such
a way as to ensure their developing
under the most favorable circum
stances and surroundings?
Manitoba.

MAKESHIFT HIVES
By John Prothero

Anyone advocating "Better Bee-
keeping" today in rural districts is

met with a very real difficulty, the

Grecian hive witli lid removed.

alarming price of good dovetailed
hives in pine or cypress. There is

little use in promising high dividends
after the capital e.xpenditure has been
made. The bottom has fallen out of
the bushel basket for the time being.
The new administration is hard at
work considering various methods of
tinkering; you cannot get people to
make what they consider to be heavy
expenditures at a time when retrench-
ment is the first need. I consider
that one is doing the large manufac-
turers a good turn, and not a bad one,
when one takes up seriously the ques-
tion of efficient makeshift hives.- The
larger the number of movable-frame
beekeepers the greater will be the
demand for good factory-made hives.
Nobody likes makeshifts, although
everybody enjoys showing examples
of ingenuity to admiring friends. The
makeshift apiary of today is the well
equipped apiary of tomorrow; and
tomorrow perhaps the price of a dove-
tailed, metal-roof hive will not be so
near the price of a Pierce Arrow. By
makeshift I mean the half-way house
between the gum and the factory-
made dovetailed hive. Get people to-
day to fit the Langstroth frame effi-

ciently into any old thing; that is the
first step.

Take your foot rule in hand and in-

vade the back yard of the local store.
For years I used a Kirkman's Borax
Soap case as temporary hive, having
discovered that the length exactly
held Langstroth frames from staple
to staple. It seemed culpable to me
for apiarists to scatter frames around
a hive propped against the sides, lean-
ing against one another clumsily and
insecurely, when this light case held
the frames so well; it is better for
this purpose than an empty body, hav-
ing a bottom and extra depth, in ad-
dition to being lighter. With a small
roll of calico over the top it is a per-
fect insurance against starting rob-
beiy. I kept swarms on frames in
these cases when I happened to be
short of equipment, and it struck me
that one had here a quite efficient
makeshift hive in which one could even
winter bees in the South. I do not
see any reason for saying discreetly
"The packing cases of a well-known
soap will be found to make excellent
makeshift hives." Why not give this
noble and beneficent firm the full

benefit of the ad? I feel very
strongly that no beekeeper should use
any other kind of soap, that they
should blacklist and blackmail
any storekeeper who does not stock
it. In this way we may be sure that
other firms will follow suit, that the
Alaska salmon canners will recognize
the insistent claims of the Langstroth
frame, and that stoi-ekeepers will re-
alize that there are eight hundred
thousand beekeepeers in this country.

But to retrace the subject, the bee-
keeper who goes through the store-
keeper's back yard with foot rule in
hand may make other useful discover-
ies. A little sawing and nailing will do
wonders. With me it has become a
hobby; when I see a strong dovetailed
case, on a sidewalk outside a grocery,
I measure it instantly. The cartridge
packing cases of a Bridgeport firm
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are so excellently made that if I lived
in that neighborhood I would consider
adopting a frame of a size to fit

them ; except in large cities they are
not sufficiently common to make it

worth while starting a cartridge case
apiary. But it is different with soap,
canned salmon, baking powder and
similar things.

I shall bring down contempt upon
my head if I recommend the small bee-
keeper to cut packing case material
to hold Langstroth frames, to use a
sheet of enameled cloth over the
frames, to paint or tar cotton cloth
over a rough cover, even to descend
to the disgraceful use of glue in this
form of carpentry. You would pre-
fer to keep him a gum beekeeper or
a non-beekeeper; I am for making
him, at all costs, some sort of a mov-
able-frame beekeeper. School teach-
ers to whom one shows contemporary
price lists say that it simply isn't

practical politics to 'urge their
charges to go in for modern equip-
ment. They are the best authori-
ties on this matter; we must believe
what they say and find some way of
turning the coming generation into
movable-frame usei's.

The use of straw has advantages
and defects. In Europe, of course,
even with lumber at pre-war levels,
it has always been popular. I would
not for a'n instant advocate the use
of the "skep," familiar to Americans
on honey labels and nowhere else.

The skep is a trifle better than the
gum; that is all that can be said for
it. But the use of plaited straw
brood-chambers, where the straw
rope is bound tightly round a skele-
ton of wooden lath, has much to
recommend it. A British firm has
for years marketed a hive of this
type, known as the Buncefield. The
plaiting of straw and twine is an un-
known art in this country. When in
France, I greatly admired the way
the French truck drivers made bon-
net covers of straw rope for their
trucks. It was closely woven and
stiff in texture, and wai-m and water-

proof. The first attempt to make
this sort of hive would probably re-
sult in something like little sister's
first attempt to make biscuits, and
there is a danger that they would be
condenmed as bum affaii-s; but I feel
sure that anyone who had seen a
snug, well-made straw-and-lath body
would realize its possibilities. This
is one of the things for which one re-
quires the local craftsman, the skilled
specialist who supplies local needs.
It is not likely that the large firms
would take it up, and it would be too
tiresome for each individual bee-
keeper to acquire the necessary skill

and practice. Unless the price of
lumber shows signs of making a big
descent it looks as if it might pay an
inventive textile engineer to devise
a rough combing and plaiting ma-
chine for straw and twine, for there
are many other purposes to which it

could be turned beside beehives. No-
body who has ever seen a ten-year-
old skep, as hard as a board, var-
nished by the bees on the inside, can
realize how snug and satisfactory a
material it is. For the circular skep,
a mid-rib of bramble is usually em-
ployed by the village maker; but for
frame hives, with their angle cor-
ners, wire could be used. The Brit-
ish firm I mentioned uses bamboo
strips.

Virginia.

(We used straw movable-frame
hives years ago. They were bound
with wire, and the corners were 2-inch
square posts. They were really bet-
ter than wood, being warm and 2
inches thick. But the mice gnawed
their way through the walls in num-
erous instances. Can any one sug-
gest a remedy?—Editor.)

DRONE-COMB AND ITS (AB)USE
By F. Greiner

The progressive honey producer of
today has no use for drone-comb in

the brood-nests of his hives. In the
bee books and bee periodicals we are
admonished to "cut it out." both lit-

Mi-tal fraim; supports invented by Harry Hartnian, uf lir.uklyville, Iowa. This is somewhat
similar to Doctor Miller's wood splints, except that it is made of metal and fastened to both
top and bottom of frame.

erally and figuratively, and it is well
to do so; we are agreed on that. In
earlier issued bee books, as well as in
the latest, drone-comb has been given
the' name "store comb," whether
merited or not. Indeed, we very often
find the nicest 'pieces of honey even
in bee trees, of drone size. Theoret-
ically, it is cheaper, or more econom-
ical to build drone-comb than worker-
comb; the larger the cells the less
material required. When combs of
the large-sized cells are whirled
around in the honey extractor the
honey comes out easier and cleaner,
less adhering to the cell-walls. This
is true, and from our standpoint it

might be considered an advantage to
have drone-comb used in our supers,
in particular the extracting supers.
The bees, however, are not guided by
their sense of economy when it comes
to building comb to store their
honey, and build both worker and
drone-comb haphazard. They do this

even when we may have eliminated
all drone-comb from their brood-
chamber by the use of full sheets of
comb-foundation, and it would seem
that they would, under these circum-
stances, in their desperation, con-
struct nothing but the large cells. The
large majority of us beekeepers have
for many years used full sheets of
comib-foundation in our brood-frames,
yet we had to cull out many otherwise
nice combs on account of the founda-
tion having sagged to an extent to

make them, for all practical 'purposes,

drone-comb; and many of these have
been used in the extracting supers.

It is about time that all these combs
containing any unsuitable cells, i. e.,

of drone size, be culled out again and
rendered into wax. Why? Are we
not using queen excluders? In an-
swer I want to say that I have, as oth-
ers, used drone-combs over excluders
for years, and while I have seen some
drone-comb filled with honey, more
often these combs have been kept free

from honey very persistently by the

bees, expecting the queen would find

them and they might rear a nice lot

of drones 'there. Alas, sometimes a

queen has found a defect in the ex-
cluder and squeezed through and did

what was expected of her, but not to

our satisfaction. Much valuable comb
space has thus been wasted by our
bees for years, and it is high time,

as I said before, to put a stop to it.

We cannot keep our extracting su-

pers as free from drone-comb as our
brood-chambers. Better render all 'de-

fective combs into wax and substitute

comb-foundation instead. May I,

right here, give vent to my feelings,

expressing my determination in this

resolution to take more pains in the
future, to have more perfect brood-
combs, to have all foundation-filled

frames built out without any sagging,

having them built out, if possible,

down to the bottom-bar? This may
mean better wiring, having frames
built out in upper stories, etc. I want
to cite a mistake I made at the time
when I adopted the sectional hive

years ago, a mistake that has cost me
dearly, from which I am still suffering
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undesirable results. The frames in

these hives were planned for half-

depth Langstroth size and were 4%
inches in the clear. I bought the

Langstroth size comb-foundation and
cut the sheets in two lengthwise. Be
it, that the foundation received had
been scantily cut or for other reason,

at any rate, when these shallow
frames were filled with this founda-
tion it left a space above the bottom-
bars from three-eighths to one-half

inch. In such shallow frames, even
without wiring, sagging would be neg-
ligible, when medium foundation is

used. My bees very cleverly filled out

my frames with a row or two of

drone-cells at the bottom. What this

means when you want to inspect

'brood sections from the underside, or

drive the bees downward or upward,
as the case may demand, those will

realize who are familiar with the man-
agement of sectional hives. The
sheets of foundation should almost

touch the bottom of such shallow

frames as these were.
New York.

Labor, about an average of four
hours per week for seven months.

Used practically 100 pounds for

home use.

COST OF PRODUCTION OF

HONEY CROP

By John Burgschat

Twenty-five colonies in yard.

Five of these were not used for

surplus, but for increase and to rear

queens.
Twenty colonies were run for sur-

plus.
Fifteen of these were 2-lb. pack-

ages purchased in the South in May.
Cost of 20 hives, including

painting and foundation-. $118.00
Cost of 50 comb-honey su-

pers 220.00
Cost of 50 extracting supers

(second-hand) 20.00
Cost of extractor (one-half

interest) 15.00
Cost of bees 100.00

Total cost of equipment-- $473.00

Interest on investment of

equipment at 7 per cent_-$ 33.11
Depreciation on cost of

equipment at 10 per cent- 47.30

Total expense of use of

equipment $ 80.41

Expense of use of equip-

meni; from above $ 80.41

Cost of foundation for su-

pers/ 12.50

Cost of cartons for sections- 22.00

Cost of glass containers 20.00

Cost of 1,600 sections 18.75

Total expense to produce
2,100 pounds of honey- $153.66

Gross receipts of 1,600 sec-

tions $450.00
Gross receipts for 600 lbs.

extracted 210.00

SOME KANSAS NOTES
By Frank Van Ilaltcrn

Hive records properly kept are
often quite valuable in pointing out
mistakes ana making it po«:sible to

plan ahead with some certpmty of

success. The following figures, ob-

tained from our records, are based on
estimaies made by examination.s in

the fall and spring:
Between October, 1920, and April

20 to 26, l'J21, when r.hey were un-
packed, 156 colonies corsuined an av-

erage of 24 pounds of stores, ranging
from 13 to 35 pounds. This woild
seem to show that the miriimuni al-

lowance should be not less tiian 40
pounds for the winter, .^o .is to have
some honey in the hive for spring
brood-rearing.

Ninety-six young queens averaged
3.97 frames of brood, in the sprine:,

as against 3.75 frames for 30 old

queens. These frames were mostly
modified Dadant. The colonies with
young queens averaged one pound of

stores more, in the sprir.g. than tliose

with old queens. The young queens
do not show up strong here. How-
ever, the time when tiie old queens
fell down was in the heavy brood-
rearing season.

One hundred and twelve colonics

with five pounds or more of stores in

the hive, at time of unpacking, aver-

aged 4.1 frames of brood, while 44
that had less than five pounds aver-

aged 3 frames of brood. This shows
that as the stores are reduced, brood-
rearing is restricted.

In one year, 17 colonies wintered
on modified Dadant frames averag;"d

3.6 frames of brood in April, while 32
colonies on Langstroth frames aver-

aged 3.1 frames of brood. The colo-

nies on the deep frames consumed

Gross receipts for total__ $660.00
Total cost of production- 153.66

an average of 23.7 pounds of stores,

while those on shallow frames used 24
pounds, each, during the v/inter. I

am using the number of frames of
brood as an index of the number of
bees in the hive, and therefore of the
strength of the colony. In the cool
days of spring there is a close relation

between the number rf bees and the
amount of brood. In the heat of
summer the amount of brood, espe-
cially in small colonies, may be large
in proportion to the number of ma-
ture bees. Results in thir yard heem
to indicate that the doe;) frame is a
little the best for winter.

Fifty colonies, at one outyard, were
packed in two long rows, the hives
being placed close side by side, and
observations made to determine the
amount of drifting during the winter.
So far as we could tell, there w.'s no
drifting, the strength of different cl-
onies running about the same as the
hives that were packed in pairs. How-
ever, the entrances were all distinctly

separated from each other and plenty
of markers, such as stones and .'•ticks,

placed in the front.
Kansas.

Net profit for labor $506.34

The split section on which patent was recently
issued to Harry Hartman, of Braddyville, la ,

as mentioned in a recent issue.

BEES KILLED BY SPRAY POISON
Dear Mr. Dadant:

I wish to inform you that last week
two farmers here in this vicinity

sprayed their apple orchards, iust as
the trees were going into full bloom,
and as a consequence fully two-thirds
of my bees were killed by this poison.

Two more smaller bee yards were
ruined. These farmers were told

again and again not to spray while
in full bloom, but pleading and even
giving them honey was of no use.

The loss to me, figured at the lowest,

is at least $500, besides the loss of the
honey crop, as no matter what I do,

these bees cannot breed up in time
for the clover flow. Besides many
colonies are dead outright. It makes
it all the harder for us, as we made
our living from the bees. Is there no
law, or cannot something be done
to protect our bees? If this keeps on
we might as well go out of the bee
business. I wish, Mr. Dadant, you
could have seen how the bees rolled

out of the hives and how they suf-

fered, and the whole bee yard was
literally covered with dead and dying
bees. They were never in finer condi-

tion than they were this spring.

G. A. Barbisch.

Minnesota.
(This is a very unfortunate affair.

Those farmers ought to be punished,

and there is a possibility that you
might obtain damages, if the injury

can be proved.
We tried to get a State law passed

in Illinois upon spraying, a few years

ago. But we had no positive evidence
to produce, and the Committee of the

Legislature refused to do anything
until evidence could be produced.
They argued that it was against the

fruit grower's interest as well as the

beekeeper's, to spray during bloom,

and that is true, for there is more or

less damage done to the pollen and
to the pistil of the blossom by using

poisons in spraying during bloom. Be-

sides, the bees are useful in fertilizing
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the blossoms. Those farmers were
not only wicked, but foolish, disre-
garding their own interests, under a
mistaken" idea that spraying during
bloom would be useful.
Now would be a good time to get a

law passed in Minnesota, especially if

you could bring foi-ward two or three
similar cases. We would advise you
to consult the State Apiarist at the
Minnesota Agricultui-al College.
Something should be done, and can
be done, to prevent such another
silly action in future.—Ed.)

tTHE EDITOR'S ANSWERS
^

When stamp is enclosed, the editor will answer questions by mail. Since
we have far more questions than we can print in the space available, several
months sometimes elapse before answers appear.

Number of Supers Per Hive
How many supers with the six and a quarter

inch frames for extracting is it necessary to
have for the modified Dadant hives, with good
strong colonies in them? I am changing from
the 8-frame to the modified. IOWA.

Answer.'—We figure on the necessity of

having an average of two supers per colony.

But we have bad as many as 5 ^-upers filled by

very strong colonies. In fact, we would hesi-

tate to tell how much honey we have secured

in this way from some good colonies, for fear

of being disbelieved

You will understand, of course, that much
depends upon the locality and the season. But

we know that you will secure tremendous

crops, by the method we recommend.

We usually extract the spring crop (clover

crop) before the summer crop comes. Some-
times we have been compelled to extract in the

middle of the clover crop, because we disliked

the idea of using more than 2 or 3 supers per

colony.

Poor Queeu
I have a colony with an extra large leather

queen whose brood does not seem to hatch
good. This morning I found 2 and 3 eggs in

a cell. What shall I do? WISCONSIN.
Answer.— I am of the opinion that your

queen is deficient and had better be replaced.

It is an unusual thing. But such things hap-

pen. It might even be that she does not lay

at all and that those 2 or 3 eggs in a cell have

been laid by laying workers.

A good experiment would be to place that

queen in an observing hive—a hive with only

one comb, and glass on both sides—and watch

her. An observing hive is a delight, if you

have any spare time at all. You can learn

more in two weeks with one of them than you

can learn in a whole year by reading bee books

or magazines.

Increase
1. Please advise which you find to be the

best, natural swarming or artificial swarming?
What is the best plan of artificial swarming?

3. What do you think of the "Demarce
Plan" given in the May number of the Ameri-
can Bee Journal, on page 183? If this plan is

used, how long is it necessary to leave the up-
per hive on above the other hive and the super,
and what time is the best to remove the top

hive? IOWA.
Answers.— 1. I prefer artificial swarming be-

cause we can make just as many or as few as

convenience indicates. It is not always possi-

ble to prevent natural swarming, but with the

proper management there is very little of it.

2. The Dcmaree jilan is good. It has been

thoroughly tried, and although we do not use

it with our deep-frame hives, yet we would

recommend at for those who use Langstroth

10-frame or 8-frame hives, if you wish to di-

vide with this plan, a good time to divide is

when the young queen is about to hatch, or

has just batched, in the upper story. Then

remove the lower story with the old queen and
put this in a new spot, or place the two hives

side by side on the old spot. In fact, you may
do different ways, provided you see to it thaf

both hives have enough bees and brood.

Ventilation
I have made a practice of using a screen on

top of my hives, in extremely warm weather,
made of ordinary screen wire, and raising one
end of the hive top on this screen to insure
good ventilation. I am told that thiis is bad
practice and that it is much better to merely
raise the bottom of hives on blocks of 1 inch
thickness. My hives have no shade except ex-
tra covering of boards that I put on when days
are very hot. OKLAHOMA.

Answer.—That is probably a matter of local-

ity. Ais a rule, however, we would not recom-

mend the practice, because it requires your
attention, should the weather turn cool. In

some countries it would not be possible to do

that at all. Even here, when we practiced giv-

ing upper ventilation, we found that the bees

soon used their utmost endeavors to close it

up, by bringing propolis.

In extremely hot days, we found this prac-

tice beneficial, as it enabled the bees to enter

the hive instead of clustering outside. But I

doubt that there be many nights when the bees

would not prefer to have only bottom openings.

Using straw mats, as we do, laid over an

oil cloth at the top of the hive, we find that,

when the oil cloth has been cut by the bees,

the light amount of ventilation whiich is al-

lowed to pass through the mat causes the bees

to avoid placing any honey next to that spot

There may be some other cause for that than

undesired ventilation, but it indicates a faulty

condition. Upon the whole, if we can make
the bees comfortable by a large amount of

bottom ventilation, we much prefer it.

Barrels, Virgins, Vinegar, Etc.
1. What has been your experience in using

barrels for honey? What kind are the handi-
est and best? I am able to get good barrels
that have had molasses in them. Are they
safe for honey? How can they be cleaned?
How can a barrel be treated and know for sure
it is safe for h ney? 1 expect to use them for
storing honey, as I do not take time to bottle
it during extracting.

2. I expect to rear what queens I will need
this season, but I am puzzled how to manage
virgin queens that have emerge^ in nursery
cages and get them successfully introduced and
laying.

3. Please suggest a good name for a siiie

line apiary. I live in the corn belt region
where mixed farming is generally carried on

4. In the February American Bee Journal,
page r»l, "The Honey Regions of Indiana" was
very interesting. Can we not get a map
worked out showing the most important honey
regions in Illinois? I would like to get one
if possible. Does not our State lag in bee-
keeping?

5. In a back number of the American Bee
Journal a very good direction was given for
making honey vinegar. I am unable to find it.

Please tell me where to look, or give me the
directions how to proceed. ILLINOIS.

answers.—1- Molasses and syrup barrels

have never given us satisfaction. They are us-

ually 6-hooii barrels and made of soft wood.

They shrink and swell too readily with the

changes of atmospheric moisture, it is possible,

however, that some of them might be used if

very dry when emptied of the syrup and kept

dry afterwards. Dtrain them out thoroughly,

in hot weather, and avoid using much water

in cleaning them out. We use alcohol bar-

rels.

2. The virgin queens are much more diffi-

cult to introduce than laying queens. For this

reason we always hatch our young queens in

nuclei and have them fertilized before using

them. If you must introduce them, give them

to small colonies containing mainly young bees,

and do the introducing as early as possible af-

ter the queen emerges from the cell.

3. We call our outapiarits by the name of

the farm or the farmer at whose farm they

are located. If you want a tancy name, better

have the ladies select it. They are better at

it than we are.

4. Yes, our State is rather lagging behind in

beekeeping. Yet we have everything that could

make it a leader. We may be able to make

out such a map as you suggest within a year or

so.

5. The method for making honey vinegar

was given in September, 1915, page 314; Oc-

tober, 1917, page 345; and a method to make
over insufficiently fermented vinegar, in Au-

gust, 1918, page 277.

Unusual Conditions
Looking through a few colonies of bees be-

longing to a lady friend, one colony was found
in which there was no brood, eggs or any evi-

dence that there had been queen-cells. I went
carefully over the combs twice, but could find

nothing resembling a queen.
A frame of eggs and larvse was taken from

another colony and inserted in the middle of

the brood nest. Making a visit a week later, I

expected to find cells built. Not a one; brood
nearly all sealed. The frames were given the

double go-over again. No eggs. No queen to

be found.
Again a frame of eggs and larvse of all ages

was given, and upon my next visit, about a

week later, the same conditions were found as

upon the previous visit. A search was made
again. No eggs or queen.
A few days later a wild swarm of hybrids

was caught and was run into this hive with no
preliminaries whatever. They were welcomed,
black queen and all. Was this bunch trying to

commit suicide? NEW YORK-
Answer.—Likely the colony in question was

discouraged, and for that reason inactive. It

is a rare case of neglect, on the part of the

workers. It tends to indicate that there were

no young workers among them and that they

were at a loss to produce pap or jelly. Yet,

after two introductions of brood there should

have been enough young bees hatched to take

an interest in queen-rearing.

Bee Trees, Size of Hives
1. Could you tell me what shares are cus-

tomary for cutting bee trees, where you do all

the work yourself (wanting the bees yourself) ?

2. Does white clover bloom the first year
after planting?

3. Which is the best for comb honey, 8 or

10-frame hives? KANSAS.
Answers.—1. I have never seen this matter

settled in practice. 1 have cut only two or

three bee trees in my young days, and in each

case the owner of the land simply asked that

I cut up the tree onto useful lengths, as his

pay. After all, we arc not allowed to cut a

tree on another man's land without his coTisent.

A little book entitled "Bee Hunting." which

we think is now out of print, says this about

the rights of a bee hunter:

"Merely finding a hce on the land of an-
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Other ami marking the tree does not vest th<'

property of the bees in the finder. They do

not become priiatc property until they are in

the hive. True sportsmen do not think of go-

ing to law for adjustment of these matters, but

rather depend on that fraternal spirit by

wliich all questions relating to ownership are

settled amicably."

So this matter must be settled amicably. As

a rule, the owner of the land will not care for

a share of the bees, and probably a share of

the honey found would be acceptable. Some-

times there is little honey, and the bees are

the only valuable property in the tree, outside

of the wood.

2. White clover generally blooms in the lat-

ter part of the season in which it has been

sown. Its full lilooin uccurs only the second

year.

•3. Dr. C. C. Miller succeeded well with S-

frame hives, by using two hive-bodies for

breeding until the crop was on, when he re-

moved one of them, leaving the best brood-

combs in the one hive and adding a sufficient

number of supers. But this requires many
manipulations. Better have 10-frame hives.

ODDS AND ENDS

Distance Bees Fly
How far will a bee go to gather honey? 1

live in town and there are SO acres of sweet
clover north of town. Just a mile west is an-
other large tield. but it is o miles, and south
another 40 acres a mile and a half away. Is

this too far away for my bees?
NEBRASKA.

• answer.—There is a disagreement among
leading beekeepers as to how far bees will go

to gather honey. Doolittle and one or two oth-

ers claimed that bees would readily go 7 or 8

miles, while many others, as well as ourselves,

believe that 2 or 3 miles is the extent of their

flight for honey, e.xcept in extraordinary cir-

cumstances. It is probable that, if bees are

baited to a spot by finding flowers along the

way, they may be drawn quite a distance.

We would suggest that j our bees would go'

to the two fields that are the closest. If you

find them at the farthest field, we would like

to hear about it. They certainly fly farther

when they follow a valley than when they have

to go over hills, especially if the hills are cov-

ered with timber.

Two Queens in One Hive
Here is my experience in finding two queens

in one 10-frame hive: This colony was one of

the strongest in the apiary, a good laying queen
present; later, on examining, I cut cells. In
next examination I found two queens and could
not tell if one was an old queen or not; one
on each side of hive, on comb of eggs. I took
out one queen and frame of bees and put a
full sheet of foundation near the center. On
later examination I found the foundation had
not been drawn out; the hive was fairly filled

with eggs and brood in all stages, with a fine

queen on each side. The first queen which I

took from this hive did not lay any eggs, al-

though she would go through the act of back-

ing into a cell.

I believe that the flow of nectar stopped, so

the bees did not draw out the foundation, and
this acted as a division-board, causing the bees
to rear a third queen, or else there were three

queen present and I found only two What
do you think of it? i have two queens left

of this hive yet. ILLINOIS.
.\nswer.—-The probability is that you had

taken out the old queen and that there had

been two queens reared to take her place.

Your surmise that the sheet of foundation acted

as a division-board is probably correct.

New Things That Are Old

For want of reading the ancients,

one often gives as a novelty some-
thing that was already the town talk

in the days of Aristotle.—-Huber,
February, 1805.

New Sweet Clover Bulletin
A bulletin entitled "Annual White

Sweet Clover and Strains of the Bi-

ennial Form," has recently been is-

sued from the press of the U. S. De-
partment of Agriculture. It is writ-

ten by A. J. Pieters and L. ^^ . Kep-
hart. This bulletin gives some inter-

esting information about the annual
white sweet clover, which has at-

tracted such wide attention during re-

cent months, and also regarding the
early blooming variety of the biennial

form called "Grundy County Sweet
Clover." This last is the same which
the American Bee Journal has dis-

tributed free samples of so widely.

We have also sent out numerous sam-
ples of the annual as well.

We would suggest that any of our
readers interested in these new sweet
clovers write at once the U. S. De-
partment of Agriculture and ask for

Department Circular 169.

A Good Record

L. A. Coblentz and wife, of Rigby,
Idaho, have sold directly to the

consumer more than 100,000 pounds
of honey since August, 1920, at good
prices. They have not been content
with the low wholesale prices now of-

fered, neither have they been willing

to sell their honey at retail for less

than the prevailing retail prices. By
going directly to the consumer with
their product they have increased
their income in proportion by adding
the profit of selling to the profit of

production.

Linen From Sweet Clover

A newspaper clipping reaching this

office refers to the sweet clover plant

as a possible source of fibre suitable

for a substitute for linen. The fibre

is described as long and silky as well

as strong enough to insure good
wearing qualities in the finished cloth.

Once despised, sweet clover is prov-
ing its value as a forage crop and
soil builder to such an extent as to

insure its permanent place in Ameri-
can agriculture. Should it prove to

be valuable for fibre as well, its cul-

tivation would be further extended.

A New Inspector for Utah
Because of ill health, Frank B.

Terriberry asked to be relieved of
the duties as State Inspector of Api-
aries in Utah, and Dan H. Hillman
has been appointed in his stead. Mr.
Hillman is already at work.

Apis Fasciata
The October-April number of the

Bee World contains an article upon
the Egyptian bee (Apis fasciata)

which is worth the price of the year's
subscription to anyone who desires

to study foreign races. I doubt that

so exhaustive an article concerning
that bee was ever published. It was
translated from "Der Deutsche Im-
ker" by Miss Annie D. Betts.

The descriptions and explanations
given concerning this bee show con-

clusively that it is not fitted for our
climate, for "the habit of not collect-

ing stores has become a plainly hered-
itai-y quality." The reason is that, in

Egypt, the bees do not need it.

The Joy of Beekeeping
"The joy of beekeeping is not in

pounds, shillings and pennies. One
loves the little insects for what they
are and what they do. They love
flowers, so should we; they love or-
der, so should we; they love cleanli-
ness, so should we ; and since all this

is so, may we never use the delicate
winged creatures merely as an excuse
for advertising, and may the "Bee
World" and its sister periodicals ever
open their pages to all the joys that
soulful beekeeping brings in its

train." (Rev. E. F. Hemming in

"Bee World," page 9.)

Wisconsin Grading Law
Some months ago we made mention

of the fact that Wisconsin requires
all honey sold in the State to be
graded and stamped with the grade,
or labelled "ungraded." Newspaper
clippings received at this office con-
vey the news that two retail grocers
have recently been fined for selling
honey without such label and that the
beekeepers who sold the honey to the
grocers are also in line for similar
treatment.

A Valuable Publication
The first annual report of the Divis-

ion of Apiculture of the State of
Washington has recently come to the
editor's desk. A. L. Melander, State
Entomologist, has the beekeeping
work in charge and in this his first

official report has brought together a
large amount of information of value
to the beekeeper. The report con-
tains 119 pages and gives a splendid
outline of Washington beekeeping
conditions. Almost every question
presenting itself relating to that
State is answered somewhere in the
book. An extended list of the honey
flora in the various districts is a
valuable feature.

This publication is distributed free
to residents of Washington and sold

at 40 cents per copy to others. It can
be t)btained from Dr. A. L. Melander.
State Entomologist, Pullman Wash.

An Interesting Report

Through the kindness of A. H. E.
Wood, we have recently received a
copy of the report of the Aberdeen-
shire and Kincardinshire Beekeepers'
Association, of Scotland. It shows a
wonderful growth from 95 members
in 1910, to 1,646 in 1920. With the
exception of one year during the war,
there has been an increase in mem-
bership with every report, and a great
advance since the close of the con-
flict. Eigthy-seven branch organiza-
tions are listed with the list of mem-
bers of each.
When the small area represented is

considered, the showing is remark-
able and much beyond that of any
similar organization in America. The
Association conducts numerous edu-
cational projects, holding exhibitions,

maintaining a library for the use of
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members, sending out experts to ren-
ier assistance, and similar activities.

Bad Spring in

It has been a hard
in Northern Vermont
have been dried out
No fruit bloom, and
dandelions made it n
heavily to get the
strength. (May 19

C

Vermont
row for the bees
this spring. We
and frozen up.

a small stand of
ecessary to feed
bees up to full

).

H. Carpenter.

Third Beekeepers' Chau,tauqua
Prof. H. F. Wilson, of the Wiscon-

sin State University, announces that
their third annual beekeepers' sum-
mer meeting will be held at Chippewa
Falls from August 15 to 20. In addi-
tion to a number of prominent Wis-
consin beekeepers at least three
speakers are expected from outside
the State. Those so far announced
are Dr. E. F. Phillips, of Washington

;

E. R. Root, of Ohio, and C. P. Dadant,
senior editor of this Journal.

The previous summer meetings
have been very interesting and suc-
cessful, and a good attendance is ex-

pected at Chippewa Falls.

small bees could be seen to enter and
leave. We wondered why the chil-

dren did not get stung, but learned
that the bees have no stings. They
are about the size of large house flies

and have a pretty striped body, but no
sting. The hives are made of hollow
logs suspended to the tops of the huts
to keep the ants from eating the
honey. A board is stuck into the end
and a hole about an inch in diameter
in the center is used for the exit.

When it is desired to rob the hive,

the board is removed and the honey
taken out, and then it is replaced as

before."—Onward, San Jose, Costa
Rica, March, 1921.)

door hands, comes along and rams it

down with his head and packs it into
the cell as the dairy maid packs but-
ter into a firkin."—The Pastoral Bees.

Burroughs, like Roosevelt, was a
universal nature observer, and his ob-
servations are nearly always correctly
rendered, but with an artless simplic-
ity which appeals to the casual reader
and which is to be envied.

To Paint Foundation
To paint beeswax on foundation to

furnish additional support, I use a
small atomizer made of metal. It

sends the finest spray of wax. I use
it also on aluminum combs. This ma-
chine was used for spraying "amber-
ine," which is made mostly of bees-
wax, to make an artificial skin over
bad burns.—Lillian E. Bland, British
Columbia.

Keeping Quality of Beeswax
Mr. James Johnson, of Pocahontas,

Ark., sends us a sample of beeswax
rendered at Galena, Ohio, in 1880, by
Mrs. Joe Scratz, with the question as
to how long it would keep. This sam-
ple is apparently not different, after
41 years, from wax rendered last

year. As far as we know, there is ijo

reason why beeswax should not be
as good after a thousand years, if

kept in a clean, dry place. In fact we
understand that wax that was much
older than that has been recovered
from ancient cities.

Stingless Bees of Central America
"Leaving Santa Cruz, our trail led

northward, and a few minutes after
leaving town we crossed a small river
which was of considerable size at that
time, but it completely dries up in

the dry season. We passed several
palm-thatched huts along the road-
side, and many of them had hollow
logs about 4 feet long hanging to the
roofs of the huts, and out of the end

Pollen Depositing
What a delight it is to read a

writer like John Burroughs! He can
give you a new idea of something you
have seen before. Listen:
"When a bee brings pollen into the

hive, he advances to the cell in which
it is deposited and kicks it off as one
might his overalls or rubber boots;
making one foot help the other. Then
he walks off without ever looking be-
hind him; another bee, one of the in-

New York Reports
New York produced 3,223,323

pounds of honey in 1919. Number of
colonies has decreased from 156,360
in 1909, to 127,858 in 1919. The
per colony average for 1919 was 25
pounds.

Tongue and Sting
Anger a woman, you shall learn

the length of her tongue; vex a bee,
it will give you the length of its sting.

Offer sweet words and things to
either, you shall enjoy peace.— (R.
Stanistreet, in Irish Bee Journal).

CALIFORNIA ITALIAN QUEENS
The old reliable three-band stock that delivers the goods. This stock is descendant from the A. I.

Root Co.'s best breeders. Then the J. P. Moore long tongue, red clover strain was added. Next some

of Doolittle's famous stock was secured, one breeder in particular, one which was selected by Mr. Doo-

little himself and caged with his own hands a short time before his death, proved extra remarkable.

This season the Jay Smith strain has been secured, and these are proving equal, if not superior, to

anything I have ever seen. In order to keep running to maximum capacity till fall, I am offering

SPECIAL PRICES FOR JUNE, JULY, AUGUST AND SEPTEMBER
Delivery June 15 to October 1, for orders booked in advance:

Select Untested 1, $1.25; 6, .$7.00; 12, $13.00; 25 to 50, $1 each; 100, 90c each
,

Tested 1, $1.75; 6, $10.00; 12, $18.00

Superior breeder, 1 year old, $5.00

Every queen actually laying before being caged, and fully guaranteed. I also guarantee safe ar-

rival in United States and Canada. Circular free.

155 SCHIELE ST. J. E. WING SAN JOSE, CAL.
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CLASSIFIED DEPARTMENT.
Advertisements in this department will In-

inserted for 5 cejits per word, with iiu dis

counts. No classified advertisements accepted
for less that 35 cents. Count each initial ur

number as one word.
Copy for this department must reach us not

later than the 20lh of each month preceding
date of issue. If intended for classified de-

partment it should be so stated when adver-
tisement is sent. ^_^

BEES AND QUEENS
QUEENS ON APPRUVAI^Bees Dy package

or colony. Tested queen, $2 ; select un-
tested, $1.50; all other grades, $1. Bees with-

out queen, 1 lb., $3; 2 lbs., $5; colony, $10.

Birdie M. Hartle,

924 Pleasant St., Reynoldsville, Pa.

MY famous three-banded Italian queens, $1.50
each, 6 for $S, after June 1.

J. W. Romberger, Apiarist,

3113 Locust St., St. Joseph, Mo.

QUEENS ON APPROVAI^-Bees by package
or colony. Tested queens, $2; select un-

tested, $1.50. All other grades $1. Bees
without queen, 1 pound, $3; 2 pounds, $5;
colony, $10. A. M. Applegate,

840 Main St., Reynoldsville, Pa.

SIMMONS QUEENS, bees and nuclei, fcold-

ens and three-band.
Fairmount Apiary, Livingst jp, X. Y.

HARDY ITALIAN QUEENS, $1 each.
W. G. Lauver, Middletown, Pa.

FOR SALE—Unsurpassed Italian queens,
ready June 1; untested, $1.50; 6, $7.50; 12,

$14; 50, $55; 100, $105. Tested, 1, $2.50; 6.

$13.50. My queens are actually laying before
they are sent out.

J. D. Harrah, Freewater, Oregon.

FOR SALE—Hardy northern bred Italian
queens and bees, each and every queen war-

ranted satisfactory. For prices and further
information write for circular.

H. G. Quirin, Bellevue, Ohio.

BEES AND QUEENS from my Carolina api
aries, progeny of my famous Porto Rican

pedigreed breeding stock.

Elton Warner, Asheville, N- C.

SWARTS' Golden queens produce golden bees
of the highest quality. Untested, $1.50 each,

G for $8. Satisfaction guaranteed.
D. L. Swarts, Lancaster, Ohio, Rt. 2.

FOR SALE—Leather colored Italian queens,
tested, until June 1, $2.50; after, $2. Un-

tested, $1.25; 12, $13. Root's goods at Root's
prices. A. W. Yates,

15 Chapman St., Hartford, Conn.

FOR SALE—Root's strain of golden and
leather-colored Italian queens; bees by the

pound and nuclei. Untested queens, $1.50
each; select untested, $2 each; tested, $2.50
each; select tested, $3 each. For larger lots

write. Circular free. A. J. Pinard,
440 N. 6th St., San Jose, Calif.

WE are booking orders for our golden Ital

ian queens for spring delivery after April 15
Untested queens, 1, $1.50; doz.. $15; select un
tested queens, 1, $1.75; doz., $18; virgin queens,
1, 75c; doz-, $9; tested queens, 1, $3; doz., $

Safe arrival guaranteed.
Tillery Brothers, Georgiana, Ala.

BOOK YOUR ORDERS for QUEENS now—
Goldens, $2; tested. $3; banded, $1.50; tested

$2.50 ; six or more, 10 per cent less.

Clover Leaf Apiaries, Wahoo, Neb.

EDSON APIARIES now booking orders for

queen bees for delivery during season ol

1921. Prices; One untested queen, $1.75; 50
untested queens, $57.50; 100 untested queens,
$100. Orders filled in rotation; first shipments
March 1, 1921.

Edson Apiaries, Gridley, Calif-

BEES AND QUEENS from my New Jersey
apiary. J. H. M. Cook,
lAtf 84 Cortland St., New York City.

GOLDEN and 3-banded Italian queens; tested,

$1.25; untested, $1. No disease. Safe deliv-

ery and satisfaction guaranteed.
C. B. Bankston, Buffalo. Texas, Box 65.

HMiii GRADE ITALIAN QUEENS—Semi
tor catalog.

Jay Smith, R. 3, Vincennes, Inil

HKKS BY THE POUND. ALSO QUEENS—
Huoking orders now. Free circular gives

prices, etc. See larger ad elsewhere.
Nueces County Apiaries, Calallcn. Texas,

E. B. Ault, Prop.

FOR SALE—Golden Italian queens, tested

queen, $3 ; untested queen, $1.25.

J. F. Michael, Winchester, Ind.

WILL SHIP a few choice queens with frames
of brood, $4 each. Jes Dalton,

Bordelonville, La-

FOR SALE—Golden or 3-banded queens, un-
tested only. Safe arrival and satisfaction

guaranteed. Prices till July 15: One, $1.50;

six, $8; dozen, $15.
Ross B. Scott, La Grange, Ind.

WE believe we have the best Italian queens
obtainable. Uur new system is working

wonders. Book your order now for 1921. Un-
tested, $1.50; tested. $3; virgins, imported
mothers, 50c. F. M. Russell, Roxzury, Ohio.

PRITCHARD QUr-ENS- (Three-banded lUl-
iansj price, untested, $1.50; 6 for $S; select

untested, $1.75; 6 for $9.50. A liberal dis-

count will be given on larger quantities. 1 will

have a few choice virgins, tested, and breeders
to spare. Vv rite for prices. Queens clipped

free of charge on request. Acknowledgement
and directions for introducing sent on receipt

of order. Safe delivery and satisfaction guar-
anteed. Specify date of shipment desired,
otherwise orders will be filled in rotation.

Arlie Pritchard. Rt. 3, Medina, Ohio.

QUEENS—3-banded Italian, select untested,

$1.25 each; tested, $2 each.
Carl L. Wilson, 2010 S. Boots St., Marion, Ind.

CARNIOLANS—Gentle, prolific, wonderful
honey gatherers. Descriptive circular free.

Untested queens, $1.50 each; $17 per dozen.

July is an excellent time to requeen.
A. G. Hann, Gleti Gardner, N. J.

HIGH QUALITY QUEENS at reduced prices.

Three-banded Italians, reared from best hust-

lers, non-swarming, gentle and prolific. Can
ship by return mail. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Health certificate with each shipment. Un-
tested, 1 to 10, $1 each; over 10, 90c each. Se-

lect untested, 1 to 10, $1.25 each; over 10 $1.15
each. Tested, $1.75 each
Frank Bornhoffeir, Rt. \7, Mt. Washington, O.

TRY my Caucasian queens, $1.25 each; hybrids
35c each. Peter Schaffhauser,

Havelock, N. C.

QUEENS from imported mothers after July 1.

untested, $1.35; 6, $3; 12, $15.50. Tested,

$2. Lewis beeware at new prices. Catalog
free. R. Kramske,

1104 Victor St., St. Louis, Mo.

SELECT QUEENS only. Three-band and
leather colored Italians. Tested, $2.50; un-

tested, $1.25 each.

Geo. W. Coltrin ^ Son, Mathis, Texas.

FOR SALE—Leather Italian queen, untested.

$1; select untested, $1.25; one to three-^rame
nuclei, $3.75 to $5. Three-pound package bees.

$4, without queens.
Tupelo Honey Co., Columbia, Ala.

ITALIAN QUEENS, $1 each, or $10 per doz.,

after June 1. Will book a few more three-

frame nuclei of black or hybrid bees with

Italian queen, for delivery after June 15, at

$5 each, or 3 lbs. bees on frame of honey for

$4.25. These will be fine to winter for early

spring work. Otto Diestel, Elza, Ga.

DAY-OLD QUEENS—1, 50c: 100, $50; 500,

$250, Untested queens. $1 each. High
quality 3-banded Italians. Mailed in safety in-

troducing cages. Delivery and satisfaction

guaranteed in U. S. and Canada. Information
in circular. Order early

James McKee, Riverside, Calif.

HUMMER QUEENS—Untested, $1 each, $9

per dozen. Tested $1.50 each, $15 per

dozen. A trial will convince you that they

cannot be beaten. Safe arrival and satisfaction

guaranteed. Nuclei at same old price.

Geo. A. Hummer & Sons, Prairie Point, Miss.

FOR SALE—Golden Italian gueens, untested,
$1.15, 6 for $6.50; 12 or more, $1 each; tested,

$2 each ; select tested, $3 each ; extra select

tested, $4 each. No bees for sale.

D. T. Gaster, Randleman, R. D. 2, N. C.

FOR SALE—Achord queens, 1 and 2 years
old, 50c each.

W. A. Latshaw, Clarion, Mich.

FOR SALE—3-banded Italian queens, un-
tested $1.25 each; 6, $6.50; 12, $12. Select
untested, $1.50 each. Satisfaction guaranteed.

W. T. Perdue & Sons.
Rt. No. 1, Fort Deposit, Ala.

FOR SALE—^Golden Italian queens, untested,
1, $1.25; 6 $7.

E. A. Simmons, Greenville, Ala.

THREE BAND and GOLDEN QUEENS—
Reared in separate yards. Order from us and

get pure stock for your summer and fall re-

queening. At our special price, beginning July
1. untested. $1.50 each; 25 at $1.25 each;
tested, $2.50 each. Vve have a good number
ready for shipment and will fill your order
promptly. Dr, White Bee Co.,

Sandia, Texas.

FOR SALE—About 300 colonies of' bees in 8
and 10-frame hives, together with full equip-

ment; good territory and no disease.
Elton S. Stinson, Rt. 2, Huston, Idaho.

YOU CAN SAVE queens by using All Right
push-in comb introducing cage, 25c, post

paid. O. S. Rexford, Winsted, Conn.

ITALIAN QUEENS—Threenbanded, select
untested, guaranteed. Queen and drone

mothers are chosen from colonies noted for
honey production, hardiness, prolificness, gen-
tleness and perfect markings. Price after July
1, $1.25 each; one dozen or more, $1 each.
Package bees a specialty. Send for circular.

J. H. Haughey Co., Berrien Springs, Mich.

CHOICE ITALIANS—Select queens, tested,

$2.50; untested, $1.25 each.
Geo. W. Coltrin & Son, Mathis, Texas.

BRED strictly from the Dr. Miller grand-
daughter queens, one fo- $1.25, 6 for $7.25,

12 for $14. Selects 25c each higher. Tested
just double price of untested. Breeders $5,
select breeders $7.50 to $10 each, the best

breeders $15 each. One frame nucleus with
breeder for $1 extra.

Curd Walker, Jellico, Tenn.

QUEEN BEES-rAUen's 3-banded Italians, dis-

ease free; the ones that get results. Price,

each, $1.50. J. H. Allen.
Orr Station, Anderson, S. C.

FOR SALE—Golden o.ueens, untested, $1.25;
tested, $1.50; breeders, $5.

J, B. Marshall & Son,
Rosedale Apiaries, Big Bend, La,

FOR SALE—Italian queens, untested, 1 for

$1.25. 6 for $7, 12 for $13.50. Tested, $2.

Mismated queens will be replaced if returned
in 30 days; dead queens will be replaced if

returned by return mail. I have tested

breeder from the A. I. Root Co., and will

breed queens from her for those that prefer

them to my old strain of hustlers.

R. B. Grout, Jamaica, Vt.

FOR SALE—Burleson's three-banded Italian

queens. The kind of bees that get the

goods. Guaranteed to please or money back.

For balance of season as follows: 1 select

untested queen. $1.25, 6 for $7. 12 for $13.50,

100 or more $1 each. Send all orders, to-

gether with remittance, to J. W. Seay, -ixan-

ager, Mathis, Texas.
T. W. Burleson, Waxahachie, Texas.

FOR SALE—Famous strain of queens of Geo.
B. Howe, A. I. Root. Jno. M. Davis three-

banded bees, and we also sell extra fine gold-

ens, bees that are bees, both in beauty and
wintering, and disease-resisting; not surpassed
for honey -gathering, or at least we have not

been able to find any that were their superior.

Untested, 1 queen. $2.50; 6, $12; 12 queens,

$20; 25 queens, $40; 50 queens, $70. Try our
queens. Also, we shall sell 2-lb. packages, 3-lb-

packages with queens for 1922. We try and
give prompt service; queens by return mail if

we possibly can do so.

H. B. Murray, Liberty, N- C.
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FOR REQUEENING use Williams' heavy lay

ing Italian queens; they produce hardy,
hustling three-banded workers. Bred from the

best disease-resisting strain, and priced in ac-

cordance with the present price of honey. Un-
tested, $1.86, 6 for $6.50, 12 or more $1 each;
tested, $2. Satisfaction guaranteed.

P. M. Williams, Ft. Deposit, Ala.

FOR SALE—Three-banded Italian queens, un-

tested, $1.25 each; «, $7.50; 12, $14. Tested
queens, $2.50 each; 6, $15. The above queens
are select stock. Safe arrival and satisfaction

guaranteed.
Rob't B. Spicer, Wharton, N. J.

COLONIES of Italian bees in good standard
hives. A-1 in all respects. Write for prices.

Satisfaction guaranteed.
Van Wyngarden Bros., Hebron. Ind.

FOR SALE—Vigoi'ous leather-colored Italian

queens, famous three-banded stock; untested

queens, $2 each; tested. $3; untested queens
per dozen, $20. Order early.

C. M. Elfer, St. Rose. La.

FOR SALE—Highest grade three-banded Ital-

ian queens. Select untested, 1. $1.25; 6,

$6.50; 12, $12; 60, $47.50; 100, $90. Virgins.

45c each. No disease, and satisfaction guar-

anteed. A. E. Crandall. Berlin, Conn.

FOR SALE—Italian queens, $2 each; select

tested, $4. F. Barber, Lowville, N. Y.

FOR SALE—Three-banded Italian queens
from best honey-gathering strain obtainable

(no disease), untested queens, $1.25 each; 6.

$6.60; 12. $12; select untested. $1.60 each; 12,

$14. Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed.

Your orders filled promptly.
Alabama Bee Co., Rt. 1. Fort Deposit. Ala.

WE are offering for remainder of season our

bright Italian queens, untested at $1 each.

$10 per dozen. $75 per hundred. We guaran-

tee safe arrival, pure mating and reasonable

satisfaction in United States and Canada. Cash

mtist accompany all orders unless parties are

known or satisfactorily rated.

Graydon Bros., Rt. 4, Greenville, Ala.

CALIFORNIA ITALIAN QUEENS at spe-

cial prices. After June 16 and to October 1.

1. $1.25; 6, $7; 12, $13; 26 ond over, $1 each;

100, $90, See larger ad elsewhere. Circular

free.

J. E. Wing, 165 Schiele Ave., San Jose, Cal.

NUCLEI—We make a specialty of shipping 2-

frame nuclei. Write for special prices for

June delivery. Queens at the following prices:

Untested, $1.50 each; 6, $8; 12, $16; 60, $60;

100, $100. Tested queens, $2.60 each.

Cotton Belt Apiaries, Roxton, Texas.

FOR SALE—Fine tested queens, year old, $2;

Silver Spangled Hamburg chickens and eggs;

rare old violin.

Elias Fox, Union Center, Wis.

THE ITALIAN QUEENS OF WINDMERE
are superior three-banded stock. Untested,

$1.60 each, 6 for $8; tested $2.50 each; se-

lect tested, $3. Prof. W. A. Matheny,
Ohio University. Athens. Ohio.

LARGE, HARDY, PROLIFIC QUEENS—
Three-band Italians and goldens, pure mat-

ing and safe arrival guaranteed. We ship only

queens that are top notchers in size, prolific-

ness and color. After June 1. untested queens

$1.50 each. 6 for $8, 12 or more $1.40 each.

S6 or more $1.26 each. Tested queens $3 each.

6 for $16.
Buckeye Bee Co.. Justus, O.

QUEENS— I am now offening queens at pre-

war prices. Untested, 1, $1.26; 26 or more,

$1 each.
W. H. Moses, Lane City, Texas.

HONEY AND BEESWAX
WHITE sweet clover honey with small per

cent of basswood, in 5-gallon cans, case of 2

cans, $14. one can $7.60. Ten cases at 10c

per pound. Sample 10c. C. S. Engle,

200 Center St., Sioux City, Iowa.

HONEY—16c pi-r pound. Walter Reppert.

Gen. DelJT.. Shreveport, L«.

FOR SALE—Choice clover extracted honey.

State quantity wanted.

J. D. Betls, Oto, Iowa.

FOR SALE—Very fine quality basswood-milk-
weed mostly milkweed) honey in 60-pound

cans. P. W. Sowinski, Bellaire, Mich.

FOR SALE—Extracted honey. Write for
prices. A. L. Kildow, Putnam, III.

WANTED—Shipments of old comb and cap-
pings for rendering. We pay the highest

cash and trade prices, charging but 6c a pound
for wax rendering. Fred W. Muth Co..

204 Walnut St., Cincinnati, Ohio.

HONEY FOR SALE—In 60-lb. tins, immedi-
ate shipment f. o. b. New York. California

white orange, 18c lb.; California white sage,
16c lb.; white sweet clover, 15c lb.; light am-
ber sage, 12c lb.; West Indian light amber,
10c lb. Hoffman & Hauck, Inc.,

Woodhaven, N. Y.

WANTED—Six thousand pounds of off-grade,

extracted amber honey. Submit sample and
([uote price f,- o. b. Terre Haute, Ind.

W. A. Hunter, 119 S Third St.

FOR SALE—New crop fancy white comb
honey. No. 1, $7 per case of 24 sections;

No. 2 grade, $6; clover extracted honey, 15c
per pound; amber and buckwheat, \2Y2c, two
60-lb. cans to case; amber in 50-gallon barrels,

10c per pound.
H. G. Quirin, Bellevue, Ohio.

HONEY WANTED—Give particulars in first

letter. Elton Warner,
"Beaverdam," Asheville, N. C.

NEW HONEY soon, best quality, reasonable
prices, any quantity.

E. F. Atwater. ..leridian. Idaho.

SUPPLIES
SAVE MONEY on your shipping cases, tin

and glass honey containers, etc. Our free

price list tells you how. If you rear queens
for sale, be sure to send for our price card of

mailing cages. The Rattery-Hamilton Co..

Almont, Mich.

WESTERN BEEKEEPERS—We can demon-
strate that you can save money on buying

bee supplies of best quality. Write for our
latest price list.

The Colorado Honey Producers' Association,
Denver, Colo.

HAVE YOU any Bee Journals or bee books
published previous to 1900 you wish to dis-

pose of? If so send us a list.

American Bee Journal, Hamilton, 111.

BEEKEEPERS—Sag proof Hoffman frames,

regular depth, corner cut, end bars drilled (not

pierced), metal eyelets easily inserted. Price,

with eyelets and nails, per 100, $8.90; 500.

$42.85. Shipping cases, basswood, 24 liJS.,

holding 24 sections; price, with nails and cor-

rugated paper, per 10, $6.90; 50. $31.80; 100,

$61.50. Price, with 2-inch glass. 5c per ca.se

extra. State size. Satisfaction guaranteed.

Emil J. Sieraers. Eau' Claire. Wis.. Box 204.

BARGAINS IN SUPPLIES—Ten-frame hive-

bodies, each 67c; 8 frame, 64c. Ten-frame
hive-covers, each 42c; 8-frame. 40c. Ten-frame
bottoms, each 41c; 8-frame, 39c. Order at

once. Write for further particulars, if wanted.

W. J. Forehand & Sons, Fort Deposit. Ala.

CLOSING OUT—Best No. 1 sections, per 500.

$6.45. No. 2, $5.85. Special prices on

other goods.
H. S. Duby, St. Anne. 111.

For .SALE—Hives, frames, supers, covers, bot-

toms and odd size hives and frames made to

order. Write for money-saving prices on wl1.1t

you need. I can save you money.
F. D. Bowers. Sugar Grove. Pa

FOR SALE
FOR SALE—Several hundred used 60-pound

honey cans, 2 to the case. Used only once,

65c each. P. H. Outzen,
White Bear Lake, Minn.

FOR SALE—Cedar or pine dovetailed hives;

also full line of supplies, including Dadant's
foundation. Write for catalog.

A. E. Burdick. Sunnyside. Wash

FOR SALE—20 colonies Italian bees, in good

shape, in 8 and 10. frame modern hives.

A. C. Gould, Weston, W. Va., Rt. 4.

FOR SALE—Power hive-making saw. $30;
typewriter, $10; Peterson capping melter,

•^6; lathe, $3; 3x6 printing press outfit, $8.
Clarence Foote, Delanson, N. Y.

FOR SALE— 111 health; sell or lease; 60 clean
colonies, mostly golden and leather colored

Italians in 8 and 10-frame standard painted
hives. 86 new 8 and 10-frame cedar standard
hives, painted, wired foundation. 50 section
supers ready for the bees. 20 covers and U>t-
tom boards, painted; 500 4J4x4J4 sections.
Tools, etc.; no junk. Best fireweed location.
If taken at once, $900 cash.

Paul Jackson, Klaber, Wash.

FOR SALE—Novice 2-frame extractor, $27; 5
Ideal super section starters, 8-frame. $10.

S. CoUyer, Black Mountain. N. C.

FOR SALE—Two-frame Cowan reversible ex-
tractor; cost $46 last fall, goes for $30. Will

handle 12-inch frame.
Jack Trayer, Cottonwood Falls, Kans.

FOR SALE—"Superior" Foundation (Weed
process). Quality and service unexcelled.

Superior Honey Co., Ogden, Utah.

WANTED
WANTED—We have many calls from educators

for copies to complete their files of the older
Bee Journals. If you have com.pIete volumes or
miscellaneous numbers of any Bee Journals
previous to 1900, write us, giving a list, and we
will be glad to quote a price. Old bee books,
now out of print, are also desirable. We act
as a clearing house for this kind of materials.

American Bee Journal, Hamilton, 111.

WANTED—Bees in colonies, comb and ex-
tracted honey. Frank Coyle, Penfield, 111.

WANTED—Beeswax, old combs and cappings
tor rendering on shares. Also wa« accc,jtea

for trade. Top market prices offered.

A. I. Root Co., Council Bluffs, Iowa.

WANTED—Your order for "Superior" Foun-
dation. Prompt shipments at right prices.

Superior Honey Co., Ogden, Utah.

SITUATIONS
WANTED—Man with some experience to

work with bees coming season. State age,

experience and wages wanted, based on our
furnishing board.

The Rocky Mountain Bee. Co.,

Box 1319, Billings. Mont.

MISCELLANEOUS
SAMPLE FREE—They say "It's as good now

as when Hutchinson ran it." Under new
ownership, our bee journal is growing fast,

better every issue, a "different" kind of a

journal. Let's get acquainted. $1.50 a year,
and worth it.

The Domestic Beekeeper, Lansing, ..lich.

WRITE for prices on two and three-frame nu-
clei and queens, cypress hives and frames.

Sarasota Bee Co., Sarasota, Fla.

LEAGUE EMBLEMS—We still have a num-
ber of U. S. Beekeepers' emblems, buttons

or pins, bronze or gold. Send 50 cents and
get one

American Bee Journal, Hamilton, 111.

BLACK SIBERIAN HARES—Enormous sizes,

delicious meat and beautiful fur. Write for

information and prices.

Siberian Fur Farm, Hamilton, Canada.

DR. MILLER'S BEE SONGS «re in "Songs
of Beedom.' Ten songs for 20 cents, post-

paid ; 2-cent stamps taken. Also Teddy Bear
souvenir postal cards, 10 for 10 cents. Ad-
dress Geo. W. York. Box 84, Spokane, Wash.

Michigan Summer Meet
At Alpena, August 3 and 4, Ernest

Root, Geo. S. Demuth, E. W. Atkins
and B. F. Kindig are on the program.
These meetings are always well at-

tended. Alpena is in the northern
part of the lower peninsula, where
beekeepers can see the possibilities of
that region.
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ELECTRIC IMBEDDER
Price without Batteries, $1.50

Not postpaid.
Actually cements wires in the foun-
dation. Will work with dry cells or

with city current in connection with
transformer. Best device of its kind
on the market.

For sale by all supply dealers.

Dadant & Sons, fJXSffcTON."iLL.

WESTERN

BEE HIVES
Manufactured from

Red Cedar and White Pine

Made with lock corners.

Standard sizes kept in stock. Odd
sizes made to order.

Write us for prices on anything you
may want.

WILLIAMS BROS.
5125 E. 82nd St., S. E. Portland, Oregon

Books on Beekeeping
First Lessons in Beekeeping, by C. P.

Dadant. 167 pages, 178 illustrations.

Cloth $1.

Dadant System of Beekecpi. ~, by C.

P. Dadant. 118 pages, 58 illustra-

tions. Cloth $1.

The Honeybee, by Langstroth and
Dadant. 575 pages, 229 illustrations.

Cloth $2.50.

Outapiaries, by M. G. Dadant. 125

pages, 50 illustrations. Cloth $1.

1000 Answers to Beekeeping Ques-
tions, by C. C. Miller. 276 pages,

illustrated. Cloth $1.25.

American Hon y Plants, by Frank C.

Pellett. 300 large pages, 155 illus-

trations. Cloth $2.50.

Practical Queen Rearing, by Frank C.

Pellett. 105 pages, 40 illustrations.

$1.00.

Productive Beekeeping, by Frank C.

Pellett. 326 pages, 134 illustrations.

Cloth $2.50.

Beginner's Bee Book, by Frank C.

Pellett. 179 pages, illustrated. Cloth

$125.

Beekeeping in the South, by Kennith
Hawkins. 120 pages, 58 illustrations.

Cloth $1.25.

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL
HAMILTON, ILL.

QUEENS
Select Three-Banded Italians of the highest quality (one grade >

Kight hundred honey-gathering colonics from which to select the very best breeders.

No one has better bees than I. Can make prompt delivery by return mail. 1 have not

yet disappointed a customer.

PRICES
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MR. BEEKEEPER
We have a large plant especially equipped to manufacture the sup-

plies that you use. We guarantee all materials and workmanship.

We ship anywhere. We allow early order discounts and make

prompt shipments. Write for free illustrated catalog today

I LEAHY MFG. CO., 90 Sixth Street, Higginsville, Missouri |
X J. W. ROUSE, Mexico, Missouri A. M. HUNT, Goldthwalte, Texas X

TENNESSEE-BRED QUEENS
Forty-nine Years' Experience in Queen-Rearing

Breed Three-Band Italians Only
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"Order Supplies in Advance of Needs"—-says

a

well-known bee man
"Supplies should always be on hand in advance of needs. A dozen reasons may cause
delay, and valuable tim'- and money may be lost. This must be borne in mind if v^e

would reap the largest possible harvest of honey. 1 have seen a colony fill a super with
honey in five days. If we had waited a week or ten days for sections or foundation, we
would have lost heavily during the honey flow."

Order **^\cOtf*. Queens and bee supplies for best results. Used by success-

ful beemen for over 40 years. Shipped anywhere; safe arrival guaranteed.

W. T. FALCONER MFG. CONCERN, Falconer, (near Jamestown) N. Y., U. S. A.

"Where the best Beehives come from"

Distributor for the Central West, WM. H. RODMAN, 2027 Main Street, Gateway Station, KANSAS CITY, MO.

HONEY
All sweets have experienced sensational declines

The world's supply of sugar is estimated at 1,250,000 tons in excess of requirements.
If you have honey, sell it early. If you cannot sell it, WE CAN.

Write us and send samples.
MONEY for HONEY

PATON & COWELL
No. 217 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

HIVES AND QUEENS AT PRE-WAR PRICES
Hives, with frames and one-piece wood covers, made of best grade of

C3rpress and accurately manufactured.

Prices: 10-frame size, $14 per lot of 5. 8-frame size, $13.50 per lot

of 5. P\ill depth supers (with self-spacing frames), $1.50 each.

Queens: Untested, $1 each, $10 per dozen, $80 per 100. Tested, $2
each. Breeders, $5 each.

These Italian que<.ns are bred from best stock obtainable.

Medium brood foundation, 68c per pound.

A. R. IRISH, Doctortown, Ga.

QUINN'S QUEENS OF QUALITY

Have no superiors
—"There's a rea-

son." Are Mandelian bred, good qual-

ities accentuated. Gray Carniolans,

Gray Caucasians, most gentle of all,

prolific, hardy, vigorous, disease-re-

sisiting white comb builders—they
deliver the goods.
ITALIANS, 3-band3d, line-bred,

pedigreed; need no boosting; they

speak for themselves.

CHAS. W. QUINN. Sabot, Va.

MOTT'S NORTHERN BRED
ITALIAN QUEENS

Have a World-wide reputation.
Sel. Unt., 1, $1.25; 6, $7.50; 12, $15.
Sel. guaranteed pure mated or re-

place, 1, $1.75; 6, $10; 12, $18.
Sel. tested, $2.50 each.

Filling orders by return mail at this

present writing by the aid of my
Southern branch. Plans, "How to In-

troduce Queens" and "Increase," 25c.

E. E. MOTT, Glenwood, Mich.

QUEENS
Good queens and strong colonies pay

the profit.

Gentle Three-band Italians

Untested, $1.25; 12 or more write
for price.

Prompt Service

D. W. HOWELL, Shellman, Ga.

QUEENS OF

MOORE'S STRAIN
OF ITALIANS

Produce Workers

That fill the supers quick
With honey nice and thick

They have won a world-wide reputation for
honey-gathering, hardiness, gentleness, etc.

Untested queens, $1.50; 6, $8; 12, $!,>.

Select untested, $2; 6, $10; 12. $19
Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed.

Circular free.

I am now filling orders by return mail.

J. P. MOORE, Queen Breeder
Route 1 Morgan, Ky.
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Quality Bee Supplies
FROM A

Reliable House
Without fear or favor, I placemy BEE SUPPLIES and SERVICE

before you.

It is the small annoyances that often grow into disastrous results.

Avoid the so-called "little losses" by using MONDENG'S GOODS.

Quality is first—save time when you put your goods together, by
getting supplies that are accurately made. Service is next—no delays
when bee supplies are ordered from my factory.

I am ready to meet your urgent needs.

Send for my new price list.

Closing out all Langstroth and Wisconsin hives and supers. Also
Langstroth triangular top-bar frames and eight-frame D. T. supers
for 4x5 sections. Will sell at cost price. Write for quotations.

CHAS. MONDENG
146 Newton Ave. N. and 159 Cedar Lake Rd. Minneapolis, Minn.

QUEENS, Select Three- Banded
Write for des::riptive circular of our Select Italian Queens. Pure Mating,

safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed.

Untested $1.25
Tested 3.00

6

$ 7.00
16.00

12
$13.00
30.00

.50

$50.00

"The queens you furnished me last year were all tip-top, and one pf

them caps the climax. I never saw anything like her."—D. E. Scott,

Caney Springs, Tenn.

HARDIN S. FOSTER, Columbia, Tenn.

QUEENS, THREE-BAND ITALIANS
BRED FOR BUSINESS

Only one grade—select. Satisfaction guaranteed

1 100

$90.00
12 25 to 50

Untested $1.25 $13.00 $1.00 ea.

Tested 175 18.00

A two-pound package of bees and untested queen $5.50 25 or more packages
$5.25 each

CANEY VALLEY APIARIES, J. D. Yancey, Mgr.
BAY CITY, TEXAS

GOLDEN ITALIAN QUEENS
Nov. 1 to June 1 June 1 to Nov. 1

1 6 12 1 6 12

Untetted $2.00 $9.00 $16.80 $150 $8 00 $14.50
Select Untested 2.25 10.50 18.00 2.00 9.50 16.00

Tested 4.00 22.50 40.00 .V50 10.50 36.00

Select Tested 4.50 25.00 45.00 4,00 22.50 40.00

BREEDERS $12.50 TO $25.00
10 per cent additional for Exported Queens. Queens for Export will be carefully

packed in long distance cages, but safe delivery is not guaranteed.

NO NUCLEI. FULL COLONIES OR POUND PACKAGES.

BEN G. DAVIS, Spring Hill, Tenn.

QUEENS
Write for our catalog of high grade Italian

Queens. Pure mating and safe arrival

guaranteed.

r^vs- -:-'•
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Crop and Market Report
Compiled by M. G. Dadant

Peculiar conditions have confronted beekeepers in

many sections of the country this spring, conditions

which are hard to meet, even by the experienced bee-

keeper who has seen many ups and downs.

A mild winter brought the bees out in fine condition,

but so short of honey that feeding became necessary, in

many instances, from the first examination in the spring.

Then when the bees were building up, even abnormally

early, in good shape, a heavy freeze came which de-

stroyed all early bloom. Early bloom of fruits, dande-

lion, locust, etc., is depended upon in many sections of the

middle west as the proper stimulation for getting the bees

into best condition for clover to follow.

This period of honey dearth has been followed by

spotted rains; that is, some sections are wet while others

have been dry. In the last two weeks, rains have become

more general, but too late to insure much surplus from

clover in the central west, though possibly hopeful build-

ers for fall bloom.

The honey harvest of the middle west, therefore, will

not be large for the clover crop, and this applies as well

to the East, although there are spotted regions where the

bees are storing a surplus.

In the Southeast the crop has been neither large nor

small. Early Texas bloom was short, but conditions are

improving and have been improving for the past month.

The inter-mountain territory will likely have a good

crop, though the web-worm moth is again working on the

alfalfa.

Southern California reports the poorest crop, and pros-

pects for years, while northern California seems to be

faring better.

HONEY ON HAND
There is still a large supply of the 1920 crop on hand

and it is moving very slowly. In Arizona and New Mex-
ico a bulk of the crop had not moved on June 1, though

much of it was being offered at 6 cents per pound for

amber alfalfa. Heavy freight rates, competition of the

imported honey, lack of exportation, low price of sugar,

and general tendency of the public not to buy anything

more than necessary, are all contributing causes.

Certainly the bulk of the new crop will be available

long before the old stocks are disposed of.

The general feeling, however, seems to be optomistic,

with the hope that there will be an upward tendency and

stabilization at a better figure sometime in the fall or

early winter.

GOVERNMENT HONEYBEE REPORT MAY 1

The Government honeybee report for May shows that

the winter loss for 1920-21 was but 8. .5 per cent, as

against 14 per cent in 1919-20.

The condition of colonies was 97 per cent of normal, as

against only 84 per cent in 1919, same date, and the con-

dition of honey plants was almost exactly the same as on

the same date last year. This honey plant condition has,

however, greatly changed since the report was issued, and

in our opinion, should now be placed much lower. Freez-

ing of early bloom and lack of moisture in many localities

being the contributing causes.

ONTARIO REPORT MAY 1

Twenty thousand colonies were reported upon for the
white honey crop in Ontario. It shows an average winter
loss of 2.3 per cent, with very little honey left in the
hands of the producers. Prospects seem to be above the
average in most sections of the Province.

IMPORTS AND EXPORTS
We can show woefully small exports of honey in the

months of March and April, which have just been made
public. The imports for March were 200,000 pounds, and
the exports only 100,000 pounds. In April the exports
and imports balanced each other at 100,000 pounds. This
gives an idea of why honey is not moving better, for in

1919 we exported over nine million pounds, and even in

1920 nearly two million pounds.
Besides a minimum export, much more honey is coming

in. Markets are having to be created for this honey
within our own boundaries.

CALIFORNIA STATISTICS

Mr. E. H. Tucker, of the First National Bank of Los
Angeles and the Los Angeles Trust and Savings Bank,
acting as their statistician, estimates that California
produces 15 per cent of the honey of the United States.
Between 70 and 90 per cent of this is marketed outside
the State. Of all honey sold outside the State of produc-
tion, from one-third to one-half comes from California.

His figures, based upon those of the Chief of the Field
Service of the U. S. Department of Agriculture, are for
a production in the United States in 1920 of 250 million
pounds of honey and 210 million pounds in 1919. Strange
that 1920 census figures are already available for 38
States and that they show a total production of only 40
million pounds. Do the city apiaries unreported make up
this huge discrepancy?

PRICE PROSPECTS, ETC.

Contrary to the expectations of some of our best sta-
tisticians, sugar continues to decline, being quoted in New
York on June 15 at 6 cents per pound for granulated,
with further declines probable, oviang to the weakness
of the raw stocks.

Moreover, exchange has again dipped down, the high
mark of $4.00 for pound sterling having been reached in
May. Naturally there will be a reticence on the part of
other countries to buy, as long as the rate is so unfav-
orable against them.

The desire on the part of some producers to bend their
energies this year for increase, owing to low prices, was
partly thwarted by their not wanting to purchase hives,
etc., at the high prices. Whether the price declines came
in time to allow them to reconsider is problematical.

All in all, the outlook would not, on the face of it, ap-
pear rosy. Honey, like other farm products, went
through its deflation all at once. The general belief is
that all farm products will gradually seek a stable and
more remunerative level with fall and winter. Should not
honey be expected to undergo the same changes? We
hope so.

In the meantime, energetic efforts cannot be in vain.
No chance should be lost to sell honey, locally. To push
its value as a food, as a sweet, and every agency or or-
ganization which has for its aim the popularization and
the sale of honey should be gotten behind and pushed.
We have passed through a period when honey sold itselfi
when the producer and seller set the price. We are now
watching the buyer set the price or refuse to buy. All
the more reason for us to push our product and help
create the demand.
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GOOD WILL AND GOOD QUEENS
ARE BACK OF

FOREHAND'S THREE BANDS
The Thrifty Kind

Good will has made our success.

Our good queens will make your success.

These two forces working together have made it possible for us to serve the beekeepers for over a quar-
ter of a century.

Hearty support for twenty-nine years.

Good queens for twenty-nine years.

Each is the proof of the other. Both are proof that you will not make a mistake when you requeen
with Forehand's Three-bands—the bees that are surpassed by none, but superior to many.

Good queens are the success of an apiary. Your success is ours. We try to help you in every way. We
give you good queens and good service. We guarantee pure mating, safe arrival, and satisfaction.

We are now booking orders for immediate delivery.

Write for circular giving full information on bees and queens.

Prices:

Untested $1.2.5 $ 6..50 .$11.50 $ .90-each P"''^ mat'"^ ^nd satisfaction guaranteed the

Select Untested ._ 1.40 7.50 13.50 1.00 each world over. Safe arrival in the United States and
Tested 2.00 10.00 18.50 r„„o^„
Select Tested 2.75 15.00 27.00 oanaaa.

Write for prices in large quantities.

W. J. FOREHAND & SONS, Fort Deposit, Ala.
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ITALIAN BEES AND QUEENS
Guaranteed to Give You Satisfaction

Untested, $1.00; 12 or more 75c each
Tested, $2.00
Breeders, $5.00 to $25.00

Nuclei Pound Packages
n, j^ on riA One pound package, no queen $2.00One frame, no queen $2.00 ,p^^ ^^^^^ package, no queen $3.75
Two frame, no queen $3.75 xhree pound package, no queen $5.25
Three frame, no queen $5.25 Add price of queen wanted.

Our production of untested queens from one yard in May was

3,496 queens. If we used poor methods we would be unable to

produce that many. Quality and production go hand in hand.

They are both the fruits of efficiency.

Send for Catalog of Cjrpress Bee Supplies.

THE STOVER APIARIES, MAYHEW, MISSISSIPPI

<~:~x~m-:"KKKKKK~x~:~xk~x~:~>kK'<kk~:~:k^:-X'<":~xk~k~x~:"X~:kkkk~:««*<-:kK'<k^
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INCREASE YOUR INCOME
By Selling Your Honey at Retail

L. A. Coblentz of Idaho could get no offer above eight cents per pound
for his last years crop from the bottlers. With his wife's help he sold

more than 1 00,000 pounds direct to the consumer at current retail prices,

viz: I 5c per pound in sixty pound cans; 20c in ten pound pails and 22c

in five pound pails.

You can do as well with the same effort. Don't ruin your future market

by cutting below a living price, but put up your crop in attractive con-

tainers and sell it direct to the consumer.

We will furnish you the labels and other necessary printed matter.

Send today for our label cataljg and samples of printing

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL, HAMILTON, ILLINOIS

THE
I

SOUTHLAND ^^». APIARIES

W. S. TATUIM, Prop. ^WoSSfl̂ ^SCz^'ft?'^^^^^^^ Box 585. HATTIESBURG, MISS.

SOUTHLAND QUEENS AND BEES
BRED FROM SELECTED ROOT HOME-BRED BREEDERS. THEY STAND THE TEST

QUEENS after July 1st |
Day old Virgins $1.00 ea. 100 or more $.75 ea. %

, 100 or more 50 ea. .»,

X Untested.- 1.25 ea. Tested 2.25 ea. .|.

25 or more 1.00 ea. 25 or more 2 00 ea Y
X

PACKAGES
.|.

1 pound package bees 3.00 ea. 3 pound package bees 7.00 ea. X
2 pound package bees 5.00 ea. 25 or more, 25c less per pound, each package •!•

« NUCLEI SPECIALS X
5* 2 frame nucleus, no queen ...$4.50 I fr. brood and pound of bees, with untd. queen. ,$4.50 Y

3 frame nucleus, no queeo _ _ 6.00 2 fr. nucleus with young tested queen 6.50 X
•I-

X SPECIAL PRICES ON LARGE ORDERS AND CONTRACTS
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MONEY SAVED BEE SUPPLIES TIME SAVED

ROOT'S GOODS WITH WEBER'S SERVICE

Send us a list of your wants and we will quote prices that will save

you money

C. H. W. WEBER & CO., 2 163-65-67 Central Ave., Cincinnati, O. |

QUEENS PACKAGE BEES
FULL COLONIES AND NUCLEI

QUEENS

Our bees are hustlers for honey, prolific, gentle, very resistant to European foulbrood, our customers tell us. For years we have
r L — _n !,„ TT„;»„j o*„»„.- 1 Canada. We are continually getting letters

had. The bees we got from you are the toi>s

r free circular giving details, etc.

ng thousands of queens and pounds of bees all over the United States and

lents such as the following; "Well pleased with your stock; best we ever h;

of our 225 colonies; bees arrived ip fine shape, well pleased," etc. Write fo

We are quoting a lower price for balance of the year, but will still hold up the high standard of Quality First

proposition for two or three Northern men wanting to come South this fall. Write for particulars.

been shippi

with statements
(best) out

I have a good

Queens after July 1st, balance of the y

Untested $1-35 each, 25 or more $1.00 each

Select Untested $1.60 each, 25 or more $1.25 eac)

Tested $2.26 each, 26 or more $1.76 each

Select Tested $2.75 each, 25 or more $8.00 each

Breeders ?600 'o *1B.00

1 pound pkg. bees $2.25 each; 26 or more, $2.13 each
2 pound package bees $3.75 each; 25 or more, $3.56 each
3 pound pkg. bees $5.25 each; 25 or more, $4.9S each

Add price of queen wanted when ordering bees. Safe arrival

guaranteed within 6 days of here.

NUECES COUNTY APIARIES, e. b. ault. Proprietor CALALLEN, TEXAS

^' "SUPERIOR" FOUNDATION. Yes, we are ready for the rush
Many tons now ready foT shipment, and our machines are running to utmost capacity. Use the best. If

your dealer can't supply you, write us for price, stating quantity required. We also accept beeswax for

foundation or supplies.
"Everything !n Bee Supplies."

i

SUPERIOR HONEY CO., Ogden, Utah (Manufacturer, of Weed Process Foundation]

Vi.V**.*W.*t**>*%*V

Southern Headquarters

Reliable Three-Banded Italian Queens
For several years our fjueens have been used

and recommended by a number of the foremost

beekeepers in the United States and Canada.

We cannot afford to di5ai>poinl them, and we^
' will not disappoint you.

Having several hundred colonies in outyards

Xo select breeding stock from, and large, well

(-quipped queen-rearing yards, we are sure wt-

offer you something good. We pay si)ecial at

tention to honey-gathering ([ualities, but df

nut forget gentleness, beauty, etc. Our queens

are good to look at, and their bees a pleasure

to work with.

Pric^j: ' Tjntcsted, $1.25 each; six, $7.50; twelve, $1.1.60; fifty or more, $1 each.

Tested, $2 each.
. . ^ .

Prompt service, safe arrival of queens, and satisfaction, we guarantee. Any queens

that prove to be niismated will be replaced free of charge. No foulbrood or other con-

tagious disease has ever been in our vicinity.

W. D. ACHORD, Fitzpatrick, Alabama

WESTERN BEEKEEPERS!
We handle the finest line of bee

supplies. Send for our 68-page cata-
log. Our prices wiil interest you.

The Colorcdo Honey Producers' As-
(ociation, 1424 Market St.,

Denver, Colo.

GOLDEN QIEENS 1921
Golden and three-band queens, un-

tested $1 each, or 6 for $5; $80 per
100. Virgin queens 50c each, or $40
per 100. All order.s will be filled

promptly, or parties notified just
when to look for them. Rea.sonable
satisfaction to everybody.

R. 0. COX, Rt. No. 4, Luverne, Ala.
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3 -Banded— Highest Quality of Italian Queens— Golden

Twenty-five years of select breeding from the best.

We are prepared to ship queens by return mail, or on very short notice, ivvery

queen sent out by us is guaranteed to arrive in perfect condition and to give absolute

satisfaction. Our strains have proved themselves to be not only great honey gatherers

but also very resistant to disease, especially European foulbrood.

Listen to what others say about them:

"One of your queens built up from a nucleus arid made 360 pounds of surplus honey.

Enclosed find $75 for fifty queens. I want these for requeening European foulhrood
colonies, as I find your stock resistant." Troy, Pa. (Name on request.)

"The queens I got from you have all the others skinned. They arc gentle, hest of

workers and stand the long winters here. Other queens coming from a shorter dis-

tance do not hold a i-andle to them." Gilbert Plains, Man., Canada.
(Name on request.)

PRICE LIST OF OUR QUEENS
Untested $1.10 each; 6 to 25, $1.05 each; 25 to 50, $1 each; 50 up. 90c each

Select untested.... $1.25 each; 6 to 35. $1.15 each; 25 to 50, $1.10 each; 50 up, $1 each
Tested $2.25 each; 6 to 25, $2.15 each; 25 to 50, $2.10 each; 50 up $2 each

Select tested .... $3.00 each; 6 to 25, $2.75 each; 25 to 50, $2.50 each; 50 up, $2.25 each
Breeders, $25 up to $35 each. Wings clipped free of charge on request.

M. C. BERRY & CO., Haynevilie, Ala., U. S. A.

TIME IS MONEY
When the honey flow is on and you need supplies which will enable your bees to gather

a maximum crop of honey. If you are rushed and in a particular hurry, try ordering
from Council Bluffs. For we are well stocked with the supplies you need. Can ship

over any one of nine trunk lines to your very back door, and are prepared to give

your order immediate and individual attention.

If you want actio , try us. That is, if you use quality goods. That's the only kind
we can send you. June, July and August are your hardest months. Let us help you
in making these months count.

THE A. I. ROOT CO. OF IOWA, COUNCIL BLUFFS, lA.

The "Railroads Everywhere" Town

FOR SALE
fillHaving filled all my orders for nuclei, I am now prepared to

all orders for queens by return mail.

Untested, single, $1.25, six for $7.00, 12 for $13.00. Lots of 50
or more, $1.00 each.

Tested queens, $1.75 each.
Select tested, for breeding, $2.50 each.
I have 50 or more of misniated queens at 50c each. Also some

blacks at 30c.

A. B. MARCHANT, Jesup, Georgia
References: Merchants and Farmers Bank, Jesup, Ga.

SECTIONS! SECTIONS!! SECTIONS!!!
While our present stock lasts we give you the opportunity to buy No. 2 sections at a

big reduction. We offer as follows:

No. 2—4!4x4JixlJ^ two beeway Sections, per thousand $8.00

No. 2—4^Jt4V^3tl^ plain Sections, per thousand 7.00

No. 2—4x5x1 J^ plain Sections, per thousand 7.00

We ai : pleased to announce a big reduction in Bee Supplies. Send us a list of the

goods you wish to purchase and we will quote you our new reduced prices.

AUGUST LOTZ COMPANY, Boyd, Wisconsin
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HEADQUARTERS FOR

LEWIS BEEWARE
DADANT

FOUNDATION
WESTERN PINE

HIVES

Write Us. It Pays

^TheClias. H.Lilly Co.

Seattle. Yakima, Portland

PORTER BEE
ESCAPE
SAVES
HONEY
TIME
MONEY

For sale by all dealers
If no dealer, write factory

R. & E. C. PORTER, MFRS.
Lewistown, Illinois, U. S. A.

(Please mention Am. Bei' Journal when writing)

A NEW BEE BOOK
"Dadant's Syitem of Beekeeping"

Send for a copy today.

Price $1.00.
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HONEY HONEY HONEY
^ There are many beekeepers who do not produce enough Honey to supply their trade.

^ Mahy of them are buying their extra needs from us. The particular advantage we can offer is a

uniform Honey at all times at a reasonably low price.

fl Our special blend of Fancy Honey is of a fine mild flavor and is always uniform. This Honey is

liquid in various size tins. For those who prefer it we can supply any grade of the best flavored

Table Honeys, granulated in 60 pound tins.

SPECIAL BLEND OF FANCY HONEY (Liquid)

fiO-lb. tins, 2 per case I'le U). ft-lb. tins, 12 per case 17c !b.

in-lb tins' 6 per case 16clb. 2VMb. tins. 24 per case ISclb.

\V.\TER WHITE .SWEET CLOVER HONEY— CALIF. EXTRA L. A. SAGE HONEY—
(iO-lb. tins, granulated 13c-lb. 60-lb. tins, granulated ISc lb.

GLASS AND TIN HONEY CONTAINERS
2'/;-lb cans 2 dozen resbipping cases, ii;1.45 case; 10-lb. pails (with handles), yi dozen rcshipping cases, $1.10 case;

crates of 100, $6.50 crates of 100, $12.75

."j-lb. pails (with handles), 1 dozen resbipping cases, $1.35 case;

crates of 100, $8.30 GO-lb. tms, 2 per case—new, $1.30 case; used, 60c.

WHITE FLINT GLASS, WITH GOLD LACQD. WAX LINED CAPS
8-oz. honey capacity, cylinder style $150 per carton of 3 doz. Quart, 3 lb. honey capacity. Mason style, $1 per carton of 1 doz.

IG-oz. honey capacity, table jar service. $1.40 per carton of 2 doz.

HOFFMAN & HAUCK, Inc. Woodhaven, N. Y.

LOW PRICES AGAIN
ON QUALITY GOODS DISCOUNTS AS FOLLOWS:

Get our Prices Before Ordering

THE A. I. ROOT CO. OF IOWA
COUNCIL BLUFFS, IOWA

•»•
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?
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y
y

Frames less 40%, Hives and the General Line less 35%, Sections

and Shipping Cases less 35%, and immediate
|

shipment, too

"t"»"»"*"
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Is Uncle Sam'sWord
Good Enough?

Then Mr. Bee-man, just write for

Volume I of the Cypress Pocket
Library and read what our re-

spected Uncle has to say about
Cypress C'TheWood Eternal.")

You'll then see why any bee-

hive, or bottom or winter case

not made of Cypress is not so

good as it might be. 42 other

volumes all free. The list is in

Volume I. Write and it comes.

SOUTHERN CYPRESS MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION
1251 Perdido Building, New Orleans, La., or 1251 Heard National Bank Building, Jacksonville, Fla.

Insist on TRADE-MARKED Cypress at Your Local Lumber Dealer's 11 be basn'I it. l-t.T VS KNOH' IMMEDUTELY

A.
X

I
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ALUMINUM HONEYCOMBS
will eventually be used by every progressive beekeeper.

Don't be one of the last to profit by their

remarkable merits

COMBS MANUFACTURED BY

The Duffy- Diehl Company of Pasadena, Calif.

DIST RIBUTED ONLY BY

THE DIAMOND MATCH COMPANY
APIARY DEPARTMENT

CHICO, CALIFORNIA



REDUCED PRICES
IN ROOT QUALITY SUPPLIES

Based on present and prospective raw material cost and wage reductions, The A. I. Root
Company has reduced bee supply prices to help get the nation's business "back
'" to'normal," as promised on page two of our 1921 spring catalog. Write

,^ - at once, if you do not get your copy of our price list on

^ROOT'S DISCOUNT SALE
Important Summer Price Reductions

As these discounts from our summer catalog prices are subject to withdrawal

without notice, and as they will resuU in large orders, we
suggest that you order immediately

Discounts are as follows:

40 Per Cent 25 Per Cent
Frames, Cartons (for comb honey) Hives (flat). Inside Furniture, Honey

Untested Queens, Bees.
^°^'^'^ ^*S^"' Beginners Outfits.

35 P C t
^^ ^^^ Cent

Honey and Wax Extractors, Smokers,
Sections, Shipping Cases. Knives, Traps, Metal Goods.

AIRCO COMB FOUNDATION IS REDUCED 10c PER POUND

No discount on Buckeye hives, books, glass, tin or sundry unnamed items

These discounts have no relation whatever to any special price quoted in

our close-out list or elsewhere. They apply only to our REGU-
LAR 114th EDITION, SPRING 1921

MAKE HAY WHILE THE SUN SHINES

Now is the time to complete and better your equipment, extractors, honey boards, traps, smokers and^veils

Supplies ready at hand— foundation, sections, cartons, shipping cases, glass and tin containers, will save

you time which may be used in producing more honey

WHY BUY ROOT QUALITY BEE SUPPLIES?
You believe thoroughness to be the biggest factor in success

And to get thoroughness you want the best bee supplies money will buy. Equipment all standardized on
Root quality is one big aid to thorough work. Root supplies mean accurate and fast work.

Time saved by fast work is the time that takes care of more colonies

You will find the Root quality, top quality, and Root treatment now called service, man to man treatment

THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY
MEDINA, OHIO, U. S. A.
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FRICTION TOP CANS
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Shake with H. N. MAJOR,
South Wales, N. Y.

Mr. Major is one of the leading

Queen Breeders for his age Keep

your eyes on him, he will be a

second Doolittle. The other week

Major wrote us like this:

"I tiave worn all kinds of veils
from home-spun to factory made
— but for real work and com-
fort givemea"MUTH IDEAL

Order one today $1.50

2j^ lb. cans

5 lb. cans ..
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Missouri Meeting
The Missouri Agricultural Society

will hold a meeting August 26-27.
August 26 at the home of Miss Emma
L. Compton, East Kansas City, Mo.
Maple Park is the station, on the Ex-
selsior Springs interurban, from
either Kansas City or Liberty. Au-
gust 27 at J. F. Diemer's yard. Liber-
ty, Mo. Messrs. E. R. Root, C. P.

Dadant, Dr. L. Haseman and others,

have been asked to speak, and Mr.
Diemer will give a queen-rearing
demonstration. All beekeepers in-

vited^

Lewis 4-Way Bee Escapes

Four exits from lapert. Fiti all ttaadard boards
Springs of coppered steel. Made of

substantial metal.

Made by

G. B. LEWIS COMPANY,
Watertown, Wis., U. S. A.

Sold only by Lewis "Beeware"
Distributors.

NEWBingham

BEE SMOKER

Buy Bingham Bee
Smokers

On the market over 40 years. The bel-

lows of best quality sheep skin, is

provided with a valve, which gives it

pep and makes it responu quickly to
the most Vlicate touch, giving as much
or as little smoke as is required. The
Big Smoke size, stove 4x10 inches, with
asbestos lined shield, permits the hold-
ing of the smoker between the knees
without danger of burning the trousers
or one's legs. This size is much ap-
preciated by extensive operators.

Size of Shipping
8tu,e. weight,
inches lbs.

Big Smoke, with shield i xlO 3
Big Smoke, no shield.... 4 xlO 3

Smoke Engine 4x7 2%
Doctor 3j^x 7 2

Conqueror 3x7 IJi
Little Wonder 3 x 5'/i \%

Buy Bingham Honey Un-
capping Knives

Made of the finest quality steel for the
purpose that money can buy. These
knives of the proper thickness and qual-
ity have given the best of satisfaction,
as the old-timeri will testify. For over
thirty years the men engaged in the
manufacture of these knives have been
at this work. The perfect grip cold
handle is one of the improvements.

Buy Woodman Section
Fixer

One of our men with the section li.xer

puts up 500 sections with top starters in
one hour and thirty minutes; 500 sec-
tions set up with top starters in ninety
minutes. This includes the laoor of
cutting foundation, getting sections and
supers and placing the sections into the
supers and carrying them away. A
complete job. This is nothing unusual,
but his regular speed. You can do the
same if you have the push, after you
become accustomed to the work. There
is no breakage of sections. It will pay
you to secure one of these machines for
this work. It is the best thing of the
kind on the market.

Special Sale Honey
Packages

Get our latest reduced prices on all

honey packages. Let us add you to our
large list of pleased customers in this

line of merchandise. Special prices on
shipment from factories direct to cus-

tomer. Sixty-pound cans in bulk and
in cases. Friction top pails and cans
all sizes. Clear flint glass. Mason jars

pints an quarts; tumblers, pound jars

and other sizes. Get on to our list, so

as to get quotations.

A. G. WOODMAN CO.
•RAND RAPIDS, MICH., U. S. A.
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HONEY WANTED HONEY

We are in the market for both comb and extracted. Send sample of ex-

tracted, state how put up with lowest price delivered Cincinnati. Comb
honey, state grade and how packed with lowest price delivered Cincin-

nati. We are always in the market for white honey if price is right.

C. H. W. WEBER & CO., 2 163-65-67 Central Ave., Cincinnati, O.

QUEENS PACKAGE BEES
FULL COLONIES AND NUCLEI

QUEENS

Our bees are hustlers for honey, prolific, gentle, very resistant to European foulbrood, our customers tell us. For years we have
been shipping thousands of queens and pounds of bees all over the United States and Canada. We are continually getting letters

with statements such as the following: "Well pleased with your stock; best we ever had. The bees we got from you are the tops

(best) out of our 225 colonies; bees arrived in fine shape, well pleased," etc. Write for free circular giving details, etc.

We are quoting a lower price for balance of the year, but will still hold up the high standard of Quality First. I have a good
proposition for two or three Northern men wanting to come South this fall. Write for particulars.

Queens after July 1st, balance of the y

Untested $1.35 each, 25 or more $1.00 each

Select Untested $1.50 each, 25 or more $1.25 eacl

Tested $2.25 each, 25 or more $1.75 each

Select Tested $2.75 each, 25 or more $2.00 each

Breeders $5.00 to $15.00

1 pound pkg. bees, $2.25 each; 25 or more, $2.13 each
2 pound package bees $3.75 each; 25 or more, $3.56 each
3 pound pkg. bees, $5.25 each; 25 or more, $4.98 each

Add price of queen wanted when ordering bees. Safe arrival
guaranteed within 6 days of here.

NUECES COUNTY APIARIES, e. b. ault. Proprietor CALALLEN, TEXAS

*><'m!*A«!«<*«!**V>*><**>*>*v • •••% •^•» ••• • * •'%'V%*%*VV

"SUPERIOR" FOUNDATION. Yes, we are ready for the rush
Many tons now ready for shipment, and our machines are running to utmost capacity. Use the best. If

your dealer can't supply you, write us for price, stating quantity required. We also accept beeswax for

foundation or supplies
"Everything in Bee Supplies."

SUPERIOR HONEY CO., Ogden, Utah (Manufacturer, of Weed Process Foundation)

±
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Southern Headquarters

Reliable Three-Banded Italian Queens
For several years our Queens have been used
and recommended by a number of the foremost
beekeepers in the United States and Canada.
We cannot afford to disappoint them, and we
unll not disappoint you.

Having several hundred colonies in outyards
to select breeding stock from, and large, well-
etjuipped queen-rearing yards, we are su c wc
offer you something good. We pay special at-

tention to honey-gathering qualities, but do
not forget gentleness, beauty, etc. Our queens
are good to look at, and their bees a pleasure
to work with.

Prices: Untested, $1.25 each; six, $7.50; twelve, $13.50; fifty

Tested, $2 each.
Prompt service, safe arrival of queens, and satisfaction, we guarantee. Any queens

that prove to be misinated will be replaced free of charge. N foulbrood or other con-
tagious disease has ever been in our vicinity.

W. D. ACHORD, Fitzpatrick, Alabama

more, q>l each

WESTERN BEEKEEPERS!
We handle the finest line of bee

supplies. Send for our 68-page cata-

log. Our prices will interest you.

The Colorcdo Honey Producer*' As-
sociation, 1424 Market St.,

Denver, Colo.

GOLDEN QIEENS 1921
Golden and three-band queens, un-

tested $1 each, or 6 for $5; $80 per
100. Virgin queens 50c each, or $40
per 100. All orders will be filled

promptly, or parties notified just

when to look for them. Reasonable
satisfaction to everybody.

R. 0. COX, Rt. No. 4, Luverne, Ala.
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RE-QUEEN
Aug'ust is the month to requeen and
cure our stock, many purchase a num
ber of our guaranteed queens in Au-
gust or September and from them
select their breeder for the follow-

ing season. As the prices of nearly

all commodities are being reduced,
we are accordingly reducing our
prices of queens, this reduction to

take place August 1st. We have sold

breeding queens to many large

honey producei-s and queen breeders
throughout the United States, Canada
and other parts of the world and all

are much pleased with our stock. A
notable example of these is J. E.

Wing, of California, one of the larg-

est queen breeders and shipper of

pound packages in the world. He has
purchased breeders from many
sources in the past and writes:

"This season the Jay Smith strain

has been secured and these are equal,

if not superior to anything I ever

had."

prepare for winter next year's honey crop. Desiring to se-

Hundreds who have purchased our
guaranteed queens in the past, speaK
in highest terms of our stock. In the
main, the reasons they give for pre-
ferring our stock are because they
are gentle, they are of uniform yel-

low color, showing good breeding,
because they are excellent for eradi-
cating European foulbrood and for
the fact that the queens are large,
indicating a capacity for heavy egg
production, which means strong colo-

nies that get the big crops of honey.
Remember, I guarantee pure mat-

ing, safe arrival and general satisfac-

tion. I send out but one grade •f
queens, and that the very best I am
capable of producing. If any queer,

should ever prove other than a first-

class queen, I shall consider it a fa-

vor if the purchaser report the matter
to me that I may have the oppoitunity
to replace her.

-A card will bring our catalog.

PRICE LIST AFTER AUGUST FIRST
1 to 4, inclusive. each; 5 to 9, inclusive, $1.95 each; 10 or

$12 each.

more. $1.90 each. Our very best breeders.

JAY SMITH, Vincennes, Ind.
RT. 3
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Your Opportunity—Act now

To introduce to beekeepers the extreme prolificness and honey getting quali-

ties of our Southland Queens and Bees we offer to each customer one

Queen only at 35c. For AUGUST ONLY.

SOUTHLAND APIARIES, Hattiesburg, Miss.

y
?
y

y
t

t

OPPORTUNITY
To Save Two-Hundred and Thirty-One Dollars or

30%
Standard body, 10-frame, full sheets, wired . 64 at $291.20

Standard body, 10-frame, no foundation, not wired. 10 at $24.50

Standard body, 10-frame, kd., 5 in box, 6 boxes 30 at $51.45

Metal covers, with inner covers 50 at $91.00

Reversible cypress bottom boards 50 at $57.05

Wax foundation, full sheets, medium 75 lbs. at $48.30

$563.50 f. o. b. Buffalo. $563.50

H. B. MILLER, Langs Farm, BUFFALO, N. Y.

>,.w'-?~vv!~v!~:~!~v:-:~>:-:~>:~>c~>:~:~x~:~x-:-:~:~x~:~x~x~x^^
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A SUPERIOR QUALITY
AT LESS COST SUPPLIES A SUPERIOR QUALITY

AT LESS COST

All of the supply manufacturers have at last reduced their prices,

but, as a beekeeper
,

pointed out to us last month, the reduction in

prices made by some manufacturers is not nearly as great as the reduc-

tion in prices of honey.

This is perfectly true.

Our sympathy in the campaign for low prices has been entirely

with the beekeeper, and a comparison of the prices as listed below

will show that we can save the beekeeper money on supplies.

These supplies are made by the Diamond Match Company and are

of a superior quality.

Hives, Supers, etc., listed below are in the flat, and are complete with Hoflfman

Frames, nails, metal rabbets and all inside fixtures

ONE-STORY DOVETAILED HIVE
Five 8-frame $13.50

Five 10-frame 14.30

FULL-DEPTH SUPERS
Five 8-frame $6.70
Five 10-frame 7.60

SHALLOW EXTRACTING SUPERS
Five 8-frame $5.00

Five 10-frame 5.50

NO. 1 STYLE COMB HONEY SUPERS
Five 8-frame $4.80
Five 10-frame 5.25

STANDARD HOFFMAN FRAMES
100 $7.20

500 : 33.00

OUR INCOMPARABLE QUALITY FOUNDATION

Medium Brood Thin Super Light Brood

5 lbs. 74c per lb. 5 lbs. 80c per lb. 5-lb. lots 76c per lb

25 lbs. 73c per lb.

50 lbs. 72c per lb.

25 lbs. 79c per lb.

50 lbs. 78c per lb.

25-lb. lots 75c per lb.

50-lb. lots 74c per lb.

Aluminum Honey Combs as now made by Dufify-DiehlCo. are meet-

ing with success wherever used. We carry these in stock to supply

eastern beekeepers.

HOFFMAN & HAUCK, Inc., Woodhaven, N. Y.
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I

PERFECT SECTIONS
OF HONEY

are not entirely the result of perfect lumber,

but depend also on the bees, the honey flow,

the care of the beekeeper and the founda-

tion used.

Dadant's Foundation will aid in securing

such perfect sections because it has all the

qualities necessary for the most practical use,

and for the most fastidious section honey

producer.

Have you made the highest percentage of

number one sections from your season's

work? Dadant's Foundation has helped

many a beekeeper add to his average.

.5

Regardless of competition always the best.

Tested each year in our many hundred

colonies that w^e may help insure the most

perfect work in brood chamber or super.

DADANT'S FOUNDATION every inch, every pound, every ton equal tovi^v^nt 9 rvwi^vHiivn any sample we have ever sent out.

Specify it to your dealer. If he hasn 't it write us

DADANT & SONS, HAMILTON, ILLINOIS
Catalog and Prices on Bee Supplies, Beesrwax, Wax Working into Comb Foundation

and Comb Rendering for the asking

i
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A POST CARD TO YOU
Did you get our post card announcing lower prices?

It was mailed to you early in the month of June.

32 % reduction on famous No. 1 Lewis section boxes.

30% reduction on all hives, bodies, supers, covers.

Many other low prices on items you need now.

These apply to No. 1 grade of goods only.

Also ask for bargain list on "Odd Lot" goods.

ITALIAN QUEEN BEES

August is the season for requeening in most parts of the U. S.

A., just at the end of the honey flows. Arrangements have

been made with one of the best Southern queen bee breeders

to furnish 3-banded ItaHans to enable beekeepers to introduce

better stock. Prompt shipment, safe arrival and satisfaction

guaranteed in U. S. A.

Price $1.00 each, untested

Price $2.25 each, tested

LOOK FOR THIS

etc MlVtS *M0 APiAOIAN CQUIPWENT

BEWARE
WHEREYOU BUY YOUR

BEEWARE
WIS./WAreRTOffN' s

A

MAKES THE FINEST.
CD0>r>*ia«iT. iBift, •* a »i.twis como*ny

{REGISTERED MARK

G. B. LEWIS COMPANY
HOME OFFICE AND WORKS

WATERTOWN, WIS., U. S. A.

Branches: Memphis, Tenn., Albany, N. Y., Lawyers, Va.

Distributors Throughout the U. S. A.

Ask tor a " Beeware '

' Catalog today, free
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BEEKEEPING IN MARYLAND
An Outline of the General Conditions and of the Nectar Resources of an

Eastern State—By G. H. Gale

THE topography of Maryland is

such that in traveling from Oak-
land in the Allegany Moun-

tains to Ocean City, on the Eastern
shore, a distance of over 300 miles, a

range of altitude is encountered from
over 3,000 feet to sea level. Accord-
ing to altitude, the State may be di-

vided into three distinct regions, (a)

the Coastal plain, (b) the Midland
region or Piedmont, (c) the Moun-
tain region.

The Coastal plain is separated into
the Eastern and Western shores by
the Chesapeake Bay and takes in the
area east of an arc extending from
Washington, D. C, to Elkton. Much
of the Eastern Shore is included in

two low terraces, with an average ele-

vation of 80 feet above sea level. In
places along the coast, however, espe-
cially in the south and about the bay,
are many thousands of acres where
the soil is saturated, giving rise to ex-
tensive marshes often 2 V2 miles
in width and frequently so salt

that only a few plants can live in

them. The total swamp area, as
given by Shreve, Chrysler, Blodgett
and Besley, in Vol. 3 of the Mai-yland
Weather Ser\'ice "Plant Life in Mary-
land," is 276,736 acres, of which
128,960 acres are in Dorchester
County. In the uplands there are
also numerous swamps where cedar
and cypress abound. Through all the
Eastern Shore are great numbers of
sluggishly flowing streams of all sizes,

often of an amber hue from the ever-
green swamps. The mouths of the
permanent streams extend as broad
estuaries.

The Western Shore has a greater
elevation, rising to a maximum of
290 feet. The surface is level, but
sharply cut by streams, especially in

the southern part of the Chesapeake-
Potomac peninsula, and at the mouths
of the rivers there is fi-equently a
sharp rise from tide level to 100 feet

or more. Marsh areas are restricted

to the bay shore in Harford County.
The Midland region extends from

the "fall line" at the west limits of

the Coastal plain to the eastern part

of Allegany County. The eastern
half is at a level of 480 to 850 feet,

with a fairly uniform surface dis-

sected by streams, but the western
part is at a much higher elevation,

containing low mountain ranges with
fertile valleys between. The most
Important of the valleys, those in

which Middletown and Hagerstown
are situated, are separated by the

Blue Ridge Mountains, which rise as

high as 2,000 feet. At the western

edge of the Midland is a series of
narrow valleys and steep ridges ter-

minating in Allegany County at a

1,500 foot elevation.

The mountain region is entirely

above 1,500 feet and contains the Big
Savage and Great Backbone ridges,

rising to 3,200 feet. The highest ele-

vation is 3,342 feet, near Table Rock,
in Garrett County. The valleys and
bottom lands bordering the streams
are often very fertile, and along the

upper waters of some of the streams
are frequent swamps.

Because of this great diversity in

topography there is a wide variation

in the flora throughout the state and

Peach orchard in the Upper Midland.
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also a great difference in the soils and
in the agriculture adapted to them.
The climate obviously has a wide
range and consequently a great ef-

fect upon the growing season and
upon the distribution of plants. Some
understanding of these differences is

necessary in studying the nectar re-

sources of the State.
The rainfall is uniform and well

suited to plant development, and
some 1,800 to 1,900 species are to be
found, a great number with a wide
distribution through eastern North
America. The chief vegetation is

forest trees, and woodlands occupy
about one-third the area of the State,
with the smallest percentage in the
center. The effect of the differences
in altitude, climate and soil is strik-

ingly shown in the type of flora to be
found in the eastern and western
parts of the State. In the mountain
regions, species occur whose chief
range is northern United States,

while in the eastern part much of the
vegetation is related to that found in

the tidewater Carolinas and Virginia.

The Climate
Weather records show a difference

of 82 days in the last occurrence of
frost between Garrett County in the
west and Worcester County in the
east. Also at Sunnyside, Garrett
County, the average date for the last

occurrence of 40 degrees comes 50
days after the last occurrence of 32
degrees. At Pocomoke, Worcester
County, the interval is only 9 days.
At the latter place, therefore, spring
comes quickly with warm nights,

while at Sunnyside it comes slowly,
with many cool nights. The usual
difference for the occurrence of
spring in the two places is about 5
weeks. At Baltimore, due to the tem-
pering influence of Chesapeake Bay,
spring comes 12 days earlier than at

Pocomoke, although the latter is

much further east and south.
In the mountain region the winters

are quite cold and even, but in the
east great variations occur, especially
in the lower Midland and shore re-

gions. The records of the Weathe
Bureau station at Great Falls show a
range of temperature in December
from 68 degrees to degrees, and in

May from 96 degrees to 28 degrees.

The soil survey of Montgomery
County, by Carter and Hull, gives a
mean temperature of 53.8 degrees for
the Piedmont, with the last killing

frost on May 12, and the first killing

frost in fall on October 3.

The Eastern Shore
Sandy loams and sands predomin-

ate in the northern and southeastern
counties, and clay soils are extensive
in the counties along the Bay. For-
ests occupy about one-fourth the
area, being most extensive in the
south, where coniferous trees abound.
Some of the purest stands of loblolly

pine in the United States occur here.
In the northern part deciduous trees
predominate and in parts of Cecil

CouTity chestnut and chestnut oak
form a large part of the forest area.
The lighter soils ai-e well adapted

to truck crops, and great quantities
of vegetables are raised and shipped
to northern markets. In the south
considerable land is devoted to to-

matoes and melons. Fifty per cent
of the tomatoes grown in the United
States for canning purposes are
grown in Maryland, most of them in

this region. Smaller truck crops are
raised nearer Baltimore, strawberries
and sweet potatoes being noticeable
among them. On the deeper loams of
the central counties corn and wheat
are important. The peach crop from
the eastern shore is of considerable
importance, and the orchard industry
is rapidly growing in the lower
counties.

The Western Shore
On the Western Shore there is

much sandy loam of good quality.
Here it is that the early settlers be-
came so well established, especially in

the region known as Southern Mary-
land. Prior to 1865 much of this re-

gion was highly cultivated, tobacco
being the chief crop because of its

quick cash value. As fast as one piece
of land ran out, another clearing was
made and new land sowed, a practice
which resulted in soil depletion, and
for 40 years the region has been neg-
lected by man. In St. Mary's and
Charles Counties alone fully one-half
of the land is uncultivated. Forty-
two per cent of the area is in forests.

Tobacco is still grown extensively and
in some sections wheat and com are
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The natural divisions of Maryland.

important. There is no record in
Maryland, however, of nectar in any
amount being obtained from tobacco,
since in the cultural system used the
plants are cut before they bloom. In
Anne Arundel County strawberries
are an important crop, the most of
them being sold in the Baltimore mar-
ket. The sandy river necks south of
Baltimore produce quantities of mel-
ons, peas, beans, strawberries and
small fruits.

The Lower Midland
The chief soils here are loams and

clays, and in nearly every county is

a narrow strip of peculiar formation
known as the Serpentine Barrens,
containing no lime or potash, but rich
in magnesium compounds. The re-
sulting flora is different from any
other in the State, but fortunately
this soil is quite limited. About one-
fourth the area is forested, but mostly
as small tracts scattered through a
highly cultivated farming country.
The largest acreage of improved land
in the State is found in this section.
Corn and wheat are the big crops,
and in Harford and Cecil Counties
considerable sweet corn, tomatoes
and other vegetables are raised for
canning purposes. Hay is important
in Baltimore, Carroll, Montgomery
and Harford Counties and consider-
able alsike clover is used in the seed
mixtures. Dairying is also important
in these counties, and white clover is

abundant.

The Upper Midland
In the Middletown and Hagerstown

Valleys clay loams predominate, over-
lying Shenandoah limestone. These
soils are excellent and clover thrives
wherever the lime is sufficiently avail-,
able. Sandy loams and sands are"
more abundant in the west. Here
the forested area is the least in the
State, amounting to only one-fifth of
the acreage, most of which is in Alle-
gany County. In this county 50 per
cent of the land is in forests. At one
time the Middletown Valley north of
Frederick was the richest agricultural
section in the United States. Corn
and wheat are the big crops. The
higher lands to the west, especially
around Hancock, are devoted to ex-
tensive apple orchards, one orchard
alone embracing 600 acres. Some
quince orchards are also found, and
at the northern end of the Blue Ridge
peaches have long been a noted prod-
uct. About Hagerstown considerable
acreage is used to grow crops for
canning purposes.

The Mountain Region
In the mountains the shales and

sandstones have worn down into

sandy loams and sands. The forests
are extensive and occupy fully two-
thirds of the entire area. The agri-

culture is, of course, limited, and the
most extensive industry is mining.
Sheep are grazed in numbers, and
seed potatoes are becoming an im-
portant crop. In the cool nights and
wai»m days buckwheat does well and
is raised to quite an extent.

Distribution of Two Principal Honey
Plants

A discussion of Maryland's chief

honey plants, clover (Trifolium re-

pent and T. Hybridum), and tulip-'
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poplar (Liriodendron tulipifera), will

serve to show the influence these fac-
tors have on the nectar resources of
the State. White and alsike clovei's

occur in considerable quantities and
tulip-poplar forms a generous per-
centage of the forest areas. By na-
ture, however, the clover and tulip

are opposites. Clover, a resident of
the North, is found in cultivated or
open lands, while tulip-poplar, a rela-

tive of tropical plants, is confined to
the forests. Therefore, to state that
clover and tulip are common through-
out the State is misleading.

Clover
Since clover is confined to lands

not under constant cultivation, its

abundance will be determined largely
by the character of the agriculture.
In the Midland, where dairying is an
industry or hay is raised in large
amounts, alsike and white clover are
extensively found. On the Eastern
Shore, wherever clover will grow, it

does well, but here again the agricul-

ture limits its abundance, and in some
soils it is impossible to secure a stand
of it. In the mountain region clover
is not found to any extent.

Clover is not at its optimum except
where lime is abundant and its fame
as a honey plant comes from glaci-

ated regions where the soil is rich in

lime. None of the soils of Maryland
are of glacial origin, and the lack of

native lime is shown by the vegeta-
tion. Chestnut and chestnut oak are
commonly found and neither of these
are tolerant of lime. There is more
lime in the Midland region than else-

where.
Temperature also has a decided

bearing on the nectar secretion from
clover, and where clover thrives best

in the State the temperature is not
long favorable. It has been shown
by Hawkins that, in Wisconsin, on
glaciated soils rich in lime, the nectar
yield from clover ends when the daily

mean temperature reaches 74 de-

grees, although clover continues to

bloom thereafter. The following
shows the mean daily temperature for

a ten-year period in Maryland during
the blooming period of clover

June
Garrett County 64 degrees
Allegany County 70 degrees
Frederick County 71 degrees
Baltimore County 72 degrees

July
Garrett County 68 degrees
Allegany County 74 degrees
Frederick County 77 degrees
Baltimore County 77 degrees

Daily Range—June
Garrett County 25 degrees
Allegany County 29 degrees
Frederick County 22 degrees
Baltimore County 17 degrees

July
Garrett County 24 degrees
Allegany County 30 degrees
Frederick County 21 degrees
Baltimore County 11 degrees

Judging from this, the best re-

sults would be expected in Garrett

and Alleghany Counties, but clover is

not found here in any quantity. It is

most abundant in the Midland, and
when the temperature and rainfall

are just right good crops are ob-

tained. This happens about once in
three years. If the bees are at the
proper strength a little clover honey
may be secured every year.

Tulip-Poplar
The tulip-poplar, or tulip ti-ee, is

a more certain yielder of nectar, blos-
soming during May, just before the
clover flow begins. The honey from
it is a dark amber. When both clo-
ver and tulip are present in quantity
in the same locality the latter will in-
sure a crop where the clover fails.

Such situations are not common, how-
ever, and require careful seeking.
The tulip is not only a fox-est denizen
but it has a decided choice as to the
soil in which it sets its roots, and it is

limited, also, in its abundance by the
severity of the climate. In volume
111 of the Maryland Weather Service,
where much of this information may
be found in detail, the distribution of
the tulip tree is given as general from
the swampy lands of the east to the
mountain slopes of the west. How-
ever, it is not found directly in the
swamps of the Eastern Shore, al-

though its presence often indicates a
soil too moist for agriculture. It is

most abundant on the dry flood plains
of the higher lands.
On the Western Shore it is not

found in the lowland forests, but is

plentiful in upland depressions and
on slopes where the moisture in the
soil is normal. On the soil covered
hillsides of the lower Midland it it

one of the predominant species, often
forming 80 per cent of the forest.
Some tulip is found in the flood plains
associated with maple, oak, gum and
elm. It is also abundant on top lands
where Cecil clay prevails and in Har-
ford County, except on the unculti-
vated gravel areas, three to five per
cent of all the trees are tulip. The
peculiar serpentine barrens prohibit
its growth. It so happens, however,
that the soil best suited to it is also
good wheat soil, and consequently
wheat is extensively raised in this sec-

tion, thus limiting the abundance of
the forest area.

In the upper midland region it is

found only on the lower slopes and

further west it is confined to the val-
leys, where it often forms 20 per
cent of the forest. In the upper
Monocacy Valley and in the region
north of Westminster, tulip is scarce.
It is not abundant in the Blue Ridge,
although found in the valleys near
North Mountain. In the mountain
region it is rare or absent, either on
the slopes or in the valleys. Where
it is best adapted, therefore, tulip-
poplar is limited by the well devel-
oped agriculture. On the other
hand, in Garrett County, where 64
per cent of the land is still in forest,
it occurs rarely.

Although this is perhaps a discour-
aging picture, there is the saving fact
that the tulip is a prolific yielder of
nectar and when it is in bloom the
large, showy, cup-like blossoms drip
with sweetness. The liquid is rich
and thick, with all the characteristic
taste of the ripened honey, although
in a less degree. A few trees give a
large quantity, therefore, and there
are good locations in the Midland for
sizable apiaries. I have never seen
bees act so wild over nectar as they do
when the tulip begins to yield. It is

a verity that they "go crazy." A
most peculiar thing about their be-
havior, however, is that if clover or
locust begin to yield abundantly at
any time when the tulip is in bloom,
they gradually desert the latter and
work entirely on the former, leaving
the big tulip blossoms dripping with
unrecovered sweetness.

The Extent of Beekeeping
The early history of beekeeping in

Mai-yland is brightened by the names
of some men of considerable note.
Langstroth was a resident of Balti-

more for several years, and Samuel
Wagner published the American Bee
Journal in the adjoining District of
Columbia, at Washington. Mr. Wag-
ner and Mr. Richard Colvin, of Balti-

more, were the first to import Italian

bees to this country from Europe, in

1859. Mr. Samuel Cushman, one of
the first teachers of beekeeping in an
agricultural college in the United
States, has long been a resident of
Baltimore, and an active worker for

A tomato tield on the iias:'
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the beekeeping interests of the State.

He formerly taught beekeeping at the

Rhode Island State College.

In a bulletin, "Beekeeping in Mary-
land," by Symons and McCray, issued

by the Maryland Agricultural Col-

lege Experiment Station, in 1911, it

is estimated that there are 5,000 bee-

keepers in the State, reporting a total

of 28,000 colonies, a little better than
five colonies to each apiary. Prob-
ably these figures have not greatly

increased since that time. There are
some apiaries of 100 to 200 colonies

and quite a few of 50 or more.
Eighty per cent of the bees are in

the West Shox-e and Midland regions

and over 74 per cent of the bees are
in modern equipment, but in in-

stances the box hive still persists, es-

pecially on the Eastern Shore and in

the mountain regions, where beekeep-
ing is of less importance.
Some of the largest apiaries are

found near the cities of Washington,
Baltimoi-e, Frederick, Hagerstown
and Cumberland, probably because
these are good markets for honey.
There is a good State Beekepers' As-
sociation under the leadership of the

State Entomologist, E. N. Cory. A
tendency exists to cling to the pro-

duction of comb honey, although con-

ditions over the State as a whole are
such that a good grade of comb honey
cannot be secured. Where clover is

in dependable amounts, however,
comb-honey production is profitable.

The average yield of honey per

colony is about 30 pounds, a low
yield, due to the fact that the honey
flow comes extremely early, betore
the colonies are sufficiently strong to

take advantage of it. When colonies

are wintered as they should be, brood-
rearing usually starts in March. Ma-
ples bloom in April, followed by fruit

and other early sources of nectar and
pollen. Tulip-poplar comes in early

May and is succeeded by clover in

June. In July and August there is a

long dearth, often with honeydew
in unwelcome abundance, followed by
a flow from the usual fall flowers.

This gives sufficient surplus for win-
ter but not for spring brood-rearing,
and about once in four or five years
an unusually cold winter, with few
flight days, causes a consequent heavy
loss of bees. The season following
such a winter is often a good one for
honey production and naturally, un-
der these conditions, only the careful

beekeeper gets a crop.
One hundred pounds per colony is

not unusual when the bees are in the

right condition.
The Nectar Sources

Maples—Acer saccharum, sugar
maple, April. Important in the upper
Midland.

Acer rubrum, red maple, April.

General.
Acer saccharinum, soft maple,

April.

All important in early brood-rear-
ing.

The writer has also seen nectar in

the supers in considerable amounts in

the vicinity of Washington from
plantings of Norway maple, Acer pla-

tinoides.

Tulip-poplar—Liriodendron tulipi-

fera. May 10-June 1. General, but

most abundant in the Midland region.

Least abundant in the mountain re-

gion. One of the most plentiful

sources of surplus.

Black Locust—Robinium Pseudo-
acacia. Late May-early June. East-

ern Shore, Carroll and Montgomery
Counties, Hagerstown Valley and
Cumberland hills, only on slopes in

mountain region. This is an uncer-
tain source, but when it does yield the

flow is abundant. In 1920 the bloom
was unusually heavy and large

amounts of honey were obtained from
locust. The honey is white and of

fine flavor.

White clover—Trifolium repens.

June. General except in forest re-

gion. Depends on weather conditions

but gives a fair crop one year in

three.

Alsike clover—Trifolium hybridum.
June. Coming into use generally in

fai-m practices and also does well

where white clover is not of much im-
portance.

Basswood or Linden—Tilia ameri-
cana. May-June. Midland, Blue
Ridge, North Mountains and Tonolo-
way Ridge. About Roundtop, south-
west of Hancock, linden is often 15

to 20 per cent of the stand. It is of-

ten common in the mountain zone,

but is scarce on the ridges.

Sumac—Rhus sp. July-August. In

restricted locations in the West
Shore, Midland and Mountain regions.

Chestnut—Castanea dentata. Au-
gust. Abundant, especially on the

hills and in the mountain region.

This is a questionable source of nec-
tar, but many beekeepers claim to se-

cure a yield from it.

Sweet clover — Melilotus alba.

From July on. Important on Eastern
Shore and around the bay. Some
sweet clover is also found in the Mid-
land.

Blue thistle, or Viper's bugloss—
Echium vulgare. July. Most import-

ant on fallow valley soils in upper
Midland.

Buckwheat—Fagopyrum Esculen-
tum. August-September. In extreme
west only. Does well on soils suited

to red spruce, and the latter is most
abundant in Garrett County.

Goldenrod—Solidago sp. August-
September. General.

Aster—Aster sp. September-Octo-
ber. General.
Joe-pye weed or boneset—Eupa-
torium purpureum. Lowlands, both

shores and Midland.
Sweet pepper bush—Clethra

folia. East shore along coast.

Professor E. N. Cory, of the

versity of Maryland, is well acquaint-

ed with the nectar resources of the

State, and he makes the following ad-

ditions to the honey plants:

Common chickweed—Alsine media;
winter cress—Barbarea stricta ; dan-

delion—Taraxicum Taraxicum; crim-

son clover—Trifolium incarnatum;
wild black raspberry—Rubus occiden-

talis; black gum—Nyssa sylvatica;

hairy vetch—Vicia villosa; staghorn

sumac—Rhus hirta; purple milkweed
—Ascelopias purpurascens; mountain
mint—Koellia virginiana ; mountain
sumac—Rhus copalina; narrow-leaved

mountain mint— Koellia flexuosa;

muskmelon—Cucumis melo.

alni-

Uni-

A monntain view in Wcsti-rn Maryland.

HOME-MADE ELECTRIC IMBED-
DING DEVICE

By Ransom A. Race

Electricity has supplanted the older

methods of imbedding the wires in

the foundation, but even with the use

of electricity, we have had our trou-

bles, and any simple way of giving a

flexible use of the current has not

come to my notice in any of the jour-

nals.

I have ti-ied flatirons, toasters, light

dimmers and vai-ious lengths of iron

wire put into the circuit as resistance.

They do the work very well as long as

we have one length and size of wire

to set. If we want to set two wires

in a shallow frame or four wires in

a Langstroth frame or six wires in a

Jumbo frame or an oblique wire in

any frame, a great deal of fussing

and figuring are necessary in order
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to get the correct amount of "resist-

ance" in the circuit to meet the vary-
ing conditions. Perhaps if you use
No. 26 wire, as I do, some friend may
bring in 10 or 20 frames wired with
No. 30 wire and ask you to set them.
Then your resistance is again all up-
set, because the electrical capacity of
the No. 26 wire is about six times as
great as the No. 30 wire of the same
length.

Small "transformers" are a great
improvement over flatirons, etc., but
a transformer that will give a delicate
control of the current to meet the
above conditions would cost a
"pretty penny," so only a few would
benefit by it.

Electricity is usually delivered to
the consumer as a current of 110
volts, 30 or 60 amperes and 60 cycle,

alternating; some have a constant
current; it makes no difference in the
application of my method what kind
of strength of current you have, as
long as you have it.

All methods of controlling the cur-
rent I have seen, try to do so by re-

ducing the voltage, seemingly forget-
ting that a current is made up of
other components besides its "force."
All currents have also "volume," or
amperage. Now, within certain lim-
its, and we are well within those lim-

its, with the currents and wires we
are discussing, a small wire will "ac-
cept" a current of small voltage and
large amperage, or one of large
voltage and small amperage, without
heating, but not a current of large
voltage and large amperage.

Instead of trying to vary the volt-

age in our small wire let us turn to

the amperes and let the volts alone.

A piece of No. 30 wire 18 inches long
will carry a current of 110 volts and
one-half ampere without heating, but
a current of 110 volts and 1 ampere
will heat it considerably. So let us
see if we can in any way apply this

principle to our use.
Take 6 open work porcelain recep-

tacles and 5 32 candle power carbon
lamps and 1 16 candle power carbon
lamp and construct a controlling
board in this way:

} ^ ^ ^

Resistance circuit for electrical imbedding.

A, plug to electric light socket;
wires are the flexible lamp cord un-
wound.

1, 2, 3, 4, 5 are the 32 candle
power lamps.

6 is the 16 candle power lamp.
B and C are the two points used to

touch wires in the frames to be
heated.

Each 32 candle power lamp that is

screwed down tight will draw 1 am-
pere of current, and the 16 candle
power lamp will draw one-half am-
pere.

To heat one length of wire across
the frame it takes about 1 % amperes,
to heat all 4 wires at once takes about
5 amperes. If you want to heat one
wire only, scx-ew down No. 1 and No.
6 lamps; then a current of 110 volts

and 1 V2 amperes is delivered at
points B and C. If you wish to heat 2
wires it takes about 3 amperes. Screw
down lamps 1, 2, and 3, leaving the
others loose, and you have a current
of 110 volts and 3 amperes at the
points B and C. You see, you can get
a current varying from 1 V2 to 5 V2

amperes with this board. If one-half
is not small enough a unit, put in an
8 candle power lamp which only
draws one-fourth ampere. If 5 Vi

amperes is not enough, add more
lights in the same way, and as many
as you wish.

I mention the carbon lamps because
they are not easily broken and be-

cause they happen to draw 1, V2 and
Vi amperes. While tungsten lamps
can be used just as well, the amper-
age drawn does not fit itself so well

for this usage; if you use tungsten
lamps use all of one size except the

last one, and that should be as nearly

as you can get it, only one-half as

strong.
The points used to touch the wires

ai-e pieces of No. 14 insulated copper
wire. Scrape off about 1 inch of the

insulation at each end, flatten the tip

of one end in a vise and file square on
end of flexible cords B and C to other

ends and cover with tape. Simple, but
very effective.

Have you foundation to cut? All

right, wind the ends of a short piece

of No. 26 or No. 24 copper wire
around points B and C, turn on the

current and draw wire across founda-
tion where you wish cut to be made.

Massachusetts.

THE FOULBROOD SITUATION IN

BRITISH COLUMBIA

By W. J. Sheppard

With the exception of the coast re-

gion, known as the Lower Mainland,

or the Fraser Valley, the whole of

British Columbia is practically free

from bee diseases.

"The Fraser River, 750 miles long,

has its source in the Yellowhead Pass,

close to the foot of Mount Robson.
After emerging from the mountains,

first northwesterly, and thence al-

most due south to within a few miles

of the International boundary, it turns

westward through a wide valley in-

tersecting the coast mountains. It

reaches the sea amidst an extensive

fertile delta of its own making. The
prevalence of moisture-laden winds

from off the Pacific ocean, during the

winter months, causes heavy rains.

During the summer months the ever-

changing tidal waters tend to keep

the day temperature moderate while

the nights are usually cool."

In the Fraser Valley, where Euro-

pean foulbrood is much in evidence,

it may be considered as endemic. The
moist climatic and other conditions

that prevail, are peculiarly favorable

to its growth and propagation, so that

it exists in a severe and virulent form.
It has been present here for a long
time and consequently obtained a
firm hold. This was not realized un-
til a special inspection was made, un-
der the direction of the Department
of Agriculture, in 1918, in a portion
of this area. The disease is very bad
in the adjoining territory in the State
of Washington. As bees cannot be
prevented from flying across the in-

ternational boundary line, it is obvious
that there is always the certainty of
re-infection from this source, after a
clean up, unless the same remedial
measures could be followed on both .

sides, this being one of the difficul-

ties beyond their control, that the in-

spectors have to face.

Mr. J. E. Crane, in the February
number of "Gleanings," is quite cor-
rect when he says that "European
foulbrood is much' more virulent on
some soils and in some locations than
others. In some sections it will disap-
pear of itself, while in others it is al-

most impossible to eradicate it."

.\s the Fraser Valley has been de-
clared an infected area, by the Min-
ister of Agriculture, under the pro
visions of the Apiaries Act of 1919,

wherein the moving of bees is prohib-
ited without a certificate of inspection,

the disease should be prevented from
spreading beyond these limits, espe-
cially as the mountain ranges form
such an effective natural barrier of

protection to the interior. The bee-
keepers themselves can do a good deal

to assist in this by being loyal and pa-
triotic enough to respect this neces-

sary regulation, and not try and evade
it.

When the special inspection was
made in 1918 it was found that bee-

keeping was mostly carried on in a

perfunctory and primitive manner.
Comparatively few were experienced
and understood the art of keeping
bees profitably. Most of the hives

used were single-walled, without any
additional protection, which is really

necessary in this cool climate, of vari-

ous patterns and sizes, and there were
a great many box hives. Many of the

beekeepers are farmers who, as a

rule, have not much time to devote

to this branch of agriculture; conse-

quently the bees were very often the

last to receive attention. It was
found, also, that nearly all the colo-

nies consisted of black bees, which
are usually looked upon as being the

most susceptible to disease.

During the last two years since the

inspectors have been working in this

territory (three in 1919, and four in

1920), there has been a marked im-

provement. The box hives have been

done away with, improved and up-to-

date hives and appliances have been

introduced and brought into use, and

many hundreds of colonies have been

requeened with good Italian queens.

The inspectors have taken a keen

and personal interest in their work,

and there can be no better method ot

imparting information and instruction

than by personal visits to the bee-

keepers made possible by the present

system of inspection.
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THE EDITORS' VIEWPOINTS
Cost Accounting

We call the attention of our read-

ers to the article by Mr. Elmer T.

Beach in this Journal on "Cost Ac-
counting in Beekeeping."

Mr. Beach has had many years' ex-

perience in accounting and is now
quite a successful beekeeper. He
gives an outline of just what should

be considered in getting at the actual

cost of producing honey.
This subject has been much too

long neglected by the beekeepers, who
are just now realizing that in many
instances honey is being produced at

a loss and that they had best discon-

tinue their beekeeping and go into

some more remunerative line unless

they can reduce cost or in some other
way offset the high production cost.

We will be glad to have sugges-
tions from our readers for further ar-

ticles along this line, as we feel sure

Mr. Beach is competent to handle
this subject, both from the beekeep-
ing standpoint and from that of the

expert accountant.

Requeening
In our Question and Answer De-

partment, the query is made of Dr.

Miller's method of requeening. We
believe that his ideas upon this sub-

ject are summed up in his answer to

this question in the "Thousand An-
swers to Beekeeping Questions," page
201: "No need to requeen if the

queens are good."

The C. C. Miller Fund
The Memorial Fund inaugurated in

honor of our departed friend and
educator has not turned out as large

as anticipated. We give in another
column the list of subscriptions. To
this will be added that secured by
Gleanings, which will be published in

that magazine. There is also a list

being circulated in England by the
Bee World. At last accounts this

amounted to something over 16
pounds. Another list is made up in

South Africa. Dr. Miller was an in-

ternational authority, even in for-

eign language countries, but he was
best appreciated in English-speaking
regions.
A number of subscriptions will be

supplied by the larger beekeepers,
when the list is closed. The majority

of the committee in charge are of

the opinion that much more may be

and should be secured. So the list will

be kept before the public until

enough is secured to make a respect-

able showing. We ask our readers
to i-efer to the letter received from
Dr. E. F. Phillips, of Washington,
published on page 323 of this issue.

We agree fully with him. Dr. Miller

was too big a man for the beekeepers
of America to be satisfied with the

modest sum obtained thus far.

Hot Weather Ventilation

The careful beekeeper has looked
after the ventilation needs of his colo-

nies during the hot weather. When it

begins to cool off it is just as neces-

sary for him to see that the colonies

do not have too much of it. "Stag-

gering" the supers, which may have
proven beneficial, will soon be obnox-
ious, and the bees will show their

opinion of it by trying to close the

extra openings with pi'opolis. Do not

wait till the weather becomes very
cool to reduce the amount of upper
ventilation, or close it up altogether.

A large amount of bottom-board ven-
tilation may be left till very late in

the season if the colonies are power-
ful. But upper ventilation is to be
done away with long before fiost.

An Italian Edition

A new edition of the extensive
work of De Rauschenfels, "L'Ape"
(The Bee), published in Milan, Italy,

by U. Hoepli, is on our desk. This
work, revised by Vincenzo Asprea,
the well-known associate editor of

L'Apicoltura Italiana, is a large book
of 408 pages, of the same size as

Root's ABC, and contains most of

the modern methods. It gives 17

portraits of leading beekeepers
throughout the world. A former
edition was published in 1901, with
the well-known microscopic studies of
Count Barbo. The latter are now
entirely out of print.

Still Another
Sweet Clover Bulletin

"Sweet Clover in Arizona," is the
title of an 8-page bulletin gotten out
by the College of Agriculture of Ari-

zona and written by S. P. Clark, As-
sistant Agrronomist.

Mr. Clark describes the four varie-

ties of sweet clover and gives the

soils required, the growing and hand-

ling and the place of sweet clover in

soil rotation.

The principal value of sweet clo-

ver to Arizona agriculture is its

adaptability to such a wide range of

soils. It will grow on soils too alka-

line for alfalfa, and is also adapted
to many other soils which may be
fitted in this manner for later plant-

ing of alfalfa.

Mr. Clark advises the planting of

sweet clover seed in October or No-
vember, especially when the unscari-

fied seed is used.
Anyone interested in the booklet

should write to the University of Ari-

zona at Tucson for Circular No. 34.
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Michigan Meeting
The beekeepers of Michigan will

hold their summer meeting at Alpena,
August 3 and 4. The Michigan meet-
ings are always well attended and we
are told that this is expected to be one
of the best ever held.

Mississippi Summer Meet
The meeting, which was held June

15, at the home of W. W. Worthing-
ton, at Wayside, Mississippi, had an
attendance of about 100, and they
report a splendid time. W. E. Elam,
of Green\ille, presided at the meeting.

A Universal Bibliography
of Beekeeping
We are in receipt from Italy of ten

copies of De Keller's "Elenchus Lib-

rorum de Apium Cultura," a book of

224 pages, published in 1881 and
which is said to be the most complete
list of bee books in existence. It men-
tions some 2,000 books or essays on
bees, published in the different coun-
tries, at different dates, giving au-
thor's name, title, size, date, etc., in

its own language. We will supply
them as long as they last at $1.25 per
copy. These are invaluable for col-

lege libraries.

Georgia Beekeepers' Meeting
A short course in beekeeping is to

be held in the Chamber of Commerce
Auditorium in Macon, Georgia, Au-
gust 16, 17 and 18. 'The program is

good. The State Entomologist is to

be present. A banquet will end the

day. For information address L. C.

Walker, of Waycross, or Mrs. Madge
B. Merritt, Secretary, Brunswick,
Georgia.

Young Queens Lay
Few Drone Eggs

Huber, who had no knowledge of

parthenogenesis and who wondered
how the queen could know when she
was about to lay drone eggs, would
have been highly pleased, had he been
informed of the rule of parthenogene-
sis which shows that it is only the egg
that is not fertilized as it passes by
the spermatheca, in her abdomen,
which becomes a drone. But he was a

very keen observer and had already
noticed (New Observations, 10th Let-

ter) that a young queen rarely lays

any drone eggs, if fertilized, until

she is at least 11 months old. So we
know that it is not difficult to prevent
a young, healthy queen from laying

a too great number of drone eggs, es-

pecially if we see to it that but little

drone comb is left in her reach. That
is another argument in favor of re-

placing our queens regularly. Mr.
Charles D'adant held that the queen
finds a certain pleasure in the fer-

tilization of worker eggs as they pass
the spermatheca, and that she did

not care to lay drone eggs till she be-

came fatigued of this repeated action.

selective breeding forced by keen
competition." We accept the compli-
ment, but would also suggest that the
diseases of the adult bee appear to be
intensified by damp weather. The
"May disease" or "paralysis,"

whether or not it is caused by
the newly discovered "Tarsonemus
woodi," or stimulated by the Nosema,
is undoubtedly a disease which thrives

in damp weather. Wherever we have
heard of the May disease, whether in

Italy, France, Florida, California, or
here in Illinois, it has been during and
following a period of damp weather.
We conclude, therefore, that our dry
climate is much less favorable to it

than the climate of England. We are
anxious to see it proved that Tarsone-
mus woodi has been positively ascer-

tained as the main symptom of May
disease, and of Isle-of-Wight disease,

which have been puzzling the bee-
keepers of nearly every country for

centuries. Evidently our scientists

are getting their finger on the spot.

We will now need a preventative and
a remedy, while at the same time
breeding from the best strains.

Adult Bee Diseases

Our friends of the "Bee World," in

their June number, suggest that the
Nosema disease of the adult bee "ex-
ists but in a mild form in America,
thanks to the high standard of Ameri-
can bees, evolved no doubt through

Old Combs
Dr. Brunnich's photos of combs,

contained in this number, with his in-

teresting article concerning old

combs, have been published by us, in

1916, but they will bear reprint.

The coating of the inside of the
cells, with a slight film of wax, which
is generally called "burnishing," was
thought to be only a sort of "polish-
ing" by the bees. But it is well-

known that the queen does not lay in

cells till they have been refreshed in

this way.
Dr. Brunnich's statement agrees

with that of others, that the cast-off
skins of the larvse add but little to
the thickness of the cells. The ex-
crements, especially those of the
drones, have a great deal to do with
the increasing darkness and thickness
of old combs.

In England

The June number of the Journal of
the Ministry of Agriculture, published
in London, contains a very interesting
article from the well-known Tickner
Edwardes, on the modern beehive.
Mr. Edwardes puts himself on record
as favoring a thicker-walled hive than
those in general use and, if possible, a
hive with "dead-air cavity walls not
less than three inches thick over all."

There is but little doubt that our ordi-
nary beehives, made of so-called inch
lumber, which is actually but little

over three-quarters of an inch in

thickness, are hardly thick enough to
insure the bees against quick changes
of temperature. The old-time straw
skep, in its insulating properties, was
very far ahead of the thin lumber
hive. It would be good if we could
combine the qualities of the old straw
skep with the facilities of the modem
movable-frame hive, without too
much expense.

one of which decorates our cover
page.

The hives described are handy for
transportation, but to an American,
accustomed to a top-opening hive
which may be tiered up several
stories, these hives, which are con-
fined to one super, would seem ex-
ceedingly inconvenient. A modern
beekeeper in America can hardly pic-

ture to himself any hive but the one
with movable ceiling, with the combs
removable from the top. With the
Berlepsch system, the hives are made
like so many closets and the frames
are always removable only from the
rear. Either the combs run parallel

to the outer wall, and in that case
every comb has to be removed if one
wishes to reach the one nearest the
front; or, if the combs are at right
angle with the entrance, they must
be removed from the end, with pin-
cers.

The Europeans who use this sys-
tem claim several advantages for it,

the main one being the compact shape
in which an apiary may be kept, in a
country where space is expensive.
They also prize the possibility of han-
dling bees and doing the work at any
time, even when it rains. There is

nothing exposed to robbers during the
manipulations and one easily learns

a number of methods to simplify the
work. But any one who has ever
tried hives with hanging frames of
the Langstroth system and the tiering

up of supers will soon become dis-

gusted with a system which permits
of only one super at a time and ma-
nipulation from the inside of a closed
room.

Fruit Crop Short
in Middle West

According to recent statistics, the

fruit crop this year will be much
shorter than last. Conditions of ap-
ples for 1921 is given as only 41 per
cent of 1920 for the United States,

and only 32 per cent for Illinois.

Moreover, in many sections, there

will be no peaches, pears, plums, and
very few berries.

In our experience a short fruit crop
means a large demand for honey. Not
only should we feel encouraged, but
we should use every effort to spread

the use of honey as a substitute for

canned fruits.

Carniolan Beekeeping
Our readers will be interested in

the short article on the above subject
by Mr. Miklovitch, and in the photos,

The Flood in Colorado
In a recent letter from Colorado we

learn of the death, by drowning, of

Mr. W. A. Dolsen, a beekeeper, at

Avondale, Colo. On the night of

June 3 the Arkansas River at flood

stage completely wiped out his home
and apiary, carrying his body with the

debris, far downstream.
Mr. Rauchfuss, of the Colorado

Honey Producers' Association, states

that at least 1,000 colonies of bees

were washed away by the floods in tne

streams from Denver north, while in

the Arkansas Valley the losses are

said to be very much heavier.

A good deal of sweet clover grow-
ing in the bottom lands has been de-

stroyed by being covered with mud.
On the other hand, the copious rains

in other locations make the outlook

for a crop hopeful,
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FIRST AID TO THE BEEKEEPER
By Prof. H. F. Wilson

Co-operatice effort is absolutely
necessary for the success of any in-

dustry, and until that effort exists

there can be no great success in ordi-

nary times, and under adverse condi-
tions lack of organization means se-

vere losses to all.

Bee husbandry has received a great
impetus during the past few years
and the methods of manipulation have
been greatly improved thereby. A
great part of this is due to the efforts

of research and extension workers.
First we must have the information;
this is secured by the research
worker. Then the knowledge must be
carried to the beekeepers. This is

done by the extension agent.
But in order to do this the beekeep-

ers must respond and attend the
schools and meetings held by the ex-

tension agents.
It is often a difficult pi'oblem to get

the beekeepers to co-operate in the
different phases of state and local

matters, but it can be done by giving
the beekeepers a part in the work.

In Wisconsin we have been working
on this problem for five years and the
plan of organization and extension
work has developed beyond our high-

est expectations.
Mr. Pellett has asked the writer to

give a short outline of our plan for

the American Bee Journal.
Our success has been due to two

things:
First—A well organized plan.

Second—Thorough co-operation be-

tween National and State agents and
the beekeepers.
A plan, to be carried out, must

have someone to do the work. In our
case we have been very lucky in hav-
ing a number of men to help with the

meetings.
At different times we have had Mr.

G. C. Mathews, Mr. G. H. Gale and
Mr. H. L. McMurry as special agents
from the United States Division of

Bee Culture, and Dr. Phillips and Mr.
Demuth have conducted two summer
schools for us.

In the State we have had:
Dr. S. B. Fracker, State Entomolo-

gist.

Mr. C. D. Adams, Assistant Deputy
in Apiary Inspection Work, and Spe-
cial Agent for the Division of Mar-
kets.

Mr. J. I. Hambleton, Apiarist at the
University.

Mr. H. L. McMurry, Special Field

Agent working under the co-operative

direction of Dr. Phillips, Dr. Fracker
and the writer.

The writer has also given much of

his time to the organization work.
In addition to these men Mr. E. R.

Root, of the A. I. Root Gompany, has

helped at the bee schools, and the G.

B. Lewis Company have placed two
men at our disposal, Mr. ,

Kennith
Hawkins and Mr. E. W. Atkins, who
are now serving with us when called

upon.
The State is now well organized

and all meetings are arranged
through the County Agents and the

officers of the local associations.

There are forty-one local associations

in the State, twenty-nine of which
are an affiliated part of the State As-
sociation and have a representative
on the Board of Managers of the
State Association. This Board of
Managers meets annually to decide
on the policy of the Association for
the following year.
To carry on the work we plan to

hold two meetings a year with each
local association. These meetings
consist of one winter meeting or a
three-day bee school and a summer
meeting or demonstration at the yard
of some beekeeper.
The publicity work has been almost

entirely conducted from our office

and our plan is to send notices of the
meetings to each newspaper in a
county where the meeting is to be
held. The first notice is sent out two
to three weeks beforehand and the
second a week to ten days before the
meeting.

The three-day bee schools have
proven the most successful method of
extension work and they have been
well attended by the beekeepers. A
general program of each school is

outlined and published in the local

papers. In some cases mimeographed
outlines are sent out to every bee-
keeper in the country. One local as-

sociation now sends a printed notice
and program to its members.

At several of these schools we have
had an average attendance of over
.50 beekeepers for each meeting and a
total registration of more than a hun-
dred.
As a rule the beekeepers do not be-

gin to come until about noon of the
first day and the afternoon of the
third day is given over to the local

association, so that two full days of
instruction can be given.
The beekeepers Chautauqua and

field meet has been very well re-

ceived by the beekeepers and many
attend from all parts of the State.

This meeting is held always during
the third week in August and in 1921
it will be at Chippewa Falls, Wis.,

during the week of August 15 to 20.

Dr. E. F. Phillips, Mr. E. R. Root,
Mr. Demuth, Mr. Kennith Hawkins,
Mr. E. W. Atkins and Mr.C. P. Da-
dant will be with us. Beekeepers from
neighboring States are invited to
come and meet with us if they so de-
sire.

Wisconsin

GLIMPSES OF CARNIOLAN BEE-
KEEPING

By M. B. Miklovitch

The accompanying pictures show
something of Carniolan beekeeping:
No. 1 represents one of Mr.. Anton
Znidersich's migratory apiaries. These
hives are specially erected for moving
purposes. Mr. A. Znidersich lives in

a location where they have several
short honey flows in a season and in

order to get advantage of these pas-
tures he made a hive that can be
moved with as little labor as possible.
There on the wagon are forty hives,
twenty on each side, same kind as in

the stack. These hives on the wagon
cannot be taken apart, as the whole
side of the wagon is a wall with parti-
tions. Evei-ything inside is made of
very light lumber, but the outside
walls are double, with straw between.
Each hive opens at the back. The
door of the hive has a screen which
has to be opened so that the bees
get necessary air while on the moving
trip. It takes but a few minutes to
get such an apiary ready for moving.
Picture No. 2 (cover page) shows
another of Mr. Anton Znidersich's
wagon-apiaries. Posts under the
wagon keep the wagon level. Mr. An-
ton Znidersich operated, before the
war, over 1,500 colonies of bees. He
has a large number of American
hives in his home apiary.

Picture No. 3 shows a beautiful bee
house of Mr. Frank Zelenik, of Car-
niola. This bee house contains forty
hives, twenty on each side. Mr.
Frank Zelenik keeps his bees as a side
line, mostly for pleasure, even though
his last year's crop was 45 kilograms
per colony, or a little over 99 pounds.

No. 1.—Apiary and wagon of Mr. A. Zncdcrsich.
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Picture No. 4 shows one of the bee
houses which are used by depot
agents through Carniola. This house
is made so that it can be taken apart
and moved away, if agent is dis-

charged. This type of bee house is

common among Carniolan depot
agents. Note the pictures on the
hives

!

Minnesota.

PLAN FOR FINDING COST OF
PRODUCTION—EXTRACTED

HONEY
By Elmer T. Beach

The principles behind all cost find-

ing are really vei-y simple. Labor
spent in production, expense of oper-
ating the production plant, raw ma-
terials used, and provision for re-

turning to the producer the amount
of his original production investment,
these, together with record of the
amount of production, give all the
necessary data. Nothing elaborate
in way of accounts is necessary. It

does not matter how the facts are ar-

rived at. It is my opinion that any
person producing from as many as
ten colonies should know, without
guess work, what his output costs.

Business conditions may compel him
to sell below cost of production, but
at any rate he will know who is get-

ting it in the neck if he does.
Productive Investments—First to

consider is necessary production in-

vestment. For my own convenience
I divide these into two parts:

Stack Investment—Constituting:
1. Value of original swarm,

whether purchased or produced in

your own yards. If produced, for
the the sake of uniformity I will

value bees and queen at $5 each
swarm, and give the producing yard
credit on production cost for that
amount.

2. Wood work of hive stack suffi-

cient to care for a normal crop; if a
Dadant hive, say 1 top and bottom-
board, 1 inner cover, 1 hive-body and
4 extracting supers, including nail-

ing and painting; also 10 brood-
frames and 40 extracting frames, in-

cluding wiring and nailing.

3. Full sheets of foundation for
each frame, including imbedding.

4. Labor of the bees in built

combs, estimated and credited to the
producing colony and yard.

-Ml of the above constituting stack
investment, to be depreciated into
cost of production and returned to

the pi'oducer out of the profit at a
rate of 10 per cent per annum, in

addition to repairs and upkeep, so

that at the end of ten years the orig-

inal investment is refunded and the
stack paid for.

General Plant Investment will in-

clude :

1. Honey house.
2. Extractors, tanks and other

necessary equipment.
3. Winter cases and miscellaneous
investment.

4. Trucks.
These, together, constituting gen-

eral plant investment, to be depre-
ciated into cost of production as fol-

lows:
5 per cent per annum on honey

house, if frame; or 3 per cent if

brick, or 2 per cent if reinforced
construction, as allowed by govern-
ment regulations.

10 per cent per annum on all other
equipment, except trucks.

25 per cent on trucks.

The whole of this depreciation, in

addition to general lepairs and up-

keep, being apportioned among the

home yard and . various outyards on
the basis of number of producing col-

onies, spring count.

COST OF PRODUCTION
In arriving at production cost, I

would consider my fiscal year as be-

ginning November 1, preceding the

production season and ending Octo-
ber 31 of the production season. 1

would treat and consider each yard
or outyard as a producing unit, and
not the individual colony, although
individual colony records should be
kept. The cost to be based on the

entire year's output from the yard in

60-lb. cans or larger wholesale re-

ceptacles turned over to the ware-
house and the commercial business
for distribution, regardless of the
quality of the honey, and the produc-
tion cost account, when made up,
would look about like this:

Production Cost Account—Home
Debits

1. To inventory all honey in hives
Nov. 1 preceding production
season and stores set aside for
spring feed at cost $

2. To purchase cost of sugar and
honey fed as shown by cash
and check records

3. To pay roll, hired help
4. To taxes and insurance
5. To 60-lb. cans and other stor-

age receptacles
G. To miscellaneous repairs and

upkeep of hive stack, etc

7. Labor of proprietor when
performing manual labor of
production, figured at cost of
hired help

8. Rent of apiary yard site,

whether hired or owned —
9. Cost of reaueening

—

(a) Purchased queens —
(b) Produced queens, for
the sake of uniformity pro-
ducing yard to have credit
for $1 each, for queens
produced and used

10. To depreciation reserve for
refunding stack investment,
10 per cent per annum

11. To pro rate, portion of de-
nreciation reserve for refund-
ing central plant investment,
as above

12. To superintendance
13. To share of executive ad-

ministrative expense (if de-
sired)

Xo. 3.—Apiary bouse of F. Zclcnik, in Carniola.

Total cost of production $

Credits
1. By new brood-combs- built

during season, charged to in-

vestment $'

2. By new extracting combs pro-
duced during season, charged
to investment '

3. By new queens produced and
used either in investments for
increase or to requeen other
yards

4. By new swarms hived and
used, either in producing yard
or outyards (no credit for ab-
sconding swarms and queens)

5. Bv cannings and scrap wax
other than salvage on invest-

ment for old combs disposed
of

G. By inventory honey on hand
in hives or saved for feed
Oct. 31 production season -._

7. Balance net cost of honey
croTj rarried forward to mer-
chandise account, the same as

though purchased from any
other source
The above net cost of production

divided by the whole number of

pounds of salable extracted honey
produced in the yard and delivered

to the warehouse ready for distri-

bution gives net average cost of nro-

duction, which should be recorded by
the hundred pounds.

It will be observed that no attempt
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is made in the above plans to cover
complete accounting for a honey
business, but, as the title indicates,

only cost of honey production is con-
sidered.

In all general factory accounting
the factory or production accounts
are always treated independently of

the many requirements of a general
commercial business, and the output
of the factory is turned over to the
selling organization at cost. In the
production and distribution of honey,
the home yard, with its central pro-

duction plant and the outyards, take
the place of the factoi"y, and in the
foregoing plans it has been my aim
to show the cost per one hundred
pounds of honey produced in any
given yard in receptacles ready for
wholesale distribution. It is true that

honey may be produced and laid in

the warehouse at a very satisfactory

cost, and poor management, poor
judgment or other adverse business

conditions in selling and distributing

may result in heavy losses.

Cost Sold, or Market Cost
Before profit or loss can be de-

clared the general accounting cover-

ing the distribution and general busi-

ness must be considered, and this will

take in besides cost of production
given above.

1. Executive and administrative
salary and expense.

2. Traveling salesmen's salary and
expense.

3. Advertising and general public-

ity expense, either treated as invest-

ment and written off over a period of

years, or as direct charge against

current business.

4. General office and warehouse
expense, transportation, etc.

5. All other miscellaneous ex-

pense.
Furthermore, no man engaged in

honey business would be justified in

reporting as profit for the purpose of

income tax his entire profits in his

very best year, because as a practical

honey man he has operated under
conditions which he knows may not

occur again for years. Hence, in ad-

dition to his actual business expendi-

tures, adequate provisions in the

shape of reserves must be built up
from profits to care for such things.

7. Reserve for meeting excessive

winter losses, possibly 10 per cent on
swarm investment.

8. Reserve for meeting epidemic
disease losses, possibly 5 per cent on
swarm, frames and comb invest-

ments.
9. Reserve to meet loss from crop

failure, possibly 10 per cent on pro-

duction cost. But as none of these

has anything to do with cost of pro-

duction, they should be treated

rather as a matter of judgment in

connection with complete accounting.
Such reserves should be reasonable
and just, based on your local condi-

tions, the object being not to fool

yourself into thinking you have made
a great deal of money in some fa-

vorable year. All that will be per-

mitted in income tax accounting is

your actual loss, regardless of the

amount of reserves.

Michigan.

THE SEASON OF 1920

By F. Dundas Todd

Our weather man in Victoria has
explained it all away, in fact has
proved himself almost as great an
adept as was the famous W. H. Glad-
stone, who was supposed to be able

to explain anything away, even the

existence of Garibaldi's wife. He
showed us how, two years ago, Ju-

piter Pluvius must have gone mighty
wet when so many folks were going
dry, and had wandered greatly from
his orthodox habits, pouring out rain

continuously where it was not needed
or wanted, and forgetting altogether

vast areas all over the world where
everything was burning up under the

fierce rays of an unshaded sun.

However, he gave us a lot of consola-

tion by informing us that the great

air currents were apparently return-

ing to their orthodox paths, and he
thought the worst was over. Fur-
thermore, he felt bold enough to

prophesy a mild winter for us on
Vancouver Island, and we certainly

are enjoying balmy breezes in No-

No. 4.—Bec-housc of a depot agent in t'arniola.

vember, a great improvement over
what we had in September and Octo-
ber, when we had chilly winds and
continuous rain.

April, May and June were, with us,

cold and wet, but beekeepers did not
worry much about that, as generally
speaking such a condition means a
good honey crop in July, for the
ground holds the moisture in the dry
summer months and puts the nectar
in the alsike clover and fireweed, es-

pecially the latter. But July and
August were dreadfully dry, and we
had for the second season missed our
heavy June rains at the end of the
month, so the result is that the honey
crop in the wet belt of British Colum-
bia is probably the poorest in many
years.
My own crop was worse than noth-

ing. I did not have enough on hand
for safe winter stores, so I made
careful inventory and found I had
1,250 pounds of honey on hand for

38 colonies, an average of 33 pounds
to the hive. At one time I would have
thought this an ample amount; in

those days I figured on stores for

winter only, and knew that about 20
pounds was ample between the first

of September and the middle of

March. Wiser grown, I now want
stores sufficient for winter and
spring, especially spring; so now,
on September first, I like to see at

least 50 pounds in the hive, 20 to

winter on and 30 to spring on, and
that is not too much.

So I divided 1,250 pounds by 50

and found the answer to be 25, the

number of colonies I could carry

through the winter and spring with

efficiency. Then I did something I

have never done before. I marked for

extinction a dozen colonies, divided

their stores and brood among the fa-

vored ones as needed, and then

smothered them with sulphur. I have

26 colonies, all of good Italian stock,

the queens being nearly all of this

season's raising. I have bodies and

combs complete for nearly as many
more, so I am not worrying any, as

with an ordinary spring I can double

my forces easily and have them all in

shape for the July flow.

I am glad to say that I am not out

of pocket on the season's work, for I

sold everything in my yard that was

odd size—that is not Dadant-Jumbo

hives—made many betterments, and

have a fair balance in my favor.

Making Inventory

As usual, following good old Dr.

Miller's custom, I made inventory in

the end of April of the brood and

stores on hand, then arranged the

figures under various groupings to

see what I could learn from them.

To outward appearances every hive

in the yard, excepting one, was Da-

dant style, but only thirteen were so

in fact. The previous season had

been a poor one, with the result that

24 colonies had plenty of brood in

the brood-chamber, but no stores to

speak of, so I had to leave the neces-

sary honey in shallow frames above.

Quite naturally the bees formed their

winter nest on these, so in April all

the brood was on shallow conibs

When, therefore, I took stock I haa
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to express all the brood areas in

terms of shallow frames, so as to get
a comparison. On finishing my tabu-
lations I got the following average
figures

:

Sept. April April
Honey Honey Brood

lbs. lbs. frames
Jumbo frames.- 47 8 bVz
Shallow frames- 41 11 4%
Whole yard 43 10 5

When e.\amining the brood I was
particularly struck with one feature
of the brood nest in the Jumbo
frames, the tendency of the queen to
confine her laying to a few frames,
rather than to try to attain the globu-
lar form of a broodnest, which is the-
oretically correct. As the season ad-
vanced I watched this condition
closely, and found that she added one
frame at a time, laying right from
top bar to bottom bar, and from end
bar to end bar. My visitors enthused
over these magnificent frames of
brood, and I secretly felt very proud
of them.

It will be noticed that the bees in

the Jumbo frames had the advantage
in brood area by 16 per cent; as a
matter of fact the gain is even more,
as I considered a patch as big as a
dollar, a frame of brood when taking
stock of the shallow frames, while in

the case of the Jumbo frames I would
call a solid frame of brood the equal
of two shallows. As I have already
pointed out, the plan of laying in the
two styles of frames was quite differ-

ent. But on the large frames the
bees had consumed on an average 39
pounds of honey as compared with 30
pounds consumed by the bees on shal-

low combs. This is quite interesting
to me, because for several years, ever
since I read Henri Fabre's famous
insect books, I have been wondering
how much honey is needed for the
making of a bee. I have made no at-

tempt to find out by experiment; such
a thing is impossible for a wanderer,
but such facts as have come under
my notice suggest that a larva con-
sumes about four times her finished
weight in honey, and probably much
more than that in pollen. I notice
a recent writer says a frame of honey
will make a frame of bees, so he ap-
parently agrees with my estimate

;

hence, if we are neai'ly correct, this

conclusion follows: there must be
provided in the hive one pound of
honey for every thousand eggs the
queen lays.

Let me argue this matter out. I

learned years ago that my bees in

Victoria consumed an average of 18
pounds between the middle of Sep-
tember and the middle of March. Last
year my hives were all prepared for
winter by the first of September,
while my first examination was made
at the end of April, a period of seven
months intervening. The sustenance
consumption would be about 21
pounds for that period; therefore, in

the hives with Jumbo frames about
18 pounds were consumed in April to
feed the equivalent of five and a half
shallow frames of brood, while in the
shallow brood-chambers seven pounds
were needed to feed four and three-
quarter frames of brood. The utmost
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limit of brood in shallow frames is

4,000 larvae, so the figures indicate
that the mininuim consumption is half
a pound, the maximum, one pound,
for every thousand eggs laid by the
queen.

I know I am theorizing fi-om very
inexact data, but I am simply making
a start on this very important phase
of practical beekeeping, and will in

the future be more careful in my ob-
servations. But my guess, call it such
if you like, is confirmed by one bee-
keeper, who found 42 pounds of
sealed honey in the supers at the end
of the maple flow, which all vanished
in fourteen days of dearth that fol-

lowed. It was a powerful colony, and
we may assume the queen to be lay-
ing at least 3,000 eggs a day. Three
pounds a day consumed, three thou-
sand eggs laid, consequently one
pound of honey for each thousand
eggs, provided, of course, the bees
could gather enough nectar to sustain
their own life.

If my memory serves me correctiy
Arthur C. Miller is responsible for the
statement that our conception of the
bees dancing attendance upon the
queen for sheer love of her personal-
ity is a mistake, that the workers feed
her only when they are handling-
honey. In all bee literature no state-
ment referring to practical beekeep-
ing ever impressed me so strongly as
did this one, for it opens up a tremen-.
dous vista, and puts out of court a'

vast amount of matter that has beengi
written about spring feeding andSlj

stimulation. With insufficient stores
in the hive in April I would have to

feed one pound of honey per day to

each hive for several weeks to get the
queen to lay a thousand eggs, for we
have no nectar coming in for quite a

long time after the bees are flying

.115

freely. I am perfectly awai^ .n
the east the gap is much shorter, that
the season rushes from winter to
spring.

To feed a pound of honey a day
means wearing out the old bees at
a time when we want to conserve
them until their successors are in the
hive, while stimulative feeding—-that
is a small quantity—simply starts the
ball a-roUing, and is worthless unless
there is honey in the hive to back it

up. Handling honey, the bees feed
the queen, she consequently begins to
lay, then the bees must feed sealed
honey to the larvae, and in doing so
they handle more honey, so she is fed
nioi-e and lays more eggs. It reminds
one of the old nursery story of what
happened when the fire began to burn
the stick, the stick began to beat the
dog, and so on. But the advent of
pollen generally starts egg-laying,
then with plenty of honey in the hive
the seasonal development goes on
apace. The bee inspectors of British
Columbia have, bit by bit, advanced
the minimum amount of honey to be
left in the hive at the end of Augu.st,
until now it is at least 50 pounds, and
they hold that 60 is better, much bet-
ter.

One of these bee inspectors tells a
rather good joke on himself. In the
fall of 1919, when he was extracting,
he got the chance to go on a hunting
trip for three weeks, and jumped at
the offer. He had in sight fully 900
pounds to extract, but he would get
it in the spring, so it was all right.

In May he started to get the honey,
[but found only forty pounds possi-

|ble, the rest had been turned into
bees, and such colonies he had never
seen. For a while he cursed his luck,

as he had needed the money, but at

the end of the month he had available

Fig. 1.—Section across a very old worker comb.
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half a ton of fine crab apple and dan-
delion honey, something he had never
seen before. He was thus ahead of

the game by rousing colonies early in

the season.
Further comments on my spring

stock will come later.

Victoria, B. C.

OLD COMBS
By Dr. Brunnich

When a big bumblebee, awakened
by the smiles of the vernal sun, flies

about from morning till night, seeking
honey, and when it then builds its

rough little home in any corner,

without the help of comrades, it cer-

tainly does not imagine that in au-

tumn that building will be empty, a

prey to mice and other vermin. Next
year its daughter does the same, and
so it has gone, for centuries, and will

probably go on for thousands of

years to come.
Quite another thing it is with its

cousin, the honeybee. While the

bumblebee's nest resembles the tent

of the wandering human nomad, the

dwelling of bees may be compared to

the proud palaces of the civilized

world. Such a palace does not harbor
a few generations only; oh no! Per-

haps a hundred or more generations
may come and go, before the glorious

building, whose walls once glittered

like gold, harbors the last descend-
ants of its first mother queen. But
now the walls are dark, though sound
as the first day. This glorious

"Ilion" will fall to pieces only after

the prudent little inhabitants have
been stricken by a catastrophe,

whether their mother died without
leaving a successor or black hunger
killed them at the end of winter. And
then inexorable fate will destroy the

home as well as the people, the bee
palace's combs change to dust, de-

voured, not by the tooth of time, but

by the greedy jaws of the waxmoth
worm, which finds in the old mansion
a paradise for its development.
We are told that, with time, the

walls of the little bee cabins become

thicker and thicker, and that the

bees reared in them become smaller
and smaller, till they are scarcely
larger than flies; so thick, in fact,

that it becomes impossible for bees to

be reared in them.
To me, this thickening of the cell-

walls always seemed a cruel thing,

and not very wise, from IVlother Na-
ture. Therefore I wished to exam-
ine the matter closely. I secured
some vei-y old combs from a bee-skep,

a straw basket of the kmd that have
now become very rare. If we hold

such a comb, of 5 or more years,

against the light, we will see that the

bottoms of the cells are of a shiny
brown color, while they are so thick

that the light cannot penetrate
through. If we cut thi-ough the comb
with a hot knife, we find that the cell

bottoms are very thick, while the

side walls do not differ much from
those of young cells. Therefore the

diameter of the cells has diminished
but little, and by lengthening the

depth of the cells, the bees restore

their depth. Already, Reidenbach,
by filling new and old cells with water
and measuring the contents exactly,

has found that there was practically

no difl'erence.

By putting the pieces of combs for

some hours in benzine, which dissolves

the wax, it is easy to tear from the
cells one layer after another of the

coating of those cells. We find that,

at the bottom, the layers are thick,

while the sides are exceedingly fine.

I found that about 18 layers of the

bottom measured one millimeter,

while the thickness of the sides is

about l-500th of a millimeter. In fig-

ure 2, I have reproduced sections

through a nearly new worker comb,
through an older one and through a

drone comb. In a rather intricate

manner, I succeeded in making thin

microscopic sections across combs,
which I have reproduced photograph-
ically. Fig. 1 shows a very old

worker comb. Fig. 1 especially dem-
onstrates nicely the different layers.

The black in the middle represents

the wax which, by the preparation,

has been dissolved. The different lit-

tle sacks, which, after soaking in ben-
zine, may be extracted, are nothing
but the fine skins which the larvae

have left in the cells when emerging.
The dark mass on the bottom is the
excrement of the nymphs.
When I separated some of the lay-

ei-s without the -use of benzine, by
simply soaking the combs in water,
taking care not to remove any part

of the wax cells, and dissolved these
in benzine, I secured small quantities

of wax. This proves that the bees
coat the inside of the cell with a very
thin layer of wax, after the young
bee has left it. They do like our
women when they rub a parquet or

parlor floor with wax. Careful and
proper as our bees are, they thus
cover the above mentioned shells and
excrements with wax, that these may
not offend the fine nose of the queen,
who thoroughly inspects every cell

before laying an egg in it. So we see

that the bottom of an old cell is com-
posed of the following layers:

First, the primary wax skeleton of

the new comb, when built; next, a

layer of skin and excrements; then a

thin wax skin, then excrements, etc.

We then understand why we obtain

less wax by melting, from an old

comb than from a new one, because,

in the first, there are, besides the ex-

crements, the skins of the larvae

which have dwelled in the cells.

The danger of old combs becoming
smaller with age is not so gi-eat as

many beekeepers imagine. It is, how-
ever, different with drone cells. There
we find that the side wall soon be-

comes considerably thicker and every

versed beeman knows that the size oi

drones may differ considerably. For

that reason, I renew, by cutting down,

the drone combs in my hives each

spring, to obtain large drones. If I

did not, I would soon have in my
hives drones of a miserable size,

which would not guarantee a strong

progeny for my queens. In hives

which are expected to serve as pur-

veyors of drones, for a mating sta-

tion, I advise the cutting out, in

early spring, of all the drone combs,

allowing the bees to rebuild them
and thus securing giant drones.

Switzerland.

fig. 2.— Section through a new worker i>nil>, IhroiiBh .Tn old worker comb, and through an

drone comb.

THE NEW BEE PARASITE
Our readers will remember that in

December, page 408, and in January,

page 24, we gave quotations from our

English correspondents, showing tfiat

a new cause of the bee disease was

discovered at Aberdeen, in the shape

of a very small mite wiiich invades

some of the breathing tubes of the bee

and is thought to be the cause of

Isle-of-Wight disease, since speci-

mens of this mite have been found in

every colony suffering from the dis-

ease. It is also known that the Isler

of-Wight disease was first thought to

be due to the Nosema. But later in-

vestigation showed that the one had

nothing to do with the other

We are interested, in this country,

regarding this malady, because it so

closely resembles what is generally

called bee paralysis, the disappearing
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disease, or May disease. Whether
this Tarsonemus has anything to do
with our troubles, on this side of the
ocean, will certainly be ascertained
before long by our scientists. Alean-
while it is well to understand fully

what the Tarsonemus is. We there-
fore insert below a very interesting
letter from Dr. John Anderson, of

the North of Scotland College, who
kindly sent us two articles concern-
ing this matter, the gist of which had
already been inserted on page 24,

coming to us from Mr. A. H. E. Wood,
one of the parties to the discovery.

—

Editor.

"So far as I can learn, there is no
doubt whatever that the Aberdeen
workers have discovered a new para-
site of the bee, and they believe that

it IS the actual cause of what has
been called Isle-of-Wight disease.

The new parasite is a mite, a crea-
ture with eight legs, classified with
spiders, scorpions and creatures like

that in the Clajs Arachnida. The
most familiar e.xample of the type is

the mite frequently found in cheese.

Another type causes the disease

known as itch. About half of man-
kind harbor a type of mite in the skin

of the nose. It is called Demodex,
and is of no consequence.
Braula caeca, commonly found

clinging to the hairs of bees—fre-

quently on the queen—is higher up
in the scale, being an insect like the

bee itself. But Dr. Rennie showed
us, in London, a photo of another
mite about the same size as Braula
and very like it in appearance, which
they have found in much the same
situation as Braula. This mite is also

new to science, and we shall have to

be on the lookout for it. Dr. Rennie
thinks it is often mistaken for Braula.

We shall be able to distinguish, for

Braula, the insect, has only 6 legs,

while the mite will have 8.

The new creature, Tarsonemus
wxjodi, is of such a size that only one
pair 'O'f the thoracic spiracles of the

bee can admit it. On this account it

is confined to quite a small part of

the breathing system of the bee, but

that is a rather important part. The
workers state that they have been
able to produce the special symp-
toms of Isle-of-Wight disease by
blocking these two spiracles with

wax. If that he really true, it will

not be necessary to assume blood-
sucking, injury to the thracheae, pro-
duction of toxins, as Professor Thom-
son supposes.
We have no definite information as

to how bees become infected, as to
whether combs, honey, and so forth,
convey the disease. Dr. Rennie says
it is very difficult to say when the
mite is really dead. Professor Thom-
son indicates some of the difficulties

of the new hypothesis. Either Tarso-
nemus was always a parasite of the
bee, or it was not. If it lived in the
bee prior to 1904, why did the bees
not "crawl" before that date? If it

entered the bee only in 1904, where
did it live before that?"

FOLK LORE
By E. G. LeStourgeon

In reference to your editorial con-
cerning prayer for the stopping of

swarms and in particular to the sug-
gestion that the red clover corolla is

made too deep for the honeybee be-
cause of its persistence in working on
Sunday, would say that it is an inter-
esting coincidence that among the
negroes of the South there is a folk-
lore belief that the honeysuckle nec-
tar is inaccessible to the bees for the
same reason. The plant is popularly
supposed to secrete the greatest
amount of nectar for its size, com-
pared to any other plant. It seems
that the bees persisted in working
upon it on the Sabbath even after the
matter had been called to their atten-
tion and as they persisted in doing
so, the anger of the Lord deepened it

as a punishment to the bees.

Saliarian queen brought from the Sahara. 400
miles south of Oran, Algeria.

BEES OF AFRICA. NO. 2

By Ph. J'. Baldensperger
Thousands of years ago, says Plato,

there existed a country known as
"Atlantis." The Egyptian priest re-
lated the story. Modei-n writers have
denied or affirmed the possible exist-
ence, in former times, of a continent
between Africa and America, some
traces of which still linger in the
Canary Islands, the Azores, etc. Oth-
ers hold that the Sahara is really that
legendary counti-y. In this case, the
Saharian bee may be a relic of that
sunken continent, and the Cyprian
bee may have been brought by early
settlers from Atlantis. The Saharian
yellow bee is founJ all along the Sa-
harian borders, where a few honey
plants still linger, honey plants all

more or less armed with formidable
thorns (as in Texas.—Editor), to de-
fend themselves against camels, gi-

raffes, gazelles and other herbivorous
animals.
On account of so many difficulties,

the poor Berbers, as thorny and flesh-
less as the plants, are excusable for
refusing to sell the few hives which
they possess. I visited many oases
and, fearing to come home without
bees, I put all of the little remnant of
Oriental wit which I still possess to
contribution. I called upon caids and
leaders and spoke to them about
peace and war—to begin with ques-
tions which interested them more

than the bees for which I had come.
A Moroccan Mograbin, in his beauti-
ful red and blue mantel, led me to a
venerable caid, who took me in and
showed me the "medaille militaire"
which he had received from the
French Government for his services
during the war. It looked very im-
posing on his white "burnous"—the
long mantel which the North Africans
invariably wear. Having invited me
to a cup of tea, made in a Russian
samovar, we sat on sumptuous cush-
ions and carpets, and talked about
interesting subjects while sipping
finely prepared tea. Caid Bushta was
sori-y he could not help me to a swarm
of bees, but assured me that with pa-
tience and roaming about the black
mountains in the distance, I could get
some. Perhaxjs I might have gone
some other time, but I had no time to
lose, and one of the French command-
ing officers warned me not to go so
far: "II y a toujours des individus
qu'on ne connait pas. N'y allez pas."
(There are always some people whom
you do not know. Do not go.)

However, I played what I thought
to be my last card, when I went as far
as the entrance of the wild gorges or.
mountain passes of the Great Atlas.
I had read somewhere that very rudi-
mentary engravings representing ani-
mals were lound on the pink-colored
rocks of the Algerian-Moroccan fron-
tier. With some difficulty, for I had
no guide that day, I found rocks with
inscriptions, not over a few centuries
old, principally names of conquerors,
and neglecting to give dates. But on
two immense blocks, an ancient sculp-
tor had engraved two strange figures.
One represented an elephant with a
tusk as big as its legs (the sculptor
was evidently no Rodin.) The trunk
appeared to be raised to gather leaves
from some lofty tree. But here is

where a beekeeper's imagination may
work. The other engraving showed
also some shape of an elephant with-
out a head, but with two Greek skeps
on its back, and a warrior near him,
apparently ready to shoot any sup-
posed enemy, in defending his booty.
We know that elephants existed in
north Africa, in Carthagenian days,
and when Hannibal went over to
Spain he had elephants with him.
Back again to civilization, and trav-

eling on the train, I was told by an
Arab employe that he knew of a man
by the name of Abdel Wahah, who
owned bees. I left the train at that
station. Sitti Sahrya Safra, and went
to this man at once. I greeted him,
calling him by name. He was aston-
ished, and when I told him that I

wanted to see his bees he was still

more .istonished. He sent a man with
nie.to look at the bees, but he refused
to let me have any. I stopped a mo-
ment, reflecting. Then I walked up
to him and said: "Give me your
hand." Then I recited the first chap-
ter of the Coran, which he lecited af-
ter me, and when we said Amen, he
called out: "Sahh! You are a good
man and you shall have the bees."

Without losing any time, I took my
box and went to his walled-in apiary.
I opened the end of one hive, smoked
the bees and cut out four combs.
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which I fastened into small frames,
brushed the box full of bees and then
looked for the queen. Wahah put in

his hand, drew out a handful of bees
and shook them into my box: "Th-j
Su'tana is in," he said, "you may shui
your box," "No," I said, "I must
see her first." When I finally found
her, I took her by the wings and said'
' Here is the Sultana," and dropped
her in the box. My work was accom-
plished, and I went to the train with
my trophy. Eight days later I was
bacK in Nice.
Now let me tell of the experience

which I had of their well-developed
scent organ

:

I was taking honey from a small
apiary, in Nice, about a mile distant
from the place where I keep the Sa-
harian and Tellian bees which I

brought home. I was telling a friend
about the new yellow bee which I

brought over the Mediterranean and
explained that she was the first one,
in our day, which crossed that sea,

though her far-away ancestors may
have crossed the same sea, 2,000 or
more years ago. While I was talking,
a Saharian bee came and settled upon
my finger smeared with honey.
"There she is," said I. "A beauty,"
said my friend. Presently a dozen or
more were about us, while not a sin-

gle one of the Tellians appeared—

a

proof that the Saharian is endowed
with more powerful olfactory organs
and that she has long been accus-
tomed to fly great distances for
honey. Nice, of course, has nothing
in common with the Sahara oases, yet,

in spite of numerous gardens, and
wide-spread flower cultivation, the
bee readily smells the stronger odor
of the honey fresh from the hive.

I almost forgot to tell you that the
Tellian or Algerian bees which I

brought also, are due to the kindness
of the amiable Mr. Bernard, of Al-

giers.

Since you are fond of "local color,"
let me tell you of a little incident on
my way from Morocco, on the train,

before reaching TIemcen. I met a
venerable sheik, who turned out to be
a beekeeper. We talked about honey,
bees, etc. He said : "Bees, like all

well-managed nations, have a Sul-
tan." "You are joking," said another
traveler, "bees have no Sultan." The
sheik straightened up, as if his body
was unfolding itself, and replied:
"Attend to your own affairs and lis-

ten. You are ignorant and should
listen to wisdom. This Christian and
I (pointing to me) are wise. We know
that every being has a Sultan. I have
one. He is here (showing his heart),
it is only the dead who have no Sul-
tan." "Pardon me," said I, "perhaps
this man is a republican and does not
recognize any Sultan." "No, he is

simply ignorant," replied the sheik.

Incidents like this were quite enter-
taining. But, as a rule, I like the
Arabs and their philosophy. The
French work in Algeria is immense.
The Americans might have gone
faster, but with an ancient nation like

that of North Africa, one of the old

countries succeeds perhaps better
than a young nation like yours.
Now, I am studying the manners

and habits of the Sahara Sultana, as
well as of the Tellian Sultana. La
Saharian and la Tellian are gathering
pollen and honey, just as if they had
always been citizens of Nice. More
about them by and by.

I

AN APIARIAN ROMANCE

How Helen and Jim Beat Low-Priced
Honey

By Amos Burhans

PA JONES reached over for the
honey, in which he intended to

smother another of Ma Jones'
famous buckwheat cakes. In spite of
the fact that he had kept bees twenty-
five years and was possessor of over
one hundred colonies, he never be-
came tired of honey or the cakes that
gave him an excuse to eat it.

"Land sakes," exclaimed Ma, as
she put another big, brown seven-
inch cake onto the stack between Pa
and the Hired Man. "Land sakes,
but you do love honey. It appears to
me that you eat more honey now
than you did twenty years ago, when
you liked it."

"Yes," agi-eed Pa Jones, "Honey is

one of the two sweetest things in the
world—and you're the other. I like

you both."
"Now you hush," chided Ma, a bit

of color rushing to her cheeks. "Don't
start up on that again."

Pa winked at the Hired Man. Ma
Jones went over to the stove where
the soapstone; griddle was gently
putting a delicious brown on the left

hand side of another cake. She in-

spected the cake critically and then
her eyes happened to stray out the
east kitchen window which gave onto
the south side of the orchard, where
the bees had long since been quar-
tered. This window also faced the
road from town.
A horse-drawn semi-bespattered

vehicle that looked like a cross be-

Wearing the French "Medaille Militaire," Note
the Russian samovar for tea.

tween a flivver and a family surrey
approached the farm. Ma Jones
thought that she recognized the team
of sorrels.

"Why, there's the sorrels from
Harry Johnson's livery," cried Ma, as
she made certain of her suspicions. "I
wonder if Jim got home on the early
train this morning. He's always sur-
prising folks."

The short course at the Agricultural
College was over and they were ex-
pecting their only son, Jim, though
no word had come from him to warn
them of his arrival. Jim had gone to
take the short coui'se in beekeeping
and some other woi'k he felt the need
of since he had stuck to the farm so
closely, following his graduation
from high school.

The sorrels came to a halt. Ma's
eyes, now close to the window pane,
followed every move. A man climbed
down from the rig, cap pulled down,
collar turned up. He helped a well-
dressed girl from the rear seat of the
shay. Following her there also ap-
peared bags, suit cases, and a spry
young man who snatched them all up
and started for the Jones home. Be-
hind him stepped the girl, smoothing
out her apparel as she walked.

"Well, for land sakes," ejaculated
Ma Jones. She threw open the side
door and hurried out on the porch.
"Pa," she called, "i's Jim and there's
a girl with him."
And almost before she finished, Jim

tossed the hand bags on the porch,
kissed his mother, and said proudly,
"Mother, this is my wife, Helen. We
were married day before yesterday."

"Well, for the land sakes." Ma
Jones, when taken aback, always re-
lied on her old verbal standby. At
the first glance the feminine under-
standing that defies description,
passed between them. Ma Jones
swept the bride into her arms, put-
ting a resounding period to this chap-
ter in the form of a great motherly
kiss.

II

"Jim has a lot of nerve for a young
fellow," observed Pa to the Hired
Man. Ma had gone to install her new
daughter in the spare room and put
on a clean apron.

"With cheap honey in sight, now
that the war is over," he continued,
"it'll take some hustling to maintain
a wife, I'd say."

"I think I'll stick to the corn plow
and the seeders and let Jim monkey
with the bees," the Hired Man know-
ingly answered.
Now a regular novelist would put

in a fine lot of trimmings right here,
but I haven't the time, and don't
know how. All I'm going to say is

that Pa Jones didn't have the old-
time pep to get down to work in the
apiary. He left the spring overhaul-
ing of the colonies and hives to Jim
and his bride, a bride he opined that
coming from an advertising agency
in the city, even though she shared
Jim's bee fever, would not be of much
account as a wife to an apiculturist
who had no better outlook than 10-

ccnt honey. But then, thought Pa,
remembering how rosy the whole
world looked when he grafted unto
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himself a wife, Jim was young and
probably felt the same way. Jim would
get it all knocked out of him in a

season or two and settle down to

working the old farm and fox-get the
bees and orchard and small fruits he
was so enthusiastic about.

Ma Jones, however, declared Helen
a smart girl. She helped her new
daughter fix up a suit of white cot-

ton for working along with Jim
among the bees. Helen's enthusiasm,
coupled with Jim's knowledge, which
had that .spring been reinforced by
the work of the short course at the
college where he had met her, accom-
plished wonders in the old apiary.

The honey house was also over-
hauled and new equipment added. Jim
tapped the rural electric power and
light line and wired the farm build-

ings for light, put a new motor in

the extracting room, another in the
basement where the laundering was
done and an electric iron in the
kitchen. Pa winced a little, but paid.

"Jim's got new-fangled ideas," said

Ma Jones, "and everyone of them fits

in with my feelings. It's a wonder
we ever kept him here on the farm
as long as we have. Pa."

Helen's desk and typewriter in the
sitting room gave an appearance of

business-like activity to the room in

which she kept the records of the api-

ary and orchard and the farm work.
"Time will tell the whole story,"

mused Pa Jones. "He grins loudest
who smiles last."

Ill

"Dad, I want $500 more capital to

put into the business," declared Jim,
one evening, when he and his father
were alone. Ma Jones and Helen had
fliwered to town for the last number
of the season's entertainment course.
"I need a couple of dozen Modified
Dadant hives, more supers, and I want
to buy Charlie Waite's twenty colo-

nies and Mellberg's bees, too, and
clean them up. Then we'll control
evei-ything within our range. They'll

pay for themselves this season. Our
queens then will be purely mated.
We've got to re-queen every year or
two and it'll be a big expense to buy.
We'll breed them ourselves, now that
I've got some good breeding queens."

"Don't forget, young man, that I

sold the crop last winter for 15 cents
and was glad to get it. Five hundred
dollars is a lot of money! Look at

these times."
"That's just what I'm doing," Jim

replied, earnestly. "I'm looking the
times square in the eye, and that's

why I want to go ahead. With Helen's
new marketing plan, we are done with
15-cent honey."
That was a new one on Pa. "What's

the plan?" he asked.
"I must not give it away now," Jim

answered.
"Going to hook me with the mys-

tery, eh?"
"No, only going to convince you

this fall that it works. If I had
thought that 15-cent or 10-cent honey
was all there was left for us after
a hard season's work, I'd never have
gone into honey production. We
have the foundation for a big, profit-

able business and we are going to

make it go. Getting away and find-

ing out how the business honey pro-

ducers solve their problems has given
Helen and me an idea. We are going
to try to get two or three times what
you got for the honey crop last win-
ter, but it will pay to try. We have
always made a fair honey crop when
you had time to build the colonies up
in the spring. Our range is one of

the best. Plenty of maple, basswood,
white clover, wild raspbenies and
generally a good fall flow."

"That'll be more for a pound of
honey than a bushel of corn's worth
now. Are you sure you can do it?"

Pa was skeptical.

"Be patient and see. That's all we
ask." And in seven minutes Jim had
persuaded his father to yield on the

additional investment. Please notice

that I say "persuaded," not convinced.
"I can make $500 do over $600

worth of buying," said Jim. "We are
members of the State Association and
buy through the Secretary's office and
save 20 per cent on supplies."

"You better stretch it all you can,"
said Pa Jones, as he wrote the check.

"It will put off the big bump just 25
per cent further."

IV
Knowledge and planning and work-

ing always perform near-miracles.
And it was Jim's idea to be a miracle
man. Helen was also determined on
making good. In fact, Helen and Jim
worked together as efficiently as Pa
Jones' best team, Dick and Dolly.

Jim had taken a few of the weaker
colonies and what he had purchased,
and made increase which he had
found a ready market for by notify-

ing the bigger supply manufacturers
that he could properly fill their orders.

Good management and publicity

brought more orders than he could
fill. And the income brought more
confidence to Pa Jones.

The supers began to pile up high
as the honey flow advanced. Jim's
work was bringing results that Pa
Jones had never before seen. Jim
was experiencing the wonderful exal-

tation of work that counted. The
fruition of his plans gave him a splen-

did feeling of pride. The work in

the open with bees and fruit, the time
to herself that Helen had always
craved, when working at the adver-
tising offices from 8 till 6, was now a
reality. Her flower beds brightened
up the lawn. Other touches about the

old Jones place told the neighbors and
passers-by that new life had been put
behind the Joneses' home affairs.

Helen and Jim worked during the

evening on form letters, prepainng
mailing lists and advertising plans to

sell the now assured honey crop, and
were laboring over the marketing, all

of which they mysteriously concealed
from Pa Jones, who more than once
tried to tune up his ear to catch the
subdued conversation around Helen's
desk. Failing in this he would steal

opportune moments to peer over the
journals he perused, trying to ravel
the mystery by sight, much as a bea-
gle which has lost the scent wll cast
his eyes about looking for the run-

ning rabbit that has craftily thrown
him off the track.

One morning as the maples along
the border of timberland in the hill-

side pastures began coloring the land-
scape with a wealth of reds and yel-

lows, it was discovered that Helen and
the flivver had disappeared from the
farm.

"That's your city gal for you," Pa
declared. "She's tired of the pretty
country home and flowers and bees
and things that she's been raving
about. I been thinking all the time
that she's been acting queer. Looks
to me as though she's gone back to
mother and the movies and town."
"Now you hush yourself," Ma Jones

demanded. "Evei-ything happens the
worst in your life. 1 should have dis-

appeared myself, years ago. Thir-
teen months more and my naturally
sweet and sunny disposition will be
ruined and I'll be in a sanitarium."
Ma delivered herself of this in a man-
ner that convinced the head of the
house and its check signer that the
better part of valor would be to hush
—and lots of it!

Ma Jones telephoned and wi-ote let-

tei's without finding a clew. Pa just
looked his part. Jim said nothing and
went on vidth the extracting. "Evei.
at that," he told his mother, "it's the
sweetest business in the world."
And so endeth the chapter of the

disappearing bride, as much as I

hated to write it.

A week passed, as weeks will, if

nothing stops it.

The telephone rang and Ma an-
swered. "There's a crate o' glassware—-two of 'em here at the freight
house. Tell Jim to get 'em, will you
please, Mrs. Jones?"
When Jim got this word he trucked

into town, then locked up the crates
in the honey house.

"There's dirty work going on
around here," Pa Jones, kidded Ma,
when he came in 10 minutes early for
dinner. "I ain't going to be surprised
if somebody's murdered in the next
chapter."
"You better be careful—it may be

you," Ma rejoined, a tint of acidity in

her throat. "I've been learning
things and putting two and two to-

gether and—

"

She was going to expend a very
carefully-thought-out theory that
would explain everything, when the
west door opened and Helen rushed
in, bundle-laden. She had driven in

from the west unseen.
Ma Jones bounded to embrace her

daughter, her theory generously fly-

ing out the window. "Well for the
land sakes!" she exclaimed. "Where
have you been, honey?"

Pa Jones sheepishly got up and said
he was glad to see Helen back, too.

"I didn't think it would take near
as long to see all those folks," Helen
began, "but once I'd started I knew
I might as well finish. Where's Jim?"

"Extracting," announced Ma.
"We'll need all that honey, and

more, I think, to fill these orders."
Helen opened a package. "Look them
over. Pa. There's one from the big-
gest hotel in Strongville ; here's one
from the steward of a chain of small
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hotels in several cities. Look! we
get 35 cents a pound. There's an-

other from the superintendent of the

dining car service on the H. O. N. &
E. Y. Railroad. They ought to use
a ton at least. And here's a lot of

smaller hotels and restaurants—they
don't use so much, but they all help.

I'll never rest till all the dining rooms
in this part of the country serve
Jones' honey. Did the serving dishes

for Jones' honey come?"
"And that's where you've been?"

asked Ma. "Well, for the land sakes!

You do beat all, you town girls!"

Jim came in. "I heard you coming
up the hill, cut-out wide open." He
grinned. "Do these come up to speci-

fications?"
He set a little glass individual

honey dish out before them. It was
made in the shape of a. double bodied
hive, with a glass top shaped like an
excelsior hive cover. On one side, in

raised letters was the inscription:

"JONES HONEY, FROM JONES'
APIARIES, BEE CITY, IOWA." On
the opposide side were the words:
"JONES' HONEY EVERY DAY,

ALWAYS DRIVES THE BLUES
AWAY."

"That's exactly like the model,
isn't it, Jim?" Helen asked. "Folks
can't help but ask 'What's that?' and
then they'll order it after they find

out. On the menu cards these buyers
are going to feature Jones' Honey
from Jones' Apiaries. And there's a

good profit in it for them, too. A
pound makes a dozen or more orders,

and, at 10 cents or 15 cents each, fig-

ure it out for yourself. We furnish

the serving dishes, which they use

over and over again. I sold it to

every place I tried except one, and
I'll sell it to him after he see's how
it goes. And they all promised not

to charge over 15 cents. That will

create sales. We furnish it to them
in 120 pound case lots."

Jim was proud of Helen. He had
a right to be.

Ma Jones called them to dinner and
they all sat down. After thanks were
returned and the meal well under
way, Pa Jones reached over for the

honey with which he proceeded to

float one of Ma's fritters.

"Better go easy on that," Jim
chided. "That's not 10-cent honey,

Dad!"
Pa Jones grinned.
So you see everything turned out

happily in the end, anyway, didn t it?

Iowa.

THE PRODUCERS' LEAGUE
By A. F. Bonney

The following, from Printers' Ink,

a well-known advertising publication,

contains much of interest to honey
producers and members of the

League:
"Why advertising is needed all the

time.
"If people did not move away, and

some time die; if new generations did

not grow up, if competitors did not

compete, if people were not receptive

to new ideas, then—and only then

—

would there be no need for advertis-

ing." This was the assertion of Milo

C. Richter, of the Harley-Davidson
Motor Company, Milwaukee, address-
ing a convention of Harley-Davidson
dealers recently."

I firmly believe that one of the
principal duties of the League will be
to conduct a campaign of advertising,
to promote the sale of honey.

Of course the individual producer
may advertise, and does, but as his

supply is not constant, his advertising
is spasmodic. He uses printers' ink
when he has honey, but, his supply ex-
hausted, he is unable to fill the de-
mand already created. This works to
his detriment, for after a while peo-
ple will cease responding to his ads,
and he fails to sell when he is sup-
plied.

Most beekeepers who produce fair
crops seem to be imbued with an
insane desire to get rid of their
crop as soon as possible, which is,

probably a reflex of the comb-honey
days, when we were advised to sell

early, for reasons which do not apply
now, for extracted honey will keep in-

definitely, whether granulated or ster-

ilized to prevent it. I recently saw a
reminder of this in a card from a firm
that handles large amounts of honey,
in which honey producers were urged
to sell, in view of the prospective low
prices, and hopes of a good ci-op in

1921. This, I think, was ill advised
and uncalled for.

But continuous advertising calls for
continuous supply, and as the pro-
ducer, that is, the average producer,
cannot keep up his supply without
buying, and is seldom in position to
do this profitably, he is soon idle.

While the farmer always gets a
quotation on his goods, grain, cream,
eggs, and so on, the honey producer
is asked: "What will you take?" and
having no information as to values,
may sell at ruinous prices to see
his honey, later on, sold at twice to
three times what he got for it.

Now here, I think, is where the
League will function. First, by ad-
vertising continuously; second, by
seeing that there is a steady supply;
third, by keeping its members, and
through them other honey producers,
informed of the price of honey, to
buyers in carload lots, to wholesalers
and to retailers. When this is done,
buyers, bottlers, will cease asking for

samples and "lowest price, f. o. b.

destination," and quote prices.
If the honey producers of the coun-

try were entering a new field, an un-
tried field of co-operation, the prob-
lems confronting it were formidable,
but honey producers in Texas and
Colorado have ventured, and suc-
ceeded. The fruit growers in Cali-
fornia have done wonders. The de-
mand for raising has been boosted
several hundred per cent, and all the
dried grapes so far produced have not
gone into the home brew.
We delegate our town, county,

State and national afl'airs to our rep-
resentatives, and we can as well trust
our business affairs in the hands of
men as much interested in honey as
we are. There is more work than
glory in what thev do, and less finan-
cial returns than either.

Iowa.

REDUCING LOSSES IN SHIPMENT

The Freight Claim Agent of the Bur-
lington Railroad Tells How

.Serious loss is likely to result when thin lum-
ber is used for boxing heavy packages.

By J. D. Shields

The economic waste represented
by the $109,000,000 paid during the
year by the railroads of this country,
in the settlement of loss and damage
claims, is attracting the serious at-
tention of producers and consumers
all over the country and is a matter
worthy of the most thoughtful and
constructive consideration of our
best citizens.

These losses are divided into three
general classes: First, due to in-
herent vice. Second, due to unavoid-
able accidents. Third, due to pre-
ventable causes. We may guard
against the effects of inherent vice
and we may minimize the accidents,
but our efforts along these lines are
necessarily limited, as the contest is

with the fox'ces and laws oi nature,
which we often find beyond our con-
trol. Science and invention are grad-
ually and constantly suggesting new
methods for the conservation of food
stuffs and our Government officials
are actively engaged along these
lines with ever increasing good re-
sults.

We don't know exactly how these
losses ai-e divided as between the
leading causes. We know, in a gen-
eral way, that large quantities of
products are lost or desti-oyed at the
source, due to insufficient or im-
proper cai-e and preparation. We do
know with reasonable accuracy the
extent and nature of losses due to
preventable causes, especially those
incident to railroad transportation,
every instance of which represents a
destruction of material that has had
some kind of labor expended upon it,

and without negligence of one kind
or other would have reached its des-
tination, brought its price, served its

purpose and thus have enriched the
community in general.

The railroad employees realize
their own weakness in handling
freight and are engaged in a claim
prevention campaign aimed at the
various claim producing causes, in-
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eluding education and training of em-
ployees, correction and adaptability
of freight handling methods, accurate
billing, correct and legible marking,
good packing and suitable containers.
The co-operation of the shipping pub-
lic is, of course, essential to the suc-
cess of their undertaking.

Good packing and marking and the
use of good containers are vital fac-

tors in the railroad claim situation
and are subjects that are especially
pertinent to the shipper. The three
go well together. Each is dependent
on the other and the lack of one in-

variably results in a casualty.
The subject of packing is too big

for detailed treatment here. It de-
pends upon the nature of the com-
modity, but has at least one essential

feature, which is adequacy. No one
knows the packing requirements for
perishable or fragile commodities so

well as the shippers or producers.
Their experience and good judgment
must be largely depended upon to

prepare shipments for the ordinary
shocks of every day railroading.

CoiTect marking is elementary. Old
marks should invariably be erased
from second-hand containers. When
consignor's name is shown it should
be prefixed by the word "from," to

distinguish it from the name of con-
signee. Street and number should
be shown whenever possible and
markings on packages or tags should
be legible and not easily erased, re-

moved or defaced.

The use of suitable containers is

one of the largest single factors

among the preventable causes of

claims and presents probably the

broadest field in which the shipper
may lend his co-operation in this

campaign. Frail containers are
chronic claim producers. Sturdy con-
tainers are claim preventers. The
word "container" is used in a dual
sense to include the completed pack-
age and the units of which the pack-
age is composed ; as in the case of a

box containing honey in metal fric-

tion top cans and a box containing
comb honey in frames; boxes and
cans are uniformly called "contain-

ers." Experience teaches us that

honey in frames and honey in cans

require different standards of con-

tainers to resist the shocks of trans-

portation, and it takes very little im-

agination to arrive at such a conclu-

sion. The same is true of all other

commodities. What is good enough
for one is insufficient for others, and
while there are specified rules cover-

ing standards of containers for spe-

cific commodities, the question of

what is a good container in the sense

that it will amply protect and carry

the shipment, is often dependent on

the good judgment of the shipper

alone. Bags, barrels, crates, cans,

boxes, etc., must be adapted to the

class of freight they are used to pro-

tect and transport, and should be of

sufficient strength in every case to

preclude the possibility of loss or

damage by any cause short of unfair

handling.

Economy in material for contain-

ers often turns into waste of contents

at the expense of all concerned. Good

containers mean less claims, better
service and satisfied patrons and cus-
tomers. The most universally used
material for containers is wood, and
the subject of wooden box constxnic-

tion is susceptible of very careful
study. The Forest Products Labora-
tory of the United States Forest Ser-
vice at Madison, Wis., has some inter-

esting data on box construction tend-
ing to prove the possibility of better
boxes at less expense. It is under-
stood that shippers and others inter-

ested may secure valuable informa-
tion on the subject by addressing the
laboratox-y.

It is said that a package of freight
properly packed and marked and ii.

a good container, is half way to des-

tination even before it leaves the
shipper's possession. Too much em-
phasis cannot be placed on the three
essential factors in the preparation
of freight-packing, marking and con-

tainers.

With these three at 100 per cent,

the railroad employee should be on
his mettle to do his part in complet-
ing a good job and getting the ship-

ment to destination and into the

hands of the consignee in full and in

good order. This is the ideal situa-

tion we are striving for, and while we
may not always hit the mark, it is

earnestly hop?d that with co-opera-
tion between the shipping public and
the carriers' employees, and with the

exchange of ideas and the general
awakening of the claim prevention
spirit in everyone, we may come
mighty close to our expectations.

Chicago, May 13, 1921.

UNWISE LAW MAKING
By Allen Latham

On page 176 of the American Cee
Journal we read that Pennsylvania
has passed a law making it unlawful,
after July 1, 1925, to keep bees in

other than hives having movable
combs. It may be unwise upon the

part of the writer to call such lav-

making unwise, but such law-making
is to my mind foolish, and I am go-
ing to state my reasons for my be-

lief.

In the first place, it is human na-

ture to rebel against a "thou shalt

not." There are times, to be sure,

when a prohibitive legislation is the

only cure for an evil. Such a case is

that of prohibiting the liquor traffic.

Personally I believe that everyone
should have the right to sell liquor it

he wishes, and that it should hold a

place on the shelves of stores like

any other commodity. But, unfor-
tunately, there are many people who
abuse the use of alcohol, and for the

good of all, we are obliged xo pro-

hib:;.

In the case of keeping bees other-

wise than in movable-comb hives, I

think some remedy can be found
much better than a prohibitive law.

I shall discuss this point later.

In the second place, all prohibitive

laws fail of being effective unles.->

backed up by penalties and law en-

forcement. Pennsylvania may pass

the law, but what of it? That law
will stand on the statutes of Penn-

sylvania like many laws upon the
statutes of Connecticut, dead and
forgotten a few years after its en-
actment. The game is not worth the
candle, and the law will die a natural
death.

In the third place, what is the
good, even if the law could be en-
forced? It is the hope of those who
got the law passed that through its

means bee-disease may be brought
under control. Let us consider the
pros and cons of this for a few min-
utes. It is true that in the hands of
skillful people the modern beehive
is a great aid to checking bee dis-
ease. A well-kept hive with its

straight slabs of combs, each easily
taken from the hive, offers a mini-
mum of trouble to a bee inspector,
and he goes through the apiary with
such hives in a very short time. It

would take much longer to go
through an apiary of box-hives and
reach as satisfactory a conclusion.

Right here comes the trouble. Few
beekeepers are skillful. To one who
is skillful there are not less than ten
or so who are not. How about their
movable (?) comb hives? To en-
lighten those who have not done in-

spection I will cite a few cases.
These cases are not made up, but
actually taken from my own experi-
ence.

Case No. 1.—This hive was of the
eight-frame type. Four of the frames
on one side had brood, four on the
other had honey. Between the two
sets of four was the division-board.
Both sides wei'e bound on the so-

called division-board and to the hive
walls.

Case No. 2.—This hive had the
regulation eight frames, but appar-
ently the person who had hived the
swarm was nervous, for the frames,
mostly of the non-spaced variety,
were shoved to one side at one end
and unevenly spaced at the other.
Combs were built in letter s's, and to
the cover of the hive.

Case No. 3.—This hive had all the
frames and they were spaced, but not
even starters of foundation were
used, and so the combs were built in

such manner that some of them occu-
pied four frames.

Case No. 4.—This hive had but
four frames, and the owner was a
just man. He had averaged those
four frames so that each part of the
hive had its share. Something doing
when I pulled off the cover.

Case No. 5.—The owner of this

hive either did not have any frames
or else forgot to put them in. Not so
bad, after all, for when the hive was
lifted all the combs were easily

reached from beneath.
Case No. 6.—This enlightened

owner had a fully equipped hive with
full sheets of foundation. The foun-
dation was not properly fastened and
hence the combs were a variety of

marcel waves, graceful to look upon
if you can get them out.

Cases innumerable in which all the
combs were so irregular that not one
single frame could be removed with-

out starting the honey to leaking.

Nor must we blame ignorant bee-
keepers for all this trouble. Twice
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have I seen equipped hives sent, from
those who professed to knovif what
was correct, with foundation so im-
properly put in that the entire foun-
dation was a waste of good beeswax.
Only this spring I had occasion to be
called by a wealthy woman to stock
her hives with package bees. She
had six hives ready for the bees. I

had to put in about two houi-s of hard
work undoing improper work and do-
ing the work propei-ly. She had hired
a professional (?) supply dealer to
put full sheets of foundation into her
hives. In some, the sheets were not
fastened in any manner to the top-
bars. In others the sheets were fas-
tened by drips of wax at the ends
and in the middle. In some hives
the wires were not imbedded at all,

while in others they were caught
here and there by melted wax. In
none of the hives were the wires
tight. Had I put the bees into those
hives as I found them, there would
not have been one hive in which an
inspector could have easily removed
the frames for inspection.
And Pennsylvania expects that, by

forcing her beekeeping farmers to
use movable-comb hives, they will at-

tain movable combs.
And, after all, is the box-hive a

menace? Is the movable-comb hive
not more of a menace? When bees
die in a box-hive the hive is usuahy
left to stand unmolested. It may be
robbed out, or it may not. Frequent-
ly, before it does any harm the wax-
worms have put it beyond danger.
When, however, bees die in a mov-
able-comb hive the owner will gener-
ally pull the hive to pieces. He will

either toss the combs about or will

lay them helter-skelter on the adja-
cent stone wall. I put it up to Penn-
sylvania law-makers whether such a
hive is not more dangerous to the
beekeeping industry than the unmo-
lested box-hive

Owners of frame-hives are quite
likely to get their bees to robbing
and, if any disease is present, the dis-

ease is spread and the menace in-

creased ten-fold. Owners of box-
hives seldom get their bees to rob-
bing, and disease may exist for a long
time without becoming dangerous.

I say without fear of any argu-
ment that can be brought forward,
that the box-hive bugaboo is seen
through a microscope. Look at a
louse Through a microscope and see
what a horrible thing it is. As with
lice, so with box-hives; keep them oft

your own premises, but let your
neighbor tolerate them if he will.

The trouble in this whole matter
lies in the method of procedure. Penn-
sylvania has gone "Dutch." Prohibi-
tive legislation is not what is needed.
Education is what is needed. Teach
the value of the frame-hive. Teach
how to make use of this value. Teach
that unless the frame-hive is treated
as a frame-hive its value ceases. Most
people can be approached from the
money point of view. If the dullest
person is shown that he can make
more money by this thing than by
that, he will adopt the money-making
scheme. Let Pennsylvania spend as
much money in educational activity
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as it will have to spend in carrying
out its absurd prohibitive laws and
the end sought will be achieved much
sooner.

I realize that many of my readers
will be surprised at the side I have
taken in this matter, and because
they have set their hearts upon the
eradication of the box-hive, will dis-
agree with me decidedly. I am right,
however, and the sooner the friends
of beekeeping are brought to realize
that it is only through education that
we shall ever clean this country of
bee diseases, the more quickly shall
we reach that distant goal.

Connecticut.

SMALL AND LARGE HIVES
By V. Dumas

Much has been said upon the above
question. But in giving the follow-
ing personal observations, my aim is

to draw the attention of the reader
upon a neglected point. I hold that
the value of observations reported is

not only depending upon the knowl-
edge of the man who made them, but
also upon the number, comparison,
frequency and generality of those
observations.

Not all the methods of apprecia-
tion are logical. We see a beginner
buy a style of hive; during a few sea-
sons he has no crop; then he changes
the style and suddenly he secures an
immense crop of honey. Does that
prove that the first style used was in-
ferior? He may have had poor sea-
sons at first, with a better honey pe-
riod later.

Another man buys a large hive and
puts a fine swarm in it. While his
other colonies harvest a good crop,
this one may make barely enough to
live. Does this prove anything
against the hive? Perhaps it had a
poor queen, or she may have been
superseded at the wrong time, for
such a supersedure at the time of the
crop may endanger the result.
Many similar accidents may hap-

pen to the novice, and even to the
experienced beekeeper, and influence
them in their judgment. We must
not forget, therefoi-e, that <ill inci-

dents and observations must accom-
pany our statements, if we wish to

give the reader an o casion to pass
judgment upon the comparisons.

With this point in mind, I wish to
exhibit the conclusions drawn by me
from a practice of ten year, bearing
upon the annual experience of keep-
ing some 250 colonies in hives of dif-

ferent models and sizes; besides the
observations furnished by the trans-
fer of a large number of colonies,
from buildings or trees into hives.
My home apiary was composed of

104 colonies divided as follows:
A—70 Dadant-Modified or Dadant-

Blatt hives, 12 frames, inside length
16% inches, inside height 10%
inches.

B—2 Dadant-Modified, Long Idea
hives, 28 frames, inside length 16%
inches, inside height 10% inches.
C—8 small hives, 10 frames, inside

length 9Vi inches, inside height 14
inches.

D—2 small hives, combs across en-
trance, 18 frames, inside length 9V2

inches, inside height 14 inches.
E—6 Box-hives, 8 combs, inside

length 7% inches, inside height 24
inches.

F—16 De Layens Long Idea hives,
18 to 24 frames, inside length 12%
inches, inside height 14% inches.

These varied styles, though incon-
venient side by side, have supplied
me with the following evidence:
A is the best hive for extracted

honey production. C is the best for
wintering weak colonies. E fur-
nishes the greatest number of nat-
ural swarms. F has inconveniences
which overbalance its good qualities.
D offers no advantages whatsoever.
B might be advantageous in a large
apiary for the rearing of queens, as
it would supply, at the beekeeper's
choice, either combs of honey or
combs of brood.

In France, the shallow frames are
not desirable for wintering. I have,
however, ascertained that this is the
case only with weak colonies. I have
also noted, in the Dadant hives, some
30 desertions, in spring, with no
other cause than the weakness of the
colonies, which were unable to keep
warm on ill-supplied large frames.
This might have been avoided, for
one should not allow colonies to be-
come weak. But I have never seen
desertions in the styles C, D and E,
however weak the colonies may have
been. This is an aside of beekeeping
which might be avoided.

It is evident to me that, on the
whole, the 12-frame Dadant hive is

most desirable. The fault found with
it in England is probably the result of
a lack of comparative experience.
This fault is undoubtedly applicable
to the Long-Idea Dadant or DeLayens
hives, as there is too much room, and
the queen may extend her laying in
an undesirable way, when her laying
should be reduced. I had one of
those hives, supplied with full combs
in its entire length, to furnish 14
combs of brood in August; so that
when I transferred the bees into an
ordinary 12-frame hive, I had to put
on a super to contain the immense
population of that colony. At that
date, not one of my small colonies
had swarmed, though well supplied
with bees. Their crop averaged only
33 pounds, while most of the large
hives yielded an average of 88
pounds. Yet, at the opening of
spring these small hives had seemed
to be in better shape than the larger
ones. Independently of all other
causes, the size of the combs and
their number have the greatest influ-

ence upon the honey production.
I consider those large frame hive

colonies as the best balanced, keeping
a middle road between the hives that
are too small and cannot produce
enough bees, and those that are too
large and wear themselves out by
raising too many bees when they
should be filling with honey.

Toulouse, France.

Arizona had 28,174 colonies of
bees in 1919, as against 23,770 in

1909, and the honey crop for 1919
was 926,621 pounds, or a per colony
average of 33 pounds.
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THE C. C. MILLER FUND
I have your letter asking my opin-

ion about continuing the time for sub-
scriptions for the Miller Memorial
Fund. I am very much in favor of
going on vi^ith this for some time, and
can best explain my reasons for this

by telling you what I think should be
done with this fund. The amount so

far subscribed is inadequate to estab-
lish a memorial fitting to a man like

Doctor Miller, and I know of few
things that can be done for beekeep-
ing that will do more than a real

working establishment to perpetuate
the memory of this great beekeeper.
What I hope for is this: The first

choice would be a fellowship or schol-

arship for research in beekeeping in

some great university, but as we will

probably not be able to get funds for
that, the second choice would be to

found a library of beekeeping litera-

ture in some university in which could

be gathered together the literature ot

the world on beekeeping. We have
no such libi-ary at present in America.
Such a library could be founded at

first by contributions from authors
and editors of practically all the pres-

ent literature, and the income from
the principal would be used every
year to buy current books and jour-

nals and to buy up complete files of

the various journals, reprints of sci-

entific articles on beekeeping and the

older books on the subject. Even if

not to exceed $100 annually were
available, this would in time probably
make this the greatest library of the

kind in the world, and, of course, the

larger the fund the better the library

would be. I am in favor of placing

the fund with some trust company
for investment, so that for all time
the money would be working for the

betterment of beekeeping, for I know
that such a memorial would better

please Dr. Miller than a transient

thing like a monument. His constant

aim was to help his fellow beekeep-
ers, and no memorial which does not

do that will fit the character of the

man whom we take pleasure in hon-

oring.

The amount of money now at hand
is scarcely one-fourth enough for the

smallest library, but I feel sure that

this amount is not all that you will

receive. If the subject can be brought
to the attention of the beekeepers at

the various associations, large contri-

butions will be forthcoming. Fur-
thermore, I feel certain that there

are still many who want to contribute

who have merely overlooked it. Those
who have profited financially because
of the beekeeping work of Doctor
Miller are myriad, and there is the

still larger group of beekeepers who
are better men and women because
of the life of the man, and they will

want to have a part, even though it

be a small one, in this movement.
It virill probably help materially if

the beekeepers can be assured that, if

possible, the fund will be invested in

some way which will be a benefit to

the beekeeping industry. The com-
mittee having this in charge has, up
to the present, not been able to an-

nounce what would be done, because

of the uncertainty of the amount that

would be available, and even at this

time it is impracticable to make a
definite statement. I feel sure, how-
ever, that if we can promise that the
money will be used in some way that
will be a perpetual benefit, many con-
tributions will be increased and later

contributions will be much more
numerous. I, for one, am anxious
for the kind of memorial which I

have here outlined, and shall use my
influence to this end. I shall be wil-

ling to agree to whatever is the most
practical, provided that the most use-
ful thing can be decided upon. Of
course, I am only one of five on the
committee, and am not attempting to

dictate the policy, but am merely
stating my personal beliefs and pref-

erences in the matter.
Subscriptions to the fund are be-

ing requested by foreign bee jour-

nals, one as far away as South Africa,

and if beekeepers of other lands are
anxious to honor the memory of Doc-
tor Miller, then it seems to me that

those of us who were nearer to him
should do our level best to make this

worth while. In view of these cir-

cumstances, I look for a considerable
increase in the fund soon.

Sincerely yours,
E. F. Phillips.

SHOULD EVERY FARMER KEEP
BEES?

By T. C. Johnson

I read the article on page 234 of
the June American Bee Journal, by J.

H. Tichenor. I was a farmer myself
when I started to keep bees, and i

hived my first swarm in a nail keg;
but I was not long getting in touch
with some one that knew more about
bees than I did. I got on the right

track and subscribed for a good bee
journal and also bought some good
bee books. A soap box and a r.ail keg
won't do for me—nothing but a
movable-frame hive and combs built

from full sheets of comb foundation.
If every farmer would do as I did,

or better, I would feel just like Mr.
J. H. Tichenor does, I would say yes,

every farmer should keep bees. I

have helped a lot of my neighbors to

get started right and I am not afraid

to help others, with the fear that they
will put me out of business or flood

the market with honey. I have in-

spected bees in Indiana for over three

years and I know that the State is

spending thousands of dollars to get

rid of disease, and the biggest help to

get rid of it is to get rid of the cross-

comb hives. I find farmers, every
day, who are hiving bees in anything
that has a hole in it; all the way from
drain tiles to cider barrels. I even
saw one farmer trying to hive a

swarm in a lard can, but the sides

were so smooth that the bees could

not stick, which was a good thing.

Now if Mr. Tichenor had explained

what a farmer should do to keep bees

in the right way and what the law
requires in that line, I would have
said Amen to his article. But unless

we get rid of the box hive or old gum,
as most farmers call it, we will never
get rid of foulbrood. If bees are

worth keeping they are worth keeping
right. I have met farmers who had
everything on the farm that was
needed to run it, and a big automo-
bile to go pleasure riding, but their
bees were in old boxes with old dirty
sections on top with mice, roaches,
and most anything else. When told
to get new hives, they cannot afford
it. It would simply be throwing
money away to pay $1 per pound for
foundation, when, if used properly,
it would make $5 for $1. There are
but very few places on the farm
where a man can spend $1 and get
back $5 in return, saying nothing
about the benefit the bees are to his
fruit and plants.

Indiana.

SALT FOR BEES
By Harold L. Kelly

In reference to recent articles ap-
pearing in the American Bee Journal
in regard to bees liking salt, I would
like to cite an experience at my api-
ary.

A neighbor inquired if bees liked
salt, stating that a portion of the gar-
den had been sprinkled with salt to
kill weeds, and that the ground was
thick with bees.
Upon investigating, I found condi-

tions as stated by my neighbor. The
entire garden was still wet from re-
cent rains, but the bees were only
on the patch that had been salted.

It was not necessary for them to
come to this particular spot for water
alone, as there is a stream not three
hundred feet from the apiary from_
which they have always obtainea'
water.

To satisfy myself as to whether
they liked salt, I placed in the yard
a pan of wet sand in which two hand-
fulls of salt had been sprinkled. It

was frequented by the bees until it

dried out.

I notice that when getting water at
the stream, they work on the wet
sands, and not at the water's edge.
Is it not possible that they get salts

that wash from the earth and settle

in the sands, that could not be had if

they took water direct from the
stream?

Maryland.

BOILED HONEY FOR CAGES
By D. T. Glaster

Boiling honey to make candy for
mailing queens is no bad thing. It

should be boiled in a double boiler
with but little water, and boiled until
all the water is boiled out and until
the honey is thick vidth a heavy body,
and then you can get more of it in

the candy and the candy will net dry
out or get too soft. Otherwise in a
damp time it will get soft and stick
up the bees, and in a dry time it will

get hard and dry and let the bees
starve. I have been using boiled
honey ever since the postoffice de-
partment required it. The first two
or three years I had some trouble
with it until I boiled it until it be-
comes thick, and the thicker the
better.

North Carolina.
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'the EDITOR'S answers'^
^ J

When stamp is enclosed, this editor will answer questions by mail. Since
we have far more questions than we can print in the space available, several
months sometimes elapse before answers appear.

Selling Queens
Suppose I have been rearing queens of fine

quality for my own apiary and would like to

sell the queens by advertising, what are the
requirements of the law which I have to ob-

serve in selling and shipping queens?
ILLINOIS.

Answer.—The requirements for this State

are that you should have your apiary inspected,

to make sure that you have no foulbrood. A.

L. Kildow, Putnam, 111., is the Chief Inspector

just now. He will either send a deputy or

come himself, and it will cost you nothing.

In addition, if you use honey to make the

candy for the shipping cages, you should boil

that honey for a half hour, and a certificate to

that effect must be put upon the cage contain-

ing the bees. This, with a certificate that

your apiary has been inspected, will be suffi-

cient, we believe, to enable you to send queens

anywhere. Such certificates are printed on

address tags for mailing purposes.

Royal Jelly

I would like to know where royal jelly can
be found in a beehive. WISCONSIN.
Answer. ^—^In every cell that has young larv*

or "worms" of the bees less than 3 days old.

Buy some text book and read it. You cannot

keep bees successfully unless you Lre posted.

Honey Vinegar—Sweet Clover
1. Would you please advise me the propor-

tion of honey and water to use, or give me the

formula to make vinegar out of honey?
2. I will also be in the market for some an-

nual sweet clover, but think it's too late to

plant it this spring, and would like to know
if I can plant it in the fall, like you do alfalfa.

MISSOURI.
Answers.—1. About a pound and a half of

honey, with enough water to make a gallon of

liqi»fd, the honey had best be heated first, to

kill all germs. Then add to the liquid a little

yeast. Fruit juice is as good as the best yeast.

The liquid should be just warm when the fer-

ment is added. Keep the solution at a suitable

degree of heat to sustain fermentation, any-

where between 70 and 100 degrees.

Alcohol fermentation takes place first, but

if the air is not excluded, the acetic or vinegar

fermentation soon sets in. The more air you

give, the quicker will be the change.

2. Annual sweet clover has been very high

in price, about $1 an ounce. As many people

are cultivating it, it will probably be much
cheaper next spring. Sow it early, about the

time when oats are sowed.

Races Compared—Requeening
1. (-'ompare the goldens and Ihrtc-banded

Italian and Cyprian bees in regard to resistance

to European foulbrood.
2. In Langs troth on the Honeybee, revised

by Dadant, is not Dr. Miller quoted as saying
he always left requeening to the bees? Is this

a fact? KANSAS.
Answers.— 1. I do not know for certain, for

we have not had any Cyprian bees for years,

but I believe either of those three varieties

would be equally resistant to European foul-

brood. However, it is best to be on the look-

out and treat the uccs promptly when disease

is found.

8. No, but 1 don't believe Dr. Miller ever

practiced requeening, except in cases where the

queen was inferior. I have just looked through

his "Fifty Years" and cannot find any mention

of it. However, it is a good plan to requeen

when the queen is fully two years old. Queens
of less than a year will lay less drone eggs

than older ones.

Entrance—Foulbrood
1. How wide should the entrance be on a

hive when wintering bees in the cellar?
2. Would it be safe to use frames for ex-

tracting ho'ney when the frames have been
used for the same, but the frames in the brood-
chamber have had foulbrood, that is put them
on when a good honey flow is on?

3. Would it be a good plan to paint a hive
inside, where foulbrood has been?

WISCONSIN.
Answers.— 1. Have the entrance as wide as

possible. We even raise the hive a little from
the bottom-board, so they may have plenty of

air.

2. No, don't use any combs, or frames, or

hives that have foulbrood. Melt up the combs,

scald the frames, singe the hives. You cannot

be too careful. Most people boil the frames in

lye water for half an hour.

3. It is a good plan to paint the hive inside.

But a still better plan is to singe it with a

blow torch such as tinners use. If you know
of a tinner you may be able to borrow his blow

torch If not, buy one.

Extracting Granulated Honey
Please tell me how to extract granulated

honey from super extracting frames. I put my
supers back on the hives last fall, after ex-
tracting, for the bees to clean and repair; the
honey was very thick; it was about impossible
to extract it, and the comb was left very rag-
ged. This was after heavy killing frosts, and I

thought no more honey could be stored; but I

found some of the frames nicely filled, capped
and granulated.

I have read somewhere that if a super of
granulated honey be put below the brood-
chamber that the bees will transfer the honey to

super above. If I do this, should I make an
opening in super for the bees to go in and out
from the alighting board?

I am of the opinion that my best plan is tn

cut the honey out of frames and extract it

over the fire, and rewire and put new founda-
tion in. MONTANA.
Answer.—If the honey is of a soft granula-

tion, the bees will use it whenever they can-

not find honey in the fields, but if it is of

coarse granulation some of it may be lost in

sucking it, as sometimes it -gets so hard that

they throw it away.

You may put the super below the aliRbling

board, but it would be better to put il just

iinmfd lately below the brood-chamber and on

top of the alighting board. If your honey crop

is on, you had best delay this until a time when
they will be willing to take the honey, say after

a rainy day or two.

Perhaps it will be as economical lo heat the

honey and melt it as you propose. But honey

which has been heated hot enough to melt the

comb usually loses some of its quality.

ncrease

foundation below, queen excluder on, with two
supers on and rest of brood on top of all; then,
when they are well started below, take off the
top brood to another stand and introduce queen.
Or, if they raise queen-cells in upper brood-
chamber, could cut out to one? I use 10-frame
Danzenbaker hives. VIRGINIA.
Answer.— 1. I don't believe we can count on

making increase zinthout detriment to honey
storing, unless we make the increase when there

is no longer any need of increase in the num-
ber of workers, or, in other words, unless the

swarm thus made comes when it is too late for

the first crop and may be produced in time to

secure the winter stores from a second crop.

All this depends upon the season and the

locality. If you manage to have two colonies,

instead of one, for a late crop, you may even

harvest more honey, upon the whole, than if

you had kept the colony single.

So the thing to do is to figure out, from your

locality conditions, at what time the first crop

is to end and the second crop to begin, and

act accordingly. But, as a rule, increase in

colonies decreases the possibilities of honey

storage, for we cannot eat our cake and have it

left.

Drone Layer
I have a large colony of bees which shows

raised sealed cells in plenty Does this not
designate laying worker bees? Am unable to

find a queen. The colony is very strong.

WISCONSIN.
Answer.—If those raised sealed cells are laid

close together in a regular way, then it may be

a young unmated queen that is laying. But if

they are irregular, here and there, your sur-

mise is probably correct and there may be a

lot of drone-laying workers. At any rate, this

colony is worthless until you give it a fertile

queen. It will probably weaken down to a

small number of bees soon, as there are no

worker bees hatching. They get old fast, when
spring opens.

I wish to run my bees this sca&un for in-

crepse without detriment to honey-storing.
Would llu' fnllnwinfi plan be all right:

One frame with queen and nine full sheets of

Robbing, Increase, Etc.

1. How can one stop robbing after it has be-

gun in an apiary?
2. Can a queen be introduced successfully

on a couple of frames of brood in the top story
of a 2-story hive, if the two hive bodies are
separated by a queen excluder?

I would like to introduce a queen in this

manner and then divide the colony after the

top story is filled with brood. I intend to

leave the old queen in the bottom story.

3. How does Nebraska compare with other
States in honey production? NEBRASKA.
Answers.—1. There are many ways to stop

robbing, none is always successful. The best

way. if you can find the irobbing colony, is to

substitute it for the robbed colony, exchanging

their locations for one another. You may also

put the robbed colony in the cellar for 2 or 3

days. That does not always succeed. If you

can notice when robbing begins, you may often

be able to stop it by throwing loose grass on

the entrance of the irobbed colony, so that the

rohlicrs have some difficulty in getting through.

The bees of the robbed colony station them-

selves in this grass and grab thtm as they

try to enter. But the very best way is to pre-

vent robbing from beginning by keeping strong

colonies and exposing no sweets where bees

can be spoiled by getting a chance to roh.

2. I never tried this. It may succeed, but

I would much prefer to- make the division at

the time when the queen is introduced.

a. Nebraska is like most all other States.

There are excellent spots and poor ones.

Queen Rearing
1. I have started in beekeeping witli the 10-

framc hive and am thinking of changing to the

12-frame size, as a swarm preventative. I have
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20 of the 10-frame size and don't think I will

ever keep over 60. Now, would you change
hives, or would you adopt the Demaree plan for
swarm prevention?

2. The Demaree plan, when you unite the 2

hives, is it necessary to put paper between, or
will they unite peaceably without it?

3. I am going to raise some queens this

summer and had intended to adopt the C. C.
Miller plan, but since our State -ee specialist

tells me that it is better to raise them by the
Doolittle plan, and to do it in a queen-right
colony, I am undecided. Would like to have
your opinion about it. Which do you think
would be better, raised in a queen-right, or a

queenless colony?, I am not going to raise them
for sale, so you see I will only need a few,
but want the best 'lut it is possible for me to

raise.

4. I have Langsti i the Honey Bee, re-

vised by Dadant, ai <. Practical Queen Rear-
ing, by Frank C. i'elldtt.. Langstroth says in

transferring larvse to put in cocoon and larvae

together. Pellett says to transfer with tooth-

pick or grafting tool. What I want to know is.

is it necessary to put the cocoon in tlie artiti- '

cial cell?

5. In putting in royal jelly, is it all right

to put the jelly in on top of larva, or should
the cells be put in first and larvs next?

MISSISSIPPI.
Answers.—1. In order to prevent swarming

there are several requirements. So the chang-

ing of colonies from 10-frame to 12-frame hives

is only a very small part of the needs. You
had better use the Demaree system, which will

probably fill your needs best, and cost you less

since there will be no additionaj investment.

2. With the Demaree plan, such as given on

page 182 of the May number, there is no unit-

ing of two colonies. But if you should divide

the two stories and wanted to put the bees to-

gether again later, it would be best to use the

newspaper system.

3. The Doolittle plan is a little more labor,

but it loses less time for the bees. Both plans

are good if you see to ft that the colony which

is rearing queens has brood from the very best

queen and is well supplied with honey and bees.

4. The Langstroth way is that given by

Pridgen m "Advanced Bee Culture" and

quoted; the Pellett way of transferring the

larva with a toothpick is nearer to Doolittle's

way. Either way is good. One way may
please you better than the other.

6. Put the jelly in first and the larva on top.

That is the way you will see it in naturally

built queen-cells. However, the bees evidently

place the jelly on the side of the Httle grub

and the latter glides down upon it.

ODDS AND ENDS
Apples and Peaches in the U. S.

A significant report is that of the
census covering the apple and peach
crop of the United States. Apples
produced in 1909 totaled 145 million

bushels, as against 156 million bush-
els in 1919. Peaches produced in

1909 were 35 million bushels, and 51
million bushels in 1919.
The most remarkable part of the

report, however, covers the decreases
in number of trees of each kind of
fruit, there being 115 million apple
trees, as compared with 151 million

in 1910. Peach trees 65 million, as

against 104 million in 1910.
There is as great a contrast in

number of trees not of bearing age,

there being 36 million apple trees, as
against 65 million in 1910. There
were also 21 million peach trees not
bearing yet in 1919, compared to 42
million in 1910.

If this indicates anything, it indi-

cates that there is not now that fever-
ish desire for heavy orchard planting
so apparent ten years ago. Should
this reach a point where fruic oe-
comes more scarce, it would tend to

mean better markets for honey.
The better methods of handling and

caring for trees, however, will mean
a relatively larger per tree produc-
tion, which will, in part, offset the
shortage in plantings.

Short Crop of Maple Sugar and Syrup

Fewer maple trees were tapped
last spring than in any one of the last

five years, and only about half as
much sugar was made as during any
of the preceding four years, and
about three-fifths as much syrup, ow-
ing to the unfavorable weather, says
the Bureau of Crop Estimates, United
States Department of Agriculture.

The average producer's price of

maple sugar in the middle of Apr-'
was 25.7 cents per pound, compared
with 37 cents in the same montn in

1920, and 26.9 cents in 1919, al-

though above the 22.5 cents of 1918
and 16.3 cents of 1917. Maple syrup
had the average price of $2.21 per
gallon in April, above which was the
price of $2.92 in 1920 and below
which were the prices of the preced-
ing three years.—U. S. Weekly Crop
Letter.

Beekeeping at Colorado Agricultural
College

With the coming of vocational men
to the Colorado Agricultural College
and the increase in price and demand
for honey, there came a request to

reinstall the course of beekeeping, af-

ter a fifteen-year absence from the

cuiTiculum. A two-year course in

combination with poultry raising,

small fruits or gardening is offered,

and the general course on beekeeping
touches the various phases of organi-

zation, anatomy, physiology and ac-

tivities of honeybees, together with
diseases and enemies of bees, manage-
ment of the apiai-y and production of

honey. The Federal Vocational Board
has let a contract amounting to

$1,500 for bee equipment, which in-

cludes the modern apparatus and
25 colonies of bees.

Mississippi Bees

Bees in Mississippi have increased
from 74,350 colonies in 1909 to 82,-

770 colonies in 1919. The production
for 1919 was 731,630 pounds, or a

per colony production of 9 pounds.

Cleaning Excluders

For several years I have cletned
wood and wire excluders of wax by
use of a sharp-pointed knife. It is

slow. I brought home a lot of ex-

cluders and placed what would go in

my wax boiler, with wooden slats be-

low, so excluders did not touch the

water; covered them, and with a pail

of water in boiler soon had the live

steam cleaning them like new in a
few moments. It does not damage
the wood with a few moments ol

steam, and cleans them so much bet-

ter, as well as faster.

N. E. France.

Wild Honey
"Wild honey is as near like tame as

wild bees are like their brothers in
the hive. The only difference is that
wild honey is flavored with your ad-
venture, which makes it a little more
delectable than the domestic article."— (John Burroughs, "An Idyl of the
Honeybee.")

Italy to Have New Customs Tariff
According to a cablegram dated

June 13, from the American commer-
cial attache at Rome, the new Italian
customs tariff, increasing the import
duties, has been approved and will be-
come effective in the near future. De-
tails, however, are not yet obtainable.

Bees and Honey in California
Bees have decreased in California,

there being 201,023 colonies, as
against 180,719 colonies in 1909. The
honey crop for 1919 was 5,501,738
pounds, or 30 pounds per colony.

Misbranding, Etc.
There were pending before the

Federal Trade Commission, on June
1, 412 complaints of all kinds. These
include misbranding, false advertis-
ing, etc. The subjects range from
oil stock to toilet preparations and
razors. Fortunately, none of those
mentioned has to do with honey.

Beekeeping in India
Beekeeping, as an industry, is un-

known in the plains of northern In-
dia, but nevertheless honey is col-

lected in quantities and sold in the
villages of the hill country.
The poor villagers who live in jun-

gles dig out shallow spaces in the mud
walls of their huts and whitewash
these spaces, later closing up the
spaces except for a small entrance
through the mud. It is not at all un-
usual for these spaces soon to be oc-
cupied by the wild bees. Nobody
ever cares to bring bees to any par-
ticular hut or space, provided for
them. Apparently it is not necessary,
as the bees appear to find them soon.
When the natives wish to gather

honey they bum a combination of
wood chips and cow dung to drive the
bees out of the spaces in the hut
walls and remove the whole of the
comb. Instead of using a veil for this

process, the man keeps covered with
a blanket, provided with suitable
holes for seeing. The bees are either
destroyed entirely or left to shift for
themselves, and thus the "goose" is

killed for her "golden egg."
In the plains no one ever cares for

the bees, although they may often be
seen in clusters hanging from the
branches of roadside trees and projec-
tions of the walls of houses. When
shown a catalog of beekeepers' sup-
plies, everyone was surprised to hear
that it is possible to keep bees and to

make them produce honey on a scale

fit to be called an industry.— (Gange
Pershad, India). KH.

More Census Reports
Louisiana had 31,079 colonies of

bees in 1919, as against 29,591 in

1909. The honey per colony average
for 1919 was approximately 8 pounds,
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or a total of 247,513 pounds.
In Minnesota the per colony aver-

age is 19 pounds, with a total of
1,251,102 pounds from 67,344 colo-
nies. The number of colonies in 1909
was 56,677.

New Mexico Census Report

New Mexico is repoi-ted to have
15,733 colonies of bees, as against
10,052 colonies in 1909. The honey
crop for 1919 was 593,290 pounds, or
37 pounds per colony.

Bulletin on Sweet Clover

Bulletin No. 233 of the University
of Illinois Agricultural Experiment
Station has for its subject "Sweet
Clover for Nitrate Production."

These tests were carried on on dif-

ferent type soils in five different sec-

tions of Illinois. Results were very
conclusive, showing the very great
value of sweet clover as a nitrate

producer, it being much superior to

heavy manure, which was also tried

in the tests.

Charactei'istics which make sweet
clover especially valuable as a green
manure crop are :

1. Adaptability to a wide variation

of climatic and soil conditions, pro-

vided the soil is not too acid and in-

oculation is provided.
2. Hardiness to cold and drought,

and resistance to diseases and weeds.
3. Production of a large tonnage

per acre at a time when it can best

be used for soil enrichment.
4. Rapid decomposition in green

condition.
5. Its deep rooting habit, which en-

ables it to assist in rendering imper-
vious subsoils more porous and to feed
at a greater depth.
6. Ability to obtain food from in-

soluble minerals more readily than
any other crop.

North Carolina and Arkansas Bees

Arkansas has 112,425 colonies of

bees, as against 92,731 in 1910. The
honey crop for 1919 was 791,598
pounds, or 7 pounds per colony.

In North Carolina bees have de-

creased from 189,178 colonies in

1910 to 163,956 in 1919. The honey
crop for 1919 was 1,341,002 pounds.

League Notes

By H. B. Parks

The past month has been one of

great activity in the League. Prof.

H. F. Wilson, Chairman of the Sched-

ule Committee, has been able to make
a tentative grouping of the State

meetings with reference to dates of

meetings. He has divided the States

into fourteen divisions, each division

of which can be visited by speakers
without loss of time or distance in

travel. The schedule will be printed

when finished.

0. E. Timm, Secretary of the Ne-
braska Honey Producers' Association,

has completed the affiliation of his

organization with the League. C. E.

Carhart, C. F. Strahan, H. Thaden, H.

C. Cook, C. A. Eiker and Thos. At-

kins are the moving force in this up-

to-the-minute organization.

George W. York, of Spokane, re-

ports that the Washington State Bee-
keepers' Association, instructed their
Secretary, Mr. Starkey, to complete
the affiliation of that body with the
League. This action is the result of
the good work done for the i^eague
by Geo. W. York, J. B. Ramage and
Dr. A. L. Melander. This association
is not large, but it knows the value of
organization.

H. L. McMurry, of Madison, Wis.,
Chairman of the committee to co-
operate with the National Horticul-
tural Society in its tree planting cam-
paign, has made arrangements with
that body to have nectar-yieiding
trees planted wherever this is practi-
cal. He asks that you send him the
names of trees that are of value as
honey plants and at the same time are
suitable as permanent shade trees.
As these trees are to be planted in

every State in the Union, a large
number of varieties vdll be used.
Send Mr. McMurry the names of the
trees suitable for your locality.

Dr. E. F. Phillips reports that some
investigations have been made on the
subject of the use of honey in candy,
and the finding will be published soon.

C. B. Baxtei', Chairman of the
Equipment Committee, gives the fol-

lowing as his Committeemen and Ad-
visory Board: A. V. Small, C. F
Muth, W. B. Dickenson, M. G. Da-
dant, C. A. Schirm, K. Hawkins. A. L.

Boyden, F. W. Redfield and A. G.
Woodman.

Missourians may have to be shown,
but when shown they know how to
act. The first response to the appeal
for individual membership was from
the Leahy Co., of Missouri.

Frank Rauchfuss, manager of the
Colorado Honey Producers' Associa-
tion, has sent in the dues for that As-
sociation. This is the first Associa-
tion to affiliate on the $1 per member
basis. The Colorado beekeepers never
do things by halves. Mr. Rauchfuss
was one of the group of men v ho or-
ganized the League in 1920.
When you were in the bank yes-

terday, you remember reading a lit-

tle brass sign that stated that a cer-
tain company would pay $100 for any
information relative to theft occurr-
ing in this bank. If you had asked
the banker about that sign hj would
have told you that a burglar thinks
twice when he sees that sign, for he
never knows how badly some of his

pals need that $100. He also tells

you that it costs him a nice round sum
to place that sign at his teller's win-
dow.

The American Honey Producers'
League is doing the same thin?; for its

members, and it costs you nothing ex-
cepting the cost of the signs. These
are worded as follows:

NOTICE
$100 reward will be paid fo/ infor-

mation leading to the arrest and con-
viction of any person molesting this

apiary in any way whatsoever.

Member.
American Honey Producers' League.

H. B. Parks, Secretary.
E. G. LeStourgeon, President.

The beekeeper will place his name

on the blank line as a member of,
and agent for the League. Where
conviction is secured the member sub-
mits proofs to, and draws on the
League for the reward money.
They will cost you 10c each, deliv-

ered. They are printed on heavy
cardboard and are 12x18 inches.
These will last for years.
The idea is that of O. L. Hershiser,

Legal Advisor of the League. The
cards can be obtained from the Sec-
retary, H. B. Parks, Box 830, San
Antonio, Texas.

Southern Co'.'rnia Short
I was much interested in your arti-

cle summing up the expense of pro-
ducing honey in June American Bee
•Journal. It begins to look like the
beekeepers are going to figure on
what honey is costing to produce. And
many will find a cost of over 10 cents
per pound.
Our prospects are not at all good.

Orange is one of our shortest crops
this year. Not to exceed 10 pounds
per colony on total number brought
to groves. Bees on sage made a liv-

ing to date in most places. May broke
all records for rain, and it is a ques-
tion just how much good it will do
the beekeepers. In some sections
much more than others.

L. L. Andrews.

A Texas Bulletin

Bulletin No. 272 of the Division of
Chemistry of the Texas Agricultural
Experiment Station has for its title

"The Chemical Composition of Texas
Honeys and Pecans." It is written by
G. S. Fraps and comprises 12 pages.

Six samples of pecans, both meat
and shells, were examined, and 18 dif-

ferent samples of honey.
The honey samples contained from

16 to 21 per cent of water, horsemint
having the largest water content. The
samples varied in reducing sugar con-
tent from 71 per cent for huckleberry
to 79 per cent for cotton and catclaw
honeys. The percentage of variation
between different kinds of honey was
not large in either case.

Mr. Fraps' analyses do not differ

greatly from those of Mr. Brown in

Bulletin 110 of the U. S. Department
of Agriculture, in which 91 samples
were examined.

The analyses of the pecan samples
show a fat content for the meats of
69 to 74 per cent, and the protein
content varied from 8 to 12 per cent.

Both products are shown to be of
high food value.

Bee Hunting in the Old Days
"One looks upon the woods with a

new interest when he suspects they
hold a colony of bees. What a pleas-
ing secret it is; a tree with a heart of
comb-honey, a decayed oak or maple
with a bit of Sicily or Mount Hymet-
tus stowed away in its trunk or
branches; secret chambers where lies

hidden the wealth of ten thousand
little freebooters, great nuggets and
wedges of precious ore gathered with
risk and labor from every field and
wood about.".— (John Burroughs,
"An Idyl of the Honeybee.")
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AN ADVERTISING CAMPAIGN
The national advertising campaign

of the American Honey Producers'
League will begin with the September
issue of Good Housekeeping, a widely-
distributed publication.

The advertising is in charge of the
Proctor-Collier Company, of Cincin-
nati, and they have given their best
efforts in preparing the campaign
which is about to start, and it is up to
the rest of us to keep it going.
The advertisement will cover a two-

third page, illustrated by a beautiful,
clean-cut sketch of a breakfast table
with biscuits and honey. There is

also being prepared a receipt book,
which will be sent to all inquiries by
the Secretary of the American Honey
Producers' League. Furthermore, a
pamphlet is being prepared explain-
ing to the jobber or wholesale grocer
the activities of the American Honey
Producers' League and the National
Advertising Campaign. This is done
more or less to have the wholesale
grocer stock honey for the coming de-
mand which will be bound to follow if

we all give our hearty support to the
League.
Through the efforts of the Proctor-

Collier Company there will be inter-

esting articles on honey and bees in

many daily newspapers, which will

cover not only the large towns but
many of the country papers. This
will benefit the beekeepers by bring-
ing the words "bees" and "honey" be-

fore everyone's eyes more often.

Pledge your support to the Ameri-
can Honey Producers' League—you
need it and they want you.

C. F. Muth,
Chairman Advertising Committee.

SAVING QUEENLESS COLONIES
By Nathan Martin

My method of saving the queenless
stocks is as follows:
On April 7 a strong colony with a

great mass of brood for the season
was deprived of its queen, which was
directly transferred to a queenless
stock. No danger of introducing here,

as every bee was mighty glad almost
as soon as the queen was on the comb.
This stock is now a strong colony,

fully prepared for the main honey
flow.

The colony deprived of its queen
was treated as follows:

April 19, all queen cells destroyed.
April 28, four or five incipient queen
cells in convenient places, on two
combs, primed with larvae of suitable
age, taken from a colony desirable
for breeding. Eleven days after,
colony examined—one young virgin
out and bees just trying to destroy
the other three cells. One good cell

was saved and directly transferred to
the other queenless colony. (The
queen was heard gnawing in the cell,

so I felt sure it was O. K.) This other
colony had been strengtnenea uy
combs of brood given to it, without
which I think it would have suc-
cumbed to robber bees long ago. It

was over 10 days before these two
young queens commenced laying, but
now their colonies have lots of sealed
brood and are getting on fine, al-

though much behind the regular colo-
nies. To make these two colonies
really worth while for tnis year's
honey crop they will need an addi-
tional super of brood, and I trust
there will be colonies that insist on
swarming, as usual, and this is just
the place for utilizing their surplus
energy.

Ontario.

REMEDY FOR BEE STING
By S. H. Sabine

A short time ago I discovered,
through the agency of a little child,

the best bee sting remedy I have ever
used. It is simply liquid blueing.
My little niece, while out playing

one day, was stung on the hand by a
wasp and she imemdiately ran into
the house, where she got the blueing
bottle and applied the wet cork to
the sting on her hand and then went
out to play again as if nothing had
happened.

This may be known to many, but it

was entirely new to me, and I have
since used » it successfully on bee
stings. It relieves the pain almost
at once, and prevents swelling and
inflammation as nothing else that I

have ever tried will.

Texas.

(That is another added to the hun-
dreds of remedies for bee stings. The
fact is that, if the poison has entered
in very small quantity and one or
those remedies is applied at once, it

will help. But if the entire poison
sack has been emptied into the wound
and a little time has elapsed so that
the very volatile venom has had time
to diff'use itself in the blood, espe-
cially if it has struck a small vein or
artery, the remedies are of but little
avail. The above-named remedy is

easy to apply and it will not hurt to
give it a trial.—Editor.)

Bees Poisoned

Two apiaries owned by Frank Ras-
mussen, Greenv-ille, Mich., and lo-
cated in a commercial apple orchard
here, have been completely destroyed
by spray poison. The dust spray was
used in this case. The trees wnre not
dusted while in bloom, but the contin-
ued dry weather may have caused the
dust to shift some. These apiaries
had been in these orchards for a
number of years, with no bad results.

Frank Rasmussen.

(This is exceedingly unfortunate.
We do not see how it could happen,
and your explanation is not sufficient
to show. The general public should
be informed, so as to avoid such acci-
dents in future.—Editor.)

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
FOR SALE—1,000 colonies of bees located
around Brawley, Calif., in the Imperial Val-

ley, where crop failure is unknown. Portable
E.xtracting outfit, two autos and one lJ4-ton
truck, storage tank, honey house and dwelling
house. Bees in two-story lO-frame hives; no
queen over one year old. This is a going con-
cern and a money maker. If you want an out-
fit of this size and mean business, come look
us over. Half cash, balance as you make it.

Reason for selling, going to South America
this fall. T., care American Bee Journal,

Hamilton, 111.

FOR SALi.—Select queens, untested, $1.15; 6
or more, $1.10 each; select untested, $1.60;

6 or more, $1.50 each;; safe arrival.

Hazel V. Bonkemeyer,
Randleman, R. D. Xo 2. N. C.

WANTED—A man who thoroughly under-
stands the care of bees; a good job for the

right party. References required. Address
R. T. Parker,

69 rtppleton Ave., Pittsfield, Mass.
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WANTED COMB HONEY
Must be 4|4x4|4xl% in Beeway sections

WE ARE IN THE MARKET
FOR 10 TO 20 CARLOADS

Describe tiie quality, grade and quantity and when you will have it ready for shipment

Will take less than carload lots, if fancy and well packed in carriers

Also extracted honey

HOFFMAN & HAUCK, Inc., Woodhaven, N. Y.
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CLASSIFIED DEPARTMENT
AdverlisciKc-iilb in this deijartment vjiW be

inserted for 6 cents per word, with no dis
counts. No classified advertisements accepted
for less that 35 cents. Count each initial or
number as one word.
Copy for this department must reach us not

later than the 20th of each month preceding
date of issue. If intended for classified de-
partment it should be so stated when adver-
tisement is sent,

BEES AND QUEENS
FOR SALE—20 colonies in 10-frame hives,

$10 per hive. Dr. T. A. Kragness,
6031 Wentworth Ave., Chicago, 111.

THAGARD'S ITALIAN QUEENS—I I^
breeding from breeders obtained this spring

from Italy. Untested. $2 each; 12, $18.
Queens from my famous stock, untested, $1.25
each; 12, $11.50.

V. R. Thagard, Greenville, Ala.

FOR SALE—Three-banded Italian queens,
$1.25 each; $12 per dozen Tested, $2.

Jul. Buegeler, New Ulm, Texas.

FOR SALE—400 stands clean bees, extracting
equipment; good location; for eason

write. The Oregon Apiary Co.,

Nyssa, Oregon.

CARNIOLANS—Gentle, prolific, wonderful
honey gatherers. Descriptive circular free.

Untested queens, $1.50 each; $17 per dozen.
August is an excellent time to requeen.

A. C Hann, Glen Gardner, N. J.

THREE-BAND and GOLDEN QUEENS—
Reared in separate yards. Order from us and

get pure stock for your summer and fall re-

queening. At our special price, beginning July
1, untested, $1.25 each; 12, $1.00 each;
tested, $2.0U each. We have a good number
ready for shipment and will fill your order
promptly. Dr. White Bee Co.,

Sandia, Texas.

QUEENS ON APPROVAI^If our $1.50 and
$2.00 queens are not perfectly satisfactory,

have them in the office for return mail and get

your money back. Birdie M. Hartle,
924 Pleasant St.. Reynoldsville, Pa.

WE BELIEVE we have the best Italian

queens obtainable. Our new system is work-
ing wonders. Untested, $1.25; tested, $2.25;

virgins, 50?. Am booking orders for 1922.

F. M. Russell, Roxbury, Ohio.

FOR SALE ^- Three-banded Italian queens
from best honey -gathe ring strain obtainable

(no disease). Untested queens, $1 each; 6,

$5; 12, $9. Select untested, $1.10 each; G,

$5.75; 12, $10. Safe arrival and satisfaction

guaranteed. Your orders filled promptly.
Alabama Bee Co., Rt. 1, Fort Deposit, Aia

FOR SALE—Golden Italian queens, untested,

$1; 6 for $5. Tested queens, $2.

J. F. Michael, Winchester, Ind.

PROMPT SHIPMENT of golden or 3-banded
queens. Untested only. One, $1.25; fi, $7;

12, $i;i. Safe arrival and satisfaction.

Ross B. Scott, La Grange, Ina.

FOR SALE—Pure 3-banded Italian queens,

reared from the best honey-producing moth-

ers, mated to pure drones. Untested, each,

$1.25; 6, $7; 12, $13. Tested, each, $2.50.

H. N. Boley. Hillsboro, Iowa.

SPECIAL—Leather Italian queens, untested,

90c; two or more, 05c; select 25c higher.

One, two and three-frame nuclei with select

untested queens. $3, $4 and $5. Booking or-

ders for 1922 packages.

Tupelo Honey Co., Columbia, Ala.

SWARTS* GOLDEN QUEENS produce gol-

den bets of highest quality. Untested, $1..^)0

each, G for $8; tested, $3. Satisfaction guar-

antctd. D. L. Swarts, Lancaster, ()-, Rt. 2.

FOR SALE—Three-banded Italian queens, un-

tested, $1.26 each; 6, $7.50; 12, $14. Tested

queens. $2.50 ca9h; 6. $15. The above queens

are select stock. Safe arrival and satisfaction

guaranteed.
Rob't B. Spiccr. Wharton. N. J.

MY famous three-banded Italian queens, $1.50
each, 6 for $8, after June 1.

J. W- Romberger, Apiarist,
3113 Locust St., St. Joseph. Mo.

SIMMONS QUEENS, bees and nuclei, g.old-

ens and three-band.
Fairmount Apiary, Livingston, N. Y.

HARDY ITALIAN QUEENS, $1 each.
W. G. Lauver, Middletown, Pa.

FOR SALEl—Unsurpassed Italian queens,
ready June 1; untested, $1.50; 6, $7.50; 12,

$14; 50, $55; 100, $105. Tested, 1, $3.50; G.

$13.50. My queens are actually laying before
they are sent out.

J. D. Harrah, Freewatetr, Oregon.

FOR SALE—Hardy northern bred Italian
queens and bees, each and every queen war-

ranted satisfactory. For prices and further
information write for circular.

H. G. Quirin, Bellevue, Ohio.

BEES AND QUEENS from my Carolina api-

aries, progeny of my famous Porto Rican
pedigreed breeding stock.

Elton Warner, Asheville, N- C.

FOR SALE—Leather colored Italian queens,
tested, until June 1, $2.50; after, $2. Un-

tested. $1.25; 12, $13. Root's goods at Roofs
prices. A. W. Yates,

15 Chapman St., Hartford, Conn.

FOR SALE—Root's strain of golden and
leather-colored Italian queens; bees by the

pound and nuclei. Untested queens, $1.50
each ; select untested, $2 each ; tested, $2.50
each; select tested, $3 each. For larger lots

write. Circular free. A, J. Pinard,
440 N. 6th St., San Jose, Calif.

WE are booking orders for our golden Ital-

ian queens for spring delivery after April 15.

Untested queens, 1, $1.50; doz., $15; select un-
tested queens, 1. $1.75; doz., $18; virgin queens,
1. 75c; doz., $9; tested queens, 1, $3; doz., $36.
Safe arrival guaranteed.

Tillery Brothers, Georgiana, Ala.

BOOK YOUR ORDERS for QUEENS now—
Goldens, $2; tested, $3; banded, $1.50; tested

$2.50; six or more, 10 per cent less.

Clover Leaf Apiaries, Wahoo, Neb.

EDSON APIARIES now booking orders for

queen bees for delivery during season ot

1921. Prices: One untested queen. $1.75; 50
untested queens, $57.50; 100 untested queens,
$100. Orders filled in rotation; first shipments
March 1, 1921.

Edson Apiaries, Gridley, Calif.

BEES AND QUEENS from my New Jersey
apiary. J. H. M. Cook,
lAtf 84 Cortland St., New York City.

ft

BEES BY THE POUND. ALSO QUEENS—
Booking orders now. Free circular gives

prices, etc. See larger ad elsewhere.
Nueces County Apiaries, Calallen, Texas,

E. B. Ault, Prop.

WILL SHIP a few choice queens with frames
of brood, $4 each. Jes Dalton,

Bordelonville, La.

HIGH QUALITY QUEENS at reduced prices.

Three-banded Italians, reared from best hust-

lers, non-swarming, gentle and proline. Can
ship by return mail. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Health certificate with each shipment. Un-
tested, 1 to 10, $1 each; over 10. 90c each. Se-

lect untested, 1 to 10, $1.25 each; over 10 $1.15

each. Tested. $1.75 each
Frank Bornhoffar. Rt. 17, Mt. Washington. O.

TRY my Caucasian queens, $1.25 each; hybrids
35c each. Peter Schaflfhauser,

Havelock, N. C.

SELECT QUEENS only. Three-band and
leather colored Italians. Tested, $2.50; \in-

tested, $1.25 each.

Geo. W. Coltrin & Son, Mathi s. Texas.

ITALIAN QUEENS, $1 each, ar $10 "per doz..

after June 1. Will book a few more three-

frame nuclei of black or hybrid bees with
Italian queen, for delivery after June 15, at

$5 each, or 3 lbs. bees on frame of honey for

$4.25. These will be fine to winter fo-r early

spring work. Otto Diestel, Elza, Ga.

DAY-OLD QUEENS—1. 50c; 100, $50; 500,
$250. Untested queens, $1 each. High

quality 3-banded Italians. Mailed in safety in-

troducing cages. Delivery and satisfaction
guaranteed in U. S. and Canada. Information
in circular. Order early

James McKee, Riverside, Calif.

HUMMER QUEENS—Untested, $1 each, $9
per dozen. Tested $1.60 each, $15 per

dozen. A trial will convince you that they
cannot be beaten. Safe arrival and satisfaction
guaranteed. Nuclei at same old price.
Geo. A. Hummer & Sons, Prairie Point, Mtss.

FOR SALE—Golden Italian gueens, untested,
$1.15, 6 for $6.50; 12 or more. $1 each; tested.

$2 each; select tested, $3 each; extra select
tested, $4 each. No bees for sale.

D. T. Gaster, Randleman, R. D. 2, N. C.

FOR SALE—3-banded Italian queens, un-
tested $1.25 each; 6, $6.50; 12, $12. Select
untested, $1.50 each. Satisfaction guaranteed.

W. T. Perdue & Sons.
Rt. No. 1, Fort Deposit, Ala.

FOR SALE—Golden Italian queens, untested,
1, $1.25; 6 $7.

E. A. Simmons, Greenville, Ala.

YOU CAN SAVE queens by using All Right
push-in comb introducing cage, 25c, post

paid. , O. S. Rexford, Winsted, Conn.

ITAUAN QUEENS—Three-^banded* select
untested, guarantee^!. Queen and drone

mothers are chosen from colonies noted for
honey production, hardiness, prolificness, gen-
tleness and perfect markings. Price after July
1, $1.25 each; one dozen or more, $1 each.
Package bees a specialty. Send for circular.

J. H. Haughey Co., Berrien Springs, Mich.

CHOICE ITALIANS—Select queens, tested,

$2.50; untested, $1.25 each.
Geo. W. Coltrin & Son, Mathis, Texas.

QUEEN BEES—Allen's 3-banded Italians, dis-

ease free; the ones that get results. Price,
each, $1.50. J. H. Allen.

Orr Station, Anderson, S. C.

FOR SALE—Italian queens, untested, 1 for
$1.25, 6 for $7, 12 for $13.50. Tested, $2.

Mismated queens will be replaced if returned
in 30 days; dead queens will be replaced if

returned by return mail. I have tested
breeder from the A. I. Root Co., and will

breed queens from her for those that prefer
them to my old strain of hustlers.

R. B.* Grout, Jamaica, Vt.

FOR SALE—Burleson's three-banded Italian

queens. The kind of bees that get the
goods. Guaranteed to please or money back.
For balance of season as follows : 1 select

untested queen, $1.25, 6 for $7, 12 for $13.50,
100 or more $1 each. Send all orders, to-

gether with remittance, to J. W. Seay, i.^an-

ager, Mathis, Texas.
T. W. Burleson, Waxahachie, Texas.

FOR SALE—Famous strain of queens of Geo.
B. Howe, A. I. Root, Jno. M. Davis three-

banded bees, and we also sell extra fine gold-

ens, bees that are bees, both in beauty and
wintering, and disease-resisting; not surpassed
for honey-gathering, or at least we have not

been able to find any that were their superior.

Untested, 1 queen, $2.50; 6, $12; 12 queens.

$20; 25 queens, $40; 50 queens, $70. Try our
queens. Also, we shall sell 2-lb. packages, 3-lb.

packages with queens for 1922. We try and
give prompt service; queens by return mail if

we possibly can do so.

H. B. Murray. Liberty, N. C.

FOR REQUEENING use Williams' heavy lay-

ing Italian queens; they produce hardy,
hustling three-banded workers. Bred from the

best disease-resisting strain, and priced in ac-

cordance with the present price of honey. Un-
tested, $1.25, G for $6.50. 12 or more $1 each;

tested. $2. Satisfaction guaranteed.
P. M. Williams, Ft. Deposit, Ala.

WE are now equipped to handle your early

spring orders for package bees and queens,
es[)ecially bred for the production of honey.
Our (lucens are bred from the best stock ob-

tainable, and will give satisfaction. Safe ar-

rival guaranteed. Write for prices and terms.

Sarasota Bee Co., Sara* ola, Fla.
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FOR SALE—Highest grade three-banded Ital-

ian queens. Select untested, 1, $1.25; G,

$6.60; 12, $12; 50, $47.50; 100, $90. Virgins.

45c each. No disease, and satisfaction guar-

anteed. A. E. Crandall, Uerlin, Conn.

VVt are offering for remainder of season our

bright Italian queens, untested at $1 each,

$10 per dozen. $75 per hundred. We guaran-

tee safe arrival, pure mating and reasonable

satisfaction in United States and Canada. Cash
mtist accompany all orders unless parties are

known or satisfactorily rated.

Graydon Bros., Rt. 4, Greenville, Ala.

CALIFORNIA ITALIAN QUEENS at spe-

cial prices. After June 15 and to October 1,

1, $1.25; 6, $7; 12, $13; 26 ond over, $1 each;

100, $90, See larger ad elsewhere. Circular

free.

J. E. Wing, 165 Schiele Ave., San Jose, Cal.

NUCLEI—We make a specialty of shipping 2-

frame nuclei. Write for special prices for

June delivery. Queens at the following prices:

Untested, $1.50 each; 6, $8; 12, $15; 60, $60;

100, $100. Tested queens, $2.50 each.

Cotton Belt Apiaries, Roxton, Texas.

THE ITALIAN QUEENS OF WINDMERE
are superior three-banded stock. Untested,

$1.60 each, 6 for $8; tested $2.50 each; se-

lect tested, $3. Prof. W. A. Matheny,
Ohio University, Athens, Ohio.

LARGE, HARDY, PROLIFIC QUEENS—
Three-band Italians and goldens, pure mat-

ing and safe arrival guaranteed. We ship only

queens that are top notchers in size, prolific-

ness and color. After June 1, untested queens

$1.60 each, 6 for $8, 12 or more $1.40 each,

25 or more $1.26 each. Tested queens $3 each,

6 for $16.
Buckeye Bee Co., Justus, O.

QUEENS—I am now offering queens at pre-

war prices. Untested, 1, $1.25; 25 or more,

$1 each.
W. H. Moses, Lane City, Texas.

HONEY AND BEESWAX
WANTED—2,000 pounds good white liquid

honey. Send sample and quote best price.

Eber Coate, Georgetown, 111.

WANTED—Pure white clover extracted and

comb honey. Send sample and price wanted.

F. L. Hostetter, Osceola, Mo.

EXTRA FINE white sweet clover honey, new-

crop, in 5-gallon cans, cases of 2 cans, $!.'>;

1 can, $8. Write for prices on a ton or a car

load. Sample 10c. C. S. Engle,

200 Center St., Sioux City, Iowa.

FOR SALE—Choice clover extracted honey.

State quantity wanted. New crop will ue

ready about August 10.

J. D. Beals, Oto, Iowa.

FOR SALE—Extra fine Michigan white clover

and basswood honey. Almost water white;

indeed, I doubt if the color, body and flavor

can he beaten. Put up in 60-lb. cans, 2 to

the case, at 15c per pound, or in 5-pound pails.

50 to the barrel, at 17c per pound. Sample 15c.

O. H. Schmidt, Rt. 5, Bay City, Mich.

HONEY FOR SALE—In 60-lb. tins, water

white orange, 14c; water white sweet clover.

12c; extra light amber sate, lie; New York
State buckwheat, 10c, for immediate shipment,

from New \''ork. Hoffman & Hauck, Inc.

Woodlaven, N. Y.

FOR SALE—Finest Michigan raspberry, bass-

wood and clover No. 2 white comb, $5.50 per

case; No. 1, $6; fancy, $6.50; extra fancy, $7,

24 Danz. sections to case. Extracted, 60-lb. cans

15c per lb. W. A. Latshaw, Clarion. Mich.

FOR SALE—Very fine quality basswood-milk-

weed mostly milkweed) honey in 60-pound

cans. P. W. Sowinski, Bellaire, Mich.

FOR SALE—Extracted honey. Write for

prices. A. L. Kildow, Putnam, 111.

FOR SALE—New crop fancy white comb
honey. No. 1, $7 per case of 24 sections;

No. 2 grade, $6; clover extracted honey, 15c

per pound; amber and buckwheat, 12!^c, two

60-lb. cans to case; amber in 50-gallon barrels,

10c per pound.
H. G. Quirin, Bellevue, Ohio.

WANTED—Shipments of old comb and cap-

pings for rendering. We pay the highest

cash and trade prices, charging but 5c a pound
for wax rendering. Fred W. Muth Co.,

204 Walnut St., Cincinnati. Ohio.

HONEY WANTED—Give particulars in lirsl

letter. Elton Warner,

SUPPLIES
SAVE MONEY on your shipping cases, tin

and glass honey containers, etc. Our free

price list tells you how. If you rear queens
for sale, be sure to send for our price card of

mailing cages. The Rattray-Hamilton, Co.,

Almont, Mich.

WESTERN BEEKEEPERS—We can demon-
strate that you can save money on buying

bee supplies of best quality. Write for our

latest price list.

The Colorado Honey Producers' Association,
Denver, Colo.

HAVE YOU any Bee Journals or bee books
published previous to 1900 you wish to dis.

pose of? If so send us a list.

American Bee Journal, Hamilton, 111.

FOR EXCHANGE—264-egg strain, line bred

Reds for bees, hives and supplies. Sil r

Dorkings for sale. Penova Farms.
Sta. A, East Liverpool. Ohio.

FDR S.^LE—Single tier comb shipping cases

and carriers, K. D., all sizes, at bargain

prices. Also covers, bottoms, supers, etc.

Write for my new bargain list and be con-

vinced. C. C. Brinton, Bloomsburg. Pa.

FOR SALE
FOR SALE—350 colonies of a fine strain Ital-

ian bees; all supplied well with honey. Write
for full particulars. Chas. Heim & Sons,

Three Rivers, Texas.

FOR SALE—Cedar or pine dovetailed hives;

also full line of supplies, including Dadant's

foundation. Write for catalog.

A. E. Burdick, Sunnyside, Wash.

FOR SALE—My place of 4 acres, with cot-

tage, garage, bee house and other out build-

ings; 4 miles from town. Best bee location in

southern Wisconsin. Can sell honey at the

door. Also 75 colonies in 8-frame hives, 175

hive bodies with drawn combs. Bees inspected,

guaranteed no disease. Reason for sel,,ng,

wish to move nearer my wife's folks. Write
for price. James D. Benson,

Rt. 5, Monroe, Wis.

FOR SALE or EXCHANGE,—Small acreage

and home near town, and 2S0 colonies of

bees in first-class condition. Extracting equip-

ment. Bargain price. Will exchange for ranch

property in foothills.

Box 1044, Wickenburg, Ariz.

FOR SALE—House 30x30. with cellar for

bees and extracting room, 4 acres hillside

land, finest of location along Mississippi river;

white clover, basswood; 1 mile from railroad

station and postoffice; $2,000 without bees. Can
furnish 50 stands of Dees transferred this sea-

son from box hives into 10-frame hives with
full sheets foundation, at $12. Extracting
supers with full depth Hoffman frames, at 75

per cent catalog price; or will take partner

with cash to enlarge business.

L. W. Maxwell, Turkey River, Iowa.

BOOKLOVERS will be glad to learn of a re-

print of the two volumes of Cheshire's valu-

able work "Bees and Beekeeping." We have
secured a small supply and can offer the two-

volume set at $6, postpaid.

American Bee Journal, Hamilton. 111.

FOR—SALE—Hamburg chickens; rare old vio-

lin. Elias Fox, l^nion Center, Wis.

FOR SALE—"Superior" Foundation (Weed
process). Quality and service unexcelled.

Superior Honey Co., Ogden. Utah.

WANTED

WANTED—-Beeswax, old combs and cappings

fo- rendering on shares. Also wax accepted

for trade. Top market prices offered.

A. I. Root Co., Council Bluffs, Iowa.

WANTED—We have many calls from educators
for copies to complete their files of the older

Bee Journals. If you have complete volumes or
miscellaneous numbers of any Bee Journals
previous to 1900, write us, giving a list, and we
will be glad to quote a price. Old bee books,

[
now out of print, are also desirable. We act

as a clearing house for this kind of materials.

American Bee Journal, Hamilton, HI.

W.\NTED— Bees in colonies,' comb and ex-

tracted honey. Frank Coyle, Penjield, 111.

WANTED—Extractor.
Walter P. Brown, Rt. 4, Carthage Mo.

WANTED— Your order for "Superior" Foun-
dation. Prompt shipments at right prices.

Superior Honey Co., Ogden, Utah.

SITUATIONS
WANTED—Situation. Man 2S, Swedish, good

health, experienced in queen rearing and ex-

tracted, wishes steady work with a first-class

queen breeder or como and extracted honey
producer, to gain more experience. Ready to

come; go anywhere. Nordenswan,
Care The Farmer Apiaries, Ramer, Ala.

WANTED—Single man as foreman. Comj
honey production. Steady employment. Must
be able to manage help and several outyards.
State wages and experience, also age.

B. F. Smith, Jr., Fromberg, Mont.

WANTED—Manager for the Michigan Honey
Producers* Exchange, Inc. Must be a practi-

cal supply man and thoroughly understand bot-

tling and sale of honey. A good position for

the right man. Applicant kindly give age, ex-

perience and reference in first letter, and
oblige. E. D Townsend, Chairmar.,

Northstar, Mich.

MISCELLANEOUS
SAMPLE FREE—They say "It's as good now

as when Hutchinson ran it." Under new
ownership, our bee journal is growing fast,

better every issue, a "different" kind of a
journal. Let's get acquainted. $1.50 a year,

and worth it.

The Domestic Beekeeper, Lansing, -lich.

LEAGUE EMBLEMS—We still have a num-
ber of U. S. Beekeepers' emblems, buttons

or pins, bronze or gold. Send 50 cents and
get one

American Bee Journal, Hamilton, 111.

BLACK SIBERIAN HARES—Enormous sizes,

delicious meat and beautiful fur. VVritc for

information and prices.

Siberian Fur Farm, Hamilton, Canada.

DR. MILLER'S BEE SONGS are in "Songs
of Beedom." Ten songs for 20 cents, post-

paid; 2-cent stamps taken. Also Teddy Bear
souvenir postal cards, 10 f r 10 cents. Ad-
dress Geo. W. York, Box 84. Spokane, Wash.

¥J/^'\Tf-'V FINEST Michigan Rasp-
rn If I^ r^ T berry Basswood and Clover

comb and extracted honey.
Unexcelled for quality.

Crate 6 cases 24 sec. Fancy comb-_ $45.00

Crate 6 cases 24 sec. A No. I comb 42.00

Crate 6 cases 24 sec. No. 2 comb 39.00

Crate 6 cases 24 sec. extra fancy 48 00

Two cans 120 lbs., extracted 30 00

Send Today for Free Sample

W. A. LATSHAW COMPANY. Clarion, Michigan

Adult Bee Diseases

The disease of my adult bees en-

tirely disappeared upon the feeding

of sugar syrup and requeening those

colonies affected. Those colonies that

had previously been given feed did

not seem to get the disease.

M. P. Woodworth,
Oshkosh, Wis.
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INCREASE YOUR INCOME
By Selling Your Honey at Retail

L. A. Coblentz of Idaho could get no offer above eight cents per pound
for his last years crop from the bottlers. With his wife's help he sold

more than 1 00,000 pounds direct to the consumer at current retail prices,

viz: 1 5c per pound in sixty pound cans; 20c in ten pound pails and 22c
in five pound pails.

You can do as well with the same effort. Don't ruin your future market
by cutting below a living price, but put up your crop in attractive con-

tainers and sell it direct to the consumer.

We will furnish you the labels and other necessary printed matter.

Send today for our label catahg and samples of printing

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL, HAMILTON, ILLINOIS

Three-Banded Leather-Colored ItalianQueens
Bred from Selected Root Home-bred Breeders

% Our breeding queens are backed by over 50 years' experience in breeding good queens. X
•!• Untested 75c each Tested $2.00 each f
X Select untested $1.00 each Breeders $5.00 to $15.00 each X
>!• Pound packages, shipped on comb foundation. Nuclei A
'f.

1-lb. package, no queen $2.00 1-frame, no queen $2.00 V
S 2-lb. package, no queen $3.75 2-frame, no queen $3.75 X
?• 3-lb. package, no queen $5.25 3-frame, no queen $5.25 ,

Special prices on large orders and contracts. y
Root quality bee supplies. We are the bargain house for Southern beekeepers. It will pay you to get ^jo

our Catalog and Prices. « X

THE SOUTHLAND APIARIES, Hattiesburg, Miss.
|

Y X

PAILS CASES CANS
'^- At greatly reduced prices. We are confident we can save western beekeepers on their

k requirements for all types of honey containers. Get our figures before buying. i

'k . .
k

t* AND at last, an in'^xpensive, but attractive advertising leaflet, bearing your apiary name, •';

|« for distribution among your customers. Here is an effective means of building up a high |

l«! class retail trade. Let us send you a sample, and quote.

THE A. I. ROOT CO. OF IOWA, Council Bluffs, Iowa

KK~XKKK~H"><K~XK««X~>XKKK~X~>><KKK~X'<»<K«<~><~J
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ELECTRIC IMBEDDER
Price without Batteries, $1.50

Not postpaid.
Actually cements wires in the foun-
dation. Will work with dry cells or
with city current in connection with
transformer. Best device of its kind
on the market.

Foi; sale by all supply dealers.

Dadant & Sons, Ki3«LTON"iLL.

WESTERN

BEE HIVES
Manufactured from

Red Cedar and White Pine

Made with lock corners.

Standard sizes kept in stock. Odd
sizes made to order.

Write us for prices on anything you
may want.

WILLIAMS BROS.
6125 E. 82n(l St., S. E. Portland, Oregon

Books on Beekeeping
First Lessons in Beekeeping, by C. P.
Dadant. 167 pages, 178 illustrations.
Cloth $1.

Dadant System of Beekeepii ^, by C.
P. Dadant. 118 pages, 58 illustra-

tions. Cloth $1.

The Honeybee, by Langstroth and
Dadant. 575 pages, 229 illustrations.

Cloth $2.50.

Outapiaries, by M. G. Dadant. 125
pages, 50 illustrations. Cloth $1.

1000 Answers to Beekeeping Ques-
tions, by C. C. Miller. 276 pages,
illustrated. Cloth $1.25.

American Hon :y Plants, by Frank C.
Pellett. 300 large pages, 155 illus-

trations. Cloth $2.50.

Practical Queen Rearing, by Frank C.
Pellett. 105 pages, 40 illustrations.

$1.00.

Productive Beekeeping, by Frank C.
Pellett. 326 pages, 134 illustrations.

Cloth $2.50.

Beginner's Bee Book, by Frank C.
Pellett. 179 pages, illustrated. Cloth
$125.

Beekeeping in the South, by Kennith
Hawkins. 120 pages,' 58 illustrations.
Cloth $125.

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL
HAMILTON, ILL.
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QUEENS
Select Three-Banded Italians of the highest quality (one grade)
Eight hundred honey-gathering colonies from which to select the very best breeders.
No one has better bees than I. Can make prompt delivery by return mail. I have not
yet disappointed a customer.

PRICES

For 1 untested $1.00; for 6, $5.50; for 12 or more, $10.00 per dozen
Tested queens $2.00 each

A new customer from Missouri, where you have to show them, writes: "The dozen
queens arrived promptly. They are the most beautiful I ever saw." (Name on request.)
Another one, from the same state, writes: "Your 100 2-lb. packages averaged over
90 p'lunds surplus honey per colony; 10 pounds more per colony than the other 2-lb.

packages purchased elsewhere." H. H. THALE, Durham, Mo.
Now listen to this, from Ontario, Canada: "Bees and queens purchased of you last
season all wintered without j. single loss. Save me 50 untested queens for May de-
livery." (Name on request.)

My customers say my queens stand the northern winters. They are bred up for this
purpose, combined with the highest honey-gathering qualities and prolificness.

Pure mating, safe arrival, and satisfaction guaranteed. It is left with customer •>
to say what is satisfaction.

JASPER KNIGHT, Hayneville, Alabama
:..>.x~:~>:..x-:~:~:~K~x..>x~:..:..:..:..:..x..x..:..:..x..:..;..:..x..>^^^^

i

RFPKFFPFRQ WE MANUFACTURE DOVETAILED HIVES. HOFFMAN"^^'*^^*^^"^ FRAMES. SECTIONS AND SHIPPING CASES

Our hives are made of best grade White Pine, cut accurate and smooth to standard measure.

Sections are made of Basswood polished on both sides. There are no better made.

We carry a compiele line of everything used in the apiary. Our shipping facilities are as good as

can be found anywhere. We want your business. We guarantee prompt and satisfactory service.

Price list free.

MARSHFIELD MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Marshfleld, Wis.
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TINCANS andGLASSJARS
We have secured a fresh supply of tin cans

and glass jars as follows:

60 lb. cans in bulk and I and 2 in a case

10 lb, cans in cases of 6, 50 and 100

5 lb. cans in cases of 12, 50 and 100

2'/6 lb. cans in cases of 24, 100 and 200

6 oz. jelly glasses in reshipping cases of 24

16 oz. Mason jars in cases of 24

Our prices are made as low as is possible. Now is the time to

pack your honey and get it ready for your

nearby market

Write for complete price list

DADANT & SONS, Hamilton, 111.
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MR. BEEKEEPER
We have a large plant especially equipped to manufacture the sup-

plies that you use. We guarantee all materials and workmanship.

We ship anywhere. We allow early order discounts and make

prompt shipments. Write for free illustrated catalog today

LEAHY MFG. CO., 90 Sixth Street, Higginsville, Missouri
J. W. ROUSE, Mexico, Missouri A. M. HUNT, Goldthwaite, Texas

TENNESSEE-BRED QUEENS
Forty-nine Years' Experience in Queen-Rearing

Breed Three-Band Italians Only
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PRICES REDUCED
Discounts from our 1 92 1 Red Catalog of "f^alcon" Beekeepers' Supplies

All prices given on:

Pages 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8 . . 30% discount

Page 9 ....... 35 % discount

Page 1 less I 2c per pound
Page II 30 % discount

Pages 12-13-14-15-16-17-18

19-20-21 . . . . 10% discount
Page 22 35 % discount
Pages 23-24-25 • . . . 10% discount

Distributor for the Central West, RODMAN SALES CO., Gateway Station, Box 18, KANSAS CITY, MO.

W. T. FALCONER MFG. COMPANY, Falconer, (near Jamestown) N. Y., U.S. A.

"Where the good Beehives come from"

HONEY
AH sweets have experienced sensational declines

The world's supply of sugar is estimated at 1,250,000 tons in excess of requirements.
If you have honey, sell it early. If you cannot sell it, WE CAN.

Write us and send samples.
MONEY for HONEY

PATON & COWELL
No. 217 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

HIVES AND QUEENS AT PRE-WAR PRICES
Hives, with frames and one-piece wood covers, made of best grade of

cypress and accurately manufactured.

Prices: 10-frame size, $14 per lot of 5. 8-frame size, $13.50 per lot

of 5. Full depth supers (with self-spacing frames), $1.50 each.

15 per cent discount on the above prices.

Queens: Untested, $1 each; 10 or more, 65c; tested, $1.50. Breeders,

$3 each.
These Italian que<.ns are bred from best stock obtainable.

Medium brood foundation, 68c per pound.

A. R. IRISH, Ludowici, Ga.

QUINN'S QUEENS OF QUALITY
Have no superiors—"There's a rea-
son." Are Mandelian bred, good qual-
ities accentuated. Gray Carniolans,
Gray Caucasians, most gentle of all,

prolific, hardy, vigorous, disease-re-

sisiting white comb builders—they
deliver the goods.
ITALIANS, 3-band3d, line-bred,

pedigreed; need no boosting; they
speak for themselves.

CHAS. W. QUINN. Sabot, Va.

MOTT'S NORTHERN BRED
ITALIAN QUEENS

Have a World-wide reputation.

Sel. Unt., 1, $1.25; 6, $7.50; 12, $15.

Sel. guaranteed pure mated or re-

place, 1, $1.75; 6, $10; 12, $18.

Sel. tested, $2.50 each.
Filling orders by return mail at this

present writing by the aid of my
Southern branch. Plans, "How to In-

troduce Queens" and "Increase," 25c.

E. E. MOTT, Glenwood, Mich.

QUEENS
Requeen now for the coming winter,

with Gentle Three-band Italians.

Untested, $1.25; 12 or more, $1 each.

All Queens Guaranteed.

D. W. HOWELL, Shellraan, Georgia.

QUEENS OF

MOORE'S STRAIN
OF ITALIANS

Produce Workers

That fill the supers quick
With honey nice and thick

They have won a world-wide reputation for

honey-gathering, hardiness, gentleness, etc.

Untested queens, $1.60; 6, *8; 12, »16.

Select untested, $2; 6. $10; 12, $19
Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed.

Circular free.

I am now filling orders by return mail.

J. P. MOORE, Queen Breeder
Route 1 Morgan, Ky.
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Quality Bee Supplies
FROM A

Reliable House
Without fear or favor, I place my BEE SUPPLIES and SERVICE

before you.

It is the small annoyances that often grow into disastrous results.

Avoid the so-called "little losses" by using MONDENG'S GOODS.

Quality is first—save time when you put your goods together, by

getting supplies that are accurately made. Service is next—no delays

when bee supplies are ordered from my factory.

I am ready to meet your urgent needs.

Send for my new price list.

Closing out all Langstroth and Wisconsin hives and supers. Also

Langstroth triangular top-bar frames and eight-frame D. T. supers

for 4x5 sections. Will sell at cost price. Write for quotations.

CHAS. MONDENG
146 Newton Ave. N. and 159 Cedar Lake Rd. Minneapolii, Minn.

QUEENS, Select Three -Banded
Write for descriptive circular of our Select Italian Queens. Pure Mating,

safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed.

1

Untested $1.25
Tested 3.00

"The queens you furnished me last year were all tip-top, and one of

them caps the climax. I never saw anything like her."—D. E. Scott,

Caney Springs, Tenn.

HARDIN S. FOSTER, Columbia, Tenn.

6
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Compiled bj M. G. Dadant

For our August issue we asked reporters to write us on
the following questions:

1. How is the honey crop so far?
2. What are the prospects for the balance of the year?
3. How is honey selling? Are there any big buyers,

and what are they offering for comb and extracted?
4. What should No. 1 comb honey retail for? What

should the price be for 5-lb. pails of extracted? For 10-
Ib. pails?

5. What, in your opinion, should be the jobbing price
this fall for amber and white extracted? Of comb honey,
No. 1 and No. 2?

THE HONEY CROP
Southern New England reports a very good crop,

whereas the northern part has only half a crop. New
York reports are from fair to poor, indicating that the
crop will not be large, and the same is true throughout
the rest of the East.

In Georgia and Florida the crop has been light, prob-
ably half a crop, while in Mississippi and Alabama, though
the crop is not large, it is well above last season, when
the sweet clover failed. Louisiana, starting poor, has had
a most remarkable flow. Tennessee and Kentucky nave
been fairly well favored, especially in the east portions,
and the same applies to the Carolinas and Virginias.

Ohio seems to have had a very good crop, with poor
crops in Indiana. Wisconsin, Minnesota and Michigan
are very poor, especially in the southern half of these
States, where the drought has been severe. Illinois will
have very little white surplus honey. Iowa is poor in

the ea.tem half, with a fairly good crop in the western,
though cut down by drought. Missouri has a fair crop
and Kansas, Nebraska and Dakota only fair, with Ne-
braska the best of the three.

It is too early yet for any data on the intermountain
territory, though indications are for a fair crop, nothing
phenomenal.

Texas started in with much discouragement, but mes-
quite has yielded this year as of old, and reports are now
that normal conditions will be attained.

Washington and Oregon are only fair, with North Cali-
fornia good. In Southern California there has been much
discouragement. Early, it was entirely too dry, and rains
came too late to do the sages the most good. Indications
are for not more than one-third crop, and possibly less,

with many failures.

Basing opinion on reports, the dry weather has hurt
many localities and the flow should not be as good as last

year. Even though there may be more bees in the coun-
try, the total crop of honey should not be nearly up to

last year.
Canada, especially Ontario, is having an excellent crop.

PROSPECTS
In very few locations are prospects excellent for the

balance of the year, running mostly from poor to fair.

SALES AND BUYERS
Honey sales are slow in most localities. Report is made

of one car of white Idaho honey being sold at 10 cents
f. o. b. New York. The Texas Association has reduced its

price to a basis of 9 cents for extracted and reports fair
sales at that price, with much pushing necessary to make
the honey go.
One or two offers have been made by large buyers on a

basis of $4.50 for No. 1 comb and 8 cents for white ex-
tracted, with little disposition to sell at this figrure jobbing
just at present.

RETAIL PRICES
The consensus of opinion is that No. 1 comb honey

should not sell for less than 30 cents per section, retail, in

the section of production, which means that if there is

any effort made to maintain a uniform price, the price
should be put at at least 35 cents per section. Demand

during 1920 was great for comb honey, greater than the
supply, and it should not be difllicult to clean up this
year's production at Remunerative prices.
The lowest price suggested on extracted honey was 75

cents for 5-lb. pails and $1.40 for 10-lb. The same re-
porter suggested a 10-cent price jobbing for white honey.
These prices are hardly in line, since it is generally agreed
that the retail price should be double the jobbing price,
cost of containers to be added. Basing our figures on 10-
cent honey, the 5's should sell for $1.10 to $1.25 and the
lO's from $2.10 to $2.25.

In reality, the general run of prices suggested were $1
for 5-lb. and $2 for 10-lb:, with a suggestion of shading
of prices of the lO's to $1.90. It seems that the above
prices are not any too high.

JOBBING PRICES
The lowest price suggested for comb was $3.50 for No.

2 and $3.75 for No. 1. This must have been for the
amber comb, however, for a majority of prices suggested
were about $4.75 for No. 2 and $5.50 for No. 1, with the
very best white alfalfa-sweet clover held possibly 50
cents per case higher. These prices are f. o. b. shipping
point.

Undoubtedly the amount of comb honey produced in
the East and Middle West will be a minimum this year,
owing to the peculiarities of the honey flows, which have
not been conducive to comb-honey production.
Wide variation is seen in the prices for extracted. The

lowest prices suggested are 6 cents for amber and 8
cents for white, and i-ange up to 20 cents for white,
some evidently having been out of touch with the markets
since early last fall.

Most of the suggestions centered around a price of
from 7 to 9 cents for amber and 9 to 12 cents for best
white extracted, f. o. b. shipping point.

Present indications would not warrant optimism on
honey prices. Sugar has reached the extreme low price
of $5.25 in the New York markets, while honey has shown
an inclination to drop slowly in price with each weekly
price sheet sent out by commission mpn. Also the .itti-

tude of the buying public has been clearly not to buy any-
thing except what is actually needed.
On the other hand, the cloud has a silver lining. Honey

certainly has tobogganed as much as other farm prod-
ucts, and statisticians tell us that we may Inol. for a jrrad-
ual incline in farm prices till they reach a remunerative
and stable basis.

There is also a dearth of ifuits. The sweet demand
should in part be supplied by sabstitutiiig honey. Maple
products are also the shortest in years.
The new proposed duty on honey is 2 \^ cents a pound.

There are already indications that West Indian honey is

seeking European markets. The duty would have theim-
mediate effect, if enforced, of raising the domestic price
in proDortion, especially immediately after the rate went
into effect.

More than anything else, aov/ever, the price of honey
will be governed by the beekeepers themselves, whether
they throw their honey on the mai-ket quickly for what
they can get, or pursue a more sane and safe policy and
let honey come on the jobbing markets as slowly as pos-
sible, so as to create a demand on the part of the jobbers,
rather than throw the oflfers at theTu.

In a retail way, the sooner honey is pushed, the better.
No efforts should be lost to push local sales at good sub-
stantial prices, and no effort should be los" to keep the
market regularly supplied throughout the year.

Experienced salesmen tell us that one trouble with the
honey price situation is that the loi'al markets are glut-
ted during five months only to be bare and unsolicited
during the balance of the year, a condition which will not
be conducive to putting honey on the list of staple prod-
ucts instead of luxuries.

Honey, except possibly comb, is not a perishable prod-
uct, does not deteriorate with six months holding, and
should not be so treated by the beekeeper.
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Twenty-five years of select breeding from the best,

We are prepared to ship queens by return mail, or on very short notice, t-very

queen sent out by us is guaranteed to arrive in perfect condition and to give absolute

satisfaction. Our strains have proved themselves to be not only great honey gatherers
but also very resistant to disease, especially European foulbrood.

Listen to what others say about them:

"One of your queens built up from a nucleus and made 360 pounds of surplus honey.
Enclosed tind $7f> for fifty queens. I want these for requeeniiig European foull)rood

cilonies, as I find your stock resistant." Troy, Pa. (Name on request.)

"The queens I got from you have all the others skinned. They are gentle, best of

workers and stand the long winters here. Other queens coming from a shorter dis-

tance do not hold a candle to them." Gilbert Plains, Man., Canada.
(Name on request.)

PRICE LIST OF OUR QUEENS
Untested $1.10 each; 6 to 25, $1.05 each; 25 to 50. $1 each; 50 up, 90c each
Select untested.... $1.25 each; 6 to 25. $1.15 each; 25 to 50, $1.10 each; 50 up, $1 each
Tested $2.25 each; 6 to 25, $2.15 each; 25 to 50, $3.10 each; 50 up $2 each
Select tested .... $3.00 each; 6 to 25, $2.75 each; 25 to 50. $2.50 each; 50 up. $2.25 each
Breeders, $25 up to $35 each. Wings clipped free of charge on request.

M. C. BERRY & CO., Hayneville, Ala., U. S. A.

OUR BACKDOOR NEIGHBORS
BY FRANK C. PELLETT

A book of fascinating stories of animal life. Will delight the children
and please the grown folks. Illustrated with many protographs
from life.

PRICE $1.50 POST PAID

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL
HAMILTON, ILL.

TIME IS MONEY
When the honey flow is on and you need supplies which will enable your bees to gather
a maximum crop of honey. If you are rushed and in a particular liurry, try ordering
from Council Bluffs. For we are well stocked with the supplies you need. Can ship
over any one' of nine trunk lines to your very back door, and are prepared to give
your order immediate and individual attention.

If you want action, try us. That is, if you use quality goods. While your harvest
may be largely gathered, you will want shipping cases, pails, jars and additional bee
supplies during the next few months. We are in position to make immediate shipments.

THE A. I. ROOT CO. OF IOWA, COUNCIL BLUFFS, lA.

The "Railroads Everywhere" Town

SECTIONS! SECTIONS!! SECTIONS!!!
While our present stock lasts we give you the opportunity to buy No. 2 sections at a

big reduction. We offer as follows:

No. 2

—

4^x4J4x1?^ two beeway Sections, per thousand $8.00

No. 2—j;4x4^xlj^ plain Sections, per thousand 7.00

No. 2—4x5x1^ plain Sections, per thousand 7.00

We ai * pleased to announce a big reduction in Bee Supplies. Send us a list of the

goods you wish to purchase and we will quote you our new reduced prices.

AUGUST LOTZ COMPANY, Boyd, Wisconsin
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HEADQUARTERS POR

LEWIS BEEWARE
DADANT

FOUNDATION
WESTERN PINE

HIVES

Write Us. It Pays

^ The Chas. H.Lilly Co.

Seattle. Yakima. Portland

PORTER

<^^ ^

BEE
ESCAPE
SAVES
HONEY
TIME
MONEY

For sale by all dealers
If no dealer, write factory

R. & E. C. PORTER, MFRS.
Lewistown, Illinois, U. S. A.

(Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing)

A NEW BEE BOOK
"Dadant't System of Beekeeping"

Send for a copy today.

Price $1.00.
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HONEY HONEY HONEY
^ Beekeepers who are supplying Honey to a regular family trade, or who are located along

the highways, and are supplying motorists, know that their customers want a honey of

a uniform color and flavor.

^ And unless the Honey is at all times uniform in color and flavor, customers sometimes
become dissatisfied.

^ Our special blend of fancy Honeys (liquid) is always uniform and is of a fine mild

flavor, and will satisfy the most exacting trade.

SPECIAL BLEND OF FANCY HONEY (LIQUID) VARIOUS GRADES (CRYSTALLIZED)
60 lb. Tins. 2 per case 14c lb. Water White Oranje _.14c
10 lb. Tins, 6 per case 16c lb. Water White Sweet Clover _ 12c
5 lb. Tins. 12 per case -.- 17c lb. Extra l,i«ht Amber -ia^e I'c

2ii lb. Tins. 24 per case. --ISc lb. N, Y. State Buckwheat _ ...10c

GLASS AND TIN HONEY CONTAINERS
iyilb. cans, 2 dozen reshipping cases, $1.45 case; 101b, pails (with handles), H dozen reshipping cases, $1.10 case;

crates of 100, $6.60 crates of 100, $12.75
5-lb. pails (with handles). 1 dozen reshipping cases, $1.36 case;

crates of 100, $8.30 60-lb. tins, 2 per case—new, $1.30 case; used, 60c.

WHITE FLINT GLASS, WITH GOLD LACQD. WAX LINED CAPS
8-oz. honey capacity, cylinder style $1.50 per carton of 3 doz. Quart, 3-lb. honey capacity. Mason style, $1 per carton of 1 doz.

16-oz. honey capacity, table jar service. $1.40 per carton of 2 doz.

HOFFMAN & HAUCK, Inc. Woodhaven, N. Y.

CALIFORNIA ITALIAN QUEENS
The old reliable three-band stock that delivers the goods. This stock is descendant from the A. I.

Root Co.'s best breeders. Then the J. P. Moore long tongue, red clover strain was added. Next some

of Doolittle's famous stock was secured, one breeder in particular, one which was selected by Mr. Doo-

little himself and caged with his own hands a short time before his death, proved extra remarkable.

This season the Jay Smith strain has been secured, and these are proving equal, if not superior, to

anything I have ever seen. In order to keep running to maximum capacity till fall, I am offering

SPECIAL PRICES FOR JUNE, JULY, AUGUST AND SEPTEMBER

Delivery June 15 to October 1, for orders booked in advance:

Select Untested 1, $L25; 6, $7.00; 12, $13.00; 25 to 50, .$1 each; 100, 90c each

Tested 1, $1.75; 6, $10.00; 12, $18.00

Superior breeder, 1 year old, $5.00

Every queen actually laying" before being caged, and fully guaranteed. I also guarantee safe ar-

rival in United States and Canada. Circular free.

155 SCHIELE ST. J- E. WING SAN JOSE, CAL.
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ALWAYS MAKE SURE THAT THIS TRADE-
MARK IS STAMPED ON EACH PIECE OF

Tidewater^^ Cypress
"THE WOOD ETERNAL"

THEN YOU BUY SAFETY (AND SATISFAC-
TION) FIRST, LAST AND 'TWEEN TIMES

Tiuot M»«« Rco. U.S.P".Ornct

"ALL-HEART" GRADE FOR BEEKEEPERS' USE

Southern

Cypress Manufacturers

Association

Address Nearest Office

1251 Poydras Building
NEW ORLEANS, LA.

12S1 Graham Building

JACKSONVILLE, FLA.
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ALUMINUM HONEYCOMBS
will eventually be used by every progressive beekeeper.

Don't be one of the last to profit by their

remarkable merits

COMBS MANUFACTURED BY

The Duffy- Diehl Company of Pasadena, Calif.

DISTRIBUTED ONLY BY

THE DIAMOND MATCH COMPANY
APIARY DEPARTMENT

CHICO, CALIFORNIA
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THE QUESTION-
SHALL I REQUEEN NOW?

THE ANSWER-^

I AUTHOHITIES URGE REQUEENING DURING
'::J^''^''^^LAJE JULY AND AUGUST-BECAUSE

Thi%z\l\:^een is cheaper. Unlike an old queen, a new queen in the fall will lay well, regardless

of the fall honey flow. At least two full cycles of brood should be laid by the new queen, insuring a

strong colony for wintering.

Requeening means a break in egg-laying of nearly one week, with the consequent loss of brood

and bees. With spring requeening this loss of bees is a real loss in honey later.

Fall requeening brings this loss at a time whon the least damage is done. Requeen now. Do

not wait till spring.

ROOT QUEENS ARE
HARDY, DISEASE-RESISTING AND PROLIFIC

QUEENS—July to October

Untested $1.20 Tested 3.00

Select untested 1.50 Select tested 3.50

NUCLEI—Shipped by Express

NUCLEI—Our one, two or three-frame nuclei go out on full worker combs in wired frames, well supplied witii bees and

the proper amount of brood.
Weight. July to Octobe

1-frame nucleus, no queen, 4- 7 lbs. $2.10

2-frame nucleus, no queen 9-12 lbs. 3.30

3-frame nucleus, no queen 12-16 lbs. 4.50

S-frame nucleus, no queen 22-27 lbs. 6.30

If queen is wanted, make a selection and add her price to the above.

BEES BY THE POUND—Shipped by Express.

Weight. July-September

1-lh. pkg. of bees, no combs 3 lbs. $2.10

2-lb. pkg. of bees, no combs 5 lbs.

3-lb. pkg. of bees, no combs 7 lbs.

If queen is wanted, make a selection and add her price to the above.

THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY
MEDINA, OHIO, U. S. A.

3.30

4.50
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BUCKWHEAT FIELD NEAR THE APIARIES OF L. O. SIMMONS AND N. C. McNEIL, AT MARLINTON,
WEST VIRGINIA.
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We are buying Comb and Extracted honey. Send us a sample and tell us what you

have to offer. Name your most interesting price delivered to Cincin-

nati. Remittance goes forward the day shipment is received

Old comb—Don't forget we render wax from your old combs and cappings.

Write us for shipping tags
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We ofifer you friction top cans

2'/i lb. cans.. $ 4.25 per 100 $ .50 per 10
5 lb. cans 8.00 per 100 1.00 per 10
10 lb. cans 12.00 per 100 1.40 per 10

1 lb. Round Screw Top Jars, 2 dozen in shipping case, 10 case lots

$1.60 per case

Prices cash with order, i. o. b. Cincinnati

THE FRED W. MUTH CO., Cincinnati, Oliio i

PEARL AND WALNUT STREETS
!
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THE DIAMOND

MATCH GO.
(APIARY DEPT.)

MANUFACTURERS OF

Beekeepers' Supplies

CHICO, CAL, U. S. A.

Dadant's incomparable Foundation

is always kept in stock. Western

Beekeepers can be supplied advantage-

juslv.

D EEKEEPERS, wherever they may be located, before de-

ciding where to obtain supplies, should write to the

Diamond Match Co. for prices and for their Beekeepers'

Supply Catalog.

This Company are the largest manufacturers in the world

who make Bee Supplies. They own their own timber lands,

mills and factories, and supply goods direct from the tree to

the beekeeper.

Full advantage of this low cost of production is given to the

purchaser.

The Apiary Department (which is in charge of e.xperienced

supply men, who are also practical beekeepers) maintains a

constant excellence of product and offers unsurpassed ser-

vice.

ALUMINUM HONEYCOMBS
The Diamond Match Co. and their agents are the sole dis-

tributors in the United States of the Aluminum Honeycombs,

manufactured by the Duffy-Diehl Co., Inc., of Pasadena,

Calif. Write for descriptive pamphlets. Eastern beekeep-

ers should send their orders for the Diamond Match Co.'s

supplies to Hoffman & Hauck, 1331 Ocean Avenue, Woodhaven, N. Y.

DIAMOND MATCH CO., Apiary Department
CHICO, CALIFORNIA

t
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Lewis 4-Way Bee Escapes

Four exits from supers. Fits sll standsrd board s

Springs of coppered steel. Made of

substantial metal.

Made by

G. B. LEWIS COMPANY,
.Watertown, Wi.=., U. S. A.

Sold only by Lewis "Beeware"
Distributors.

NEW Bingham

BtE SMOKER
PATENTED

BUY BINGHAM
BEE SMOKERS

At a recent meeting or convention of

New York State beektcpers. there was
a Bee Smoker contest of interest. Those
in the contest were allowed one minute
to light his smoker, then let it set for
30 minutes. At the end of this period.
the smoker that started the best in 30
seconds, won a Queen Bee. They all

sny this is some Smoker, the kind you
should ijuy. The Woodman Bingham
Big Smoke, with shield, won the contest.
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A SUPERIOR QUALITY
AT LESS COST SUPPLIES A SUPERIOR QUALITY

AT LESS COST

Hives, Supers, etc., listed below are in the flat, and are complete with Hoffman
Frames, nails, metal rabbets and all inside fixtures

Made by the Diamond Match Co.

ONE-STORY DOVETAILED HIVE FULL-DEPTH SUPERS
Five 8-frame $13.50 Five 8-frame $6.70
Five 10-frame 14.30 Five lO-frame 7.60

SHALLOW EXTRACTING SUPERS NO. 1 STYLE COMB HONEY SUPERS
Five 8-frame $5.00 Five 8-frame $4.80
Five 10-frame 5.50 Five 10-frame 5.25

STANDARD HOFFMAN FRAMES
100 $7.20
500 33.00

OUR INCOMPARABLE QUALITY FOUNDATION

Medium Brood Thin Super Light Brood

5 lbs. 74c per lb. 5 lbs. 80c per lb. 5-lb. lots 76c per lb.

25 lbs. 73c per lb. 25 lbs. 79c per lb. 25-lb. lots 75c per lb.

50 lbs. 72c per lb. 50 lbs. 78c per lb. 50-lb. lo.ts 74c per lb.

Aluminum Honey Combs as now made by Duffy-Diehl Co. are meet-

ing with success. We carry these in stock to supply eastern beekeepers.

HONEY HONEY HONEY
^ Beekeepers who are supplying Honey to a regular family trade, or who are located

along the highways, and are supplying motorists, know that their customers want a

honey of a uniform color and flavor.

^ And unless the Honey is at all times uniform in color and flavor, customers some-
times become dissatisfied.

^ Our special blend of fancy Honeys (liquid) is always uniform and is of a fine mild

flavor, and will satisfy the most exacting trade.

SPECIAL BLEND OF FANCY HONEY (LIQUID) VARIOUS GRADES (CRYSTALLIZED)
60 lb. Tins, 2 per case 14c lb. Water White Orange 14c

10 lb. Tins. 6 per case - -. 16c lb. Water White Sweet Clover. _ 12c
5 lb. TinB. 12 per case _ 17c lb. Extra Li«ht Amber Sage.. ._ lie

2'A lb. Tins, 24 per case I8c lb. N. Y. State Buckwheat 10c

PURE VERMONT MAPLE SAP SYRUP, Case of 12 Tins _.. $14,00

GLASS AND TIN HONEY CONTAINERS
Sl'^lh. cans, 2 dozen reshipping cases, $1.45 case; 10-lb. pai'.^ (with handles), J^ doz. rcshipping cases, $1.10

crates of 100, $6.50 case; crates of 100, $12.76

5-lb. pails (with liamlles). 1 doz. reshipping cases $1.35 case;

crates of 100. $8.30 00-lb. tins, 2 i)cr case—new, $1.30 case; used 30c

WHITE FLINT GLASS, WITH GOLD LACQD. WAX LINED CAPS

8-oz. honey catacity, cylinder style, $1.50 per carton of 3 doz. Quart 3-lb. honey capacity. Mason style.

Ifi-oz. honey capacity, tabic jar service, $1.00 per carton of I doz.

$1.40 per carton of 2 doz.

HOFFMAN & HAUCK, inc. Woodhaven, N. Y.
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AND NOW PREPARE
FOR WINTER

^ If you will be forehanded begin now to get your

bees in shape for winter. Young queens, plenty of

young bees, ample stores and efficient protection from

winter winds are acknowledged requisites.

^ Stores can be added by sugar later if necessary,

ample protection will be your fall efforts. But young

bees and plenty of them can only be secured by

prolific laying of a vigorous queen in combs of worker

cells.

^ If you have been forehanded, you will have used

Dadant's Foundation in starting your combs, thus

insuring maximum results in this line.

^ Remember, Drone comb can profitably be replaced

almost any time during a honey flow by Dadant's

Foundation, thus bringing your colonies to maximum
producing ability.

DADANT'S FOUNDATION every inch, every pound, every ton equalUMLPMI^ 9 r VUI^LTMI I Vl^ TO ANY SAMPLE WE HAVE EVER SENT OUT

Specify it to your dealer. If he hasn 't it, write us

DADANT & SONS, Hamilton, Illinois
Catalog and Prices on Bee Supplies, Beeswax, Wax Working into Comb

Foundation and Comb Rendering for the asking

•;-:~:~x~:~:~:-:~>
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WE CANNOT STOP LEST YOU LOSE

(One of the many lumber alleys at the "Beeware" plant)

While bees work on fall flowers, lumber piles up here

No shortage may be allowed to delay your shipments

Lest beekeepers be disappointed we cannot stop

Even in dull seasons our experts must be retained

The quality of "Beeware" must be kept up

Write for special quotations in August and September.

"Beeware" trademark insures quality and service.

LOOK FOR THIS

eCC HIVES AND APIARIAN tOUIPMCNT

BEWARE
WHERE YOU BUY YOUR

BEEWARE
JMrr/fromrWIS. s

A

I
MAKES THE FINEST.

REGISTERED MARK

G. B. LEWIS COMPANY
WATERTOWN, WIS., U. S. A.

Branches: Memphis, Tenn., Albany, N. Y., Lawyers, Va.

Carlot distributors throughout the

U. S. A.
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HONEY AREAS OF TEXAS
Notes on the Principal Regions of the Lone Star State and Its Nectar-Bearing

Flora—By H. B. Parks

THE flora of the State of Texas
has been studied quite exten-
sively. Published articles give

the distribution of several of the ma-
jor honey plants. No general ac-

count, however, has been printed.
The State is so large that it embraces
almost every class of flora. In the
eastern part of the State the Missis-

sippi flora is present. Beech, maple,
linden, Virginia persimmon and oth-

ers, give an eastern appearance to the
forests. The southeastern part has the
pine, palmetto, cypress and many
other plants common to the southeast-
ern pai-t of the United States.

Central Texas possesses a flora all

its own. The high lands of the west
have the flora common to the Great
Plains counti-y. Southwest Texas is

Mexican in its plant life. The lower
Rio Grande Valley is almost tropical.

Texas, west of the Pecos River, is

mountain and desert. Yucca and cac-

tus are the more prominent plants.

The State' is naturally divided into

several plant associations, the boun-
daries of which follow geological
lines. The most of the State is new.
geologically speaking. The great
glacier did not touch this State, and
little has occurred to obliterate for-

mation boundaries. Thus the transi-

tion zone is very narrow, even in the

case of the carboniferous and ar-

chaean. In fact, these zones are rare-

ly over a few hundred feet wide. In

this connection it is interesting to

note that many plants are rapidly mi-
grating to new locations under the

influences of agriculture. Mesquite
and retama are the best examples.
Great areas that a few years ago
were grassy plains are now covered
with a dense growth of these shrubs.

Post oaks are rapidly invading the

coast prairies. These are cases of

forestation rather than reforesta-

tion.

Each of these natural divisions con-
tains its own nectar-producing plants.

No. 1, as shown in the map repre-

senting the cultivated area, is pecu-
liar in that the most of the honey pro-

duced is accredited to introduced
plants. Fruit trees and sweet clo-

ver are given as the main plants of

value. Native annuals and certain

trees, including linden, doubtless con-

tribute much to the crop.

No. 2 is the River Valley area.

Hard wood and pine forests, inter-

spersed with swampy land, and their

natural plant associations make a

flora that it is predicted will some day
become the equal of any for honey
production. While there are a large

number of bee owners here, modern

Black land Horsemint (Monarda citriodora).

methods are almost unknown. Linden,
tupelo gum, rattan, yupon (Ilex spec)
and many other hard-wood plants are
sources of nectar. Many swamp an-
nuals, including smartweed, water
lilies and pickerel weed, are known
to give a surplus.

No. 3, the Gulf Area, is not so good
for a bee location. Along the water
courses yupon, wild peach and willow,
together with the annuals, give the
beekeeper good returns. In this di-

vision some horsemint is found and
cotton yields at times.

No. 4, the Black Land Area. Both
the horsemints are found in abund-
ance. Gaillardia gives a spring sur-
plus, while cotton gives' the larger
crop. In places a fall flow from
smartweed and boneset is common.

No. .5, the Chaparral Area, is the
commercial beekeeping section. Gua-
jillo, catsclaw, mesquite, guayacan,
granjeno, cactus and a large number
of less known bushes are nectar bear-
ing. Horsemint, cotton and a host of
wild annuals add to the surplus. It

is a notable fact that the newer the
land geologically, and the less the ni-

trogen content of the soil, the larger
per cent of leguminous plants. As
the legumes are the best nectar
plants, this area presents an unique
location for the beekeeper. This sec-
tion is famous for the water-white
guajillo, or Uvalde honey.

No. 6, the Mesquite Plain Area,
lies north of the chaparral, west of
the black land, and east of the west
plains. It is covered with mesquite,
cactus, catsclaw and other semi-arid
plants. Few bees are kept and honey
flows are reported locally from cats-
claw, mesquite, whitebrush and an-
nuals. It is not probable that this

section will ever become a honey-pro-
ducing area. This is because of the
fact that this area receives much less

rainfall than the chaparral, which has
almost the same plant association.
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Also the soil is of a very different
type.

No. 7, the West Plains Area ,

reaches from the Oklahoma line south
to the Pecos River. No larye trees
are present. Low, scrubby mesqulte
and hackberry are found along the
water courses and canyons. The
flora is much the same as western
Kansas, Nebraska and the Dakotas.
Very few bees are kept in this dis-

trict, and unless some nectar-bearing
crop like alfalfa or sweet clover is

introduced in the future, the pros-
pects for beekeeping are meager.

No. 8, the Trans-Pecos Area, is

desert and mountain. The flora is

very different from that of any other
part of the United States. Plants of
the yucca, century and cactus types
predominate. Mesquite and itt close
relative, the screw bean or tornillo,

are yieklers of some honey. Catsclaw
of several species are also present.
The bee locations are isolated and far
apart and are found in the mountain
coves and at the heads of canyons.
Very little detailed information is at
hand on the minor nectar plants of
this region.

Special Areas
The Alfalfa Areas. The largest

one is found in the Rio Grande Val-
ley, just below El Paso. The next
is along the Pecos River, "in Ward
and the surrounding counties. Sev-
eral other small ones occur along the
Rio Grande, including the one at La-
redo. While no data is at hand to

the exact amount produced, it is safe
to say that with the enlargement of
these irrigated areas, which is bound
to come, alfalfa honey will be near
the head of the list of the honeys pro-
duced.

The Guajillo Area. Guajillo has
various spellings, but has the the com-
mon pronunciation of Wahea. The
name is said to come from a Spanish
word meaning a water bottle. Two
explanations are given for the name,
one that the rain and dew are long
retained among its fine leaflets, the
other that it is because of the copious
supply of nectar. Guajillo is found
only on the dry gravel ridges in the
chaparral area. This plant gave the
fame to Uvalde, yet it will be seen
from the map that many othi?r coun-
ties produce this fine water-white
honey.

The Cotton Area. This area is

co-extensive with the black land area.
Within the outer boundaries given
cotton sometimes gives a flow, but
cannot be depended upon. Outside
of the black land area and within the
whole area given are small black land
deposits, which are highly nectar pro-
ducing. These are mostly located in

river valleys and along the Gulf
Coast.

The Horsemint Ai-ea. This area is

very nearly the same as the cotton
areas. The Monarda citriodora type
of the mint being dominant on the
black land and the M. punctata type
on the grey, red and sandy soils.

The Mesquite Area. Like the cot-

ton area, there are two divisions to

the mesquite area. The heavy flows
from this tree have all been in the
central division shown on the map.
The outside area sometimes gives
flows varying in amount as one pro-
ceeds from the edge of the producing
area toward the limits of the mes-
quite area. A very peculiar section

is indicated on the east side of the
producing area.

In this cul-de-sac, which includes
the abrupt hills of the Edwards Es-
carpment, cedar and oak replace mes-
quite to such an extent that mesquite
is only a minor honey plant.

The Edwards Escarpment , while
not possessing a large number of
honey plants, is the habitat of sev-
eral species of sumac, which give a
large flow of honey almost every
year. The honey is amber and is not
of a very high quality, but it finds its

place in the general mai'ket, thus
making beekeeping in these sumac lo-

cations profitable.

Many of the minor honey plants
have distinct areas, but as these areas
are included within a given plant as-

sociation, these areas are not given.
Bitter weed, while a honey plant, is a
pest to the honey producer because of
its dark amber, bitter honey. It is

restricted in Texas to the territory

east of the black land area and north
of the chaparral.

Plant Regions of Ti-xas—No. 1. Cultivated area. No. 2, River Valley. No. 3, CJult Prairie. No.

4, Black Land. No. 5, Chaparral Area No. 6, Mesquite Plain. . No. 7, West Plains. No.

8, Trans Pecoi.

WINTERING TWO QUEENS IN

ONE HIVE

By F. W. L. Sladen
Dominion Apiarist

It is now three years since experi-

ments with a system of wintering two
queens in one hive were started at the

E-xiperimental Farm at Ottawa. The
idea had its origin in the remarkably
quick warming up of the spring in

this locality, which, it was noticed,

causes strong colonies to begin

swarming during the honey flow from
dandelion nearly a month before the

honey flow from clover begins. This

led to the belief that a larger number
of bees could be raised in the time for

the clover flow if two queens instead

of one were wintered in the hive.

Experiments proved that this belief

was correct. On June 1, 1919, in six

hives of bees that had wintered two
queens each, the capped brood on one
side of the combs had advanced over

an average approximate area of 1,100

square inches, each compared with

670 square inches in eleven regular

colonies, and when the clover flow

started (a week earlier 'than usual),

on June IS, the advance was 1,330

square inches, compared with 840

square inches, respectively.

The honey taken from the 2-queen

hives in 1919 averaged 189 pounds

each, compared with 178 pounds each

from the regular colonies. The yield

front the 2-qucen hives would have

been higher had it not been for the

fact that they had their queens re-

moved at the beginning of the clover

flow, which caused some loafing, while

the regular colonies were kept from

swarming by having their queen-cells

destroyed every week.
The two queens were separated

during the winter by a close-fitting

thin division board, placed in the mid-

dle of the hive, so that actually two

small colonies were wintered in each

hive. One of these colonies was

placed in a separate hive in late

spring. The best time for making the

separation was found to be early in

the honey flow from dandelion.
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The original plan was to prevent
swarming during the clover flow and
get the two young queens raised and
established in the hive in two opera-
tions only, (1) the removal of the old

queen—early in the clover flow, and
(2) not more than ten days later the

destruction of all the queen-celb ex-

cept two left or given as ripe cells

raised from selected parentage, one
on each side of the division board
then inserted. Fixed in front of the

hive was a special portico which sep-

arated the outer entrance for each
queen by about ten inches. The re-

sult was that a considerable propor-
tion of the colonies had both queens
safely mated.
A large number of young bees for

the winter were raised by the two
young queens and the number of the

colonies was increased from year to

year. There was no swarming before
the clover flow, because the colonies

were not then strong enough to

swarm.
In 1920 an improvement was intro-

duced which consisted of treating
only those colonies that showed that

they were preparing to swarm by hav-
ing larvas in the queen-cells. In this

way honey production was increased
further, but the number of hives hav-
ing two queens for the winter was re-

duced. This made the system appli-

cable to places that have less favor-
able sipring conditions for the colonies

to build up because the weaker colo-

nies were strengthened with brood
from the stronger. The colonies were
examined every eight or nine days for

queen-cells, but it is believed, as a

result of the 1920 experiments, that a

10-day period would be better, both
for repeating the examinations and
for the destruction of the queen-cells

after removal of the queen, especially

if, as a precaution against swarming.
the queen's wings have been clipped.

As ten days is also the time it takes
for a batch of queen-cells to become
ripe from the time of starting, the
apiary need be visited only once in

every ten days during the swarming
season, which is satisfactory for out-

apiary work.
1920 was a poor year for honey at

Ottawa. From eight hives, in which
two queens were wintered, in four of

them an average of 75 pounds of

honey were taken, against 68 pounds
from si.K regular colonies.

The above experiments were carried

out with hives containing ten Lang-
stroth-sized frames. Much better re-

sults were obtained in 1920 from two
10-frame Jumbo hives, strong in bees.

wintered outside in a 4-colony case

with two queens each. They each
produced an average of 147 pounds.
This was more than double the pro-
duction from the regular colonies in

10-frame Langstroth hives.

Further developments foreshad-
owed are (1) the introduction of two
young queens mated in nuclei in place

of the two queen-cells in treating

some of the colonies, including all

those that are trea'tfed late, and (2)

not inserting the divition board until

fall, when five of the combs are re-

moved, and another colony, reduced

to five combs, is placed on the other

side of the division board. This latter

plan reduces the system to a method
of halving the space occupied by colo-

nies in winter, so that, in wintering
outside, each 4-coIony case will hold

eight colonies, and in cellar wintering
only half the number of hives arc

brought into the cellar. This is a

good plan where no increase is de-

sired. The advantages of wintering
two colonies in one hive in the cellar

have been discussed at length by the

late Dr. C. C. Miller in his book.

"Fifty Years Among the Bees." This

author says that if he "had not

changed from 10-frame to 8-frame
hives" he "would have continued the

practice."

Wintering two queens in one hive

as a regular system can hardly be

recommended to beginners, nor for

localities in which the main honey
flow follows soon after the commence-
ment of swarming, but the success of

the experiments at Ottawa indicate

its possibilities in the hands of ex

perts where the spring conditions are

favorable.

The experiments show that there is

no difficulty in wintering two queens
in one hive when the bees accompany-
ing each queen cover four or five

combs. Not one of the double colo-

nies was lost, even including two 10-

frame Langstroth hives wintered out-

side in a 4-colony case. The great

value of a few spare young queens in

spring and the difliculty there is in

procuring them when required and in

good condition, and in introducing
them safely, makes it very desirable

that moderately weak colonies con-

taining young queens, instead of being
united in the fall, should be placed,

in pairs, in hives separated by a close

fitting division board, so that both
queens may be saved. Every bee-
keeper should have a few of these di-

vision boards for this 'piirpose.

Canada.

WORKER BEES IN DRONE CELLS
By Edwai-d A. Winkler

Question.—Some time ago I neg-
lected to put enough frames in a col-
ony of bees and they filled the space
with a comb of their own, but it hap-
pened to please them better to build
drone-comb.

I ran across it several days ago and
cut it out and threw it in the honey
house. I was surprised to find it cov-
ered Vidth young worker bees this
morning, when I thought it was
drones.

If you examine it you will find
worker bees in drone cells. This is

something I have never seen before
and may explode some of Danvin's
theories. Illinois.

Answer.—No. This will not dam-
age any of either Darwin's of Dzier-
zon's theories. We have seen queens
lay worker eggs in drone cells when
they had no other cells at their dis-
posal. This experiment was made by
supplying a hive of bees with all

drone-comb. But, in that case, the
bees narrowed the mouth of the cells

to worker size. It was perhaps done
in this instance also. However, it

would indicate a young queen, for old
queens do not have so much repug-
nance to laying in drone-cells as do
young queens.

Huber, who lived before the Dzier-
zon theory was advanced, and won-
dered how it was that an unimpreg-
nated queen or a worker could lay
eggs that would hatch, had noticed
that a young queen rarely lays any
drone eggs before .she is at least 11
months old. He thought that the
male and female eggs came in turn,
and often wondered how a queen
could tell when the eggs that she was
about to lay would be drone eggs.
All that was explained by the Dzier-
zon theory of parthenogenesis, to the
satisfaction of the scientists.

However, your experience, in this

matter, is quite interesting.—Editor.)

BillerwcciJ

PEOPLE IMMUNE TO STINGS
• By J. H. Tichenor

I have just finished "eating" the

book, "The Dadant System of Bee-
keeping." It is practical common
sense. No one can read it and think
just the same as before. It will

change his ways for the better. There
is just one thought presented in it

with which I differ, and I deem it of

so much importance that I feel in

duty bound to mention it. The writer
seems to convey the idea that there
are persons immune to bee stings.

During my lifetime of 58 years, I

have known at least four or five of

those sting-proof people who came
near losing their lives by stings. I

have, therefore, concluded that it is

not best to get anything in print that

might lead to carelessness in handling
bees.

Wisconsin,
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THE EDITORS' VIEWPOINTS
Everlasting Beehives
An Italian beekeeper, Carlo Calda-

relli, has invented a hive, made in

double walls, vi'ith air space, which
he has patented and which seems to

be made of asbestos cement, appar-

ently similar to the Johns-Mansville
roofing shingles. He calls it "L'amia
di eternit," the hive of eternity. Un-
doubtedly such a hive would last

many years and wear but little.

Whether it would be suitable for a

climate as changeable as that of

North America remains to be ascer-

tained. The following advantages are

claimed for it:

It is a better non-conductor of heat

and cold than wood, though not so

good as cork; it cannot burn up, and
resists heat well; it stands moisture,

withstands frost, and it is practically

unbreakable. The price per hive is

135 lire, which, at the present ex-

change, would figure about $6.60.

The material is very thin, only about

4 millimeters, but the dead air space,

which might be filled with non-con-

ducting material, helps in the in-

sulation of the walls. As wood is

very high priced in Italy, this hive

may succeed, if faults do not develop.

Lavender Sticks

We are in receipt from Mr. Wm.
Mahler, Lafayette, Ore., of two very

pretty "sticks," made by his "mis-

sus." They are made of a couple

dozen lavender stems, intertwined

with blue ribbons and red cord, giv-

ing a very pretty effect. Thf odor is

exceedingly sweet and we can leadily

understand the use of lavender in

linen drawers, especially in this

shape. Since the lavender is recom-

mended as a honey producer, it may
be worth while to cultivate it.

Unedited Letters of

Francois Huber
I had for many years the desire to

engage in the tranplaVion info Eng
lish of the "Unedited Letteri=i of Hu-
ber." Mr. Ed. Bertrand, who pub-

lished them in the original French, in

Switzeriand, in 1891, often urged
me to undertake this. But the task

was great and I did not have the time

to spare. I have at la.st accomplished

it, leaving out only such letters as

contained repetitions cr were unin-

teresting to beekeepers.
Is it necessary to mention the

great value of Ruber's observations?
Very few beekeepers have failed to

hear or read of the great naturalist,

whose "First Observations on the

Natural History of Bees" were pub-
lished in the English language in

different editions, from 1806 to 1841.

He enriched the public mind with a

number of observations, very few
of which have proven incorrect. He
is quoted favorably by most of our
leading apiarian teachers, and, to

mention only those leaders who wrote
in English, we find him praised by
Bevan, Cook, Alley, Cheshire, Cowan,
A. I. Root and, above all, by Lang-

'

stroth, who called him "the prince of

apiarians." Even his antagonists

have added to his fame. Huish, whose
work on bees was published in Lon-
don, in 1815, and who was therefore

a contemporary of Huber, ridicuiea

Ruber's experiments and obsei'va-

tions and called them "absurdities."

Huish denied things that Huber had
proven, he denied that the queen
was fecundated in the air, on the

wing; that wax was produced by the

digestion of honey; that pollen was
used to feed the brood, and many
other facts which are now well

proved. So Huber has remained as

one of the leading lights of modern
beekeeping, while Huish is well-nigh

forgotten.
Since the "Unedited Letters" were

gathered together by our late friend

and published by him origin;illy, we
believe it is well to begin by pub-

lishing his "Introduction," as given

in presenting the Letters to the pub-

lic. This was done in 1897, pnd the

Swiss edition was exhausted long be-

fore the death of Mr. Bertrand. We
will publish these letters from time to

time, as occasion offers, in the .Jour-

nal.

Our readers must not expect any-

thing positively new, in natural his-

tory, through the publication of these

letters. But they will see the habits

of bees under a new light .rnd will

perhaps recognize discoveries which

they know now but faintly. Ruber's

style was delightful and I hope I

may have retained some of tliis de-

light in the translation.

C. P. Uadant.

honey production, but not in organi-

zation. Read the statement of

"L'Apiculteur Alsacien-Lorrain" on
beekeeping in the liberated provinces:

"Nearly all the beekeepers of the
liberated provinces are grouped in the
branches of the Society of Bee-
keeping of Alsace-Lorraine. This
numbers at present about lii,000
members, who own about 80,000 colo-
nies, nearly all with movable frames.
The average crop is of about 10 kilos

(22 lbs.) per colony, or 800,000 kilos

(1,700,000 lbs.) annually.
Beekeepers of America, if you

want to achieve anything in the sale
of your honey, you must be united, as
these people are. But tlius far, the
beekeepers who belong to associa-
tions, in this country, are only a small
minority. We need better organiza-
tion. Don't fail to join the leagues
of honey producers. They will be
efficient only in the proportion that
their membership will hold to the
total number of honey producei's.

A Bee Paper for South Africa
We have before us the first two is-

sues of the South African Bee Jour-
nal published in April and M:iy.

This journal is the official organ
of the South African Beekeepers'
Association, whose official address is

Box 6057, Johannesburg. The maga-
zine promises to be of great help to

the beekeeping industry there.

Nuclei by Parcel Post
An advertiser of bees and queens

calls our attention to the fact that he
is urged by customers to send nuclei

by parcel post. This he is unable to do,

since postal regulations are very ex-

plicit that only queens with attend-

ants in the regulation mailing cages
and bees in packages without combs
and with double wirecloth sides may
be admitted to the mails.

The fact is that probably a good
many such nuclei have been sent by
parcel post through lack of knowl-
edge of the rules on the part of the

customer, the shipper-, and the post-

master.
This infraction of the regulations

should be done away with. We are

likely sometime to have such a nu-

cleus broken open in the mails with

much damage done and a consequent
liability of the shipper, endangering
the whole business of shipping pack-

age bees by parcel post.

Certainly the time should come
when nuclei may be admitted, but

until such a change is made, we had
best abide by the regulations.

Organization

The beekeepers of the United

States i)robably lead the world in

Honey Versus Sugar
Concerning the comparative value

to the human body of sugar and
honey, which is discussed by Dr. Car-

ton in his "Treatise of Medicine, Ali-

mentation and Hygiene" quoted in

the present number, it is well to re-

mind the readers that Dr. C. C. Mil-

ler, who lived to his ninetieth year, in

full use of all his faculties, used no

sugar, and sweetened his coffee, tea

or other drinks, with honey instead

of sugar. There is no doubt that the
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sweet of the blossoms, as produced
by nature, is superior to our artifi-

cial sugars, although cane and beet
sugars are very much superior to the
corn syrup made by the chemical ac-

tion of sulphuric acid upon stai'ch.

We should use more plentifully of
honey and advise all our friends to

do the same, knowing that we are
thus to secure better health and
longer life. Pure honey contains the
most fragrant and delicious, as well

as the healthiest properties of the
vegetable kingdom. Think of manu-
facturing milk by some chemical pro-
cess and expecting it to be as health-

ful as that which is produced natural-
ly in the udder of the cow! The milk
of our cows is an essence distilled

from the sweet plants of our pas-

tures, by Nature. To quote a noted
French songster: "Milk contains
more science than all the books of the
metropolis." Similarly, is not the

honey, gathered by our bees, distilled

from the sweetest blossoms by a pro-

cess that no chemical invention can
ever imitate successfully?

A German Bee Book
Through the courtesy of Professor

Alfonsus, of Vienna, we have re-

ceived the book, "Unsere Bienen," by
August Ludwig, the second and com-
plete edition of which was published
in Berlin in the late Autumn of 1920.

Written by so eminent an author-
ity as Pfai-rer Ludwig, who is one of

the instructors in beekeeping of the

Zoological Institute at the University
of Jena, the volume makes a very
valuable addition to our library.

The book, comprising 760 pages in

all, with 474 illustrations and 28
plates, part of them in colors, is di-

vided into two parts, the first dealing
with the Science of Beekeeping and
the latter with Beekeeping Practice.

Chapters considered in the first

part ai'e briefly as follows:
1. The Significance of Beekeeping.
2. Hypothesis for Successful Bee-

keeping—Honey Plants, Climate,

Weather, the Beekeeper Himself.
3. History of Beekeeping from the

Ancients to the Present Day.
4. Writings on Bees and Beekeep-

ing.

5. Bees in Fiction—Customs and
Folklore.

6. Natural History of the Honey-
bee—Races of Bees, Comb-building,
etc.—Diseases and Enemies.

The second section, dealing with

Practical Beekeeping, comprises 41G
of the 760 pages of the book, and has

for its chapter subjects the following:

1. The Beehive.
2. Tools for Beekeeping.
3. Care of Bees.
4. The Bees' Products and Their

Profitable Harvest.
h. Bookkeeping in Beekeeping.
6. The Bee Association, Its Func-

tion and Duty.
7. The Beekeeper's Rights and

Laws on Bees.
8. Instruction in Beekeeping.
We Americans art undoubtedly in

the front rank in beekeeping practice

and more especially in profitable man-
agement of bees on a large scale, but
many of our European contempora-

ries have done more detailed work,
especially in the natural science of
beekeeping, as is evidenced by the
above mentioned woi'k.

Nor is the study of the practical
side neglected by them, although pos-
sibly not put into use according to

our ideas. We find nearly every type
of American hive described, illustrat-

ed and discussed, in this volume.
A valuable addition to the library

of any beekeeper having a working
knowledge of the German language.

Wisconsin Bulletin on Fouibrood

Bulletin No. 333, of the Agricul-
tural Experiment Station at Midison,
Wis., 24 pages, 9 half-tone engrav-
ings, is before us. It has for its title

"How to Control American Foul-
brood," and was written by Prof. H.
F. Wilson, who is in charge o;' bee in-

vestigation and disease eradication at

that University.
The bulletin begins by giving ap-

pearance and symptoms of European
and American fouibrood, and of sac-
brood, and continues with a more
complete description of American
fouibrood, its eradication and cure.

Warnings are given to avoid buy-
ing brood combs unless sure of their

safety, and of the necessity for dis-

infecting by boiling in hot lye all

second-hand equipment. In eradi-

cating the disease, bees should be
brushed instead of being shaken, and
this should be done in a honey flow.

Extracting combs removed from a
fouibrood colony should not be used
again, though apparently safe and
dry. Experiments made show that
there is a 25 per cent chance of re-

infection from this source
Nor does Prof. Wilson deen. it ad-

visable to use the plan adopted by
some of leaving one dry comb in the

hive to catch the infected honty, the

same to be removed the next day.
He argues that by that time '.he bees
may have drawn out foundation and
may transfer some of the honey from
the old comb to the new ones.

Bulletin on S^varm Control

Farmers' Bulletin No. 1198. of the

U. S. Department of Agriculture, has

for its title "Swarm Control." It

comprises 48 pages and was written

by George S. Demuth.
Designed for general distribution to

all keepers of bees, it is not only a

manual of instruction, but a thorough
discussion of the underlying princi-

ples governing swarming and swarm
control as well.

The desirability of swarm control

is self-evident to the experienced bee-

keeper. The reading of this bulletin

should make it so to the novice.

Although the causes of swarming
are not definitely known, some of the

factors influencing the tendency to

swarm are:
1. Hereditai-y influence through

lack of breeding from desirable stock.

2. Wrong size and shape of brood-
chamber and poor combs.

3. Improper distribution of bees
within the hive. Mr. Demuth cutlines

some of the most important consid-

erations in swarm prevention meas-

ures as being: selection of stock in
breeding, large brood-chambers, good
worker combs, free expansion of the
brood nest in spring, wider spacing of
combs, deep spaces below the combs,
large entrances and additional ven-
tilation if necessary, proper shading,
prevention of building of barriers of
sealed honey in the brood nest; induc-
ing bees to occupy supers, and empty
combs for the ripening of incoming-
nectar.
A part of the bulletin is devoted to

instructions in case of swarming, rela-
tion of prime swarm and afterswarm
to the parent colony, and manner of
treatment to anticipate swarming.

The text is illustrated with several
drawings, mostly showing diffeient ar-
rangement of hives and supers in hiv-
ing swarms and in swarm control.

Boost Your Local Sales

Questionnaires sent out by the
Texas Honey Producers' Association
reveal the fact that only two per
cent of the honey of members is sold
locally. Probably a condition which
is general through the country, and
especially in the larger producing
districts. Surely there is no good
reason why this could not be in-

creased five fold with a little eff'oi-t

in stimulating local sales.

Northern Ontario

The editor of "L'Abeille," of Que-
bec, Mr. C. Vaillancourt, gives in this

magazine a description of the Abitibi

region, located about 200 miles north
of Georgian Bay, which he reports as
a fast growing settlement in which
clover grows abundantly. This is a
newly settled region, the streams of

which run towards James Baj It is

said to produce the willow-herb or
fire-weed in large quantities.

Conventions

Perhaps fifty conventions of bee-
keepers have been held within the

past thirty days. Not many years ago
a bee meeting was sufficiently rare to

be worthy of extended notice in the

magazines devoted to honey produc-
tion. Now it is impossible even to

give the place and date of them all.

Hardly a' day passes without such a

convention being held at some point

on the North American continent.

This indicates a better state of the in-

dustry. While from the census we
learn that there are less people keep-
ing bees than was the case formerly,
there are moi'e specialists, and it is

the specialist who develops an indus-
ti-y. We learn much from each other,

and the personal contact at these
meetings, large or small, adds i.iuch to

the interest as well as pleasure of

one's work.

Lime Soil for Sweet Clover

At the Chippewa Falls meeting. Dr.
Phillips made it clear that a soil con-
taining plenty of lime is absolutely
necessary to produce sweet clover
freely and that this plant is not a

good honey yiclder in any soil but a

lime soil.
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THE PACKERS' PROFITS

Notes on the Cost of Packing and Selling the Honey Crop
—By M. G. Dadant

MORE and more, in these days of
reconstruction and of revis-
ion, we hear criticism of the

jobber, of the wholesaler and of the
retailer, and an urgent demand
evei-ywhere for the elimination of the
middleman.

Before discussing specifically the
case of the honey producer and honey
seller, a frank elaboration upon the
"middleman" seems advisable.

In the earlier days, the middleman
was a negligible quantity. Either
the head of the family produced all

the family required or else he bar-
tered with his neighbors—a case of
from producer to consumer. By and
by, modes of travel and of inter-
course were established, the bartering
became more general. By gradual de-
velopment we came to a period when
the head of the family depended for
many things upon exchange with
neighbors or with distant peoples.
This was true as far back as the time
of the Phoenicians, a flourishing peo-
ple, devoting their time to trading
along the shores of the Mediterranean
and even in the countries of northern
Europe.

Eventually was evolved the present
period of specialization, where many
men spend their whole lives in one
single pursuit, exchanging the result
of their labors for commodities pro-
duced by the labor of others, in this

country or in far-away foreign lands,
with middlemen to execute the ex-
change, trading coffee for honey, or
shoes for raw hides.

So specialization means middle-
men, and the greater the specializa-
tion, the more middlemen required,
most certainly with all the oppor-
tunity for incident evils, but not with-
out compensating advantages.

Moreover, the more middlemen,
jobbers, brokers, wholesalers, packers
(or whatever you are minded to call

them), we can interest in the hand-
ling of a given commodity, the
greater the competition amopg them,
the less profit they will take and the
better distribution they will give us.

Arguing on this basis, and for our
own selfish interests, we should en-
courage occupation of as many mid-
dlemen as possible in distributing
such a commodity as honey. Not that
it is better for the distributor, but
rather that it is better for us, the pro-
ducers, or the consumers. They bid
up on buying, they attempt to under-
bid each other on the selling.

If each individual producer en-
deavored to sell his own products di-

rect in these days of specialization, he
might succeed if his output were
small, but, with more than he could
dispose of locally in a small way his

costs of marketing would become ex-
cessive, in fact far above those of the
individual who made a business of
trading. The smaller producer may
dispose of his crop, the larger must

leave the sales to a class who devote
their entire time to it.

The mere fact that there arc profit-

eers among the jobbers, etc., should
not blind us to the fact that ve can-
not do without the whole class. The
profiteer should be eliminated, and I

believe that this is appreciated as

much by the honest and conscien-
tious middlemen (who are in the
large majority) as by the producer
and the ultimate consumer.

Turning now, more specifically to

honey and honey prices, I have been
fortunate in getting from the diff"er-

ent honey packers, figures on the

items that enter into the retail price

of honey—what proportion of the re-

tail price paid goes to the producer,
how much is distributed along the

road to the handlers, how much for

labor, freight, containers, labels,

leakage, losses, etc.

An average of these figures, which
were slightly variable, but in all

cases within comparatively close

range, is shown in the accompanying
table:
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at a low price, even though poorly put
up, is less apt to take mine later if

the price variance is so great. The
same is true as between the pro-
ducer's and the packer's brands. The
result is that the market will 1 kely be
bare during a portion of the year," the
higher price honey seeking a market
where the cheap competition is lack-
ing.

Co-operation should tend to estab-
lish an approximate uniform price

—

competitive, of course, but near
enough so that a lack of supply of
honey of one source could be offset
by fresh supplies from another
source, thus keeping the market con-
stantly supplied.
We lack advertising—publicity.

How much does the average person
know about honey? How many even
know that there is such a commodity
as honey available? Advertising
costs money, but we must agree that
it brings results. How else can we
justify the enormous outlays repre-
sented by only one month's publica-
tion of our national magazines? I

venture the assertion that an outlay
of one cent per pound for honey ad-
vertising would enable an increase
of four cents per pound in th"? selling
price of honey, if indeed the bee-
keepers were aisle to supply the de-
mand.

Thirdly, we lack distribution. Many
communities now would buy honey
were it available. One town may be
so well supplied that no outside honey
is required. In a neighboring town,
either there may be no local bee-
keeper, or else he sells all direct to
the jobbber and the town is honey
dry.

Possibly, also, the honey industry is

suffering from lack of specialization.
Might it not be better to devote our
vifhole time to production, as the beef
cattle men do, and leave the packing,
advertising and distribution to the
middleman? We would suffer peri-

ods of depression, as the cattlemen do
today, but we would get national dis-

tribution.

In conclusion, there are three ways
open. We may go on as before, some
cheapening the market by selling low,

others endeavoring conscientiously to

hold it up to a normal level; the
packer grabbing what he can under
the circumstances; or we may ignore
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the packer altogether, co-operate and
handle as a class, all of our own pro-
duction, advertising and distribution;
or we may, last of all, co-operate as
between ourselves and as between
produce!- and jobber—sell all we can
at a good stiff average price and urge
the jobber to get in where we leave
off, aid and, if possible, duplicate his
advertising, further his distribution
and encourage as many of them as
possible.

To my mind, under present condi-
tions, the last road is the proper one.

THE IDEAL BEE
By John Prothero

American textbooks, published in
recent years, seem to take for granted
that the Italian bee has established its
reputation as the best. They appear
to regard the matter as finally settled.
Several pages are usually devoted to
praising this race and advocating uni-
versal Italianization; the others are
cursorily mentioned and dismissed.
Superiority is claimed in nearly eveiy
quality and attribute of bee ex-
cellence for the Italian, and state-
ments are made which many foreign-
ers would challenge. There is a
strong probability that the strain
found best in Florida would not be
best for high altitudes in Montana
and Idaho. May not the e.xcessive
swarming propensity of Carniolans be
due to placing Alpine bees on hot
plains? Does not the whole question
require revision?
As in all live stock, there is an

ideal bee, the type which shall com-
bine the good qualities of all known
strains. Of course, we shall never
produce it; it will remain an ideal;
but, in pursuing it, we shall undoubt-
edly arrive at a better bee. The
process should be that which is best
exemplified in modern poultry breed-
ing. We want to breed certain quali-
ties into one strain from another. In
making this cross, we introduce some
undesirable qualities, which we then
proceed to breed out again. It is a
long business, with many intermedi-'
ate stages, and throw-backs will in-
sist on breaking out just when the
final result seems attained.

I was once consumed with an ambi-
tion to originate a new breed of dog,
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the Dalmatian-Dach.shund. Dalmatian
coat on Dachshund figure, a long, low,
lizardy creature, white, dabbed with
black spots, like raisin bread. Every-
body to whom I mentioned it showed
the utmost enthusiasm for the project
and hastened to bespeak the pups.
Other interests supervened, and the
D. D. never materialized; it has re-
mained an ideal. I am now advocat-
ing a less showy but more useful ex-
periment in cross breeding.

The parcel post package is as yet little appreciated.

Tall-lOoz.
Capacity 16 oz.
Screw Cap Jar.

Poultry breeders have done mar-
vels in producing new and improved
strains. Perhaps Darwin, with his
patient experiments in pigeon varia-
tions, pointed the way for those who,
without any theory to prove and with
purely material objects in view, have
originated breeds combining the
qualities of several older ones and
moving towards an ideal type. Gen-
erations follow one another so rapidly
that much can be done within the
span of a few years. The poultry
men have shown beekeepers what can
be done and what ought to be done.

Ah, but the drone difl^culty! The
drone is certainly a difficulty, but he
does not amount to an impossibility.
The solution lies in isolation. A ring
of outapiaries, making a rough sort
of circumference to a central queen-
yard, is usually a suflicient insurance.
There are islands available, too,
though this would be more a task for
the Department of Agi-iculture than
for the individual breeder. Still, we
must not wait for the happy day when
a generous appropriation will main-
tain an isolated queen yard, devoted
to the production of improved bees.
Mr. Barratt, of Sheffield, England,
has produced some startling i-esults
by means of hand fertilization, but
this is never likely to get beyond the
stage of interesting experiments by
experts. The breeder will have to do
his best and risk the drone.

Breeding, up to the present, has
been confined to the improvement of
particular races. Penna, Plana and
Bozzalla are developing the leather-
colored Ligurian, the dingy cousin of
our bright Italian bee. Jan Strgar is

developing perhaps the most promis-
ing material in the world, the Carni-
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olan bee. The Swiss are devoting-

themselves to the black Alpine bee;

the British to the brown Dutch; and

there are breeders in Egypt, Cyprus
and elsewhere, producing queens of

native stock.

In this country queen-breeding and
selection have been carried to an ex-

tent and a nicety of practice unknown
elsewhere, but little has been at-

tempted, as yet, in the province of

hybridizing. The rage for bright

golden color seems to have died down,
and the Italian three-bander is the

bee of the moment. I have been one

of those bee-fever patients who try

evei-ything going. I have handled at

least ten American strains and, in

addition, Carniolans and blacks. I

am by no means satisfied that the best

strains of three-banded Italians can-

not be improved. I have never han-

dled any Italian strain whose temper,

throughout all seasons, could com-
pare with that of the Carniolans, nor

whose power of building up rapidly

in chilly spring weather could com-
pare with theirs. I have handled a

strain of black bees which never did

anything that the textbooks say they

do. Their deportment was always
calm and sedate. They were early

abroad, and did not sulk in cool,

cloudy weathei-. The Carniolans were
worse swarmers than even the text-

books foretell—in early summer—but

afterwards settled down and did mar-
vels. Their bad point, I should say,

is that the fuss they make, when
swarming, upsets Italians in the same
apiary; they coi-rupt respectable

neighbors with their mania, but do

not communicate their virtues. The
blacks were the equal of any Italians

I have handled, and were conspicuous

non-swarmers, but their queens were
hopelessly invisible. Yet I feel sure

that Carniolan temper and fertility

and black hardiness will ultimately

be among the attributes of the ideal

bee.

The first task should be to breed

the Carniolan temper into the Italian

three-bander until it becomes con-

stant, and color bands remain invaria-

ble—until you get a permanent hy-

brid, and not a mere cross. Then,

should this hybrid show swarming fe-

ver, get rid of it by selection, or by a

further admixture of Italian blood.

There will remain an interminable

vista of further tasks confronting the

breeder, but this first step, that of

introducing the temper and fertility

of the Carniolan into the present

American-Italian, is one that should

allure amateur and professional alike,

for it will mark an undoubted stage

in the advance towards the ideal bee.

Virginia.

(The greatest fault we find with

the Carniolan is its lack of definite

markings. A slight mixture of them
with the common bees is impossible to

distinguish, while the slightest mix-

ture with the Italians shows itself at

once. But our correspondent is cer-

tainly correct in saying that the strain

suited to Florida might not be the

best for high altitudes. We have tried

practically all the difTerent races, and

by all means prefer the Italian.—Ed-

itor.)

UNEDITED LETTERS OF HUBER

introduction

By Edouard Bertrand
The "New Observations upon bees"

of Francis Huber make very inter-

esting reading. When I resolved to

read them, however, I did not antici-

pate the intense pleasure which they
gave me.

Indeed, if there are still literary

productions of the late eighteenth
century that are read, we know in

how small a proportion. Hardly one
book in ten thousand has withstood
the test of time. What a lesson in

philosophy and what a menace to-

wards the future of our contemporary
works! Concerning works of science

this proportion is still more aisas-

trous. Everything has changed,
everything has been perfected in so

speedy a manner that the recital of

information dating back a century
generally offers no interest for us.

From the enormous accumulation of

scientific works of that time, there ai-e

few capable of instructing us yet;

and they are nearly all on Natural
History. Among this elite, the "New
Observations" of Huber shine with a

particular eclat, with an ensemble of

qualities so harmonious and original

that we would seek them vainly else-

where. The charm of a style which is

always pure is allied with a very sim-

ple and yet very clever expose; the

ingenuity of the observations is so

extraordinary that one soon gives

way to the sentiments of an aroused
admiration for this blind man, whose
genius was at all times equal to well-

nigh insurmountable difficulties.

I.

Francis Huber, born in Geneva in

1750, died in 1831. * Note.

When he became blind he was en-

gaged to a Miss Aimee LuUin, and
this young lady was faithful to him,

in spite of contrary advice which was
given her. She was to be rewarded
for it by the happiness of her entire

life.

Huber narrates himself (New Ob-
servations, page 1) how he became in-

terested in bees. He was fond of

sciences and did not lose this fond-

ness when he lost his eyesight. He
had his servant, Francis Burnens,

read to him the best works on physics

Note—His father, Jean Huber, had
the reputation of being one of the wit-

tiest men of his time and was often

cited by Voltaii-e, who appreciated his

conversation ; he was a pleasant mu-
sician, wrote poetry which was even

praised in the Ferney drawing rooms,

was known for his quick i)iquant re-

joinders, was an easy and talented

painter, excelled in the art of cutting

out paper landscapes in such a man-
ner that he appeared to have created

this method, carved better than an

amateur sculptor, and to these talents

he added the taste and art of animal

study.' His work upon the flight of

birds of prey is even now referred to

with profit by naturalists. Jean Hu-
ber transmitted most of his ti.stes to

his son. (From the notice of P. A.

De Candolle upon Francis Huber.)

and natural history. This man took
great interest in these readings and
Huber quickly noticed his wonderful
aptitude as an observer. He resolved
to cultivate this talent, and caused
him first to repeat some of the most
simple experiments of physics. These
he executed with a great deal of skill,

improving upon the few instruments
that were intrusted to him, applying

them to new uses and even making,
himself, the implements which he

needed.
"The continuation of our read-

ings," says Huber, "having led me to

the beautiful works of Mr. Reaumur
upon bees, I found in his book such a

fine plan of experiments, observations

made with so much art, a logic so

wise, that I resolved to study particu-

larly this celebrated author, to shape

my helper and myself at his school,

in the difficult art of studying na-

ture. We began by watching bees in

Huber, the blind Naturalist

glass hives; we repeated all of Reau-

mur's experiments, and we secured

exactly the same results when we
used the same processes. This agree-

ment of our observations with his gave

me great pleasure, because it proved

to me that I could rely entirely upon

the eyes of my helper. Emboldened
by these first trials, we attempted to

make upon the bees some entirely

new experiments; we contrived the

building of several hives, of which I

had never thought, and which pre-

sented great advantages, so we had

the good luck of discovering remark-

able facts which had escaped the no-

tice of Swammerdam, Reaumur and

Bonnet. It is these facts which I now
publish in this work; there is not one

of them that we did not try several

times over, during the eight years in

which we made researches upon the

bees."
This modest expose retains sur-

prises for the reader, for it xloes not

give a presentiment of the importance

and of the difficulties of the re-

searches which followed.

Francis Burnens was not only an

intelligent man, he was gifted with

great tenacity. He often would fol-

low, for 24 hours, without lood or

rest, the actions of a few worker-bees
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which he suspected of being fertile,

in order to detect them while in the
act of laying. Once, even, he spent
11 days examining the bees of several
colonies, one after another. •

Huber directed the experiments
and devised them so as to retain the
control. Nothing is more interesting
than this association, which lasted too
short a time, for in 179.T Burnens left

him to live at Oulens, where his fel-

low citizens, aware of his capacity,
made him a magistrate.
On the other hand, he did not cease

his bee work, and from time to time
he replied to the requests of Huber
by additional experiments. I have
had the good luck, through my friend
Mr. Eiw. Pictet, to publish one of
those letters of Burnens, in answer to
a question upon the sphinx atropos
(Revue Internationale, 1885, page
85). A footnote of Huber, in com-
municating this letter to Mr. M. A.
Pictet, of the Academy of Geneva,
shows what sentiments Huber had to-
wards Burnens.

"You will see that the writer of this
letter has what is needed to become
an excellent observer—good eyes and
good logic. You will acknowledge
that it is a pity that an instrument
which I had sharpened be no longer in
my hands. Burnens is justice of the
peace at present (New Observations,
Preface)

; he does not waste his time;
his entire life is being spent in pre-
venting his fellow counti-ymen from
eating out one another's white of tne
eyes' and ruining themselves in law
suits. I had not thought that my les-
sons would put him there. His obser-
vation is very important. It proves
that bees, which contract the en-
trances of their hives when they are
threatened with invasion, do not do it

when it is unnecessary. It is there-
fore the circumstances which prompt
them; they never make any mistake."

The first edition of the "Observa-

Note. Pierre Huber, the son, was
himself a naturalist of merit, already
known through his "Researches on
the Habits of Ants," published in Ge-
neva and in Paris in 1810, and re-
published in 1861. Here is the list of
a few of the bulletins which he pub-
lished in periodical works: "Memo-
randum on Divers Instruments of
Physics and meteorology" (Society of
Physics and Natural History of Ge-
neva, Vol. 2). "Notice Upon a Migra-
gration of Butterflies" (Ditto, Vol.
3). "Memorandum to Serve Upon
the History of the Caterpillar of
Hammock) (Ditto, Vol. 7, part 1).
"Relations of Ants with Lice and Gall
Insects" (Brit. Biblith. of Science &
Arts, Vol. 28). "Observations Upon
Several Species of Bees" (Vol. 6 of
the Linnean Society of London). An
extract from this was published in
volumes 25 and 26 of the British Li-
brary under the title: "Observations
Upon Several Species of Bees Known
Under the Name of Humble-Bees."
"Letters Upon a New System of
Meteorography" (Biblio. Universelle,
1828). "Letters Upon Aeronautic
Spiders," (Posthumous article in Bib-
lio. Universelle, 1866.

tions" on bees was published in Ge-
neva in 1792. It contained a series
of articles in the shape of' letters to
Mr. Bonnet, who had induced Huber
to publish his notes. There was a
reimpression published in Paris in

1796, in one volume in-12, to which
was added a short, practical treatise
on bees, anonymous.
A second edition was made in 1814,

in two volumes. For the second, Hu-
ber, for want of Burnens, employed
his wife, and later his son, as assist-
ant.

Born in Geneva in 1777, Pierre Hu-
ber died at Yverdon in 1840.

This curious and beautiful work
made the reputation of Huber and se-
cured for him a membership in most
of the academies oi Europe, especial-
ly the Academy of Sciences of Paris.
It also caused his being called at
present the founder of modern bee-
keeping.

(To be continued)

HONEY HINTS FOR SMALL PRO-
DUCERS

By Josephine Morse

There are a good many beekeepers
who keep only a few colonies of bees
and do not plan to increase their api-
aries, but who do like to produce ex-
tracted honey and strain and bottle it

themselves, thus getting the retail

price for their product. In such cases
the returns will probably not be suffi-

cient, nor will it seem expedient for
the limited amount of honey ob-
tained, to warrant much expenditure
for equipment.

An easy way to strain honey is by
the gravity method, which works very
well with the use of the Cooley can, a
tall cylindrical can with a cover and a
very efficient gate at the bottom.
This can was originally designed for
raising cream on set milk. Honey
is run right from the extractor into
the can, then "set" for a day or two
(or to suit one's convenience) to let

all the small particles of comb, etc.,

rise to the top. Then, to get it per-
fectly clear, it should be strained
through any desired small strainer
made of the fine wire mesh usea in

milk strainers, either directly into the
final containers or, if one is busy at
something else, run into larger ones,
from which it can be bottled later.

Not until all the honey but about 2

pounds has run out of the can does
anything clog the strainer. Straining
will be more rapid if the honey is in a
warm place. The cans hold nearly 40
pounds of honey.

If the honey producer puts his

honey on the market he will want it

to look attractive, and so should have
a neat little label for each container.
The public likes tq see honey it buys;
therefore, it may be advisable to use
some form of glass jar—at least until

his trade is well started. When cus-
tomers are fully acquainted with the
quality and standard of the honey
they will take more kindly to tin cans,
of which the 2-lb. friction top can is

a convenient size, and can be sent by

parcel post or express with less dan-
ger than glass. A cheap grade of
white paper, cut to completely encir-
cle the can and come to within one-
half inch of the top, is wrapped
about the can and secured with a
gummed honey label placed directly
across the joining point of the two
edges.
A well put up package has a dis-

tinctly favorable eff"ect on the pur-
chaser. Therefore, it behooves the
producer, especially if he is his own
middle man, to see that his product
not only comes up to a high standard,
but is cleanly and carefully prepared
for market.

Massachusetts.

AT THE FOOT OF MOUNT HELI-
CON

(From "A Journey Into Greece,"
1682.)

By Geo. Wheeler, Esq.
"After I had discoursed some time

with this good Old Man, whom they
esteem a Saint, I was conducted be-
low his Garden, between it and the
River, to another Hutt; where two
other Galoyers live, and look to a
Garden well planted with Beans and
Pease; and another just by it, fur-
nished with four or five Hundred
Stocks of Bees. A Place near as
pleasant as the other above; being
just upon the Banks of the River;
which I esteem to be that which Pau-
sanias called Heraclitus; upon suppo-
sition that some of the forementioned
ruins are those of Bulis. The good
Caloyer presently went, and took a
Stock of Bees, and brought me a
Plate of delicate white Honey-combs,
with Bread and Olives, and very good
Wine: To which he set us down in

his Hutt, and made us a Dinner, with
far greater satisfaction, than the most
princely Banquet in Europe could af-
ford us. For the Quiet and Inno-
cence of their Life, the natural Beau-
ty of the Place, the Rocks, Mountains,
Streams, Woods and curious Plants,
joyn'd with the Harmonious Notes of
Nightingales, and other Birds, in

whole Quires, celebrating, as it were,
welcoming that forward Spring, to

speak the truth, so charmed my mel-
ancholick fancy for a time, that I

had almost Made a Resolution never to

part with so great a Happiness, for
whatever the rest of the World could
present me with. But in conclusion,
it prov'd too hard a task for me, so
soon to wean myself from the World.

LARGE HIVES FOR LOUISIANA

By Jes Dalton

We had a very peculiar streak of

weather here lately. A continual rain

one to four good showers a day and
most terrific honey flow I ever saw,
right in rainy weather.

Roads mostly impassable and
swarming on a par with the honey
flow, especially in 8-frame hives. I

am working in a yard of 12 frame
hives now and at present have not
found a one that has swarmed or is

trying to, and I am afraid over one-
half my 8-framers will. I am of the
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opinion I will never buy or make an-

other pai-t to an 8-frame hive.

First time I ever saw a honey flow

in a rain. Last fall we had a spell of

beautiful sunny weather and a heavy

bloom of honey plants and not one
drop. It takes time to learn bee-

keeping in the South.
Louisiana.

HONEY SELLING

How M. V. Facey, in Building Up a Market for His Honey,

Used a Corps of Small, But EfTective, Mail Salesmen

By R. A. Franklin

Being an omnivorous reader. I fre-

quently, out of pure curiosity, glance
over the classified advertising col-

umns in the various magazines on our
reading table. In pursuance of this

habit, I noticed in that section of the

"Woman's World" this invitation:

"SEND for price list of our se-

lect quality clover, basswood
and buckwheat honey. Sample
15c. M. V. Facey, Preston,
Minn."

As at intervals, over a period of

several years, I ran across this same
adlet, my curiosity was aroused as to

just what sort of results justified

such long-continued use of it, there-

fore, when a convenient opportunity
came, I called upon Mr. Facey.

After our introductions were over,

I remarked : "You seem to believe

that it pays to use the classified ad-

vertising columns of magazines; at

least I should judge so from the num-
ber of years that I have seen your
name therein."

"Well, that's the way I got all I

have. Yes, I should say that they do
pay—pay well" he replied, a friendly

smile lighting his pleasant face.

And judging from the appearance
of his beautifully appointed home, in

the little hill-bound village of Pres-

ton, it must have paid vei-y well, in-

deed, so I asked how such a program
of advertising was managed advan-
tageously.

"Well," he began, "to get results,

one must use judgment in placing

these or any other kind of advertise-

ments. For instance, right now I am
not advertising as heavily as usual,

because of the money stringency and
the slackness of business in general.

"Advertising in the agricultural

journals, usually one of my very best

mediums, I have discontinued for the

next three or four months. You see,

when the farmers began holding their

wheat and other commodities for high
prices, I knew money would not be
plentiful among the majority of them
this summer, and—right now—I'm
selling more honey to miners than to

farmers."

"About how much honey do you
sell in a year?" I asked.

"Well, between four and five hun-
dred thousand pounds, usually."

"You certainly do not supply that

amount from your own bees, do
you?" I exclaimed, in amazement.

With an amused, though kindly

smile, he said, "No, indeed; not a

pound of it. I buy from producers
and distribute direct to the con-

sumer."
"Living in a small town, how did^
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display copy. I didn't care to drop
out of that magazine entirely, so I

took a 21-line display ad. with them
for a few months, but I didn't get
one-tenth of the results I had from
the 1-inch classified advertisement.

"So I wrote the editor, telling him
my experience and discontinuing my
use of their publication unless it

should be decided to reinstate the

classified advertising columns again;
told him I'd rather pay double the old

rate for the classified ad. He writes

me that he's going to take the matter
up with the Board of Directors, using
my experience as an illustration of

the greater value to the advertiser
of the classified ad."
"How does the expense of this

form of advertising mount up?"
"Take it the year through, 1 spend

an average of between $225 and $275
a month for advertising. Right now,
for the reasons I told you of, my ad-

vertising is only $175 per month, but

I shall begin advertising as u ual in

the farm papers again in August or

September."
"Do you make any concessions to

dealers in the matter of price or ter-

ritory?"
"Well, to a certain extent, yes. I

give no definite territory to any
dealer, but I do make a difference of

3 or 4 cents a pound in the price to

them, because they soon buy in large

quantities and do more or less word-
of-mouth advertising for my prod-

ucts. Of course, if an ind.vidual re-

siding in his vicinity wants to buy di-

rect from me, he can do so, and
equally, of course, dealers are ex-

pected to be fair to one another in

not encroaching one upon the terri-

tory usually served by the other."

By this method, with an annual ad-

vertising outlay of only $3,000, Mr.

Facey every year disposes of honey
worth at a very moderate price esti-

mate at least $100,000. Of course,

some years its value is considerably

more; some years it may run a few
thousand less.

HONEY AS SANITARY FOOD
By Paul Carton

Dr. Carton, a noted French physi-

cian, in his "Treatise of Naturist

Medicine, Alimentation and Hy-
giene," a work of 924 pages, Paris,

1920, has this to say concerning su-

gars versus honeys

:

"Preserves, syrups, fruit comfits,

candies, sweet entremets, desserts,

sweetened drinks and dishes are prod-

ucts in which one consumes, without

knowing it, important quantities of

beet sugar and oftener of commer-
cial glucose (the worst of chemical

sugars). The lovers of these sweets

and dainties had best give thought to

the grave risks they are taking in

consuming large doses of all these

substances; it will be wise for them
slowly to lessen the quantity con-

sumed and to eat them irregularly

and only, as an instance, to make up
for the want of fruits.

"However, an exception should bo

made in favor of honey or grape pre-

sei'ves (the juice of grapes reduced

by heating, mixed with cut up fruits.)

The preserves made with honey are

sweet and do not have the tartness of
industrial sugars. In small amounts
they are better tolerated by diseased
stomachs and by children than either
sugar preserves or honey taken sep-
arately, because the addition of
fruits attenuates or absorbs all traces
of formic acid in honey. They are
made by using a little more honey
than fruit, in weight, and cooking the

mixture a little longer than with
sugar. They are less economical,
but the increased expense will be com-
pensated by a lessening of doctor and
druggist bills.

"Honey. It is a diastatic and liv-

ing concentrated sugar which, for

healthy people, does not present the

inconveniences of chemical sugars.

"Honey was known in the earliest

antiquity. As early as the 6th Cen-
tury, before our era, man sought to

procure in great abundance this con-
centrated sweet, which supplied him
with pleasant food at all seasons, and
it was at that time that the first at-

tempts at beekeeping were recorded.

Later still, honey was much sought
for; the Promised Land was the coun-
try of milk and honey. Honey was
among the offerings made to the gods.

"Gathered by the bees in the corol-

la of blossoms, honey as we harvest it

"represents the product of floral nec-

taries, elaborated by the digestive se-

cretions of the bee's honey sac and
aftei-wards concentrated in the wax
ceils by evaporation obtained through
the ventilation accomplished by this

interesting insect.

"The final product contain.^ 70 to

75 per cent of glucose and levulose;

to 10 per cent of saccharose, 1 to

1.50 per cent of dextrin and gums,
0.05 to 0.15 per cent of formic acid,

about 0.80 per cent of nitrogenous
substances, 0.10 to 0.80 per cent of

mineral salts and 20 per cent of

water. It also contains soluole fer-

ments from the nectaries and from
the digestive secretions of the bees.

M. V. Facey, the honey man with hca.inviartt rs

in a small town in Minnca^ota. He built U|> a

big mail business of $100,000 in selling

honey.

which saccharify the starches and
dextrine and change saccharose into
glucose or levulose. These soluble
ferments united with other ferments
cause honey to become richer and
richer in glucose as it grows in age.

"Honey, with its sugars still united
with mineral salts, with acting dias-
tase, with vital floral energies, is thus
a living food and a physiological
stimulant, the use of which should be
much more expanded, for it is many
times more dynamogenic and nourish-
ing than chemical sugar. So, it should
again be given the important place
which it held in alimentation, before
the discoveiy of chemical sugars. To
sweeten moderately teas or entre-
mets, cakes and culinary prep^irations,
honey represents the best substitute
for sugar.

"However, after showing the su-
periority of honey over sugar, it is

important to mention that, although
it is a valuable concentrated food for
healthy people, it requires cautious
use for sick people. For persons
positively- dispeptic or arthritic, it

does not prove itself the ideal, easily
assimilated food, the 'cure all' that
people believe it to be. Its laxative
qualities are even unexistant in most
cases. It would be a mistake to pre-
scribe it to people of debilitated di-
gestion and to praise it without dis-
cernment. There are restrictions
which it is of universal interest not
to conceal. For individuals with frail
digestive organs, with whom all ener-
getic concentrations are injurious, it

may cause the following troubles: fer-
mentation and burning at the stom-
ach, lowering of appetite, heaviness,
constipation, epigastric pains, con-
gestive flushes of the face, itching and
skin eruptions, insomnia, etc.

"Although it is an excellent food
for normal people, honey is undoubt-
edly too strong for many sick people.
The slightly ill, who cannot give up
sweets, should prefer honey to sugar,
taking it diluted or in preserves, or,

better still, in gingerbread, prepared
with real honey. In the latter case,
the adjunct of rye flour renders it

more readily assimilable and we have
seen a number or dyspeptics who
could not use honey in the nat-
ural state, digest it well in the shape
of small doses of gingerbread (about
an ounce) taken each day, during
years when fruits are scarce, lacking
in sugar or too acid.

"Let us add that honey eaten with
bread is digested more easily than
when taken alone, and that, for frail

people, mild white honey, purchased
directly from the beekeeper, in or-

der to avoid possibility of adultera-
tion, is much to be preferred.

"It is useful to learn that honey
may be moi-e or less successfully di-

gested in different years, by the same
patient. When the season has been
rainy, with but little sunshine, and
alimentary values are low, honey
gives less irritation to the fatigued
viscera. It may then be given in

small doses to people who ill-digested

it in hot seasons, especially as, at

such times, its use is valuable to make
up for the natural low value in sugar
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of fruits and to furnish the material
needed for muscular work.
"The variations in the composition

of honey from one year to another
have even been found in chemical
analysis. In 1911, a very dry year,
the proportion of glucose in honey
rose to 72 to 74 per cent instead of
the usual 65 to 68 per cent."

Paul Carton.
(The reader will note that the nat-

ural glucose in honey is entirely dif-
ferent in its properties from the arti-
ficially manufactured glucose pro-
duced by the action of sulphuric acid
upon starch, which the above writer
condemns in the beginning of his
article.—Editor.)

CURING CHRONIC RHEUMATISM
WITH THE STING OF BEES

By J. R. Schmidt
That rheumatism can be cured by

the sting of the honeybee is the firm
belief of George Renner, of Cincin-
nati, who is taking this novel treat-
ment to eradicate the disease from
his system. Each Wednesday and
Sunday morning IVIr. Renner visits the
apiai-y of Fred Muth and submits to
being stung by the honeybees. At
lirst, when Mr. Renner could just
hobble along with the aid of crutches,
as high as ten stings were the strenu-
ous treatment, but now Renner can
walk without the aid of a cane, and
only two stinging bees are applied
twice a week. This novel treatment,

painful as it may seem, is a welcome
relief for the incessant pain of the
rheumatism.

"At first the sting of the bees was
very painful to me and the swellings
resulting from the stings were great,
but as my system gradually became
inoculated with the poison from the
stings the pain and swelling gi-ew less
in proportion. I can now take the
stings without flinching and feel very
little pain at all. It certainly is cur-
ing me."

Fred Muth explains the strange
cure this way: "It is a well-known
fact that the sting of the honeybee is

made painful by the formic acid which
enters the wound when the bee stings.
This acid is contained in a tiny little

bag attached to the thick end of the
stinger. When a honeybee stings,
this little bag of acid and the sur-
rounding muscles break away from
the body of the bee and the bee flies

away and dies, while the sting pro-
pelled by the adhering muscles, sticks
into the flesh and keeps on imbedding
itself deeper and deeper, at the same
time pumping the formic acid into the
wound. Physicians have found that
formic acid counteracts rheumatism,
and when introduced into the system,
in many cases, causes a cure. Allow-
ing one's self to be stung by the
honeybees is introducing formic acid
into the system, which in turn coun-
teracts rheumatism."

Ohio.

THE CHINESE BEES
By B. Grudnoff

I made my first acquaintance with
those bees in Peking, in the Russian
Orthodox Mission, and also through
other beekeepers in the Peking Prov-
ince.

The exterior of those bees reminds
me of our Caucasian bees, from Aba-
sia (Asiatic Russia), but they are of a
smaller size and brighter color.

The Chinese bees possess the same
quality as the Caucasian—they are
fond of work and of good disposition.
They collect clear and transparent
honey. The old wax they destroy
nearly altogether, partly in winter
time, replacing it with a new, white
wax. They do not keep at all any
dark honey-combs.

It is necessary to notice a particu-
lar quality of the Chinese bees: they
never bring propolis (bee-glue), and
do not use it in the beehive if it is

given to them, and in all cases they
use only wax, and even the holes in

the beehive they glue with a pure
white wax. At least, being one and a
half years in China, I did not see any
propolis anywhere. I supposed first

that in China they did not have
those kinds of plants from which pro-
polis could be obtained, but those
doubts were destroyed by one Chinese
beekeeper who wrote for bees from
the Far East (Siberia) to China. And
those bees collected lots of propolis
while the others, next to them, had
not a particle of it. I think that those
bees must be very interesting to
American beekeepers, because they
will always prepare clean sections
without propolis, and it won't be nec-
essai^y to lose time cleaning them, as

is always necessary when getting
honey from bees of other races.

If any one of the American bee-
keepers has any interest in these bees,

it is possible to order them from the

Russian Orthodox Mission in China,
Peking (Bei-gooane)

.

Java.

Frtd. Muth applying the stinging bees to Renncr's arm.

STORING THE HONEY.
By L. H. Cobb

A good many beginners in beekeep-
ing will have a fairly generous sup-

ply of surplus honey this year if con-

ditions are general as they are with
us. I know some of these who plan to

keep most of their honey for home
use, and they are planning how to

store it, even now, and the plans of

the amateur in this line are apt to be
just opposite to what they should be.

Honey should never be stored in a

cellar or kept in a refrigerator. Cool-

ness is not what honey needs to keep
it in good condition. It should be

stored in a dry, warm place as free

from dust as possible. Mice and ants

are both destructive pests, and to be

guarded against. It is not bard to

guard against the mice, but to prevent

ants getting to the combs is another

question. One can hardly make the

container, in which comb honey in

the frame or section is stored, tight

enough to stop ants, so the next best

thing is to have it set up on a table

fitted with ant protection. I have set

the legs of the table in pans with a
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little kerosene in them, and even after
the kerosene is evaporated out of the
pans it keeps the ants at bay. Most
housewives have some favorite meth-
od of combating ants, so that, they
will be able to make the honey safe
in this line.

Honey will absorb moisture from
the air if kept in a moist atmosphere.
I have seen cappings turn dark and
become almost transparent in ex-
tremely damp locations, so the wa.x
cappings will not be a full protection,
and extracted honey exposed to the
air would soon begin to thin up if not
in a dry, warm place. This thinning
results in souring if can-ied far. There
is nothing like thick, well-ripened
honey, and we should let it get fully

ripened before we take from the hives
and then store in a way to keep it

thick.

Extracting combs that have a con-
siderable number of cells filled but
not sealed will result in thinner honey
and great care must be taken to keep
this fi'om fermenting. It is best to

leave such frames on the hives until

the flow is over entirely and then the
bees will either empty the unsealed
cells or fill them up, as the case may
be. If they cannot fill when the flow

stops entirely they will take out of

part of the cells and store in others
and seal what they have and leave the

other cells empty. I have taken off

frames where solid sealed honey filled

a third of the frame and the remain-
der of a two-thirds built out comb
was empty. Previously I had noted
that the empty part of the comb had
been full of uncapped honey, but the

flow stopped suddenly and did not
come on again.
An attic or an upstairs closet is

often ideal for honey storing. If

where the temperature will be kept
comparatively even in winter, gi'anu-

lation will not be so bad as if subject

to quick changes.
Kansas.

UNITING SWARMS AND COLO-
NIES

By A. F. Bonney
The writer, early in his career as

a beekeeper, had occasion many times
to unite bees, as swarms were num-
erous, and many were secured, and
after trying about every odoriferous
substance known to the druggist, fi-

nally settled on peppermint, and has
used it several years with uniform
success, but without paying much at-

tention to the why of his successes.

Finally, however, curiosity took pos-

session of his mind, and he began to

study.
Next to peppermint, fair success

may be secured with anise, using the

oil dissolved in denatured alcohol, and
this mixture in water, as the pepper-
mint is used, but so much of it is re-

quired that it becomes quite expen-
sive, and even then there are times
when good results will not be .-ecured.

To mention other substances: caje-

put failed in most cases, wintergreen
gave poor results, oils of orange and
lemon were failures, ammonia drove
the bees out of the brood chamber in

a mass, chloroform puts them to sleep

and destroys memory, assafoetida acts

as smoke does but in a mild way,
whole smoke and the odor of creo-
sote and pyroligneous acid seem to
have a tendency to make the bees
ball the queen. Carbolic acid was a
repellant pure and simple, as was
naphthalene (moth balls).

While peppermint appears to tem-
porarily destroy the sense of smell
in beos, it differs from chloroform,
which renders the bees dormant, as it

does the human, and, as mentioned
before, destroys memory in the bees.
It is suggested that this agent will

prove valuable in introducing queens.
Experimenting with peppermint,

and its active principle, menthol, I

found it ideal in every way, for the
bees do not object to it, and will tol-

erate even the pure oil, dropped into
the corners of the brood chamber, and
a veiy small amount, so little as four
drops, seems efficacious, and a very
weak solution of the essence in water
will enable one to unite swarms or
colonies, no matter how excited or
hostile they may be, and I finally de-
cided that the odor of the peppermint
had a paralyzing effect on the smell-
ing organs of the little animals, and
we know that the sense of smell is the
principal one possessed by bees.

The factor of time is valuable when
using the peppermint, and, as strange
as it may seem, two colonies may be
united within one minute after a mod-
erately strong solution of peppermint
in water is used, say a teaspoonful of
the essence, which may be secured at
drug stores, in 8 or 10 ounces of
water. After uniting bees in this way
I have found bunches of them sat-

urated with the solution, and watch-
ing them carefully, found that they
did not seem at all injured after they
had dried off and gone to work.

I shall remark here, entirely for
the benefit of the beginner, that if

you have two or more colonies or
swarms, with queens, to be united,
pay no attention to the queens, for it

is a provision of Mother Nature that
when two queens fight for supremacy
of the hive one will surely survive. If,

however, one queen is to be saved, de-
stroy the other.

Iowa.

POISONOUS SPRAY
By Will H. Gray

I have just read the letter by G. A.
Barbisch about the poisoning of his
bees by fruit spraying, and your own
notes on the subject. In my experi-
ence the fruit grower sprays, not
when it is best to spray, but when he
can get the spraying machine, regard-
less of the state of the blossoms.

It ought to be easy enough to get
a law passed making it compulsory
for the fruit grower to notify the bee-
keepers in his vicinity of the day or
days that he is going to use summer
spray. The beekeeper then will have
the alternative of shutting in his bees
for. that day or claiming damages in
case of loss, as in the latter case proof
would be simple. The effect on the
"sprayer" of this law, would make
him realize that there were other in-
terests besides his own, and he would
be more careful.

This fruit spray question is always
cropping up in the irrigated lands of
the West. It is generally thought
that in a number of cases the bees get
the spray in mistake for water, and
not necessarily on the flowers; in this

case water could be put out during
spraying operations.

British Columbia.

EUROPEAN FOULBROOD

Something New (?) About It

By Arthur C. Miller

The subtle spread of this malady is

baffling, as is also its rise in virulence
and oft its disappearance.

It seems to come out of the thin
air; to linger along, doing little or
no harm, and then suddenly to de-
velop a virulence which at one leap
goes beyond control. But even that
burns itself out by de.stroying every
colony, and the very filth it leaves be-
hind forces the owner to either de-
stroy it all with fire or render the
combs into wax, thoroughly cleanse
hive and frames and make a fresh
start.

Sometimes the re-established api-

ary remains clean for years, or the

A close-up of the stinging bees. Bee on the left is beginning to sting, \ bile the one on the
right is finishing, leaving the sting in the arm.
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disease may reappear within a season
or two.

Again, it will suddenly appear in

some previously free yard far from
any infe ited territory. How does it

get there? I discovered one of the
ways this summer. A thrifty apiary
in territory never known to be in-

fected before and two miles from the
nearest known bees, had a stray
swarm come to it and establish itself

in a vacant hive containing a full set

of clean combs. I chanced to disT

cover it within ten days of its arrival,

and fully half of the larvae showed the
disease. It was quite evident that a
swarm can cai-ry germs of the disease.
Perhaps if they had had to build
their own combs, they might have got-

ten rid of all germs before there was
any brood to feed.

But any vagrant swarm from an
infected hive may wander into our
best kept apiaries and bring trouble
galore. And if such a swarm joins a

weak or queenless colony right m the
midst of a lot of clean ones, we can
easily see how quickly that apiary
would be ruined.
And how can we prevent it? I

don't know. But I do know it does
not worry me the way it did. It is

always a bother, but it need rot be a

calamity.
Rhode Island.

SOME HONEY PLANTS OF ALA-
BAMA

By L. H. Pammel
There are great possibilities for

beekeepers in the State of Alabama,
and there are a large number of
honey plants growing in that State.

The writer recently spent a week in

Alabama, and while there noted the
bees, and the flowers they visited.

My observations were mostly made
at Montgomery and Tuskegee. In

the vicinity of Montgomei-y, the chief
supply of honey, while there, came
from the biennial white sweet clover
(Melilotus alba), although I am told

that in western Alabama there is

much of the annual white sweet clo-

ver, known as Hubam. There was
some of the yellow ( Melilotus offici-

nalis). It took honeybees only a lit-

tle over a second to drain each flower

of nectar.

There was considerable of the small
annual yellow sweet clover (Melilo-
tus indica). The small yellow and
the white biennial have fairly taken
the country. Bees were abundant on
the white and the biennial yellow, and
occasionally they were observed on
M. indica._ I do not consider this of
great value as a honey plant, judging
from what I saw.

Another legume is spreading in the
country, the black medick (Medicagro
denticulata). I did not see any bees
on the plant, though they may occur.
I was quite surprised to find that the
white clover (Trifolium repens) was
fairly comhion around Montgomery
and frequently visited by honeybees.
The limy soil of this region is well
adapted to this splendid honey-pro-
ducing plant. There are many na-
tive legumes, only a few, however,
furnish nectar. There is an abund-
ance of cultivated legumes like the
lima bean (Phaseolus lunatus) and
the cowpea (Vigna sinensis). While
these two plants yield some honey,
they are not important. Species of
Rhus are abundant; of these the
most common is the dwarf sumach
(Rhus copallina), which is abundant
in rocky woodlands or sandy pine
barrens. This plant, like its near
relative, the common sumach (Rhus
glabra) and fragrant sumach (Rhus
aromatica), should yield some honey.
The sumachs are common in grav-

elly soils. I was much interested to

note the value of some members of
the mint family. Horsemint ( Monar-
da punctata) was common on clay

and somewhat sandy soils, and is a
good honey plant. I saw it frequently
visited by bees, and they were from
one to two seconds on a flower. Each
whorl had from 3 to 5 flowers in

bloom.

I might note the abundance of

large horsemint (Monarda fistulosa)

in woods. It is slightly different from
our species. I did not observe any
honeybees on this species. There are
several species of Pycnanthemum in

pine woods and the narrow-leaved
Virginia thyme (Pycnanthemum lini-

folium) , hyssop-leaved mountain mint
(Pycnanthemum hyssopifolia) , the

whitish basil (Pycnanthemum albe-

scens) ; in the Birmingham region the

Apiary uf J. .M. Cutis, S inilcs from Montgomery, .'\Ia.

American pennyroyal (Hedeoma pu-
legioides) was common. Catnip (Ne-
peta cataria) has become extensively
naturalized, as well as the horehound
(Marrubium vulgare) and mother-
wort (Leonurus cardiaca.) Another
good honey plant of this family is

wood- sage (Teucrium canadense),
which is fairly common in places.

I was much interested in one of the
cultivated shrubs, not infrequently
planted as a hedge plant, thyme
(Thymus vulgaris), which is one of
the good honey plants. These plants
were in full bloom early in June and
were covered with bees from morning
until night. The bees were, on an av-
erage, one and a half seconds on a
flower.

The varnish tree (Firmiana plan-
tanifolia). (the common name is a
misnomer), is much visited by bees.
It seems to be rich in honey. I saw
many bees on it in Montgomery, and
they seemed to find a great deal of
nectar. On an average, they were
from 4 to 6 seconds in a flower. The
species is commonly planted for orna-
mental purposes.

At Tuskegee, I was much interested
in watching honeybees work on the
flowers of Abelia. I noticed that they
got nectar, not in the usual way, but
through perforations near the base of
the flower. I thought at first that
they were making the perforations,
but soon found wasps were the real
culprits and that the honeybees then
made use of the perforations.

It seems to me that Alabama must
be a paradise for beekeepers, with
white sweet clover abundant in many
parts of the State and, on the bot-

toms, such plants as sweet bay
(Magnolia, glauca) and magnolia
(Magnolia foetida), though said not
to be important; the tupelo genus
(Nyssa aquatica), two species of bass-

wood in the north, the common bass-

wood (Tilia americana), which oc-

curs only occasionally in northern
Alabama, the silver leaf basswood
(Tilia heterophylla), found in central
Alabama, just in bloom. There are
also several species of grape: the
Muscadine grape (Vitis rotundifolia),
the downy grape (Vitis cinerea) and
the summer grape (Vitis aestivalis).

I might say that members of the sun-
flower family are abundant, but noth-
ing like our Spanish needle (Bidens
aurea) of the North, the western bur
marigold (Bidens involucrata) . I no-

ticed tickweed (Coreopsis lanceo-
lata), but no bees on it. I noticed
many asters and species of boneset,
but none in bloom. The region is

rich in members of the composite fam-
ily and many of these furnish nectar.

I noticed the Cherokee rose (Rosa
laevigata) and the McCartney rose

(Rosa bracteata) everywhere climb-
ing over fences. These furnish an
abundance of pollen. The list of

honey and pollen plants might be
greatly extended. There are, it

seems to me, great possibilities in

apiculture in Alabama ; with the

ever-increasing amount of sweet clo-

ver and the large number of honey-
producing ornamental plants, Ala-

bama should do wonders in beekeep-
ing. I am told, however, that it is
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more profitable to raise queens and
sell nuclei than to go into the busi-

ness for honey production.
The only apiary I visited was near

Montgomery, and this man made a
business of raising queens and selling

the nuclei. The honey season is a
long one, from February until Novem-
ber, with a long range of blooming
honey plants. It seems to me this

should be a great field for honey. It

is a field, as I view it, that has scarce-

ly been touched. I saw few apiaries

in Montgomery and other counties. I

dare say Alabama could easily double
its production of honey. I am sure

this is true for Montgomery county.

SIXTY YEARS AGO
To show how easily people may be

led astray with theories, we here re-

publish extracts of contributions to

the American Bee Journal of 1861, the

first year of its existence. Mr. E.

Kirby, of Henrietta, N. Y., after read-

ing the different articles expounding
the Dzierz-on theory on the fertiliza-

tion of the queenbee, sustained a

theory of his own, in 4 or 5 different

issues. To quote Mr. Langstroth, who
gave a resume of his views in a criti-

cism, Mr. Kirby held that:

"The workers in their flight with the

drones, alight on the drones' backs
and cause them to give off their

semen, which the workers lick up and
carry to their appropriate cells in

their hives, for the purpose of propa-
gating the young queens. . . . The
worker takes the semen thus obtained
and impregnates the embryo worker
larvae in royal cells, which fecundates
the ovary 'of the immature queen in

order to give life to her drone
progeny. She then comes forth fully

prepared to lay eggs that produce
drones only."

In a word, Mr. Kirby held that the

royal jelly or pap which we now know
is given similarly to all larvae in the

three first days of their life, and to

the queen larva; during their entire

development, was the seminal fluid of

the drone and that this was the ex-

planation of the great number of

drones produced in natural conditions.

He said, also

:

"I do not believe that the food or

size of the cells have anything to do
with the formation of their se.xes. I

believe that the queen, worker and
drones are made such by impregnation
at particular times; first, to form the

queen; second, her ovary, to form the

drones ; third, the egg deposited from
the drones in the queen's sperma-
theca, to form workers."

Again, farther along, he wrote :

"My theory is that, to produce the
three sexes, there must be three dis-

tinct infusions of the semen. First, to

impregnate the ovary to produce the

drone; second, the queen infuses the
egg from her spermatheca to produce
workers; third, the workers infuse
the worker larvae in the royal cells

and the ovary of the young queen,
while yet in the cell, with the semen
of the drone. Her eggs, when she
leaves the cell, will produce only
drones, without further fertilization.

In Ruber's time, he believed the jelly,

so-called, was of such fertilizing pow-
ers as to cause the ovaries of the
worker to become prolific. Dzierzon
also believed that the fertile worker's
eggs bad in some way been impreg-
nated, to cause them to produce
drones only. As it is proved by Dr.
Donlioff that it is the animal secre-
tion found in tlie queen's cell that

effects the physical change from a

worker to a queen, I do not doubt
that this goes far to substantiate my
theory. . . . Semen is retained in

the combs from the time the drones
are destroyed, at least until they ap-
pear the following season. ..."
The very pretty arguments thus

given were set to naught and the
theory discarded, when the following
very positive reply by C. W. T., of

Hulmeville, Penna.. was published in

the December, 1861, number:
"Mr. Kirby has at last got himself

and his theory in a tight place. He
says: Semen is retained in the combs
from the time the drones are de-

stroyed, at least until they appear the

following season. Here is a positive

assertion that Mr. Kirby has got to

prove, if he wishes to sustain his

theory, for in no other way can he ac-

count for the production of queens in

winter, or in the absence of drones;
that is, according to his theory. If

semen really e-xists in the beehive in

winter, stored up in the combs, the

microscope will show it, and I hope
Mr. Kirby will occupy some of his

spare moments, during the present
winter, in procuring the necessary
proof; for without it, his theory can-

not stand.

"It seems to me that considerable
confusion must exist in the minds of

the advocates of the above theory in

regard to the different functions of

the organs of nutrition and of genera-
tion, or reproduction, and as to these

functions being in any way inter-

changeable. Here we have it asserted
that a substance, the semen of the

drone, taken into the alimentary
canal of the bees, and subjected to the

action of the organs of digestion and
assimilation, will produce a hybrid or

cross in the blood I Is not this some-
thing new under the sun? I know-
that there are some agriculturists on
a small scale, who believe in potatoes
'mixing in the hill.' This would be a

case in point, taken from the veget-
able kingdom, but the fact, like Mr.
Kirby's theory, needs proof. We are

also aware that there are thousands
of white children born in the South
every year who never know any other

nurses than negro nurses, and I would
as soon expect to account for the ex-

istence of mulatto children in this

way, as I would for an impurity in

the blood of the bee, by Mr. Kirby's

theory."

one, on the theory, possibly, that some
people have, of "letting George uo
it," or "George can do it."

Sometimes I like to differ from
other people (C. P. D., for instance)
just to draw them out, and to stir

them up a little. Mr. Dadant once
said to me that he thought opposi-
tion was a good thing, as it causes the
other side to bring out their best rea-
sons for their opinions. So here goes
on the "commercial" beekeeper ques-
tion:

I would say that a "commercial"
beekeeper is one that keeps bees, or
produces honey, for the larger part of
his living or business. I would hardly
say that one who has only .'JO, or pos-
sibly 100 colonies, is a "commercial"
beekeeper. I think his bee business
.should occupy the major portion of
his time if he could claim to be count-
ed in the class of "commercial" bee-
keepers.

I am just wondering if anyone run-
ning less than 200 colonies of bees
could rightfully be called a "commer-
cial 'beekeeper. It might be that a
queen breeder having less than that
number of colonies would be entitled

to a place in the "commercial" bee-
keeper class.

I don't suppose that this question is

of very vital importance, and yet it

was asked in good faith by a Wash-
ington beekeeper, and deserves a sin-

cere reply, just as Mr. Dadant has al-

ready given it.

I noticed somewhere that the State
of California claims to have 1,500
commercial beekeepers out of a total

of 8,000. Now, are we to under-
stand that these 1,.500 follow beekeep-
ing as a business? As California pos-
sibly has more commercial beekeep-
ers to the square mile than any other
State, I would like to hear from that

locality, as well as from elsewhere, if

ye editor deems the question of suf-

ficient importance to devote a little

more space to it.

Washington.

WHAT IS A "COMMERCIAL" BEE-
KEEPER?

By Geo. W. York
I have read the ^answer given to

the above question by the Editor, on
page 237. He seems to think I can
answer the question as well as any-

QUEENS, AND OTHER THINGS
By F. Dundas Todd

Having been gifted with a head for

figures, I have great pleasure in fac-

ing a lot of statistics and arranging
them in different ways to see what I

can learn from them. Well, a lot of

beehives provide just as much ma-
terial for this kind of recreation as

does any other line of human en-

deavor, so when I get my first lot of

averages worked out, which concern
the brood and honey consumption
during the winter, I like to see how
the various strains of queens have
comported themselves, also how age
tells on their egg-laying ability. So
far, I have not got to the stage where
I consider a queen is useless because
she has attained the age of one, two
or three years ; I go by her record as
exhibited in winter honey consump-
tion, spring brood raising an 1 honey
production. When I dispose of a
queen it is for a very definite cause.

For example, number 20 at the end of
April, 1919, was marked as being
short of stores, but it gave a crop of
35 pounds in .August. I then left 60
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pounds in the hive to make sure it

would have enough, but in the spring
it had only 9 pounds left, vi^iUi brood
in only two combs. In fact it had
consumed 18 pounds of honey above
the average of the yard and had little

to show for it. So that hive was
marked with suspicion in my mind.
In the first week of July, when the
honey flow was due, it was not up to

strength, having only five Jumbo
frames of brood. So I killed the queen
and combined the colony with num-
ber 19.

Weeding out in this fashion I find I

have seven queens that were raised in

1917, thirteen in 1918, six in 1919,
and nine of unknown age. Now for

a comparison as to their merits:

Queens Honey Brood
1917 7 lbs. 5% fr.

1918 11 lbs. 5 fr.

1919 9 lbs. 4% fr.

Unknown 12 lbs. 4V2 f.

On an average, these 3-year-old
queens did as well as any other lot in

the yard, but I specially want to point
out that it pays to be continually
weeding out the poor stock. To show
what an old queen, whose merit has
been proved, can do, let me tell the
story of number 9. She wintered and
springed on 25 pounds of honey and
had four fine Jumbo frames of brood
in the last week of April. Two weeks
later I divided the hive, moving the
old queen with three frames of brood
to a new stand. On June 25 the
brood-chamber was packed with bees
and I sold her to a man whom I knew
had a good location, good even in a
dry season. Two weeks later he re-

ported that the colony had filled and
sealed 20 shallow frames, that is close

on 60 pounds of honey. All this from
a queen raised in 1917, one that had
to contend all spring with a very un-
toward season. I am always ready to

kill a queen for cause, but not for

age. I only wish my conditions were
such that I could raise queens from
my best stock, but for a man who sees

his bees only once a week such is im-

possible, especially when weather con-

ditions are erratic.

I did my best to raise some queens
the past season, and got (.'nough ex-
perience to make me sympathize with
the queen breeders. At one time I

had no less than eight nuclei with
young queens waiting to be mated.
A famous astronomer once said in

my hearing; "A fact is a wonderful
thing," this being his sole contribu-
tion to an informal discussion that
lasted for half an hour. Mr. Sladen,
many years ago, stated this as a fact,

that a young queen will not fly to

mate unless the temperature be 65 de-
grees or above. My first nucleus was
made on the 12th of May, and from
that date to almost the end of June
my notebook shows only two days

—

June 1 and 20—with a temperature
of at least 65 degrees. Well, here is

the result, only two of my young
queens were mated. I need not ex-

pand my story by telling how 1 strove
with these nuclei to keep them always
provided with a young queen apiece,

but I often thought of the remark
made to me 40 years ago by an old

friend: "It is easier to make five dol-

lars than five cents," meaning that

when times are prosperous business
rushes to one, but when they are bad
we have to chase much for little

profit.

Concerning Fireweed

Another of Mr. Sladen's facts con-
cerns fireweed, our greatest honey
plant. A few years ago we were dis-

cussing it and I told him that while I

was surrounded by thousands of

acres of this plant, I had not seen a

honey flow from it, yet in the books it

was described as one of the most re-

liable honey-secreting plants. He
then informed me that in dry weather
the fine rootlets seemed to decay so

that they could not absorb moisture,

therefore, while the bloom was plenti-

ful, there was no nectar in the flower.

Since that conversation I have had
more experience and think he is

right. I have taken the trouble to fol-

low the root system of fireweed and
find it sends out horizontal roots a

little more than an inch below the

surface of the ground, and that these

Tlic Giants' ("auscway, Ireland, showing large hexagonal hlocks of ^lonc.

are many feet in length. I remember
one young plant that had roots four
feet long. In my part of the world
July and August are very dry, and
June is not much better, but we gen-
erally have a few heavy rains in the
third week of the month. For two
seasons these June rains have failed,

so our soil in July, our honey-flow
month, has been very dry. Fireweed,
therefore, has yielded nectar on low-
lying swampy ground only, and here
the crops have been very good. Much
of my work among the beekeepers
consists in pointing out to them the
local sources of nectar and urging
them to move their bees to more re-
liable regions, generally but a mile
or two away. Only a few are in a
position to move their half dozen colo-

nies, these being merely a side line.

Regarding Advice

How few people will follow the ad-
vice they solicit! At the moment they
are eagerly in earnest, but they are
variable as the shade. It is not knowl-
edge they are thirsting for, they have
merely found an excellent opportuni-
ty for interesting conversation. No
man with a colony of bees can make
me believe he is keenly interested
when he has not taken the trouble to

read the bee bulletin that was sent
him. But there is one man and his

wife who cheer me up evei-y year.
They are, or were, alien enemies, but
they were never such to me, merely
hard-working, thrifty people making
a comfortable living where many had
quite a struggle for existence. I

just love to get lunch in the kitchen,
bread, butter, milk, lettuce, preserved
fruit, all home products; the coffee

is the only imported article on the
table. House nicely furnisht-d, chil-

dren well clad and intelligent. What
do they know about bees? Mighty lit-

tle, but a dozen colonies provide them
yearly with about $200 cash, and all

the honey they want for their own
use. Yet but a short distance away is

an old British bee expert who can go
into the finest points of beekeeping,
but he never gets a crop. It is a poor
region, dry as a bone in summer; yet

even there two men get good crops,

probably from snowberry bush, but
the expert has not had a moderate
crop in seven years, yet one could
throw a stone from one of the success-

ful apiaries to his. What is the se-

cret? I told these men as I tell many,
leave one solid super of honey on
each hive at the end of the season,
above that an empty super half full of

sacking or dry moss, leave the bees
alone until the longest day, then put
on a super or two. They obey abso-
lutely, and get the honey, as their

colonies are mighty strong when they
do not swarm. Even swarming, as

a rule, is all over in May, so the colo-

nies are, in an average season, ready
for the flow in July. On the other
hand, the expert, who sneers at the

other men's ignorance, will persist in

keeping his bees according to the

method he learned in the old land. He
winters in an eight-frame hive, hence
his bees are weak and short of stores

in spring. He intends to feed sugar
daily after pollen is available, but

never does, so his bees are never
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ready for the honey flow. Thus he
goes on year by year, with long expla-
nations as to why he got no crop or
a poor one, but of one thing he is

certain, the fault is not his.

British Columbia.

THE HONEY COMB
By Will H. Gray

The beekeeper must often wonder
where and how the bee developed the

idea of comb. If one asks the aver-

age beeman where he has seen a sim-

ilar formation he will, most likely, be
unable to answer. If he has visited

or seen pictures of those more or

less rare occurrences such as the

Giant's Causeway, in the north of

Ireland, he will be at once struck by
the resemblance to bee cells.

One does not have to travel to meet
numerous cases in natui'e of the hex-
agonal cell, for we are surrounded by
them on every side. We do not see

them. Why? Because they are too
small.

When the student sets up hi j micro-
scope and examines a bee's eye he is

at once struck by the fact, or coinci-

dence, that it looks just like a piece ot

dai'k, regular comb. Later on he finds

many other cases: the stem cf a lily

and the pith of the elder show six

sided cells. Our interest being stimu-
lated, we look at many other things.

The outer coat of a holly berry is

made up of four, five and six-sicied fig-

ures, with many transition cells that

at once remind us of those we see in

brace combs, and between drone ana
worker cells.

There is a family of tiny water in-

sects called rotifers ; some of them in-

case themselves in a tube which is

built up of little bricks made from
their own waste food. These bricks

are sometimes of hexagonal shape. If

the little inmate is fed with food
stained with different colored dyes,

the protecting tube will have the ap-

pearance of layer cake.

I have, somewhere, a lump of chain

coral that was dug up in Ontario. It

is made up of small oval cells all

joined together; quite an ideal home
for little insects other than those who
made it hundreds of millions of years

ago; and, who knows? perhaps the an-

cestors of the honeybee at one time or

another found a vegetable or mineral

abode which suited their purpose dur-

ing a stage of their wonderful devel-

opment.
If we turn to the sea, whence the

bee probably came, and look with the

microscope at some of those b"autiful

little plants known as marine diatoms,

we find one, at least, that looks famil-

iar: this is the Honeycombed Tricera-

tium, with its cells, though slightly

elongated, as regular as an aluminum
comb.

British Columbia.
(On this subject of the shape of the

cells, Messrs. Langstroth and Charles

Dadant had this to say (Hive & Honey
Bee, paragraphs 212-213) :

"An equilateral triangle would have

been impossible for an insect with a

round body to build. A circle seems

to be the best shape for the develop-

ment of the larvae; but such a figure

would have caused a needless sacri-

fice of space, materials and streng^th.

The body of the immature insect, as

it undergoes its changes, is charged
with a superabundance of moisture,
which passes off through the reticu-

lated cover of its cell ; may not a
hexagon, therefore, while approach-
ing so nearly to the shape of a circle

as not to incommode the young bee,

furnish in its six corners, the neces-
cary vacancies for a more thorough
ventilation?

"Is it credible that these little in-

sects can unite so many requisites in

the construction of their cells?

"The fact is that the hexagonal
shape of the cells is naturally pro-

duced, and without any calculation,

by the bee. She wants to build each
cell round, but as every cell touches
the next ones, and as she does not
wish to leave any space between,
each one of the cells flattens at the

contact, as would soap bubbles if all

of the same diameter. It is the same
for the lozenges of the bottom. The
bee, wanting the bottom of the cell

concave inside, makes it, naturally,

convex on the outside. As this con-
vexity projects on the opposite side

of the median line, the bee who
builds the opposite cells begins, nat-

urally, on the tip of the convexity,

the walls of cells just begun, since she

wants also to make their bottom con-

cave. The final result is that one-

third of the bottom of each of three

cells makes the bottom of one cell op-

CelU f-rom Stem of Lvlu

Outer Coit of H»U>|-0«rTi|

posite, and each one of the lozenges
is flattened, so as not to encroach in

the opposite cells."

Thus it is plain that, whether it is

the bee's comb, or the bee's composite
eye, or the stem of the lily, or the
chain of coral, etc., those six-sided

shapes are the* result of rounded
bodies, of similar diameter, pressing
against each other and assuming the

only shape that will make them fit

together without any spaces or waste
material between them.—Editor.)

BEEKEEPING KNOWLEDGE
By Prof. H. F. Wilson

It is almost impossible to succeed
with any business without a fair un-
derstanding of the basic principles of
that business. No single movement
has been more productive of better

conditions among beekeepers than the

extension work carried on over the

entire United States during the past

four years by both National and State
offcials.

Individual beekeepers have from
time to time worked out new methods
of manipulation, but the study of bee
behavior has mostly been done by
trained investigators who were able

to properly interpret the results, be-

cause of a knowledge of such sub-

jects as Physics, Chemistry, Zoology,

etc.

Progress depends upon knowledge.
First the facts must be discovered

and then they must, by means of books

Ch««.in CovaI

Hon*«con\()e(l TriCCTA.tiu'n

SvTf^te \af Bees €ye

Hniicy-comh sinnlai'iltc> in Xalurc
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or magazines, be given to the general
public.

No successful beekeeper ever

learned how to keep bees in a single

day, or even a season. Neither did

he learn without many hours of study.

His text books may have been the bee
magazines and his laboratory the bee-

yard. Perhaps a neighbor beekeeper
was his teacher. At best his educa-
tion came slowly and oftentimes hard.

Many a lesson was learned through
some serious loss. By actual experi-

ence we learn what is best and some-
times what not to do.

Unconsciously the beekeeper be-

comes educated to a small degree in

the sciences which form the funda-
mental basis of bee behavior and suc-

cessful beekeeping. But without a

separate study of these sciences many
circumstances which happen in the

work with bees and in the treatment

of wax and honey cannot be clear to

us.

It is not necessary that the bee-

keeper go to school to learn these

things, for he may read and under-

stand for himself. Also he may learn

as much as is necessary by attending

the meetings provided by our national

and State extension workers.

Our extension men may sometimes
be wrong in their teachings, but the

good they do more than balances the

bad. It is, therefore, urgent that

every phase of the beekeeping indus-

try, both State and National, receive

the active support of each individual

beekeeper.
It is also necessary that eveiy large

beekeeper, in so far as possible, fa-

miliarize himself with the fundamen-
tal sciences of beekeeping.

Animal Behavior

It is known that every kind of ani-

mal is directly influenced by the con-

ditions which surround it. Food, light,

heat, climate, and other things con-

trol the development. So the individ-

ual bee and the entire colony are in-

fluenced by these forces. Each indi-

vidual bee lives for itself, but in its

daily life it works for the colony and

those things, which happen to influ-

ence one, influence all more or less

alike when they receive the same
stimulus.

The study of animal behavior in

this case is a study of bee behavior.

We learn that bees will behave in a

certain way when certain conditions

exist. For example, the bees cluster

when the temperature falls, or, when
the queen is removed or lost, queen

cells will be started if young brood is

present. Practically all of our ma-

nipulations of the colony then are

based on bee behavior.

Physics

The relation of Physical Science to

bees is clearly evident in the effect of

heat, cold, light and other things on

the behavior of bees. It is truly re-

markable how bees respond to

changes in temperature and in a les-

ser degree to light.

If the temperature goes below 60

degrees F. the bees form a cluster.

If it goes above 70 degrees F. they

engage freely in flight. Above 90 de-

grees F. brood rearing begins.

Bees fly more freely on sunshiny
days than on cloudy days.
A light in the bee cellar draws the

bees out and frequently many bees

come out and are lost bi-causc of a

single ray of light entering through
the cellar wall. The property of

honey to absorb moisture is also a

physical problem.

Chemistry
The science of chemistry is very

important, both in the food of bees

and in its effect on honey. Unripened
honey ferments and changes from
sugar to alcohol and finally to vine-

gar. When honey is heated a chem-
ical change occurs wherein the honey
changes in flavor and color. The bee

itself is a wonderful little chemical

factor in that it produces wax for its

combs, food for its young, a presei-va-

tive for the honey and the fluid of the

sting defense.
Climatology

Regardless of climate, bees remain
the same wherever we find them, but

climate influences beekeeping perhaps

more than any other single science.

It not only influences the life of the

bee, but materially affects its food

supply both as to quantity and qual-

ity. Bees depend upon nectar for

their food; the nectar comes from
plants, and plants are governed by

climate both as to kind and amount of

nectar secretion.

Weather conditions, from day to

day, directly affect the manipulation

of the beekeeper and govern hie year-

ly program. In the North, weather

conditions quite largely form the

basis for the care of bees in fall, win-

ter and spring, while in the South

more depends upon the time and

amount of the honey flows.

Geology
Perhaps unknown to himself, the

beekeeper, soon after acquiring his

bees, begins a study of geology, be-

cause the composition of the soil fre-

quently determines the kind of plant

and the amount and quality of nectar

to be secured.
Topography

Mountain ranges, lakes, rivers, etc.,

or, as we call it, "the lay of the land,"

has a direct effect on climatolcgy and

helps to create beekeeping localities

or regions.
Botany

This science deals with not only

the kind of plants but their structure

as well. The kind of plant and

amount of nectar secretion is directly

governed by climatology, but each

species, or variety of plant secretes

its individual flavor of nectar. The

beekeeper is interested in botany, be-

cause he learns that different plants

produce different kinds of honey and

he must know the names of the plants

in order to grade his honey. He also

gains a more or less accurate knowl-

edge of plants which do or do not se-

crete nectar and pollen.

To help increase our knowledge,

the writer suggests that every practi-

cal beekeeper include in his bee li-

brary a popular text on each of these

subjects, and during his leisure time

read over those subjects which have

some bearing on beekeeping.

Wisconsin.

SWEET CLOVER
By F. A. James

Sweet clover is a wonderful honey
plant, especially when the weather
has been dry during the blooming
season, as has been the case this year.

Although we have had scarcely any
rain during May and June, my bees
have averaged 100 pounds or more
of honey per colony. This I consider
good under average treatment.

This, of course, is extracted honey.
I began to extract on June 1, and
wound up on July 4, and if weather
conditions continue favorable, I ex-
pect to be able to take at least 25
pounds more from each colony, and
still leave them ample supply to win-
ter well on.

This clover continues over a long
blooming period. This year it began
to blossom about April 1, and now,
on July 6, we still have considerable
bloom for the bees to work on.

I would certainly most strongly
recommend to beekeepers that they
encourage this honey plant, but more
especially the new white annual va-

riety.

The biennial is equally as good a

honey plant, but the advantage must
rest with the annual over the bi-

ennial, in view of the fact that the
annual will return a beekeeper profit

from his labors in four months after
seeding. The biennial is, of course,
of no use to bees until it blossoms,
which, as we all know, is the second
year after seeding.

Alabama.

DRONE COMB
By E. M. Cole

The article on drone comb in the

July Journal, by F. Greiner, was in-

teresting to me, as I was on the look-

out for the same thing. I had been
too busy to get all my combs patched,
so had a pretty good supply of drone
comb in the supers.

Remembei'ing Dr. Miller's lemark,
that one reason he used full sheets of

foundation in sections was to prevent
the bees building drone comb and
holding it open for the queen, I kept
close watch and found the bees held

drone comb open and perfectly di-y of

honey until sometimes nearly all the

balance of the comb was sealed.

I noticed another thing which sur-

prised me: bees hold very dark
worker comb open seemingly to as

great an extent as they do drone
comb.
We are taught that the queen pre-

fers dark combs over light ones in

which to deposit her eggs; but it

seems from this that the bees have a

say in the matter and by holding

comb open or filling it with honey in-

dicate to the queen where they want
the brood. I noticed that newly-

drawn combs usually had but a nar-

row half circle of brood when dark

combs on each side of it were nearly

solid with brood; probably new combs
often come into use gradually as the

bees get short of old comb and are

forced to use the new.
Likely instinct guides the bees in

their choice of old comb for brood as

being less likely to melt down from
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heat, and better protection from sud-
den changes in temperature. I was
on the watch for another thing in the
drone comb liner If the bees feel
that there is a shortage of drone comb
in the brood nest we are told that
they will tear down worker comb and
replace it with drone cells. I have
often told that story while airing my
knowledge to a beginner; but this
summer I have acquired some doubt
about it.

Some writer also claimed that this
tearing out of worker comb was
mostly, if not altogether at the cold
end of the comb, that is, at the lower
corner, next the entrance, while
others claimed the bees tore cut the
lower corner without caring whether
it was the cold or warm end of the
hive. My 30 colonies are on .30 sets
of combs that are hard to beat for
all worker comb, and as I was using
some foundation in the brood nest
this would give the bees a chance to
do some easy tearing on new and ten-
der comb, and incidentally I could de-
termine which lower corner they pre-
ferred to tear out and insert drone
comb.

They didn't tear out any. Out of a
hundred or more combs I examined I

found just one where the bees had
tucked a half dozen drone cells in
each lower corner. They built drone
cells next the bottom bar and along-
side it and between the bottom bar
and floor, but no tearing out worker
and inserting drone comb.

I think this drone comb in the cor-
ners gets there in a perfectly natural
manner. Foundation is sometimes
given to the bees too late in the sea-
son to be fully drawn out, and they
gnaw it badly, especially at the two
lower corners, and when these corners
are filled out later they are almost
sure to be filled with drone comb,
which accounts for many of the cases
where bees are supposed to tear out
worker comb and replace it with
drone comb.

Bees evidently work over old cap-
pings and use them again, tear down
and use old queen cells, will tear to
pieces and carry into the hive bits of
old comb dropped on the alighting
board, cut down deep honey cells to
the proper depth for brood and use
a large part of the material. They
gnaw the edges of the combs, and
especially the corners for material,
and I believe the main reason they
gnaw the corners of both combs and
foundation is simply that the angle
formed by the end bar and bottom
bar gives them a much better
chance to work. I believe most of
this gnawing of old combs is done
early in the season, when material
for capping and repairing is scarce,
the bees are mostly old, little or no
honey coming in, and wax production
at a low ebb.

I would expect the lower corner
next the entrance to be gnawed the
most, as it is longest out of use and
more subject to damage by the
weather, and when the brood nest is

crowded down until it fills the hive
these damaged corners are filled with
drone comb, just as damaged combs
are in any other part of the hive.

So I now have some doubt if bees
ever deliberately tear down good
worker comb for the express purpose
of building in drone comb.

BEES BUILDING DRONE COMB
ON FOUNDATION
By J. F. Diemer

Dear Mr. Dadant: You remember
that we have often talked about why,
and wondered how it happened, that
bees sometimes build drone comb on
one side, and worker comb on the
other side.

Since you were here, I have been
investigating a little in regard to how
it happens so. I have concluded that
the lesser wax moth, the kind that
burrows under the young bees before
they emerge from the combs, tangle
the wings up so much that when they
finally try to emerge from the cells
they can't get out, because the web
which is fastened to the wings and the
base of the cells, holds them in. I

have seen a patch of young bees as
big as your hand struggling to get
out; but they never succeed in break-
ing the web that holds them prisoners
until the bees of the colony release
them by gnawing away the comb clear
down to the base of the cells. There
is no way the bees can get hold of the
little, quick rascals except by tearing
all the cells off the base. The big
fat common wax worm sometimes
tunnels along just under the capping
and over the heads of the brood;
these are easily removed by the bees
of the colony. But these wise little

princes of darkness cextainly believe
in safety first, therefore they bur-
row under the brood, but only on one
side of the midrib, never on both
sides.

I presume that after the bee^ have
gnawed away the cells right down to

the midrib, and a honey flow starts,

and they have no other chance to
rear drones because full sheets have
been used in each frame, and you
know it is their nature to get a few
drones some way; they arrange a flat

place as large as the piece of comb I

am sending you under separate
cover. Now, Mr. Dadant, if you
were a colony of bees (which you are
not) and found a chance to rear
some good big drones on one .side of
the comb, would you do it? The bees
do, although I never caught them do-
ing it. The next time I find a weak
colony I will let them stay weak un-
til they get a good nest of these lit-

tle demons, then put the comb in a
strong colony and keep tab on it.

Missouri.

MOVING BEES WITH ENTRANCE
OPEN

By Jes Dalton
Having occasion to move some 150

colonies in midsummer, down in

Louisiana, over swampy roads, I was
naturally puzzled. In size they ran
from 2-frame nuclei to 30 frame
"long idea" fellows with two supers in

them.
I, with an assistant, picked up one

of the latter one night, boldly set it

on a box in the rear of a Ford and
set sail. Bees came out despite two
active Jumbo smokers. Crawled all

over us, demoralized our guiding
senses and speed control. I ran over
a hog and killed it (cost $10). All
this about dusk.

Next day, after working in yard
till a convenient time, I picked up a
small load, packed them in securely,
lashed them down with a 60-foot small
rope, threw a canvass 10x29 feet
over them, pulled to unloading- loca-
tion, uncovered them and next morn-
ing set them on stand.

After the "Canvass kink" I had no
trouble at all. I hauled as many as
22 single stoi-y 8-frame colonies at
one time. There are three kinks.
Learn to lash, and there is a vast dif-
ference between lashing and winding
rope around load. Lash so every hive
will be tied, and then use a draw rope
to take up slack in the lash rope. Tuck
your canvass in good all around bot-
tom of box, stuff' it between fenders
and box, and put burlap sacks in to
hold it there, and be sure you ease
Lizzie down into the chuck holes and
over bumps, etc. And it is well to
have a flap of the canvass loose so it

can be opened and closed quickly.
This last for "road hogs" that hold
the entire road and make you slow
down and go out into the ditch.
As you pull past them, loosen a

few dozen well shaken bees and pull
off and leave them together. Noxt day
that rig will not only go into the ditch,
but likely clear across it when they
see you coming.

The bees crawl out and mix up
some, but I went through and evened
things up shortly afterward, and it

was next to the only thing I could do
in hot weather with hives full of
brood, bees and nectar.

I combined moving with yard work.
Would work in yard till time to load,
and then load up and take a load to a
new location to finish up day's work.
I never smothered even a dozen bees
that I could tell; broke no. combs. I

did not nail down lids. Some even
had loose bottoms. I moved four
miles. Some of the "long idea"
queen-rearing and cell-building colo-
nies had bars of cells in them in all

stages, and these were not even mo-
lested, and all later hatched out 0. K.

Louisiana.

ALDRICH AS A HOST
I returned from Smithland last

night, where I attended one of the
most largely-attended and successful
meetings of the year. There were
fully 100 persons in attendance, bee-
keepers and their wives. The weather
was ideal and the interest great.
We met on the B. A. Aldrich farm,

and he was sure a fine host.
I asked those present to put down

the price they expected to get for
honey in small quantities at retail,

5 and 10-pound pails. An analysis of
these figures showed the sentiment to
be a shade better than 20 cents a
pound.

There is a great sentiment in

Woodbury County to peddle honey
from house to house, and no doubt
much will be disposed of in this way.

As smai'tweed is just blooming, I

am almost certain to have a fall flow.

A. F. Bonney.
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THE EDITOR'S ANSWERs|
When stamp is enclosed, the editor will answer questions by mail. Since

we have far more questions than we can print in the space available, several
months sometimes elapse before answers appear.

Willow Herb
I notice in the A B C of Bee Culture an

article about a plant called willow herb as ue-

ing a large producer of nectar. Would --e

very thankful if you or some, of your cor-

respondents would give nie some information
about it ; also where it can be obtained. Am
starting with bees and \vish to get all the in-

formation I can. We have just started an
irrigation system here and hope to soon have
plenty of i-lfalfa growing around us. The
farmers here seem to prefer that for their

hay crop, but if there are other plants that

wui bloom at different times, am eager to learn

what they are, so as to make the season of

honey flow longer- Will say I am very much
interested in the Journal and read it from
start to finish as soon as it arrives.

OREGON.
Answer.—Willow herb or fireweed (£/>i-

lobium angustifolium) is just a weed growing

in the burnt-over regions of Michigan and

Wisconsin as well as in Canada. It is said to

grow some in the northern States of the Pa-

cific Coast. It yields delicious honey, but it

has never been grown artificially, and wc

doubt whether it would pay to try to grow it,

as it seems to succeed only where the land has

been cleared by fire. It cannot be considered

in the same class with alfalfa. The latter is

a very useful fodder plant. To buy the seea

of willow herb, try some of the large seed

houses in any of the large cities. There is

certainly very little demand for it.

Moving Location of Bees in a House-
Apiary

I have 9 hives of bees in a house-apiary; they

are placed on a stand along one side of the

house. This stand is becoming weak, so I

built a strong one on the other sid-- of the

house. Now I would like to move my bees to

this side. Will you please advise me how best

to do this without losing the field bees, and

when is the best time of the season to do it?

NEW HAMPSHIRE.
Answer-—This is probably one of the most

difficult problems in beekeeping. You can move

bees easily, but to move them a short distance,

especially from one side of a house to the

other, is difficult to do without losing bees.

If you think you can afford to do it, move

them after smoking them heavily, early some

morning; then if many bees return t'j the old

spot, move them back in the evening. When

you move them for the third time, 'he follow-

ing morning, or that same evening, they will

feel like looking around before leaving, and

you will lose but few. Placing a slanting

board in front of the hives, after moving them,

helps to make them look back as they issue

from the door. The important thing is to let

them realize plainly that something is wrong.

The better they realize it, the less of them wi..

make the mistake of returning to the old spot.

Cuban Honey for Feeding

Buy up some of the fine white honey here

in Cuba that was not handled properly by the

Cubans and others because extracted too

green, and ship it to the States, locate near

some live town or city and feed this honey to

the bees to produce comb honey for peddling.

What price could we pay for this kind of ex-

tracted honey when we sold the comb honey

for 15 cents per pound? In other words, how

much extracted honey does it take to produce

a pound of comb honey? My experience here

was that it takes 7 lbs. or better of honey

to produce 2 pounds of comb honey; but I do

not think that my conditions were ideal for

this work. \»ili amber honey be lighter in
color after the bees work it uver again? 1

thought it was some lighter than honey not
worked over. CUBA.
Answer.—This proposition is hardly practi-

cable. First, the unripe honey th-is bought

may be fermented in such a way as to make
the honey unpalatable, after it is worked over

by the bees. The chance is also that there

might be honey of different grades and dif-

ferent colors in the lot. But more than all

is the probability of loss in feeding it to the

bees. Of all the enterprises of this kind that

I ever saw, none succeeded, because of the

great trouble of feeding it back. Ideal condi-

tions are rarely found, and the probable hap-

pening would be that the oees would con-

sume so much of it in comb building and in

breeding that it would be unprofitable. .fi.i

the experiments ever made indicate this to be

the result.

If there is any change of color in the ma-

nipulation of this honey by the bees, I am
inclined to think it would make it darker

rather than lighter, though I don't know this

positively; but just the thickening of it to

ripen it would tend to give it more body, and

therefore deeper color. If anyone has tried

anything of this kind on a large scale and suc-

ceeded, we would like to hear from him.

Water for Bees, Etc.

1. During a recent hot spell I placed a small
can of water by the entrance to one ot my two
hives, and a force of bees took water into me
hive nearly all day. Can bees be given too
much water?

2.When giving a new or weak colony of bees

a frame of brood from a stronger hive, shall

I brush all the bees off it into this strong hive

before placing the brood frame into the new
colony?

3. A recent morning 1 discovered bees had
taken out of hive two larvae and two young bee

skeletons; they seemed to be healthy brood, and
hive apparently healthy also Why were larvae

taken out of hive? CALIFORNIA.
Answers.— 1. No; bees will take only what

they need of water in nursing the brood, it

is not known to be used for any other purpose

than to dilute the honey for brood food-

2. If the honey crop is on, you may give the

comb of brood with all the young bees on it,

making sure that you are not also giving the

queen. If there is no crop on, at the time, it

is better to brush all the bees off or shake them

off. Usually, when you shake them off very

few bees are left except very young bees, and

those are most likely to be accepted.

3. I don't know. I suggest that there may

have been a moth web passing by the cells

containing those grubs or immature bees, and

that the bees had to remove them in order to

repair the damage. This is only a guess.

Royal Jelly

Please explain how artificial royal jelly is

made when none is to be had and a person

wants to rear queens artificially.

NEW \ORK.
Answer.—While several parties have recom-

mended different things to take the place of

royal jelly, we would not recommend anything

that the bees did not make themselves.

Royal jelly was long thought to be quite dif-

ferent from the pap fed to the worker larvx.

But it is becoming more and more evident that

there is but little difference, if any, except in

quantity, between the pap given to the queen
larvs during the entire time of their growth
and that given to the larvae of workers during

the first three days of their life as grubs. That
is why we find, as Schirach informed us, as

early as 1771, or 150 years ago, that the bees

may rear queens from any larvie not ov-.- 3

days old. Huber confirmed this and insisted

on the fact that the bees generally select lar-

va 3 days old to rear queens. After that age

they are fed on coarser food.

I see no reason why you may not use the

pap found in any cell containing a young
grub, as royal jelly. There a i always plenty

of young larvic n hives *hat are breeding, at

the time when queen rearing may be carried

on. True, it is not so plentiful in those cells

as in real queen-cells, for the bees always feed

the young queens plentifully, and that seems to

be essential to their growth and perfection.

Concerning some of the experiments made
and the conclusions drawn therefrom, in re-

gard to royal jelly, read paragraph 491 of the

"Hive & Honey Bee, Revised."

If, however, you prefer to have real royal

jelly, you may follow the Pellett plan, Demaree
fashion. Leave the queen of the colony on the

comb where she was found, in an empty hive

with foundation, on the old stand. Above that

put a queen excluder, then an extracting super

of combs, and above this the original hive con-

taining the brood. "Twenty -four hours later

the bees are given a frame of cell cups con-

taining larvae. These cups are placed in the

hive in the same manner as usual, except that

they have no royal jelly. A thin syrup made
with sugar and water is then poured freely

over the tops of these frames. The worker

bees gorge themselves with this syrup and

since the brood in the upper chamber is so far

from the queen below, the bees are easily

stimulated to start queen cells Usually from

one to three of these dry cells will be ac-

cepted, and two days later will furnish an

abundant supply of royal jelly for grafting pur-

poses."

Doolittle appears to have been of our opin-

ion when he discussed the matter of royal

jelly He wrote:

"I claim that the food fed to all larvae, up

to the time they are 36 hours old, is exactly

the same, whether the larvae are designed for

drones, queens or workers."

The important thing is to have the bees sup-

plied plentifully with honey and pollen at

the time when they are rearing queen-cells, for

they certainly cannot supply royal jelly or

pap, as plentifully as is should be furnished,

unless they are in thriving cicrumstances.

Pails for Honey
Do new tin pails have to be washed before

filling with honey ?

I have always washed them with hot soap
water, then scalded them and drained and set

them out in the hot sun to dry; but always
find a little rust starts in drying, and when I

get 50 pails or more washed the water is nearly

as clean as when I started.

Why nut dust them and be done with it? Is

there any harmful chemical used in the manu-
facturing of these pails which has to be

washed out? MICHIGAN.
Answer.—Certainly, it is sufficient to either

wipe or dust the inside of the pails to make

them fit to contain honey. There is, however,

a recommendation to make: Do not use pails

coated with lead-tin. Lead-tin is of duller color

than real tin, and is rarely used, but we have

been warned by chemists that the lead in such

tin might decompose and become poisonous.

It is a peculiar, but significant fact that

honey does not rust tin pails a sugar syrup
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does. We have had honey in the same pails

for as many as five years, and the tin was

as bright as new. However, there wotild be

rust in the joints of the tin, where t>'e iron

under it was exposed, if it was not fully sol-

rered.

We had your experience exactly when we

tried to wash pails either before or aft^r using

them for honey. They rust readily then. The

tin which ts made nowadays does not com-

pare in quality with that of 50 years ago.

Extractors—Removing Pollen

1. Is the 25 M. D. P extractor . uitable for

extracting from full depth Modified Dadant
size aluminum honey combs?

2. Would this extractor throw out all pollen

from cells?

S.When the Deadman wet comb cleaner is

employed, if pollen were present in cells,

would pollen be cleaned out and stored in hive

of *'cleaned-up" colony ?

4. Would pollen intermixed with honey re-

act chemically with it, or tend to produce a

change in its composition as catalyzers some-
times do. MINNESOTA.

Answers.—1. Yes, that extractor is of the

proper size for all frames 13J^ inches in depth,

or less, and of standard length. As to extract-

ing from aluminum combs, there should be no

difference in conditions between those and the

wax corahs.

2.No extractor, as far as I know, ever threw

pollen out of combs.

3. Pollen is never carried out by the bees.

as honey is.

4: I have never known of pollen causing

any chemical reaction in honey, though it

might, perhaps, if it was in great amount di-

luted in the honey. We have never had any

trouble with it. except when bees fed on honey

containing many grains of it, are confined to

the hive for several weeks in winter. Then
the pollen consumed evidently loads their in

testines and causes diarrhea.

Transferring in Virginia
What is the latest date, in Virginia, that

one can drive bees into a new hive and they
will make honey enough to live through the

winter? VIRGINIA.
Auswer.—The latest date, at which bees can

make enough honey to winter, depends upon

the blossoms of the locality. If you have

asters, goldenrod, boneset, etc., in your vi-

cinity, the bees may make enough to winter

after the first of August. But if you live in

a location where the tulip tree and white clover

are the only sources of honey, your bees will

make but little honey after the 15th of July.

The proper time to transfer bees from box

hives or gums into movable-frame hives is the

spring, just about the time of fruit bloom. At

that time there is the least honey in the combs,

and yet the crop is only a few days away.

Vinegar From Honey
I have about 50 5-pound pails of last year's

honey on hand, and I fin . that some of it is be-

ginning to ferment.
Can I make it into vinegar, and if so, how

shall I go about it to do it?

I did not extract until real late in the fall,

and thought it would be all right, although a

few comos were not well filled and capped.
and some others only partly capped. IOWA.

Answer.—Yes, you can readily make vinegar

out of that honey. It takes from 1^ to 2

pounds of honey for each gallon of water. We
find that it is better that it should be *'eated.

to kill the very diverse germs in the honey.

Then mix with the liquid a small portion of

fruit juice, after the honey is sufficiently

cooled. An alcoholic fermentation will begin

which will soon change into acetic, especially

if you mix some vinegar or vinegar mother

with the liquid after the first boiling. The
more air it gets, the quicker tli; acetic fer-

mentation will come.

If you do not care to make so much vinegar.

you may be able to save a part of that honey.
That which is at the bottom of the pails is

bound to be thicker and better. So you may
use only the thin honey for vinegar, then melt
the other slowly over hot water, which will

help evaporate any ferment that may exist in

it. Do not heat it over 160 degrees. You will

find it much thicker than before, after it

cools down, for some of the moisture it con-

tains will evaporate during the heating.

You may make vinegar out of a liquid con-

taining only 1 pound of honey to the gallon,

but we have never thought it w..s strong
enough.

Dead Brood—Miscellaneous Ques-
tions

1. Is ther ever any dead brood in a healthy
colony not affected with foulbrood?

2. When i^ the best time to requeen or
Italianize?

What plan would you recommend for trans-
ferring a colony from an old box hive, and
what time of year?

4 When there is some dead brood that is

about ready to emerge, is there danger of dis-
ease of any kind?

5. Is there any kind of disease that affects
the brood when it is almost ready to emerge?

MISSOURI.
Answers.— 1. Yes, there may be tarved

brood or chilled brood. In either case, it usu-

ally dies in large patches, all at one time,

while the brood which has died from foulbrood

dies in irregular spots, one here and one there,

till all are dead, but at different stages of

growth.

2. Requeen or Italianize at any time during

the summer. It is better to do it during the

honey crop, because at that time the bees ac-

cept a new queen more willingly.

3 It would take several pages to give ex-

plicit instructions on transferring bees. It

had best be done in spring at the time of full

bloom of fruit. But it may be done at any
time if you do not care to save the combs.

4 and 5. American foulbrood attacks brood

after it is sealed in the cell, but not when it

is "just ready to emerge." Get a text book

and learn to recognize the difference between

the different brood diseases.

Getting Bees From Trees
The writer has just come into possession of

a piece of country property which has six colo-
nies of yellow bees (the oldest 3 years old) in
large oak shade trees, which to cut down
would hurt the appearance of the grove. Scaf-
folds can be built so as to cut into hollow of
tree and get the honey. I would like very
much to drive the bees into hives and try to
save them. Will you please refer this letter
to the right department with request that I be
advised as to best way to get bees into hive
and whether or not July 15 will be too late for
them to be transferred? ALABAMA.
Answer.—It is difficult to advise correctly, as

we are not acquainted with the position of the

bees, height of tree at the hole, etc. Assum-
ing, however, that the bees are within reach

with an ordinary scaffold or table. I would ad-

vise that you cut a hole above the swarm. The
hole through which they enter is usually at

tlie base, but if the swarm should be below the

entrance, then cut the hole at the lowest point,

where the swarm is, so as to have one hole

above and one oelow.

Then, with a bee smoker, drive the bees out

by forcing smoke at the lower hole. If you

do it right, by not giving too much smoke at

first, and if you place a hive above the upper

hole, the bees will crawl out in mass and

will readily cluster in the hive in question, pro-

vided the smoke does not also enter it,

After driving the bees, open the cavity, re-

move the combs and fasten into frames, for

the use of the bees, all the worker brood and
as much of the honey as may' be handled un-

broken. With this method, if the weather is

not too hot for handling the combs, you may
transfer the bees into good hives, with enough
honey to winter them. W« cannot advise you
as to the best time to do it, as we are not ac-

quainted with the best honey season of your
locality.

Requeening
I have been attempting for two years to re-

queen some colonies of hybrid bees which I

have with Golden Italians, but they are very
defiant and obstinate in the matter and kill

the new nueen each time.
I have your book, "One Thousand Questions

and Answers," and have followed all the differ-
ent methods very closely and carefully, out
cannot have them accepted successfully. I have
twenty colonies which I wish to requeen in an
outyard, and have a few fine golden ones in
my back yard in the city, from which I expect
to raise the queens to requeen the outyard.

After raising the queens and having them
mated in the nucleus hive, could I shake the
adhering bees from the brood frames in hives
in the outyard and then add these frames to the
nucleus? Of course, I would close the en-
trance to a small opening for some time. I

would place the hybrid bees on empty comb
in same hive as before and place on the old
stand. In three weeks I could repeat this op-
eration and place these frames'in another hive
body and place this body over the nucleus, and
in this way could have a populous colony for
winter. I have plenty of frames of honey to
add for winter feeding in case of no fall flow.
I run the hybrids for extracted honey ttiis

year and have about 150 full-depth frames full.

I also have a good cellar in which to winter
them. If I wished, I could let the hybrids die
this winter if I succeeded in this plan. vVhat
do you think of this plan?

Could I do the following, if I do not suc-
ceed in raising enough queens of my own.
purchase new queens and release them from
their cage on a full frame of hatching brood
from the hybrids, with all adhering bees
brushed off, and place this frame in a hive-
body over a colony with a screen between
them so they will be kept warm for a week or
so and then lemove to a stand of its own and
then proceed as above? OHIO.
Answed.—If I understand you correctly,

what you propose to do, instead of introducing

queens, is to strengthen the nucleus in which

such queen is reared until it makes a good

colony. That is ill right and very practical.

The releasing of queens on frames of hatch-

ing brood is also very practical. The method
of introduction used by most people by caging

the new queen after killing the old one and
keeping the new nueen between two frames

of brood for 2 days is quite simple. But since

you do not appear to succeed with it, the meth-

ods you suggest will both do.

Keeping Comb Honey
Is is necessary to treat comb honey, if kept

in a room where there are no fiies or millers,
and if nothing shows up -n the way of moths
after it has been off the hives for two or three
weeks?
What about using the meth :1 of G. H. Cale.

explained in the July number of the American
Bee Journal? Would carbon bisulphide be
all right to use in that case? 1% there any
danger of it coloring the honey combs as there
is from the smoke of sulphur settling on them?

I haven't a large stock of como honey, but
am selling some to private customers which
they will keep for many months, and don't
want moths to hatch out in it after it leaves
my hands. SOUTH DAKOTA.
Answer.—It is always best to fumigate comb

honey after it is removed from the hive , al-

though if it is taken from a strong colony

and placed away from exposure to moths with-

out delay, there may be but very little danger
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of moth larva' hatching in it. Usually the eggs

which are laid by the moths are about the edge

of the sections, and if these are scraped at

ounce it may remove the eggs that may have

been laid on their edges.

Mr. Calc's advice is good. Bi-sulphide is

easier to use than sulphur. There is very

little danger of coloring the combs, even with

sulphur smoke, fo- it is not the smoke which

is expected to kill* the moths, but the gas

formed from combustion.

A very small number of moth larvx will

damage the sale of comb honey, so it pays

well to be careful about it.

Bees and Grapes Again
A friend of mine said, the other day, that

he wished I would move all my bees out in

the country, for when his grapes got ripe the

bees would sting the grapes and then turn

around and suck out the juice. He also said

that last year he bet he poisoned 10,000 bees

with poisoned water around his few grape
vines, from his kitchen door to the coal shed
on the alley.

I told him I thought the birds were the

first ones tn pick the grapes, leaving an open-

ing in the skin so the bees would work on
them.

It has been tried in the courts in California,

but I do not remember what the result was.

I hope there is a law some day fining peo-

ple for poisoning bees in fruit bloom or any
other time. I hope there is a honey flow when
the grapes get ripe, so they will not bother

them. My bees have done fine this year, so

far. KANSAS.
Answer.—That friend of yours would prob-

ably deny having said that he managed to poi-

son 10,000 of your bees intentionally, if he

should be called before a court, for when a

man is mean enough to do that, he is mean

enough to lie about it. There is no doubt

that he could be held liable in a court if the

intentional poisoning could be proven.

However, this man is also as ignorant as

he is mean, for he undoubtedly believed that

the bees do puncture fruit. He is like the

fellow who denies that the earth turns around

the sun or revolves upon itself, because he

does not see it move. He takes things for

granted which are false. There is one very

simple way to convince him, if he is open

to conviction. Take a bunch of ripe grapes,

puncture two of them, while making sure that

there arc no other damaged grapes in the

bunch ; then place them, before his eyes, in

a hive of bees, right upon the combs, and

leave them there 48 hours. After that time.

he will see that the bees have only suckeu the

juice of the berries that were punctured before

they were put in. This ought to convince any

sensible man that bees cannot damage sound

grapes.

As to the bees stinging the grapes, if they

would do it. they would insert poison in them

and that would make them unfit for either

bees or men.

We had to investigate this matter thor-

oughly for ourselves, for, we had a number

of irascible neighbors who took it for granted

that we were getting rich out of their grapes,

by our bees puncturing them and helping them-

selves to thjC sweet juice. Tin the contrary,

we were losing bees, and the juice which they

were storing in lieu of honey made them sick

in the winter. So we have as much reason to

keep the bees out of the grapes as the other

man has. This was in 1879. But our neigh-

bors were so fully convinced that we were

right and that our bees could nut injure sound

grapes that we have never had any trouble

since.

Some men will tell you that the bees always

make two holes in the berry, one just a..ove

the other. 'I'hosc holes arc made by the beak

of the bird, when eating. Of counse some
grapes also crack open, in moist weather, and
others are punctured by hornets, which have

saw-like teeth, entirely unlike the smooth jaws

of honeybees. That the bees cannot injure
sound fruit is a proven fact, but there are
people who would very much dislike to see it

proved, for they delight in holding some one
responsible for their bad luck.

queens something to gossip about as
they strolled up and down in front of
the hives in the cool of the evening.

Fred Osier.

ODDS AND ENDS
Indiana News

The July letter of the Secretary of
the Indiana Beekeepers' Association
is at hand. It breathes activity and
accomplishment. With only three in-

spectors at work, 1,262 apiaries, to-

taling 10,491 colonies, were inspect-
ed from May 2.5 to July 4.

Both American and European foul-
brood are being overcome, according
to Mr. Yost. With larger funds avail-

able for 1922, it is hoped to carry the
inspection campaign near a success-
ful termination.

Organized county associations are
helping the good work.

Bees Trained to Answer Signal
London, July 6.—The sound of a

gong is the signal for a large swarm
of bees to begin and end their daily
labors at Fleet, Hants, says the Daily
Mail.

Trained by Mr. Alder, the bees
wait for the order to start work at 6

a. m., and at the sound of the mono-
tonous bangs on a meta! dish the
swarm starts from the hives.

Working all day among the lime
trees which surround the estate, the
bees cease their labors when the time
gong sounds, like so many human
beings. An hour afterwards the bees
are sent to bed by a soft note from
the gong.

The above is from a Toronto paper.
I think the owner of these bees

might hang a pencil on a string to

each hive and have the workers mark
up the quantity of honey brought in

on each trip. One of the drones could
then figure up the grand total at the

end of the day. This would give the

Changes at Ames
The beekeeping work at the Iowa

Agricultural College has recently
been reaiTanged so that Prof. F. B.
Paddock will in future spend all his
time with teaching and investiga-
tional work. The extension work in
connection with the position of State
Apiarist has been so heavy that It

could well occupy the entire time of
the person responsible for it. We
have not as yet seen any announce-
ment as to who has been selected for
the position of State Apiarist. Our
Iowa readers will be glad to note that
Professor Paddock is to remain at
Ames and that his entire time will be
spent in the service of the beekeep-
ers, although the work is to be di-

vided to give him more time to devote
to teaching.

Value of Bees in U. S. A.

Completed census reports give the
total value of bees in the United
States at $16,855,251, as compared
to $10,373,615 in 1910. California
and Texas lead the list, with over a
million dollar valuation for each, with
New York, Pennsylvania, Illinois,

Tennessee, Iowa and Missouri follow-
ing in the order named.

Lower Freight Rate

A recent news item conveys the in-

formation that the freight rate on
honey from Pacific Coast points to
the Atlantic seaboard has recently
been lowered 10 cents per 100 lbs.

in car lots.

Millen in England
F. Eric Millen, Provincial Apiarist

of Ontario, with headquarters at the
Agricultural College at Guelph; is en-
joying a two-months' vacation in

England, his native land. He ex-

pects to return early in September
to continue his school woi-k at the
College.

BEES ON FARMS IN THE UNITED "STATES AND PRODUCTION OF
HONEY AND BEESWAX

Preliminary report of the number of bees in the United States and produc-
tion of honey and wax, for both 1910 and 1919 are now available. We be-

lieve they are sufficiently intei'esting to our readers to be reproduced here.
Unfortunately, no bees and no honey production was reported for cities.

This would make quite a difference in the totals as reported ; just how much,
it is difficult to say.

Bees on Farms
The number of hives of bees on farms in the United States on January 1,

1920, according to the Fourteenth Census, was 3,476,346, as compared with
3,445,006 in 1910, showing an increase of 31,340, or 0.9 per cent. In mak-
ing comparisons between these two years the change in the date of enumera-
tion from April 15 in 1910, to January 1 in 1920, should be taken into consid-
eration. Especially in States where the winters are severe, the number of
hives of bees on farms in April of any year is likely to be considerably less

than the number in January. In such States the 1920 figures may be some-
what too high for a fair comparison with 1910. It is probable, therefore, that
a count of the hives of bees in April, 1920, would have shown a decrease, as
compared with the nunibe.- in 1910, rather than even a slight inci'ease.

The States reporting the largest number of hives of bees on farms on
January 1, 1920, were Texas, with 235,111; Tennessee, with 191,898; Califor-
nia, with 180,719; North Carolina, with 163.956; Illinois, with 162,630; Mis-
souri, with 157,678; Kentucky, with 156,889, and Alabama, with 153,766.
Those eight States are the only ones which reported over 150,000 hives of
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bees in 1920. Tennessee showed the greatest absolute increase, with 47,417

more hives of bees in 1920 than in 1910, and Oklahoma was second, with

27,330 more hives in 1920 than in 1910.

Honey and Wax
The production of honey in 1919 was 55.261,5.52 pounds, as against 54.

814,890 pounds in 1909, an increase of 0.8 per cent. The production of honey
is fairly uniformly distributed throughout the United States. Six States re-

ported more than 2,000,000 pounds of honey produced in 1919, as follows:

California, 5,501,738 pounds; Texas, 5,026,095 pounds; New York, 3,223,323
pounds; Iowa, 2,840,025 pounds; Wisconsin, 2,676,683 pounds, and Colorado
2,493,950 pounds.

California, although ranking first in 1919 and 1909 in amount of honey pro-

duced, reported 4,762,977 pounds less in 1919 than in 1909, this be-

ing a decrease of 46.4 per cent. Texas showed the greatest absolute increase
in production of honey, with 1,932,998 pounds more in 1919 than in 1909.
Other notable increases were in Washington (1,092,626 pounds) and Wyom-
ing (945,349 pounds).

The production of wax was 826,539 pounds in 1919, as against 904,867
pounds in 1909, representing a decrease of 78.328 pounds, or 8.7 per cent.

Bees on Farms in the United States, 1920 and 1910, and Production of Honey
and Wax, 1919 and 1909, by Geographic Divisions and States

BEES ON HAND
(HIVES).

HONEV PRODUCED
(POUNDS).

wax produced
(pounds).

DIVISION AND STATE. 19a& 1910
(Jan. 1) (Apr. 15)

1919 1909 1909

United States 3.476,346 3,446,$$6 56,261.552 54,814,890

Geographic Divisions:
New England 41,073 40,627 663,268 594.117
Middle Atlantic 262,728 291,669 4.996,894 5.184,16.5

East North Central .... 656,344 546,938 7,313.401 7.778,545
West North Central .... 503.451 646,693 6,917,867 6.744.608
South Atlantic 613,171 678,439 6.579,736 7,362,640
East South Central 585,323 606,962 5,653,218 4,477,759
West South Central .... 425,408 379.842 6,422.883 4.486,980
Mountain 206,059 172,654 8,746,786 6,577,800
Pacific 282,789 282.192 8,027,510 11,608,276

New England:
Maine 12.639 7.592 209.072 112.051

New Hampshire 4,191 4,644 49,512 65.038

Vermont 10,024 10,215 234,326 160,283
Massachusetts 6,673 7.464 70,769 96.802

Rhode Island 686 1.267 6,488 14,221

Connecticut C,960 9,445 83,09! 145.722
Middle Atlantic:
New York 127,858 156,360 .5,223,323 3.191,738

New Jersey 12,461 10,484 167,717 162,072
Pennsylvania 122,419 134,815 1.565,854 1,840.360

East North Central:
Ohio 105,676 98,242 835,894 1,001.179

Indiana 87,045 80,938 682,380 687.097
Illinois 162,630 166,846 1,896,996 1.428,640
Michigan 93,348 116,274 1.321,448 2,507,810
Wisconsin 107,646 95,638 2.676,683 2,153,819

W>esT North Cehtial:
Minnesota 67,344 56,677 1,251,102 976,262
Iowa 138,319 160,025 2.840,025 2,374.080
Missouri 167,678 203,569 1.220.611 2,106,8J6
North Dakota 708 496 12,814 11.084
South Dakota 17,032 6,565 372,092 139.714
Nebraska 41,033 45,625 623,348 527,868
Kansas 81,337 73,737 597,875 609,785

.South Atlantic:
Delaware 2,976 6,410 27,703 62.777
Maryland 16,117 23,156 215,685 306,367
District of Columbia .... 19 161 316 3.667
Virginia 104.267 104,006 1.267,300 1.344.360
West Virginia 89,873 110,673 919,689 1..'",50,739

North Carolina 163,966 189,178 1,341,002 1,809.127
South Carolina 68.028 76.422 441.684 653,110
C.eorgia 136,698 130.540 1.403.869 8S4.662
Florida 41,237 38,895 962,488 747,832

East South Central:
Kentucky 156,899 152,991 1,604.519 1.558.670
Tennessee 191,898 144.481 1.969,425 1.468.123
Alabama 153,766 135.140 l,:i47.644 891.964
Mis-issippi 82.770 74,350 731,680 .i.-i9.ni2

West South Cehtrai.:
Arkansas 112,475 92.731 791,698 913,616
Louisiana 31.079 29.691 247.513 340,134
Oklahoma 46,743 19,413 3.i7,67( 140,2.34

Texas _ 235,111 238,107 6.026,095 3,093,097
M()Untain :

Montana 11,918 6,313 630,608 183.610
Idaho 35.900 21,903 1.208.229 1,011,068
Wyoming 14,022 4.596 1.084,273 138,924
Colorado 63,253 71,434 2.493.960 2,306,492
New Mexico 15.733 10,052 693.290 439,628
Arizona 28,174 23,770 926.621 1.025.282
Utah 25,061 26,185 1.232.239 1.138.091
Nevada 11,998 8.401 377.676 354.90.^i

I'ACIFIC;

Washington 56,806 33.884 1,.196.208 603.680
Oregon 45,264 47,285 929,666 839,981
California 180,719 201,023 5, .501,738 10,264,716

826,539 904,867

7.546
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Texas Beekeepers Meet
The Texas Beekeepers' Association

held its 28th annual summer session
at College Station, July 26, 27 and
28. As it was conducted during the
Farmers' Short Course, it had the
form of a school rather than that of
an ordinary association meeting.
One very notable fact was that all at-
tending the course were present at
eveiy session, from the beginning
unto the ending of the meeting. The
school was .started with the lecture by
Dr. L. H. Pammell, of Ames, Iowa,
on "The Relationship Between the
Honeybees and the Pollination of
Farm Crops." Dr. Pammell at one
time was a member of the faculty of
the Texas A. & M. College and
called the attention of the beekeep-
ers to the large number of observa-
tions he had made on the value of
bees as pollinating agents in Texas.
He also called attention to the fact
that one market gardener, raising cu-
cumbers under glass, had this spring
purchased 200 pounds of live bees to
keep in his greenhouses, having no
other object than to secure the
proper pollination of the cu:umber
plants.

Dr. M. C. Tanquary, of the Experi-
mental Station, gave an outline of
the work which is being done for the
beekeepers by the Experiment Sta-
tion, going into detail with reference
to the foulbrood woik.

E. C. LeStourgeon, Manager of the
Texas Honey Producers' Association,
told the school of the market situa-
tion and of what had been accom-
plished and appealed to every bee-
keeper in the State to help in stabil-

izing the honey market.
Mr. Lloyd R. Watson gave the bee-

keepei's an excellent account of the
behavior of the bees during the
swarming period and some results of
observations on swarm conti-ol in

Texas.
Mr. T. W. Burleson, of Wa.xa-

hachie, gave a full account of ship-

ping bees in combless packages and
carefully explained each step in his

system, and gave excellent advice to

beginners in the combless package
business.

Mr. C. S. Rude, State Apiary In-

spector, gave a summary of the re-

sults of the work in foulbrood eradi-

cation for the past thi-ee years and
.showed very definitely from statistics

that foulbrood can be controlled and
eradicated if the beekeepers will co-

operate with the inspectors. Mr.
Rude gave some very definite figures
relative to the results obtained in

counties where foulbrood has been
prevalent in the past and stated defi-

nitely the policies of his department.
Mr. E. B. Ault, of Calallen, gave

his system of apiary management and
explained to the beekeepers how sys-

tem was absolutely necessary to get
results in managing any number of

colonies of bees.

Mr. E. W. Atkins, of the G. B.

Lewis Company, gave very briefly the

advantages of standard equipment.
He stated that the kind of a hive had
little to do with the amount of pro-
duction, that it was the beekeeper and
his management that governed the

amount of honey obtained. He fur-
ther stated that no matter what hive
a man used, whether home-made or
factory-made; that he should have for
his own yards a standard equipment
and, of course, if the standard equip-
ment used is also the standard of his
neighbors, that it would be to his ad-
vantage in that he could buy and ex-
change bee fixtures if such a thing
would become necessary, with the
least possible trouble. He stated that
the use of the standard equipment
saved the beekeeper one-third of his
time.
W. O. Victor, of Uvalde, gave an

excellent summary of a year's work
in beekeeping and told the beginners
or unsystematic beekeepers the abso-
lute importance of doing certain
things at stated, definite periods.
Mr. Victor is looked upon as being
one of the best instructors in bee-
keeping in the State.

R. R. Reppert, Extension Ento-
mologist, told the beekeepers of their
relationship to the beginners in bee-
keeping and box-hive beekeepers and
asked for the support of the Bee-
keepers' Association to help in better-
ing the conditions of beekeeping
throughout the State and to help in

the securing of one man in the Ex-
tension Department to devote his
whole time to extension work in bee-
keeping.

A. H. Alex, queen breeder for the
Experiment Station, told of the work
in the experimental queen yard and
gave a system of queen raising for
the individual beekeeper.

Louis H. Scholl, of New Braunfels,
gave a summary of his system of bee-
keeping, which is grouped about the
divisible brood-chamber, and told of
its developments. He stated that af-

ter seventeen years of commercial
bee work in which the divisible brood-
chamber was used, that he was now a
stronger believer in this form of hive
than he ever had been.

H. B. Parks, Secretary of the
American Honey Producers' League,
spoke on the relationship of bees to
their locality, stating that the bee-
keeper must know his territory and
must know the relationship that ex-

ists between the bees, the flora, the
climatic conditions and geographical
locations before they can rightly han-
dle the problems of beekeeping. He
stated, further, that the Isle of Wight
disease would have been explained
long ago if locality had been studied
as diligently as disease symptoms. He
advanced the theory that the mite
causing this disease was an active

parasite on some solitary bee in the
Isle of Wight, and attacked the honey
bee upon its introduction to that

island. In light of this fact, investi-

gators in the diseases of bees should
not limit their study to the

honeybee, but should also carefully
study the closely related forms.
W. A. Black, of San Antonio,

called the beekeepers' attention to

their relationship to their communi-
ties, and to the State, in matters of
local government and the improve-
ment of the political situation of the
country, as well as the commercial.

Seventy dollars was subscribed to

the Dr. Miller Memorial Fund by bee-
keepers present who had not already
subscribed.

The meeting was voted as .t decid-
ed success by those present and it was
further agreed to meet with the Col-
lege Short Course again next year.

The officers for the following year
are: T. W. Burleson, Waxahachie,
Texas, President; Wm. Zimmerman,
Vice President; Alma M. Has^lbauer,
Secretary-Treasurer; W. O. Victor,
Superintendent of Fair Exhibits, and
H. D. Murry, Judge of Exhibits.

H. B. Parks.
San Antonio, Texas.

Pears Two-Thirds Average Crop

The July 1 forecast of production
of pears is 9,016,000 bushels for the
United States, which is about two-
thirds the five-year average, and may
be compared with last season's esti-

mated crop of 17,270,000 bushels.
Leading producing States include
New York, 1,329,000 bushels; Cali-
fornia, 2,656,000 bushels; Washing-
ton, 1,456,000 bushels; Michigan,
505,000 bushels.—U. S. Market Re-
porter.

More Sugar Beets in Germany

The acreage in sugar beets in Ger-
many during 1921 exceeds that of
1920 by 149,730 acres. The total
area sowed to sugar beets in 1921 is

placed at 813,024 acres, as com-
pared with 668,294 acres during
1920.—U. S. Market Reporter.

Bee Specialist for Virginia

F. S. Andrews has recently been
appointed Bee Specialist of the Ex-
tension Department of the Agricul-
tural College at Blacksburg, Va.
Virginia is doing much to encourage
the development of all lines of ag-
riculture within her borders and we
are glad to note that beekeeping will
not be neglected.

California County Crops

In a recent issue we gave figures
showing the total honey crop for
California in 1919 as 5,501,738 lbs.

Figures are now available for each
county. The counties reporting the
largest crops are, in order:

San Bernardino County, 536,935
pounds.

Los Angeles County, 519,019 lbs.

San Diego County, 480,165 lbs.

Riverside County, 480,016 lbs.

Contra Costa County, 285,683 lbs.

Those reporting the least crops are,
in order:

Plumas County, 1,683 lbs.

Santa Cruz County, 2,646 lbs.

Mariposa County, 2,670 lbs.

Yuba County, 3,344 lbs.

Bees in Georgia

Georgia reports production of }
1,403,869 pounds of honey in 1919
from 136,698 colonies of bees, or a

per colony average of 11 pounds.
There are more bees in Georgia than
in 1919 by 6,000 colonies.
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CLASSIFIED DEPARTMENT
Advertisements in this department will be

inserted for 5 cents per word, with no dis

counts. No classified advertisements accepted
for less that 35 cents. Count each initial or

number as one word.
Copy for this department must reach us not

later than the 2Uth of each month preceding
date of issue. If intended for classified de-

partment it should be so stated when adver-
tisement is sent.

BEES AND QUEENS
ATWATKR HONEY—Supply your cu tomers.

CARNlULANS—Gentle, "prolific, wonderful
lioney gatherers. Descriptive circular free.

Untested queens, $1.50 each; $17 per dozen.
.September is not too late to requeen.

A. (^ Hann, Glen Gardner, N. J.

I'OR SALE—200 colonies Italian bees in 2-

story 10-frarae hives. No disease. Modern
outfit, in A 1 condition. H. A. Jett,

R. 1, Box 155, Tucson, Ariz.

QL'EENS from my 315 lb. mother Leather
colored, untested, $1.10; G, $C.

R. Kramske, 1104 Victor, St. Louis, Mo.

KOR SALE—Select golden Italian queens by

return mail. Untested, $1.50; $15 per doz.

Tested, $2.50. Wallace R. Beaver,
Lincoln, III.

BEES— 100 colonies for sale.

E. F. Atwater, Meridian, Idaho.

FOR SALE—Highest grade three-banded Ital-

ian queens. Select untested, 1, $1; 6, $5.50;

12, $10; 100. $75. Virgins, 45c. No disease,

and satisfaction guaranteed.
A. E. Crandall, Berlin, Conn.

FOR SALE—Three-banded Italian queens, un-
tested queens, $1 each; G, $5; 12, $10. Se-

lect untested, $1.10 each; 6, $5.50; 12, $11.

Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed.
Alabama Bee Co., R. 1, Fort Deposit, Ala.

SWARTS' golden queens produce golden bees

of highest quality. Untested, $1.25 each;
*• for $7; tested $3. Satisfaction guaranteed.

D. L. Swarts, Lancaster, Ohio. Rt. 2.

SPECIAL—Leather Italian queens, untested,

90c; two or more, 65c. One to three-frame
nuclei, with queen, $3 to $5. Booking orders
for 1922 packages nuclei and queens.

Tupelo Honey Co., Columbia, Ala.

FOR SALE—Fine 3-banded Italian queens,
untested, $1 each; 50 for $47.50; 100 for

$92.50. Curd Walker, Jellico, Tenn.

HARDY ITALIAN QUEENS in Thompson
safety introducing cages. Day old, any num-

ber, 50c each; untested. $1 Package bees and
queens for 1922. Write for prices and dis-

counts on orders booked now.
James McKee, Riverside, Calif.

FOR SALE—20 colonies in 10-frame hives,

$10 per hive. Dr. T. A. Kragness,
6031 Wentworth Ave.. Chicago, 111.

THAGARD'S ITALIAN QUEENS—I am
breeding from breeders obtained this spring

from Italy. Untested, $2 each; 12. $18.

Queens from my famous stock, untested, $1.25

each; 12, $11.50.
V. R. Thagard. Greenville, Ala.

FOR SALE—Three-banded Italian queens,

$1.25 each; $12 per dozen Tested, $2.

Jul. Buegeler, New Ulm, Texas.

FOR SALE—400 stands clean bees, extracting

equipment; good location; for eason

write. The Oregon A;^iary Co.,

Nyssa, Oregon.

THREE-BAND and GOLDEN QUEENS—
Reared in separate yards. Order from us and

get pure stock for your summer and fall re-

queening. At our special price, beginning July

1, untested, $1.25 each; 12. $1-00 each;

tested, $2.00 each. We have a good number
ready for shipment and will fill your order

promptly. Dr. White Bee Co.,

Sandia, Texas.

WE BELIEVE we have the" best Italian

queens obtainable. Our new system is work-

ing wonders. Untested, $1.25; tested, $2.25;

virgins, 50c. Am booking orders for 1922.

F. M. Russell, Roxbury. Ohio.

FOR SALE—Golden Italian queens, untested,

$1; 6 for $5. Tested queens. $2.

J. F. Michael. Winchester. Ind.

PROMPT SHIPMENT of golden or S-banded

queens. Untested only. One, $1.25; 6, $7;

12. $13. Safe arrival and satisfaction.

Ross B. Scott, La Grange, Ina.

FOR SALE—Pure 3-banded Italian queens,
reared from the best honey-producing moth-

ers, mated to pure drones. Untested, each,
$1.25; 6, $7; 12, $13. Tested, each, $2.50.

H. N. Boley, Hillsboro, Iowa.

FOR SALE—Three-banded Italian queens, un
tested, $1.25 each; 6, $7.50; 12, $14. Tested

queens, $2.50 each; 6, $15. The above queens
are select stock. Safe arrival and satisfaction
guaranteed.

Rob't B. Spicer, Wharton. N. J.

MY famous three-banded Italian queens. $1.50
each, 6 for $8. after June 1.

J. W. Romberger, Apiarist,
3113 Locust St.. St. Joseph. Mo.

SIMMONS QUEENS.^ees and nuclei, gold-

ens and three-band.
Fairmount Apiary, Livingston, X. Y.

HARDY ITALIAN QUEENS, $1 each.
W. G. Lauver, Middletown. Pa.

FOR SALE—Unsurpassed Italian queens,
ready June 1; untested, $1.50; 6, $7.50; 12,

$14; 50, $55; 100. $105. Tested, 1, $2.50; 6.

$13.50. My queens are actually laying before
they are sent out.

J. D. Harrah, Freewater, Oregon.

FOR SALE—Hardy northern bred Italian
queens and bees, each and every queen war-

ranted satisfactory. For prices and further
information write for circular.

H. G. Quirin. Bellevue, Ohio.

BEES AND QUEENS from my Carolina api-

aries, progeny of my famous Porto Rican
pedigreed breeding stock.

Elton Warner, Asheville. N. C
FOR SALE^—Leather colored Italian queena,

tested, until June 1, $2.50; after, $2. Un-
tested, $1.25; 12, $13. Root's goods at Root's
prices. A. W. Yates,

15 Chapman St., Hartford, Conn.

FOR SALE—Root's strain of golden and
leather-colored Italian queens; bees by the

pound and nuclei. Untested queens, $1.50
each; select untested, $2 each; tested, $2.50
each ; select tested, $3 each. For larger lots

write. Circular free. A. J. Pinard,
440 N. 6th St.. San Jose. Calif.

W E are booking orders for our golden Ital-

ian queens for spring delivery after April 15.

Untested queens, 1, $1.50; doz., $15; select un-
tested queens, 1. $1.75; doz., $18; virgin queens.
1, 75c; doz., $9; tested queens. 1, $3; doz., $30.

Safe arrival guaranteed.
Tillery Brothers, Georgiana, Ala.

BOOK YOUR ORDERS for QUEENS now—
Goldens, $2; tested, $3; banded, $1.50; tested

$2.50; six or more, 10 per cent less.

Clover Leaf Apiaries, Wahoo. Neb.

EDSON APIARIES now booking orders for

queen bees for delivery during season of

1921. Prices: One untested queen. $1.75; 50
untested queens. $57.50; 100 untested queens,

$100. Orders filled in rotation; first shipments
March 1, 1921.

Edson Apiaries, Gridley, Calif.

BEES AND QUEENS from my New Jersey
apiary. J. H. M. Cook,
lAtf 84 Cortland St., New York City.

BEES BY THE POUND. ALSO QUEENS—
Booking orders now. Free circular gives

prices, etc. See larger ad elsewhere.
Nueces County Apiaries, Calallen. Texas,

E. B. Ault, Prop.

TRY my Caucasian queens, $1.25 each; hybrids

35c each. Peter Schaflfhauser,
Havelock, N. C.

ITALIAN QUEENS, $1 each, or $10 per doz.,
after June 1. Will book a few more three-

frame nuclei of black or hybrid bees with
Italian queen, for delivery after June 15, at
$5 each, or 3 lbs. bees on frame of honey for
$4.25. These will be fine to winter for early
spring work. Otto Diestel. Elza, Ga.

HUMMER QUEENS—Untested, $1 each. $9
per dozen. Tested $1.50 each, $15 per

dozen. A trial will convince you that they
cannot be beaten. Safe arrival and satisfaction
guaranteed. Nuclei at same old price.

Geo. A. Hummer & Sons, Prairie Point. Miss.

FOR SALE—Golden Italian gueens, untested,
$1.15, 6 for $6.60; 12 or more, $1 each; tested.

$2 each; select tested, $3 each; extra select
tested, $4 each. No bees for sale.

D. T. Gaster, Randleman, R. D. 2. N. C.

FOR SALE—3-banded Italian queens, un-
tested $1.25 each; 6, $6,50; 12, $12. Select
untested, $1.50 each. Satisfaction guaranteed.

W. T. Perdue & Sons.
Rt. No. 1, Fort Deposit. Ala.

FOR SALE—Golden Italian queens, untested.
1. $1.25; 6 $7,

E. A. Simmons, Greenville. Ala.

YOU CAN SAVE queens by using All Right
push-in comb introducing cage, 25c. post

paid. O. S. Rexford, Winsted, Conn.

ITALIAN QUEENS—Three-banded, select
untested, guaranteed. Queen and drone

mothers are chosen from colonies noted for
honey production, hardiness, prolificness, gen-
tleness and perfect markings. Price after July
1, $1.25 each; one dozen or more, $1 each.
Package bees a specialty. Send for circular.

J. H. Haughey Co., Berrien Springs, Mich.

W t- are offering for remainder of season our
bright Italian queens, untested at $1 each,

$10 per dozen, $75 per hundred. We guaran-
tee safe arrival, pure mating and reasonable
satisfaction in United States and Canada. Cash
must accompany all orders unless parties are
known or satisfactorily rated.

Graydon Bros., Rt. 4, Greenville, Ala.

FOR SALE—Burleson's three-banded Italian
queens. The kind of bees that get the

goods. Guaranteed to please or money back.
For balance of season as follows; 1 select
untested queen, $1.25, 6 for $7, 12 for $13.50,
100 or more $1 each. Send all orders, to-

gether with remittance, to J. W. Seay, ...i.an-

ager, Mathis, Texas.
T. W. Burleson, Waxahachie, Texas.

FOR REQUEENING use Williams' heavy lay-

ing Italian queens; they produce hardy,
hustling three-banded workers. Bred from the
best disease-resisting strain, and priced in ac-

cordance with the present price of honey. Un-
tested, $1.25, 6 for $6.50, 12 or more $1 each;
tested, $2. Satisfaction guaranteed.

P. M. Williams, Ft. Deposit, Ala.

WANTED—We have many calls from educators
for copies to complete their files of the older

Bee Journals. If you have complete volumes or
miscellaneous numbers of any Bee Journals
previous to 1900, write us, giving a list, and we
will be glad to quote a price. Old bee books,
now out of print, are also desirable. We act

as a clearing house for thi kind of materials.

American Bee Journal, Hamilton, HI.

FOR YOUR 1921 CROP
Comb honey shipping cases, honey cans, friction top pails. Prices

on application.

Early order cash discount on sections, hives, supers, frames, comb
foundation and other goods.

Buy now and get supplies ready for 1922. Make out your list

and send for our prices.

AUGUST LOTZ COMPANY, Boyd, Wisconsin
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WE are now equipped to handle your early
spring orders for package bees and queens,

especially bred for the production of honey.
Our queens are bred from the best stock ob-

tainable, and will give satisfaction. Safe ar-

rival guaranteed. V\'rite for prices and terms.
Sarasota Bee Co., Sararota, Fla.

FOR SALE—Italian queens, untested, 1 for

$1.25, 6 for V, 12 lor $13.50. Tested, $2.

Mismated queens will be replaced if returned
in 30 days; dead queens will be replaced if

returned by return mail. I have tested

breeder from the A. I. Root Co., and will

breed queens from her for those that prefer
them to my old strain of hustlers.

R. B. Grout, Jamaica, Vt.

CALIFORNIA ITALIAN QUEENS at spc-

cial prices. After June 15 and to October 1,

1, $1.25; 6, $7; 12, $13; 25 ond over, $1 each;

100, $90, See larger ad elsewhere. Circular

free.

J. E. Wing, 155 Schiele Ave., San Jose, Cal.

NUCLEI—We make a specialty of shipping 2-

frame nuclei. Write for special prices for

June delivery. Queens at the following prices:

Untested, $1.50 each; 6, $8; 12, $16; 60, $60;
100, $100. Tested queens, $2.50 each.

Cotton Belt Apiaries, Roxton, Texas.

LARGE, HARDY, PROLIFIC QUEENS—
Three-band Italians and goldens, pure mat-

ing and safe arrival guaranteed. We ship only

queens that are top notchers in size, prolitic-

ness and color. After June 1, untested queens
$1.60 each, 6 for $8, 12 or more $1.40 each,

16 or more $1.26 each. Tested queens $3 each,

6 for $19.
Buckeye Bee Co., Justus, O.

HONEY AND BEESWAX
ATWATER HONEY—Supply your customers.

HONEY—SUPPLY YOUR CUSTOMERS—
Finest alfalfa-clover honey, extra strong

cases, case of two 5-gal. cans, $12; case of six

10-lb. pails, $7.20; case of twelve 5-lb. pails,

$7.80, all f. o. b. here.

E. F. Atwater, Meridian, Idaho.

FOR SALE—Raspberry-milkweed honey in 00-

Ib. cans. Also light amber honey.
P. W. Sowinski, Bellaire, Mich.

FOR SALE—No. 1 white comb, $6 per case;

No. 2 white comb, $5 per case of 24 sections;

six cases to carrier. Clover extracted, in two
60-lb. cans to case, 19c per pound; E-lb. pails,

$1 each, 12 to case. Amber baking hcney, two
sixty-lb. cans to case, 10c per pound; same
honey in 50-gallon ba.'rels, 8c.

_ H. G. Quirin, Bellevue, Ohio.

FOR SALE—New crop choice clover extracted

honey packed in new cans and cases at whole-

sale price of $14.85 per case of two 60-pound

cans, and $14.40 per case in orders of live

cases or more. I will have only a half crop.

A few cases of last year's clover honey at 10c.

No. 1 comb honey $48 per carrier of 8 cases.

No better honey is produced than mine. Sam-
ple 20c. J. D. Beals, Oto, luwa.

FOR SALE—Extra fancy white clover honey,

well ripened and put up in new cans, 60

pounds net; per case of two cans, $16. Write

for special price on large quantities.

Edw. A. Winkler, Joliet, 111.

WANTED—Pure white clover extracted and

comb honey. Send sample and price wanted.

F. L. Hostetter, Osceola, Mo.

EXTRA FINE white sweet clover honey, new
crop, in 5-gallon cans, cases of 2 cans, $16;

1 can, $8. Write for prices on a ton or a car

load. Sample 10c. C. S. Engle,

200 Center St., Sioux City, Iowa.

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL

FOR SALE—Finest Michigan raspberry, bass-
wood and clover No. 2 white comb, $5 50 per

case; No. 1, $6; fancy, $6.50; extra fancy, $7.
24 Danz. sections to case. Extracted, 601b. cans
15c per lb. W. A. Latshaw, Clarion, Mich.

FOR SALE—Extracted honey. Write for
prices. A. L. Kildow. Putnam, 111.

WANTED—Shipments of old comb and cap-
pings for rendering. We pay the highest

cash and trade prices, charging but 5c a pound
for wax rendering. Fred W. Muth Co.,

204 Walnut St., Cincinnati, Ohio.

HONEY WANTED—Give particulars in first

letter. Elton Warner, Asheville. N. C.

SUPPLIES

ATWATER HONEY—Supply your customers.

SAVE MONEY on your shipping cases, tin
and glass honey containers, etc. Our free

price list tells you how. If you rear queens
for sale, be sure to send for our price card of
mailing cages. The Rattray-Hamilton, Co.,

Almont, Mich.

September

FOR SALE—Extra line Michigan while clover

and basswood honey. Almost water while;

indeed, I doubt if the color, body and flavor

can be beaten. Put up in 60-lb. cans, 2 to

the case, at 16c per pound, or in S-jiound pails.

50 to the barrel, at 17c per pound. Sample 16c.

O. H. Schmidt, Rt. 6, Bay City, Mich.

HONEY FOR SALE— In OO-lb. tins, water

white orange, 14c; water white sweet clover,

12c; extra light amber sa„e, lie; New York
State buckwheat, 10c. for immediate shipment,

from New York. Hoffman & Hauck, Inc.

Woodl.aven, N. Y

NOVICE EXTRACTORS, $22, Cowan reversi-
ble, $30; 100 6-lb, pails, $8.50; 100 10.1b. pails,

$11. Wanted—Comb and extracted honey.
R. Kramske, 1104 Victor, St. Louis, Mo.

FOR SALE—A quantity of shipping cases to

hold 24 sections 4x5x1 JX or l^^, with glass,

complete, cases of 25 for $10.
A. G. Woodman Co., Grand Rapids, Mich.

FOR SALE—Western beehives, stamlard sizes,

manufactured from red cetlar and white pine;

odd sizes made to order. Williams Bros.,

6125 82nd St., S. E. Portland, Ore.

EXTRACTOR BARGAINS—New Cowan,
takes Jumbo frames, $36. Practically new

Novice, $26.
Lorenzo Clarke, Winona, Minn.

WESTERN BEEKEEPERS—We can demon-
strate that you can save money on buying

bee supplies of best quality. Write for our
latest price list.

The Colorado Honey Producers' Association,
Denver, Colo.

HAVE YOU any Bee Journals or bee books
published previous to 1900 you wish to dis-

pose of? If so send us a list.

American Bee Journal, Hamilton, III.

Southern Headquarters

RELIABLE THREE-BANDED
ITALIAN QUEENS

BY RETURN MAIL

For many years queens from our stock have been used and recommended
by a number of the largest producers of honey in the U. S. and Canada.
We cannot afford to disappoint them, and we will not disappoint you.

Having several hundred colonies in outyards to select the very best breed'
ing stock from, and large well-equipped queen-rearing yards, we offer you
something good.

We pay special attention to honey-gathering qualities, but do not forget
gentleness beauty, etc. The Back-lot Buzzers like them just the same as

the larger producers.

PRICES NOW—Untested: 1. $1.00, 6, 55.50: 12. $10.50;

25. $20.00; 50. $38.00. Tested: 1. $1.75; h. $10.00

Prompt service, safe arrival and
satisfaction we guarantee

W. D. ACHORD, Fitzpatrick, Ala.

i
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3-Banded Queens, Package Bees, Golden Queens

We are booking orders for 1922 delivery. Do not care to accept

any more business for 1921 delivery after September 10. We wish to

thank our many friends for their kind and, indeed, generous patron-

age during the present year, and we hope to serve them even better

the coming season, 1922. Our bees and service will be better the

coming year than ever before. Let us know your wants and get our

lowest prices, delivered, safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed.

M. C. BERRY & CO.
HAYNEVILLE, ALA., U. S. A.

X'<K~KK~:~K~:~XKKK~:~:~:~x~:~KKK~:~:~:~:~M~>:~K-x~K~:«<~:~
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FOR SALE

ATWATKR HONEY—Supply your ciisloiners.

I-"( 'R SALE—400 colonies of bees in standard
S and 10-frame hives; also, 10.000 lbs. «>t

clover-basswood honey in GO-lb. tins.

C. E. Keistcr. Orange ville, III.

FOR SALE—Extra fine clover honey in new
00-lb. cans, two to the case, at $15; also in

30-lb. cans at $3.75 for one can.
Martin Carsmoe, Ruthven. Iowa.

FOR SALE—40 colonies of bees in standard
dovetailed hives, with wired frames. Bees

healthy. Write for particulars.
Duane Shaw, Palestine, 111.

FOR SALE—New white clover-basswood ex-
tracted honey, 60-Ib. cans; buckwheat in 00-

lb. cans and kegs. Write for prices.
E. L. Lane, Trumansburg, N. V.

FOR SALE—6(i hives of bees, no disease; 100
bodies, and 1,000 frames in flat; 140 Ideal

supers; 110 pounds foundation; 250 chickens;
cow, some furniture, etc., located 9 miles from
RichTnon<l. Va; for quick sale $1,000.

T. McLaine, Rt. 1, Rio Vista, Va

FOR SALE—1 ,000 colonies of bees located
around Brawley, Calif., in the Imperial Val-

ley, where crop failure is unknown. Portable
Extracting outfit, two autos and one 1 J^-ton
truck, storage tank, honey house and dwelling
house. Bees in two-story 10-frame hives; no
queen over one year old- This is a going con-
cern and a money maker. If you want an out-
fit of this size and mean business, come look
us over. Half cash, balance as you make it.

Reason for selling, going to South America
this fall. T., care American Bee Journal,

Hamilton, III.

FOR SALE—350 colonies of a fine strain Ital-

ian bees; all supplied well with honey. Write
for full particulars. Chas. Heim & Sons,

Three Rivers, Texas.

FOR SALE—Cedar or pine dovetailed hives;
also full line of supplies, including Dadant's

foundation. Write for catalog.

A. E. Burdick, Sunnyside, Wash.

FOR SALE—Comb honey, fancy, $6.50; No.
1, $6. Only in S case lots.

W. L. Ritter, Genoa, 111.

FOR—SALE—Hamburg chickens; rare old vio-

lin. Elias Fox, Union Center, Wis.

FOR SALE—"Superior" Foundation ("Weed
process). Quality and ser\'ice unexcelled.

Superior Honey .Co., Oeden. Utah.

WANTED
ATWATER HONEY—Supply your customers.

Wanted—First editions of the noted books on
bees. Mrs. M- T. Fox,

Foxden, Peekskill, N. Y.

W'ANTED—Honey, section, bulk comb and ex-

tracted. W. A. Hunter, Terre Haute. Ind.

WE BUY honey and beeswax. Give us your
best price, delivered in New York. On

comb honey, state quantity, quality, size and
weight of sections and number of sections to a

case. Extracted honey, quantity, quality, how-

packed, and send samples.
Charles Israel Bros. Co.,

486-490 Canal St., New York City.

WANTED—Beeswax, also old combs and cap-

pings to render on shares; will buy your
share and pay the highest market price.

F. J. Rettig. Wabash. Ind.

WANTED— [Jght extracted in fiO-lb. cans.

Send sample with price delivered in Chicago.
R. T. Dielmeyer,

8521 S. Sangamon St., Chicago. 111.

WANTED—Extracted honey. Send prices and
samples. Will exchange Haywood vulcaniz-

ing outfit for honey, worth $4.50. with tools

and eciuipment. *"hris Bahr. Cathay. X. Dak.

WANTED—Beeswax, old combs and cappings
for rendering on shares Also wax accepted

for trade. Top market prices offered.

A. I. Root Co., Council Bluffs. Iowa.
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MONEY
SAVED .,tnid/

IS MONEY MADE

THAT IS WHY YOU
WILL WANT TO SEND

US THIS COUPON AT
ONCE. WE HAVE
SOME MONEY SAV-

ING PRICES FOR YOU

The A. I. Root Co. of lowe^ Council Bluffs, Iowa

Gentlemen: Kindly name your special fall prices on
^ Eight frame hives, metal cover, complete

Eight frame bodies, with frames, complete
Shipping cases in lots of

Cans, jars and pails, also second haad 5 gal. cans
Honey tanks

Q] As I am anxious to make the most of my honey
production, please send me your service bulletin "Bee
Topics." I am interested in your September's issue

treating principally with market conditions, and your

suggestions as to increasing sales. I have_ -Colonies

I wish to state that

-frame hives. For your further information

Name

Address

THE A. I. ROOT CO. OF IOWA

COUNCIL BLUFFS, IOWA
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WANTED—A No. 1 light clover honey; quan-
tity depends on quality. Emil Strudel,

1461 Richard St-, Milwaukee. vVis.

WANTED—Bees in colonies, comb and ex-

tracted honey. Frank Coyle, Penfield, III.

WANTED—Your order for "Superior" Foun
dation. Prompt shipments at right prices.

Superior Honey Co., Ogden, Utah.

SITUATIONS

ATWATER HONEY—Supply your customers.

WANTED—A man who thoroughly under-
stands the care of bees; a good job for the

right party. References required. Address
R. T. Parker,

69 nppleton Ave., Pittsfield, Mass.

MISCELLANEOUS
ATWATER HONEY—Supply your customers.

GRANULATED HONEY SLIPS—SmalTl n

d

neat. They save complaints. Thousands are

being sold; 100, 20 cents; 500, 80 cents; 1,000,

$1.50. Dr. Bonney, Buck Grove, Iowa.

SAMPLE FREE—They say "It's as good now
as when Hutchinson ran it." Under new

ownership, our bee journal is growing fast,

better every issue, a "different" kind of a

journal. Let's get acquainted. $1.50 a year,

and worth it.

The Domestic Beekeeper, Lansing, ..iich.

LEAGUE EMBLEMS—We still have a num-
ber of U. S. Beekeepers' emblems, buttons

or pins, bronze or gold. Send 50 cents and
get one

American Bee Journal, Hamilton, 111.

QUEENS
I. F. MILLER'S strain Italian Queen
Bees, northern bred, for business;

from my best SUPERIOR BREED-
ers (11 frames brood on April 7), gen
tie, roll honey in, hardy, winter well,

not inclined to swarm, 3-baniied; 27
years breeding experience. _ Satisfac-

tion guaranteed in U. S. and Canada.
1 unt., $1.25; 6 for $7; 12 tor $13
1 sel., $1.50; 6 for $8; 12 for $1.5

1 test., $2.00; 6 for $11; 12 for $21

I. F. MILLER, Brookville, Pa.
Route No. 2.

GOLDEN OlEENS 1921
Golden and three-band queens, un-

tested $1 each, or 6 for $5; $80 per
100. Virgin queens 50c each, or $40
per 100. All orders will be filled

promptly, or parties notified just

when to look for them. Reasonable
satisfaction to everybody.

R. 0. COX, Rt. No. 4, Luverne, Ala.

HONEY i!

_ INEST Mich-
igan Raspberry
Basswood and

Clover comb and extracted honey. Un-
excelled for quality.

Oate 6 cases 24 sec. Fancy comb $39.00

Oate 6 cases 24 sec. A No. 1 co'b 36.00

Crate 6 cases 24 sec. No. 2 comb 33.00

Crate 6 cases 24 sec. extra fancy 42.00

Two cans 120 lbs., extracted 18.00

Send Today fOr Free Sample

W. A. LATSHAW COMPANY, Clarion, Michigan

SHE-SUITS-ME queen-beei, price*

for 1921: Untested Italians, $2 each;

$1.75 each for 10 or more, prior to

June 15. After June 15, 1 to 9 queen*

$1.50 each, 10 to 24 $1 40 each, 25 and

up $1.25 each.

ALLEN LATHAM,

Quality Bee Supplies
FROM A

Reliable House
Without fear or favor, I place my BEE SUPPLIES and SERVICE

before you.

It is the small annoyances that often grow into disastrous results.

Avoid the so-called "little losses" by using MONDENG'S GOODS.

Quality is first—save time when you put your goods together, by
getting supplies that are accurately made. Service is next—no delays
when bee supplies are ordered from my factory.

I am ready to meet your urgent needs.

Send for my new price list.

Closing out all Langstroth and Wisconsin hives and supers. Also
Langstroth triangular top-bar frames and eight-frame D. T. supers
for 4x5 sections. Will sell at cost price. Write for quotations.

CHAS. MONDENG
146 Newton Ave. N. and 159 Cedar Lake Rd. Minneapolis, Minn.

Norwichtown, Cotin.

Nuclei For Sale— 1922 Prices
Book early to get the best shipping dates. Experience has taught

us that the three-frame nuclei is the right size to build up for the
clover flows of the North, providing you get them by May 15. I

make a specialty of the three-frame size, having shipped over 1,200
with only a loss of 6 last season.

Note what one of the largest beekeepers in the North says : "I have
no hesitation in recommending you as to ability to put up bees for
shipment, or as to your business integi'ity. Of the 225 nuclei sent to

date, every one came through alive and in fine condition." (Name on
request.) Although we sold our nuclei at really pre-war prices last

season, I am still making a further reduction.

Price List of Our Goods
3-frame nuclei hybrid bees, guaranteed pure Italian queen, $5.00 each
3-frame nuclei Italian bees, with Italian queen 6.00 each
3-frame nuclei black bees and black queen 4.00 each
Cypress hives, complete, crate of 5 $13.00
Medium brood foundation, per lb. .68

I am always buying and establishing new yards, is the reason
I can sell the black bees with success. Perfect satisfaction guaran-

teed. Terms one-third down to guarantee acceptance.

A. R. IRISH, Ludowici, Ga.

SEVEN QUEENS
For $6.00

Pure mated, gentle 3-band Italian

queens, untested $1 each, 7 for $6.

Select untested $1.25 each; tested,

$1.75.
Requeen Now

Orders Filled Promptly.

D. W. HOWELL, Shellman, Ga.

WESTERN BEEKEEPERS!
We handle the linest line of bee

supplies. Send for our 68-page cata-

log. Our prices will interest you.

The Colorado Honey Producers* As-
sociation, 1424 Market St.,

Denver, Colo.

MOTT'S NORTHERN BRED
ITALIAN QUEENS

Have a World-wide reputation.
Sel. Unt, 1, $1.25; 6, $7.50; 12, $15.
Sel. guaranteed pure mated or re-

place, 1, $1.75; 6, $10; 12, $18.
Sel. tested, $2.50 each.

Filling orders by return mail at this

present writing by the aid of my
Southern branch. Plans, "How to In-

troduce Queens" and "Increase," 25c.

E. E. MOTT, Glenwood, Mich.

A NEW BEE BOOK
"Dadant's System of Beekeeping"

Send for a copy today.

Price $1.00.
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HONEY
The World's Best Sweet for Children

NOW IS THE TIME TO SELL YOUR

HONEY
We are the largest distributors of Bulk Honey imported and

domestic in the United States

WE CAN SELL YOUR HONEY

Write us today, state the quantity and quaHty, how packed,

shipping point and carload and L. C. L. freight to

New York and mail liberal size sample. In-

clude in your first letter your idea

of price

PATON & COWELL
217 Broadway, New York
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MR. BEEKEEPER—
We have a large plant especially equipped to manufacture the sup-

plies that you use. We guarantee all materials and workmanship.

We ship anywhere. We allow early order discounts and make

prompt shipments. Write for free illustrated catalog today

LEAHY MFG. CO., 90 Sixth Street, Higginsville, Missouri
J. W. ROUSE, Mexico, Missouri A. M. HUNT, Goldthwaite, Texas

TENNESSEE-BRED QUEENS
Forty-nine Years' Experience in Queen-Rearing

Breed Three-Band Italians Only
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HONEY WANTED HONEY I
i

'(. We are in the market for both comb and extracted. Send sample of ex-

% tracted, state how put up with lowest price delivered Cincinnati. Comb
•|' honey, state grade and how packed with lowest price delivered Cincin-

[jl nati. We are always in the market for white honey if price is right.

C. H. W. WEBER & CO., 2 163-65-67 Central Ave., Cincinnati, O.
?X
i
'f.

^

QUEENS PACKAGE BEES
FULL COLONIES AND NUCLEI

QUEENS

Our bees are hustlers for honey, prolific, gentle, very resistant to European foulbrood, our customers tell us. For years we have
been shipping thousands of queens and pounds of bees all over the United States and Canada. We are continually getting letters

with statements such as the following: "Well pleaded with your stock; best we ever had. The bees we got from you are the tops
(best) out of our 225 colonies; bees arrived in fine shape, well pleased," etc. Write for free circular giving details, etc.

We are quoting a lower price for balance of the year, but will still hold up the high standard of Quality First. I have a good
proposition for two or three i^orthern men wanting to come South this fall. Write for particulars.

Queens after July 1st, balance of the year:

Untested $1.35 each, 25 or more $1.00 each 1 pound pkg. bees, $2.26 each; 25 or more, $2.13 each
Select Untested $1.50 each, 25 or more $1.25 eacl 2 pound package bees $3.75 each; 25 or more, $3.56 each
Tested $2.25 each, 26 or more $1.75 each 3 pound pkg. bees $6.25 each; 25 or more, $4.98 each
Select Tested $2.75 each, 25 or more $2.00 each Add price of queen wanted when ordering bees. Safe arrival
Breeders $5.00 to $15.00 guaranteed within 6 days of here.

NUECES COUNTY APIARIES, e. b. ault, Proprietor CALALLEN, TEXAS

HONEY CANS
Several carloads just received at our Ogden, Utah and Idaho Falls, Idaho warehouses

We also manufacture shipping cases and dovetailed beehives. Special prices

on request. "Everything in bee supplies." Prompt shipments

SUPERIOR HONEY CO., Ogden, Utali
(Manufacturers of Weed Process Foundation)

Three-Banded Leather-Colored ItalianQueens
V

I
Y Bred from Selected Root Home-bred Breeder*
A T
A Our breeding queens are backed by over 50 years' experience in breeding good queens. A
t Untested 75c each Tested $2.00 each ^-

X Select untested $1.00 each Breeders $5.00 to $15.00 each %
•'• Pound packages, shipped on comb foundation. Nuclei •!•

J* 1-lb. package, no queen $2.00 1-frame, no queen $2.00 't'

A 2-lb. package, no queen $3.75 2-frame, no queen $3.75 %
Y 3-lb. package, no queen $5.25 3-frame, no queen $5.25 •!•

Y 'f
Y Special prices on large orders and contracts. V
•j" Root quality bee supplies. We are the bargain house for Southern beekeepers. It will pay you to get i
J our Catalog and Prices. Y
?
5! THE SOUTHLAND APIARIES, Hattiesburg, Miss. i
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QUEENS
I hope you will send in your order for some of our High Grade Italian Queens

and become one of the large number of our satisfied customers. We are now enjoy-

ing a light honey flow from blue vine, making the conditions ideal for producing the

very best queens. In addition to this, we give the larvse the right start in the swarm
box and finish the cells in powerful colonies, so populous as to crowd a two-story

Jumbo hive. Cells are given to strong nuclei, and the young virgin receives the best

care at all times. No queens are hatched in nursery cages. I give the fullest guaran-

tee with every queen sent out, and will gladly replace any that proves other 'than first-

class. If the present favorable weather continues, I will be able to make prompt
shipments..

OUR GUARANTEE: I guarantee pure mating, safe arrival, and that all queens

shall be first class, leaving it to the customer to be the judge.

Half Way Tree P. O., Jamaica, B. W. I.

"Dear Mr. Smith: Received the queen you sent all O. K. She is just splendid

and vigorous. I have nearly finished requeening my apiai-y with the stock I bought
from you last year. Their progeny are true to type and color, laying so profusely

that I shall have to give them another super besides the brood chamber in which to

lay. I must say again how satisfied I am. Very faithfully. Otto Holt."

Prize List for the Remainder of the Season:

One to four, inclusive ^ $2.00 each

Five to nine, inclusive 1.95 each

Ten or more 1-90 each

Our very best breeders 12.00 each

JAY SMITH, Vincennes, Ind.
RT. 3
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SLUM GUM AND OLD COMBS
Worked into beeswax at 5c per pound, minimum charge $1.00. Pay taken from wax

Market price paid for the wax, worked into foundation or trade for supplies.

Working beeswax into foundation is a specialty with us.

Ship to Falconer, N. Y. Mark each package with your name and

address both inside and outside.

Write for red catalog of beekeepers supplies and REDUCED price

list.

W. T. FALCONER MFG. COMPANY, Falconer, N. Y., U. S. A.

"Where the good Beehives come from"

GOLDEN ITALIAN QUEENS
Nov. I to June 1 June 1 to Nov. 1

1 6 12 1 h 12

n.,,„-d - 12.00 $9.00 $16.80 $150 $8 00 $14.50

Select IJnVeiied 2.25 10.50 18.00 2,00 9.50 16.00

Tested *00 22.50 40.00 .^50 10.50 .16.00

Select Tested;;!- - 4.50 25.00 45.00 4.00 22.50 40.00

BREEDERS $12.50 TO $25.00

10 per cent additional for Exported Queens. Queens for Export will be carefully

packed in long distance cages, but safe delivery is not guaranteed.

NO NUCLEI, FULL COLONIES OR POUND PACKAGES.

BEN G. DAVIS, Spring Hill, Tenn.

BARNES' FOOTPOWER MACHINERY
Read what J. E. Parent,

of Chariton, N. Y says:

"We cut with one of

your Combined
Machines last winter 50
chaff hives with 7-in.

cap, 100 honey-racke,
500 frames and a great

deal of other work."

W. F. & JOHN BARNES
995 Ruby St., ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS
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Crop and Market Report
Compiled by M. G. Dadaal

Conditions have not changed materially since our last

report was issued in August, except that the last few days

of July were continued dry, resulting in a minimum of

honey storage by the bees.

Reports would seem to indicate that New England will

have a fair crop, though hardly up to last year. New
York and Pennsylvania reports are spotted, some being

good and many very poor. On the whole, these States

will do well to average 75 per cent of last year. The crop

in the Virginias and Carolinas has been very poor, while

Georgia and Florida have had a fair crop. Alabama and

Mississippi have a much better crop than last year, due to

the fact that sweet clover produced well. Tennessee and

Kentucky reports vary, as do those from Arkansas and

Oklahoma. Louisiana has had a very heavy flow, though

late.

Ohio seems to be having a bumper crop, and Indiana

will be at least up to normal. Michigan will probably pro-

duce as much as last year, with Wisconsin 50 per cent and

Minnesota 25 per cent. Even in South Dakota and West-

ern Iowa, the crop was cut much by drought, while Kans-

sas and Nebraska reports are very good.

The Illinois crop is nil and Missouri only fair, except

in the western part. Texas started off badly, but is mak-

ing up now and will possibly have as much as in 1920. The

inter-mountain territory reports are not flattering.

Neither this section nor Utah and Nevada will have the

crop hai-vested in 1920.

New Mexico and Arizona are having good flows, prob-

ably normal. Washington will be below average, with

Oregon probably normal. Northern California, which

promised well, is short, but not as short as Southern Cali-

fornia. On the whole, prospects are that unless the bal-

ance of the season does exceedingly well it is doubtful if

there will be over 60 to 70 per cent as much honey pro-

duced as in 1920.

CROP PROSPECTS

Fortunately, late rains have added interest to the bal-

ance of the season, though in most instances the rains

came so late that they will affect the white crop but lit-

tle. The whole of the Central West has had bountiful

rains and fall flow regions seem hopeful. In our own lo-

cality, hardly a pound of white spring honey was har-

vested outside of the bees' needs, but fall pasturage looks

good and the bees are already showing a good surplus. It

is doubtful, however, the country over, whether the fall

flows will exceed 1920. On the whole, we do not see how
they can affect the general average very much.

JULY CROP REPORTER

The July Crop Reporter of the Department of Agricul-

ture shows an average of 22 pounds per colony up to

July 1, compared to 25 pounds last year, or 90 per cent.

This is hardly a comparison that will do to use at this late

date, however, since the July drought certainly cut the

average down greatly. The next report issued should

show a greater divergence between the two years.

On July 1 the condition of honey plants was 85 per cent

of normal and condition of colonies 78 per cent of

normal.

THE LEWIS REPORT

The G. B. Lewis Company have issued an independent
report under date of August 1, based on reports received

July 21. These show the crop up to July 21 as being 40
per cent of last year, with 39 per cent of the crop still in

prospect. These figures will check up very well with our
own. They give condition of bees at 88 per cent of nor-

mal.

ONTARIO CROP REPORT

The Ontario light honey report is out. Replies were
received from 442 members owning 21,000 colonies of

bees with a total crop of one and one-half million pounds,
or a per colony average of about 75 pounds, somewhat
better than last year.

Their committee recommends a wholesale price on
white extracted of 15 to 18 cents; retail 20 to 25 cents.

Recommended prices for comb are: No. 1, $5 to $7 per

case; No. 2, $3.50 to $5 per case.

HONEY SALES AND PRICES

The last week or two have seen an impetus to the de-

mand for honey, with the result that there has been a stif-

fening in price of the white grades in a jobbing way.
Orange prices are higher and white clover and alfalfa

show signs of activity. Producers seem a little less in-

clined to sacrifice in order to induce sales. Amber honeys,

however, still show the effects of the competition of for-

eign honeys, with the result that amber alfalfa is quoted
on the Pacific Coast as low as 5 % cents.

The attitude of producers is encouraging. Evidently

the intimation that the tariff revision would soon see in

effect a duty on honey and the fact that the fruit is

scarce this year, has helped encourage the producing
class.

The writer has just finished reading the last issue of

"The Packer," probably the most authoritative weekly
paper on fruit conditions. The striking feature was the

report of short fruit crops from almost all sections ex-

cept the inter-mountain territory and Oregon and Wash-
ington, which may have normal crops. Certainly the fruit

crop is going to be vei-y short, and if the beekeepers take

advantage of their opportunity by advertising honey, the

crop of 1921 should move readily and at good prices. At
least we see no reason for rushing honey to market un-

less prices are satisfactory.

Comb honey is in good demand and should command a

remunerative price.
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italiaiv^qVti:ens
X Reared and sold to August first this season. Our efforts shall always be to furnish X
X as many customers as possible the best Italian Queens at the least possible price. '/,

I Untested, 1 to 12 Sl.OOeach ^
'i Untested, 12 or more _- .75 each

'

S
% Tested, 1 to 12 2.00 each

Tested, 12 or more 1.50 each {
% Breeders $5.00 to 25.00 each X
'^ Return dead and unsatisfactory queens. Can save you money on Cypress Bee Supplies. X

I The Stover Apiaries, mayhew, Mississippi I

HONEY
All sweets have experienced sensational declines

The world's supply of sugar is estimated at 1,250,000 tons in excess of requirements.
If you have honey, sell it early. If you cannot sell it, WE CAN.

Write us and send samples.
MONEY for HONEY

PATON & COWELL
No. 217 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

CALIFORNIA ITALIAN QUEENS
The old reliable three-band stock that delivers the goods. This stock is descendant from the A. I.

Root Co.'s best breeders. Then the J. P. Moore long tongue, red clover strain was added. Next some

of Doolittle's famous stock was secured, one breeder in particular, one which was selected by Mr. Doo-

little himself and caged with nis own hands a short time before his death, proved extra remarkable.

This season the Jay Smith strain has been secured, and these are proving equal, if not superior, to

anything I have ever seen. In order to keep running to maximum capacity till fall, I am offering

SPECIAL PRICES FOR JUNE, JULY, AUGUST AND SEPTEMBER

Delivery June 15 to October 1, for orders booked in advance:

Select Untested 1, $1.25; 6, $7.00; 12, $13.00; 25 to 50, $1 each; 100, 90c each

Tested 1, $1.75; 6, $10.00; 12, $18.00

Superior breeder, 1 year old, $5.00

Every queen actually laying before being caged, and fully guaranteed. I also guarantee safe ar-

rival in United States and Canada. Circular free.

155 SCHIELE ST. J- E. WING SAN JOSE, CAL.
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QUEENS
Select Three-Banded Italians of the highest quality (one grades
Eight hundred honey-gathering colonies from which to select the very best breeders.

No one has better bees than I. Can make prompt delivery by return mail. I have not

yet disappointed a customer.

PRICES

For 1 untested $1.00; for 6, $5 50; for 12 or more, $10.00 per dozen

Tested queens $2.00 each

A new customer from Missouri, where you have to show them, writes: "The dozen
queens arrived promptly. They arc the most beautiful I ever saw." (Name on request.)

Another one, from the same state, writes; "Your 100 2-lb. packages averaged over
90 pounds surplus honey per colony; 10 pounds more per colony than the other 2-lb.

packages purchased elsewhere." H. H. THALE, Durham, Mo.

Now listen to this, from Ontario, Canada: "Bees and queens purchased of you last

season all wintered without ,* single loss. Save me 50 untested queens for May de-

livery." (Name on request.)

My customers say my queens stand the northern winters. They are bred up for this

purpose, combined with the highest honey-gathering qualities and prolificness.

Pure mating, safe arrival, and satisfaction guaranteed. It is left with customer
to say what is satisfaction.

JASPER KNIGHT, Hayneville, Alabama

X
A

I
y
Y
Y
y
•f
y
y
y
y
y
X

OUR BACKDOOR NEIGHBORS
BY FRANK C. PELLETT

A book of fascinating stories of animal life. Will delight the children
and please the grown folks. Illustrated with many photographs
from life.

PRICE $1.50 POST PAID

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL
HAMILTON, ILL.

DpCUrPPCDQ WE MANUFACTURE DOVETAILED HIVES. HOFFMANDCtrXttl'tn^ FRAMES. SECTIONS AND SHIPPING CASES

Our hives are made of best grade White Pine, cut accurate and smooth to standard meas-

ure. Sections are made of Basswood polished on both sides. There are no better made.

We carry a complete line of everything used in the apiary. Our shipping facilities are as

good as can be found anywhere. We want your business. We guarantee prompt and

satisfactory service. Pric:: list free.

MARSHFIELD MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Marshfield, Wis.

QUEENS, THREE-BAND ITALIANS
BRED FOR BUSINESS

Only one grade—select. Satisfaction guaranteed

1

Untested $1.00
Tetted.... 1.75

A two-pound package of bees and untested queen $4.75. 25 or more packages
$4.50 each

CANEY VALLEY APIARIES, J. D. Yancey, Mgr.
BAY CITY, TEXAS

12
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Ibecause it lasts
X ^ That is One Argument in Favor of

;|; _^SK^^^ Cypress as a Beekeeper's Lumber

X ^g^'Vt^itffpriS) There are many qualities that make the value in lumber, depend-

'• ^^^SstP^^C/SS! '"Si o^ course, on the uses to which they are put. But of all vir-

X ^tlsPKitHfl tues that of endurance comes first. The wood that resists rot in-

•j» ^*Uiaff fluences longest, especially when the wood is used in a service by

X which it is exposed to wet and dry conditions and earth contact—that wood is accredited with being able

X to give the user the greatest investment value.

X No use tries the lasting qualities of lumber greater than that of Bee Hive construction. It is the very deuce

X to get lumber that will not too readily rot—unless one gets Cypress lumber. Then there is a good show for

X endurance that means real money saved on Repairs You Don't Have to Make. Try it, Mr. Beekeeper.

I
STUDY THE WOOD QUESTION

•|» There's one way to get at this matter of endurance—through books of authority. Such are the 43 volumes

•|« of the internationally famous Cypress Pocket Library. These books are not "advertising"—they are authori-

•!• tative references on file in the libraries of scores of technical schools and National institutes. Ask for Vol.

•j* 1 to start with ; it contains the complete U. S. Govt. Rept. on Cypress, "The Wood Eternal," and a full list

y of the other volumes; then branch out until you cover the subject.
X

SOUTHERN CYPRESS MFRS.' ASSOCIATION
X 1251 Graham Building, Jacksonville, Fla., and 1251 Poydras Building, New Orleans, La.

y For quick service address nearest office
%

DO YOU USE ALUMINUM HONEYCOMBS?
IF NOT, WHY NOT?

X Each comb is in itself a veJuable asset to any apiary. It is the only comb which **•

:jf

enables BEEKEEPERS TO OBTAIN ALL THE HONEY without waiting for i
X the bees to draw out foundation. THEREBY SAVING TIME AND MONEY. x

X
<~x~:~xk":~w~:~k~:~x~:k~m~x~:~x~:~x~x->:~x~:~>:~:~:-:":~:~:~:~^^^

|I We can prove that no practiced BEEKEEPER can afford to be without the

:i^
ALUMINUM HONEYCOMB

•|- In a recent issue of a National Bee Publication the following question and its answer appeared: X
X /-^ TTTl I 1 r /- 11 1 » r^ >*

X Q- What is the total cost of a fully drawn out wax comb? •'<

•»• A. The mininum cost of drawing out a wax comb is 50 cents. X

PRACTICAL BEEKEEPERS are buying ALUMINUM HONEYCOMBS because they

Cannot be destroyed by moths or rodents Prevent loss by melting X

;![•
Make extracting of honey easy Increase production 'X

;{• Control production of drones Last forever with reasonable care X

y Can be sterilized Cost no more than wax combs X

THE DIAMOND MATCH CO., Apiary Dept., CHICO, CAL.

Sole distributors for DUFFY-DIEHL, Inc., Pasadena, Cal.



Quality in Your Bee Supplies

Is Money in Your Pocket
If you own twenty or two hundred hives, quali-

ty bee supplies will save you a very considerable

amount of time thru easy handling, freedom

from accidents, and freedom from breakage.

As a commercial beekeeper, we will suppose you

handle two hundred colonies. For the best re-

sults you would like to examine each of your

hundred colonies every ten days during the

honey flow. For success in honey production is

the result of intensive and efficient management.

Root's Quality equip-

ment in the apiary

handling will save you

at least one minute

per hive as compared
with the time neces-

sary to handle cheaper

equipment. Figuring

one minute for each of

two hundred colonies,

the time saved totals

three hours and twen-

ty minutes each ten

day period.

This three hours and

twenty minutes will

provide additional

time to take care of at

least five additional

hives.

The income from these

five additional hives

will most certainly pay

a very good return on
the investment you
may have in quality

equipment.

To insure Root Quali-

ty our inspection force

has been increased.

Save time and labor.

Complete your equip-

ment now, and insist

on your dealer fur-

nishing Root goods.

Prices are right.

Send for

Root's HONEY LABEL CATALOG
Special CONTAINER PRICE LIST

THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY
MEDINA, OHIO, U. S. A,

Tliere is a Root Dealer near you
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We are buying Comb and Extracted honey. Send us a sample and tell us what you %

have to offer. Name your most interesting price delivered to Cincin- X

nati. Remittance goes forward the day shipment is received ^

i

Old comb—Don't forget we render wax from your old combs and cappings.

Write us for shipping tags

We offer you friction top cans

2>^ lb. cans $ 4.25 per 100 $ 50 per 10

5 lb. cans 8.00 per 100 1 00 per 10

10 lb. cans 12.00 per 100 1.40 per 10

1 lb. Round Screw Top Jars, 2 dozen in shipping case, 10 case lols

$1.60 per case

Prices cash with order, f. o. b. Cincinnati

THE FRED W. MUTH CO., Cincinnati, Ohio
PEARL AND WALNUT STREETS
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THE DIAMOND

MATCH GO.
(APIARY DEPT.)

MANUFACTURERS OF

Beekeepers' Supplies

CHICO, CAL, U. S. A.

Dadant's incomparable Foundation

is always kept in stock. Western

Beekeepers can be supplied advantage-

juslv.

D EEKEEPERS, wherever they may be located, before de-

ciding where to obtain supplies, should write to the

Diamond Match Co. for prices and for their Beekeepers'

Supply Catalog.

This Company are the largest manuf.icturers in the world

who make Bee Supplies. They own their own timber lands,

mills and factories, and supply goods direct from the tree to

the beekeeper.

Full advantage of this low cost of production is given to the

purchaser.

The Apiary Department (which is in charge of experienced

supply men, who are also practical beekeepers) maintains a

constant e.xcellence of product and offers unsurpassed ser-

vice.

ALUMINUM HONEYCOMBS
The Diamond Match Co. and their agents are the sole dis-

tributors in the United States of the Aluminum Honeycombs,

manufactured by the Duffy-Diehl Co., Inc., of Pasadena,

Calif. Write for descriptive pamphlets. Eastern beekeep-

ers should send their orders for the Diainond Match Co.'s

supplies to Hoffman & Hauck, 1331 Ocean Avenue, Woodhaven, N. Y.

DIAMOND MATCH CO., Apiary Department
CHICO, CALIFORNIA

.x~x~KK~x-:-:~:~:~x~KKKK«<~:~x~:~:~:-x-XKKKKKK~X"X~x~:-x~X"X~:~^^^
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Lewis 4-Way Bee Escapes

Four exists from supers Fits all standard boards
Springs of coppered steel. Made of substan-

tial material. Price each 20c, postpaid

Made by

G. B. LEWIS COMPANY,
Watertown, Wis., U. S. A.

Sold only by Lewis "Beeware"
Distributors.

yewBingham

Bee SMOKER
PATCNTCD

BUY BINGHAM
BEE SMOKERS

At a recent meeting or convention of

New York State beekeepers, there was
a Bee Smoker contest f interest. Those
in the contest were allowed one minute
to light his smoker, then let it set for
30 minutes. At the end of this period.
the smoker that started the best in 30
seconds, won a Queen Bee. They all

say this is some Smoker, the kind you
should Duy. The Woodman Bingham
Big Smoke, with shield, won the contest.
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A SUPERIOR QUALITY

AT LESS COST SUPPLIES A SUPERIOR QUALITY
AT LESS COST

Hives, Supers, etc., listed below are in the flat, and are complete with Hoffman
Frames, nails, metal rabbets and all inside fixtures

Made by the Diamond Match Co.

ONE-STORY DOVETAILED HIVE FULL-DEPTH SUPERS
Five 8-frame $13.50 Five 8-frame $6.70

Five lO-frame 14.30 Five 10-frame 7.60

SHALLOW EXTRACTING SUPERS NO. 1 STYLE COMB HONEY SUPERS
Five 8-frame $5.00 Five 8-frame $4.80

Five 10-frame - 5.50 Five 10-frame 5.25

STANDARD HOFFMAN FRAMES
100 $7.20
500 33.00

OUR INCOMPARABLE QUALITY FOUNDATION

Medium Brood Thin Super Light Brood

5 lbs. 74c per lb. 5 lbs. 80c per lb. 5-lb. lots 76c per lb.

25 lbs. 73c per lb. 25 lbs. 79c per lb. 25-lb. lots 75c per lb.

50 lbs. 72c per lb. 50 lbs. 78c per lb. 50-lb. lots 74c per lb.

Aluminum Honey Combs as now made by Duffy-DiehlCo. are meet-

ing with success. We carry these in stock to supply eastern beekeepers.

HONEY HONEY HONEY
^ Beekeepers who are supplying Honey to a regular family trade, or who are located

along the highways, and are supplying motorists, know that their customers want a

honey of a uniform color and flavor.

^ And unless the Honey is at all times uniform in color and flavor, customers some-

times become dissatisfied.

^ Our special blend of fancy Honeys (liquid) is always uniform and is of a fine mild

flavor, and will satisfy the most exacting trade.

SPECIAL BLEND OF FANCY HONEY (LIQUID) VARIOUS GRADES (CRYSTALLIZED)

60 lb. Tins, 2 per case I4c lb. Water While Oranfie 14c

10 lb. Tins, 6 per case.. -16c lb. Water White Sweet Clover 12c

5 lb. Tins. 12 per case_. 17c lb. Extra Lifiht Amber Sage lie

2% lb. Tins. 24 per case ISc lb. N. Y. State Buckwheat 10c

PURE VERMONT MAPLE SAP SYRUP, Case of 12 5 lb. Tins $14.00

GLASS AND TIN HONEY CONTAINERS
S^-lb. cans, 3 dozfn reshipping cases, $1.45 case; 10-lb. pail., (with handles), '/i doz. rcshipjiing cases, $1,10

crates of 100. $6.50 case; crates of 100, $12.75

6-lb. pails (with handles), 1 doz. reshipping cases $1.35 case;
crates n( ino, $8.30 SOlb. tins, 2 per case—new, $1.30 case; used 30c

WHITE FLINT GLASS, WITH GOLD LACQD. WAX LINED CAPS

8 02, honey catacity, cylinder style, $1.60 per carton of 3 doz. Quart 3 lb. honey capacity. Mason .style,

16oz. honey capacity, table jar service, $100 per carton of 1 doz.

$1.40 per carton of 2 doz.

HOFFMAN & HAUCK, Inc. Woodhaven, N. Y.
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AND NOW PREPARE
FOR WINTER

^ If you will be forehanded begin now to get your

bees in shape for winter. Young queens, plenty of

young bees, ample stores and efficient protection from

winter winds are acknowledged requisites.

^ Stores can be added by sugar later if necessary,

ample protection will be your fall efforts. But young

bees and plenty of them can only be secured by

prolific laying of a vigorous queen in combs of worker

cells.

^ If you have been forehanded, you will have used

Dadant's Foundation in starting your combs, thus

insuring mciximum results in this line.

^ Remember, Drone comb can profitably be replaced

almost any time during a honey flow by Dadant's

Foundation, thus bringing your colonies to maximum
producing ability.

DADANT'S FOUNDATION every inch, every pound, every ton equalUMUMi^ I o r vrwn t»«i 1 vr* to any sample we have ever sent out

Specify it to your dealer. If he hasn 't it, write us

DADANT & SONS, Hamilton, Illinois
Catalog and Prices on Bee Supplies, Beeswax, Wax Working into Comb

Foundation and Comb Rendering for the asking
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WE HAVE 126 COMPETITORS

IN U. S. A.

In May, 1 92 1 , 1 26 firms advertised Beekeepers' Supplies.

They made and priced their products to get the business.

Distributing nationally, we competed with all of them.

Consider that of the 800,000 beekeepers in America

Over 80,000 were on the "Beeware" list in 1921.

LOOK FOR THIS
MARK

KC MIVCS AND APIAPIAH tQUIPHCNT

BEWARE
WHERE YOU BUY YOUR

BEEWARE
MAKEIS THE FINEST. I

G. B. LEWIS COMPANY
HOME OFFICE AND WORKS

WATERTOWN, WIS., U. S. A.

Branches and distributors throughout

the V. S. A.
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plant. It is thought that the rm'pose
of these glands is to attract insects to

the flowers so that cross fertilization

may be effected. Both kinds of nec-

taries occur in the cotton plant. Ek-
tra-floral nectaries are found on the

mid ribs of the leaves. Theso glands

are diamond-shaped pits located about
one-sixth of the distance between the

stem and the top of the leaf. Other
nectaries, while very closely con-

nected with the flowers, are net true

flower nectaries. The flower is en-

closed in the ring or involucre of

Fig. 1.—Flower of cotton, showing nectary on

side of calyx.

three bracts and rarely a second ring

of bracts. At the base of each bract

is a large oval gland having an area

of about two square millimeters (fi.g.

No. 1). These glands are veiy con-

spicuous and often highly colored.

This group is popularly known as the

"eyes." Within the involucre, a true

tubular calyx encloses the flower. At
the base of this tube and at *hc open-

ings between the involucral bracts are

located three other nectaries fig. No.

2 ) . These are slightly smaller than
the first ring. A row of ne-taries is

located on the inside of the calyx at

the base of the petals. The petals are

so arranged that they overlap. These
nectaries are indicated by tufts of fine

plant hair, located near the base of

the petals. On account of the overlap

of the petals, the surplus nectar

from the calyx glands very often is

found within these clusters ot haii's.

This has given rise to the opinion that

the edges of the petals also have nec-

tar-bearing glands. In observing the

bees working upon the cotton blos-

soms for nectar, it appears that they

more often insert their tongues be-

tween the calyx and the petals to

reach this nectar than forc^' their

tongues between the petals. Thus it

appears that all of the nectar-liearing

glands of cotton are, in a way, extra-

floral nectaries. In no instance were
glands found at the base of the sta-

men column, which in most plants is

the location of the true flower nec-

taries. In several varieties of cotton,

however, purple areas exist at the

base of the petals. These areas are

similar in shape and location to

smaller areas called pathfinders, which
exist in other flowers and which indi-

cate the location of the nectary. From
the observation given It appears as

if the nectaries were arranged to at-

tract the insects from and not into the
flower.

Dr. Wm. Trelease, in "Nectar and
Some of Its Uses," in Comstock's re-

ports on insects, sug.uests that this

species of cotton has lost its true
floral nectaries since its domestication
and that, in its wild state, the many
extra-floral nectaries were of advan-
tage in attracting insoits to the plant,

and thus help in pollination. It is

learned that plants possessiig nec-

taries, when grown in soil having a
normal water content and a high per
cent of available plant food, will, dur-
ing periods when the surrounding air

has a high water content, secrete

more nectar than under any other
condition. As these limitations are
descriptive of the area in Texas
where cotton is a heavy nectar pro-

ducer, the above statement is ac-

cepted, not as stating the cause of,

but as giving the conditions governing
heavy secretion.

One of the things greatly desired

by the student of floral ecology is

some means by which necta'- secre-

tion can be detected easily and meas-
ured accurately. In the cotton plant

the glands are so large they can be

easily measured.
Area of three glands on in-

volucre 6 sq. mm.
Area of three glands on ca-

lyx 4.5 sq. mm.
Area of three glands on

petals 5 sq. mm.

Total 15.5 sq. mm.
A normal plant will aver-

age 5 blooms per day,

6x15.5 77.5 sq. mm.
Total area of gland on leaf 5 sq. mm.
A normal plant will average

100 leaves per day, 100
X.5 127.5 sq. mm.
During the blooming period, from

June 14 to October 15, (125 days) a

surface of (125x127.5) 15,937.5 sq.

mm. is exposed. As some plants do

not produce flowers or leaves on
which all the glands are present and
as rainy days prohibit working, this

area has been reduced to 100 sq. cen-

timeters. The secreting ai'ea of 100
square centimeters is about 15 square
inches, or a square about 4 inches on
a side. These glands have a total

depth of 3 millimeters. The surface

is not smooth, but is covered with
fine hair, so that it would require n

conr.iderable depth of accumulated
nectar before the liquid surface, such
.IS is often seen in nectaries would be

produced. It requires 5 grams of

nectar to produce a continuous layer

from a surface 10 centimeters square.

Thus a single cotton plant would have
on its surface, if the total secreting

surface were exposed at one time. 5

grams of nectar. Whether or not the

secretion is increased by part oi" it be-

ing removed by the bees is not known.
The weight of the raw nec'ar evap-
orated into honey of 12 lbs. standard
would be 2.5 grams. Thus the bees
will have to carry 2Vz gallons of nec-

tar to the hive to obtain one gallon

of honey. Analysis shows that fresh

nectar contains from 17.66 per cent
of solid matter, up to 82 per cent,

which is the appro.ximate per cent of

the solid matter in old honey. This is

another and very important explana-
tion as to why some plants are much
better honey producers than others.

Bees working nectar containing 17.66

per cent would have to collect five

times as much material as when col-

lecting 82 per cent nectar, not to

mention the time employed in reduc-
ing it to the consistency of ripe

honey. A peculiar point that arises

here is the relationship between nec-

tar with a high water content, cane
sugar and fermentation. From analy-

sis at hand, all honeys from watery
nectar are high in per cent in cane
sugar, and even though they have
the same specific gravity as other

honeys, are apt to ferment. Cotton
nectar does not have a high water
content and is of medium thickness.

Thus bees will have to gather abo.it

twice as much nectar as the resulting

amount of honey.

From the data presented above, the

honey from a single average plant

should be about one-half the weight
of the nectar, or 2 V2 grains. This
weight multiplied by 2,500, tlie aver-

age number of plants per acre, gives

6.25 kilos, or 13.7 pounds per acre.

While this is wild speculation, it is

based on sufficient facts to show why
the cotton plant is one of the fore-

most honey producers. It is further

believed, from observations, that the

secretion of nectar far exceeds that.

The amount of nectar in a certain

nectary did not seem to be reduced to

any great extent by the working of

bees upon it and it seems highly prob-

able that, up to a certain limit, the

more the bees work the cotton plant

the greater the secretion. Observa-
tion made by beekeepers liv'ng in the

cotton section would lead to the be-

lief that the average production of

Fig. 2.— Nectaries under cotton square. From
these the honey is collected.

honey to an acre of cotton '. about
28 pounds.

While cotton blooms continuously
from the middle of June until frost,

and the nectaries secrete throughout
this time, it has two distinctive bloom-
ing periods during which large nectar
flows are noticeable. The first oc-

curs when the plant reaches a height
of about 2 feet and before the boll-

weevil commences to be destructive to
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the fruits. During this period the
greater part of the cotton honey is

stored. In sonu- cases and sonip years
the boll-weevil is so destructive that
the bolls fall before the "eyes" se-

crete nectar, and therefore cotton
honey is almost a failure. The sec-
ond period occurs in September or
October when, because of the hot,
dry weather, the boll-weevil has
ceased to work and the cotton puts on
what is known as the "top crop" and
reaches the "flower garden stage."
It is during this period that tome ex-
tremely heavy yields of pur? cottoii

honey have been stored.

To men who are interested in cot-
ton as well as in bees, the discussion
of the second question is also of in-

terest.

The importance of the honeybee as
a pollenizer of cotton is also based or
the location of the nectaries. Mr. A.
Allard, of the United States Depart-
ment of Agriculture, states that of
the number of bees visiting the cot-
ton plant, 8 per cent were honeybees.
Of the bees which visit the flowers,
one-half were honeybees. He does
not describe their visits, but it is safe
to say that they were not working the
flowers for pollen, but for the nectar
which was contained in the tufts ot
hairs on the petals. Trelease states
that more of the bees work only on
the proximal ends of the petals of
the flowers. Plant breeders state that
the cotton plant is self fei-tilized and
that the flowei's that open between
7 and 8 o'clock are fertilized by 8:30
or 9 o'clock. In other words, self-

fertilization takes place in about one
hour after the opening of the flower
It was found here that the cotton
flowers open near 1 o'clock, a. m.,

but that the bees did not commence
to visit the plant until 8 o'clock. In
observing the cotton blossoms, it was
seen that very few honeybees did en-
ter the flower, but that many bumble-
bees, melisfodes and other solitai'y

bees, some beetles and moths, did
work inside of the corolla. If one

Fig. 3.—Nectary on mid rib of leaf. .Sonic

honey is gathered here also

will look at the cotton. flower (fig. 4)
it can be readily seen that the bee
could collect nectar all the way
around the stamen column and never
come in contact with it. Such bees
would, however, have much pollen ad-

hering to their backs. From the open
structure of the flowers, it will

be seen that a bee would come
in contact with the stigmas
only when it entered .-i flower
which was partly open, and then it

would only touch its under sides and
not the back, where the cotton pol-
len is carried. Bumblebees and other
large hymenoptera, on entering the
open flowers, touch both stigmas and
stamens and thus easily effect pollina-
tion. It was further found tJ;at cot-
ton plants screened in so that honey-
bees could not have access to the
flowers were perfectly pollinated
either by the wind or by the nunif^r-

ous small bees and flies which worked
within the cage. As self-fertilization
takes place to a high degree in cot-
ton and as honeybees were seen to

collect pollen from the cotton blos-

soms only on rare occasions, it ap-
pears that, in collecting nectar, honey-
bees do not come into close contact
with the stamens and pistils, (t seems
then that this insect is little respon-
sible for cross-pollination in cotton.

The cotton honey flow outside of
the black land area is so uncertain
that beekeepers do not count upon it

except as a chance addition to the
general honey crop, but in the black
land the flow is very dependable.
The flow commences about the mid-
dle of June and continues periodically
until the cotton plants are killed by
fi'ost. The fact that the honey i?

very light amber and of fine quality
makes it an ideal flow to run lor bulk
comb honey and one is not far wrong
in stating that approximately one-half
of this class of honey from Texas is

from the cotton plant.

The fact that cotton blooms, late in

the summer and that, in cotton loca-

tions, there is seldom much of an
early honey flow, has given rise to the
combless package business among the
beekeepers of this section. These men
allow their bees to go into winter
quarters with very heavy stores and
in early spring stimulate their colo-
nies by wholesale feeding until they
have a very heavy force of bees at
the time when the northern i:"'arkets

are demanding combless packages.
This force of bees is shipped nnrth and
the beekeeper, by manipulating his

hives, raises a second brood in time to

collect the first cotton flow. This
heavy production of bees by n^anipu-
lation causes the queens to v/car out
very rapidly and annual requeening
is very commonly practiced. The ma-
jority of the combless package sell-

ers of Texas are residents of the
black land district.

In conclusion, it must be said that
the raising of honey, queens and
combless packages, is a very highly
specialized branch of the bee indus-
try, within the cotton area, and that
it requires a professional beekeeper,
who has studied very minutely the
problems mentioned above, to make a
success of beekeeping in this aiea; but
along the edges of this area, where
the bees have an early flow from some
other plant, the beekeepers produce a
crop of honey with less effort than
anywhere else in the State.

BEE INCIDENT FROM MANCHE.S-
TER

The date of the visit of the Prince
of Wales to Manchester coincided
with the 2.'jth birthday of Mie Man-
che.ster and District Beekeepers' As-
sociation—an association formed by a
few in the district of Manchester,
who had an interest in common—the
study of the honeybee.

On the date mentioned a member
vv'as traveling through Manchester
with a light wooden box containing
combs and bees to the Cor'-ington

lig -t.—There are no exposed nectaries within
the cotton flower.

Farm, with the object of demonstrat-
ing queen rearing and breeding, but
the procession and dense crowds held
up all pedestrians. So, waiting to
see the Prince, our member placed
the box beside him on the navem?nt
and gave all attention to the moving
procession and delighted th;-ong.

His patriotic attention whs, how-
ever, soon distracted by a sh.-iip crack
and a truly feminine squeal v.-hich es-
caped from a lady who had actcmpted
to use the fragile box as a point of
vantage from which to secure a good
view of the scene.
The lady's leg had dropped among

the bees, much to their annoyance
and disgust. Their attention did not
allow the victim to stay and apolo-
gize for the damage done to the box
and contents, but she was last ob-
served making a bee line for other
parts in a cloud of dust.

The owner of the bees subdued his
excited insects and treated The inci-
dent as a huge joke. Did the lady?—
(R. A. C. in British Bee Journal).

INTRODUCING QUEENS
By L. G. Windsor

When your new queen is received,
go to the colony to which she is to be
introduced, take a queen cage with
you and find the queen, put her in

the cage with a few bees. Take the
cage in the house and leave it there
30 minutes, then take the queen out
and kill, and turn the bees loose. Put
your new queen and her escorts in

this new cage, leave her there 30
minutes, then introduce by the cage
method.
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THE EDITORS' VIEWPOINTS

Mixed Infection in

Brood Diseases
A reprint from the Journal of Eco-

nomic Entomology, in the shape of a

bulletin, is on our desk. It 1.3 by Dr.

Sturtevant, who works with Dr. Phil-

lips at the Bureau of Entomology of

Washington.
Dr. Sturtevant is undoubti?dly cor-

rect when he says that "mixed or

double infection is more probable

than had previously been supposed."
Double infection, in Europe as well as

in this country, is responsible for

many errors made in diagnosis as

well as in treatment. Probably the

error of Cheshire, in describing the

symptoms of one of the brood dis-

eases, while giving the proper treat-

ment for the other, was due to double

infection. The reprint in question

mentions only 38 cases of double in-

fection, recognized at headquarters,

among 7,568 different samples, re-

ceived from 1911 to 1920, and from
13 different States. Illinois is not

among them; yet we recall several in-

stances where the statement made by

the Illinois beekeeper could be ex-

plained only by the existence of

mixed infection of European and
American foulbrood.

As Dr. Sturtevant says: "Since the

requirements of the treatment of the

two diseases are so entirely different,

the necessity for correct diagnosis be-

comes important." Indeed the nut-
ter is of great impoi-tance, and it is

so much more necessary that samples

of diseased brood should be ftrward-

ed to headquarters at Washington,
whenever the diagnosis is not posi-

tive.

An International Congress

The second International Congress
of Comparative Pathology is to meet
in Rome, September 20, 1922, and
among the 21 questions to be dis-

cussed, the diseases of the honeybees
are listed, with our editor as the ex-

pected author of the opening nddress

on this subject.

The questions to be brought to the

attention of the scientists at this Con-
gress embrace all sorts of diseases of

man and animals, from cancer in hu-

man beings to cattle, poultry and silk

worm diseases. It also includes bac-

teriology and parasites in the vegeta-

ble kingdom; manges, phylloxera, etc.

The announcements are forwarded
by Dr. E. Perroncito, 40 Corso Valen-
tino, Turin Italy, who is one of the
active officials in charge of this Con-
gress. Dr. Perroncito is a beekeeper
of note in Italy.

Sweet Clover and Lime in Illinois

"When the lime and sweet clover
are properly used on such soil as the
blow sand lands in Henderson County,
the crop yield may easily be doubled,"
says Professor H. J. Snider, of the
University of Illinois. His s*^r>.tement

is of general interest because of the
vast stretches of sand land in this

State, particularly along the Missis-

sippi, Illinois, Wabash and other riv-

ers, and in other States as well.

In 1914 the University of Illinois

began extensive experiments tn a 20-

acre tract of blow sand in Henderson
County, to determine the fertility

needs of this type of farm land. Re-
sults at the end of six years show
that an application of four tons of

limestone per acre is the fint essen-

tial to reclaiming the land. Lime-
stone, however, is no less essential

than sweet clover, grown as i, t-een
manure crop.

"Alfalfa does exceedingly -veil on
this land when once it is properly
started," added Professor Snider.

"On lime land the yields have been
as high as 4V2 tons of hay p.^r acre."

The University found that lye does
well on this type of land, also, fn

1920, untreated land yielded 13
bushels of rye, while land wnich had
received lime and sweet clover treat-

ment yielded 29 bushels.

understand the nature of bee diseases
or their treatment, the effect of much
of this publicity is to create a preju-
dice against the use of honey. A
clipping has recently reached the ed-
itor's desk which makes the state-

ment that "a campaign is on to

clean up the bee diseases that con-
taminate honey." Such a statement
can serve only to make the readers
who are unfamiliar with hont y afraid
to buy it, for no one want^ to eat
contaminated honey. If all the facts

could be clearly stated, so that it

would be understood that honey is

not in the least injured for human
food by the presence of bee diseases,

perhaps no harm would be done.
After reading a batch of several

hundred such clippings, many of
which contain absurd statements, one
cannot but feel that much of the pub-
licity concerning bee diseases is hav-
ing a bad effect on the market by
frightening the consumer.

The following is another sample,
from the New York Tribune of

July 24:

"The purposes of the census is to

have on hand data to enable the ag-
riculturists to stamp out a disease
that contaminates honey and is liable

to be given to persons addicted to the
use of that product."

In this case the direct statement is

made that the malady is likely to be
contracted by persons using the
honey. In most cases such state-

ments do not appear, but the reader
is likely to draw such an inference
from the manner in which the infor-

mation is given.

Law Concerning Honey
The French Congress has followed

the example of the United St.-ites, in

its pure food law, by adopting a de-

cree which forbids the use of the
word "honey" for anything but pure
bees' honey. That is right, "honey"
is an attractive word and should bo
retained to denominate only the prod-
uct of the bees gathered rom the
flowers. Otherwise, we would be per-

mitting it to bo "deflowered."

Undesirable Publicity
There is entirely too much general

publicity given to the subject of bee
diseases in the newspapers. Owing
to the fact that the public does not

A Correction

In our August issue, in the list of
subscribers to the Dr. Miller Memorial
Fund, we gave credit to Chas. F. Ho-
ser for a contribution of $25. This

should properly have been credited to

the Montgomery County, Penna.,
Beekeepers' Association, of which Mr.
Hoser is secretary.

Beekeeping Tenth
in Wisconsin

Beekeeping now ranks tenth in im-
portance of agricultural industries in

Wisconsin, according to the census.

It is the opinion of Prof. H. F. Wil-
son, in charge of bee culture at the

State University at Madison, that it

will soon outrank some of the other
pursuits and become fifth or sixth in

importance.

Bee Poison as a Medicine

Some of the magazines are ridicul-

ing the idea of the poison of the bee
being of any benefit in curing rheu-

matism. It has been tried and failed,

they say. True, in many instances.

But rheumatism may be caused by a

number of different condition:;. Is it

not possible that, although some
cases of rheumatism are entirely re-

fractory to such treatment, others

are conquered by it? Too many
cases have been quoted of successful

treatment to permit the absolute

condemnation of this remedy. Read
the article on page 358 concerning
the sting cure.
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NORTH AND SOUTH AT MEET-
INGS

On August 14, the editor started
for the Wisconsin bee chautauqua,
which was to be held at Chippewa
Falls during that week. His trip was
by the way of St. Paul. At the ar-

rival in that city on Monday morn-
ing, he found Professor Francis Jager
with Mr. P. J. Doll awaiting him at
the station, and he was entertained in

the way which makes Father Jager so

popular among our beekeepers. A
visit at the apiary grounds of the
State University was followed with a
banquet where ten beekeepers were
present, including the writer. Then
an auto trip was made to the apiary
of Professor Jager, situated beyond
Lake Minnetonka. There we had the
pleasure of seeing colonies of import-
ed Carniolan bees. One of these was
opened without any smoke whatever,
frames lifted, the bees shaken off,

without a single bee showing anger.
Those pure Carniolans are c .rtainly

peaceable. Were it not for the diffi-

culty of keeping them pure and the
almost impossibility of ascertaining a
small amount of mixture of other
races, they would certainly be desir-

able, for their gentleness at least. The
Italians may equal them, but do not
excel them in this.

The field meet, at Chippewa Falls,

was unsurpassed for the location of

it, at any meeting anywhere. It was
held in an open auditorium in the
park adjoining the city, which is lo-

cated in a \evy picturesque situation.

A lengthy discussion was held con-

cerning the Wisconsin laws on honey
and the grading of honey. Mr. C. D.
Adams, of the Wisconsin Divsion of

Markets, brought attention to the fact

that much apparently ripe honey
weighs under 12 pounds to the gal-

lon, varying from 11 pounds 1^

ounces to 11 pounds 14 ounces. If

this is correct, it might be necessary
to lower the legal minimum weight to

a trifle less than 12 pounds. Some
honey may be in perfectly good con-
dition and keep well at a little less

than 12 pounds to the gallon. Many
people judge of the density of honey
by its greater or less fluidity when a
glass jar of it is inverted. But at-

tention was called to the faT that in

hot weather, the density is appar-
ently much lowered and the honey ap-
pears thinner.

A. C. F. Bartz, one of the lemain-
ing beekeepers of the "old guard,"
gave an interesting talk on the indus-

try in general, calling attention to the

fact that no other industry of farming
can boast of producing two c-ops on
one plant; on clover or alfalfa hay
and honey; honey and fruit on peach
trees or apple trees, at the same time,

making beekeeping a desirable indus-
try.

A beekeeper showed a steam un-
capping knife of his own invention,
in which the steam returned to the
kettle instead of condensing and its

water mixing with the extracted
honey.

The annual or "Hubam" sweet clo-

ver was much praised by Mr. E. R.
Root, who had just visited some of

the most extensive producers of this

clover. It is said to produce stems
and bloom very quickly, gi-owing
sometimes at the rate of a foot per
week, reaching in 3 months a growth
which is not attained by the biennial
in less than 21 months. This clover
may be distinguished from the bien-
nial, while it is growing, by the fact
that the biennial shows where the
stem of the previous year has died
back during the winter, while the an-
nual has a perfectly straight stem. So
any beekeeper may be able to distin-
guish one from the other by this sign.

Dr. E. F. Phillips, of Washington,
gave a very interesting talk on the
causes of honey yield, giving cool
nights and warm days as the ideal
weather for honey. He also stated
that "the slower the yield of honey
in a plant, the darker the comparative
color of its honey, because of the
greater amount of gum contained in

slowly-produced flows of nectar."
The C. C. Miller Memorial Fund re-

ceived a boost at the Wisconsin meet-
ing. We had just received informa-
tion of a $100 subscription to that
fund by the beekeepers of one of our
smallest States, Connecticut, at the
Storrs meeting, under the urging of
Allen Latham and Dr. Phillips. Dr.
Phillips also spoke at the Wisconsin
meeting, with much warmth, concern-
ing the debt that the average bee-
keeper owes to Dr. Miller, the world
over, since few, if any, of us can say
that they did not learn anything from
him. In far away countries they are
subscribing to this fund, which should
reach a sufficient sum to return at
least $100 in a perpetual income for
a Beekeeping Scholarship ci- Bee-
keepers' Library, somewhere in his
native country, the United States. It

is evidently going to come, for the
beekeepers are awakening.
From Chippewa Falls, on the 18th,

the editor went to Carbondale 111., a
jump of 7 degrees of latitude, or over
600 miles from north to south. Need-
less to say that the same clothes were
unsuitable, for while it was cool and
pleasant in northern Wisconsin, it

was hot in southern Illinois.

The meeting at Carbondal?, gotten
up by some enthusiastic members of
the Southern Illinois Beekeepers As-
sociation, was well attended, but
mainly by beginners. We must com-
mend the eff'orts of Messrs. F. M.
Caldwell and J. R. Wooldridge, the
President and Secretary of that asso-
ciation, for their eff'ective work. If

each association of beekeepers had
such live officers, there would be
much more interest taken in beekeep-
ing and methods of honey selling.

In addition to the last "Letter,"
volume 3, No. 8, Mr. Kelty has pub-
lished a Bulletin of 16 pages, No. 107,
on "Diseases of Bees in Michigan." It
is replete with needed information,
for those who have not read the offi-

cial bulletins from Washington, or
the late ditions of our text books.

Every year, something new is

learned, and the only way to keep in-
formed is to read up.

Michigan Work
The practice of publishing an occa-

sional "Beekeepers 'Letter," followed
by the Extension Division at East
Lansing, begun by B. F. Kindig, is

still kept up. The last letter was sent
out by R. H. Kelty, the Secretai-y of
the State Association. It contains
valuable information. Similar let-

ters should be published by different

States, for the bee magazines cannot
enter into details for each State, in
the way that may be followed by the
State officials.

Death of F. W. L. Sladen
It i.s with deep regret that we an-

nounce the death, by drowning, of
this gentleman, on September 10. It
was at Duck Island, which we under-
stand is in Lake Huron, where he was
conducting some special research
work in beekeeping. Mr. Sladen was
Dominion Apiarist. We will give fur-
ther mention of his work.

Food Waste in Feeding
Professor Wilson, of Wisconsin,

found that for every 30 pounds of
syrup fed to the bees in the fall, less
than 18 pounds was stored by the
bees. The balance went into brood-
rearing and wax producing. We
know that in other seasons still more
is consumed for those two purposes.
Huber, when he fed his bees, in
Switzerland, said that the loss was so
great that it did not pay to feed at
one time more than they could con-
sume each day. This was not practi-
cal. But Huber was a scientv^t, a stu-
dent, an experimenter, and not a
practical honey producer.

Honey From Shoestring Vine
C. H. Wiley, of Harrisburg, III., re-

ports a large amount of honey gath-
ered from this plant, also called blue-
vine (Gonolobus laevis). He reports
two kinds, one with a white blossom,
the other with a bluish blossom. It
is a very noxious weed, which weighs
down the corn stalks and cannot oe
easily eradicated. It is fully de-
scribed by Pellett in "American
Honey Plants."

Large Hives;
Large Broodcha'mbers

The large hive question looms up
evei-ywhere. Professor Jage;-, of the
Minnesota State Agricultural Farm,
affirms that within 15 years the shal-
low frame will have lost its popularity
and become obsolete. But the stand-
ard Langstroth frame is too well es-
tablished, in our opinion, to take a
back seat so soon, if ever it does.

The Mystery of the Bees
"Le Mystere des Abeilles:" Here

is a work very similar to that of Mae-
terlink "The Life of the Bee," by an-
other writer in the French language,
Eugene Evrard. As poetical as Mae-
terlink's book, this work has the ad-
vantage of being also practical and
almost strictly correct in its descrip-
tions. It is worth reading, and we
recommend it to those of our friends
who are masters of the French lan-
guage. The descriptions of the
"twenty different voices of the bees,
which describe their desires or their
lust, their hopes or their troubles,
their wisdom or their ardor" are
worthy of the pen of Huber.
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BEEKEEPING IN NEW YORK

Impressions of the Empire State After a Journey of Hund-

reds of Miles through Its Principal Beekeeping

Territory—By Frank C. Pellett

Big apiaries are the rule in the buckwheat region. R. V. Cox has 4i;n colonies in this yard.

IT
is probably safe to say that New
York has more commercial honey
producers than any equal area on

the American continent. The census
shows that several States contain

more bees within their borders, but

New York has more beekeepers who
number their colonies by hundreds.

There are some important advan-
tages enjoyed by the beekeepers in

this region, the greatest of which is

the world's best market. VVithin a

small area of a few hundred square
miles, is concentrated a population
greater than is to be found in sev-

eral whole States in the Mississipni

Valley or the Far West. The west-
ern beekeeper finds that the price ot

his product is likely to be t^xed by
the price at which honey is selling in

New York. From his receipts he must
deduct a high freight rate sufficient

to carry his crop to the eastern mar-
ket. The New Yorker sell:< at his

door and pockets that much additional

change. Again, there are fev/ places

within our borders where it is possi-

ble to keep as many bees in one yard
as in the buckwheat region of New
York. Our cover page shows the Al-

exander apiary, at Delanson, which
has long been famous because as

high as 700 colonies have been kept in

the one location. The writer has of-

ten heard the opinion expressed that

beekeepers in this region would se-

cure much larger crops with smaller

yards. However, those who have kept
bees in the buckwheat region fv>r

many years have not found this to be

the case. R. V. Cox, of Sloansville,

has 460 colonies in one yard. Mr.
Cox tried dividing his bees into

smaller yards, but found that he did

not secure more than 10 per cent
more honey than when he kept them
all in one place. This small increase
in production was not sufficient to pay
the increased cost of operation, so he
has since kept them in one yard.

October

E W. Alexander wrote in 1906 that

he considered a place which would
furnish a harvest for 35 days suffi-

cient for a colony of Italian bees to

store 100 pounds of surplus honey, a

good location. He wrote also that he
knew that his location furnished just

as large crops per colony with 750
colonies in the one yard as it ever did

with a less number. However, Alex-
ander fed freely in early spring to

insure brood rearing sufficient to

build up his colonies. Buckwheat was
and is now the principal source of

surplus in this region. To support
such lai-ge apiaries a location must
not only have an abundance of plants

which furnish the surplus yields, but
there must also be a great variety of

sources of nectar and pollen to sup-

poi't the bees during the remainder
of the season. There are many places

which would support large apiaries

during the principal flows, lacking in

natural pollen for much of the season
before and after this flow. In such
locations only as many colonies can
be kept as can find support during the

rest of the time.

Buckwheat yields best with cool

nights, followed by bright days, with
little wind. It requires a humid cli-

mate and is not important as a source
of nectar in regions where the atmos-
phere is dry. It is possible, however,
that altitude and temperature may be
the important factors, since it is re-

ported as yielding in northern Ne-
braska, where the altitude is above
1,800 feet, even though the air is dry.

Other Sources of Honey
The buckwheat region of New York

is more widely known than other sec-

tions because the large apiaries give it

a peculiar distinction. However, only
a comparatively small portion of New
York is in this region. White and al-

sike clover probably furnish the

greater part of the surplus honey go-
ing to market from this State. The

I'urple Loosestrife gri'ws higher than a man's head in the wet lands along the Hudson Kivcr.
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past season a number of beokeepers
reported surjilus honey from alfalfa.

Generally siieakinK, alfalfa seldom
yields nectar to any extent east of the
Missouri River. It probably is not
often important to the New York
honey producer.

Basswood is still important i.i a few
places, although the cutting of the
trees is rapidly removing basswood
from this section, as elsewhere. The
large orchards provide immense areas
of fruit bloom and a few beekeeper.;
are sufficiently expert to get their
bees through the winter strong
enough to store surplus from fruit
bloom when the weather is favorable.
Forage from the fruit trees is suffi-

ciently plentiful to provide an abund-
ance of honey, but thei'e is nothing
the beekeeper can do to make the sun
shine during the fitful weather of
early spring. Too often there will be
only a few bright days in which the
bees can make the most of the avail-

able supply. In most cases fruit

bloom and dandelion are utilized to

build up the colonies for later flows.

Sweet clover is becoming cf more
importance in the east every year
and, while it apparently does not yield
as heavily as in the west, it is valuable
wherever grown.

Goldenrod and asters follow the
buckwheat flow and furnish id'.'al con-
ditions for late brood-rearing in prep-
aration for winter. At times, how-
ever, the quality of this late honey is

such that the beekeepers find it ad-
vantageous to feed some sugir syrup
for winter stores.

Some Special Sources
There are many plants important

in limited ai'eas of New York which
are little known outside that Stat^e.

Among these may be mentioned wild
thyme, which was mentioned in sev-
eral numbers of this Journal this year.
J. B. Merwin, at Prattville, lives in a
region where thyme is the principal
source of surplus. In 25 years he has
never had an entire failure from
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pie apparently expected to see a black
man when Mr. Lunelle appeared. His
picture is shown, together wit:i G. H.
Rea and Otto Hupfel. Mr. Hupfel is

a New York business man who has a
delightful farm home, not far from
the Hudson, and who is an enthusi-
astic beekeeper.

Local Selling

To a man from the west the num-
ber of roadside markets is a con-
stant surprise. New York has some
wonderful roads, and farmers living

beside them establish markets cf their

own for the purpose of selling to tour-

beside them establish markets of their

roadside markets, where corn, toma-
toes, fruit and other seasonable farm
products were sold. Many city peo-
ple driving through are very glad of

a chance to buy fresh produce direct

from the farm. Thousands of pounds
of honey are disposed of in this way.
Many western farmers will do well to

give this roadside selling a trial. Ad-
ams and Myers, of RansomviUe, N.

Y., who are big fruit growers as well

as beekeepers, stated to the writer
that on one occasion they sold more
than $500 worth of fruit and honey
at the farm in one day.

UNEDITED LETTERS OF HUBER

Introduction
(Continued from September)

(Translated from the French by
C. P. Dadant).

Here is a resume of the discoveries

of Huber, by the noted A. P. De Can-
dolle:

"Ihe origin of beeswax was then a

much discussed point of the history of

bees, by naturalists: some of them
had said, but without sufficient proof,

that they made it of honey; Huber,
who had successfully unraveled the

origin of propolis, confirmed that

opinion concerning beeswax through
numerous tests and showed especially,

with the help of Burnens, how it

oozed from the rings of the abdomen,
in the shape of scales. He m.ide ex-

tensive experiments to ascertain how
the bees prepare it for their combs.
He followed, step by step, all the con-

structions of those marvelous hives in

which the bees seem to solve the most
subtle problems of geometry; he as-

signed the role which each class of

bees plays in this work, and followed
their labor from the rudiment of the
first cells to the complete perfecting
of the combs. He made known the
ravages caused by the sphinx atropos
(death's head moth) in the hives
which it enters; he even tried to un-
ravel the history of the sei;ses of

bees, and particularly to seek the

seat of the sense of smell, the exist-

ence of which is demonstrated upon
the entire natural history of insects,

while their structure has not y .'t per-

mitted to locate it with certainty.

Lastly, he made interesting experi-

ments on the breathing of bees; he
proved by several experiments that

those insects need oxygen jujt as do

other animals. But how can air be
renewed and retain its purity in a

hive closed everywhere, except at a
small entrance, with a sort of putty'.'

This problem required all the .sagacity

of our observer, and he came to rec-

ognize that the bees, by a peculiar

motion of their wings, set the air in

motion so as to secure its renewal

;

after having taken note of this, he
even proved his statement by imitat-

ing this ventilation through artificial

means.

These experiments on the breath-

ing of bees required some analyses of

the air of the beehives, and this re-

quirement caused Huber to tome in

contact with Senebier, who wur mak-
ing analogous researches upon plants.

Among the means that Huber had
thought out to ascertain the quality

of the air in the hives was that of

germinating some seeds within the

hive, basing himself upon the idea

that seeds will not germinate in an at-

mosphere too much deprived of oxy-

gen. This experiment, though imper-

fect for the purpose intended,

brought to the two friends the idea of

making researches on germination;

and the most curious part of this as-

sociation of a blind man witii a clear-

sighted man, was that it was usually

Senebier who suggested the experi-

ments, and Huber, the blind man, who
executed them.

n.

This is what was known, up to that

time, of the works of Huber. He
died September 22, 1-831, i.nd his

life, after 1814, was unknown. It

New YorW farmer's roadside market.

was, however, not admissible that he
should have stopped making observa-
tions, after taking so much interest in

the subject for 25 years. Moreover,
the end of the preface of the second
volume of his 1814 edition indicated
exactly the opposite.

"I might," said he (New Observa-
tions, Vol. 2, page 6) "add several
observations to those which I now
give to the public; but they do not
present a sufficiently connected ag-
gregate, and I prefer to wait till they
may be accompanied with fa -ts upon
which they have a bearing."
A lucky concourse of circum-

stances permits me today to partly

make good this shortage.

In 1890, during a visit of apiaries

which I made in Savoy, in company
with Messrs. De Layens and Cowan, I

learned from M. E. Mermey, of Aix-
Les-Bains, a young beekeeper who
had followed my course of lessons at

Nyon, that the father of a neighbor
beekeeper, M. Ch. De Loche, pos-

sessed among his family papers a
number of unedited letters from
Francis Huber, addressed to his

grandfather, Count Mouxy De Loche.
We hastened to visit the Castle of

Loche to solicit the permission of

reading those letters. The Count was
momentarily absent, but we were
given the best welcome by his sons,

who promised to transmit cur re-

quest to their father. The latter had
the kindness to visit us that same eve-

ning at Aix and did me the great fa-

vor of entrusting those letters to me
with the permission to publish them.
His grandfather, Francis de Mouchy,
Count De Loche, born at Gresy-Sur-
Aix, in 1756 and deceased in 1837,
was an observer and a savant of

merit. After having served in the
army of the House of Savoy and
reached the position of Major Gen-
eral, he had withdrawn to Turin, later

to Loche, to devote himself more com-
pletely to his taste for natural history

and archeological researches. He
published a gi-eat number of works on
natural history, archeology, histoi-y,

agriculture, etc.

But my good fortune did r.ot end
there. When I published, in ]894, a

new edition of the remai'kable memo-
randum of A. P. De Candollfc upon
the author of the "New Observa-
tions," I sent a complimentary copy
of it to Mr. Georges de Molin, en-

gineer at Lausanne, grandson of

Francis Huber. This kind old man
hastened to inform me that he was
just then busy sorting papers which
had been forwarded to his mother by

the heirs of his uncle, Pierre Huber,
after the death of the latter, f.i.d that

there were among them quite a num-
ber of letters from his grandfather,
nearly all relative to bees. Although
he believed that his uncle had taken
from these letters and perhaps in-

serted in the "Annals of the Society
of Physics" of Geneva anything which
might interest scientists, he offered

them to me in case I should desire to

inspect them. Looking through the

above mentioned "Annals," we found
no trace of these letters whatever.

In the file of letters which were
kindly loaned to me by Mr. De Molin,
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I found a certain number of first

drafts of letters addressed to Miss
Eliza De Portes, at Bois d'Kly, near
Grassier. Having obtained informa-
tion from a friend of the family, I

learned that the young lady corres-
pondent of Huber had become Mrs.
De Watteville, and that she was resid-
ing at Berne.

This venerable lady, now more
than octogenarian, was kind enoujrh
to loan me the entire collection of
those letters, found in a volume of
manuscript, and sent with the parcel
the following words, which I take the
liberty of publishing:
"My niece, who is returning to

Bois d'Ely, is kind enough no bring
to you the letters of my friend and
venerated master, Mr. Huber, of
which I have copied a great number
in order to make them more easy to

read. You may keep them as long as
you desire, and may use theiP freely
for your magazine. I will bo happy
if they can inspire a taste for nat-
ural histoi-y, together with .i simple
and fervent piety."

In all those letters, the striking
fact is the religious sentiment of
Huber, his conscientious spirit, his

constant desire of giving credit to

his predecessors and his skill in di-

recting and understanding the experi-
ments of his helpers. "I im more
certain than you are of what I am
telling you," said he to De Cindolle,
"for you publish that which your
own eyes alone have seen, while I

take the average of several testimoni-
als."

It would be difficult to show
greater philosophy and greater resig-
nation to one's infirmity.

We may admire, also, the convic-
tion and clearness of his style, es-

pecially in the "New Observations,"
for we must not forget that he was an
octogenarian when he wrote to Miss
De Portes, and that his dictation was
through two inferior clerks at least:
the one to whom he dictated the let-

ters and the one who copied them for
the bound manuscript.
One was astonished at all that Hu-

ber had discovered; one will be much
more so after reading these letters,

in which new views and the very best
practical suggestions abound. After
him, little has been discovered outside
of parthenogenesis; his obsei-vations
were so precise and so positive that
all the modern works, however con-
siderable, have only proven i follow-
ing of his and a confirmation of his,

without amending them. For this

reason, I believe that the publication
of his unedited correspondei ce will

be welcomed with lively interest by
beekeepers in all countries, and I

here republish the expressio.i of my
hearty thanks to Mrs. De Watteville,
the Count De Loche, Mr. Dc Molin,
and Mr. Edmond Pictet for their

kindness in entrusting to my care, for
publication, the unedited writings of
the great observer of the bees.

Edouard Bertrand (1897).
(To be Continued.

(In our next issue will appear the

first of the letters written by Huber
to Miss Eliza De Portes. These let-

ters give a fascinating account of the

observations of the g:reat naturalist)

.

DO BEES HEAR?
By E. M. Barteau

So far as I am aware, the only af-
firmative evidence that bees hear is

based on the fact of the "piping" and
"quahking" of the emerged and un-
emerged virgins, respectively.

If it could definitely be proven that
these pipings, etc., were challenges
and answers, it would be further cor-
roborative proof that bees actually
hear.

Isn't it a fair asumption that these
cries of the young queens are their
even'song, like the note of the whip-
poorwill and the peeping of frogs at
dusk?

Don't wo assume the "challenge
and answer" of the queens, because
of their known antagonism?

Mr. Holterman (page 179, May)
says: "I have had no doubt that a
pan, or any other noise that would
drown the sound of the queen flying,

would bring the bees down."
Isn't it a little more likely that the

bees are cognizant of the queen's
presence by her odor?

We all know now fond the bees are
of the hand that has just held a
queen, and how quickly they locate a
cage that has lately contained a
queen, if only for a few minutes.

Isn't it probable that a swarm,
when traveling, maintains its ellip-

tical mode of flight in order that the
bees be continually brought to the
leeward of the queen and thus be
sure of her presence—more likely by
scent than by sound?
The queenless swarm does not usu-

ally cluster; if it does, it soon breaks
and returns. Can it discover its

queenless condition, when clustered,
bv the noise of the queen's flight?

Let's attribute it to odor until a
more satisfactoi-y answer is given.
As stated above, the queenless

swarm usually returns to its hive
without clustering.

If you, my dear Mr. Hoiterman,
can succeed in "dishpanning" a
queen-right swarm into returning to

its hive, we will surely take our hats
off to you.
New York.

(On this subject it may be inter-

esting to read the explanations Huber
gave, about a hundred years ago, con-
cerning the piping and quahking of
the queens. He wrote of a young
queen about to hatch:
"We could discern that the silk of

the cocoon was cut circularly, a line

and a half from the extremity; but
the bees being unwilling that she
should quit her cell, had soldered the
covering to it with some particles of
wax. What seemed most singular
was, this female emitting a very dis-

tinct sound or clacking, from her
prison, which became still more auai-

ble in the evening, and even consisted

of several monotonous notes in rapid
succession."

A littlo farther along he wrote:
"The first queen-cell opened on the

9th. Its young queen was lively, slen-

der and of brown color
When she approached the other royal

cells, the bees on guard pulled, bit her
and chased her away ; their irritation

seemed to be greatly excited against
her, and she enjoyed tranquillity only
when at a considerable distance from
those cells. This proceeding was fre-
quently repeated through the day.
She twice emitted the sound ; standing,
while doing so, with her thorax
against a comb, and her wings
crossed on her back, in motion, but
without being unfolded or farther
opened. Whatever might be the
cause of her assuming this attitude,
the bees were affected by it; all hung
down their heads and remained mo-
tionless

"The queen confined in the second
cell, which she had not yet left, was
heard to pipe several times. . . ."

Surely this piping and quahking is

a mode of expressing their anger or
restlessness. We hear it often in

cages of queens that are being for-
warded by mail. Whether the bees
have oi-gans of hearing, or not, this
indicates that they are more or less
affected by the noise produced by
angry queens.—Editor.)

DEEP BROOD CHAMBERS
As the end of the season approaches

and consideration of wintering re-
quirements intrude upon us, there
arises a realization of the rather in-
compatible conditions which the bee-
keeper (and the bees) have to face.

Every intelligent beekeeper appreci-
ates the benefits (aye, the necessity)
of having a host of young bees as late
in the fall as possible, if spring dwin-
dling is to be avoided; and on the
other, a sufficiency of winter stores is

indispensable. If the combs are oc-
cupied with brood at this time, as is

desirable, what about space fo- ample
winter stores? The shallow super of
honey which is often advised to be
left on top cannot serve the purpose
as effectively as a store of honey in

the brood chamber, more in accord
with Nature's methods.

Here is one of the strong.-^st argu-
ments for a deeper brood chamber.
It is really regrettable that beekeep-
ing is yet hampered by the legacy of
comb-honey necessities and methods.
A deeper brood chamber is mentioned
as a means to secure greater capacity,
as such a change may be realized with
the least sacrifice of equipment and
with the least trouble.

When compared with the brcodnest
as built by the bees when not limited
by conditions, the ordinary beehive
is woefully shallow. The movement
of the bees' cluster in winter is pretty
well understood, and it is only too
well known that the bees often starve
with stores near at hand, because
they may be unable to move the clus-

ter in a horizontal direction contrary
to their natural instinct.

Therefore is it not better to advise
the beginners to start out with the
deeper brood chambers, and to urge
the deepening of hives already used''

Old combs are continuallv being
melted up; why not replace v-ith the

deeper frames, and add the proper
depth to the hive body? It is an
easy matter to add that depth.

D. Queen, New Jersey.
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LEGISLATION ON MOVABLE
COMB HIVES

By Frank Van Haltern

I would like to take issue with Allen
Latham, page 321, in his Ltand on
the enactment of legislation com-
pelling the keeping of bees on mov-
able combs.

Mr. Latham cites cases to illus-

trate the lack of skill on the part of

beekeepers, which is also ignorance
and disinterestedness. Besides takini^

care of our apiaries I have done some
inspection work in northeast Kansas
and I have found conditions just as

bad as he points—and worse. I have
found hives with good framf^, hives

with parts of frames, hives w'th bar-

rel staves for top bars, and hives

with no frames at all. I havo found
square hives, deep hives, bees in kegs
and barrels and—even in washing ma-
chines. I have found bees na'led up
in boxes of 1 V4 inch lumber with
spikes, tops, bottoms and side'j solid,

and I have found bees in hives so rot-

ten that they fell to pieces when I

raised them to look underneath. I

have found hives right side up, up
side down, sideways, on top of each
other—any old way.

Mr. Latham says: "Let the neigh-

bors keep their box hives." From the

standpoint of a selfish beekot-per, I

say, let them keep them. I know how
to fight disease—they don't. Disease
will spread through their bees and
theirs will die and they will get little

honey, while I will look after mine
and will get honey, and ther'^ will bo

no competition for my bee p'i.3ture.

But from the standpoint of the bee
inspector, I say, I want a law that

will stand behind me and back me up
when I tell the beekeeper that he must
keep his bees or disease is liable to

wipe them out, and some of his neigh-
bors at the same time. I want to give

him a little compulsory education.
Mr. Latham is right when he says

that it is only through education that

we shall ever clean this country of

bee diseases, and the movable comb
hive (note that I do not say movable
frame hive) is one of the greatest in

the education of the beekeeper if the
inspector uses his opportunity. Mr.
Latham prefers educating the bee-

keeper to the movable comb in.3tead of
legislating him to it. But how can
we make him take the education? In

Kansas we compel parents to send
their children to school until they are
16. Many now in school would grow
up illiterate if it was not for that law.

People shy at education as though it

was a pestilence. I have talked until

my throat was tired and then had the
beekeeper wind up the inUrcour.se
with the remark, "Well, I guess I will

just let 'em set. If I get some honey
it don't cost nothing, and if I don't, I

don't care."
There are thousands of beekeepers

who are beekeepers only because a
swarm came to them and this swarm
swarmed and the best they did was to

give them a box to go into. They are
too busy with other work to take valu-

able time from it to learn ab<-ut some-
thing in which they are not interested.

When wc undertake to educate all

beekeepers to correct methods, we
have, as a schoolboy would say, some
job. About two-thiriLs of ihem will

not come to bee meetings, they will

not read bulletins sent to them free
of cost, they will not, or cannot, take
time to listen to the inspector and
they would not treat their ( wn dis-

eased bees if treatment was not com-
pulsory. I have often explained the
advantages of sti'aight combs and
good hives, and as soon as the bee-
keeper found that there was no law
compelling him to keep his bees better
he lost interest, even though admit-
ting that he ought to do something.
But when he was told that he had ten
days to treat his diseased bec^ or the
law would be after him, he began to

ask questions.

Mr. Latham says it would take
longer to go through an apiary of box
hives and reach as satisfactory a con-
clusion than it would to go through
an apiary having perfect coi'ilis. Fo'-

my part I have never been able to go
through an apiary of box hives and
reach anything like a satisfactory con-
clusion. Box hives cannot be inspect-
ed with any reasonable accuracy with-
out tearing them to pieces, in which
event, should there be American foul-
brood in a hive, it is laid open to rob-
bers. But should no disease be found
you have an irate beekeeper to deal
with.

In my opinion, a law making mov-
able combs compulsory should not be
passed in any State until that State
has sufficient inspectors to reach every
beekeeper. Then the inspector would
locate crooked comb hives and give
instructions for ti'ansferring, just as
he does when he finds diseasi'. Then
the next year he could pronounce
colonies free from disease wi'h much
more certainty than if he had to turn
up boxes and dig out pieces of comb
from beneath.

As an inspector. I do not care what
kind of a hive the beekeeper uses. He
can buy it or make it, any old way he

likes. But I do care what kind of a
comb he uses. I want the comb to be
straight enough to be taken tiut with-
out too much work, and I want it

bounded by a frame that will hold it

together. He may keep his bees any
way he likes, just so he has his combs
in such shape that I can lock at all

the brood without tearing his hive to

pieces. But he will not do this for me
unless I have behind me a movable
comb law.

Kansas.

DR. NEWELL
We are pleased to be able to re-

produce herewith a likeness of Dr.
Wilmon Newell, of the Florida Col-
lege of Agriculture. For years past
his name has been frequently men-
tioned in these columns in connec-
tion with his official work or some re-
search problem of interest to Ihe bee-
keeper. A few months ago announce-
ment was made of his appointment to
the position of Dean of the College
of Agriculture and Director of the
Florida Experiment Station. In his
present position Dr. Newell must con-
sider the problems of all phases of
agricultural activity common to his
State. Knowing his lifelong interest
in beekeeping, we feel that the in-

dustry will receive all the considera-
tion which its importance justifies on
the part of both the College und the
Experiment Station.

Wilmon Newell

SHALL WE ENFORCE MOVABLE
COMBS?

By Chas. F. Hoser

In August issue, Allen Latham se-
verely criticises the recently passed
Pennsylvania bee law prohibiting the
keeping of bees in box hives after a
certain date. There is much truth in
his article, and while I cann'-'t agree
with him in all. in the main I do. It is

true that most of us I'ebel against
force. We can be led, educated, to do
those things that no amount of driv-
iiig will force us to do.
The box hive should be eliminated

if only in the interests of better bee-
keeping, and no better means of ac-
complishing its elimination can be
found than through our county or lo-

cal beekeepers' organizations. Every
member of a live County Association
is on the lookout for bee c'iseases

which may affect his own apiary, or be
transmitted from a neighboring api-
ary, and is ready to do his or i:er share
towards their eradication.

A greater menace than the box
hive exists in the sale of honey (un-
sterilized) from an infected apiary.
Proof of this is contained in the arti-
cle by Elmer G. Carr in August
Gleanings. He says: "When the honey
barrels were emptied they were rolled
upon the freight house platform with
bungholes opened, the outside sticky
with honey." As a consequence, dur-
ing a dearth of nectar, the bees from
his apiary, within a stone's throw of
the freight house,- helped themselves,
and foulbrood appeared where previ-
ously none had existed. The apiary
dwindled from forty colonies or more
to fifteen, and no crop produced in

I
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three years, causing a large financial

loss to Mr. Carr. But little sa-oss has
been laid upon the sale of infected

honey, and yet su;h sales should be
prohibited unless the honey is thor-

oughly sterilized. Report ha.; it that

foulbrood appeared in and around a
large eastern city only after certain

honey bottlers had carelessly exposed
containers that had been used for in-

fected honey. We know of a bee-

keeper in Pennsylvania who h-irvested

and sold an immense crop of honey
while at the same time fighting foul-

brood in his apiaries. Was it right

that this honey should be sold without
being sterilized? I say no, p.nd that

prohibition of sales of such raw honey
should be enforced.

Mr. Latham is right regarding mov-
able frame hives. Too often they
may become "immovable" movable
frame hives, and then they ai'3 just as

much a menace as bo.x hives. Educa-
tion is needed, but it should be the

kind that will teach that not every-
one can keep bees successfully and
that it were better not to keep them at

all than to keep them slovenly.

Pennsylvania.

(If the beekeepers should make a
general effort to prohibit the sale of

honey from apiaries in which disease

is present it would very probably re-

sult in the ruination of the honey
markets. Such efforts would /esult in

genei'al newspaper comments which
would give the general imr.ression

that there was danger of the person
eating the honey contracting some dis-

ease. The fact is that such state-

ments are already beginning to ap-

pear frequently in print. The bee-

keepers cannot be too careful to make
sure that the real facts concerning
bee diseases get into print. Foulbrood
is now so generally distributed that it

would be impossible to limit the sale

to those whose apiaries are <;ntirely

free from it.—F. C. P.)

How soon commencing after show
of bloom. Lilian E. Dland.

British Columbia.

(We refer this to our readers for

replies.—Editor.)

SUGGESTIONS FOR OBSERVA-
TIONS

I am interested in "causes," i. e.,

why things happen. You have no
doubt made observations on honey
flows in your locality; can you tell me
under what conditions the honey flow

is extra good, average, and a failure?
In what rotation do the extra good
years come?

It would be interesting if you would
ask beekeepers in the different States
and countries to make accuiate ob-
servations on honey flows before and
during the flow, giving the range of

the main surplus plants in their locali-

ties. For instance, the following ta-

ble could be filled in daily:

Temperature—day, night.

Weather conditions — Sunshine,
cloudy, etc., wind.

Barometer.
Hydrometer.
Soil—water, land.

Elevation.
Form of country, i. e., mountains,

table land, etc.

Latitude, longitude.
Phase of moon during honey flow.

Surplus honey flowers.

Duration of flow.

EDITOR OF THE BEE WORLD
Our readers will be interested in

the photograph of A. Z. Abu.hady,
shown on this page. Mr. Abushady is

the editor of "The Bee World," »ub-
lished by the Apis Club of K^ gland.

A. Z. Abu>hri'ly.

The Apis Club is an internati( nal in-

stitute for the study of apiculture and
the official organ furnishes a j^'iod re-

view of cuiTent beekeeping literature

of the entire world. References to

this publication have appeai'ed fre-

quently in these columns.

QUEEN CAGE CANDY
By Jay Smith

It is an admitted fact thai Ameri-
can foulbi'ood has been spread in

candy that has been used to provision
cages in which queens are sent

through the mail. The law requires
that a certificate of health be fur-

nished or that the honey be boiled be-
fore being used in making qujen can-
dy. Boiled honey is about "he poor-
est food for bees that can hit imng-
ined and will cause dysentery and
death to the bees and queen if they
are confined for any length cf time.
If a certificate of health is furnished
with each shipment showing that no
disease exists in the apiary from
which the queen is sent, it does not
prove that the honey was taken from
that apiary. There is nothin,!: to hin-

der one from using diseased honey
and furnishing a health certificate at

the same time. I do not mean to in-

fer that anyone would do that inten-

tionally, but there is a possibility that

diseased honey might be used acci-

dentally. To overcome the objections
named above, it has been recommend-
ed that we must invert sugar instead
of honey in making queen candy.
This has been tried by many beekeep-

ers, the invert sugar being purchased
fi'oni manufacturers of that commod-
ity. It answered the purpose very
well as long as the shipment was made
to a point not far distant, but if the
distance were great and if the weather
were hot and dry, the candy made
with invert sugar would dry out and
become hard and the bees would die.

Now the chemists maintain th;u honey
and invert sugar are exactly the same,
with the exception of the flavor, and
this had no bearing on the matter of
the candy drying out. But queen
breeders proved that candy made with
invert sugar did dry out, wh'le that
made with honey did not. I was sat-

isfied beyond doubt that the chemist
knew what he was about, and I

thought I knew what I was ab )i:t when
I proved that the invert sugar candy
dried out. The past season I have
been investigating and experiment-
ing to find, if possible, where the dis-

crepancy lay. A little simple experi-
ment made it all plain, so that any
one can make his own inv.jr: sugar
and in the regular way make queen
cage candy that will not get hard.
This candy is in every respect equal
to the best article made with honey
and in fact it is superior. Several
tests were made by provisioning
queen cages with the home-made in-

vert sugar and honey and the honey
candy became hard before the candy
that was made from invert sugar did.

For these tests the cages were placed
in the attic during our driest weather,
when the thermometer was running
above 100 degrees every day out-
doors, while up in the attic it was as
hot as—well, you can imagine what.

In making the investigations, I

first tested the boiling point i:f honey,
and invert sugar made by manufac-
turers. It is known that water boils

at a temperature of 212 degrees. As
sugar is added and the syrup becomes
heavier, the boiling point is higher. I

found that honey boils at a tempera-
ture of 245 degrees, while th'.' com-
mercial invert sugar boils at a tem-
perature of 235 degrees. Thi;; made
it plain that the reason that candy
made with invert sugar dried otit

sooner than that made with honey
was the fact that invert sugar con-
tained more water and as soon as the
water dried out the candy became
hard. Some home-made invert su-

gar was then made by using granulat-
ed sugar and tartaric acid, and this

was boiled until a temperature of 250
degrees was reached, 5 degree? above
the boiling point of honey. This has
proved superior to honey from the
fact that it is heavier and will not dry
out, no matter how hot and dry the

weather is. It is a simple matter to

make this invert sugar, and anyone
can easily make it. A thermometer
that will register up to 250 degrees is

necessai-y. To make this invert

sugar proceed as follows: To one-
half pound of boiling water add one
pound of granulated sugar and ten

gi'ains of tartaric acid. Allow this

to boil slowly, without stirring, till a
temperature of 250 degiees is

reached. If you have no druggist

scales to weigh the tartaric arid, use

a scant one-fourth teaspoonful. A
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little more or less will not nuitter, as
the acid is not harmful to the bees.

I have found that an empty 22 short
cartridge holds 2 Vi grains, s-o four
cf these measures will be about right

for a pound of sugar. To ms'ke the
candy proceed the same as in making
honey candy. This home-made in-

vert sugar is heavy and thick .-.nd will

have to be warmed in order to work
into candy. Do not warm to a tem-
perature higher than 125 degrees.

Put two or three pounds of pulver-

ized sugar on the table and pour onto
it some of the warmed invert sugir
and knead it into a thick, heavy
candy. There is no danger of making
it too stiff. If it is inclined to be
sticky the next day, work in some
more powdered sugar. This ic easy

to make and will be found even su-

perior to honey candy in every re-

spect.

APIARIAN FLORA
By R. Claustre

Malope. Malope is a kind of mal-

low, annual and very melliferous,

blooming in May, June, July, and in

October and November. It seems to

grow in all sorts of soils, even really

bad. From the same spot at the top

of the soil, from 2 to 5 stems grow,

which may reach 80 to 1.50 cm., ac-

cording to the terrain. Each f f thos-i

stems bears, every ten centim- ters, .t

ramification of different lengths. At
the axils of the branches ;ie clus-

ters of some ten flowers, which
bloom one after the other. On each

stem, about five centimeter; apart,

at the axil of the leaves, is also a

small cluster of flowers. These flow-

ers are about of the size of those of

the creeping mallow, but with

brighter colors. Malope may be sowed
advantageously to cover the foot o'l

a wall, the leaves being as large as

the flat part of a plate. They are of

fine green color with the general ap-

pearance of those of the creeping

mallow, but more rugose and as it'

varnished. These leaves wilt and fall

when blooming begins. The bloom-

ing lasts fully a month, and the pollen

is of ash-gray color. This blossom is

less visited by the bees when the

phacelia blooms.

The fruit of the malope resembles

a crown, which divides into several

segments, containing as many seeds;

therefore easy to gather. The seed

may be sowed in the bushes along

roads. The roots are much loss tena-

cious than those of the common mal-

low; it is therefore not difficult to

eradicate it out of the garden in case

of dissatisfaction.

As it is inadvisable to introduce a

parasite into your land, be sure to

examine the seeds before planting

them; a small weevil prey.s upon
them. Plant the seeds under a little

soil and 20 to 30 centimeters apart.

They may be reset easily.

While phacelia taken from its hab-

itat has not undergone any ihange,
malope sowed at Aix (Ariege,

France) reduced the diametei' of its

flowers and almost doubled the sur-

face of its leaves.—Gazette apicole.

CLEANING SECTIONS
By J. E. Crane

I am cleaning section honey these
days. It might seem rather monot-
onous work to he shut up in a close,

hot room and work hour after hour
ever the sticky sections of honey, but
I do not find it so. In fact, I find it

quite interesting work, moie fas-

cinating even than a new book, for
these supers, as they come Ir m the
various hives, give me a chance to

study the individual characteristics

of different colonies of bees. Indeed
these supers read like an open book.

It is as though the farmer', of the

town had brought their products to-

gether and I was to look them over
and be the judge.

The first super I open I may find

that the colony from which it was
taken had gnawed away the edges
of the foundation in the sections and
used it for building the comb, leav-

ing it without any attachment at the

sides or bottom, and very light.

The next may have brought up
dark bits of wax from the brood-
chamber and greatly injured the

looks of the comb. Another raay be
well filled and white, but the bees
that filled it seemed to have little

sense of the fitness of things and
have stored more or less pollen in

these sections. While the ^reat ma-
jority of sections may be well filled

and look very well, we may iind now
and then such as we have mentioned.

Occasionally we find a super witfi

sections having more or less drone
brood, but we are not disposed to

find much fault with such, for we
have shut off the drone comb from
the brood chambers as much, as pos-

sible. Some colonies seem to use a

much larger amount of wax in build-

ing their combs than others, for they
not only look waxy, but if you cut

into them you will find th-jm tough
and unsatisfactory. Again we may
find supers from hivesi where the

bees have a propensity for gathering
propolis rather than honey, and wo
find every crack and cranny filled

with this undesirable material. Not
only will the cracks be filled, but the

inside of the section too i.= coated
with it, and sometimes even h-lf fin-

ished comb gets a coating. So firmly

will the sections be glued to the su-

per that it is exceedingly difficult to

loosen them without breaking them.
Indeed I have broken several this

season in trying to take them from
the super.

There is undoubtedly a great dif-

ference in the amount of propolis

that bees gather in different sections

of the country, but I believe there

is a still greater difference in colo-

nies in the same yard. We find that

while one colony is filling its supers

with the finest sections of honey, an-

other by its side is storing little but

this undesirable propolis.

It is but human that we .should de-

sire to destroy the (luoens from such
propolis-gathering colonies and re-

queen from colonics that have filled

the sections given them with white

combs, well attached at the sides and
with so little propolis that they look,

when filled, as white and clean as
when first set up. -

Beekeeping is said to be the po-
etry of rural life, and I am r^re one
of our greatest joys in beekeeping i's

in our ability to change an undesir-
able colony, whose work ti/jes not
suit us, into one with more lesirable

qualities; to destroy the unpiufitable
servants and replace with th se that
have proved profitable, for v. e have
the power of life and death in our
hands, over our industrious subjects.

And as I sit and clean one section and
super after another I wonder if, af-

ter all, I am so much better than the
Pharaohs and Neros of ancient days,
who exalted one subject and be-
headed another as they willed. As I

muse over the strange world in which
we live, a mud wasp dressed in its

brightest color alights on my table.

I offer it a sip of honey from the

point of my knife. It takes it with a

relish. I did not know befure that
they liked honey. Does it feed its

young with honey and pollen? Not
at all, for it builds its cells cf mud,
and as one is completed it lays a

small, pearly egg at the bottom and
then fills the cell with spidefs, after

il has stung the spiders so as to par-

alyze them but not kill them. Then,
when the egg hatches it feeds on
those spiders—yes, eats them up
alive. Hard on the spiders, you say.

Yes, but those same spidei's have
lived on other live things ;.il their

lives. It is tit for tat. "Those who
live by the sword shall peri-h by the

sword." Why does that motne; wasp
gather spiders and only spiOirs fo"

her young? How does she know
that stinging them will not unfit them
for food for her young? Not one
mother wasp in a thousand genera-
tions has seen one of her offspring.

Surely this is a world where we prey
on one another.

"The falcon preys upon the finch,

The finch upon the fly;

And that a rose may breathe its

breath.
Something must die."

As I sit cleaning sections, I have
time to think and do not find it

monotonous.

INTRODUCING QUEENS
By E. M. Barteau

Upon receipt of a queen through
the mails, open the hive and remove
queen to be replaced. Next remove
the new queen from mailing cage,
letting her out inside a wirj veil; if

you haven't one, let her escape onto a
window pane, where she can easily

be caught and clipped. This done,
put her in a Miller cage without at-

tendants. Now take her to tiie hive
and place cage lengthwise and rest-

ing on top of two frames, that is, so

the space between the frames is di-

rectly beneath the cage. If the hive
has an inner cover, put it on deep
side down; or a queen excluder, or
Hodgson escape-board can be used;
any arrangement which leaves a bee-
space over top of cage, allowing the

bees free access to it.

If supers are on the hive, use two
excluders, putting the fir.st one on
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deep side down, the second one oa
top of this, deep side up, to prevent
the crushing of bees on bottom of
super frames. This will allow the
bees access to the supers.

Twenty-four hours later, examins
to see if bees have removed card
from over candy; if not, remove,
close hive and do not open again for
five days.

If a long time queenless, or if rob-
bing has been going on, wait forty-
eight hours before removing ci'rd. If

convenient, I rub the body of the
dead queen on cage. While it isn't

essential, theoretically, at ieast, it

seems as though it might, in ' degi'ee,

allay the first antagonism of the bees
towards the new queen.

So far this season I have intro-

duced forty-seven queens without
loss, and in one instance the colony
was being kept on edge by robbers.

The method is very simple and
easy. No shaking or brushing of
bees, no removing or spreading of
frames, and I believe as safe and
efficient as any method yet devised.

(The above method is almT;t iden-
tical with that recommended in para-
graph 536 of "The Hive and Honey
Bee," and is probably the safest that
may be devised, barring the introduc-
tion of queens to combs of hatching
bees. Leaving the hive alone lor sev-
eral days after introduction is im-
portant, as it avoids the excitement
often caused by robbers.—Editor.)

SMALL OR LARGE CHAMBERS
FOR A HIVE
By C. E. Fowler

Most beekeepers realize that a
large super is too large for the bees
to enter readily unless there is a

heavy flow on.

Some beekeepers hate the small su-

per because the frames are not in-

terchangeable with their largs brood-
chambers.
Others using the Jumbo style of

hive just can't use their brood-cham-
bers for supers, so they try to be
contented with two size frames.
Then there is a large number of

beekeepers who are either women, or
who have women helpers, to whom
a large chamber is a very great in-

convenience.
Miost beekeepers already have large

chambers, and not knowing what to

do with them and not knowing any-
thing about the advantages of the

small chamber, not only keep on us-
ing large hives, but keep on talking
large hives.

\Vhen I first kept bees I scrapped
everything but the 10-frame Lang-
stroth. One day I lifted a super of

honey off of a hive about 4 feet

high, weighing 90 pounds, boiling
over with as lively bees as anyone
could wish for.

As I was trying to get a perfect
system of beekeeping, I immediately
adopted the 10-frame 5 11-16 chamber
for everything, and have scrapped
everything else since.

N'ow, the advantages of the shal-
low chamber will pay me on each
hive each year enough cash money

to pay for a 10-framc Langstroth hive
and the time saved will pay for an-
other one that I have scrapped.
Perhaps some of the ladies would

like to know how I do it. For their
benefit I will say that, first of all, you
must follow a different systetn.

First, use frames with full sheets of
foundatiton and bottom-starters, with
top and bottom bars not over seven-
eighths of an inch wide, with the
frames of one section directly over
the frames of the under one; then the
queen, as well as the bees, will go
freely all over the hive and some
kind of an excluder is necessary.
Second, handle sections instead of

frames. In spring when using two
sections to 12 L. frames most all

queen-cells will be built at the bottom
of the top frames, directly in the
middle of the brood-chamber, and by
raising the top chamber swarming
conditions are appafent at a glance.
Third, when swarming fever starts

put a section of drawn comb be-
tween the two brood sections, mak-
ing the brood-nest 3 stories, equal to
18 L. frames.
Fourth, always give plenty of su-

per room, and the problem is solved,
and you will be happy forever after.
This system, with me this year, pre-

vented swarming entirely and avoid-
ed those 57 varieties of tedious swarm
control, and all of that Demaree
business talked of so much. And,
best of all, I got twice the honey
with less work than I did before.

If you want comb honey, put your
sections on the best hives after tlie

flow is started and the danger of
swarming is over, and don't put on
any too late to have them finished.
One-fourth or one-third comb honey
is plenty to supply all demands.

I can uncap 100 pounds iof honey in

much less time in shallow frames
than in regular Langstroth size, and
some extractors will hold two shal-
lows in one pocket.
A word about handling frames : In

looking for queens, I can handle 20
of my frames as quickly as 10 Lang-
stroth frames without bottom start-
ers, but I don't need to find her ex-
cept when I requeen.

I am not a bee inspector, but I have
traveled with one, and when he
comes to a side liner with 5 or 6
swarms in regular Langstroth hives,
what does he say before he opens
them? Immovable-frame hives; and
some need a crowbar and knife to get
them out; and don't forget that most
beekeepers are side liners, and don't
often take frames out, because they
dread the immovable-frame hive.
This dread would partly disappear
with shallow frames, and many side-
liners would graduate to beekeepers
and be happy.
Xew Jersey.

Our correspondent revives some-
thing similar to the Heddon system
which was so popular for a short time
a generation ago. Many beekeepers
thought that the ideal system had at
last been discovered; but, unfortu-
nately, it did not prove practical.

In the hands of an expert, good re-

sults can be obtained, but without ex-
tra attention the bees do not thrive.
Wherever the system was generally
adopted, beekeeping suffered a great
decline, and in many localities hun-
dreds of beekeepers gave up the busi-
ness as unprofitable. On the other
hand, where large hives were used,
the beekeepers continued prosperous
and remained in the business. Results
count far more than theory. Hun-
dreds of pages were given to argu-
ments in support of the divisible hive
in the bee magazines of the olden
days, but arguments were insufficient
to convince the bees. There are yery
few beekeepers now who use the
divisible hive, and the number is

smaller every year.
There is much to be said in favor

of a shallow extracting super. A
shallow brood-nest is quite another
thing.—F. C. P.

HIVES IN GROUPS OF SIX
By Hy. W. Sanders

For the past two seasons our home
yard has been arranged in groups
each consisting of six hives, two of
which face south, two east and two
west. The idea was derived from a
study of the various apiary f.rrange-
nients, as we felt that the more us-
ual arrangement of hives in long
rows was causing us the loss of young
queens. During the last season,
when we had our hives in rows, two
out of every five virgins failed to
mate, and it was found that increase
was thereby made very expensive, for
our season is too short to iUow for
the retrieving of lost time. The
search for the cause of the trouble
led us to Langstroth, one of whose
sentences is so full of bee-sense and
common-sense that it deserve^^ quot-
ing here: "If a traveler should be
carried in a dark night, to a hotel
in a strange city, and on rising in
the morning, should find the streets
filled with buildings precisely like it,

he would be able to return to his
proper place only by previously as-
certaining its number, or by counting
the houses between it and the cor-
ner. Such a numbering faculty,
however, was not given to the queen
bee, for who, in a state of nature,
ever saw a dozen or more hollow
trees or other places frequented by
bees, standing close together precise-
ly alike in size, shape and color, with
their entrances all facing the same
way, and at exactly the same height
from the ground?"

Dr. Miller's method of putting the
hives in pairs was first planned, for
he spoke an obvious truth when he
said that each hive of the pcir held
an individuality, and that bee.i would
only make a mistake where the pairs
were arranged very close, a>.d that
in that case bees from a right-hand
side hive would enter the right-hand
hive of the next pair, and so on.
Then came a study of the A-B-C,
and the plan took shape. Ths hives
were arranged in gi-oups of six, as
stated, and these groups, or units as
we now call them, were then aiTangeJ
in the yard so that the second row of
groups were placed behind the gaps
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in the first row, and the third row
behind the gaps in the second, and so

on. Piles of spare supers were made
in one or two places in the yard,

partly to save time and steps and
partly to help virgins to mark their

hives. Some doubts as to the advis-

ability of this were felt at first, for
the removal of the piles was bound
to occur in the rush of the honey
flow, but it worked out all tight, for

the piles were unchanged while the

queens were getting mated, :ind if

any of the other bees got mi.xed up
we never discovered it, anyway.

Since working with this arrange-
ment a couple of seasons, a number
of advantages have emerged that

were not suspected when t?.e yard
was thus laid out. In the first place

there is no need now of hive numbers.
We used to have them made of tin,

following Dr. Miller, and the number
stayed with the stand. So if the

body of the hive had to be moved, the

number had to be transferred, and
that took time Since the new scheme
the units have been denominated by
a letter and the hives composing it

by the numbers from one to six.

These numbers run the same with
each unit, so that, for example, Al
is the northwest hive of unit A, Bl
the northwest hive of Unit B, and so

on. The record book now has its

pages divided into six, to correspond,
and when planning for work in the

house it is a real pleasure to be able

to "visualize" each hive as the cogi-

tations go on. In changing the loca-

tion of a hive, for any reason, it is

only necesary to make a notation in

the book. The colony automatically
gets its number from its njw loca-

tion.

Then there is a saving of steps

that is no small advantage. In the

middle of each unit there is n vacant
place about six feet square and the

wheelbarrow with tools, etc., or if

honey is being taken off, a hand-cart
is brought to the north side of the

unit where there are no hiver. The
six colonies are now just handy for

work and can all be inspected without

moving more than a step at a time.
If brood or honey is needed, or any
equalizing arrangements are going
on, there is sure to be in the unit on 3

of the six colonies that can spare
what is needed. When honey is being
taken off it is usually possible to get
a load off one unit, and this saves "J

lot of journeying around to collect
enough to go to the honey house.

This season, two more develope-
ments are being tried. The first is

that during the early months the bees
were studied and one sixth of the
colonies chosen for increase, the^e
being the best of the stock. In ali

cases the bees were worked around
so as to bring one of the breeders to

No. 6 in each unit. This A6, B6, C6,
and so on, were all of good enough
pedigree to be used for queen-raising.
They were built up to good strength,
and when the honey season really
started, they were dequeentd long
enough to start them buildinij queen
cells. These having been s:tarted,

others in each unit were treated on
the Demaree plan, and brood raised
to a third story, and the combs with
started queen cells placed here.
When ripe they were used for nuclei
and this has proved to be the easiest
and quickest method of increare from
selected colonies that we have found.

The second experiment does not fit

in with the first, and it has baen tried
out on a limited number of units at
one end of the yard. Briefly, it con-
sists of removing one hive of the pair
at the beginning of the honey flow
to throw the field bees into the re-

maining one. In addition to the fieM
bees, all the brood and bees rrom the
removed hive, except two combs, were
added to the hive left on the old
stand, and in fact only a two frame
nucleus left to the removed colony.
The results are justifying the plan,

for the strengthened colonies ar3
gathering honey very fast and have
to have brood I'aised every len days
to keep them from swarming, while
the removed colonies are building up
well, and in some cases the process
has been repeated, two of the re-

moved colonies having increased to a
point where they have been joined to

one strong colony, the weaker being
reduced to a two-frame nucleus and
removed to a new stand.

The picture shows two units of
these nucleus hives at the end of the
yard. I

Manitoba. '

(Louis Scholl, of Texas, places his

bees in groups of five, but thij is just
as good. We usually place our colo-

nies in rows, but they are in woods
or orchards, where the trees and
shrubs establish great differences in

the flight, as bees select certain open-
ings among the trees. When they
come home through those openings
they have only a very limited num-
ber of colonies to choose from, and if

there are small plants or shrubs about
the hives a very positive difference
between them is at once noticed by
the bees. It is important.—P,ditor.,i

Sanders hives in groups.

FREIGHT LOSSES
I wish to say a word concerning

waste on railroads, caused by careless
handling by railroad men and other
causes spoken of by Mr. J. D. Shields
in the August number, 1921, page
320, of the American Bee Journal.
The trouble is not all with the rail-

roads, although the men they employ
are sometimes careless. The loss by
breakage is very often caused by the
goods poorly crated, or poorly packed,
from the desire of the packer to save
material.

I am a house builder by trade and
do some cabinet work and am often
called on to do crating and packing
for people who are about to move to

other localities, and to repair furni-
ture broken in shipment. I have a
case in my mind of a man who moved
from Pittsburgh, Pa., to Canfield,

Ohio. Canfield is located about half
way between Pittsburgh and Cleve-
land. This was not a very long dis-

tance to move, but the goods came
badly broken. The furniture and
dishes were broken. This man then
moved to Cleveland. I crated and
packed his goods and went \;ith the
teamster and helped pack them in the
railroad car. Here is where a great
deal of the trouble and waste comes in.

It is the carelessness of the team-
sters or draymen ; they place the
goods in the car without any regard to

order, so that the car will not be
full. The railroad crew does not
take time to pile anything out of the
way, but throw in freight, oftentimes
heavy, on top of the goods. Result:
broken freight.

In the case of this man moving to

Cleveland from Canfield, we packed
the goods on one end of the car;

packed the goods that were heavy in

the bottom, with light goods on top,

as high as we could. After the goods
arrived in Cleveland the man wrote
to me saying nothing was broken.

Another time I packed p. lot of

goods that went to Washington, D. C,
and went through without breakage.

1 have sent extracted hjney oy
parcel post a number of times to

Pittsburgh, and never had any trou-

ble.

Another thing will help to save
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waste : Place two addresses on your
freight or packages, for if one is lost

you will still have another. Do not
save your crating material. I believe
the shippers are as much to blame for
waste and breakage as the lailroads
are. A. S. Porter, Canfii-lil, O.

SOME EARLY BEEKEEPING HIS-

TORY
(Continued. See July number,

page 276).

By G. W. Adams

The failure of the town cf New-
bury to continue and maintain a mu-
nicipal apiary does not appear to have
discouraged the individual beelieepers
and Henry Rolfe, a neighbor, lecured
"stands" from the abandoned yard.
In his will he bequeaths "To my kins-
man, Thomas Whittear, a swarm of
bees." In the inventory of hi.s estate
his bees are valued at 7 pounds 10 s,

while his "muskett, fowling pieces and
2 swords and bandoliers" were consid-
ered worth only 1 pound -Js. Let
us follow the bees bequeathed to
"Whittear."

They were taken across the Merri-
niae to the Whittier homestead, in
Haverhill, and under the care of the
thrifty Quaker throve and increased.
The farm was inherited by the broth
ers John and Moses, and a sister,

Mary, kept house for them. John,
returning from a business trip to
Canada, approaching the house by the
way of "Pear Tree Lane," just as he
was crossing the little stream, the
"brook of the barefoot boy, saw

—

"Just the same as a month before,
The house and trees;
The barn's brown gable, the vine by

the door

—

Nothing changed but the hives of
bees.

Before them, under the garden wall.
Forward and back.
Went drearily singing the chore girl,

small,

Draping each hive with a shred of
black.

Trembling, I listened, the summer sun
Had the chill of snow,
For I knew she was telling the bees

of one
Gone on the journey we all must go."

The writer has it directly irom the
poet that "Telling the Bees" was not
a poetic fancy, but that the incident
was just as described in the poem.

The apiary existed until a few
years ago, and as the homestead is

now under the care of an efficient and
loving board of trustees, the writer
expects to restore it during the pres-
ent summer. The latest collection of
Whittier's poems contains <>. very
pretty fragment, unfinished, descrip-
tive of the home-coming of li's grand-
mother, Sarah Greenleaf, when as a
bride she crossed the Merrimac in her
husband's canoe, and walking throuph
the primeval forest came to the clear-
ing where stood the new h-M-.ie, and
"from the garden hives came the
sound of bees."

In looking up the bees of Aniesbury,
the administration of the estate of
Thomas Barnard, Sr., was of interest.

not only as showing a good-sized
apiary, but from a quaintne;:S all its

own. I venture to quote from the
record

:

"Estate of Thomas Barnard, Sr..

late of Amesbere, who was killed by
the Indians Oct. 9, 1677, to Elenor ys
relict, with as many of her husband's
children as she could get oi'dered to
come to ye next Salisbury court for a
division of ye estate."

The inventory presented shows,
among other items, "8 hives of bees."
What became of them is nor stated,
but the eldest son was given "a dou-
ble portion," and of the real estate it

is pleasant to know that "ye widow to
receive ye Higgledee Piggleys with
ether land."
The first use of the word "hive" to

appear in our county records is in
the inventory of Thomas Barker, of
Rowley, in 1650, "2 bee hives and
some auld boards, 1.5 pounds, 7, 6;"
the usual term being "stak," "stake"
or "stall," and very rarely "stand."

The familiar word "skep," appears
but once, and that in 1665. where
Bridget Bradstreet, of Ipswich, be-
queaths "to my daughter, Kimball,
and my daughter, Walles, my 'skep' of
bees, and my desire is that they give
there furst swarms to their other too
sisters."

From a careful study of the mat-
ter the writer is convinced that theie
were nearly—perhaps quite—as manv
people keeping bees in Essi x and
(old) Noi-folk counties, in the decade
1660-1670 as in 1910-20, although it

is hardly probable there v^-ere as
many colonies.

There is strong temptation to write
here of other things than bees, to
show the conditions of life in those
days, when nearly every farm had its

little apiary. For instance, the Rev.
Ezekiel Rogers, founder of Rowley,
had "stak of bees (1661) valued at
3 pounds," while his "armour and am-
munition" were valued at 5 pounds.
Evidently women were then, a«t now,
successful in beekeeping, for 17 years
later his widow gives bees to Ann Nel-
son.

In 1662, John Andrews, of Ipswich,
had "tow stocks of bees and tow
swarmes." This John never had a
"non-skid tire," but he was not only
better off than his neighbors in that
he owned "a paire of iron-bound
wheels."

The same year the estate cf "Will-
yam" Harkes, of Lynn, inventoried
bees and also honey, "10 pounds at
17 shillings."

William Patridge, of Salisbury, not
only had bees, but a serviceable
match-lock musket to protect them,
being better armed than Richard
Kent, of Newbury, whose ' fFoure
stakes" were valued at 3 pounds,
while his cross-bow at only 2 siiillings.

P-vidently in 1664, when this inven-
tory was taken, the cross-bow was get-
ting out of date.

In the foregoing researc! es, the
writer has learned somethin-j of the
bees, and not a little of respect for,

and admiration of, the nun and
women who won this beautiful North
Shore from the wilderness; snd as he
pens the familiar names, many of

which are maintained in honor by
their descendants still with us. there
is a life and reality to this little his-
tory which will not leave the heart to
be spread upon paper.

After 1670, bee culture declined so
rapidly that a colony, which three
years before would have been of equal
value with three sheep, would bring
but 3 shillings. Thei-e app'.ared to
be no reason for this, either in change
of purchasing power of money or in
the presence of any substitute for
honey and wax. Although sugar was
gradually coming into more j:eneral
use, it could have had no appreciable
effect on beekeeping.
The fact remained, however, that in

the space of less than ten years an
economic asset greatly valued by the
settlers had depreciated in valre more
than 75 per cent and the production
of an article of food highly prired and
for which there was no cheaper substi-
tute, was practically abandoned.

Probate records show a decline in
value to about 15 per cent of values
three to five years earlier, and an ap-
parent decline in the number of bees
kept, fully equal to the decline in
value.

Seeking a reason for this, we find
in the inventory of John Neale, filed
1672: "Three hives of bees, 10 shil-
lings, being somewhat decayed." This
is not a bad description of American
foulbrood, and the writer is inclined
to believe we have here the explana-
tion sought.

Although Quinby was probably the
first to recognize the disease in this
country, Schirach was investigating it

as early as 1771, and it may have been
in the colonies with early importa-
tions; it is possible that, the country
being sparsely settled, it may have
burned itself out in a restricted lo-
cality and, for want of material,
spread no further. Also, a colony sul-
phured was a colony disinfected, and
it was customary to sulpliur t dead
colony to kill the moths.

Of coui-se, it is possible the an-
praiser of Neale's estate used tne
word in the sense Latimer used it in

1550, when he says: "So order the
matter that preaching may rot de-
cay," and Goldsmith, in the "Deserted
Village" uses it in a similar sense, but
evidently because he must have some-
thing to rhyme with "prey"; so, as
this old appraiser was neither a
preacher nor a poet, can we not be-
lieve he had, as in duty bound, seen
the brood, and said just what he
meant in plain New England .peech?

So rapid was the decline in bee-
keeping that for the next 30 years—
the period of a generation—we find

nothing to show commercial value or
practical interest.

It was not until the second half of
the 18th century that the interest re-
vived, although there is little doubt
that a few widely scattered farms
still maintained their little rpiaries.
Perhaps their remoteness had been
their protection, and from 1770 to

1800 there was a considerable in-

crease, as is plainly shown in certain
old diaries.

From this time the advance was
rapid, Langstroth beginning his work
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in Andover in 1836, Gould in Wen-
ham a few years later, Alley in New-
buryport and later in Hamilton, Chaso
in Gloucester and Maiden, Knight in

Haverhill, and others, all doina; excel-
lent work and worthy of remem-
brance.

Massachusetts.

PACKING FOR WINTER IN COLO-
RADO

By J. A. Tracy

A fine way to fix for winter in our
most severe weather is to use a 10-

frame hive, and reduce to 8 frames,
with a division board on each side,

and pack the space between them and
make a slight frame to fit, bee-space
high, with fly screen on the top. Make
a small hole in the center of the
screen if you wish to feed them in

winter. Put on a super or oody and
fill with sacks or rags, and tl e bees
will be warm enough to coiitinue to

raise a little brood, even in Ihe dead
of winter. A small can, crown top,

with one hole made in center of lid

with the point of a two-penny nail, or
lath nail, will make a better feeder
than you can buy. Don't puncli a lot

of holes. They can take th-; syrup
plenty fast through just one such
hole. You can open the top or such a
hive any time in winter and give them
syrup, if they are short of stores. The
screen, bee-space high, over Ihe bees,

to hold the packing up, is a great ad-
vantage in that it allows the bees a
means to get up over their frames in

winter, instead of going around the
colder sides. Try it.

WINTERING IN ONTARIO
By J. F. Dunn

I am sending you a photo showing-
how we winter our bees in Southern
Ontario. In the center will be seen
our light double-walled hive. We
say "light" because it weighs, ready
for bees, scarcely more than the ordi-
nary single-walled hive of % inch
lumber. By using a thin re-saw, v/e

get three boards from 1-inch lumber,
and both the inner and outor walls
are of % inch stuff. This miy seem
rather light construction, but when
insulated with very heavy waterproof
paper on both walls next the p.'.cking.

it gives just as satisfactory results
as we formerly got from % inch walls
not insulated with pa|ier and with 3
inches of sawdust or planer shavings
between walls, and the hive is so light
we can, when the colony is fed up for
winter, pick it up and carry it with
no more effort tliat with a single-
walled hive of % inch lumber. We
are in Niagara district (the fruit dis-

trict of Ontario), where the ther-
mometer seldom reaches zero and 1

inch of packing between walls is all

that is necessary here. If we v.ere us-
ing any other packing than regranu-
lated cork 1 inch would not be enough.
We live but a few miles from one of
the few cork factories in America and
know the "cork board" process from
the raw cork to the finished product.
"Cork chips," about which we read so
much in the bee journals is simply
raw cork broken up fine, and while it

is rated high in insulation, it 's in no
way to be compared with what is

known as "regranulated cork." Re-
granulated cork is a by product of
"coi'k board." The raw cork as it

comes to the factory is broken up into
blocks and then pulverized into what
is called cork chips. Cork chips is

untreated cork, and contains volatile

substances and some moisture. In the
manufacture of cork board, the cork
chips are treated to remove all the
volatile substances that lessen insula-
tion. It is then put under immense
pressure and formed into large
squares to fit between the walls of
steel vaults or in large refrigerators.
It is then passed very slowly through
the ovens until it is thoroughly baked,
and with the previous treatment every
bit of moisture is driven out of it.

While the raw cork will take up some
moisture the treated product v.ill not.

After coming from the ovens the
large blocks of cork board are squared
up with special machinery and the
trimmings are ground almost as finely

as flour. Exhaustive experiments at
one of our agricultural colleges placed
this product just where we have al-

ways considered it, at 100 per cent, or
the vei'y highest in insulation. We
have tested it for years alongside al-

most all known insulators and in our
opinion it stands at the head.

The Barrel Winter Nest
At the left stands the barrel pack-

I iiinni winter jil.-iil!,.

ing case. It is some larger than the
ordinary flour barrel and just right
for a ten-frame hive placed en end.
If packed with forest leaves it will do
very well if given a coat of regular
waterproof roof paint, but if any
other packing material should be used
I would wrap the barrel with water-
proof paper. At the bottom of the
barrel will be seen the strip of tin

(showing white) that covers the fly

hole % in. wide and 3V2 in. high, cut
in the stave. The tin extenc5s below
the fly hole to shut out the di-ift and
prevent clogging with sleet. Before
the hive, shown at top of barrel, is

let down into the barrel (entrance
first) a wire is passed around the hive
to life it out by when unpacking. The
hive rests on cleats 8 inches above the
bottom of the barrel and forest leaves
are packed in the bottom before the
hive is put in. A "bridge" connects
the entrance of the hive with the fiy

hole and the hive entrance is about
1 V2 inches above the top of the fly

hole. No drafts, no matter how
hard the wind blows, ever touch the
inside of the hive. We can buy the
barrels for .50c and sometime-: less.

We pack the barrel to the top with
forest leaves and round the packing
up at the top, tie a waterproof paper
over the top, and we have about as
snug a winter nest as could bo given
a colony of bees.

The Community Hive

How do you like it? Before they
were converted they were just ordi-
nary single-walled hives like their
neighbor, setting on top the bai'rel.

Well, we are in love with them and I

guess we shall run a whole apiary Dn
the community plan. We call it the
community hive because the-re is no
reason why there should not be a
whole quartet of them, side by side,

instead of a duet. The hives are ex-
actly level and entrances may be re-

versed, every other colony. Like the
old darkey's trap, it is "sot to ketch
'ern goin' or comin." The front and
rear of each hive are double walled.
The sides are single walled and of %
lumber. The hives can be used for
supers or brood chambers. Bottom-
boards are the ordinary ones for sin-

gle-walled hives, except that we pack
them with cork and insulat-^ them
with paper. We want the front of

our bottom boards enough shorter
than the fronts of the hive, that no
ice or sleet ever touch the entrance.
On the "weather side" of each out-

side hive we remove two brood-
frames, wintering on eight frames.
The empty space is filled with a cork
packed (2 in. thick) dummy, the sides

of which are covered with heiivy card-

board (shredded wheat biscu't cartons

are fine), and the cardboard i)ainted

with shellac; or, better still, melted
propolis. This dummy is of ''s lum-
ber and hangs in the hive like a brood
frame. We make it three-sixteenths

inch shoi-ter than the inside of the

hive, front to rear, and cut the card-

board sides one-quarter longer

than the inside measurement of the

hive, and we crowd it tightly against

the inside of the hive wall. .\ No. 12

soft wire is then passed around the
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cluster of nails and a round stick

shown in the photos is twistrd up un-
til the hives are drawn so tightly to-

gether that no cold or fi-ost can get

in. A piece of insulating paper
reaching from top of super ;o bottom
of brood chamber, is placed between
the hives before they are forced to-

gether. A similar wire is aiso run
around the supers; a stick slipped un-

der the wire and twisted up tightly.

In the photo the deep super is packed
with forest leaves and the hi'f story

with cork. We prefer to have the full

depth super on the whole community
with double-walled front and roar. At
the advent of fruit bloom we take

the packing from the supers, crowd ir.

a dummy on weather sides of supers,

fill the top stories with empty combs
and get them by clover time as nearly

as possible solid with brood. When
clover opens up we put the queens be-

low, put on the queen excludeis, then

a full super of combs and place the

brood on top. At the end of t.m days
we take what brood we want for in-

crease (we get very few swarms) and
cut out the cells in the rest of the

combs. Of course, we spread the

hives apart at clover time. \\ e pack
the supers with any good insulating

material that may be handy, re-

granulated cork, old forest leaves

shredded up fine, finely cut straw,

cork chips, forest leaves freshly gath-

ered, sawdust and planer thavings

mixed. We place them in tlie order
we believe to be their relative value

in bringing bees through the winter.

We fill the supei-s with packing to

within and inch and a half of top, put

on the honey-boards, put a water-

proof paper on top of that <nd cov-

ering all the hives. Then the regular

covers. Any wet that gets in where
covers touch each other is caught by
the waterproof paper.

Ontario.

SUNSHINE AND BEES
By Allen Latham

This is being written on January
13, the coldest day of the year in

Connecticut thus far. It is a clear

day with the wind right out of ths

north, the temperature ranging from
14 to 21 above. At 10 o'cIock, when
the temperature was about 18. T went
to the apiary to look at the thermome-
ter, which is thrust through the pack-

ing of a small colony which I am ex-

perimenting with. Just as I thrust the

thermometer back a bee crawi< d from
the tube entrance and took tlight. I

stepped aside that the bee might have
an unobstructed return to rhc hive.

In less than three seconds she came
back, glad to crawl into the wtrm in-

terior of her home.
Some of my readers may see noth-

ing remarkable about the statements

in the paragraph above, but I sea

enough to warrant writing a few more
paragraphs relative to the suggestion.^

which rise. Now we are ordinarily

taught that bees cannot safely fly un-

less the temperature is at least 50 in

the shade and are told that even then

the wind should not be blowing. But
here a bee flies when the temperature
is 22 degrees lower than is safe, and
there is a brisk wind right out of

the north. How is this to be ac-

counted for?
That bee was a healthy, strong he-i.

As soon as it felt the chill of the air

it returned briskly to the hive. Had
it been a sick bee or a weakling it

Vvould have flown dizzily about, would
soon have lighted on some object, and
probably never have returned to the
hive. It is true that a general flight

of bees when the temperature isi

much below .SO, or when the wind i;

blowing, is often disastrous. It is

not true that healthy bees aie lost

when they fly out during a bright win-
ter day.
A few days ago an amateu^- wrote

to me expressing regret because he
had not been at home a certain day
recently when his bees took flight. H,,'

had his enti'ances shaded against wind
and sunshine. The bees found it diiri-

cult to get out and back with the ob-

structing boards in place. Many bees
were lost because of getting chilled

before they could find their way back
into the hive. Had the 'jeekeeper

been there he would have removed
the boards and thus allowed the bees a
free pathway.

Are such boards a detriment, or are
they of real value?

Personally I consider such devices,

as a rule, a real menace to the good
health of the colony. There may be

isolated instances, such as colonies

with a northerly exposure, in which a

benefit might accrue from the boards
being in place ; but under all crdinai'y

circumstances those boards are worse
than valueless, for they ai'e a source
cf harm to the bees.

When I say the boai-ds are a

source of harm I do not refei- to the
loss of bees that might occur in case
the bees had a flight in the absence ot

the beekeeper, but I refer to harm
that results from their pi-esence upon
any sunny day. I ventui'e to say that

there are no animals that are more in

need of sunshine than are honeybees.
Sunshine is a tonic to bee life, it is

the natural panacea for all the ills of

bees. Nothing so invigorates a colony
of bees as a sunny, day.

I like to have the sun shine into the

entrances of my hives. What if it

does entice a few bees to fly out? Ten
to one all healthy bees that fly out
succeed in returning. Those that do
not return would have died in the hive
within a few days anyway. Pei-son-

ally I prefer to have bees die outside
rather than inside the hive. Dead
bees in the hive have absolutely no
value, and when accumulated in

quantity are extremely detrimental to

the welfare of the colony. It is quite

possible that a colony exposed to the
full glare of the sunlight all througii

the winter might have a few less live

bees the middle of March than if it

had had its entrance shaded. But
would it be true that the same colony
would have less bees three weeks
later?

Eight thousand bees that are vig-

orous the first of March wil' carry
along a colony better than 18,000 that

are sickly. By the end of thrt e weeks
only a thousand or two of the eight

will be gone, whereas 14,000 or l.'i,-

000 of the 16,000 will be gone. By

the 10th of April the colony which
has had the invigorating effect of
sunny winter days will be better ofl:

than that colony which has not had
the benefit of sunshine. After thirty-

six years of experience in winterin,?
bees outside, I now have absolutely no
use for boards to shade the entrance.
I like the sun to be on those hives not
less than four days of every week of
the year.

Last winter (1919-20), one of the
most disastrous to bees for a genera-
tion, there were some six weeks dur-
ing January and February when the
sun scarcely appeared to view. Day
after day of clouds with a low tem-
perature. For eight days at a
stretch we did not have ten minute.s
of continuous sunshine. Bee.-; could
not carry out their dead ; the dead ac-
cumulated about the entrance. Colo-
nies were unusually strong in old
bees, as no fall flow of honey had
killed off the field force. By the 1st
of February nearly every colony had
its entrance completely covered with
dead bees. In some cases the dead
lay two inches deep about the en-
trance. Then came a sleet storm
which sealed the entrances with ice.

The result was awful.
This winter mild temperatures and

sunny days have allowed the bees to
can-y out their dead on the average
of twice every week since the first of
December. The hive bottoms are to-
day as clean as in summer, except
for a few capping-gnawings. Bees
are so snappy that they fly out into
the cold air with impunity, at once
returning when they feel th; chill.

Let the sunshine in.

WINTERING BEES IN THE SOUTH
By L. B. Smith

Having had many years of experi-
eiice in wintering bees in a warm cli-

mate, much the same as Southern
California, I thought a few lines on
that subject from me would be per-
missible, especially as I am asked that
question frequently.

This will, if used, appear a little out
of season, but most real beekeepers
save their Journals and read them at
their leisure time; it may be useful
to them later on. I don't think, but
know, the very best place for all

combs is in care of the bees, here in

this warm climate, let that be winter
or summer.

I have many colonies now tiered up
four and five stories high, with full

depth bodies, and I will have as
strong colonies, or stronger ones, in

these tiered up hives, as the m.in who
has gone to the extra trouble and ex-
pense of removing and caring for
these combs.

As for perfect wintering, I would
not give five cents to have every col-

ony insured. "Oh!" says one, "haven't
you read what Prof. Jiggs say; of the
winter problem in the South, or our
Government Expert, Jimmy Jones,
has said?" Sure, I have read most
evei-ything published in the various
books and journals, for many years,
concerning bees.

With all due respect for our Gov-
ernment experts and professors (they
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have taught us much) it is hard, at

least for me, to believe that all this

talk about the winter problem and
winter protection in the ^cuthe'-n
Slates is necessary.

Let me give the very best packing'

a colony can have in any of the South-
ern States, that is, a good strong col-

ony of bees with a young, ) rolifie

queen and 50 to 60 pounds of honey.
This may seem extravagant v.a to the
amount of stores, but is not a bit too
much for our warm climate, when
bees fly most every day anrt often
keep up brood rearing all winter.

With the above condition present,
I would not hesitate to insure perfect
wintering of every healthy !,-olony of
bees in any of the Southern States.

Pay no attention to the numlier of
combs a colony has, let it be one or
five supers.

The only requirement is to con-
tract the entrance against i.he mice
and robber bees, as we have so many
days that bees can gather nothing to

speak of, through the winter, so rob-

bers often become a real nuisance in

the South.
Now, to the doubting Thomas, let

me say: Try half your colonies

packed my way, the other half packed
the real orthodox way, with i.ll sur-

plus combs removed and ihe usual 25
to 30 pounds of stores to the colony.

I would not have you believe that I

think these extra combs of special ad-

vantage to the wintering of your bees.

I am equally sure that they siiv in no
way detrimental.

The combs are always safe in the

care of the bees, not so otherwise in

this warm climate, for we often have
warm weather here, even in mid-
winter, when the larvae of waxmoths
seriously damage, or destroy combs.

I noticed in Mrs. Grace Allen's de-

partment, in Gleanings, that ?he triod

packing the bees in Tennessee and it

proved of not practical beriefit. I

know there are many things said by
prominent writers of the North that

are all right in the Noi'th, but will not
stand up when put to a practical test

in the South. Most of the Northern
writers say: Face your hives to the

south, or east, for best results. This,

no doubt, is good advice where bees

are confined for weeks, even months,
to their hives without a flight.

Here hives facing north or west,

are more favorable to the bees than a

.south or east exposure, especially

where bees have almost daily flight.

It is not the greatest, but the fewest
number of flights we want our bees to

have here. All practical beekeepers
know these daily flights mean a large

consumption of stores and a heavy
tax on the strength and vitality of .;ho

bees.

Texas.

The Bees
When winter winds have ceased to

blow,
And sun has dried the mud and snow,
The bee man hurries to and fro

Among his hives.

He takes the winter wrappings off

And with a deprecating cough
Informs the bees the lid is off,

It's time to work.

Some colonies are good and strong.
While others need a boost alciig;

Perhaps increasing late wa., wrong.
Unite a few.

He hunts each queen from hiding
place.

And makes her promise to his face
That she will propagate a race

Of workers strong.

Each comb is lifted out with care
To see what are conditions there.

It's a lot of fun, but I'll stay v/here
There are no bees.—Nellie -M. Sheldon.

BEEKEEPERS BY THE WAY

A Maine Beekeeper

There is a very general impression
that New England is poor country
for beekeeping. Lester W. Longfel-
low, of Hallowell, Maine, is a bee-
keeper whose returns compare favor-
ably with those of many sections fa-

mous for honey production. Mr.
Longfellow is President of the Main9
Beekeepers' Association and is de-

voting much time and attention to the
intei'ests of the new organization. In

partnership with his brother, Longfel-
low keeps 300 colonies in several

yards. The average return is about
100 pounds per colony in Northern
Maine, and about 7.5 pounds in the

central part of the State. He states

that there is much good territory

which is unoccupied in Northei-n

Maine. Clover is the pi'incipal

source, with some good raspberry lo-

cations and some places where fire-

weed is abundant.

Lester W. Longfellow, President of M;iine Bee-

keepers' Assocuition.

BEES AT SORGHUM MILLS

I am a beekeeper and live on a
farm and make more clear money
from the bees than we do from our
100-acre farm. I have increased un-
til I have 100 colonies in fine shape
for this season. Last year I began the
season with 86 colonies and sold

$1,162.90 of honey. I am having a
little trouble with swarming; have had
5 swarms so far, but am trying to
hold them together until I can begin
to extract; after that I will not be
troubled. I am stating these facts so
that you may know that I am a bee-
keeper. The last year or two of
scarcity of sweets of all kink devel
oped the industry of sorghum making
near by.

Last year there were three sorghum
mills located as follows : One one-
quarter mile, on one-half mile end one
three quarters mile from my apiary.

Last year being dry, fall flowers
were rather scarce, causing a dearth
of honey, so these sorghum mills at-

tracted the bees, and they i.warmed
around them so badly that) they
caused much annoyance and trouble

to the operators of these mills. I lost

my field bees by the millions, conse-
quently I did not get my usual fall

crop of honey. However, I heard
no serious complaint by the soi-ghui-i

men. I think they bore the trouble

well, because they thought they were
ruining my apiary for all time.

I have heard it rumored recently

since they see me doing business on
the old stand with more bees than
ever, that they are going to put mo
out of business this fall ; und they
really believe that I will have to kill

out my bees if they insist, because it

interferes with their business. I

would like to know what my rights

are as a beekeeper and what course I

should pursue to be doing the right

thing by them and myself as well.

I have a fine home trade o'. honey
and I have a ready sale at all times;

can't possibly supply my trade.

Each of these mills is operated out

in the open and their output is only

a few hundred gallons. My crop of

honey is worth three times a', much
as the entire output of these mills. I

would like very much to see this dis-

cussed in the columns of the Ameri-
can Bee Journal ;

perhaps some reader

can and will advise me what to do in

ease conditions cause the bees to in-

terfere with the sorghum men. With
a good fall flow, I hardly th:nk the

bees would bother the mills. I will

add that I have been keeping bees

ever since 1902; have never had any
trouble with my neighbors on account

of the bees. H. C. Gadberry.
Missouri.

Answer: This is one of the unfor-

tunate happenings of bad seasons.

Sorghum mills, cider presses, wine

presses, candy stores, dry fruit pre-

serving and dozens of other bttle in-

dustries not only suffer from the bees'

short crop, but cause the bees to suf-

fer, since many of them get drowned
or killed in the vats, in the presses,

and wherever .sweets are gathered.

This is not the only harm it does to

the beekeeper. His bees gather some
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of this objectionable stuff, ^>hether

cider, wine or molasses, and whtn this

is stored in the cells, it is apt to make
them sick during the winter, for most
of it will sour in the cells ai:d give

the bees dysentery or diarrhea.

Luckily, this happens only one year
in twenty, or even less. We remem-
ber the fall of 1879, when all those of

our neighbors who had either cider

or wine to make cursed our bees and
their owner. But it never h.ippened
again, and the neighbors now know
that in such an occurrence we are as

much the losers as they are. if not
more.

If this should happen again to you
in such a way as to make the matter
irksome, it would be best to try to

have an understanding with the mak-
ers of sorghum molasses. Since it is

a loss to both, and they cannot com-
pel you to move any more than you
can compel them to quit, the best

thing to do would be to put up sheds
in which to boil the jliice. A sorghum
boiler ought to be under a shed, ow-
ing to the number of wasps, f.ies and
other insects that drown in the hot

juice, and there might be laws passed

compelling it, in order to make the

molasses more healthy to the con-

sumer. Could you not get 1hem to

agree to get under shelter and spena
a few dollars to help them do it? It

would be better than going to law
about it. What say our readers?

DECEPTIVE HONEY FLORA
By John Prothero

Every beekeeper who maintains a

close observation on the honty flora

of his neighborhood will have noticed

the difference in the behavior of the

bees during various flows, and the dis-

crepancy between the fuss made over
certain blooms and the amount of nec-

tar stored. Some flowers seem to fas-

cinate the bees and to keep them busy
without giving a corresponding yieicT.

Catnip is often mentioned as an ex-

ample of this. Bees will gather on a

clump of catnip and fuss with a great
air of business, yet the general ver-

dict is that they get little nectar. This
phenomenon sometimes leads the en-

thusiastic amateur into futile expen-
diture. He will plant catnip or mig-
nonette or sunflower in quantity on a

patch of waste land, where sweet clo-

ver could be put to better advantage.
Of course, this is like growing

wheat in flower pots to provide the

household with bread, but the enthusi-

astic amateur is to be encouraged,
even if he only plants a quarter of an
acre of bee forage.

This season I have noticed trifoli-

um arvense, or rabbit's foot clover, as

coming into this category. The com-
mon white clover produced little or

no nectar and was neglected by the

bees for this modest purple-grey rela-

tive. Here it occurs in great quan-
tity in pasture and waste land, ami
observation this year would have led

one to suppose that a considerable
honey flow was on. The botx were
thick on it all day and hustled from
bloom to bloom in their most prof,'S-

sional manner, but examination of the

combs showed that it was much ado

about nothing. The tubes are so fine

and so numerous that one readily un-
derstands what a tiresome and unre-
munerative job it nmst be. The busy
bee is wanting in a proper sjnse of

economics; she will expend a dollar's

worth of energy to get a 75-cent re-

turn. She does it because she is

driven by instinct, which, like justic,

is blind. Primeval man spent a

month i-ubbing a flint into a?i arrow
head; he was driven by personal dis-

like of a neighbor, and, being gifted

with reason, considered the motive
adequate.

Sweet clover I should bring forward
as being the opposite end of the poie

to catnip and rabbit's foot clover.

There is a quiet, steady, unobtrusive
industry about the apiary when the

sweet clover harvest is in full swing
that is most deceptive. When the or-

chards are in full blossom in April

there is an air of desperate hustle

which is absent during this later and
more productive flow. Unless I am
mistaken, there is in fruit blossom
time less swaying and zigzagging in

their final descent to the hives; they

come back full pelt with the s;.me di-

rectness with which they go out. Dur-
ing sweet clover they come home with

a quiet, swaying movement and a con-

tented hum. Can it be that their in-

stinct tells them that there i > every
need to hustle over the fruit blossom,
but that there is plenty of time with
the sweet clover? I seem to hsve no-

ticed a similar rush over the buck-
wheat, which here yields from about
8 to 10 a. m. After this is over they
settle down in a more leisurely man-
ner to search through the expiring

sourwood supply for any pickings

there may be left. Their demeanor is

quite different. For those two hours
in the morning there is fierce concen-
tration of purpose; afterwards it is

jog through the day's work and enjoy
life.

I may be advancing a fanciful the-

ory, but it seems to me that there is

a direct relation between the duration

of a flow and the behavior of the bees
while it is on, a relation which does
not correspond with the quantity of

nectar being brought in.

My belief is that more nectar is

brought in with less fuss during a day
of sweet clover than during a day of

fruit blossom or buckwheat, making
every allowance for hive strength.

Perhaps it is not right to class fruit

blossom and buckwheat together, for

in one case the bee takes a long, strong
pull and in the other rushes desperate-
ly from one small blossom to another,

yet in both instances there is an im-

minent stoppage of the flow to spur
them on. The beginner is off en de-

ceived in this way on the supering
question. He imagines that there i.^

compai'atively little doing and lots of

room at a time when things ar.» filling

up vei'y rapidly; again, after a spell

of great superficial activity hf is de-

jected to find poor results. This is

one of the matters which make knowl-
edge of your locality two-thirds of

beekeeping. A good honey flow in

one neighborhood and season 'lecomes

unproductive fuss elsewhere. One is

often surprised to hear the lukewarm

manner with which a beeman from 50
miles distant will speak of a plant that
gives one excellent returns, and vice
versa. Around here men speak
meanly of white clover, though there
is plenty of it; 60 miles to the west it

is the main honey crop. Verily there
is no end to the "reports" that might
be written on honey flora and their

value; even State lines and counties
would not make satisfactory divisions.

Such reports are interesting and in-

formative, but the beeman has only
one safe guide to follow—make your
own observations, draw your .'wn de-

ductions, and originate your own
practice accordingly.

Virginia.

CHILIAN BEEKEEPING
Dear Mr. Dadant: 1 believe that I

wrote you a few years ago, that we
did not have either moths or foul-

brood in Chile. I am sorry to say
that it is not so now. I believe that

I have foulbrood in my apiaries and
wish to ask your advice, for descrip-

tion and cure. I have 11 apiaries, fi

in the mountains, 5 in the plains. The
former, having no neighboring apia-

ries, are safe. The others are sur-

rounded with smaller apiaries. As I

was certain that there was no foul-

brood, 1 did not take any precyutions
concerning hives, combs, nupers,

honey for feeding, etc., and used to

cai-ry things from one apiary to an-
other without fear. So I have prob-
ably scattered the disease my -.elf.

Last winter a Chilian apiarist who
owns over a thousand colonies in

box hives, told me that he had to bi;v

200 to 300 hives of bees every year
to sustain the number of his colonies,

as he lost so many that the natural

swarms did not replace the losses

;

that the colonies died with r.lenty of

honey but no bees. I did not pay
much attention to his statements. But
this spring, after having had mo-e
swarms than usual, about 20 per cent.

I noticed that many colonics were
getting weak during the dearth that

usually follows the swarming season.

When the alfalfa season came, they
were reduced to the size of nuclei.

The queens were still large and fine

looking, but there was very little

brood, almost nothing but eggs. The
larvse must have died as fast as

hatched, perhaps killed by the food
given them. Rarely could I sec a bia;

larva, dead and yellowish in color.

But they did not have any bad smell

when rotten, and the color was gray,

not brown, without any .opiness.

There were only a few in that condi-

tion, as the bees appeared to dispose

of them. Rarely was there a sealed

cell with a hole in it.

During the honey harvest they did

not improve, so 1 united them by twos

and later doubled them again, so that

many families are formed of 4 colo-

nies and have hardly strength enough
for winter.

Without any disease, I could care

for a large number of colonies, but

with diseases I will have to shrink

my output. Besides, the pricw^s that

we are getting for honey ^re only

about 40 per cent of la.si year's

prices; exchange is low, and all im-
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ported articles are out of vcach in

price. That is enough to disrourage
any one. It takes 100 kilos (220
lbs.) of honey to pay for an ordi-
nai-y umbrella; the same amount to

pay for a case of gasoline; 600 kilos

(1,320 lbs.) to pay for a rubber tirj

31x4 for my auto. I understand that
your beekeepers are better off, and it

gives me great desire of coming tD

the United States and see. Perhaps
I will come some day.
Do you use the capping-melter?

How does it succeed? Does it dam-
age the honey? I have con-;;dei'able

trouble with small particles cf cap-
pings that gather on top cf the
honey after extracting, and a:> I have
so large a quantity (509 bands this

year) I want some good method of

getting rid of these cappings. I do
the extracting in a tent the edges of

which are held down with bi^; rocks,

e.xcepting the front, which is allowed
to drop to the gi'ound as w.; go in

and out. I would like to have a cen-

tral plant, but it is out of the ques-
tion, on account of bad roads and
long distances. Last year I had ty-

phoid fever in the middle of the sum-
mer and had to delay extracting until

cold weather. I did the work when
there was snow and rain an<l had to

warm up the supers with a stove un-

der a pile of them, in order to warm
up the honey so as to uncap and ex

tract.

Let me hear from you, pleaise, with
advice as to what you think of the

situation. (j. J.

(It looks as if our correspondent's
bees were suffering from some dis-

ease like European foulbrood. We
are sending him some information on
the subject.—Editor).

THE CENTURY PLANT
In the Southwestern States, Mexico

and Central America, there are a

number of long-lived plants, common-
ly spoken of as century plants. These
belong to the genus Agave, more than
138 species of which have been de-

scribed. Many of them are native to

Africa and desert regions of Asia.

Coulter li.sts seven species as native

to Texas, and some others are to be
found in Arizona, New Mexico and
California.
The flower stalks often rise to a

height of forty feet or more and are
a striking feature of the southwestern
landscape. The fleshy leaves are
armed with thorns or prickles to resist
attacks of hungry animals, and the
thick leaves hold large quantities of
water, so they are well adapted to sur-
vive in a region of almost constant
sunshine and little rainfall.

The plants grow slowly, usually ma-
turing in from three to fifteen years
in their native regions. Although the
bloom is infrequent, enormous quan-
tities of nectar are available when the
plants do bloom. There are few plants
which yield so copiously. The pic-

ture gives a good idea of the appear-
ance of the plant before the flower
stalk appears.

tact in my 40 years as a beekeeper.
Wisconsin.

SAVING A CHILLED QUEEN
By Elias Fox

In April, 1920, we had some bad
weather. One morning while looking
for bees which might be short of
stores, I noticed a double handful of
apparently dead bees outside the en-
trance of a hive. On top of the pile

was a nice yellow queen. On picking
her up I could detect no signs of life,

but placed her on the kitchen table
about 8 feet from the stove. After
half an hour she still showed no signs
of life, but an hour later I found that
she had turned over on her feet, but
showed no apparent movement other-
wise. A little warm honey placed di-

rectly under her tongue had the de-
sired effect, and in a few minutes she
was able to walk about.

The hive was then brought in and
a handful of the bees likewise re-

vived. In a couple of weeks I found
they had two small patches of brood,
so the remnant was transferred to a
colony which was queenless. Later a
strong colony resulted, and the
chilled queen with her offspring pi-o-

duced as much honey as others which
had been more foi'tunate.

This queen was the nearest gone
of any with which I have come in con-

THE QUEEN MATED, BUT COULD
NOT LAY

By Vernon H. Jeffries

While transferring some of my
bees from some of my nucleu.s boxes
I found one of my queens with a lit-

tle hard substance that resembled an
egg hanging on to her. I knew that
there must be something the matter
with her, for all of the other queens
that were put off the same time were
laying right along and were doing
fine.

So I caught her and pulled it off of
her just with my fingers alone, and
when I turned her loose she took
wing and went into another hive
close to where I was working, and of
coui'se the bees balled her at once,
knowing that she was a stranger, and
I had to work in a hurry to get her
out of there. &o I caught her and
put her in her own hive and the ras-
cal flew out again. I put the top on
and made a note of the hive in my
note book, so I could give them a
queen cell or brood, and they could
go on to work.
Two or three days after giving

brood I went back to see how they
were getting on, and the first thing
I saw was a very nice looking queen
running^, over the combs dropping
eggs in every cell the same as any
other queen I have.

I saw a piece in the American Bee
Journal some time back something
similar to the above, and I suppose
that helped me out a lot. I will be
on the lookout for such things here-
after and maybe can save a good
many queens.

Louisiana.
(Usually when queens mate, the

organ of the drone remains attached
to the abdomen of the female. Usu-
ally the workers pull this away. Evi-
dently in this case it had not been
done, and it is quite probable that
she could not have laid any eggs if

you had not helped her out.—Ed-
itor.)

I ttiiuiy plant 111 .SditthtTii California.

RULES FOR THE PACKING OF
BULK COMB HONEY

A recent bulletin sent out by the
Texas Honey Producers' Association
gives their rules for the packing of
bulk comb honey. As the packing of
this article is practiced more than in

former years, we give them herewith:
Pack in new cans only.

Use 3, 5 and 10-lb. friction-top
cans, putting most of vour crop in

lO's.

Use only white comb, drawn the
jjresent season, and made on thin

surplus or extra thin super founda-
tion.

All comb must be completely
sealed.

No comb in which brood his been
raised or that is discolored from any
cause can be used.

Use only the pieces of comb cut
in square blocks. The comb should
be of a size to just i)ass through the
mouth of the can, and then lie flat.

Fill the can with comb first, then
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fill with extracted honey until the
net weight is made up.

Extracted honey used must be
white and of the same flavor as con-
tained in the comb.

The extracted honey must he free
from all foreign matter.

The extracted honey must have
been heated to a temperature of not
less than 120 degrees F. and not
more than 14r) degrees F., and care-
fully strained.

.Ml cans must have the lids prop-
erly placed and must be clean.

All bulk comb honey sold through
the Association must have the Asso-
ciation label affixed by the producer.

All bulk comb honey returned to

the Association by the jobbers, or
that should not have been correctly
packed, will be prepared for sale as

extracted honey by the Association,
at a charge of 2 cents per pound, and
the cost of the new containers:.

rTHE EDITOR'S ANSWERS
=^

J
When stamp is enclosed, the editor will answer questions by mail. Since

we have far more questions than we can print in the space available, several
months sometimes elapse before answers appear.

Tobacco Smoke
I always use a veil, but once left it at my

apiary in East Texas; so I put a cigarette in

my mouth and smoked it till 1 got through
with them. I took the frames out one by

one to see how they were, and not a bee

came around my face. I think if one has no
veil and has a cigarette in his pocket he may
use it as a veil. What do you think about it?

1 do not smoke much, but I tried it on my
bees and it seemed to work all right.

TEXAS.
Answer.—That is the Swiss and German

way. They sell pipes for beekeepers. A cigar-

ette will do. but it would take a great many

for a day's work. It would be rather expen-

sive. Then it is not exactly proof against

stings, for some bees may get angry. In ad-

dition to this, not everybody is fond of to-

bacco. However, we do not wish to be exclu-

sive and are quite willing that those who like

tobacco should use it.

Prior Rights

Could you please tell me if there is a law

in the State of Wisconsin 'orbidding people

keeping all the bees they like? We bought
our farm in the year 1919, with the intention

of keeping bees, but before we got our apiary

started there was another beekeeper bought 30

rods south of us and moved up here with 1.30

colonies, the same fall. He was telling me
that seeing he was here first I had no right

to keep more than 25 or 30 colonies, in the

same neighborhood WISCONSIN.
Answer.—There is no law that we know of

to keep people from having as many colonies

as they see fit on the same piece of ground.

But there is no doubt that there is a moral

right for the first man who keeps bees, to the

spot which he occupies.

Moreover, it will be profitable for neither

the one nor the other to have too many colo-

nies in the one spot.

So our advice to you would be to keep

your bees a couple of miles away, or even

farther. It is certainly unfortunate that you

should not have started first with bees in

that spot.

We have a great many of our bees in out-

apiaries and we often find it more profitable

to keep them away from home than right at

home, as our home location is not very good.

It does not take very much time tu get to

the oulapiarlcs, and we have a free field for

the bees.

Inbreeding
I started with one colony of bees, headed by

a select tested queen. Now have two daugh-
ters and two granddaughters from this queen
and no new stock has been introduced. One
of these granddaughters is a large, fine-looking

queen, while the other is only an average

size These (jueens have just commenced to
lay. If they fill the combs with brood would
there be any advantage in requeening witii

stock from a reliable queen breeder? I have
read that inbreeding tends to produce smaller
and less hardy bees. Is this correct?

WEST VIRGINIA.
Answer.—With this small number of colo-

nies you need not be afraid of in-and-in breed-

ing, for there must certainly be other bees in

the vicinity. The only thing you need to

bother with is to make sure that your queens

are purely mated. This is probably doubtful,

unless the bees in the neighborhood are Ital-

ian. If your queens are purely mated, you

run but little risk of inbreeding. But if they

are ill-mated, then you had best get addi-

tional slock from some breeder.

Inbreeding for a long term of years dots

produce less hardy oees, though we have never

noticed them getting any smaller.

Cross Bees
I have bees in a bee house and they are very

cross. A neighbor tells me that bees are al-

ways cross when kept in a bee house. vv^hnt

can you say about it?

Answer.—There can be but one cause to

make bees angry which are kept ir a bee

house; that is if they are on a floor or the hives

are all in one wall fastened to each other.

When you go in the house, the least jar of

the floor will disturb the bees and they will

be on the alert. Similarly, if they are in a

wall all fastened together, when you disturb

one hive, the other colonies will all feel the

disturbance and will be apt to resent it. It

is well to have each colony on its own stand,

entirely separate from all others. Then when
you disturb that colony the others do not know
anything about it. Always smoke the hives at

the entrance before disturbing them, for the

first thing that happens when you touch a

beehive is for the guards to rush out and dis-

cover the cause of the disturbance. Woe to

the enemy then ! But if they have been
frightened with smoke, you can open the hive

and continue with a slight amount of smoke
without difficulty. Many of our most practi-

cal apiarists do not take the trouble of smok-
ing at the entrance before opening the hive,

but if you talk to them, they will acknowledge
that they often have angry bees and that this

is one of the reasons. We all make that mis-

lake more or less and pay for it in stings.

Transferring—Packages—Nuclei,
Etc.

I have fouf colonics in 10-frame hives, but
the comb is crossways. I want to transfer
these four colonies of bees into new hives

with frames of full sheets of foundation and
give them new queens, als<j. The combs arc
about three years old, and the frames have
never been taken out of them during the three
years.

1. When do you think I ought to make ihis
transfer? Could I do it this month yet, or wait
till spring?

2. Is it simple to requeen bees?
.T. When I make this transfer, would it be

all right to feed this honey back to them, from
the obi frames?

4. 1 want to buy 25 3-lb packages of bees
with queens next spring. Are 3 pounds of bees
enough?

r>. When would be the best time to have
these bees shipped?

0. My neighbor was telling me bees from the
South are not prolific in Wisconsin; they don't
do well. Is that possible?

7. I am going to give them frames with full
sheets of foundation. It that the prope- way?

8. I noticed in the Journal ^-omc queens are
as high as $12 for breeders. What is the dif-
ference between these breeders and queens
they charge $2 for?

9. What does "nuclei" mean? I noticed
ads. in the Journal, from 1 to 5-frame nuclei
for sale. Is that a colony ot bees with combs
full of brood or honey? I am a beginner, and
am anxious to learn bee culture.

WISCONSIN.
Answers.—1. Transfer your bees in spring.

It is the best time, because they are not so

heavy in either brood or honey as they are

at other times. Get a text book and follow

instructions; it will pay you.

2. Requeening consists in finding the old

queen and killing her; then introducing a

young queen. It is not difficult and you can

even do it with immovable combs or box hives,

by driving the bees out, finding the queen
among them and killing her.

3. Yes, it is all right to feed back wnai
honey the colonies have at the time of trans-

fer. They may need it.

4. Three pound packages make very good
colonies if they are secured at the right lime.

5. Have them shipped so they will reach
you at the time of fruit bloom

6. I don't believe your neighbor has had
much experience with package bees. If they
reach you in good order and you look after

them and see that tli>ey do not suffer for want
of something to eat, they will do well.

7. Yes, give them foundation and sufl^cient

food, in case of bad weather or shortage of

flowers.

8. The queens which are advertised as

"breeders" at $10 or $12, are queens that have
been tested as to the honey producing qualities

of their bees and their own prolificness, and
are among the very best in the apiary. They
a:e worth considerably more than ordinary
tested queen:. But if you buy 15 or 20 un-
tested queens from a breeder you may find

one or two "breeders" among them, for they
are usually young queens and have not yet

shown what they can achieve.

9. Nucleus, nucki, means one or more small
colonies of bees; say two, three, or four combs
with bees, brood, queen and some honey and
pollen.

Be sure to get some book and read it. You
will get several times the value of your money
in information from it.

Keeping Honey—Why Bees Root
1. Will extracted honey keep best in fruit

jars, air tight, or is it all right to keep it in
5-gallon crocks, just covered?

2. Why do bees gather in front of the hive
and step back and forth, rubbing their noses
on the uoard? When I lift up the cover I

find them doing the same thing inside. They'
look like a bunch of hogs, all rooting.

NEBRASKA.
Answers.—1. Well ripened extracted honey

will keep well in sealed jars. But it will

also keep well in crocks or tanks, if these are
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placed in a warm, dry room. Honey will be

really benefited by evaporation, if the weather

is hot.

2. In this ca.-e, Dr. Miller's reply, "I don't

know," is well fitted. Perhaps the answer to

this ^juestion has been found. If so, let us

have it. Everybody is welcome to a guess.

Feeding for Winter
I'kasc tell nie how to pre; tare granulated

sugar to feed -my bees so it will not granulate
in combs again It has been so very hot and
drv here it has burned up all bloom; will have
to feed. INDIANA.
Answer.—Two pounds of granulated sugar

for every pound of water, or 16 jiounds of

sugar for each gallon of water. Melt it thor-

nughly, then add about two pounds of good

lioney. This will prevent its crystallization.

You may make it as heavy as 20 j.ounds of

sugar to a gallon of water. If the bees take

it slowly they can invert the sugar in their

honey sack's, so there will be no need of honey.

But when you feed fast they cannot keep up a

sufficient amount of saliva to invert the sugar,

hence the need of honey. This may be re-

placed by the addition of about a half ounce of

tartaric acid to each gallon of liquid, which

causes the same effect.

Honey From Poison Ivy

There is an impression here among our
older residents that honey has at s(»me lime
poisoned some member of their families by
being gathered from poison ivy. As I am
trying to build up an apiary here, I would
like to be in i)osition to refute siich state-

ments authoritatively. Will you therefore
kindly advise me through the American Bee
journal as to whether poison ivy yields nec-

tar, and, secondly, does such nectar (if any)
necessarily poison the honey ? Would poison
ivv honey be dark, or light; bitter, or have any
other distinctive taste? NEW HAMl'SHIRE.
Answer.—Poison ivy {Rhus Toxicodendron)

is reported in Pellett's "American Honey
Plants," page 252, as secrciting nectar. We
are inclined to believe that this idea of its

]iroducing poisonous honey is simply an opin-

ion which is not based upon facts. Some peo-

ple can never eat honey of any kind without

l)ecoming sick. Their stomachs apparently

du not assimilate it well. Of course, if any

bees had been seen on poison ivy the ten-

<lency would be to charge it to the plant.

Vet, the proportion of such honey in a crop

would be so very insignificant that it would

not be noticeable.

Feedings to Finish Sections
I have sevfii clonics of bees. I have su-

pers on some. 1 would like your advice on
the following:
Would it pay me to feed it at night time ?

The idea is for my bees to complete filling th.

capped sections with said honey. I can buy
sweet clover honey fo about Ific per pound,
(an sell my capped sections for 'M)c per pound.
Would the bees try to force it into brood
frames and Leave not enough room for queen
to deposit eggs? NEW YORK.
Answer.—For completing sections which are

already partly filled, it may pay you to buy

honey at 16 cents, if you can sell stctions at

30 cents. But you may count upon the bets

using a good portion of that honey to breed,

and also to build comb; so that you will not

find it very profitable. Juj»t how much is a

(juestion which we cannot settle any Ixtte than

the (juestion of how much it will pay you to

feed a certain amount of corn to finish fatten-

ing your hogs. ' The result is not always the

same.

number of supers filled with comb honey?
3. How often should comb honey be fumi-

gated? NEBRASKA.
Answers.—1. You may use burning sulphur

or bisulphide of carbon.

2. Prof. Paddock recommends one quarter

ounce of sulphur burned unde- a pile o>f su-

pers, for every cubic foot of pace. That is

plenty. Be sure and have a few empty supers

between the burning sulphur and the combs,

so the sulphur will not melt the combs. The
sulphur is usually sold in "wicks" by drug-

gists, and burned in a metal dish. The bi-

sulphide of carbon, poured over the combs or

soaked into a cloth, may l)e used in quantities

of one-eighth ounce per cubic foot. It is in-

flammable and a light should not be brought

near. As it is heavier than air, it should be

put at the top of the pile.

3. In ordinary circumstances two fumiga-

tions, about two weeks apart, should do the

work. The second fumigation is f r eggs

which are not yet hatched at the ':jme of the

frst fumigation. Of course, the combs should

l>ie kept in a closed room where the moths can

have no further access to them.

Winter Packing
How would it do to pack winter cases of bees

with pine needles? We have plenty of them
and during the winter we frequently have
periods of three weeks that it is 25 degrees
below zero. NEW HAMPSHIRE.
Answer.—Pine needles would probably be

very good, I do not believe that this pack-

ing has ever yet been suggested in the Journal.

Try them and report how you succeed.

ODDS AND ENDS
The Right Spirit

I wish to add a little towaras the
memorial for Doctor C. C. Miller. I

deeply regret that I never hfd the
opportunity of meeting him person-
ally, but yet I think of him as a
friend. One seemed to become ac-
quainted with him through his writ-
ings.

I am sorry that I cannot do more.
I am a boy 19 years of age, attending
the University of Wisconsin. 1 find

that it is a great deal easier to write
out cheeks while at school than it is

to make deposits.

So, with best wishes, I send this re-

mittance from a small beekeeper with
a large amount of enthusiasm for the
remembrance of a large beekeeper
with a large amount of enthusiasm.

Walter A. Kuenzli,
Wauwatosa, Wis.

Annual Sweet Clover Coming
Annual white sweet clover, gener-

ally known as Hubam sweet clover,

will soon be available to everyone.
News comes of a farmer in Clark

County, Ohio, who sowed 80 acres to

this crop in the spring on his farm
near Springfield. Mr. James Kitchen,
the farmer, expects to i-aise the crop
for seed.

Fumigating Comb Honey
1. What lb the Ijest for funiig.itiiig sccticni

honey ?

2. How much sliouUl l>c used for .1 given

One Reason Why Honey is Low
We try to sell our extracted honey

too rapidly. It will keep. People
eat it the year round and buy it ev-

ery week of the 52. We are foolish

to try and force its sale all in the
six weeks it is produced. Do not be
in a hurry lo sell your extracted

honey. Demand will certainly be
much better in the fall and prices
need not be lower. In fact, they
may be somewhat higher as soon as
the timid ones who seem to b'j afraid
it will evaporate or fly away, have
sold out.

Remember that extracted honey
will keep— and keep it.—Texas
Honey Prod\icers' Bulletin.

An Interesting Experiment
A letter from C. G. Golding, of

Hankow, China, conveys the infor-
mation that a queen mailed from
California by P. C. Chadwick,
reached China alive after spending
47 days in the mails. This is per-
haps a record for safe arrival after
long confinement. In most cases
queens mailed from Europe to Amer-
ica have been dead on arrival the
past summer, although the time spent
in the mails has been much shorter.

Maine Holds Summer Meetings
Three summer meetings were held

in Maine during the month of August.
The first was at Portland on the 15th,
the next at Lewiston on the ICth, and
the last at Bangor on the 17th. The
President, Lester W. Longfellow, and
Secretary F. L. Mason, and Frank C.
Pellett, spoke at all three o' these
meetings. At Portland, State Horti-
culturist Frank H. Dudley gave an ad-
dress outlining the policy of his de-
partment to lend all possible aid fn
extending the work of the beekeepers'
organization. Dr. Talbot gav'i an in-

teresting account of his experience
with bee-stings as a cure for gout. A
local physician then outlined his
methods of beekeeping in the city. At
Lewiston Mr. Malloon talked on bee-
keeping along with farming.

The Maine Association was only or-
ganized last February, and the inter-
est in this first series of summer meet-
ings augurs well for the future suc-
cess of the organization.

The New York Summer Series

The beekeepers of New York State
held a series of meetings during the
summer. The Western New York
Honey Producers' picnic at LaSalle,
on July 30, was attended by about
150 enthusiastic beekeepers. The api-
ai-y of Edwin DeVentier furnished an
ideal place for the meeting. In addi-
tion to the usual progTani of ad-
dresses much time was taken up in

discussion of the honey crop, prices
and markets.
The State meeting was held at the

Alexander apiai-y at Delanson, on
August 5. There was a largj attend-
ance and an extended program. Al-
len Latham, of Connecticut, vas the
principal speaker. Much inteiest was
manifested in the apiary, which is so
well known to beekeepers everywhere.

The Northern New York Honey
Producers met at C^ampbell's Point,
near Sacket's Harbor, on August 11.

Here again there was an attendance
of about 150 persons, with a full pro-
gram and a lively discussion.

In addition to the above piincipal
meetings there were a number of
county picnics, some of which were
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well attended in spite of heavy rains,

which made it necessary to carry out

the progTams within doors. The asso-

ciate editor of this Journal greatlv

enjoyed the opportunity to accompany
George H. Rea, beekeeping :pecial-

ist of New York College of Agricul-

ture around the circle of this series.

New Hampshire Meeting

The New Hampshire beekeepers
had a very successful meeting at the

Agricultural College at Durham, on

August 17 and 18. Allen Latham, of

Connecticut, was the principal

speaker on the first day and greatly

interested his audience with a demon-
stration of requeening, along with a

discussion of the subject of queen
rearing and introduction.

On the second day Frank C. Pellett

spoke on the subject of "Locality,"

discussing the factors that influence

the honey flow.

League Notes
Announcement was made in last

month's papers that the League had
ready for distribution the notices of-

fering a reward for the arrest and
conviction of anyone disturbing the

apiary at which this notice was
placed. Quite a number of the League
members have taken advantage of

this, but it is desired that more mem-
bers secure these cards. Any bee-

keeper belonging to an association af-

fiiliated with the League in any man-
ner has the right to the use of these

notices and can secure them at the

cost of printing from the Secretary.

The first of the series of the League
advertisements appeared in the Sep-
tember number of "Good Housekeep-
ing." It will be found on page 141.

It is, of course, hard to estimate the

value of an advertisement, but if the

ad sells honey in proportion to the

requests that it is bringing for the

recipe booklet, it is going to be a great

success. The Secretary is receiving

large numbers of these requests,

coming from every part of the United
States. This advertising is being
hacked up by a circular of informa-
tion to the wholesale grocers of the

United States and by reading articles

on the use of honey and concerning
honeybees in the principal home
magazines.

The Legal Department of the

League has been extremely rnccess-

ful in helping out a considerable

number of our beekeepers who were
unfortunate enough to live ui cities

and villages where moves were made
to pass ordinances prohibiting the

keeping of bees. Letters from the

Secretary, the Legal Advisor and
other men prominent in the League
were written in every case i .^ported,

and in a number of instances the

Secretary was notified that s;l! legal

proceedings had been abandoned on
account of the information sent by
the League.

ers' Associations have agreed to make
only those Associations which take the

dates appointed by the League Sched-
ule. While this seems to be somewhat
of a radical move, it is for the best

to all concerned, as it makes the travel

and expense of the speakei's much
less and enables the States to secure
speakers whom they get not other-

wise interested in their meetings. It

is to be hoped before another year
passes that there can be added to the

schedule the names of the members
who will make the territories indi-

cated on the schedule.

The Kansas Honey Producers'
League has completed its affiliation

with the American League. The
Kansas League is composed of a

small number of men who are very
active and progressive in beekeeping
aff'airs, and their guiding spirit is the

League's well-known friend, Dr. J.

H. Men-ill.

The Secretary of the League and
the advertising manager are supplying
every magazine or paper that will ap-

preciate them, articles on the use of

honey, and any magazine which would
like one or moi-e of these articles can
obtain them by application to the Sec-

retary. These articles are written in

popular style and contain no advertis-

ing material whatever and make a

welcomed variation to the ordinary

recipe article.

The Bureau of Markets of the Unit-

ed States Department of Agriculture
already sees the value of the Ameri-
can Honey Producers' League. In the

August 20th number of the Market
Reporter occurs the following para-

graph:
'The American Honey Producers'

League, which is a super organization

of the beekeepers' associatio'is of the

country, has outlined plans for an in-

creased advertising program during
the fall and winter, and considering

the fruit shortage, honey may move
at better prices by winter."

The peculiar financial condition of

the country and the fact that the total

honey crop will be small this year,

works a hardship on the beekeepers,
but it is one of the factors which are

going to help the League to its right-

ful position. If the League had the

support of every beekeeper in the

United States, the League would be

able to advance money on honey de-

posited in warehouses so such a thing

as 4 to 8 cent honey would be un-

known. The success of other co-op-

erative associations shows that this

can be accomplished.
H. B. Parks, Secretary.

Prof. H. F. Wilson, of the Sched-
ule Committee, has just completed ar-

rangements whereby the majority of

the speakere visiting State Beekeep-

PoIlen-CIogged Combs
Some time ago an article appeared

in the Journal explaining how pollen-

clogged combs could be scraped part

way down to the mid rib, and re-

turned to the bees, during a honey
flow, and taken from them again in a

few days, cleaned up in good shape.

This article was written by F.lvin M.
Cole, of Audubon, Iowa, and I be-

lieve the plan is original with him,

and should be impressed upon the

minds of beekeepers, as thousands of

good worker combs can be swved by
using the method described by Mr.
Cole. I had about eighty pollen-

clogged combs carried over from last

year, which were treated by Mr.
Cole's method, and all of them are
good worker combs today. Two of

these combs were placed in the cen-

ter of the broodnest of two different

colonies, after the cells haci been
broken down and the pollen disar-

ranged, and 72 hours later they were
practically cleaned of pollen and
drawn to their natural size again,

with both queens laying in the treated

combs. J. G. Prosser,
Ft. Dodge, Iowa.

Illinois-Wisconsin Meet

The annual meeting of th'3 North-
ern Illinois and Southern Wisconsin
Beekeepers' Association will be held

in Memorial Hall, Rockford, 111., on
Tuesday, October 18, 1921. We
would be pleased to have samples of

comb and extracted honey, also any-
thing new in line of bee supplies.

B. Kennedy, Secretary.

Hubam Annual Swreet Clover
Last February I bought 4 ounces

of the new Hubam annual sweet clo-

ver seed at $1.50. On April 2 I

planted the seed in drill rows 35

inches apart and it made 5 rows 75
feet long, but I got it too thick and
could easily have gotten 10 rows
from the 4 ounces of seed.

It started to bloom on July 2, and
is 3 to 5V2 feet high and is full of

bees from daylight till dark, and some
of the seed will do to pick the last of

this coming week.
I have this patch on sandy soil,

such as is suitable for melons, sweet
potatoes, and rye, and I never saw its

equal. I expect to get at l"ast 10

pounds of seed from the 5 rows, and
I honestly believe that this new clo-

ver will verily make this old U. S. A.

a land flowing with milk and honey.

I expect to seed one acre in drill

rows next spring and try Ji;d not

get it so thick as this year.

Up to June 15 this year was the

worst I ever experienced, and I fed

170 colonies 3,500 pounds of sugar,

but they have made a living and
stored about 25 to 30 pounds of sur-

plus honey per colony since June 15,

and prospects are real good for a fall

flow, and heartsease is starting to

bloom now, August, 1921.
Fred H. May, Meredosia, 111.

Bees at Wisconsin Univerfity

The beekeeping work i; now
thoroughly organized at the Wiscon-
sin State University. A full two-

year course and a full four-year

course in beekeeping will be offered.

Prof. H. F. Wilson is in charge' of the

work, with V. G. Milum as i.piarist.

L. P. Whitehead will devote his full

time to extension work in beekeeping.

Hambleton to Washington

J. I. Hambleton has recently re-

signed his position in the University

of Wisconsin to accept a position as

assistant apiculturist in the U. S.

Department of Agriculture.
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The Large Hives are Producers
My white clover crop is about in.

My old Dadant hives are the ones that
did the big business, as you predicted.
I have taken 170 pounds of extracted
from my best and 160 pounds from
the ne.xt. Besides, 30 new combs
were drawn in the first, and 13 ex-
tracting and 3 brood combs were
drawn in the other. Our location ;s

not the best, and the results this year
are good. Elmer T. Boach,

Kalamazoo, Mich.

Profit in Beekeeping
A 24-page booklet with the above

title has just been issued by the G.
B. Lewis Company. It is intended
primarily for the beginning' bee-
keeper, to give him ideas as to the
proper way to begin beekeeiiing to
insure the most satisfactory results.

The booklet sells for 10 cents.

Second Crop Dandelion
There is a large crop of Dande-

lion in bloom in this vicinity at this

time (August 15), and the bees are
visiting it, for both nectar <'.nd pol-
len. It is, I believe, the first time
that a second crop of this iMant 'las

ever been known in this State.
A. F. Bonney, Iowa.

Honey Week in Georgia
According to Georgia newspapers,

the Governor of that State hvs been
asked to designate the week of No-
vember 6 to 12 as honey week. During
that time it is proposed to conduct a
state-wide campaign to advertise
honey and to make sure that it is of-

fered at evei-y hotel, restaurant and
grocery store in Georgia.

Cuba Objects to Tariff
A pi-ess dispatch states that a rep-

resentative of the Cuban government
has filed a special objection to the
proposed tariff on honey provided by
the Fordney bill now under consid-
eration in Congress. Other items ob-
jected to are the tariffs on sugar, leaf
tobacco and pineapples.

Montana Bee Inspector
B. J. Kleinhesselink, of Haidin, has

been appointed State Bee Inspector of
Montana. The newly appointed offi-

cer is a well-known beekeeper of long
experience.

Minneapolis Also
Newspaper reports indicate that the

city of Minneapolis is one of the latest

to make the attempt to banii-h bees.
It is proposed to pass an oidiiiance to
prohibit the keeping of bees within
certain districts.

New Man for Massachusrtts
The beekeeping work at the Massa-

chusetts College of Agriculture has
recently been resumed with Norman
Phillips in charge. The course in

beekeeping has been suspended for
some time past, since the resignation
of Dr. Burton N. Gates, who was in

charge for a number of years.

a lady returned home to find that a
swarm had taken iiossession of her
cellar. Fii-st she ualled the police,
but they decided th;it there Wf.s noth-
ing they could do to assist her. Her
next move was to demand assistance
from the Board of Health, with sim-
ilar results.

At another place a swarm has taken
possession of the .-chool house and
the authorities are much worried
about the possibilities, since when it

was time for school to convene thei-e

seemed to be no way to rid the prem-
ises of the bees.

Perhaps the most unusual is the
case where a large tree fell across
the road. Within the hollow of the
tree was a swarm of bees. When
the tree fell it was broken open and
the honey scattered about. The road
was soon swarming with bees to such
an extent that it became necessary to

close the road and warn travelers to

detour by another way.

Killed by Sting
L. E. Arensen, a mail carrier at

Grandview, Washington, was stung
by a bee while on his route and died
within twenty minutes. He vas un-
conscious when the doctor reached
him and could not be revived.

Toledo Next
Now comes the report that Toledo

Ohio, has under consideration an or-
dinance which will make it unlawful
to keep bees, cows, ducks or geese
within the limits of that city, without
a permit from the Board of Health.
It seems to be a popular pastime for
city aldermen to legislate ag.iinst the
bees.

A Strange Case
A Milwaukee paper says that "The

honey crop is hindered by the nectar
flow." What do you think of that?

Bees Take Possession
Some amusing incidents a-; a result

of .stray swarms of bees a'-e going
the rounds of the press. In one case

TRANSFER OF EGGS BY BEES
It would seem that repeated, well-

authenticated instances should in due
time establish a precedent or a fact.
Also, here is an instance where "it

was the unexpected that happened."
On last Saturday (April 2), I dis-

covered a colony to be hopelessly
queenless. I had previously seen the
queen on one of those unseasonably
warm days about two weeks befoi-e.

However, the queen had been gone
long enough that there was positively
no brood in the hive, nor eggs; so, in

order to forestall laying workei's, and
keep the bees contented, I gave a
frame of brood and eggs from an-
other colony. Three or four days
later I looked in and found two rather
small queen-cells (joined) started on
the comb facing the comb of brood

—

and in one of the cells there was an
egg! There was no jelly about the
egg, nor in the cell. The egg could
not have been in the cell any length
of time, judging by all appearances.

So here is a plain case where the
bees must have transferred an egg
as there is certainly no other expla-
nation for the presence of the egg
in that cell cup, the cell cup having
just been built from "whole cloth"
upon a comb which had been in the

hive all winter, and having just prior
to this occurrence, no sign of brood
or eggs in it.

The bees, having unquestionably
transferred an egg in this instance, it

is reasonable and proper to believe
that bees have done the same thing
before, and are likely to do the same
thing again.
As previously stated, the frame of

brood was given solely to forestall
laying workers, and to keep the bees
contented; it is too early to think of
getting a queen fertilized, or even of
raising a respectable queen. There
are no drones ready, as yet, to fly.

By the time a queen may be
hatched, the season will be further
advanced, and I shall hope the
weather may be more favorable and
dependable—and it may be possible
then to find a queen cell in some other
hive, to be transferred to this colony
for another chance. The present
price for a queen at this date is pro-
hibitive. D. Queen.
New Jersey.

(We have seen instances similar to
this. But in each case, the egg thus
apparently transported turned out to
be a drone which died in the queen-
cell, as happens when they try to rear
a queen from a drone egg. The ex-
planation of this happening is to be
found in Wagner's "Dzierzon The-
ory," published on page 5 of the first

volume of the American Bee Journal,
January, 1861. Mr. Wagner wrote:

"So long as a fertile queen is pres-
ent in the hive, the bees do not toler-
ate a fertile worker. Nor do they
tolerate one while cherishing a hope
of being able to rear a queen. In
rare instances, however, exceptional
cases occur. Fertile workers are
sometimes found in hives, immediate-
ly after the death of the queen; and
even in the presence of a young
queen, so long as she has not herself
become fertile."

It is true that, in the instance of
which we speak, the bees had been
broodless, and that they surely ought
to have had some brood there, if a
fertile worker was there. But there
appears to be a tendency, on the part
of some workers, to lay a few eggs at
the time when their comrades are
making eflorts to build queen-cells.
Instances of workers laying a few
eggs, at the time of queen-rearing, in

a queenless colony, are perhaps more
frequent than is generally believed.
The main argument in favor of the
famous Dickel theory, which held that
bees could change the sex of the lar-

va, by the change of food, was based
upon the fact that sometimes drones
are reared around a queen-cell, when
that cell has been built by tearing
down some worker cells containing
young brood. These drone eggs are
undoubtedly due to some over-zeal-
ous worker which finds herself able to

lay an egg or two, and thinks she may
help matters along by so doing.

Later information from our friend
above is to the effect that the egg in

that cell has disa|ipeared and that
well formed and sealed queen-cells
arc on the brood-comb furnished by
him. This is in the line of our ex-
pectations in this occurrence.—Ed.)
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SOME APIARY NOTES
The usual plan of unitinfj with a

weak colony set on top of a strons;

one, with a newspaper between,
proved a failure with nie. About a

quart of the bees were found dead
outside before I discovered i;iy mis-

placed confidence and reversed the

chambers with a wire screen between
them over night. The stronger col-

ony confined up stall's soon loses its

fighting instinct and the weaker col-

ony on a strange stand likewise. This
is the nearest 100 per cent method
which I have tried.

Robbing
To stop robbing, coal oil is the

surest remedy I have found. Just
smear it all over the cracks they try

to enter and reduce the entrance to

a small space. The oil should be
smeared on both sides and above the

entrance as well as alightir.y board
and entrance blocks. The robbers
soon forget what they came after. So
far this has been 100 per cent suc-

cessful with me.
Large Hives

My experience with the large hives

as compared to the standard is de-

cidedly in favor of the Dadant or

Jumbo depth, and ten-frame width.

I only use 8 frames in a ten-frame
super, which gives thicker combs with
less uncapping.

N. A. Clay, Oberlin, Ohio.

New Hampshire
The New Hampshire Extension Ser-

vice publishes Bulletin No. 15 on
"Beekeeping for New Hampshire, '

written by Wm. H. Wolff. It is a 16-

page Bulletin giving excellent ele-

mentary information on the subject,

with several good cuts. Address the

New Hampshire College of Agricul-

ture.

Connecticut Bees Registered
Attention has recently been called

to the fact that Connecticut has a pro-

vision which requires every owner of

bees to apply to the town clerk for a

eertifica^ of ^-egistration. A fee of

25 cents is required for registration.

A fine is provided for those who neg-
lect to take out the required license.

Bees Cause Wreck
Several accidents of similar na-

ture have been reported from differ-

ent sections. In each case the driver

of an automobile has been stung or

frightened by a bee, with the result

that the machine, has gone into the
ditch. While the details are varied

somewhat according to circumstances,
the newspaper reports of those acci-

dents are very much alike.

A Progressive Illinois County
Henry County, Illinois, is leadina;

the way in organization in Illinois

counties. Field meetings were held in

June and September and they expect
to supplement these with indoor meet-
ings during the winter.

the business of packing and selling
honey. A store has been opened at
30 West Main Ave., Si)okane, and the
business will be conducted under th'3

name of York Honey Company.

Hawaii Wants Honey Plants

A Hawaiian enthusiast recently vis-

ited California to secure some of the
more important honey plants, includ-
ing sage, for introduction into the
Islands. There are some very large
apiaries there and some of the more
important sources upon which the
beekeepers now depend have been in-

troduced from the mainland.

Honey in a Thresher

A newspaper clipping states that
Zena Briggs, of Hancock, Iowa, found
his threshing machine occupied by a
big swarm of bees when he prepared
to get ready to open the last thresh-
ing season. Briggs took more than
600 pounds of honey from the ma-
chine, according to the newspaper
story, and so gummed the outfit up
with honey and wax that he found it

difficult to get it ready for operation.

Worker Mates With Drone
H. O. Hutton, of Arlington, Wash.,

reports that on one occasion he ob-

served a worker bee mating with a
drone and enquires whether this has
often been known. He states that he
examined the insects carefully so that
no mistake was made. He is famil-
iar with the fact that occasionally
queens are very small, but in this in-

stance the female was plainly a
worker bee.

This is certainly not a common oc-

currence, and we will be glad to hear
from any of our readers who have
made a similar observation.

The Honey Book
The Texas Honey Producers' As-

sociation has issued an attractive lit-

tle book of recipes with") title "The
Honey Book." It contains 32 pagco
and cover and is designed to suggest
numerous ways in which the house-
wife can utilize honey for her table.

H. B. Parks had its preparation in

charge and we anticipate that it will

prove to be a piece of effective ad-
vertising for the Association.

A New Way to Dislodge the Bees
A painter at Peekskill, N. Y., re-

cently found a colony of bees in the
cornice of the roof. In an effort to

dislodge them he applied a torch to

the crevice which served as a flight

hole, and set the house on fire. Prompt
arrival of the fire department saved
the building from destruction. Since
we frequently receive letters asking
how bees can be removed from houses
we pass on the New York plan—burn
the house.

York Honey fibre
Our readers who knew George W.

Y'ork in years past will be interested

in hearing that he has returned to

More Spray Poisoning
For some time beekeepers have

been complaining of the loss of bees
through the spraying of fruit trees.

Now complaints are beginning to be
heard from the South, where cotton

fields are sprayed in an attempt to

control the boll weevil. Where cal-

cium arsenate has been dusted on the
plants as recommended by the U. S.
Department of Agriculture, no dam-
age seems to have been done to the
bees, but where the liquid sprays have
been used the bees are reported killed
in large numbers.

A Remedy for Bee Stings

If you are stung on the hand, at
once put the place to your mouth and
suck it vigorously, at the same time
scraping it with your teeth. You can
often suck but enough of the poison
to taste it distinctly, but it is perfect-
ly harmless in the mouth, though, of
course, you would prefer to spit it

out. With so much of the poison re-
moved, the result of the sting is

bound to be that much less.

Of course, if you are stung on the
face, you cannot apply this remedy,
but if you have a companion with you
he will do it for you, especially if you
are a pretty girl and he is sufficiently

chivalrous. Dr. A. A. Ames,
Missouri.

Harrison County Association

The beekeepers of Harrison County
have been recently organized, the As-
sociation having held its midsummer
meeting and picnic at the large apiary
of George Young, near Woodbine.
F. B. Paddock, of Ames, State Api-
arist; M. H. Pelton, of Woodbine;
Mrs. Marvin, of Logan, and C. R.
Smith, spoke. County Agent C. R.
Fritzsche was in charge. While the
social phase of this meeting was worth
all our effort, the value of insti'uc-

tion received could hardly be esti-

mated. C. R. Smith,
Secretary-Ti-easurer.

Hard Luck
"Sweetenin' " sometimes comes

hard in Missouri. Says the Green-
field Vendette: "Uncle Jim Morris
reports that one day last week, at
noon, while he had his shoes off and
was resting his feet, a swarm of bees
came along. He never took time to
put his shoes back on, but ju.st

grabbed the good wife's washtub and
a plow handle and took after them,
making as fine music as a bee ever
heard. After running them about a
mile and knocking a toenail off, he
treed them in a big oak tree. He says
it took him two hours in the hot sun
to cut the tree and get the hive—and
then the dadgum things came out the
next day and left. He says honey is

not very good this year anyway."

—

Kansas City Times.

Bologna Association

A beekeepers' association has lately

been organized in the Province of
Bologna, Italy, under the name of

"Associazione Provinciale Apicultori

Bolognesi." One of the most import-
ant purposes of this organization is

"to regulate the work of the indi-

vidual apiaries for the preservation of

the purity of the Italian bee, its im-
provement and its defense against the

propagation of contagious diseases."

Bolongna is in the heart of Italy and
has very fine bees.
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CLASSIFIED DEPARTMENT
Advertistments in this (iepartment will be

inserted for 5 cents per word, with no dis
counts. No classified advertisements accepted
for less that 35 cents. Count each initial or
number as one word.
Copy for this department must reach us not

later than the 20th of each month preceding
date of issue. If intended for classified de-
partment it should be so stated when adver-
tisement is sent.

BEES AND QUEENS
ATWATER HONEY—Supply your cuitom^.

FOR SALE—Black bees—Three pounds, $5.00,
parcel post jirepaid. Add price of queen

wanted. Pure black queens. 00c each; Hybrid
40c; tested Italian, $1.25. Safe delivery guar-
anteed. One-fourth down. Write me.
Carl L. Wilson Apiaries, Mount Vernon, Ga.

HEES in 2-pound packages, our specialty for
1922. Now booking orders See ad else-

where for prices. Caney Valley Apiaries

J. D. Yancey, Mgr., Bay City, Texas.

QUEENS OF QUALITY for 1922—3-banded
Italians only After April 15, untested,

$1.25; tested, $2. Satisfaction guaranteed.

_ P. \i. Williams. Ft. Deposit, Ala.

WE are now booking orders for spring deliv-
ery of our queens and package bees. Write

us for prices. Graydon Bios.,
Rt. 4, Greenville. -Ma.

1922 PACKAGE BEES and QUEENS—Un-
tested and day-old, in Thompson safety in-

troducing cages. Discounts on early advance or-

ders. James McKee, Riverside, Lai.

QUEENS, package bees and nuclei. Begin
shipping March 15, 1922. Circulars free.

Booking orders now.
Dr. White Bee Co., Sandia, Texas.

FOR SALE—300 colonies bees in 8-frame
hives; also a lot of supers, combs, and oee

shipping cages. Locations go with bees if

wanted. Priced right.

_ C. H. Cobb, Belleville^ Ark.

SELECT" QUEENS—Choice three-band Ital-
ians, tested. $2.60; untested, $1.25. Also a

few Carniolans, same price.

Geo. W. Coltrin & Son. Mathis, Texas.

WILL SELL 100 colonies bees with the best
location in the State; equipped for extr.icting.

This is one of the very best apiaries to be
found; no queen over two month old; all Ital-

ian queens; 100 queen mating hives go with api-

ary if wanted. This is a tine location for a

queen breeder and jiackage man to locate. This
outfit is not for sale cheap, but will sell for
what it is worth. If you don't want to pay for
price for a good thing, do not an.swer this ad.

J. B. Douglas, Rt. 2, Box 209, Tucson. Ariz.

FDR SALE—30 colonies Italian bees, new 10-

frame hives, wired; full sheet foundation, in
lots to suit, $10 each.

Henry C. Klaffenbach, Muscatine, Iowa.

I AM BOOKING ORDERS for 1922 package
bees; 2-lb packages, $3.75, no <iueen. No dis-

ease. Send order with 10 per cent.

D. W. Howell, Shellman, Ga.

FOR SALE—200 colonies of bees in 10-frame
double-walled hives; 400 supers, extracting

combs, extractor, etc; a real bargain, and one
of the best kept apiaries in the State. Every-
thing in first-class shape. Must all be sold in

one bunch.
G. H. Creech. Central City, Neb.

FOR SPRING DELIVERY, 1922—One vigor-
ous Italian queen, one frame emerging

broefd, one pound bees. Price, completie, f. o.

b. Bordelonville, $5. Additional frames of

brood, each $1 ; adelitional pounds of bees, each
$1. Queen introduced and laying enroute to

you. Safe delivery and satisfaction guaran-
teed. No disease. Reference given. Orders
booked oncMifth down, May delivery. Send
for addresses of satisfied customers.

Jes Dalton, Bordelonville, La.

SWARTS' golden queens produce golden bees
of highest quality. Untested, $1.25 each;

C for $7; tested $3. Satisfaction guaranteed.
D. L. Swarts, Lancaster, Ohio. Rt. 2.

ACIIORD'S ITALIAN QUEENS are just a
bit belter than the best of the rest. We can

send them by return mail. Three-bandcel Ital-

ians only. Large, vigorous, gentle. Guaran-
teed to give you satisfaction. Untested, SI
each; 6, $5.50; 12, $10.50; 25, $20; 60, $38.
Tested queens, $1.75 each.

W. D. Achord, Fi'tzpalirick, Ala.

BEES—100 colonies for" sale.

E. F, Atwater, Meridian, Idaho.

njR S.-VLE—50 coI,hu, bees in 8-franic, 3-

story hives; also :" colonies in 10-frame
hives; will sell all or part.

James A. Dillon, Box 15, Thornton, Calif.

SPECIAL FOR OCTnuER, ITALIAN BEES
$1 a pound. Write i-^r terms and particu-

lars. May delivery. .S.itisfaction and safe ar-
rival guaranteed; also booking orders for nu-
clei. Select leather queens. October, 90c

Tupelo Honey Co., Columbia, Ala.

NUCLEI fo 1922 delivery—3-frame "black or
hybrid bees, Italian queen, $5; 3-frame Ital-

ian bees and queen. $.-,.50; 3-frame black bees
and queen, $4; 3 lbs. black bees and Italian
queen on comb of hoiiev, $5.50. Cypress hives
complete:, five 10-franie. $12. Full depth su-
pers complete, five 10-frame, $7. Prices on
other sizes upon request. I own the timber
and manufacture the hives, with no middlemen
involved. Book orders now, so you can name
shipping date to suit yourself. One-third with
order to guarantee acceptance. Reference:
Toombs County Bank, Lyons, Ga. Good farm
for sale cheap.; 600 acres. Terms to suit pur-
chaser.

Otto Diestel, Elza, Ga.

FOR SALE—400 stands clean bees, extracting
equipment; good location; for eason

write. The Oregon A.-iary Co.,
Nyssa, Orego n.

WE BELIEVE we have the best Italian
queens obtainable. Our new system is work-

ing wonders. Untested, $1.25; tested, $2.25;
virgins, 60c. Am booking orders for 1922.

F. M. Russell, Roxbury. Ohio.

FOR SALE—Three-banded Italian queens, un-
tested, $1.25 each; 0, $7.60; 12, $14. Tested

queens, $2.60 each; 6. $15. The above queens
are select stock. Safe arrival and satisfaction
guaranteed.

Rob't B. Spicer. Wharton, N. J.

HARDY ITALIAN QUEENS, $1 each.
W. G. Lauver. Middletown. Pa.

FOR SALE—Hardy northern bred Italian
queens and bees, each and every queen war-

ranted satisfactory. For prices and further
information write for circular.

H. G. Quirin. Bellevue, Ohio.

BEES AND QUEENS from my Carolina api-

aries, progeny of my famous Porto Rican
pedigreed breeding stock.

Elton Warner, Asheville, N. C.

FOR SALE—Leather colored Italian queens,
tested, until June 1, $2.50; after. $2. Un-

tested, $1.25; 12, $13. Root's goods at Root's
prices. A. W. Yates,

15 Chapman St., Hartford, Conn.

FOR SALE—Root's strain of golden and
leather-colored Italian queens; bees by the

pound and nuclei. Untested queens, $1.50
each; select untested, $2 each; tested, $2.50
each; select tested, $3 each. For larger lots

write. Circular, free. A. J. Pinard,
4y N. 6th St., San Jose, Calif.

WE are booking orders for our golden Ital-

ian queens for spring delivery :.fter April 15.

Untested queens, 1, $1.50; doz., $15; select un-
tested queens, 1. $1.75; doz., $18; virgin queens,
1, 75c; doz., $9; tested queens, 1, $3; doz., $36.
Safe arrival guaranteed.

Tillery Brothers, Georgiana, Ala.

BOOK YOUR ORDERS for QUEENS now—
Goldens, $2; tested, $3; banded, $1.50; tested

$2.50; six or more, 10 per cent less.©
Clover Leaf Apiaries. Wahoo. Neb.

BEES AND QUEENS from my New Jersey
apiary. J. H. M. Cook,
lAtf 84 Cortland St., New York City.

FOR SALE—Golden Italian queens, untested,

1, $1.25; 6 $7.

E. A. Simmons, Greenville, Ala.

FOR SALE—Burleson's three-banded Italian

queens. The kind of bees that get the
goods. Guaranteed to please or money back.

For balance of season as follows: 1 select

untested queen, $1.25, G for $7, 12 for $13.50,
100 or more $1 each. Send all orders, to-

gether with remittance, to J. W. Scay, -.man-

ager, Mathis, Texas.
T. W. Burleson, Waxahachie, Texas.

WANTED—We have many calls from educators
for copies to complete their files of the older

Bee Journals. If you have complete volumes or
miscellaneous numbers of any Bee Journals
previous to 1900, write us, giving a list, and we
will be glad to quote a pii:e. Old bee books,
now out of print, are also desirable. We act

as a clearing house for this kind of materials.

American Bee Journal, Hamilton, III.

BEES BY THE POUND. ALSO QUEENS—
Booking orders now. Free circular gives

prices, etc. See larger ad elsewhere.
Nueces County Apiaries, Calallen. Texas,

E. B. Ault, Prop.

WE are now equipped to handle your early
spring orders for package bees and queens,

especially bred for the production of honey.
Our queens are bred from the best stock ob-
tainable, and will give satisfaction. Safe ar-
rival guaranteed. Write for prices and terms.

Sarasota Bee Co., Sarasota. Fla.

CALIFORNIA ITALIAN QUEENS at spe-
cial prices. After June 15 and to October 1.

1, $1.25; 6, $7; 12. $13; 25 and over, $1 each;
100, $90. See larger ad elsewhere. Circular
free.

J. E. Wing, 155 Schiele Ave., San Jose, Cal.

NUCLEI—We make a specialty of shipping 2-

frame nuclei. Write for special prices for
June delivery. Queens at the following prices:
Untested, $1.50 each; 6, $8; 12, $15; 60, $00;
100, $100. Tested queens, $2.50 each.

Cotton Belt Apiaries, Roxton, Texas.

LARGE, HARDY, PROLIFIC QUEENS—
Three-band Italians and goldens, pure mat-

ing and safe arrival guaranteed. We ship only
queens that are top notchers in size, prolific-
ness and color. After June 1, untested queens
$1.50 each, 6 for $8, 12 or more $1.40 each,
25 or more $1.25 each. Tested queens $3 each,
6 for $16.

Buckeye Bee Co., Justus, O.

SWEET CLOVER SEED
FOR SALE—A limited quantity of my crop of

Giant Annual white sweet clover seed of the
Hughes variety. This seed was all produced
under cultivation. References and prices fur-
nished upon application. Get your supply be-
fore I am all sold out

Edw. A. Winkler, Joliet. IH.. Rt 1.

HONEY AND BEESWAX
ATWATER HONEY—Supply your customers.

FOR SALE—New crop choice clover extracted
honey, packed in new cans and cases, at

$14.85 per case of two 60-lb. cans. A few
cases of last year's clover honey at 10c. Write
for price on ten or more cases of new honey.

_ h P-_ Seals, Oto, Iowa.

MR. BOTTLER^ supply" your trade with the

best, several tons finest extracted honey
ready to ship at your command.

Bee-dell Apiaries, Earlville, N. V.

^OR SALE—Twelve cases of off-grade extract-

ed honey. Fine fo- baking; $10 per case nf two
GO-lb. cans Sample 20c.

J. D. Beals, Oto, Iowa.

FOR SALE^Extra fancy white clover honey,
well ripened and put up in new cans, 60-lbs

net; per case of two cans, $16. Write for spe-

cial price on larger quantities^ * A_
Edw. A. Winkler, Rt.^ Jdfct, 111.

FOR SALE—Extra fine white clover TToney, in

new CI)4b. cans, two to the case, at $1j,
f. o. b. I?uthven,^Jow3.

Martin Carsmoe.

FOR SALE—Amber honey in 60-lb. caits.

P. W. Sowinski, Bellaire, Mich.

FOR SALE—Finest clover honey, packed in

new tiO-Ib. cans and 5-Ib pails. Sample 15c.

A. C. Ames, Weston, Ohio.

QUICK CASH for comb and extracted.

Bruner, 3836 N. Kostne^Ave., Chicago, 111.

HONEY—SUPPLY- YOUR CUSTOMERS—
Finest alfalfa-clover honey, extra strong

cases, case of two 5-gal. cans, $12; case of six

lOlh. jiaiis, $7.20; case of twelve 5-lb. pails,

$7.80, all f. o. b. here.

E. F. Atwater. Meridian, Idaho.

FOR SALE—No. 1 white comb, $0 per case;

No. 2 white comb, $5 per case of 24 sections;

six cases to carrier. Clover extracted, in two

60-lb. cans to case* I5c T^er-ijound; £-lb. pails.

$1 each, 12 to case. Amber baking honey, two

sixty-lb. cans to case, lOc per pound; same
honey in 00-gallon ba tcIs. 8c.

H. G. puirin. Bellevue . Ohio.

EXTRA FINE J^c sweet clover honey, ncw^

crop, in 6-gall^^cans. cases of 2 cans, $15;

1 can, $8. Write for prices on a ton or a car

load. Sample lOc. C. S. Engle,

200 Center St.. Sioux City. Iowa.
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FOK SALE—New crop sweet clover honey in

5-11). pails, 12 to case, Ijc per lb.; 60-lb. cans,

two to case. 12;-ic per lb.

J. r. Goodwin, South Sioux City, Neh

FOR SALF.— Kxtra choice extracted white clo-

ver honey, i)ut up in 60-lb. caas and 5-lb.

lithographed |iails. Sample 20c, same to apiily

on first order.
IC. J. Stahlman, Grnver Mill. Ohio.

FoK SALli—Extra line Michigan white clover

and basswood honey. Almost water white;

indeed, I doubt if the color, body and flavor

can be beaten. Put up in 60-lb. cans, 2 to

the case, at li'ic per pound, or in 5-i)0und pails.

50 to the barrel, at 17c per pound. Sample l.'ic.

O. II. Schmidt, Rt. 5, Bay City, Mich.

HONEY FOR SALE— In 00-lb. tins, water
white orange, 14c; water white sweet clover,

12c; extra light amber 5a„c. lie; New York
State buckwheat, 10c, for immediate shi])mcnt,

from New York. Hodman & Uauck, Inc.

Woodl aven N. N'

KOK SALE—Finest Michigan raspberry, babs

wood and clover No. 2 white comb, $.5,50 per

case; No. 1, $6; fancy, $6.50; extra fancy, $7,

2J Danz. sections to case. Extracted. CO-lb. cans

16c per lb. \V. A. Latshaw, Clarion, Mich.

FOR SALE—Extracted honey. Write for

prices. A. L. Kildow, Putnam, 111.

WANTED—Shipments of old comb and cap-

pings for rendering. We pay the highest

cash and trade prices, charging but 6c a pound
for wax rendering. Fred W. Muth Co.,

204 Walnut St., Cincinnati. Ohio.

Extracted and comb honey wanted.

Quote lowest price and how packed.

P. H. OUTZEN
White Bear Lake, Minn.

HONEY WANTED—Give particulars in first

letter. Elton W.-untr, A^hcvillc. N. C.

SUPPLIES

ATWATER HONEY—Supply your customers.

FOR SALE—Western beehives, standard sizes,

manufactured from red cedar and white piiu-;

odd sizes made to order. Williams Uros.,

6125 S2nd St., S. E. Portlanil, Ore.

WESTERN BEEKEEPERS—We can demon-
strate that you can save money on buying

bee sui)plies of best quality. Write for our
latest price list.

The Colorado Honey Producers' Association,
Denver, Colo,

HAVE YOU any Bee Journals or bee books
published previous to 1900 you wish to dis-

pose of? If so send us a list.

American Bee Jnnrnal. Hamilton. 111.

FOR SALE
~

ATWATER HONEY—Supply your customers.

FOR S.ALE—20 colonies Italian bees, 1 CDwan
reversible extractor, 200 cniarts clover honey.

Bargain for a quick sale. vVrite for particu-

lars. D. Milligan,

603 Cambridge St., Kewanee, III.

I'OR SALE—Back numbers of Gleanings i:i

years, JoUTual 2 years. Miller's Thousand
Questions, Hutchinson's Adv. Bee Culture,

Alley traps, lO-frame 7-wire excluders. Write
for bargain prices,

W. H. Keller, Emporia, Kans.

FOR SALE—1 % horse power gasoline en-

gine; first-class working condition Price $25.

Paul D. Roban, Waverly. Minn

FOR SALE—350 colonies fine strain Italian

bees in 'first-class condition. All colonies well

provided with honey. Will sell cheap. vVrile

for particulars.

Chas. Heim & Sons, Three Rivers, Texas,

FOR SALE—40 colonies of oees in standard

dovetailed hives, with wired frames. Bees
healthy. Write for particulars.

Duane Shaw. Palestine. Ill,

Southern Headquarters

Package Bees. Reliable Queens.

Three-Banded Italian Only

We solicit your orders for 19'22 shipping. We have the stock,

equipment and experience necessary to give you prompt, satisfactory

service. We have more than 1,000 big, healthy, hustling colonies of

pure Italian bees to draw from. Write for our illustrated price list.

W. D. ACHORD, Fitzpatrick, Ala.

1.

.«.
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ANOTHER NEW BOOK

BEEKEEPING IN THE SOUTH
BY KENNITH HAWKINS

There is a great demand for a book giving detailed information

relating to beekeeping conditions in the South. Kennith Hawkins,
as a beekeeping specialist for the United States Department of .Ag-

riculture, visited all of the Southern States and has made a special

study of the characteristics of this region. This is not a textbook
of beekeeping, but rather a boiok of information about a great region

where beekeeping olfers exceptional possibilities and where there is a

great variation of the climate and flora of different sections. Illus-

trated with many photographs. Mailing weight 1 pound. Price $1.25.

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL, Hamilton, Illinois

FOR SALE—Cedar or pine dovetailed hives;
also full line of supplies, including Dadant's

foundation. Write for catalog.

A. E. Burdick, Sunnyside, Wash.

FOR—SALE—Hamburg chickens; rare old vio-
lin. Elias Fox, Union Center, Wis.

FOR SALE—"Superior" Foundation (Weed
process). Quality and service unexcelled.

Superior Honey Co., 0»iden, Utah.

WANTED
ATWATER HONEY—Supply your customers.

WANTI-ID— Old combs, cappings or slum gum,
for Tendering by steam press process. We

pay ca.sh for wax rendered, trade for supplies,
or work it into foundation.
W. T. Falconer Mfg. Co., I'alconer, N. Y.

WANTED—To get in touch with beekeeper
having pure sourwood honey.

S. D McAuley Rt. 8. Waterloo, Iowa.

WANTED. TO LEASE—150 to 200 colonies
of bees. Would make contract for three or

five years; good location. Will give references.

Robert Guntert,
750 N. Third St., Lawrence, Kans.

WANTED—Bees in Langstroth 10-frame or
Modified Dadant hives; prefer near eastern

Kansas. Phillip A. Readio,
1420 Ohio St., Lawrence, Kans.

WANTED—White clover extracted honey;
send sample; state how put up, and price

wanted. A. F. Lewis, Le Roy, Minn.

Wanted—First editions of the noted books on
bees. Mrs. M. J. Fox,

Foxden, Peekskill, N. Y.

WANTED—Honey, section, bulk comb and ex-
tracted. W. A. Hunter, Terre Haute, Ind.

WE BUY honey and beeswax. Give us your
best price, delivered in New York. On

comb honey, state quantity, quality, size and
weight of sections and number of sections to a

case. Extracted honey, quantity, quality, how
packed, and send samples.

Charles Israel Bro-s. Co.,
486-490 Canal St., New York City.

WANTP^D—Beeswax, also old combs and cap-
pings to render on shares; will buy your

share and pay the highest market price.

F. J, Rettig, Wabash, Ind.

WANTED—Beeswax, old combs and cappings
for rendering on shares Also wax accepted

for trade. Top market prices offered.

A. I. Root Co., Council Bluffs, Iowa.

WANTED—Your order for "Superior" Foun-
dation. Prompt shipments at right prices.

Superior Honey Co.. Ogden. Utah.

WANTED—Extracted honey. Send prices and
samples. Will exchange Haywood vulcaniz-

ing outtit for honey, worth $4.50. with tools
and equipment. Chris Bahr, Cathay. N. Dak.

SITUATIONS

ATWATER HONEY—Supply your customers.

WANTED—Housekeeping by competent widow
with one son aged 10 years. Address,

Grace Larkey, Owatonna, Minn., Park Ave.

WANTED—A man who thoroughly under-
stands the care of bees; a good job for the

right party. References required. Address
R. T. Parker,

69 rtppleton Ave., Pittsfield, Mass.

MISCELLANEOUS
ATWATER HONEY—Supply your customers.

FOR SALE—40 aores cut-ovtr land, with new
house, cottage, barn, chicken house, on Maiden
Lake resort. Would make good bee location.

No bees. For further information write to the
owner. Wolf-Kernen,

Lakewood, Wis.

GRAPs'ULATED HONEY SLiPS^Small and
neat. They save complaints. Thousands are

being sold; 100, 20 cents; 500. 80 cents; 1.000,
$1-50. Dr. Bonney. Buck Grove, Iowa.

LEAGUE EMBLEMS—We still have a num-
ber of U. S. Beekeepers* emblems, buttons

or pins, bronze or gold. Send 50 cents and
get one

American Bee Journal, Hamilton, 111.
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GOLDEN QUEENS 1921
Golden and three-band queens, un-

tested $1 each, or 6 for $5; $80 per
100. Virgin queens 50c each, or $40
per 100. All orders will be filled

promptly, or parties notified just

when to look for them. Reasonable
satisfaction to everybody,

R. 0. COX, Rt. No. 4, Luverne, Ala.

SHE-SUITS-ME queen-bees, prices

for 1921: Untested Italians, $2 each;

$1.75 each for 10 or more, prior to

June 15. After June 15, I to 9 queens
$1 50 each, 10 to 24 $1 40 each, 25 and
up $1.25 each.

ALLEN LATHAM,
Norwichtown, Colin.

WESTERN BEEKEEPERS!
We handle the finest line of bee

supplies. Send for our 68-page cata-

log. Our prices will interest you.

The Colorado Honey Producers' As-

sociation, 1424 Market St.,

Denver. Colo.

Printing

Honey Labels

Stationery

Cards, Tags,

Etc.

Everything for

the Beekeeper

Order Early and get Prompt

Service

New labels, new equipment, more

help. We are better equipped

than ever to supply all kinds

of printing for the bee-

keeper

American Bee
Journal

HAMILTON, ILL.

FOR YOUR 1921 CROP
Comb honey shipping cases, honey cans, friction top pails. Prices

on application.

Early order cash discount on sections, hives, supers, frames, comb
foundation and other goods.

Buy now and get supplies ready for 1922. Make out your list

and send for our prices.

AUGUST LOTZ COMPANY, Boyd, Wisconsin

irS HERE! WE HAVE IT!

QUALITY
BEE SUPPLIES

POLISHED SHIPPING CASES
One-piece covers and bottoms, glass and paper included, selling

at cost prices, as follows:

24-lb., for 1% sections, $30 per 100
12-lb., for 178 sections $17 per 100

Write for illustrated catalog on our bee supplies.

We are always ready to serve you.

CHAS. MONDENG
146 Newton Ave. N. and 159 Cedar Lake Rd. Minneapolis, Minn.

Nuclei For Sale- 1922 Prices
Book early to get the best shipping dates. Experience has taught

us that the three-frame nuclei is the right size to build up for the

clover flows of the North, providing you get them by May 15. I

make a specialty of the three-frame size, having shipped over 1,200

with only a loss of 6 last season.

Note what one of the largest beekeepers in the North says : "I have
no hesitation in recommending you as to ability to put up bees for

shipment, or as to your business integrity. Of the 225 nuclei sent to

date, every one came through alive and in fine condition." (Name on

request.) Although we sold our nuclei at really pre-war prices last

season, I am still making a further reduction.

Price List of Our Goods
3-frame nuclei hybrid bees, guaranteed pure Italian queen, $5.00 each

3-frame nuclei Italian bees, with Italian queen 6.00 each

3-frame nuclei black bees and black queen 4.00 each

Cypress hives, complete, crate of 5 $13.00
Medium brood foundation, per lb. .68

I am always buying and establishing new yards, is the reason

I can sell the black bees with success. Perfect satisfaction guaran-

teed. Terms one-third down to guarantee acceptance.

A. R. IRISH, Ludowici, Ga.
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ELECTRIC IMBEDDER
Price without Batteries,$1.50

Not Postpaid.
Actually cements wires in the foun-
dation. Will work with dry cells or

with city current in connection with
transformer. Best device of its kind

on the market.
For sale by all supply dealers.

Dadant & Sons, KSS^TONrnx.

CHESHIRE'S "BEES AND BEEKEEPING,"
in two volumes, has recently been reprinted.

We offer it to our subscribers at $6 for the two
volumes, postpaid.

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL, Hamilton, 111.

QUEENS
Write for our catalog of high grade
Italian Queens. Pure mating and safe

arrival guaranteed.

1 to 4 inclu-

sive, $2 each.

5 to 9 inclu-

sive, $1.95
each.

10 or more,
$1.90 each.

Breeders,
$12.00 each.

JAY SMITH, Route 3
VINCENNES, IND.

B
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MR. BEEKEEPER—
We have a large plant especially equipped to manufacture the sup-

plies that you use. We guarantee all materials and workmanship.

We ship anywhere. We allow early order discounts and make
prompt shipments. Write for free illustrated catalog today

LEAHY MFG. CO., 90 Sixth Street, Higginsville, Missouri
J. W. ROUSE, Mexico, Missouri A. M. HUNT, Goidthwaite, Texas
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TENNESSEE-BRED QUEENS
Forty-nine Years' Experience in Queen-Rearing

Breed Three-Band Italians Only
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ITALIAN QUKENSI

I

y
V
*j* For Sale—Several complete outfits, consisting of any number of colonies desired, with either comb or 'j

,». exti'acted honey equipment, which can bo easily moved to Hubam Clover Section. 'jj

•j* 4,000 nuclei or 4,000 packages. Let us book your order now. X
X Sweet Clover Seed, $2.50 per bushel. Sow a bushel around each apiary. It will pay. y

i:$,oio I

IReared and sold to September first this season. A
y

Untested, 1 to 12, $1.00 Untested, 12 or more $ .75 %
f

CYPRESS BEE SUPPLIES .».

The HTOVER Apiaries, Mayhew, Mississippi

•:-»:-»

We Wish to Thank Our Customers for Their
Patronage and Patience During the Past Few MonthsI Patronage and Patience During the Past Few Months I

Y V
y Our advertisement, August issue, page 301, brought thousands of orders. We were completely swamped. •|<

X Over 6,000 queens shipped since August 1st. Increased our yards fourfold. Y
X

A NOW BOOKING ORDERS 1922 SPRING DELIVERY. WRITE FOR SPECIAL PRICES, NUCLEI PACK- A
y AGES AND QUEENS
X
,|. Terms: 25 per cent deposit to book order.

•|' BEEKEEPERS' SUPPLIES v
*•• •*•

•;. Distributors of "Root Quality" Bee Supplies. Lowest prices. Factory shipment to save you freight. •*.

•j* Write for catalog and quotations. y

THE SOUTHLAND APIARIES, Box 585, Hattiesburg, Miss.

HONEY CANS
Several carloads just received at our Ogden, Utah and Idaho Falls, Idaho warehouses
We also manufacture shipping cases and dovetailed beehives. Special prices

on request. "Everything in bee supplies." Prompt shipments

SUPERIOR HONEY CO., Ogden, Utah
(Manufacturers of Weed Process Foundation)

HONEY WANTED HONEY

*|^ We are in the market for both comb and extracted. Send sample of ex-

I|. tracted, state how put up with lowest price delivered Cincinnati. Comb

X honey, state grade and how packed with lowest price delivered Cincin-

•|* nati. We are always in the market for white honey if price is right.

C. H. W. WEBER & CO., 2 163-65-67 Central Ave., Cincinnati, O. i
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QUEENS PACKAGE BEES
FULL COLONIES AND NUCLEI

QUEENS

Our bees are hustlers for honey, pi'olific, gentle, vei-y resistant to European foulbrood, our customers tell

us. For years we have been shipping thousands of queens and pounds of bees all over the United States and

Canada. We are continually getting letters with statements such as the following: "Well pleased with your

stock; best we ever had. The bees we got from you are the tops (best) out of our 225 colonies; bees arrived

in fine shape; well pleased." One customer in Canada wrote he would get over 200 pounds average this

year from bees bought of me last year; another wrote he would get over 90 pounds average this year from

packages bought in the spring. Write for free circular giving details, etc.

We are quoting a lower price for balance of the year, but will still hold up the high standard of Quality

First. I have a good proposition for two or three Northern men wanting to come South this fall. Write for

particulars.

Queens after July 1st, balance of the year:

Untested $1.36 each, 25 or more $1.00 each

Select Untested $1.50 each, 25 or more $1.25 eacl

Tested $2.25 each, 26 or more $1.76 each

Select Tested $2.75 each, 26 or more $2.00 each

Breeders $6.00 to $16.00

1 pound pkg. bees, $2.25 each; 25 or more, $2.13 each

2 pound package bees $3.75 each; 25 or more, $3.56 each

3 pound pkg. bees $6.26 each; 26 or more, $4.98 each

Add price of queen wanted when ordering bees. Safe arrival

guaranteed within 6 days of hcre.

MY FREE CIRCULAR FOR 1922 SHIPPING, quoting lower prices on package bees and queens is

ready to mail. Send for one before placing your order.

NUECES COUNTY APIARIES, Calallen, Texas
E. B. AULT, Proprietor

I
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SLUM GUM AND OLD COMBS
Worked into beeswax at 5c per pound, minimum charge $ 1 .00. Pay taken from wax.

Market price paid for the wax, worked into foundation or trade for supplies.

Working beeswax into foundation is a specialty with us.

Ship to Falconer, N. Y, Mark each package with your name and

address both inside and outside.

Write for red catalog of beekeepers supplies and REDUCED price

list.

W. T. FALCONER MFG. COMPANY, Falconer, N. Y., U. S. A.

"Where the good Beehives come from"

GOLDEN ITALIAN QUEENS
Nov. 1 to June 1 June 1 to Nov. 1

1 6 12 1 6 12

Unteited $2.00 $ 9.00 $16.80 $1 50 $ 8 00 $14.50
Select Untested 2.25 10.50 18.00 2.00 9.50 Ifi.OO

Tested. 4.00 22.50 40.00 ,1.50 10.50 36.00

Select Tested 4.50 25.00 45.00 4.00 22.50 40.00

BREEDERS $12.50 TO $25.00
10 per cent additional for Exported Queens. Quecna for Export will be carefully

packed in long distance cages, but safe delivery is not guaranteed.

NO NUCLEI, FULL COLONIES OR POUND PACKAGES.

BEN G. DAVIS, Spring Hill, Tenn.

BARNES' FOOTPOWER MACHINERY
Read what J. E. Parent,

of Chariton, N. Y says:

"We cut with one of

your Combined
Machines last winter 50
chaff hives with 7-in.

cap, 100 honey-racks,

500 frames and a great

deal of other work."

W. F. & JOHN BARNES
95 Ruby St., ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS
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Crop and Market Report

Compiled by M. G. Dadant

THE CROP COMPARED TO LAST YEAR
In very few localities do the beekeepers report as large

a crop of honey as last year, and this in view of the fact

that 1920 was not a bumper crop year.

New England reports are far from flattering, ranging

from 50 per cent of a crop to no crop at all. In New
York the crop has been very spotted. We believe, how-

ever, that the amount of honey will rank well up to what

it was a year ago. The Pennsylvania crop seems to be

better than a year ago. New Jersey has a small crop, ns

have the Virginias.

The Carolinas are very short. One of the largest pro-

ducers in that section reports only 10 per cent as much
honey as last season. Georgia reports are conflicting, but

the average would indicate that the crop was some bettor

than a year ago, while in Florida the opposite is true,

there being not more than 50 to 75 per cent of 1920.

Kentucky has a fair crop. Tennessee has little honey

in the western half, with more in the eastern. Missis-

sippi is better than in 1920, since there was a very short

crop in 1920. Alabama the same. Louisiana has had a

good crop, probably much in excess of 1920. In fact some

beekeepers report that they have never seen honey come

in so freely.

Texas started off poorly, but has recuperated her losses,

only to be struck by drought in many sections as cotton

was blooming. All in all, the crop will range neai-ly up

to last season, with the best reports from the sections

within 100 to 150 miles of San Antonio.

Ohio is one of the States showing the largest crop, with

25 per cent more than a year ago. Eastern and northern

Indiana are almost as good. Illinois is short everywhere,

as she was a year ago.

Michigan has had a good white honey crop in the south-

ern half. Fortunately, the fall flow has materialized a?

never before, especially in northern Michigan, with the

result that the total crop will likely reach normal.

Wisconsin will have very little honey comparatively,

and most Minnesota locations do not expect more than 50

per cent of 1920.
Western and Northern Iowa are good, about 80 per

cent of normal, while southern and eastern Iowa are very

short. Missouri will have nearly half of 1920. South

Dakota is nearly normal, but Nebraska is very short ex-

cept in the Platte Valley. Kansas will be about half of

1920.
Montana is coming up to last year, thanks to the late

prolonged flow. Colorado had a failure last year. The

crop will not be large, but it will outrank 1920 consid-

erably.
New Mexico and Arizona have both had near to a fail-

ure, possibly half as much honey as last year will be har-

vested. Idaho is also short, with less than 50 per cent

of last year's crop, which was very large. Washington is

about the same as Idaho.

The crop is spotted in both Nevada and Utah, but the

large yield of some districts will make up for the short-

comings in others, making the total normal.

If Oregon had not been hampered by excessive losses

this year through poison sprays, the crop would have been

excellent. As it is, it will be 50 to 75 per cent of a year

ago.
Northern California is nearly normal, but many com-

plaints are coming from Southern California of a very

short crop, some estimating it at 10 per cent of last sea-

son.

PER COLONY AVERAGES
Ohio, I ndiana, Georgia, South Dakota, Montana,

California, Louisiana and Mississippi have reporters who
have secured an average of 100 pounds per colony, but

these are very much scattered, and are scarce. There are

less reports "big crop" than for many years.

New Jersey, North Carolina, and many in California

and other short States, will have to be contented with an
average of 10 to 20 pounds per colony.

PERCENTAGE OF CROP SOLD
Only a small percentage of the present honey crop has

been disposed of, but in most localities it is moving at a

good rate for this time of year. Texas, as usual, is sell-

ing earlier than the other States. States of small pro-

duction report no difficulty in selling out early in the

season.

PRICES WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Prices are at wide variance in different States, and

even in the same localities. They seem to depend ,nore

upon the attitude of the producer than on the value of

the product or the demand on the part of the public. For
this reason there are some offering honey in 5-pound
pails as low as 65 cents, and in 10-pound pails at $1.25.

The bulk of the beekeepers, however, seem to have taken
it for granted that honey would sell in a jobbing way for

about 10 cents per pound, and are offering 5-pound pails

at from 90 cents to $1.25 and 10-pound at from $1.90 to

$2.40.
In a jobbing way, the amber honies seem to be suffering

the most as to price, evidently due to the competition of

foreign shipments. Some report sales of amber alfalfa

and of Southern honies as low as 5 Vs to 6 ^2 cents, with
one or two sales even lower. A few cars of white honey
moved at as low a price as 7 cents f. o. b. shipping point,

but most is selling now at from 8 cents to 9 cents f. o. b.

shipping point in the western territory, with a correspond-
ingly higher price east.

PRICES ASKED
More and more there is a tendency to hold honey rather

than sell at a figure which the beekeeper feels is too low,

and to make an extra effort at local sales if necessary.

It is doubtful, after the first flurry of the stampeded
producer is over, whether any white honey will find its

way into the markets at a less figure than 10 cents f. o. b.

intermountain, which would mean nearly 2 cents more in

eastern territory.

Amber honey will continue to suffer more than white.

Yet a recent reported shipment of 20 carloads of West
Indian honey to Germany goes to show that our markets
have reached their lowest ebb and that honey will go
abroad rather than be sacrificed as it has been the past
spring and summer.

Air indications are that the honey market is improv-
ing, and this is being borne out by the activity of buyers,
who have up till recently been inclined to hold off, looking
for better bargains.

Sugar still remains at fairly low levels, being in the
neighborhood of 6 cents jobbing.

There are two things which would tend to make for a
stiffening of the honey market. The first is a woefully
short crop of fruits, and the second is that many people
during their two or three years of affluence have acquired
a taste for the better sweets, such as maple syrup and
honey, and will be slow to return to the corn syrups even
though offered them at attractive prices.

All in all the honey outlook looks anything but pessi-

mistic to me. Like most other farm products, it went to
unprecedently low levels compared to its production cost;

like them, it will gradually come back into its own. We
cannot again look for the prices of two years ago. We
should not. But the market should improve to the point
where there is remuneration for the producer.
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Special Printing Prices

500-4 page folders, 3'/2x6'/2 $ 7.75

1000-4 page folders, 3'/2x6'/2 10.50

Each additional 1000 8.50

Best work on tine enameled paper. Postage extra. Shipping weight 10 lbs.

per 1000. Send for sample.

250 good white envelopes, 28-lb. $1.75

500 good white envelopes, 28 lb. 3.25

1000 good white envelopes, 28-lb. 4.00

Red "Eat Honey" in lower left hand corner 20% extra. Shipping weight

10 lbs. per 1000.

Take advantage of the special prices offered during the

dull season

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL, HAMILTON, ILL.
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CALIFORNIA ITALIAN QUEENS
The old reliable three-band stock that delivers the goods. This stock is descendant from the A. I.

Root Co.'s best breeders. Then the J. P. Moore long tongue, red clover strain was added. Next some

of Doolittle's famous stock was secured, one breeder in particular, one which was selected by Mr. Doo-

little himself and caged with nis own hands a short time before his death, proved extra I'emarkable.

This season the Jay Smith strain has been secured, and these are proving equal, if not superior, to

anything I have ever seen. In order to keep running tp maximum capacity till fall, I am offering

SPECIAL PRICES FOR JUNE, JULY, AUGUST AND SEPTEMBER

Delivery June 15 to October 1, for orders booked in advance:

Select Untested 1, $1.25; 6, $7.00; 12, $13.00; 25 to 50, $1 each; 100, 90c each

Tested 1, $1.75; 6, $10.00; 12, $18.00

Superior breeder, 1 year old, $5.00

Every queen actually laying before being caged, and fully guaranteed. I also guarantee safe ar-

rival in United States and Canada. Circular free.

155 SCHIELE ST. J. E. WING SAN JOSE, CAL.
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3-Banded Queens, Package Bees, Golden Queens

We are booking orders for 1922 delivery. Do not care to accept

any more business for 1921 delivery after September 10. We wish to

thank our many friends for their kind and, indeed, generous patron-

age during the present year, and we hope to serve them even better

the coming season, 1922. Our bees and service will be better the

coming year than ever before. Let us know your wants and get our

lowest prices, delivered, safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed.

M. C. BERRY & CO.
HAYNEVILLE, ALA., U. S. A.

~j":~:~:~:-:~:~x~X":~:":~x~:~:-:~:~:-:":~:~;~:~:~:~:'

OUR BACKDOOR NEIGHBORS
BY FRANK C. PELLETT

A book of fascinating stories of animal life. Will delight the children

and please the grown folks. Illustrated with many photographs

fron life.

PRICE $1.50 POST PAID

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL
HAMILTON, ILL.

BEEKEEPERS WE MANUFACTURE DOVETAILED HIVES. „ OFFMAN
FRAMES. SECTIONS AND SHIPPING CA=*ES

Our hives are made of best grade White Pine, cut accurate and smooth to standard meas-

ure. Sections are made of Basswood polished on both sides. There are no better made.

We carry a complete line of everything used in the apiary. Our shipping facilities are as

good as can be found anywhere. We want your business. We guarantee prompt and

satisfactory service. Pric3 list free.

MARSHFIELD MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Marshfield, Wis.
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PACKAGE BEES FOR 1922
We Specialize on Three-band Italians Bred for Business.

A 2-pound package of our hustlers with a select untested queen

for $5; 25 or more, $4.75 each. Special prices on large lots. One-

fifth cash books your order. Order early and make sure of shipping

date. We do not accept more orders than we can fill promptly.

CANEY VALLEY APIARIES, Bay City, Texas
J. D. YANCEY, Mgr.

_c z:^

Quality

FlKST

-g^- Backers snJ

fOOD PRODUCT^I
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ciiPP
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^ITIMORE, ^
Books on Beekeeping
First Lessons in Beekeeping, by C. P.

Dadant. 167 pages, 178 illustrations.

Cloth $1.

Dadant System of Beekct-pi. -, by C.

P. Dadant. 118 pages, 58 illustra-

tions. Cloth $1.

The Honeybee, by Langstroth and
Dadant; 575 pages, 229 illustrations.

Cloth $2.50.

Outapiaries, by M. G. Dadant. 125

pages, 50 illustrations. Cloth $1.

1000 Answers to Beekeeping Ques-
tions, by C. C. Miller. 276 pages,

illustrated. Cloth $1.25.

American Hon y Plants, by Frank C.

Pellett. 300 large pages, 155 illus-

trations. Cloth $2.50.

Practical Queen Rearing, by Frank C.

Pellett. 105 pages, 40 illustrations.

$1.00.

Productive Beekeeping, by Frank C.

Pellett. 326 pages, 134 illustrations.

Cloth $2.50.

Beginner's Bee Book, by Frank C.

Pellett. 179 pages, illustrated. Cloth

$1.25.

Beekeeping in the South, by Kennith
Hawkins. 120 pages, 58 illustrations.

Cloth $1.25.

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL
HAMILTON. ILL.

PORTER BEE
ESCAPE
SAVES
HONEY
TIME
MONEY

For sale by all dealers . ^ ^
If no dealer, write factory

R. & E. C. PORTER, MFRS.
Lewistown, Illinois, U. S. A.

(Pleue mention Am. Bee Journsl when writinf

)
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HONEY
The World's Best Sweet for Children

NOW IS THE TIME TO SELL YOUR

HONEY
We are the largest distributors of Bulk Honey imported and

domestic in the United States

WE CAN SELL YOUR HONEY

Write us today, state the quantity and quality, how packed,

shipping point and carload and L. C. L. freight to

New York and mail liberal size sample. In-

clude in your first letter your idea

of price

PATON & COWELL
217 Broadway, New York

;ir/a?ii^t^ffSfli^(^t^t^irs<ii>8ti:^i?s?irys<ir/8rtt»«titi^
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THIS IS THE
"SIGN" ON EACH
CYPRESS BOARD

DON'T GUESS
MAKE SURE.

•HAVE A LOOK'

Tbade Mark Reg. (J.S.PAT.OFnct

For all uses that invite decay (for in^ance,
bottoms) demand

"ALL-HEART"

** Tidewater" Cypress
"THE WOOD ETERNAL"

Tlie "arrow" on the end of each board identifies the
genuine produdt of the cypress mills whose CHAR-
ACTER of timber, methods of manufacture, and
complete responsibility enable them to be members

of the Association.

THIS FACT IS YOUR PROTECTION.

ACCEPT NONE BUT TRADE-MARKED "TIDEWATER" CYPRESS

SOUTHERN CYPRESS MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION
1J51 Poydras BuUdioe. New Orleans, La , or I2i! Graham Buildine. Jacksonville, Fl«.

Intlst on TRADE-MARKED Cyprtts it Your Local Lumber Dealer's It he hasn't IL LET US KNOW

DO YOU USE ALUMINUM HONEYCOMBS?
IF NOT, WHY NOT?

Each comb is in itself a valuable asset to any apiary. It is the only comb which
enables BEEKEEPERS TO OBTAIN ALL THE HONEY without waiting for

the bees to draw out foundation. THEREBY SAVING TIME AND MONEY.

We can prove that no practical BEEKEEPER can afford to be without the

ALUMINUM HONEYCOMB
In a recent issue of a National Bee Publication the following question and its answer appeared:

Q. What is the total cost of a fully drawn out wax comb?
A. The mininum cost of drawing out a wax comb is 50 cents.

PRACTICAL BEEKEEPERS are buying ALUMINUM HONEYCOMBS because they

Cannot be destroyed by moths or rodents Prevent loss by melting

Make extracting of honey easy Increase production

Control production of drones Last forever with reasonable care

Can be sterilized Cost no more than wax combs

THE DIAMOND MATCH CO., Apiary Dept, CHICO, CAL.

Sole distributors for DUFFY-DIEHL, Inc., Pasadena, Cal



PACKING, SHIPPING and LABELING HONEY
To give good service you must pack and ship well. To attract new customers and retain old ones, not only pack

and ship well, but make the package attractive and handsome by using the right kind of containers,
honey labels and cartons. The package oft proclaims the sort of honey-producer.

GLASS TUMBLERS
Our 6 V2 oz. size tumbler is used extensively wherever a small pack-

age of honey is required. Tumblers have tin caps and waxed paper
for making a tight seal. Packed complete in boxes or barrels at the
following prices:

Cat. No. Weight Price
B442102—61/2 oz. tumblers, 48 to case 20 lbs. .$1.65

B442103— 61/2 oz. tumblers, 480 to barrel 190 lbs. 14.80

16-OZ. ROUND JARS
Extracted honey will sell readily in a neat, attractive, leak-proof

glass container. A little money saved on your glass containers often
prevents repeat orders for your goods. We have sold large quanti-

ties of these jars and we fully recommend them as being the best

package, price considered, on the market today.

B442101-
case

-16 oz. round jar, weight per case of 24, 18 lbs., per
$1.70

FRICTION-TOP CANS AND PAILS

For retailing honey in large packages direct to the consumer we
know of nothing better than the friction top cans and pails.

Cat. No. Size of Containers. Weight. Price.

B442018—21/2 lb. can, box of 24 16 lbs. $1.60
B442025—21/2 lb. can, carton of 116 35 lbs. 5.00

B442026—5 lb. can, carton of 50 25 lbs. 4.00

B442020—5 lb. can, box of 12 16 lbs. 1.45

B442021—10 lb. pail, box of 6 15 lbs. 1.20

B442027—10 lb. pail, carton of 50 45 lbs. G.OO

SHIPPING CASES
Fine comb honey should be shipped

only in the best kind of shipping
cases. We have them, furnishing reg-
ularly the 24-pound single-tier case.

While 24-pound double-tier cases are
popular in limited sections of the
West, the objection to them is that
when they are double-tiered, one row
of sections above the other, any leak-

age in the top tier runs down and
tiaubs the lower one, sometimes spoil-

ing a whole set of sections. We use
corrugated paper in the bottom, top,

and ends of all our cases, as extensive
experience shows that comb honey in

cases so equipped goes through in

very much better condition. Write
for prices.

SIGNS, LABELS AND CARTONS
Attractive signs* labels and cartons are an immense aid in selling honey. We have them in all fsizes and varie-

ties. Write for our label and sign catalog. Our handsome embossed metal sign, "Honey for

Sale," 8x14 inches is especially recommended to home sellers of honey.
Price $1 postpaid.

THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY
MEDINA, OHIO

There is a Root dealer near you
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We are buying Comb and Extracted honey. Send us a sample and tell us what you

have to offer. Name your most interesting price delivered to Cincin-

nati. Remittance goes forward the day shipment is received

Old comb—Don't forget we render wax from your old combs and cappings.

Write us for shipping tags

We offer you friction top cans

IVz lb. cans $ 4.25 per 100 $ .50 per 10

5 lb. cans 8.00 per 100 100 per 10

10 lb. cans 12.00 per 100 1.40 per 10

1 lb. Round Screw Top Jars, 2 dozen in shipping case, 10 case lots

$1.60 per case

Prices cash with order, f. o. b. Cincinnati

THE FRED W. MUTH CO., Cincinnati, Ohio
PEARL AND WALNUT STREETS
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THE DIAMOND

MATCH GO.
(APIARY DEPT.)

MANUFACTURERS OF

Beekeepers' Supplies

CHICO, CAL., U. S. A.

Dadant's incomparable Foundation

is always kept in stock. Western

Beekeepers can be supplied advantage-

jusly.

D EEKEEPERS, wherever they may be located, before de-

ciding where to obtain supplies, should write to the

Diamond Match Co. for prices and for their Beekeepers'

Supply Catalog.

This Company are the largest manufacturers in the world

who make Bee Supplies. They own their own timber lands,

mills and factories, and supply goods direct from the tree to

the beekeeper.

Full advantage of this low cost of production is given to the

purchaser.

The Apiary Department (which is in charge of experienced

supply men, who are also practical beekeepers) maintains a

constant excellence of product and offers unsurpassed ser-

vice.

ALUMINUM HONEYCOMBS
The Diamond Match Co. and their agents are the sole dis-

tributors in the United States of the Aluminum Honeycombs,

manufactured by the Dufify-Diehl Co., Inc., of Pasadena,

Calif. Write for descriptive pamphlets. Eastern beekeep-

ers should send their orders for the Diamond Match Co.'s

supplies to Hoffman & Hauck, 1331 Ocean Avenue, Wooilhaven, N. Y.

DIAIVIOND IVIATCH CO., Apiary Department
CHICO, CALIFORNIA
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NUCLEI FOR SALE
Book early to get the best shipping dates.

My bees are three-banded leather-colored Ital-

ians. They are disease-resisting and the best
of honey gatherers. They winter well.

1922 PRICES
2-£rame nuclei „ _ _ $3.50 each
S-frame 4.50 each

If queen is wanted add $1
Satisfaction guaranteed ; no disease.

Terms, 25 per cent with order, the balance
IS^days before shipping. Delivery after May 1^.

: J. B. SANDERSON, Fredericksburg, 0.

Lewis 4-Way Bee Escapes

Four exits from supers. Fits all standard boards
Springs of coppered steel. Made of substan-

tial material. Price each 20c, postpaid

Mad^ by

G. B. LEWIS COMPANY,
Watertown, Wis., U. S. A.

Sold only by Lewis "Beeware"
Distributors.

NEW [^INGHAM

BEE SMOKER
PATENTED

Buy Woodman Section
Fixer

One of our men with the section fixer

puts up 500 sections with top starters in

one hour and thirty minutes; 600 sec-

tions set up with top starters in ninety

minutes. This includes the labor of

cutting foundation, ^^tting sections and
superj and placing the sections into the

supers and carrying them away. A
complete job. This is nothing unusual,

but his regular speed. You can do the

same if you have the push, after you
become accustomed to the work. There

is no breakage of sections. It will pay

you to secure one of these machines for

this work. It is the best thing of the

kind on *-e market

BINGHAM BIG

SMOKE SMOKER

Wins contest at New York State
Beekeepers July meeting

Gilberts. ille, N. Y.,

G. Woodman Co.:

Oct. 3, 1921.

Last winter I bought a copper Big

Smoke Smoker, with shield, of you, and

in July took the same to the Chenango

County beekeepers' picnic and entered

the smoker contest. There were nine

contestants and the Big Smoke won the

prize, which was a fine queen bee.

Needless to say, I was very proud of

the victory. They gave us one minute,

and at the expiration of thirty-five min-

utes the Big Smoke was the only one

burning. They called it a "Steam

Boiler." However, it won, and 1

thought I would inform you.

C. F. Bushnell.

The contestants were allowed to use

any fuel they desired, and as much or

as little of it as thought advisable. The

contestants were given one minute in

which to light their smokers, then let

set for thirty minutes. At the end of

this period, the one that smoked best

in thirty seconds won the prize.

Size of Shipping
Stuv^e. weight
inches lbs.

Big Smoke, with shield 4 xlO 3

Big Smoke, no shield.... 4 xlO S

Smoke Engine „ 4x7 t}4

Doctor 9}^x 7 8

Conqueror 3x7 1^
Little Wonder S x 654 1>4

SPECIAL SALE ON HONEY
PACKAGES

Friction top pails in the 5-pound, at

$7 per crate of 100; $13 for crates of

203; the 10-pound size at $11.30 for

crates of 113. Special prices on 60-

pound cans, one-gallon square cans and

other sizes.

A. G. WOODMAN CO.
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH-, U. S. A.
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A SUPERIOR QUALITY
AT LESS COST SUPPLIES A SUPERIOR QUALITY

AT LESS COST

Hives, Supers, etc., listed below are in the flat, and are complete with Hoffman
Frames, nails, metal rabbets and all inside fixtures

Made by the Diamond Match Co.

ONE-STORY DOVETAILED HIVE FULL-DEPTH SUPERS
Five 8-frame $12.00 Five 8-frame $6.00
Five 10-frame 12.80 Five 10-frame 6.80

SHALLOW EXTRACTING SUPERS NO. 1 STYLE COMB HONEY SUPERS
Five 8-frame $4.50 Five 8-frame $4.30
Five 10-frame 5.00 Five 10-frame 4.70

STANDARD HOFFMAN FRAMES
100 $6.50
500 30.00

OUR INCOMPARABLE QUALITY FOUNDATION

Medium Brood Thin Super Light Brood

5 lbs. 74c per lb. 5 lbs. 80c per lb. 5-lb. lots 76c per lb.

25 lbs. 73c per lb. 25 lbs. 79c per lb. 25-lb. lots 75c per lb.

50 lbs. 72c per lb. 50 lbs. 78c per lb. 50-lb. lots 74c per lb.

Aluminum Honey Combs as now made by Duffy-Diehl Co. are meet-

ing with success. We carry these in stock to supply eastern beekeepers.

HONEY HONEY HONEY
^ Beekeepers who are supplying Honey to a regular family trade, or who are located

along the highways, and are supplying motorists, know that their customers want a
honey of a uniform color and flavor.

^ And unless the Honey is at all times uniform in color and flavor, customers some-
times become dissatisfied.

^ Our special blend of fancy Honeys (liquid) is always uniform and is of a fine mild
flavor, and will satisfy the most exacting trade.

SPECIAL BLEND OF FANCY HONEY (LIQUID) VARIOUS GRADES (CRYSTALLIZED)

10 lb. Tins. 6 per case .16c lb. SJ^l" ,'5^^'^ ;?""*=- WK-,—i-;
" "

V^"
... _,. ,, ,_ ,^ Water White Clover or White Saie I2c
5 lb. Tin., 12 per case.-.. 17c lb. Extra Li^ht Amber Sage. .__.llc

254 lb. Tins. 24 per case 18c lb. N. Y. State Buckwheat _ 10c

PURE VERMONT MAPLE SAP SYRUP. Case of 12 51b. Tim $14.00

GLASS AND TIN HONEY CONTAINERS
SJ^lb. cans, 2 dozen reshipping cases, $1.45 case; 10-lb. paiU (with handles), ^ doz. reshipping cases, $1.10

crates of 100, $5.00 case; crates of 50, $5.75

6-lb. pails (with handles), 1 doz. reshipping cases $1.35 case;
crates of 100, $7.75 GO-lb. tins, 2 per case—new, $1.30 case; used 25c.

WHITE FLINT GLASS, WITH GOLD LACQD. WAX LINED CAPS
8-oz. honey capacity, cylinder style, $1.60 per carton of 3 doz. Quart 3-lb. honey capacity, Mason style,

16-oz. honey capacity, table jar service, $1.00 per carton of 1 doz.

|1.40 per carton of 2 doz.

HOFFMAN & HAUCK, Inc. Woodhaven, N. Y.
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DADANT'S FOUNDATION

MEANS
Based on actual tests in our own apiaries of many
hundred colonies, we have always aimed to stress

those qualities in Dadant's Foundation which made
for a better acceptance by the bees, better drawn

combs and more satisfaction for the beekeeper.

That is why, over forty years ago, when we dis-

covered the injurious effect of acids on beeswax

we revolutionized our methods of manufacture.

Dadant's Foundation has always meant to the bee-

keeper, the very best.

And that is why (through the constant improve-

ment) Dadant's Foundation still tops the heap for

real quality.

Every effort made, every experiment tried and

every new kink in manufacture added, gives to our

bees and later to yours, every advantage in combs
and comb building.

Thousands of satisfied users will testify as to the

results.

nAHAMT'C rniiMnATinM every inch, every pound, every ton equalV»V#«l^ I 9 rWr^LTMIIVI^ TO ANY SAMPLE WE HAVE EVER SENT OUT.

Specify it to your dealer. If he hasn 't it, write us

DADANT & SONS, Hamilton, Illinois
Catalog and Prices on Bee Supplies, Beeswax, Wax Working into Comb

Foundation and Comb Rendering for the asking

•;-:•;->
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a
BEEWARE" AND WICHITA

^ For the benefit of beekeepers of the Central

Southwest and to answer and ever-increasing

demand from the beekeepers of that territory, a

branch of the G. B, Lewis Company is being es-

tablished in Wichita. Note the railroad facilities.

^ Lewis workmanship, "Beeware" quality and

Wichita shipment will be three of a kind.

Call and see us at 415 So. St. Francis street,

Wichita, Kansas.

LOOK FOR THIS
MARK

BtC HIVIS «N0 APIADIAN taUIPMENT

BEWARE
WHERE YOU BUY YOUR

BEIEWARE

MAKES THE FINEST.

G. B. LEWIS COMPANY
HOME OFFICE AND WORKS

WATERTOWN, WIS., U. S. A.

Distributors throughout the V. S. A.

BRANCHES: MEMPHIS, ALBANY, LYNCHBURG, WICHITA,
DENVER, FROMBERG
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CARE OF HONEY FROM EXTRACTOR
TO MARKET

Ripening, Straining, Liquefying, Packing, Etc.

—By C. P. Dadant

The beekeeper who harvests honey
in sufficient quantities to put it up in

barrels is quite a producer. Usually,
when he has gone that far, he has de-
vised his own methods. He perhaps
has a central plant in which he does
all his extracting and keeps large
tanks and a number of implements
which would be too expensive for the
average producer. This article is in-

tended to give the best methods that
we know of for the producer who is

not organized on a large scale, but
who may have one or more outapi-
aries and tries to retail at least a
part of his honey.

But why put up the honey in bar-
rels at all? Well, there are several
good reasons. If you use good bar-

rels, sound, dry, not charred inside,

well bound, with iron hoops, it is at

least as safe to put up and haul the
honey in that way from your outapia-
ries as in tin containers. We use
second-hand alcohol barrels, which
have been gummed inside so that
there has been no loss of alcohol, and
such barrels, if well cared for, need
never lose a di'op of honey. We have
used the same ones over and over, for
years. They are more easily hauled
around than cans, there is less danger
with them from ants and other in-

sects than with tanks, and if you must
keep the honey from one year to an-
other, in order to get the price that
you want, it will keep better in one
of those barrels than in tanks or cans.

We kept honey as long as 5 years,

after a record crop, rather than throw

LuaJiiig barrels to be Tjllcd al the uuty.ird

it upon the market at a low price and
finally came to a short crop, when we
were glad to have it for sale. It is

easier to take the granulated honey
out of a barrel than out of a metal
tank, unless your tank is so placed
as to be heated artificially to liquefy
the honey. By carefully marking the
head of the barrel so as to replace it

in the same position exactly, using a
gimlet in the center of the head to

pull it out, loosening the hoops only
as much as necessary, using a new,
clean spade to take out the honey, we
can replace the head and tighten up
the hoops again after removing the
honey, leaving the barrel just as good
as before. It is true that we remem-
ber having bought some "honey kegs"
from a dealer in Chicago, years ago,

and found that those kegs would not
even hold water, much less honey.
Yet, even such kegs, if thoroughly
dry, could be made to hold honey, by
heating them and dousing the inside

with a mixture of hot wax and grease.

The grease must be sweet and odor-
less and only enough should be used
to make the wax soft. This mixture
enters the pores of the wood and cools

there.
But here comes an objection: How

am I to handle barrels full of honey
if I do my work alone? This is an
argument which we cannot overlook.

Yet, I have filled barrels with honey,
loaded them on the wagon and un-
loaded them, without help, by the use
of long skids, and when I could not
get skids, I used a long ladder, sup-

ported at intervals to bear the weight
of the barrel. Then I used the de-

clivities in the yard, placing the
wagon at the lower side. We used to

say that a man was not a "man" un-
less he could up-end a barrel full of
honey. If you do not wish to do
heavy lifting and you are alone, you
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will have to discard the case of two
60-pound cans, for such a case
weighs 135 pounds and has to be
lifted or slid along on skids, also.

There is considerable heavy lifting

about a crop of two or three tons of
honey.

The objection we have to the use
of 60-pound cans is that we want to

put up our honey in small recepta-
cles as the orders come. So we would
need to empty those 60-pound cans
of the honey put in them. The av-
erage honey producer knows that a
CO-pound can which has been filled

and emptied is only a second-hand
package aftei-wards, for it is difficult

to rinse it and have it again per-
fectly dry. That is why we prefer
the barrel, which is just as good, after
having been filled and emptied several
times, if we care for it properly. We
must never put water in it, or if we
do, just to wash out the small parti-
cles of honey, we should drain it at
once and keep it in a dry place, and
tighten the hoops before using it

again.
Ripening

But let us come to the first ques-
tion of this article: ripening honey.

It is unnecessary to advise the bee-
keeper not to extract his honey until

it is as fully ripened as the bees can
give it. But, unfortunately, even
capped honey is not always fully ripe.

If your honey is not ripe and you do
not have tanks in a warm, di'y build-
ing, in which you may leave it during
the hot weather, you will need to

ripen it artificially. This may be done
at the time of putting it up in small
packages, if it is not so green as to
ferment before that time.
How am I to know that my honey

is ripe? Ha! This is a hard question.
You will have to trust your judgment.
Much depends upon the heat of the
day in looking at the flow of the
honey. But if you leave it long

Shallow stilling latiks used by R. \ .Wnv V, bctke

enough on the hives, there will be very
little chance of having it too green.
I* do not remember getting unripe
honey more than two or three times,
and I soon found it out. If you have
a gallon measure and an exact scale,
you may weigh it. Or you may use a
hydrometer. . I never did.

If you are not provided with large
heating tanks, you may liquefy or
evaporate honey by using a few large
pails in a wash boiler on the stove, or
in some flat boiler, which may con-
tain several deep pails. Place a cou-
ple of slats of wood under each pail

so that it will not rest flat on the bot-
tom of the boiler. Fill your pails
to convenient depth with honey. Place
them in the boiler. Then put enough
water in the boiler to reach up about
two-thirds the height of the pails. If
you do not have a special stove, ana
must use the kitchen stove, you should
leave enough room at the front for
the housekeepers' service, or you may
hear from her.

The water in your melting boiler
must not come to a boil. After a lit-

.Stiaiiici- ill |»l;u f Tu. lilliiiK li.ifui

tie while, the honey in the pails will
begin to melt along the edges. Stir it

and it will melt more quickly, for the
center of the mass would be slow to
heat. You need not get it all melted
before taking it off. A little experi-
ence will indicate to you when it is

melted enough to finish melting from
its own heat, off the stove. Heating
things over water in this way is what
cooks call "bain-marie."
Have some sort of a tank ready,

h'gh enough from the floor so that
you may put a scale and any of your
retail receptacles under the faucet.
An extractor can is very convenient,
if you are through with the extract-
ing. Usually the retail i-eceptacles
are filled to the brim, so that they do
not need to be weighed, but it is best
tc have a scale so that you may be
able to weigh any quantity, small or
large.

One thing you must remember: The
quicker you melt the honey and cool
it, the less color it will gain and the
less flavor it will lose. If you heat it

too hot, you will evaporate all those
fine essential oils which gave it the
flavor of the blossoms and distin-

guish honey from molasses, and even
maple syrup. But whenever you heat
it, if it is ever so little, it will give
ofl' steam and become thicker. It will,

of course, lose in weight. Better
melt it too slowly than take risks of
overdoing it. Good honey should not
go less than 11% pounds to the gal-
lon. The regular weight of ripe
honey is 12 pounds to the gallon.

Honey that has been heated will us-

ually not granulate again. The riper
honey is, as a rule, the less readily it

will granulate. This statement was first

made to me at a beekeepers' meet-
ing, in IS-S.'S, at Syracuse, New York,
by our old friend L. C. Root, the son-

in-law of Moses Quinby. When I

heard this assertion. I shrugged my
shoulders in irony. But I learned af-

terwards that he was right. However,
some grades of ripe honey granulate
very readily. I will mention alfalfa

and heather. The latter, we are told,

is usually so thick when harvested by
the bees that it cannot be thrown out

by centrifugal force. I never had a

chance to test this myself.
Straining

The heading of this article says

something about straining honey. I
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was about to forget it. The first ex-
tractoi-s made were supplied with a
strainer just above the faueet or
honey gate. In less than half a day
ol practice we had to take this out, for
it clogged. We use a large strainer
over the barrel or receptacle in which
the honey is to rest. This is made of
a flour sieve with a broad rim to en-
able it to take a good amount of
honey. If you use a tank and a pipe
to run the honey to it, you must have
this sieve above it. Only small parti-

cles of wax which have passed through
the sieve fall into the honey, and will

float on top. If you expect to keep
the honey in barrels until after granu-
lation, you should set the barrel "on
end" in the honey room. The wax
will come to the top and you can read-
ily scrape it off after taking out the
head. If you draw out the honey
while liquid, there will be wax in the
last gallon or so that you draw out.

The same may be said of a closed
tank. This is put into a small recep-
tacle and skimmed off after the honey
settles. We can keep on di'awing the
honey off until there is only a gallon
Of so of skimmings from several bar-
rels. If it is your own honey and you
know it is free from germs, you may
feed it to some needy swarm. If you
are not acquainted with it because
you have bought the honey from some
stranger, better make this stuff into
vinegar. No need of losing anything.
By heating it above 145 degrees you
will melt the wax and it will cake
over the surface.
By following the method which I

have just mentioned you will have
your honey, in liquid form, in the
very best shape to put it up into all

sorts of small receptacles, from the
"individual package," of an ounce or
less, to the 10-pound pails. It will

always be clean and thick. It will

keep the flavor of the blossoms. You
may "blend" it, if you have two or
three different crops. To do this you
must heat it. This is sometimes ad-
visable. But if you sell to the con-
sumer or to the small retailer who
know you, it is as well to supply the
special bloom which they will learn to

know: white clover, sweet clover,
raspberry, basswood (by the way,
basswood may give its flavor to a
large amount of honey), persicarias,
Spanish needles or bur marigold, sev-
eral kinds, or if you live in the West
or the South, you may have cotton
honey, catclaw, sage, orange, etc.

By this time, if the large producer
has followed me, he will have noticed
that I am writing for the man who has
none of the expensive conveniences of
the big establishment. The man who
has a two-story honey house, with a
four-ton tank in which to pour the
honey and which he can heat at will,

has no need of instructions. As I

have already stated, he has his meth-
ods.

One little hint: If you have leaky
cans (sometimes a can will have ah
imperceptible hole which would not
leak water but from which honey will
ooze), do not trouble yourself with
emptying the can to repair it. Just
have a little handful of beeswax or
parafline melted with a little tallow.

about half and half. Then rub a lit-

tle of this over the leak. The can will
be repaired, in this way, until it is

washed with boiling water. I have
often repaired even large tanks with
this material, and I remember when a
plumber could not stop leakage in a
kad water tank of 25 barrels in my

PRIZE CONTEST
We want to know what kind

of material is of greatest inter-
est to our readers in order that
we may be able to publish a
better Journal. To find out, we
make the following offers:

Contest No. 1

For the best letter of not
more than 300 words, telling
what you like best about this
year's American Bee Journal,
and your reason therefor, we
will pay

$10 in Cash.

For the second best letter, $5
in cash, and for third prize,
choice of any book published
by our firm. Look over all the
numbers of the year 1921 and
tell us what article pleased you
most or was most helpful to you
or what particular feature was
most worth while.

Contest No. 2

We want more good pictures.
It is true that we already re-
ceive far more pictures than we
can possibly use, but these we
file away with the name of the
person from whom they come,
in the hope that they will later
be of use. The more we have
to select from, the better the
variety we can use in each num-
ber. W^e want at least ten to
choose from for every one that
we can find room for. For the
best photograph illustrating any
phase of beekeeping we will pay

$10 in Cash.

For the second best, $5, and
for the next five, choice of our
dollar books on beekeeping.
Only good, clear photographs
suitable for reproduction are of
interest to us. New methods of
manipulation, new items of
equipment, attractive ways to
arrange an apiary, or anything
of interest to the iieekeepers,
may be shown.

Contest closes January 1.

Address letters and photos in-
tended for this coniest to Con-
test Editor, America.n Bee Jour-
nal, Hamilton, 111.

attic, and I came to the rescue with a
little of this tallow wax. We did not
know exactly where the leak was, but
the wax found it when we rubbed it

over the surface. The plumber said
that was a good way to humbug the
customer. It was a good way, sure.

This was my own discovery after
emptying hundreds of leaky cans, to

solder the holes, sometimes making
it worse than before. If the tender-
foot has ever tried the soldering iron,
lie knows some of the tribulations of
the apprentice tinner.
May I say a word in favor of selling

as much of granulated honey as pos-
sible? I know that most beekeepers
avoid the task of explaining that
granulated honey is absolutely pure
and that, with only a few local excep-
tions, consumers imagine that granu-
lated honey is adulterated. But it is
not so very difficult to convince them,
if we go at it right, and it helps the
sale of honey greatly. We have a
trade in granulated honey and many
people learned to prefer it to liquid
honey. Why not?

If the beekeepers wish to increase
the sale of honey, they must make an
effort to convince the public of the
best way to recognize its purity. They
must also instruct the customers on
the methods by which honey is ex-
tracted. Some people have so little
idea of its manipulation that they call
extracted honey "extract of honey,"
giving the impression that the honey
in that shape is not pure bees' honey.

I will never forget my disappoint-
ment, when I made my first attempt
at selling extracted honey, clover
honey, to a druggist, in 1869, just af-
ter the invention of the honey ex-
tractor. At that time druggists were
the only people who handled honey
in the Central West, and they were
accustomed to the "strained honey"
taken by either killing the bees or
driving them out and crushing the
combs to strain the honey out of the
pollen, brood, etc. My honey, the first
that we had ever extracted, was clear,
light-colored; well, you know how
white clover honey looks. I came to
the druggist with all the confidence of
an 18-year-old boy who has something
of excellent quality for sale, a brand
new product. The druggist took up a
sample of that honey, looked at it,

then with a frown he said: "We don't
buy sugar syrup. We know how to
make it when we want it." I tried to
explain, but he would not even listen.
That man bought extracted honey
from me later, granulated honey, af-
ter he found out that there was in-
deed a new way to take honey from
the bees. But it was a hard task to
convince him. Nowadays, the bee-
keeper can provide himself with some
"Facts about honey" which are print-
ed for the benefit of the trade, and
show his customer that this is not a
new-fangled swindle, as my druggist
thought at first. We had no c ne to
back us in our sales, since we were
the first in the country to adopt the
honey extractor.

There will be more demand for
honey than the beekeepers of the
world can fill when the public is fully
convinced that they can buy pure
honey, for no one doubts the value of
honey as food.

Price of Hubam Seed
Hubam annual sweet clover seed is

starting this fall at a price of about
•^120 per bushel, or $2 per pound,
only about one-fourth of the price of
the seed last year.
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THE EDITORS' VIEWPOINTS
THE MILLER MEMORIAL FUND

Receipt of contributions for this

fund have been made in the bee jour-

nals and the thanks of the committee
which has the fund in charge is ex-

tended to each contributor. These
thanlis are extended in behalf of the

thousands of friends of Doctor Miller

everywhere, who are anxious that

this memorial shall be worthy of tho

man.
As is well known, the undersigned

committee was chosen by Mr. C. P.

Dadant to act informally in collecting

and expending the money to be con-

tributed by the many friends of Doc-
tor Miller. At the time of the first

announcements it was quite impossi-

ble to tell what form the memorial
should take, and as a result the whole
matter was presented in quite an in-

definite way. Suggestions were made
to the committee of various forms in

v/hich the memorial could be estab-

lished. Some desired a monument to

be erected at his grave, but this was
quite disapproved by most of those

with whom we could talk, because it

did not seem fitting that Doctor Mil-

ler's memory should be perpetuated in

such a manner.

Following out the widely approved
idea that this fund should be put to

work for the benefit of beekeeping
for all time, which is the type of me-
morial that fits the character of our
esteemed friend, the most feasible

suggestion seems to be to establish

a library in which may be collected

the books, journals and reprints of

scientific articles on bees and bee-

keeping, available to those who desire

to make special studies in this field.

Such a memorial will be less widely

available than we would wish, but it

follows out the ideas of the many
friends who are interested in the fund
better than any other that has come
to us. This is what we shall work for.

The location of the library is, of

course, still undecided, and the meth-
od of management and the safeguard-
ing of the funds for the future are
matters which can be determined only
after we are able to know how much
will be available, but in any event we
hope to establish a fund which shall

be permanently invested so that the
interest shall be used for the further-

ance of this library.

For the funds available we know of
no more important endowment than
this one, for there is today no library
ir the United States that approaches
co'rpleteness in this field. There are
reveral excellent private libraries on
lo3keeping and also several growing
i'"stitutional libraries of great value,
but we hope as the years go by that
the Miller Library of Beekeeping will

surpass any of them. We also hope
tJiat contributions of valuable books
and pamphlets will be made so that
this library will grow rapidly.

With this definite plan we make
another appeal to the beekeeping
friends of the late Doctor Miller to
contribute still more liberally than
they have to this fund. Many are
able to increase their contributions,
and a still larger number who have
not contributed will now, we feel, be
anxious to help in this worthy cause.
Im contributing to a lasting memorial
of this kind we not only honor the
memory of a great friend but we help
in the furtherance of the industry in

which we are all so greatly interested.
Contributions may be sent to the ed-
itors of the American Bee Journal and
Gleanings in Bee Culture, and will be
acknowledged through these journals.
IVay we not ask for greater liberality

now that we are able to announce a
more definite plan, and may we not
all unite in making this a project in

which all beekeepers throughout the
world may take just pride?

We would also ask that at the meet-
ings of beekeepers for the next few
months this project be brought to the
attention of those in attendance so
that they may have an opportunity to
make contributions. Several bee-
keepers' associations have already
tpken such action and in this way lib-

eral contributions have been made.
We ask for the hearty co-operation of
each and every beekeeper in this

movement and want each one to feel

that this is not merely an eff'ort being
made by a committee, but that it is

a project dear to the heart of every
beekeeper everywhere.

C. P. Dadant,

E. R. Root,

E. F. Phillips,

E. G. LeStourgeon,

B. F. Kindig.

Fruit Scare;
Honey in Demand

Mr. Honey Producer, do you real-

ize that when fruit is high in price
and hard to get, there is more demand
for honey? Do you realize also that,

if everybody in the countr-y could be
convinced that your honey is, really,

pure bees' honey, unadulterated, you
could not begin to supply the demand
for it, at remunerative prices? So do
not lose heart, if some one offers you
too low a price at wholesale. Get out
of your lethargy, and stir yourself
enough to apprise the world that you
have pure honey for sale, that you
guarantee it and will put up any
amount of money to back its punty.
Advertise; it will pay you, not only
for the coming winter, but for many
a winter to come. This is not guess
work, but the practical experience of
the man who writes this, who has
sold honey for more than 50 years,

with profit.

Honey as Sauce
Years ago, I remember James Hed-

don arousing my indignation by say-
ing that, at best, honey was only suit-

able as "sauce." Sauce! That is to

say, he could not see the use of honey
except as a condiment for something
else, a secondary affair. Well, I don't

see it that way. Every morning I eat

honey for breakfast, on either bread
or hot cakes, not as a sauce, but as

the principal ingredient of my meal.
The bread or cakes are only used as a
carrier for the honey. Of course we
can use honey also on different dishes.

But the man who does eat honey,
without the idea of securing the high
flavor of the flowers from which it

was gathered, is not a lover of honey.
If you add butter, or jelly, or any
other edible than good bread or cakes
to your honey, you spoil or hide the
fine flavor of it and you deserve to be
condemned to eat nothing better than
the vile corn syrup which many peo-
ple call a delicious food. Don't mix
fine things with other things of less

delicate flavor if you want to get the
full benefit of them. The great fault

with our people is that they aon't

really know "how to eat"; they gulp
down their food. They do as the

drunkard who does not want a light,

tasteful drink, but seeks the kick, and
wants it hard. Let us learn how to

eat, and we will then appreciate pure
honey from the blossoms, the finest

gift of nature, the ambrosia which
was said to be the aliment of the gods
in Olympus. The Greeks, at least,

knew honey to be something more
than "a sauce."

F. W. L. Sladen
In another column the reader will

find an obituary of Mr. Sladen, by
bis assistant, Mr. Gooderham. We
wish to add a few words.

Mr. Sladen was an ardent natural-

ist and scientist. To appreciate it one
needs only to peruse the pages of his

two leading works, "The Humble-
Bee" and "Queen-Rearing in Eng-
land." A slight awkwardness in his

speech, especially when he used some
foreign language like French, pre-
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vented those who met him for the first

time from fully appreciating him. But
those who read his writings grasped
the full value of this able observer.
His descriptions, his enlarged photos
of the nests, the eggs, the larva of
Bumbus, his colored plates of this in-
sect, show a minuteness of details
which place him among the men
whose work cannot be excelled.

Although his book on "Queen-Rear-
ing in England" is not indispensable
to the practical American queen-
breeder, it has some excellent cuts
and a number of good points not to be
found elsewhere. ' The beekeeping
world loses in him one of its best sci-

entists.

More Bee Pasture
The extension of the area planted

to sweet clover is opening hundreds
of new locations suited to commercial
honey production. The change of at-
titude toward this plant is one of the
remarkable developments of recent
years. From a despised weed it has
come to be regarded as one of the
most dependable agricultural staples.
Farmers are sowing it everywhere and
there is every indication that within
the next ten years there will be at
least ten times the amount of sweet
clover grown on the farms that is to
be found now. It seems adapted to
almost every type of soil which is not
lacking in lime, and succeeds from
Canada to the Gulf States.
As a soil builder it has no superior,

and this fact is largely responsible
for bringing it into the favor of the
farmer. The new annual now being
boomed under the name of "Hubam
Clover" fits in with a crop rotation
'nuch better than the biennial form.
Since its general use w'ould greatly
increase the available forage for the
bees, beekeepers should lend every
encouragement to its further spread.
Sweet clover has doubled the average
of surplus in many places and has
wade many good locations where bee-
keeping was not profitable prior to
its coming.

Evei-ywhere one goes, one hears
stories of success with this plant as
a farm crop. Not long since, the
writer heard of a man who bought a
run-down farm in New York and
sowed a field of sweet clover. A for-
tunate combination of a good seed
crop and a high price enabled him to
pay for the farm with the one year's
crop. It is farther west, however,
•where it seems to be most popular.
In almost any section of the Missis-
sippi Valley one hears of many fields
of it being sown.

Wintering Bees
One of the profuse bee writers of

40 years ago, James Heddon, wrote
this axiom: "Beekeeping is a busi-
ness of details." This is certainly
correct, for though a bee owner may
harvest large crops when he neglects
the details, he will not have complete
.success unless he looks after them.

Wintering is probably more a mat-
ter of details than any other part of
the business.

The honey, or the food, whatever
it be, must be of good quality and

sufficiently plentiful. Fruit juices kill

bees as promptly as paralysis or the
l^le-of-Wight disease. Honeydew is

not much better, neither is honey
which is loaded with numerous pellets
of pollen. But it is also necessary that
the food be located properly, above
the cluster as much as possible. Our
Canadian neighbors who feed sugar
syrup, after the crop, so as to fill all

the room that the bees may have
above and under the cluster, have evi-
dently found out that this food helps
cai-ry the bees with very little residue,
until a good part of the bad season is

over.

The strength of colonies at the
opening of winter is very important.
If they do not have a good number
oi young bees, there is much chance
for them to become reduced in
strength before the queen has occa-
sion to breed again. But they must
not be breeding at the opening of
winter, for quiet is indispensable.
They must not be disturbed in the
least, especially when the weather is

cold and the bees that wander from
the cluster may be chilled.

Comparatively weak colonies may
be wintered safely if in good condi-
tion and if they do not have a large
space to keep warm. We have win-
tered colonies on 5 combs, when these
were full and the cluster covered
them readily.

Shelter against polar winds is of
importance. The name of polar
winds, used by Mr. Langstroth, seems
very appropriate, for the Mississippi
Valley and the Lake region do not
have a single good-size mountain to
shelter them against the winds that
biow from the direction of the north
pole. A splendid windbreak is one
of thickly planted pine trees or other
evergreens. The thermometer is

often several degrees warmer on the
south side of such a shelter. But an
iirtificial windbreak is readily made,
tiiough it is not quite so efficient.

A good cushion over the cluster,
which would act like a heavy woolen
blanket over your bed, absorbs moist-
ure without allowing a draft of air,

and is of great importance where the
bees are confined for several weeks
without being able to fly.

How shall we winter, in the cellar,

in the open air with outer cases, or
with only temporary shelters?

This is a question of locality. What
will succeed in one part of the coun-
try will not do in another. If our
bees can get a flight in fairly mild
temperature once evei'y 3 or 4 weeks,
tkey will winter readily without much
protection. If the cold spells are pro-
tracted they will require more
warmth. When they are to be con-
fined 2 months at a time without any
let up in the cold weather, they will

probably be best in the cellar.

But don't let us forget that "Bee-
keeping is a business of details." The
little details effect the difference be-
tween success and failure.

Food Value of Honey
We are in receipt of an extract, in

bulletin form, from the American
Journal of Physiology on the "Vita-

mine Content of Honey," by Messrs.
Philip B. Hawk, Clarence A. Smith
and Olaf Bergeim, of the Labora-
tory of Physiological Chemistry of
Jefferson Medical College, Philadel-
phia.

The details given in this bulletin
are too scientific for the average
reader, but the conclusions are in
plain English which anyone can un-
derstand. We quote:
"An examination of the chart will

show that the bread with honey was
digested and left the stomach as
quickly as the bread alone. Similar
pepsin values were obtained; and
while there was a slight depression of
acidity, such as always follows the in-
gestion of foods containing much
sugar, digestion was completed as
soon as with bread alone, although
the addition of the honey had practi-
cally doubled the food value of the
product from the energy standpoint.

"The use of honey with bread and
in similar ways would, therefore, ap-
pear to be e-enerallv nreferable in
the case of children to the eating of
candies. Honey serves to make the
highly nutritious bread more palat-
able, leading to a greater consump-
tion of body-building foods instead of
depressing the appetite, as is likely
to be the case with candies which are
eaten betwen meals. At the same
time, honey furnishes to the body
very considerable amounts of energy
ia the most available forms. The
high place given to it in the diet is
therefore well deserved."

Death of Miss Godfrey
It is with regi-et that we learn of

the rather sudden death of Miss Mat-
tie C. Godfrey, which occured in Sac-
ramento, Calif., on September 28.

Miss Godfrey will be rembered by
our older readers as compositor with
the American Bee Journal previous to
1918. She had been a faithful em-
ployee of the American Bee Journal
for thirty-five years, seeing a suc-
cession of editors during that time.
To anyone who has known her and
realized her untiring integrity and
devotion to her work, as have we in
this office, her death comes as a per-
sonal loss.

Death of Pioneer Beekeeper
We regret to announce to our read-

ers the death of Mr. W. Muth-Ras-
mussen, who died at his home in In-
dependence, Calif., some weeks ago.
Mr. Muth-Rasmussen was one of the
oldest of California's beekeepers. In
our January issue Mr. Pleasants men-
tions him as having been one of the
first users of the Peabody extractor,
having had one shipped to him in
1871.

Looking back over the files of the
American Bee Journal, we find Mr.
Muth-Rasmussen's name prominent as
early as 1874, when he was one of the
charter members of the Los Angeles
County Beekeepers' Association. In
May of the same year he wrote an ar-
ticle for publication, giving notes on
the honey flora, crops, etc., of Cali-
fcrnia. Since that time he had been a
regular correspondent. He was a suc-
cessful beekeeper till the time of his
death.
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A WORD ABOUT TRUCKS
Notes on the Beekeeper's Requirements

for Outyard Work
By E. F. Atwater

Many beekeepers who operate a
number of apiaries use the Ford
truck, and its very low first cost,

most moderately priced repair parts,

and light tire and gasoline expense,
all combine to make it a very good
truck for those, at least, whose yards
are near home and on good roads.
But hereabouts the beekeeping pur-

chasers of Foi'd trucks usually find it

necessary to equip with oversize tires

and shock absorbers, and very desir-

able to add the self-starter, when,
with all these added, the cost is not
so low but that the man whose yards
are on rough, hilly, or sandy roads,

and perhaps long distances, from
home, may consider paying more and
buying a truck which can make better

time on the road, and with more sur-

plus power to pull through sand, mud,
or up steep grades.

Hereabouts, the Ford truck is

about third in popularity, with the

most extensive producers, and these

men of many yards are some of
them devoted to the Olds, and others

to the Reo, with the Maxwell used by
one or two. The Olds and Reo are
both sturdy, amply powered, speedy
outfits, for their size and price.

One of our own outfits is shown in

the cut, with trailer, both occupied
with empty 5-gallon honey can?.

When loading the trucks with cans or
empty supers of comb, "the sky is

the limit."

Our other truck is a small Repub-
lic, and after one or two more seasons
will likely be converted into a one-
ton, four-wheel trailer. Both trucks

are equipped to haul trailers, to be
used when necessary, which is very
often, indeed. All trucks should be
equipped with spring trailer hitches,

to save jerking, which is very hard
on a truck or car, and the springs

should take up both pull and thrust.

The truck body should be of con-

venient size, and after the use of a
top over each of your trucks, tops
covering seat and entire body, we cut
oflF the tops, so as to have cabs onl>',

as it is an intolerable nuisance to

have a top when loading or unload-
ing, a veritable back-breaker, as one
cannot straighten the back between
lifts. Along the sides of the body
heavy hooks should be bolted, so
ropes can make the load secure.

We always carry shovel, axe, tow-
ing cable and a powerful lever pull-

out machine, so as to be ready to get

out of a mud hole; also a broom to

sweep out the body before loading
bees or honey.
Where the roads are rough, spring

breakage can be materially reduced
by the use of a good set of rebound
snubbers, or shock absorbers of some
kind.

The two-wheel trailer is fairly sat-

isfactory, but the four-wheel trailer

is in some ways much better, as it can
be readily loaded or unloaded while
uncoupled from the truck, while the
two-wheel trailer must be blocked up
if loaded or unloaded while not con-
nected to the truck. Our small trailer

body is about 45 inches wide by 84
inches long inside, and takes 10 ten-

frame bodies, or 12 of the eight-

frame size, on the floor. The trailer

tongue must be twice as strong as you
think necessary. We thought ours
was amply strong, but one day when
we had a load of extracting supers of

empty comb, about si.x stories high,

and were going about twenty-five
miles an hour, it broke. The front
end of the trailer went down, struck
the ground, and the entire trailer

and load turned over in the air while
making a clear jump of about a rod.

The damage was considerable. We
use a larger and stronger tongue now.
The local blacksmith suggested a
stick eight by eight inches, but it is

not quite so large.

With as much care as bees require
here, the automobile expense is one
of the heavy items involved in com-
mercial honey production, which it

scarcely seems possible greatly ta

reduce, as with often rough roads, the
gas, oil, tires and repairs run into a
large sum each year; yet can we af-

ford to use slower, cheaper trucks
when, with a crew of several men, we
would then waste much more time on
the roads?

The seat of the truck as shown, ac-

commodates comfortably three men, if

none is large, while for a fourth man
we have a folding auxiliary seat

which attaches to the outside end of

the seat, on the opposite side. When
we must carry six men, we use cush-

ions between the fenders and hood,
and a man sits on each side, on and

leaning against, a cushion. When
the bees have given up their attempts
at swarming, we need not carry cio

large a crew.

We hope some day to have two
sliding bodies for the truck, then
when we arrive home, the entire load
will be slid into the extracting house
and a waiting load on empties slid

onto the truck, ready for a trip to
other yards.

Idaho.

WHAT YOU GET FOR YOUR
MONEY

By Frank C. Pellett

In these days of price readjust-
ment we feel that a statement of
conditions as they confront the pub-
lisher is due our readers. We are es-

pecially pleased with the number of
letters received paying compliments
to the quality of the American Bee
Journal. For every one complaining
of the subscription price, we receive
several of commendatory tone.
We have recently figured our ex-

penses and find that it costs us 20
cents per copy for every number of
the Journal as now published. Of
this the advertisers pay 8 cents for
the privilege of placing the merits of
their goods before our readers. Af-
ter deducting the money received
from advertising, it still costs us 12
cents per copy, or $1.44 per year for
every subscription filled under pres-
ent conditions. It will be seen that
the profit to the publishers is only
one-half cent per copy, or six cents
per year per subscriber.

There has not been a time within
recent years when it was possible to

get out a trade journal of the quality

we are now sending out for less than
$1.50 per year. When the recent de-

cline in paper prices came we added
eight pages to the size of the Journal.
This equals 16 pages of the size of
most of the bee magazines, which we
have added to our former output.

Judging from the letters received
from our readers, we believe that the

great majority of them prefer a high-
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class magazine at $1.50 per year, '.o

a poorer one for less money. Since

we could not reduce the subscription

price without reducing the size or

quality of the Journal, or printing It

at a loss, we propose to spend any
saving which may be possible throu;;h

lower costs of publication, in making
a still better Journal. We have other
improvements in mind which we hope
to add just as soon as the costs of

publishing are reduced to a point

which makes it possible.

In no other product of human en-

deavor does the consumer get so

much for his money as in magazines.
It costs us more than $2,500 to as-

semble and publish a single issue of

the American Bee Journal, yet the

subscriber gets his copy for 12*2

cents, or $1.50 foj- 12 issues, which
cost us $30,000 to publish. This i^

possible because the cost is distrib-

uted among so many individuals. A
half-tone cut, to reproduce a single

one of the many pictures which we
show, costs about $4.00, yet it is as

good for 20,000 copies as for one.

The same thing applies to the cost ,>f

setting the type, which takes ro
longer for a large number of copies

than if only one was printed.

Again, we wish to express our sin-

cere appreciation of the hundi-eds of

letters of encouragement which ha 'e

reached us during the past fe.v

months. A number have said that

the American Bee Journal is the

finest publication of its kind in the

entire world and this encourages us

to make an extra effoi-t to make it

worthy of the high confidence of our
readers.

F. W. L. SLADEN

Passing of the Dominion Apiarist of

Canada

By C. B. Gooderham

On September 10, Mr. F. W. L.

Sladen, Canada's Dominion Apiarist,

died of heart failure while bathing at

Duck Island, in Lake Ontario. Mr.
Sladen had been suffering from heart

trouble for several years, and only

three years ago was ordered by his

physician to take a long rest. It ap-

pears that Mr. Sladen, who could not
swim, had been in the habit of bath-

ing in shallow water at the edge of the

l..ke, after finishing his work with
the bees, and on Saturday went into

the water as usual, when he was sud-

denly stricken with heart failure. Mr.
Sladen was not missed from his tent

until the next morning, when a search
was made by Mr. Thomas, the light-

house keeper. Mr. Sladen's clothes

were found on the shore and the body
was found in the water about seventy
feet from the shore.

Mr. Sladen was born in 1876, at

Shooters Hill, near London, England.
He was educated privately and com-
menced beekeeping at the age of 13.

He also became keenly interested in

the bumblebees and solitary bees and
spent nearly all of his spare time in

studying them.

At sixteen he wrote "The Humble-
Bee; Its Life History and How to

Domesticate It." He also wrote a

series of articles on the wild bees for

the British Bee Journal. In 1896 he
visited India to study the bees of that

< ountry, especially Apis dorsala, A.

florea and the domesticated varieties

of A. indica. In 1901 he visited

prominent beekeepers in Canada and
the United States. It was in March
of that year that he discovered the

function of Nassanoff's organ in the

honeybee.
All this time Mr. Sladen was spe-

cializing in queen rearing and bee
breeding, and he developed a hardy
golden bee suitable for the trying

English climate. The subjects of

v. W. L. Siaden

queen rearing and bee breeding were
studied thoroughly and in 1904 he
published his book, "Queen-Rearing
in England." A second edition of this

book was issued in 1913.
In 1912 he joined the staff of the

Experimental Farm at Ottawa, as as-

sistant Entomologist for Apiculture,

and in 1914, when the Bee Division

was separated from the Entomolog-
ical branch, he was given the posi-

tion of Apiarist in charge. In 1920
this position was changed to Domin-
ion Apiarist.

Since coming to Canada Mr. Sladen

has done much for the advancement
of Apiculture. Almost his first work
in Canada was a study of the honey-
producing plants from coast to coast

and of the conditions under which
they secrete nectar. He has also

given much study to swarm control,

and developed his two-queen system
1 y which swarming is controlled and
tne queens are wintered over in each
hive. He has also devoted consider-
able study to wintering problems, and
recently issued Bulletin No. 43 on
"Wintering Bees in Canada."

Queen rearing and bee breeding,
however, have been Mr. Sladen's first

consideration, and experiments have
been carried on annually by him in

different parts of Canada. In 1919 a
mating station was established on
Duck Island and isolated matings be-
CuUie a fact. The experiments were
continued during 1920 and 1921, and
a large number of queens have been
reared at Ottawa and transferred to

the island for mating with drones of
special breeding. Excellent results
liave been obtained and purely mated
i|Ueens have been distributed to
branch farms and beekeepers in dif-

ferent parts of the Dominion. It was
while cari-ying on this work at the
I'jland that Mr. Sladen met his death.

A PROBLEM FROM INDIA

Dear Mr. Pellett:

A friend of yours suggests placing
before you my difficulties in beekeep-
ing, and I do so in the hope that your
e.\perience and researches 'nay have
embraced sections whence the same
troubles have arisen.

The principal enemy to our bees, so
far, is a large hornet (more than one
kind, moreover) which infests these
pa)-ts. These hornets hover in frojit

of a hive entrance and caro' off' the
V, oi"-trs bouly and devour them. We
destroy their nests when discovered,
ana I am cxperimeiiting with a wire
fraiiv placed in front of the hive to
allow the workers a better chance
of getting away from tlie hornets.
This latter is only a partial success so
far, though a decided step in the
right direction. Do you by any
chance know of any similar ti'ouble,

and how overcome?
Norbert T. Gill. India.

Answer.—Beekeepers of South Af-
rica report that some species of
wasps, commonly called bee pirates,

are a very serious pest in that coun-
try. Various methods of dealing
with them have been tried, with more
or less success. Sometimes they are
killed by swatting them by hand as
they fly about the hives. This meth-
od, however; is tedious and unsatis-

factory, as the beekeeper can hardly
remain long enough at the hives to do
effective work. Traps of different

patterns have been used with some
success. A common way is to daub
bird-lime on branches of trees and
place them near the hives. When the
pirates alight on the branches they
are held by the sticky substance.

A white plate or basin filled with
water and oil is also recommended.
This is said to be the simplest and
most effective method of all. Paraffin

is the best oil for the purpose. Some
lees will also fall into the basin, but
the number is small compared to the

number saved by the destruction of

the pirates.—F. C. P.
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A RECORDING SCALE

Details of a Scale Which Records the Changing

Weight of the Colony, Hour by Hour,

as the Bees Bring in the Honey
By Lloyd R. Watson, Apiculturist Texas Experiment Station

A scale so constructed as automat-
ically to I'ecord time and weight is

being used at the Texas Agricultural

Experiment Station at College Sta-

tion, in a series of experiments with
bees. The periodical weighing of

colonies of bees to determine the loss

or gain over a given period, is com-
mon among apicultural observers, and
a very few more or less crude devices

have been employed at one time or

another to obtain continuous weight
records of colonies of bees. To H. B.

Parks, formerly connected with the

above institution, is due the credit for

devising the instrument, by the use

of which exact, continuous, automatic
record is being kept of the variations

in the weight of a colony of bees.

A careful survey of available ap-

paratus made in the light of the ex-

acting requirements of the experi-

ment quickly demonstrated that there

^vas nowhere in existence an instru-

ment that would answer the purpose.

For example, the scale must be able to

carry a constant load running as high

as 300 pounds. The recording mech-
anism must run at least eight days

after a single winding, and it must be

able to record changes of load within

a range of 20 pounds at any point be-

tween 50 pounds and 225 pounds
every second of the time. The appa-

ratus must be housed to protect it

from the weather, yet meteorological

conditions surrounding the hive on

the scales must duplicate as far as

possible those surrounding a hive in

an open apiary. Therefore the scale

must be constructed to withstand for

an indefinite period of time the action

of the weather, and especially the

corroding action of humid air. As the

result of much study and after consid-

erable correspondence with some of

the leading scale manufacturers of

the United States and with the United

States Bureau of Standards at Wash-
ington, D. C, it was decided that the

Automatic scale built by the Toledo
Scale Company was best adapted to

be connected up with a recording

clock for this purpose. Julien P.

P'riez & Sons, of Baltimore, furnished

the eight-day clock, and the same
firm was engaged to make to special

order the eight-inch revolving drum
which was to carry the record chart.

Mr. A. H. Emery, a mechanical engi-

neer of national reputation in scale

construction, residing at Glenbrook,

Conn., was employed to construct a

super-platform over the dial of the

Toledo Scale and to build and mount
thereon the system of levers by which

the rise and fall of the arm of a lever

in the body of the scale should be con-

\erted into the sweep of a pen across

a moving belt of paper.

The construction and methods of

assembly will be better undei'stood
from the accompanying photographs.
Photo No. 1 shows the complete scale.

No. 2 is an enlarged view of the lower
lever, and No. 3 is an enlarged view
of the upper lever and recording
mechanism. It will be seen that mo-
tion for actuating the recording
mechanism is obtained from an exten-
tion to the left of the large lever in

the body of the Toledo scale, and at-

tachment is made by means of a bolt

damping device. A vertical support

Colony of bees on recording scale

near the left side of the super-plat-
form carries the upper lever over a
pair of plate fulcrums. The short
end of this upper lever carries a
counterpoise weight at its extreme
left end and a sensitizing weight
above the fulcrum. At the right of

the platform another vertical bracket

carries stops which limit the motion
of the lever. The pen lever rotates
on a pivot and its short end is in the
lorm of an arc which is belted to the
upper lever with a steel belt. This
arc also has a small weight belted to

it to keep the belts taut. The sensi-
tizing weight is set so that this whole
upper system is as sensitive as possi-

ble. In fact, when the steel ribbon
which connects the weighing mechan-
ir-m with the recording mechanism is

disconnected at its lower end, the
large counterpoise and the sensitizing
weights permit of such delicate ad-
justment that the whole upper system
of levers is in stable equilibrium,
and the pen will rest at any point
where it is placed. The least change
of load will then move the pen
through its whole range of motion.
The record drum encloses an eight-
day clock which causes it to make
nearly a complete revolution in seven
days. The pen, pen-arm, journal and
bracket were made by Julien P. Friez
& Sons, Baltimore, Md. The record
chart was designed by the writer. It

is ruled with curved lines coinciding
with the sweep of the pen, and cor-

responds to the 24 hours of the day.
Horizontal parallel lines traverse the
paper and each line corresponds with
one pound change in load.

The recording scale is mounted
upon a solid, one-piece, concrete
base and is sheltered in a substan-
tially built house patterned after the
regulation weather observation shel-

ters of the U. S. Weather Bureau. Not
oiily can the sides of the house be re-

moved at will more nearly to place the
bee colony which is under observa-
tion, under more normal apiary condi-
tions, but the concrete base on which
the house stands contains a wing or

projection out in front so that the
scale can, at the option of the ob-

server, be I'olled out from under the

roof and into the full light of the

sun without the least jarring or shak-
ing of the hive.

IT PAYS TO PROTECT BEES,
EVEN IN OPEN WINTERS

By J. H. Merrill, Apiarist, Kansas

State Agricultural College and

Experiment Station

As has been previously reported in

the American Bee Journal and the
Journal of Economic Entomology, an
experiment has bten going on at the
Kansas State Agricultural College for
several years to determine the best
method of wintering bees. In previ-

ous reports it has been shown that a
two-story hive is preferable to a one-
story hive for wintering, that a wind-
break is very valuable, and that the
expense of packing hives is more than
offset by the resulting increased
strength of the colonies.

In this experiment there are two
sols of hives^—one set placed in the

open and the other sheltered by a
windbreak of shrubbery. Each set

consists of one one-story unpack^'ci

hive, one two-story unpacked hive,

and one two-story hive packed with
leaves. In the fall of the year the
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number of bees in each hive and the
amount of honey in each are as-

certained by a system of weighinff.

In the spring of the year they are
weighed again to determine how
much honey has been consumed duv-
irg the winter, and also to determine
whether each hive has gained or lost

ill its number of bees. The winter of
1920 was such an open winter that
the remark "There was no need to

pack this winter because the bees hai
so many chances to fly" was fre-

quently heard. Consequently, the re

suits of the spring weighing were
looked foiTvard to with more than or-

dinary interest, as they would eithi.-i-

prove or disprove the above quote 1

statements.

In the fall of 1920, when the hives
were left for the winter, the one-
stoi-y unpacked hive, unprotected by h
windbreak, had 41,458 bees. On May
17, 1921, the spring weighing showed
that this hive had only 16,100 bees,

or 25,358 less than it had in the fall.

The one-story unpacked hive, which
was protected by a windbreak, had
35,625 bees in the fall and 26,825
bees in the spring, or a loss of 8,800.

It will be noted that the loss of the
protected hive was only about om-
third as great as the loss in the hive
which was not protected by a wind-
b) eak.

The two-story unpacked hive, un-
protected by a windbreak, had 42,375
bees in the fall, and 40,850 in the
spring, or a loss of 1,525. The two-
story unpacked hive which was pro-

tected by a windbreak, was one of the

weakest colonies in the fall, having
only 17,184 bees in the fall, but in

the spring it has 21,213, showing a

gain of 4,029. It will be noted here
that the colony in the windbreak win-
tered better than the corresponding
colony in the open, and the superior-

ity of the two-story hive over the one-
story hive for wintering is vei-y plain-

ly shown.
The hive in the packing case, which

was in the open was blown over dur-

The recording mechanism which makes a record of the change in weight

ing a hea\'y wind and so seriously in-

jured that it cannot be considered in

these results. However, the packed
hive in the windbreak very plainly
shows whether or not packing paid.

It had only 26,250 bees in the fall,

but when the spring weighing was
made it was found that there were
73,825 bees in the hive, or a gain of
47,575 bees.

The results obtained from the

packed hive showed that the packing
was more valuable during the open
winter of 1920 than it had been dur-
ing any of the four years during
which this experiment has been car-

lied on.

The continuation of the evidence
showing the value of a windbreak,
plenty of stores, and the superiority

of the two-story hive over the one-

story hive, indicates that those are all

valuable factors to be considered in

wintering bees.

The internal mechanism of the scale

THE HONEYBEE AND COLOR
VISION

By Geo. D. Shafer

Does the honeybee possess color
vision? In substance this question
has been asked many times by many
people—by practical beekeepers, by
botanists, by zoologists, and by physi-
ologists. Some have answered "yes"
to the question; others have answered
"no," and others still are of the opin-
ion that neither answer has yet been
made with certainty—with evidence
that is quite convincing. It might be
supposed that this question would be
of first interest to the beekeeper, the
zoologist, or the physiologist, but it

seems to have been a botanist wno
really published the first answer.
Chr. K. Sprengle, in 1793, expressed
the view that the insect is allured
from afar by the color of the whole
flower, and when it comes close to the
flower, that color stripes and flecks of
color on the petals or other parts
show the insect the way to the "honey
container" or nectary. Eighty years
ater (1873) Herman Muller said that

under similar conditions one kind of
flower was visited the more often by
insects the more pleasing it was to

them. He believed the flower per-
fume was a strong means of attrac-

tion, but he emphasized that insects

show a preference for colored flower,-;.

But it was not until 1876, when Dar-
win gave the weight of his great in-

fluence (and that of his experiments
v.ith bees on Lobelia) to this answer,
that it actually attracted much atten-
tion and began to obtain wide accept-
ance. In 1883 Lubbock published ex-

periments which he thought tended to

show that bees prefer blue to other
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colors. Thus gradually developed the

notion that insects (especially bees)

can see at a distance, that they per-

ceive color, and that they show color

preference.

From 1793 down to the present

time at least a score and a half of

workers have given important evi-

dence for or against these notions.

Most prominent among those in op-

position was Plateau, who published
papers between 1895 and 1907. Kel-

logg in his book on "American In-

sects" (page 581) said that Plateau 3

publications had made it "necessary
for more experiments to be devised in

support of the theory that floral adap-
tation of color is due to color prefer-

ences of insect visitors." Plateau's

papers did start the work of gatherin>j

evidence in regard to color vision in

insects—especially in case of tna

honey bee—all over fgain. Most re-

. cent in this country is the work ol!

J. H. Lovell and C. H. Turner. In

Europe the works of Wendt, Forel,

Exner, Andrae, Buttel-Reepens, and
many others might be mentioned-

-

and finally, the work of K. Von Frisch

and C. Hess. In 1914 Von Frisch

presented a paper and made certair.

demonstrations before a Zoological
Society of Freiburg, where he suc-

ceeded in convincing his audience, by
demonstrations, that fish distinguish

color, and that honeybees can distin-

j,jish color. Von Frisch had fed fish,

kept in a glass aquarium, for many
days on yellow food. Then when he
pasted a small bit of yellow paper
upon any shade of gray or among
other bits of blue, red or green paper,

and caused this to approach close

against the side of the glass aquari-

um, the fish (trained to eat yellow
food) darted toward the bit of yel-

low paper, but not toward that of anv
other color—according to the report.

Similarly he showed that other fish,

trained to eat red food, seemed to

recognize red. His demonstration
with bees was as follows: On a table

he arranged a series of fifteen giay
papers which led in gradual, continu-

ous gradation from white to black.

In a chosen place a blue paper of sim-

ilar size to the others was inserted

in the gray series. Over all the pa-

pers a thick glass plate was laid, and
on this plate, above each paper, i

little watch glass was set; but only

that watch glass above the blue paper
was filled with sugar syrup. The
table was exposed where the bees

came in numbers, after a time, to gtfc

the syrup. Finally, after periods of

about twenty minutes, when the bees

had emptied the watch glass above the

blue paper, it was refilled, and each
time the position of the blue paper
was changed in the gray series in or-

der to avoid having the bees become
accustomed to getting the syrup in n
definite place in the series. The bees
had bf-tr. trained thus for two dayf.

when the demonstration was made.
On the day of the demonstration, a

new series of clean papers was ar-

ranged under the glass plate with tho

blue paper in a new position froia

Iha', of the last feeding. Above each
paper (even above the blue this time)

s clean, empty watch gl^g^ was placed

and the table then exposed to the
bees. It was reported that the bees
flew at cnce toward the watch glass

above the blue paper and alighted

upon it. Also, it is reported that
(when the table was removed) bees,

seeking nourishment, flew toward
those spectators who had blue cra-

vats cr blue hat bands.

Opposed to this experiment w;th
bees which Von Frisch demonstrated,
Carl Hess has urged especially the
following experiment: Bees v/ere

trained to take syrup from a glass

placed t.bove blue paper. ThcK,
having prepared a spectrum made up
of 158 different contiguous strips of
colored paper, the whole ,vas covered
with a plate glass. Hess says that he
then drew r. long, narrow streak of

syrup from end to end over the glass

plate above the spectrum of colors,

and f xposed this to the bees. It now
the bees would pay especial attention

to color rather than to odor of Tood,

he says '..hey should have alighted at

frst in numbers only above the blue

portion of the spectrum. Instead of

doing so, however, he reports that

they flew to the food regardlessly,
nov,- abcve this and now above that
color of the spectrum, and so al'ghted

everywhere upon the food.

Thus Hess, in his latest paper
(1918; maintains that bees do not

perceive color at all, and he bases
his conclusions in regard to co:ot

blindncos m the honeybee upon ex-

periments which may be classified un-
der three headings: I. Spectrum ex-

periments. 11. Tests with colored
lights of '.arying intensity. III.

Training experiments. His spectrum
experiments tend to establish the fol-

lowing points . First, within certain

limits, confined bees always go to-

ward the strongest light when sud-
denly exposed to a graded band of
light through glass along the side of

their container. Secondly, when bees
confined in the dark in a long paral-

lel sided coi tidner are suddenly ex-

posed to the light of a prism spec-

trum thrown against the glass side or

top of their container, they congre-

gate in the yellow green to green por-
tion of the spectrum—showing, as he
concludes, that this portion of the
spectrum seems brightest to them.
Now it is well known that to a normal
man, suddenly exposed to a bright
spectrum in this way, the yellow por-
tion of the spectrum seems brightest.

On the other hand, to a totally color
blind man the yellow green to green
portion of the spectrum seem, bright-
est—and Hess points out thai in his

tests it is the same with the bees as
with the totally color blind man.

The experiments with colored
lights of varying intensity tend to

show, according to Hess, that it is tie
intensity of the light and not the
color which attracts bees or causes
them to show preference. By chang-
ing the intensity only (not the color)

of the light to which confined bees
were exposed, he says he could
change "blue-loving" bees, for exam-
ple, into "red-loving" bees, and then
back again.

The "training experiments" of
Hess were quite varied. For exam-
ple, he used diff^erent colored pieces
about hive entrances in such a man-
ner that they might be quickly re-

moved or changed, or covered with
glass or not as he wished, and he
claims that in all cases where it

might seem that the bees acted as if

they discerned difference in color, he
was able to show that it was actually

difference in intensity of light which
guided the bees in some cases, or more
often the sense of smell, and not
really color in any case. Again, he
exposed food to bees for weeks above
a certain color, after which he ar-

ranged checker boards of different

colors and checker boards of white
and black which he could shift quickly
under a sheet of plate glass upo;i

which food was exposed (without dis-

turbing the plate glass), and the

"color trained" bees, he says, would
take food as quickly above one color

or one shade as above another.
Finally, among other tests, he ar-

ranged the "paper strip spectrum and
streak of syrup or honey" experiment

Exhibit of C. B. Talmcr, of Brailshaw, Neb., at a local fair.
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which has already been described.
This last experiment he seems to re-

gard as the strongest of all his "train-
ing experiments" in answer to Von
Frisch. No doubt it will appeal to
many readers, however, that in Von
Irisch's last demonstration, where no
syrup at all was present above any
color, the sense of smell of the bees
was taken into better account while
trying to determine whether they
were influenced by color than in these

tests of Hess where the final test was
made with food present above the
colors.

Both Lovell and Turner, in their re-

cent work, reached the conclusion
that bees are influenced in their out-

door activities by color, and that they
exhibit color fidelity to flowers when
gathering nectar. But Turner says
that while he thinks his evidence
shows that bees recognize color fro .11

a distance, he is not sure whether it

is a true color vision or only a "gray-
ness discrimination" which they rec-

ognize in different colors. Thus it

would seem that the question has not
yet been answered with conclusive
evidence. Who w'ill take into account
the honeybee's sense of location, her
sense of smell, her ability to distin-

guish between light intensities to

some extent, and her possible recogni-

tion of form—and then gather de-

cisive e\adence to answer the ques-

tion: "Does the honeybee possess
color vision?"

California.

THE FALSE INDIGO (Amorpha)

By Frank C. Pellett

There are several species of anior-

pha common to America, but the ona
which is probably of most importance
to the beekeeper is the shrub com-
monly called "false indigo" or river

locust (Amorpha fruticosa). It is

also known as bastard indigo in some
localities. It grows most commonly
in damp, shady bottom lands and on
the banks of streams. It is occasion-
ally found in upland woodland bor-
ders where the soil is deep and rich.

It is from 5 to 8 feet in height un-
der most conditions, but occasionally
reaches a height of 15 to 18 feet, "it

is widely distributed, being found
from New England, where it is rare,

west to Minnesota and Saskatchewan
and south to Florida and Mexico. In

Colorado it is reported at altitudes of

4,000 feet in Logan County, and in

the river flats east of Ft. Collins. In

Texas it is found on the river banks,
apparently throughout the State. In
Alabama and Georgia it is common,
as well as in the middle west.- In the
southern portion of its range, the
flowers appear in April and May,
while in the northern regions it

blooms as late as July. In Nebraska
and Kansas, where it is of greatest
importance to the bees, the blooming
season is early June or late May. The
flowers are deep blue or purple, and
are borne in long spike-like racemes,
as shown in the illustration. In the
Arkansas Valley in Kansas, beekeep-
ers report that it yields both nectar
and pollen in abundance. Nebraska
beekeepers value it, since it fills the
gap between fruit bloom and white
clover.

The lead plant or shoestring,
(Amorpha canescens), also known as
wild tea, is a bushy shrub 1 to 3 feet

high, which is very common on the
plains from Manitoba to Texas and
New Mexico. The flowers are very
similar to the false indigo and the
blooming period is in mid-summer.
The name, lead plant, conies from its

color. There is a common saying
among farmers in Nebraska that

where the shoestring is found alfalfa

will succeed. Although beekeepers
report that the bees work on the shoe-
string or lead plant, it apparently is

not of gi-eat value, even on the prai-
ries, where it is common.

In addition to the above species
there is the dwarf false indigo
(Amorpha nana),which is found from
Manitoba to Iowa, Nebraska, Colo-
rado and New Mexico. This little

shrub, growing on the open prairie,
is seldom more than one foot in
height. The smooth amorpha (Amor-
pha glabra), is found along the coast
from North Carolina to Florida.

There is one representative of the
group on the Pacific Coast, the Ca.i-
fornia false indigo (Amorpha cali-

fornlca). This species is found in

Southern California, Arizona, New
Mexico and also in Mexico.

Although, as will be seen from the
above description, the group is widely
distributed, the writer has not been
able to find any localities outside the
States of Nebraska and Kansas where
it is of special importance to the bee-
keeper.

The false indigo in bloom.

THE HONEYBEE IN MEDICINE
By Dr. Ransom A. Race

A number of articles have appeared
lately in the American Bee Journal on
the use of the poison of the honeybee
for the benefit of rheumatic condi-
tions. It may be of interest to many
to know that the honeybee has, for
many years, been a great blessing to
people afl^licted with various ailments,
as well as those suffering with S3-

called rheumatism.

The first account of the proving of
apis, that I can find, was by Dr. A. R.
Morgan, of Syracuse, N. Y., in Au-
gust, 18.58, and again in September,
1859, an account of which was
printed in the transactions of the New
York State Homeopathic Medical So-
ciety, Vol. 3, 1865, page 104. Since
then many provings have been made
by others, and verified in clinical use,

until today the symptomatology of
Apis mellifica is complete and exten-
sive.

As first prepared, the live bees
were put in a bottle, which was well
shaken to irritate them. Five times
their weight of dilute alcohol was
poured upon them. The whole was
allowed to remain eight days, being
shaken twice a day. The tincture was
then poured off, strained and filtered.

This tincture was used for a number
of years before the drug known as
"Apium virus" was introduced by Dr.
Constantine Hering, of Philadelphia,
Pa.

Apium virus is prepared by draw-
ing out the sting and poison sac from
a freshly-killed bee. Taking hold '^f

the sac, insert the point of the sting
into a small glass tube, and squeeze
the poison into it; or, take a live bee
and allow it to seize a small lump of
sugar; pinch the bee and it will im-
mediately sting into the sugar, which
will absorb the poison. Repeat the
process until enough is obtained to
start a tincture, or, if sugar is used,
to start a trituration. These drugs
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are kept in stock, in various strengths,
by all homeopathic pharmacies.

The symptomatology of Apis niel-
lifica and Apium virus is almost iden-
tical, so for convenience in writing
only one will be mentioned.

The action of the drug on the hu-
man organism is the same if taken by
mouth, or if injected by hypodermic
needle (stinging bee), although its

action is quicker when the injection
method is used, but the time savea is

so little that the great majority
would prefer to have the drug admin-
istered by mouth in preference to the
stinging method of the bee.
Many cases of rheumatism have

been greatly improved, if not cured,
by the use of apis, but the case of
rheumatism must be selected to cor-
respond to drug symptomatogy, the
same as in treating any other disease.
Not all cases of rheumatism are alike,
nor will one drug prove a cure for
all cases of rheumatism. The variety
of rheumatic conditions in which apis
is of benefit, are all accompanied by
sharp, stinging pains throughout the
affected part, associated, also, with
a sensation of numbness and coldness,
with swelling and tenderness. Un-
less these symptoms are present, do
not expect apis to do much good.

In dropsical conditions accompa-
nying almost any disease, especially in
effusions affecting the lower lids of
the eyes, apis is very efficacious,
when you have associated with the
effusions these sharp, stinging pains.

In skin affections apis is very often
a great help, when associated with
these same sharp, stinging pains, in
fact, these pains are present in nearly
all condition for which apis is of use,
and they form one of the great "key-
note" symptoms calling for its ad-
ministration.

Apis acts specifically upon the cel-
lular tissues, giving as its most char-
acteristic effect, an acute oedema,
both of the skin and the mucous mem-
brane. It also affects the serous mem-
brane, producing conditions similar to
those which are the products of
serous inflammations, such as hydro-
cephalus, hydrothorax, ascites, etc.
In fact, its effects are noted in nearly
every organ or part of the body.
One could enumerate many condi-

tions in which apis would be of great
benefit, but it is unnecessary in an
article of this kind, as I only wished
to show that apis is a very useful drug
in the treatment of the sick, that it

has been in use by physicians for
many years, and, that one to derive
benefit from it does not have to sub-
mit to the hypodermic injection of the
drug as applied by our little friends,
the bees.

Massachusetts.

home of the Hoffman family, where
the wife and daughter still reside, and
continue in the business of beekeep-
ing. They still have the same hives
used by Julius Hoffman during his
lifetime. The frame he used was 12
inches deep with a top bar 12 inches
long. The comb is accordingly not
quite as wide as it is deep. It will be
noticed, also, that the peculiar spacing
feature now in general use on the end
bar was used on the top bar also. It

was the self-spacing feature that dis-

tinguished the Hoffman frame from
others in common use.

ORIGINAL HOFFMAN FRAME
The Hoffman frame has come into

such general use in the Langstroth
hive that few beekeepers are unfa-
miliar with it. However, the frame as
made by Mr. Hoffman was of another
size entirely, as will be seen by the
illustration shown herewith. Re-
cently the associate editor enjoyed
the privilege of a short visit to the old

Original Ilollinaii frame, made by Julius Hoff-
man

UNEDITED LETTERS OF HUBER
(Continued from October)

Gentleness of Bees
To Miss Elisa De Fortes

Lausanne, May 15, 1828.

Your mother, my dear Elisa, does
not disapprove that I should inter-
est you with the subject of my favor-
ite studies, those good bees which
have diverted me from the insepara-
ble sorrows of humanity and hav.^
done me so much essential good that
they will surely do for you what they
did for me, if you are in need of it,

and surely will do you no harm. Be
it so!

I should like to see bees about you
and to think that they will sometimes
remind you of the friend who has had
so much to do with them. The first

and only word that I wish to say i,o

you about them today is not to con-
sider them as formidable as is gener
ally believed ; it is a truth proven by
me through a half century of observa-
tions and which the mo.st simple rea-
soning might have taught us.

If the bees, the wasps, the humble-
bees and all the beings that are pro-
vided with stings had received from
nature an offensive instinct or hostile
dispositions, in view of their pro-
digious number, the wings with which
they have been provided and the

speed of their flight, the earth would
be uninhabitable for us and for all

animals.
If chance had presided at this part

of creation, such a condition might
have obtained, but it is to a Father,
to a true Father, that we owe our ex-
istence. He has also thought of the
happiness of his children, otherwise
the bees, instead of being a blessing
would be but a curse to us and the
treasure that they could bestow upon
us would have been a dead loss: their
wax and their honey would have cost
us too high a price.

If truly fearful weapons have
been given to the bees and other in-

sects of their kind, it is uniquely for
their defense, to preserve that which
is dearest to them—their queen, their
young, their companions or their sis-

ters, and their treasures, against the
attacks of numerous enemies. When
you have given this some thought,
kind Elisa, and will believe a friend
who has not the least desire to see
you struggling against the poisoned
dart of the bees, I will advise you,
and your mother will permit you to
observe my favorites in a glass hive.
One finds beautiful lessons in the
study of natural history and espe-
cially in that of the beings which I

have most studied.
Constant obedience to the laws

which have been imposed upon them,
and the happiness which results from
it are a spectacle of the highest inter-

est for us. If wisdom is without
merit when it is compulsoiy, it is a .

great merit for the bees that we be
compelled to seek the Law-maker and
see Him in His works.
A thousand caresses for you and

yours, my beloved Elisa.

TO THE SAME
The Sting of the Bees Has Been

Given Them for Their Defense

—

Lizard Killed in a Hive—The Odor
of the Sting Irritates the Bees.

Lausanne, May 17, 1828.

You do not believe, dear Elisa, that
those bees which I desire you to love
have invented the laws which rule

them. I ended my last letter in tell-

ing you what you must believe as I

do; that it is to the supreme Law-
maker that our admiration is due, as

well as our love and our gratitude,
for He has evidently thought of the
existence and the well-being of crea-
tures which, like ourselves, have no
means of defending themselves
against the attacks of those who are
constantly provided with a sting ac-

companied with mortal poison. What
would be our fate, if we could not
walk about our gardens without be-

ing in risk of attack and pursuit from
thousands of winged and wicked be-

ings?
Let us see what has been done for

those bees, which are, also, his chil-

dren, by this best of Fathers. If at-

tack has been forbidden them, they
have been ordered to defend them-
selves; do they then have enemies?
A very large number of insects and
rc-ptiles plot against their treasures
and try, through robbery, to enter
their homes. Others try to enter

there, to deposit upon their combs
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eggs which will find there the only
food that they need. Sine; it is every
day and at every hour of the good
season that the bees are in danger of

the invasion of so many enemies,
preserving Providence demands of

them a sustained watching, very won-
derful for the brains of a fly, a super-
vision in every moment which is wor-
thy of admiration.

I tell you this because T have seen
it, not with my own eyes, but through
the help of those who have put theirs

to my service, and upon whom it has
been necessary for me lo rely; this

observation has been the flrst one of
all those that I have made. I al-

ready knew, through others and es-

pecially through the eminent Reamur,
the fine order which reigns in the bee
hives, but I ignored entirely when and
how this order could be disturbed

;

chance taught it to me.
One day we were expecting a

swarm to issue; I had stationed my-
self near the hive which was to

swarm.
It was a great glass bell, sheltered

from light which would disturb the
bees, with a veil that could be re-

moved—just as you remove your own
—so that we might see what took
place within the hive without causing
any noise or jars that might alarm
them. It was warm that day, drowsi-
ness overtook me and I went to sleep,

with my head resting against the hive
v.-hich I had undertaken to watch.
Suddenly I was awakened by a noise
coming from the hive and which ap-
peared to me much greater than the
humming that one always hears in

the habitations of the bees and which
is usually very soft. I rang for Bur-
nens, to seek its cause. Great was
our surprise when, after having lifted

the veil, we saw, on the bottom
board of the hive, a fine and big green
lizard, lying on its back and slain

with violence, as you will soon see.

Near its dead body some thirty dead
bees were also lying. Had they been
killed by him in defending himself?
This was our first impression ; but we
soon altered it when we saw, driven
into the belly of the lizard, all the
stings of the bees which had put him
to death by sacrificing their own lives

.for the safety of the household.

Paley says, in his "Physical The-
ology," that one finds in the insects

the models of useful instruments.
One finds there also, dear Elisa, beau-
tiful examples to imitate. Is not
death in defense of one's country the
first and most honorable of our du-
ties? The ancients who did not dis-

regard this, wrote in their beautiful
Roman language:

"Dolce et decorum est pro patria
mori." (It is sweet and beautiful to

die for Oi'e's -.ountry.)

My sleepiness had not permitted
me to see the first act of thit tragedy;
but other examples of a similar oc-

currence, noticed in similar circum-
sl;;nees, enable me to tell you with-
out hesitancy what had evidently
happened.

The beauty of the weather and of
the expected harvest had evidently at-

tracted a third, or perhaps a half, of
the workers to the blossoms; those

which other cares retained in the hive
were probably thinking about the pro-
jiosed founding of a new home, and
perhaps did not, as usual, watch the
entrance of the hive £ gainst enemies
and keep a sufficient guard there.

The lizai-d was thus able to enter
without finding great opposition. He
was perhaps lucky enough to eat a

few of the sentinels in passing, but it

was not with impunity. In case of
an attack, general or individual, the
lustle of the workers, caused by the
rapid buzzing of their wings, pro-

duces a sound which may be termed
a danger call.

This call, with which I am acquaint-
ed, and which I can readily distin-

guish from any other, is, you may
believe, still better perceived by the

bees. This bu^.zing finds an echo in

all parts cf the hive; when they are
made of glass it is as easy to see as
to hear it. It is therefore thus that
they transmit ndvice of any danger
which threatens them and the request
to be on their guard in any part of
the home. If the signal which an-
nounces danger to them has but the
duration of lightning, its effects are
truly equal to those of a thunder-bolt.

Worker-bees in sufficient number,
and doubtless in proportion to the
strength of the enemy, rush upon
them and at once put them "hors de
combat." We know by our own ex-
perience that their death must be as
painful as it is- prompt.

The bite of vhe viper, so dangerous,
is not ai ail lo be feared when its

ven.ini has bion drained by repeated
biting. That which renders the venom
cf the bees so painful for us and so
deadly for their natural enemies is

also the presence, at the end of the
two spears which compose the stin.ur,

of a bright drop of poison which
shows itself on its forward point.

At the will of the irritated bee, the
venom is carried, or rather forced,
into the body of the enemy and
causes its almost instantaneous death,
for from the poison sack, located at
the root of the sting, the poison has
but a short space to travel towards
its extremity in order to reach the
full depth of the wound which the
two spears have produced.

You now know what happened to
the lizard of which I wrote a minute
ago and how the bees get rid of
usurpers. Will you now, my dear
girl, take a few oteps more with your
friend? Please follow the thread
which he has put in your hands, in

order to help you out of the laby-
rinth in which you are now engaged,
with him.

The hives which are governed by
a young and fertile queen and are
filled with a numerous population are
but little in danger of invasions; 1

have seen some that did not have to
repulse a single attack or need to
avenge a single insult during the en-
tire year of existence; I say insults to

avenge, because I must acknowledge
that my cherished bees ar'; decidedly
vindictive; it is their failing and I

must not conceal it from you.
One day I ran the risk of testing

this myself; having caused a hive to

be raised from its bottom to cleanse

the latter, the person who was doing
this for me probably touched and
wounded a few workers. I heard the
danger call ; some hundreds of work-
ers answered it, rushed out of the
hive and upon me; my clothing and
the promptness of my flight permit-
ted me to reach the house without be-
ing stung. Remember my blindness
and think of how little I could have
done in my own defense at so critical

a moment. Certainly I had to be
thankful, and I feel so yet.

The greater number of the bee^
that had rushed at me returned home,
but three or four remained which did
all in their power to enter the parlor
in which I had taken refuge, by flying
against the windows and keeping it

up for half an hour with a very re-
markable fierceness. When I thought
they had withdrawn and imagined 1

could go safely out of my retreat,
one of the most furious workers
threw herself upon the person who
had taken my arm, .'tung him miser-
ably under the eye and died herself,
leaving in the wound her sting and
her entrails. I have often seen their
resentment prolonged a much longer
time.

Whenever my gardener was raking
too near the hives, the workers that
rested upon the ground, killed or
wounded by the rake, were soon
avenged. The danger call was heard
within the hives; the gardener was
often punished for his clumsiness.

During the two or three days fol-

lowing such eveitement, no one could
approach the apiary without sutir'ering

the effects of the offended bees' ran-
cour. Those that had foliowed me
with the fierceness of which I wrote,
would stop sometimes long enough on
the panes of the window to enable
one to distinctly see the end of their

i'bdomen; and the bright drops of
poison on the end of their stings in-

dicated that they had been drawn and
poisoned for my benefit.

If the primary cause of their anger
was not always noted by us, it was
perhaps not so difficult to understana
their prolonged anger. The cause
was probably entirely natural.

My first thought was that the pres-

ence of the escaped poison, its odor
probably perceived by the bees, might
have an irritating action upon .some
of their organs. An experiment was
to prove it to us; here is what I de-
vised:

We introduced a few b3es in a tube
of small diameter, the length of which
did not exceed 6 inches, its lower
opening was hermetically closed, the
other could be closed with the finger

or in some other manner.
In order that the bees might give

this tube the odor of poison, they
were slightly disturbed with a straw
or the stem of a flower. Then the
opening of the tube was presented at

the entrance of a hive, after having
uncovered it. The effect was imme-
diate; a few bees came out of the

hive at once and threw themselves
upon us. We would have been stung,
undoubtedly, if a veil, some gloves

and a good hood had not protected us
from their anger.

(To be Continued';
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EDITOR OF BRITISH BEE JOUR-
NAL

Among the British bee magazines,
the British Bee Journal is best l<nown
in this country. It is a weekly pub-
lication now in its 49th volume. It

has a companion publication in the
Beekeeper's Record, which is a
monthly in its 39th volume. Both
publications are edited by Thos. W.
Cowan and J. Herrod-Hempsall. Mr.
Herrod-Hempsall is at present the ac-

tive editor of both publications, and
we are showing his photo on this page
in order to give our readers an op-
portunity to get better acquainted
with our fellow craftsman across the
water.

SWARMING
A Study in Bee Behavior

By Sol. L. Skoss

The study of the behavior of bees
under the swarming impulse is both
interesting and important to every
progressive beekeeper. Its impor-
tance is best illustrated by the late

Dr. C. C. Miller's "statement (Fifty
Years among the Bees P. 151), "If I

were to meet a man perfect in the en-

tire science and art of beekeeping,
and were allowed from him an answer
to just one question, I would ask for
the best and easiest way to prevent
swarming, for one who is anxious to

secure the largest crop of comb
honey."

Swarming has been carefully stud-
died by various investigators, as well
as by many practical beekeepers, for
several years. Different theories have
been advanced as to its fundamental
causes, yet this question is far from
being settled. Lack of sufficient ven-
tilation during hot weather, the queen
being crowded for space, peculiar
conditions of certain localities and
seasons are, after all, only contribu-
tory causes, which, important as they
are in augmenting and promoting the
swarming fever, could hardly be con-
sidered more than conditions favor-
ing the tendency of swarming.

TheRussian beekeepers hold as a
general cause of swarming, the natu-
ral tendency of bees, as of many other
insects of their class, to form new col-

onies in that way. Just as the old

worn out bees are being constantly
supplanted under favorable condi-
tions by young bees emerging from
the cells, so are the old families head-
ed by old queens being supplanted by
new families and young queens tak-

ing the place of their mothers. It is

just the natural law of reproduction
and of propagation of the species ap-
plied to whole colonies, a kind of com-
munity reproduction in the same
sense as individual reproduction. To
quote Frank C. Pellett (Productive
Beekeeping, P. 100), "It should be
remembered that with bees and other
social insects the community is the
unit, rather than the individual. The
workers are incapable of reproduc-
tion, and accordingly no matter how
great an increase there may be in

their number in the hive, it is but

temporary, and makes no permanent
difference in perpetuation of the spe-
cies. Swarming is then the expres-
sion of the instinct of procreation or
increase."

Of coui'se, one can frequently ob-
serve in the same apiary a large per-
centage of colonies that pass through
the entire season without making any
attempt to swarm at all. But then
the procreative instinct is not devel-
oped with all communities, as with all

individuals, alike. Besides, there are
many special causes which diminish
and control the swarming tendency
among the bees, as old crippled bees,
weak colonies, young queens, etc.

According to the opinion of the
German investigator, Gerstung (quot-
ed by Dr. Phillips, Beekeeping, 1915,
page 79), swarming is caused by un-
due proportion of nurse bees to the
young brood they have to feed with

J. Herrod Hempsall

larval food, or royal jelly. The hive

is full of capped brood before swarm-
ing, but very little of young larvse or

eggs are found there at that time. The
presence of an excessive quantity of

larval food induces the bees to build

queen cells and rear queens by the

surplus food. W. Z. Hutchinson (Ad-
vanced Bee Culture, 5th edition, page
64) and E. R. Root (A. B. C. and X.

Y. Z. of Bee Culture, 1920, article

"Swarming") are inclined to accept
this theory as the prime cause of
swarming.

While this preponderance of nurse
bees in the brood chamber is a gen-
eral condition in all colonies shortly

before swarming, it could hardly be
considered more than one of its chief

notable symptoms, on the same order
as the invariable procedure of a
swarming colony to construct drone
comb, depositing drone eggs, and
building queen cells. All these symp-
toms will be manifested in various re-

gions and in different seasons in ac-

cordance with the special conditions

of the honey flow, favoring the rapid
increase of the population of the hive,
which in its turn tends to develop the
procreative instinct of the community
as a whole. The fact that a colony
could be induced to give up swarming
by taking away all young brood and
substituting for same empty combs
would indicate that excess of larval
food is not the prime cause of swarm-
ing, since in this case the food would
immediately be increased instead of
being diminished (Demuth quoted in

above-mentioned article on "Swarm-
ing").

So far the question of the funda-
mental cause of swarming is far from
being definitely solved. Unfortunate-
ly, too little attention has been paid
by serious investigators to this im-
portant phase of bee behavior. While
the practical beekeeper sought to de-
vise various methods for controlling
swarming by removing for the time
being the contributory causes which
tend to develop the swarming fever,
he did very little to find out the prime
cause of this phenomenon.
Numerous methods have been em-

ployed for the prevention of swarm-
ing. Root, in his article on swarming
(A. B. C. and X. Y. Z. of Bee Culture,
1920) sums them up into 12 different
methods, whereas some Russian text
books quote as many as twenty meth-
ods for swarm control. However, to
all of them would apply Demuth's con-
clusion, that "any manipulation for
swarm control, whether applied after
the colony has acquired the swarming
fever or applied to all colonies alike

previous to the swarming season, is

based upon the single principle—

a

temporary disturbance in the continu-
ity of the daily emergence of brood.
This disturbance should occur just

previous to or during the swarming
season (Demuth, Comb Honey, 1917,
Farmers' Bulletin 505, p. 34).

Swarming season varies greatly, ac-

cording to climatic conditions of dif-

ferent regions, but May and June
could generally be considered as
swarming months, while in the South
swarming begins somewhat earlier.

The procedure of swarming itself

is so beautifully depicted by Lang-
stroth, Cheshire, Maeterlink and oth-

ers, that I shall give here only a brief

description, with due regard to the
behavior of bees during the process

of swarming.

When the flow of nectar is coming
in pretty regularly, brood rearing be-

ing thereby greatly stimulated, our
bee community becomes very popu-
lous. The provident bees start to

build drone comb and the queen de-

posits drone eggs therein.

Queen cells are started before the

maturing of the drones in their cells.

The number of queen cells are rarely

less than three or more than thirty,

although a beekeeper from Palestine

told me that fifty to a hundred queen
cells built under the swarming im-

pulse is a frequent occurrence with

their native bees. When the cells

have already been capped, we may
expect swarming any fair warm day.

The following table made by the

Russian beekeeper, Butkewitch (But-
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kewitch, Manual of Beekeeping (Rus-
sian), St. Petersburg, 1911), may be

of some value to the practical bee-

keeper:

From Stupes of Develop-
ment ot 0"i-'en Cecils
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are now very actively engaged in a
thorough house cleaning of their new
home, mature bees bring in pollen and
nectar, and the queen begins to lay
eggs as soon as the younger bees have
built enough of comb to receive stores
and eggs therein.

To return now to the so-called
"parent colony." It may or may not
cast off an after swarm, much de-
pending on the population of the bees
left in the hive. Ordinarily the first

young queen emerges from the cell in

about eight days after the prime
swarm left the hive. If no after-
swarm is forthcoming, she may de-
stroy her sisters in the remaining
queen cells, the workers frequently
tearing them open for that purpose.
The virgin then runs restlessly around
issuing some sharp notes, called by
beekeepers as "piping," while her sis-

ters in the cells answer her call, and
are forthwith destroyed. She mates
in about five or six days thereafter,
and thus becomes the mother of a new
colony.

California.

odor of the hive through the wire
cloth, and is introduced to freshly-
hatched bees at first. Occasional old

bees can be admitted, if desired,
through the slot, "A," in the cover.

California.

A QUEEN INTRODUCING CAGE
By A. G. Tucker

The accompanying drawing will

give an idea of the cage I use for in-

troducing queens. The cage is made
of a size to hold an entire brood-comb
and has screen sides and light wood or
tin ends, bottom and top.

The queen is released as soon as
received, on a frame of hatching
brood, which is placed in the cage and
all made tight so as to admit no bees.
The cage is then placed in the hive,

after removing two combs to make
place for it, the old queen being left

in the hive where she was.
In two days remove the old queen

and replace the new queen with the
frame of the brood back into the hive,

removing the cage.
I find in the push-in-comb cage that

the bees are apt to gnaw the comb and
release the queen immediately. This
is obviated by the present plan. The
freshly-introduced queen gets the

THE THOMPSON SAFETY INTRO-
DUCING CAGE
By James McKee

In August "Gleanings," 1918, Mr.
J. E. Thompson gave to the public a
cage method that successfully intro-

duced both day-old and laying queens
in every instance during experimental
tests.

I at once experimented with the
new method and found it remarkably
successful. I have used it ever since
with great success, and I consider it

the best method of queen introduction
ever yet invented. I can introduce
my most expensive queens in this way
without fear of loss.

By this method the queen is actu-
ally introduced before she leaves the
cage. The principle of the cag - is as
follows: Through a passage, filled

with queen candy, about one inch
long, over one end of which is nailed
a piece of zinc queen excluder, the
bees eat into the cage some time be-

fore the queen can be released by the
bees eating through a longer passage,
filled with queen candy, which must
be three-quai'tei's of an inch or more
longer than the excluder passage.

California.

THE ACARINE MITE
By McCowen Hall

I was greatly interested in Mr.
Bruce White's article on the acarine
mite, for under the microscope I have
found this mite in old pollen, and it

suggests itself that the mite has its

origin in this old pollen something
like the cheese mite. It may be that

in old pollen-loaded combs we spread
the disease, but then you would think
that you would get it in America,

which I suppose you do not, do you?
I wrote to Mr. Bruce White on the
matter and he was very interested and
wrote me for further information.
You see that he says that the mite

enters through one or both of the
first pair of spiracular orifices and the
transference of the mite to the bees
would be very easy when they are
clearing out the old pollen, would it

not?
I have not always found it present

and the other day only found broken
parts and empty cases instead of the
living mite.

England.

AN AMERICAN OPINION
(The above letter was submitted to
H. E. Ewing, the leading American
authority on the mites, who replies as
follows.)

Dear Mr. Pellett:

Your letter of Sept. 15. received,
and inquiry in regard to the Tarsone-
mid of the honey bee noted. I have
studied the Tarsonemid mites some-
what for several years and am familiar
with the habits of practically all of
our described species. They are for
the most part plant feeders and suck
the juices of plants, causing in some
instances the leaves to fade, curl or
die. They are quite commonly found
about the bloom of flowers but not to
the extent that they are found on the
leaves. Some of our species are pre-
daceous on other insects and one,Pedi-
culoides ventricosus, attacks man,
causing a severe dermatitis. This
species normally feeds upon a great
variety of insects.

In regard to the specific point
raised by your English friend, I will

state that I do not see any objections
to this hypothesis. I have never
seen the Tarsonemid of the honey
bee and do not know as it has ever
been found in this country. I have
read with much interest the original

papers by Rennie, White and Harvey,
as well as the articles in your Bee
Journal.

I am of the opinion that much re-

mains to be proven in regard to the
biology of the mite at least. These
workers are, however, to be congrat-
ulated on their very important dis-

covery in regard to the honey bee
Tarsonemid.

H. E. Ewing.

A safe introducing cage

THE LEWIS TREATMENT FOR
EUROPEAN FOULBROOD

By W. J. Sheppard

With the approval of the Depart-
ment of Agriculture, the Apiary In-

spectors of British Columbia have
spent considerable time during the
season of 1921 in testing the effi-

ciency of what is known as the Lewis
treatment for European foulbrood.
Mr. W. H. Lewis, of Edmonds, B. C,
who made many experiments in 1920,
announced that he believed he had
found a new remedy for this disease.
Sufficient evidence has been obtained
this year to show that if the condi-
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tions are favorable, that is, if the

weather is warm enough so that the

bees are flying' freely, the antiseptic

used (sodium hypochlorite) may be

expected to chock the disease suffi-

ciently to enable the bees to clean it

up.
The first experiments conducted by

the inspectors this year were in the

Fraser Valley, during the month of

April. The weather then, with the

exception of a few days, was wet and
cold, and the bees inactive, and the

results were not conclusive. Several
things were found out at that time,

however. The two proprietary anti-

septic preparations, containing so-

dium hypochlorite, that were used,

are known and sold as "BIK" (Bacil-

li-Kil") and "Fecto." The strength

of the solution that was first tried was
two ounces of B-K, or Fecto, to the

imperial gallon of water. This was
subsequently increased to four
ounces. Mr. Lewis had suggested that

it was possibly an advantage to add
a little oil to the solution, which was
also done. The plan followed was to

shake the bees off the combs, which
wei-e then sprayed with a fine mist

sprayer-, so that the liquid would pene-
trate into each cell. The combs were
then replaced in the hives as quickly

as possible. It was not long before

it was discovered that the solution

killed all the eggs, but that the larvffi

escaped injury; also, that it did not
affect the bees adversely, but, on the

other hand, acted as a great stimulus.

After the spraying they quickly got to

work cleaning up house, and the

queens very soon started laying again.

There was considerable re-infection

however at that period which, in all

probability, was mainly due to the

weather being too cold for the bees
to fly freely, so that they were hin-

dered in cleaning out the diseased
cells and getting rid of any infection

that was left. When the experiments
were continued later it was found
that a solution containing eight

ounces of antiseptic to the impei-'al

gallon of water gave better results

and the following may be taken as a

typical example of what then oc-

curred:

June 1, 1921—Colony at Langley.
European foulbrood. Very bad. At
least 60 per cent of brood dead.
Sprayed eight ounces of B-K to gallon

of water, to which four teaspoonfuls
of "3 in 1" oil added.

July 2—Colony cleaning up well.

No new infection.

July 14—About 5 per cent new in-

fection. Sprayed again, same
strength as before.

July 29—100 per cent clean. No
trace of European foulbrood. Full

of brood from side to side, and stor-

ing honey well.

During the time these experiments
were being carried out by the apiary
inspectors in British Columbia, Mr.
Arthur C. Miller, of Providence, R. I.,

who had had his attention called to

the possibilities of the Lewis treat-

ment, made up his mind to give it a
trial.

His first report, which was received

about the end of May, is as follows:

"One colony I treated with BIK,

full strength, and while it killed some
brood, they are now as clean as a
hound' tooth." (Mr. Miller started

off by using B-K at full strength to

find out what dilution was necessary
to avoid killing larvs).

His second report arrived about the

middle of June, in which he said:

"I have treated several complete
apiaries, and the results are glorious.

The virulent type of European foul-

brood is worse than the others, or
than American foulbrood. Combs
with it are simply filthy and big colo-

nies will not touch the job of clean-

ing up, but after a dose of B-K

—

what a change. They clean up with
feverish haste, and the queen seems
to outdo herself in egg production."

Mr. Miller's last report arrived
about the middle of August. It is

brief and emphatic. Summed up in

five words, he says: "The Lewis cure
does cure."

Mr. Miller states that sodium hypo-
chlorite can be made as follows:

Dissolve two pounds of sal soda in

two gallons of hot water, and one
pound of chloride of lime in one gal-

lon of cold water. Pour together and
allow to settle. The clear solution is

ready for use. Once in a while the

mixed solutions fail to clear. If so,

heat it and it will separate.
British Columbia.

TROUBLES WITH ORCHARD
SPRAY IN THE NORTHWEST

By A. E. Burdick

No season ever opened more prom-
ising for a good crop of honey than
the season nearly over. Early, the
hives were full of bees amply supplied
with honey, and I was a real optimist

;

but presto, along comes the codling
moth and apple blossom time in Ya-
kima. The orchard becomes en-

chanted, it is filled with exquisite

bloom, sweet and fragrant, divinely

planned to attract the bees, who are

Cupid's fairies charged with no less

a mission than the origin of life itself.

"Man has sought out many inven-
tions" and in his desire to destroy the

codling moth provides Cupid with
poisoned arrows (arsenate of lead)

and friend and foe meet the common
fate.

This is the price the bee men are
paying, that the orchardist may have
nice red apples. Along the shores of

the Dead Sea, so I am informed, are
the "apples of Sodom." They are
very fair to look at, but rotten to the

core. I have sometimes wished that

all the apples that were made possi-

ble by my bees, and for whose frui-

tion they gave up their lives, might
become as the "apples of Sodom."

Orchardists are now using a cover
crop in their orchards. This cover
crop is usually alfalfa or vetch, which
begins to bloom amout the 15th of

June, and from that time on it re-

mains a tangled mass of bloom. About
every 10 days to two weeks, during
the summer season, the trees, and in-

cidentally the cover crop are given a

fresh coat of arsenate of lead. In

this way the larva of the codling moth
as well as the bees are poisoned.

An injustice is being done. Our
bees are necessary and are used to

make fruitful the orchard and with
that accomplished they are destroyed
by their beneficiary.

An issue involving fundamental
personal rights is at once apparent.
Our bees are listed for taxation and
thereby become property. No State
can justly tax bees as property and
withhold protection to the individual
owner, to the use and enjoyment of
that property.

The issue then is: Is there justifi-

cation for the destruction of the api-
arist's property by the orchardist?

The answer might be in the affirma-
tive if it were necessary for the or-
chardist to do so in order to protect
his property, but fortunately for the
apiarist, it is not necessary or advis-
able to spray an orchard in full bloom,
and the cover crop can be cut down
before each spray, or some bee repel-
lant, such as " Black Leaf 40," used
with the arsenic, and in my opinion
it is time the bee men insist on having
their rights respected.

The view of the orchardist is il-

luminating. No Golden Rule in-

volved. Here it is: "Keep your bees
at home. They have no business over
in my orchard. They are trespass-
ers."

Certain abstruse and perplexing
thoughts are thus aroused. Perhaps
the status of the bees has not been de-
fined by the laws. Perhaps they are
neither wild nor domestic animals; but
they are my property, a part of my
business, which is recognized as le-

gitimate and as a corollary the habits
and activities of the bees are legiti-

mate. If they are trespassers, I am
conducting a thieving business and
ought to be suppressed. Mr. Or-
chardist, you have missed nothing,
they have not injured the orchard or
cover crop; on the contrary they are
your best friends. They are a paid-up
insurance policy against loss from
lack of pollination.

This season a number of orchara-
ists sprayed their orchards while in

full bloom and as a consequence bees
died by the thousands. My yard was
hard hit, but not quite so bad as one
of my neighbors.' There is no way to

adequately visualize the wreck of an
apiary following such a disaster. The
unsealed larva, nurse bees and queen
are potential victims, while outside

the hives are clumps and windrows of

the dead and dying, with here and
there individual bees hopping up, as

if to take wing at your approach,
only to settle back to the ground, and
I am reminded of one of the lines of

Burns': "Why startle at me, thy
poor- earth-born companion and fel-

low mortal?"

As I view the graveyard of my
hopes and see my mute friends done
to death by a slow, corrosive poison,

I am led to believe that "Man's inhu-

manity to man" is only equaled by
man's inhumanity to these dumb crea-

tures over which he was given domin-
ion.

An orchardist to whom I suggested
that if he permitted the vetch to con-

tinue blooming in his orchard he
would kill oflf many bees, replied: "I'll
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tell the world that there will be bloom
in that orchard on and after the 15th
of June." He was brutally frank, en-
tirely revealed himself, and I consid-
ered that nothing was to be gained by
further talk on that subject. He rep-
resents the view of at least a part of
the orchardists. But there is another
type. They belong to the tribe of
Joab. They salute you with: "Is it

well with thee, my brother?" But look
out for the steel blade concealed in

their cloaks.

I am prepared to believe that there
is yet a third class, who rejoices when
we rejoice, who grieves at our mis-
fortunes, and who is "willing to live

and let live," but I have not found it.

Ahead of the apiarist in the Yakima
Valley is the sign: "Keep off the
grass; your bees have no business
dallying with the daisies," and it is up
tc us either to move on or have our
rights defined and recognized by law.

Washington.

SIGN PAINTING

How to Do It

By A. F. Bonney

As a rule, we are told to put up a
sign reading "Honey for Sale Here,"
but the word "Honey" will do in a
pinch, if the reader fears to attempt
the four words; and supposing this to
be the case, I begin:

Get a piece of white pine board a
foot wide and 42 inches long, planed,
and give it two coats of light col-

ored paint, white pink or cream, dry-
ing well between coats. Use a little

excess of turpentine so that the paint
will dry with a "flat" or dead surface.
When the sign is dry, take a

straight-edge as long as the board
and, using a lead pencil, draw lines
two and a half inches from each edge,
marked AAAA in the drawing. Let
the lines be very faint. This will

give you a space seven inches wide
in which to put your letters, and let-

ters of this size will be seen from
afar.

Next provide yourself with a strip

of thin board one and one-fourth
inches wide and about ten, inches
long, beveled on two edges. This is

your letter gruide. To use it, meas-

1

ure eight inches from the left hand
end of your sign to XI on the board,
place the letter guide to these marks
and draw a line on both sides the let-

ter guide, move the guide to the right
and make X3 and X4, then make the
bar of the letter H.

This is the plain Gothic letter, and
is the basis of the many kinds in use.
The space between letters is the width
of the letter guide, while between
words it is one and a half to two
times the width of the guide.

In the attached drawing I have
made the guide lines very faint ana
the outlines of the letters dark, for
the guide lines will soon disappear.

The mixing of paint is a mystery to
many people, but is really very simple.
For our purpose secure a paper of
lamp black, a dime's worth of Japan
drier and a pint of raw linseed oil,

and putting a heaping tablespoonful
of the black in a dish add oil, stirring
constantly, until you have a mass as
thick as cream, when you add a tea-
spoonful of the drier. Stir well ana
the paint is ready to use.

Using a No. 8 sable "pencil," which
is a brush, paint very carefully up to

the outlines of the letters until you
have a strip a quarter of an inch or
more wide the shape of the letter,

then, with a half-inch brush, fill in the
rest of the letters; let dry, and your
sign is ready to use. It will be as
well for the beginner to let the out-
lines to dry before filling in, but a
hand rest may be made—a sort of a
bridge—by using a piece of thin

board three inches wide and a foot
or more long. On one side of this,

across both ends, fasten thin strips

of wood, and it is ready to use.
Leave the sign stand until it is dry,

then put it up, and as simple as it is,

it will attract a deal of attention. If

a larger sign is desired, all there is

to do is to widen the letter guide and
the sign board in proportion. If, for

instance, you want to make a sign

with letters a foot high, use a board
about five feet long and eighteen
inches wide, made of white pine floor-

ing, cleated together with strips on
the back, and make a letter guide two
inches wide, which will make a sign

that may be read a long distance.

A person may, of course, use bright

colored paints in making signs, but to

my notion there is nothing bettor than
a neat black and white sign.

Iowa.

MOVING BEES SHORT DISTANCES
On page 366, September Journal,

"New Hampshire" asks for a method
of moving bees without loss. Lang-
stroth Revised, page 308, latter part
of paragraph 572, gives the best
method I ever heard of: Moving the
strongest colonies first, letting the
bees that return strengthen the
weaker colonies, moving the weakest
last, thus equalizing their strength
and moving them without loss.

I think this plan so good that it

ought to be published three or four
times a year until beekeepers are as
familiar with it as they are with the
Demaree system, clipping queens or
any other manipulation.

In moving a single colony a short
distance, a good plan is to place on
the old stand a hive with a comb in it,

one with a little brood in it, if possi-

ble; leave it for two or three days, as

all the old bees do not return the first

day; then, at night, place the hive on
top of the colony where they belong
and let them unite through a news-
paper or bee escape. They will stay

"put." E. M. Cole.

Iowa.

(The only objection to that method
is the number of trips necessary to

move all the colonies. But, it will

work well in an instance such as is

mentioned on page 366. This scheme
was suggested by Mr. I-angstroth,

who wrote, in his first edition of the

"Hive and Honey Bee:

"Selecting a pleasant day, I moved,
eai'ly in the morning, a portion of my
very best stocks. A considerable num-
ber of bees from these colonies re-

turned in the course of the day to the

familiar spot. After flying about for

some time, in search of th.Mr hives (if

the weather had been chilly many of

them would have pei'ished) they at

length entered those standing next to

their old homes. More of the sti'ong-

est were removed on the next pleas-

ant day; and this process was re-

peated till at last only one hive was
loft in the old apiary. This was then
removed, and only a few bees re-

turned to the old spot. I thus lost no
more bees in moving a number of

hives than I should have lost in mov-
ing one; and I conducted the process

so as to strengthen some of my feeble

stocks, instead of very seriously di-

minishing their scanty numbers."
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We thank Mr. Cole for recalling
this to us. This should not prevent
the apiarist from using a slanting
board in front of each hive moved, as
it calls their attention to the change
of location.—Editor.)

HE LIKES SESAMUM
A. W. Puett, of Jones County,

Texas, wi-ites an enthusiastic letter

about the sesamuni, after having
planted the sample package of seed
sent out by the American Bee Jour-
nal last spring. He planted the seed
on April 28, the same day he planted
his cotton. Part of the seed was
planted on what he calls "raw hide"
land, and the balance on good sandy
land. It succeeded about equally
well on both kinds of soil, except that
he had a larger number of plants on
the sandy land.

Under date of September 5 he
writes as follows:

"I counted as high as 231 pods of
seed on one plant. Sixty days after
planting it began blooming and con-
tinued to bloom for 60 days, when it

died, apparently from dry weather.
It only had one good I'ain the whole
season. Several times during tne sea-
son I found the bees working on it. I

don't know of anything that produces
as much seed to the stalk as sesamum
and I believe it will prove to be among
the greatest bee plants ever intro-
duced into this country. I secured a
half gallon of seed fi-om 40 stalks and
am well pleased with it, considering
the season.
When the stalk begins to turn yel-

low and a few seed pods are opening,
cut the stalk below the lowest branch
and place upside down in a large sack,
barrel or tight box. In four or five

days all the pods will open, and by
shaking the stalk all the seed is

threshed out clean, and with little

work."

THE HYBRID VS. ITALIAN
By Claron D. Barber

Mr. Prothero's ideal bee is certain-
ly an admirable goal to strive for.

However, I doubt very much if the
ideal bee, or the nearest thing to it

that will be evolved will be a hybrid.
Attempts at improvement by cross-
breeding along this line have not
proved singularly successful in the
past, no less a celebrated practical
beekeeper and student of bee nature
than the late Dr. C. C. Miller gave up
hybrids after years of use, during
which he constantly strove to improve
his stock by selective breeding. A lack
of fixity of character, even after a
so-called strain has been established,
is their glaring and omnipresent fault.

Also I question the possibility of any
hybrid strain possessing the uniform
foulbrood resistant qualities of a gooa
strain of Italians, a quality which, go-
ing hand in hand as it does with col-

ony strength and honey production, is

something sought after above all other
qualities.

In live stock or similar lir.es we
find no attempts at improvement by
hybridizing; why should something
that has been given up along these

lines work out in bee culture? I

would suggest that the qualities Mr.
Frothero would give to the Italian by
the addition of foreign blood should
rather be bred for selection in a pure
strain of Italians. It is my opinion
that this, when the difficulty of obtain-
ing the desirable characteristics of a

race in its crosses and other obstacles
are taken into consideration, s^hould

prove the easier of the two. Then,
when we did obtain the strain, we
would have it for all time, something
we would not be sure of with blacks.

Perhaps it were best to stick to the

old reliable three-banders, who have
proved themselves the best f'lr gen-
eral use by many years of trial

Illinois.

BEEKEEPERS BY THE WAY

Weil-Known New Yorker
In the State of New York there are

a number of well-known beemen, but
none more fascinated with the pur-
suit of honey production than George
B. Howe, of Sacket's Harbor. Howe
is one of the well-known queen breed-
ers of the eastern section, and there
are few who are able to secure queens
of such uniformly high quality as he.

He selects for a breeder the queen at

the head of a colony which has not
swarmed and which produces the larg-

est amount of honey. In this way he
IS building up a strain of heavy pro-

ducing bees. At the same time the

other qualities, such as gentleness and
color are not overlooked. Howe be-

lieves that by giving the same careful

attention to breeding bees which has
been devoted to poultry, cattle, hogs
and sheep, that equal results can be
obtained.

BOTTOM STARTERS
By C. E. Fowler

In the July issue, page 280, Mr.
Greiner speaks about drone comb. He
says:

"Yet we have to cull out many
otherwise nice combs on account of
the foundation having sagged to an
extent to make them for all practical
purposes drone comb."
When I used starters (for econ-

omy) I made a big mistake, but that
was years ago; since I use full sheets
I have had better luck, and I never
have any drone comb from stretched
foundation.

Either his wiring was wrong or his
foundation was too light.

He says: "We cannot keep our ex-
tracting supers as free from drone
comb as our brood chambers." I al-

ways use full sheets of foundation
and bottom starters in the supers, and
never have any drone comb what-
ever; unless the mice make a hole
first, which happens sometimes.

For years the comb-honey produc-
ers used starters, triangles, and short
foundation, but they found the full

sheet and bottom starter a great ad-
vantage and now many use them.
A few years ago I found out the

bottom starters on frames were far
superior in many ways to single
sheets.

My bees always fasten the comb to
the bottom bar before they put much
honey in; that is, they connect the
sheet to the bottom starter and fill

the frame entirely full of worker
comb, frequently not leaving room
for a single drone cell.

The bottom starter gives about 5
per cent more room for honey, so
that 19 supers will hold as much
honey or brood as 20 supers without
bottom starters, and pays for the
trouble about once every year, 100
per cent.

New Jersey.

George B. Howe

BLACKHAWK COUNTY, IOWA
The Blackhawk County, Iowa, Bee-

keepers' Association was organized
the evening of July 29, 1921. The
following officers were elected to
serve until the regular annual meet-
ing in October: President, M. M.
Moore, Waterloo; Vice President, M.
W. Oman, Waterloo ; Secretary, Amos
Burhans, Waterloo. The Executive
Committee, which includes the three
officers mentioned, is also strengrth-
ened by the addition of two other
members, namely, H. S. Hayes, Cedar
Falls, and Roland Nutt, Waterloo.
They plan to hold a field meeting,
with the assistance of Mr. Newman
Lyie, of the Extension Department
of the Ames Agricultural College, as
demonstrator, in September.

The objects of the association are
to promote good beekeeping, ;o assist

in the eradication of bee diseases in

its territory, to foster the interests
of its commercial honey producers,
to enlarge its honey market, to hold
an annual field meet within its dis-

trict, and to co-operate with the
State and National Beekeepers' As-
sociations.
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SOME BEE PHOTOGRAPHS
By F. Dundas Todd

The first picture is a view of part
of my own apiary as it looked in the
beginning of July, 1920, when it was
all set for the honey crop that never
cailie. It shows the transformation
complete from a system when only
shallow bodies were used to the modi-
fied Dadant. With poor seasons it

has been quite a task to get the new
combs built, but the work is over and
I am glad I made the change. All

through a dozen years I have had but
one thought, the avoidance of heavy
lifting; hence the adoption of the
shallow body. But I found I had
very many medium lifts, so I tried a
few modified Dadants, always won-
dering what Mr. Dadant meant when
he said in answer to one of my re-

marks about the heavy lifts, "Why
lift a Dadant hive?" Now that I have
had as high as forty-two going at one
time, my only regret is that I did not
start with these hives, as they are the
easiest worked of any I have tried,

and one lifts a brood chamber but sel-

dom.
Seeing we have much rain in winter

and spring, and that our nights are
invariably cool in summer, I have re-

tained the principle of the cap, but
have detached it from the roof, in

other words, I have risers to enclose
the supers, as is the fashion with Brit-

ish beemen.

Each riser is the depth of an ordi-

nary hive. In winter one is occupied
by a sack of dry leaves, and that is

about all the preparations I make for
winter, but since that pillow of moss
is used all the year round, the minute
the supers are removed the sack is

just naturally placed in position, and

packing is all done, provided there are
enough stores in the brood chamber.
So that part is easy, much easier than
with my old plan of cases filled with
packing. I have room for eleven
Jumbo frames with inch-and-a-half
spacing in the brood chamber. When
I cut down the number I fill in with
enough three-quarter inch followers,

usually four, hence the side walls are

Wm. Wilson's apiary in Kent, England

more than two inches thick, the back
is an inch and a half, and the front
is three-quarters of an inch.

Each super contains 9 or 10 ordi-

nary shallow frames in a ypace that
will hold 12 if crowded, a capacity of
at least 45 pounds of honey. Two
risers still protect three supers, but I

use only two, then the pillow of moss
above. In spring the only unpacking
is to remove the sack of moss, which
takes but a moment, and the frames
are available for examination. Until
the first of July I have but the one
story, the brood chamber; after that
I handle supers, and there my heavi-

est lift is about 50 pounds. It is by
far the simplest beekeeping system I

ever tried, so I am content.
The tallest hive in the row deserves

special notice, as it is my first at-

tempt at running a twin hive, that is,

one with two queens side by side,

with only a wire netting between. I

have had this kind of thing on my
mind for over a dozen years, but
could not get interested in the idea of
trying to run a hive at least 28 inches

wide, that is to say, twice the widtn
of an eight-frame hive, then a second
story of like dimensions to complete

Tuild'h apiary lu MudiliLiI llaJaiit Ihvls

the brood chamber in May, followed
by supers of the same size. Even
limiting each queen to 12 combs
meant a front of not less than 21
inches, all odd-sized dimensions. Last
winter it struck me the Dadant hive
was just ideal for the venture, as 10
Jumbo frames would be about right,

these in two stories. So I made the
center partitions of double mosquito
netting, separated by a framework of
three-eighths inch wood. The second
story is made of two supers nailed to-

gether, and also has a partition like

the one below. Above is a queen ex-

cluder, then the super, which has no
partition, so the bees have the space
in common.

So far I have had no success with
the three double colonies I started;

they were no better and no worse
than the other colonies in the yard.
The queens were all young and from
a good breeder, but the start was
made after our spring flow was over,

and no colony could possibly build up
in the dearth that followed. One bee-
man in the city of Victoria tried one
a year ago, getting from it a crop that

easily excelled the total of 8 other
colonies in the yard, and that is al-

most all I can say about the system
thus far.

I am going to modify it a little bit

in 1922 by separating the second
story of the brood chamber into parts,

perpendicularly, so that I can work
one side entirely without disturbing

the other; besides, I will have less

weight to lift. These half bodies

have ends of ordinary thickness, but
the walls are only of half-inch board,

this being necessary to get them in-

side the risers. Incidentally, these

half bodies will do nicely for queen
mating as well.

In all of these double hives I no-
ticed one feature worth mentioning

—

the tendency of the bees to gather to

one side, the west one, in all cases,

when the partition was put in. When
supers were put on I expected the

bees would cross over to the other
side quite frequently and so equalize

the colonies, but I could never see

that they ever did so. Maybe if the

population had become very strong
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such movement might have happened,
but the numbers never got to boiling
strength. I am trying to winter them
as they are, and hoping for better re-

sults next season.

A Scotch beekeeper near London
kindly sends me a photograph of his

apiary, and this I send to the editor,

as I think many would like to see how
Britons run their yards. The risers

I have spoken of are in evidence on
these hives, but my venture in this

direction was no imitation of the Brit-

ish system of beekeeping, it was mere-
ly the logical outcome of the experi-
ments in wintering I have been mak-
ing for years. Similar climatic con-
ditions produced like results. It was
only after I had reached my final con-
clusions that I realized I had adopted
the British principle.

Mr. Wilson for several years has
discarded the beekeeping system of
his native land and followed that of
British Columbia with much advan-
tage, he says. The idea of the British

beekeeper is to take all the honey in

the fall, and winter on sugar. In
spring sugar is fed steadily. These
beekeepers think they are doing well
if they have 10 of their frames, with
an available brood space of 1,800
square inches covered with bees at
the beginning of the honey flow. In
British Columbia we want at least 10
solid frames of brood, over 3,000
square inches, which means we have
at least 20 frames packed with bees.
I have often seen 14 frames of solid

brood, and 30 frames solid with bees
as early as the end of May. To my
mind it is largely a question of win-
ter stores. Whenever we get a man
to the point where he will leave a

solid second story of honey for the
winter. We feel a new beekeeper is

born ; but how few will surrender im-
mediate gain for future profit? Mr.
Wilson, adopting our system, says he
gets powerful colonies, and when sea-
sons are good he secures big crops;
but alas for human skill, in his pres-
ent location, with thousands of acres
of white clover and sainfoin around
him, he has not got a crop of any
kind from 100 colonies for four years.
Withering drought or steady rain has
been his lot when honey flow time
came.

British Columbia.

BEES ON WILD CARROT
The wild carrot, commonly called

Queen Anne's Lace, or bird's nest
plant, is a common weed in fields and
waste places throughout the eastern
states. In places in New York and
New England it is so common in

fields that one sometimes mistakes it

for a buckwheat field at first glance.

Chas. F. Hoser writes that he has
been a beekeeper in the vicinity of
Philadelphia, Pa., for 24 years and
never until this year has wild carrot
been of any value to the bees in his

vicinity. During 1921 the bees have
worked it freely and apparently have
secured considerable nectar.

Eastern beekeepers only report
bees working on it occasionally, so it

is evident that it is seldom of much
importance in the east. In the west
where the cultivated carrot is grown
for seed, it is said to be a valuable
source of nectar.

(T

THE EDITOR^S ANSWERS
=^

^ J
When stamp is enclosed, the editor will answer questions by mail. Since

we have far more questions than we can print in the space available, several
months sometimes elapse before answers appear.

Queen Cells

I received a two-frame nucleus on the 5th of

Augu-st, with an untested queen introduced. In
about ten days the bees started queen cells

and have completed six up to date; the first

three have been removed. The bees are in

an eight-frame hive and are working good, and
the queen seems to be a good layer; she lays

an egg in every cell that is empty, once in a

while two in a cell. Should these queen cells

all be removed, and why are they building

them. NEBRASKA.
Answer.—It happens quite often, when bees

are shipped, that the queen becomes fatigued

from the journey and is not in good trim to

lay eggs for quite a while. When the bees no-

tice this, they may start queen-cells with the

intention of superseding her. But. often also,

as in your case, the queen gels rested and be-

gins to lay actively. Then the bees cease

their superseding preparations. The fact that

your queen sometimes lays two eg s in one

cell shows either that she is still inexperi-

enced, or that she is producing eggs faster

than she can find empty cells in which to place

them.

Robbers—Goldens
1. I h ve a colony of Italians that have a

few peculiar looking bees. They have a shiny.

pure black, wasp-like appearance. When I say
pure black I mean the head, thorax and abdomen
are black, otcept that they show three yellow
bands. They have no fine hair or fuzz on their
thorax or abdomen. The other bees are con-
tinually pulling them out of the hive. The
queen is a young Italian that I received from a

queen breeder this spring. What is the trou-
ble?

Why are golden Italians irritable?

2. On p^ge 26 in Frank C. Pellett's book,
"Practical Queen Rearing," he says: "'While
it is quite true that some strains of Goldens are
not desirable, being neither hardy nor good
honey gatherers, there are strains where proper
attention has been given to other points, which
are very satisfactory. CALIFORNIA.

Answers-—1. The black, shiny bees, which

have lost all their hairs are usually robber

bees, who are shiny because of lurking about

corners and trying to steal honey anywhere ex-

cept in the blossoms. We can hardly blame

them, for, often, those bees are rendered

dishonest by the opportunities which have been

offered them in exposing honey where they

could get at it. If they are mishandled or ill-

treated, it may be that they are in a hive to

which they do not belong, or that by pilfering

they have acquired a foreign odor; or perhaps

they are so worn as to be considered as of no

. value in the hive.

2. The irritable golden bees, high tempered
and restless, are usually secured from a cross

with Cyprian drones. The ugly disposition of

the Cyprian seems to remain in the race a long

time, with the bright color. The gentle goldens

are from continuous selection of bright col-

ored Italian bees and queens. We do not

know who is a breeder of these strains, but if

you wish to get gentle goldens, ask the ques-

tion of the breeder from whom you propose to

order. Tell him you want peaceable bees.

Wintering—Moths^ Etc.
1. Last fall X had a late swarm of bees which

did not make enough honey to winter. I gave
them sugar and water in a super. They took
down about a quart of this and had sugar
candy in the super. When the honey was all
gone, February 15, they all died. Please ad-
vise how to keep a light swarm, for { have
two or three lor this winter.

2. What is a good thing to kill bee moths and
keep them away from bees?

3. I have in an old hive of bees about 125
pounds of honey; the bees did not swarm. Was
it because they had so much room?

4. Please advise a good waj to get a swarm
of bees out of a stone house without tearing it

down. The bees have Deen there at least two
years.

5. I had an old hive of bees which, when
heavy enough, built about five or six queen
cells. About a week after I cut them all out
but two. Then I took the old queen and one
drone and half the bees and put them in a new
hive in the place of the old hive, an moved
the old hive quite a distance away. A lot of
the bees went to the new hive. The old hive
did not make enough to winter; I rather doubt
if they will live through the winter. Did I

swarm them wrong? NEW YORK.
Answers.—1. To keep sugar syrup from

crystallizing, add about 10 per cent of honey to

the syrup. Don't give them less than 25 pounds.

2. A good thing to keep moths away from the

hives is to have none but strong colonies.

Moths cannot damage healthy, strong colon- .s.

Italians are better than blacks in this respect.

3. Of course it was.

4. The only way is to take out the wood
wainscoat on the inside, to get to the bees.

Otherwise you can only kill them by pouring

bi-sulphide of carbon into their opening and
closing the holes; bi-sulphide is inflammable, so

do not bring a light near.

5. This might have been all right if the sea-

son had been very good, but you took too much
away from the old hive. As to the one drone,

there w«s no need of him. You need to read a

good text book on bees.

Partnership
A and B go into the bee business. A fur-

nishes 50 per cent of the purchase price of bees
and equipment, a honey house and an apiary
site; B half the capital and does all the work.
What would be a proper division of the profits?
Also if B furnished only one-seventh of the
capital. CALIFORNIA.

Answer.—It has always been our under-

standing that th^ labor put upon an apiary

equals the interest of the money and wear and

tear of the capital. So, we figure about half

and half, if one man furnishes all the invest-

ment and the other all the work. From that we
would conclude that the man who did the work
and furnished half the capital should receive

about three-fourths of the income. We also fig-

ure that the man who furnishes the apiary site

and the bee house and watches the possible hap-

penings is entitled to one-tenth of the crop.

But these matters must depend somewhat on

conditions, location, expenses, labor required,

etc. So it would be difficult to pass on this

without knowing all the circumstances. There

is also a difference in opinions on the matter,

according to the greater or less experience of

the man who does the work and the greater or

less cost of the bees and equipment. Much of
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it must be adjusted by the parties themselves,

without regard to other people's ideas.

Requeening
1. I have been having some trouble in get-

ting a hybiiti colony of beee to accept an Ital-

ian queen. I tried removing Ihe old queen and
introducing the Italian simultaneously.
Would it be more sure to remove the old

queen, say 6 or 8 days prior to the introduc-
tion of the new one, and remove all queen-
cells?

2. Would the bees be hopelessly lost after

8 days without fresh brood or queen?
3. Do you think peppermint is practical in

the introduction of queens or uniting hostile

colonies, as discussed on page 359 of the Sep-
tember Bee Journal. MISSOURI

Answers.— 1. No; the removal of the old

queen immediately previous to introducing the

new one is generally considered as the safest.

You might try to place the old queen in a cage

for an hour or so before introducing the other

in her place in that same cage.. That gives the

cage the odor of the old queen and helps some.

Then put the introducing cage in a central

place between two combs of brood, and do not

release the new queen until she has been in

the hive 48 hours. After releasing her, be

sure to leave them alone for a few days, until

they get fully acquainted with her.

2. Being 8 days or more without either brood

or queen might induce some drone-laying work-

ers to lay eggs. Then the introduction of the

queen would be just that much more doubtful.

3. Peppermint or other strong smelling drugs

would help in introduction. The only danger

is in the use of such drugs in sweetened water.

This attracts the robbers, and there is always

more danger of a queen being killed when rob-

bers are about. For that reason, we have never

used such methods to any extent.

Care of Queens
A neighbor brought me some queens which

had been given to him. I thought it risky to

introduce them at this time of year and never

heard of it being done, so I put the queens

confined in the cages aoove the clu ter in the

hives. Will the bees take care of them there,

and for how long? Will they live till spring con-

fined in this way, and will they be any good

after being shut up so long, or will it do to

introduce them now, if we get a warm day?

At what temperature cart it be done? 1 do not

like to take too much risk at this and have a

queenless colony. TENNESSEE.

Answer.-—You certainly have me cornered,

for I must reply, as Dr. Miller so often did:

I don't know. I have kept queens quite a

while over the brood nest in the warmest part

of the hive. But I have never tried to winter

them there. I believe, however, that the bees

will take care of them as long as they have

their cluster close enough to keep them warm,

A warm day when the bees fly might be all

right to kill an old queen and introduce a new

one. But here, also, I have to acknowledge

that "I don't know." A day when the tem-

perature is about 65 degrees ought to be warm

enough to open the hives.

If you try all this, you will have some ex-

perience worth while, and I would be glad to

hear how you succeeded.

Late Feeding—Frame Spacing

1. Would it be safe to fted a colony of bees,

short in stores, sugar syrup this late in the sea-

son, and would you feed it at the entrance? Do
you suppose this would start the queen to lay-

ing, and. if so, would the young brood perish

during the winter? The hive is an old gum
made out of 2-inch material.

2. If you were buying new hives, would you

get the 1>^ inch spacing or the 1^ inch?

Which, in your opinion, is the better?
MISSOURI.

Answers.—1. It is rather late to feed liquid

food to a colony in November. Better give

them sugar candy. To make candy, add water

to sugar and boil slowly till most of the water

is evaporated. Stir constantly, so it will not

burn. To know when it is done, drop a little

into cold water; it should become brittle at

once. Pour it into pans to make cakes about

an inch thick. With a box hive, it will probably

be necessary to cut a hole in the top, large

enough to reach t e cluster with your candy.

Don't give it to them at the entrance, as it will

be found by robbers as quickly as it will be

found by the bees of the hive. In the cellar,

one can turn the box hive bottom up and put

the candy right on the combs. The queens will

not be likely to be induced to lay, by the use

of candy.

2. I much prefer the IJ^ inch spacing.

Temper

I have a stand of bees with a young queen in

my yard that for some reason are extremely
hard to handle, fighting and stinging upon the

slightest provocation, and frequently attacking
me while working with other stands near by.

This hive was started in the spring with a ripe

queen-cell taken from a colony of pure bred
Italians, and until lately gave no trouble. As far

as I can tell, the young queen, in mating, met
an Italian drone, as the bees do not show any
indication of being mixed, but show all the

marks of the pure Italian. They are in a ten-

frame cedar hive and cover nine frames with
stores and brood nest.

Can you tell me of any reason why they
should get the disposition of a hornet ?

The other bees in my yard are pure Italian

and have always been gentle and easy to handle.

OREGON.

Answer.—No, I cannot see any reason for tne

behavior of those bees, if they are pure Italian

and bred from quiet Italians. Some of the

Golden Italians are of that color and temper,

because they have been bred with a mixture of

Cyprian blood, from some remote mating at

the time when Cyprians were in vogue. But

if your other bees—and especially the ones

from which this queen was bred—are of gentle

disposition, I can only surmise that the ill-

disposition is a return to some ancestral type

or what is called "atavism."

But wait, there may be another reason. The

hive in question may have been disturbed by

mischievous boys. I have seen colonies be-

come very irritable when ill-treated.

In either case, I see but one remedy. Change

the queen at the first opportunity, unless their

behavior changes,

Transferring—Bee Pasture

1. I have 15 colonies of bees in eight and
ten-frame hives, but the combs are built cross-

wise, so it is impossible to move them. I wish

to transfer them to ten-frame hives with toll

sheets of foundation. When is the best time?
2. What number of colonies can be kept in a

locality where there are about 100 tulip trees,

20 acres of alsike clover and about 40 acres of

buckwheat within one-half mile of the bees.

PENNSYLVANIA.

Answers.—1. The best time to transfer bees

is at the time of fruit bloom in spring. We do

not advise transferring late in the fall.

2. If there arc 100 tulip trees, 20 acres of

alsike clover and 40 acres of buckwheat inside

of a half mile, there would i)robably be ten

times that amount inside of two miles. In that

case you could keep 80 to 100 colonies there.

Bees can go much farther than a half mile after

honey. Of course, the amount of honey to ex-

pect from a radius of two miles is all guess

work and never the same, for much depends

upon the weather.

Syrup for Feed

Would you kindly let me know how to pre-
pare a syrup for wintering bees?

WISCONSIN.
Answer —Melt 10 pounds of good sugar with

5 pounds of water, and when dissolved add 11

2

pounds of honey of such quality as you are sure

of. Unknown honey might bring germs of

foulbrood. Put into friction-top cans, the lids

of which are pierced with a number of very

small holes, and invert on the hives to be fed.

You may also feed your bees by laying over

the tops of the frames ^;akes of candy made in

the way that "fudge" is made for the children

This is for emergency. Syrup is better.

Do not feed either corn syrup or molasses.

They would kill your bees, in winter.

Queenless Colony
1. I have one swarm of bees that was queen-

less for 30 days o more and had no fresh eggs
during that time. I went to give them a queen
and there was a nice young queen that had just
begun to lay. Could a mating nueen have
made a mistake and got into the hive? I

missed one in a hive about 8 feet from there.
2. How will I fix my bees? There are so

many bees I don't think one hive will hold
them all. Would a super do on top or under-

.

neath? NEBRASKA.
Answers.—1. Yes, it is possible that a young

queen would make a mistake of that distance,

especially if there was a row of hives, all alike

in color and shape. There is another possi-

bility, however, and that is that there may
have been a little brood from the previous

queen, which you did not notice, and that the

bees reared a queen themselves.

2. We do not believe there will be any diffi-

culty jn your bees all getting into the brood-

chamber where they were hatched. When the

weather turns cold, you will find that they will

shrink the volume of the cluster a great aeal,

because they will hang closer together. How-
ever, if there i« not enough room for them, I

would place an empty super or body under the

brood chamber. Perhaps it might be well to

give them another body with honey in it. In

that case, better put it at the top.

Unripe Honey
1. What is meant by "unripe honey?"
2. Is unsealed honey unripe honey?
3. Can unripe honey be preserved without

change?
4. Is the crop greater when honey is unripe?

What per cent?
5. Do they sell instruments to test honey and

find whether it is ripe or not? What are they
called, and where can we buy them ?

6. Will honey ripen in tanks without heating?
7 By what process can we keep honey from

granulating? CANADA.
Answers.— 1. Unripe honey is nectar har-

vested by the bees which has not been suffi-

ciently evaporated. Instead of flowing like

thick molasses or maple syrup, it flows some-

what like water. Ripe honey weighs about 12

pounds to the gallon. Water weighs about 7

pounds. Unripe honey may weigh anywhere
between these two weights.

2. Unsealed honey may be ripe, if it has

been in the hive a numbe of days and the

bees have worked to evaporate it by fanning

the hive. The heat also helps to ripen it.

Sealed honey may be more or less unripe, if

the bees have sealed it too soon, during a heavy

honey flow. It may then burst the cappings.

Usually, however, sealed honey is ripe.

3. No, unripe honey will not keep. Its fer-

mentation, more or less rapid, depends upon
the temperature.

4. The nectar of blossoms, when harvested

by the bees, sometimes contains as much as 75

per cent of water. Sometimes it is so thick that
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it cannot be extracted. This is often the case

with heather honey. Watery honey usually

loses 25 or more per cent of its water during

the first 24 hours, if the weather is warm and

the colony powerful. The bees evaporate it by

forcing a strong current of air through the hive.

It often takes several days to ripen honey to

proper consistency.

5. They sell instruments, which are called

"hygrometers" to test the density of liquids,

whether they are heavier than water, as is

honey, or lighter than water, as is alcohol.

These hygrometers may be bought from drug-

gists in cities.

6. Honey is ripened considerably in tanks

in hot, dry weather. But it is better not to

extract it till it is fairly well ripened. This is

a matter of locality What may be done in a

warm country, like California or Texas, may

not do at all in Canada. At any rate, it is al-

ways well to keep honey in a warm, dry room,

so it may evaporate. Damp places are bad, t)e-

cause instead of evaporating, it gets more

moisture and ferments.

7 Honey may be kept from granulating or

may be melted when granulated, by heating it

over water "au bain-marie." It should not be

heated to over 165 degrees. It always loses

some of the volatile essential oils which give

the fine flavor and which are distilled by the

flowers in the fields.

Bees and Grapes
A beekeeper and horticulturist in this com-

munity are having trouble. The beekeeper has

60 colonies of bees on another man's farm.

One of the neighbors of this man has an or-

chard and vineyard. The bees went into this

vineyard and sucked the juice ut of his grapes.

He expected to obtain four tons of grapes, but

claims that the bees destroyed two tons, having
punctured the grapes, bursted them, etc. He
claims damages.

1. Do bees puncture grapes? Give evidence

from beekeepers and horticulturists if you can.

2. Do birds injure grapes by picking them?
If so, what is the shape of the puncture that

the bird makes in the grape?
3. Has this question of damages been settled

in the higher courts of the country?
4. Does the bee do more injury to the horti-

culturist than good?
5. Can the horticulturist claim damages le-

gally or morally from the beekeeper?
6. If the horticulturist notifies the beekeeper

after the claimed depredation is almost com-
plete, and the beekeeper agrees to furnish

pickers the very next day, free of charge, and
the horticulturist does not accept the proposi-

tion, what would be justice according to law to-

wards both parties?

7. Do bees ever store away fruit juices in

the hives? If so, does it injure the bees .n

winter, whether in the cellar or oul-of-doors?

The conditions in this community, it might

be well to say, so far as weather conditions

are concerned, were as follows:

The summer was hot and dry until about

three weeks before grapes were being picked;

then came the rainy season; the grapes matur-

ing much earlier than usual in this section, were

over ripe, all of which the beekeeper claims

caused them to burst on the vines. What can

you say as to the bursting of grapes under

such conditions? The frost in the spring

destroyed most of the grapes in this vicinity,

so that the crop is far from normal. This hor-

ticulturist*s crop of grapes last year was aoout

eleven tons, and his four tons for this sea-

son's crop is only an estimate on his part.

MICHIGAN.

Answers.—1. Bees do not, cannot, puncture

sound grapes. Any one may try this by in-

serting a bunch of ripe grapes into a bee hive

and removing it in 24 to 48 hours. Puncture

one or two berries first, as a test.

2. Yes. birds pick at grapes. When very

hungry they will almost destroy the berry, but

when their maw is full they often pick at the

bunches for pleasure. Then they usually make

two holes in each berry, one above the other,

with the two points of the beak.

3. No, no one, to our knowledge ever sued a

beekeeper. If they did it they would be sure

to lose.

4. The bee does more good than injury to

horticulture, for there would be no fruit if the

insects like the bees did not visit the flowers.

This, also, may be tested easily, by enclosing

apple buds under a gauze.

5. Not if the judge or jury takes evidence of

sufficient extent.

6. Let that be decided by the courts, if it is

worth trying.

7.Yes; bees store fermenting fruit juices in

the hives when they are short of good honey,

and those juices make them sick. We know

that by our own experience.

If you wish additional statements concerning

the question of bees arid fruits, we refer you

to the September number of the American Bee

Journal, "Question and Answers," page 368;

also to "The Hive & Honey Bee," paragraphs

871 to 878, inclusive. This matter has been

often debated and the answers are just as plain

as the fact that the earth moves around the sun

and not the sun around the earth.

ODDS AND ENDS
Colorado Short Courses

Colorado is to have two short
courses in beekeeping conducted by
the College of Agriculture in co-

operation with the United States De-
partment of Agriculture. The first of

these is to be held at Foi't Collins, dur-
ing the week of November 21-27, and
the other at Grand Junction, on the
following week. Although the pro-
gram is not quite completed, the in-

structors scheduled for these two
schools are: Dr. E. F. Phillips, Api-
culturist, U. S. Department of Agri-
culture; Geo. S. Demuth, editor of
Gleanings in Bee Culture; Dr. C. P.

Gillette, Colorado Agi-icultural Col-
lege; E. W. Atkins, of the G. B. Lewis
Company, Watertown, Wis. ; C. H.
Wolfe, Vice President of the Colorado
Honey Producers' Association; New-
ton Boggs, State Apiary Inspector;
Dr. W. R. Calkins, Cortez, and J. D.
Caldwell, Rifle, Colo.

Newton Boggs,
Deputy Bee Inspector.

Big Crops From Big Hives

I make this observation on the
year's work. Every Dadant hive run
for surplus gave me upwards of 140
pounds, except one which swarmed
and one which was an unfilled nucleus
when clover came on. Out of four
Langstroth hives run for surplus, the
best I got was 82 pounds, and down
to 56. My Dadants were 228, 196 and
148 pounds. I lay this to the fact

that with so much more honey in sight

in the big hives, early breeding went
right along, while with less reserve in

the Langstroth hives probably held

back early breeding.
Elmer T. Beach.

of surplus in the brood chamber. This
was taken from 16 colonies, spring
count, and an increase of 100 per
cent.

Two of my best colonies made each
176 sections, the next best were 8
colonies with 168 sections each. I

am certain that they would have pro-
duced more if I had only put on more
sections. The fall flow was never so
good. Frank Langohr.

Honey Bees and Honey Plants

The average United States yield of
surplus honey per colony to Septem-
ber 1, this year, is estimated at 40.5
pounds, which is about the average
yield to that date, but only 78 per
cent of the yield at the same date last

year. The number of colonies is

greater than last year, however, being
estimated at 107.4 per cent, so that
the indicated total production of
honey to September 1, this year, is

about 84 per cent as great as last

year's yield. H. C. Taylor,
Chief of Bureau of Crop Estimates.

Honey Imports for 12 Months
The total honey imports from for-

eign countries to the United States
for the year ending June 30 were
452,983 gallons, or over five million
pounds. No wonder we have been af-

fected by the influx of honey. This
does not include, either, the large
amount of honey coming in 'from Por-
to Rico and Hawaii.

Countries sending us th'? most are
as follows:
Dominican Republic__107,i')01 gallons
Cuba 99,845 gallons
England 69,217 gallons
Mexico 3o,295 gallons
Chile--- -- 34,678 gallons

These figures are taken from the
Report No. 80 of the Bureau of Mar-
kets.

England and many other countries
listed as exporters of honey, do not
likely produce any of this honey them-
selves, but act as merchants as be-

tween the point of production and the

l-nited States.

Texas Gets Wet
Texas has the reputation of doing

things right, but in the matter of
water they have recently overdone it

somewhat. Our readers will be glad
to note that the Texas Honey Produc-
ers' Association emerged fro:n the re-

cent flood at San Antonio with but a
small loss to their goods. There was
four feet of water in the warehouse
where their honey and bee supplies
were stored and it lequired a large
amount of labor to get all the "water
out of their stock." Since tons of
honey were under water every can
had to be examined to make sure it

had not leaked, and the wooden goods
required moving to a place w'nere it

could be promptly dried out.

A Good Report From Indiana

I got 2,440 sections of nice clover

honey and the bees are all in good
shape for winter from buckwheat and
goldenrod honey. All have 50 pounds

Government Honey Report

The Monthly Crop Reporter for
•September 1 shows the average honey
crop of the United States as 40.5

pounds per colony as against 51.9 last
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year, and a five-year average of 40.4
pounds. Condition of honey plants
IS only 77 per cent as against 85.8
per cent for last year, and condition
of colonies is given as 87 per cent,
as against 90 per cent in 1920.

C. A. Hatch Dies

Word has recently reached this of-
fice of the death of C. A. Hatch, of
Richland Center, Wis., a well-known
beekeeper of that State. Mr. Hatch
has been in failing health for some
time past. He passed away on Sep-
tember 19.

California Short Courses
Two short courses in beekeeping

will be offered by the University of
California this winter. The first at
Berkeley, from December 5 to 10, is

intended primarily for beginners.
The advanced course will be given at
the same place from December 12 to
17. An extension school will also be
held at Los Angeles from December
5 to 10.

These courses are under direction
of Prof. G. A. Coleman, and those
interested should address him at the
University, Berkeley, Calif., for com-
plete program.

Co-operation Needed
We need an extensive educational

campaign in the interest of American
beekeepers and the extracted honey
producer especially. In our exhibit-
ing we met with distressing circum-
stances. A contention exists be-
tween the beekeepers in a locality,
through the poor policy of some of
cutting the prices below what it is

actually worth to undersell their
neighbors. I was told of one man
who sold his honey at 65 cents for a
5-lb. pail. How is that for a fair
price for Michigan white clover? I

live in hopes that some time soon we
may have better control of the retail

trade and the small producer.
Roland Adams.

Michigan.

Why Not "Bee Jelly?"

The three-year-old son of a friend
was having his first taste of honey,
and his mother explained how honey
was produced, and showed him a bee
gathering honey on a blossom.
The next day the boy wanted more

honey, but forgot the name for it.

What more natural than that he
should ask for "bee jelly?" Just yes-
terday he was heard trying to explain
v.'hy a bumblebee was not a "jelly-

bee."
Perhaps those people who are anx-

ious to rid ou*" vocabulary of the
term "extracted honey" as a mis-
nomer, would be willing to compro-
mise on "bee jelly."

Apple Trade

Recent reports would indicate that
the apple trade has slackened up ow-
ing to advances in prices made by
handlers. "The Packer," of Kansas
City, says:
The keen edge seemed to have dis-

appeared from the active apple mar-
ket of last week, due in a large meas-
ure to the high prices prevailing.
Some receivers were asking as high a=
$12 a barrel for high-colored, good-
sized fruit on Monday of this week,
fruit that sold the preceding week for
$9. Demand was moderate Monday
and average Wealthies and Snows
sold from $5 to $7. Gravensteius
brought $8 and $9 and Mcintosh Reds
from $9 to $10 on the best and $7 and
$8.50 on unclassified. Crab apples
have been in very light receipt and
have sold from $8 to $10. Washing-
ton boxes of Mcintosh Reds, orchard
run, medium and large sizes, have
sold at $4 to $4.50, small sizes at
$3.50 and No. 1 Mcintosh Reds from
Maine at $3.50 to $4.

Trying for Lower Freight Rates

The International Apple Shippers'
Association, the National League of
Commission Merchants and the West-
ern Fruit Jobbers' Association of
America, co-operating, are gathering
facts on the effects of high freight
and express rates on the fruit and
vegetable industry.

This information, when tabulated,
is to be presented to the Joint Com-
mission of Agricultural Inquiry of
Congress and to the Interstate Com-
merce Commission in an effort to
have rates reduced to a workable ba-
ns.

It is promised that this is the mor;t
exhaustive survey of food distribution
costs ever undertaken.

THE GERMAN HONEY MARKET
The honey market is returning to

what it was before the war. Imported
honey is in direct competition with the
native, and when, by this competition,
honey prices are cut, then the German
beekeeper must retain his product. In
other words, this misfortun-.' has come
upon us.

How was it before the war? In
Hf.mburg foreign honey could be
bought for 5 cents per pound, while
native honey brought 25 cents, or five

times as much. The honey-consuming
public knew the difference between
German and imported honey and
1 ought the former from the beekeeper
at 25 cents a pound, since he could
oily get the darker imported honey
from the storekeeper in glass at 15 to
20 cents a pound, and it did not suit
him.
How is it today? The public got

used to substitutes during the war,
g'ucose, adulterants, etc. Now again,
it. place of the substitutes conies the
foreign honey, especially from Amor-
ica. where the crops yield immense
]'rofits compared to ours. But how
does it taste compared to our native
iiroduct? One need have no sweet
tooth to find that the imported honey
lacks the property whi-h riakes honey
n^al honey, the fine, pleasant .iroma.
There is lacking, as is said of wine,
the "smack."

Foreign honeys are many times low
grade, which can in very few ways be
mixed and blended to advantage. Also
adulterants are not lacking. Anyone

with a knowledge of honey, therefore,
will not buy the foreign product. If
thi native honey costs 2 cents a pound
more, it is worth it. Before the war,
native honey sold for five times as
much as imported. Now it brings only
one-third more and, unfortunately,
cur beekeepers cannot sell our honey
as cheaply since a beekeeper's needs
(sugar, beeswax, hives and supplies)
are raised out of all proportion.
Whoever desires honey, therefore,

should buy no worthless, flat honey
J'loni abroad, but the uncoataminated,
age-tested home product.—Der Bien-
cnpflege for August.

BEARS ATTACK APIARIES

G. M. Newton Gets 300-Pound Bruin

With His Rifle A Loss of 20

Colonies at Beausejour.

It is a well-known fact that bears
will often attack wild bees in the
woods, being very fond of honey, but
it is not often that a beekeeper has to
reckon with bears as a problem in

practical bee culture under civilized
conditions. Yet some of the yards m
Manitoba have been attacked by beai's

this year.
On September 4, Mr. G. M. New-

ton, the President of the Manitoba
Beekeepers' Association, went to one
of his outyards at the mouth of the
Red River, near Selkirk, and brought
home a 300-pound bear which he shot
with a rifle. Residents of the neigh-
borhood have seen a number of bears
hanging around the yard, but there
was no actual attack on the bees. Re-
ports place the number of bears at

eight.

At Beausejour a Polish beekeeper
is said to have lost 20 hives through
their being carried off by bears and
broken open in the woods.—Western
Gardener and Poultrvman, Septem-
ber, 1921.

Winnipeg.

A Safe Introducing Cage
Take a piece of wire screen six

inches square, cut the corners so you
can turn all four sides down half an
inch. Shake the bees from a comb of

emerging brood and release queen
and attendant bees on this comb.
Place your wire cage over the queen
and push the edges well into the comb.
The frame, with cage attached, can
now be replaced in the queenless
colony and left for three days. After
three days open the hive and with a

lead pencil punch a hole through the

comb near the center of the cage.

This will provide a way of escape for

the queen. After punching the hole

the frame should again be replaced in

the hive and the hive closed for five

days more, when the cage can be re-

moved.
This plan has worked for me for

ten years. Try it with one queen or

a thousand. George R. Shafer.

Arizona.
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A NEW ADVERTISING STUNT
When it comes to starting some-

thing, leave it to the Vigo County,
Indiana Beekeepers Association. It

looks like President W. A. Hunter
must lay awake nights thinking what
tc do next.
The latest from Terre Haute is

"honey week." To start the thing off

right the Mayor issued a proclamation
setting aside the days from Septem-
ber 12 to 18 as honey week and urged
everybody to buy Vigo County honey.
C. 0. Yost, one of the apiary inspec-
tors, came to town to give live bee
demonstrations for the entertainment
of the public and to assist the mem-
bers in demonstrating better meth-
ods to the beekeepers. In the fore-
noon of each day a trip was made by
all interested in practical beekeeping
problems to some apiary within driv-

ing distance of the city. During these
forenoon sessions the local beekeep-
ers discussed every problem of pro-
duction and disease control.

In the afternoons a big wire cage
was put up on a prominent corner in

the heart of the business district. In

the cage Yost gave a live bee demon-
stration that startled the folks who
knew nothing of bees and attracted
a big crowd to learn something about
honey. State Entomologist Wallace
came down for two days to assist with
the enterprise and to give variety to

the entertainment.
With the crowd gathered by the un-

usual entertainment, the next step
was a honey market open for two
hours every afternoon. People were
told all about honey and many car-

ried home a liberal supply. Large
quantities were sold and many bee-
keepeers established contact with new
customers who will continue to buy
for a long time to come.

The Vigo County fellows began a
few years ago to educate the box-hive
beekeepers in the community in an
effort to clean up disease. They made
good beekeepers of a few and edu-
cated a lot more clear out of the busi-

ness. Now they are starting in to

educate the public to use honey.
Judging from the large amount of
publicity in the Terre Haute papers,
they are doing a good job at both.

Ontario Convention

The Ontario Beekeepers' Associa-
tion are holding their annua! Conven-
tion on Tuesday, Wednesday and
Thursday, November 22, 23 and 24,
in Toronto. The Convention will be
held at the same time as the Royal
Winter Fair. An excellent progi'am
io in the course of construction, and
the Hon. Manning Doherty will ad-
dress the beekeepers on "Marketing."
Other prominent speakers are ex-
pected to be present. Full particulars
may be obtained from the Secretary,
P". Eric Millen, Apiculture Depart-
ment, 0. A. C, Guelph, Ont.

Winter Conventions

Prof. H. F. Wilson, who as Chair-
man of the Schedule Committee for
the National Honey Producers'
Leagrue, is endeavoring to arrange the

conventions in the form of a series of
circuits, announces the dates of group
five as follows: Michigan, December
1 and 2, at Lansing; Chicago-North-
western at Hotel LaSalle, Chicago,
Dec. 5-6 ; Wisconsin at Madison, Dee.
8-9; Minnesota, probably at St. Paul,
Dec. 13-14, and Iowa at either Water-
loo or Davenport, Dec. 15-16.

Western New Yorkers to Meet
The Western New Yoi-k Honey

Producers' Association will hold its

annual fall meeting at the Genesee
Hotel, Buffalo, N. Y., on Tuesday, No-
vember 15. A good program has been
arranged and all beekeepers are in-

vited to attend.
J. Roy Lincoln, Secretary.

Illinois Convention
Announcement has just been re-

ceived that the Illinois convention
will be held at Springfield on Decem-
ber 7 and 8, which will place them in

group 5 of the National schedule.
The Illinois meeting will come be-
tween the Chicago-Northwestern and
the Wisconsin meetings.

Another Remedy for Beestings
I have a remedy that has saved my-

self and my children a lot of pain. As
soon as I get stung, I dip a toothpick
in carbolic acid and just touch the
place stung. It does not smart if you
don't put too much of it on. Of
course it is dangerous to have the acid
where children could get at it. It

should be kept in a place out of their
reach. P. P. Bandura, Creston, la.

Ontario Dark Crop Report
The dark honey crop report for On-

tario appeared on October 1. The
total dark honey reported was 395,-
445 pounds from 16,817 colonies, or
an average per colony of 24 pounds.

The recommendations of the com-
mittee are as follows:

Dark amber or buckwheat extract-
ed, wholesale, 9 to 11 cents; retail

12 y2 to 15 cents.

Bees Rooting
Page 411, October number, "Why

bees root."
They are not rooting, they are var-

nishing. They do this on the under-
side of cover and all over the inside
of the hive. If you will examine the
inside of a hive, you will see that it

never looks old, as it is varnished.
This is their style of housekeeping in-

side, and they do the same on the out-
side when they have nothing else to
dc. Georgia.

Montana Producers Organize
A tentative selling organization of

beekeepers was formed at Billings,
Mont., recently, called the Montana
Honey Producers' Association. Offi-

cers elected were, B. J. Kleinhes-
selink, President; B. F. Smith, Jr.,

Vice President; R. A. Bray, Secre-
tary-Treasurer; L. W. Thorpe, Man-
ager; W. A. Petzoldt, Director.

The amount of honey held by the
members amounts to 529,000 pounds.
If present plans show indications of
success the organization will be made
permanent.

A New Bee Magazine
The "Revista de Apicultura" is

starting in Buenos Aires, with the
September number. It is a 32-page
magazine which is beginning with the
progressive ideas. They mention Dr,
Miller, Gleanings, the American Bee
Journal, and publish articles from
Morley Pettit, Jay Smith, besides
their own writers. Juan Hoffman is

the editor. We wish the new publica-
tion success.

CLASSIFIED DEPARTMENT
Advertisements in this department will be

inserted for 6 cents per word, with no dis

counts. No classified advertisements accepted
for less that 35 cents. Count each initial or
number as one word.
Copy for this department must reach us not

later than the 20th of each month preceding
date of issue. If intended for classified de-
partment it should be so stated when adver-
tisement is sent.

_ ^BEES AND QUEENS
ATWATER"7iONEY—Supply your customers.

FOR SaLE—1,400 stands of bees and equip-
ment; 10 locations extending from El Paso,

T'exas, 25 miles north in New Mexico. It in-

terested ask for further information.
Me. ilia Valley Honey Co., Canutillo, Texas.

SEE our advertisements elsewhere.
Rosedale Apiaries,

J. B. Marshall. H. P. Le Blanc. Props.

B'OR SALE—100 colonies of bees. Write for
prices James Johnson, Pocahontas, Ark.

BEES by the pound for spring delivery in 1,

2 or 3-pound packages; also superior Italian
and Carniolan queens from selected domestic
and imported stock. Early order discount on
orders booked now. Circular free.

J. E. Wing, 155 Schiele Ave., San Jose, Calif.

SPECIAL F0R~MAY^ELIVERY—One, two
and three-pound packages ; one, two and

three-frame nuclei; three-band queens. Write
for our dollar proposition. Safe arrival and
satisfaction guaranteed.

Tupelo Honey Co., Columbia, Ala.

FOR SALE—Our famous Italian bees in pack-
ages, 2 and 3-lb packages with queens for

sale; they are as good for honey-gathering as
any bees in the U. S. A.; they are as yellow
and as gentle. Our bees have stood the test

all through the U. S. A. and Canada; recom-
mended far and wide. We are free from all

brood disease. Our famous Root-Howe-Davis
bees that have been bred and selected from a
large number of yards, will please you. Try
them. We give prices on -equest. Some of
our Wisconsin customers have written that the
packages received from us in May. 1921, gave
150 pounds of honev this year. Reference,
Bank of Liberty, Liberty, N. C.

H. B . Murray, Liberty, N. C.

NUCLEI and Cypress hives for 1922 de-
livery—Three-frame black or hybrid bees,

Italian queen, $5.00; 3-frame Italian bees
and queen, $5.50 ; 3-frame black bees and
queen, $4.00; 3 pounds black bees and Italian
queen on comb of honey, $5.50. Cypress hives
complete; 5 lO-frame, $12. Full depth su-
pers complete, five 10-frame, $7. Prices on
other sizes upon request. I own the timber
and manufacture the hives, with no middlemen
involved. Book orders now, so you can name
shipping date to suit yourself. One-third with
order to guarantee acceptance. Reference:
Toombs County Bank, Lyons, Ga. Good farm
for sale cheap.; 660 acres. Terms to suit pur-
chaser^ Otto Diestel, Elza, Ga.

FOR SALE—100 colonies^talian heeT.
E. M. Baldwin, Union Gap, Wash.

FOR SALE—Black bees—Three pounds, $5.00,
parcel post prepaid. Add price of queen

wanted. Pure black queens, 60c each; hybrid
40c; tested Italian, $1.25. Safe delivery guar-
anteed. One-fourth down. Write me.
Carl L. Wilson Apiaries, Mount Vernon, Ga.

BEES in 2-pound packages, our specially for
1922. Now booking orders See ad else-

where for prices. Caney Valley Apiaries

J. D. Yancey, Mgr., Bay City, Texas.

QUEENS 0F"^UALITY for 1922—Sblnded
Italians only. After April 15, untested,

$1.25; tested, $2. Satisfaction guaranteed.
P. Ri. Williams, Ft. Deposit, Ala.
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WE are now booking orders for spring deliv-
ery of our queens and package bees. Write

us for prices. Graydon Bros.,

Rt. 4, Greenville, A.la.

1922 PACKAGE" BEES and QUEENS—Un-
tested and day-old, in Thompson safety in-

troducing cages. Discounts on early advance or-

ders. James McKee, Riverside, Lai.

QUEENS, package bees and nuclei. Begin
shipping Mairch 15, 1922. Circulars free.

Booking orders now.
Dr. White Bee Co., Sandia, Texas.

FOR SALE—300 coionies bees in S-frame
hives; also a lot of supers, combs, and oee

shipping cages. Locations go with bees if

wanted. Priced right.

C . H. Cobb. Belleville, Ark.

SELECT QUEENS—Choice tbree-band Ital-

ians, tested, $2.50; untested, $1.25. Also a
few Carniolans, same price.

Geo. W. Coltrin & Son, Mathis. Texas.

FOR SPRiNG^DELIVZRY, 1922—One vigor-
ous Italian queen, one frame emerging

brood, one pound bees. Price, complete, f. o.

b. Bordelonville, $5. Additional frames of
brood, each $1; additional pounds of bees, each
$1. Queen introduced and laying enroute to

you. Safe delivery and satisfaction guaran-
teed. No disease. Reference given. Orders
booked one-tifth down, May delivery. Send
for addresses of satisfied customers.

Jes Dalton, Bordelonville, La.

BEES—100 colonies for sale.

E. F. Atwater. Meridian, Idaho.

FOR sale;—400 stands clean bees, extracting
equipment ; good location ; for eason

write. The Oregon Apiary Co.,

Nyssa, Oregon.

WE BELIEVE we have the best Italian

queens obtainable. Our new system is work-
ing wonders. Untested, $1.25; tested, $2.25;
virgins, 60c. Am booking orders for 1922.

F. M. Russell, Roxbury, Ohio.

HARDY ITALIAN QUEENS. $1 each,
W. G. Lauver. Middletown, Pa.

BEES AND QUEENS from my Carolina api-

aries, progeny of my famous Porto Rican
pedigreed breeding stock.

Elton Warner, Asheville, N. C.

FOR SALE—Leather colored Italian queens,
tested, until June 1, $2.50; after. $2. Un-

tested, $1.25; 12, $13. Root's goods at Root's
prices. A. W. Yates,

15 Chapman St., Hartford, Conn.

FOR SALE—Root's strain of golden and
leather-colored Italian queens; bees by the

pound and nuclei. Untested queens, $1.50
each; select untested, $2 each; tested. $2.50

each; select tested, $3 each. For larger lots

write. Circular free. A. J. Pinard,
440 N. 6th St., San Jose, Calif.

WE are booking orders for our golden Ital-

ian queens for spring delivery after April 15.

Untested queens, 1, $1.50; doz., $15; select un-

tested queens, 1, $1.75; doz., $18; virgin queens,

1, 75c; doz., $9; tested queens, 1. $3; doz., $36.

Safe arrival guaranteed.
Tillery Brothers, Georgiana. Ala.

BOOK YOUR ORDERS for QUEENS now—
Goldens, $2; tested, $3; banded, $1.60; tested

$2.50; six or more, 10 per cent less.

Clover Leaf Apiaries, Wahoo. Neb.

BEES AND QUEENS from my New Jersey
apiary. J. H. M. Cook,
lAtf 84 Cortland St., New York City.

FOR SALE—Burleson's three-banded Italian

t|ueens. The kind of bees that get the

goods. Guaranteed to please or money back.

For balance of season as follows: 1 select

untested queen, $1.25, 6 for $7, 12 for $13.50,

100 or more $1 each. Send all orders, to-

gether with remittance, to J. W. Seay, i..i.an-

ager, Mathis, Texas.
T. W. Burleson, Waxahachie, Texas.

WANTED—We have many calls from educators
for copies to complete their files of the older

Bee Journals. If you have complete volumes or

miscellaneous numbers of any Bee Journals
previous to 1900, write us, giving a list, and we
will be glad to quote a puce. Old bee books,

now out of print, are also desirable. We act

as a cUaring house for this kind of materials.

American Bee Journal, Hamilton, 111.

BEES BY THE POUND, ALSO QUEENS—
Booking orders now. Free circular gives

prices, etc. See larger ad elsewhere.
Nueces County Apiaries, Calallen. Texas,

E. B. Ault. Prop.

WE are now equipped to handle your early
spring orders for package bees and queens,

especially bred for the production of honey.
Our queens are bred from the best stock ob-
tainable, and will give satisfaction. Safe ar-
rival guaranteed. Write for prices and terms.

Sarasota Bee Co., Sarasota, Fla.

NUCLEI—We make a specialty of shipping 2-

frame nuclei. Write for special prices for
June delivery. Queens at the following prices:
Untested, $1.50 each; 6, $8; 12, $15; 50, $60;
100, $100. Tested queens. $2.50 each.

Cotton Belt Apiaries, Roxton, Texas.

LARGE, HARDY, PROLIFIC QUEENS—
Three-band Italians and goldens, pure mat-

ing and safe arrival guaranteed. We ship only
queens that are top notchers in size, prolific-

ness and color. After June 1, untested queens
$1.50 each, 6 for $8, 12 or more $1.40 each.
25 or more $1.25 each. Tested queens $3 each,
6 for $16.

Buckeye Bee Co.. Justus. O.

SWEET CLOVER SEED
HUBAM—The annual white sweet clover.

Produced under garden cultivation. Guar-
anteed genuine Hubam seed. Cleaned, hulled
and scarified, $2 per pound, prepaid.

Blair Bros.. Rt, 4. Ames, Iowa.

HONEY AND BEESWAX
ATWATER HONEY—Supply your customers.

FOR SALE— White and amber extracted
honey ; also comb honey. Write for prices.

State quantity wanted.
jJadant \- Sons, Hamilton. Illinois.

EXTRA FINE white sweet clover honey, in

five-gallon cans, case of two cans. $15; one
can, $s, or seven cases for $100. Sample lllc.

C. S. Engle, 1327 E. 23rd St., Sioux City, la.

FOR SALE—About 300 hives of Italian bees in

8 and 10-frame hives together with full

equipment, all located 6 miles south of Nampa,
Idaho, in good district. No disease.

Elton S. Stinson,

New Brunswick. N. J., care Woodlawn.

FOR SALE—Extracted honey, mostly amber.
Edward Hogan, Canandaigna, N. Y.,

Care Bringham Hall.

FOR SALE— 100 colonies of bees.

William Judd, New London, Iowa.

FOR SALE— 1.200 pounds of choice Rocky
Mountain honey in new cans, 60 lbs. net.

2 in case, 9c per pound f. o. b. Hooper. Sample
10c. H. F. Smith, Hooper, Colo.

HONEY FOR SAL..—In GO-lb." tins, water

white orange, 14c; water white clover or

white sage, 12c; extra light amber sage, lie;

New York State buckwheat, lOc, for immedi-

ate shipment from New York.
Hofi'man & Hauck, Inc.. Woodhaven. N. Y .

FOR SALE—New crop choice clover extracted

honey, packed in new cans and cases, at

$14.85 per case of two 60-lb. cans. A few

cases of last year's clover honey at 10c. Write

for price on ten or more cases of new honey.

J. D. Beals, Oto, Iowa.

MR . B6TTLER,'suppl y your trade with the

best, several tons finest extracted honey

ready to ship at your command.
Bee-dell Apiaries, Earlville. N. Y.

FOR SALE—Extra fine white clover honey, in

new 60-lb. cans, two to the case, at $15,

f. 0. b, Ruthven, Iowa.
Martin Carsmoe.

FOR SALE—Amber honey in 60-lb. cans.

P. W. Sowinski, Bellaire, Mich.

FOR SALE—Finest clover honey, packed in

new 60-lb. cans and 5-lb pails. Sample 15c.

A. C. Ames. Weston, Ohio.

HONEY—SUPPLY YOUR CUSTOMERS—
Finest alfalfa-clover honey, extra strong

cases, case of two 5-gal. cans, $12; case of six

lO-lb. pails, $7.20; case of twelve 5-lb. pail'S,

$7.80, all f. o. b. here.

E. F. Atwater. Meridian, Idaho.

FOR SALE—No. 1 white comb, $6 per case;

No. 2 white comb, $5 per case of 24 sections;

six cases to carrier. Clover extracted, in two

r.O-lb. cans to case, 15c per pound; £-lb. pails,

$1 each, 12 to case. Amber baking honey, two

sixtylb. cans to case, l»c per pound; same

honey in 50-ga!lon ba^-rels. 8c.

H. G. Qiiirin, Bellevue, Ohio.

FOR SALE—New crop sweet clover honey in
5-lb. pails, 12 to case, 15c per lb.; 60-lb. cans,

two to case, 12J^c per lb.

J. r. Goodwin, South Sioux City, Neb

FOR SALK^Extra choice extracted white clo-
ver honey, put up in 60-lb. cans and 5-lb.

lithographed pails. Sample 20c, same to apply
on first order.

E. J. Stahlman, Grover Hill, Ohio.

FOR SALE—Extra fine Michigan white clover
and basswood honey. Almost water white;

indeed, I doubt if the color, body and flavor
can be beaten. Put up in 60-lb. cans. 2 to
the case, at 15c per pound, or in 5-pound pails,
50 to the barrel, at 17c per pound. Sample 15c.

O. H. Schmidt, Rt. 5, Bay City, Mich.

FOR SALE—Finest Michigan raspberry, bass-
wood and clover No. 2 white comb. $5.50 per

case; No. 1, $6; fancy, $6.50; extra fancy, $7.
24 Danz. sections to case. Extracted. 60-lb. cans
15c per lb. W. A. Latshaw, Clarion, Mich.

FOR SALE—Extracted honey. Write for
prices. A. L. Kildow, Putnam, 111.

WANTED—Shipments of old comb and cap-
pings for rendering. We pay the highest

cash and trade prices, charging but 5c a pound
for wax rendering. Fred W. Muth Co.,

204 Walnut St., Cincinnati, Ohio.

HONEY WANTED—Give particulars in first

letter. Elton Warner, Asheville. N. C.

SUPPLIES
ATWATER HONEY—Supply your customers.

FOR SALE—Four-frame Handy reversible ex-
tractor, $26.

Lorenzo Clarke, Win ona. Minn.
FOR SALE—Empty honey cans in cases, all in
A No. 1 shape. Emil Strudel.

1461 Richard St., Milwaukee, Wis.

FOR SALE—£5 standard dovetailed hive-
bodies, new and free from disease, $1 25

each. Thos . Cordner. Rt. 7, Sparta, Wis.

CLOSING BARGAINS—8 frames shallow ex-
tracting supers, 65c; shallow frames. 2K'C;

Hoffman frames, 6c; 10-frame section supers,
SOc; plain section holders, 2^c; Parker foun-
dation fastener. 20c; Alexander feeders, 20c;
division-board feeders, 25c; bee escape board,
15c; single exit bee escape, 12^^c; super
springs, TOc per 100; tin rabbets. 8 frames, Ic
each. H. S. Duby. St. Anne. 111.

WESTERN BEEKEEPERS—We can demon-
strate that you can save money on buying

bee supplies of best quality. Write for our
latest price list.

The Colorado Honey Producers' Association,

^__^______^___^___ Denver, Colo.

HAVE YOU any Bee Journals or bee books
published previous to 1900 you wish to dis-

pose of? If so send us a list.

American Bee Journal, Hamilton, III.

MISCELLANEOITS GOODS
We list below numerous goods, very slightly

shopworn, or odd stock, at prices which will

save you money:
1 copy Productive Beekeeping, well bound,
good as new $1.90

13 wiring boards for Langstroth brood frames,
Hoffman size, $1.00 each

1 Big Smoke smoker, I slight dent $1.45
1 transformer for 60-cycle llO-volt current.

$2.50
9 10-frame Tri-State honey hoartls.... 25c each
145 liber mats for 10-fame hives 30c each
£ S-fi ame moving screens for entrances of

hives 25c each
5 10-frame moving screens for entrance hives

25c each
HIVES ANi^ PARTS

4 crates of 5 1-story 8 -frame tri-state hi* es

with frames $14.28 per crate

1 crate of 5 l*story lO-fratne tri-state hives,

with frames $15.70 per crate

5 crates of 5 No. 1 S-frame tri-state supers.
$4.15 per crate

10 crates of 5 No. 1 10-frame tri-state supers
$4.55 per crate

3 crates of 5 S-frame tri-state supers, with 5H
frames , $4.10 per crate

5 crates of 5 10-frame tri-state supers, with

5-lii frames ....: $4.55 per crate

3 crates of 5 No. 2 10-frame dovtlailed supers
$5.65 per crate

3 crates of 5 10-frame dovetailed sui)crs, with

5^g frames - $4-55 per crate
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23 crates of 5 S-frame 1-story dovetailed hives,

with frames $11.90 per crate

1 crate of 5 10-frame dovetailed supers, 1CJ4
wide, for i\ix4^xl*/i sections,

$4.60 per crate
1 crate of 5 No. 3 lO-fraine dovetailed supers

$o-65 per crate

i crates of 100 Modiiied Dadant extracting
frames, Gli deep $ri.40 jier crate

2 crates 100 Modified Dadant brood frames
$(i.8.j per crate

BOTTOMS AND COVERS
1 crate of 5 JO-frame dovetailed bottoms.

$3.30 per crate

29 crates of 5 S-frame Excelsior covers
$3.12 per crate

1''' crates of 5 S-frame ventilated gable covers,

$3.20 per crale

1 crate of 5 8-frame dovetailed flat wood cov-

ers with inners $3.20 per crate

8 crates of it S-frame Colo, covers, with in-

ners $0.00 per crate

11 crates of 5 10-frame Colo, covers, with in-

ners $7.00 per crate

6 crates of 5 10-frame double wood covers with
inners $3.30 per crate

6 crates of 5 10-frame ventilated gable covers
$3.30 per crate

SECTIONS
2 crates of 500 oJ4x.')>^x2 open 4 sides^-sections

$6.00 per crate

30 crates of 500 i%xl^ 2 side sections,

$5.50 per crate

8 crates of 500 414x1 15-16 2 side sections

$5.50 per crate

6 crates of 500 41^x2 2 side sections
$5.50 per crate

7 crates of 500 4x5x1^ plain sections

$5.00 per crate

3 crates of 500 4x5x1H plain sections, split

$5.00 per crate

400 5*4x6%xl% sections, 2 side, all for

$3.50 for lot

SHIPPING CASES
2 crates of 10 shipping cases fori 2 \%x\%

sections $3.00 per crate

5 crates of 50 single tier shipping cases for 24
4i%x2 sections $25 per crate

4 crates of 25 safety cases for 24 A%x\]/2 sec-

tions $12.25 per crate
10 crates of 25 shipping cases, safety, fot 24

^VAxXI'i sections $11.75 pe crate
1 crate of 10 safety cases for 12 AV^x\% sec-

tions $3.00 per crate
1 crate of 25 single tier cases for 24 4!4xl?/s

sections $11.75 per crate

1 crate of 10 2-tier cases for 24 4'4xl'/^ sec-

tions $5.30 per crate

4 crates of 25 cases for 18 4x5x1 1^ sections

$7.00 per crate
2 crates of 10 cases for 12 4^xlJ^ sections

$3.00 per crate
EXTRACTORS, HONEY AND WAX

3 No. 10 extractors, never used, tine con^ii-

tion $30.00 each
1 No. 15 extractor, never used, fine condi-

tion $32.00
1 Emerson 4-frame reversible, line condi-

tion $60.00
1 Rauchfuss solar wax extractor, fine condi-

tion $8.00
HONEY PACKAGES AND SIGNS

65 cases of 2 60-Iu cans, new cans, used cases
$1.15 per case

16 cases 24 6-oz. glasses 75c per case
3 cases 24 l2-oz. jars $1.25 per case
1 case 24 24 oz. jars $1.75
500 1-lb friction-top cans, with lids; no bails

2c per can
1 honey sign, 25x25 in., slight bend $2.00
Send us your order by return mail.

DADANT & SONS.
Hamilton, Illinois.

FOR SALE~
ATWATER HONEY—Supply your customers.

FOR SALE—1900 to 1914 back numbers of
Gleanings; best offer takes them. S. C.

W. L. cockerels at $1.25 each.
A. H. Hattendorf. Ocheyedan. Iowa.

FOR SALE—Good second-hand 60-Ib cans, two
cans to a case, oxed. at 60c per case f. o. b.

Cincinnati. Terms cash.
C. H. W. Weber & Co., 2163 Central Ave.

Cincinnati. Ohio.

FOR SALE, apiary—Five hundred cash, seven-
teen strong colonies Italian bees in Root

hives. Cowan extractor, 9 gross fancy bottles.

1,000 fancy labels. 100 corrugated shipping
cases; established trade. Bee pasturage all

year. Cheap rent. Suburb of New Orleans.
La., on car line. (Opportunity for woman or
elderly man. Katz, 816 Perdido St..

New Orleans, La.

FOR SALE—Cedar or pine dovetailed hives;
also full line of supplies, including Dadant's

foundation. Write for catalog.

A. E. Burdick, Sunnyside, Wash.

-SALE—Hamburg chickens; rare old vio-

Elias Fox, Union Center. Wis.
FOR-

lin .

FOR SALE—"Superior" Foundation (Weed
process). Quality and service unexcelled-

Superior Honey Co., 0«den, Utah.

WANTED
ATWATER HONEY—Supply your customers.

WANTED—C"omb hone>\ Dcscriijjtion and
price first letter; also extracted honey; bees,

Frank Coyle, Penfield, III.

WANTED—High grade extracted honey, w.ute
clover preferred. Merton Church,

Highland _Park, 111.

WANTED—Our own fall crop having been a
partial failure, we could use limited quanti-

ties of heartsease and Spanish needle honey.
Send sample when offering and give price you
expect and how put ui> in first letter.

Dadant & Sons, Hamilton, Illinois.

WANTED—Honey, section, bulk comb and ex-
tracted. W. A. Hunter, Terre Haute, Ind.

WE BUY honey and beeswax. Give us your
best price, delivered in New York. On

comb honey, state quantity, quality, size and
weight of sections and number of sections to a

case. Extracted honey, quantity, quality, how
packed, and send samples.

Charles Israel Bros. Co.,
486-490 Canal St.. New York City.

WANTED—Beeswax, also old combs and cap-
pings to render on shares ; will buy your

share and pay the highest market price.

F. J, Rettig, Wabash, Ind.

WANTED—Beeswax, old combs and cappings
for rendering on share- Also wax accepted

for trade. Top market prices offered.

A. 1. Root Co., Council Bluffs, Iowa.

WANTED—Your order for "Superior'* Foud-
dation. Prompt shipments at right prices.

Superior Honey Co., Ogden, Utah.

WANTED—Extracted honey. Send prices and
samples. Will exchange Haywood vulcaniz-

ing outfit for honey, worth $450, with tools

and equipment. Chris Bahr. Cathay. N. Dak.

MISCELLANEOUS
ATWATER HONEY—Supply your customers.

LEAGUE EMBLEMS—We still have a~u^-
ber of U. S. Beekeepers* emblems, buttons

or pins, bronze or gold. Send 50 cents and
get one

American Bee Journal, Hamilton, 111.

JOURNAL
COMBINATIONS

Knowing that our readers are inter-

ested in all beekeeping literature, we
are glad to offer the different bee

journals in combination with our own
at a reduction that will be a saving

Regular With A.B.J.
Price

Western Honey Bee--$1.00
Beekeepers' Item 1.00
Dixie Beekeeper 1.00
Beekeepers' Review. _ 1.00
Gleanings in Bee Cul-

ture 1.00

I year

$2.25
2.25
2.25
2.25

2.50

cents perCanadian postage, 15
year; foreign, 25 cents.

Prices quoted on all foreign bee
publications on application.

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL
Hamilton, Illinois

SITUATIONS

ATWATER HONEY—Supply your customers.

WAXTKU — Salesman to stll "Desert (iold"
honey. All winter position to right man.

Give references and particulars first letter.

Custer Battlefield Apiaries,
Hardin, Mont.

WANTED—Position—Young man, 20, wants
position with commercial Ijcekeeper for sea-

son of 1922; 3 years' experience in beekeeping
on small scale. References furnished.

Jos. C. Allen, Alpine. Ala.

A Cinch for

Beekeepers
That's what Hubam means. It

makes a wonderful honey flow from
early summer to killing frost; is a

splendid legume for pasture or hay,

and a luxuriant grovrth to plow under

for humus and plant food. Besides

this, the cash crop from the seed

alone is no small item. Our av-

erage yield has been 400 lbs. per acre.

Let us send you our Seed Sense mag-
azine free. Tells all about it. We
offer genuine, certified HUBAM at $2

per pound on early orders.

HENRY FIELD SEED CO.
Shenandoah, Iowa

~:~:~>

EVERY STEP IN
BEEKEEPING

By Benjamin Wallace Douglass

A brand-new book based on the

most up-to-date scientific -.nfor-

mation and thorough practical

e.xperience that tells how to

keep bees (or profit.

A book of directions, every step
made clear, so that the beginner
may start right and go forward
without floundering. Delight-
fully written. Author was for-

merly State Entomologist of In-

diana and has been a successful

beekeeper for years.

Illustrated with thirty-one pho-
tographs. Price $2.50. Sent

postpaid on approval to any

V subscriber if the name of this

magazine is mentioned.

THEBOBBS-MERRilLCG.
University Plaza, Indianapolis,

Indiana.
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rrALIAN BEES AND QUEENS
MR. BEEKEEPER: How many crops of honey have you had cut short because your colonies were not strong

enough to gather to best advantage? It will be your fault if they are not strong enough next spring, be-

cause by shaking from one-half to one pound of YOUNG ITALIAN BEES in each of them it will boost them
up to where they will be strong enough to lay up the honey, if it is to be had. If you haven't already, ti-y it.

POUND PACKAGES—NOTE, WITH QUEEN
1-lb. package, with queen, $4.00; 10 or more .$3.50

2-lb. package, with queen, $5. .50; 10 or more, .$5.00

3-lb. package, with queen, $7.25; 10 or more, $6.75

TERMS: 25 per cent to book order.

The Stover Apiaries, ^^Iayhew, Mississippi
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THE ROSEDALE APIARIES, Big Bend, La.
J. B. MARSHALL AND H. P. LeBLANC, Props.

Can supply you promptly April 15th to May 30th, 1922 with the very best Italian

Bees and Queens at following prices:

1 -Frame Nuclei, 1-Ib. Bees $3.00

Untested Queens each 1.50

2-Frame Nuclei, 2-lb. Bees $6.00
Tested Queens each 1.75

t

No bee disease in territory. Health certificate goes
with each shipment

SPECIAL PRICES TO LARGE ORDERS
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FOOT SCRAPER FREE
We have in stock 18 Victor Foot Scrapers taken in

on advertising two years ago. These sell regularly

at $1.50. In order to clean them up we will send

one free to each of the first eighteen persons sending

us one new subscriber at $1.50, together with their

own renewal.

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL, Hamilton, Illinois

Southern Headquarters

Package Bees. Reliable Queens.

Three-Banded Italian Only

We solicit your orders for 1922 .shipping. We have the stock,

equipment and experience necessary to give you prompt, satisfactory

service. We have more than 1,000 big, healthy, hustling colonies of

pure Italian bees to draw from. Write for our illustrated price list.

W. D. ACHORD, Fitzpatrick, Ala.

Woman's World,

Good Stories,

American Woman,

(Monihiy)\ Our Price
(Monthly) /

(Monthly)

;

5—Good— $ I
Magazines JL

^Our Price

„.„,.„ mm
Mother's Magazine, (Monthly) i

^j^j^ p,yg
The Farm Journal, (Monthly) ' for i year

ORDER BY CLUB NUMBER NO

A Dollar Bill will do— We take the risk

Send all orders to

Whitlock & Summerhays
25 North Dearborn Street, CHICAGO

HUBAM, OR WHITE ANNUAL
SWEET CLOVER

Pay your debts by growing Hubam
while the seed is scarce. Contract for

your seed now. Every beekeeper
should grow Hubam. The best paying
crop today on the farm.

E. G. LEWIS SEED CO.,
Media, III.. U. S. A.

POULTRY
TRIBUNE

America's Leading

PoultryPaper
SluiwiniC ('liumpiiiii!, in all lirueda.

4 MONTH'S TRIAL OC-
SUBSCRIPTION ^OC

U. S. Sdiiiipa Rcrrpted Pnictical
a,li.-K.« l.y f„r..,.„u vn,],ry,u,;,.
SOpii, I .Vc:ir Sl.OO; 3 .vr„rH*.3.00.

Poultry Tribune Depl.6, MI.Morrls.in.
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SHE-SUITS-ME queen-bees, prices
for 1921: Untested Italians, $2 each;
$1.75 each for 10 or more, prior to

June 15. After June 15, 1 to 9 queen*
$1.50 each, 10 to 24 $1.40 each, 25 and
up $1.25 each.

ALLEN LATHAM,
Norwichtown, Colin.

WESTERN BEEKEEPERS!
We handle the finest line of bee

supplies. Send for our 68-page cata-

log. Our prices will interest you.

The Colorado Honey Producers' As-
sociation^ 1424 Market St.,

Denver, Colo.

FOR THE FAMILY
You may have seen the family group that

The Youth's Companion has chosen for its

symhol. It appears on all Companion sta-

tionery and on all Companion advertising mat-
ter. It typifies the idea that The Companion
stands for—the solidarity of the family. In its

stories, in its articles, in its contents generally,
The Companion speaks to the family, animated
by the spirit that draws parents and children
together round a common hearthstone, sharers
in the same duties, the same joys, the same as-

pirations. New subscriptions for 1922 will re-

ceive:
The Youth's Companion—52 Issues in 1922.

2. All remaining weekly 1921 issues.

3 The Companion Home Calendar for 1922.
All for $2.50.

4 Or include McCall's Magazine, the monthly
authority on fashions. Both publications,
only $3.00.

THE YOUTH'S COMPANION.
Commonwealth Ave., & St. Paul St., Boston,

Mass.

New Subscriptions Received at this Office.

Statement of the Ownership, Man>
agement. Circulation, Etc., required
by the act of Congress of August
24, 1912, of American Bee Journal,
published monthly at Hamilton Illi-

nois, for October, 1921:
STATE OF ILLINOIS, 1

County of Hancock. / '

Before me. a Notary Public, in and for the

State and County aforesaid, personally ap-

peared M. G. Dadant, who having been duly
sworn according to law, deposes and says that

he is the Business Manager of the American
Bee Journal, and that the following is, to the

best of his knowledge and belief, a true state-

ment of the ownership, management, etc., of

the aforesaid publication for *hf date shown
in the above caption, required by the Act of

August 24. 1912, embodied in Section 443,

Postal Laws and Regulations, printed on the

reverse side of this form, to-wit:

1. That the names and addresses of the pub-
lisher, editor, managing editor and business
manager are:

Publisher, American Bee Journal, Hamilton,
HI.

Editor, C. P. Dadant, Hamilton, 111.

Aianaging Editor, Frank C. Peiiett, Hamil-
ton, 111.

Business Manager, M. G. Dadant, Hamilton,
111.

2. That the owners are:
C. P. Dadant, Hamilton. 111.

H. C. Dadant, Hamilton. III.

V. M. Dadant. Hamilton, 111

Leon Saugier, Hamilton, 111.

L. C. Dadant, Hamilton. Ill

M. G. Dadant. Hamilton, 111.

Jos. Saugier, Hamilton, 111.

That the known bondholders, mortgagees
and other security holders owning or holding
1 per cent or more of the total amount of

bonds, mortgages or other securities, are:

None.
(Signed) M. G. DADANT.
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 21st

day of October, 1921.
' MARY McCOY, Notary Public.

My commission expires January 17, 1924.

FOR YOUR 1921 CROP
Comb honey shipping cases, honey cans, friction top pails. Prices

on application.

Early order cash discount on sections, hives, supers, frames, comb
foundation and other goods.

Buy now and get supplies ready for 1922. Make out your list

and send for our prices.

AUGUST LOTZ COMPANY, Boyd, Wisconsin

ITS HERE! WE HAVE IT!

QUALITY
BEE SUPPLIES

POLISHED SHIPPING CASES
One-piece covers and bottoms, glass and paper included, selling

at cost prices, as follows:

24-lb., for lys sections, $30 per 100
12-lb., for 1% sections $17 per 100

Write for illustrated catalog on our bee supplies.

We are always ready to serve you.

CHAS. MONDENG
146 Newton Ave. N. and 159 Cedar Lake Rd. Minneapolii, Minn.

NUCLEI FOR SALE— 1922 PRICES
Experience has taught us that nuclei is the one safe way to buy your bees. Having

their combs of brood, they travel more contented and nearly always arrive in perfect

condition. Remember that in buying our nuclei you are not only getting two pounas

of bees, but three frames of brood, which, when hatched, will double the size of the

colony. Note what two large beekeepers of the North say: "I have no hesitation in

recommending you as to ability to put up bees for shipment, or as to your business in-

tegrity. Of the 225 nuclei sent to date, every one came through alive and in fine con-

dition. R. F. Holteimann, Ontario, Canada." G. E. Saunders, of Hornby, Canada,

says: "Nuclei arrived in fine shape; made 100 lbs. clover honey each. Book me for

100 next spring."

PRICE LIST OF OUR GOODS

3-frame nuclei Hyprid bees, guaranteed pure Italian queen $5.00 each

3-frame nuclei Italian bees, with Italian queen 6.00 each

3-frame nuclei Black bees and Black queen 4.00 each

Cypress hives, complete, crate of 6 12.00

Medium brood foundation, per pound 65

Terms, one-third down to guarantee acceptance. Safe arrival and satisfaction guar-

anteed.

A. R. IRISH, Ludowici, Ga.
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MR. BEEKEEPER
We have a large plant especially equipped to manufacture the sup-

plies that you use. We guarantee all materials and workmanship.

We ship anywhere. We allow early order discounts and make

prompt shipments. Write for free illustrated catalog today

LEAHY MFG. CO., 90 Sixth Street, Higginsville, Missouri
J. W. ROUSE, Mexico, Missouri A. M. HUNT, Goldthwaite, Texas
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Annual White Sweet
Clover Seed

(James or Alabama Strain)

Start right. Buy your seed from
the home of this New Plant.

This clover was discovered growing
in Alabama by our Mr. James, in

1919.

Our crop this year was harvested
without rain, and we can :''uvnish a
very high grade of seed, absolutely
pure, grown by us on cultivated lands.

We are offering a limited supply at

$2 per pound, delivered. This will be
clean, hulled, scarified seed. Ger-
mination test must please yoa. Write
for further information as to liow to

grow, etc.

F. A. James Clover Seed Co
Newbern, Alabama

•INKST Mich-
fian Raspberry
Bas«wood andHONEY i

< lijs cr comb ;ind extracted hooey.

Crate Scases 24seL-. Ex. Fancy $44.00
Crate 8 cases 24 sec. Fancy comb 40.00
Crate 8 cases 24 sec. A No. 1 co'b 3b 00
Crate 12 pails. 5-lb., extracted 10.80
Cra-e 6 paili, 10-lb., extracted 10.20
Cratt2cans. 60-lb., extracted 14.40

Send Today for Free Sample

W. A. LATSHAW COMPANY, Clarion, Michigan"

BEE SUPPLIES
We carry a complete stock of sup-

plies at all times, and can make
prompt shipments. Our prices will

interest you.
Send Us Your Inquiries

A. H. RUSCH & SON CO.
Reedsville, Wis.

Shrubs
and Trees

tint provide Nectar for
til.- Boos and Fruit for the^ taousc'lidld. No (!anli wltb

order, (lit our (liitaloR T()1)AY.

PROGRESS NURSERIES
1318 Peters Ave. Troy, Ohio

Make it a General Order
"Christmas Seal All Christmas Mail"

"Letters— invoices—packages—every piece of mail shouki bear

tuberculosis Christmas Seals."

Will you issue such an onler antl help us continue the health work
which is saving over 75,000 lives in the United States each )'ear?

The result of this tremendous crusade amounts to an economic

saving of hundreds ol iiilllions of dollars annually—a salvage that

affects every business in America.

Christmas SeaT#(%Christnias Mail

The N.itional, State and Local Tuherculosi;* Associations of the United States
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HONEY CANS
Several carloads just received at our Ogden, Utah and Idaho Falls, Idaho warehouses
We also manufacture shipping cases and dovetailed beehives. Special prices

on request. "Everything in bee supplies." Prompt shipments

SUPERIOR HONEY CO., Ogden, Utah
(Manufacturers of Weed Process Foundation)

HONEY WANTED HONEY I

t

I

i
.|. We are in the market for both comb and extracted. Send sample of ex-

% tracted, state how put up with lowest price delivered Cincinnati. Comb
t honey, state grade and how packed with lowest price delivered Cincin-
X
^1^ nati. We are always in the market for white honey if price is right.

I
i C.H.W. WEBER &C0.,2163-65-67 Central Ave., Cincinnati, O. i
X

f.

^

3-BANDED—20,000—LEATHER-COLORED

ITALIAN QUEENS FOR 1922
•? 4,000 PACKAGES AND NUCLEI

,J.

SOUTHLAND QUEENS ' THEY EXCEL '»•

y Bred from Root Home-bred Selected Breeders—Backed by over 50 years' experience in breeding the Best, X
y. Most Prolific Queens of today. '

.'.

t EXTREMELY PROLIFIC—BRED FOR SERVICE A
Y •'•

*|* A Few Voluntary Letters A
A New Liskeard, (.)nt., Canada. yA Your queens are the largest, finest, most prolific I have ever handled. Have purchased queens irom V
.> the largest breeders in the country and yours surpass them all. They are hardy, resistant. They eat up Y
*% K- F. B. Am telling my neighbors about your queens. Y
Y Slater, Wyoming, Sept. 22. 1921. X
•}• Queens arrived O. K. Received Sept. 9th. A day and a half from the time the queen was turned A
Y loose there were FOUR frames filled witli eggs. Thanking you for your good queen. I remain, A

'Xi , , .

Vancouver. B. C, Sept. 1. 1921. A
,J, We received the queens several days ago. I might say lliat while I have imported several hundred i
X queens this year, these are the best in the leather-colored Italians that have Jjeen imported yet. The V
X leather-colored bees are winning favor over the goldcns in this province. v
t *'

Y
Y
Yy Unles'ed-JI 50 12 or more, $125 25 or more. SI. 15 50 or more, $1.00 TesIed-$2.50 12 or more, $2 25 25 or more $2 15 50 or more $'00 X
Y 100 or more Wc. 100 or mnrc; $1 90. '

'
" A

A Pound packages—Shipped on Comb of Foundation, f. o. b. Shipping Point, by Express. Y
Y I-oound packaUe, no queen. $3 00 25 or more. $2.25 50 or more. $2.15 100 or more. 2.00 A
Y 2-pound pack.ige, no queen. 5.00 25 or more. 3.75 fO or more. 3.50 100 or more," 3.35 A
Y 3-pound package, no queen, 7.00 25 or more. 5 25 50 or more. 5.00 100 or more,' 4^85 A

20,000 QUEENS 20,000 |

X NUCLEI .«.

A Good stronfT combs, filled with brood, same prices respectively as Pound Packages. Y
Y *»*

•,• WE GUARANTEE SAFE ARRIVAL. MISMATED QUEENS REPLACED. BOOK YOUR ORDER NOW ***

Y mic "Jiippi V ic I iKAiTm AOUR SUPPLY IS LIMITED

THE SOUTHLAND APIARIES, box sss Hattiesburg, IVIiss.
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QUEENS PACKAGE BEES
FULL COLONIES AND NUCLEI

QUEENS

Our bees are hustlers for honey, prolific, gentle, very resistant to European foulbrood, our customers tell

us. For years we have been shipping thousands of queens and pounds of bees all over the United States and

Canada. We are continually getting letters with statements such as the following: "Well pleased with your

stock; best we ever had. The bees we got from you are the tops (best) out of our 225 colonies; bees arrived

in fine shape; well pleased." One customer in Canada wrote he would get over 200 pounds average this

year from bees bought of me last year; another wrote he would get over 90 pounds average this year from

packages bought in the spring. Write for free circular giving details, etc.

We are quoting a lower price for balance of the year, but will still hold up the high standard of Quality

First. I have a good proposition for two or three Northern men wanting to come South this fall. Write for

particulars.

Queens after July 1st, balance of the year:

Untested $1 35 each, S5 or more $1.00 each

Select Untested $1.60 each, 25 or more $1.25 eacl

Tested $2.25 each, 26 or more $1.75 each

Select Tested $2.76 each, 25 or more $2.00 each

Breeders $6.00 to $16.00

1 pound pkg. bees $2.25 each; 26 or more, $2.13 each

2 pound package bees $3.75 each; 26 or more, $8.56 each

3 pound pkg. bees $5.26 each; 25 or more, $4.98 each

Add price of queen wanted when ordering bees. Safe arrival

guaranteed within 6 days of here.

J. MY FREE CIRCULAR FOR 1922 SHIPPING, quoting lower prices on package bees and queens is

•j* ready to mail. Send for one before placing your order.

I NUECES COUNTY APIARIES, Calallen, Texas
X E. B. AULT, Proprietor

^x-KKKKK~:~x~x-K~:~>:"X~:*<~:~x~:~:":~K~:~K~x~:~:":~>x~^^^
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SLUM GUM AND OLD COMBS
Worked into beeswax at 5c per pound, minimum charge $1.00. Pay taken from wax.

Market price paid for the wax, worked into foundation or trade for supplies.

Working beeswax into foundation is a specialty with us.

Ship to Falconer, N. Y. Mark each package with your name and

address both inside and outside.

Write for red catalog of beekeepers supplies and REDUCED price

liat.

W. T. FALCONER MFG. COMPANY, Falconer, N. Y., U. S. A.

"Where the good Beehives come from"

GOLDEN ITALIAN QUEENS
Nov. 1 to June 1 June 1 to Nov. 1

1 6 12 1 5 12

Unte.ted $2 00 $9.00 $16.80 $150 $8 00 $14.50

Select Unte.ted 2.25 10.50 18.00 2.00 9.50 16.00

Tested 4.00 22.50 40.00 3.50 10 50 36,00

Select Tested 4.50 25.00 45.00 4.00 22.50 40.00

BREEDERS $12.50 TO $25.00
10 per cent additional for ICxportcd Queens. Queena for Export will be carefully

packed in long distance cages, but safe delivery ia not guaranteed.

NO NUCLEI, FULL COLONIES OR POUND PACKAGES.

BEN G. DAVIS, Spring Hill, Tenn.

BARNES' FOOTPOWER MACHINERY
Read what J. E. Parent,

of Chariton, N. Y says:

"We cut with one of

your Combined
Machinea last winter 50
chaff hivei with 7-in.

cap, 100 honey-racks,

500 frames and a great

deal of other work."

W. F. & JOHN BARNES
995 Ruby St.. ROCKFORD..ILLINOIS
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Crop and Market Report

Compiled hj M. G. Didaot

NOVEMBER REPORT

For our November report we asked the following ques-

tions of our reporters:

1. What is your total crop and how does it compare to

last year?

2. What have you been selling your honey for, whole-

sale and jobbing?

3. Is the honey demand looking up any?

4. How much of your crop is sold?

THE TOTAL CROP

We can do no better than give the average of figures

as given by reporters on the total crop. Maine reports
70 per cent of a normal crop, Vermont 50 per cent, Rhode
Island and Connecticut 50 per cent, Massachusetts 50 per
cent, New York 70 per cent, Pennsylvania 150 per cent,

Maryland, New Jersey and the Carolinas 10 per cent,

Georgia 75 per cent, Florida 50 per cent, Kentucky and
Tennessee 30 per cent, Mississippi and Alabama 50 per
cent, Louisiana 125 per cent, Texas 110 per cent, Ohio
110 per cent, Indiana 100 per cent, Michigan 125 per
cent, Wisconsin 75 per cent, Minnesota 80 per cent, Illi-

nois 80 per cent, Iowa 10 to 50 per cent, depending
whether on eastern or western side of the State ; Missouri
50 per cent, Kansas and Nebraska and South Dakota 50
per cent, Arizona and New Mexico 30 per cent, Colorado
100 per cent, Montana 125 per cent, Idaho 75 per cent
Utah 50 per cent, Nevada 80 per cent, Oregon and Wash-
ington 50 per cent, California 5 to 50 per cent.

All in all, indications are that there will not be much
over 75 per cent as much honey as last season, even
though we take into consideration the larger number of
bees this year.

One big factor also is that some of the largest honey-
producing areas have had a short crop, so that the total

amount of honey entering into shipment to the larger
markets will probably show a smaller percentage than
mentioned above.

PRICES OF HONEY

Two months ago the market was greatly depressed.
There was a large amount of foreign honey being offered
and this was having its effect on the whole honey situa-

tion. Since that time, there has been a decided change.
Cuban honey is beginning to seek the European markets
to such an extent that we see in '.he German bee papers
agitation against the cheap "American" honeys which are
damaging the sale of their home product.

We know of one or two cars of white honey being sold

at a price ranging from 7 to 8V4 cents f. o. b. shipping
point, with considerable amber honey from the west be-
ing offered as low as 6 cents f. o. b. shipping point. Comb
honey is in excellent demand. Some has sold as low as
$4.15 to $4.75 per case, f. o. b. shipping point for No. 1.

These sales seem to have been made by the "scared" bee-
keeper, however, as there was no indication of such a low
price being necessary to move the honey. Mostly comb
is selling fiom $5.25 to $5.75 f. o. b. shipping point for
No. 1.

Most of the prices turned in by producers would indi-

cate that they expect to get the equal of 8 1^^ to 9 cents
f. o. b. the western shipping point, which means a basis of

about 10% to 11 cents for the easterner. These prices
we believe are not out of the way, and should represent
the minimum price in large lots, for white honey. Amber
is still meeting the competition of the earlier cheap honey
and will feel it probably for a little time yet.

THE DEMAND
It is remarkable how replies accord as to the demand

for honey. Whereas two months ago, all reporters were
discouraged with the vei-y slack demand and lack of in-

terest on the part of the buying public, now comes the as-

surance that the demand is improving fast. Many report
that the demand never was so good at this season of the
year. This is the case in our own locality, where honey is

being sold, evidently to replace the almost complete lack
of any kind of fruit.

Demand seems to be slower to pick up in the larger
centers, due more likely to the slowness of the jobbers to
buy than to the reticence on the part of the public. We
look for increased activity here as the fall develops. Comb-
honey demand is good. There should be no trouble in dis-
posing of this year's production at good prices.

PART OF CROP SOLD

As in the previous inquiry, nearly all reporters are in
accord to the effect that at least one-half the honey has
been sold, this being especially true in the States of small
production, where the sales are made locally and do not
go through the larger distributing centers. In view of
the fact that some of the later honey is no more than
ready for the market now, this is a good indication.
Texas, which seemed to be overstocked a little earlier in
the season, is getting rid of her surplus fast and should
be able to handle the bulk of her crop without trouble.

In cumber honeys, it seems that the cheapest offered now
are the Southern honeys, which are still very low, consid-
ering the otherwise stable condition of the market.

SUMMARY
All in all, the honey situation appears extremely favor-

able.

Old stocks are now practically cleaned up and the new
offerings are in good demand. The drop made earlier in
honey seems to have been sufficient to create for it a de-
mand on the part of the public. In our own locality sor-
ghum is selling at $1.50 per 10-lb. can, while honey brings
$2.25. Easy to see which will be selected by the party
who has a taste for honey.

We would urge several things on the honey producer
at this point. Supply your trade as long as it is possible
to do so, even though it means buying honey from out-
side, and even though your profits on the handling are
very moderate.

Get a fair price for your product, a price which will be
in line with the price quoted by the larger packer, so that
he may step into your market and keep it supplied con-
tinually should you run out.

Do not take advantage of the strong demand to raise
prices to the point where the demand will cease, for this
will mean a curtailing of consumption of honey, not only
now, but for years to come. It looks as though the honey-
eating public of war time was going to continue its use
if given a chance by the producer and handler.
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X If you want the cheapest, buy the best. I am offering to the trade of 1922 Nuclei, X
X Nuclei and more Nuclei 'k

X X
•> Let nie prove to you that one of my 3-frame nuclei is worth more to you than a 2 or 3 pound package; be- X
y sides, they cost you less. y
X 1st. One of my 3-frame nuclei is equal to a swarm of bees, as you get young bees and brood in all stages, X
•|« and the queen laying enroute. •!•

X 2nd. There is no trouble about transferring them, and the bees are fresh and not worn out from fretting •}

.'. as they are in pound packages. A
y 3rd. The purchaser has an absolute guarantee that they will arrive in good condition. y
X 4th. The three combs, if empty, are worth more than the difference in the price of freight. Last season X
•|« I shipped over eighteen hundred nuclei, with a loss of only two. Can the pound package shipper give such .|.

X a record? X
i' Read what one of my customers says: St. Thomas, Virgin Islands, U. S. A., June 21, 1921. Mr. A. B. Mar- A
y chant, Jesup, Ga. Dear Sir: "The four three-frame nuclei arrived today in perfect order, only stores were ,
X gone, and they could not have lasted a day longer, as they were on the road 28 days." Sincerely yours. Axel X
•|* Hoist. The above settles the question as to safe arrival. *
X Now a few words about my frames and combs. My frames are genuine Hoffman wired, with shoulders cut 'j*

•!• at each end of the end bars, which makes them fit square and even. .*.

Y My combs are drawn from full sheets of the famous Dadant foundation. There is none so good. y
X My shipping facilities are the best, having twenty or more express trains every twenty-four hours. Some X
y of them going to New York and other points without a change. ^
X Prices of my 3-frame nuclei, with a select untested queen, $5.50 each. Ten per cent cash with order to show X
•!• good faith, balance any time before shipping. ^
X Should a customer become dissatisfied and we cannot adjust the matter, then send your claim to the A. B. J. }
X and I will abide by whatever they do. X
y My bees are all bright 3-banded Italians. A great many breeders call them goldens. y
X To those that have weak colonies and wish to build them up, I can furnish nuclei without queens from fif- X
!• teen to twenty days earlier, pi'ice, $5 each. ^
X I can also furnish full colonies in 8 and 10-frame hives; prices quoted on application. Shipping season de- •»*

.*. pends on the weather, usually begins April 15th. .|.

y I can load a car in 48 hours, as I have over 1,000 colonies to draw from. y
X My Guarantee: Safe arrival in U. S. and Canada, free from disease, pure stock of Italians, quick and X
4" prompt service, and a satisfied customer. -' •!•

X THE NUCLEI MAN. X
I A. B. MARCHANT, Jesup, Georgia i
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PATTERSON & WINTERS

QUEENS
Early Order Discounts for 1922 on Queens and Package Bees

Orders received during November, 1921_-10% Orders received during January, 1922__ 6%
Orders received during December, 1921__ 8% Orders received during February, 1922 __ 4%

Orders received during March, 1922 2%

One fourth cash with order, balance before shipment.

QUEENS
1 untested Queen $1.25, 25 or more $1.00
1 tested Queen $2.50, 25 or more 2.25

1 select tested Queen, $3.00, 25 or more 2.50

NUCLEI
Two-comb regular Nuclei $3.60 Twenty-five or more 3.45

PACKAGES
One 2-lb. package, $3.60; 25 or more __-$3.45 One 3-lb. package, $5.00, 25 or more __- 4.75

Add price of queens wanted when ordering above packages.

PATTERSON & WINTERS, Jourdanton, Tex.
References: Adams Nat. Bank, Devine, Texas; Atascosa State Bank, Jourdanton, Tex.
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3-Banded Queens, Package Bees, Golden Queens

We are booking orders for 1922 delivery. Do not care to accept

any more business for 1921 delivery after September 10. We wish to

thank our many friends for their kind and, indeed, generous patron-

age during the present year, and we hope to serve them even better

the coming season, 1922. Our bees and service will be better the

coming year than ever before. Let us know your wants and get our

lowest prices, delivered, safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed.

M. C. BERRY & CO.
HAYNEVILLE, ALA., U. S. A.

>. *, * -- .- .. .*. -. .. --.. .«- .*.»*WV% *^* •
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OUR BACKDOOR NEIGHBORS
BY FRANK C. PELLETT

A book of fascinating stories of animal life. Will delight the children
and please the grown folks. Illustrated with many photographs
from life.

PRICE $1.50 POST PAID

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL
HAMILTON, ILL.

RPPICPPPPPC WE MANUFACTURE DOVETAILED HIVES, HOFFMAN^Kbr%b&l'&n9 FRAMES. SECTIONS AND SHIPPING CASES

Our hives are made of best grade White Pine, cut accurate and smooth to standard meas-

ure. Sections are made of Basswood polished on both sides. There are no better made.

We carry a complete line of everything used in the apiary. Our shipping facilities are as

good as can be found anywhere. We want your business. We guarantee prompt and

satisfactory service. Pric:: list free.

MARSHFIELD MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Marshfield, Wis.
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PACKAGE BEES FOR 1922
We Specialize on Three-band Italians Bred for Business.

A 2-pound package of our hustlers with a select untested queen
for $5; 25 or more, $4.75 each. Special prices on large lots. One-
fifth cash books your order. Order early and make sure of shipping

date. We do not accept more orders than we can fill promptly.

CANEY VALLEY APIARIES, Bay City, Texas
J. D. YANCEY, Mgr.

QPALITY

FlKST

»««qmniKSSOiicH^^ ^i|
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Books on Beekeeping
First Lessons in Beekeeping, by C. P.

Dadant. 167 pages, 178 illustrations.

Cloth $1.

Dadant System of Beeketpi. -, by C.

P. Dadant. 118 pages, 58 illustra-

tions. Cloth $1.

The Honeybee, by Langstroth and
Dadant. 575 pages, 229 illustrations.

Cloth $2.50.

Outapiaries, by M. G. Dadant. 125

pages, 50 illustrations. Cloth $1.

1000 Answers to Beekeeping Ques-
tions, by C. C. Miller. 276 pages,

illustrated. Cloth $1.25.

American' Hon / Plants, by Frank C.

Pellett. 300 large pages, 155 illus-

trations. Cloth $2.50.

Practical Queen Rearing, by Frank C.

Pellett. 105 pages, 40 illustrations.

$1.00.

Productive Beekeeping, by Frank C.

Pellett. 326 pages, 134 illustrations.

Clotii $2.50.

Beginner's Bee Book, by Frank C.

Pellett. 179 pages, illustrated. Cloth

$125.
Beekeeping in the South, by Kennith
Hawkins. 120 pages, 58 illustrations.

Cloth $125.

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL
HAMILTON, ILL.

PORTER ESCAPE
SAVES
HONEY
TIME
MONEY

For sale by all dealers
If no dealer, write factory

R. & E. C. PORTER, MFRS.
Lewistown, Illinois, U. S. A.

(Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writin
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ELECTRIC IMBEDDER
Price without Batteries,$1.50

Not Postpaid.
Actually cements wires in the foun-
dation. Will work with dry cells or
with city current in connection with
transformer. Best device of its kind
on the market.

For sale by all supply dealers.

Dadant & Sons, fjANULT^NriLL.

"QUEENS"

We are now booking orders for 1922

Price List

Before August 1st:

1 to 4, inclusive $2.50 each
5 to 9, inclusive $2.45 each
10 or more $2.40 each

After August 1st:

1 to 4, inclusive $2.00 each
5 to 9, inclusive $1.95 each
10 or more $1.90'each
Breeding queen, whole season

$10 each

JAY SMITH, Route 3
VINCENNES, IND.

1922
Place your order now for 1922 de-

livery of

FOREHAND'S THREE-BANDS
The Thrifty Kind

They are surpassed by none, but su-
perior to many.

Package Bees. Three-band Queens

Write for prices now.

W. J. FOREHAND & SONS
Fort Deposit, AU.

REASONS
WHY—

YOU WILL WANT

TO SEND US THE

COUPON AT ONCE

Money Saved is Money Made

The a. I Root Co. of Iowa,
Council Bluffs, la.

Gentlemen: Kindly name your fall prices of the
following:

1. Eight-frame hives, metal covers, complete,
sets 5 KD.

2. Eight-frame bodies, with frames, complete,
sets 5 KD.

3. Shipping cases, lots of

4. Cans, jars, pails and second-hand 5-gallon
cans.

5. Honey tanks.

Name

Address :

City

State

THE A. I. ROOT CO. OF IOWA

COUNCIL BLUFFS, IOWA
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Lumber that Lasts?
Here's a Convincing Case of an
Experienced Beekeeper who—

(But let the gentleman tell It himself:)

BUCK GROVE, IOWA, February 2, 1916.

"J have been a Cypress man for lo, these ynany moons. Almost all my dovetail

hives are of Cypress, as are bottom-boards, and I think, shallow telescope covers. ^Ay
hive stands are of Cypress, and stand in the mud and wet all the time and are as solid

as when I got the first one some years ago. Cypress is a trifle heavier than white
(cork) pine, but not much more than the heavier grade of pine now used. The fact

that it is 'everlasting' compensates for all this." (Signed) A. F. BONNEY, M. D,

For a job of repairing or for equipment, the lumber that will give you the greatest real investment value in the market is Cypress, com-
monly known as the "Wood Eternal." This wood does not rot down like most woods: it lasts and lasts and LASTS, and LASTS and
LASTS. It is the Gopher Wood of the Bible—Noah built his ark of Cypress. Since the days of Noah, Cypress has been famous for
endurance under the most trying conditions. Cypress is the one certified Greenhouse wood. That's "some " test. Bottom
boards are another.

GET A BOOK-IT IS FREE
There are 42 volumes in the internationally famous Cypress Pocket Library, and each is authoritative in its field, and all are FREE.
Vol. 1 is the U. S. Gov't Report on Cypress—that is a good authority, surely. Vol. 4 is the Barn Book, with plans and specifications

for building. Vol. 36 is the Carpentry Book, making easy a dozen hard jobs of carpentry. Vol. 19 is the Canoe and Boat Book. Vol.

S7 is the Silo Book. All are free for the asking. Suppose you ask for one or a dozen, right away.

WORTH INVESTIGATING
This Cypress wood matter is worth investigating. Just write our "All-round Helps Department."

SOUTHERN CYPRESS iVIANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION
1251 GRAHAM BUILDING, JACKSONVILLE, FLA. 1251 POYDRAS BUILDING, NEW ORLEANS, LA

FOR QUICK SERVICE, ADDRESS NEAREST POST OFFICE

DO YOU USE ALUMINUM HONEYCOMBS?
IF NOT, WHY NOT?

'4

y**

Each comb is in itself a valuable asset to any apiary. It is the only comb which
enables BEEKEEPERS TO OBTAIN ALL THE HONEY without waiting for

the bees to draw out foundation. THEREBY SAVING TIME AND MONEY.

We can prove that no practical BEEKEEPER can afford to be without the

ALUMINUM HONEYCOMB
In a recent issue of a National Bee Publication the following question and its answer appeared:

Q. What is the total cost of a fully drawn out wax comb?
A. The mininum cost of drawing out a wax comb is 50 cents.

PRACTICAL BEEKEEPERS are buying ALUMINUM HONEYCOMBS because they

Cannot be destroyed by moths or rodents Prevent loss by melting

Make extracting of honey easy Increase production

Control production of drones Last forever with reasonable care

Can be sterilized Cost no more than wax combs

THE DIAMOND MATCH CO., Apiary Dept., CHICO, CAL.

Sole distributors for DUFFY-DIEHL, Inc., Pasadena, Cal

I



Why Buy Now?
There are two good reasons for buying your bee supplies now:

—

1. By so doing you will save money,

2. By buying now you can be putting your

supplies together and getting them all ready

this winter, so as to be prepared when they

are needed in the spring.

WHY YOU WILL SAVE MONEY BY BUYING NOW
Our recent sharp cuts in prices of supplies were much greater than today's

costs justify. Some materials are actually advancing again. It is our honest

belief that prices will not go any lower. But the biggest reason why you will

save money by ordering now is on account of our early order discount.

5 % for November
4% for December

This early-order cash discount is bound to save you money. We give this

discount now in order to stimulate trade during an otherwise dull period,

thereby keeping our plant going to capacity to decrease burdens and over-

head, and enabling us to sell our goods to you for less money. Help us to

help you. It will pay you to order now and take these discounts.

Business confidence is returning. Trade will be brisk next spring. Don't

get caught in the rush. The late ones always get caught and have

to wait. Delay during the honeyflow is need-

less waste and expense.

There is a Root Dealer near you

For your convenience and in order to save you on freight, the following distributing points are muintained:

New York Savannah Los Angeles St. Paul
Philadelphia New Orleans San Francisco Chicago
Norfolk San Antonio Council Bluffs Indianapolis

Syracuse

THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY
MEDINA, OHIO

Fifty Years in the Bee Supply Business
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6A3N0H HflOA QIOS nOA lAVH
We are buying Comb and Extracted honey. Send us a sample and tell us what you

have to offer. Name your most interesting price delivered to Cincin-

nati. Remittance goes forward the day shipment is received

Old comb—Don't forget we render wax from your old combs and cappings.

Write us for shipping tags

2K lb.

5 lb.

10 lb.

1
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BEST GOLDEN
ITALIANS

BEN G. DAVIS ^'"'l^gN""-'-'

NUCLEI FOR SALE
Book early to get the best shipping dates.

My bees are three-handed leather-colored Ital-
ians. They are disease-resisting and the best
ot honey gatherers. They winter well.

1922 PRICES
2-frame nuclei $3.50 each
3-frame _ 4.50 each

If queen is wanted add $1
Satisfaction guaranteed; no disease.
Terms. 25 per cent with order, the balance

15 days before shipping. Delivery after May 15.

J. B. SANDERSON, Fredericksburg, 0.

Lewis 4-Way Bee Escapes

Four exits from supers Fits all standard boards
Sprints of coppered steel. Made of substan-

tial material. Price each 20c, postpaid

Made by

G. B. LEWIS COMPANY,
Watertown, Wis., U. S. A.

Sold only by Lewis "Beeware"
Distributors.

NEWBlNGMAM

5EE SMOKER
PATENTED

Buy Woodman Section
Fixer

One of our men with the section fixer

puts up 500 sections with top starters in

one hour and thirty minutes; 500 sec-

tions set up with top starters in ninety

minutes. This includes the laDor of

cutting foundation, ^.tting sections and
super-, and placing the sections into the

supers and carrying them away. A
complete job. This is nothing unusual,

but his regular speed. You can do the

same if you have the push, after you
become accustomed to the work. There
is no breakage of sections. It will pay
you to secure one of these machines for

this work. It is the best thing of the

kind on *'-e market

BINGHAM BIG

SMOKE SMOKER

Wins contest at New York State
Beekeepers July meeting

Gilberts. ille, N. Y., Oct. 3, 1921.

A. G. Woodman Co.:

Last winter I bought a copper Big
Smoke Smoker, with shield, of you, and
in July took the same to the Chenango
County beekeepers' picnic and entered

the smoker contest. There were nine

contestants and the Big Smoke won the

prize, which was a fine queen bee.

Needless to say, I was very proud of

the victory. They gave us one minute,

and at the expiration of thirty-five min-

utes the Big Smoke was the only one
burning. They called it a "Steam
Boiler." However, it won, and 1

thought I would inform you.

C. F. Bushnell.

The contestants were allowed to use

any fuel they desired, and as much or

as little of it as thought advisable. The
contestants were given one minute in

which to light their smokers, then let

set for thirty minutes. At the end of

this period, the one that smoked best

in thirty seconds won the prize.

Size of Shipping
ttw^e. weight,
inches lbs.

Big Smoke, with shield 4 xlO 8

Big Smoke, no shield... 4 xlO t

Smoke Engine 4x7 iH
Doctor 8J4x 7 2

Conqueror S x 7 IJi
Little Wonder 8 x 6Ji IJ^

SPECIAL SALE ON HONEY
PACKAGES

Friction top pails in the 5-pound, at

$7 per crate of 100; $13 for crates of

203; the 10-pound size at $11.30 for

crates of 113. Special prices on 60-

pound cans, one-gallon square cans and
other sizes.

A. G. WOODMAN CO.
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH-, U. S. A.
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A SUPERIOR QUALITY
AT LESS COST SUPPLIES A SUPERIOR QUALITY

AT LESS COST

THE SPECIAL PRICES LISTED BELOW ARE GOOD UNTIL DECEMBER 31, 1921

Hives, Supers, etc., listed below are in the flat, and are complete with Hoffman
Frames, nails, metal rabbets and all inside fixtures

Made by the Diamond Match Co.

ONE-STORY DOVETAILED HIVE FULL-DEPTH SUPERS
Five 8-frame $10.50 Five 8-frame $5.00
Five lO-frame 11.00 Five 10-frame 5.50

SHALLOW EXTRACTING SUPERS NO. 1 STYLE COMB HONEY SUPERS
Five 8-frame 1 $4.00 Five 8-frame $3.50
Five 10-frame 4.50 Five 10-frame 4.00

STANDARD HOFFMAN FRAMES
100 $5.50
500 25.00

Aluminum Honey Combs as now made by Duffy-Diehl Go. are meet-

ing with success. We carry these in stock to supply eastern beekeepers.

HONEY HONEY HONEY
^ Beekeepers who are supplying Honey to a regular family trade, or who are located

along the highways, and are supplying motorists, know that their customers want a

honey of a uniform color and flavor.

^ And unless the Honey is at all times uniform in color and flavor, customers some-
times become dissatisfied.

^ Our special blend of fancy Honeys (liquid) is always uniform and is of a fine mild

flavor, and will satisfy the most exacting trade.

SPECIAL BLEND OF FANCY HONEY (LIQUID) VARIOUS GRADES (CRYSTALLIZED)

10 lb. Tins. 6 per caBe -16c lb. wT' wM'^ <^"°*^- WK-.—s";
"

W"Water White Clover or White Safie 13c
5 lb. Tins, 12 per case -- - 17c lb. ^^„a Light Amber Saje. lie

2% lb. Tins, 24 per case - 18c lb. N. Y. State Buckwheat _.10c

PURE VERMONT MAPLE SAP SYRUP, Case of 12 51b. Tins $14.00

GLASS AND TIN HONEY CONTAINERS
S>4-lb. cans, 2 dozen reshipping cases, $1.45 case; 10-lb. paiU (with bandies), ^ doz. rcshipping cases, $1.10

crates of 100, $5.00 case; crates of 60, $5.75

Sib. pails (with handles), 1 doz. reshipping rases $1.36 case;
crates of 100, $7.76 601b. tins, 2 per case—new, $1.30 case; used 25c,

WHITE FLINT GLASS, WITH GOLD LACQD. WAX LINED CAPS

8-oz. honey capacity, cylinder style, $1,60 per carton of 3 doz. Quart 31b. honey capacity, Mason style,

16-oz. honey capacity, tabic jar service, $1.00 per carton of 1 doz.

$1.40 per carton of 3 doz,

HOFFMAN & HAUCK, Inc. Woodhaven, N. Y.
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WHAT
DADANrS FOUNDATION

MEANS
Based on actual tests in our own apiaries of many
hundred colonies, we have always aimed to stress

those qualities in Dadant's Foundation which made
for a better acceptance by the bees, better drawn
combs and more satisfaction for the beekeeper.

That is why, over forty years ago, when we dis-

covered the injurious effect of acids on beeswax
we revolutionized our methods of manufacture.

Dadant's Foundation has always meant to the bee-

keeper, the very best.

And that is why (through the constant improve-

ment) Dadeint's Foundation still tops the heap for

real quality.

Every effort made, every experiment tried and
every new kink in manufacture added, gives to our

bees and later to yours, every advantage in combs
and comb building.

Thousands of satisfied users will testify as to the

results.

DADANT'S FOUNDATION every inch, every pound, every ton equalvMvnrv I 9 r vum/Mi I vi^ to any sample we have ever sent out.

Specify it to your dealer. If he hasn 't it, write us

DADANT & SONS, Hamilton, Illinois
Catalog and Prices on Bee Supplies, Beeswax, Wax Working into Comb

Foundation and Comb Rendering for the asking

•>•>
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LYNCHBURG AND "BEEWARE"

For the benefit of beekeepers in the Soutlieast and

to answer an ever-increasing demand from the bee-

keepers of that territory, the branch of the G. B.

Lewis Company has been moved from Lawyers to

Lynchburg, Virginia.

Lewis workmanship, "Beeware" quahty and Lynch-

burg shipment will be three of a kind. Call and

see us at Thirteenth and Commerce Sts., Lynchburg,

Virginia.

ACE HtVCS AND APIARIAN COUIPMENT

BEWARE
WHERE YOU BUY YOUR

BEEWARE
ISA

MAKES THE FINEST.

G. B. LEWIS COMPANY
HOME OFFICE AND WORKS

WATERTOWN, WIS., U. S. A.

Distributors throughout the V. S. A.

BRANCHES: MEMPHIS, ALBANY, LYNCHBURG, WICHITA,
DENVER, FROMBERG
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ALTITUDE AND SECRETION OF NECTAR
An Account of the Effect of Elevation, Temperature, Etc., on the Amount

of Nectar Available to the Bees.—By^ohn H. Lovell.

THE secretion of nectar is at once
one of the most interesting and
baffling: functions of plant life.

The older flower biologists, Mueller
and Kerner, describe the nectaries and
their position at great length, but of
the relation to the soil, climate and
temperature to secretion they knew
little. We suspect that Mueller would
have been not a little astonished had
he been told of the vagaries of alfalfa

and white clover in the production of
nectar. Most of our information on
this subject is due to the observations
of beekeepers, and will be found re-

corded in the files of the bee journals.
A large amount of data has been ac-

cumulated as to the facts, but the in-

fluence of the various factors is still

very imperfectly understood.

Similarity of Conditions in Mountain-
ous and Arctic Reg^ions

The effect of altitude on the secre-

tion of nectar has lately been the sub-

ject of frequent discussion, and it is

proposed in this paper to briefly re-

view conditions prevailing in Alpine
regions. It is a pi-oblem of great prac-

tical as well as theoretical interest to

the beekeeper. As neai'Iy the same
conditions prevail at high latitudes a?

at high elevations, it is desirable to

compare the floras of these two re-

gions. In both Alpine and Arctic dis-

tricts the plants are exposed to low
temperature and intense light. At an
elevation of a mile or more the air is

less dense, or thinner, and intercepts

less sunlight than in the plains. As
we advance in the summer toward the
North Pole the days become longer
and the earth receives more of the

sun's rays than farther south. In both
cases, also, the cold gi-adually in-

creases until plant life practically dis-

appears. Mountain regions differ

chiefly from northern region? in that

the pressure of the air is less in the

former than in the latter.

The two regions agree again in that
both have shoi't summers, and vegeta-
tion is obliged to "hurry up" in order
to flower and fruit before winter. In

Muell) 1 I I "Flowers of the

Alj^s" and of the "Fertilization of Flowers"

Alpine districts the flowering period
is very short, not lasting more than
two or three months. Spring beauty
(Claytonia) and dog-tooth violet

(Erythronium), plants which in the

lowlands bloom in April, do not bloom
until June in Alpine meadows. But
the Alpine season soon catches up
with that of the lowlands, and in Au-
gust is ahead of it, goldenrod and gen-

tians blooming earlier in the moun-
tains than in the lowlands. The same
thing occui's in high altitudes, as in

Alaska and Scandinavia, and barberry
ripens ten days earlier in northern
Norway than in southern Sweden.

Alpine and Arctic Flowers

Thus in Alpine regions there is no
spring and no autumn, only a short

summer, followed by a cold winter.
All the flowers must blossom in a
short time, and almost simultaneously
there appear a gi-eat variety of colors,

as yellow five-fingers, blue gentians,
red pinks and primroses, and saxi-

frages in evei-y color. There is the
same remai-kable variety of hues in an
Alaskan meadow. After his visit to

Alaska glaciers. Burroughs wrote of
the meadows:
"Starred with flowers of every hue,
Gold and purple, white and blue,

Painted cup. Anemone,
Jacob's ladder, fleur-de-lis,

Orchid, harebell, shooting star,

Crane's-bill, lupine, seen afai'.

Primrose, poppy, saxifrage.
Pictured type on Nature's page."

For six summers Hermann Mueller
investigated the flowers of the Alps,

and then published the results of his

observations in his book "Alpen-
blumen," or "Flowers of the Alps."
Mueller, indeed, died in the Tyrol. On
the day of his death he had written
a long letter to his son, and ho had no
premonition of his fate. Suddenly, on
the 25th of August, 1883, a pulmon-
ary attack closed his useful life. It

was fitting that a life devoted to the
study of highland flowers should come
to its close among them. According
to Mueller, many flowers of the Alps
have brighter colors, secrete more nec-

tar and are more strongly scented
than the same species growing on the
plains. Examples will be given later.
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According to Schuebeler, who made
many observations, the flowers and
fiuits of Scandanavia are brighter col-

ored and have a stronger fragrance
than those in lower altitudes. Suffi-

cient evidence has been given to show
that the conditions in mountainous or

Alpine sections, and in northern re-

gions, are very similar, and affect the

flowers in both regions in much the

same way.

Altitude and Nectar Secretion

At this point, before inquiring into

the agencies aff'ecting nectar secre-

tion, let us e.stablish the fact that flow-

ers at high elevations and high lati-

tudes tend to secrete nectar more
freely than in opposite situations.

Mueller states that in the lowlands the

spur of an orchid (Platanthera solsti-

alis) was only about a third filled with
nectar, but that in the Alps it was
over half full. According to Bonnier
and Flahault Silene inflate, one of the

pink family, was much richer in nectar
at an elevation of .5,89.5 feet than at

an elevation of 1,300 feet. They also

cite the statistics gathered by the
French Department of the Pyrenees,

from which it would appear that the
average honey production per colony
was from sea-level to 1,000 feet, 6

lbs. 10 oz., and that with every rise of
1,000 feet it increased from 2 to 4

pounds per colony, until at 4,000 to

5,000 feet it was 19 lbs. 13 oz. ("Al-
penblumen, p. 564). It is difficult to

decide just how much importance is

to be attached to these figures in the
absence of full data, but they certain-

ly point to a more abundant nectar
secretion with an increase in altitude.

In California, Dr. Phillips was in-

formed by several prominent beekeep-
ers that with an increase of altitude

the sages yielded larger crops of

honey. According to Mr. Frank C.

Pellett, in this State, the sage flow is

reported to be much more dependable
at higher elevations. Mr. M. C. Rich-
ter, the well-known author of the
Bulletin on California Honey Plants,
writes, "There is a great deal of evi-

dence pointing to a more profuse nee-
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est in this connection to record a sim-

ilar case in eastern Maryland. The
followinK observations by Dr. Phillips

on the secretion of nectar by tulip-

tree have, I believe, never before been
published: "Tulip-tree g7"ows in asso-

Kansas the good alfalfa pasturage
for bees is restricted to the narrow
stream valleys, while the uplands, no
natter how gi-eat their elevation,

yield little nectar, owing to the small

rainfall. A beekeeper at Oshkosh,
Neb., on the Platte River, writes that

although sweet clover and alfalfa are
ybundant at an altitude of nearly
4,000 feet, the air is so dry that little

nectar is secreted, and that his ex-

perience in beekeeping has been a
failure. The small amount of experi-

mental evidence available is not very
satisfactory; but, so far as it goes, it

points to no relation between atmos-
pheric pressure and nectar secretion.

But according to the 29-year record
at Clai-inda, Iowa, a low barometer
apparently favored honey production.

Any definite conclusion until more
data is obtained, seems, therefore, im-

possible. It is by no means improba-
ble, assuming all other factors to be
favorable, that a slight change in air

pressure might start nectar secretion,

for example, when the cells of the

nectary are overfilled with water and
the elastic walls of the cells are under
great strain.

Red Coloration and the Sug^ar Con-
tent of Alpine Plants

Very conclusive evidence that

plants at Alpine heights produce more
sugar than in the lowlands is shown
by the great amount of red and pur-

ple coloration they contain. Mueller

("Alpenblumen", p. 563) gives a list

of flowers which contain more and
brighter red and blue pigments than
the same species contain in the low-

lands. But the red coloration is by
ro means confined to the flowers; it

Blo>soms of white sweet clover

elation with chestnut, oak, walnut,
hickory, maples and beech, and some-
times with scrub pines. Its chief im-

portance as a honey plant is in Ten-
nessee, Kentucky and the Carolinas,

and the Ohio Valley. In Virginia and
Maryland it is perhaps less abundant,
although near Washington, above the

fall line, it is sufficiently abundant to

give a regular honey crop. We never
secured a crop from this species when
our apiai-y was below the fall line, in

the city, or at Arlington, Va., or Col-

lege Park, Md."
The "fall line" is the line separating

the Coastal Plain from the Piedmont
Plateau, or the line where the tide-

water rivers cease to be navigable. In

Virginia this ascent ranges from 100
to 200 feet, but in eastern Maryland
it is probably less. It is noteworthy
that in the higher part of the city of

War.hington tulip-tree yields well, but

not in the lower part.

The obvious explanation of the se-

cretion of nectar by alfalfa and
tulip-tree at higher altitudes, in the

localities mentioned, would seem to

be the decrease in atmospheric pres-

sure. At Alpine heights the evapora-
tion of water vapor Ijy leaves is hast-

ened by the thinness of the air. But
it may be urged with much force that

a rise of only one or two hundred
feet would make little difference in

air pressure. As a matter of fact 100
feet would cause a decrease in air

pressure of only a little more than
eight-tenths of an ounce per square
inch. Moreover, under favorable con-

ditions, the secretion of nectar by
alfalfa is largely independent of air

pressure, since in Imperial Valley,

California, 200 feet below sea level,

it yields immense crops of honey. In
Blossoms of the barberry {Berbcris ziilgaiis). A Northern shrub which blooms earlier in

Arctic regions than further south
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extends to the leaves and stems. Ker-
ner sowed the seed of summer savory,
in an experimental garden at a height
of 7,100 feet above sea level, in the
Tyrol, and the plants developed col-

oring matter in extraordinary abund-
ance, and not only the leaves but the
stems became a dark violet.

Red coloration is due to a liquid

known as anthocyanin. When this

liquid is acid it is red, but when alka-
line, blue. A red rose may be changed
to a blue one by dipping it in a weak
alkali, and again turned back to red
by dipping it in a weak acid. Over-
ton has shown by many experiments
that the production of red coloring
depends on three factors: intense
light, low temperature, and a cell-sap

rich in sugar. Cut stems of lilies and
other land plants would not develop
red coloration, when placed in solu-

tion, until 2 per cent of an invert
sugar (grape sugar) was added. Red
coloring appeared then in great
abundance. The large amount of red
coloring in Alpine plants is conclu-
sive evidence that they produce more
sugar than lowland plants, and they
would, therefoie, be likely to secrete
more nectar.

Since, therefore, according to evi-

dence supplied by many investigators,
plants secrete a gi'eater amount of
nectar at a high than at a low alti-

tude, and since this view is substan-
tiated by the presence of a large
amount of red coloring matter, fur-
ther discussion of this point seems
unnecessary. We may accept it as
proven that a high altitude, up to at

least 7,000 feet, is favorable to nec-
tar secretion.

Latitude and Nectar Secretion

Let us next consider whether a
high latitude is favorable to an in-

ci eased secretion of nectar. With
the exception of a rarified atmos-
phere essentially the same conditions
as to a large amount of light and low
temperature prevail in northern as in

Alpine regions. The many hours of
daylight permit the plant to manutac-
ture food for a much longer time
than further south. Expe -iments in

illuminating plants with electric

lights show that they do not require
a rest at night, and that with more
light they can be forced to do more
work. In the spring and early sum-
mer, and in late autumn, the nights
are colder than the days. This is

often also true of nights in mid-
summer. "The north," says Sladen,
"is particularly well adapted for bee-
keeping, as the warm days and cool

nights favor nectar secretion, while
the long working day increases the
crop. In favorable seasons 200
pounds of clover honey per colony is

common near Lake Temiskaming. At
Roberval, on Lake St. John, Quebec,
an average annual colony yield of
200 pounds is obtained from alsike

and white clover." (In MS.) In the

cr.se of no honey plant is the effect of
latitude so well shown as in white
clover. In Michigan, Wisconsin and
southeastern Minnesota it is a very
reliable honey plant. (See American
Honey Plants, p. 277). A beekeeper
in Fillmore County, Minnesota, writes

that a complete failure of white clo-

ver has not been known in that local-

ity for 20 years. It is a much better
honey plant there than in either Illi-

nois or Iowa, where good crops of
honey are secured on an average only
about 2 years out of 3. Farther
south, white clover is a very unreli-

able source of honey, although it may
occasionally yield a large surplus.
Undoubtedly the goldenrods are far

better honey plants in Canada and
New England than farther south-
ward. The wild raspberry in Michi-

gan. Hutchinson says, never fails to

produce honey, and he has seen bees
working well upon it, when the
weather was so cool that clover would
not yield a drop of nectar. No plant

was known to him which yielded more

Field goldenrod. A species which blooms early

and does not yield nectar freely

honey in a season than great willow-
herb (Epilobium angustifolium) , in

northern Michigan, but farther south,

in Tuscola County, where it was also

very abundant, it did not yield a
pound of honey. The northern cli-

mate, and perhaps soil, were required
to stimulate nectar secretion. For
four consecutive years a good crop
has been obtained at Melford, north-

ern Saskatchewan, mainly from
willow-herb. This plant will yield

nectar with a cold wind blowing from
the north that would stop all storing
from basswood and white clover.

Willows, blueberries, Labrador tea
and asters all yield well in the North.
High altitude is evidently favorable
to an increase in nectar secretion.
But the number of species of flowers
in Arctic lands is much less than in

Alpine regions; for example, 60 ge-
nera of plants are known in the Alps
which do not occur north of the Arc-
tic Circle.

The Effect of Intense Light

Soils and rainfall are undoubtedly
important factors in determining nec-

tar secretion, but as they are common
to the lowlands as well as to Alpine
districts; and to the tropics as well
as to noi-thern regions, they will not
be considered in this paper. It may
be well, however, in passing, to say
that according to Prof. Fernald, the
distribution of Alpine plants on the
mountains of New England and east-
ern Canada is determined by the com-
position of the soils, according as
they are derived from rocks contain-
ing potash, lime, or magnesia. Two
factors of great importance in both
mountainous and northern areas are
light intensity and low temperature,
and to these we shall confine our at-

tention. The secretion of nectar is

closely related to the amount of light

the plant receives. The force or en-
orgy required for the manufacture
of food material is furnished by sun-
light. It is the power which drives
the plant, just as the electric current
is the power which drives the motor.
Deprive the plant of light, and the
sugar reserves will soon be consumed
and nectar secretion will cease. Ke-
noyer placed buckwheat flowers under
both light and dark jars, and after
two days the amount of sugar in the
nectar of the flowers under the dark
jar began to decrease. After four
dpys approximately only one-fourth
as much sugar was secreted per
flower. He obtained, also, the same
results by covering the leaves of the
plant with black paper. The flowers

of cucumber, snapdragon and sage
all secreted less sugar in darkness. If,

however, the flowers were placed in

the dark, and the leaves remained in

the light, the amount of sugar in the
nectar did not decrease. The secre-

tion of nectar is thus dependent on
the food reserves made by the leaves.

Darwin observed that the extra-floral

nectaries of the common vetch (Vicia

sativa) ceased to secrete nectar when
the sun was hidden by clouds, and the

hive-bees left the field, but as soon as

the sun broke out again they returned
to the feast. (Cross and Self-Fertili-

zation, etc., p. 403).
The force of the sun's rays on the

top of Mt. Blanc (15,752 feet) is 2S
times greater than at the level of

Paris. At an altitude of 8,510 feet

the chemical activity of the sun's rays

is 11 per cent gi-eater than at sea

level. The greater intensity of the

light drives the machinery of the

plant more rapidly and more food is

made. The first stable, or the main
product foi-med is a sugar. If during

the daytime more sugar is formed
than can be used, it is stored in the

cells as starch. During the night the

starch is again converted into sugar.

There is thus available more material

for the production of flowers and
nectar than in the plains. That Al-

pine plants contain a larger amount
of sugar is shown by the abundance
ot red coloration or anthocyanin they

produce. As already has been shown,

this is formed only in cells which have

a cell-sap rich in sugar. Too intense

light is injurious, and the role of red

coloring may be to absorb a part of

the sun's rays. Light is also a direct

stimulus to the growth of flowers. In

the giant cactus, where the flowers
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form a ring around the stem, they
open first on the side toward the sun.
In the shade the colors of many flow-

ers are paler than in the light. The
flowers of the chickweed will not open
except in light, and some other flow-
ers develop imperfectly in darkness.

The Effect of Low Temperature
Numerous chemical analy.ses show

that sugar accumulates in plant tis-

sues at low temperatures. When the
surrounding temperature is below 50
degi'ees F., sugar accumulates in po-
tatoes and in various parts of plants.
Kenoyer found that the leaves of
white clover had 30 per cent more
sugar and the flower-stalks 58 per
cent more sugar at 50 degrees F.

than at 77 degrees F. Ten flowers of
alfalfa, after being kept in a tem-
perature of 50 degrees F., for four
days, contained a third more reduc-
ing sugar than 10 flowers kept in a
temperature at 61 degrees F.. for the
same length of time. In explanation
of the accumulation of sugar it has
been suggested that starch is convert-
ed into sugar more rapidly than it can
be used by the plant at a low temper-
ature. If a warmer temperature fol-

lows, as when a warm day follows a
cool night, nectar secretion is greatly
stimulated, since there is a surplus of
sugar available, and the warmth ren-
ders the membrane of the nectary
more permeable.

It is well known to beekeepers that
cool nights and warm days are more
favorable to nectar secretion than a
uniform temperature. According to
the 29-year record of honey produc-
tion at Clarinda, Iowa, the largest
amount of honey was stored on days
having the widest range of tempera-
ture. The early goldenrods. in north-
ern New England, as the early
goldenrod (Solidago juncea) and the
field goldenrod (S. nemoralis) which
bloom in July, when the nights are
warm, yield little nectar; while the
late goldenrods, which bloom when
the nights are cold, as the tall, hairy
goldenrod (S. rugosa) and the bushy
goldenrod (S. graminifoHa) , are the
source of a large surplus of honey.

In the Alps and in all mountainous
regions the nights are much colder
than the days. As we ascend a moun-
tain the air grows thinner, or less

dense, and at a height of 3.5 miles
the pressure per square inch is only
one-half as much as on the earth's
surface (14.7 lbs.). It also contains
much less water vapor. Water vapor
acts as a great blanket to the earth's
surface and vegetation. If the
amount of vapor is small, the tem-
perature will fall i-apidly. Hence the
cold nights at Alpine height?. Dr>'
air is not sensibly warmed by the sun-
light passing through it, but if it con-
tains much water vapor its tempera-
ture rapidly rises, but the soil re-
ceives less heat. In the daytime the
earth at high altitudes receives a
large amount of sunlight, which the
soil absorbs in a much greater degree
than does the air. Thus on a clear
September day, in the Pyrenees, at
a height of 9,400 feet when the air
was at 50 degrees F., the soil was at
91 degrees F. The warm soil raises

the temperature of the layer of air in

contact with it so that the dwarfed
plants of Alpine heights find both
soil and air very much warmer than
at night time. As has been pointed
out, this wide range of temperature
is favorable to nectar secretion.
Contrast Between Alpine Vegetation

and Flowers

The profusion of Alpine flowers is

not accompanied by a luxuriant vege-
tation, as perhaps might be expected,
for the leaves and stems are small,
stunted, and poorly developed. The
trees are often dwarfed and gnarled,
with spreading, twisted branches,
forming impenetrable scrubby
growths. The shrubs are low and
prostrate, the branches of the willows
nestling close to the ground. The

favors the production of more and
larger flowers, and a more ample se-
cretion of nectar.

Blossoms 01 I'ir ed or willow-herb

herbaceous plants do not produce
long stems, but great numbers of
short tufted stems, or else matted
growths. The leaves are also smaller
than those of plants growing in the
lowlands. The dwarfing of plants at
high altitudes is due to various causes,
as the severity of the storms and the
winters, the cold nights, the low tem-
perature of the soil below the surface,
the excessive evaporation of water
due to the thinness and dryness of
the air and the intense light, and the
difficulty of absorbing moisture from
the soil.

In general, throughout the plant
world, a check in vegetative growth,
or of the foliage and stems, favors
the production of flowers. The
girdling of an apple tree hastens its

blooming, and the same result may
be obtained by root-pruning. Many
cultivated vegetables, growing in a
damp, rich soil, do not flower as early
as when gi-own in a dryer soil. A
check in vegetative growth renders a
larger amount of food available for
the production of flowers. The
dwarfing of Alpine plants, which is

the result of the general conditions at
high altitudes, probably, therefore.

SELECTING A LOCATION
By L. H. Cobb

There are places where conditions
are especially favorable to the bee-
keeper and where honey is a big crop
every year. There are plenty of good
locations, in these districts, yet to be
taken up, but most of us want to keep
bees where we are, if we can do so
with any assurance of success. The
average honey production of the vari-
ous States with the exception of one
or two is about the same. It has
been improving in many States, as
sweet clover and alfalfa have become
generally grown. Even without these
there has been a fair production in
most places. It is not so much a par-
ticular part of the country as the par-
ticular spot chosen. One location will

be extra good while but a few miles
away we may find nearly every year a
failure.

A good location is not very hard
to find if the conditions needed are
considered. White clover, sweet clo-
ver and alfalfa are three main
sources of supply. Basswood, hearts-
ease, buckwheat, Spanish needle, and
some other nectar yielders, may be
sufficiently plentiful to help out
greatly, and in some localities special
plants native of the country, such as
the red raspbei-ry of the northern
cutover lands and the mesquite of
the southwest, will make these places
especially good, but the clovers fur-
nish the main honey supply for a
large part of our land.

While we have had only one year
here, from my experience with sim-
ilar locations elsewhere I am sure it

will prove a good place. We have no
great supply of white clover, yet it

is scattered well all around. Sweet
clover is quite plentiful along the
roadways, though I do not know of
a field where it is grown for hay or
seed. There are several fields of al-

falfa of small acreage around us, and
timbered creeks each way within a
mile. Several home orchards are
close, with about two acres of fruit
trees on the farm. There is no low
land that I know of within three or
four miles, so we have no wet soil

plants to depend on.
One year I had my bees close to a

large swampy field where the grain
stubble soon showed green and pink
with heartsease, and nearly every
year the bees found nectar here to

send them into the winter full up
with honey and with a force of young
bees to winter over. That swampy
ground was an asset, and timber is

also. The timber starts them off'

early and the heartsease carries them
late, though we cannot depend on
heartsease on uplands, as it does not
yield nectar in dry years. Buckwheat
can be sown freely to help out, but if

we get a dependable natural flow, it

makes our location better. Be sure
you have the standard sources first,

and then look out for these special
sources. Kansas.
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THE EDITORS' VIEWPOINTS
Worker Mated With Drone

With reference to the note on the

above subject in our October issue on

page 415, A.xel Hoist, of the Virgin

Islands, calls our attention to the fact

that Cheshire (Vol. 1, page 239)
mentions a similar case which was
scientifically substantiated. While it

is probably a rare occurrence this in-

dicates that it is not impossible.

Beekeeping Damages From Germany
to Belgium and France
We are officially informed, by Bel-

gian authorities, that they are at last

securing some bees from Germany,
to partly make up for the apiaries de-

vastated in the great war.
Belgium will secure 3,375 colonies

in straw skeps, and France 20,000.

They are to weigh between 15 and 17

kilos (33 to 37 pounds). We under-

stand that the agreed value of these

is to be credited against the apnunt
of damages to be paid. Right! If

they could make Turkey pay the Ar-

menians in the same way!

Fertilization in the Honeybee
We acknowledge receipt of a copy

of No. 2, Volume 31, of the Journal

of Experimental Zoology, containing

a very exhaustive and scientific arti-

cle upon the above subject. Geo. H.

Bishop, of the Zoological Labora-

tories of the University of Wisconsin,

gives a wonderful description of the

reproductive organs of the queen and
drone, with anatomical cuts and
plates.

It is out of the question for us to

do the subject full justice; we are

not sufficiently versed in microscopic

investigations to go deeply into this

matter; neither would the average

reader be interested in the details.

But there are a few points in this

study which we ought to mention.
The study quotes 8 different au-

thorities on queen fertilization, none
farther back than 1882 (S. A. Shuck,

in American Bee Journal, 1882, page

789). Huber made numerous experi-

ments, from 1787 to 1812, upon the

mating of queens. He also quoted at

length some vei-y interesting experi-

ments and engravings from Reau-
mur (Quarto edition, 1740). As a

matter of course, neither of these ob-

servers had the modern facilities for

microscopic studies, and especially

for magnified descriptions, yet it is

remarkable how closely they came to

the modern studies.

Huber's "Nouvelles Observations,"
the last edition of which was pub-
lished in Geneva in 1814, were trans-

lated into English but, strange to say,

some of the most interesting descrip-

tions of the study of fertilization

were entirely omitted in the English

translation. Huber's second letter to

Bonnet, mentioning a number of facts

on this question, and which contains

36 pages in the French edition, had
but 3 pages in the English edition of

1821.
The present description of the or-

gans, in fertilization, mentions a

point in which Huber did not agree
with his renowned predecessor, Reau-
mur. Mr. Bishop tells us that, in

mating, the penis of the drone and Its

"bulb" are everted (turned inside

out) from the drone's body into the

vagina of the female; that "the penis

is gradually forced out from within,

as one might force out a glove finger

that had been turned inside out in

stripping it off, by blowing into the

wrist of the glove."

Huber, on this same subject, quotes
Reamur as follows: "When we press

the belly of a drone gradually, with

care, we cause other parts also to be
ejected; these parts show themselves
on the opposite side from their posi-

tion in the body. The surface of

these parts, which was the inside, be-

comes the outside; the same thing
happens to them as to a stocking
which is drawn inside out. If the

opening of the stocking which we
turn inside out was fixed upon a hoop,

and if we began to evert it by be-

ginning at the part nearest the open-
ing, so that the heel and toe came
last, we would have, in this eversion

of the stocking, an exact illustration

of the manner in which the organs
of the male bee are turned to pro-

ject outside."
Huber held that this eversion of

the organs of the male does not take
place to so great an extent, if at all,

when his oi'gans are exuded in nat-

ural circumstances, as when forced

out by pressure. He wrote:
"When we examined the lentil"

(called by our modern observers the

bulb of the penis) "of which the

queen had rid herself, we saw clearly

that it had not been everted, since
the side of it which we saw was the
same as what is seen within the body
of a male; we recognized this by the
position of the 4 scaly plates" (that
cover the lentil or bulb) "which ex-
hibited their convexity and which cov-
ered the lentil and its posterior end

;

had they been everted, the contrary
would have been the case."

Thus Huber held that the organs
of the drone do not extrude in the
same manner, when they are nat-
urally thrust out in copulation, as
when they are forced out artificially

in the manner well-known to all bee-
keepers who have ever handled
drones.
We see by several statements of

Mr. Bishop, that he is himself in

doubt as to the complete eversion of
the male organs, as described by
Reaumur. He also quotes Zander as
stating that the eversion of the male
organs "extends to the median bulb,"
which is that part of the male organ
that Huber calls the "lentil."

So we realize, once more, how
careful Huber's observations were.
He made hundreds of experiments
upon the fertilization of queens, and
his descriptions are not based upon
isolated facts, but upon a succession
of experiments in which he accepted
only those that reproduced them-
selves several times over. It is to he

regretted that his works were never
published entirely, in English. Our
editor, at the request of a number
of interested beekeepers, has under-
taken a literal translation of them
and hopes to be able to publish them
in a year or so.

One important and very practical

fact which Mr. Bishop has elucidated
is the age at which drones are fit for

mating. It appears that they are not
fully mature until they are at least

5 days old, and are still better at the
age of 9 days.

Our sincere compliments are e.x-

tended to Mr. Bishop for this contri-

bution to scientific knowledge on the
mating of bees.

Do Bees Hear?
Mr. Tichenor's article in this num-

ber on the above subject is exactly in

line with the arguments furnished by
Cheshire, author of "Bees & Beekeep-
ing." He wrote:

"Should some alien being watch hu-
manity during a thunder storm, he
might decide that thunder was to us
inaudible. Clap might follow clap

without securing any external sign cf

recognition; yet let a little child with
tiny voice but shriek for help, and all

would at once bo awakened to activ-

ity. So with the bee: sounds appeal-

ing to its instincts meet with immedi-
ate response, while others evoke no
wasted emotion."

Our scientists have been unable to

positively ascertain the location of

any ears in the bee. But we know that

their different sounds are recognized
promptly by them. Huber wrote some
very interesting statements on this

subject and we expect to give them to

our readers in the course of a few
months.
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American Honey Producers' League
The League will meet at Salt Lake

City, January 30 and 31, 1922. It is

of great importance that each state

or district association be represented
at this meeting, if we expect to have
combined action in the sale of our
products and wish to be heard on
matters of interest to all beekeepers,
such as railroad rates, laws, etc. Don't
forget this meeting. For additional

information write H. B. Parks, Secre-
tary, of San Antonio, Texas.

Georgia to License
Queen Breeders

The State of Georgia has adopted a
rather novel method of supervising
the business of queen rearing and
package bees. An amendment to thi
Georgia bee disease law was adopted
at the last session of the Legislature
which goes into effect the 1st of

January, 1922, providing for a li-

cense to be issued to all persons en-

gaged in such an enterprise. Appli-

cation must be made to the Staie
Board of Entomology with a fee of

$25. The Board, after investigating

the applicant, may issue a license, if

he is found worthy. The license may
be revoked at any time if the appli-

cant fails to comply with the law or

the rules established by the Board.
This looks like a step in the right

direction. There has been much
complaint of irresponsible breeders,

and a careful supervision seems to be

the only way to safeguard the inter-

ests of the public. If the Board sets

a high standard it will be to the inter-

est of every breeder as well as to the

interest of their customers. In most
of the States similar supervision is

established for nurserymen to in-

sure that no trees or vines will be sent

out which can-y insect pests or plant

diseases. Some will regard the fee as

too high.

We hope that the regulations o+'

the Georgia Board of Entomolonv
will not only insure that every

breeder must maintain his yards

free from disease, but that pure mat-
ings must also be insured as far as

such a thing is possible, and that busi-

ness-like methods of attending I)

correspondence and filling orders be

followed. This will, of course, make
queens a trifle more expensive.

Drugs for Treating Foulbrood
We would call the attention of our

readers to the article on the Lewis

treatment of European Foulbrood, by

W. J. Sheppard, in our November
issue, and to the comments which

Arthur C. Miller adds in this issue.

Let us add that this method of treat-

ment is still in the experimental stage

and while these reports look promis-

ing, it is too soon for the average bee-

keeper to risk any extended depend-

ence upon drugs. General Labora-

tories, the manufacturers of B. K.,

advise us that their experiments have

not as yet gone far enough to war-

rant them in asserting that the colo-

nies can be rid of disease without dis-

astrous results to the bees. They
state that some special foi-m of the

hypochlorite may, and probably will

be, necessary to make it safe to rec-

ommend for general use for this pur-

pose.

We are further advised that most
sodium hpyochlorites differ widely in

their characteristics and effects and
that different forms might give very
different results. This being the case
it would be difficult, if not impossible,
for the beekeeper to make a solution
twice alike. Again it should be used
with great care, since some forms
have characteristics which are likely

to cause injurious effects.

While we are hopeful that good re-

sults will follow the experiments now
under way, beekeepers should be ad-
vised to act cautiously and not under-
take any treatment in a wholesale
way without first making sure that the
chemicals are properly prepared. It

is only necessai-y to state that should
this treatment prove entirely success-
ful, the proper material will soon be
available to the beekeepers in a con-
venient form. In the meantime we
will watch with interest the progress
of further experiments.

That Prize Contest
Letters regarding the prize contest

announced in our November number
began coming in at once. What we
want is to know what particular fea-
ture of the last year's Journal was
most interesting and valuable to you.
We are not asking for articles for
publication, but your frank opinion.
We want to make a better publica-
tion, so let us know what kind of ma-
terial you like best. Read the an-
nouncement on page 437 of the No-
vember number and write us. You
may win the $10. Address Contest
Editor.

Bees Transporting Eggs
Mr. A. H. Pering, Secretary of the

Monroe County, Indiana, Beekeepers'
Association, reports two cases of

queens accidentally confined several

days in cages, in colonies that were
otherwise hopelessly queenless, the
queens dropping the eggs in empty
cells and caring for them, so that they
hatched.

Have any other beekeepers noticed
such performances? In every case
where eggs were found in cells, in

queenless hives, in our experience,
these were laid by drone-laying work-
ers and hatched into drones. We do
not believe that either Huber or

Langstroth ever witnessed anything
of this kind.
What is the sex of eggs dropped

aimlessly by a queen? This question
has never yet been elucidated.

We read in the British Bee Journal
of October 20:

"Fellow readers will remember the

report, giving us the information re

that veteran apiarist, Mr. T. W.
Cowan, being present at a vei'y im-
portant gathering, I believe the first

time he had spent the day away from
his wife on the anniversary of their

wedding, and that was drawn to the

notice of the gathering; it was. the

golden wedding anniversary, though
nobody seems to have referred to it in

the numerous and interesting contri-

butions; doubtless all are with mo in

wishing Mr. and Mrs. Cowan many

more happy returns of the day."
Here, too; the editor and the read-

ers of the American Bee Journal join
in wishing Mr. and Mrs. Cowan
"many happy returns of the day."

To the Various
Beekeepers' Associations
You are all aware of the subscrip-

tion organized to establish a me-
morial of Dr. C. C. Miller, in view of
the numerous services he rendered to
beekeepers, without ever enriching
himself.

The committee in charge is com-
posed of Messrs. E. R. Root, Dr. E. F.
Phillips, B. F. Kindig, E. G. LeStour-
geon and C. P. Dadant. At the sug-
gestion of Dr. Phillips, it was decided
to establish a memorial bee library
and place it in one of the Colleges of
Agriculture, probably the one that
would offer the best inducements for
it.

Several bee associations have sub-
scribed liberally to this fund. The
committee now suggest that each Sec-
retary or President of an association
present the matter at your next meet-
ing and help make this memorial wor-
thy of the great man whom it will
represent in future years. Even for-
eign beekeepers have appreciated the
services of Dr. Miller and have sent
their help. But we should get to-
gether a worth-while sum, and trust
each of you may take pride in help-
ing this along.

Associations already having sub-
scribed through the American Bee
Journal are, Montgomery County,
Pa., Wisconsin, Connecticut, Massa-
chusetts and Texas.

All subscriptions will later be pub-
lished in the American Bee Journal.

Southern Italy Beekeepers' Conven-
tion

"Allevamenti," a stock breeders'
journal, of Palermo, Sicily, in its Oc-
tober 1st number, reports the meet-
ing of the First Meridional CongrL'ss
of Beekeepers, in Palermo, Septem-
ber 22, 1921. In this Congi-ess, great
stress was placed upon the import-
ance of the industry of beekeeping in
the United States, and the necessity
for Southern Italy to increase the
cultivation of bees in its meridional
parts. The same magazine contains a
very interesting description of an ex-
perimental station for beekeeping in
Bavaria, managed by Dr. Zander,
with cuts of apiaries of different sorts.

Latham Gets Publicity
Allen Latham, President of the

Connecticut Beekeepers' Association,
is getting some free advertising. At
some eastern meeting he got off some
kind of a joke about bees and prohi-
bition. A wide-awake reporter saw
material for a good story, and now
Latham's name may be seen in most
any paper which you pick up, from
Arkansas to Maine. The story quotes
Latham as saying that prohibition has
reformed the bees that formerly hung
around the brewei-ies and got drunk
on the mash. There are several dif-
ferent turns to the stoi-y, as it ap-
pears in different localities, but it is
all based on the bees getting drunk
at the back door of the brewei-y.
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SELLING THE HONEY CROP
Pointers from Fifty Years of Personal Experience

in Selling Large Crops.—By C. P. Dadant

I
HAVE read somewhere, lately,

the statement of a honey dealer,

"that the selling cost of honey
will run at least 100 per cent over

that of production." Probably it

does, and that is an argument in favor
of the beekeeper selling his honey
himself, for in many cases he is not

very busy at the proper time for

honey sales. But not all beekeepers
do it.

Perhaps, in order to show how one
may succeed in selling one's crop, I

had best give an account of my early

experiences, which resulted in our
success in honey sales.

In the previous number of this

journal, I narrated my disgust and
disappointment at the slight given to

my fine extracted clover honey, water
white, by the first man to whom I of-

fered it. This, however, did not per-

manently discourage me. I am rather

of a tenacious disposition, and faulty

opposition makes me more obstinate.

A man is very strong, when he knows
that the goods which he offers are as

represented. However, for 3 or 4

years, we sent a part of our crop to

commission men in Chicago and St.

Louis. Our experience with Chicago
was at the time of the Chicago fire,

1871. Luckily, the commission man
to whom we had sent our clover

honey had sold it and made returns

before the fire. We brought the fall

honey to the railroad station, to be

sent to him, on the day of the fire,

and the railroad company refused it.

This saved us a loss, as the man went
into bankruptcy.

In 1873-4-5, we made exhibits at

the Iowa State Fair, which took place

at Keokuk, 4 miles from us. This

brought so many sales that we became
convinced that honey could be dis-

posed of locally, if only we became
known as honey producers. We took
first premiums. I doubt that bee-

keepers in general realize the great

profit which their business may se-

cure from such advertising as can be

had at State Fairs. It is true that it

costs money, but if you accept the

statement contained in the first para-

graph of this article, the expenditure

of $50 or $100, for an exhibition, is

but a small matter, if you have 5,000

to 10,000 pounds of honey to dispose

of. Only a cent or two per pound is

a trifle when you consider the in-

crease in price that you may secure.

Besides, the results of such advertis-

ing last a number of years, even if

you have exhibited at only one or two
fairs. Local fairs, county fairs, are

good in the same proportion, and the

expense is less.

What is worth doing at all is worth
doing well. If you exhibit honey, it

must be fine, in looks as well as in

taste. My best winning exhibit was
that of 3 Quinby-Dadant full-sized

frames of white honey, staged in a

home-made show case, one behind the

other, so that the first comb concealed
the bottom bar of the next, and the
second concealed that of the third,

making tiers covering about 30 inchw^s

in height. People stopped and asked
questions; that was the only require-
ment to help sales.

I believe we were the first to put
up honey in 10-pound tins. Those
holding a gallon were too large; so we
had our tinner make such as are now
used, except that we did not then
have the improvement of the "fric-

tion-top" and the lid fitted over the

top of the pail. We aimed to sell all

the honey in granulated form or to

warn the customer of the likelihood

of its granulation.

My first real active sales of ex-

tracted honey were in that shape. One
small grocer took 120 ten-pound tins

in one winter. But he had visited our
apiaries while we were producing the

honey and had seen us extracting, and
he positively knew that Dadant's

honey was all right and did not hesi-

tate in guaranteeing it. That is a
great point.

Then came the demand for smaller
packages, to my great sorrovi', for the
smaller the packages are, the more
sales you have to make for a stated
amount of honey. But when I called

upon the grocers, I was glad to be
able to supply packages as small as a
single pound. It is an unfortunate
thing that the consumer who can
least afford it, buys his supplies in

the most reduced shapes. The day
laborer, who gets his pay envelope at

the end of the week, is not wealthy
enough, or does not think he is

wealthy enough, to buy a whole hun-
dred-pound sack of sugar, or a
60-pound tin of honey at one time.
Yet he is the one who needs to buy in

large lots, so as to get his food sup-

plies at the bottom figure. But it is

useless for us to deplore this, since we
cannot help it. We must supply things
as demanded.

Nothing did me more good, on
honey sales, than a friendly lecture

from a drummer of wholesale gro-
ceries. He explained to me, at

length, the necessity of convincing
the retailer, by all possible means, of

Monument on a public stiuare in Florence, Italy, showing swarm of bees on a pedestal of the

statue of Ferdinand De Medici. (Courtesy of Sig. Ugo Lori).
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the quality and genuineness of my
product. He taught me that grocers
and buyers in general must be prop-
erly interviewed, when they are not
too busy to listen, and when they are
in good humor. He also explained
that many people fail to sell goods
because they at once take "no" for

an answer, that nine-tenths of the
customers are apt to change their

minds when properly and pleasantly
interviewed. A very fine customer of
mine, at St. Louis, one of the best re-

tail gi'oeers there, proved this state-

ment and regularly gave me an object
lesson, unconsciously; for after hav-
ing heard and appreciated the advice
ol my drummer friend, I resolved to

follow it and "hang on." Well, this

grocer would invariably discourage
me when first intei'viewed; he did not
want any more honey, he had too
much trouble selling it; it would occa-

sionally leak on his counters; his

clerks did not know how to recom-
mend it; he had a thousand objec-
tions. Sometimes I would leave him
for a few hours and come back and
try again. It was all in pleasant con-
versation, as if honey were only an in-

cident of the visit. Slowly his argu-
ments would lessen and he would usu-
ally end by giving me an order for a

ton or more, in all sizes of packages.
This would happen in the same way,
more or less, every year, and it usu-
ally took a whole day, but I made the

sale; it was worth while. He was al-

ways sure that he secured the lowest
price that I would be willing to make.

Most grocers are good men to deal

with. But we must convince them
that our goods are pure, that they are

cleanly put up, that they may guaran-
tee them to their customers, and that

we will gladly take back any goods
which have the least defect. I re-

member taking back one tin of honey,
because a fastidious lady had found a

bee's wing in it.

When this matter is thoroughly un-
derstood, there is but little difliculty

in selling honey. Honey! Who says

there is anything better than honey?
All we need, to secure sales, is to con-

vince the people of its purity, and this

can be done if we only try.

We always exchange any shop-worn
goods for fresh ones, with the cus-

tomer who sells our honey. A soiled

label makes the package unsaleable.

Put yourself in the retailer's place

and treat him right.

Advertising.—This does not always
cost large sums of money. One of

our leading educators whom you all

know, told me of his own father sell-

ing thousands of pounds of honey,
right at his home, because his apiary
is along one of the most traveled

highways in the United States, and he
has a little sign, close by the apiary,

of "HONEY FOR SALE." He has
to buy several tons of honey to sup-
plement his own crop. The hives of

bees do the advertising for him and
the traveling public, of course, takes
it for granted that those bees produce
honey. If we could take a hundred
colonies of bees with us when we sell

honey, we would sell ten times more.
Our largest local sales began after

a meeting of the Warsaw Horticul-

tural Society, at our home, in 1884.
This Society was next to the State
Horticultural Association, in import-
ance, though only a "local." They
met successively at the homes of their
members, for practical demonstra-
tions and lectures. For the n acting
in question, they had secured the ser-

vices of a leading horticultural lec-

turer, Mr. Periam, then editor of the
Prairie Farmer. We had not given a
thought to the possibility of this meet-
ing being good advertising for us, al-

though we had agreed to do some
honey extracting before the members
and give an apiary demonstration.
Fortunately for us, a live business
man of Keokuk, a city of 14,000,
urged the merchants of the city to at-

tend this meeting, saying that they
would be well repaid for their time.
We had a throng, not only of Illinois

horticulturists, but of merchants in

all sorts of products, some 500 peo-
ple; and our apiary and our extract-

ing were the town talk for several
days. Most of these people saw
something entirely new to them, and
spread the information voluntarily
and cheerfully. It was a great suc-

cess, and we had not foreseen the re-

sults in increased sales.

I am telling this, simply to show
what good may be done by judicious
advertising, sometimes with little ex-

pense. If you have the honey, if you
put it up in attractive shape, very
clean, of proper sizes for the demand,
and if you hustle a little, you can sell

tons and tons of it, at profitable

prices. It is true that not all can do
it, because not all are located where
ic is possible to reach the customer.
Beekeepers in the localities where
every acre is a honey producer, where
cities are scarce, must use other
means of advertising. I will speak of

this a little farther.

We need a good label, but to me a
good label is not necessarily an ex-

pensive one. It must exhibit the
word "HONEY" in large letters. My
reasoning is that people do not go to

the grocery to buy honey as they go
to buy butter, potatoes, sugar, flour,

eggs, etc. This is because honey has
never been plentiful enough to be
always on the grocer's shelves. But
America consumes fully 40 pounds of

sugar for evei-y pound of honey, and
everybody knows that honey is the
best of sweets. They need to be re-

minded of the existence of honey.
How many people buy honey regu-
larly? One in a hundred? Hardly.
That is why a showy "honey" label

does better work than an ornamental
one in which that word does not show
at sight. No need of putting a lot of
printing on it. They don't read it.

But we can enlighten them by hand-
ing to them some printed explana-
tions, profusely illustrated, so they
may become interested. This has
proven a good thing on both sides of

the Atlantic. Although granulated
honey has a better standing in Europe
than it has here, it is necessary, there

as here, to explain that not all honey
is alike, that the man who has eaten
buckwheat honey must not think that

clover honey is adulterated, or that

basswood honey is made with some

sort of lemonade, as suggested to me
once. Until one goes about, selling
honey, one does not realize the pro-
found ignorance of the masses on the
subject. If granulated honey is less

appreciated here than in Europe, it

is due to our own producers who,
many of them, seem to be ashamed of
their honey when it granulates. Yet
no other product than pure honey
possesses exactly this peculiarity, so
it is an evidence of purity.

The beekeepers in the favored re-
gions of large honey production, but
who are at a disadvantage when they
wish to sell it, need to use printer's
ink, away from home, and organize in
associations, to sell through a center,
as they do indeed. But all beekeep-
ers who have honey for sale, in any
quantity, need the co-operation of
others, not only in their locality, but
in their State and in a country-wide
organization, a National League, so
they may learn the conditions of the
crop, the prospect of the markets,
the probable prices, etc. The lack of
co-operation, in the old days, was the
greatest drawback. Although we
tried to get a general understanding
with our neighbor beekeepers, some of
them would inquire indirectly about
our prices, in order to undersell us,
claiming that they could not make
sales unless they did so. It is a great
mistake, for it forces prices down-
wards.

ITALY FEATURES THE BEE
We are indebted to Dr. Alberico

Molinari for a small Italian coin with
a honeybee sucking at a flower,
shown on one side. The picture
shown herewith reproduces the coin

t# J(;

Face of Italian coin showing honeybee

at very nearly exact size. The value
is equal to about two cents in our
money. We would like very much to
know whether any other country has
ever featured the honeybee on any
coin, paper money, postage stamp or
official documents. Information on
this point will be appreciated.

DO BEES HEAR?
By J. H. Tichenor

The question, "Do Bees Hear?"
page 399, is interesting. I have long
ago concluded that they do hear, but
admit that there is no positive proof.
Let us make some comparisons among
the animals and birds; do cows hear?
Let me go out and call my cow, and
if in hearing distance, she comes. Let
any other member of the family call,

and she will not move a hoof. Hence,
the cow not only hears, but can dis-

tinguish voices. Do hens hear? They
come from all quarters at my call.
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GLIMPSES OF WISCONSIN BEE-
KEEPING

Fig. 1.—Ivan Whiting's apiary

When a bee comes at you to sting, you
understand her, don't you? She says
plainly, "I mean to sting you." Still

you don't run. She perhaps returns
to the hive for reinforcements and
gets them quickly. I imagine that

she reports about like this: "Say, fel-

lows, there is a man out there, stone

deaf, and sting-proof; got to have
help."

You are all familiar with the heavy
hum of the drone. You also recog-
nize the merry hum of the worker, in

fair weather and good honey flow;

also their wailing, moaning sound
when in distress. Now is it reasona-

ble to suppose that bees are given all

these means of expression (which we
call noises because of our inability to

understand their language), and not

be able to hear? I have lived among
the bees too long not to have seen

them do things which require thought
on their part, and communicate them
to their fellow-beings, apparently be-

fore the things could be accomplished.

It is all right to discuss this ques-

tion among ourselves; but I am going

to keep this matter from my bees, lest

they may think that we are presuming
too largely upon their ignorance.

Wisconsin.

Notes and Pictures Showing What
Beekeepers Are Doing in

the Badger State

By H. B. McMurry

The pictures on this and the fol-

lowing page will give an idea of bee-
keeping conditions in Wisconsin.
These brief notes are designed to I'x-

plain the pictures.

Fig. 1.—Yard of Ivan Whiting, Ply-
mouth, Wis.

Mr. Whiting came to us from Illi-

nois, and has established himself as
one of the most progressive beekeep-
ers in his section. He secures uni-
formly large crops, principally from
white alsike and sweet clover and

Fig. 2.—Sheboygan County apiary of L. T. Bishop

J-'ig. 3.—Mr. Krcigcr keeps liecs in the old way, straw sl<cps

basswood. Aside from being instruc-

tor in the high school, he finds time
to assist very materially in the or-

ganization work among beekeepers of

his county, and this year spent con-
siderable time as a deputy inspec-

tor. If Illinois has any more bee-

keepers of the Whiting "brand" she
will please send them along.

Fig. 2.—The yard of L. T. Bishop,
Sheboygan County.
The picture was made last spring.

The packing eases are still on. Mr.
Bishop is one of a group of beekeep-
ers whom I designate as "paper pack-

ers." They use what is known as

the Schmidt packing case, which al-

lows for no packing underneath, ex-

cept a few sheets of tar paper, only

3 inches around the hive with 6 or 8

inches on top. They leave the cov-

ers sealed on. The hive is wrapped
in paper, usually 6 to 10 ply, and the

packing material is loose planer shav-

ings. This method seems to be very

sucessful in the hands of beekeepers
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in the dark by the cloth cover on the
box, which also serves to help keep
them warm when the cellar is too
cold. He has practiced this method
for a good many winters and finds it

very successful.

THAT NATIONAL TRADE-MARK
Several months ago it was proposed

that a trade-mark be established for
the American Honey Producers'
League. I agreed to design such a
trade-mark, provided the beekeepeis
of the country would give their sup-
port in suggesting what this trade-
mark should consist of.

The matter was given considerable
discussion in the editorial columns of
the bee journals, but our busy bee-
keepers probably did not heed the
matter or give it serious thought,
only two or three suggestions were
offered during these past months.

While I have my own ideas in the
matter, yet the question of a trade-
mark affecting the honey industry of
the nation, cannot be decided or sug-
gested by one person.
Many trade-marks now existing,

used in connection with honey, have
embodied in them one or more honey
plants. I feel that honey plants
should be omitted entirely from the
trade-mark. It is entirely impossible
to name a honey plant that is a ma-
jor source of surplus honey in evoi-y

State in the Union.
To design a suitable trade-mark

that will be adaptable to the entire
country, is quite a task. Will you
please offer your suggestions?

C. W. Aeppler.
Oconomowoc, Wis.

It is vitally important that the
American Honey Producers' League
adopt a trade-mark for future ad-
vertising campaigns. Now is your op-
portunity to suggest ways, designs
and wording for your trade-mark.
Take advantage of the opportunity
and send your suggestions to Mr. C.
W. Aeppler, who is a practical bee-
keeper and artist.

This League is your League; use it

and benefit by it.

C. F. Muth,
Chairman Advertising Committee,

American Honey Producers'
League.

FROM THE FAR WEST
The west is not so wild any more,

but there is still plenty of room out
there. An extension man has to

travel long distances and visit wide'y
separated localities. Beekeeping is

quite generally concentrated in fa-

vorable situations in the valleys while
there are large areas which at present
would not support honey production
on a profitable basis. H. A. Scullen
was one of the first beekeeping spe-
cialists employed by an agricultural
college on the Pacific Coast. Al-

though he had formerly lived in Ore-
gon, he was a member of the faculty

of the Iowa College of Agriculture
when selected for the position of bee-

keeping specialist for the Washing-

ton State College at Pullman. After
several years of successful work in
Washington he resigned to accept a
similar position at the Oregon Col-
lege, where he is still stationed.
Scullen is well known to the beekeep-
ers of the west and we take this op-
portunity to introduce him to our
readers of other sections.

SELLING HONEY
By M. P. Woodworth

I am not boasting that my method
of selling direct to the consumer is

altogether new. The main thing about
it is that it works out for the products
of my own apiary. Up to the present
time I have sold 3,000 pounds of fine
clover honey, locally. The honey is

put up in five and ten-pound pails, one
pound, one-and-one-half and three-

il A. Scullen

pound jars, and attractively labeled.
Every writer on the marketing of
honey emphasizes the sale value of
an honest label, and especially a label
suggestive of the delicious sweet
vlthin its container. Theie must not
bo too much reading matter, as folks
do not read all, especially the instruc-
tions regarding the care of honey af-
ter it granulates. One must talk a
great deal, when conditions are ripe
for talking. Bees and honey spell
mystery to the average individual. Let
the beekeeper expound the manifold
mysteries of the hive and its occu-
pants. A great deal of misunderstand-
ing arises through lack of knowledge
as to how honey is actually produced.
Many a buyer is skeptical, he thinks
there is something artifici;il about our
honey. The fact that wc have pure
food laws and bee inspection does not
dissipate his doubt. To sell honey one
must establish faith in the purity of it.

Only yesterday a physician inquired
of me about comb honey. He said
he would like a few combs, as he
knew it was the real article.
To overcome such a state of mind

I explain how honey is actually pro-
duced, and I always carry photo-
graphs of my apiary and small ex-
hibits of extracting combs, fat with
honey. It's a real pleasure to see the
feeling of confidence that comes as a
result of the pictures.

There is nothing I like better than
to sell this finest of sweets. In fact, I
am in love with honey. I have jars,
pails and combs of it in conspicuous
places about my home, where my eye
can see and my mind contemplate its
beauty. The presence of honey about
the house serves another purpose—it

keeps me enthusiastic over the work.
Our frequent callers cannot resist
buying, when they see such a tempt-
ing article.

As I live a short ways in the coun-
try, on an important highway, my
large "Honey for Sale" sign across the
driveway halts many an autoist. I
also conduct a roadside stand, where
I display my apiary products in the
various containers. I spend a por-
tion of each day in the city, with my
Ford touring car, at an important
street intersection where the traffic
is thickest. I manage to stay between
II a. m. and 2 p. m. Honey is in evi-
dence on every available space in the
car. I have two large honey signs,
cne on the back curtain and one across
the lower portion of the wind shield.
The upper portion of the wind shield
is bent down at right angles to make
a shelf, and across this shelf I place
my jars. The rear seat is stocked full
or pails and jars of honey; pails are
hung about on the outside. So the
passing public knows there is honey
for sale, and because it is attractive
they want it. At times I go into va-
rious offices with one-pound jars, and
I am surprised how well the honey
sells. The small jars serve as sam-
ples, and orders come in later for
larger quantities.

I believe it would be wise to carry
an observation hive somewhere on the
car to attract attention and thereby
stimulate buying. Extracting combs
enclosed in glass to keep out dust
would be an added feature. Some-
one might suggest why not move the
v/hole apiary down? No, not quite
that.

My honey is bringing a better
price, I think, than most of the bee-
keepers here are getting. Fifteen to
twenty cents are the prices for ex-
tracted honey. I am realizing from
22 to 25 cents for most of my honey.
"The buying public is willing to pay a
little more for looks than some bee-
keepers realize.

Wisconsin.

CARNIOLAN BEES
I have your letter asking for my

opinion on the Carniolan bees. The
Cnrniolan bees have been tried and
condemned again and again by a
hasty jury. Their nature and effi-

ciency have never been made a sub-
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ject of thorough research, therefore,

I hesitate to reopen the case.

I believe there are varieties and
races in bees just as in chickens, cat-

tle, or pigs, each race fitted for a dif-

ferent purpose, different climate, and
different conditions, and to say that

there should be just one race of bees

for all the United States and that one
is the most perfect everywhere under
all conditions, is going against all

experience in every branch of animal
industry.

I took up the study of Carniolan

bees two years ago. I imported my
stock and bred from it and raised

honey with it in a special apiary. I

am just beginning to find out their

characteristics and it may be several

years before I will be ready to make
&ny definite statements concerning
them. It is impossible to enter into

details at present. I mention only a

few points, which apparently are

coming to the front:
1. They are larger than other bees,

and have longer tongues and can
work on red clover.

2. They gather proportionately

more honey per colony than other

races.

3. They are the gentlest of all bees

we have in the United States; abso-

lutely quiet on the comb, not flying

fiom the comb when handled, and we
need no smoke when working with

them.
4. They are hardier than black or

yellow bees and can stand at least

two degrees more cold.

5. On account of their quiet dis-

position they winter very well.

6. They hardly ever rob.

7. Their queens are so prolific that

they are superseded in the early sum-
mer.

8. They cannot be kept in a ten-

frame Langstroth and nothing less

than Dadant size of hive will do.

9. Their management will differ

radically from the management of

Italian bees.

These are the lines along which I

am working now, and I will be too

glad to send you further information

when, after longer and closer inves-

tigations I arrive at definite conclu-

sions and can furnish proofs for the

same. Francis Jager,
Minnesota.

DECOY HIVES

By Dr. Ransom A. Race

Early in the spring I prepared some
boxes with an old brood comb and
placed them in trees in the woods.

One of these was placed about a mile

from my apiary on the 18th of May.
The following Sunday a friend and
myself strolled over to see if there

was any signs of a bee about the box.

The first glance showed six or eight

bees flying about and my companion
said, in a disgusted tone: "Blamed
few bees around here." After watch-

ing them for a few minutes I became
convinced they were "scouts" from
some swarm then clustering some-
where in the woods. Filling our pipes

we sat down under a nearby tree to

wait developments. In a very short

time every bee flying about the box
left it; but in less than thi-ee minutes
a slight buzzing sound was heard
which kept increasing in volume and
in almost no time the bees were seen
coming down through the trees

straight for the box, no time being
wasted by them in taking possession.

As soon as nearly all were in, the
box was closed and taken home and
they were hived in a Modified Dadant
hive, which they have filled with comb
and about 25 pounds of surplus
honey.and that, too, during a season
that has been almost an absolute fail-

ure.

They are splendid Italian bees, as

well marked as any bees I have in my
apiary.

While this was taking place it was
almost as interesting to watch the

friend who was with me. Until then
he had no interest in the bees, but,

since then, his interest has grown un-
til now he has bees of his own, and I

really believe he has become as big

a "bug" as I am.
Massachusetts.

My Central Plant Investment

Small honey house, valued at_$100.00
Extractor and small tools 56.40

Total investment $156.40
I figure depreciation as allowed

by the Government.
5 per cent on building 5.00
10 per cent on other equip-
ment 5.64

Annual depreciation charge-$10.64
This plant has been in use for

4 years, total depreciation
for time in use 42.56

HONEY PRODUCTION COSTS IN A
SMALL APIARY
By Elmer Beach

Having just finished figuring cost

on my honey production for this year,
I thought you might be interested in

seeing the figures.

My little apiary is composed of
eight colonies, five in old-style Dadant
hives, two in 10-frame Langstroth and
one in 8-frame, all located here in my
home garden within ten feet of each
other.

The nature of stock investment, be-
ing of wood, and necessarily kept well
covered and pi'otected, and when that
wood is covered thick with wax it is

still less destructible, I finally decided
that 5 per cent depreciation, same as
on wood buildings, would be about
right, instead of the 10 per cent al-

lowed on most classes of equipment.
While these stacks may be termed
equipment, the charge is always based
on the "probable life of the asset in

use," and I presume unless something
unusual happens that most of the
stack equipment will be in use at the
end of 20 years. Therefore in this

cost work I depreciate the stack at
that I'ate, 5 per cent, instead of 10 per
cent.

Some may not agree with me in

capitalizing the work of the bees in

combs. But I insist on that. If my
bees spend their time this season cre-

ating 100 new combs, this season
should have the credit. Because they
are going to remain right on in use
for twenty years more. They will

never need building again, and by
capitalizing them and then spreading
the amount over 20 years as a depre-
ciation charge on stack investment,
that makes each year stand its own
part of that investment. I may be a

little high, but I would hate to un-
dertake making one for 50 cents. I

feel that my charge is about right,

when compared with the cost of alum-
inum combs.

Sound value of central plant
investment $113.84

On which I have figured inter-

est at 6 per cent.

My Stack Investments

8 hives complete $ 80.75
4 extra bodies, complete 22.05
20 supers, complete 79.90
I have also capitalized the bees

and their work in building
combs as follows:

8 colonies of bees at $5 40.00
110 brood combs at 50c each

for Dadant and 40c each
for Langstroth 52.00

210 extracting combs at 20
and 25c 46.50

Total stack investment _--$321.20
While the Government allows

10 per cent depreciation on
almost every kind of equip-
ment, hives are in the nature
of a building, and probably
about as durable, and I have
charged the same deprecia-
tion as on frame buildings,

which gives annual deprecia-
tion charge of 5 per cent on
stack investment $ 15.77

Some of this equipment is in

use four years, some three
and some less.

Total depreciation for time
in use is 44.52

Leaving net sound value of in-

vestment $276.68
On which I am entitled to in-

terest of 16.82
On the basis of the following figures

I figure out my costs as follows:

Debits

270 pounds honey in the hives
Nov. 1, 1920, at 10c $ 27.00

Yard labor, estimated at $3.50 28.00
Insurance and taxes, estimated 4.00

Rent of apiary site, estimated _ 8.00

4 new queens raised and used
in the yard, at $1 4.00

1 new queen purchased and
used in yard 1.25

1 70 five-pound pails used 17.00

Labor and expense extracting
and labeling 8.23

20 pounds sugar fed 1.20

Depreciation on central plant_ 10.64
Depreciation on stack 15.77

Interest on central plant in-

vestment, sound value 6.88

Interest on stack investment,
sound value 16.82

Total cost of production $148.79
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Against this gross cost I

have the following credits:

Credits

5 new queens raised for use or
increase, at $1 $ 5.00

8 frames of brood taken for
increase 8.00

1 swarm taken for increase _- 5.00

33 new brood combs built dur-
ing the season, at 40c and
50c added to investments _. 14.60

100 new extracting combs built

during season, at 20 and
25c added to investments.- 23.80

8.7 pounds cappings wax at 25c 2.15

310 lbs. of honey left on hives

for use of bees 31.00

Total credits for season __.$ 89.55
Either taken for investments

or chargeable against future
operations, leaves
Net cost of production $ 59.24
My honey was all extracted and put

up in 5-pound pails delivered to the

honey house ready to hand out. Pro-
duction amounted to:

White clover honey produced
5641/4 lbs.

Mixed light amber fall honey
290 Va lbs.

Total --__ 854%lbs.
Average net cost of production,

per 100 pounds $6.93
In my small apiary, handled at odd

times, it has been necessary to esti-

mate the item of production, labor
taxes and insurance. The item of

labor I have based on the figures

given by H. C. Dadant in the June
issue, covering 550 colonies for 1919
and 700 colonies for 1920, the highest
average there used being $3.00. So I

think I have my estimate high enough.
Taxes, insurance and site rent may be
a little high, but will do.

For my own personal satisfaction,

I have kept cost figures on each indi-

vidual colony. There is one striking
thing I observe. Individual produc-
tion runs high for the Dadant hives,

but lower for the Langstroth. Be-
sides, I cut queen cells an average of

3 times for each Langstroth colony to

keep my bees together, but cut no
queen cells in the Dadant, and had but
one swarm. Results are proportion-
ate.

My colonies are numbered consecu-
tively. D used with a number indi-

cates Dadant hive, L, a Langstroth,
and numerals following the letter in-

dicate number of frames.

Pro- Cost
duction. per 100

No. ID—Worked every
minute 228 V2 $ 4.28

No. 2D— (Swarmed).. 78 7.11

No. 3D— (Only strong 6

frame nucleus at

opening of clover). 70% 12.16

No. 5D—Gave 4 frames
brood and 3 queens
for increase) 196 3.80

No. 6L10—Worked all

time 791/2 13.29
No. 7D— (8 frames nu-

cleus divided in half

May 15) 26 11.80
No. 8L10 — Worked

right through 90% . 9.19

No. 10L8 — Worked
right through 56% 10.48
Grouping the 5 Dadant hives to-

gether, which included 1 4-frame nu-
cleus and one 6-frame nucleus at the
beginning of clover, in one group, and
the 3 Langstroth, which were all full

colonies, 2 lO-frame and 1 8-franie,

I got the following results:

Average production per colony

—

Dadant 120 lbs.

Langstroth 751/2 lbs.

Average cost of production per 100
pounds

—

Dadant $5.74
Langstroth 10.94
So much for my costs the first sea-

son, running almost exclusively for
extracted honey, without attempting
much increase.

I feel quite good over the season's

outcome. I have no very great ex-

pense after my honey is on the shelf,

and have sold my clover at an aver-

age price of 29c a pound, and the fall

honey at 24 %c, so I have come out
all right on my little bunch of bees.

Michigan.

MULLINS CELL-BUILDING NUR-
SERY AND MATING HIVE

By Jes Dalton

Having experimented and used this

hive two years with uniform success,

I believe a description will be of in-

terest to American Bee Journal read-

ers. The idea came from Mr. O. L.

Mullins, of Uniontown, Pa., formerly
President of the Kansas Beekeepers'
Association.

To build it, use the old "Long Idea"
plan. For convenience use 24 close-

spaced or 21 wide-spaced frames. I

always use wide spacing in every-

thing. Build it so three 8-frame su-

pers will exactly set on top of it

side by side. Leave a good-sized en-

trance at each end.

Now build in solid excluders at the

points that come just under the edges

of the center super; I tear up an or-

dinary wood and wire excluder and
use the wires, furnishing a perfect

excluder without any extra hindrance

to bees and ventilation. This divides

the 21-franie compartment into 3

nearly equal 7-frame parts; the cen-

tral part having no entrance except
through the excluder.

Stocking

Stock with two good colonies, head-

ed by young queens of quiet disposi-

tion, putting a queen and unsealed

brood in each end. Place combs of

sealed honey and sealed brood in cen-

ter part. Put covers on ends, and
super on center part, and fill out with

frames of emerging brood, even if

you have to borrow some from other

colonies.

Operating

It is now ready for use. Graft cells

(10 to 40) in center of super, using

any method you choose (dry grafting

can bo used to get started). I use

the Doolittle system. I use several of

these hives and graft, in sone one,

every other day, transferring started

cells to other building and finishing

colonies of this same type. Keep ex-

changing the brood combs in super
that have hatched for combs of

emerging brood with the queens down
in the ends.

This keeps a fresh supply of nurse
bees up around the cells all the time,

and confines all operations to the top
super, and this saves lifting a super
to hunt "wild cells" that they might
have built over the unsealed brood in

the combs you brought up.

Advantages

I hardly know where to start in

enumerating its advantages over any
other system I ever tried out. To be-

gin with, it is perfectly balanced,

timed or primed all the time. For
ideal cell building and nursing you
have that double force of nurse bees

backed by the heat of the two colo-

nies, and a double field force that

brings in honey all the time if there

is any.
It is double queen-right, thus giving

the best impulse to proper cell build-

ing. It is semi-automatic in that it

sorts the nurse and field bees, the

former remaining up on the emerging
brood around the cells and the latter

occupying the compartment near the

entrance around the queen, if you
keep it leak proof.

And as it is natural for bees to car-

ry honey up and to store it in cells

from which brood has just emerged,

there is a steady flow of honey up
around those cells all the time.

As the whole outfit gets more pow-

erful, as the flow advances, you can

keep raising the super you are oper-

ating on and putting empties under

it. They may fill one in a few days

and you may have to even super the

end compartments over the queens.

You may now have a colony with

some hundred pounds of honey, 20

to 30 frames of brood, bees in propor-

tion, and if there is a more ideal place

or plan to raise cells I would like to

hear of it.

It will store more honey than

any other colony in the yard, while

turning off' cells by the hundred.

As a Mating and Increase Hive
Build and stock exactly as for cell

building. Put a tight division board

in center of an 8-frame super. Nail

screen wire over bottom of it, nail-

ing to division board at bottom. Bore

a small entrance hole at opposite ends

of super for flight holes or entrance.

Stock this super with 3 good frames

of emerging brood and bees on each

side, from same colony. Insert ripe

cell in either side. Warmth and odor

come up from below. In a few days

you have two laying queens in supers,

all with odor of parent colony. You
can take them out with frames of

brood and bees, to ship, or requeen,

or increase, and restock super from

queens below, add fresh cells and go

right ahead.
I have taken a queen out of one of

those, with 2 frames of brood and ad-

hering bees, and requeened a colony

at once, right in the midst of robbing,

killing old queen and smoking all bees
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down, and placing these two frames
with queen between them in center of
super, on top of colony, in the middle
of the day, with no caging or news-
paper either. If you use the two up-
per queens this way, you now have
a field force from 5 laying queens, all

left on one stand and all of the same
colony, odor, etc.

As an Experimental Hive
It is a line hive with which to study

the nature of bees. Some are lots

better cell starters than others, some
better nurses and some are not good
for either (get rid of these). It is a
great drone conserver. You can place
a fi-anie of sealed drones in there and
when you take the lid off you have a
regular swarm of drones. Can lift

a super of fresh grafted cells off, take
out the combs on one side, over the
cells, and watch the nurse bees work,
and go and come from those cells.

While I do not expect breeders of
the magnitude of Mr. Wing, of Cali-

fornia, would take to this plan, I be-

lieve it would do the trick for Mr. F.
Dundas Todd, of Ontario, who in the
September issue of the American Bee
Journal, pages 361-2, told of keeping
the finest recoi'ds I had ever seen, but
was never able to raise a queen from
those heavy producers; especially if

he would build it double-walled and
pack it.

Louisiana.

AN ANTISEPTIC FOR BEE DIS-

EASES
By Arthur C. Miller

Last spring Mr. F. Dundas Todd, of
Victoria, B. C., sent me particulars of

the Lewis treatment for European
foulbrood and at the same time say-

ing it was equally efficacious in the
treatment of American foulbrood.
Later I had correspondence with both
Mr. W. H. Lewis, the discoverer of its

application to bees, and Mr. W. J.

Shcppard, Chief Inspector of Apiaries
of British Columbia.

So many cures have been offered,
many of which I have tested and
found wanting, that naturally I was
skeptical about this. But it was so
well and confidently recommended
that I tried it, and tried it carefully,
first exactly as recommended, and
then varied it until I was sure about
every particulai'.

The article from Mr. Sheppard, in

November number, gives all import-
ant particulars, so I will not repeat
them, but just cite some observations.

"B.-K." was not available here, but
I found a chemist who knew all about
it and he told me it was a strong solu-

tion of sodium hypochlorite and is

made as given in Mr. Sheppard's arti-

cle. It is the home-made solution
vi-hich I have used. It is so cheap that
its cost need not enter into the con-
sideration of the treatment.

After the solution is made, keep it

corked, and when using it wear old
clothes, because it is a powerful
bleaching agent. It is non-poisonous
and non-irritating, on the contrai^y,

it is a good sterilizing agent for cuts
and abrasions.

In applying it on infected combs a
common bush sprayer is used. These
may be bought at an agricultural
warehouse and cost here 50c. An in-

spector having much work to do had
better have one made of brass or cop-
per, because the tin ones soon rust

out.

It is wise to catch and cage the
queen at the start and release her

when through, because she often runs
out with the bees and does not always
find her way back. The bees are
shaken from a comb and the comb is

sprayed on both sides and then re-
turned to the hive. Each comb is

treated in the same way. The bees
keep moving away from the sprayed
combs, but soon go back onto them.
They lick up all drops of the liquor.
When all combs are back in the hive
and most of the bees are back in, the
queen may be released. I found the
full strength solution killed most of
the eggs, or at least they disappeared,
and this was an advantage, for it was
equal to dequeening for three days,
and gave the bees a chance to clean
up.

We have here a virulent type of
European foulbrood and it is hard to
combat, but the spray treatment does
it thoroughly. In mild cases or when
the disease has just appeared, one
spraying is sufficient, but if the dis-
ease has been running for some time
and there are many sealed cells, and
particularly if the colony is weak in
bees, several subsequent sprayings
are necessary. This is because the
gas does not penetrate and sterilize
the sealed cells and as soon as they
are opened by the bees reinfection oc-
curs.

Here is the description of an ex-
periment on a number of treatments
and I'esults. Eight colonies were in-

fected, some mildly, some rotten with
the virulent type. One treatment
sufficed with all the mildly infected
colonies, but several, three to four,, at
intervals of three to six days, were
necessary with the others. Two bad
cases received several treatments
each and almost cleaned up, one hav-
ing but two or three infected cells on
each comb. These colonies were then
allowed to remain undisturbed to act
as a "control," as the scientists say.
The disease began to spread until
they were as bad as at first, literally

rotten with the disease.
There seems no doubt but that the

chlorine gas does destroy all germs it

comes in contact with, and for me
European foulbrood has lost its ter-

ror. I was not able this year to test

it on American foulbrood. I have
spores of that disease and another
year shall infect a colony or colonies
and try it out. Dr. Phillips is skep-
tical as to its efficacy on American
foulbrood, because the spores get into
the honey, and so are beyond the
reach of the spray. The Canadians
say it works as well on American foul-

brood as on European foulbrood. Let
us hope we are as successful, but
American foulbrood is not half the
trouble the other is.

Rhode Island.

Double colony used for cell building. In addition to 300 queens, over
was produced

250 pounds of honey

French Bee Book
We have ordered from France half

a dozen copies of 'Le Mystere des
Abeilles," mentioned in the editorials
of October, page 395. The price of
the book is about $1 in paper covers.
We have a couple of orders for them
already. Who wants more? First
come, first served.
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UNEDITED LETTERS OF HUBER
(Continued from November)

Causes of Swarming—Royal Cells—

•

Jealousy of the Queen—Travel
Supplies of the Swarms

Lausanne, June 30, 1828.
You are a musician, my dear girl

;

if I had Ivnown that you had bees at
Bois d'Ely and swarms to expect, I

would have called upon your sensi-

tiveness and upon your ear for music
for an observation which I have often
made and which might have interested
you as it did me; let us hope that it is

not too late.

Let us suppose that you have just
heard the charivari which indicates
everywhere the issue of a swarm; you
come running to witness it; there it

iv- above your head. I see you in the
midst of many bees, enjoying this fine

sight, without being frightened by
the tumultuous bustle of so many be-
ings which, we are told, are armed
with stings that are so dangerous

—

but do not believe it.

It has been recognized—-and those
who know how to care for them will

tell you—that bees are never milder
than on the days when they swarm.
Yet to secure their swarms people
treat them in a manner that might ir-

ritate them. Those bees, so irascible

and vindictive, are never thus in such
an occasion and when the proposition
is swarming, the redoubtable sting is

neither felt nor seen.
Take note, I pray you, of a truly

balsamic odor which spreads about
you ; the odor of honey, which this re-

calls, often allays their anger. I

have caused many fights to end by
throwing a few drops of honey upon
bees which appeared to be furious.
Is honey, for them, when it is scat-

tered in their atmosphere, a talisman
which brings them back to their nat-
ural gentleness and keeps them from
becoming angry?

Do you hear any discord in this

numerous concert? This soft hum-
ming is, to my sense of hearing, com-
posed only of accurate tones. This
aerial music goes straight to my
heart; I acknowledge that I never
heard it indifferently; is it possible
that what I find in it expressive,
touching, melancholy and even sol-

emn, comes only from myself or my
imagination? I will not deny the
natural exaltation which rises within
me through this interesting event and
this apparent agreement in will and
sentiment in beings which are placed
(by us it is true) almost at the foot
of the scale.

Although I have not said a word to
you about it, I am sure that you will

divine at least one of the reasons
which cause the periodical departure
of swarms; that which is true, wise,
useful, may be often foreseen. To
help you a little, however, permit me
to use a comparison which is within
reach of the master and of the pupil
and convenient for both.

If you had been but a simple shep-
herdess, would your kindness and
your natural reasoning allow you to
retain your sheep or your goats within
a space of pasture that could feed but

half of them? No, doubtless you
would not doom them to the horrors
of famine. It is to preserve the bees
from this danger that nature has in-

structed them to seek, like nomad
tribes, a salvation in periodical mi-
grations.

The queen, which you know only by
reputation, is the motive which directs
the multitude, whose mother she is.

They say that she can produce, in a
year, from sixty to eighty thousand
brood. This is enough to make up the
swarm which is, the following year
and perhaps sooner, to seek far away
the sustenance necessary to the
keeping of the new population.

(Note of the translator.—Huber
did not yet know, as we do now, that
the queen lays hundreds of thousands
of eggs, instead of tens of thousands,
neither did he know that which was
learned later by the introduction of
bees of different colors, that bees live

only a short time in summer, an aver-
age of about 45 days.)

As the substances which are suit-

able for the food of bees cannot be
increased indefinitely in a limited
space, they have been taught to seek
far away the food which is required
for a constantly growing population

;

it is for this that wings have been
given them, with the knowledge for
using them. Let us study now what
has been prepared to determine their
migration.

Accept my word, dear girl, until
you see it with your own eyes. I as-

sure you that I have not accepted
anything till I have secured positive
proof. The care with which Burnens
has informed his master and friend
has been a great help in this occasion.

But I must ask of you here again
much faith and docility; for will you
readily believe that an insect, a sim-
ple bee be susceptible to jealousy?
You must accept this statement, for
nothing is truer; all you require is

the evidence. For this purpose a few
details are necessary.

You know that a wax-comb is com-
posed of a greater or less number of
contiguous cavities which have been
named cells; it is in those little lodges
that the bees deposit their crops of
honey or of pollen and that the
queen lays her eggs when they are fit

to receive them.

Have you noticed some openings
much larger than the cells and with
no regularity about them? They are
not the result of accident; the bees
have left those spaces in the thickness
of the combs. Through this aiTange-
ment, whenever they are in a hurry
to travel over both sides, they can do
it much more promptly than if they
had to go around the edge of the
comb. It is, if you please, like pub-
lic squares or alleys; in our cities sim-
ilar spaces have the same utility.

Among the bees they have still an-
other; it is there that they build the
royal cells of which you have prob-
ably heard. In their original shape,
those cells resemble an acorn cup,
later they will become, as the work
progresses, inverted pyramids, at first

more or less truncated. It is when
the royal cell is only in the shape of
a cup and is not deeper than two or
three lines (one-fourth to one-sixth
inch), that it may receive the eggs
that the queen lays in it, perhaps in

passing, while she goes from one side
of the comb to the other. I am in-

clined to believe that it is a tiick de-
vised by the architect bees. That
which confirms this conjecture is that
the bees, being unable to build the
royal cells horizontally in the comb
and give the same direction to the
pyramidal part without extending it

too far between the parallel combs, in

the space reserved for passage, could
do nothing better than fasten the
royal cell cups vertically, under the
edge of the spaces intended for pas-
sage; then the pyramidal part could
be fastened to the cup and extended
vertically in the open space below.

There is another reason which ex-
plains fairly well why the royal cells

must not be built in the thickness of

the comb. The queens, larger and
longer than the workers for whom the
ordinary cells are intended, would not
find in them a space sufficient for

their ulterior development.

The queens, in a hurry for laying
and finding all the small cells occu-
pied, pass to the other side of the
comb through one of these passages,

but perceiving the orifice of the out-

lined cells, insert their abdomen into

them after having ascertained that

they are not already occupied ; they
fall thus in the snare which has been
prepared for them.

As fast as the small cells are
emptied, through the hatching of the

worker bees, the queen lays in them,
as well as in the different cell cups
which she finds open and empty. Her
eggs will produce successively royal

larvae and nymphs more or less ad-

vanced. It is not only by supplying
a broader and differently located

lodging that the bees bring to the

queenly condition those which were
intended only for simple workers. A
more exquisite food, perhaps more
stimulating and more abundant,
brings about the extension of the

queen organs in the cradle and espe-

cially the development of the sexual

organs. Mr. Bonnet, during the visit

which he paid me at Pregny, saw in

one of my hives, from which I had re-

moved the queen, more than 20 royal

cells begun.

A very singular and very import-

ant thing which has not been suffi-

ciently noticed and of which I under-

stand but now the usefulness, is the

perfect coincidence of the laying of

drone eggs, always obsei'ved in the

season of swarming, with the build-

ing of royal cells. A secret link as-

suredly exists between these two
great preparations.

Here we are again reduced to ad-

miration, is it not enough? Without
this arrangement the young queens
would run the risk of never becoming
mothers, or of securing but imperfect

mating in case their fecundation

should be too long delayed (See next
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letter.—Ed.), but, as has been said,

everything is in harmony in the nat-

ural history of bees.

Follow me another moment and you
will see a new point.

For me to have told you that

queens were susceptible to jealousy,

I must have very evident proofs to

give you of so singular a thing.

By what means can they be brought
to that and how can a feeling of jeal-

ousy and irxntation be inspired in

them, through the accomplishment of

the views that Nature intended?
Let us return to the royal cells; it

is thei-e that the thread starts which
will lead us out of this labyrinth.

Their construction cannot be instan-

taneous; several days are needed dur-
ing which many workers are em-
ployed successively to build a pyramid
out of that which at first was shaped
only like an acorn cup.

The queen, after having deposited
her egg at the bottom of the cup, con-
tinued to lay elsewhere very peace-
ably without giving the least sign of
alarm; it was only when the pyramid
was finished that we noticed in her
bearing a beginning of restlessness.

The royal larva was then filling the
cell to its extremity, she was about
to pass to the state of nymph, during
which she has no longer need of any
food. The closing of the cell at that
time proves it incontestably.

The agitation of the queen in-

creased as fast as the young larva

grew towards its goal; from a very
noticeable displeasure the queen
passed very quickly to anger, and it

is not to be doubted that her rival was
the object of it.

When we see her bending her en-

ergy upon her destruction and killing

her in her cradle when the bees do
not put any obstacles in the way of
this fury, do you not recognize that
the most cruel jealousy has been the
only incentive of it? The intention
of nature would not be fulfilled if

that of the queen was accomplished

;

if she could kill her rivals in infancy
there would be no hopes for swarms,
and the colony would perish; the
workers taught by kind Nature to op-
pose this, do it effectively, by sur-

rounding the royal cells with guards
numerous enough to prevent the ef-

fect of the queen's rage; they always
succeed in doing so by opposing her
approach without ever using their

sting against this mother so cher-
ished; they succeed in drawing or

driving her away, by climbing on her
back and striking her with their an-
tenna, which is now known to be a
very expressive language.

The bees, the ants, like all the be-

ings which live in association and
whose operations require a sort of
concert, must understand each other
and have some means of communicat-
ing to one another their thoughts, their
needs, their desires, their fears and
above all their dangers. Among in-

sects which we have observed, the

repeated and varied touching of the

antennae warn them and instruct them
of what they need to know.

Another means of information in-

structs the bees of that which inter-

ests the queen; I have made sure of

that in case of her death or her dis-

appearance. To convince oneself of
this, it is only necessary to remove
the queen from the bees; one will see

nothing in the first moments to prove
that her loss has been detected, but
at the end of a half hour one cannot
doubt it. The confusion which reigns
in the hive, the abandoning of the
brood, the running about of the work-
ers, their precipitate flight at undue
hours, their reseai'ches around the

hive, later the re-establishment of

good order and especially the prepara-
tions which they make to rear another
queen prove that they have perceived
the loss, but do not explain how.

It is always the old queen that leads
the first swarm; she goes with it

after showing by her growing agita-

tion that she gives up to the terror

caused by the existence of young
rivals in the cradles, but as she does
not wait until they have reached the

end of their grovrth and can leave the

royal cell, she goes with her swarm
without having done any harm to her
young rivals; murder takes place only
after the departure of the old queen.
The one who succeeds immediately
finds rivals, at her birth, they are very
dangerous for her; their age about
equal to hers does not permit her to

wait until they also hatch, but she
pounces upon the still sealed cells,

pierces them and kills with her sting

the royal nymphs of which she per-

ceives the existence through some un-
known sense.

The appearing of royal cells and
the jealousy which they inspire in the

reigning queens are therefore truly

that which procures the accomplish-
ment of the views of Nature and the

means employed by the latter to in-

duce the bees to fly away from their

native home and seek their conserva-
tion by periodical migi'ations.

I thought that I had seen and
faithfully described evei-ything that

has reference to the natural history

of swarms; that which has just hap-

pened to me proves that one can
never be too careful or too modest.
I find in a forgotten memorandum of

mine the detail of an observation
which had taken my attention in the

old days and of which I had not re-

tained the recollection; it is dated of

the year 1816.

That year which has properly been
called the year of famine, did not
open in Geneva as likely to be as

fatal to bees as it was to all our crops.

The fine blooming of the early

spring, the warm and moist tempera-
ture which reigned at that epoch
caused the honey and pollen to

abound in the blossoms. The drones,

which appeared early in all our hives,

announced early swarms; that expec-

tation was realized; I never saw so

many; 10 or 12 hives which I had at

the end of winter multiplied by the

end of June to the number of 60.

I was then using leaf hives, glassed

only at their posterior end. That is

where our attention was directed,

when we recognized the well-known

signs of swarming; that moment is

when all the bees, excited by the ir-

ritation of their queen, think only of

following her, leaving their native
home and going elsewhere for a new
country. That is what every one
knew, or should have known, accord-

ing to the excellent memoix-s of Reau-
mur.

Let us see what will happen to

those fugitives, leaving foolishly

their apparently well furnished
homes, supplied with everything that

they needed, to prefer to it such
homes as they would accidentally find

and which would undoubtedly be lack-

ing in what would be to their con-

venience.
What will happen to them if the

weather changes at the moment of

their entrance into a tree trunk or in

the cavity of a rock, especially if the

bad weather is prolonged 5 or 6 days?
That is not difficult to divine; they
will starve infallibly. Their greatest
torment will be the discouragement
into which they will fall when they
will see that their queen, finding no
cells in which to lay her eggs, will be
compelled to drop them in the air,

and consequently that all hope of
posterity will vanish. (This discour-

agement in similar cases has been ob-

served by others).

No, no. it is not at a time when
these beings which prove of so great
an interest to us have the greatest

need of a superior direction that it is

refused to them.
When the bees are about to leave

their home forever, when everything
seems to be in confusion among
them, one can see them pounce upon
the combs in which the honey has
been stored, which are always the

farthest away from the entrance. We
have seen them entirely strip 3 large

combs of honey in a few minutes.
Time pressed, it was necessary to fol-

low the queen, and they knew it.

We made this observation on so

large a number of swarms in 1816
and since that date, that I have no
doubts whatever upon this matter.

(To be continued)

BEESTINGS AS CURE
By A. F. Bonney

When first the writer began in bee-
keeping, the bee journals were filled

with accounts of cures of rheuma-
tism by the use of beesting poison,

commonly supposed to be formic acid.

He combated this idea, and it was not

long before such articles became rare.

Recently, however, one appeared in

the American Bee Journal, and 1

wish to advance a few ideas to com-
bat the fallacy, for such the medical
men generally consider it, if we ex-

cept our friends, the Homeopaths.
Rheumatism has always been the

despair of physicians, of the Tradi-

tion or Regular school, the "Allo-

paths," so called. For generations

the disease was supposed to be due to

uric acid in the blood, but that theory

was long since abandoned, and we
now know that it is caused by the ab-

sorption into the circulation of poi-
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sonous material, pus, from some part
of the body; decayed teeth, tonsils,

liver, kidneys, in fact any part of the
body may be the cause; any "treat-
ment" which does not remove the
cause will fail of permanent results.

This has been demonstrated so many
times that it is, I believe, unques-
tioned.

No matter how subject to rheuma-
tism an individual may be, there are
times when he is entirely free of pain,

and the last remedy he took gets cred-
it for the "cure." However, it is but
a question of time before there will

be another attack, when other reme-
dies will be used; a "patent" nostrum,
a "rheumatic ring" made of iron, and
sold at from 50 cents to $5; a horse-
chestnut or potato carried in the
pocket, hot baths, beestings, or some
of the "pathys." That they all fail

the prevalence of the disease is proof.

But this article has to deal with the
beesting cure, and in this question, as
in all others, we must go down to
fundamentals. Medical men, of the
Traditional school, studying the mat-
ter, found that a treatment by a se-

rum to antagonize the mixed infec-

tion of the rheumatic poison, gave
good results, but was not entirely

safe, and the matter of a radical cure
of rheumatism is still an open ques-
tion. It is hoped that further inves-

tigation will develop a certain rem-
edy.

Let us now see where the idea of

a cure by the use of beestings orig-

inated. Along about one hundred
years ago a Dr. Hahnemann, of Leip-

sic, conceived the idea that any drug
given a person which would produce
certain symptoms in them would cure
a disease which gave rise to similar

symptoms. "Siniilia similibus curan-
tur," or "like cures like"; therefore,

a drug which would produce a fever
would cure a condition of the system
which gave rise to fever; and a medi-
cine which produced a certain kind of

a swelling would cure a disease caus-

ing such a swelling; therefore, as the

sting of a bee caused a swelling sim-

ilar to swelling caused by rheuma-
tism, the sting of a bee would "cure"
rheumatism, and should, more logic-

ally, cure urticaria, or "hives."

Those were the days before tiie

medical world found that many dis-

eases are caused by germs, a fact

which is not now contradicted, except,

of course, by uninformed persons.

Not only was Dr. Hahnemann's
idea based on a wrong premise, but
his remedies were given oftimes in

infinitesimal doses. He took an herb
and extracted the juice, and this he
called "Mother Liquor." It was not
standardized, as all drug remedies are

today. In other words, a fluid extract

or tincture of a drug must contain a

certain per cent of the active princi-

ple of the drug; morphine in lauda-

num, aconite in tincture or fluid ex-

tract of aconite, and so on. The
"Mother Liquor" of Dr. Hahcnemann
might have contained 5 per cent or 40
of the active principle of the sub-

stance used.

Of this "Mother Liquor" the Home-
opaths took one drop, put it into 101)

drops of alcohol, and mixed it with

"one downward shake of the hand."
This was absolutely essential. To
make the next strength, or "potency"
one drop of the first mixture was
taken, added to 100 drops of alcohol
and mixed with two downward shakes
of the hand, and this was continued
to as "high" as the thirty-second po-
tency, but no matter whether the
third or last potency was used, there
was but one drop of the "Mother
Liquor in all, which means that in the
third there was but one ten-thou-
sandth of one drop of "Mother
Liquor" used. This was far too pow-
erful to be used undiluted, so a tei-

spooful of it was added to a cup of
water, and a small dose given at in-

tervals of time.
Years ago the Homeopaths used to

secure beesting poison by letting the

bees sting a piece of sponge. The
poison was then extracted with alco-

hol—one of the most efficient of
germicides. This was diluted to the
third or thirty-second potency and
given as a "cure." If the third poten-
cy was used, a teaspoonful to the
glass of water, the patient got ap-
proximately one eighty-thousandth of

one drop of beesting poison to the

dose, assuming that the solution of

the poison was about the strength of

the drug "Mother liquor."
Later on, some one, fully as brave

as the man who first ate an oyster,

broke away from the Homeopathic
idea and began giving the beesting

poison by way of the circulation

through the skin, and found a few per-

sons who would endure the pain of

the sting hoping for a cure, but the
writer has investigated many of these

alleged cures, with no satisfactory )'e-

sults. People claimed they were re-

lieved, or were free of the disease,

while othei's confessed that they had
rheumatism "just as badly as ever,"

when reporting later.

Let me ask this question: If the

poison of the sting of a bee, or sev-

eral of them, is a cure for rheuma-
tism, is it not more than likely that

the hundreds of thousands of intelli-

gent doctors in the world would have
found it out years ago? Nothing can
be more certain.

Another thing: A positive proof

that the sting of a bee will not effect

a cure is that many beekeepers who
have written me assert that while

they are stung many times daily, five

to seven months in the year, they still

have rheumatism. Let us drop the

term "some form of rheumatism '

which the laity loves to use, for there

is but one kind of the disease, mani-
fested, of course, in diffei-ent parts cf

the body. If the pain be in the lum-

bar region it becomes Lumbar rheu-

matism, or Lumbago; if in the region

of the great sciatic nerve, it is

called Sciatic, in the muscles. Muscu-
lar rheumatism, and so on ; but the

cause is the same, the manifestation,

the lodgment of a poison in a cei'tain

part.

If the use of beesting poison

through the skin would cure rheuma-
tism, the same remedy given inter-

nally would produce the same result,

and certainly be much less painful.

There is the same objection to

vaunting the beesting "cure" as in
the use of patent nostrums, it delays
the appeal to the educated medical
man who has an intelligent hope of
finding the cause, and by treating
that relieve the patient. I remem-
ber one case where a lady, Mrs. M.
W., was a severe sufferer from rheu-
matism; I found that she had a
mouthful of badly decayed teeth, and
suggested that they were probably
the cause of the most of her ti-ouble;

she tried, I believe, everything she
could think of before having the teeth
extracted,, but finally got to it. She
began to improve at once, and now,
two years after, is relatively free of
the disease; but, the tissues were al-

tered by years of irritation, and she
suffers slightly at times, and possibly
always will.

A number of years ago I sent out a
thousand slips stating that honey was
a cure for rheumatism, taken in table-
spoonful doses, no water to be drunk
for two hours after a dose was taken.
I received several letters thanking
me, as the writers had been cured.
One party sent me a dollar. He must
surely had been benefited.

I have no doubt whatever that a
free use of honey will do as much
to cure rheumatism as the sting of
the bees will, perhaps more, for the
poison of the beesting affects a per-
son but locally. It is not absorbed
into the general circulation. If it was
it is more than likely that we should
soon have many reports of persons
killed by the poison, as we now hear
frequently of disastrous results fol-

lowing the stinging of some one by
bees.

Iowa.

HONEY HARVEST EXPERIMENTS
By John Protheroe

The July number of the Bulletin ds
la Societe Romande d'Apicultura
gives the results of some interesting
experiments by the brothers Tri-
coire

:

"1. On the capacity of the honey
stomach of the bee, the weight of
honey carried, and the time i;iken tc

load up.
"We constructed small cubes con-

taining exactly one cubic centimeter
of honey. These were closed so as
to give access to only one bee at a
time. The I'efilling of these cubes by
ourselves and the emptying of them
by the bees, several times, allow us
to state that it takes forty visits by
the bees to empty them completely.
The average capacity of the honey
stomach of the bee is, therefore, 25
cubic millimeters. The specific grav-
ity of our honey being 1.4, each bee
carried 35 milligrammes of honey.
The time taken to load up this burden
was 180 seconds, that is to say, 3

minutes.

"2. On the number of flowers vis-

ited by a bee to collect her burden
during a normal honey flow.

"This experiment was made on
buckwheat flowers in the month of

August. The figures given i.re the

average corrected by Severn! obser-

vations. The search, that is to say,
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the time taken in going from one
flower to another, took 5 seconds.
The collection of nectar took 3 only,
making a total of 8 seconds per
flower. The bee therefore visits with
profit 7 flowers a minute, or 420 to

the hour.
"The above experiment, cften re-

peated, has shown us that the bee
fills her honey stomach in three min-
utes; divided by 3 seconds, the time
spent on each flower for tho collec-

tion of nectar, we find that it takes
60 buckwheat flowers to make a load.
These 60 flowers multiplied by 8
seconds, the total time spent on each
flower (searching and exhausting),
make 480 seconds; that is to say, 8
minutes.

"For our bees the most distant
field is 3,500 meters (a little over 2

miles), the nearest is 200 metei's, and
the average 1,800 meters. A bee
travels at a speed of 1 to 8 meters a
second; the average being 4.50 me-
ters, or 270 meters to the minute.
The time taken to cover this average
distance will, therefore, be between
6 and 7 minutes. For good measure,
let us take 5 minutes for going, there
being no burden, and 7 for the re-

turn with the greater weight. With
the 8 minutes for search and loading
up, that gives a journey every 20
minutes. As the flow of buckwheat
honey only lasts about 3 hours per
day, in the morning, every field

worker makes scarcely 9 trips a day."
Virginia.

e

BEEKEEPING IN BULGARIA
In the accompanying photograph is

given an exhibit of American bee-
keeping appliances in Bulgaria. Mr.
Nicholas Baracoff, the exhibitor, on
the extreme right, was instrumental
in making a public exhibit of this ma-
terial, which attracted the attention
ot all beekeepers and of the Govern-
ment authorities who saw it.

His opinion is that a resumption of
normal rates of exchange and of nor-
mal transportation facilities will

mean the introduction of many
Amex'ican methods in Bulgarian bee
culture.

There are already many beekeepers
keeping bees by modern methods, but
they are the exception rather than the
rule.

THE EDITOR^S ANSWERsl
^^ »

When stamp is enclosed, the editor will answer questions by mail. Since
we have far more questions than we can print in the space available, several
months sometimes elapse before answers appear.

Loss of Queen
About the middle of September, I caught a

little swarm of bees. I put the bees into an-
oth(;r colony and took the queen and turned
her in at the entrance of a hive whose queen
was getting old and worthless. 1 kept watch to

see which one the oees would kill, but I did not
find either of them, the next day, at the en-
trance, as expected. I looked into the hive and
found the young queen, but could not find the
old one, to kill !ier, and the robbers got so bad
that I quit. On the third day I found the
young queen dead outside. What was the rea-

son she was killed, after having been accepted?
IOWA.

Answer.— I think I can explain what hap-

pened; The old queen was worthless, as you

thought, so the bees tolerated the new queen,

When you went back to look for the queen, the

robbers that were thick made the bees angry

and they treated that new queen as a robber.

You have probably noticed that all those who
succeed in introducing queens urge that one

leave the colony alone for a week or more.

The purpose of that is to prevent the queen be-

ing killed as a stranger, before the bees got

entirely used to her All the beekeepers who do

much introducing have more or less experience

in that matter and all agree that it is the ap-

pearance of robbers that causes the bees to kill

a queen that has apparently been accepted. She

is only tolerated, but would soon be considered

as the true mother if such an event did not

happen.

Dadant Hives—Average Yields
1. How much does a Jumbo frame of honey

weigh?
2. About what would the general average

honey yield be for bees in Modified Dadant
hives in good location, having good care, count-
ing only st-ong colonies?

3. Why is the per colony average for the vari-

ous States so low? NEW YORK.

Answers.— 1. The surface of a Jumbo frame

is about equal to 10 sections. If it is well

filled and all sealed, it may weigh as much as

10 pounds. But it may run much below that,

even when apparently well filled.

2. Our location is only middling good, and we
have always figured on an average of 50 pounds

of extracted honey, one year with another. But

if you count only the strong colonies, it is quite

another thing. The question would be : how
strong a colony would you accept as a yielder?

You might run it into IfiO pounds average.

3. Perhaps the explanation is that so many
colonies of bees do not get any care and that

many locations are unfavorable to honey pro-

duction.

Honey Vinegar
Is there such a thing as honey vinegar? How

is it made, and is it any better than any other
vinegar? MISSOURI.
Answer.—Honey vinegar is made by mixing

IH to 2 pounds of honey with a gallon of water,

adding fruit juice enough to start fermentation.

After the alcoholic fermentation is well started,

the acetic or vinegar fermentation will start

if the liquid is sufficiently exposed to the air.

Its quality is that of fhe best vinegars, al-

though it is not as good, perhaps, as vinegar
made from high-grade wines. But it s certainly

above the average cider vinegar.

Do Bees Dance?
My bees seem to be doing the "shimmy" on

the alighting board in front of the hive. Thty
move back and forth about one half inch with
heads down as if trying to polish the board. Is
this anything serious? FLORIDA.
Answer.—No, it is not serious, for we have

seen healthy colonies do that often. It really

seems to me as if the bees were polishing the

front board. Perhaps they are. Whoever finds

a good explanation for this action will confer

a favor on us by giving it so that it may be

published in the American Bee Journal.

Exhibition of American bee supplies in Bulgaria

Loss Through Manipulation
Upon opening a hive with the use of smoke,

the bees at once fill themselves with honey. 1

would like to know what disposition is made of
the honey so eaten; that is to say, do the bees
afterwards re-deposit this honey in the cells, or
is it consumed by them? I wish to know if

there is a loss of honey each time the hive is

opened, or whether it is merely temporarily
withdrawn and afterwards re-deposited.

VIRGINIA.
Answer.—I don't know, and it would be

somewhat difficult to find out, positively. How-
ever, I will submit some surmise:

The average European beekeeper seems to

think that whenever you disturb a hive of

bees, if it is ever so little, you confuse the

bees and they lose both time and honey. Per
sonally, I have never thought that the opening

ot a hive with smoke did much harm, if any at

all. I have seen bees fly out to the field

through the open top of a hive, while manipu-
lating it.

There is, however, a question of how greatly

your bees are disturbed. If you smoke them
thoroughly and compel every bee to fill with
honey, just as they do when they prepare to

swarm, there will evidently be a lull in the

work; they may hang in clusters for hours and
consume considerable honey, both through the

digesting stomach and through the wax-produc-
ing organs. But what need is there of so much
smoking? It is merely necessary to frighten

such bees as seem disposed to show anger, and
make those bees fill their honey sac.

Undoubtedly the honey is re-deposited in the

cells, when the excitement is over. But how
much of it, if any, is consumed, is still an open
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question. It will be for some new Huber to

investigate this matter. Huber's narrations of

how the bees fill with honey when ready to

swarm is exceedingly interesting.

Heating Extracted Honey
In the October issue of American Bee Journal

I note the Texas "Rules for packing bulk
comb honey," page 410. "Extracted honey
must have been heated to not less than 120 de-

grees." etc. I keep some 5 or 6 colonies for

my own pleasure and this year will have some
300 pounds to sell. I usually put it in Mason
jars. Will you kindly tell me whether it is ab
solutcly necessary to heat it, as I never have
done it? It sometimes becomes granulated in

the jars. Will the heating keep it liquid? Is

there any way to prevent granulation?
NEW YORK.

Answer.—Yes. heating will prevent granu-

lation, and we think that this is the only rea-

son why they require it. But it is not abso-

Ivitely necessary that you should heat your

honey. I think it is much better to tell the

people to whom you sell honey that it will

granulate, and to explain to them that it is

just as good in that shape. I have always

thought that honey that has been heated loses

some of the essential oils that come from the

blossoms. Of course, if it becomee the cus-

tom all around to heat it, we will have to follow

suit. Be sure not to overheat it.

Bees Gnaw Cloth

I have some colonies of bees that last winter

gnawed the cloth (cotton) that I laid over the

brood frames. I would find great quantities

of lint scattered over the bottom board and the

cloth ruined.
How would it work to lay a piece of screen

wire cloth over the frames and then put on the

top packing? MISSOURI.
Answer.—Bees do pull cloth to pieces, by

taking hold of the little threads that project,

and pulling till they make a hole. The softer

the cloth the more easily they will make holes

in it. If you use khaki or coarse gunny they

will be slow about making holes in it and

will not have any lint scattered about the bot-

tom board. For winter we remove the cloth

altogether. Wire cloth might do as you sug-

gest. At any rate, it is worth trying. We use

straw mats over the combs, with absorbents

above them. But old carpets or gunny sacks

would do just as well. If you use wire screen

let us know how you succeed with it.

ODDS AND ENDS
Special Course in Beekeeping

The Iowa College of Agriculture is

offering a special course of twelve
weeks for beekeepers which looks

very attractive. Many are so situated

that they cannot take a long course
but will be greatly benefited by the

opportunity here afforded. The
course opens at Ames on January 2,

1922, and continues until March 22.

With the beekeeping work is com-
bined instruction in poultry and hor-

ticulture. The student is allowed co^i-

siderable latitude and can devote
most of his time to the particular

thing which is most attractive to him.

The course is divided into two six-

weeks terms, so that those who can-
not stay for the full twelve weeks can
take six weeks and finish the course at

another time.

Any one intere.sted in this special

course will do well to write Prof. F.

B. Paddock, Ames, Iowa, for the

booklet giving full information con-
cerning expenses, etc.

In addition to this course there
will be a short course of four days
during Farm and Home Week the
last week in January.

Southern California Fair

San Bernardino County Beekeep-
ers' Club captured first prize for fea-

ture display, at the Southern Califor-

nia Fair at Riverside, in competi-
tion, with Riverside and Orange
counties, which received second and
third places, respectively.

The exhibit was most attractive

and included all kinds of honey, bees-

wax, bees, canned goods put up vfith

honey, and other products of an api-

ary. The first money amounted to

$100, in addition to the feature.

Bee Jelly

The November Journal just re-

ceived. On page 458 you quote a

statement of a little boy calling

honey "bee jelly." I laughed when I

read the article. I have a little

nephew "Thomas J. Hoyes," of Rens-
selaer, Indiana; when he was 21
months old, at our dinner table, in

asking for the honey he said: "I some
jelly, make a bee out there," and as

he made this request he pointed first

to the honey and then turned to the

window and pointed to the bee hives.

My wife and I have enjoyed re-

peating this little fellow's statement
to almost everybody who comes to

our home. Frank Foltz.

Indiana.

Father of Large Family

A few days ago, at Warsaw, 111., oc-

curred the death of an old beekeeper,

Mr. J. B. Gehin. He was born near
the French line of Alsace-Lorraine,

emigrated to the United States about
1878, and became an American citi-

zen. He was the father of 10 chil-

dren, 42 grandchildren and 15 great

grandchildren. No race suicide there.

Illinois Convention

G. M. Withrow, Secretary of the

Illinois Association, writes to advise

that the Illinois convention will be

held at the St. Nicholas Hotel at

Springfield on December 14 and 15,

instead of the dates announced in Dur

November number. Illinois beekeep-

ers will note the change.

Mississippi Awake
Perhaps nowhere is more active ef-

fort being put forth to advance the

interests of the honey-producing in-

dustry than in the State of Missis-

sippi. The latest from her borders is

the report of the meeting of the Sep-

tember field council of all the exten-

sion workers of the College. At this

meeting the interests of beekeeping
was the subject up for special consid-

eration. The needs and opportunities

of bee culture in Mississippi were
placed before this group of field

workers in such a way as to enable

them to appreciate the value of the

beekeepers' contribution to the wel-

fare of the State.

Iowa Convention
Secretary Paddock announces that

the Iowa convention will be held at
Waterloo on December 15 and 16.

Sippel to Montana
O. A. Sippel, formerly of Guelph,

Ontario, is the new man in charge of
the beekeeping work at the Montana
College of Agriculture. Montana
has recently provided for bee inspec-
tion and now that the subject will be
given serious attention at the Col-
lege of Agriculture, we look for renl
development in beekeeping within her
borders.

Rea to Pennsylvania

Announcement has recently been
made of the resignation of George H.
Rea as beekeeping specialist at
Ithaca, N. Y., to accept a position as
Professor of Extension in Apiculture
at State College, Pennsylvania. He
was one of the first extension men in
the field, giving attention to beekeep-
ing, and his work has been very suc-
cessful. We feel that the beekeepers
of Pennsylvania are to be congratu-
lated upon Mr. Rea's return to his
native State. No announcement has
been made as to the selection of a
successor for Mr. Rea in New York.

Bee Clubs Popular

The boys' and girls' clubs are in-

ci easing in membership and interest
in all sections of the country. There
are numerous reports to the effect
that the bee clubs are doing much
to raise the standard of beekeeping
in many localities where the old-time
box apiaries are the rule.

Another Crazy Reporter's Story

The statement has been widely
published that B. M. Hatfield, an oil

operator, has a hive of bees in the
gear box of his automobile. "They
travel with me over the country," he
says, "When I stop they all pile out
and gather honey. When I honk my
horn they all come back home again."

The public is being fed constantly
with such impossible tales about bees
and honey until the general view of
beekeeping is very much distorted.

The Latest Booze Story
According to a Virginia paper, offi-

cers searching the premises of a boot-
legger in that State were for a long
time unable to find the place where he
stored his supply of liquor. Eight gal-

lons of moonshine was finally located

in the beehives in the front yard.

A Florida Proposal
The Florida State Beekeepers* As-

sociation is planning to sponsor and
guarantee the production and sale by
its members, of early in the season,

dependable, high-grade queen bees
and package bees.

It is hoped to furni.sh a consider-

able quantity of the package bees the

coming spring (1922); and queen
bees just as soon as tests and experi-

ments now under way have developed
a product worthy the attention of dis-

criminating buyers.
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Why Prices are Low
Only the beekeepers themselves are

to blame for the low honey prices.

The first part of August I got a letter

from one of the large firms in Chi-

cago. They asked for a shipment of

honey and said they were paying 10c

for white clover. I answered them
that I had no honey to offer at that

price. Two weeks ago I got a letter

again from the same firm, saying they

could use some honey at my price.

You can't blame the jobbers for pay-

ing a low price if the beekeepers are

satisfied, but I don't think they got

much honey at the price they offer in

the bee papers.

F. W. Luebeck, Rt. 2, Knox, Ind.

up came back to these mills for years.

He finally moved to Missouri, but

"his bees" still come back and steal

syrup and annoy the syrup makers

greatly. Get the point? Lay it all

onto the beekeeper that has moved
away. Jes Dalton.

starve. This is the best way I have
yet tried for introducing either vir-

gins or mated queens.
British Columbia.

Hans Johanson.

Cornflower for Honey
A small plot of batchelor's button

or cornflower was sown by the boy

under a window. The flowers began

early in the summer. I noticed the

bees on them before the buds had

opened. From that time on the bees

visited the flowers from early morn-
ing till late at night. Even after the

flowers had dried up the bees would
come and work over the dried pods.

They must be great producei-s of nec-

tar. H. 0. Hutton, Washington.

Beekeepers' Meeting at Gainesville,

Fla.

The Florida State Beekeepers' As-

sociation held its second annual meet-

ing at Gainesville, Fla., on October 6

and 7. During the two days of the

meeting a splendid program gave

those attending an opportunity of

learning just what has been and could

be done with beekeeping in Florida.

Mr. E. R. Root, Wilmon Newell and
Dr. H. R. Trusler were among the

principal speakers. The most inter-

est was shown in the proposed
"Queen and Package Bee" business,

which the Association will sponsor.

Flans for advertising Florida honey
during "Florida Honey Week" (third

week in November) were also formu-
lated. One feature of the meeting
was a guessing contest of the differ-

ent Florida honeys, prizes being

high-bred queens.
Frank Stirling.

Safe Introduction

On page 367, October, a reader

wishes to know how to introduce

queens to cross hybrid bees. I have

done so safely many times the past

summer without the loss of a single

queen.
Just kill the queen in the hybrid

colony and make sure there are no

queen cells. Over the hive body place

a sheet of newspaper with a hole

punched through but with edges of

paper still coming together. Place

the queen on a frame of emerging

brood and put this nucleus in a hive-

body and set over the colony where

the queen has just been killed. Put

on the cover and leave alone for two

or three days. The frame of brood

with queen may then be put down and

the upper story removed. I believe

this is the best way I have ever tried.

Irving B. Long, Missouri.

Comments From Dalton
I wish to approve every word in

L. B. Smith's article, page 407. It is

a pity he did not write a whole page.

I pack exactly as he does and my ex-

perience is exactly his in every way.
It is the first article on wintering
printed in a Northern journal that

fitted the Southern condition.

I was amused at the bees in the

sorghum mills, page 408. In Lou-
isiana we have pure sugar cane mills

making sugar syrup, a little mill

about every mile.

When I first came to Louisiana
J. F. Archdekin was having it hot

and heavy with several of these little

mills. They grind in balmy, sunny
days in late fall here when there is

rot a bit of honey in the fields. Arch-
dekin moved four miles down river

and I occupied his territory, but the

syrup makers still cussed Archdekin,
and I marvelled that his bees, after

they got in the habit of stealing syr-

Poor Year in British Columbia
Referring to this season's crop, I

am sorry to say that it has been worse

than nothing. While much of the

world was sweltering under abnor-

mal heat and praying for rain. North-

ern and central British Columbia had

cool weather and a most exceptional

rainfall. One correspondent says that

July was wet, August was wetter and
September wettest. The oldest in-

habitant can recall nothing like it.

Hay growth was luxuriant, but it is

all in the fields. Bees could not fly.

so we are feeding up for winter. I

may add that southern British Col-

umbia has had a short, cool summer,
with a mighty poor crop. Vancouver
Island is worse than a blank and much
of the lower Eraser district is the

same.
F. Dundas Todd, Victoria, B. C.

A Peculiar Accident

Phil Nichols, an Indiana beekeeper,

was recently reported as having been

painfully burned when his cotton bee

veil caught fire from his smoker when
he was taking off honey. There was

a sudden flash, when the veil caught

fire and his head was instantly en-

veloped in flame.

Another Method of Introduction
A daughter of the best queen pur-

chased this year was in a queen-mat-
ing nucleus. Wishing to break it up,

and fearing somewhat to introduce

by the regular method so late in the

year, for a miss might ruin the col-

ony, I put the young queen in a pro-

visioned Miller cage. This was placed

on the top bars of the third story and
left there for five days. Then, just at

night, I ran her into the entrance of

the hive with a puff of smoke to help

her along. Four days later I found
the carcass of the old queen in front

of the hive. I clipped the young
queen in a special manner in order

to know which had met its fate.

The plan looks like a good one to

use at the close of the season, with

the odds all in favor of the young
queen, if the bees do not ball her.

New York.
E. M. Barteau.

Introducing With Cell Protector

To introduce a new aueen. I first

kill the old queen and place the new
one in a West spiral cage with feed

cup in place. This cage is then placed

in the center of the hive between two
brood combs for 24 hours. The food

cup is then removed and a plug of

wax made from cappings or soft

comb and a little honey used to close

the opening of the cage. The plug is

put in just before dark in the eve-

ning and must not be too large or

hard. The bees will remove the plug

and release the queen.
Should there be a virgin or a cell

left in the hive the bees will not feed

the queen in the cage, leaving her to

Notes From California

Southern California beekeepers are

up in arms, so to speak, regarding
the State Association being taken to

the north part of the State. It was
decided to call a mass meeting of all

the good and true beenien of South
California, the first week in Novem-
ber, to try and work out some plan

whereby the many hundreds of bee-

men may become more closely united

in a common cause and interest.

What we might term the rainy sea-

son in California has just commenced
(October 3), with a generous rain

storm, precipitating from one-half

inch to 21/2 inches of rain throughout
the Southland, and forest and brush

fires have been raging through dif-

ferent sections, and the loss of colo-

nies, within the fire zone, has been
very heavy, we fear. The rain of the

past few days has helped to quench
the fires, and danger is about past for

any general fires this season.

Prospects bid fair for the starting

of another bee magazine in Los An-
geles, serving the coast in general.

Plans are under way at this time.

The honey market is practically de-

void of any action; the tone is a little

stronger than 30 days ago, but noth-

ing to boast of; few car loads of

honey moving east; some local ship-

ments, in case and ton lots, to the

middle west; quotations above and
below 10c; mai-ket dull; crop is es-

timated by us, based on all informa-

tion available, to be 31 per cent.

G. W. Bercaw.

New Jersey Convention

The New Jersey Beekeepers' Asso-

ciation will hold its Annual Conven-
tion in Trenton, N. J., on .January

12-13, 1922. Mr. Crane, of Vermont,
and Messrs, Stewart and Bedell, of

New York, will be on the program, as

well as other interesting speakers.

Elmer G. Carr, Secretary-Treasurer.
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Double Colony Used for Cell Building—493.
Dunn Winter Cases—406.

Durham Hive-Stand—18.

Early Preparation— 1S8.

Electrical Imbedding, Resistance for—309.

Exhibit of C. B. Palmer—444.
Facey, M V.—357.

Facey Home—356.

False Indigo in Bloom—445.

Feeder, Alexander on Bottom-boards— 144

Feeding Sugar ndy— 174.

Fireweed or Willow-herb—483.

Fir Sugar—233.
Fracker, Dr. S. B —235.

Frame Supports, Metal—280.

Freight Car of Bees—261.
Fumigating Combs—267.

Giants Causeway—362.

Goldenrod—482.

Grecian Hive—278, 279.

Harbison, Jno.—9.

Heather—480
Herrod-Hempsall, J.—448.

Hive, Grecian—278, 279.

Hives in Groups—Sanders—404.

Hoffman Frame, Original—446.

Honey-comb, Similarities in Nature—363.

Honey Strainer for Barrels—436.

Honey-house, Worthington—145.

Honey Settling Tank—436.

Honey Packages—352, 353.

Horsemint—347.

House Apiary in Carniola—313, 314.

Howe, Geo. B.—453.

Huber—354.

Hupfel, Otto—397.

Indiana, Map of—62.

Indian Rock Bee, Combs of—53.

Indigo, False—445.

Joplin, Andrew—10.

Latham, Allen—230.

Livshitz, Alex.—219.
Longfellow, L. W.—408.

Loosestrife, Purple—396.

Lundie, A. E.—397.

Marjoram, Wild—179.

Maryland, Honey Regions of—348.

Mendleson, M. H.143.
Migratory Carniolan Apiary—297.

Miller, C. C—14, 15.

Miller Hive Tool—17.

Mohr Family of Iowa—139.

Moths, Fumigating for—267, 268.

Motorcycle for Bee Work—93.

Mountain Views in Maryland—308.

Muth-Rasmussen, W.—7.

Mueller, H.—479.

Monument in Italy With Swarm of Bees—48b.

Newell, Wilmon—440.

North Carolina, Map of—217.
Nuclei in Mating Yard in San Joaquin Valley

-88.
Nucleus for Mating Queens—88.

Orange Blossoms—138.

Orange Tree in Bloom—123.

Package Bees Going to Express Office—88.

Packages, Filling— 129.

Packages Ready to Ship—130.

Peach Orchard in Maryland—305.

Pennyroyal—180, 182.

Queen Introducing Cage—450.

Queen-rearing Apiary of E. P^nna— 167.

Oueen, Saharian—317.

Rea, Geo. H.—397.

Records, Metal Holder for—276.

Rheumatism, Stings for—358, 369.

Roadside Market in New York—398.

Saharian Queen—317.

Samovar, Russian—318.

Sanders Hives in Groups—404.

Savory, Summer— 180, 183.

Scales for Recording Weights—442, 443.

Scullen, H. A.—490.

Section, Split—281.

Sheppard, W. J.—101.

Shipping Car of Beeff—261.

Signs Painted—452.

Skeps with Straw Roofs—78.

Sladen, F. W. L.—441.

Smolensky Opening a Hive—61.

Sugar Candy, Feeding in a Plate—174.

Sugar Syrup, Loading—175
Sunkist Label—131.

Super Cleaner of G. A. Deadman—272.

Swarm-box Hive—180.

Sweet Clover in Washington—96.

Sweet Clover Blossoms—481.

Stings for Rheumatism—358, 359.

Texas, Map of—348, 391.

Thyme, Wild—178, ISO, 181.

Todd, F. Dundas—59.

Tomato Field in Maryland—307.

Trucks of Bees—262.
Turn Baby-nucleus Hive—270.

Warner, Elton—1S4

Wasps, Honey-making—26-27-

Watson, L. R.—94.

Weir, W. A.—190.

Willow-herb—483.
Wilson, H. F.—25.

Wing, J. E. Group—89.

Winter Case of Dunn—406
Wintering, Demonstration of—98.

CORRESPONDENTS
Adams, G. W.—276,

405.

Adams, R.—468.

Aeppler, C. W.—102,

490.

Alfonsus, A.—134.

Andrews, L. L. —
326.

Arnold, F. L.—148.

Atkins, E. W.—98.

Atwater, E. F.—440.

Bair, V, m—21.

Baldensperger, Ph. J.

—147, 230, 275, 317.

Baldwin, E. G.—61.

Barber, C. D.—453.

Barbisch, G. A.—281.

3arteau, E. M.—399,

402, 499.

Beach, E. T.—313,

414, 457, 491.

Bender, C. F.—18,

99.

Berc'aw, G' W.—499.

Boggs, N.—457.

Bonney, A. F.—58,

299, 359, 365, 414,

452, 495.

Bowen, A. H.—92.

Brenner, H.—148.

Brunnich, Dr.—310.

Bryan, J. S.—102.
Burdick, A. E.—65,

451.
Burgschat, J.—281.
Burhans, Amos—318.

Burrill, A. C— 189.

Byer, J. L.—11.

Cale, G, H.—173, 266,

305.

Carpenter, C. H.

—

284.
Carr, E. G.—32.

Carton, Paul—367.

Chambers, C. W.—
150.

Claustre, R.—402.

Cobb, L. H.—188.

236. 273, 483.

Cole, E. M.—274, 364,

462.

Coleman, G. A.—225.

Crane, J. E.—10, 179,

235.

Dadant, C. P.—23,
97, 140. 184, 188,

435, 486.

Dadant, H. C—222.

Dadant, M. G.—178,

352.

Dalton. Jes—227, 365,

365, 492.

Danielson, D.—66,

IXividson. T. D—233.

Demaree, G. W.—182.

Diemer, A. F.—233.
Dicmer, T. F.—365.

Dildine, T.—66.

Dumas, V.—322.

Dunn, I. F.—271, 407.

Durham, W. W.—18.

Dzierzon—102, 263.

Engle. C. S.—261.
Ensign, G. L.—89,

193.

twing, H. E.—450.

Pick, I. A. R.—232.
Ford, C. S.—187.
Foster, Wesley — 2iJ,

93
Fowier, C. E.—117.

403, 453.
Fox, Elias—64, 190,

410.

Franklin, R. A.—355.

Gaster, D. T.—323.
Gibson, D. W.—136.

Gill, N. T.—441.

Golding, C. G. — 22,
61.

Gooderman, C. B.

—

441.

Gray, Will H.—363.
Greiner, F.— 191, 230.
Grudnoff, B.—358.

Haber, V. R.—217.
Hale, A. E.—63.

Hall, M.—450.

Hambridge, G.—145.
Hawkins, K.—135.
Hiratsuka, Y.—195.

Holloway, E.—20.

Holtermann, R. F.

—

179.
Hoser, C. F.—400.

Howe, Geo. B.—453.

Huber,—446, 494.
Hugh, B. L.—87, 136.

Hutton, H. O.—499.

Jager, F.—490.

Jeffries, V. H.—410.

Jenison, Geo.—194.

Johanson, H.—499.

Johnson, T. C—28,
183, 323.

Joor, W. £.—68, 228.

Keuey, H. L.—323.

Kindig, B. F.—20.
Korb, J. W —104.
Kuenzli, W. A.—412.

Langhor, F.—467.

Latham, A.—57, 100,

134. 229, 321, 407.

Lathrop, H.— 143.

Leckcnby, G. W. —
95.

Le.Stourgeon, E. G.

—

219, 270, 317.

Logan, A. L.—237.

Long, Irving—499,

Lovcll, J. H. — 93, .

263, 479.

Luebeck, F. W.—499.
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McGregor, S. C.—M.
McKee, J.—450.
McMurray, H. B.

—

488.

Manley, B. A.—238.
Marshall, J. E.—19.

Martin, N.—285. 327.

Mason, S. D.—131.

May, Fred—413.

Melander, A. L.— 138.

Mendleson, M, H.

—

142.

Merrill, J. H.—130,

442.
Miklovitcli, M. B. —

312.
Millen, F. E.—239.

Miller, A. C—17, PJ,

94, 229, 231, 359,
493.

Miller, E. S.—18, 146,
180, 183, 218.

Morse, Josephine

—

355.

Murphy, P. J.—268.
Muth, C. F.—327, 490.

Muth-Rasmussen, W.
99_

Myers,' T. A.—183.

Newton, G. M.—453.

Nordstrom, J. W,

—

190.

Osterhouse, G. W.

—

236.

Paddock, F. B.—191.

Pammel, L. H.—360.

Parks, H. B. — 141,

149, 150, 189, 239,
326, 347, 369, 391,

413.
Pellelt, Frank C—14,

26, 138, ISO, 185,

396, 440, 445.

Phillips, E. F.—9, 235.

Pleasants—J. E.—7.

Protheroe, Jno.— 101,

144, 279, 353, 409,

493.

Puett,' A. W.—453.

Queen, D.—414.

Race, R. A.—149, 30.S.

445, 491.

Rennie. John—24.

Reynolds, T. C—24.

Remain. B.—240.
Rudolph, Philip—95.

Rue, A. R.—228.
Running, D.—129.

Sabine. S. H. — 61,

327
Sanders, H. W.—146,

230, 278. 403,

Schmidt, J. R.—3.58.

Schneider—C. C.

—

234.
Schott, L. A.—275.

Scullen, H. A.—96.

Seastream, Geo.—20.

Shafer, Geo. D.—186,

224, 209, 443.

Sheldon, N. M.— 40S.

Shoemaker, E. C.

—

ISO.

Shortlidge, C. B.—60.

Sides, A.—106.

Skoss, S. L.—448.

Skow, O.—136.

Slovig, Wm.—60.

Sheppard. W. J.—309,
450.

Shields, J. D.—320.

Sladen, F. W. L.—
348.

Small, A. v.—62.

Smith. Jay.— 401.

Smith, L. B.—407.

Sterling, J. R.—230.
Stiles, E. P.—190.

Stirling, Frank—499.

Taylor, H. C—457.

Tichenor, J. H.—434.

349. 487.

Todd. F. D.—59, 131,

272, 314, 301, 454,

499.

Tracy, J. A.—406.

Tucker, A. G.—450.

Van Haltern, F.—2S1.
Veith, Alphonse—104.

Very, C. F,—22.

Watson, L. R.—442.

Webb, L. E.—21.

Wheeler, Geo.—278,
355.

White, P. Bruce—267.
Wilson, H. F. — 56.

312, 363.

Windsor, L. G.—393.

Winkler—E A.—349.

Woodman, A. G.—2T4
Woodworth. M. P. —

490.

Wright, W. D.—5S.

York, Geo. W. — 21,

361,

Bee Meeting at Burlington

The beekeepers of Des Moines
County, Iowa, will meet at Burling-

•ton, Iowa, on January 10. G. H. Caie

will be the principal speaker.

Indiana Convention

The Indiana Convention will be

held on December 15 and 16, this

year, the same dates as Iowa.

Ontario County

The Ontario County, New York,

beekeepers will meet at Canandaigua
on December 2 this year.

British Columbia Beekeeping

A recent report on British Colum-
bia beekeeping gives the total number
of colonies for the Province as

10,329, from which was produced
309,074 pounds of honey in 1921, or

an average of 30 pounds per colony.

The Lower Fraser Territoi-y leads,

with a production of 116,614 pounds.

The wholesale price of white ex-

tracted honey is estimated at 29 cents

per pound, and the retail at 35 cents.

National League Emblems
These can be used either at local,

state or national meetings. They
were made by direction of the Ameri-
can Honey Producers' League and
can be supplied either in gold or
bronze, pins or buttons; warranted to

last as long as the wearer; not too
large, and very pretty. Each 50 cents,
dozen .$3.60. Send oi-der to Ameri-
can Bee Journal. Hundreds of them
are in use through the country.

League Notes
On January 30 and 31, 1922, the

second annual meeting of the League
will be held in Salt Lake City, Utah.
Every State and local association be-
longing to the League should send a
delegate to the meeting. All asso-
ciations, whether members or not, are
urged to send representatives, as
much of importance will occur. The
future of the beekeeping industry lies

in the action of this assembly. TKe
Secretary wishes that every one who
will attend will notify him as soon as
possible, so plans can be made for the
program.

The League advertising campaign
is a success. The requests for the
honey recipe booklets are pouring
into the Secretary's office at San An-
tonio. The extent of this publicity
can be expressed geographically. Re-
quests have been received from as far
north as Treadwell, Alaska and St.

Johns, New Foundland, south to the
Canal Zone, west to the Philippine
Islands and east to the Bermudas.
Every State of the Union and Canada
are represented many times. Cuba,
Porto Rica and the Hawaiian Islands
come in for their share. Honey deal-
ers and grocers have ordered these
booklets in large quantities. If you
want a copy sent to your friends, send
in the names to the Secretary, Box
838, San Antonio, Texas.

The best thing about the campaign
is that the trades papers are making
mention of it and giving much favor-
able comment. The Market Reporter
states that the campaign is in a larp;e

way responsible for the increasing de-
mand for honey. The Bakers' Re-
view, The Wholesale Grocery Re-
view, and even System have nice ac-
counts of the League. Printers' Ink
and Class will print articles on this

activity of the League.
Do you realize what the League

means to you? It is costing the mo.~>t

of you one dollar apiece and you are
not taking advantage of half of the
benefits of the League. We have one
individual membership, taken in or-

der to get the protection of the
League warning notices. Have you
ordered yours yet? They cost the
membership but 10 cents each.

The time is at hand for the State
.4ssociation meetings. The League
has accomplished wonders with the
small amount of aid the various As-
sociations were able to give. Every
beekeeper should urge that his Asso-
ciation retain its membership and see
that a delegate be sent to the Salt
Lake City meeting. The advertising
campaign is in no small way responsi-
ble for the recovery of the honey
market. This has put dollars into

your pockets. It has defended bee-
keepers in court. It has done a thou-
sand and one services for beekeepers.
It has made good. You as a bee-
keeper cannot afford to be without its

services. Give the League your sup-
port for 1922 and watch the demand
for honey reach a place where you
will have to hustle if you provide your
part. H. B. Parks, Sec'y.

CLASSIFIED DEPARTMENT
Advertisements in this department will be

inserted for 6 cents per word, with no dis
counts. No classitied advertisements accepted
for less that 35 cents. Count each initial or
number as one word.
Copy for this department must reach us not

later than the 20th of each month preceding
date of issue. If intended for classified de-
partment it should be so stated when adver-
tisement is sent.

BEES AND QUEENS
ATWATER HONEY—Supply your customers.

FOR SALE—Spring delivery, 1922, 2 lbs. bees
and young three-banded Italian queen, ?5.

Special price on 2-lb. queenless packages.
Health certificate with each shipment. Satisfac-
tion guaranteed.

J. L. Leath, Corinth, Miss.
LARGE, HARDY, PROLIFIC QUEENS —

Three-band Italians and goldens, pure mat-
ing and safe arrival guaranteed. We ship only
queens that are top notchers in size, prolific-
n<ss and color. After June 1, untested queens
81.50 each, 6 for $8, 12 or more $1.40 each,
25 or more $1.25 each. Tested queens S3 each.
6 for $16.

Buckeye Bee Co., Zoarville, Ohio.
BURLESON ITALIAN BEES and QUEENS

in 2 and 3-lb. packages; 1 2-lb. package with
select untested queen, $5; 25 or more, $4.60;
1-3 lb. package with select untested Italian
queen, $6.25; 25 or more, $6.75. Ten per cent
with order, balance 10 days before shipment;
1,000 colonies to draw from. Can deliver the
goods on time. Safe arrival and satisfaction
guaranteed..

T. W. Burleson, Waxahachie, Texas.
•SHE SUITS ME."—Watch for my advertise-
ment in the January, 1922, issue.

Allen Latham, Norwichtown, Conn.
BLUE RIBBON QUEENS—Carniolans and

Italians. Order now for early spring deliv-
ery. Geo. W. Coltrin & Son, Mathis, Tex.
WHEN they say they have better, we know

different. We defy the world to beat our
new method. We are not boasting of selling
thousands. We expect to furnish you all you
want, if that is 30,000. Untested, $1; tested,

$?: F M. Russell, Roxbury, Ohio.
FOR SALE—At pre-war prices, very best Ital-

ian queens and bees. Give us a trial; 700
colonies to fill your orders with.

Rosedale Apiaries, Big Bend, La.
J. B. Marshall, H. P. LeBlanc. Props.

GOLDEN QUEENS. GOLDEN—1922 price:
untested, one, $1.25; doz., $12. Select un-

tested, one, $1.50; doz., $15; tested, one, $2.50,
doz., $27.50. Pure mating and safe arrival
guaranteed in United States and Canada. Book-
ing orders now.

Tillery Bros., Georgiana, Ala.

FOR SALE — Three-banded Italian queens.
Write for prices. W. T. Perdue & Sons,

Rt. 1, Fort Deposit, Ala.

FOR SALE—My 1922 bees and queens, the
big yellow kind; none better. They musit

satisfy or money will be refunded. <Vrite for
my special prices.

E. F. Day, Honoraville. Ala.

AM NOW BOOKING ORDERS for 2-pound
packages of 3banded Italian bees with un-

tested queens. $5.50 each package; 25 or more,
$5.25 each. Terms one-fourth down. No dis-
ease, and perfect satisfaction guaranteed..

L J. Scott, Crowville, La.

FOR SALE—Early package bees, nuclei and
queens. Shipping season from March 1 to

June 1. We handle 1.800 colonies. No dis-
ease. Loveitt Honey Co.,

602 N. 9l h Ave., Phoenix. Ariz.

IT WILL PAY YOU to write for my 1922 cir-
cular and price list before placing order for

those bees. R. V. Stearns, Brady, Texas.
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BOOKING ORDERS for spring delivery.

Queens, package bees and nuclei. The re-

liable A. I. Root strain. Golden and leather-

color Italians. Virgins, GOc; untested, $1.50;

select untested, $2; tested, $2.50; select tested,

$3. Circular free. A. J. Pinard,
440 N. 6th St.,^an Jose, Calif.

THREE-BAND^^LiEENS, packages and nu-

clei, any size. Special orders solicited. Ab-
solutely free from disease. Delivery as early

as March 25. Special discount on May deliv-

ery if booked this month. Proposition to Kami
Bureaus and County Agents. Write for prices

and terms.
Tupelo Honey Co., Columbia, Ala.

FOR SALE—One-frame, two-frame, and three-

frame nuclei, with queens, both untested and
tested. Our nuclei are tine. Write for prices.

H. B. Murray, Liberty, N. C.

BEES by the pound for spring delivery in 1,

2 or 3-pound packages; also superior Italian

and Carniolan queens from selected domestic

and imported stock. Early order discount on

orders booked now. Circular free.

J. E. Wing, 155 Schiele Ave., San Jose, Calif.

FOR SALE—Our famous Italian bees in pack-

ages, 2 and 3-lb packages with queens for

sale: they are as good for honey-gathering as

any bees in the U. S. A.; they are as yellow

and as gentle. Our bees have stood the test

all through the U. S. A. and Canada; recom-

mended far and wide. We are free from all

brood disease. Our famous Root-Howe-Davis
bees that have been bred and selected from a

large number of yards, will please you. Try
them. We give prices on '-equest. Some of

our Wisconsin customers have written that the

packages received from us in May. 1921, gave

150 pounds of honey this year. Reference,

Bank of Liberty, Liberty, N. C.

H. B. Murray . Liberty, N. C.

NUCLEI and Cypress^ hives for 1922 de-

livery—Three-frame black or hybrid bees.

Italian queen, $5.00; 3-frame Italian bees

and queen, $5.50; 3-frame black bees and
queen, $4.00; 3 pounds black bees and Italian

queen on comb of honey, $5.50. Cypress hives

complete; 5 10-frame, $12. Full depth su-

pers complete, five l^-frame, $7. Prices on

other sizes upon request. I own the timber

and manufacture the hives, with no middlemen
involved. Book orders now, so you can name
shipping date to suit yourself. One-third with

order to guarantee acceptance. Reference;
Toombs County Bank, Lyons, Ga. Good farm
for sale cheap.; 600 acres. Terms to suit pur-

chaser. Otto Diestel, Elza, Ga.

BEES in 2-pound packages, our specialty for

1922. Now booking orders See ad else-

where for prices. Caney Valley Apiaries

J. D. Yancey, Mgr., Bay City, T^as.

QUEENS^F^^UALITY for T922—3-banded
Italians only. After April 15, untested,

$1.25; tested, $2. Satisfaction guaranteed.

P. ll. Williams. Ft. Deposit. Ala.

WE are now booking orders for spring deliv-

ery of our queens and package bees. Write

us for prices. Graydon Bros.,

Rt. 4, Greenville. -Ma.

1922 PACKAGE BEES and QUEENS—Un-
tested and day-old, in Thompson safety in-

troducing cages. Discounts on early advance or-

ders. James McKee. Riverside, Lai.

QUEENS, package bees and -uclei. Begin

shipping March 15, 1922. Circulars free.

Booking orders now.
Dr. White Bee Co., Sandia, Tejtas.

FOiT^SPRING DELIVERY, 1922—One vigor-

ous Italian queen, one frame emerging
brood, one pound bees. Price, complete, f. o.

b. Bordelonville, $5. Additional frames of

brood, each $1; additional pounds of bees, each

$1. Queen introduced and laying enroute to

you. Safe delivery and satisfaction guaran-

teed. No disease. Reference given. Orders

booked one-fifth down. May delivery. Send

for addresses of satisfied customers.

Jes Dalton, Bordelo nville, La.

BEES—100 colonies for sale.

E. F. Atwater, Meridian, Idaho.

FOR SALE^400 stands clean bees, extracting

equipment; yood location; for eason

write. The Oregon A.^iary Co.,

Nyssa, Oregon.

FOR SALE—Leather colored Italian queens,
tested, until June 1, $2.60; after, $2. Un-

tested, $1.25; 12, $13. Root's goods at Root's

prices. A. W. Yates,

15 Chapman St., Hartford, Conn.

BOOK YOUR ORDERS for QUEENS now—
Goldens, $2; tested, $3; banded, $1.50; tested

$2.50; six or more, 10 per cent less.

Clover Leaf Apiaries, Wahoo. Neb.

BEES BY THE POUND, ALSO QUEENS—
Booking orders now. Free circular gives

prices, etc. See larger ad elsew'iere.

Nueces County Apiaries, Calallen. Texas,
E. B. Ault. Prop.

WE are now equipped to handle your early

spring orders for package bees and queens,

especially bred for the production of honey.
Our queens are bred from the best stock ob-

tainable, and will give satisfaction. Safe ar-

rival guaranteed. Write for prices and terms.

Sarasota Bee Co., Sarasota, Fla.

SWEET CLOVER SEED

HARDY ITALIAN QUEENS, »1 each,

W. G. Lauver, Middletown. P«.

BEES AND QUEENS from my Carolina api-

aries, progeny of my famous Porto Rican

pedigreed breeding stock.

Elton Warner, Ashevil le, N. C .

BEES AND QUEENS from my New Jersey

apiary. J- H. M. Cook,

lAtf 84 Cortland St., New York City.

FOR SALE—Hubam clover seed; genuine
Hughes strain (scarified).

Jas. H. Kitchen, Rt. 6, Springfield, Ohio.

FOR SALE—A limited quantity of my crop ot

giant annual white sweet clover seed of ttie

Hughes variety. This seed was all produced un-

der cultivation. References and prices furnished

upon application. All seed genuine, certified

and scarified. Get your supply before I am all

sold out. Edw. A. Winkler, Rt. 1, Joliet, III.

HUBAM CLOVER GUARANTEED — Start

growing this plant immediately if you wish

to make a success with bees. 'The wise bee-

keeper who gets a generous start of Hubam
for 1922 is assured a good honey crop for next

year and every year following. Hubam will

make a good honey crop in dry climates where
most plants fail.

If you haven't land of your own, plant all

waste land in your locality.

The Hubam seed crop promises to be the best

farm crop for 1922. In other words, there will

be big money in the seed crop alone.

The price of seed is now $2 a pountl.

Fred M. Schader, Sunnyside. Wash.

HONEY AND BEESWAX
ATWATER HONEY—Supply your customers.

FOR SALE—White clover and goldenrod
honey, put up in 10-Ib. pails. Well ripened;

mild flavor. Write for prices.

John Tyrell, Snover. Mich.

FINE LIGHT HONEY—Mountaiir^minTlind
milkweed in new 60-lb. cans and cases, 13c

lb.; also buckwheat-goldenrod honey in 60-11).

cans, 9c lb.; all f. o. b. here.

A. G. Hann, Glen Gardner, N. J.

EXTRA FINE white sweet clover honey. Case

of two 5-gallon cans, 120 pounds, $17; one

can, $9; five cases, $S2. Sample 10c.

C. S. Engl e, 1327 E. 23rd St.. Sioux City, la.

FOR SALE—Finest alsike, alfalfa, sweet clo-

ver honey in 60-lb. cans.

R. Selwyn Wilson Buhl, Idaho.

FOR SALE—Buckwheat honey in 60-lb. cans,

one can to case, liquefied $6; 2 cans to case,

granulated, $10.80.

John J. Lewis, Lyons, N. Y .

FOR SALE—Extra fancy clover honey, well

ripened and put up in new cans,CO lbs. net,

per case of two cans, $1.'» 50.

Edw. A. Winkler, Rt. 1, Joliet, 111.

FOR SALE—Highest grade honey in 60-lb.

cans, 2 in case, at 12c per lb.; amber honey
at 10c per lb. Julius Gentz, W.abeno, Wis.

HONEY FOR SALE— In UO-lb. tins, water

white orange, 14c; water white clover or

white sage, 13c; extra light aml)cr sage, lie:

New York State buckwheat, 10c, for immedi-
ate shipment from New York.
Hoffman & Hauck, Inc., Woodhaven, N. Y.

CLA-FO-NY quality buckwheat honey (liquid

or crystallized), 5-lb. pails. 65c each, 15 to

case. Clarence Foote, Delanson, N. Y.

FOR SALE—Amber honey in 6-lb. pails, 12 to

case, $8.50 here. Sample pail $1. Money
back if not satisfied.

Luehrsen, 8243 Avalon Ave., Chicago, 111.

FOR SALE— White and amber extracted

honey; also comb honey. Write for prices.

Slate quantity wanted.
Dadant & Sons, Hamilton, Illinois.

HONEY—SUPPLY YOUR CUSTOMERS—
Finest alfalfa-clover honey, extra strong

cases, case of two 5-gaI. cans, $12; case of six

10-lb. pails, $7.20; case of twelve 5-lb. pails,

$7.80, all f. o. b. here.
E. F. Atwater, Meridian, Idaho.

FOR SALE—No. 1 white comb, $6 per case;

No. 2 white comb, $5 per case of 24 sections;

six cases to carrier. Clover extracted, in two
60-lb. cans to case, 15c per pound; 5-lb. pails,

$1 each, 12 to case. Amber baking honey, two
sixty-lb. cans to case, 10c per pound; same
honey in SO-gallon barrels. Sc.

H. G. Quirin, Bellevue, Ohio.

FOR SALE—Extra choice extracted white clo-

ver honey, put up in 60-lb. cans and 5-lb.

lithographed pails. Sample 20c, same to apply

on first order.
E. J. Stahlman, Grover Hill, Ohio.

FOR SALE—Finest Michigan raspberry, bass-

wood and clover No. 2 white comb, $5.50 per

case; No. 1, $6; fancy, $6.50; extra fancy, $7,

24 Danz. sections to case. Extracted. 60-lb. cans

15c per lb. W. A. Latshaw, Clarion, Mich.

FOR SALE—Extracted honey. Write for

prices. A. L. Kildow, Putnam, 111.

WANTED—Shipments of old comb and cap-

pings for rendering. We pay the highest

cash and trade prices, charging but 5c a pound
for wax rendering. Fred W. Muth Co.,

204 Walnut St., Cincinnati, Ohio.

HONEY WANTED—Give particulars in first

letter. Elton Warner, Asheville. N. C.

SUPPLIES

ATWATER HONEY—Supply your customers.

FOR SALE—Standard 10-frame hives with

reversible bottoms, metal covers and inner

covers; without frames, $3 each. Bodies $1.25

each. Give me a trial order.

Thomas Cordner. Sparta, Wis.

FOR SALE—Western beehives, standard sizes,

manufactured from red cedar and white

pine; odd sizes made to order. Williams Bros.,

5125 82 nd St., S . E. Portland, Ore.

BEEI<EEPERS —Tieversible cypress bottom-

boards, perfectly milled, 5 or more, 70c each.

J. B. Sanderson, Manufacturer of Bceware,
Fredericksburg, Ohio.

WESTERN BEEKEEPERS—We^can "demon-

strate that you can save money on buying

bee supplies of best quality. Write for our

latest price list.

The Colorado Honey Producers' Association,
Denver, Colo.

HAVE YOU any Bee Journals or bee books

published previous to 1900 you wish to dis-

pose of? If so send us a list.

American Bee Journal, Hamilton, 111.

MISCELLANEOUS GOODS
We list below numerous goods, very slightly

shopworn, or odd stock, at prices which will

save you money:
13 wiring boards for Langstroth brood frames,

Hoffman size, $1-00 each

1 transformer for 60-cycle 110-voIt current.
$2.50

9 10-frame Tri-State honey boards... 25c each

145 fiber mats for 10-fame hives 30c each

5 8-fiame moving screens for entrances of

hives 25c each

6 10-frame moving screens for entrance hives

25c each

HIVES ANi^ PARTS
4 crates of 5 1-story 8 -frame tri<itate hi es

with frames $14.28 per crate

1 crate of 5 1-story 10-frame tri-state hives,

with frames $15.70 per crate

5 crates of 5 No. 1 8-frame tri-state supers,

$4.15 per crate

10 crates of 5 No. 1 10-frame tri-state supers

$4.55 per crate

3 crates of 6 8-frame tri-state supers, with 53S

frames ^J-" P" "^'5

6 crates of 5 10-frame tri-state supers, with

e,H frames -,

»-l-5S P" <^""

3 crates of 6 No. 2 10-frame dovetailed supers
$5.05 per crate

3 crates of 6 10-frame dovetailed supers, with

„«iD iad 95»$
"

'Tri- ^^
23 crates of 5 8-frame 1-story dovetailed hives,

with frames .JH-SO P" "^';

1 crate of 5 10-frame dovetailed supers, 16%

wide, for i'AxiHxl'A sections,
$4.60 per crate

1 crate of 6 No. 3 10-frame dovetailed supers

$5.66 per crate
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BOTTOMS AND COVERS
1 crate of 5 lO-frame dovetailed bottoms,

$3.30 per crate

29 crates of 5 Sfrarae Excelsior covers
$3.12 per crate

1" crates of 5 8-frame ventilated gable covers,

$3.20 per crate

I crate of 5 Sframe dovetailed flat wood cov-

ers with inners $3.20 per crate

8 crates of 5 Sframe Colo, covers, with in-

ners _ $0.00 per crate

II crates of 5 10-frame Colo, covers, with in-

ners - $7.00 per crate

5 crates of 5 10-frame double wood covers with

inners $3.30 per crate

6 crates of 5 10-frame ventilated gable covers
$3.30 per crate

SECTIONS
30 crates of 500 4%xl^ 2 side sections,

$5.50 per crate

8 crates of 500 i'Axl 15-16 2 side sections

$5.50 per crate

6 crates of 500 4 "4x2 2 side sections
$5.50 per crate

7 crates of 600 4.x5xl^^ plain sections

$5.00 per crate

3 crates of 500 4x5x1 J< plain sections, split

$5.00 per crate

400 5'4x6'Axl% sections, 2 side, all for

$3.50 for lot

SHIPPING CASES
5 crates of 50 single tier shipping cases for 24

4^x2 sections $25 per crate

4 crates of 25 safety cases for 24 i<4xiy2 sec-

tions $12.25 per crate

10 crates of 25 shipping cases, safety, foi 24

4;4xlj8 sections $11.75 per crate

1 crate of 10 2-tier cases for 24 i'Axiyi sec-

tions $5.30 per crate

4 crates of 25 cases for 12 4x5x15^ sections

$7.00 per crate

2 crates of 10 cases for 12 i'Axl'/, sections
$3.00 per crate

EXTRACTORS, HONEY AND WAX
3 No. 10 extractors, never used, fine condi-

tion $30.00 each

1 No. 15 extractor, never used, fine condi-

tion - $32.00

1 Emerson 4-frame reversible, fine condi-

tion - $60.00

HONEY PACKAGES AND SIGNS
60 cases of 2 60-lb. cans, new cans, used cases,

$1.15 per case

15 cases 24 6-oz. glasses 75c per case

3 cases 24 12-oz. jars $1.25 per case

1 honey sign, 25x25 in., slight bend $2 00

Send us your order by return mail.

DADANT & SONS,
Hamilton, Illinois.

FOR SALE
ATWATER HONEY—Supply your customers.

For SALE — Apiary; orchard and poultry

range, established 32 years ago: home trade

for honey, with 75 colonies of bees, fixtures and
cellar for 200 colonies; 7-room house, close to

the factory district. Write for particulars.

C. F. Lang, La Crosse. Wis.

FOR SALE—Three-banded Italian queens, $1

each. Alabama Bee Co.,

Rt. 1, Fort Deposit. Ala.

FOR SALE—Good 8-room dwelling, 216 acres

land, all kinds fruits, about 40 colonies bees;

1 m'le of town. Price $4,500. Also bargains

in 160 acres A-1 land under irrigation; good
bee range unoccupied. Special payment plan.

____ S. J . Harris. Olathe, Colo.

FOR SALE—500 colonies bees and all needed
equipment and supplies for good business

;

ten outyards; fine locations; alfalfa, sweet clo-

ver. C. E. Dibble. Payette, Idaho.

FOR SALE—About 300 hives of Italian bees in

8 and 10-frame hives together with full

equipment, all located 6 miles south of Nampa.
Idaho, in good district. No disease.

Elton S. Stinson,

New Brunswick, N. J., care Woodlawn,

FOR SALE—Good second-hand 60-Ib cans, two
cans to a case, oxed, at 60c per case f. o. b.

Cincinnati. Terms cash.

C. H. W. Weber & Co.. 2163 Central Ave.
Cincinnati. Ohio.

FUR SALE—"Superior" Foundation (Weed
process). Quality and service unexcelled.

Superior Honey Co.. Oijden, Utah.

WANTED
ATWATER HONE Y-

BEES WANTEI>—One hundi
packages; no middle man.

C. E. Baines, 136 Lappin Ave., Toronto, Can.

-Supply your customers.

ed nuclei or

HONEY WANTED—Comb or extracted Span-
ish needle, basswood or white clover. Send

sample and state price, delivered. Will trade
Hershiser wax press for honey.

H. M. Showers, Mystic, Iowa.

WANTED—High grade extracted honey; must
be clean and good cans and cases. Quote

price. Mcrton Church, Highland Park, III.

WANTED—Comb and extracted honey. State

lowest price delivered to Marshfield, and
send sample of extracted honey.

The Henseler Apiaries, Marshfield, Wis.

WANTED—Clover honey for bottling pur-
poses; must be finest quality honey, very

light in color and not mixed with basswood.
Write, stating what you have and lowest price.

Longfellow Bros., Hallowell, Maine.

\VANTEI>^omb honey^ Description and
price first letter; also extracted honey; bees.

Frank Coyle, Penfield. 111.

WANTED—Our own fall crop having been a

partial failure, we could use limited quanti-

ties of heartsease and Spanish needle honey.
Send sample when offering and give price you
expect and how put up in first letter.

Dadant & Sons, Hamilton, Illinois.

WANTED—Honey, section, bulk comb and ex-

tracted. W. A. Hunter, Terre Haute, Ind.

WE BUY honey and beeswax. Give us your
best price, delivered in New York. On

comb honey, state quantity, quality, size and
weight of sections and number of sections to a

case. Extracted honey, quantity, quality, how
packed, and send samples.

Charles Israel Bros. Co.,

4S6-490 Canal St., New York City.

WANTED—Beeswax, old combs and cappings

for rendering on share- Also wax accepted

for trade. Top market prices offered.

A. 1. Root Co., Council Bluffs, Iowa.

WANTED—Your order for "Superior" Foun-
dation. Prompt shipments at right prices.

Superior Honey Co., Ogden, Utah.

WANTED—We have many calls from educators

for copies to complete their files of the older

Bee Journals. If you have complete volumes or

miscellaneous numbers of any Bee Journals

previous to 1900, write us, giving a list, and we
will be glad to quote a pii;e. Old bee books,

now out of print, are also desirable. We act

as a clearing house for this kind of materials.

American Bee Journal, Hamilton. 111.

MISCELLANEOUS
ATWATER HONEY—Supply your customers.

GRANULATED HONEY SLIPS—60.000 sold

this summer. They save talk and trouble.

The public is learning. They say: "All Pure
Honey will Granulate. * * '" and so on.

They say just enough. One thousand for

$1.50; less number 23 cents the 100. Postage
and insurance paid.

Dr. Bonney, Buck Grove, Iowa.

A BEEKEEPER, Christian home, wishes to

correspond with middle-aged country Protest-

ant, kind Christian woman.
5G, American Bee Journal.

LEAG U E EMBLEMS—We sTiU have a num-
ber of U. S. Beekeepers' emblems, buttons

or pins, bronze or gold. Send 60 cents and
get one

American Bee Journal. Hamilton. 111.

SITUATIONS

ATWATER HONEY—Supply your customers.

WANTED—Position—Young man, 20, wants
position with commercial beekeeper for sea-

son of 1922; 3 years* experience in beekeeping
on small scale. References furnished.

Jos. C. Allen, Alpine, Ala.

Money and Satisfaction

for You

Save one profit by buying direct

from factory. Standard, Jumbo and

Modified Dadant Hives in stock.

Write for catalog

Wanted to buy Comb and
Extracted Honey

Address

A. E. Burdick, Sunnyside, Wash.

Southern Headquarters

Package Bees. Reliable Queens.

Three-Banded Italian Only

We solicit your orders for 1922 shipping. We have the stock,

equipment and experience necessary to give you prompt, satisfactory

service. We have more than 1,000 big, healthy, hustling colonies of
pure Italian bees to draw from. Write for our illustrated price list.

W. D. ACHORD, Fitzpatrick, Ala.

I

I
X

NUCLEI OIR SPECIALTY— PACKAGE BEES
THREE BANDED ITALIAN QUEENS

Our BEES and our EXPERIENCE will give you prompt and satisfac-

tory service.

One 2-frame nuclei, no queen, $4; 25 or more, $3.75; 50 or more
$3.50; 100 or more, $3.25.

One 3-frame nuclei, no queen, $6; 25 or more, $5.25; 50 or more
$5; 100 or more, $4.75.

Queens: One untested, $1.50; 6, $8; 12, $15; 50, $60; 100, $100.
Tested queens, $2.50 each.

Package bees, same prices as nuclei. Write for early order dis-

counts from above prices and our guarantee on shipments. We will

surprise you.

COTTON BELT APIARIES, Roxton, Texas
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FOR YOUR 1921 CROP
Comb honey shipping cases, honey cans, friction top pails. Prices

on application.

Early order cash discount on sections, hives, supers, frames, comb
foundation and other goods.

Buy now and get supplies ready for 1922. Make out your list

and send for our prices.

AUGUST LOTZ COMPANY, Boyd, Wisconsin

ITS HERE! WE HAVE IT!

QUALITY
BEE SUPPLIES

POLISHED SHIPPING CASES
One-piece covers and bottoms, glass and paper included, selling

at cost prices, as follows:

24-lb., for 1% sections, $30 per 100

12-lb., for 1% sections $17 per 100

Write for illustrated catalog on our bee supplies.

We are always ready to serve you.

CHAS. MONDENG
146 Newton Ave. N. and 159 Cedar Lake Rd. Minneapolis, Minn.

I BEE SUPPLIES
j

I

I

I

I

?
?

•f 510 WAIt-K f> I ., E-AU <.>UAlK.t!-, wia. ¥

We are prepared to give you value

for your money. Our factory is

v/ell equipped with the best ma-

chinery to manufacture the very

A-best supplies that money can

buy. Only the choicest material

suitable for bee hives is used. Our
w^orkmanship is the very best.

Get our prices and save money.

Eggers Bee Supply Mfg. Co.
Incorporated

510 WATER ST., EAU CLAIRE, WIS.

WESTERN BEEKEEPERS!
We handle the finest line of bee

supplies. Send for our 68-page cata-
log. Our prices will interest you.

The Colorado Honey Producers* As-

sociation, 1424 Market St.,

Denver, Colo.

5— Good— $ I
Magazines J.

Woman's World, (Monthly) \ Our Price

Good Stories, (Monthly)
^
A •• i^yv

American Woman, (Monthly) J) | ,\j\)
Mother's Magazine, (Monthly) I

^^^^^ pj^^
The Farm Journal, (Monthly) ' for i year

ORDER BY CLUB NUMBER 180 .—

—

A Dollar Bill will do— We take the risk

Send alt orders to

Whitlock & Summerhays
25 North Dearborn Street, CHICAGO

HUBAM, OR WHITE ANNUAL
SWEET CLOVER

Pay your debts by growing Hubam
v/hile the seed is scarce. Contract for

your seed now. Every beekeeper
should grow Hubam. The best paying
crop today on the farm.

E. G. LEWIS SEED CO.,
Media, 111., U. S. A.

POULTRY
TRIBUNE.

America's Leading

PoultryPaper
SbowiDs CbampiOQH in all Breeds*

4 MONTH'S TRIAL OC«
SUBSCRIPTION ZOC

U. S. Stamps accepted Practical
articles by fonnoPi pouUrymen.
SOpp; 1 year §1.00; 3 years S2.00.

Poultry Tribune Dept.6, Mt. Morris.lll.

EVERY STEP IN
BEEKEEPING

By Benjamin Wallace Douglass

A brand-new book based on the

most up-to-date scientific -nfor-

niation and thorough practical

experience that tells how to

keep bees for profit.

A book of directions, every step

made clear, so that the beginner
may start right and go forwai'd

without floundering. Delight-

fully written. Author was for-

merly State Entomologist of In-

diana and has been a successful

beekeeper for years.

Illustrated with thirty-one pho-
tographs. Price $2.50. Sent

postpaid on approval to any

subscriber if the name of this

magazine is mentioned.

1H£ BOBBS-M£RRiLL CO.

University Plaza, Indianapolis,

Indiana.
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MR. BEEKEEPER—
We have a large plant especially equipped to manufacture the sup-

plies that you use. We guarantee all materials and workmanship.

We ship anywhere. We allow early order discounts and make

prompt shipments. Write for free illustrated catalog today

LEAHY MFG. CO., 90 Sixth Street, Higginsville, Missouri
J. W. ROUSE, Mexico, Missouri A. M. HUNT, Goldtliwaite, Texas

V
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Annual White Sweet
Clover Seed

(James or Alabama Strain)

Start right. Buy your seed from
the home of this New Plant.

This clover was discovered growing
in Alabama by our Mr. James, in

1919.

Our crop this year was hai-vested

without rain, and we can :''urnish a

very high grade of seed, absolutely
pure, grown by us on cultivated lands.

We are offering a limited supply at

$2 per pound, delivered. This will be
clean, hulled, scarified seed. Ger-
mination test must please yoj. Write
for further information as to how to

grow, etc.

F. A. James Clover Seed Co
Newbern, Alabama

HONEY FINEST Mich-
igan Raopberry
BasKWood and

Clover comb and extracted honey.

Crate 8 cases 24 sec. Ex. Fancy $44.00
Crate 8 cases 24 sec. Fancy comb 40.00

Crate 8 cases 24 sec. A No. 1 co'b 36 00
Crate 12 pails, 51b.. extracted 10.80

Crate 6 paiU. 10-lb., extracted 10.20

Crate 2 cans. 60-lb.. extracted 14.40

Send Today for Free Sample

W. A. LATSHAW COMPANY, Clarion, Michigan.

BEE SUPPLIES
We carry a complete stock of sup-

plies at all times, and can make
prompt shipments. Our prices will

interest you.
Send Us Your Inquiries

A. H. RUSCH & SON CO.
Reedsville, Wis.

w Shrubs
and Trees

tiut provide Nectar for

I

tile Bees and Fruit for tbe
hoiisohold. No Cash with

order. Get our Catalog Tc.lDAY.

PROGRESS NURSERIES
1318 Peters Ave. Troy, Ohio

1922 PRICES
PACKAGE BEES, with select 3-banded Italian Queens, delivered to

your address via parcel post, postage paid by me.

PRICES:

1-pound package with young Italian queen $4.50

2-pound package with young Italian queen 6.00

3-pound package with young Italian queen 7.50

25 cents per package less for twelve or more packages.

The high quality of my queens, combined with prompt service and

reliability, justifies the above prices. Let me book your order now,

with 10 per cent cash, balance just before shipping. Will send bees

and queens on the day you name. Pure mating of queens, safe ar-

rival, and satisfaction guaranteed.

JASPER KNIGHT, Hayneville, Ala.
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THREE-BANDED ITALIANS

BOOKING ORDERS NOW FOR 1922. QUEENS READY APRIL 1.

Will book orders for one-fourth cash, balance before delivery.

Will guarantee safe arrival in the United States and Canada.

Prices for April, May and June:

Untested $1.25 each; 25 or more, $1.00 each

Select Untested $1.50 each; 25 or more $1.25 each

Tested $2.50 each; 24 or more $2.25 each

Select tested $3 each. Circular free.

JOHN G. MILLER, Corpus, Christi, Texas

723 C STREET
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ALUMINUM HONEYCOMBS
This modern apiary appliance is being used by beekeepers in many states

and countries

Buy these combs from your regular dealer. Any bee supply dealers can furnish

them. They are now carried in stock by the following:

IN THE SOUTH:
J. J. Wilder, Waycross, Ga.
G. B. Lewis Co., Memphis, Tenn.
Texas Honey Producers' Association, San An-

tonio, Texas.

LOWER PRICES

For the season of 1922 the prices on Aluminum
Honeycombs are greatly reduced.

Modified Dadant or Jumbo frames 60c each
Lang-stroth or Hoffman frames 50c each
Shallow extracting, any style 45c each

IN THE EAST:
G. B. Lewis Company, Albany, N. Y.

Fred W. Muth Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.

G. B. Lewis Co., Lynchburg, Va.

IN THE NORTH:
Dadant & Sons, Hamilton, III.

A. G. Woodman Co., Grand Rapids, Mich.

G. B. Lewis Co., Watertown, Wis.

Standard Lumber Co., Winona, Minn.

IN THE WEST:
Chas. H. Lilly's Co., Seattle, Wash and

Branches.
Western Honey Producers, Sioux City, Iowa.

Colorado Honey Producers' Association, Den-

ver, Colo.

B. F. Smith, .Jr., Fromberg, Mont.

G. B. Lewis, Co., Wichita, Kans.

The above prices are f. o. b. factoi-y or deal-

er's stock. Write to your dealer for quantity dis-

counts on orders of 500 combs or over.

Be sure to buy the combs manufactured in

Texas by

THE ALUMINUM HONEYCOMB CO. OF TEXAS
SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS
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B W
SUPPLIED N

Root Quality, New Prices, Wholesale Discounts

Airco Fdn. 25to50 Lb. Lots 68c Std. Hoff- Frs., per hundred $6.72

Root 10 Jr. Metal Cover, crate of five.. $18. 00 Root 10 Fr. Excel, cover crate of five^. 15.00

16 Oz. Jars, 24 to case $1-45

Direct or Factory ShipmentSa-ve you Carrying Charges. Prompt Service, Satisfaction Guaranteed

ISI THE SOUTHLAND APIARIES, Hattiesburg, Miss.

I NUCLEI FOR SALE- 1922 PRICES
Y Rememlier that in buying onr nuclei you are not only getting two pounds of Ijces, luil tlirec frames of broud. wluch. when hatched,

¥ will double the size of the colony. .... ,. . ,-,-. . . , ^ ,•

i Note what these large beekeepers say: I have no hesitation in recommending you as to your ability to put up bees for shipment,

X or as to your business integrity. Of the 285 nuclei sent to date, every one came through alive and in fine condition."— U. F. Hotter-

A niann, Ontario, C"anada. , t^ , e ^nn . .» /-^ t- c j tt i . •

X "Nuclei arrived in fine shape; made 100 lbs. clover honey each. Book me for 100 next spring, —G. F. Saunders, Hornby, ntarin.

X H* J Eisaman, of- East Springfield, Pa., states: "While visiting in Mr. R. F. Holtermann's part of the country this fall, I noted the

•!• splendid showing' your bees had made. Book me for 30 nuclei for May 1."

X PRICE LIST OF OUR GOODS
X .•)-framc nuclei Italian bees with Italian queen $5.50 each

X S-frame nuclei hybrid bees, with guaranteed pure Ital. queen, $.'> each

X S-frame nuclei black bees, with black queen $4.00 each

X 4-frame nuclei black bees (without queens), fine for build-

9 ing nil weak colonies $4.00 each

O ("ypress hives, complete, crate of 5 $12.00

Y Medium brood foundation at 65c per pound.

X Terms: One-fourth down to guarantee acceptance. Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed. Certificate of inspection will acconi-

A pany each shipment. Will start shipiiing April in. in*..'*..'

I
A. R. IRISH, Ludowici, Ga.

<~x~>*x~>«X"XKKK-xKKK~xK-<~:~>>>>x~XK~:"X~x«x~x~x~X"XKK-x~:~x~xK«<"^^^^
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PACKAGE BEES AND NUCLEIQUEENS QUEENS

Have a special offer to Beekeepers Associations or groups of Beekeepers that can

use a car of bees at a time 800 to 1000 packages. We are prepared to load two cars

a week after April 5th, 1922. Free ticket to the party coming down to go back with

the car or I can furnish a man. This is the best way, no transferring from one car

to another, bees go through in 3 to 4 days.

Also special attention given to small orders.

1922 prices. Booking orders now. Safe arrival guaranteed.

1-lb. package $2.25 each, 25 or more ?2.15 each. 2-lb. package $3.75 each, 25 or more $3.60 each.

3-lb. package $5.25 each, 25 or more $5.00 each. 2-comb nuclei $3.75 each, 3-eomb nuclei $5.25 each.

Add price of queen wanted.

1 untested queen $1.50 each, 25 or more $1.30 each 1 tested $2.25 each, 25 or more $2.00 each.

1 select, untested $1.70 each, 25 or more $1.50 each. 1 select tested, $2.65 each, 25 or more $2.25 each.

One-fifth down with order, balance just before shipping, or 4 per cent discount for full remittance for De-

cember, 3 per cent for January orders.

E. B. Ault,
Prop. NEUCES COUNTY APIARIES, Calallen, Tex.

Write for our red catalog with reduced
price sheet

Reductions are from 10% to 35% off our spring

and summer prices

Let us make your beeswax into foundation now, so you will have it ready early in the spring

We also render wax from old combs and slum gum

SEND VS A LIST OF YOUR REQUIREMENTS IN BEE SUPPLIES

We sell the best possible goods at the lo^vest

possible prices

W. T. FALCONER MFG. COMPANY, Falconer, (mmeItSwn) N. Y., U. S. A.

"Wliere tlie BEST Beehives come from"

BARNES' FOOTPOWER MACHINERY

Read whatJ.E. Parent, ,^.,^„'^^».

of Chariton, N. Y says:

"We cut with one of

your Combined
Machines last winter 50

chaflF hives with 7-in.

cap, 100 honey-racks,

500 frames and a great ?_

deal of other work."

W. F. & JOHN BARNES
995 Ruby St., ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS

The Encravings appearinc in this publication are made
by the

Waterloo Engraving &' Service Co.
Waterloo, Iowa

Engravers, Electrotypers, Commercial Photographers,
Photo Retouchers, Designers

Write if you need designs of Signature Cuts, Letter Heads,
Labels, Etc.
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QUEENS
BEES BY THE POUND

FOR 1922 QUEENS

You who have tried our bees and queens know their good qualities. Those who
have not tested them we suggest their giving us a trial order. Our thousands of sat-

isfied customers testify to their superior traits. We are now booking orders for 1922

delivery, 10 per cent cash with order. No disease, safe arrival and satisfaction guar-

anteed.

PACKAGES BY EXPRESS

1-lb. packages, with queens, $4.00 each; 12 or more, $3.75 each.

2-lb. packages, with queens, $5.50 each; 12 or more, $.3 00 each.

3-ib. packages, with queens $7.25 each; 12 or more, $6.75 each.

By parcel post 10 per cent extra on above.

lj<j-lb. package, Canadian Special, with queens, by mail, $5 00 each.

Select untested queens, $1.50 each; 12 or more, $1.40 each.

Select tested queens, $3.00 each; 12 or more, $2.75 each.

We do not guarantee safe arrival of bees going to Canada by express. The larg-

est sized packages we can ship by mail to Canada are the l^-lb. size, as pe above.

M. C. BERRY & CO.
HAYNEVILLE, ALA., U. S. A.

An Acceptable Christinas Gift

I OUR BACKDOOR NEIGHBORS
% BY FRANK C. PELLETT

A book of stories of common wild creatures which never fails to please

the children as well as the grown-ups. These stories are the kind that

one loves to read again and again.

Price $1.50 postpaid.

I AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL, Hamilton, 111.

DPITirpPDrDC WE MANUFACTURE DOVETAILED HIVES. HOFFMANottrittrtn^ frames, sections and shipping cases

Our hives are made of best grade White Pine, cut accurate and smooth to standard meas-

ure. Sections are made of Basswood polished on both sides. There are no better made.

We carry a complete line of everything used in the apiary. Our shipping facilities are as

good as can be found anywhere. We want your business. We guarantee prompt and

satisfactory service. Pric^ list free.

MARSHFIELD MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Marshfield, Wis.

•••••••••••••• •••• ^^^

I PACKAGE BEES FOR 1922
X We Specialize on Three-band Italians Bred for Business.

I

X date.
X

A 2-pound package of our hustlers with a select untested queen

for $5; 25 or more, .$4.7.') each. Special prices on large lots. One-

fifth cash books your order. Order early and make sure of shipping

We do not accept more orders than we can fill promptly.

CANEY VALLEY APIARIES, Bay City, Texas
J. D. YANCEY, Mgr.

QpAlITY

First

5^

iNqpiniKS SOU'
ciiFP

\4

Books on Beekeeping
First Lessons in Beekeeping, by C. P.

Dadant. 167 pages, 178 illustrations.

Cloth $1.

Dadant System of Beeke..,ji. s, by C.

P. Dadant. 118 pages, 58 illustra-

tions. Cloth $1.

The Honeybee, by Langstroth and
Dadant. 575 pages, 229 illustrations.

Cloth $2.50.

Outapiaries, by M. G. Dadant. 125

pages, 50 illustrations. Cloth $1.

1000 Answers to Beekeeping Ques-
tions, by C. C. Miller. 276 pages,

illustrated. Cloth $1.25.

American Hon / Plants, by Frank C.

Pellett. 300 large pages, 155 illus-

trations. Cloth $2.50.

Practical Queen Rearing, by Frank C.

Pellett. 105 pages, 40 illustrations.

$1.00.

Productive Beekeeping, by Frank C.

Pellett. 326 pages, 134 illustrations.

Cloth $2.50.

Beginner's Bee Book, by Frank C.

Pellett. 179 pages, illustrated. Cloth

$1.25.

Beekeeping in the South, by Kennith
Hawkins. 120 pages, 58 illustrations.

Cloth $1.25.

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL
HAMILTON. ILL.

PORTER BEE
ESCAPE
SAVES
HONEY
TIME
MONEY

For sale by all dealers
if no dealer, write factory

R. & E. C. PORTER, MFRS.
Lewictown, Illinois, U. S. A.

(Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing)
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Crop and Market Report

Compiled b^ M. G. Dadant

CROP AND MARKET REPORT
Belated reports coming in from beekeepers would indi-

cate that the total honey crop will be considerably in ex-

cess of our report for last month. This is mostly due to

the favorable weather in the fall months, which resulted

in a much better fall crop than was expected. This larger

fall crop also came in regions which are not generally to

be considered as fall crop regions. Michigan and Wis-
consin have had very good fall crops, whereas, the Missis-

sippi and Illinois River bottoms, which generally have an
abundant fall flow, fell very much under the average for

the past five years, and even below the 1920 crop.

A report just received from the Bureau of Crop Esti-

mates at Washington, gives the per colony average of

honey for the United States for 1921 as 44 pounds, com-
pared to 59 pounds in 1920, and a five-year average of 43
pounds. Some of the short crop States are California,

with an average of 23 pounds as against 93 pounds in

1920; Nevada, with 25 pounds instead of 83; Arizona,
with 42 pounds instead of 92; Wisconsin with 42 pounds
instead of 85, and North Carolina with 10 pounds in-

stead of 55.

Those States producing a considerably larger crop than
in 1920 are Maine, Georgia, Florida, Ohio, Michigan and
Mississippi
A peculiar condition existed in Utah. Castle Valley

produced its normal crop of approximately seven cars,

while the Uintah Basin, generally a large producer,
shipped very little honey.

Latest reports from Texas would indicate that the final

1921 crop for the whole State will be slightly in excess of

1920. Earlier reports of a short crop for California are
verified.

THE HONEY MARKET
Very probably the excessive demand during October

for carload lots of honey has not held up proportionately
during November, though still much in excess of the de-

mand for the same time last year. There is still a very
active demand, however, for good gi-ades of white honey.
The consumer is buying. Low sugar prices, while inter-

fering with sales of amber honey, seem to have had no
eff^ect on the white honey trade. In fact, all reports, from
wholesalers, retailers and beekeepers alike, would indi-

cate that the consuming public seem to have been brought
to a realization of the value and desirability of white
honey as a good product. Whereas, the cheaper syrups
are a drug on the market, honey is moving well.

This applies, naturally, to those markets which demand
the white honey. In the mai-kets where amber honey is

sold, the competition of the cheaper imported amber
honeys and of sugar is still being felt, though indications
are for a gi-adual improvement.

Many reports from beekeepers, both large and small,
are to the eff"ect that the demand is excellent; that they
will be unable to supply their regular demand from their
own stocks, but will have to buy elsewhere or let the
customers go.

This is the opportunity to keep up the supply, encour-
age the demand and clean up the supplies of honey in

good shape for the 1922 season. Many have argued, for-
merly, that in the honey business it was not over supply,
nor lack of demand, but lack of proper distribution, and
we are inclined to agree. All too true it is, that every
demand should be supplied, either by the handling of out-
side honey by the beekeeper, or referring such an unfilled

demand to parties who can take care of it.

HONEY PRICES

There has not been much change in the retail prices of
honey, and what there has been has been upwards.
Most of the now small class who do not know market
prices have disposed of their crop at unreasonably low
prices, and the tendency is towards a stabilization. The
jobbing market for amber honey has not seen much
change, but white honey has slightly stiffened, though
white sweet clover extracted is still offered at about 8 V2

cents to 9 cents f. o. b. shipping point, which would make
a minimum New York price of around 9 V2 cents for
white.

The Southeast, which has complained all along of the
sloviTiess of the market and the great damage done native
honey by the imported product, is in a little better shape,
and the demand is becoming some better.

All in all, we would imagine that the honey situation is

far from hopeless and that the large demand and large
shipments should, before spring, lead to a favorable con-
dition in the honey supply and honey price.

Let us hope, however, that such favorable signs as
there may be will not tend to make for a slackening ef-
fort in selling, or tend to boost prices on the part of the
handler beyond what is reasonable and just.

RETAIL PRICES

The above prices refer to car lots. Freights, commis-
sions, packing and handling bring the pi'ice up to double
these figures before the honey reaches the consumer. In
most localities white honey is retailing at from 20 to 30
cents per pound in 5 and 10-pound pails. In glass fur-
ther costs are added. The beekeeper who retails his
own crop should not overlook the fact that the packing
and selling of his product is a different proposition from
pi-oducing, and should profit by the selling as well as the
production of his crop.

SUPERIOR FOUNDATION
While the hum of the bees grows fainter, the hum of our machinery grows stronger, preparing for

another enormous spring demand for Superior Weed Process Foundation

When buying secure the best

Manufactured by SUPERIOR HONEY CO., Ogdcfi, Utah
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I»I If you want the cheapest, buy the best. I am offering to the trade of 1922 Nuclei,

Y Nuclei and more Nuclei
t

.• Let me prove to you that one of my 3-frame nuclei is worth more to you than a 2 or 3 pound package; be- .|,

y sides, they cost you less. V
X 1st. One of my 3-franie nuclei is equal to a swarm of bees, as you get young bees and brood in all stages, J]

, and the queen laying enroute. ,•

y 2nd. There is no trouble about transferring them, and the bees are fresh and not worn out from fretting y

y as they are in pound packages. A
y 3rd. The purchaser has an absolute guarantee that they will arrive in good condition. y
X 4th. The three combs, if empty, are worth more than the difference in the price of freight. Last season *t*

•}• I shipped over eighteen hundred nuclei, with a loss of only two. Can the pound package shipper give such A
X H. rpcord

'l^
Read what one of my customers says: St. Thomas, Virgin Islands, U. S. A., June 21, 1921. Mr. A. B. Mar- X

y chant, Jesup, Ga. Dear Sir: "The four three-frame nuclei arrived today in perfect order, only stores were y
% gone, and they could not have lasted a day longer, as they were on the road 28 days." Sincerely yours, Axel X
y Hoist. The above settles the question as to safe arrival. ,
X Now a few words about my frames and combs. My frames are genuine Hoffman wired, with shoulders cut *»*

•!• at each end of the end bars, which makes them fit square and even. |>

y My combs are drawn from full sheets of the famous Dadant foundation. There is none so good. ^*

X My shipping facilities are the best, having twenty or more express trains every twenty-four hours. Some *»*

j* of them going to New York and other points without a change. •,

X Prices of my 3-frame nuclei, with a select untested queen, $5.50 each. Ten per cent cash with order to show *»*

|» good faith, balance any time before shipping. .^.

X Should a customer become dissatisfied and we cannot adjust the matter, then send your claim to the A. B. J. }•

1*1 and I will abide by whatever they do. '.

•f My bees are all bright 3-banded Italians. A great many breeders call them goldens. y
X To those that have weak colonies and wish to build them up, I can furnish nuclei without queens from fif- X
4> teen to twenty days earlier, price, $5 each.

'I*

X I can also furnish full colonies in 8 and 10-frame hives; prices quoted on application. Shipping season de- X
pends on the weather, usually begins April 15th.

^ ^
X

y I can load a car in 48 hours, as I have over 1,000 colonies to draw from. y
X My Guarantee: Safe arrival in U. S. and Canada, free from disease, pure stock of Italians, quick and X
•I* prompt service, and a satisfied customer. •!•

X THE NUCLEI MAN. Reference: THE BRUNSWICK BANK & TRUST CO., Jesup, Ga. y

I A. B. MARCHANT, Jesup, Georgia
|:

*««*•*«*••••• 4

I

I

f

t
XPATTERSON & WINTERS

QUEENS
Early Order Discounts for 1922 on Queens and Package Bees X

?
Orders received during November, 1921__10% Orders received during January, 1922__ 6% X
Orders received during December, 1921_. 8% Orders received during February, 1922_. 4% .^.

Orders received during March, 1922 2% y

QUEENS
1 untested Queen $1.25, 25 or more $1-00

1 tested Queen $2.50, 25 or more 2.25

1 select tested Queen, $3.00, 25 or more 2.50

One fourth cash with order, balance before shipment,

I
X

I

NUCLEI
'f

Two-comb regular Nuclei $3.60 Twenty-five or more 3.45 X
y

PACKAGES '4

y
One 2-lb. package, $3.60; 25 or more _--$3.45 One 3-lb. package, $5.00, 25 or more _.- 4.75

•J<

Add price of queens wanted when ordering above packages. X

IPATTERSON & WINTERS, Jourdanton, Tex.
References: Adams Nat. Bank, Devine, Texas; Atascosa State Bank, Jourdanton, Tex. 'j-
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HONEY WANTED HONEY

We are in the market for both comb and extracted. Send sample of ex-

tracted, state how put up with lowest price delivered Cincinnati. Comb
honey, state grade and how packed with lowest price delivered Cincin-

nati. We are always in the market for white honey if price is right.

C. H. W. WEBER & CO., 2 163-65-67 Central Ave., Cincinnati, O.
r^

I HAVE SHAVED my prices on queens foi the season

of 1922 to conform to the general

reduction in prices of other commodi-
ties, but the high quality will be maintained ; in fact, I make it a rule to produce better

queens every year. My experience has shown me that the stronger the colony that

builds the cells, the lax'ger, better and more uniform will be the queens thus reared.

While it is more expensive to produce queens in this manner, for many colonies are

weakened in order to supply brood for the cell builders, yet it pays us, as it creates a

steady demand for our queens at prices that are fair to all concerned. But it pays the

purchaser still more, for he gets splendid queens that give large returns in honey.

The season just closed was very satisfactory in that we were able to fill most or-

ders at the time promised, but still we had some more orders than we were able to fill.

We are increasing our nuclei and will make an earnest effort to give prompt service

the coming year, but I solicit the co-operation of our customers in this matter, and in

order to facilitate prompt shipment, we request that you anticipate your needs as far

in advance as possible and place your order early. No cash is required in booking an
order, but money may be sent any time before date of shipment. However, as some
will find it convenient to send cash with order, we will allow a discount of 6 per cent

on all cash orders received in December. A card will bring our catalog.

1922 Pri:es.—Before Au^-ust 1.

1 to 4, inclusive $2.50 each

5 to 9, inclusive 2.45 each

10 or more 2.40 each

After August 1.

1 to 4, inclusive $2.00 each

5 to 9, inclusive 1.95 each
10 or more 1.90 each
Breeding queens 10.00 each

JAY SMITH, 'T^ Vincennes, Indiana
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ITALIAN BEES AND QUEENS
X Let us quote you on the bees and queens you will need in I 922. We can X

'k

save you money and will guarantee the goods and service. Tell

us how many you need, we will quote you special prices.

The Stover Apiaries, mayhe^v, Mississippi

"•"•"•" •:~:":~:~K~:~:~H~w~:-:~W":~:~:~>
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ELECTRIC IMBEDDER
Price without Batteries,$1.50

Not Postpaid.

Actually cements wires in the foun-

dation. Will work with dry cells or
with city current in connection with

transformer. Best device of its kind

on the market.

For sale by all supply dealers.

Dadant & Sons, KSSS^toTill.
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We are the HUB
for HUBAM

Guaranteed, certified, Annual
Sweet Clover, All new crop,
grown on our own farms and
all from the first 50 seeds from
that original plant at Ames.
We are shipping to all parts nf
the world now. HUBAM is be-
ing planted somewhere every
day for bee pasture, hay, pas-
ture, or for green manure to

plow in.

The seed is hulled and scarifiad,

with a purity of 99.8 per cent,
and grows 97 per cent. Prise
now is $2 per pound.
Our seed is pure. You buy from
an old, established firm with a
reputation to maintain when
you buy from

THE HENRY FIELD SEED CO.
SHENANDOAH, IOWA

1922
Place your order now for 1922 de-

livery of

FOREHAND'S THREE-BANDS
The Thrifty Kind

They are surpassed by none, but su-

perior to many.

Package Bees. Three-band Queens

Write for prices now.

W. J. FOREHAND & SONS
Fort Dapotit, Alk.

REASONS
WHY—

YOU WILL WANT

TO SEND US THE

COUPON AT ONCE

Money Saved is Money Made

X
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The a. I. Root Co. of Iowa,
Council Bluffs, la.

Gentlemen: Kindly name your fall prices of the
following:

1. Eight-frame hives, metal covers, complete,
sets 5 KD.

2. Eight-frame bodies, with frames, complete,
sets 5 KD.

3. Shipping cases, lots of

4. Cans, jars, pails and second-hand 5-gallon
cans.

5. Honey tanks.

Name

Address

City

State

THE A. I. ROOT CO. OF IOWA

COUNCIL BLUFFS, IOWA
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E TO STUDY WOODS
For the Bee Man
This is the Period

''Between Hay and Grass
While waiting for the honey-season to begin, suppose you investigate the relative values of different commercial woods. Few business

undertakings call for more exacting care on the part of the buyer than getting the best lumber for the bee-man's use. In many respects

bee-hive construction is like Greenhouse construction—both are most trying on the material used.

Cypress is the only wood that "stands up" in Greenhouse work. It resists the rot influences that infest the Greenhouse. No other

wood is so thoroughly certified for this use as is Cypress.

If Cypress will "stand the racket" in Greenhouse construction it certainly will do the right thing by you in beekeeping.

READ CYPRESS BOOKS
Those who would get accurate information regarding Cypress wood and its extraordinary power to resist

rot influences should provide themselves with copies of the Cypress Pocket Library. There are 43 volumes,

each authentic and authoritative. Write us and tell us what subject you are interested in and will send you

the appropriate booklet. We especially suggest you write for Vol. 1, with the unabridged U. S. Govt. Rept. on

Cypress, "The Wood Eternal," that is a buy because it lasts so like—well, it lasts and lasts and lasts and lasts

and lasts.

SOUTHERN CYPRESS MANUFACTURER'S ASSOCIATION
1251 POYDRAS BUILDING, NEW ORLEANS, LA. ^—^=^^ 1251 GRAHAM BUILDING, JACKSONVILLE, FLA.

FOR QUICK SERVICE ADDRESS NEAREST OFFICE

DO YOU USE ALUMINUM HONEYCOMBS?
IF NOT, WHY NOT?

X Each comb is in itself a valuable asset to any apiary. It is the only comb which

I enables BEEKEEPERS TO OBTAIN ALL THE HONEY without waiting for

I the bees to draw out foundation. THEREBY SAVING TIME AND MONEY.
V

<~x~xK~:~x~:~XK~:~x~KKKKKK~:"X~X":~:~K":~:~:~:~;~:~x~:~x~:~^^^

f.
X We can prove that no practical BEEKEEPER can afford to be without the
'^ ALUMINUM HONEYCOMB
X
•|« In a recent issue of a National Bee Publication the following question and its answer appeared:

*»• Q. What is the total cost of a fully drawn out wax comb?
•{ A. The mininum cost of drawing out a wax comb is 50 cents.

X
i PRACTICAL BEEKEEPERS are buying ALUMINUM HONEYCOMBS because they

j- Cannot be destroyed by moths or rodents Prevent loss by mehing
•!• Make extracting of honey easy Increase production

'I'
Control production of drones Last forever with reasonable care

•i* Can be sterilized Cost no more than wax combs

I
THE DIAMOND MATCH CO., Apiary Dept., CHICO, CAL. .^

Sole distributors for DUFFY-DIEHL, Inc., Pasadena, Cal f

» *^> • • • • • • • • • • • •^•^'^••'••••••j^



This is /he First of a series of ad-

vertisemenls which will appear from

monlh to monlh featuring 'Root
Quality" product? which are the

results of revolutionary developments

in manufacturing supplies and equip-

ment for beekeepers and honey

producers






